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INTRODUCTION.

The Spanish State Papers published in the former

volume of the present Calendar exhibited with great

clearness the gradual change of the relations between

England and Spain which took place during the first nine

years of the reign of Elizabeth. The English policy

of promoting dissention and division in neighbouring

countries, whilst openly joining neither of the rival

powers, had succeeded, perhaps better than even Cecil,

its great advocate, had expected. The hands of the Queen

and her government had become firmer as the powerless-

ness of their potential enemies became more apparent,

and although the Queen's calculating fickleness and

ambiguity of expression continued to confuse her rivals,

she had, in the tenth year of her reign, when the papers

in the present volume commence, finally thrown in her

lot with the Protestant party, and had practically become

the leader of the reformed faith throughout Europe. It is

true that Catholics abounded all over the north of England,

and that a strong party in her own Court was attached,

more or less strongly, to the old religion. But the Queen

was personally popular, and sought to increase her popu-

larity with a persistence which would not be denied, and

had also, by a policy of alternate severity and leniency,

convinced the English Catholics that their future treat-

ment depended mainly upon their gaining her goodwill.

They had, moreover, persuaded themselves now that

Philip, slow and little-hearted as he was, would not, even

if he could, come and re-establish their religion again in

England at the point of Spanish pikes, aa they had hoped

at the beginning of the reign. Nor had the behaviour of

these same pikes under Alba in the Netherlands tended to

increase their populai"ity, even amongst Catholics, in

England. By the beginning of the year 1568, therefore,

the Queen was able to assume an attitude towards Spain

J-
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11 LN'TRODtJCTlON.

which she would not have dared to take up ten years before.

Philip's hesitancy and avoidance of risk were understood

now to be a characteristic weakness of the man himself,

and were seen not necessarily to hide any terrible danger

behind them, as was formerly feared. His wars with the

Turks, the rising of the Moriscos in the south of Spain,

and the troubles in the Netherlands, kept his hands full

of care and his treasury empty of doubloons. Nothing,

therefore, was to be feared from Philip alone, whilst the

king of France and the Emperor were, so far from being

able to help him in a crusade against the reformed faith,

themselves almost at the mercy respectively of the

Huguenots and the German Protestant Princes. It is

true that the Catholic League, which years before had

been established to extirpate Protestantism the world over,

still existed on paper, but the only signatory who was

able, or even desirous, of carrying out its objects was the

Pope ; because he alone had joined it for religious rather

than political reasons. Cardinal Lorraine and the other

Cruises were, as usual, plotting to bring the Catholic powers

together again for their own ends, and, as Norris writes

from Paris (15th December 1567, Foreign Calendar), were

urging the Queen-Mother to utterly crush and ruin Conde,

Coligny, and the Huguenots, either by force or treachery,

in order that France, Spain, and the Pope might together

invade England and place Mary Stuart on the throne of

a united Catholic nation. It was but a dream now, and

all saw that it was so but the besotted priests who urged

it. Mary herself was a disgraced prisoner at Lochlevon.

Catharine de Medici feared and hated the dominion of

the Guises little less than she did that of the Huguenots,

whilst Philip of Spain, even if he had been able to do so,

was not the man to risk everything by going to war with

the great Protestant power, whilst his own Netherlands

were ready to burst into flame at any moment, for the

purpose of placing Mary Stuart on the throne of England

and Scotland with a French uncle at her elbow ; and so

give to France again the predominant power in Europe.

Jteligioji apart, it was better for Philip's policy that
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England slioulcl remain Protestant than that tliis nhouhl

happen; always provided that he could keep Elizabeth

friendly, and either frighten or cajole her into a position

of neutrality towards his own rebellious Protestant subjects

in the Netherlands. He no longer attempted to dictate to

her, but only sought to gain her good will ; and both

parties were fully cognisant of their changed position

towards each other. Overbearing Feria had hectored and

threatened the Queen, and treated her ministers as if they

Avere still subjects of his sovereign ;
Quadra had gripped

firmly under his velvet glove, until, deserted by his master

and despairing of combating Cecil's bold craftiness with

Philip's sole weapons of feebleness and procrastination,

he died defeated and broken hearted. Guzman de Silva's

task was more difficult than that of either of his pre-

decessors, but he was well chosen to perform it. His

manner and appearance were amiable and ingratiating, as

a glance at his portrait in Hampton Court Palace will

prove, and he became a prime favourite with the Queen,

whom he flattered to the top of her bent. His Castilian

pride sometimes revolted against the work he had to do,

and his letters to the King contain many complaints that

his flattery and suavity and " the show of simplicity and

frankness," which he says he habitually adopted, and by

which he had gained great influence over the Queen

whilst he was with her, were counteracted by the

" heretics " who surrounded her, and who were for ever

whispering in her ear distrust of him and his master.

His geniality seems sometimes even to have disarmed

Cecil himself, notwithstanding the alarmist and ex-

aggerated reports of Philip's sinister intentions constantly

being sent by Norris in Paris and the English spies in

)Spain and Flanders ; most of which reports are proved to

be unfounded by the letters in the present volume. A
good example of Guzman's adroit bonhommie in dealing

with Cecil will be seen on page 38. Cecil was in a furious

rage about the unceremonious expulsion of the English

ambassador from Madrid on the pretext of his religious

indiscretion, to whicii further reference will be made.
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He inveiglied volubly and indignantly on tlie sliglit thus

put upon his mistress, and denounced Guzman himself for

having made mischief in the matter. Guzman met the

outburst very characteristically. Relating the scene to the

King he says :
" I let him talk on, and, when he had done,

" I waited a little for him to recover somewhat from his

*' rage, and then went up to him laughing and embraced

" him, saying that I was amused to see him fly into such

" a passion over what I had told him, because I knew he

" understood differently, and that the affair was of such

" a character as to be only as good or as bad as the Queen
'* liked to make it. She could take it as a good sister and

" friend, as I hoped she would, and had shown signs of

" doing which was the easiest, most just, and even neces-

" sary way, since it was only right to take the actions of

" a friend in good part, at least until bad intention be

" proved, or she could, for other reasons, look at it in a

" different light, which might make it moi'e diflScult, to

" the prejudice of his Queen and of your Majesty. I did

" not believe, however, that any sensible man who had

" the interests of the Queen at heart would do this, and
" it was for this reason, and because of my zeal to pre-

" serve this friendship, that, as soon as I heard of it, 1

" wished to let him know so as to be beforehand with

" the mischief makers, and because I knew him to bo

" faithful to the Queen and well disposed towards your

" Majesty's affairs. I meant him to make use of my
" information privately in favour of the objects I had
" stated. He asked me whether I had not told him in

" order that he might convey it to the Queen and
" Council, to which I replied no, that I had only told

" him as a private friend, and with this he became
" calmer." The ambassador then cleverly presents the

Spanish view of the case, and " at last he (Cecil)

seemed more tranquil." At the date of the opening

of the present volume this cloud had not yet arisen, and

England was more peaceful and assured than she had

been since the Queen's accession. The standing danger

from Scotland had disappeared for the first time for many
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years. Mary was a prisoner, with a dread suspicion

liangiug over her, and Murray, sustained by English

money and English forces, was the bounden servant of

Elizabeth. France was aflame with civil war, and the

royal house divided against itself by the bitter jealously

and distrust of the King for his brother Anjou, prompted

by the Queen-Mother ; that she might the more effectually

hold the balance between the rival parties in the State.

Disaffection had been ruthlessly crushed in the Netherlands

by Alba, but was still glowing beneath the surface with

dull ferocity, as Philip well knew ; and his powerlessness

for harm, alone, was made clear by the attitude of his

ambassador in England, whose one object for the moment

was by flattery and cajolery to induce Elizabeth and her

councillors to refrain from damaging Spanish interests by

countenancing the Flemish Protestants or aiding English

voyages to the Spanish Indies. Under these circumstances

Elizabeth could afi'ord to drop the hollow negotiations

which had been lingering for so long for her marriage

with the Archduke Charles. Sussex, perhaps the only

prominent person who really believed in the sincerity of

the negotiations, was himself at last undeceived and was

begging for his recall from Vienna, in deep disappointment

and resentment against Leicester and his party, upon whom
he laid the blame of the failure of his mission. A decent

pretence was assumed on both sides that the project was

still pending, the Emperor vras given the Garter with great

pomp, but the affair was practically at an end in February

when Sussex left Vienna, to the relief of Philip who, for

years past, had lost faith in the Queen's sincerity in the

matter, and whose interests were daily drifting further

away from those of his Austrian cousins. But this state

of tranquil security did not last many weeks. Immunity

from danger made the reforming party in England bold,

and already in February (1568) steps were being taken

again to worry the Catholics, in reprisal, to some extent,

for the atrocities committed by Alba's troops on the

Flemish Protestants, who were flocking into England by

thousands with their stories of cruelty and oppression, and
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deeply stirring tlie resentment of their co-religionists here.

Whilst all Protestant England was thrilling with sym-

pathy for the oppressed Flemings, the victims of Alba's

cruelty, the Queen was strongly desirous of clearing

herself from the suspicion of helping them, and she

seems to have gone out of her way to reassure Guzman

on the subject. With her usual clever evasion of respon-

sibility, she assured Guzman that she knew nothing

of the archbishop (Parker) of Canterbury's new attempt

to force the oath of supremacy on the ecclesiastical lawyers

of the Court of Arches, Guzman writes to the King (2nd

February 1568, page 4) :
" This appears to be the case

" from what she said to me about it, and what afterwards

" happened, which was that she was angry with the Arch-

" bishop and rated him on the subject, although sub-

" sequently the earl of Bedford, KnoUys and Cecil

" pacified her and gave her to understand that it would

" be unwise to be severe on the Archbishop for fear of

" encouraging the Catholics too much." He writes

again on 16th February 1568 (page 7) :
" News comes

" from Scotland that some of the principal people have

" risen against the Regent and the Government, and when
" I asked the Queen whether it was true, she said it was,

" and they even wanted to throw the blame on her, as

" some malicious people had also tried to do respecting

" the disturbances in France, and even those of Flanders,

" which she said was entirely unfounded, as she is

" strongly opposed to such proceedings of subjects against

" their rulers, and particularly in the case of your Majesty
" and your dominions, which should never be molested by
" England, at least whilst she was Queen. I said that

" she was quite free from any such suspicion, seeing the

" loving goodwill your Majesty bore her, and she, like the

•' great Princess she was, could not fail to reciprocate it,

" as I constantly advised your Majesty she did. As the

" malice of the heretics is continually exercised in

" arousing her suspicion, no opportunity must be lost to

«' dissipate it."

But disclaim it as she might, Protestant feeling in the
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country was deeply moved and was becoming aggressive

instead of merely seeking toleration ; and distrust and re-

sentment against Philip and the Catholic league were being

industriously fanned by the English agents in France and

Germany, who constantly reported the intended invasion

of England and its reduction to Catholicism, The attempt

of England to assert equal international and religious

rights with Spain and the Catholics, seems to have been

precipitated at first accidentally, and resulted in a breach

which grew ever wider until the final triumph of England

over the Armada. In January 1568 the vicious lunacy of

the miserable boy Don Carlos had reached a pitch which

necessitated his isolation. Philip entered his room at

10 o'clock on the night of the 18th January and arrested

his only son and heir with his own hands. It was known

that he had had communications with the discontented

Flemings ; and John Man, the dean of Gloucester, who

was English Ambassador in Madrid, thought the event of

sufficient importance to dispatch a special messenger, one

of his own secretaries, post haste, to carry the news to

England. He arrived in the middle of February and gave

an account of what had happened. In the course of conver-

sation he told the Queen that the ambassador's household

were not allowed to perform divine service according to

the reformed rites, even in their own house, and Elizabeth

immediately wrote to Man (21st February 1568, Foreign

Calendar) peremptorily ordering him to demand the free

exercise of his religion in accordance with international

rights, saying that if this were refused she would at

once recall him. Unfortunately, on the same day,

both the Queen and Cecil also made the same request of

Guzman (page 9), and Philip was therefore forewarned

of the demand which was to be made by the English

ambassador. That the hated heresy, which struck at

the very root of the principle by which he ruled, should

raise its head in his own capital, even in the house of

an ambassador, was too much for Philip. The demand

for international recognition of the dreaded thing alarmed

him and he determined to forestall it. Before the am-
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bassador could formulate his complaint, he had a series

of accusations drawn up against Dr. Man, and a number

of the English Catholic refugees who lived in Madrid,

mostly on Philip's bounty, were called to testify to un-

becoming words pronounced by the ambassador against

the Catholic religion and the Pope, at the dinner table and

elsewhere in private conversation. An English spy called

Robert Hogan or Huggins, who betrayed both Spain and

England in turn, writes to Cecil (30th March 1568, Foreign

Calendar) that he, like others, had been forced to testify

against Man, who, he says, will certainly get into trouble,

although entirely by his own fault and foolishness, and his

" too liberal tongue." It is mainly the duke of Feria's

doing, he says, as he is Man's deadly enemy ; although

elsewhere Hogan calls the Duke the friend of the English,

which he certainly was not in any sense. Man was never

afforded an opportunity of making his complaint. Philip

saw him no more ; he was hurried out of Madrid to a

village called Barajas and thence contemptuously packed

off to England, without being allowed even to take leave

of the King. Guzman smoothed the matter over as best

he could, with many loving messages from his master to

the effect that another English ambassador who was more

modest and respectful to the Catholic religion would be

welcomed with open arms ; but the blow was a heavy one

to the pride of Elizabeth and her Protestant advisers, and

their wrath was nursed silently until ample revenge could

be taken. They were revenged a hundred-fold as will

be shown, although the exaction of their retribution gave

rise to events which, it is not too much to say, in the end

left their indelible mark upon the fate of Christendom.

In the meanwhile the rising of the Catholic lords in

Scotland against Murray and the belief that French forces

would be sent to aid them if the Huguenots were disposed

of had caused more countenance to be given by the English

Government to Conde and the Huguenots on the one hand

and to' the Flemish Protestants on the other, whilst the

English Catholics were more vigorously prosecuted than

they had been for some time. Guzman mentions a rumour
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(loth April 1568) that Cardinal Lorraine was raising 1,200

harquebnssiers to send to Dumbarton, and this, together

with the passage of a French envoy to Scotland, deeply

alarmed the Queen, notwithstanding the solemn assurance

of the king of France and his mother that, out of gratitude

for Elizabeth's neutrality in the French troubles, they

would not allow any French force to be sent to Scotland ;

a covert threat that if she openly helped Conde they would

retaliate by helping Mary. The apprehension was im-

mensely increased by the news of Mary's escape from

Lochleven (after her first unsuccessful attempt of which

an interesting account is given by Guzman, page 26),

but the policy which had been so successful before was

promptly adopted again. Fresh encouragement was

given to the Huguenots. Protestantism in the Nether-

lands was accorded a more hearty symjjathy than ever,

and expeditions of refugee Flemings were allowed to

fit out in English ports to go over and help their

compatriots. Against this Guzman protested over and

over again, but only got vague promises of redress or hypo-

critical professions of ignorance ; and when at last orders

were given for the prohibition of such expeditions,

they were easily evaded, and the current of help and

sympathy still flowed, as it flowed for many years after-

wards, from the Protestants in England to their struggling

co-religionists aci'oss the North Sea.

On the 21st May 1568 news reach Elizabeth and her

advisers which, whilst increasing their perplexity aad

danger, changed the base of trouble and brought it nearer

to their own doors. The battle of Langsyde had been

fought six days before, and Mary was already a fugitive,

and practically a prisoner, in England. Guzman, at this

point, represents Elizabeth as being desirous of treating

Mary as a sovereign, which, considering her views of the

royal state, was probably her first impulse. He says

(22nd May), " If this Queen has her way now, they will

" be obliged to treat the queen of Scots as a sovereign,

" which will offend those who forced her to abdicate, sg

<' that, although these people are glad enough to have her in
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" their hands, they have many things to consider. If

" they keep her as in prison, it will probably scandalise

" all neighbouring princes, and if she remain free and

" able to communicate with her friends, great suspicions

" will be aroused. In any case it is certain that two

" women will not agree very long together."

If it were ever Elizabeth's intention to receive her

unfortunate cousin as a sovereign the idea must have

disappeared promptly on the reports received from Drury

aud her other officers in the north of England. All the

country side, they said, Catholic to the backbone, was in

a ferment of excitement and rejoicing at the arrival in

their midst of the Catholic princess, upon whom their hopes

were fixed. Norris in Paris (4th June, Foreign Calendar)

writes to say that an effort will be made to carry Mary to

France, " but he is assured that Cecil will rather, as he

" writes, help and counsel the Queen to make her profit

" of her there than consent to her coming hither." In

any case Elizabeth did not hesitate long as to the course

which would best serve her own interests. Her uncere-

monious treatment of Mary's envoys, Herries and Fleming,

is fully detailed by Guzman, for whom and the duke of

Alba they brought letters from their fugitive mistress.

The envoys complained bitterly of their treatment, and

threatened if aid was refused by England to appeal to

" France, your Majesty, or even the Pope." " The Pope,"

said Bedford, as if shocked with the bare idea. " Yes," said

Herries, " and even the Grand Turk, or the Sophi, seeing

the need my Queen is in." Such talk as this was too

dangerous to be endured for very long, and on the 24th

June Guzman writes to the King, " The Queen has given

" a decided answer to Herries and Fleming, and has

" refused to give leave to the latter to go to France
" respecting the Scotch queen's affairs. Her answer is

" that she has ordered their Queen to approach nearer to

" her, and has sent word to the Scotch government to

" send representatives to the same place, whither she

" herself will also send persona to treat with both parties.

" If she is assured that their Queen was not an accomplice
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" iiL the murder of her husband, she will help her, and if

" she was privy to it, she will try to reconcile her to the

" government." Herries and Fleming conveyed this

answer to Guzman, and asked for his advice, which he

gave, as follows (26 June) :
" I replied that their Queen

" should show full confidence in this Queen, and should

" act, at present, in such a way as to give to the latter no

" reasonable excuse for not helping her and treating her

" well. She should be very careful, I said, to avoid all

" suspicion that she had any pretensions to the crown

" during this Queen's life ; and, as regards satisfying her

" respecting her husband's death, their Queen should say

" that she herself desired to do so, loving her as she did

" as a sister and friend, but by other means than by judicial

" action and question and answer with her own subjects,

" which would be a derogation of her dignity and unfitting

" to her rank." The first portion of this sound advice

Mary, unfortunately for herself, did not follow, very different

counsel being given to her subsequently by those who

succeeded Guzman as her advisers, but the latter portion,

no doubt, led to her sudden change of front in refusing to

acknowledge an investigation for which she had formerly

professed herself anxious. Guzman had a long conversation

with Elizabeth on the 29th of June about Scotch affairs,

particularly with I'eference to the answer which had been

given to the special envoy from the king of France, M. de

Montmorin. Elizabeth told him that there were difficulties

in the way of her giving armed help to restore Mary to the

throne, and the result of such an attempt would be un-

certain, and she thought the best course would be to come

to terms with Murray. " These terms she said must be
" hard, as Murray and his gang would never be safe if

" the Queen returned as a ruler, even though she pardoned
" them now, as she could easily find an excuse afterwards

" to be revenged on them." She said very emphatically

that on no occount would she allow Mary to go to France,

" and, as for sending her back alone after she had placed
*' herself under her protection, that would be a great dis-

" honour for her (Elizabeth) and her country. Seeing also
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" the pretensions she had to the English crown, it would
" be dangerous, she said, to allow her to be free in this

" country, as she might take opportunities of satisfying

" people here about past events, and gain them over. She

" therefore had determined to bring her to some place in

" the interior of England, both that she might be safer

" from her enemies, and also in order that, if she attempted

" to escape clandestinely to Scotland, her flight should be

" made longer and more difficult ; as between Carlisle

" and Scotland there was only one small river which

" could easily be crossed." The determination thus early

expressed by Elizabeth to keep her cousin under guard

for good was no doubt prompted by the knowledge

that Mary was clamouring for foreign aid on all hands,

and that the people of the north, forgetting her misdeeds,

were burning to help her. Norris was persistent in

his alarmist reports of Popish plots in her favour and

Murray himself begged Drury to warn Elizabeth to

keep people from access to his sister, " as she has

" sugared speech in store, and spares not to deal part

" of it now."

Guzman says that Fleming is constantly coming confi-
)

dentially to him about his mistress's affairs ; but neither the
;

instructions nor the peaceful disposition of the ambassador
i

allowed him to hold out hopes of Spanish help. He says (

" I have shown him great goodwill, and have, in general
j

" terms assured him of your Majesty's sincere affection'

" for his Queen, as I am letting the Catholics, her friends,

" also understand." But at the same time he took great

care to keep in the good graces of Elizabeth, who appears

to have been sincerely attached to him.

In February 1568 Guzman, who had been complaining

of ill-health for some time, begged the King to withdraw

him from London. All, he said, was now quiet and

friendly, and another person could easily fill his place.

Unlike the bishop of Aquila he was a wealthy man, but

his means were nearly exhausted with the great expense of

the embassy, and the poverty or penuriousness of the King.

Philip was not in the habit of taking into account the
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personal wislies of his servants, and if it had not suited

him to remove Guzman he certainly would not have done

so. No answer to the ambassador's request was sent until

13th May, when, as has been shown, the whole aspect of

matters had changed and the prospect had become anything

but " quiet and friendly." Philip was evidently in great

trepidation as to the way in which his high-handed treat-

ment of the English ambassador would be received, and it

is possible that when he saw the apparent submissiveness

of the Queen under the blow, he may have thought that a

rougher tongued representative than Guzman would be

more likely to serve his purpose. He may have con-

sidered, moreover, that Guzman was too tolerant and

yielding to the " heretics "
;
particularly as the ambassador

gives as one of the reasons for desiring his recall, the

danger to which Catholics are exposed who dwell long

amongst " heretics," and witness their laxity in I'eligion,

and their freedom from restraint (page 10). Be that as

it may, Philip appointed as his successor a man dia-

metrically opposite to him ; a firey Catalan knight called

Guerau de Spes, as haughty and intolerant as Feria himself,

a man, as it afterwards turned out, entirely wanting in

discretion at a time when, of all qualities, discretion was

that most needed. At first sight it is diflBcult to under-

stand why so close an observer of men as Philip appointed

such a firebrand as this to represent him, unless he had

determined to adopt an aggressive policy towards England,

contrary to that which he had thitherto followed, and it

has been usually assumed by English historical writero

that this was the case. ISForris' letters of the time

certainly give colour to the assertion that Philip sent

Don Guerau with instructions to forward a Catholic con-

spiracy in England in union with Cardinal Lorraine and

the duke of Alba, for the purpose of expelliaig Elizabeth

and crushing the Protestant power; but IN orris, zealous

Protestant as he was, eagerly accepted and repeated all the

news his spies could bring him that was damaging to the

Catholics, and was ignorant of or underrated Philip's

difficulties. The present letters, for the first time, show
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clearly that, whatever may have been the wish of Philip's

heart, it was absolutely impossible for him to embark upon

a war with England, beset as he was on all hands.

Guerau de Spes was doubtless sent with the idea that a

less complaisant envoy than Guzman would be able to

exert more injBuence over the Queen by fear than by

suavity, an idea encouraged doubtless by the quiet way in

which she had accepted her ambassador's contemptuous

dismissal. As will be seen, however, Don Guerau did not

stop at rough words or haughty demeanour ; like the hot

partizan he was, he began more or less overt plotting with

the disafl'ected as soon as he arrived in the country, and

probably even before. The ostensible reason for Don
Guerau'a coming was to give explanations about the

expulsion of Dr. Man, but Elizabeth, full of Norris'

sinister reports, was much perturbed by the withdrawal

of her favourite Guzman. " She hoped to God," she told

the latter, " that there was no mystery behind this

change," and reproached him personally with her usual

coquetry for wanting to leave her. Cecil was more

outspoken and professed to believe that Guzman himself

had arranged the plot ; which we now know Norris had

informed him, Cecil, that Don Guerau was engaged in.

Guzman was surprised and indignant, he, at all events,

having had no hand in the matter, as Cecil indeed well

knew. Guzman tells the story to the King in his letter of

the 9th August 1568 :
— " On my return to London, I

" talked with Cecil and told him of the coming of Don
" Guerau and my departure, whereat he expressed sorrow
" and assured me that the Queen would be greatly pained,

" especially as it would seem to confirm what had been
" conveyed to him from several quarters, that Cardinal

" Lorraine had arranged a treaty with the duke of Alba,

" respecting this country and the queen of Scots ; which
" had been negotiated through me, as the French ambas-
" sador here could not be trusted. It was said also that

" the queen of Scotland herself was in communication
*' with me and sent me letters for your Majesty, and it

" was asserted that, now that I had arranged what was
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" wanted, I wished to leave, in order that my successor,

" and not myself, should witness the carrying out of the

" plan. It was known that I had a person at Dieppe to

" advise people in France of these matters, and that Don
" Frances de Avila (the Spanish ambassador in France)

" never left the side of Cardinal Lorraine. My own belief

"is that Cecil invented the whole of this .... because

** I am told that the letter that the queen of Scotland

" wrote to me with a letter to your Majesty, together with

" another for the French ambassador, fell into Cecil's

•' hands." Guzman repudiated the accusation with much
spirit and evident truthfulness, and doubtless confirmed

Cecil in his knowledge that, whatever were the instructions

of the new ambassador, the main object of the departing one

was to preserve peace and amity between the two nations.

A perusal of the substance of the instructions to Guerau

de Spes (page 66) will show how limited was the mission

confided to him. He was to satisfy the Queen about

Dr. Man, beyond which his functions were mainly to send

to the duke of Alba and the King constant reports of all

that was passing in England. He is instructed, over and

over again, that he is to do nothing without the orders of

the duke of Alba, and, indeed, so far as can be gathered

from his instructions and the letters sent to him, his

functions were more those of a spy than a minister. The

following sentence from the instructions will prove that it

was not Philip's desire at the time to break with England :

•' You will give the Queen my letter, saluting her gaily

" and graciously from me, saying that I have appointed

" you the successor of Diego de Gruzman to reside near

" her as my ordinary ambassador, with instructions to

" serve and gratify her on every possible occasion, as, 'in

" fact, J. wish you to do, trying to kcei> her on good terms

" and assuring her from me that T ivill always return her

*' friendship as her good neighbour and brother.''

At a time Avhen the bad faith of Elizabeth in seizing the

specie destined for the pay of Philip's troops, and the indis-

cretion of Guerau do Spes had embittered the relations of the

two governments to the last degree, the correspondence in
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the present volume between the King and the duke of Alba

proves indisputably the (perhaps necessarily) peaceful atti-

tude of Philip towards England and the fear entertained

both by the King and his Viceroy of the indiscretion and

meddlesomeness of the ambassador. As the letters in

question were confidential and there was no fear of their

being seized they certainly contained the real sentiments

of the writers. It will be seen by reference to them

that so hardly pressed were the Spaniards for money
and so beset with difficulties, that their only desire

at the time was to recover the Spanish property

seized in England and re-open their suspended trade,

leaving the idea of vengeance for a future time. Alba

several times complains that Don Guerau's zeal is out-

running his discretion, and that he allows himself to be

drawn into compromising positions by exceeding the in-

structions sent to him. This correspondence is mentioned

here out of its chronological order to enforce the view

that the treasonable plots in which Don Guerau was cer-

tainly concerned during the whole of his residence in

England, and his complicity in which contributed largely

to the subsequent bitterness between the countries, wore

entered into by him in the first place in violation of the

spirit of his instructions and of his master's desire; and

that the secret aid afterwards given by Philip to treason in

England was bestowed in consequence of the misleading

reports sent by the ambassador with regard to the strength

and resources of the disafiected. These reports, indeed, as

will be seen in the present volume, were evidently per-

vaded more by the zeal of the partizan than by the dis-

passionate scrutiny of the minister. A further proof that

Guerau de Spes was not sent by Philip for the purpose of

plotting the overthrow of Elizabeth in favour of Mary is

afforded by the letter from the King to the duke of Alba,

dated 15th September 1568 (page 71), written at the time

when De Spes had just arrived in England. In it the

King refers to Mary's letter to him complaining of her

imprisonment and invokiag his aid, with earnest profes-

sions of her Catholicism, " I have," he says, " refrained
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'* from taking any decision or answering her autograph

" letter, of which I enclose a copy, until you tell me what
" you think of her business, and in what way, and to what
" extent, I should assist her. I therefore beg and enjoin

" you to write to me on this by the first opportunity, and

" to encourage the Queen from there " {i.e., the Nether,

lands) " as best you can, to persevere firmly in her good
" purpose," (namely, to remain a firm Catholic) "as it is

" clear that whilst she does so Grod will not abandon her."

Guerau de Spes arrived in Paris in July 1568 after suf-

fering much insult and maltreatment on his way through

the south of France, of which he complained to the Queen-

Mother, who told him that the King was not obeyed in

that part of the country. He does not mention that he

saw Cardinal Lorraine privately, but merely says that he

and Cardinals Guise and Bourbon, with the dukes of

Nemours and Guise, were pi-esent at the audience, and " re-

commended the afiairs of the queen of Scotland to me."

The bishop of Glasgow, Mary's minister in France, was ill,

but, says De Spes, "he sent two gentlemen to recommeml
" his mistress' afl^airstomy care. She appears to found all

" her hopes on your Majesty's favour, and I have told him
" that I have orders on my arrival to do what I can for her."

However strong may have been De Spes' sympathy for

the queen of Scots, it is clear from these general expres-

sions that he was charged with no deep plot in her favour

by his master, as has been assumed ou the strength of the

information sent to England by Norris and others. The

account he sends of his interview with the duke of Alba

bears out this view, as it principally refers to the com-

mercial grievances existing between England and the

Netherlands, still left unsettled by the provisional agree-

ment of Bruges. In this letter, however, written before

he arrived in England, he shows how diff"erent are his

methods from those of Guzman de Silva, who invariably

palliated and minimised points of difi'erence. " Antonio

" de Guaras," he says, " has sent me two slanderous papers

" printed in England, which the heretics of that country

" have made up to entertain their gang, and to endeavour

y 76107. h
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" to diininisli the favour your Majesty extends to the

" Catholics, and the justice and equity which you maintain

" in your States. If your Majesty wishes, they can be

" copied and sent to you in Spanish. I shall be glad to

" be directed as to whether I should speak to the Queen

" about these insults." Needless to say that on his arrival

in England the queen of Scotland's friends approached

him, and thenceforward a constant correspondence was

carried on between him and Mary through them, most of

which correspondence was, of course, well known to the

English Court through their spies. On the 30th October

1568 (page 81) when he had only been in London about

seven weeks, writing to the King a propos of the meeting

of tlie Commission in York to settle Scotch aflFairs, he says,

" I am of opinion that this would be a good opportunity

" of handling successfully Scotch affairs, and restoring

" this country to the Catholic religion, and if the Dulce were

" out of his present anxiety and your Majesty wished, it could

" he discibssed."'

On the 6th N ovember he wrote :
—" It appears as if the

" time was approaching when this country may be made
" to return to the Catholic Church, the Queen being in

" such straits and short of money. I have already

" informed your Majesty of the oflfer made by Viscount
*' jMontague's brother-in-law on condition that they may
" hope for protection from your Majesty." These are

the first suggestions of a design to overthrow Elizabeth,

and, as will be noted, they do not come from Philip, but

are only tentatively made to him by his ambassador. In a

letter dated 12th December 1568 (page 85) he assures the

King that " whenever Flemish matters are calm, and your
" Majesty and the French king choose to stop English
" commerce, without even drawing the sword, they (the

" English) will be obliged to adopt the Catholic religion;"

aiifl he enclosed for the King's approval a draft of a long

address of exhortation which he proposed to deliver to the

Queen, thinking thereby to convert her to Catholicism

(page 85). Philip, who knew well the tremendous forces

firrayed against hiw, wajr well havQ smiled at the simplicity
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of his envoy in supposing that a turgid speech from a hot-

headed bigot could revolutionise the consummate statecraft

of Elizabeth and Cecil. With such an ambassador as this,

it was naturally not long before matters between England

and Spain reached an acute stage. Cardinal Chatillon v^as

at Elizabeth's Court arousing sympathy and obtaining aid

for the Huguenots in France ; the Flemish refugees were

spreading abroad a feeling of indignation against Alba's

atrocities in the Netherlands, and money was being sent

daily across to help their brethren against their oppres-

sors
; privateers, and pirates who called themselves such,

were already swarming in the Channel, and few vessels

bearing the flag of Spain escaped their depredations.

Early in December, Cecil wrote to De Spes (Foreign

Calendar) complaining of practices of his which had

been discovered, and the envoy retaliated by almost

daily complaints, couched often in very intemperate

language, of the piracies in the Channel. Norris and

others, as usual, were reporting unceasingly the terrible

things which were to be done in England as soon as the

Netherlands were quieted and the Huguenots suppressed.

The Queen told Do Spes himself (18th December 1568,

page 89) that " she knew that, after the king (of France)

" had pacified his country, he would turn upon her for the

*' sake of religion, as she was assured by persons in her

" favour who were members of his Council." Similar

ideas had been current in Guzman de Silva's time, but he

wisely and adroitly laughed them aside. Guerau de Spes,

on the contrary, fanned the flame by his manifest plotting

with the Catholic party ; and at the interview referred to

above, told the Queen that whilst she allowed the Huguenot

privateers to enter her ports, it would be very difl&cult for

her to preserve her friendship with the States of Flanders.

In view of the fears thus engendered and encouraged by

the indiscretion of the envoy, it is not to be wondered at

that when chance threw into the way of the Queen a

means of crippling her enemy and averting the threatened

danger, she should have adopted it, even at the expense of

honesty and international rights. She herself was hardly
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pressed for money to fit out a fleet to help tlie Huguenots

and defend her coast, and had not only borrowed to the

full extent of her credit, but, says De Spes (page 83), had

pledged some of her jewels to raise the required sum.

Late in November 1568 several vessels carrying a large

amount of treasure from Spain to Flanders were chased by

pirates in the Channel, and for safety put into the ports of

Southampton, Plymouth, and Falmouth respectively. The

money, on its arrival in the Netherlands, was to be advanced

to the king of Spain by its owners, certain Genoese

bankers, for the purpose of paying Alba's troops and

enabling him to continue his operations for the suppression

of the Protestants. Two of the cutters, shrewdly suspect-

ing that they were in as much danger from the English on

shore as from the pirates themselves, boldly left port the

day after they had taken refuge there and ran the

blockade of pirates, arriving duly at Antwerp. The rest,

consisting of a large vessel with 31,000L in Southampton

and three or four cutters in the western ports, continued

to be assailed or threatened by the privateers, even whilst

in harbour, and, ostensibly for the protection of the

treasure from their depredations, it was landed and placed

in safety by the shore authorities. The transaction is

related diversely by the two parties interested, and both

sides of the question are set forth in the present volume
;

but there seems to be no doubt that Spinola, the great

1 lorentine banker in London, who was charged with the

forwarding of the moneyin case it came to England, informed

the Queen that it was being conveyed to its destination at

the risk of the lenders, and could not be rightly called the

property of the king of Spain until its arrival in the

Netherlands. Prior to this information being given the

Queen had signed (12th December) passports and safe-

conducts for the money to be sent overland to Dover, or

under convoy by sea from the ports, but on learning the

state of affairs from Spinola, orders were given for the

landing of the money, which was done on the 21st. There

is no doubt that it had been determined at this time to

retain the money if, on examination, Spinola's statement
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were confirmed, as on the 24tli Horsey, the Governor of the

Isle of Wight, writes to Cecil (Foreign Calendar), giving

him an account of his examination of the specie from the

ship in Southampton which had satisfied him that it was

still the property of the bankers, and asks whether he shall

send the ti'easure up to London at once. It was a mere

technical excuse for taking the money, of course, as it was

undisputed that it was destined as a loan for the king of

Spain ; but it enabled Elizabeth to make the seizure

without openly committing an act of war. De Spes was

violent and headstrong as usual, and immediately wrote to

the duke of Alba urging him forcibly to seize all British

subjects and their property in the Netherlands, and to

recommend Philip to do the same in Spain. The seizure

was made in the ^Netherlands on the 29 th, as soon as De

Spes' letter reached the Duke, but on various pretexts, no

definite refusal had yet been given to De Spes by the

English Government to restore the money. On the 29th

Elizabeth told him that she might as well borrow it as his

King, as she was quite as responsible and able to repay it,

principal and interest. De Spes' precipitancy had put him

again in the wrong in urging Alba to make his seizures

before the intention of the Queen to keep the money had

been officially declared. Even on the 29th she left the

question ostensibly open, although her intention was clear,

but when news arrived of the seizure of all English

property by Alba she at once made this an excuse, not only

for retaining the money she had landed, but for seizing

all Spanish property in England as well, the amount of

which was great in excess of the value of Alba's

seizures; and a great show of indignation was made
at the illegality of Alba's action. It will thus

be seen that Elizabeth had put herself technically in

the right, however wrong she might be morally. The

principal eflFect of her action was to make her for the time

rich, whilst Philip's sorely shrunken exchequer was the

more depleted and his power for evil greatly diminished.

Philip and Alba, as will be seen in the letters in the

present volume, were well nigh in despair. The Gueux
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cmshod on land, were swarming on the sea, and made mari-

time communication between Spain and northern Europe

almost impossible. Trade was paralysed and credit dead.

The moral effect of Philip's poverty and powerlessness was

very marked. Alba's task in the Netherlands became

more and more difficult, as the bankers became increasingly

chary of lending money to a King who could not even

retain his own treasure or punish those who plundered

him, and the unfortunate, sorely-beset and over-weighted

King could only hand the whole question over to Alba

with the arbitrament of peace or war. In a letter to the

U Duke (18th February 15^9) he says that De Spes informs

him that the opportunity is now ripe for deposing the

Queen and placing the queen of Scots on the throne of a

Catholic England, and leaves Alba to undertake the

business without further consulting him if he thought

proper. But Alba had a very poor opinion of De Spes

and his recommendations, and was in closer touch with the

difdculties than was Philip, immersed in his papers at the

Escorial, and wrote to the King on the 10th March as

follows :
—

" I do not know whether an open rupture with

England at the present time will be advantageous, con-

sidering the state of the Treasury, and these States being

so exhausted with the war and late disturbances, and so

bereft of ships and many other things necessary for a

fresh war, whilst it would certainly be a grave loss of

dignity to again return to the old negotiations. All

things considered, I think it would be best to adopt a

gentle course, writing to the Queen that, seeing the close

friendship and alliance that have so long existed between

the countries, particularly between her father and the

Emperor, and your brotherly affection for her, even

though she should desire to quarrel, you will not consent

to do so, and that it shall never be said that the knot

that binds you together has been loosened. She should

be asked to say in what way she considers herself

aggrieved, and your Majesty will be ready to give her

every satisfaction in consideration of your tender love

for her, and will not pursue the same course as with any
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" other prince under similar circumstances. I thought

" well to set this forth to your Majesty in case she should

" send anyone to you before the definite opinion is for-

" warded to you from here, and you can thus go on tempo-

" rising, and, afterwards, adopt the course you think best.

" There will be means for fully satisfying your Majesty

" by-and-by if you desire it." This was the tone of Alba's

recommendations to the King during the whole of his stay

in the Netherlands, and Philip never wanted much per-

suasion for him to adopt a temporising policy. Necessary

as such a policy may have been, it was a clear evidence of

weakness to the English, who took higher ground than

ever. De Spes, in impotent fury, wrote a foolish flighty

letter (page 105) to one of the Spanish officials in the

Netherlands. The letter was of course intercepted, and

the ambassador was placed under arrest for his insolence.

He stormed and appealed in vain. Philip and Alba answered

him in the same way aa the bishop of Aquila had been

answered under similar circumstances eight years before.

He must make the best of it and endure everything patiently

for the King's service. Alba's first step was to send over

the pedantic and wordy Flemish councillor D'Assonleville,

but the Queen refused even to give him audience and would

not recognise the duke of Alba in any way. D'Assonleville

himself even was surrounded with restrictions and had to

return empty handed to the Duke. Thenceforward for

years the same policy was pursued. Envoy after envoy

was sent from the Netherlands to England to negotiate for

the restoration of the property seized. Cajolery, bribery,

and appeals to honour were tried in vain ; the owners of

the property and the bankers interested did their best to

get private restitution on any terms, but Elizabeth and her

ministers knew well that they held the strong position and

refused to agree, except on conditions which it was im-

possible for Philip to accept, as they included the settlement

of long outstanding claims made by the English on account

of confiscations by the Inquisition in Spain, and the past

and future treatment of British subjects there in relation

to religion, In the meanwhile the property dwindled and
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was jobbed away, and in the end but little of it ever readied

its legitimate owners. For many months De Spes was

chafing under the galling restrictions which had been placed

upon him, all his letters read and his every action followed.

His indiscreet reference to the Queen in the letter already

referred to had alarmed and annoyed even the earl of

Arundel, favourable though he always had been to the

Spanish domination of England, and ever ready to plot for

t e overthrow of the existing order of things. He wrote to

DeSpes (16th January 1569, Foreign Calendar) saying that

he blamed him quite as much as did any other of the

councillors for his expressions about the Queen, and

*' wished that a wise and well-meaning man were here for

the good of both sovereigns." Arundel's annoyance can

be easily explained by the fact that he, with the duke

of Norfolk, Lumley, Westmoreland, Throgmorton and

others, with the treacherous connivance of Leicester, had

adopted this question of the seizure of Philip's money

as a lever by which to overthrow Cecil, and anything which

prejudged the question, or put Spain in the wrong, was

likely to frustrate their designs. In March 1569 De Spes

was still under arrest, but with less strictness than at first,

and writes to the King urging him " to punish these people

" in a way which shall make them realise their ofEence.

" It is," he says, " disgusting to hear Cecil talk about his

" Queen being a monarch, and that no other Christian

" prince is a monarch but she. I have heard that they are

" going to publish a decree ordering every person to take

" an oath to this effect, which will mean a butchery of

" Catholics if God in His mercy do not prevent it." This

was evidently to inflame Philip's mind and induce him to

show sympathy with the cabal that was plotting the ruin of

Cecil. Later in the same letter, De Spes says that Norfolk

and Arundel have been in close communication with him

through a trustworthy person, and acknowledged the offence

committed by the Queen and Council, " but that hitherto

" everything has been over-ridden by Cecil, and they have
" not dared to resist him or even to point out to the Queen
" his bad government, vintil they felt their way with other
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" nobles and with the people. They have now done this

" and have many sure pledges." They promised that all

Spanish property should be restored, the Catholic religion

established, and much else besides, which it was obvious

could not be done except by the deposition of the Queen.

" They only ask that your Majesty should stand firm in the

" stoppage of trade, as well as the king of France, so that

" the English shall have no commerce with either country.

" The people are already beginning to murmur, and these

" gentlemen will find means to raise them and puoish the

" evil-doers. To add strength to the enterprise they sent

" me the draft of a proclamation for me to forward to the

" duke of Alba for publication. It contains a statement of

" the motives which they desire the public to know, which

" are similar to what I have already written about the

" tyranny of some members of the government, of the

" non-fulfilment of the passport given, of the favour shown
" to pirates, and the support given to rebels. I have sent

" it to the duke of Alba and assured him of the goodwill

" of these gentlemen and their power here. They wish the

" affair to be conducted very secretly for the present, for

" the Queen and Cecil are suspicious even of the birds of

" the air."

The " trustworthy person " who was the medium of

communication between De Spes and the conspirators was

Eidolfi, the Florentine banker and papal agent in London,

of whom mention will be made later on, and before very

long he was pressing urgently in their name that a sum of

money might be sent to them as an aid to the cost of

their conspiracy. Philip had but little money to squander,

and Alba instructed the ambassador to put the lords off

with promises and fair words. For the next month or

two the professions of loyalty and adherence to Philip

on the part of Arundel, Lumley, and Norfolk became

constantly more emphatic and precise until late in June,

when 6,000 crowns were sent by Alba to be given to

them. In the meanwhile things had gone badly with the

Huguenots in France and the Guises were again para-

mount, so that it behoved England to feign friendship for
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Spain; and accordingly De Spes was released, and pre-

tended negotiations were opened for restitution through

a wealthy banker in Antwerp named Thomas Fiesco, who
came over provided with large sums of money to bribe

Cecil and Leicester. Approaches were even made to

De Spes, who was ordered by the King and Alba to

avoid all reference to unpleasant subjects and to be

" "^ery gentle." Alba writes, 2nd July : " I again press

" upon you that on no account in the world are you
" to listen to any proposals about Ireland or other

" parts, as I can assure you that such a course might
" ruin everything and you also would run a personal

" risk, for which I should feel truly sorry. You
" may, however, at unsuspicious hours, listen to the

" servants of the queen of Scots. I must again repeat

" most emphatically that you are not on any account

" to entertain approaches to you against the Queen or

" her councillors, or anything touching them. On the

" contrary, if people come to you with such talk you
" must be so reticent that they shall never be able to say

" that any minister of the King has given ear to it." Not-

withstanding the constant repetition of similar instructions,

De Spes never ceased to lend a ready ear to real or pre-

tended conspirators, of which Cecil was fully informed

by his spies. Eidolfi, the bishop of Eoss, Stukeley,

Lumley, and others were for ever begging that money
should be sent from Spain to promote disaffection ; but

the 6,000 crowns already sent had been wasted, the

conspiracy against Cecil having failed through Leicester's

treachery and Cecil's vigilance. The bishop of Eoss gave

De Spes the story of the failure (15th June 1569) :
—" The

" Bishop told me that the duke of Norfolk and the earl

" of Arundel had always informed him of their desire to

" serve your Majesty, and .... that their intention

" was in April last to arrest Cecil, and give me complete

" liberty, restoring all the property stolen and detained

" belonging to your Majesty's subjects. He said that

•' on three occasions, when the project was about to be

'• carried out, the earl of Leicester softened, and said that
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" he would tell the Queen. This prevented the execution

" of the intention three distinct times .... and

" these delays gave Cecil an opportunity of discovering

" the plot against him." The manner in which Cecil

cleverly circumvented the conspirators is then told

(page 167), but undeterred by this fiasco, and by the

precise instructions sent to him, the ambassador, in the

same letter to the King, mentions that Lord Dacre had

sent him a message proposing the marriage of the duke

of Norfolk with the queen of Scots and the conversion of

England to the Catholic faith, and adds :
—" He (Dacre)

" now says that, whenever your Majesty pleases to send an

" army to this country, he and his friends will undertake

" to provide 15,000 selected troops for your service."

From the tone of the correspondence it is quite clear that

Philip's only present desire was to stir up the Catholic party

in England in order to embarrass Elizabeth and prevent

her from aiding the Protestants in the Netherlands, but,

in pursuance of his invariable policy, he desired to do so

without in any way appearing or incurring responsibility,

whilst at the same time both he and Alba feared the

impetuosity and indiscretion of the envoy they employed.

The letters in the present volume prove more decisively

than hitherto the treasonable intentions of the duke of

Norfolk in his design to marry the queen of Scots. It

is probable that at first he did not realize to tlie full

extent the objects of those with whom the project

had originated ; most certainly those Protestant coun-

cillors who sided with him at the beginning did not

do so. Guerau de Spes, however, never deceived him-

self about it. On the 25th July 1569 he writes to

the King :
—

" The bishop of Ross came to me at

" three o'clock this morning to assure me of the wish of

" the duke of Norfolk to serve your Majesty. He said he
" was a Catholic, and has the support, even in London,
" of many aldermen and rich merchants." On the

1st August, he says, " Norfolk and the other adherents

" of the queen of Scotland are busy trying to get her

" declared the Queen's euccesBor, and this Queeu is already
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" somewhat suspicious of the Duke. There certainly will

" be some turmoil about it. They all assert that if they

" succeed, religion shall be restored." The ambassador

duly notes that, in the face of this powerful combination

of nobles against Protestantism, and indirectly against the

Queen and Cecil, he is being treated with more gentleness,

and that fresh advances are being made to him about a resti-

tution. These negotiations went so far as the appointment

of a more formal and dignified embassy than had pre-

viously been sent, namely, that of Chapin Vitelli, marquis

of Cetona, a famous Italian general, whose mission, pre-

pared with scrupulous care and circumspection by Philip

and Alba, was as fruitless as others had been, for reasons

which will be mentioned in due course. On the 27th August

De Spes wrote to the King reporting a further develop-

ment of the Norfolk project :—" The Council has decided,

" at the instance of the duke of Norfolk and his friends,

" that the queen of Scotland shall be set at liberty on
" condition that she marries an Englishman, and the

" signatures of all the principal people in this country

" have been obtained to this effect. The matter of her

" marriage also is so far advanced that the French
" ambassador has been reconciled to it, and, within a

" day or two, I understand that the Duke himself, or

" some leading personage, will come and request mo to

" write to your Majesty to learn your wishes on the

" subject." The ambassador urges Philip to bless the

union as it could not now be avoided, which the King

does somewhat distrustfully, on condition that the duke

of Norfolk be sincere in his religious professions. The

King's tone was doubtless inspired by Alba's repeatedly

expressed opinion that De Spes was being tricked and

betrayed. Early in September the Queen vetoed the

project of Norfolk's marriage with Mary, but the ambas-

sador tells his master that the Duke will not desist from

his enterprise on this account. He says (17th December

1569) :—" A stronger guard has been placed around the

" queen of Scotland, although I understand that she

<' will nevertheless soon find herself at liberty, and this
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" country itself greatly disturbed. All the north ia ready

" and only awaits the release of the queen of Scotland,

" and the latter is anxious to give your Majesty a full

" account of everything, as events are now coming to

" a head ; but I await until I see the affair commenced
" before writing at length. Your Majesty can then decide

" what will be best for your service. Perhaps God is

" now opening a wide door which shall lead to the great

" good of Christendom." On the 27th September 1569

the ambassador advised the King that Norfolk had raised

his standard, and says that he has refrained from throwing

any doubt of his Majesty's favour being extended to

the Duke's party. " They were about to dispatch some
" one to inform the duke of Alba fully, and the

" queen of Scotland intends to do the same," and in

his next letter, dated the 30th, ignominious collapse of

Norfolk is foreshadowed. "I do not know," he says,

" what will happen, but I understand, considering the

" number of the Duke's friends in England, he cannot

" be ruined except by pusilanimity, and the queen of

" Scotland has sent to urge him to behave valiantly

" and not to fear for his life, which God would protect.

" She and the Duke wished to send a person to the

" duke of Alba, but it was not possible, as the

" ports were closed." A week afterwards Norfolk had

surrendered and was a prisoner, and Northumberland at

once entered into communication with De Spes and asked

for a few harquebussiers, " after they have released the

queen of Scots." They will, he says, restore the Catholic

religion in England, and will be ruled in all things by the

king of Spain. Northumberland and Westmoreland were in

arms in the north, when news came that Chapin Vitelli, the

successful soldier and a large company wore coming across

on their peaceful mission about the restitution. This was

considered suspicious, as Cecil's spies had told him that

Chapin had a half hundred experienced officers with him.

He was, therefore, detained on the road, and forced to

proceed to the Court alone, leaving all his company at

Dover well watched. It was not surprising, under the
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circumstances, that he was politely got rid of as soon as

possible without effecting anything. Emissaries were sent

by the rebel lords and the queen of Scots to Alba, recom-

mended by De Spes, begging for aid, and the close connection

of the Spanish ambassador with the Queen's enemies is

clearly seen in the correspondence ; but little active help or

comfort could be obtained from Philip or his Viceroy, as the

latter refused to take any step without direct authority from

the King, and invariably urged the need for temporising,

whilst the former was too far away and too slow in his

decision for his help to arrive in time. How inadequate

was Philip's timid wavering policy to the circumstances is

seen in every letter of his to the duke of Alba. It has

already been pointed out how his credit had been spoiled,

his exchequer emptied, and his subjects ruined. His

ambassador has been imprisoned and his special envoys

contemptuously dismissed, and yet, after a year of hesitancy,

when the Catholic party in England was really at last in

arms, and onlywanting prompt aid probably to be successful,

the King writes to Alba (16 December 1569), as follows :

—

" English affairs are going in a way that will make it

" necessary, after all, to bring that Queen to do, by force,

" what she refuses to reason. Her duty is so clear that

" no doubt God causes her to ignore it, in order that by
" these means, His holy religion may be restored in that

" country, and the Catholics and good Christians thus be

" rescued from the oppression in which they live. In

" case her obstinacy and hardness of heart continue,

" therefore, you will take into your consideration the best

" direction to be given to this. We think here that the

" best course will be to encourage with money and secret

" favour the Catholics of the north, and to help those

" in Ireland to take up arms against the heretics and
" deliver the crown to the queen of Scotland, to whom it

" belongs by succession. This course, it is presumed,

" would be agreeable to the Pope and all Christendom,

" and would encounter no opposition from any one. This

"is only mentioned now in order that you may know what

" is passing in our minds here, and that, with your great
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" prudence and a full consideration of the state of affairs

" in general, you may ponder what is best to be done."

Events marched too quickly for pondering, and the

northern rebellion was stamped out by the promptness

and vigour of Elizabeth's government whilst Philip was

ruminating. The complete collapse of the formidable

and dangerous insurrection in the north was another

triumph for the Protestant party in Europe, and a closer

union was at once effected between the Queen and the

German princes. Hans Oasimir, Count Volrad, and other

mercenary leaders, were busy raising troops, subsidised by

England and the Huguenots, for the purpose of again

entering France and avenging Conde's rout. In the

meanwhile, Sussex and Hunsdon did not let the grass grow

under their feet, but harried both sides of the Scotch border

to stamp out the last embers of rebellion and strike terror

into the Catholic fugitives. Murray, on his side, was

ready enough to help, for he was smiting his own enemies

whilst he attacked those of the queen of England, and the

Scotch Catholics were as dismayed as were the English,

utterly despairing now that Dacre had fled. Murray was

murdered on the 23rd January 1570, but this was not the

heavy blow to the English party that it would have been a

year before, for the queen of Scots was in Elizabeth's

hands, Chatelherault was in prison, and the Catholic

jjarty in Scotland ruined, and divided in their objects, so

that the disappearance of the Regent was but a momentary

check to Elizabeth's policy. The German armaments went

on, the privateers in the Channel grew ever bolder and

more numerous, and Chatillon was still a welcome guest at

the English Court ; Philip saw his commerce swept from the

seas and his power derided, but still did nothing but enjoin

secrecy, accumulate information, weigh, ponder, and con-

sider, until the opportunity for action went by. Hardly a

letter is written by De Spes that does not contain some

suggestion for striking at the enemy. The queen of Scots

might be captured by a cotop de 'main and carried to Spain,

as she herself suggested. The bishop of Eoss assures him

that a few Spanish troops sent to Scotland might easily
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overturn the new Regent. A small force sent to the Irish

rebels would enable them to expel the " heretics " and " it

" looks as if the enterprise might be effected in both

" islands at the same time, as in Ireland most of the nation

" will rise as soon as they see your Majesty's standard

" borne by ships on their coast, and no resistance would be

" made excepting in Dublin and some other fortresses

"

(12th June 1570). To all this,Philip had but one invariable

reply, when he replied at all, namely, that his envoy must

scrupulously follow the orders sent to him by the Duke of

Alba, who refused to act without special orders, and whose

letters show the deepest distrust of both the French and

English, Catholics and Protestants alike. The long distance

between the King and his Viceroy, the tedious discussion

and consultation on points of procedure, and the cumbrous

methods by which alone Philip arrived at a resolution, made

all prompt action impossible. At one time, it looked as if

real help would be given to Stukeley to invade Ireland. He
was effusively welcomed and splendidly entertained at

Madrid, and De Spes shows his satisfaction in his letters

;

but the King, after long study, thought he was not strong

enough for the task, and sent him off to obtain what comfort

he might from the Pope, whose help, such as it was,

enabled him to get no nearer to Ireland than Portugal

with " two leaky old ships."

The English Catholics had been for t^ome time begging

Philip, through De Spes, to obtain frona the Pope a bull of

excommunication against the Queen. No reply was sent,

but when the Pope was induced by others to promulgate

the bull, and its appearance was announced by De Spes

(page 251), in the evident belief that it had been procured

by Philip, the latter was extremely angry and blamed the

Pope roundly for his action, at which he was alarmed and

distrustful. Philip's reticence and slowness in avenginfj-

himself appear even at times to have excited the alarm of

Elizabeth and her friendsj who were surprised at their own
immunity. If Guaras is to be believed (28th July 1570), a

perfect panic seized upon them when they learned of the

powerful fleet being fitted out by Alba to conduct Philip's
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fourth wife to Spain. To add to their fright, a peace had

been patched up in France, affairs were once more disturbed

in Scotland, and the Catholic party in England was again

raising its head, thanks mainly to the activity of the

bishop of Ross. But Elizabeth promptly procured money,

fitted out a strong fleet, and stood on the defensive until the

Spanish flotilla had passed harmlessly by.

De Spes' active participation in what is called the Ridolfi

plot is fully proved in the letters in the present volume, as

well as the connivance of the duke of Norfolk. In his letter

to the King (2nd September 1570, page 274) the beginning

of the conspiracy is set forth, and the communications on

the subject are continued in many subsequent letters,

although the matter for a time was cooled in consequence

of the information wrung by torture form the kidnapped

Dr. Storey us to the duke of Alba's intentions. So far as

may be seen, Dr. Storey had not really very much to tell

beyond the fact that the Duke had received agents from

the Queen of Scots and the Catholic lords, to both of

whom he had sent sums of money and messages of

sympathy. His intentions, however, were bad enough, and

the information Cecil obtained put him on the alert. On
the 25th March 1571 the vigilance had somewhat relaxed,

the bishop of Ross and Norfolk were again at liberty, and

Ridolfi was dispatched on his mission. Guerau de Spes

thus writes to the King on the subject (page 300) :
" The

" Queen of Scotland and the Duke of Norfolk, in the name
" of many other lords and gentlemen who are attached to

" your Majesty's interests and the promotion of the

" Catholic religion, are sending Rodolfo Ridolfi, a Floren-

'* tine gentleman, to offer his services to your Majesty, and

" represent to you that the time is now ripe to take a step

" of great benefit to Christianity, as in detail Ridolfi. will

" set forth to your Majesty. The letter of credence from

" the Duke (of Norfolk) is in the cipher that I have sent

" to Zayas for fear it should be taken." The ambassador

gave a letter of introduction for Ridolfi to the King's

secretary Zayas on the same date worded as follows :—
" The bearer is Roberto (?) Ridolfi whom the duke of

y 7646r, y
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•* Norfolk and the queen of Scotland are sending to his

* Majesty. It is necessary that he should have audience of

" his Majesty with the utmost secrecy, which your worship

" will be able to arrange on so important a matter as this.

" I beg you will favour and forward him to the best of

" your ability, as he has been an agent of his Holiness

" here, and is a person of great truth and virtue, and an

" intimate friend of mine, besides being entrusted with a

" negotiation which well merits favour." The Duke at

his trial strenuously denied that he was privy to the

mission of Ridolfi to Philip and Alba, as had been confessed

by the bishop of Ross and Barker, and this accusation

was by far the most serious which Norfolk had to meet,

as it amounted to a plot for the invasion of England by a

foreign power. These letters prove conclusively that the

Duke was as false in this as in his religious professions,

and rightly died the death of a traitor. In April the bishoji

of Ross' secretary was captured with cipher letters on his

way from Flanders, and, although by the connivance of

Thomas Cobham at Dover, the secret despatches he bore for

the Bishop, the queen of Scots, the duke of Norfolk, and

De Spes, were spirited away and replaced by waste paper,

the poor fellow himself was put upon the rack and con-

fessed all he had learnt from Ridolfi in Flanders. The

duke of Florence also got wind of the plot from one of his

agents, and at once sent the news to Elizabeth ; and the

capture of Norfolk's servants with the money being sent

to the north, put all the threads of the intrigue into Cecil's

hands. De Spes at first expressed his belief that the dis-

covery of the plot would be of no consequence, as the blow

would be struck before measures for its prevention could

be adopted, but he was soon undeceived. No blow fell, but

active negotiations were at once opened for the marriage of

the Queen with the duke of Anjou ; the Flemish and French

privateers were helped and sheltered in England more than

ever, and matters were settled in Scotland by the lavish

expenditure of money in bribery. And then the toils began

to be spun round De Spes himself. He was told he was no

ambassador as he had to consult the duke of Alba upon
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every point, and the Queen refused to recognize him.

Henry Cobham was sent to Spain to make formal com-

plaint of him, and Philip's treatment of Dr. Man was cited

every day as a pretext for the flouting of De Spes. The

long spun-out negotiations for the return of the seized

property in England were once more contemptuously

brought to an end, when the Spaniards had hoped that

all was arranged, and the connection with the French Court

became daily closer, as envoy after envoy sped backwards

and forwards with conditions of marriage and alliance. In

the meanwhile De Spes, helpless, mortified, and bitter, out-

witted and discovered, could only rail, and urge his master

to revenge. He writes (12th July 1571) :
" As all of Lord

" Burleigh's tricks have turned out well for him hitherto

" he is ready to undertake anything and has no fear of

" danger. They and the French together make great fun

" of our meekness But, in any case, I will

" serve him (the King) in such a way as shall prove my
" goodwill and determination that he shall be acknow-

" ledged everywhere for the great Prince he is, and his

" interests respected by friends and enemies alike, but, as

" I have said, one must dissemble here and at times be a

" very Proteus. I vhll, however, try to bring due puuish-

" ment on the heads of these people for their insolence."

Whilst he was assuring the King how easily England

could be conquered, notwithstanding the discovery of

Ridolfi's plots, he was again being hoodwinked by Hawkins

and Fitzwilliams (a cousin of the duchess of Feria) who,

he was firmly persuaded, were willing to help Philip to

invade England with a powerful fleet of English ships.

Philip himself was never very sanguine of Hawkins'

sincerity in the matter, but the plan succeeded to the ex-

tent of Hawkins' desire, namely, the release of the Englisk

prisoners of the Inquisition in Seville, and the restoration of

certain property of his own withheld by the same tribunal.

Meanwhile, Cecil was carefully informed of every par-

ticular, and was piling up such evidence of D@ Bpes"

intrigues against the Crown as would enable him, in due-

time, amply to avenge Philip's treatment ol Dr, Man. At
c 21
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last the blow fell in December 1571 ; Norfolk was in tke

Tower, all his friends prisoners or fugitives, and the whole

conspiracy laid bare. The terms of the French alliance

had been settled with De Foix and La Mothe F^nelon, and

Elizabeth thought it would be a good object lesson to her

new friends and would show her power if she took this

opportunity of summarily expelling De Spes and the

Flemish envoys who were negotiating about the seizures.

She told Cavalcanti (21st December 1571, page 359) that,

the King of Spain thought he had it in his power to

separate her from the alliance whenever he pleased, but

however accommodating he might show himself in the

negotiations about the property seized, and however

ready to agree to terms favourable to the English, she

said she would never trust Spaniards again, seeing the

trouble they had prepared for her in Ridolfi's plots with

the Pope. . . . She said the king of France might

see how little she cared for the king of Spain by

the way she had ordered his ambassador to be gone

without delay. She would have liked Cavalcanti to

have seen him already on the road, but under some

excuse or other about money matters, he was here

for a day or two longer, though she could assure

him he should not stay in the country, and she did

not care very much whether another came or not."

De Spes was peremptorily ordered to be gone on the 14th

December. In vain he pleaded for delay in order that

instructions might reach him, but was told that Dr. Man
was not allowed to justify himself, no more should he. He
owed money here, he said, and must wait for a remittance,

which they said was not necessary, as they would lend him
the money and deduct the amount out of the Spanish pro-

perty in their hands ; in any case, he must leave the country

within three days. He vapoured, of course, about his

master's grandeur and his privileges as an ambassador ; all

his protests were answered by reference to the treatment of

Dr. Man, and after a week of bickering, he was hurried off

to Canterbury ; there to await the instructions from Alba,

without which he would not leave. To make matters worgg
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his secretary, Borghese, who was probably a tool Cecil's

was arrested on a charge of plotting to poison the latter,

and De Spes himself was evidently in danger of being

accused on Borghese's confession. It was a relief to

all parties when at length he took his departure, after

having sown the seed of more dissension than ever minister

of foreign prince before. If, instead of his indiscretion, his

rudeness and his bigotry, a minister of the adroitness and

tolerance of Gruzman had represented Philip in London

during these critical years, it is highly probable that much
of the hatred which culminated in the Armada would have

been avoided. How little he understood the growing

strength and spirit of England will be seen by the " rela-

tions " and reports which he wrote after his arrival in the

Netherlands (pages 363, 367, and 386), in which, amongst

other things, he proposed terms for the restitution of the pro-

perty seized, calmly ignoring the fact that very much more

favourable conditions had been scornfully rejected more than

once by the English Government, and he still urged Philip to

make himself master of England and Ireland, although, at the

time the report was written, namely, in the spring of 1572,

Brille was in thehands of the Gueux and half the Netherlands

in open rebellion. Philip himself well knew that with the

failure of Norfolk's conspiracy his chance of revenge, for the

present, was gone. In November 1571 he was sending a new
Viceroy(Medina-Celi) to replace Alba in the Netherlands, and

there is a passage inhis instructions (page 349) which proves

that Philip had at one time really made up his mind to aid

the Ridolfi plot and not even yet quite lost hope, depending,

however, as usual, more on the chance of divine action

than his own.

For months before his departure De Spes had been pro-

testing in vain against the privateers which hovered between

the Channel and Eochelle, principally under Schonvall and

De Lumbres, but when matters were reaching a crisis with

him he reported (21st October and 22nd November 1571) that

the ships were now being concentratedat Dover under Lumay,

Count de la Marque. He (De Spes) says (page 386) that he

had informed the duke of Alba six months before the event
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that their intention was to capture Brille, and he certainly

mentions as early as 31st October 1571 a project for the

taking of Sluys by the privateers. The letters now published

show, first, that the capture of Brille by de la Marque was not

so unpremeditated an affair or so unsupported by the English

as it is usually represented, and, secondly, that the ostensible

reason for Elizabeth's warning the privateer fleet away from

Dover was not in order to satisfy Philip's demands, since De
Spes had already left and she had just offended Philip beyond

forgiveness, but to satisfy the Hamburg merchants who

were complaining of their depredations. In any case, the

capture of Brille and the almost simultaneous rising of the

rest of Zealand aroused great enthusiasm in England. Men
and money in abundance were sent undisguisedly for their

support for it was as clear now to Elizabeth as it was to

Philip that Spain had once more been out-manoeuvred by

agility and boldness and was again impotent for harm.

For more than five years after the expulsion of

Guerau de Spes no Spanish ambassador resided in

England. A Spanish merchant or banker named Antonio

de Guaras, who had lived in London for many years

and had continued to send information to Alba, was

instructed to look after Spanish interests informally. He
was a man who appears to have had a perfect passion for

intrigue and whose ruling desire was to play the statesman.

He was fond also of placing on record in the form of news-

letters or rough histories the public events which he wit-

nessed, but to judge from his acts and writings must have

been both superficial and unstable. His letters were neither

so full nor so frequent as those of a regular minister would

have been, and are almost entirely missing for the years 1573

and 1574. They have, however, a certain simple naturalness

which makes them interesting, the character of the writer

showing through them with quite undiplomatic artlessness.

The Walloon noble Zweveghem and the merchant Fiesco,

who had been negotiating in London for the restitution of

the seizures, had been packed off at the same time as De
Spes ; but although it did not suit Elizabeth to disgorge

what she had taken, the stoppage of the great cloth trade
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between England and Flanders, and of the importation of

produce from Spain was causing great distress in the country.

A cloth staple had been set up at Embden and an attempt

was being made to introduce cloths to the Continent through

Hamburg, but the cloth weavers of the eastern counties

were clamouring for the free outlet for their wares such as

used to be offered by the rich markets of Antwerp and

Bruges. In March, approaches were made to Guaras from

Cecil for the re-opening of trade (page 376), and many hypo-

critical professions of amity were made on both sides. The

negotiations resulting therefrom are quaintly related by

Guaras in his letters, and were, after a long interval, partially

successful, inasmuch as they led to a re-opening of trade and

the patching up of some sort of balance of accounts in re-

spect of the seizures by means of the appointment of a joint

commission. Guaras was, of course, no match for Cecil in

diplomacy, and quite believed that the desire for a settlement

arose from a sincere feeling of friendship towards Spain, not-

withstanding that Cecil constantly repeated to the Spaniard

that he was well aware of the duke of Alba's plots to injure

England, against which he said the Queen was fully armed.

During the course of these negotiations Guaras gives

a curious account of his first interview with the Queen

(page 381).

The alliance between England and France was settled

at Blois on the 19th April 1572. The Netherlands were

to bo partitioned and the old rivals were never to quarrel

again, but together were to resist the arrogance of

Spain. Navarre was to be married to the King's sister,

Montmorenci was to go in great pomp to England for

the ratification of the alliance, the Guises were beaten, and

Elizabeth for the moment could scoff at Alba's futile plots

and Philip's leaden pondering. But not for long. The Em-
peror, the Pope, and the Venetians sent to remonstrate

with the eldest son of the Church, Charles IX., for joining

rebels and heretics. Catharine de Medici, with the Biragos,

the Gondis, and the Guises around her, was getting alarmed

at the complete dominance of the Huguenots. So, very

soon the messages sent to England got cooler and cooler, and
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Charles IX. begun to cry off his bargain about the Nether-

lands. Things were not going well either in the Netherlands

themselves. Genlis and his French Huguenots had been

routed and massacred by Alba's son, Fadrique. Elizabeth,

therefore, seeing that Charles IX. was not to be depended

upon, again smiled upon the Spaniards, and all Englishmen

serving with the rebels in theNetherlands were ostentatiously,

but fruitlessly, recalled. But it did not suit Catharine de

Medici to lose hold of the English alliance altogether, par-

ticularly in view of what was being plotted for Navarre's

wedding feast ; so shebrought forward the farcical project of

a marriagewith her youngest son Alen^on, whom she hoped

yet to job into the sovereignty of a part of the Netherlands.

A young lad named La Mole, one of the " mignons," was sent

to do the vicarious love-making, and all was going prosper-

ously when, on the 29th August 1572 (page 409), there fell

like a thunderbolt upon the English Court the appalling

news of St. Bartholomew. Guaras, when he gave news to

the duke of Alba (30th August 1572), could find no word

of reprobation for the great crime. He says, " God grant

" that it may be true, and that these rebel heretics have

" met with this bad, end." Its consequences, however,

strike him at once. " Since then there is no intelligence

". of English soldiers going over to Flanders, and this last

" news will give them something else to think about. . . .

" As may be supposed, if this news from Paris be true,

" the league between these people and the French will

" come to nothing, as people are already murmuring that

" they cannot trust Frenchmen." Elizabeth felt that she,

too, had been betrayed. The French had tried their

hardest to get her openly to break with Philip with the

intention of leaving her in the lurch, and the treachery

had only failed owing to her own wariness. La Mole was

hastily dismissed and the French ambassador treated with

conspicuous coldness. Orange was in arms in the

States, and was obliged to depend mainly upon England

for money now that France had deserted him. The readi-

ness and dissimulation with which the support was sent to

him will be seen by the letter of advice to Alba from
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London (page 415), and by many other similar letters in

the present volume ; but it was necessary that whatever was

done for Orange now must be done without causing an

open rupture between England and Spain, so that when,

after long delay, Guaras received a reply from Alba about

the terms of the proposed settlement respecting trade, he

was welcomed by Cecil almost eflFasively. He says (6th

October 1572) :
" I at once left for the Court, which is now

" away from here, and Lord Burleigh summoned me and
" told me that on that very day and other previous days

" the Queen had said to him she wondered why Guaras

" did not come to Court with the reply to the message

" given to him. He said they were surprised they had

" received no reply to the offer made by the Queen and

" Council to recall the Englishmen, who, they said, went
" there to resist the Frenchmen who might try to set foot

" in Flanders. . . . When I told him I had a letter

" for the Queen he seemed greatly delighted thereat and

" asked me to show it to him. When he read the super-

" scripture, he said, * Although it comes tardily and the

" ' Queen is unwell, I will take it to her at once, because I

" ' know she will be pleased to learn that you have come
" ' with the message.' " It is curious to observe all through

this protracted negotiation that the main difficulty was the

treatment to be extended to Englishmen in Spain by the

Inquisition, and Cecil's claim for toleration was regarded

from the first as preposterous ; it was, indeed, the only

point upon which, in the end, he did not have his own way.

The gaps left by the loss of Guaras' correspondence are

mainly filled by a remarkable series of letters in the

Cotton MSS., directed to the Flemish Viceroys. I identify

them as the writing of a Portuguese spy named Antonio

Fogaza, who subsequently fell into poverty and was im-

prisoned for debt in London in 1579, when, no doubt, his

papers came into the hands of the authorities. His infor-

mation respecting armaments and aid to be sent to the

rebels in Flanders is extremely full, and he was for the

time in closer touch with sources of intelligence than was

Guaras. It was owing to this fact that his ruin was
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brought about. He was the agent in London of the king of

Portugal, but was secretly thwarting the Portuguese nego-

tiations in the interests of Spain. Some letters from Alba to

him were sent through Gruaras, who opened them and learned

for the first time that he was a valued Spanish agent and

was giving important information to Alba. Fired with

jealousy, Guaras denounced him to the Portuguese autho-

rities as a traitor to them, and he was dismissed. Philip,

as we have seen, was a bad paymaster, and for years

Fogaza was begging the Spaniards for help and charity.

The almost open enlistment of men in England for the

prince of Orange, the constant collection of funds from all

classes of the people for the support of the war, and the

constant fear that Elizabeth would at last be induced by

the arguments and persuasions of Orange to openly espouse

his cause and assume the protectorate of Holland and

Zealand (.see page 455), brought down Alba's pride, and he

consented to the re-opening of trade with England early

in 1573, on terms immensely favourable to Elizabeth, since

her subjects again obtained a free market for their cloths,

whilst she practically kept the bulk of what she had taken.

This agreement alone would prove how completely Philip's

cumbrous policy had failed when applied to a disjointed

empire such as his. His selfish dread of responsibility and

his constant aim of making catspaws of others, had alienated

from him every power which could help him except the Pope

and the Venetians, whose objects were not identical with his.

The Emperor was held in check by the German Protestant

princes, whilst the support given to the French Huguenots at

Rochelle and on the sea had rendered the king of France as

impotent for harm as was Philip. All the attempts of the

Pope and Cardinal Lorraine to patch up the Catholic league

again had failed ignominiously, and an instance of the

nervous desire of the king of France to conciliate Elizabeth

at this time is seen in Fogaza's letter to Alba of 17th No-

vember 1572, when the presence of Cardinal TJrsino, the

Pope's envoy in Paris, is almost apologised for by the French

ambassador, who sought to counteract it by inviting the

Queen to stand sponsor for the King's newly-born daughter.
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Alba's fleet under Bossu was completely defeated by

the prince of Orange in the autumn of 1573. Orange

still held Holland, Zealand, and the best part of Flanders,

and the Spaniards could make but little headway

against him. Alba himself was more bitterly detested

than ever, his troops were unpaid and mutinous, his ex-

chequer empty, and he, old and ailing, was obliged to

confess that his policy of blood and iron had utterly failed.

Medina-Celi had never been allowed to assume the

governorship, and when, in September 1573, Alba laid it

down, he was replaced by Don Luis de Requesens, whose

task it was to accomplish by suavity what Alba's severity

had failed to perform. "Whatever policy was adopted by

the Spaniards in the Netherlands, Elizabeth had gone

too far now to turn back, and it was clear that if

Philip were ever allowed to rule undisturbedly over his

Flemish dominions again, she would be the next object

of attack. More support than before therefore was

given to Orange, both on land and sea, and, as will be

seen by the letters of Fogaza and Guaras in the present

volume, some of Elizabeth's best officers were already

employed openly on the rebel side.

In the meanwhile Guaras, in somewhat more humble

fashion than De Spes, was immersing himself in intrigues

on behalf of Spain, many of them, doubtless, undertaken

sincerely by those who broached them to him, but others

mere traps set for him by Cecil's connivance, into which

he easily fell. Captains Chester, Pool, Haselby, Bingham,

and other persons were for months in negotiation with

him, some for the betrayal of Flushing, Caunfer, and other

strong places, some for the murder of the Prince of Orange,

some for the capture of the young king of Scotland, and

some for the release of his mother. These advances were

apparently received with cold caution by the King and Alba.

Guaras' discretion was apparently not thought much more

of than that of De Spes had been, and when anything of the

sort had to be arranged it was considered best to do it

without his help (see orders to Zubiar, page 469). Late

in the autumn of 1575 the position of the prince of Orange
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became critical. His mercenary troops were worse than

useless when they were unpaid, and money was running

short. Eequesena' mildness had conciliated the Catholic

Flemings and weakened their sympathy for the rebellion.

Orange, despairing of obtaining more effective aid from

Elizabeth than she had thitherto given, which had always

stopped short of an open national espousal of his cause,

had approached the French Huguenots. The new King,

Henry III., a blinded bigot, had thrown all his weight on

to the side of the Guises and the Catholics ; which action

had been met by the diplomatic Queen-Mother by putting

her favourite son, the duke of Alengon, at the head of a

moderate Protestant party, in order that she might still

hold the balance. As early as July 1575 Guaras reported

that Orange had offered to send his daughter to France

to be married to Alen§on or any other French prince, which

proposal naturally was met in London by a resuscitation

of the plan to marry Alengon to the queen of England.

All through the summer Guaras was hinting that a joint

enterprise might be undertaken in Flanders by the English

and Oonde in union, the object of which would be the

expulsion or massacre of all Spaniards ; but if ever this

were intended, Elizabeth's agile policy was at once changed

when she saw that the king of France and the Queen-

Mother were to be parties to the arrangement. Then she

took fright and smiled upon the Spaniards again. She sent

off Henry Cobham to Spain in August, charged with many
loving messages, and appeals for favour towards English

subjects in the hands of the Inquisition, but the real

object of his mission is seen (page 506) in the desire to

open Philip's eyes to the intrigues of Orange with the

French Court. A fleet of Spanish transports for the

Netherlands also touched Dartmouth and the Isle of Wight

in November, and was received with marked courtesy by

Elizabeth's orders. This softened aspect towards Spain

had the effect which was doubtless desired. AlenQon had

fled from Paris, and was now in the field with Conde with a

strong force, and Catharine de Medici, who was increasingly

apprehensive of Spain and the Pope since the battle of
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Lepanto, saw that, if only Elizabeth, could be conciliated,

the Huguenot force might be used against Philip in the

Netherlands, the trouble diverted from France, and her

favourite son aggrandised. Elizabeth had the satisfaction,

therefore, of finding herself wooed on all hands. In the

beginning of the year 1576 the king of France (or

Catharine de Medici) sent La Porte and La Mothe

Fenelon, together with an envoy from Alengon, to beg her

to marry the latter and join forces with the Huguenots

to invade the Netherlands for their joint benefit. Orange

sent Aldegonde, Paul Buiz, and others to urge her in the

same direction ; whilst Requesens, the Viceroy of the

Netherlands, sent the great Catholic noble Champigny

(Cardinal de Granvelle's brother) to entreat her not to join

with the French to injure " her good brother the king of

Spain." But Elizabeth had succeeded too well in her

balancing policy for her to adopt any other, and she still

dexterously held the scales. Champigny got soft words,

Orange got English volunteers with a mere aff'ectation

of concealment and Alenyon was coyly encouraged,

when the death of Requesens on the 6th March again

somewhat altered the position. The Spanish soldiery

were now quite out of hand ; all discipline was dead, and

they pillaged and massacred Catholics and Protestants

alike. Walloons and Flemings who had stood faithful

even through Alba's cruelty could not stand this, and the

revolt became once more national rather than purely

religious. The appearance of Don Juan of Austria as

Viceroy followed, and Elizabeth began to take up stronger

ground. The States, north and south, were united now

against a common enemy, and could dictate terms to the

new Viceroy. The Spaniards were all to leave and Flemings

only were to govern, and upon these humiliating terms

alone was Don Juan allowed to enter Brussels. Now that

the States were winning, Elizabeth did not want to be left

out of account. She sent Sir John Smith to Philip to ask

him to grant the terms of the Flemings and to offer her

mediation, and at the same time made no secret of her

intention to raise a strong national force and help them
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if their demands were refused. Tke truth is that nothing

would have suited her less than a pacification, and it was

accordingly the last thing she was seeking. There was

no surer way of preventing a pacification than by pressing

her intervention. She had heard, and Guaras himself

repeats the story more than once, that Don Juan was

giving terms to the Flemings in order to invade

England, marry Mary of Scotland and rule over a Catholic

Britain. Philip had learnt the story too, and was more

afraid of his bold brother even than Elizabeth was, as

Bscobedo found to his cost, but their policy in face of the

danger was as opposite as usual. Philip had his brother's

principal adviser secretly murdered, and crippled Don
Juan by starving his resources ; Elizabeth openly

equipped a strong force for attack or defence, and laid

a heavy hand on to Mary and the English Catholics.

Guaras himself had been intriguing with all and sundry

for a long time past, closely watched by Cecil, and had

written in very uncomplimentary terms of the Queen and

her Government. It was advisable that the Catholic party

in England should again see how little she cared for the

power of Spain, to which they were looking for help ; so at

midnight on the 19th October 1577 Antonio de Guaras

was arrested, his house occupied, and he imprisoned, at

first in the house of the Sherifi" of London and afterwards

in the Tower, where, in constant fear of the rack, he was

kept for eighteen months, broken in health, ruined in

fortune, and treated with calculating contumely, to be

afterwards ignominiously expelled the country penniless,

that all men might see how little power to injure the Queen

had her " good brother," who could not either keep his own
treasure or protect his own servants. Although Don Juan

had acceded to the humiliating terms dictated by the States,

and was making a show of withdrawing Spanish troops, he

was still regarded with deep distrust, even by his own
Flemish Council of State in Brussels. The Catholic

Walloons and Flemings of the south were now almost as

hostile as the Protestants in the north, and Don Juan, at

last, tired of the sullen obstruction which met him at every
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turn, denied tiie necessary resources by his jealous brother,

and despairing of winning over tlae Flemings by concessions,

took the bit between his teeth, threw over the Edict of

pacification, seized the citadel of Namur, and defied the

States to do their worst. Philip was dismayed at such

bold action, and saw that if the Flemings, united as

they were now, coiild get any help from abroad before

he could overwhelm them with Spanish and Italian troops

again, his Netherlands patrimony would, indeed, be lost

to him. Elizabeth had sent a Secretary of the Council,

Thomas Wilkes, to Madrid in December (page 549)

to urge the King to withdraw Don Juan and the

Spaniards, and let the States govern themselves on the

terms of the Edict. It was gall and wormwood to Philip

to be obliged to brook Elizabeth's interference between

himself and his z'ebel subjects, and he treated Wilkes

in a very high and mighty fashion, on the pretence that

he was not of sufficient rank for such a mission. But

he CO aid not afford to offend the Queen, who now made no

secret of her intention to uphold the Flemings _with all her

force in their demand for liberty and toleration. So, hard

on the heels of the returning English envoy, he sent Don

Bernardino de Mendoza, a Spanish noble of the highest

lineage, as his resident Ambassador in London. No apology

for the expulsion of De Spes or the seizure of the treasure

had ever been sent, Guaras was a close prisoner in the Tower,

threatened daily with torture, but Philip was obliged to

swallow his pride and send, almost a suppliant, to beg

Elizabeth not to help his revolting subjects. The change

of position between England and Spain since the beginning

of Elizabeth's reign is nowhere more clearly seen than by a

comparison of the instructions given to Mendoza (page 553)

with the attitude of Feria and his master as displayed in

the former volume of the present calendar. Mendoza's

instructions are almost piteously apologetic. Don Juan and

the Spainards shall be withdrawn. It is entirely a mistake

about the abrogation of the Edict ; the States shall have

all they desire if they will only be loyal and Catholic, and

Elizabeth is to be entreated not to interfere. Mendoza is
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told to " endeavour to keep her in a good humour and

" convinced of our friendship, banishing the distrust of us

" which she now appears to entertain, and for which we
" have given no good cause." The English ministers were

all to be bribed, and, at any cost, English neutrality was

to be secured. Mendoza passed through Paris at the end

of February 1578, and found the Court in dismay. A
fortnight before, Alengon had escaped again, and was now

with a great force of Huguenots and Germans on the frontier

of Flanders, in defiance of his brother's authority, in open

treaty with the Protestant Flemings to enter the country

as their champion, in rivalry with the Archduke Mathias,

who had been invited by the Walloon and Catholic nobles.

Don Juan also had just won the great victory of Gemblours,

and was known to be plotting with the Guises, although ifc

was thought in England, incorrectly, that he was doing so

with the connivance of Philip. The new ambassador there-

fore, found Elizabeth in perplexity between two fires. On
the one hand D'Havrey, the envoy from the States, was

assuring her that unless she made up her mind at once to

send over her army under Leicester or his brother, they

would be obliged to hand themselves over to Alencon and

his Frenchmen, which, at any cost, she was determined to

prevent ; whilst, on the other hand, she was informed from

all quarters, that the kings of France and Spain, the Pope,

Don Juan, and the Guises were now united and determined

to crush her for once and for all. Her diplomacy at this

juncture was as masterly as usual. At her first interviews

with Mendoza (page 564) she flattered him personally,

although she said she knew he had been sent to injure her.

She pressed her mediation on behalf of the States and urged

that the terms of the Edict should be confirmed to them.

If this were done and they were not contented she would

send her army to support Philip against them, whereas if

it were refused she should be obliged to help them, and,

moreover, was determined that the French should not get a

footing in the country. Mendoza was a man of vast

ability, suave and courtly, and soon managed to get on

good terms with the Queen, since, in face of the new
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position she had taken up, it was obviously to his master's

interest that she should be conciliated.

An interesting account is given by Mendoza of Frobisher's

voyages in his letters to the King, who was evidently deeply

interested in them, and several references are made to the

progress of Drake's plundering expedition to the Pacific of

which reports, incredible as they seemed at the time, were

then reaching Europe. The protracted negotiations for the

release of Antonio de Guaras and the tempestuous efforts

to the same end made by his wealthy brother Grombal de

Gruaras, are related at length, although the release of the

prisoner was not effected until May 1579. During his

various negotiations for the neutrality of England in the

States for the protection of the Spanish Colonial trade and

the release of Antonio de Guaras, Mendoza's suavity

towards the Queen rarely deserted him. He made

frequent reports as to the project of buying over the

Queen's ministers, although, as usual, Philip was more

ready to demand impossible pledges than to pay for

them. There is no doubt, however, that eventually Burleigh

and Sussex received presents to the value of 3,000

crowns each, Sir James Crofts 2,000 crowns in money,

and Leicester some handsome jewels and horses (Mendoza

to the King, 3rd May 1579). Dexterously as the Queen

managed to hold out hopes that under certain cir-

cumstances her troops might be sent to the support of the

Spaniards in Planders, large bodies of men under ex-

perienced officers were allowed to slip over, with more or

less secrecy, to help Orange and obviate the necessity for his

appealing to French aid, whilst money and supplies were

sent in a never ceasing stream, notwithstanding Mendoza's

expostulations. The Queen at the same time was on the

worst possible terms with Catharine de Medici, to whom
she attributed the renewed Catholic activity in Scotland

and the design to checkmate her in the States by means

of Alen9on. So alarmed was Elizabeth at ^ the apparent

danger from this quarter, that Catharine's envoy Gondi

was dismissed insultingly and refused permission to go to

Scotland, and at last it seemed as if Elizabeth's hand was

J-
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to be forced. She sent Walsingham and Cobtam to Orange

to warn Mm against the French connection, and to Don
Juan to say that if the French entered the country she would
" send over twenty thousand men to help the Spaniards,

" and if these were not enough for the purpose she would

" send over every man left in her country and avail herself

" of the forces of all her friends and allies" (21st May
1578). To all remonstrances against the going over of

English volunteers she had but one reply, namely, that

they went to prevent the country falling into the hands of

the French, and were in Philip's interest rather than

against him. Orange told the Queen that he would

:fight to the end against the Spaniards and must seek aid

Tvhere he could get it. If she would not support him

effectually he must, and would, appeal to the French.

Orange was invariable in his object and inflexible in his

method. This was the only attitude against which

Elizabeth's agile feminine policy was ineffectual, and

English help had to be sent more boldly than ever,

always, as Elizabeth was careful to assure Mendoza, in

order to prevent the dominions of her good brother from

being overrun by the French. The position was not one

that could endure very long. In September 1578, a few

weeks only before the death of Don Juan, French envoys

were sent both from the King and from Alengon, with

offers of marriage from the latter to the Queen, confirmed

by his brother, in order that joint action in the Netherlands

might be undertaken for their united interests. It is

doubtful whether the Queen would have given the ready

ear she did to this, except for her knowledge that Philip,

under cover of the Pope, was subsidising a Catholic

invasion of Ireland under Fitzmaurice, but in any case,

she did listen to it willingly and for many months Mendoza
sent his master constant accounts of the progress of the

courtship. Philip himself was never deceived by it. " It

" is all pastime," he said, " she is not in earnest about it,

" and will never take a husband." Under cover of it

however, Alengon entered the States, and Elizabeth's

countenance immediately changed towards his agents in
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England. " Before slie would proceed with the marriage

treaty he must retire," she said, and in the face of the cold

welcome he got from 'the Flemings themselves he was
constrained to do so in December 1578. ' And then the

marriage negotiations began in earnest. Mendoza's

letters tell the story of Simier's mission to and cap-

tivation of the Queen, and of Alengon's stolen visit to

her, but not so fully as the Hatfield Papers published by the

Historical MSS. Commission, although Leicester's advocacy

of the marriage when he thought it was feigned, and his

bitter resentment when he found the Queen was at last in

earnest, are fully set forth in the present volume, and we
catch a glimpse of Simier's ample revenge upon him by

divulging his marriage with the countess of Essex. In

the last letters in the present volume another element of

intrigue is brought upon the scene, which served to bring

closer together the interests of Elizabeth and Catharine de

Medici, namely, the succession to the Portuguese crown,

claimed by Philip, to the manifest prejudice of the other

maritime powers, and this, with the raising of a great

fleet by Philip in the autumn of 1579, considerably

modified Elizabeth's attitude towards the Spaniards. The

long threatened invasion and rising in Ireland took place

in August of that year, and the Queen told Mendoza that

she could not believe his master would help rebels or

wished to make war upon her, and hinted her uneasiness

about Philip's fleet. Mendoza saw she was alarmed and

gave her but cold comfort, saying, that if his master went to

war with her it would not be with insignificant forces such

as these (page 686). At the end of December these fears

on the part of the Queen had become acute, and Mendoza

says (27th December 1579) that as he did nothing to allay

them, but had avoided her, she sent for him. After, in her

usual fashion, overwhelming him with blandishments, she

told him the sinister news she was receiving from all parts.

He tells the King, however, that he left her more alarmed

than ever, although he hints that the armed preparations

she was making were as much to guard against her own

people's discontent at her unpopular marriage as against
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his master's fleet. At the end of 1579 the more hopeful

prospects of the Catholics are reflected in Mendoza's letters.

The prince of Parma was more than holding his own in

the Netherlands and he had managed to separate the Catholic

Walloons and Flemings of the south from Orange and the

Hollanders. D'Aubigny had already taken Scotch politics

in his grasp, and his coming predominance was foreseen

;

Ireland was in ebullition, but, above all, the seminary priests

were flooding England and, as Mendoza says, increasing the

number of Catholics every day. The English people was

anticipating with loathing the marriage of the Queen with

a Frenchman of less than half her age, and Mendoza's glee

was undisguised at the trouble in store.

There only remains to add that the letters in the present

volume are drawn from similar sources to those in the last,

and that, as they were practically all originally written in

cipher, no distinction has been made in the type to indicate

the fact.

Maetin a. S. Hume.
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3 Jan. 1. Guzman de Silva to the Kma.
The duke of Alba sent me copies of the three letters dated 14th

and 15th October, forwarded by your Majesty by way of Italy.

They arrived here on the 30th ultimo, and the next day I told the
Queen of the happy delivery of our lady the Queen, whereat she
showed as much delight as must have been felt everywhere at the
news, and thanked your Majesty warmly for your care and
thoughtfulness ia informing her of it ; as also of the reasons

which have prevented you from going to Flanders until the spring,

which reasons, she thought, were very sufficient ones. She said

she longed for the time of your Majesty's voyage in the hope that
she might see you, although she did not think you would recognise
her as she has changed so much and become so thin.

I thanked her from your Majesty for forbidding Hawkins and
the rest of those who are going to Guinea from proceeding to your
Majesty's Indies, and assured her with all possible emphasis how
much importance you attached to this proof of her regard, in order
to fix her the more firmly. She made me great promises about it,

and said she would cut off" Hawkins' head if he exceeded by ona
tittle the orders that had been given to him and would punish hia

associates as well. I am trying to get her to make a show in this

matter, as I consider it of great importance, and, if these people are

not taken in hand in- real earnest, they may do much damage by
showing the way to the Indies and opening up this business, aad
also by their religious action in those parts, the dangers arising

from which may well be imagined.

I am advised by a Portuguese, who came hither five days ago
from the island of Madeira, that Hawkins' fleet had arrived at the

Canaries, and that the ship they call the " Mignon " with three

others took in all the victuals they required at Gomera, whilst the

Jesus of Ubique (Lubeck) and two sloops did the same at TenerifFe,

and they had all continued their voyage on the 12th November.
I have not yet been able to discover the nature of the decision

sent by the Queen to the Earl of Sussex about the marriage, but I

have learnt from Cecil that the letter was written to him by Cecil

himself in his own hand, and as soon as the Queen had signed it

y 76467. 400,-6/93. Wt, 2283. A
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he folded and sealed it in her presence, so that no one knows the

contents but the Queen and himself, as I was told and informed

your Majesty when the despatch was sent off. Some of the Council

had asked the bearer what the despatch contained, and he told

them he did not know, which was quite true. I am assured that

the duke of Norfolk has given valuable assistance in the matter,

and I fancy the secretary is not displeased with the despatch sent.

I can only hear of one matter they are discussing now, the

question of Ireland, and whether they shall send troops against the

Scots, who, as I have written, had gone over to the island. There

is some difficulty about it, as they have very little money and less

desire to spend it. I am told they will decide to-day. Nothing

fresh from Scotland beyond what I wrote on the 29th.

They say the earl of Leicester will leave after Twelfth day, with

the Queen's permission to stay at home until the end of Marcli, but

these things are generally changed.—London, 3rd January 1568.

10 Jan. 2. Guzman de Silva to the King.

Last night I received, by way of Flanders, your Majesty's

despatches of 14th and 1.5th October, and those brought by sea,

duplicates of which I had already received and acknowledged. This

Queen has been ill for four or five days, but is now well and affairs

here are quiet. I hear the same from Scotland, and that the

parliament, which was being held there, is now finished with the

result of its approving of the imprisonment of the Queen, in con-

sequence of her having been cognizant of the murder of her husband,

and confirming the acts of the earl of Murray. Ireland is still

under discussion here, but no decision has been arrived at. I am told

that the Viceroy has resigned, displeased with their treatment ot

him after his services there, and that the Queen has appointed the

Vice-Chamberlain as his successor. His name is Knollys and he

was there about a year and a lialf ago, investigating the affairs

which had arisen in the time of Sussex's viceroyalty.

I have heard nothing about the Archduke's suit.—London, 10th
January 1568.

24 Jan. 3. The Same to the Same,

The Queen is well and things here quiet, although in suspense;

awaiting the outcome of events in France. It appears that the earl

of Leicester's leave of absence from court is suspended, the principal

reason of his going, I am told, being to meet the duke of Norfolk
on the way. They make an appearance of friendship, but have to

be on their guard, as there is no love lost between them. The
second collection of the taxes, granted by parliament to the Queen,
has begun. The amount is 400,000 ducats, and it is to be collected

in six weeks. They want the money, as they have none left, and
I believe they will only employ it in their own private needs. The
Queen seems very determined about this, so I do not think the
rebels will get much help from her. In the college called the
Arches opposite St. Paul's are established the principal lawyers in

civil and canonical law, who are judges and advocates of most of
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the cases in the metropolitan see of Canterbury and other ecclesias-

tical jurisdictions. They have therefore to check many of the
vexatious things which are done to the Catholics, and the Archbishop,
in order to annoy them, is attempting to exact from them the

oath recognising the Queen as head of the church of the realm. It

is not plain how it will end, but they are certainly putting them to

much trouble. It was to have been done to-day, but it has been
postponed.—London, 24th January 1568.

— Feb. 4. The King to Guzman de Silva.

On the 26th January three of your letters arrived together, dated

1st, 7th, and 15th November, and although they were stale, in conse-

quence of long delay at sea, I was glad to read the details contained

in them. Whilst the road through France is obstructed, it will be

well to write to me by any ships that may come from England to

Spain, directing the letters to the commissary Juan Martinez do

Recalde, with instructions for him to send them on by special

courier. Write to me all you hear about Flanders and France, as

you have done now. If I learn the news from other sources no
harm will be done, and if I do not I shall be glad to get it from you
and shall value your diligence in sending it. It appears from your
remarks and what they write from Germany, that the negotiations

for marriage with the Archduke Charles are being carried on with
more warmth than previously, although I cannot bring myself to

believe that my cousin, for any worldly interest, will agree to

anything that could injure his good name as regards religion.

Continue to advise me of what occurs in this matter, and if you
think there is any hope of the Queen some day coming to her

senses and recognising her error, and also whether, in effect, there

are any persons about her or in her Council who may be able to

lead her to this with credit and dignity. If there are any such

persons, let me know their names and who they are, and toll me
what you hear from the Queen herself ; because, so far as we can
judge here by her words and actions, she seems so wedded to

heresy that it will be difficult for her to free herself from it, but if

I could in any way profitably help to this end I would do so with
all my heart.

Tell me what you feel about it in full detail, and let me know
also how Scotch matters stand as regards religion, both as to the

government, the nobility, the clergy, and the people, as we are

especially anxious to understand the question from the bottom.

With regard to what the Queen said about having heard that my
voyage to Flanders was for the purpose of invading her country,

you answered so exactly in accordance with my wishes that if I

had instructed you you could not have done better. The fact is

that what you said was the simple truth, and it will be well in any
future conversations on the subject to entirely dissipate the shadow
and leave the Queen thoroughly assured that, for my part,

friendship and kindliness shall always be maintained towards her.

I am very sorry for the trouble they have given to the Arch-

bishop of Armagh, as I look upon him as a good servant of God,

and, as such, I hope you will help him in the way you think best,

A 2
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With regard to the Prince, my son, I have nothing to add to what
is contained in the other letter,* except that I am still in sorrow

about it as may be imagined.—Madrid, — February ] 568.

2 Feb, 5. Guzman de Sit-va to the Kino.

I have already "written that Catharine, the wife of the earl of

Hertford, was indisposedt- The illness took such a turn as to

j^rove fatal, and she is dead. She leaves two sons, aged six and
four years respectively. The heretics mourn her loss, as they had
fixed their eyes on her for the succession in any eventualit}'. The
Catholics are pleased, and are already beginning to say that the

children are not legitimate owing to Catharine's having mnrried

against the law. I am told, however, that in her will she has again

left the necessary declarations to prove her marriage. The Queen
expressed sorrow to me at her death, but it is not believed that

she feels it, as she was afraid of her, so that both on this

account and od the Scotch side, she is now without misgiving. I

take every opportunity of trying to convince the Queen how
important it is that she should refuse to lend an ear to base and
biassed councillors and others, who would seek to divert her from
the policy of living in peace and harmony with her neighbours

;

and this is very necessary from what I hear they are telling her in

order to incense her and get her to make some movement in Flemish

or French affairs. Having engaged her in conversation on this

subject, and pointed out how inconvenient to her would be any
disturbance here, I mentioned what was being said about tlic

attempt of her Ministers to force the oath of supremacy on many
persons, in accordance with the orders given in the fir.st parliament
after her accession. This I did to stop, if possible, the forcing of the

oath on the lawyers of the College of Arches, as I wrote to your
Majesty they weie doing.

The Queen answered me that the reason they had taken the

matter in hand was to frighten many people who were talking

with more freedom than was conducive to the pacification of tlie

country, but that compulsion would only be used to a few of those

who talked loudest, as an example to the others. I do not know
how this will be, because, although generally when I talk to her
she seems full of good resolutions, they soon disappear, tharjks to

the crew she has around her, all composed of these sectaries, who
have become more shameless than ever with recent events in

France, and have been giving as much trouble as they can to the

Catholics. As they do not find the Queen quite so ready to help

them as they could wish, they are more wary of me than ever, and
are continually trying to alarm the Queen with all kinds of in-

ventions about mo, as they think no doubt that I am warning her
against them.

* This letter is not in the Archives.
t Catharine Grey, eldest sHrviviuR sister to ]>ady J.ine Grey, daughter of Frances

Brandon, Duchess of Suffolk, and by the will of Edward VI. next heir to the crown.
She had secretly married in the Tower the earl of Hertford, the eldest son of the
Protector Somerset.
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On the 25th ultimo a Scotsman arrived here from the earl of

Murray. The Queen tells me that she has refused him audience
because the earl of Murray and the rest of them would not let her
ambassador see their Queen when he was in Scotland. She says
his object in coming is to propose an alliance between her and the
regent against France, and she intends to let him know that she
will not agree to it or enter into any negotiations except with the

Queen, and if they reply that the Queen herself will send messages
and letters on the subject, she (Elizabeth) will s<ay that befoi-e she
can believe them their Queen must be set free, and in some place

to her own liking ; otherwise she will give no credence to anything
said or done in her name.

I am told by the Queen and others that the news from Scotland
is, that five of those who were executed for the murder of the

King have confessed that the Queen knew of it, and it is considered

certain that these statements will be brought before the (Scotch)

Council and proceedings taken against the Queen herself. This

Queen (Elizabeth) and others greatly fear this will be the case. It

is said that the Scotsmen who had entered Ireland by the country
of the late Shan O'Neil have returned home. No decision has been
arrived at here yet about Ireland.

Since writing the above, I have been informed that the arch-

bishop of Canterbury summoned the collegians (i. e., of the Arches)
and presented the oath to them in accordance with the enclosed

statement in Latin* which was given to me by one of those

present. Efforts are being made to prevent the molestation of

those who declined to take the oath, and the earls of Pembroke,
Leicester, and Ormond have promised their good offices. It is

believed that the Queen had no special knowledge of it, but that

it was done by the man they call Archbishop, and even by the

advice of his wife, who fittingly performs the office of primate.

—

London, 2nd February 1.568.

7 Feb. 6. The Same to the Same.

On the 2nd instant I wrote your Majesty what had been done
respecting the tendering of the oath to the collegians of the

Arcubus,t O'lid that it was believed that the Queen was not aware
of the Archbishop's proceedings. Tliis appears to be the case from
what she said to me about it, and what afterwards happened,

which was that she was angry with the Archbishop and rated him
on the subject, although subsequently the earl of Bedford and
Knollys and Cecil pacified her and gave her to understand that it

would be unwise to be severe on the Archbishop for fear of en-

couraging the Catholics too much. Before the Queen spoke to the

Archbishop on the subject he had already summoned the officers of

his court for a given day in order that they might take the oath

before him, as the lawyers had done, but when the day arrived,

the Queen having spoken to him in the interim, the oath was not

• (In original.) Thig statement was not enclosed.

t (In original.) Vulgarly calied the Arches \fhich is » tribunal or court of the

archbishop of Canterbury.
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tendered, and the oflScers were told that as it was a question of

conscience he would give them until after Easter to think the

matter over and decide the course they would take. He said ho
thought that the lawyers would have asked for a similar time, only

that some were so ready to make up their minds to swear and the

others to refuse. It is believed therefore that the matter will be

hushed up, and I am convinced that if, when I was discussing it in

general terms with the Queen, she had been told exactly what the

Archbishop had ordered, she would have stopped it. Both I and
the persons interested did not, however, think this advisable, as the

Queen and her Council are so suspicious that great caution has to

be used with them in religious matters, and they might have
thought that I was speaking on behalf of some of the collegians,

which would perhaps have been worse for them later on. The
Queen went out hunting yesterday and I accompanied her, so as

not to lose any chance that might occur of urging her to stand firm

in her good intentions with regard to these disturbances in Flanders
and France. She told me, when I arrived, that she had just

received a post from the earl of Sussex, but she had only been able

to look at two of the letters so as not lose the day's pleasure. If

there was anything of importance she would let me know, but the

Emperor had detained the Earl and would not let him go. I said

he did quite right to hold him as a pledge of her making up her
mind. She has not sent me any further news. I suppose she will

not have had time to read the despatches until to-day as she did

not return till night.

From what M. de Chantonnay tells me, it appears they are still

trying to put off the Emperor with words, and this was the object

of the answer taken by Cobham which, Chantonnay writes, was to

the effect that the Queen wished to confer with Sussex on certain

points when he returned hither, and that, as the question of religion

was subject to Parliament, nothing definite could be settled until

Parliament met. This was no doubt the letter the Queen mentioned
to me and respecting which I wrote your Majesty,—liondoa, 7th
February 1568.

16 Feb. 7. Guzman de Silva to the King.
I was with the Queen yesterday. She is well, but much sur-

prised at what her ambassador (in Spain) writes to her, under date
of the 19th ultimo, namely, that at 10 o'clock on the night of the
18th your Majesty entered the room of our lord the Prince and
arrested him with your own hands, and, it was believed, had
ordered him to be conveyed to Toledo. She said that your
Majesty had acted in the matter with the dignity and consideration
due in a great prince by arresting your son with your own hands,
but she had not been informed of the reason for the arrest. How-
ever, both she and Lord Robert and Cecil have given me to under-
stand that they learn by letters from France that it was on
account of some plot against your Majesty's person, a thing so
hard to believe that only heretics could imagine it, and such tliey

must have been, children as they are of the devil who was a
murderer from the first,
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I hope to God, as I told the Queeiij that the cause was very
different, because, although his Highness is not lacking in spirit

and courage, which in later years may serve for great things, he
has hitherto shown no bad intentions, disobedience or disinclination

to accept humbly your Majesty's commands. The matter has made
great noise here, as no doubt it has done elsewhere, and I trust

your Majesty will have ordered instructions to be sent as to the

course I am to take in the interests of your service.

Things here are quiet. News comes from Scotland that some of

the principal people have risen against the Regent and the Govern-

ment, and when I asked the Queen whether it was ti-ue, she said

it was, and they even wanted to throw the blame on to her, as

some malicious people also had tried to do respecting the dis-

turbances in France, and even those of Flanders, which, she said,

was entirely unfounded, as she is opposed strongly to such pro-

ceedings of subjects against their rulers, and particularly in the

case of your Majesty and your dominions, which should never be

molested by England, at least whilst she was Queen. I said that

she was quite free from any such suspicion, seeing the loving good-

will your Majesty bore her, and she, like the great princess she

was, could not fail to reciprocate it, as I had constantly advised

your Majesty she did. As the malice of the heretics is continually

exercised in arousing her suspicion, no opportunity must be lost to

dissipate it.

Irish affairs quiet. The Viceroy, after much entreaty, has con-

sented to go back to the Government, and they will let him have
Wales as well, which he had before and wanted still.

The Queen expects the earl of Sussex to arrive here next week.
She has said no more to me about the Archduke's affair, as she

would have done if there had been anything of importance.

They say here that French affairs are going badly, and, in con-

versation with the Queen on the subject, she gave me to understand
that she blamed the queen of France for not stamping out the
business at the beginning. She is not the only person who
thinks so.

About a week ago they discovered here a newly invented sect,

called by those who belong to it " the pure or stainless religion."

They met to the number of 150 in a house where their preacher
used a half a tub for a pulpit, and was girded with a white cloth.

Each one brought with him whatever food he had at home to eat,

and the leaders divided money amongst those who were poorer,

saying that they imitated the life of the apostles and refused to

enter the temples to partake of the Lord's supper as it was a
papistical ceremony. This having come to the ears of the city

authorities, they, in accord with the Queen's Council, sent 40
halberdiers to arrest the people. They found them meeting in the

house and arrested the preacher and five of the principals, leaving

the others, and have appointed persons to convert them,—London
16th February 1568,
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21 Feb. 8. Guzman de Silva to the King.

I received your Majesty's despatch of 23rd ultimo the day before

yesterday, with duplicates of those of 10th and 18th from the duke

of Alba to which I have replied.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 16th the report the Queen had

received from her ambassador of the seclusion of his Highness in

his apartments by order of your Majesty and the various comments

and discussions to which this had given rise here, and what I had

replied to the Queen about it. For this reason I at once requested

audience of the Queen and delivered your Majesty's letter yesterday.

I related the ,afFair in substance as your Majesty ordered me to

write to her, for her better understanding and recollection, and then

showed her a copy of what had been, written to me about it so that

no word should be overlooked as- they are all weighty. After the

Queen had read her letter and listened very attentively to what I

said, as well as going over slowly what I had written, she thanked

your Majesty, first for your kindness in advising her always of all

that' happened in your affairs, which well deserved her thanks and

good wishes that all should prosper with you ; and, although as she

. Had told me before, she was very sorry for the news, on account of

the trouble it gave your Majesty and the cause from which it arose,

yet it was satisfactory to hear what I said about it. She could wish,

however, that more detail were given in order to banish the sus-

picions of people and not leave so large a field for imagination and

gossip, in a matter of so much importance.

I told her that no father liked to confess the excesses of his son

so readily, and what your Majesty had had written was quite enough

to prove that there was no excessive harshness or .
extraordinary

action, and that, in order that the cause of the trouble might
not be lasting, it was necessary for the blow to be a heavy and
decisive one. The rumours about it have greatly calmed, now that

it is shown not to be a matter of disobedience or anything of that

sort ; but heretics interpret everything that happens in their own
favour, in order to make people think they have many on their side,

and so they not only assert but publish that his Highness' arrest

was owing to some such cause as this.

I have several times written to your Majesty about the suspicions

these heretics are constantly sowing in the Queen's mind, to the

effect that a league has been formed against her by your Majesty,

the Emperor, the king of France and the Pope, and how I have
always tried to reassure her. She told me yesterday that she had the

previous night received letters from some of the German princes

and from other qua,rters, again asserting the truth of the statement.

I told her that it was nothing but an invention to alarm her and
get her to declare herself on their side and back up their weak and
falling cause, as they saw ruin before them, as I had told her before.

I again assured her of your Majesty's friendship for her, and how
desirable it was to her for many reasons that the friendship should
continue and no cause for its rupture should be given by her. I

pointed out how your Majesty had striven to save her life and keep
in good brotherhood with her, and much to the same effect in order
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to quiet her. She thinks, however, that your Majesty may be
persuaded to change your views by people who make you believe
that, whilst religion here is different from that of your Flanders
States, inquietude will constantly result, and that your Majesty's
policy may be changed for this reason. I said, since it appeared
that all my good assurances joined to the deeds that she had always
had to confirm them were not sufficient to dissipate from her mind
the suspicions engendered by malicious people, I begged her to tell

me some way in which she might be satisfied and made proof against
these insinuations. She said she would be quite satisfied with a
single letter from your Majesty saying that you had heard that such
rumours had been spread and you wished to assure her that they
were not true. She swore that she had not communicated to her
Council what had been written to her about it lately from Germany,
although she had told me, and I said I would do my utmost to satisfy

her, as I was quite clear as to your Majesty's good will and love
towards her.

Two days since Secretary Cecil told me on the Queen's behalf
that she had heard from a servant of her ambassador in Spain, who
had arrived here, that the household were not allowed to perform
the services of their religion in their own house, and, moreover, that
they were forced to hear mass, of which she had not previously
been informed by the ambassador or anyone else. She asked me,
since the ambassador's households were always privileged and free,

as mine is here, to write to your Majesty to be pleased not to allow
her ambassador's servants to be maltreated or forced to hear mass,

and that they be permitted to perform their own service in a way
not to cause scandal, as had always been done formerly in the
Emperor's time. If this were refused she should have no alternative

but to recall her ambassador, and she added that if your Majesty
replied that you did not interfere with the inquisitors in matters of

this kind, but left them full liberty to act as they liked, this was
understandable, so far as your own subjects were concerned, but
not with the household of an ambassador. She had sent instructions

to her ambassador to take an opportunity of referring the matter to

your Majesty, as she was sure you did not know of it. I replied

that I had heard nothing of this but would do as the Queen desired,

being certain that no innovation would be made with the ambassador
or his household, and that your Majesty would have the matter seen

to when you were informed of it. Cecil tried to emphasise some-
what the liberty I enjoyed here, but I was able to appear not to

understand him in order to avoid discussing that point. The Queen
subsequently told me that, as she did not expect to see me so soon,

she had sent Cecil to speak to me about it, and ask me to write to

some one on the subject, and exert my own influence to prevent

her ambassador or his household from being troubled. She thought

that would be enough, without importuning your Majesty, especially

just now when you are annoyed about his Highness. She said she

would not have mentioned the matter, only that it was a point of

honour which she could not overlook. She spoke much more
moderately than Cecil had done, and it is quite possible that she

may not have beard of the matter before, as Cecil again assured me
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she had not, nor he either, he added, until Lord Robert mentioned

it ; but I do not believe him, for in affairs of this sort they are

vigUant enough for anything. They think, no doubt, that the

present troubles in France and elsewhere give them a good oppor-

tunity of gaining ground, their own affairs being favourable, so

they have begun to look out more keenly and to trouble the

Catholics, summoning some and arresting others, and warning them
to obey the present laws. I have spoken to the Queen several times

about it, hinting that it was unadvisable for her to do this, and she

has thanked me kindly for the advice, but still they continue to a

certain extent, although with more leniency, in the same course. I

reverted to the subject again yesterday, and she reminded me of

what she had done with the archbishop of Canterbury about the

oath. But they soon change her, and all their efforts are directed

to making her shy of me, now more than ever, and neither suavity

nor a show of simplicity and frankness, which I have hitherto

adopted, suffices to disarm them, as their consicence disturbs them,

and they are lovers of change, although they do not show it, for they

are false in everything. I do not wonder that they are discontented

with me in religious matters, as I am with them, and this is a grave

inconvenience for those of us who live here, on account of the danger

to which it exposes our households, who are exposed for a long

time to the consequences of so much freedom and bad conversation.

This gives great and constant anxiety to those who are responsible

for them, because the failure to attend regularly at church and
perform the sacred offices and duties, cools devotion and causes

thereby a greater fall still, and, for this reason, the long continued

residence of the ministers in this country is a matter to be deeply
considered.

I have therefore decided humbly to pray your Majesty, if there

is any other place where I could serve you, even though the care

and labour be greater, you will deign to send me there, since things

here being quiet, the friendliness of the Queen undoubted, and
Flemish commercial affairs arranged, another person could easily fill

my place. In case, however, that it should appear advisable for any
reason that I should continue here for some time longer, although
the country does not agree with my health, I will hold that and my
life of small account in your Majesty's service ; but it will be
necessary to let me know, in order that I may replenish my means
from my private estate, which will be needful if I am to stay here
and fittingly fill my office. That this is so is evident from the fact

that my predecessor died deeply in debt, although your Majesty
granted him 100,000 ducats soon after his arrival and 300,000 aid
in Naples, the expenses having been greater in my time than in his.

It is true I have had larger private means than he had to spend, but
I am coming to the end of them, although not to my spirit, encouraged
as it is with the hope of the favour with which your Majesty's
munificence rewards your servants.

The French ambassador tell me he has leave to return home as soon
as the disturbances in France are at an end. I am informed that a
nephew of his, a Calvinist, will remain here, who, his uncle tells

mcj is being converted. The ambassador says he has urged the
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Queen to use her good offices in favour of the Queen of Scot-
land, his King having been informed that her person was in
danger, and having written very pressingly about it, saying that,

although he is fully occupied at present he is anxious for her (the

Queen of Scots) and is determined to have satisfaction if any excess
is committed on her. The Queen said to me, " It is a fine thing for
" the ambassador to come and ask me from his master to help the
" Queen of Scotland, when be himself refused to do so when I
" asked him some time ago." The Queen tells me that she does not
know the position with regard to the union of certain (Scots) loj-ds

against the Government of which I have already written, but she
has received news that the Queen (of Scots) is ill, although not in

danger, but yet she cannot be out of danger even if she is quite

well, seeing the pass at which things are.

Although they are collecting the last payments of the taxes
amounting to 400,000 crowns, they have raised fresh money and
have deferred the payment until August of the 80,000 crowns the

Queen owes in Antwerp,—London, 21st February 1568.

28 Feb. 9. Guzman de Silva to the King.

The Queen is well, and all here quiet awaiting news of French
afiairs, which now principally interest them. As regards the part

of France nearest to England, Britanny, and Normandy, it remains
calm, as does also Ireland. It was said here that the Queen of

Scots was ill, but she is now reported to be better, and that the

earls of Argyll and Huntly are still estranged from the Govern-
ment party, although no rising is spoken of. The second son of

the duke of Chatelherault passed through here on his way to

France some days ago and visited this Queen, who received him
well. He left Scotland without permission of the Regent.

It is reported that the castle of Dumbarton on the banks of the

river Leven, which issues from Loch Lomond, four or five miles

above its junction with the Clyde, is in the hands of a gentleman who
refuses to obey the Regent. By this way, and by the isle of Arran
which lies in the bay at the mouth of the Clyde, an entrance

could be efiected into the country, if the French wished to liberate

the Queen. The place is therefore looked upon as of importance.

Arran is in the hands of the Hamiltons. Nine or ten of the

Queen's ships are being fitted out here. They are being over-

hauled, the sails and gear got into order, and 44 sailors have been

put into them to prepare them for sea, so that they can sail directly

the crews are shipped.

I wrote to your Majesty that a new sect had been discovered

;

people who call themselves of the pure or apostolic religion, and
that a houseful of them had been found, and six of them arrested.

Another of their meeting places has been found, and six of the

principal members of this congregation, too, have been arrested. I

am told by a well-informed Catholic that he is certain there are

5,000 of them in this city alone.

I learn by letters from M. de Chantonuay of 31st ultimo that

the earl of Sussex had left Vienna the day previous, but that he
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had gone to where the Archduke Charles was, intending to come
from Gratz to Salzburg, Ratisbonne, and Nuremburg. No news
from the Earl has, however, arrived here. He said to Chantonnay,
about the marriage, the same as he told me before he went, and, as

I had already advised Chantonnay, he was answered there in a

similar way to that in which I replied to him here. I do not repeat

it, as your Majesty has been informed, but I again say that the

Earl knows that, not only did I do all that could well be done, but

I also acted in accordance with the desires of Sussex, the duke of

Norfolk and their friends, when they asked me to act, always

avoiding, however, placing your Majesty in a position of being

affronted with the Queen or pledging you more deeply than the

position of the business and their proceedings warranted. The
Earl is wrong, and I will tell him so. In former letters I wrote

that the earl of Leicester had leave from the Queen to go to his

estates and meet the duke of Norfolk on the road, but his departure

has been put off from day to day. It is now said that he will

leave here in five days, and that in Northampton the Duke and the

Earl will meet together with the earls of Warwick and Huntington

and other nobles, in order to arrange a new friendship. Cecil and

Leicester will also be reconciled, and they will discuss the succession

in consequence of Catharine's death.

Postscript : The archbishop of Armagh is closely imprisoned in

the Tower, and as the matter is a suspicious one, being connected

with Ireland, I have not ventured to speak of it, except very

cautiously to a Catholic who is one of his judges, suggesting that,

as the Archbishop is imprisoned for religion's sake, and is so

worthy a person, I recommended his case very sincerely. They have,

it appears, accused him of high treason, but they have no legitimate

cause to do so.—London, 28th February 1568.

14 Mar. 10. Guzman de Silva to the King.

The earl of Sussex was with the Queen yesterday. I sent to

gi-eet him, and he replied that as soon as he had done his business

with the Queen and Council he would come and see me. The
news he brings has not yet transpired, but, doubtless, it is only what
Chantonnay wrote, and these people will make up some fresh story

to throw dust in the eyes of the public, and avoid the sudden
confession that the negotiations for marriage with the Archduke
have been broken off.

Orders have been given to release the people who call themselves

members of the pure or apostolic religion, on condition that within
20 days they conform to the religion of the State or leave the

country. It is looked upon as a mere excuse for dissembling with
them. News has just arrived from the duchy of Lancaster, where
nearly all the people are Catholics, that many people of position

have been arrested for refusing to take the " Lord's supper " and
attend the services, and also, they say, because mass was celebrated

in their houses. It is quite possible that this and other similar

things may cause disturbance, although these folks are peaceably

ijicliued.—Jiondon, 14th March 1668,
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20 Mar. U. The Same to the Same.

The Queen has expressed to me her great satisfaction at the good
reception and treatment of the earl of Sussex, but did not even
drop a hint about the marriage, although there was ample
opportunity for her to do so on the 15th instant, when I spent the

whole afternoon with her in the country. She did not refer either

to the league, about which I have written, but sbe spoke shortly on
French affairs, and the arrangement now being discussed between
the King and his rebel subjects, as she had done on a previous

occasion at the beginning of the disturbances ; only that she now
said she did not know how such an arrangement could be made
compatible with the King's dignity. I said that at least, so far as

she was concerned, the King had not been prevented from having
satisfaction on the rebels, and carrying through the business with
the advantage that kings usually have over their subjects, as ehe

had been so firm and steadfast in refusing aid to them or

countenance their attempt against their sovereign. She replied

that what I said was perfectly true, and assured me that when she

sent troops to Havre de Grace in the former disturlances she did

so principally because she was persuaded that the Guises wanted
to get the King into their power and govern the country at their

pleasure. They had also designs against her, as the Queen of

Scotland was then married to the French king, and had declared

that when the time came for restoring Calais they would not give

it up. She went on to say that, with regard to the intention of

the Guises to take the King and Queen, not only was it publicly

stated, but she had received a letter from the queen of France,

which she still kept, telling her of it. The prince of Conde had
risen in consequence of this, and if she had not understood it in

this light she said she would never have sent her forces to France,

as she had refrained from doing on the present occasion. I leplitd,

praising her very much for what she had done and was doing, and
said she was being commended for it everywhere, seeing the

pressure that had been used to cause her to do otherwise ; where-
upon she showed great pleasure.

Slie also expressed her disapproval of the Count Palatine's action

in detaining the money and goods belonging to the merchants, and
she had said as much to the Count's representative heri'. I also

praised her for this, adding tliat it was understood that most of the

property belonged to persons who were coming to this cuuuliy,

and that this would have a very bad effect on the ]jiuf.s nf

merchandise here, besides causing her a loss of customs dues. It

is said that most of the property belonged to the Easlerling

merchants from the maritime cities who are established hero. I

wrote to your Majesty that the Queen had told me that she liad

been requested, on behalf of the countess of Egmont, to write to

your Majesty respecting the Count, but that she did not wish to

interfere in the matter. She has since told me that they write eo

pitifully to her that she cannot helj) feeling compassion, and she

thinks of writing to your Majesty, but that she wished me to see

the letter before she sent it. I understood her intention to be to

write very circumspectly and carefully, and therefore replied that
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she could well do so in the way that friends ask favours of one

another, and grant them out of kindliness and mutual affection,

and that many neighbours liked to be besought in honest causes

for divers reasons. The earl of Sussex tells me that he is gratified

because the Emperor was fully satisfied with the negotiations,

and he is convinced that the marriage will be carried through.

He said he had made every effort in his power, passing lightly over

some points that could not be avoided, and bringing into prominence

others where agreement was assured. As regards the question of

religion, upon which assurance was sought on the part of the

Archduke, that he and his household should not be coerced, Sussex

said he made such declarations on behalf of the Queen as satisfied

them; without the need for written obligation, which it would
have been difficult for him to give, for many reasons, paiticularly

as there were people here who for their own ends wished to

obstruct the business. The Emperor, nevertheless, urged liim to

send Cobham to the Queen on the matter, as he did, although he

was sure that no written obligation would be entered into, as in

eff'ect was the case. He said that he thought what he had done in

the matter would be quite sufficient, as he, being so faithful a

servant of the house of Austria, would never have pressed the

Archduke to come if he had not felt certain that the match would
take place, and his verbal assurance be sufficient. The Emperor
and the Archduke himself, however, were so resolute about the

assurance, in accordance, they said, also with your Majesty's

opinion, that he was obliged to send Cobham. Notwitl)standing

this he had discussed certain matters with the Emperor, which, if

the Queen agreed to them, as he hoped, would enable the Archduke
to find a good excuse for coming, which the Emperor had promised.

He (Sussex) had left a private cipher with the Emperor, so that

whatever was arranged might be absolutely secret, and nothing
known until the business was concluded. He had avoided telling

the Queen the substantial part of his negotiations pending the

arrival of the duke of Norfolk, in whose presence he wished the
matter to be discussed. He had spoken since his arrival, he said,

with the earl of Leicester, about the Emperor's and the Archduke's
pretensions respecting religion, in order to gain his support, which
he had promised, but that, if he did not fulfil his word and the
Queen would not agree, in consequence of the views of certain

persons, he (Sussex) was determined to publish the names of those
who had stood in the way of the match, so that the country might
know how he and others had striven to bring it about, for the
public good, and who had prevented it. Still, he said, he had
every confidence that it would be carried through successfully. I

replied that I approved of his intention, and was not surprised that
M. de Chantonnay was firm in his opinion that the Archduke
should insist upon an assurance as regards religion, which was a
point of the greatest importance, especially that, since he (Sussex)
left here, more rigour had been shown on the subject than
previously, which, of course, would be known verywhere, and
many persons probably might think that these demonstrations
were made for the very purpose of preventing the marriage, by
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arousing the distrust of the Emperor and his brother, and causing

them to demand further assurances, which the people here know
would not be given, and so the affair might be upset. He knew,
I said, how these people had always tried to prevent it, and how I

had striven to bring it about, continually and unreservedly, except

on one point alone, namely, that there should be no cause for

resentment between the Queen and your Majesty if the match did

not take place, as I knew your Majesty held her friendship so dear

that it was my duty to refrain from anything that might jeopardise

it. He said that M. de Chantonnay had always said the same.

I took the opportunity of mentioning the league which certain

people here profess to be effected between your Majesty, the Pope,

the Emperor, the king of France, and other princes, against this

Queen, with the object of separating her from her friends, and said

that, as the news had come from Germany, he could say how false

it was, and I asked him not to fail to satisfy the Queen that it

was so, in order that her suspicions might be allayed. He replied

that he had heard something of this, and had inquired into the

matter in Germany, both from friends and foes, and had learnt that

such a league really had been proposed by certain princes, but not

with the intention stated, and with a diflerent object. The rest, he

said, were simply fables and market-gossip, as he would assure the

Queen.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 8th instant that the duke of

Alba, had reported on the 8rd a certain plot which these people had
made in Calais to recover the town with the aid of one of the

King (of France's) officers there, and the preparations which were
being made slowly with that object. The day fixed was to-day,

I am assured, but the matter has cooled
;
perhaps owing to the

certainty now held of peace being made between the King and his

rebels, as they are watching here very closely what is going on in

France, and I am told receive advices from hour to hour. I, too,

am on the watch about this Calais affair, in order to report to the

duke of Alba. I have just been informed that the two vessels that

had been fitted out and manned, as was said in the council at the

request of the Regent IMurray, to capture the earl of Eotljwell on
his way from Denmark to France, and the duke of Chalclhei'ault

who was going from Dieppe to Scotland, were really intended for

another purpose, namely, to encounter the ships conveying the

Count de Buren. This having come to the ears of the Queen, she

made a show of anger that such a thing should be attempted

against your Majesty, and ordered the ships to be dismantled

immediately, which was done. It is quite possible that they may
have desisted from their intention owing to the Count de Buren

alone going in the ships, as they thought other persons were going

as well. These are very little people to attempt such a thing as this,

but I have my information from a good source.

On the 16th instant the ships conveying the Count de Buren passed

the Downs in sight of Dover, and with the present wind will have

already cleared these coasts.

These heretics are saying that their doctrines are being preached

in many parts, especially in Navarre on the French borders, and,
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although this is not a fresh assertion, they are insisting more upon
it lately. I do not believe it, as the Inquisitors have not discovered

it, nor have I been able to obtain particulars, although I have tried

to do so.—London, 20th March 1568.

27 March, 12. Guzman de Silva to the King.

I received yesterday your Majesty's letter of the 19th ultimo,

by which I learn that mine of 10th January had come to hand.

The favour your Majesty desires to show to the archbishops of

Cashel and Armagh is of a piece with your Majesty's action in all

things fitting for the service of God and the universal church, for

which your reward will be long years of great happiness on earth

and an endless eternity in heaven. As I wrote to Secretary Gabriel

de Zayas, the business of the former prelate presents great difiSculty,

and it appears imprudent to mention it to the Queen just now as

little good could come of it, seeing the usual suspicions of j'our

Majesty which are rife among these heretics; besides which it

might be a source of grave inconvenience to the church in places

where tliis Queen has full power. It will be necessary, therefore,

if he designs to go and take up his functions, that the utmost

circumspection and caution should be used, as the only way in

which it could successfully be done is for him to be secretly hidden

amongst Catholics and safe from molestation by the heretics. It is

true that, for the sake of peace, the Catholics in certain parts

of Ireland are tolerated, but there is great %'igilauce used to

prevent the exercise of any authority by bull or order of his

Holiness. I will, however, carefully enquire and see what safely

can be done to comply with your Majesty's wishes, and the same

shall be done with regard to the imprisonment of the archbishop of

Armagh. I am anxious about this as they keep him closer than

ever, and in bad case for one of such poor health as he. The worst

of the matter is that your Majesty's favour for these good folks does

them more harm than good, so that it is necessary to act with the

utmost caution.

The Catholics of this country are numerous, but much molested.

I have been endeavouring lately, by means of a well-informed

Catholic, to get the names, not only of the principal party men, but

also of the private persons in the provinces, with a note of the

number of Catholics and Protestants in each county. I have been

pressing him for the list so that your Majesty may know the state

of the country, and, if he delays giving it to me, I will send the best

statement I can obtain.

I have been unable to learn anything about the Archduke's
match further than what I have written. I am told that the duke
of Norfolk will come hither to discuss it. I wrote to your Majesty
that I had been told by the earl of Sussex that a man had been
secretly sent hither by the prince of Conde and the Admiral. He
has now gone back. I do not know whether he will be captured

on the way, as they are on the alert to catch him all along the

coast, and to learn the particulars of his negotiations, although tlie

copy in French of the letter he brought to the Queen from his

principals, which I now enclose, lays bare the cause of bis coming.
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If Hawkins does not obey the Queen's orders about going to your
Majesty's Indies, steps shall be taken to have him punished.
Advices from Scotland say that those who are against the govern-
ment were still trjdng to obtain the Queen's release. The Kegent
was to go and visit the Queen soon, and as the people here suspected
that he might give her some extension of liberty, they have
written requesting him not to do so.

I have just been informed that, in addition to what is contained in

the enclosed copy of letter, the prince of Conde sent to say to the
Queen that, even if she would not help them with money or men,
she might make a demonstration of religious zeal. This has given
rise to some extraordinary proceedings, and, amongst others, the
arrest of one Wilson, who, I am informed, had authority from the
Pope to absolve and admit to the church those who became
Catholics, and who also was trying to collect subscriptions from
Catholics in aid of those who have taken refuge in Louvain. Of
these contributions he kept a list in a book with the names of the
donors, which book has been found on him, and much harm may
be done thereby. I am much surprised that this man did not come
to me as other good men come, I having been one of those who
recommended this subscription and promised my part. I will advise
your Majesty of the result.

A certain Emmanuel Tremelius has been here lately on behalf of

the count Palatine. He is a heretic who was formerly in one of
the universities here called Oxford,* and in the pay of the Queen.
He is the son of a Jew of Mantua. It is said he comes for the
purpose of arranging a league with this Queen, and will go on to

Scotland to discuss a similar matter with the Regent and his

government, taking letters from the folks here.—London, 27th March
1568.

3 April. 13. Guzman de Suva to the King.

Everythmg here is quiet as usual and the Queen well. She goes
to Greenwich in four or five days.

The commissioners of religion are still proceeding against certain

Catholics, summoning them for interrogation on the subject. This
has only been resumed since the rebels in I'rance began their

disturbances.

The party in Scotland which had risen against the Regent and
his government has increased in number. It is said that they
now demand the release of the Queen, and that justice shall be

done on certain members of the Government, who, they say, are

implicated in the murder of the King. The leader of the party is

said to be the archbishop oi' St. Andrews, who has fortified himself

and his friends in St. Andrews.
These folks here are not well pleased with the rising, as they

thought themselves quite safe on that side for a time, and, if aiFairs

in France are settled, the French might take a hand in the Scotch

business, in which case these people will have look to them-

* John Emmanuel Tremelius was Professor of Hebrew at Cambridge.

y 764«f. a
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selves. The French ambassador tells me, however, that his master

will take no part in the matter out of gratitude to this Queen for

having refrained from acting against him in his late troubles, but

we all know what the French are, a.nd how little trust can be placed

in them.

I went out to the country with the Queen this afternoon, and

took the opportunity of speaking about the two ships wbixih I

wrote had been fitted out to capture the Count de Buren. I pointed

out to her that the heretic? not only wished to make her suspicious

of your Majesty's friendship, but tried to make it appear that she

was a party to such a thing as this in order to injure her. She

was much surprised that anyone should say such a thing of her,

and thanked me for telling her of it. I can hardly believe that the

ships were fitted out with such an object, although I had it from

many good quarters. On the night of the 27th ultimo there

arrived here a servant of the prince of Orange. I was advised of

his coming but not of its object, but I was told that three days

later he passed a long time with the Queen. She informed me
to-day that she heard he was here, and that he had only come to

assure her from the Prince that he had never any intention to be

undutiful to your Majesty, and that he would never be found

guilty of such a fault, which would be unworthy of him. He
wished to place himself in some neutral country where he could

free himself from the matter, and hinted that he considered the

duke of Alba was not to be trusted, although he had no proof of

this. J replied that the true facts of the case would be seen in the

end, and that most people who have done wrong object to be tried

by those who they think will do justice. I said I thought it

would be more prudent to avoid interviews of this sort. I do not

see any signs of the Archduke's match coming off" for the present.

On the contrary, I hear that those who oppose it are trying to

delay the despatch of the reply to the Emperor. They think this

will quite upset it.

A Portuguese ambassador arrived here to-day, having written

to me on the road saying that he was coming to lodge at my house

until he got a lodging of his own. I went to meet him and brought

him home. Pie comes about preventing the English from going

to the Portuguese Indies, and says he is determined to press the

matter, and either get them to promise not to go, or he will declare

that the Portuguese will prevent them. I fear it will all end in

words.—London, Srd April 1568.

6 April. 14. The King to Guzman de Silva.

(Draft of letter with a note in the King's hand saying " all in

cipher.")

On the 19th March I advised you, through Don Frances,

that I had received your letter of 25th February. Yours of 16th,

21st, and 28th February arrived on the 1st instant, and, although
we are glad of your information, there is little to reply to but to

thank you for your diligence and to satisfy you upon the point intro-

duced to you by Cecil and the Queen, namely, the question of the

English arabassad(jr here. The object of the complaint to you was.
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without doubt, to get beforehand with us, and anticipate tlie com-
plaint I have to make of the conduct of the ambassador. You
must know that, as soon as he arrived here, I gave him notice that

he would have to conduct himself as his predecessors had done,

and must avoid any demonstration which might cause scandal.

That he must make no alteration in the old customs which have
been followed by English ambassadors here, especially in religious

matters, the more especially as in Spain the existence of the

Inquisition causes more strictness than elsewhere, and prevents me
from making concessions of any sort. The ambassador under-

stood this perfectly well and promised my ministers on several

occasions to act as he was requested, instead of which he has

failed to do so and has conspicuously and frequently overstepped

the bounds. One signal instance occurred shortly afterwards

;

he scoffed at one of the processions that were held for the Queen's

health when she was ill. When I learnt of this, I sent the duke
of Feria to warn him again, and request him to moderate his words
and actions so as not to transgress the limits laid down for his

conduct which he had promised to respect. He again promised to

to do so with many professions and excuses, but as he is so

corrupted at heart with these religious errors, he could not restrain

himself or stifle the promptings^of his bad spirit, and has shown it

by such daring and pernicious acts, that I am convinced that it is

a planned thing, not done at his own initiative alone, but by order

from England. Amongst other things lately at a dinner in the

presence of many persons, Spaniards and others, he presumed to

say, publicly and shamelessly, that I was the only one who defended
the papal sect, but that, in the end, the prince of Conde and his

party would prevail, and that the Pope was nothing but a canting

little monk ; with other similar expressions for which he would
richly deserve the punishment the Inquisitors, who learnt of Lis

rashness, would give him, if it were not for respect of his office as

the minister of the queen of England, with whom I am on terms
of friendship. I have, however, made up my mind to hold no
more intercourse with him, and will not receive him or permit him
to live in my capital, but have sent him orders to go to a

neighbouring town, with a warning to conduct himself there so as

not to cause scandal to anyone, and to avoid in future such i-ash

words and acts as his previous ones. He has acted simply like a

perverse dogmatiser, and I have had him told that, if he does not

comply with the directions now given to him^ I cannot prevent the

Inquisitors from doing their duty, and I am not without scruple

for having overlooked his actions so far as I have done. Some
days ago he received a letter from his mistress for me, and has

been pressing for an audience, but I have been delaying and putting

him off with the determination of never i-eceiving him again. He
has had some communication with Ruy Gomez, and I learn from
him that he wants to address me on the point spoken of to you
by Cecil and the Queen. This is not a matter that it is fitting I

should discuss with him, touching, as it does, our holy catholic

faith, and he being offended at this, intends, I am told, to send a

secretary to give an account of the matter to the Queen, He wdl,

S 2
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of course, give his own version of it, and I have therefore decided

to send this courier ahead of him, expressly in order that you may,

in accordance with the enclosed letter of credence for the Queen,

state the matter to her and tell how just and deep is the complaint

I have against the ambassador, and that I have decided to hold no

more intercourse with him, as he has so rashly and disrespectfully

exceeded an ambassador's license, and might more fittingly be

called a perturber. He has tried to persuade vassals of mine to the

rebellious and new sects which are rife in other dominions, totally

contrary to the duties and customs of an ambassador, and, if it were

not for the friendship and respect I bear to the Queen, he would

deserve anything that might be done to him, as she will learn by
the personal relation of a gentleman whom I am sending post to

her for the purpose, who will leave in a few days to complain also

of the bad and dangerous offices of this man in sowing discord

between two souls so united as those of the Queen and myself.

Only in consideration of his being her minister have I refrained

from dealing with him otherwise than I have said, namely, to

refuse further intercourse with him or permit him in my capital,

and I therefore beg of her to appoint another person who will

conduct himself as previous ambassadors of her's and her father's

have done here, men whom I can respect and treat with confidence

and kindness, as I have always done all men and matters apper-

taining to her. Things have arrived at the present pass with this

man in despite of me, and I am unable to dissemble or excuse it

any longer, and I therefore beg of her to take in good part the

request I make, for the reasons which the gentleman I have

mentioned will further make known to her, and will satisfy her

both of the reasonableness of it and of the utter falsity of the

assertion that the ambassador's household was forced to hear mass.

No such thing has been done. On the contrary, I am informed

that some of the servants having entered a church without showing

due and proper respect to the holy sacrament, they were simply

told by those who were present either to behave themselves

decorously or leave. Nothing but this happened as you will see by
the depositions and investigation of this and other excesses, which
will be despatched by the gentleman who is coming. These depo-

sitions are only for your own guidance and information, and it will be

sufficient for you to refer generally in conversation with the Queen to

the just cause I have for being offended with this man, so that she

may comply with my request and send another who will do his

duty as he ought ; in which case I will receive him well, and will

do everything in my power to please the Queen and preserve the

close and ancient alliance and friendship between us and our

respective states. You must dwell very especially upon this, with
all the fair words and arguments you can use. It occurs to us to

say to you that, when conversations are raised about religion

(unless they are directed expressly to persuade or bring to a sense

of the right the person with you) they should be avoided by you,

but when you cannot avoid hearing such conversations, as for

instance with the Queen, you should, at least, excuse yourself from
undertaking to write to me upon the subject ; although, of course,
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it will be well and even necessary to do so for my own information,
without the Queen or anyone else knowing ifc.

With regard to the conversation the Queen had with you about
the suspicions and doubts they have aroused in her of a league
between myself and other princes to invade her country and
forward the Catholic cause there ; since you told her the truth and
gave her to understand that the assertion was a groundless one,

invented by mean and jealous people for the purpose of alarming
her, it will not be necessary for me to write you the special letter

you suggest on the subject. It is amply sufficient that you, as my
minister, have assured her of the falseness of the rumour, and you
can, if you deem necessary, repeat the denial on my behalf.

It is unnecessary, also, to say anything more about what passed
in the matter of the Prince between the Queen and you, nor need
you descend to any further details of the matter except to thank
her in my name (as I do myself in the letter) for her condolence, in

the general terms you think fit. You may at the same time thank
her for forbidding Hawkins and his companions from going to my
Indian territories. Both of these acts have been proofs of our
friendship and brotherhood, and I will always reciprocate similarly

in matters that concern her.

Scotch affairs seem getting into such a condition, particularly as

regards religion, that I cannot help feeling grief at them. You
will continue to keep me informed of events there, especially

about the Queen's imprisonment and the result of the accusation
against her.

This courier will go in a smack, with orders for her to await in

port to take him back again, and you will therefore despatch him
as soon as possible, with advices to me as to what passes with the
Queen, and the decision you arrive at with her about the am-
bassador. You will also inform the duke of Alba, as you will see

how important it is that he should know. You will likewise

communicate to me what you hear from him and any news about
affairs in Flanders and France, as I wish to hear often from all

quarters. As the earl of Sussex has arrived, it will be well, too,

for you to let me know whether any result of importance on the

marriage "question has been attained by his journey. I still believe

that it is all artifice to entertain her subjects, as you have very
cogently said on various occasions.

With regard to your request that I should remove you from
England (although I am very satisfied with you), the reasons you
allege are of such weight and importance that I will give to the

matter due consideration, having regard to your labours and
services, and will advise you as to my decision.—Madrid 6th April,

1568.

10 April. 15. Guzman de Silva to the King.

Things here are quiet as usual and the Queen went to Greenwich
on the 6th. As I accompanied her in the country on that day.

Lord Robert made me a long speech to the effect that, in your

Majesty's interest and for the welfare of your Flanders dominions,

it was advisable to adopt some lenient and peaceful course with
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regard to religion and the punishment of those who have mis-

behaved themselves in the States. He instanced the course taken

in France, and how the King had come out of the aifair there.

He pointed out how strong the new religion was in Germany and

the States, and said that even in some parts of Spain things are

not quite so assured as is thought ; nor in Italy either, especially

near Rome. He spoke, he said, as ajservant of your Majesty, and he

desired your peace and prosperity, although he knew his words would
be of little avail as he was a Protestant. I thanked him much for

his good will, giving him to understand that he was mistaken about

Spain, as also, I thought, about the rest of your Majesty's dominions

;

and said that if there had been any backsliding in Flanders, it would
be remedied in a way that would scour it out completely, as the

duke of Alba had got the matter in hand. Ever since the French dis-

tui-bances they have been molesting Catholics here in various ways,

pressing or relaxing, however, according to the news received from
France.

Three of those whom I wrote they had arrested in the duchy of

Lancaster for refusing to attend their services have been brought

here, and amongst them a gentleman of position called John South-

well (Suduel), who, with the others, after the Council had examined
them, was sent to the common jail. On the same day, the 7th

instant, they arrested on religious grounds three lawyers of standing,

called respectively Dr. More (?), Dr. Mitchel, and Dr. Windham, and
they have also taken two ladies, lady Brown and lady Cave (?). It

is reported from Berwick that the Queen of Scots wishes to marry
a gentleman named Lord Moffat, who is connected with the Stuart

family, and the matter has been discussed with great secrecy between
the Regent and his closest friends ; the idea being that, as the

gentleman belongs to his family and is connected with him by blood

and friendship, such a marriage would add to the Regent's strength

and satisfy the Queen at the same time, and that if she marries a

person of her ovvti lineage and an enemy of the Hamiltons, more
liberty might be given her. The Regent will retain power as

hitherto, and hopes by this means to reconcile factions, satisfy the

Queen, and strengthen himself. He has many enemies and must
keep a good look out. He has news from France that Cardinal

Lorraine is procuring 1,200 harquebussiers to be placed in Dum-
barton. The Portuguese ambassador, whose arrival here on the

3rd I advised, has not yet seen the Queen. He is in no haste and
is preparing for the interview. He has communicated to me his

business, which is principally to request the Queen to forbid her
subjects from interfering with the Portuguese Indies, especially

Guinea, although they will consent to the English going to buy
blacks at the places where the Portuguese sell them. He is also to

ask for restitution of 600,000 ducats that he says English pirates have
taken from the subjects of his King. I think he will have quite

enough to do to get either of these things granted, but he says he
will press very urgently the question of going to the Indies, and he
means to put it in such a way that, if they do not grant his request,

he will.break with the Queen. I do not know what he will do,'but I

caouot believe this, It appears that he will be satisfied if the English
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who go thither do not go with the Queen's permission or in her ships,
so that if the Portuguese fleet for the defence of the coast meet
them, it may punish them as it punishes the French,

A gentleman from the King of France arrived here to-day to
give an account to the Queen of the treaty of peace between him
and the rebels. He has audience to-morrow.—London, 10th April

1568.

19 April. 16. Guzman de Silva to the King.

The night before last I received your Majesty's letter of 19th
ultimo. Thank God your Majesty stiU enjoyed the health that is so

important to Christendom and your servants ! It is necessary that
this good news should be reiterated on every opportunity to

counteract the inventions of the ungodly, who can only produce
according to their kind, and nearly every week set afloat a thousand
wicked stories. The decree issued by your Majesty promising a
good reception and freedom to those who convey bread stuffs to

Biscay and Asturias is very wise, and, no doubt, will easily result

in the supply of the much needed food for those countries. I

understand that from various parts of England bread stuffs are

already being sent by persons who have special license, and by
gentlemen who do not need licenses from their own ports, and they
will doubtless find it to their interests to continue to export. For
this reason, and seeing the difEculties that usually are raised here

when a general free export is requested, by reason of the wickedness
of those who contrive means of putting up prices, which causes

discontent amongst the common people and compels the Queen to

withdraw the licenses to calm the clamour, I think best to hold

my hand for the present and consult people well versed in the

matter. A few days delay ,will not prejudice the business, and I

shall then be able to address the Queen on the matter if desirable.

As an instance of what I say : in 1566 I asked the Queen for the

export of breadstuffs for certain ports in Flanders where scarcity

existed, and greed then reached such a pitch that her own ministers

bought up the supplies, which they sold to the exporters for their

own profit. The outcry of the people was so great that, not only

was the export prevented, but great prohibitions were decreed

;

whereas, if the matter had not been mentioned at all, the food

would have been sent somehow, as usual, and as it is even now
being sent to Biscay. The Queen is ill in bed with a great excess

of bile, which I myself have been troubled with these two years

past] by reason of the cHmate. I will have your Majesty's decree

made known amongst the merchants here, and their greed may,

perhaps, prompt them to send grain as desired.

Secretary Cecil has told me that the King of France's gentleman

who came hither is going on to Scotland, whereat, I think, they

are not at all pleased, but rather suspicious. If what I wrote in my
last about the projected marriage and extended liberty of the Queen

of Scots be true, these people will feel it strongly, as they thought

themselves quite safe from that side ; but if she is to be married, it

would not be altogether amiss for them that she should marry Moffat,
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as he is on the side of the Stuarts against the Hamiltons and the

French.

I have not heard the peace made in France well spoken of

here. These people have strange fancies and talk like men
who have never left home. Some people wished the rebels to

beat the King because of the heresy, and others that the war
should continue, whilst they remained on the look-out to seize any
advantage that the discord might afford them.

The Earl of Sussex has sent to tell me that about five days ago

the Queen had a very long conversation with him respecting the

marriage with the Archduke, but only generalities and nothing

decided. I think she must be as false in this matter with the

Earl as she is with others.

On the 14th I accompanied the Portuguese ambassador to court.

He was well attended, and we went up to the presence chamber
without anyone having come out to meet him, although the day
and hour of his reception were fixed. After we arrived in the ante-

chamber, some courtiers and gentlemen came to speak to me,

amongst them the lord-chamberlain. I made them speak to the

Ambassador, which they did, but sourly. I got the lord-chamber-

lain to entertain him until he was summoned, and they remained
thus standing for a long while, I being seated as I am ailing. After

the ambassador had waited for about an hour he was introduced

to the Queen's chamber, where she received him, and, after a few
words from him in his King's name, the Queen, with an angry look,

complained greatly of the Cardiual,* who, she said, had written her

a letter by an ambassador sent by her to the king containing dis-

courteous expressions which were unfit to be addressed to her. She
turned to me and said she wished I could see the letter and I should

agree with her that it had been written by bishop of Osorio, whose
style she recognised from having read certain writings of his about

religion, which had been answered by a servant of hers named
Dr. Haddon, to whom the Bishop had again replied. The words
the Queen mentioned as being in the letter alluded to her as a

tyrant. The Ambassadoi- replied that he could not believe it until

he saw it, and I said I agreed with him, as a Portuguese was never

yet discourteous to a lady ; and the conversation being thus turned

into a lighter vein, I asked permission to be seated in consideration

of my weakness. Cecil and Leicester presently came up to me and
expressed their regret at such a letter being written. Secretary

Cecil showed me the letter, and I took it to the ambassador tha
he might see what it contained. I think it might well have
been expressed in a difierent way and somewhat more modestly,

although the writer had sacrificed some of the grace of his Latin in

doing it. I enclose copy of it. Cecil said that the presumption of

the Portuguese was insufferable, and made them hated by all

nations. Both he and Leicester treated the subject in such a way
that I told them that I had no answer to give them, as your Majesty,

although you honoured your relatives, was very faithful to your

* Uncle of the young King Dom SebastiftD, afterwards King Heory of Portugal,
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friends, and so the conversation ended. I asked them, for the love
I bore them, to treat the ambassador graciously, as courtesy honoured
the giver, and presently the Queen called me to her again and the
rest of the time passed pleasantly. The Queen having recovered
her temper, the ambassador told her she greatly resembled the

Infanta Dona Maria.* This ended the first interview, business not
having been spoken of. The lord-chamberlain accompanied the

ambassador to the door of the presence chamber. The ambassador
is a sensible man. He is hurt at their treatment of him, as well he
may be, but they are strange people to have to do with. We shall

see by their future dealing with the business whether this display

has been a feint in order, as they think, to prevent him from carrying

his complaints of them with so high a hand, but I do not regard it

in that light myself. —London, 19th April 1568.

24 April. 17. Guzman de Sxlva to the King.

The Queen is at Greenwich in good health, and aflfairs are all

quiet and calm, without thought of trouble, as are also things in

Ireland.

The gentleman from the King of France, who came to give an
account of the peace with the rebels, has already started for

Scotland. They were suspicious of his going, and intimated as

much to the ambassador, who had to tell him that if they con-

sidered it inconvenient he would send him back. Seeing that

they gave him no answer for two or three days he sent to ask

audience of the Queen for the purpose of discussing the gentleman's

return to France. They then gave him his passport for Scotland.

I asked the ambassador if the gentleman would see the Queen
herself or deal with the Regent. He answered that, if he could

get to speak with the Queen he would negotiate with her, but if

not, he would deal with the others. He said he bore private

instructions from Cardinal Lorraine, which he had seen, to urge her

to endure her troubles with patience, and await until God put

your Majesty's afi'airs in a prosperous state, for he knew that aid

could come from no other quarter. I passed this over, pretending

that I took no notice of what he was saying, as I think that it is a

new move of the French to ingratiate themselves here by raising

suspicions of your Majesty.

Hearty thanks have been given to this Queen from their Christian

Majestys for her neutrality and expressed sympathy with them
during the late disturbances, and the ambassador asked in the

names of his sovereigns what she would like them to send her

from France, as they wished to make her a present to her taste.

In mine of the 10th I wrote to your Majesty that advices from

Berwick of the 1st said that the Queen of Scots wished to marry
Lord Moflfat, and that her brother the Regent had secretly dis-

cussed the matter with his intimate friends. By the same route

news now comes that the Queen has told her brother that she wishes

to marry, and on his asking her whom she desired to wed she

* Princess Maria of Fortagal, who bad married Alexander Faroeie, rduce of Parma,

ia October ISSS, See Vol. I.
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answered the nephew of the gentleman who has her in keeping, a
certain George Douglas ; to which the Regent replied that he did

not consider him a fit person for her husband, and he thought
it would be better if she married Lord Moffat, as he belongs to the

house of Stuart, and it was believed the Queen would do this. It

is asserted that, on the 14th instant, the Queen exchanged apparel

with her laundress, the latter remaining in the Queen's room
whilst she left the castle and entered a boat with the intention of

escaping from prison. The boatmen requested her to unveil, that

they might see who she was, and she, whilst resisting them,

uncovered one of her hands, which made them press her the more,

until they unveiled her. She showed great spirit, and commanded
them, with threats for their lives, to take her across to the opposite

shore, where two men and three horses were awaiting her. They
refused and took her back, although they promised they would not
inform the keeper. The Portuguese ambassador had his second

interview with the Queen to-day, when his business was discussed.

He asked me to send my secretary with him, which I did, and he
was also accompanied by Antonio de Guaras, Juan Baptista de San
Vitores, and two other subjects of your Majesty. He was met by
order of the Queen some distance outside the palace gates by Henry
Cobham (who went to Germany with the earl of Sussex), a brother

of his, and another gentleman of the chamber named Kyngesmyll.
They led him to the presence chamber, where they entertained him
until the lord chamberlain came out and took him to the Queen.

As soon as he had entered, Secretary Cecil came out and called

Baptista de San Vitores and afterwards Antonio de Guaras, and in

the presence of the earl of Bedford said to them, " Since you are
" helping the Portuguese ambassador, you will inform him that it

" is the Queen's will that no one should attend mass in his house,
" except his own servants and dependents, and that, if any other
" persons do so, they will be severely punished." Antonio de

Guaras retorted that surely foreigners might attend, to which the

Secretary replied that they could not, and then entered the Queen's
room, where the ambassador remained for over an hour. When
he took his leave the lord chamberlain accompanied him outside

the presence chamber, where he was taken charge of by the same
gentlemen that received him, who went with him to the boat. The
ambassador sent word to me that he would come and give me an
account of what had passed with the Queen.—London, 24th April

1568.

1 May. 18. Guzman de Silva to the King.

Nothing fresh from Scotland. I believe these people have a good
understanding with the Regent and his government, in spite of this

Queen's attempt to conceal it. Their carelessness about the frontier

and laxity at Berwick are a good argument of this, and it is

further confirmed by a letter that this Queen has written to the

king of Denmark (copy of which I enclose) against the earl of

Bothwell, no doubt at the request of the Regent and his friends.

I am told that the details of the partition of some of the lands of

John O'Neil amongst certain English persona Ijaye arrived ii^
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Ireland, and that an uncle of his, who is also called O'Neil, has
joined with a neighbour named O'Donell, determined to resist the
division, and it is feared that greater dissentions will result than
in the past. This O'Neil is married to a daughter of the earl of
Argyll, and it is said that he will therefore have the aid of the Scots-
men of the adjacent isles. This would somewhat disturb these folks,

but much more if the Queen of Scots should gain her freedom. I

had an appointment for an audience this afternoon, when I intended
to speak to the Queen about the export of 1;>read stuffs to Biscay
and Asturias, but when I arrived at the gate of the palace I met
a gentleman sent by the Queen to ask me to put off the interview
till to-morrow, as she was somewhat inconvenienced with some
medicine she had taken. Almost immediately afterwards another
courtier came to say that the Queen, having heard that I had
arrived, would make an effort to receive me. I went up to the

presence chamber where I learned from her doctor, whom she had
sent to entertain me, and from others, what her condition was, and
refrained from importuning her in consequence. I went to the

Council with Cecil to despatch certain private subjects' business,

and the Queen sent thither to say that she would be glad if I

would return to-morrow, as I had not cared to see her this after-

noon. After I had done my business, the Secretary asked me what
news I heard from Flanders. I told him, in short, that the
duke of Alba, having received information that some show of dis-

turbance was being made on the borders of Gueldres, had sent

troops to Maestricht and Namur, and was still continuing the

necessary measures to punish the disturbers. It was certain, how-
ever, that all would end as the similar attempt did some months
ago, as it could have no support, and there was no one in Germany
or elsewhere who would, for the sake of other people, undertake so

dangerous and fruitless a step as to show himself an enemy of your
Majesty's states. Cecil replied that he agreed with me, but he had
been informed that great hatred had been aroused in Germany at

the rigorous measures of repression which had been adopted by the

duke of Alba in the States, as it was alleged that the Spaniards
wished to expel all the natives therefrom and take possession of

everything. I said it was no new thing for rebels against their

sovereign to invent such stories as these to cause hatred and envy.
He laughingly said, no it was not, only that the Spanish nation was
a strange one, and wanted to be mistress of the world, and it

was currently reported in Flanders that the Spaniards were coming
over to this country tempted by the riches of the sea, but if they
did, he said, they would find thej' had some queer cattle to deal

with. I told him I did not believe, nor should he, that there was
any such talk amongst Spaniards, who were a very temperate and
modest people, especially as they had not the same amount of

liberty as the English, who are allowed with impunity to say what-
ever they like. He said that some persons had certainly spoken
in the sense he had mentioned, but they were not party men. I

replied that doubtless those who spread such tales were the

rebel scamps who carne hither from Flanders, against whom I had

not yet complained, as he knew, to the Queen and Council, but I
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could assure him that it was my intention to represent to the Queen
that, in the interests of herself and her country, she should take

care that those who took refuge here should not be allowed to

return, alone or with others, to commit fresh offences in the

States. I said it was quite enough, surely, to receive them here,

without their making of this friendly country a centre from

whence they could sally for the purpose of insults such as these, and

then be received here again as before. I thought this should be

altered as, from small beginnings, great troubles ensued. He
thought that it would be very proper and just to remedy the

matter, and the Queen ought to give it her best consideration.

Although I do not know what will be done or how, I should be

glad of some step being taken which would moderate somewhat
these impudent Flemings here. A man has arrived here from
the Regent of Scotland. Cecil tells me that his only errand is to

arrange about the thieves that infest both sides of the border.

He (Cecil) says that his Queen cannot endure the treatment of the

Queen of Scots, and her imprisonment in the name of the Regent,

and of the child they call King. I do not beUeve him on either

point, and think they are still at their plots and combinations, and
that it is all a blind, although the Queen has several times said the

same to me as the Secretary.—London, 1 May ] 568,

8 May. 19. The King to Don Juan de Zuniga,*

Draft headed : Respecting the departure of the English
ambassador here.

Having heard that the ambassador from the Queen of England
resident here did not conduct himself in a way fitting to his oflSce

and the interests of his sovereign, and that, in his conversation

and actions, he did not proceed with due respect to religion and
veneration to the holy see ; and, bearing in mind the difficulties

that might arise from his presence in this court and the danger of

contagion to others from his bad example, I have resolved to order
him to leave my court and await outside of it the orders of his

mistress. It seems to me needful for the service of God and the
public welfare to banish such a person from my court and from
conversation with my subjects, and nothing in the world, however
great, no consideration however grave, shall ever make me waver
in the slightest degree in my determination to avoid the least

offence to God Almighty ; whose service and the observance of
whose holy faith I place before all my interests and acts, and
prefer to everything in this life, even my own existence. I have
thought well to advise you of this, in order that you may report
the same to His Holiness in my name, giving him the letter I write
to him in your credence. You will tell him the resolution I have
taken, of which I am well satisfied and am sure His Holiness will

be so, as I desire so earnestly that my actions and proceedinga

* The Spanish ambassador in Borne, brother of the Grand Commander of Castile,
Don Luis de Eequesens y Zuniga, afterwards governor of the Netherlands on the
rec«U of tbe duke of Alba,
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may content one whom I love, esteem, and reverence as a father.
—Madrid, 8th May 1668.

Postscript in the King's hand : The letter for His Holiness
does not go, as it is unnecessary. The above says that I have
ordered the man to leave here and wait outside the orders of his
Queen. I have written to her and asked her by my ambassador
to recall him, and if not, I shall be obliged to expel him.

11 May. 20. Guzman de Silva to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 8th, saying I had received on
the 6th the despatch of the 6th April, and that the Queen had fixed

an audience for me on the 9th instant. I went, and, handing her
your Majesty's letter, watched her countenance closely whilst she
was reading it. When she came to the latter part, about the
ambassador, she changed colour, and seemed somewhat annoyed,
asking me what it meant. I related the matter in accordance with
your Majesty's instructions, in general terms, without reciting

details, concluding by saying that, considering the man's conduct,

he might more fittingly be called a perturber than an ambassador.
She said she was much surprised at what I told her, but asked me
for particular instances for her information. I replied that I had
already told her that your Majesty had ordered a gentleman of
your household to be despatched, who would give her such in-

formation as would enable her to judge of the whole case with full

knowledge, and in the meanwhile, she might be assured of the
love and affection with which your Majesty had always regarded
all that concerned her, and the consideration and gentleness with
which you proceeded towards your friends. As an instance, which
would enable her to see the way her ambassador had acted in other
things, I might tell her, however, that a person in whom I had fnll

confidence had written to me that, at a dinner at which many
persons, Spaniards and others, were present, he presumed to say,

publicly and impudently, that only your Majesty defended the
papal sect, and that in the end the prince of Conde and his followers

would prevail ; that the Pope was a canting little monk, and other

expressions of a similar sort. She replied that these were very
insignificant matters, of which no notice should be taken. I said,

in Spain, on the contraryj they were so important that, if the

man had not been a public person and her minister, his punishment
would have been exemplary ; to which she replied that, even if

there were reasons why your Majesty would not receive him
personally, he still might remain in the court as before. She said,

when the bishop of Aquila was plotting against her and the peace

of her realm, of which she was fully informed, she had seized

some letters of his from the courier, but had refrained from
opening them, except in his presence, and had shown him what
he himself had signed, and yet she had taken no further steps

against him. She was therefore grieved that her ambassador

should be treated as he had been, especially as, at this time, sus-

picions and comments would arise therefrom, and this way of

treating ambassadors was the forerunner of greater unpleasantness,
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particularly coming, as it did, on the top of the news about the

league, and I should hear the next day what would be said in

London about it. I answered that, as to the comments and
opinions which would be current everywhere, they might easily be

disposed of by her at once appointing another ambassador, as your
Majesty asked ; some person to whom you could show the true love

and friendship you felt towards her, as your Majesty had always
done, and in the meanwhile the matter might be kept secret, as it

should be by me. She said, when she sent this ambassador, she

considered him rather an adherent of the 'old religion than a
Protestant, and she was therefore the more surprised that he should

not have acted sensibly, but she had been told that some of the

ambassadors she had sent there had not lived according to the

English laws. I said her former ambassadors had acted prudently
by avoiding all cause for scandal, and her servants might well

learn discretion from her own wise moderation in these matters

here. This man, however, no doubt, had been carried away by
passion, or had been ruled by orders from elsewhere. The Queen
asked me what I meant by that ; did I mean that he had acted

under the instructions of others ? I said that, judging from his

actions, it might be so suspected.

Her reply was that she greatly regretted that her ambassador
should have said or done anything to ofiend your Majesty, as that

was quite against her wish and instructions to him, and, if it

be so, that she will have him punished in a way that will prove to

your Majesty her goodwill and friendship ; but you must allow her

not to condemn her minister until she had the whole case before

her and had heard him in his defence ; as until then she was com-
pelled by her position not to condemn him or to admit that he had
offended. Perhaps, she said, your Majesty has had a one-sided or

untrue account given to you, as is often the case with sovereigns,

as she well knew from her own experience. Here she stopped, and
I continued :

" And I will add in your Majesty's name that, if you
" find the ambassador to blame, you will send for your ambassador
" some such a person as my King suggests." She replied :

" Yes,
" yes, I say so and I will do it." She was annoyed at first, but
became calmer afterwards, and seemed satisfied with what I said

from your Majesty about the league. In addition to what your
Majesty directed me to write about it cm the 6th, I also showed
what was said in your Majesty's letter of the 12th, which came
very appropriately.—London, 11th May 1568.

13 May. 21. The KiNG to Guzman de Silva.

Such of your letters as require reply will be best answered by
telling you that, on our resolution as to the English ambassador's

banishment from here being conveyed to him, he decided to go to

Barajas, where I ordered a lodging to be provided for him, and
his house here is still considered to be in his occupation. It will

be well that the Queen should learn this from you, as if casually

on your own account, so that she may see the respect and kind
treatment accorded to him, in his character of her minister, he
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himself having richly deserved to be burnt at the stake, as will be
seen by the report borne hy Don Guerau de Spes, a Catalonian
knight of the order of Calatrava, whom I have appointed for the

mission and liave sent for to come here. I may tell you openly that

I am sending him with the intention, if matters are settled satisfac-

torily, of appointing him to succeed you there. Bearing in mind your
services and my satisfaction with you, I have decided to send you
to Venice to continue in that republic your duties as my ambassador.

Don Guerau takes with him the necessary instructions and ia-

formation, so that, after he is informed of the position of things

there, you can leave when you like. It will be well, however, for

you to keep this secret until due time for many good reasons, and
I have only had the duke of Alba informed of my intention in this

respect. You will also keep him informed of what is done, for his

guidance.—Aranjuez, 13th May 1568,

14 May. 22. Guzman de Silva to the King.

At 10 o'clock yesterday morning the courier arrived that your
Majesty sent by sea on the 6th ultimo, and at the same time

arrived Dr. Arias Montano and Harrington who crossed in the same
vessel. Bad weather had driven them into an Irish port called

Youghal, which accounts for their being so long delayed. The
despatches for the duke of Alba I will send by the ordinary

to-morrow, as there seems no need for greater haste, the duplicates

having already reached him.

On the afternoon of the 11th, the person sent by the Queen's

ambassador arrived here, as your Majesty informed me he would,

and he was for more than an hour with Cecil on the same evening

in London. The next day Cecil went to Greenwich, where there

have been many council meetings. I have been unable to discover

the account the man brought to the Queen, although I have a

person on the look-out for it ; but I learn that the ambassador is

returning and begs urgently for his recall. I detain the courier

until I see the result of this man's coming, in order to advise your
Majesty, seeing that I have already sent by way of Flanders an

account of what passed between the Queen and me on the matter,

and send copy of the same herewith to Don Frances de Alava. II

think these council meetings are about Scotland, as I am told they|

are much annoyed at the liberation of the Queen of Scots. A'

gentleman sent by the latter to visit this Queen, and give her an
[

account of her successful attempt, arrived here three days ago and i

came to see me to-day on his Queen's behalf He said he did not

bring me a letter from her, as she was always accompanied by

people before whom she could not write, but had instructed him to

inform me of her deliverance, as she knew I should be glad to hear

of it, and in order that I might convey the intelligence to your

Majesty. Now that she is free, she says, she will take steps to

show how blameless she was in the events which are attributed to

her in the past, and that those who had kept her in durance were

the principal culprits, as fjhe will more fully inform your Majesty

and the Christian King. She begged me to advise and enjoin her
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what she ought to do, and she would esteem it a favour as she

always used to do. I replied suitably, as I thought, both a,s to the

pleasure with which your Majesty would hear of her liberation, and

your personal esteem of her and desire for her welfare ; and also

as to myself, that I should be very glad to use my good offices in

her interests in consideration of what I understood to be your

Majesty's goodwill towards her and her affairs. This man assures

me that she is as firm and constant in the Catholic faith as ever,

and that she has need to be very careful now how she proceeds.

I asked him if she had resources to stand against her enemies, to

which he replied that she had, as a great part of the lords and

nearly all the people were on her side, and that the earl of Argyll

had already sent to her offering his services. If she were not so

poor in consequence of all her jewels and property having been

taken from her, and her having escaped with no other clothes but

the servant's garb she wore, all would be well. This man begs me
to write to the duke of Alba to ask him to seize and detain the

Queen's jewels in case they should have been taken to Antwerp for

sale. La Mothe is coming here for French ambassador but not

until J uly. He is considered to be a Catholic. I have no reply

yet about the exportation of breadstuffis.—London, 14th May 1568,

16 May. 23. Guzman de Silva to the King.

Secretary Cecil has sent to say that two places have been

appointed where the persons who have been authorised to export

grain for Biscay and Asturias will find most convenience for doing

so, and he promises me a list of the persons so authorised, who will

have to take an oath not to go elsewhere.

The details and mode of proceeding in this business I will learn

later. I have always been of opinion that it would be made profit-

able to English subjects, as it usually is, but still if they carry food

in sufficient quantities it will also be of advantage to Biscay and
Asturias.

A person has arrived from Berwick who says that the earl of

Murray the Regent has 3,000 men, and that 900 only still stood by
the Queen. The castle of Hamilton] where the Queen is, is not

considered strong, but the Queen of Scot's servant tells me she

can go to Dumbarton, which is stronger and near the sea. The
folks here are anxious about this business, and the Council is for

ever sitting. I do not know what they will decide to do.

The reports about the Scots having crossed over from the islands

to Ireland are still current, and, if true, they cannot fail to disturb

people here.

Secretary Cecil has sent me, by the Queen's orders, the enclosed

copy respecting what was written by a certain Dr. Gonzalo de
Illescas in a " Pontifical and Catholic Histoiy," and asked me to read

it and say what I thought of it. I replied that it appeared to me
to show great indiscretion and disrespect on the part of the writer,

and I was quite sure that, if your Majesty heard of it, you would
not only have the book altered, but would punish the author. I

referred the note to Arias Montano as I did not know anything of
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this Gonzalo de lUescas. He tells me that he understands he is a

person of little prudence, and that the book had been examined by
Father Pedro Juan de Lastanosa by order of the Council, and he
would report upon it. As it is a question that touches the honour
of a marriageable princess of high lineage and gifts, if only God
would make her a Catholic, I have thought well to inform your
Majesty, although I said to the man who brought me the note that

if I made a grievance and wrote to your Majesty of all the

scurrilous things they say in this country about your royal person

I should have to write nearly every day. I said that great Princes,

as they could not shut everybody's raoutb, had to content themselves

with doing their duty and taking no notice. They could not help

difference of opinion amongst men. I expect when I have audience

to-morrow the Queen will mention the matter to me, and, in that

case, I shall tell her that her ambassador who sent her the paper
might well have had the evil remedied in Spain, without troubling

her about it, and that in matters of this sort " the reciter is as bad
as the rhymer."
The statement of what happened at the escape of the Queen of

Scots made by her gentleman here is enclosed.*

With regard to my request to the Queen that she would order

such means to be adopted in the ports as will prevent those from
the Netherlands who have taken refuge here from returning to the

States to do damage, the enclosed decree has been issued.—London,
16th May 1668.

20 May. 24. The King to Guzman de Silva.

I note what passed when the ambassador of my nc|)hew the King
of Portugal went to speak with the Queen, and I am glad you
accompanied and guided him in the interests of his embassy. I am
greatly displeased that the Queen and her courtiei-s should have
treated him with the coolness you describe, as the Latin letter does
not seem to me to contain any expressions which justify such
treatment, and I am of the same opinion as you, that they made
this a pretext to pick a quarrel so as to avoid coming to close

quarters with him about the demands he has to make of them. I

had a copy sent at once to the Portuguese ambassador here, Don
Francisco Pereira, that he might send it to the King, my nephew,
that he may take such course as may be necessary.

In the meanwhile, you will aid the ambassador to the best of

your ability whenever opportunity occurs, and will promptly give

me an account of all that is done and happens, as I am as much
interested in my nephew's affairs as my own, indeed I consider them
as such, as my affection for the King is that of a father for his son.

—Aranjuez, 20th May 1568.

21 May. 25. Guzman de Silva to the King,

I have already written to your Majesty that, although it would
have been possible for me to send back at once the courier that
brought me your letters of 6th ultimo, as I had discussed with the
Queen the matter of her ambassador, I thought better to delay his

This paper ia missing.

y 76467.
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departiu-e until I could see her again, and learn what she had heard

from the man the ambassador had sent hither, and whether she

had come to any decision. After having spoken to her on several

other subjects and purposely avoided this one, in order to see

whether she would broach it first, she referred to it in almost the

same words as when I discussed it with her before ; expressing

regret that any minister of hers should have acted in a way dis-

pleasing to your Majesty, whereas she had no greater desire than to

gratify you. She nevertheless requested your Majesty to allow her

to' keep one ear open to obtain full information, as was her royal

duty, and said that she would not retain a person near your Majesty
who was unable to please you. She thought this man would have
done so, as he was considered moderate in religion and had no love

for the French, and this is why she had sent him. She was there-

fore much surprised that he had acted contrarily, although he had
recently sent her a special messenger to say that after your Majesty
had appointed many audiences for him, and he had gone to the

palace* you had not received him, either on the plea that you were
indisposed or busy ; whereat he was much surprised, as he did not

know what he had done to deserve your Majesty's displeasure, and
assured her that there was nothing -he would wish for better (if he

were not an ambassador fulfilling a public office) than to be put into

prison and tried, so that his innocence might be proved or he be

jiunished for his offence. She said that, although he wrote to this

eliect, she did not learn either from his letter or the statement of

his messenger that your Majesty had actually refused to receive him
fir had sent him out of Madrid ; and she wished you had let her

know if you were unwilling to treat with him, rather than allow

him to go so many times to the palace for audience and return

without it, as she said he had done nineteen times. I do not knoiv

tchether she made a mistake of ten.] She could only believe that

yonr Majesty's displeasure must have been caused by tales of

somebody inimical to the ambassador or herself, and suggested

that it might be the duke of FeriaJ in consequence of what
had passed with him respecting the earl of Arundel. I begged
her to believe that your Majesty had not acted without just and
sufficient reasons, tiic extreme gentleness, moderation and con-

sideration, with which you proceeded with all persons being
notorious, and, above all, with the ministers of such a good friend

as slie was. It was quite foreign, I said, to your royal spirit and
dignity to take offence without ample cause, and I did not believe

tliat the duke of Feria was inimical to her, indeed, he had rather

proved otherwise by the care he took to honour and entertain her

subjects, nor would he be prejudiced against her ambassador, unless,

in(k'e(l, he thought the latter was not serving her successfully.

* In the linnd« riling of the King is the following note : It it. true that I evaded
audience, but it is not true that he came to the palace for it. I saw him ccire in once
and thought he had come to ask for audience, but I found it was not so as he had only
come to speak to Euy Gomez, as the latter told me afterwards.

f Note in handwriting of Secietary Zayas ;
" IVo doubt she did so mistake " ; to which

the King ndds iu his own hand, " I have already said that he did not go once, much less

nineteen times."

I
Note in the handwriting of Zayas ;

" Suspicions of Feria.''
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She replied that certainly he (the duke of Feria) had never been
friendly towards her since she gave him the answer she did

about the marriage with your Majesty, and he (the Duke) had
told her himself that he should never in his life forget her reply.

As for the duke's kindness to her subjects, that was owing to the

Duchess, and she knew he was offended with her ambassador about

the earl of Arundel's aifair. I said the ambassador had shown
a lack of perspicacity and prudence in writing as he had done,

and that he might far better have smoothed the matter over,

instead of making mischief between two persons of such position

as theii's. She tried to exonerate him by saying that the earl

had heard of it from other sources, and not from the ambassador,

and that she had told me herself at the time that she had been
informed of it. I said, to convince her that the matter had nob

arisen from any ill-feeling on the part of the Duke or any other

person, but from the fault of the ambassadoi-, I had a letter from
Prince Ruigomez* in which he writes to me, with his own hand,

that the ambassador had acted in a way that made it impossible to

treat him otherwise than had been done. She would understand, I

said, from the reticence, calmness, and moderation, with which the

Prince always spoke, that these words conveyed much more than I

could venture to imagine or describe. The Queen checked herself

for a moment and then said the ambassador had written that

Prince Ruigomez had always shown him great kindness and a good
disposition towards her affairs, no doubt carrying out in this your
Majesty's wishes, and she greatly appreciated the care and up-

rightness with which, she was assured, he proceeded. She carried

the matter no further, and I afterwards discussed it with Cecil, who
said almost the same as the Queen about inimical persons having
influenced your Majesty against the amljassador. He said, perhaps
these persons were some of the Englishmen resident in your
Majesty's court, who may have spoken with undue freedom of the

Queen and this country, and the ambassador may have deemed it

necessary to reply to -them. I said it was quite unnecessax'y,

knowing him as I did, for me to say more than ^that it would be

best for this man to come home, and much to the Queen's advantage
to send another person, even if for no other reason but your Majesty's

wish ; and if I were one of the Queen's councillors, this reason would
be sufficient, without seeking any other, because the person least fit

to uphold the dignity of two brother sovereigns was one who was
hateful to one of them. Cecil said he was of opinion, and always
had been, that it would be better to choose some other person to

replace the ambassador, although he was sure the man had not

misconducted himself, at least intentionally, and again cautiously

hinted at suspicions of the duke of Feria, which suspicions I tried

to allay.—London, 21st May 1568.

22 May. 26. Guzman de Silva to the King.

As soon as the arrival of the queen of Scotland in this country
was known, the Council met to consider what was to be done with

Ruy Gomez de Silva, Prince of EboU and Vu/ie of Pastrana.

c 2
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,
her ; whether she was to be treated in accordance with her present

or her former position. It is said that this Queen took the part of

the queen of Scotland, but her views did not prevail as a majority of

the Council was of a different opinion. The duke of Norfolk and
the earls of Arundel and Leicester were ordered to be summoned,
so that a full Council might decide what was to be done. I think

they must be somewhat embarrassed, as this Queen has always
shown goodwill to the queen of Scots, and the Council, or a majority

of it, has been opposed to her and leant to the side of the Regent
and his Government. If this Queen has her way now, they will be
obliged to treat the queen of Scots as a sovereign, which will offend

those who forced her to abdicate, so that, although these people are

glad enough to have her in their hands, they have many things to

consider. If they keep her as if in prison, it will probably
scandalise all neighbouring princes, and if she remain free and able

to communicate with her friends, great suspicions will be aroused.

In any case it is certain that two women wiU not agree very long

together. I am informed that orders are to be sent to Berwick for

50 harquebussiers to leave there to serve as a guard to the queen
of Scots. I have seen a letter from the earl of Bedford to the

Regent in favour of the gentleman whom this Queen sent thither,

named Leighton. He requests that he be very well received, and
since the French ambassador was allowed to see the Queen, that he

(Leighton) might also' see her. He (Bedford) recommends the Regent
to use every effort to prevent the Queen from slipping out of their

hands, and now tliat she had, as was reported, taken refuge in

Dumbarton and was well surrounded, measures should be taken iat

once to cut off supplies. He said they should do very promptly
what had to be done, in order that the Queen and her friends might
not escape and join with foreigners, whose presence in Scotland

would embarrass them, and, if they succeeded in succouring the

Queen and remained in her service, they would certainly pull down
religion, which must be borne in mind. Other things to the same
effect were contained in the letter, which was very remarkable as

coming from a councillor, as such persons do not usually speak at

random on these matters like private people.—London, 22 May
1568.

23 May. 27. The King to Guzman de Silva.

After the enclosed had been written, your letter of the 19th April

was received, and we are sorry you still continued unwell, although

we trust in God, since you so willingly devote yourself to His
work and the interests of religion, that He will restore you to

perfect health. For the reasons you give it was quite right of you
not to speak to the Queen about the export of grain to the coast

of Spain, and the more es])ecially as, thank God, it will be no
longer necessary, since the season is so propitious that a very
abundant harvest is expected everywhere. However, if any parcels

have been sent, those who bring them will lose nothing, as it will

be willingly bought up to supply the demand pending the gathering

of the new harvest.

As to the marriage of the Archduke to the Queen, I am
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becoming more confirmed every day in my belief that it is nothing
but a trick and pastime from beginning to end, and that she ia

deceiving Sussqx and Leicester as well as she does others.
The English ambassador told Zayas that the audience he had

requested of me was for the purpose, amongst other things, of
showing me the enclosed paper copied from a book called " Pontifical
History," which was recently printed by a Dr. Illescas, and, as the
book bears the statement that it was issued with my license, the
Queen had supposed that 1 had read and passed it. Zayas un-
deceived him as to this, and gave him to understand that these
matters are disposed of by my council without my seeing them,
and assured him that I knew nothing about it, but that if I had
seen the expressions I would not have allowed them, which is true.

This quieted the ambassador, and, on Zayas referring the matter
to me, I ordered notice to be given to the Cardinal-President, who
had already ordered all copies that could be obtained to be with-
drawn in consequence of certain other impertinent things contained
in the book, and that it should be reprinted at Salamanca, leaving
out all objectionaWe portions, and amongst others the contents of
the paper, and any other expression touching the dignity and
estimation of the Queen. It is well that you should know this, so

that, if she or her ministers should mention the matter to you again
you may satisfy them by telling them the truth as stated above.

—

Aranjuez, 23rd May 1568.

24 May. 28. Guzman de Silva to the King.

By a letter from Secretary Gabriel de Zayas I learn that, on the

20th ultimo, he had conveyed to the English ambassador in Spain
your Majesty's message respecting the course you had thought well

to adopt towards him in accordance with the communication I had
made to this Queen on the subject from your Majesty. As I
thought the ambassador would send an account of the matter
hither, and it was desirable for me to know what had been decided

about it, I took the opportunity afforded by Cecil's coming from
Greenwich last night to call upon him early this morning, with the

excuse of asking him for particulars of the persons who were to take
breadstuffs to Biscay, and as to the assurance they would carry it

thither, and to no other place. I told him that I had heard that

Secretary Zayas had conveyed the message to the ambassador, and he
(Cecil) thereupon flew into a great rage. He said such a proceeding

towards the ambassador of a friendly prince had never been heard

of before, except when a pretext for war was sought, and it was a
great piece of disrespect and insult towards his Queen, showing
a desire to pick a quarrel with her, as had been already stated in-

certain quarters, and it now befitted the Queen to be prepared.

He said it would have been only right for your Majesty to have
advised the Queen that you were dissatisfied with her ambassador
and desired his recall, giving particulars of his transgressions before

taking such a course as this, in order that the Queen herself might
. punish him, instead of your Majesty's doing it, as no superiority

could exist between equals. He asked me whether I had told the

Queen this, and said the members of the Council would take the
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matter up, as they thought it should not be passed over. He said

it had been decided to recall the ambassador and the letter was
already written, but he did not know now how it would end. He
knew that the ambassador's enemies had influenced your Majesty,

as one of them, when in a passion, had threatened him (the

ambassador) that they would do so. He (Cecil) recollected when
the Emperor, your Majesty's father, was dissatisfied with two
ambassadors from the King (Henry VIII.), and with one, to such

an extent, that he said that, but for respect to the King, he would
have had him thrown out of window. He nevertheless took the

course of requesting the King to recall them, without having made
any public demonstration against them. He (Cecil) asked me to

tell him what had moved your Majesty to do as you had done, and
said that he was informed from Madrid that I had been making
mischief from here against the ambassador, and had been instru-

mental in angering your Majesty with him ; and asked how should

I feel if anyone were to act in that way towards me ? He said he
had also been told that, since your Majesty had shown your dis-

pleasure, the Inquisitors had examined certain Englishmen against

the ambassador, threatening them to compel them to say what was
required of them. I let him talk on, and, when he had done, I

waited a little for him to recover somewhat from his rage, and then
went up to him laughing and embraced him, saying that I was
amused to see him fly into such a passion over what I had told

him, because I knew he understood differently, and that the affair

was of such a character as to be only as good or as bad as the
Queen liked to make it. She could take it as a good sister and
friend, as I hoped she would, and had shown signs of doing which
was the easiest, most just, and even most necessary way, since it

was only right to take the actions of a friend in good part, at least

until bad intention be proved, or she could, for other reasons, look
at in a different light, which might make it more difficult, to the
prejudice of his Queen and of your Majesty. I did not believe,

however, that any sensible man who had the interests of the Queen
at heart would do this, and it was for this reason, and my zeal to

preserve this friendship, that, as soon as I heard of it, I wished to

let him know so as to be beforehand with the mischief makers,
and because I knew him to be faithful to the Queen and well
disposed towards your Majesty's affairs. I meant him to make use
of my information privately in favour of the objects I had stated.

He asked me whether I had not told him in order that he might
convey it to the Queen and Council, to which I replied no, that
I had only told him privately as a friend, and with this he became
calmer. I said, as to its being a demonstration, such things were only
done in time of war or as a pretext for it, as he had said, but this

was out of the question in this case with the present friendship and
alliance and without any cause, and particularly as your Majesty
was desirous of seeing in your Court some fitting man as a suc-

cessor to this ambassador, as I had told the Queen and him, and
the sooner such a man was sent the sooner would friends and
enemies see the good reception your Majesty would give him, and
how much you honoured and loved his mistress. As to the idea that
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the ambassador's enemies had influenced your Majesty, I said he
was to believe no such thing, and that your Majesty was not to be

persuaded except of the truth, as would in due time plainly appear,

and, with regard to the Emperor's action with King Henry's
ambassadors, no doubt the reasons were different from the prerjeiit

case, and I thought he (Cecil) would agree with me in this,

knowing how carefully and considerately your Majesty alwajM
acted, and it should suffice for the Queen, the Council, and all tlie

world that j'our Majesty had ordered a certain course to be taken

to be sure that just and ample reasons existed for doing so without

my justifying it. The inquisitors, I assured him, were not in the

habit of obtaining evidence by threats, but with the greatest

gentleness, and, as for the statement that I had made miscliief

about the ambassador, that was absurd. I had in fact no know-
ledge that anything was being done against him, and knew nothing

at all about the matter until I received jour Majesty's despatch

ordering me to inform the Queen. I had indeed been very sorry

that your Majesty had been compelled to take the course you did,

more sorry, perhaps, than any member of the Queen's Council that

her ambassador had given cause for it, being, as he was, a minister

of hers. In reply to his question as to whether I had told the

Queen when I spoke to her about it that it was your Majesty's

intention to take this course with the ambassador, I said yes, I had,

and him (Cecil) as well. He said he did not recollect that I had
told him, and I replied that he must have forgotten it amidst other

matters.

He gave me to understand that the Council regarded me with

suspicion, and blamed him greatly for giving credit to all I told

him, hinting that the Queen did the same. I said he knew full

well, from long communication with me, how mistaken the Council

was in this, how many good offices I had done, and how straight-

forwardly I had always acted with him. As regarded the Queen
(whom I knew they had been trying to persuade that I was
deceiving her), if I did not know her and had not experience of

her great talent, I should be grieved to think that she might allow

herself to be misled by them ; but I know well that no one would
make her believe anything about me against her own knowledge
and experience of the attachment with which I had always served

and advised her for the best. I said she was the best witness, and,

in continuance of my good offices, I desired to conduct this business

in a way to prove that nobody had been in fault except the

ambassador himself, and so to banish any contrary suspicion. With
reference to his question as to how I should feel if I were treated in

the same way, I said, that although I should grieve, being a minister

of your Majesty, if the Queen were to do it without any fault of

mine, yet, if I were to blame, I would endure it with patience.

I told him he was the only person to whom I had communicated
the banishment of the ambassador from the court, without

desiring him to convey the intelligence to the Queen and Council

because I had understood already that they had decided to recall

the man, and 1 did not wish that the recall should be delayed on
this account ; but I am quite sure he will at once tell the Queen
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and Council what passed between us. In the course of the con-

versation, he said that the English complained that they could

never get justice done to them (in Spain), and, even though your

Majesty issued decrees for it to be done, they were not obeyed, and

no notice was taken of them by the officers of justice, whereat he

said he was much surprised. I said that was new to me, and

asked him for a statement of complaints. At last he seemed more

tranquil.—London, 24th May 1568.

31 May. 29. Guzman de Silva to the King.

I have already written to your Majesty the answer given to the

I'ortuguese ambassador, and do not again refer to it here except to

say that, when he again requested audience of the Queen to discuss

the reply, she referred him to the Council. They confirmed the

answer previously givcQ ; whereupon the ambassador was again

offended, and told them that, if they did not agree to what his master

demanded, they would have a war on their hands. I understand

that they made light of this, in the belief that the forces of

Portugal cannot do them much harm, in which I think they are

mistaken, for, considering the state they are in, a smaller power

still could make things uncomfortable for them. The warrants

were dispatched yesterday for those who have been appointed to

take breadstufFs to Biscay, &c., and, at the same time, three licenses

were given for Spanish ships which are here to load food for the

same destination. It is not much, but under cover of these permits,

with a little scheming (without which nothing can be done here),

they will take as much as they can ship.

The queen of Scots is at Carlisle on the Scotch frontier. The
Council has been considering lately what they shall do with her,

but I do not know that any decision has been arrived at, although

it will not be long delayed. The French ambassador, who went to

Scotland, came the day before yesterday to my lodging, and told

me that this Queen had asked him to assure his master, from her,

that the life of the queen of Scots would be safe here. The servant

of the Queen's ambassador (in Spain) is leaving from day to day,

but still does not start. They say he bears the ambassador's letters

of recall.—London, 31st May 1568.

5 June. 30. The Same to the Same.

The Queen informed me yesterday that she had ordered her

ambassador to be recalled, as it was not desirable to have a person

to represent her near your Majesty who was distasteful to you,

although she greatly wished that your Majesty would hear him in

his exculpation, as, by his own account to her, he had not trans-

gressed, and it gave her pain that an ambassador of hers should be,

as it were, banished from your Court and presence, on account of

the talk it would give rise to. I reminded her I had previously

asked that a' fitting person should be sent at once, and said the

welcome and good reception your Majesty would give him would
prove to all with what affection you regarded her, and always had
done. I said I was glad to hear of her resolve to recall the
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ambassador, and knew your Majesty also would be pleased,

particularly as her readiness to do so proved her goodwill towards
you. She still wished to blame the Duke de Feria in the' business,

as she did when I discussed it with her before, and I did my best

to reassure her. I have not heard of a new man being appointed,

nor did I mentioa it, except to remind her, as I have said, in order

to avoid .... * entering afresh into discussion now the

matter is settled.

When I left the Queen, and bad dispatched some private business

with Cecil, I told him what the Queen had said about recalling the
ambassador. He confirmed it, and said that he had received letters

from- the ambassador saying that two secretaries had been to convey
to him your Majesty's orders for him to leave the court ; one of

them, Gabriel de Zayas.t and another, whose name he did not
know. He wrote, saying that he had never exceeded what the

duke of Feria had told him, namely, that, as to religion, he
personally could do as he pleased, so long as he did not set a bad
example. He had not departed from this course, and had not
forbidden his people to go to mass. He said that the person your
Majesty was going to send to the Queen to inform her of the

reasons for your action had not left yet, and he did not know
whether he would go.—London, 5th June 1568.

12 June. 31. The Same to the Same.

The- servant of the Queen's ambassador (in Spain), who came
hither on his business, started on his return on the Gth instant, and
no doubt took the letters of recall, as I wrote on the 5th by way
of Flanders. I am informed that he carried also for your
Majesty a statement of the proposals made by the Portuguese
ambassador on the King's behalf, and of the answer they gave,

which is, in substance, the same as I have already advised. It is

to be supposed that their reason for communicating with your
Majesty on this subject is that they would like to come to some
agreement, notwithstanding their show of contempt for the
Portuguese.

M. de Montmorin, one of the gentlemen of the king of France
who came, as I have reported, to visit the Queen and recommend
to her the affairs of the queen of Scots, had audience on the 7th,

but they have not yet given him an answer. I understand he
asked for leave to go and see her (the queen of Scots).

Fleming and Herries have also had audience on behalf of the
queen of Scots. These are the men that, the Queen told me, are

here secretly, and whom she had not decided whether she would

* There is a word erased here, and in the margin of the letter there is a note in the
King's handwriting which perhaps refers to it, as follows :

" There seems to be a word
" missing here. Look if it is in the cypher. I thought the same thing occurred
" yesterday in part of the letter from Don Frances, but I forgot to mention it. Lcok
" that up as well. I do not know whether it was something about those three men
" respecting whom he wrote to you, and said that he was also writing to me on the same
" subject, although I do not recollect that he did so. Look well into it so that we may
" know what it means, for I did not understand it yesterday."

t Note in the handwritmg of Secretary Zayas :
" It is true that Gaitan was with me,

" but he did nothing but accompany me,"
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receive or not. They begged for help to restore their Queen, and
permission for Fleming to go to France. No answer has been given
to them either.

Fleming sent me two letters, one from his Queen to the duke of

Alba, and the other from himself to me, copy of which I enclose

with my answer, and another short note from him. Herries who,
as I say, also came for the queen of Scotland, seeing that both he
and Fleming were kept as prisoners and without liberty to walk and
talk as they liked, owing to the English guard told off to accompany
them, spoke to the Council about it, and said that he was surprised

that such a course should have been taken with him, whilst the

person sent hither by the Regent was free to go where he pleased,

and especially as he (Herries) was one of those who advised his

Queen to come to England, and not to France, whither she could

have gone. He requested that they would give him a prompt
answer, and let him go, as lie could not suffer the long delay usual

here, nor would the nature of the business permit it, and he wished
to learn whether the Queen, as she had alwaj's said, was willing to

help his Queen. When the Chancellor asked him how or when
the Queen had bound herself to do so, he replied, in a letter written

with her own hand and by a jewel she recently sent to his Queen
as a token by the hand of Throgmorton when he went thither, and
he, Herries, had no doubt the Queen would fulfil her promise ; but,

if she did not, he would go and beg aid from the King of France,

the Emperor, your Majesty, and even the Pope.

The earl of Bedford, who is the most zealous of them, at once

exclaimed, " the Pope ! " " Yes," said Herries, " and even the
" grand Turk and the Sophi, seeing the need my Queen is

in." The Council met to-day to consider the lanswer they

would give him. They have ordered the queen of Scots to be

brought to a castle in the county of Staffordshire, called Tutbury,

which I am told is a mean place of small importance. They want
to serve her and her household in English fashion, and will provide

necessary food for them, although the number of oflScers and
followers to be allotted to her has not yet been fixed.—London,
12th June 1568.

19 June. 32. Guzman de Silva to the King.

The Queen has informed me that she lias ordered her ambassador

to return. I told her that I thought she had acted wisely in doing

so, and that, so far as I could learn, if he had been a minister of any
other sovereign but herself, so much consideration and forbearance

would not have been shown him. He had been provided with

another house in a place that he himsslf had chosen, as well as

.

retaining in his possession his house in Madrid. The Queen asked

me whether he was a prisoner, to which I replied no, that, on the

contrary, he was very well treated. She does not seem aggrieved

except that your Majesty would not hear him in his defence, but

even this grievance is now mitigated, and she is calm. She is also

tranquillised about the League,* and, on this subject, I took the

* The Catholic league against Englaud and the Protestants. Set Vol. I., 646,
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opportunity of again reassuring her, and greatly praised, on your
Majesty's behalf, the answer she gave to Count Egmont and the

Palatine, whereat . she was extremely pleased. She told me that

her ambassador had written to her that Dr. Illeseas' book had been
reprinted, but with worse expressions than at first. I repeated to

her what your Majesty had ordered to be written to me on the

subject, and the diligence of Cardinal Pacheco in calling in the

books and having them amended, where she was referred to, in

such a way as to prove conclusively to her the love and interest

your Majesty felt in all that concerned her, and especially where
her reputation was touched. She has made much of this business,

and will greatly esteem all that is done in the matter for her.

—

London, 19th June 1568.

24 June. 33, The Same to the Same.

The Queen has sent a decided answer to Herries and Fleming,
and has refused to give leave to the latter to go to France
respecting the Scotch Queen's affairs. Her answer is that she has
ordered their Queen to approach nearer to her, and has sent word to

the (Scotch) government to send representatives to the same place,

whither she herself will also send persons to treat with both parties.

If she is assured that their Queen was not an accomplice in the
murder of her husband, she will help her, and if she was privy to

it, she will try to reconcile her to the government. Everything
seems to be tending to what I have previously written was the

intention in this business.—London, 24th June 15G8.

26 June. 34. The Same to the Same.

The Queen has replied to Herries and Fleming, who, as I have
written, came on behalf of the queen of Scots, flatly refusing

Fleming his passport to go to France, and saying that, as to her
seeing their Queen, she had ordered the latter to approach nearer
here, and had written to the Regent and government asking them
to send persons to discuss matters, which persons will meet in the
same place as the queen of Scots. She (Elizabeth) will there-

upon appoint representatives who will treat with both parties, and
if she is advised that their Queen was not culpable in the murder
of her husband, she will help with all her forces to restore her to

her former dignity ; and, if the contrary should be the case, she
will try to reconcile them in the best way possible. These folks

are a good deal embarrassed in this matter, and fear that a French
force may be sent to Dumbarton, which would cause them some
anxiety.

In spite of the threats made to the sect called the Puritans, to
prevent their meeting together, I am informed that recently as
manj'^ as 400 of them met near here, and, although a list of their

names was taken, only six of them were arrested, in order to avoid
scandal and also because they have their influential abettors.

The Queen has sent an ambassador to the Muscovite, a brother
of that Randolph who was killed in Ireland. This Randolph
is as great a heretic as his broth'^r was a Catholic. He is going
with a good equipment which it is suspected is paid for by the
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company of adventurers they call the Muscovy company. They
say the principal reason of bis going is that the agent of the

company there, an Englishman who is married in the country,

refuses to come home and render accounts. No doubt other

matters will be settled respecting facilities and security for trade,

and, considering that the Muscovite is an enemy of the Holy
See, some think that an alliance will be negotiated, or, at all events,

that attempts will be made to win over his sect if possible. Two
English merchants go with the embassy, who will proceed to Persia

in order to see how best a trade can be opened up and established

with that country. The company is giving them the whole of the

expenses of their voyage, on their declaration of the amount, and
3,000 crowns each for their trouble. It is asserted that a great

quantity of spices could be brought from those parts if the business

could be established.

Since writing the aforegoing, Herries and Fleming have sent to

convey to me the answer they had received from the Queen (which
is the same as that which I have already written) and to ask me
for my opinion. I replied that their Queen should show full con-

fidence in this Queen, and should act, at present, in such a way as

to give to the latter no reasonable excuse for not helping her and
treating her well. She should be very careful, I said, to avoid all

suspicion that she had any pretentions to the crown during this

Queen's life ; and, as regards satisfying her respecting her husband's

death, their Queen should say that she herself desired to do so,

loving her as she did as her sister and friend, but by other means
than by judicial action and question and answer with her own
subjects, which would be a derogation of her dignity and unfitting

to her rank.

I wrote recently that, amongst others who had been arrested for

religion were two women, one of whom was called lady Cave (?),

and the other the wife of a rich merchant. They were accused of

having mass celebrated in their houses. One of them had been
arrested previously for the same ofience, and, although the punish-

ment is now doubled, she has been pardoned by the Queen and the

other has had to find surety.

The lawyers of the college of Arches who had refused to take

the oath recognizing the Queen's supremacy, in all her dominions
in ecclesiastical and spiritual aifairs as well as temporal, were
further pressed, and, although they were somewhat obstinate,

means were found to persuade them, the oath being slightly

disguised in the form enclosed. They set forth the various reasons

which they thought justified them in conscientiously taking the

oath. Some of the Catholics, however, have refrained.

Herries and Fleming have pressed me to write to their Queen and
assure me that it will be a great consolation to her in her troubles.

I have accordingly done so and enclose copy of my letter.—London,
26th June 1568.

27 June. 35. The King to Guzman de Silva.

On the 7th instant Roche the courier returned with your letters

of 11th, 14th, 16th, 21st, and 22nd ultimo. Before proceeding to
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answer them I wish to inform you that, bearing in mind what you
recently wrote respecting your desire to leave England, I have
appointed you my ambassador in Venice, and Don Guerau de Spes,

the bearer of this, to be your successor in your present post. I

write to this effect to the Queen by him, for her due information,

and you may take leave of her and come hither forthwith, in order

to arrange your affairs, which we are informed you require to do,

and receive personally your instructions and information as to how
you are to bear yourself with the French ambassador respecting

precedence, which is the principal question now at issue in Venice,

and about which it is needful that you should thoroughly under-

stand my will. I leave to your own discretion whether you
should come by land or sea * Before leaving, you will

thoroughly inform Don Guerau of the state of public and private

affairs, and point out to him the persons whom he may trust, as

well as all other matters in that country and court, in order that

he may be able to write to me fully. You will see his instructions

and make -what remarks upon them you consider will help him in

his task. You will accompany him every time he has to speak to

the Queen whilst you are there, taking your leave of her amiably
so as to keep her pleased and contented for the due maintenance of

our friendship, and to enable Don Guerau the more advantageously

and easily to fulfil his mission with benefit to me and my subjects.

The aforegoing, together with Don Guerau's instructions, and
the verbal expressions of my wishes, which I have ordered him to

convey to you, will nearly suffice to answer the various points in

your letters, which, notwithstanding their length, may be treated

briefly here. First, we are glad that the Queen has come to the

decision to withdraw her ambassador, in accordance with our

request, and to send another in bis place who will be more accep-

table to us. We were in some anxiety until we heard how she

had taken the demonstration made against this John Man, who, as

you say, stretched matters to the extent of writing to the Queen
that I had denied him audience 19 times. It is well that you
should know that I never appointed an audience with him, nor did

he ever come by my orders to the palace, although it is true that

he sent to ask for audience, and I put him off as I was unwell at

the time, and especially as I had already resolved that I would not

see him or allow him to enter my presence for the reasons I have

already stated. If he came to the palace it was without my orders

and only to negotiate with Ruy Gomez, as the latter subsequently

told me. It will be well for you to explain this to the Queen that

she may see there has been no shortcoming on this point, and say

that I will always extend to the new ambassador she may send the

kind reception and treatment demanded by our friendship and
brotherhood, on the sole condition that he acts properly, or, in

other words, that he does not transgress the limits of his position.

I beg she will therefore send expressly a man who will avoid similar

* There are several words erased here, and in the margin in the King's handwriting

is the following note :
—" I do not erase this because I do not intend to do it when

opportunity offers, but because there is no reason to tell him so here."
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occurrences whicb,'without any fault of hers, might disturb our friend-

ship. I am so anxious to maintain this unbroken that I am grieved
to see this matter of the league still being spoken of, being, as it is, so

far from the truth that such a thing has never crossed niy thoughts,

and I am very desirous that you should inform the Queen fully on
this point before you leave, and banish from her mind the

suspicions she expressed to you of the duke of Feria in the matter
of John Man. By the statement taken by Don Guerau it will be

seen perfectly clearly that the man's only enemies have been his own
faults and excesses, and I trust that she will look upon the Duke in

another light and favour the relatives of the Duchess, which to me
will be a source of great contentment, as it has been to hear of the

measures adopted by her respecting the Flemish freebooters who
have taken refuge in her dominions. You will thank her for this

on my behalf, urging her to have her orders rigorously carried out,

and reminding Don Guerau to follow the matter u[) in the way you
will point out to him, and in accordance with the orders he will

have received from the duke of Alba.

It was well done to write to me in detail the position of the

affairs entrusted to the ambassador of my nephew the king of

Portugal, as I informed the King of it at once, which I thought
necessary to do. I have no answer from him yet, but I shall be

glad that you and Don Guerau continue the help and favour you
have hitherto extended to the ambassador, as if the business were
my own. I instruct Don Guerau to the same effect, as you will

see, and have also set forth the terms in which he is to satisfy tlic

Queen in the matter of those words contained in the " Pontifical

History," which certainly have annoyed me, as will be seen by the

order given to withdraw the books and eliminate all that appears

objectionable.

This Englefield who is here is sucli a worthy gentleman, so

modest and so good a christian, that I am (|uite sorry for the

severity with which the Queen treats him, aud I should be glad,

when you take your leave of her, if you would again mention the

matter to her, and try to obtain from her the favour he asks, which
is so reasonable, as you are aware. You will press her so that you
may bring with you some good news for him, whereat I shall be
pleased ; but if you cannot manage it, you will inform Don Guerau
of the condition in which you leave the affair, so that he may
follow it up as opportunity offei-s.*—Madrid (?), 27th June 1568.

'J July. 36. Guzman de Silva to the King.

I have informed your Majesty of the return hither on the 26th
ultimo of M. de Montmorin, and the news he brought of the queen
of Scotland. On the day after his arrival here he had audience of

* In the King's handwriting: "It will be well to put the same in the instructions to

Don Guerau so that he maj' keep the matter in view when opportunity offers." This
was a petition of Sir Francis Englefield, who had been a mcmijer of Philip and Mary's
jounoil, to be allowed to enjoy the revenue of his estates during his exile. The
petition was refused and Sir Francis subsequently went to reside in the Netherlands
frith the duke of Alba.
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this Queen, in the course of which he told her about the letters

from the earl of Murray's people, which had fallen into the hands
of the Queen, and both he (Montmorin) and the ambassador asked
her to see the queen of Scots and aid her restoration to the throne.

They tell me they gave this Queen to understand that if she did

not do this their King could not avoid assisting her (the queen of

Scots) in her need. The Queen gave a fair spoken reply, but they
thought it was merely words. On the same day Herries and
Fleming went to the Queen to take her the original letters of

Murray's agent, and good deal was said at the interview. She
subsequently referred .them to Secretary Cecil, and ordered the

agent to be examined before them, but he made no statements of

importance. No doubt he had been advised beforehand what
answers to give.

On the 29th I went to speak with the Queen, ostensibly on
private business, but really to hear about the queen of Scotland,

and what she (EUzabeth) thought of doing with her after hearing

Montmorin and the two Scotsmen. I waited for her to start the

subject, which she did, remarking that the business was somewhat
perplexing her, as, on the one hand, it Avas only right that the

Queen should be treated well, and, on the other, that she should be
taken care of. I answered that, if what the Queen sought was
help for her restoration to the throne, and she (Elizabeth) was not
willing to help her, I begged she would undeceive her, and let her

go over to France, and if she was not willing to allow that, at least

she should let her go to Scotland again and take her change. She
said, as regarded giving her help towards a restoration by force, not
only were there difficulties in the way of this, but the result of such

an attempt would be uncertain, and she therefore thought it would
be better to negotiate some terms. These, she said, must be hard,

because Murray and his gang would never be safe if the Queen
returned as a ruler, even though she pardoned them now, as she

could easily find an excuse afterwards to be revenged on thein.

On the other hand, the Queen could not return without any
position, so that she thought the best course to adopt was for her

to return with the title of Queen, but that the government should

be carried on in the name of her son, as it is now, without giving
her power to change it, or to do anything without the orders of the

Government and Council. She said that, in ordei- to discuss this,

she had sent (as she had already told me) to Murray, asking him to

despatch representatives with whom she might treat. She was still

of the same mind about it as she had been from the first, and
would not, on any account, allow the Queen to go to France ; and
as for sending her back to Scotland alone after she had placed

herself under her protection, that would be a great dishonour for

her (Elizabeth) and her country. Seeing also the pretensions she

had to the English crown, it would be dangerous, she said, to allow

her to be free in this country, as she might take opportunities of

satisfying people about past events and gain them over. She
(Elizabeth) had therefore, as she had already told me, determined

to bring her to some place in the interior of England, both that she

might be safer from her enemies, and also in order that, if she
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attempted to escape clandestinely to Scotland, her flight should be
made longer and more difScult ; as between Carlisle and Scotland
there was only one small river, which could easily be crossed. I

asked her why, then, she did not bring her away at once ? to which
she replied that the Queen would not leave Carlisle, and had sent

to tell her (Elizabeth) that she would only do so under compulsion,

by which she understood a direct and peremptory order from her.

She (Elizabeth) said she did not want to aflront her by treating the

matter in this way, and she was sorry for her to remain where she
was, for the reasons she had said ; which reasons, as I understand
from Fleming, are the very ones which make the queen of Scotland
unwilhng to leave, although she says it is because she wishes to be
near where she may know quickly what is passing in her country,
and keep in close touch with her friends. I told the Queen that,

as this was a matter of so much importance, I thought she ought to

keep her friends informed of her acts and intentions with regard to

it, and that she should so manage it that, whilst looking to her own
interests, she should satisfy the other powers. She said that she

had already done so with every one but your Majesty, but, as you
had refused to receive her ambassador, she had not ordered him to

communicate it to you. She asked me, however, to write to your
Majesty what her intentions were, and again repeated to me her

assurance that she would not allow her (the Queen of Scots) to return

to Scotland. She said that not even her enemies would wish that to

be done, or to allow her to be again endangered in Scotland after she

had placed herself in her (Elizabeth's) power. She (Elizabeth) is

anxious about it, as well she may be, for the queen of Scots has
certainly many friends, and they will increase in number hourly,

as the accusations of complicity in the mui'der of her husband are

being forgotten, and her marriage with Bothwell is now being
attributed to compulsion and fear. This view is being spread,

and friends easily persuade themselves of the truth of what they
wish to believe, especially in this island. It therefore behoves this

Queen, especially, to prevent the queen of Scots from marrying in

France, to look out for her own interests by settling the business

with all speed, and getting the queen of Scots back again in her
own country without giving the French a pretext for going thither.

The Hamiltons, who support the Queen, are very strong, as this

Queen (Elizabeth) confesses ; and it would certainly suit her (Mary)
best to go back, because, being free and in the exercise of her
authority, she would be in a better position to negotiate. I am
persuaded that these folks here will do everything in their power
to delay and procrastinate, to see what time will bring forth.

Fleming has been constantly coming and sending to conve}',

apparently confidentially, to me, news of his mistress' affairs. I

have shown him great goodwill, and have, in general terms, assured
him of your Majesty's sincere affection for his Queen, as I am
letting the Catholics, her friends, also understand. With the queen
of England I am proceeding in such a way that, whilst doing the

queen of Scots no harm, I persuade her that my main desire is that

she shall succeed in her management of so important a business,

cautiously pointing out to her the need for discretion in a matter
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which deeply concerns her neighbours. She tells me that some of

her people are asking her how she finds me disposed in this

business ; since she seems so secret with me some of them think

that I am trying to forward the queen of Scots' interests, whilst

others think I am in favour of those of this Queen and her

country. I said that I had been glad to know her wishes and
silently serve her, as I always did, to which she replied that she, was
quite satisfied of my good will, although I believe that some of her

friends are doing their best to make her suspicious of me.

The numbers of those who belong to the Puritan religion, as they
call it, are going on increasing. As I understand, they are strict

Oalvinists, and are called purists or reformados because they will

not allow ceremonies, nor anything but what is contained in the

letter of the Gospel as they call it, although they probably do not

believe it. They therefore avoid the churches where others con-

gregate, and do not allow their ministers to wear any distinguishing

garb. A few of them are arrested as I have written, but no harm
is done to them, and, rather than try to escape imprisonment, they

off'er themselves for it.

So far as can be seen, most of the heretics in this country are of

the Calvinist sect, although really tliey are all so mixed up with their

various opinions that they do not understand each other, or know for

certain how they stand, which of itself would suffice to convince

them of their error if they were not so blinded. There are some
suspicions that certain of the Queen's councillors tried to bring her

over to these new views, and to weld all these sects into one, believing

that, in such case, there would be no dissensions, and that, if all

were of one faith, they could maintain themselves better, and they

would try to get people in other places where divers sects existed

to do the same. I saw how injurious this would be if it were done,

and took a good opportunity of saying to the Queen how distrustful

she and other princes ought to be of these libertine heretics (for

this is their right name), as liberty and freedom from all sub-

servience is the real aim of the wretches. T told her it was
reported that amongst some of those who surrounded her there was
a talk of persuading her to abandon the Augustinian creed, which
is that which she professes to follow, and adopt this other one, and
I begged her not to allow herself to be deceived and misled. She
replied that there was no one near her who would dare to suggest

anything of the sort to her ; I might be sure of that. I said very

likely no one would openly venture to do it, as she, with her intel-

ligence, would understand what would be the result ; but they might
artfully try to persuade, her by working upon her fears and repre-

senting that their numbers were large, in order to prevail upon her

to assist them for her own preservation, instead of which, I said, it

would be to her ruin. She told me that, in the last few days, fifty

Anabaptists and other evil sectarians had been expelled, and no
doubt they tell her this, but I have heard nothing of it and do not

believe it, nor is it to be expected that there can be concord

amongst so many diverse and extraordinary opinions. They will

doubtless try to attain it, but the devil is no friend to concord and

will only help them for his own ends. The book of the names of
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the persons who gave alms for those in Louvain, which was in the

possession of that good man named Wilson, now in prison, has not

been forgotten. The names of all the donors were not contained

in it, and those that were there were disguised ; but they threatened

Wilson with torture, and he has declared the names of some of the

subscribers, under the belief that no harm could be done to them
for giving charity. They have commenced proceedings against

some of them, and have arrested a gentleman of wealth and wisdom
named Copley, who was formerly a heretic, but who, for the last

live years, has been a good Catholic and a person of great virtue.

They have also summoned Roper, who married Thomas More'a

daughter Margaret, a person of high position, and it is not yet

known what will be done with him.

A book has been printed here and has been sold publicly for

i.lie last three days (and has even been fixed in certain public

places in this city), a quarto nearly two inches thick, called

" Declaracion evidente de diversas y subiiles astucias de la Sancta

Inquis icion de Espana." It was written in Latin by Reginaldo

Gonzales Montano, and has been recently translated into English,

but the translator's name is not given. I have only been able to

see the prologue, which speaks very shamelessly of the Pope.

The night before last tliere arrived here a gentleman named
Douglas, who was concerned in the escape of the queen of Scots,

and who was said to be her favourite. He is going to France, and
lias been advised to separate himself from her, in consequence of

the favour with which she was said to regard him. He is accom-

panied by a young secretary of the Queen, who passed as his

servant, and from whom I have received a letter from his mistress,

copy of which I enclose with my reply to a former letter of hers,

of which also I send your Majesty a copy. The message he brings

me from his Queen is the same as that which I wrote had been

conveyed to me by Montmorin and Fleming. I have replied to the

same effect as I did to them, showing sympathy and general good

will, and did my best to encourage her without any pledge. I

enclose copies of the letters sent by the queen of Scots to this

Queen, and the substance of those which were taken from the

courier despatched by the Regent's servant, who, I am told, is called

John Hood.
The duke of Norfolk denies that he said to Tyrwhitt what the

latter alleges, and Cecil and Throgmorton do the same. The Duke's

word may well be believed, as he is a worthy gentleman, only that

he is an Englishman, and the best of them arc not to be trusted

overmuch.—London, 3 July 1568.

10 July. 37. Guzman de Silva to the King,

The Queen arrived in this city on the 6th in good health and

continued her progress which, as I have said, will only be in the

neighbourhood, as she is careful to keep near at hand when troubles

and disturbances exist in adjacent countries. She came by the

river as far as Reading, and thence through the country in a

cairiage, open on all sides, that she might be seen by the people,

who flocked all along the roads as far as the duke of Norfolk's
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great acclamations and signs of joy, as is customary in this country

;

whereat she was extremely pleased and told me so, giving me to

understand how beloved she was by her subjects and how highly

she esteemed this, together with the fact they were peaceful and
contented whilst her neighbours on all sides are in such trouble.

She attributed it all to God's miraculous goodness. She ordered

her carriage to bo taken sometimes where the crowd seemed
thickest and stood up and thanked the people. Amongst others

there approached her a presentable looking man who exclaimed,
" Vivat Regina. Honi soit qui mal y pense "

; whereupon she said

to me, " This good man is a clergyman of the old religion." I

replied that I was very glad he should show so openly the good
will and affection with which the Catholics had always served their

sovereigns, and that she might be sure their fidelity was advantageous
to her, in order to check the disobedient people in the country. For
this reason, I had several times advised her not to allow them to

be molested and maltreated. She said she had in this followed

my advice and would still do so, and said one of the things she had
prayed to God for when she came to the throne was that He would
give her grace t > govern with clemency, and without bloodshed,

keeping her hands stainless. This gave rise to a remark from her
about the justice which has been done in the States of Flanders,

but not such as to indicate that she thought it so hard as when she

spoke of it before ; indeed, my obsei-vations to her on the subject

seem to have convinced her that it was necessary. The earl of

Leicester also mentioned the subject to me the same day, and what
seems to aggrieve them most is that the persons executed were not

heard in their defence, on which point I undeceived Leicester and
Sussex. The latter said he had been much distressed at this action

of the duke of Alba, for your Majesty's own sake, and he would
rather have walked to Rome and back, or further still, than that

this execution should have taken place. I showed him how mistaken
he was in thinking that the Counts had been condemned unheard,

and said they had been clearly convicted of high treason by judges
of great ability, and their own countrymen.* He replied that, not-

withstanding this, some consideration should have been paid to

Egmont's services and character. I said, if he had rendered good
service it had been richly rewarded, as was well known, and for that

very reason, and the high position and esteem in which your
Majesty had placed him, he should have been all the more careful

to prove his gratitude and fidelity. The punishment for his not
having done so had been most righteously awarded, to the deep
pain of those whose duty it was to punish him. Sussex said that

I spoke ratlier as your Majesty's minister than as a man, and would
yet think very differently. I replied that he was in error, and that

the oflfences of these men and the others had been notorious, and
those who had so far been fortunate enough to escape might pray
that they should not be caught, for, certainly, if they were, they
would share the same fate.

* CoUDtB Egmont nod Horn.

pa
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The duke of Norfolk awaited the Queen at his house, where she

was received. He told me subsequently that, in consequence of his

many occupations, he had not been able to go and see me, with
other compliments of the same sort, but said nothing whatever
about Egmont and Horn. Two days ago there arrived here a

gentleman of the queen of Scotland who had coma away since her

arrival at the place where Fleming is. He brought me a letter

written by her, copy of which I enclose. He says she remains in

good health, and with a stout heart to face her troubles. She is

not displeased with those who guard her, excepting with Vice

Chamberlain KnoUys, who is always mentioning religious matters

to her. The rest treat her kindly. The earl of Murray with his

confederates are in Edinburgh.
They say the Viceroy of Ireland will be despatched to-morrow.

He has been hurried off lately, but I have not yet heard what
extraordinary need there is for this.

I wrote in my last letter that the Council had summoned some
of the people whose names were entered in the book written by
Wilson (who is now in prison), as having contributed charity to

the Catholics at Louvain. Copley has been sent to prison, and
Roper was told to return on the 2nd instant. When he again

appeared they po.stponed the hearing until the 8th, and then

referred him to the Chancellor and Cecil, who told him that he
liad confessed to sending money to the Queen's enemies in Louvain,

whereat they were much surprised. He replied that it was quite

true that he had sent them some money in charity, but that he did

not look upon them as enemies of the Queen, but as her natural

subjects who were iu need. They said they understood that he
had sent large sums in charity to those living abroad, but they had
not heard that he had done anything for the many poor who were
here. He replied that he was not obliged to render an account of the

charities he gave, which he considered ought to be secret; but, since

they had opened the question, they had better make inquiries

of the poor students that he maintained at Lincoln's Inn and other

colleges, and they would then find out whether he only sent charity

to those in Louvain. They said then, that, as he was so gi'eat a

friend to the poor, perhaps he would give them, {i.e., the Chancellor

and Cecil) some charity for certain poor people they laiew.

lie told them he would willingly give them lOi. or 20l, in the

belief that tliey would distribute it well. They would only take

lOl., and with this dismissed him. I understand that this good
man gives a thousand crowns a year in charity to tlie Catholics

who are in prison and at Louvain. Roper was the husband of

Margaret, the daughter of Thomas More, and his children are

strong Catholics. Copley has also been released and left prison

yesterday. They have suspended proceedings again.st the others.

—

London, 10th July 1568.

14 July. 38. Guzman de Silva to Queen Elizabeth.

B.M. I spoke to your Majesty on the 11th instant to the effect that,

C* ni°°bHginai.
^"^' '"' ^°"S ti™<? ?«-«*, it was stated that many rebels from the Low
countries, subjects of my King, who had taken refuge here from
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those parts by the help of your Majesty's subjects, were returning
thither with arms, in order to disturb the peace of the States

;

disembarking in places where they thought they miglit f^afely rob,

and that they had killed some poor people who were unsuspectingly

working in the fields, and also some priests who were performing
their offices, as well as committing many other cruel murders whicli

I refrain from dwelling upon. As these rebels have been received

here as in an asylum from the punishment they deserved, I begged
humbly that your Majesty would prevent them from returning in

this guise to injure the States. When your Majesty had gracioubly

heard me, you promised that a remedy should be provided and that

all care should be taken to prevent the continuance of the evil. I

depended upon this promise being carried out, but I afterwards

heard that nothing whatever had been done in the matter, and,

consequently, addressed your Majesty several times on the subject,

and also appealed to Sir William Cecil, your secretary, to have the

fitting orders sent out. The latter replied that the orders had been

promptly despatched and were being put into execution at Sand-
wich, and I thereupon thanked your Majesty for the orders that

had been sent, under the impression that they were official. I have
since heard that this was not the case, and that they were only

private intimations to the officers of the ports, and I consequently

sent to inquire whether they were being carried out. I found that

they were not, and that many persons with arms were still being-

allowed to leave, which is not ordinarily the case in this country.

Many of these rebels are now making ready in London, Norwich,

Sandwich, Southampton, and other places. I therefore again begged
your Majesty humbly to take measures to prevent tlie evil, in

conformity with the old friendship and alliance between the

countries, and I handed to your Majesty the substance of certain

clauses of the treaty between the late Emperor and your Majesty's

father, King Henry, in order that you might see what were the

obligations on both sides in similar cases. I also stated that, to

provide for the despatch and payment of these men, subscriptions

were being opened in England, also entirely against the treaty, and
again begged your Majesty to prevent the passage of these armed
persons, I have received no answer whatever to all these repre-

sentations, and as nothing has been done as a consequence of my
verbal protests, I again address your Majesty in writing, and beg

you to be pleased to give public official orders that may be effectually

enforced. If the matter is delayed or passed over and these people

are allowed to go, together and armed, accompanied by your owu
subjects (as they certainly will be), for the purpose of injuring the

States, it is evident that this will be carrying on open war under

the cloak of friendship, and as such I shall consider it, giving due

notice to my master the King and the duke of Alba, that they may
take such steps as may be desirable to obtain redress. I beg your
Majesty to be pleased to reply promptly, as I shall look upon
silence as a refusal of my request. In order that your Majesty

may understand the reasons why promptness is so necessary in this

business, I may say that, in addition to the subscriptions I have

already mentioned as being made in the French and Flemish
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cliurches here, I am informed that a subsidy is being raised from
the clergy of this country in aid of the rebels who are invading my
King's dominions, as well as contributions from laymen of position,

who, for their honour's sake, I will not name ; being sure that if I

did so they would incur your Majesty's displeasure for the love and
friendship you owe to the King my master. I should be sorry for

this, but I cannot refrain from speaking very plainly as is my
duty.—London, 14th July 1568.

Signed. D. Guzman de Silva.

17 July. 39. Gttzman de Silva to the King.

The Queen left here on the 12th instant to continue her progress.

The day previously I had received notice that the Flemish rebels,

in pursuance of their intention to return to Flanders for the purpose

of disturbance, were purchasing arms and urging each other to

take part in the expeditions. I had also learnt that the procla-

mations issued by the Queen prohibiting the departure from the

ports of any armed persons were being disregarded, and I thought

well to speak to the Queen and tell her clearly what was passing.

I did this, and said that it was two months since I told her that

the rebels were taking refuge here, and that, at that time, I had
not wished to say anything about the way in which they were

received and sheltered, thinking best to leave to her as a friend to

consider what was most fitting for her to do. I said that, although

the number of those who came was large, yet, knowing your
Majesty's clemency and your great desire that these poor people

should be convinced of their error and return to their loyalty, I

had not desired to say a word against them, but only to inform

her of their offences, which were notorious and which, being

rebellion and disorder, would have justly deserved prosecution and
punishment, in accordance with]^alliances and treaties between the

countries. Seeing, however, that they were not satisfied with past

excesses and with being let alone, but that their insolence had
arrived at such a point that some of them were returning to the

States to rob and kill faithful subjects there whom they found
unprepared, and afterwards to take refuge again in this country,

whence again they would sally out to do the like, I had asked her

to be good enough to take measures to prevent their leaving the

ports with arms, so that they could not commit similar offences in

future. I had said they ought to be told that they would be
harshly punished if they committed such crimes, as it was not
reasonable that such invasions as these should be allowed to leave

a friendly country, and, in addition to its being wrong, it might
bring forth other evils. She had replied at the time that the evil

was worthy of a remedy, and she would take care that I was
satisfied. When I had again mentioned the matter to her, for the

purpose of agreeing what the remedy should be, she had told me
that she had already taken the necessary steps, and she sent Cecil

to me to say that the orders were being carried out at Sandwich.
Notwithstanding all this, seeing that no public order was given, I

had taken measures to discover whether the guards in the ports

were [carrying out their instructions, and I had understood that
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the contrary was the case, whereat I was much surprised, par-
ticularly as many rebels and even Englishmen had already left,

and many more were arming furiously to do the same. This was
done with so much impudence that the only thing wanting
appeared to be the drum beat. I had, therefore, considered it

necessary to again request her to find a remedy, not that tliere

was anything to fear from such a rabble as this, but in view of

other eventualities, especially as it was now known that they
were helped with means in this country. The Queen said that she
had sent the orders as she had told me, which would be confirmed
by Lord Cobham, who was entrusted with the carrying out of the

orders, and whom she said she would summon that he might give
an account of it in my presence. She said that as for allowing
them to come over and remain here, this she did out of pity and
as they said that they came for conscience's sake, and she did not
know how she could prevent them from returning if they liked.

I said, ''Let them return as peaceful citizens, without arms or
" turbulence, separate and not in bands, so that they could do )io

" harm, and then, of course, there would be no objection ; but they
" should not be allowed to go over in warlike guise and with the
" intention of disturbing, and especially being paid, as they were, as
" soldiers." I said that the so-called churches of French and
Flemings had contributed largely, the former 7001. and the latter

8001., with the help of other persons. She replied that, as regards

the money which was given to them, she could not prevent that or

forbid them from returning to their own country ; to which I again
insisted that if they went separate and without arms there was no
need for it, but that in the way they were going it was illegal and
ought to be prevented, as otherwise it would be tantamount (o

England making war upon the States of Flanders ; and so it would
be considered by anyone who thought upon the subject. In order,

I said, that she might have in her mind the obligations she was
under with regard to the States and your Majesty, I begged her to

read certain clauses of the Treaty of Alliance of 1542, which 1

gave her in writing. She read them, saying that she quite re-

collected their purport. I said I hoped she would recollect also to

act up to it, and wished to leave her the paper, in order that she

might not lose sight of it ; she replied that she would not forget it,

and put the paper in her bosom. I send a copy of it herewith, but
I did not include Clause 7 of the treaty, by which she is bound, on
40 days' notice, to provide as many captains and soldiers as could

be paid with 700 French crowns a day, Avhich clause I only men-
tioned verbally in order that she might not think that this aid was
being asked for.

I have written previously that some persons have come hither

from Embden, and it was said that some sort of treaty was being
arranged to send them a certain number of cloths every jear. I

have since learnt that their principal object was to say that if

Ludovic's business was settled they feared the Duke might send
his army against them. The Queen confirmed this to me, and said

that she wished to tell me that these people had come on behalf

of the count of Embden to inform her of their fears, and the Count
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had begged her to write and intercede for them with your Majesty,

as perhaps by an untrue report that they had helped Ludovic,*

your Majesty miglit be incensed against them., or might take this

opportunity of invading their country in revenge for their having

received cloths when the importation was prohibited in the States.

She was assured that, although some of the people of the country

were with Ludovic, they were men who went of their own accord

and without the Count's order, as others of them are with your
Majesty's forces. Her Council, therefore, was of opinion that she

should write to your Majesty on the subject, since the Count had
not helped Ludovic, or done anything to offend your Majesty.

She thought better, however, to let me know before she wrote, so

that I might report to your Majesty the causes that had moved her

to do so. I replied that I had no information as to whether your
Majesty was advised of this, nor did I believe that the duke of

Alba would go forward in it, unless the rebels took refuge there, in

which case it would be necessary to follow them up and put an end
to them at once. I said I thought that they had conceived this

suspicion, either because they knew they were in fault, or because

I had said to people here, who had told me that Ludovic was being

helped in Embden, that they had better look out what they were
doing, as those lands were under the sway of your Majesty in your
capacity of perpetual Vicar-General of all Friesland, and you could

punish them as such. This may have aroused some suspicion, but
your Majesty was not accustomed to be angry without just cause,

and, if they had not offended, they had nothing to fear.

I asked her whether she had come to any decision about the

queen of Scotland's affairs, to which she replied that she had not,

as she could not understand it, since the Queen was so determined
in her refusal not to leave Carlisle. She could not decide until

she had had an interview with her, and her subjects had been
heard against her. It was difficult to deal with these things where
she is now, as it was so far off, and she did not consider that in

honour she could allow her to return to Scotland in such peril as

she would be, since she had taken refuge in this country ; she

would not let her go to France either, as she had verj' distinctly

told her, and for this she had many reasons ; amongst others, that

the whole time she (the queen of Scots) was in France there was
not an hour's peace between this country and that. She said the'

queen of Scotland wrote her one thing, and Lord Herries, in her
name, said quite differently, pressing her constantly either to let

her go to France or to return to Scotland, on the promise that she

would give security before she left that no foreigners of whom this
,

Queen could be suspicious, should go to Scotland, which under- 1

taking would be further guaranteed by the signature of the king \

of France and your Majesty. I replied, as I had on former
occasions, that this was a matter of high importance to be treated

with great consideration, and she ought, above all, to inform
friendly princes what she did, I always say the same thing when

* Ludvig of Nassau, the brother of the prince of Orange, who was still in arms
against the duke of Alba,
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I speak of this matter to her, in order to sound her as to her in-

tentions, so that if it should please your Majesty afterwards to
take any action in the matter you may be well informed thereupon.
She told me she had ordered a statement to be drawn up to be
sent to your Majesty and the king of France. The next day when
she left, I accompanied her to hear whether she would say anything
to me about the Flemish rebels returning, but she did not, and I

was loth to again broach the subject until I saw what she had
ordered. She told me that she would not give me the written
statement she had spoken about touching Scotch affairs for four or

five days, as she was expecting a reply from the Queen, but, in the
meanwhile, I might write to j'our Majesty what she had said about
them. The way in which these people negotiate may be clearly

seen by what passed when the queen of Scotland came to England.
She (the queen of England) sent a gentleman named Middleton to

try to persuade both the Eegent and the Queen's party to lay down
arms and see whether a reconciliation could not be effected, but
before this gentleman arrived, Cecil wrote to the man at Berwick
to send a messenger with all speed to the Regent, giving him notice

of the message that Middleton was bearing, and telling him to

immediately put into execution what he had to do. This he did

by destroying the house of Herries and those of two other friends

of the Queen. They have their signs and countersigns, and whilst

they publicly write and do one thing, they secretly order another

;

and, as this Scotchman says, the queen of England uses towards
his mistress fair words and foul deeds. I believe that she will

treat her as I said from the first, namely, keep her in an honourable
prison, the one object of these people being so to manage Scotch

affairs as to keep that country friendly with them, in the belief

that, whilst the two kingdoms are in accord, they have nothing to

fear, and thej^ think this could not be the case whilst the Queen
remained free, because of religion and other reasons.

Seeing that between the 11th, when I spoke to the Queen, and the

14th, no steps had been taken, and that the rebels were hurrying
their departure, the time meanwhile being wasted in the ordinary

way here, I thought well to write a letter to the Queen at Havering,

especially as I was informed that a subsidy was being secretly

collected of so much in the pound on all ecclesiastical salaries

throughout the various dioceses for the purpose of helping the

prince of Orange and Ludovic. I wrote instead of going myself,

in the hope of getting a written answer, but they replied verbally

in conformity with the enclosed copy. On the same day that I

sent my letter off, I wrote another letter to the Treasurer, more to

see what he would say than because I thought he would remedy
anything ; saying that, as he knew what the Queen had ordered

about armed Flemish rebels leaving England, it was his duty, in

the absence of the Queen, to see that redress was granted, and I

was advised that many such men were still going over, and the

Queen's orders disregarded. He replied verbally that he also had
reports that these people were leaving, but he had no instruction

from the Queen to act ; if he had had, he would have prevented

their departitre, and said that I should personally press the Queen
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in order that she should instruct him, as he did not know of

anyone at Court who could be entrusted with the matter.

The earl of Sussex and Sidney, viceroy of Ireland, have now
made friends and have dined together. Sidney retains Ireland and
Wales, and Sussex has been made President of York, in place of

the Archbishop, who has died. I said that they had released

Copley with a fine of 501. and Roper of 40Z. They have also

liberated another northern gentleman, but afterwards summoned
Roper again before the Chancellor and Cecil, who showed him a

document containing three heads which they said he had to sign.

First he had to confess that he had broken the law by sending
charity to those who were on the side of the Queen's enemies

;

second, he had to promise that he would in future obey the eccle-

siastical laws now existing in this country and those that may be

enacted ; thirdly, he had to undertake not to give any more charity

to those who were abroad for religion's sake, or those who, for a

similar reason, were in prison. He said that he must consider

carefully what he had to put his hand to, and asked for time. He
consulted the duke of Norfolk and complained of what they asked.

The Duke told him that he thought he could not avoid doing,

partially, what the Council ordered him, nor could he get him
excused, but if he would meet the demand in some moderate way,
such as his conscience would allow, he, the Duke, would help him.

He thought that he might say, with regard to the first head, that

he had sent money to Englishmen beyond the sea who the Council

declare are in league with the Queen's enemies, and he, Roper, did

not wish to contradict them, but would submit to their authority.

To the second head he might say tliat he would always be obedient

to the legitimate laws of the realm ; and to the third point, that

he would give no charity to those outside the country, and woulil

conform in future to the law. He did this and they released him.

They have also released Wilson, who is the clergyman upon
whom they found the book v/ith the list of subscribers to the

Louvain people. I have advised your Majesty what passed with
the Queen i-elative to the imprisonment and ill-treatment of the

archbishop of Armagh. When I spoke to her about it again, and
asked her whether she had inquired into it, as she had promised,

and asked her to do me the favour of being merciful to him, taking

off his chains and letting him have some books and the visits of

his friends, she replied that she had inquired and would be glad

to please me, but this man had been a traitor and a rebel, and
letters had been found upon him from John O'Neil, which she

herself now had. I replied that I had heard very differently, but
ended by saying that if he had been a rebel I had no wish to help

such people. Some of these good men think that it is only neces-

sary for me to speak to the Queen for everything to be settled, but

they are much mistaken, as the greatest of care has to be used in

these matters to avoid doing them more harm than good.

This morning, seeing that they had not sent me a copy of the

proclamation which was to be issued respecting the going of the

rebels to Flanders, I wrote to secretary Cecil pressing him to have
it published, as they were about to leave, and would have done so
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ere this if the wind had not been against them. Many have gone
already to the place of embarkation. Cecil sent me the procla-

mation this evening with a letter of his, copies of both of which I

send enclosed, and the man who brought it said that he had called

in at the printers on his way to tell them to print the proclamation

with ail speed so that it might be sent out. I told him I wished
it had been sent out to-day as the people were already departing,

and it would be of little use after they were gone. It would look,

indeed, more like a compliment than a remedy. I do not know
whether it will be done even to-morrow, as it is Sunday, although

if this wind lasts they cannot leave before it is published. It has

been long delayed, which makes me doubt their sincerity.

—

London, 17th July 1568.

18 July, 40. The King to Guzman de Silva.

I only write to you to say that John Man, having received an
order from the Queen to return, and a letter for me in answer to

that which I had written, he asked Zayas if he could hand the

same to me and take his leave. On this request being conveyed to

me at the Escorial, where I was then, I ordered him to go to Barajas

and deliver the letter, and say what he wished from the Queen.
I promised, if there was anything in which I could please her, I

would do it most willingly without his seeing me, as upon that

point I did not consider it desirable to alter my determination,

which had been arrived at after very mature deliberation. John
Man, when he heard this, delivered the Queen's letter to Zayas,

and told him that he had no particular instructions, only that he
wished I would hear him in his justification. Since, however, this

could not be, he would depart when he had received my reply and
the passport for his safe journey. This was sent to his satisfaction,

and he went on his road from Barajas without returning here,

Zayas having told him to take this course. As it is desirable that

you should see what the Queen wrote to me and ray reply by
John Man, I send you copies that you and Don Guerau may
discuss the contents, and, if the subject is introduced or John Man
should have told the story differently, you may know what to say.

As I shall be very pleased for the successor of this man to be a
Catholic, I enjoin you and Don Guerau very strictly to see whether
you cannot dexterously lead the Queen into this road. You will

keep in touch with the duke of Alba about it.—Madrid, 18th July
1568.

19 July. 41. Guzman de Silva to the King.

I have detained until to-day the enclosed despatch for your
Majesty, in order to send advice of the issue of the proclamation.

I sent to the man who came to get it printed, urging him to press

the matter forward, and he replied that it had first to be published

at the Court before it was issued in London or elsewhere. This is

no doubt in order to give time for the people who are ready to

get away. It is the ordinary proceeding, saying one thing and
doing another.
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I am informed that the contribution -which was being collected

from some of the councillors and others has been postponed, because
every one of the members was saying what amount Cecil would
have to pay, and he refused to give any more than ten pounds,

whereupon all the rest of them were very angry, and the thing was
suspended as they all thought he would give much more. Almost
at the same time as this happened, my letter to the Queen telling

her about the contribution arrived, greatly to their astonishment

that the aifair should have got wind before it was executed.

It seems it has now been dropped. The French ambassador was
suspicious that these heretics were going over to join and help some
(French) heretics who had got into Valery, but news came yesterday
that the Christian King was beseigiog them and had opened his

batteries upon them.

I have been informed that on the I7th a letter from the Prince

of Conde arrived for Nicholas Throgmorton, in cipher, the substance

of which was to beg him to say to the Queen that she had no doubt
been informed that the conditions of the peace were not being kept
in France, whereat he, Cond^ felt injured and aggiieved, although

he did not blame the King but his bad counsellors. He was there-

fore obliged to take up arms, and would do so on the 21st instant,

when he would have 12,000 men. Count Rochefort having already

3,000, and he hoped with God's help to punish the King's advisers

in such a way that not one of them should remain in France. He
pledged his word to this, promising never to lay down the task

except at its completion or his death.

I am informed also that secretary Cecil has instructed a gentleman, •>

who is to go from Berwick to the Regent of Scotland, to say to him
in the name of this Council that he must moderate the severity with
which he is treating the queen of Scotland's fi-iends, as he will

stir them up otherwise to a fiercer feeling against him and his

Government. He is recommended to commence his rule by fair

methods and to gain popularity by choosing conciliatory officers, as

he will by this means tranquillise the country more quickly. They
have here already gained over Lord Maxwell otherwise Lord Herries,

who promises to be on the Regent's side ifhe will associate him in the

Government, together with some of his friends, as he is not satisfied

with the Government of the Queen and will not consent to her

rule. The Secretary (Cecil) advises the Regent on his own behalf

to follow this course, as everyone wishes him to remain the head
of affairs, and if he does not adopt the advice sent him he will not

have so many friends here as otherwise he would have. It is

Throgmorton who has won over Herries.

Since writing the above I sent to the Lord Treasurer a copy of

the proclamation saying that, as it was already printed and ordered
by the Queen, he should send instructions to the Customs houses to

prevent any person passing in violation of it. He replied that it

was very badly drawn up and clearly showed the animus of those

who had the matter in hand, particularly in the delay that had
taken place in the publication. He would, however, do what he
could although he had no orders from the Queen about it.—London,
19th July 1568.
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24 July. 42. GUZMA.N de Silva to the King.

The proclamation issued by this Queen against those who were
passing or wished to pass over to Flanders with arms in their

possession in order to disturb that country, was printed on the
18th instant, but was not published until the morning of the 22ncl.

Some people think that it was delayed on purpose to give the

people time to get away before it was issued, and I am quite of that

opinion, as it is the usual mode of proceeding here in similar

matters, and especially in any affair at all touching religion ; their

usual desire being to convince all those who are treading the path
of heresy of their attachment and support. This is doubtless to

encourage and affirm the various leagues and understandings they
have with each other; and everything tending in the slightest

degree to oppose this is managed as dilatorily as if they were
carrying it to the stake. In this matter I have had to break
through my habitual patience and to make them understand that,

after signing a decree, it was necessary to publish it, as otherwise it

looked much more like a compliment than a remedy. But they
are hard folk to force and will go their own pace. I spurred them
somewhat when the Council sent me a copy of the proclamation by
Wilson, who was ambassador in Portugal and is much attached to

the earl of Leicester, by saying that I was greatly surprised that the

Earl, such a distinguished person as he was and so grateful and
attached to your Majesty for your favour to liim, should not try to

get the Queen to do what she ought for your Majesty, and that,

seeing how things were going, I was beginning to reflect upon what
some people were telling me, to the effect that he, Leicester, listened

to these heretics and admitted them to his acquaintance, which I

could not believe of him. I thought well, however, to let him know
by his intimate friend, as in such cases as this even suspicion, should
be avoided, and that neighbouring princes should always be con-

ciliated where the interests of his own Queen were not jeopardised.

Wilson went with this to the Earl and returned with very many
thanks and excuses, giving me an autograph letter from him, copy
of which I enclose. I replied that if I had not been persuaded of

his kindness, I should not have sent him the message, as it was
unnecessary to take any such course with an enemy with whom one
has to dissemble and bide one's time. I answered his letter by
word of mouth, saying that I was quite certain that what he said

was true (his expressionus being extremely complimentary) from
what was known of my attacliment to him. But although he wrote

that he hoped I should not be credulous, except in his favour, I

might well have answered him by referring in terms more plain

than are generally used in this country to what, it is certain, he
has been negotiating. J believe what he says about his having had
little to do with Count Ludovic, but I do not think he is so free

from the prince of Orange, about whom he says nothing, nor from
French affairs either, about which he replies, although I said

nothing except my general reference to neighbouring princes.

The ecclesiastical subsidy is being collected apace and, no doubt,

the lay subsidy is also proceeding, only more secretly. There are
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people who hint that the Queen will keep the ecclesiastical subsidy
for herself.

The Queen of Scotland is to be brought to Lord Scrope's house,

sixty miles this side of Carlisle, and it is even said they will bring
her to Farnham (?).

The French ambassador told me very secretly yesterday that she

was not a Catholic, as he had been assured by Fleming, who said

that neither he (the French ambassador) nor I ought to be deceived
about it. But this Fleming himself is a heretic although he pretends
to be a Catholic to me, and probably the Queen is deceiving him or
else he thinks the French ambassador is a heretic and wishes to
please him, as he does me. This is the present way of dealing, and
one ought to believe nothing ; which is one of the greatest perils of

heresy.—London, 24th July 1568.

31 July. 43. Guzman de Silva to the King.

Don Guerau de Spes who had arrived in Antwerp has forwarded
to me your Majesty's letter of the 28th ultimo. As he had not found
the Duke there, he being occupied in Friesland, he writes that he
should be detained for some time, having to communicate with the

Duke respecting matters in those States, and the questions with
this country as regards commerce. There will be little to discuss

however upon this point, as things are now settled and it would
be better not to disturb them.

John Man will, no doubt, have left Spain ere this, and I will

carry out your Majesty's instructions in endeavouring to satisfy

the Queen entirely on the point, particularly to banish her sus-

picions of the duke of Feria, which, I have already told her, are

entirely without reason. I have said that it was most foreign to

his nature to show bad feeling, especially towards an English

minister, he having always been so friendly to Englishmen. I

will return to this subject when I speak to the Queen from your
Majesty in favour of the Duchess' relatives.*

'The Portuguese business is pending until the arrival of the

King's reply, but, in the meanwhile, everything possible shall be
done that these people may be brought to understand the best course

to take. I will show the ambassador what your Majesty says, and
the instructions which Don Guerau brings. I have already on

other occasions assured him to the same effect, and he ought to be
well pleased.

The Queen has been so hard in Francis Englefield's affair that I

have been quite rjurpriseJ. Everything has been done that was
possible, and if the matter is not decided by the time that I have,
Don Guerau can take a favourable opportunity of trying to

persuade the Queen to a better decision than hitherto.

The publication of the Queen's edict, prohibiting armed men
from going over to Flanders, has somewhat cooled these rebels

and others who were ready to embark. I believe, however, that

* The duke of Feria who had accompanied Philip to England, and wae subsequently
Spanish ambassador here, had married the daughter of Sir William Dormer of
Ethropc.
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their discouragement has, also been caused by the events of Friesland
and St. Valery, and the knowledge that all parts are well prepared
for them. They are not going over now in bodies, or in a way
that violates the proclamation, but still they can find means to go
over, as they do. I pressed for this edict, but it was mainly in

order that these people should not openly appear so indifferent,

rather than because I thought it would be a real remedy. As I

have written on other occasions, the public ordinances here are not
always executed, but are counteracted by private understanding, as

I have frankly told these people. I have assured them that I am
having the ports well watched to see that they are carrying out the

orders, and I am told that they are now showing more vigilance.

The contribution of the twentieth part of the ecclesiastical

revenues for the succour of Ludovic is being carried forward on
the old basis. I am also advised that the aid subscribed by private

persons is proceeding, and I have been recently told that the Queen,
herself, is giving a considerable sum, although I cannot obtain any
certain information upon this last point. The Councillors and
others are constantly showing their bias and ill-feeling towards us.

Notwithstanding their attempts to dissemble, it is clear that they
wish nothing so much as our adversity in Flanders and elsewhere,

and I told tlie Queen that I was sure they wish to bring her round
to the belief that she could never trust your Majesty ; that being
their great object, in the fear that, at one time or another, she

might change the religion. I have not done anything more about
these subscriptions and impertinences since writing to the Queen
on the 14th instant, as I await further instructions from the duke
of Alba.

I do not know what decision the Queen will arrive -at about the

queen of Scotland. I have received two letters from the latter,

copies of which I enclose with a letter which she sends me for your
Majesty. C I expect that the affair will be delayed as she herself

fears, in order to see whether the Scots can agree amongst them-
selves. Although the queen of Scotland writes asking that her
letter should be sent post, I have thought it sufficient to send it

by the ordinary, as her affairs are proceeding so slowly, and it is

as well that time should help your Majesty's deliberations as to

what is best to be done.

There has been a Frenchman named Dumbal (?) secretly here

lately from the French Huguenots. He treats through Throgmorton,
and I have been able to get a note which he wrote to him in French,

which I have had copied and send herewith in order that his

dealings may be seen. I think I can get Throgmorton's answer
to it and the other particulars of their dealings through a certain

channel.—London, 31st July 1568.

2 August. 44. Guzman de Silva to the King.

I wiote on the 31st ultimo, saying that the duke of Alba being
busy in Friesland, Don Guerau would be detained in Flanders for

some days. I see that his coming has been published here, and its

object, by means of many letters from merchants resident in

Flanders, and I thought best to speak to the Queen about it.
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and to discuss the other matters which your Majesty orders, so that

she might be prepared for Don Guerau's coming. I accordingly

left London to-day for this place, in order to be near Hatfield

where the Queen is. I had sent to ask for audience in order

that I might have the reply when I arrived here. I am to have

audience to-morrow, as the Queen says that she wishes me to be

present at an entertainment to be given to her at the house of a

neighbouring gentleman. When I had nearly arrived here I met
a courier from the Christian King on his way from the queen of

Scotland with letters for this Queen. He handed me the letter he

brought for me from the queen of Scotland, copy of which is

enclosed.

The edict ordering no person with arms to go from this country

to Flanders was published, and coming after the news of events in

Friesland and St. Valery, the rush of these rebels to get across has

ceased, although it is of no great importance, as the ports on the

coast were well prepared for them.
I am still advised that the contribution of the twentieth part of

ecclesiastical revenues is proceeding, as also is tlie other sub-

scription.—Barnet, 2nd August 1568.

9 August. 45. Guzman de Silva to the King.

I was with the Queen on the 3rd and 4th instant, at Hatfield, 17

miles from here, in order to tell her of the coming of Don Gueiau
de Spes, which had been published in various parts. She showed
more sorrow than I expected, and, changing colour, told me that

she was grieved from the bottom of her heart that your Majesty
should make any change, as she was so greatly pleased with my
mode of procedure in affairs. She bad, she said, always shown how
pleased she was, and she hoped to God that thete was no mystery
behind this change. She dwelt so much upon this that, in order to

banish suspicion, I threw the blame upon myself, assuring her that

your Majesty had decided to give me leave at my own supplication

and importunity, my sole reason being my poor health, which I

was sure this climate did not suit. I said she knew this herself,

and there was no other mystery behind it. She was somewhat
quieter at this, but complained greatly of me for wanting to leave

her. I spoke to her also respecting the league, and she seemed
satis6ed, as she was, indeed, before, in consequence of my many
conversations with her on the subject. She also seemed to be

reconciled about John Man, and with regard to what I told her of

your Majesty's orders touching Dr. Ulescas' history which she was
anxious should be amended.
On my return to London, I talked with Cecil and told him of

the coming of Don Guerau and uij- dej)artLne, whereat he expressed
sorrow and assured me that the Queen would be greatly pained,

especially as it would seem to confirm what bad been conveyed to

him from several quarters, that Cardinal Lorraine had arranged a
treaty with the duke of Alba, respecting this country and the queen
of Scots ; which had been negotiated through me, as the Fi-ench
ambassador here could not by trusted. It was said also that the
queen of Scotland herself was in communication with me and sent
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me letters for your Majesty, and it was asserted that, now that I

had arranged what was wanted, I wished to leave in order that my
successor, and not myself, should witness the carrying out of the
plan. It was known that I had a person at Dieppe to advise

people in France of these matters, and that Don Frances de Alava
never left the side of Cardinal Lorraine. My own belief is that

Cecil invented the whole of this, although he told me he would
show me letters saying it, because I am told that the letter that

the queen of Scotland wrote to me with the letter for your Majesty,

together with another for the French ambassadoi-, fell into Cecil's

hands. I therefore replied that, as for arranging anything of the

sort between the Cardinal and the Duke, I looked upon such a
statement as a silly joke, and the vain talk of idle men, and I

could assure him that the assertion that any such treaty had gone
through my hands was absolutely false. If I had done such a thing
against the Queen, I should be worthy of great punishment from
your Majesty, and even from the Queen herself I said that it

would have been entirely opposed to my instructions, and that I,

in my life, had never seen, written to, or in any way communicated
with the (Cardinal, nor he with me, and I was quite sure tbat the

Queen would not believe such nonsense. It was true that the

queen of Scotland had, since her arrival in this country, written
me some letters and sent servants of hers to me, whom I had
received as officers of a princess who was on friendly terms with
your Majesty, but nothing had passed touching the affairs of this

Queen, and I had only fulfilled my office as ambassador, which
obliged me to receive all kinds of people. I said that he would
recollect that when Melvin, the Scotch gentleman, was here, he,

Cecil himself, had sent him to me to ask me to write to the queen
of Scotland and her husband, when they were at discord, recom-
mending them to make friends; and I had done this, I wish I

could say successfully. He said it was quite true that he hoped to

have arranged such a reconciliation through me, and that I might
be quite certain of one thing, namely, that the Queen had so much
confidence in me, and was so satisfied, that she had told him several

times that she knew of no one whose opinion coincided with hers
so well as my own, and that she did not like to praise me openly
in her Council, in order not to arouse the jealousy and suspicion

of certain of the onembers. He did not know what sort of a
person Don Guerau was. I praised him very much both to

Cecil and the Queen, assuring them that he would be a gracious
and pacific minister.—London, 9th August 1568.

45a. Statkment made by Don Cristobal de Salazar, Secretary
of the Amljussador DoN DiEGO DE Guzman de Silva,
respecting the Ambassador's departure from England.

I, Cristobal de Salazar, secretary of the very illustrious Senor
don Diego de Guzman de Silva, of his Majesty's Council, his

ambassador in Venice, et cetera, truly testify that on the 9th day of

the month of September last year, 1568, the said illustrious

gentleman, my master, left the house where he resided, which was
called the house of my Lord Paget, in the parish of St. Clement's

y J6467.
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outside the walls of London, to go to Spain. He went first to take

leave of the Queen of England in company with Don Guerau de

Spes, who had arrived recently as his successor in the post of

ambassador. After having taken leave of the Queen in the presence

of the ambassador, Don Guerau de Spes, and without any further

detention, he departed for the port of Portsmouth without re-

tnrniug again to the said bouse, and embarked for Spain in the

said port as he had been ordered by his Majesty, in the presence of

the following witnesses : Martin de Eobles Ximenez, Alonso de
Zuniga, and Alonso Pantoja, servants of the ambassador. I,

Cristobal de Salazai-, notary public apostolic, was present at all of

this.

Crtstobal be Salazab, Notary.
IGth August 1570.

45b. Extract from the Instruction given to Don Guerau de
Spes* as Ordinary Ambassador in England, dated in the

Escorial, 28th June 1568.

First of all you must know that the ambassador from the Queen
who has resided here lately, called John Man, is a heretic so per-

nicious and evil-minded that, ever since he came to my Court he

has acted differently from what lie ought to have done, and has in

many tilings exceeded the limits of his position, and broken the

l>romise he gave on his arrival to the duke of Alba, and sub-

sequently to others of my ministers who told him the conduct he

would have to observe. This was only the same as had been observed

by his predecessors, both in the Emperor's time and my own. Not
having complied therewith, but on the contrary having very
scandalously and indecently dared to exceed in many things, his

insolence and boldness could be tolerated no longer ; but, as it was not

desired to punish him otherwise, he being a minister of the Queen,
with whom lam on friendly terms, I sent a special courier to inform
his mistress of it through Don Diego de Guzman, my ambassador,

in the form which you have seen by the copies of letters exhibited

to you. I asked the Queen directly and through Diego de Guzman
to recall John Man, whom I had declined to receive any more or

allow in my Court, and to name some other pei-son in his place

who should behave with proper modesty. Pending the receipt of

the reply, I oi-dered John Man to leave my Coui-t, which he did, and
is now at Barajas awaiting the orders of his mistress. Diego de
Guzman delivered my letter to the Queen, and he writes to me
that, although the Queen was somewhat disturbed at first, she

afterwa]'ds became tranquiliised and took the matter in good part,

snying that she would recall Jtihn Man and would send another

person more to my satisfaction, as you will have seen by Guzman's
letters shown to you. As I promised the Queen and also Diego de
Guzman to send a fuller and more complete statement of the things

* Don Guerau de Spes, the new ambasSRtlor, was a native of Lerida, and a son of

Don Jaime do Spes, one of Ferdinand the Catholic's gentlemen of the chamber. He
was a knight of the order of Calatrava, and had rendered himself conspicuous in Spain
by his strong Catholic vieTTs.
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in which John Man had transgressed, and the scandalous, bold, and
disrespectful words which he had allowed himself to use in con-

demnation of our holy Catholic faith and in contempt of the Pope
and the lioly apostolic See, j'ou have had handed to you with this

instruction a statement of Cardinal Espinosa, president of my
Council of Castile and Inquisitor-General, containing the evidence

of trustworthy witnesses against John Man. You will take this

statement in order that you may convey to the Queen of England
the details it contains in fulfilment of my promise. You will

proceed in this in accordance with the advice and instructions

given to you by the Cardinal Inquisitor-General, and will com-
municate everything to Diego de Guzman, in order that the Queen
may remain entirely satisfied that the action taken towards the

ambassador was rendered necessary entirely by his own bad
behaviour and departure from the conduct observed by his pre-

decessors ; that his action was of such a character that I could not
avoid doing as I did, and that it was only with great reluctance

that I adopted this course, having regard to the respect and goodwill
I bear to the Queen. You will set forth all this with the fair words
andarguments which you andDiego de Guzman mayconsider suitable.

As John Man is so malicious as to have signified that the duke
of Feria, out of regard for the Duchess and her English relatives

and friends, has been the origin of this treatment, you may know
that this is pure malice and meanness on the part of John Man,
whose only accusers have been his own bad deeds and evil

conscience, which were so flagrant that they could not be con-

cealed. It is necessary for you on every occasion to banish this

suspicion of the Duchess' relatives from the Queen's mind, whilst

a/ssuring her that the Duke has never said anything to me against

John Man, but, on the contrary, has invariably shown a desire to

benefit and promote his interests. I ask and beg the Queen,
therefore, to graciously show all possible favour to the relatives of

the Duchess, which will be for me a great satisfaction. You your-
self will make the acquaintance of them, and do your best on all

occasions to help them, as you know well the claims the Duke has
upon my thanks and afiection.

You will also try to learn what arms and gunpowder the English
have received from abroad, because they neither make nor possess

these things themselves, but usually provide them from Flanders
and Germany through EmbdSn. You will advise the duke of

Alba of what jou learn, so that he may keep his hand on the ex-
port of these things from the States, such course being of great im-
portance to my interests.

When you arrive at the court of England you will go straight
to the lodgings of Diego de Guzman, my ambassador, to whom you
will show this original instruction and deliver my letter to him.
He will inform the Queen of your arrival, and arrange the day
and hour when she is to receive you. You will go together to the
audience, and you will give the Queen my letter, saluting her
gaily and graciously from me, saying that I have appointed you
the successor of Diego de Guzman to reside near her as my ordinary

ambassador, with instructions to serve and gratify her on every
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possible occasion, as, in fact, I wish you to do ; trying to keep her

on good terms, and assuring her from me that I will always return

her friendship as her good neighbour and brother. In these

generalities and compliments, giving her news of things here which
can be fittingly told, you can pass the time of the first audience,

without saying anything about business, unless she wishes to

commence that sulaject. The first matter that you will discuss

with her must be about John Man, giving her an account, as set

forth in the statement, of his excesses and bad behaviour ; first

because I have promised her, and next because I wish her to be
well informed of the truth, and thoroughly satisfied that all possible

gentleness was used towards him, and that any other person she

may send will be welcomed and well treated, if only he will

conduct himself with the same modesty as all previous ambassadors
have done. You must deal with this point in such a way that it

may be smoothed over now, once and for all, and you will promptly
advise me of all that passes on this subject with the Queen, as well

as everything else that from time to time may occur, sending your
letters to Flanders, whence my letters to you will also generally

be sent. You may also sometimes, when opportunity offers, send

your letters by way of Don Frances, or by sea when a passage by
ship is obtainable with a trustworthy person, sending such letters

to Juan Mai'tinez de Eecalde of Bilbao.*

10 July. 46. GiiEEAU DE Spes to the King.

I have written what passed on the road, to Secretary Zayas, the

last letter being from Bayonne. Approaching Bordeaux I was
assailed by many people, who threatened us, in coosequence of

eight (Spanish ?) sloops having endeavoured to enter the Garonne
to burn the flotilla which had come from Florida. Crossing the

river, my boatmen pointed out to me the six ships which they say

had avenged the murder of their friends in Florida, and the captain

is swaggering bravely here about it. It is said he has received

ten thousand crowns for the artillery he brought, with other

things of great value. The whole road has been rendered dangerous

by the ill-will of the French, both Catholics and heretics, against the

Spaniards, and, in some places, the King's soldiers themselves took

arms against us and called ns Spanish hogs.f In fsnother place, on
this side of Blois, they tried to stab Jacques, postmaster of Bruges,

who was with me, because they, thinking he was a Frenchman, saw
him in the company of Spaniards. Everywhere they made us 2:>ay

extravagantly, and Spaniards are in danger all through the country.

Even Captain Jordan de Cuellar, who served this King, was stabbed

to death the other day.

Lies are afloat everywhere with regard to Flanders, and these

were brought daily by their couiiers, so I was anxious in case

there should be any truth in the reported loss of Maestricht and
the defeat of Count Meghen.

* Juan Martinez de liocakle was the King's commissary at Bilboa, and was sub-
sequently one of the principal captains of the invincible Armada. lie was considered
one of the first seamen of the time.

f
" Espaiioles marranos." This term of approbriuni was usually .npplied to Je-wa

and outcasts or unclean people.
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I arrived here on the 17th, and was well entertained hy Don
Frances de Alava. I iiave consulted with him as to my in-

structions, and we went, by appointment, this morning to Little

Madrid here to salute the King, the Queen, and duke of Anjou.
Cardinals Lorraine, Guise, and Bourbon and the dukes of Nemours
and Guise were there. I complintiented them from your Majesty
as ordered. They recommended the affairs of the queen of

Scotland strongly to me.

I told the Queen of the bad treatment we had received, and she

ordered the offenders to be punished. She also said that the

Florida affair had been without her knowledge or wish, and tlie

artillery, which is known to belong to your Majesty, has been
ordered to be returned to Spain. She said we knew, moreover,

that the King was not obeyed in those parts, and they had even
refused to admit M. de Vielleville into Rochelle. It is reported

here that the duke of Alba was going to Friesland in great force,

and a successful issue may now be expected. With God's help, I

leave here to-morrow for Brussels, where I will fulfil my in-

structions and see the duke of Alba, and will then leave to continue

my service in England.

Holograph postscript : The Scotch ambassador here, who is veiy
ill, has just sent two gentlemen to me to recommend his mistress's

affairs to my care. She appears to found all her hopes on your
Majesty's favour, and I have told him that I have orders, on my
ai-rival in England, to do what I can for her.—Paris, 1 9th July ] 568.

25 Aug. 47. GuERAU de Spes to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty from Paris and to Secretary Zayas from

Brussels that T was sending a special couiier to the duke of Alba

with his despatches. He was then at the extreme end of Friesland

with his victorious army, and I informed him that I would go to

Bois le Due, where the Council was, and consult with them what
had to be arranged, according to my instructions, and then would
await his orders as to whether I should go to Friesland or not.

He answered directing me to remain in Bois le Due, but afterwards

told me to come to Utrecht, whither the Council also went. The
Duke arrived there on the 16th and was for some days so busy

with the affairs of the war that he could not discuss the business I

was ordered to communicate to him. He afterwards decided to

go to Bois le Due, where he told me he could attend to me, which

he did ; so that I am now fully informed of the grievances suffered

by your Majesty's vassals, both in the States and Spain, at the

hands of those who disregard alliances, ancient friendship.^, and

good neighbourship. The damage done by this exceeds the sum of

three hundred thousand ducats a year. The Council had all its

papeis in Brussels, but as the necessary documents had been sent

to Guzman de Silva thei Duke writes to him by me, telling him to

deliver them, or copies of them, to me. Dr. D'Assonleville will also

draw up for me a full statement of the injur-ies we receive and the

terms which weie to have been arranged by the Conference at
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Bruges, and which, no doubt, would have been carried out but for

the troubles and disturbances in the States. I have come to this

place, and after having provided some necessary things, I shall

leave for England in a day or two at most, whence I can write

more fully to your Majesty after having obtained further informa-

tion from Guzman de Silva as to the remedy to be adopted.

I received the despatch from your Majesty, dated 27th ultimo,

which vcsis delayed in consequence of the death of the courier in

France, and was directed either to Guzman de Silva or myself.

By this I learn of the death of our lord the Prince, whose soul is

now in heaven. I pray that God will give your' Majesty the rest

and consolation that your subjects desire for you, and many other

sons and successors. I closed the letter again and sent it on to

London by the courier that was leaving, advising Guzman de Silva

that I should be with him in a few days.

Antonio de Guaras has sent me two slanderous papers printed in

England, which the heretics of that country have made up to

entertain their gang, and to endeavour to diminish the favour your

Majesty extends to the Catholics, and the justice and equity which
you maintain in your States. If your Majesty wishes, they can be

copied and sent to you in Spanish. I shall be glad to be directed

as to whether I should speak to the Queen about these insults,

fcince she seems so much offended at the " Pontifical History," or

whether it will be better to leave it as unworthy of so great a

sovereign. As to John Man, the road seems now clear. I read my
instructions to the Duke and he thought they were perfectly

sufficient, but made several remarks on them for my guidance.

—

Antwerp, 25th August 15681

G Sept. 48. GuERAU de Spes to the King.

I arrived in this island on the 3rd instant, and found awaiting

me in Dover Antonio de Guaras and all the Spaniards resident

here, who accompanied me fuU of love and desire to serve your
Majesty. The ambassador Guzman de Silva received me kindly,

and we have already begun to discuss matters of your Majesty's

service. The Queen is making a progress, and Guzman will come
with me when I go to salute her and give her an account of John
Man's affair, and will accompany me until I am fully acquainted

with the persons in the Court and all that concerns them. He
will then leave for the Isle of Wight, where he has given orders

that the ship in which his goods are embarked should meet him,

and whence he will sail for Spain.

John Man's household have arrived here by sea, from Biscay

where their master landed in consequence of ill-health, with the

intention of coming through France to Boulogne. A servant of the

Marquis de Sarria accompanies him. I met the household the day
before yesterday in Canterbury on their way to Dover, where they
expected their master's arrival.

There is nothing new here nor of the queen of Scotland's affairs,

excepting what Guzman de Silva writes,— London, 6th September
1568.
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15 Sept, 49. The King to the Duke of Alba.
[Extract.]

Diego de Guzman will have written to you an account of what
passed with the queen of Scotland and her complaints against
the queen of England, in view of which she begs me to help
her to extricate herself from the trouble in which she is, which
may be called an honourable imprisonment. She assures me that she
will gladly die if necessary to preserve our holy Catholic faith. It

has caused me great sorrow to see a Princess thus maltreated by her
own subjects, and, for this and religious reasons, I am willing to
help her in her sufferings

; but I have refrained from taking any
decision or answering her autograph letter, of which I enclose a
copy, until you tell me what you think of her business, and in what
way, and to what extent, I should assist her. I therefore beg and
enjoin you to write to me on this by the first opportunity, and lo

encourage the Queen from there as best you can, to persevere firml}^

in her good purpose, as it is clear that whilst she does so, God will

not abandon her. The Escorial, loth September 1568.

18 Sept. 50. GuERAU de Spes to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty by Guzman de Silva, who left Newbury
on the 13th, and I presume he will have already sailed. From him
your Majesty will have a trustworthy account of all affairs here.

On my way to London I came across a Scotch gentleman, a servant
of the queen of Scots, who was coming post from Paris, and was
one of those who, when I was there, came to speak to me. He bore

a letter for me from Don Frances de Alava, and was in great trouble!

about his mistress's affairs, as, it seems, they are pressing her muchi
and trying to force her and the country to entirely abandon the \

Catholic religion. This gentleman was on his way to beg permis-
|

sion to go to his Queen and, after having seen her, to proceed to

Scotland. I told him I brought a letter from your Majesty and
another from the Queen for his mistress, but I had them in London.
He said he would come for them, which he did yesterday afternoon,

when I handed him the letters and told him that it was advisable,

in the interests of his mistress, that I should not be seen much in

the matter ; and as she was so discreet and devout I was sure that
in this adversity she would adopt the best course to enable her to

return to her kingdom, always excepting the changing of the

religion. When she was at libert3^ I said, her vassals would
gradually return to their love and obedience, and she could count
upon the support of Christian Princes. He said he would discuss

the whole matter with her and would let me know, by a trustworthy

person, what was decided. The deputies will go to York at the

end of this month and I will inform your Majesty of what happens.

By Guzman de Silva I advised the arrival of Cardinal Chatillon.

He is accompanied by the bishop of Aries who is a son of Monluc,
although his actions are very different from those of his father, and
by M. de Lange. He escaped from a house of his. called Brae, and
embarked at Trdport. He was received by Lord Cobham, Governor
of the county of Kent, and the Queen having been informed, she

sent a company to meet them. The French ambassador M. de la
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Forest, also went, but missed him on the road and went straight to

the house of Thomas Gresham, this Queen's factor, where tlie Cardinal

was to stay. La Forest received him cap in hand, with much
respect, which confirms the general opinion that he is a heretic

;

certainly a nephew of his who is here and his secretary are so.*

It is certain now that this ambassador is leaving here presently,

as he told me the other day when Guzman and I met him as we
came from an interview with the Queen. The Cardinal dresses in

cape, hat, and sword, and has been to hear the preaching of two
ministers, great knaves and vassals of your Majesty, one a Spaniard

and the other a Sicilian. Yesterday afternoon the Cardinal went
to a pleasure house that Gresham has a league away froni here.

The Queen has ordered all the Councillors to be summoned and they

left here this week with the duke of Norfolk and the earl of Sussex.

I understand the Cardinal will remain in Reading. The bishop of

Aries went first to see the Queen, and I am informed that, im-

mediately afterwards, they brought out from the Tower here ten

pieces of field artillery, three hundred harquebusses, eight hundred
bows, a hundred pikes, a hundred halberds, and many corslets, and

a store of powder and balls. It is said that they were going to

bring them to Windsor, but I am told that it was all shipped to-night

in a ship -which in the course of the tide was soon out of the river.

I am also informed that fifteen of the best ships are being fitted

out and that troops are being mustered in the north. I will advise

what else I hear to your Majesty and the duke of Alba, to whom
I communicated at once the arrival of Cardinal Chatillon.f

1 have just heard that the heretic bishop of London has vi.sited

the Cardinal and has promised him to get the Church to give two
hundred thousand ducats for his succour, which it is thought it

would do.— London, 18th September 1568.

24 Sept. 51. GUERA.TJ de Spes to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty at length by Guzman de Silva, who
left Newbury on the 13th, and embarked at Portsmouth, although

with contrary weather. I hope he will shortly arrive, and that,

by his report, your Majesty will well understand the state of

affairs here and in Scotland. I wrote on the IStli, through the

duke of Alba, informing your Majesty of the arrival of Cardinal

Cliatillon, and of the former bishop of Aries, and said how well

they had been entertained by Thomas Gresham and welcomed by
the French ambassador, to the great surprise of all good people.

I have received four of your Majesty's letters to-day, ordering me
to report that John Man had been despatched from there. He has

not yet arrived, although his servants, who came by sea, have been

here for some time. Guzman de Silva, before he left here, reported

his (Man's) departure, and also the death of the Prince, who is now
in heaven. I have nothing to say on this point as, in the matter of

' Vulcob, the nephew of Boehelel de la Forest, was, as is here suggested, for some
years a means of communication between the Huguenot! and the English Court.

f Odet de Coligny Cardinal Chatillon was the brother of Gaepard de Coligny, Admiral
of France, leader of the Huguenot party.
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satisfying the Queen about John Man, Guzman de Silva fully

informed your Majesty. Your Majesty's letters of 14th and 16th
ultimo order me to endeavour to obtain restitution of a galleon

with her cargo which was stolen last May by an English pirate

from Domingo de Olano of Monreal de Deva in Guipuzcoa. I have
learnt that this ship was afterwards captured by one of the Queen's

vessels called the " Lebrela," and was taken, with all her cargo, into

an Irish port, where she still is. The merchant-owners of the

cargo have sent thither to recover their property, and I think they
will get the greater part of it. I have written on the subject to

the viceroy of Ireland, but will do so again and ask the Queen also

to write. I will use every eflFort to obtain the restitution of the

ship to its owner, if possible, and will try to discover the name of

the pirate who made the captm'e, in order that he may be punished,

and will advise your Majesty.

Three days since the bishop of Kennes, the brother of the

(French) ambassador here, arrived on a mission to the Queen from
the Queen (mother) of France. He has requested audience, and I

understand his object is to become a mediator when the deputies

meet at York, and he is about to ask the Queen's permission for

this. The Queen arrived the night before last at Windsor, and I

intend to ask for audience to discuss this matter of the pirate, and
also about the postmastership here. I will also gently ask the

Queen her intentions regarding the queen of Scotland.

On the day I left Madrid a sealed document was handed to me,
drawn up by order of the fiscal of your Majesty's Indian Council,

for me to use against John Hawkins, an English pirate. I read it

carefully before presenting it in order to master its contents, and,

it seems to me, that it produces very little proof against him, as

all that it alleges has been confessed by Hawkins himself.

Hemalde and Cristobal de Santisteban, two of your Majesty's

officers at the ports of Montespi, Isabela, and Puerto de la Plata, in

the island of Hispaniola, gave a written license to John Hawkins
to trade there, and received from him 105 slaves and a caravel as an
equivalent for the dues accruing to your Majesty. They also agreed

to register, in accordance with your Majesty's decrees, all the merchan-
dise which he obtained by barter there, and consigned to Seville.

He now claims these consignments, and alleges that he has committed
no offence in your Majesty's seas, having only traded by permission

of your Majesty's representatives. It therefore appears to me best

not to show this document to the English, until your Majesty may
have had it reconsidered and send me your orders. Since his

voyage in 1563 Hawkins has made another voyage with a finer

fleet and returned with great wealth. I have no information as to

whether, during this last voyage, lie did anything wrong or traded

in your Majesty's dominions. After his return he again despatched
his fleet, but remained at home himself, but is now there {i.e., at

the Indies) more powerful than ever. He was to have been here

at the beginning of this month, as he usually comes at this time
of the year, but he has not arrived yet, and the Queen is very
anxious about it, as she is deeply interested. She promised
Guzman de Silva that he (Hawkins) should not trade any more
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in your Majesty's dominions, and I shall be glad if your Majesty

will have me informed as to whether he has done so since 1563.

Your Majesty orders me to proceed carefully in the queen of

Scotland's business in conformity with your Majestj^'s general

instructions. I will do so, and will carefully advise everything

that occurs in this most important matter.

I wrote on the 17th that a servant of the queen of Scotland,

who had spoken to me in Paris, had arrived here with a letter of

credence for me from Don Frances. I gave him your Majesty's

letter to his mistress. Another Scotch gentleman arrived here,
_

yesterday sent by his Queen to France, find he has now gone to
'

Court to ask for his passport. He brought me two letters from
his mistress to Guzman de Silva, but, as the latter has not left his

cipher, or even told me that he had one with her, I have been
unable to read them, and therefore send them enclosed, in order

that Guzman may decipher them if he has arrived. I understand

they will contain very little more than what the gentleman told

me verbally, but I have kept a copy of them, and will try to

get the Queen's cipher. The gentleman told me of the affliction

and distress of his mistress, and, amongst other things, that the

English want her and all her subjects to adopt the new religion of

this country. If the Christian Princes abandon her, she says that,

being a woman and alone, she does not know what she can do.

She is more distressed on this point than she is even at the

attempts of the English to interfere with her in the government of

her country. I have been assured here that all that this gentlemen
tells me is true, and that the Council is trying to do aa he says.

The arrangement made for the deputies to meet at York at the

end of the month has been delayed by Cardinal Chatillon's arrival.

I replied to the gentleman in general and complimentary terms, as

he was not going straight to his mistress. I will send a letter by
him to Don Frances giving an account of affairs here.

Cardinal Chatilloii has arrived at Reading, and has seen the
Queen almost secretly. He has also had several consultations with
the Council, who, I understand, however, have not yet decided to

resolutely help the French rebels, although many people wish such
help to be given, and, I am told, that the duke of Norfolk is

urgently in favour of open aid being extended to them. At all

events, it is certain that no decision has yet been arrived at, and
that nothing has been done except to take the munitions out of the
Tower of London, which, it is said, were shipped, although report

still insists that they have been sent to Windsor Castle. Troops
are not being raised, but all the houses in the country are being
searched to see that they have their firearms in order, as prescribed

by the law. The Cardinal has now returned to Thomas Gresham's
house two leagues from here. The French ambassador excused
himself to me for having gone to visit him, saying that he wished
to dissemble with him about his being in disgrace, in order to hear
what he would say. The ambassador tells me that he will have
to stay here a short time longer, as M. de la Mothe, who is to
succeed him, has been sent by his Queen to the duchess of Vendome.
I am carefully going over the Flemish documents. If matters
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calm down in the States, it would seem best that the settlement

arranged at Bruges should be carried out, which was not done at

the time in consequence of the troubles there.— London, 24th
September 1568.*

9 Oct. 52. QuERAU DE Spes to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty at length on the 6tb, 13th, 18th, and
25th ultimo, and on 2nd instant, and the last letter I received is of

16th August. Juan De Castro de la Loo has been sent to Ireland

to recover Domingo de Olano's ship and the cargo which had been

stolen. I have an appointment with the Queen for the 11th instant,

and I will press upon her the need for punishing the English

pirates Edward Cook and Thomas Uffal (?) who are already

prisoners, and that the rest should be captured to root out piracy

thoroughly, although, looking at the tendency of these people to

rob, it will be a difficult task. I will also speak of the grievance

of not giving the office of Postmaster to Godefredo, a subject of

your Majesty and a Catholic, who was elected by the powers in

accordance with ancient custom. Cecil is the obstacle, as he wants
to appoint a heretic, and says his object is to preserve intact the

rights of the Postmaster-General of this country, who is now
ambassador in Muscovy, and has left Cecil in charge of his

affairs.

I sent your Majesty the letters from the queen of Scotland, and
another servant of hers has since arrived disguised as a merchant,

who says he is going to the duke of Alba with letters from her

and will advise me when the boat which is to take him over is

ready. The regent James is reported to have arrived in York with
a guard of a hundred horsemen and all the deputies are now there.

The Queen of Scotland knows how to ingratiate herself with her
keepers, and has many on her side. In the neighbourhood, which
is the part of the country where there are most Catholics, she has
many sympathisers, and it will not be diffieiilt to release her, and
even raise a great revolt against this Queen ; but it will be more
prudent that your Majesty should not appear in this, and I will

do nothing unless I receive orders from your Majesty or the Duke.
Cecil is much against the queen of Scotland, and so jealous in the

matter that, as soon as he saw Beton, the Queen's servant, he asked
him whether he had been with his complaints to the Spanish
ambassador, and whether he came often to see me, to which he
replied that he had no dealings whatever with me. What I am
afraid of is that they might poison the poor Queen, although she

has won over greatly the Vice-Chamberlain and those who guard
her, he (i.e., Vice-Chamberlain Knollys) being a near relative of

the queen of England. Frenchmen arrive here every day, and in

such numbers that London is half in revolt against the foreigners

who are so numerous.
The Cardinal's wife has arrived with her children, a great

* This letter, as it at present exists, is, in places, nnintelligible. I have eDdeavoured
to reduce it to a connected meaning by re-arranging, but in no case altering, the

text.
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following, and all the fittings of her house, so it is probably untrue

that the officers of the king of France had sacked their house. No
such thing happened.

Captain Sores, Baron de Morbec, the president of Bordeaux, and
many others, have arrived here, and have divulged to the Queen
the plot they have to capture Havre de Grace by the help of the

Governor and a Gascon Captain. I at once informed the French

ambassador, who thanked me greatly, and I have written also to

the Duke and Don Francds.

They have given to the Cardinal Ham House, next to Sion

House, and they say the Queen has granted him a hundred pounds

III month. Great efforts are being made to get the Queen to help
* them with money, which they want more than men.

The infantry musters here are not proceeding very warmly. The
Queen has ordered as many harquebusses as have been sent to

Rochelle, and great stores of munitions, such as muskets, &c.

John Man is liere, and the servant of the Marquis de Sarria has

gone back without seeing me and without hearing mass. I do not

think it is a good sign.

A Scotch gentleman of the house of Stuart has arrived here

and announces that he is going to Scotland to raise 500 horse for

M. de Condd.

I send enclosed a copy of the claims now pending judicially here,

and, although little justice is done, I think of mentioning the

matter to the Queen, gently at first, but afterwards more rigour

will be necessary, for nothing else is heard of here but the

robberies they have committed on your Majesty's subjects.

I learned from the servant, whom I sent to request audience for

me, that they have detained in the Court that Scotsman who first

brought me the letters in cipher for Guzman de Silva, on the

accusation that he was concerned in the murder of the King.

Lady Margaret thinks that he was, and has sent to tell me so.

This Queen wishes to make use of her to injure the queen of

Scotland. Beton assures me that this man was not concerned in

the murder, although he is mentioned in the pardon granted by
the Parliament to the Earl of Bothwell. The latter is still a

prisoner in Denmark. The deputies are as follows : For the queen
of P^ngland, the duke of Norfolk, the earl of Sussex, Sir Ralph
Sadler ; for the queen of Scotland, the bishop of Ross, Lord Herries,

Lord Boyd, the abbot of Kilwinning, the laird of Lochinvar ; for

the Governor, governor Murray, Lord Morton, Lord Lindsay, the

bishop of Orkney, who married them {i.e„ Mary and Bothwell), and
secretary Lethington, Master James Magill, Master Henry Balnaves,

and the Lord Provost.* I am sure that this Queen has helped Orange
with money, and will now help Condd, the money being usually

obtained in Antwei'p. I have informed the Duke where he may

* The list of Commissioners is not quite correctly given. They were, for Elizabeth,
the duke of Norfolk, the earl of Sussex, and Sir Ralph Sadler ; for Mary, Lesly, bishop
of lloss. Lord Livingston, Lord Boyd, Lord Herries, Gavin Hamilton of Kilwinning, Sir
John Gordon of Lochinvar, and Sir James Cockburn of Skirling; and for Murray,
himself, Morton, the bishop of Orkney, Pitcairn, Commendador of Dunfermling, and
Lord Lindsay. Magill of Eankeilor, Balnaves of Hallhill, Maitland of Xiethington,

and George Buchanan were appointed to attend them as assistants.
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learn what goes on in this matter, in order that he may take what
measures may be necessary. Leonardo Tadeo, a Florentine, is

the man who can secretly inform him.

Whilst writing this, a trustworthy person has come from the

Court to tell me that the Scots, to the number of 200, have

managed to enter the town of Berwick, and had almost taken

possession of it, killing Marshal Drury* and other officers and

soldiers, and if they had been stronger they would have kept

possession of the town, but they were few and without a head.

In the end they were defeated, but with the loss of the English

who were in the town.

I am informed that the Cardinal seeks 600,000 ducats,—London,

9th October 1568.

14 Oct. 53. The King to Guerau de Spes.

By advices from Don Frances de Alava, and by what I hear from

the French ambassador and a gentleman of the chamber named
LigneroUes, we have learned of the proposal which the English

ambassador in France had made to the King. It was, in effect, to

persuade and advise him at great length that he should not allow

the persecution of the Protestants, but that all should be allowed to

live in their own way without molestation. He ended by signify-

ing, although not openly, that otherwise the Queen could not

avoid helping them. The biisiness was so important that I was
asked by the King how he should treat this. I answered that he

should treat the Protestants as rebels, as in fact they are, and
thereupon all possible difficulty would disappear, since no Prince,

however barbarous he may be, can countenance rebels who are

equally against all Princes. I said I was sure that if he treated

them in this way the Queen would not help them, and that, for

greater certainty, I would instruct you to approach her on tlic

subject ; and I now request that you will do so, without mentioning

religion in any way, but gently reminding her that 1 shall be

pleased if she will not interfere with the king of France in this

matter, but let him punish his rebel subjects, and that she will not

allow her country to favour or promote such an atrocious crime as

rebellion. She herself will see that this should be her course, and
my advice is mainly inspired by my desire for her tranquillity and
the maintenance of peace between her and the king of i'rance. I

am sure she will take it in good part that I should have given her

this advice.—Madrid, 14th October 1568.

18 Oct. 54. Guerau de Spes to the King.

[Extract.]

The Queen told me that John Man had arrived ; that he was a

veiy learned and worthy man, and she understood that the English

who are in Madrid had plotted against him, causing your Majesty
to be displeased with him. I told her that the English had nothing

whatever to do with it, but that he himself was entirely to blame
for speaking so loosely of things, which need not have been men-
tioned there. She told me that she had been assured that he had

* Sir W illiam Drury, niarehal of Berwick. The news was untrue.
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not spoken about religious differences, except to one or two
Englishmen. I said that from the account I had, John Man was
much to blame, whereupon she said she should like to see the

statement to which I referred. I said that as the affair was now
past, I did not think I need show it to her, but that if she wished
I would give her a summary of it. I will have this summary made,
and if she asks me for it again, I will give it to her. If it is finished

in time for this post I will enclose a copy herewith. She will pro-

bably not recollect it again, but the coming of John Man has

reopened the wound.—London, 18th October 1568.

23 Oct. 55. GuERAu de Spes to the King.

I take the opportunity of a cutter leaviag for Biscay to write to

your Majesty to say that by letters from Antwerp I learn that the

prince of Orange, with 14',000 infantry and 6,000 horse, passed the

Meuse the previous night to within three leagues of your Majesty's

camp. He brought no artillery, and lost some horses in the passage.

As soon as the Duke was informed of it, he went with his army
against him, and I have since received letters from Geronimo de

Curiel, dated the 17th, informing me of the progress of your
Majesty's fortunate arms. As the Duke could not write to me
himself, Curiel sent me copy of a letter which secretary Juan de

Albornoz had written to him in the Duke's name on the 10th

instant, which is as follows :

—

" The Duke has learnt that it has been decided by the natives,

and by the Italians and Germans, to send a daily courier to learn

news of this most fortunate army, whereat his Excellency is greatly

pleased, and is delighted to be able to inform them, for their

satisfaction, of the good news of the defeat of these rebels, who
for the last three days have eaten nothing but apples. They do

not bring enough artillery to batter an old dovecote. A nice way to

conquer a country. It appears that to-day tiiey ai'e going towards

Zanti-on ; it is to be hoped they are going to pay for the place

where the meetings were held. A hundred waggons have been

taken from them, and amongst other things have been found in

them some custodes, with the holy Sacrament still in them. Please

God to punish those who so wickedly insult Him ' Since writing

the above the Duke suddenly raised his camp at Wilzen, but I had
no time to close this letter. This was caused by information that

the Prince was raising hi& camp near Tongeren. The Duke
followed him so closely that our vanguard came into contact with
his rearguard a half-a-league on the other side of Tongeren, where
500 or 600 men were killed, but few prisoners taken, although

100 waggons of provisions, clothes, &c., were captured. They are

now in a very strong position between two mounds, and the Duke
is within a league of their camp, where, it is said, they have
entrenched themselves and are suffering from hunger. Many
Walloon soldiers are desertins, and though the Duke reconnoitred

their position to-day, he did not find the countrj^ very suitable for

coming to close quarters with them. In their quarters at Tongeren
were found many soldiers and waggons which were taken, and the

latter given to his soldiers by the Duke. Of the Prince's soldiers,
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who were naked, the Germans were turned out towards Maestricht,

but all those who are subjects of our King are hanged."

This is a copy of the letter, and the courier tells me that the

enemy are hard pressed, and no men had gone to joia them from
any part of Flanders. This news is very distressing for these folks

here, who would like to see your Majesty's army destroyed, although

there are some good people who wish otherwise. Some, however,

are such bare-faced heretics, that they go to St. Pauls to preach and
spread false news, by which fictions they entertain the people, who
are naturally of a flighty disposition. Amongst the principal of

them is Cook,* tlie father-in-law of Cecil and of the Chancellor.

He and his two sons-in-law are amongst the most pernicious

heretics in Europe.

There are four ships here called the " Meda," the " Eyde," the
" Gineta," and the " Phcenix," as well as a great ship loaded with
stores. It is thought that these vessels will carry the money that

the Queen is providing for the prince of Condd's army. She has

borrowed money here at 12 per cent., payable in a yeai', and has

given warrants of exemption so that it shall not be considered

usury. I do not think that they have been able to get more than
40,000 ducats, and the rest will have to be raised in Antwerp, of

which I have informed the duke of Alba. Hamberton, a nephew
of the Vice-Admiral, with 30 or 40 young gentlemen, well-armed
and mounted, accompanied by many servants and some soldiers,

have left port, pretending that the Queen does not know of the

expedition, whilst many ships are already asserted to be in the

pay of the prince of Cond^, and will plunder the ships belonging

to the faithful subjects of the king of France. It will be well for

ships coming from Spain to be prepared for this, and to come
several together for mutual safety.

Cecil came to my house on Sunday last, as was agreed between
the Queen and myself. He promised me that the pirates already

captured should be promptly and severely punished, and that those

who are accused should be arrested, if possible.

I gave him a memorial about the restitution of what had been
stolen, and he said he would try to get all restored, where possible.

In order that he might be better posted in the matter, I appointed
two of the Spaniards resident here to go over each item in detail

with him.

The business of the Postmaster is a very difficult one, and the

passion shown about it proves how badly disposed these people are

towards your Majesty. I have had a statement drawn up as to

the customary usage on former occasions in these elections of

Postmasters, and will give it to the Queen, as I do not wish to

dicuss the matter again with Cecil.

Cecil again mentioned the matter of the " Pontifical History,"

and, although I assured him that the portions in which the Queen
had been disrespectfully spoken of had been burnt by your
J\lajesty's orders, he insisted that the book had been reprinted. I

told him that to reprint the book would take fully six months, and

Sir Authony Cook.
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I could assure him that neither that book nor any other treating
the Queen disrespectfully, would be printed in your Majesty's
dominions. It would, I think, not be undesirable for your Majesty
to have a letter written to me on this subject, that I may give it

to the Queen to satisfy hei-. All this, doubtless, sjjrings from John
Man, and Cecil takes these opportunities to make bad blood
between his mistress and us. He declares that your Majesty
would not allow the Queen's ambassador to exercise his own
religioa in your Court,, ignoring the just limitations which your
Majesty alone imposed upon him ; and even the man who has in his

custody the queen of Scotland takes advantage of this falsehood to

deny her permission to hear mass, saying that you would not
allow the English ambassador to exercise 'the reformed rites in

Spain. The queen of Scotland's affairs will, I think, be long drawn
out. During the first few days in York the commissioners
banquetted each other, and since then, documents have been
produced inculpating this Queen and exculpating the queen of

Scotland. Every point is submitted to the Queen here. I have a
person to inform me of all that goes on, and have obtained a new
cipher with the queen of Scotland, the old one having been lost.

—

London, 23rd October 1568.

25 Oct. 56. GuERAU de Spes to the King.

Whilst the French ambassador was dining with me to-day, a

servant of the Portuguese ambassador was sent to inform me that

this morning at mass the agents of the bishop of London entered

the house and arrested the Englishmen who were present, but the

ambassador forbade them to take them prisoners, and subsequently

the officers and a great number of people surrounded the house.

He wishes me to see whether I can help him, and asks me to tell

him what I think he ought to do. Tie French ambassador and
myself were both of opinion that a servant of mine should accom-

pany the Portuguese ambassador's servant to beg the Lord Mayor*
to be good enougli to p,o and disperse the people from before the

house, but when the Maj'or heard that it was a question of the

mass, he was in a great rage, and said that if the Bishop wished,

he, the Mayor, would rather go with his men to help him. He
said it was no good asking him to help men who go to mass. I

sent some more of my people to the house of the Portuguese
ambassador to say that I thought he ought to inform the Queen,

and, at the same time, some of the officials of the Lord Ciiancellor,

who is Cecil's brother-in-law, arrived in great anger and demanded
of the ambassador that the Englishmen should be given up, saying

that they had no quarrel with him or his people. The ambassador
r(!plied that there was no one there but his own servants, and on
the arrival of some more Spaniards, and Wilson who was ambassa-

dor in Portugal, the constables retired for the present, those who
were inside remaining there in the hiding. Probably the Queen
would be glad for the Portuguese ambassador to leave after this

affront without pressing her more about the prohibition of trade

with the Indies and Guinea, as people here are much disturbed by
the delay in Hawkins's arrival, and are afraid that the Portuguese

* Sir Itoger Blartin — Mticur.
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fleet has sent him to the bottom, as is reported by a ship which
brings the news from Rochelle.—London, 25th October 1568.

30 Oct. 57. GuERAU DE Spes to the King.
[Extract.]

I wrote to your Majesty on the 23rd and 25th by a cutter leaving

for Biscay, sending the letters to Juan Martinez de Recalde, and
since then the ordinary post from Antwerp has arrived fully

confirming all the news, and assuring us of the small, or no, effect

produced by the rebel arms in those parts, although it is greater

than was at first reported. They (the rebels) hoped to unite with

M. de Mouy and other bandits from France. The Duke acts with

so much prudence that I hope God will give him entire victory with

small loss to us. The heretics here are more impassioned than those

in the camp of the prince of Orange itself.

The four ships are ready, and William Winter who accompanied

your Majesty when you passed from Dover to Calais has been

appointed captain of them. Money is being got together at a

furious pace, and 4,000 infantry have been raised in the North.

I enclose the demands made by the Commissioners in York.

Two of each party have arrived here to consult with this Queen
who is at Hampton Court. I am of opinion that this would be a

good opportunity of handling Scotch affairs successfully, and
restoring this country to the Catholic religion, and if the Duke
were out of his present anxiety and your Majesty wished, it

could be discussed. Juan Brucel who wanted to disturb Amster-
dam, and another man, a servant of the prince of Orange, called

M. de Dolain, arrived here recently and have gone to the Court. I

am watching what they arrange, and I am advised that it will be

prudent to keep an eye on what Harrington writes from Spain. It

would be as well to seize some of his letters.

At this moment the bishop of Ross has sent me, by one of the

queen of Scotland's Commissioners, a letter from his mistress,

saying that the Bishop will come and see me and give me an
account of all her affairs. He leaves now for Hampton Court, and
will see me at a fitting hour when he returns.—London, 30th

October 1568.

? Oct. 58. The King to Guerau de Spes.

You will have learnt from Guzman de Silva and from Dr. Manuel
Alvarez, a member of the king of Portugal's Council, now resident

in London, particulars of the business which the latter is negotia-

ting, and, as discussion had been opened for a settlement of the

matter (of which I at once informed the King, telling him I was
glad to hear it and hoped an arrangement would be effected on
fair terms), I have advised him that the best course for Alvarez to

adopt will be to make the most favourable terms possible, take
leave of the Queen kindly and return to Portugal. As I have the
interests of my nephew the King as much at heart as my own, and
desire that the matter should be settled to his satisfaction, you will,

after discussing his instructions with Manuel Alvarez, speak to the

Queen in my name, and in the terms which you think will be most
likely to persuade her to the object desired, or, at all eventS; as near

y 76467. F
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to it as possible. You will also make use. for the purpose, of the

Queen's ministers who may be favourable to a settlement of the

business, and will assist the ambassador in every way in your

power, so that he may return with all speed after arranging the

best possible terms. I shall be glad to know what you do in the

matter, and, in all things concerning my nephew the King, you
will act as if they were for me.—Madrid, ? October 1568.

1 Nov. 59. The King to the Duke of Alba.

Since we were in England you will, no doubt, recollect the bearer,

Francis Englefield, who was a member of our Council at that time
and enjoyed the full confidence of Queen Mary, my wife, and,

consequently, mine. He is a good Catholic, much attached to his

late mistress and to me, and, as he refused to change his religion

or obey the summons of the present Queen, she has sequestrated

his property and patrimonial estates, which my intercession with
her has been powerless to get her to restore, or even to grant him
the revenues of, although Guzman de Silva and Guerau de Spe.s

have frequently begged her to do so in my name. He now wishes

to occupy himself in aifairs of my service, and I have decided

therefore to send him to reside near you, as I think his prudence

and good connections will be useful in the States. In order that

he may be able to maintain himself comfortably, I have assigned

him 1,000 twenty-plack florins* a year, as you will see by the

separate warrant he bears. I beg, therefore, that you will have
this sum paid punctually, and cherish this good gentleman as his

quality and good parts deserve, treating him well in consideration

of his wish to serve me, as I know he will do in all things in which
you may employ him. T shall he pleased at all the honour and favour
you may bestow upon him, so that his countrymen may see the high

account in which we hold good Catholics, and thus be encouraged to

persevere in the true religion.—Madrid, 1st November 1568.

6 Nov. 60. Guerau de Spes to the King.

A French pirate has arrived here who styles himself vice-admiral

of France. His name is Chateau Portut, and he has seven ships

of war, having also plundered 11 vessels, 10 of which belong to

obedient subjects of the French King and one to a Zealand subject

cif your Majesty. He has discharged his booty and is selling it on
shore. The Zealander escaped at Portsmouth and demands justice

from the authorities of the place and the arrest of the pirates.

They refused unless they had the Queen's orders, whereupon the

Zealander came to me and I sent him to Cecil. The latter came
and said that it was a matter that must be brought before the

Queen and Council ; and, as he would express no opinion, and
seeing that the merchandize was being sold and taken away, I

sent the man with one of my servants to Hampton Court, writing
to the Queen by them an account of the matter. They were told

to return to-day for the answer which they are now awaiting.

The Queen's four ships and one of Winter's, with another loaded
with stores, are at the mouth of the river, and for the last three
^ « I
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days all sorts of heavy artillery -with large quantities of ammu-
nition have been taken to them. Ten more ships are ready at

Portsmouth, which, together with those commanded by the pirate,

will make up a good fleet. It is understood that this Queen is to

be offered by the Admiral's party a place on this side of Rochelle,

which will be delivered to Winter. The Queen is borrowing money,
and has even pledged a jewel in order to get together over 40,000

ducats. She has been able to get very little in Antwerp and has sent

to Frankfort. She has made the duke of Norfolk and the earl of

Sussex, who were in York, return hither, and has summoned Arundel,

although he excused himself by saying that he was unwell. She
wishes them all to be present when a decision is arrived at about
Scotland. I have received a letter of credence from the queen of

Scotland for the bishop of Ross, who promises to come and see me.

It appears as if the time was approaching when this country may
be made to return to the Catholic Church, the Queen being in such

straits and short of money. I have already informed your Majesty
of the offer made by Viscount Montague's brother-in-law on con-

dition that they may hope for protection from your Majesty. He
still presses it, and I await your Majesty's orders.—London, 6th
November 1568.

29 Nov. 61. GuERAu DE Spes to the King.

On the 27th I informed your Majesty of the arrival here of a
courier named Antonio de Cordoba, and that he had gone to the
Court with a servant of mine for his passport, but as the French
ambassador was there, it was signed very late by the Queen, and
I have detained the man until to-day after my audience.

The Queen is willing to give a passport for the money that came
in these ships to go overland, or will, at the option of the factor of
the Genoese, lend one of her ships to convoy the vessels. She has
appointed secretary Bernard Hampton to treat with me on all that
concerns this business, in consequence of Cecil being much occupied.

This is all the better as Hampton is a friend of mine. I give
information about it to the duke of Alba, and the agent of the
merchants reports to his principals in Antwerp. The instructions

received from there shall be followed. I have given the Queen a
long account of all that has happened in Flanders, upon which, in

some respects, she was badly informed, not having had news that

all is going so favourably as it is.—London, 29th November 1568.

12 Dec. 62. Guerau de Spes to the King.

By the ordinaiy courier to Flanders I wrote to your Majesty at

length on the 4th inst., and advised the arrival of two cutters and
another vessel with money on the coast of this island in great peril,

and since then all the others have arrived, with certain vessels from
Spain loaded with wool. Amongst them was one loaded in San
Sebastian with wools by Miguel de Berroes, and this was captured
by Courtney, an English pirate, in company with two Frenchmen.
Besides this, two very rich sloops, on their way from Flanders to

Spain, were taken by Hawkins, another English pirate, with some
Freuchmenj and all these vessels have been brought into Plymouth

F 2
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and the neighbouring ports as prizes, where the booty was at once

sold. Up to the present two cutters and one other vessel have

arrived safely in Antwerp, and for the rest of them Benedict Spinola

asked me to intercede. At the same time that I received news
of them I requested audience of the Queen, which was granted on

the 29th, and the Queen consented to give me a passport for the

money to be brought overland, or to lend one of her own ships to

convoy the vessels in safety, of which I gave notice to the duke
of Alba, from whom I have received no answer. In the meanwhile,

I warned the captains of the vessels not to move, and had letters

from the Queen sent to the officials of the ports, ordering them to

defend the ships, which was highly necessary as, although in the

cases where the ships could get shelter near to the towns they

have done so, the pirates have attacked them, and some of our

men have been killed in defending their vessels, with a greater loss

still on the part of the corsairs. The Mayor himself was badly

wounded in trying to pacify them. Many people have advised the

Queen to seize the money, and the Vice-Admiral has written to

this effect from Plymouth. I am in hourly expectation of the

Duke's order for these ships to proceed on their voyage. The
French pirates have about ten ships with 1,200 men, besides seven

or eight more ships which will join with them. I have heard of the

capture of the two sloops and the Biscay ship since I saw the

Queen on the 19th ultimo, and I at once wrote to her what had
happened, beseeching her for prompt and rigorous action as the

case demanded. I also wrote to the earl of Leicester, who is with

the Commissioners nearly every day at Westminster discussing

with great fervour the affairs of the queen of Scotland. He said

he would come and speak to me, but subsequently sent to excuse

himself; whereupon, after having informed Cecil, and waited two
or three days, I sent to beg that they would receive me, and
also asked for audience of the Queen. I conversed with them at

length yesterday about these pirates, when they promised to take

measures at once and to write more pressing letters to the royal

officers in those ports. These are now being sent ofif, but in all

things Cecil showed himself an enemy to the Catholic cause,

and desirous on every opportunity to oppose the interests of your
Majesty, who is the head of all Catholics and possessor of this

noble title. He has had to be dealt with by prayers and gentle

threats in all this. I have also begun to discuss with them the

king of Portugal's affairs, and, after having spoken to the Queen, I

will see whether some settlement cannot be effected.

Winter, with six of the Queen's ships, has left for Rochelle. It

is not known whether he is ordered to leave the stores and money
(although some say he carries no money), or whether he is to first

ascertain how the rebels are going on. Although they have pro-

mised the English to deliver some strong place to them, I do not

believe they will be able to do it. Every day the nine Commis-
sioners for the Queen meet in Westminster, and many of them
want to condemn the queen of Scotland, although her agents

protest. In addition to the criminal charge of homicide, they

accuse her of having formerly raised this country against the
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Queen, so that there is little chance of her getting her liberty,

excepting by some secret succour or contrivance, such as is being
aimed at. The queen of Scotland asks permission to come here to

justify herself before the peers and ambassadors, but as she has
many friends here it will not be granted to her. Things are in

such a form that, if this Princess could count upon support, it

might be easy for her to change from a prisoner to sovereign of

this country.

Yesterday, Martin de Mellica, master of a sloop carrying a courier

despatched on the 20th ultimo by the duke of Alba to your
Majesty, advised me that he was at the Isle of Wight afraid to

proceed, and I will, with the Governor of the island and the earl

of Leicester, see what best can be done for his prompt departure.

Whenever Flemish matters are calm, and your Majesty and the
French King choose to stop English commerce, without even drawing
the sword, they will be obliged to adopt the Catholic religion, and
if the French ambassador were to notify it to them first, and
afterwards your Majesty's ambassador and those of other Catholic

Princes, I believe, seeing the position of the country, that they
would be forced to come to reason by pressure from their own
people, who are largely Catholics. I have drawn up a sketch of

what might be said to the Queen in such a case, and send herewith
triplicate copies thereof, so that secretary Zayas may correct it

and it may be ready when your Majesty may desire it.

With this letter I send to Newport, Isle of Wight, letters from
the Queen to the Governor of the island, ordering the .sloop to be
dispatched in the best way possible, and her Majesty has also sent

me the letters I requested for the captains of the ports. A man is

going to provide for the safety of the ship that is in Southampton
with so much money, and the letter for the sloop at Plymouth is

also being sent authorizing them to disembark the money if they
wish.

The Council is sitting at Court night and day about the queen
of Scotland's affairs. Cecil and the Chancellor would like to see

her dead, as they have ready a King of their own choosing, one of

Hertford's children. I am informed to-day by Ridofi, a rich

Florentine, that Gresham, this Queen's factor, has asked him for a

letter of credit on Germany for 12,000 ducats for a gentleman
whom this Queen intends to send thither. I expect they wish to

raise as many powerful enemies to us in Flanders as they can,

—

London, 12th December 1568.

Without 63^ Draft of Proposed Address from Guerau de Spes to tiie
^'"*" Queen of England, apparently that referred to in the

aforegoing letter.

I have to address your Majesty on the most important subject

which can be in the world, not on my own behalf, but in the name
of the most powerful of Christian Princes, a kinsman, friend, and
ally of your Majesty and of this most noble realm. No con-

sideration of self-interest moves him to this, but the welfare and
tranquillity of your Majesty and your dominions, with which those

of his Catholic Majesty are united by aucieut bonds of alliance and
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friendship. His Majesty is moved to tins also by the great valour,

talent, and gentleness of your Majesty, which good qualities on a

former occasion disposed him to act effectively for your benefit.

He, therefore, hopes that you, the more easily than anyone else,

may be able to judge of the true road to salvation, and will permit

your subjects to return thereto, they having been astutely and
violently forced therefrom by persuasion and intrigue. My own
intention is to serve all parties and do what good I can, and I will

not, therefore, discourse as a theologian, such not being my pro-

fession, and this having been done already by so many learned

Catholics. I will speak simply as a minister of my King, a friend

and sympathiser of this kingdom, and will propose for its benefit

the thiiigs tliat my King and other Catholic Princes consider neces-

sary for the happiness and welfare of your Majesty and the

needful unity of Catholic Christianity, so vital to the interests of

your Majesty and your subjects. Our fathers, grandfathers, and
more remote ancestors were as good men as we, and desired to go

to heaven as we do. They obeyed the Catholic universal Church,

and recognised a supreme pastor therein. We must not condemn
them, nor, on the strength of mere words from vain people, consign

them to hell. A fine thing would it be, forsooth, to say that

St. Augustine, St. Jerome, St. Gregory, and other successors of

the Apostles, men famous for their virtue, were mistaken, whilst in

these miserable days of ours the truth was found in the mouth of

vile apostates like Zingler, Calvin, Beza, and others. Who would
leave the unity of the Catholic faith, confirmed as it has been by
so many general councils and by universal consent, to follow new
preachers, each one of whom speaks difierently from the other ?

No maze has so many paths as the new religion has conflicting

sects, and, to our misfortune, all these sects find followers and

defenders, particularly the worst of them, whereby God's justice is

seen upon our manifold sins.

So extreme is the evil that there are sectaries who even dare to

advocate the making of a new law, with fresh precepts and rules of

life, on the ground that that which we follow is old. Others read

a translation of the Koran of Mahomet with so much fervour that,

if another Geneva were to urge them thereto, I understand that

many of them would adopt the doctrine therein set forth. I am
informed by persons of great position and responsibility that, by
this means, the Protestants thought to persuade Soliman, Prince of

the Turks, to come to their aid, showing him how little difference

there was between his creed and theirs. For more than fifteen

hundred years our holy Catholic Church has flourished under a

supreme pastor, and, although it has suffered before as it does now,
it has still remained pure and will so remain, by the grace of Him
who founded it. Calvin and Luther, like Arrio and Donato before

them, claimed to speak in the words of God and follow His
scripturea, and will usurp His power as their predecessors tried to

do. This is the vain artifice of heretics, and only used in order to

exalt them. Omnipotent God, by His goodness and through His
only Son, gave us this divine law, authorized by the blood of the

Giver, preached and published through the world by His holy
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Apostles and their successors. For its perfect and stable main-
tenance it pleased Him to leave the Church as His regent,

lieutenant, and governor, without which it would be vain to hope

that the Christian peoples themselves would agree on a common
symbol and law of life, so that the necessity is clear and ac-

knowledged for the existence of a supreme universal pastor as

successor in the office and dignity of the holy St. Peter, and to

deny it would seem to question the wisdom of Christ himself. If

we banish from our hearts all the hatred and rancour which blind

the human mind, if we cast out the yearning for a life of licence

and offer ourselves in faith and good works to Him who by love

redeemed us, the truth of this will be evident to us. It is said

that jealousy is hard to root out, for the jealous always think that

their suspicion has some foundation, and so it is, and worse, with
heresy. But all the greater will be the glory of conquering an
enemy so terrible, so subtle, and so intimate. The glorious

Augustine, although at one time a contumacious heretic, and
Cyprian, who was a public invoker of demons, were, nevertheless,

afterwards saints and defenders of our faith ; and not they alone,

but great princes and others have, many times, seen their error, and
with sweet tears have returned to the bosom of the holy Catholic

Church.
Truly, when my King considers the prudence and the wisdom of

your Majesty, the eloquence, knowledge of languages, affability,

and really royal carriage you possess, virtues so rarely united in

one person, he has every hope that this country, by your Majesty's

orders, may yet return to the Catholic Church, and all the new
errors be cast out therefrom, and their promoters punished as they

deserve. This is anxiously looked for in other Christian countries,

and even in your own, where, I believe, the greater number of

people are still Catholics. And so much, surely, is due to the

memory of the pious tears of Queen Mary and of so many Catholic

predecessors of your Majesty, as well as to the host of good just

Englishmen who have been true martyrs of Christ. The time
seems now opportune for such a return to the faith, and is crying

aloud to your Majesty. In all that has passed, the moderation
shown by you has been conspicuous, in sustaining the churches and
preserving to the clergy their ecclesiastical vestments, as well as

maintaining a large portion of the Catholic observances, the

veneration on the altar of the figure of the cross on which our
Lord died, and the checking of the mad and furious insolence of

those unhappy men, vulgarly called ministers, but who really are

coarse clowns and charlatans. Your Majesty is now begged to end
this business as it deserves, accepting and ordering to be observed

in your dominions the decisions of the council of Trent, in which
your action will be recognized as prompted by the Holy Spirit, and
this country, formerly so Catholic, will regain its ancient renown
and lustre. This will be effected without scandal and without
bloodshed, by the sole good will of your Majesty, whom I am sure

all your subjects will willingly obey. Here are the arms of all

Christian Princes, especially those of my lord the King, ready to

support, defend, and aid your Majesty, whose crown will be pro-
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tected by him with as much zeal as his own kingdoms of Castile

and Aragon, to which I pledge his Catholic Majesty's word. I will

also promise in his name that whatever declarations, pardons, or

indulgences may be necessary from the Holy See for the security

and welfare of your Majesty and your country in this conversion,

His Majesty will endeavour to have granted in such a form, where

possible, as to be without injury to anyone, unless they be already

conceived in general terms. If your Majesty will not agree to

what is now requested, or should refer the question for discussion, as

was done, on a former occasion, in a certain Parliament, which, in

affairs of faith, should have no authority, it would be contrary to the

confidence which my King, the other Catholic Princes, and many
worthy people in this country have in your Majesty, and it is

certain that communications between this country and Catholic

countries will be fraught with much difficulty, as it is acknow-
ledged that when the malady is at its worst it is most contagious,

and contact must be avoided. There is no doubt that the con-

versation of one who has left the holy Catholic faith is more
dangerous than that of an infidel who was never beneath the

banner of Christ.

This, your Majesty, I beg before all these illustrious persons you
will deign to receive in the spirit with which you are credited, and
that you will, with your admirable talent and prudence, be pleased

to order it to be carried into effect. Such a course is hoped lor by
my King and all faithful Catholics, and thus, by your benign hand,

the Catholic Church will again become one solid stock, and will

obey one supreme pastor, to the eternal glory of the unconquered

house of England.

18 Dec. 64. Guerau de Spes to the King.

I have given advice on the 27th and 29th ultimo, and 4th, 11th,

and 12th instant, to your Majesty of the arrival of vessels on this

coast, and as it was known that they carried large sums of money,
it was a wonder they were not taken by French and English

pirates, of whom there are many. As it was thej' attacked them,

and men were killed on both sides. This Queen offered some of

her ships as a guard and convoy, or a passport if the money was
to be brought overland. This was against the wishes of many of

her Councillors, who wanted to take the money. One ship and
two cutters have already arrived safely in Antwerp, and I await

orders from the Duke and parties interested with regard to the

others. In the meanwhile the money is safe, with the Queen's

letters and authority to land it if necessary, but, notwithstanding

this, Courtney and Cercen (Hawkins ?), two English pirates, with
some Frenchmen, have captured two sloops and a ship belonging to

subjects of your Majesty, and persons have been sent to take
measures to recover them, if possible, although Cecil, wherever he
can, favours the ])irates, both on account of religious partiality and
of the great profit he derives from it. He and Cardinal Chatillon

are the judges in all these depredations, and settle everything in

their own way,
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I received youi' Majesty's letters of 4th, 14th, and 15th October,
all on the same day, and on the 14th J communicated to the

Queen, during my audience, that God had been pleased to call to

Him our Lady the Queen,* now in heaven. She'naturally expressed

great sorrow, and, I suppose, will have the exequies carried out in

her own fashion. I also fulfilled your Majesty's orders in per-

suading her not to favour the rebels against the Christian King,

alleging the reasons, which seemed suitable. She replied to the

same effect as at Windsor, and called to witness the late French
ambassador here as to what she had done for his King and Queen.

She had never declared herself against them, but said the house of

Guise, which now ruled, were her enemies, whilst the Ghatillons

were her friends. She said that she knew that, after the King bad
pacified his country, he would turn upon her for the sake of

religion, as she was assured by persons in her favour who were
members of the Christian King's Council. I tried to satisfy her

about all this, assuring her that no prince would interfere in her

affairs if she did not provoke it herself; that the house of Guise

wished to serve her, and that these ChatiIlons,t if it suited their

purpose, would be the first to turn against her, for, if they could

not be loyal to their own sovereign, much less would they be loyal

to her. She will still continue to be made distrustful, but her

answer seems confused when she says that she will not be against

the Christian King, and yet will not abandon the Ghatillons nor
the cause of her religion. I tried to persuade her that this war
was not about reKgion, but was founded simply on rebellion and
disobedience. I will inform the duke of Alba and Don Frances

de Alava of all this, as your Majesty orders, and, in relation with
this, I told the Queen of the great objection there Avas to her

allowing the French pirates in her ports, and that Englishmen
should join them in their robberies, committed both on Frenchmen
and on our own people. I said it would be a terrible thing to

tolerate them, especiall)'^ as they did not contribute to the principal

object of the war, whereas the damages and robberies would be
infinite. Whilst she let them remain here it would be very difficult

for her to preserve her friendship with the States of Flanders. She
said she would punish them, although I have no great confidence

about it. I also discussed with her the afiairs of the King of

Portugal, pointing out to her the great expense incurred by him in

guarding the extremes of the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf, and
the benefit received by all India by instruction in the Chi'istian

faith. I said it would be very unjust to hamper the King and
spoil his commerce, and agreed with her that, as the Portuguese
ambassador had requested audience, she would appoint persons to

discuss the matter with him and with me, and would give him
audience on Sunday. I will then try to have these aflfairs settled

on the best possible terms.

I have received a letter from the queen of Scotland, in cipher,

copy of which I enclose. I know this Queen has great connections

* Elizabeth of Valois third wife of Philip 11.

t Chatillon was the lordship owned by the Coligny family, and the Admiral and faia

brothers were (ommonlj thus called.
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here, and it is quite possible, seeing the wickedness of people, that

some attempt may be made against the person of your Majesty,

upon whom alone depends the preservation of the Catholic Church,
against which and its defenders many here are furiously and
rabidly opposed, and are capable of any perversity for their end.

Your Majesty, in your great prudence, will have this looked into,

and, in the meanwhile, I will manage to send one of my servants

to the Queen, as she asks, in order to learn more of this business

from her. The bishop of Ross has shown me letters from this

unhappy Queen, saying that many of the supporters of the Regent
James have gone against the castle of Dumbarton, which is in that

part of Scotland opposite to Ireland. Their intention is to prevent
victuals being taken in, and as the Castle is on the coast the queen
of England's ships can go thither at any time. The Queen was in

want of money to revictual and aid this place, from which she

could always escape. Your Majesty will decide for the best in

this. The factor of this Queen is taking credits here on Germany,
and has already one for fifty thousand ducats in Nureraburg and
Fi'ankfort, in the name of Christopher Mundt. I do not know
whether it is to help Orange, or to pay the troops being raised for

Cond^.—London, 18th December 1568.

21 Dec. 65. Gueeau de Spes to the Duke op Alba.

I have just received advice from Lope de la Sierra, who is with
his ship at Southampton, that the Queen has sent orders for his

money to be discharged. The Captain of the Isle of Wight has

therefore discharged it, and, against Lope de la Sierra's wish, has

entrusted it to the keeping of the Mayor, as you will see by Lope de

la Sierra's letter enclosed. I believe they have done similarly ia

all the ports by orders of the Council. I was in fear of some such

pitfall as this, as they were making enquiries as to whether the

money belonged to his Majesty or to private persons. As Benedict

Spinola had put his own money in safety, he has been slack in the

dispatch of these other ships, although he was authorised to spend
a thousand pounds sterling in the transit. He thought this was not

enough, and sent for authority to spend a larger amount, which
authority, he said, he expected hourly, although I believe it has
been nothing but a subterfuge. I am now sending to give an
account of the matter to the Queen, and shall ask for audience, in

conformity with her reply. I also write about the Marseilles

ship.

Whilst I was writing the above, I have received your Excellency's

letter of 15th instant. It is not for me to advise you but to follow

your orders, but I do not like this way of beginning here, and it is

my opinion that all English ships and merchandise should be at

once seized in the States, and particularly in Antwerp, news of it

being also sent swiftly to Spain as there are valuable English ships

at Bilbao and Laredo.—London, 21st December 1568.

22 Dec. 66, Guerau de Spes to the Duke of Alba.

Last night I dispatched a courier to your Excellency reporting

that the money had been taken out of Lope de la Sierra's ship, and
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wrote to the Queen and Cecil asking them to return it to the custody
of those who held it before, requesting audience for myself at the same
time. Cecil was very grave about it, as also was the earl of Leicester,

Sometimes they said they were guarding it for his Majesty, and
sometimes that it belonged to other persons ; but they would not

say whether they had sent similar orders to Plymouth and Falmouth,

Their refusal to declare themselves on the point, however, proves

that they have done so. They consulted the Queen and then said

that the money was in safe keeping and no other answer could then

be given. I pressed for an audience and they told me to ask again

after dinner, they in the meanwhile being closeted with the

ambassador of the prince of Cond^, so that I could get no reply

from them. The Chamberlain was requested to go and ask the

Queen which he went in to do at once, and came out very much
irritated, saying he had not ventured to ask her Majesty for audience

as she was not in the habit of granting it on such days. The
affair is thus in a very bad way and these people are determined

to do any wickedness, so this money will not be recovered. I pray
your Excellency do not fail to seize all English property and send

word to Spain instantly for them to do the same there. Please also

instruct me as to what I am to do. As I am writing this in great

haste to catch the courier at Dover, I do not write to the King.
Please have this copied and forwarded to him, although I fear they
will stop courier and letter too.

Leicester said they knew your Excellency was very ill and my
servants assured him you were quite well. They will again ask for

audience to-morrow, and one of my men shall stay there until he
learns about the queen of Scotland.—London, 22nd December
1568.

27/30 Dec, 67. Guebau de Spes to the Duke of Alba.

By my letter of 21st and that of 22nd, which I sent after the

courier, I have advised your Excellency that the Queen had ordered

the money to be discharged from Lope de la Sierra's ship at

Southampton, and had placed it in the keeping of the Mayor. I have
since learnt that they have also detained the cutters and have sent

to Plymouth and Falmouth, where I have two men with a passport.

I do not yet know how the thing happened, but I do know that, at

the instance of many of her Councillors, and the instigation of the

bishop of Salisbury, a great heretic, the Queen has determined to

take the money, saying that God has sent it to defend His gospel.

Dr. Junio,* agent of the Count Palatine, was at once dispatched,

his errand here having been to persuade the Queen that although
his infantry had been maltreated this year, his cavalry had gained
great distinction. The Palatine is to be told by him about this

money as he promises to go back to the States more powerful than
before, and the Queen fears that all the responsibility will fall upon
her, as your Excellency will have learnt from the prisoners of the
help she has extended to the rebels. Cecil and Leicester tell her

* Dr. Juuiui de Jongh who -wna guveraor of Vere ftnd aa agent of Orange and the
FaUtiue.
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so, and she thus wishes to declare herself openly against his Majesty
in the belief that, if she makes herself mistress of the sea, and
another army goes by land to attack the States, the task will

be easy, especially as they think the French will be disturbed if

trade is suspended. I pray your Excellency do not doubt this

determination. I again importuned for an audience, and they said

that either to-morrow or the next day I should have one. I have
a servant at Court to learn whether it is to-morrow and to take a
lodging for me. I fully expect the Queen will give me a tem-
porising answer and delay the matter until she sees how your
Excellency takes it. This is the reason that has moved me to write
so urgently that you should seize all English property and advise

the King, in order that the same step may be taken in all his

dominions. If the Queen restores the money and the vessels and
other property stolen it will be easy to return English property to

its owners. English merchants are already taking fright and are

writing to their correspondents in the Netherlands advising them to

transport all they can. These four cutters and Lope de la Sierra's

ship are worth 400,000 crowns, and there are three more cutters

due to arrive. The sloops and ships seized are worth more than

200,000 crowns.

I have received your Excellency's two letters of recommendation.
I will do my duty in speaking bravely to the Queen and Council,

and will convey to them what your Excellency instructs me about
the robberies and the pirates.

I have sent the man to the queen of Scotland and will advise

your Excellency on his return.

I believe that Dr. Junio has gone to the Netherlands, and, if

diligence is exercised, he may be caught, and, whenever your
Excellency thinks fit, the queen of Scotland's affair can be raised.

It will be well that everything should be decided before the

spring.

Certain Gallicians have just informed me that their ships have
been arrested because they bring some Portuguese merchandise.

Continuation of the aforegoing letter

:

—The ordinary courier

has arrived without bringing any letters from your Excellency,

although I have letters saying you are at Mons. This Queen has
postponed my audience until to-morrow, and many merchants of

the city have gone to Court to beg her to return our money to us, as

they fear that their property may be seized in the States. No reply

will be given to them until after my audience. I pray your Excellency

to take the usual course {i.e., of reprisal), and, if these people do us

justice, it will be a warning to them for another time. When the

money is recovered we may ask the Queen, in conformity with our
treaties, to restore the sloops, of which I am told there are five and
the Spanish vessel, as well as the property in the Marseilles ship.

Your Excellency might order to be drafted the protests or demands
that I shall have to present to the Queen, for it is really un-
reasonable that these heretics should so impudently steal the
property of his Majesty's subjects.
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I send enclosed a copy of the passport which the Queen granted
with letters to the captains and governors of all the ports on
the very day before she ordered the seizures. I think it would be
a right thing to seize Benedict Spinola's property, as he, being
the representative of these merchants, and desirous of ingratiating

himself with Leicester and Cecil, has shown to the latter letters he
had received from the individuals, and has told them the marks
and parcels belonging to each. He is a great spy who is kept here

by the members of the Council to inform them of what is going on
in the States, and it is fitting that such scamps should be taught that

it will cost them dear to offend a sovereign so powerful and so good
as our King. He and Giacomo Pascual are in partnership at

Antwerp.

Summary of another letter in continuation of the aforegoing

:

—
The last letter from Don Guerau was dated 30th December, and
in it he writes that he had audience of the Queen, who made him
a long harangue excusing her action about the money. She said

that, in order to prevent the corsairs from capturing it she had
ordered it to be taken care of, and other groundless things of the

same sort. The ambassador thanked her and handed her a letter of

credence from the Duke, by virtue of which he requested her to

release the money and to lend two ships under a trustworthy person
to convoy it to Antwerp. She replied that two Genoese had told

her that the money did not belong to the King but to private

persons, in proof of which they had shown her letters from Spain
and she therefore had decided to avail herself of it. Don Guerau
assured her several times that it belonged to the King, and that, if

the marks on the boxes showed otherwise, it was owing to the

persons through whose hands it had passed who were collectors or

farmers of his Majesty's revenues. Notwithstanding all these

assurances, Don Guerau says they are determined not to return the

money, and he has heard this from the secretary of the Council.

By the aid of this money they will equip themselves to harass the

States by troubling us at sea, and preventing, so far as they can,

commerce with Spain.—London 27th (?), 29th (?), and 30th De-
cember 1568.

27 Dee 68. Guerau de Spes to the King.

On the 21st inst. I informed your Majesty that two days pre-

viously the Queen had had the money which came in Lope de la

Sierra's ship taken out, over twelve thousand crowns, and that

they were going to Falmouth and Plymouth to do the same with
the four cutters, the Queen having given a passport on the day
before she ordered this to be done, which passport I sent to the
vessels. She would not give me audience until to-morrow, and I

understand her intention to be to keep this money, as her friends

are in great alarm and will not be reassured by anything that can
be said to them from your Majesty or the king of France. This
alarm is incited by Cardinal Chatillon, the agent of the prince of

Condd, and the Count Palatine, who offers to return this year with

a larger force against the States of the Netherlands. As soon as
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the money was detained Condd's agent, a certain Dr. Junio, of

MalineSj went off post haste to his master. It is decided that this

Queen shall molest your Majesty's states by sea, whilst Orange and
the Palatine will return in strength to Flanders. To do this, since

the Queen has little credit in Antwerp and Frankfort, she dares to

show such treachery to her alliance and friendship with your
Majesty and thus breaks her word, twice pledged to me, her own
letters and orders in our favour and the passport which she signed
the day before she gave this infamous order. They have appointed
to-morrow or the next day for my audience with her, and I am
endeavouring to get it for to-morrow. I learn from a secretary of

the Council that she will retain the money and will declare herself

wholly against your Majesty, so that, I have written to the duke of

Alba, it would be advisable that your Majesty should order the
seizure of English property in your dominions, and, when they
return the money and the ships that these English and French
pirates have stolen, your Majesty might restore what you had
seized, otherwise they will have the advantage of the money, and
will make trade with Flanders difficult or almost impossible. It is

therefore necessary to take timely measures. After I have spoken
with the Queen I will write to your Majesty more fully what I

hear. I pray your Majesty do not consider the safety of my person,

for I will suffer cheerfully any trouble or danger in your service.

On the 14th inst. I spoke to the Queen about the king of

Portugal's business, and she promised me that her answer should
be more favourable, and she would send some of her Council to

discuss the matter with me. On the 19th she told the Portuguese
ambassador that she did not see how she could improve her answer,

and that her Council were of the same opinion, and she evidently

wished to end the matter here. I will see if anything more can be
done, but I doubt it, for these people are very exalted just now, and
have lately ordered the detention of three Portuguese ships at the

instance of George Winter, the brother of the man whose ship the

Portuguese captured in Guinea. They have also detained two
Gallician vessels. I will speak about this to-morrow to the Queen.
They wish to have as much booty in their hands as possible, so as

to be prepared for what may be done in Spain and Flanders,

where, I understand, there are many rich English ships, as there

are also in the Canaries.

From the queen of Scotland I have received advice, as I have
ali'eady informed your Majesty, of the plot being foi-med in Venice

against your Majesty's life. I have a faithful servant with the

Queen, and when he returns I will send him to your Majesty with
the full information, and by these means and through the queen of

of Scotland, whenever your Majesty chooses, the queen of England
can be attacked.—London, 27th December 1668.

1569.

7 Jan. 69. The King to Guerau de Spes.

You already have notice of the bearer, Juan Ochoa de Mongina,
as he says that on his way from Flanders he was captured in the
Channel by Englishmen, who plundered him of his children and
goods ; he escaping, came hither to seek redress, for which purpose
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he is now returning with a letter from me to the duke of Alba and
the present letter to you. I request you to help him in eveiy way
to recover the said children, and all, or part of, the property of

which he -was robbed, helping him in his claims on every occasion,

both because they are just and because he himself is my subject

and a kinsman of those who have served me well.—El Pardo,

7th January 1569.

8 Jan. 70. Gueeau de Spes to the King.

The Queen has taken possession of the boxes of money brought

by Lope de la Sierra's ship and 64 boxes from the cutters in

Plymouth. She is going to do the same with the other two cutters

in Falmouth, notwithstanding her promise and letters, besides the

passport she gave. The duke of Alba has ordered all English ships

and property to be seized, and informs me thereof in his letter of the

29th ultimo, which was brought by a special courier, who, however,

was careless, as with him came four others dispatched by the English.

They arrived here on the 3rd at 11 at night, and immediately

thereafter the ordinary post with letters of mine and others was
stopped. They also tried to raise the mob against foreigners, but

the aldermen and constables acted well and took possession of the

streets, so that the matter has ended in the seizure of property of

Flemish and other subjects of your Majesty. All the Spaniards

came to my house at night, where most of them still remain. The
ports are closed and orders have been issued that no post-horses are

to be given to anyone. Cecil was here during the disturbances and
returned next day to Hampton Court, where councils are still being

held, but nothing yet has been said to me. The Queen was much
upset when she heard of the affair. I meant to have sent a servant

of mine to her yesterday with a letter, but I thought better to wait

and see what they would do. I will try to find means to write to

the Duke that he may arrange that my letters may be sent to

Dunkirk or the Sluys, whither I will send for them.

Your Majesty might also order letters to be sent through the

French ambassador here, upon whom and his countrymen no
embargo has yet been placed. It is true that it would be greatly

to the Christian King's advantage to stop English trade so aa to

bring them to reason, and also that he should, in union with your
Majesty, show favour to the Catholics, but, in any case, he should

not take it in bad part if your Majesty does so. In the meanwhile,

many means will be found to bring this country to its senses and
convert it to the Catholic faith. Those who have spoken to me
about a rising for the queen of Scotland will not fail to return to

the subject, and I will inform the Duke, as ordered by your
Majesty. Pray your Majesty do not consider me or my safety but

take the best course for your Majesty's interests, as I am ready to

suffer any danger or trouble most willingly in such a service. I

have burnt all the drafts of my letters and everything else in

writing that might be dangerous. The cipher is in safe keeping.

These heretic knaves of tlie Council are going headlong to perdition,

incited by Cecil, who is indescribably crazy in his zeal for heresy.

The Duke is in Brussels and the prince of Orange on his way to
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Germany by the Bar country. Ambassadors have been sent from
here to him and the Palatine. I have a person in the Council
who will report all that is decided and I will inform your Majesty.

The sloops that these pirates have taken are four, with a Spanish
ship, all very valuable. They (the English Government) have also

seized the property of Portuguese. I send this enclosed in a letter

from the French ambassador, with a letter for the Duke and
another for Don Frances de A lava, and yesterday I sent almost a
duplicate by a man v,rho promised to carry it to the Sluys. The
day before yesterday, Twelfth day, on the pretext of asking for a
letter of mine which they had seized, I sent to Court with the
intention of giving Cecil a letter for the Queen if the time appeared
opportune. My man found him in such a rage against the duke of

Alba that he left him with the contempt he deserves. As to my
letter, Cecil said he had it not, but they have really sent for one
Somers to decipher it, which will not be such an easy job. They
are in consultation every day and I do not know how it will end.

The French ambassador told me that they would put guards over
me, but, in any case, when orders from the Duke arrive and this

first disturbance is pacified, something can be settled greatly in the

service of God, which seems, under the circumstances, very
necessary.

The day before yesterday the servant I sent to the queen of

Scotland returned, and under a pretext I saw him. What she tells

him is that Dulin (AUeyn ?), Cecil's secretary, who is greatly in his

confidence, goes occasionally to inspect the guard, and, in conver-

sation with one of the principal persons there, no doubt Chamberlain
KnoUys, or the captain of the guard (for the queen of Scotland,

although she would not name bim, said that he was still in the

house), speaking of our success in Flanders and the bad position of

the new religion, Dulin (Alleyn?) consoled his interlocutor by
saying that the greatest enemy they had was your Majesty, and
that if it were not for you, their religion would greatly prosper.

He then went on to say that they had therefore agreed that your
Majesty should be poisoned by the hands of the Flemings, and the

event would take place before many months are over. These
knaves frequently spread news of your Majesty's death. God give

you long life and prosperity, so needful to afflicted Christianity.

The queen of Scotland says that she will arrange for the bishop of

Ross to discover the details of the plot through a friend if possible.

She certainly seems a lady of great spirit and gains so many
friends where she is that with little help she would be able to get

this kingdom into her hands. I will await the Duke's orders to

know whether T am to speak to the queen of England, and, if the

time is not favourable, I will speak to her when she is in a tamer
mood. She is fitting out four more ships as well as the twelve
belonging to the corsairs.

The Earl of Northumberland came to see me, disguised, at four
o'clock in the morning and is ready to serve your Majesty. I sent
a post yesterday to the Duke 'oy an Englishman who has secret

communication with Flanders and enclosed him the decree published
yesterday, which in some particulars is false, as I will more fully
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inform your Majesty, and also an answer which I propose to send.

I am informed that they are very divided in the Council ; some
wish the money to be returned, and others that it should be kept.

I do not fail to complain greatly of this treatment to the duke of

Norfolk, the earl of Arundel, and the other members, although they
throw the blame on Cecil, who also has sent me a message as harsh

as usual. I now send to beg an audience and wi]l discuss the

matter with both sides to see what will be the best way to get this

money back.

At midnight last night the bishop of Ross came to offer the good
will of his mistress and of many gentlemen of this country, and I

have reported this to the Duke. We have also agreed that he
shall make use of a great friend of his, a Protestant and a com-
panion of Dulin (Alleyn ?), Cecil's servant, in order to find out

particulars of the conspiracy to injure your Majesty's person.

The queen of Scotland told my servant to convey to me the fol-

lowing words :
—

" Tell the ambassador that, if his master will help
" me, I shall be queen of England in three months, and mass shall

" he said all over the country."

Tiie four Queen's ships have left the river. The men in them
are poor creatures. There are about 17 or 18 pirates' ships

altogether.

In the part of Ireland opposite Scotland there has been a rising,

and the castle of Dombibres (?) has been taken and its keeper

killed.

Since writing the above, to-day the 8th instant, the servant I sent

to Court reports that he requested the Chamberlain to ask for

audience of the Queen, and he entered for the purpose. He came
out very downcast, and told the servant that she said she had sent

two of her Council to me, and they would tell me what I had to do.

Before my servant arrived the Admiral and Cecil, accompanied by
by a large train and most of the aldermen of the city, came to my
house this afternoon at three o'clock. The Admiral began to

speak, but Cecil interrupted him and spoke of the rigour of the

duke of Alba, dwelling with great - anger upon the seizure of

Englishmen and their property. He said I was greatly to blame
for it in having sent the statements I had, and he had to request,

in the Queen's name, that I should not leave the house. They dis-

missed all my Catholic servants, except one, to go on errands, ard
they ordered that no Spaniard should leave the house. They took
the names of all of tliem, and placed in possession of the house

Matthew (Henry ?) Knollys, brother of the man who is the keeper of

the queen of Scotland,* They have also lodged Arthur Carew and
Lord Knyvett and some others in the house, that they may inspect

me and all those whose names are on the list, three times a day.

I replied to them that, as to giving advices to the duke of Alba of

events here, particularly as to the money, it was my duty to do so,

and it is true that I sent a courier as soon as I learnt that they had
taken the money from the ship at Southampton. I had also sent a

The Vice-Chamberlain Sir S'lancis KuoUjrgi
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servant of mine when I received the reply of the Queen, and in the

meantime the Duke had done his duty also. Cecil retorted furiously

that I had ordered it to be done.* I said the Duke could order me
and not I him, and that my orders would not be obeyed in Flandera.

He said that he had not forgotten your Majesty's severity with the

English ambassador in refusing to receive him. It would be a

long task to write all the impertinences that Cecil said, for he is

quite blinded by his heresy. From what I can see they will not

return the money, and, as for the rest, although 1 have not much
liberty, I will do my best. Your Majesty should be informed that

they are prejjaring for a great war by land and sea, and it will be

well for us to be prepared. Be assured that in your service I will

endure any hardship. I have sent my draft reply to the pro-

clamation to the Duke.
The letter of mine which they seized from the ordinary courier

they will not return, but are trying to decipher it. I do not think

they will do it so easily as they think, although all the letters for

your Majesty and the Duke are in the general cipher.

They have not asked to see my papers in the house, but if they

did they would get little from them. There was a courier here on

liis way from Flanders to Spain who was able to get away in the

coiiiasion of these people's visit to the house, but only with one

letter from me to the Duke, as he is returning to Flanders. I have

many letters for Spain which he could not take, but I hope he will

arrive safely. When these guards about me are fixed, I shall

perhaps find some means of sending my letters. Letters may be

written to me tlirough the Fiench ambassador, and the Duke will

devise some way of sending.—London, 8th January 1569.

10 Jan, 71. (Intercepted Letter.) Guerau de Spes to the Duke of
B.M. Cottou, Alba.

Original. As I am autliorized by Secretary Cecil to write this to your
Excellency, I wish to inform you that I sent on the 8th insl. to request

audience of the Queen and to endeavour to inform some of the

Council. I received a reply that the Queen would send certain

jieisons to me with the answer, and, accordingly, Cecil and the

Admiral came on the same day to my lodging. The Admiral
said a few not unamiable words, and Cecil many and harsh, blaming
your Excellency and myself most arrogantly for what had passed.

He took a list of my servants, rigorously forbidding any of them^to

leave the house except one Englishman. He also refused to allow

anyone to come and visit uie and vapoured about religion and the

lua.is, dragged up the matter of John Man and about Bishop Quadra's

affairs ; and, in short, did and said a thousand impertinent things.

He thinks he is dealing with Englishmen, who all tremble before

him. I told him that what your Excellency ordered, you yourself

would account for, and that the matter of the restitution of the

goods and money seized here would have to be settled in Flanders.

This question of the money does not suit him. I beg your

* i.e> The seizure of EDglish property in the I^etherlaude.
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Excellency not to refrain on my account from doing everything

that the interests and dignity of the King demand ; for, whilst

Cecil rules, I do not believe there will ever be lasting peace. It is

a pity that so excellent a Queen should give credit to so scandalous

a person as this. God send a remedy, for in this country, people

great and small are discontented with the Government. Pray

your Excellency have this conveyed to his Majesty quickly. He
(Cecil) is having a proclamation drawn up from which he leaves

out what is most important, and mis-states the case. He says that

I agreed with the Queen to return for an answer, which is false, as

her Majesty said she would send it to me in four days. I have
drawn up an answer for your approval.

He refused to return my packet, and these folks are getting a

certain Somers to decipher the letters. If he succeeds I will pardon

him.—London, 10th January 1569.*

(Signed) GuEEAU DE Spes.

71a. Copy of the Proclamation and Justification of the Queen
OF England "Respecting the Detention of the Money
being sent to Spain."

Her Majesty has heard that the Duke of Alba, governor of the

States of Flanders for her brother the King of Spain, had suddenly

ordered the detention of all merchants and other subjects of Her
Majesty in the city of Antwerp, and had placed guards of soldiers

over them and had sequestrated all their property on the 29th

December last, and that, after some days, the same course had been
taken generally in all parts of the States, which is a strange and
unheard of thing for the house of Burgundy to do to the Crown of

England, since this detention has been carried out without any
attempt to confer or agree as to the intentions of the two Sovereigns.

In view of this Pier Majesty has thought lit to inform all her

^ihjects who have any connection with the dominions of the King
of Spain, that it is her will that they should not continue to trade

therewith until the intentions and designs of the King are known
and the reason of this treatment understood, whereafter Her Miijesty

will direct her subjects as to what course of action they should

pursue.

In the meanwhile Her Majesty commands all and every, her

justices and officials within her towns, cities, ports, and other places

under her government, to take steps to detain and arrest with ;dl

their goods, chattels, and ships, all subjects born in the dominions

of the King of Spain, in order that they may be held as security

and pledges for the damages and loss received, without just or

apparent cause, by the subjects of Her Majesty, and for other

reasons which may appear.

* This letter is directed to the Duke of Alba in the usual form and again in the

same hand to the members of the Council. It will be seen that this was subsequently a,

ground for grave complaint against the ambassador who, apparently incensed at the

perusal of his letters by his guard, Henry KnoUys, had told him to send this letter to

the Council before despatching it, and, as will be seen, had himself directed it to them
open. Considering the contents of the letter this was considered a very insolent

proceeding.

Q 2
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In addition to this, any merchants born or living under the

allegiance of the King of Spain, who may be found in towns, ports, or

other places under suspicion of hiding or disguise, or in any manner
of fraud in order to prevent the detention of themselves and their

goods, shall be called to account by the officers of justice of such

places with the help of ?ill justices of the peace, who shall inquire

and examine the said merchants by all legitimate methods and cast

them into prison,,no matter to what nation they belong, including

all those who may abet or help to hide those who practice such

fraud (always excepting those who may have made prior confession)

and especially those who may have concealed such persons or their

property.

Her Majesty having also learnt from trustworthy sources that it

was the intention to detain her subjects beyond the sea, under the

pretext that the Queen had detained in one of her ports a certain ship

and three or four small boats in which were certain sums of money,
her Majesty thinks fit to declare briefly the facts of the case, by
which it will be seen that the detention of her subjects was unjust

and without due cause.

An officer of Her Majesty in a port in the west part of England
advised the arrival from Spain of three or four small boats called

cutters bringing a quantity of money belonging to certain Italian

merchants, and to other persons in the States of Flauders, and,

as on the coast tliere were many armed French ships of war on the

watch for these cutters, in order to capture them when they sailed,

and it was even feared that they would venture to enter the ports

themselves for the purpose of seizing the vessels, her Majesty at

once sent orders, together with special letters, to all the western

ports that the merchants and masters of such vessels should be

informed of this, and that the Governors of those parts should aid

and favour these merchants and other subjects of the king of Spain

and protect them against the attacks of the said Frenohmen by all

means in their power.
The Spanish ambassador subsequently asked that new orders

should be given for the defence of these vessels and the treasure

against the French, and this was granted, cei'tain letters being

given to him with this object and delivered to his own messengers.

Shortly afterwards, her Majesty was requested to express her

will upon the matter as to whether she would allow the owners of

this money to convey it either by land or sea as far as Dover, the

ambassador representing it to belong to his master. Her Majesty

rL;plied that she .should allow either of these things to be done, and
the ainbassailor thanked her greatly for her permission, saying that

he would await the orders of the Duke of Alba to know which
course should be adopted in carrying the money. In the mean-
while the Queen received information that the French had secretly

entered by night into a port on the western coast and had
endeavoured to capture the treasui'e by force, but that the efforts

of her subjects and the measures taken to defend the ships forced

the Frenchmen to retire. This fact is known in all the neigh-
bouring ports, and the Queen herself gave an account of it to the

Spauish ambassador.
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Having regard to this, and seeing the heavy cost and great

efforts necessary to defend the said treasure in the ports, her

Majesty decided, in the interests of ber own authority, that the

money should be landed and put into safe keeping, in the presence

of those who had charge of it, and without in any way diminishing

their hold upon it.

At this time the Queen learnt that the money was the property

of certain merchants, and decided that it was not unreasonal)le nor

opposed to the bonos mores of sovereigns in their own country that,

after defending this money from the perils of the sea, she should

negotiate with the owners thereof with their full consent and

contentment, and not otherwise, for borrowing from them all or

part of it upon such security and conditions as those upon which
her Majesty has frequently raised loans from merchants subject to

the king of Spain, as other sovereigns have done in similar cases,

and exactly as she herself had done in the case of another ship

near Southampton loaded with wool, and carrying certain moneys
which were in danger of capture by the French, who had made
gi"eat offers to her Majesty's officers to refrain from defending it.

Her Majesty thereupon sent orders to the Governor of the Isle of

Wight to secure the ship and defend it against the French, landing

the money, otherwise it is certain the French would have captured

it within four-and-twenty hours. This money also was found to

belong to merchants.

Whilst this was passing, the Spanish ambassador came to the

Queen with a short letter of credence on the 29th December,
demanding that the vessels and money under detention should be

disembargoed, on the pretence that they belonged to the King.

Her Majesty replied that, if they did belong to the King, she had
done him a great favour in defending them against the French, and
certain efforts with this object made by her officers were related to

him. She then told him that she heard that all the property

belonged to merchants, and that she would discover the truth of

this shortly', and could assure him that she would do nothing to

to displease her good brother the King in the matter, all of which
she would prove to him on his return in five or six days. With
this the ambassador left, apparently quite satisfied with the reply.

Shortly afterwards, the Queen received a reply from the west

country and wished to satisfy the ambassador, as she had agreed to

do, not only as to the disembargoing of the ships and treasure, but

also as to the fulfilment of her promise to give a safe conduct by
land or sea for the money, at the choice of the ambassador.

Before she saw the ambassador, however, she learnt that all the

ships, goods, and merchandize of iier subjects were embargoed and
seized in Antwerp on the 29th December, the same day as that

upon which the Ambassador had been with her, so that it is clear

that, notwithstanding the many assurances she had tried to give

to him on that day, her own subjects and their property had
already been seized at the time. Her Majesty therefore leaves to the

judgment of the public whether the pretext above-mentioned was
sufficient to excuse a detention and embargo so sudden, so violent,

and so general, carried out in such a way and at such a time as it
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"was ; and she leaves also to public opinion the decision upon whom
the blame should be laid for the evils which may result, her

Majesty having no intention of displeasing the king of Spain, and
less still to tiike possession of anything belonging to his subjects

against their will or except under the just and usual conditions

afore-mentioned. And her Majesty has thought ft to publish this

as testimony of her sincerity and as a defence of her actions, what-
e\'er they may be, resulting from the provocation given to her.

7lB. Copy of a Document docketted :
" Don Guerau de Spes, knight

" of the Older of Calatrava, member of the Council of his

" Majesty, and ambassador to the Queen of England, to all

" those to whom these presents may come, health and love."

Inasmuch as in the name of the Queen of England a printed

proclamation, dated the Gth January, has been published in the

cit}' of London casting blame upon the duke of Alba for having
made a general seizure of the persons and property of English

subjects in the Netherlands ; in order that the blamelessness of his

Excellency may be made clear, and that the truth may be known,
wo hereby declare that, on the 23rd of November, we were advised
tliat certain vessels had arrived in tlie west country from Spain
with money which his Majesty was sending to Flanders for the

]iayment of his army, and that these ships were in some peril from
the French and English pirates who jointly plundered all ships,

Frencli, Spanish, Flemish, and others. We therefore resolved to

ask audience of the Queen, which was granted on the 29th
November, and we then requested that, in accord with the alliance

and friendship between the King and her, she would order our

ships to be protected in her ports and give a passport, if necessary,

to bring the money overland to Dover, or else lend some ships, at

our cost, to convoy this money safely to Antwerp. All this was
graciously granted by her Majesty, and was communicated to the

Duke who was then in Cambray, occupied in finally expelling the

rebels from those States. Before his leply was received it was
learned that Courtney and Herhem (Hawkins'?), two English pirates,

jointly with some Frenchmen, had captured three Flemish sloops

and a Spanish ship carrying rich cargoes, and had brought them
into the port of Plymouth and elsewhere on that coast and had
divided and sold their booty. At the same time, in the ports

tliemselves, the ships were attacked by the pirates and by persons on
land. Seeing that these pirates went publicly about the country
and had friends in the Court, we gave an account of the matter to

the earl of Leicester and the honourable master William Cecil,

principal Secretary of State to the Queen, both important members
of her Council. This was on the 12th December, and they were
informed of tlie great evils which might arise from allowing such
piracies to continue, against public peace and the friendship and
alliance between the two countries, and at the same time we begged
audience of the Queen, which was granted on the 14th. On the same
day, the 12th, her Majesty signed the passport for all this money to
come either overland or byseawith allsecurity. This being confirmed
in the audience of the 14th personally by the Queen, who gave
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new and more pressing orders than before for her officers in those
parts, and to William Winter, the captain of many of her ships, who
was then believed to be in the west country, we despatched Pedro
de Madariaga and Pedro Martinez, both resident in this city, who
arrived at Southampton on the 18th ultimo, and, on the day
following, presented and registered their passport. Having infoi-iiied

Lope de la Sierra, captain of a ship in that port loaded with 59 boxes
of money, they then proceeded on their way to Plymouth for a similar

purpose, and to Falmouth to see Captain Winter. On the same day
that they left Southampton, Horsey, the Governor of the Isle of

Wight, and other officers of the Queen, arrived there with many
boats and people in them, and, having entered the vessel of the said

Lope de la Sierra in violation of the Queen's passport and
assurance, and against the will of the master, they discharged all

the boxes of money and put them ashore under the charge of

people of their own choosing, without allowing the said Lope de la

Sierra or any of his people to assist in guarding them, of which
facts Lope de la Sierra at once gave us information. On the 21st
we sent a courier to the duke of Alba informing him of this action,

and we were assured at the same time by many persons of position
in this country that the Queen had decided to take possession of

the money on the pretext that it belonged to private persons,

although subjects of his Catholic Majesty. We also wrote on the
same day to the Queen complaining of the grievance and begging
of her to fulfil her promise, in order that the money might be
placed in Antwerp, as had been ordered by her letters. We also

complained that in the port of Southampton, after the officers of

justice had taken possession of a ship, which the pirates had seized

with its cargo, belonging to Spanish subjects, orders had been given
to restore the ship to the pirates. Her Majesty had a reply sent to
us in writing, and some of her ministers repeated verbally that Her
Majesty was safeguarding the money for the King, but that, since

giving the passport, she had learnt that the facts were not as

represented. My servants who requested audience Imt could get
no decided answer that day nor assurance as to whether the same
course had been adopted with the cutters in Plymouth and
Falmouth, which, however, subsequently proved to have been the
case, and that, in addition to this, the sails and rigging had been
taken out of the ships. On the 23rd we again demanded audience,

which was not granted until the 29th, when, with all due respect,

we complained of the action which had been taken in Southampton,
begging the Queen for redi'ess, in accordance with her promises and
with reason and justice and her alliance with the King. Her
Majesty very graciously replied that the landing of the money was
in order the better to guard it for the King, her brother, and dwelt
greatly upon the daring insolence of the pirates, all of which we
accepted on our King's behalf, and thanked her greatly, promising
to hold her kindness in everlasting memory. We then begged of her
to lend the promised ships to convoy this money to Antwerp, which
she had previously so willingly promised. Her Majesty at once
resisted this, signifying that two Genoese had told her that the
money did not belong to the King but to certain merchants, and
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that, if this was the case, she wished to retain it for her own use

paying interest to the owners. We instantlj' replied that, in

respect of our office and her obligation to believe us by virtue of

the duke of Alba's letter of credence, we assured her that the

money belonged to his Majesty, and was destined for the service of

his army, having been brought from Spain specially to pay hia

troops. Here her Majesty was very hard, and quite different from
what she had been in other audiences, and we were much surprised

that so excellent a Queen should be persuaded by any one, at such
a time, to appropriate to her own use money destined for the service

of our King in Flanders, in violation of the friendship due to so

great a sovereign. We therefore left this audience without further

decision than that, in three or four days, she would prove to us for

certain that the money belonged to private merchants, which, up to

the present, she has not done. We were very ill-satisfied with this

reply, and sent one of our secretaries to inform the Duke. We
were also dissatisfied at the frequent conferences which are being

held here with the agents of the Flemish rebels, to the prejudice, as

it appears, of the ancient friendship existing with our King. The
Duke, on receiving our report of the seizure of the money, together

with the verbal statement of certain soldiers from Lope de la

Sierra's ship, seeing so great a grievance, which is disapproved of

by all persons in this country, both Catholics and otherwise, and
believing that this seizure did not spring from the Queen herself

but from other persons, at once ordered the seizure of the persons

and property of English subjects, only pursuing therein a course

which the Queen, without provocation, had already adopted,

notwithstanding that his Majesty and his governors and subjects

. had always shown friendship and kindness to the Queen and this

great country, which liad received from his Catholic Majesty much
favour and protection. Therefore, all this being so clear and obvious,

we publish the same to the world in order to prove the entire truth

and fair actions both of the duke of Alba as well as of ourselves.

11 Jan. 72. The Duke of Alba to the King.

Since my last of the 4th instant, advice has been received here

that the queen of England is arresting the ships in her ports, and
I have sent Councillor D'Assonleville to learn her intentions on the

subject. I have thought it advisable also to write and beg your
Majesty to order that no ships should leave your ports until you
hear from me again, and that all English persons and property

should be seized. To save time 1 have written to Don Juan de
Acuiia and to Don Juan Martinez de Recalde asking them to keep
them in hand until your Majesty receives this letter and sends them
orders. I have made a general arrest here as a consequence of the

discharge, by the Queen's orders, of the money in Lope de la Sierra's

ship and the cutters, and, although I cannot persuade myself that

they mean to break with us, yet the entrance into English ports of

any valuable ships might give the opportunity to the Queen and
councillors (who are, I think, in fault) for taking further steps

in the same direction.—Brussele, 11th January 1569,
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12 Jan.

13 Jan.
B. M.
Cotton,

Galba, in.

Origiaal.

73. The King to Guerau de Spes.

[Extract.]

It was advisable to satisfy the Queen about John Man's affair by
informing her of the result of the action of the Inquisition in the

investigation of the offences attributed to him, because, by what
she wrote to me by Guzman de Silva, she seemed still to want to

excuse him by throwing the blame on those of her subjects who
reside in my Court, who she thinks accused him. We shall be glad

for you to banish this suspicion of her's and particularly that against

the duke of Feria and the relatives of his wife.—Madrid, 12th

January 1569.

74. Explanations of Guerau de Spes of the expressions used

by him in the following intercepted letter to Geronimo
CURIEL, and also of those contained in an intercepted

letter, dated 10th January 1569, from him to the Duke
of Alba.

Letter to Geronimo Curiel.

" If you hear that I am detained here you need not be surprised,

since the enchantments of Amadis still exist in tliis island, and
Archelaus is still alive. Nevertheless, here I am, safe and sound a

prisoner of Queen Oriana, and I have no doubt, even without the

aid of Urgandse or other great effort, this all will end in a comedy."
Latin.—The explanation in the margin is that if they had known

the sense in which these expressions were ordinarily used in Spain,

they would have seen that they were meant to be complimentary.

He is much surprised that they should take them otherwise.

French.—Touching the interpretation of the words used in the

letter to the duke of Alba, saying that people both great and small

were discontented with the present Government, the ordinary

signification of the words in Spanish would be to indicate generally

persons of all degrees, nobles and others. It is true that the

Spanish language possesses figurative and hyperbolical expressions

different from those of other tongues, and this particular form of

speech is in common use to express some persons of every class or

condition, not every one of every sort universally. It is only

necessary for the words to indicate one or more person of each

class to be correct. It is a great mistake to suppose that the word
" great," placed as it is in contradistinction to its reverse " small,"

can apply to the princes, lords, or nobles of the realm, especially as

the universal distribution simply implies some of all sorts. It is

right to say in Latin in this sense, " miaimo ad maximum" or
" maximo ad minim,um."— 1 3th January 1569.

16 Jan.

B. M.
Cotton,

Givlba, C. III.

Original.

75. Guerau de Spes to the Council.

I have received a letter of the 13th instant, and am much
surprised that such persons should have sent a reply to letters of
mine which were not addressed to them, at all events without first

understanding what they meant. When in Spanish it is desired to

indicate " lords," the word "grandes" is used absolutely, whilst the
expression " great and small/' " grandes y pequenos," has an
entirely different meaning. As you were unable to understand the
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terms of the language, you have also misinterpreted my familiar

letter to Geronimo Curiel, which means the very opposite of what
you say, as, if you choose, I will explain to you by means of persons

to whom Spanish is their mother tongue. J will also prove the

straightforwardness of my proceedings, and the zeal I have always
displayed in preserving peace and amity between this country and
the States of my sovereign, to whom I owe this duty. As the other

points of your letter are also founded on the same mistaken basis,

I have nothing to reply in respect to them ; but if, after you have
been informed, you still think you have cause to see me, I will, as in

duty bound, meet you. Leaving on one side the controversies that

Secretary Cecil seems desirous of entering into with me, my ex-

pressions do not in any way refer to the lords of this country,

notwithstanding which I have no doubt he (Cecil) is a good and loyal

minister of the Queen, and perhaps even not my enemy.—London,

16th January 1569.

16 Jan. 76. The Duke of Alba to the King.

[Extract.]

By the enclosed letters from me your Majesty will learn the

determination of the queen of England, and that I have sent

Councillor D'Assonleville to learn the reason why she has seized the

money. Before he embarked from Calais he sent me a letter he had

received from Don Guerau, copy of which I enclose. I send also

a copy of the Queen's proclamation and a summarj' of D'Assonle-

ville's letter to me, by which your Majesty will learn all there is to

know on the subject. I am having drafted tlie reply that I think

your Majesty should give, if the English apply to you in Spain, as

I have no doubt they will. As far as I can judge by the procla-

mation, the Queen will not break with your Majesty on any
consideration in the world.—Brussels, 19th January 1569.

Marginal note in the handwriting of the King :
" This pro-

" clamation and the statement I have not got, thy are perhaps in the
" hands of Tiznach who will send them to me, or, may be, they have
" been sent by sea. The little note you sent me is something about
" alum which I will send to Tiznach as it is a matter they are dis-

" cussing with the Treasury."

5 Feb.

B.M.
Cotton,

Galba, C. in.

Original.

French.

14 Feb.

77. D'Assonleville to the Queen.

Begs to be allowed to communicate with Guerau de Spes the

ambassador, and requests a passport for a courier. He assures the

Queen that if she will gi's'e audience to the ambassador he will be

able to fully satisfy her respecting the accusations made against

him.— London, 5th February 1 569.

78. Guerau de Spes to the King.

By several previous letters I have informed your Majesty of the

insolence of these Englishmen in daring to detain me and in per-

sisting therein up to the present. They have done the same with
Dr. D'Assonleville, whom tlie duke of Alba sent with just and
reasonable instructions, and who they have not allowed to see the

the Queen. It has been necessary to consult the Duke, and we
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await his reply. In the meanwhile D'Assonleville is in the house of

the sheriff, well guarded. Cecil does as he likes in the Council,

and, as he is such a heretic and fears tliat the country may return

to the Catholic Church, it may well be believed that he desires to

disturb everything. Some people say that he has all his money
safe in Germany, so that if he does not like the look of things

here he can repair thither. The money from the west, 95 boxes,

entered here to-day, but that from Southampton has not yet been
moved. They have detained five or six more very rich sloops from
Seville, and the value of what they have seized (besides the money)
exceeds 700,000 ducats, without counting what the pirates have
stolen, which is worth 200,000 more. It is advisable to stop the

coming to this country of oil, alum for their cloths, sugar, spices,

and iron from Biscay. The iron they bring from Germany is not

so easy to work as it might be. The Queen came to London on
the 8th, and told the French ambassador two days before, that

when she arrived she would give me audience, but not D'Assonleville,

who came from the Duke, and therefore she would on no account

receive him, or, at all events, not until he had given an account of

his object to the Council. I believe before doing either they will

await the return of this courier who goes to the Duke. Your
Majesty can never trust this countr}' whilst the present Govern-
ment lasts, and even if they now return the money and goods
detained, which I doubt, it will be only because they are not quite

ready, or cannot obtain from their confederates the help they
require. They have sent a gentleman named John Killigrew to

Germany, besides others despatched previously.

It seems they intend to send 20,000 pieces of cloth and more to

Hamburg and Embden, and that 16 cargo ships and four of the

Queen's ships will go thither. The cloths are already being packed.

I will try the best I can to keep the Duke informed, but the

strictness of the guards has not been relaxed in the slightest

degree. Your Majesty will understand also that, if the matter is

settled, they will be glad to have some other ambassador here

whom they can manage better than they can me, whereat I shall

not be sorry, because I doubt whether the Council is well disposed

towards your Majesty, and even if they make full restoration, I

do not think they deserve an ambassador from your Majesty here

at all, but only an agent, so that when they make captures,

reprisals may be at once adopted and their commerce stopped,

which is the only thing that alarms them. Your Majesty will

please consider this, and order what you think fit. For my part,

I will continue my work without thinking of the danger. I wrote
to your Majesty that they had taken the queen of Scotland to

Tutbury in spite of her tears and protests, the excuse being that

they had found certain letters written to her subjects by the

Catholics, urging them to rise against the hei-etics. These people

do nothing without a highly coloured excuse, and this was the one
the Queen gave to the French ambassador.

I wrote to your Majesty that the queen of Scotland greatly

wished your Majesty to take her son and bring him up properly,
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which seems as if it would be a great service to God. Your
Majesty will please consider and instruct me.*

Three hundred of the Spaniards who came in the cutters and
ships that have been taken ia the ports have arrived here, but the

guards will not let them approach my door. I have tried to find

means to give them alms, and 70 or 80 of them have been put into

Bridewell, where a knavish Spanish minister goes to preach to them
every day, and has given them a book and other papers in Spanish

full of heresy. I sent for the papers, and had the meu told not to

read such things or listen to the preacher, and I gave an account of

what I did to my guards, so that they might report it to the Council,

the affair being so scandalous an example. To-day, the 13th, at four

o'clock in the afternoon, they brought the 95 boxes of money here

from the west country under a strong guard, and they have put it

in the Tower, whereat the papulace are much pleased, in the belief

that this money will be a great thing for them, and that it will be

coined anew. It is believed the same will be done with the money
from Southampton. Hawkins has come from the Indies, and
entered here with four horses loaded with the gold and silver that

he brings, which, however, I believe, will not pay the costs. He
left 240 men in Florida, which these people think they are going

to colonize.

Cardinal Chatillon has signified to the Queen that he will

arrange for Havre de Grace and Dieppe to be handed over to them,
and they have attempted it, but as the plot has been discovered

they are much confused. They are greatly petting the French
ambassador just now, because they do not wish the King to declare

himself entirely against them.

I have to-day, the 14th, received advice from Plymouth that

there have entered that place 14 Flemish sloops on their way from
Spain with rich cargoes, and some of them had fought with the

French pirates and belaboured them sorely, but fortune was against

them, and when they thought they were taking shelter in

friendly ports, they found themselves in a land of enemies, and
they have all been arrested. The Spaniards have been so ill-

treated in the ports that it is impossible to exaggerate it. They
could not have been worse treated amongst Turks.—London, 14th

February 1569.

18 Feb. 79. The Kino to Guerau de Spes.

By your letters to me and to the duke of Alba, up to the 9th

January, we have learnt how the ship of Lope de la Sierra and the

cutters with the money from Spain, together with other vessels,

Biscay and Portuguese, had been detained in England, and the

steps you have taken in consequence, both with the Queen and her

ministers, in order that this money and property might be allowed

to proceed to Flanders. Instead of this, you say they had placed

a guard over your house and detained you. Both of these pro-

* A note in the handwriting of Secretary ZtLyas ujs, " No inch l«tter hits been
received here,"
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ceedings are strange, and very incompatible with the ancient

friendship which the house of Burgundy has hitherto held with the

English crown. The step taken by the Duke in consequence of

your information, in detaining ships and goods of English subjects

in Flanders, was appropriate, and a similar step has been taken
here. At the same time orders have been given that no ship is to

sail for those parts without my orders, and I shall be guided in my
future action by the nature of the reply brought by Councillor

D'Assonleville from the Queen, as this will prove whether she wishes

to regard me as a friend or foe. Until this reply comes to hand I

cannot give you further instruction, excepting to refer you to tlie

duke of Alba, as be, being so near and informed from hour to hour
of what passes, can the better direct you as to the best course to

take, and you will follow his orders If what you mention about

taking the crown away from the Queen were successful, it would be
certainly of great moment, and I would assist it most willingly in

order to redress religion and shelter and console the good Catholics,

who I am persuading are very numerous. You will endeavour to

learn all about this thoroughly and advise me very fully and in

detail, and you will also do the same to the duke of Alba, as usual,

who will give you my instructions. I am now writing to him my
wishes on the subject.— 18th February 1569.

18 Feb. 80. The King to the Duke of Alba.
[Extract.]

Both in the matter of the seizure of the inoney and ships and
the placing of guards over Don Guerau de Spes in his house, it

seems to me that the queen of England is proceeding in a way
which may cause me misgiving. I believe, with you, that she will

not dare to declare war with me or acknowledge me as an open
enemy, but that the heretics and evil councillors have egged her
on to this action. It was, however, very desirable to clear up
the question, and learn something of her intentions by sending

D'Assonleville, and ordering the seizure of all English persons and
l^roperty in the States. In accordance with your advice I have
taken the same course in these realms, and have ordered that no
ship shall be allowed to leave for England until further permission

be given, which will depend upon events there. Don Guerau
points out in my letters and yours the good opportunity which
now presents itsplf to remedy religious affairs in that country by
deposing the present Queen and giving the crown to the queen of

Scotland, who would immediately be joined by all the Catholics.

It will be well for you to inquire what foundation there is for this,

and what success would probably attend such a design as, if there

is anything in it, I should be glad to carry it out ; as it appears

to me that, after my special obligation to maintain my own States

in our holy faith, I am bound to make every effort in order to

restore and preserve it in England as in former times. If there is

any foundation for the suggestion, no time more opportune tiian

the present could be found for carrying it out, and, in order not to

miss it, I have thought well to refer it to you. If you think the

chance will be lost by again waiting to consult me, you may at

once take the steps you may consider advisable in conformity with
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this, my desire and intention, which wOuld certainly give me great

pleasure. I have so much confidence in your good sense and
prudence that I am sure I can safely leave the matter in your
hands. Please keep me well informed.

It will be also desirable for you to send me the document you
were drawing up of what I am to say if the queen of England
sends a person here to make any representation or excuse to me,
as she tries to do in the proclamation of which you send copy.

As no doubt in England and elsewhere they will place their own
construction on the punishment meted out by Don Martin Enriquez
to Jobn Hawkins and other pirates whom they found in a poit of

New Spain, I send a true statement of what happened, for your
information and the transmission of a copy thereof to Don Guerau
de Spes, that he may know all about it if they mention the matter
to him.—Madrid, 18 February 1569.

81. Extract of a Statement of the Conversation of an
Agent* of the King of France with the Duke of Alba,
Saturday, 19 February 1569.

He then went on to give his Excellency an account of the plot

hatched by the queen of England in Dieppe, in which many of the

burgesrses and 40 soldiers were implicated. The commander of

the fortress had offered to surrender it for 100,000 crowns, of which
the Queen was to pay one half at once and the other half when the

place was surrendered. Four of the soldiers had repented, and
divulged the plot to the King, all, the rest of them having been
arrested and confessed. He said that the Queen-mother was
furiously angry and grieved, and wished for nothing so much as to

be revenged on the queen of J]ngland. By way of complaint he
then began to talk of the dishonesty of that Queen, and said it was
hard she could not rest satis6ed with the freedom she enjoyed and
the subjection in which she held her people, without interfering as

she did in other folks' affairs; but that scmetimes God allowed

men to meddle in affairs that brought with them their own punisli-

ment, and this might happen in her case. He had seen here (in

Flanders) such a good company that, if his Excellency would throw
a part of his men into England, and Anjou were to enter on the

other side, they could take away the Queen's crawn in a very few
days. He did not dwell very emphatically on the matter, but

soon started off on another tack with his usual gestures.

29 Feb. 82. Guerau de Spes to the Duke of Alba.

On the 18th instant I received j-our Excellency's letter of the

9th, and that of the 14th by D'Assonleville's courier. On the same
day, D'Assonleville was given permission to communicate with me,
and we determined to request the Queen to send a secretary or a

member of the Council to speak to D'Assonleville, when he would
communicate the decision which had been sent to him. They
replied cautiously that the Council was here and would receive

him. A reply was sent to the Queen, and we have decided to act

* The identity of this agent is not indicated in the document.
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for the best, in accordance with your Excellency's orders. I will

not request to be allowed to be present at the audience with the

Queen. Hitherto, Cecil has ruled the whole business, and he was
strongly in favour of declaring war, but he could not get the

Council to agree. Some days ago, two of the principal Councillors,

the duke of Norfolk and the earl of Arundel, sent Roberto Ridolfi,

a Florentine gentleman, a great friend of theirs and mine (with

whom they have given me a safe cipher), to tell me that the money
aud ships would be returned entirely, and that they had only

consented to my detention and Cecil's other impertinences because

tliey were not yet strong enough to resist liim. But, in the mean-
while, they were gathering friends, and were letting the public

know what was going on, in the hope and belief that they will be
able to turn out the present accursed Government and raise another

Catholic one, bringing the Queen to consent thereto. They think

your Excellency wiU support them in this, and that the country

will not lose the friendship of our King. They say that they will

return to the Catholic religion, and that they think a better op-

portunity never existed than now. Although Cecil thinks he has

them all under his heel, he will find few or none of them stand by
him. I have encouraged them, and I write this to jour Excellency

in order that you may promptly give me your opinion, and I beg
you will do me the favour of sending this letter itself to His
Majesty, as the messenger will not carry more than one. Cecil, in

the meanwhile, is bravely harrying the Catholics, imprisoning

many, for nearly all the prisons are full. The Spaniards are in

Bridewell, to the number of over 150, and a minister is sent to

preach to them, who promises them gifts if they will become
converts to his sect ; but they are firm, and, although I constantly

beg that the minister may be withdrawn, the matter is passed

over.

I wrote to your Excellency that they had brought 95 boxes of

money to the Tower. Cecil has had it all counted in his presence,

and put into sacks of 20,000 to 30,000 reals each, the boxes being

broken up. He would like to have had it melted, but those I have
mentioned on tlie Council have prevented it. In the meanwhile,

he sent the governor of the Isle of Wight to Southampton to bring

the money taken from Lope de la Sierra's ship. The reason why
the ships which were on this coast could not get away was that,

before your Excellency placed the general embargo in Flanders,

they had taken away the sails and rigging from the ships, and they

made Lope de la Sierra discharge his cargo of wool and give up big

ship bj' telling him that the pirates were in league with the holders

of the forts, and that the ship would be attacked in the night. He
therefore relinquished his ship and took his ordnance on shore.

What are of most value are the 14 sloops which have put in here

from Spain since the embargo, believing that tliey were entering

into friendly ports, some of them wishing to continue on their

voyage ; but the Vice-Admiral's ship pursued them like a pirate,

and made them re-enter the port, where they are detained. On
the 13th instant they took away the guards posted in the wooden
sheds they had erected in the garden here, which sheds were then
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destroyed. I think it was more ia consequence of the severe

weather than anything else. The garden gates are still fastened

up, and the gentlemen who guard me remain in the porter's lodge

at the principal gate, which is well guarded. I do not hear for

certain that they have sent anyone to Spain or that they will do
so. The Queen herself is much confused. Cecil, the Admiral, and
Bedford urge her to war, although the Admiral's object is simply
robbery, and he will turn round to the party that suits him,
according as events may go. He is no lover of fighting. The other

members and the public desire peace. These gentlemen {i.e„ Norfolk
and Arundel) tell me not to distress myself about my detention,

and that it was ordered to prevent any Catholic from communicating
with me. They say the Queen knew very well I had not wiitten to

Bruges, and they were all quite satisfied with His Majesty. They
cast all the blame on Cecil.—London, 29th February 1569.

27 Feb. 83. Guerau de Spes to the King.

By many previous letters I have informed your Majesty, as best

I could, of the insolence perpetrated on me and of the ill-will of

these people. I have also reported the arrival of D'Assonleville,

who has now been here for a month, but whom the Queen has
hitherto refused to receive, although they have tried by divers

artifices to discover what his errand was. The Marquis of North-
ampton and Cecil have given him a confused answer, as

D'Assonleville will write to your Majesty, the effect of which is

that, before the Queen restores this money, it is necessary for your
Majesty to newly confirm the treaties now in force, and settle all

points left open at the Bruges conference ; the bad treatment ex-

tended to me being, as they pretend, counterbalanced by the

treatment of John Man by your Majesty. Whilst Cecil governs

and guides these people, their policy will be to delay the affair and
keep the money, as the Queen was in want of it. They will

thereby be able also to detain 22 sloops, which, unfortunately for

them, since my detention, put into these ports ; besides which, if

German affairs turn out to their liking, they will do their best to

inflict some great injury in Flanders, whereas, if a better op-

portunity presents itself in France, they will try to damage the

Christian King in a similar way. The object is to strike a blow at

the Catholic party somewhere, so that they may still remain rich

and contumacious heretics for many year.s longer. With regard to

your Majesty sending some other person to treat on the matter,

seeing the bad way in which they have behaved with the Duke
and I)'ARsonlevJlle, and knowing, as I do, the bad disposition of

Cecil and the deceit of all these people, I think it will not be con-

ducive to your Majesty's dignity to do so, as I understand that,

whilst this Government lasts, they will continue to give the same
answer as they have to D'Assonleville ; but your Majesty will de-

cide, mucli better than I can, that which is most advantageous.
There are many means here by which these people may be punished
and this pernicious state of things reformed. As I have written,

the duke of Norfolk, the earl of Arundel, and all their friends

offer to serve with this end. They are the largest party in the
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country, without counting the great niultitudu of Catholics who
are preparing to strike, under the pretence of obeying the general

order for warlike preparations which has been proclaimed. The
stoppage of trade with Flanders is of so much importance here

that the mere fact of its prolongation will contribute largely to

change the present state of things. The only thing needful in the

interim is to take care that no damage is done in Flanders, and
the prudence and valour of the Duke will provide against this.

The duke of Norfolk and the others who are treating with me
advised me of the answer to be given to D'Assonleville, and said it

would be well that w'e should appear satisfied with it, as that

would enable them to open out somewhat to the Queen, and let her

know their feelings. They are all extremely cautious in their

proceedings, as they know that, although some of ray guards have
been removed, the number of spies has been increased, even to

dog the steps of the servant who goes errands for me, and to

watch all people who approach the door of my house by night. I

shall, however, soon have better means of communicating with
those of whom I speak, and shall be able to arrange with them
what is best to be done. I will advise the duke of Alba of it.

After having despoiled some 200 Spaniards, they have put them
into Bridewell, and, in spite of everybody, still insist upon a
minister preaching to them every day, respecting which there have
been many disputes between the Council and myself througli these

gentlemen who guard me, who are a fine set of heretics, and,

althougli they say they will alter it, the minister still goes to

Bridewell frequently.

The queen of Scotland is kept much more strictly than I am.
All the Commissioners on both sides have been allowed to retui'n

to Scotland except the bishop of Ross, whom they guard closely,

as no doubt they feared that he might go to the Continent and
report the wickedness which is going on here. Their anxiety is so

great that, actually, Cecil sent this evening to the French Ambassador
to ask him to give him an assurance that he would not take letters

on any account from the Spanish ambassador or from D'Assonleville.

They are very anxious for the French not to stop their trade,* but
it is of the greatest importance that this should be done, and
esjjecially as regards Spain, because, without oil and alum, they
cannot carry on their cloth manufacture, by which the greater

number of the peo.ple of the country live. If they cannot work,
or there is any obstacle to the disposal of their goods, they usually

take up arms ; and at the time of the Bruges negotiations, when
the stoppngc of trade was only to the Netherlands, the Queen was
forced to buy cloths from the towns at a loss, in order to keep
things going. They are bragging now about sending cloths to

Hamburg, and they are packing some already, although many
people think that they are only doing it for show, The etfect will

soon be seen.—London, 27th February 1569.

* In the King's handwriting :
" It would be well to reinforce this, so that nothing

shall go thither. Tell Juan Vazquez to write to the ports again."

y 76467. a
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Holograph postscript : By the letters from me to His Majesty

and from D'Assonleville to your Excellency, you will know what is

passing here. I shall not know the intention of the Lords until

to-morrow, but will write to your Excellency when I do. By the

memorial you will see that I have given the Council here an
account of the robberies that have recently been committed.

Another sloop lias just arrived at Southampton, and has been

detained. The courier Florian comes in her, with many letters

from the merchants of Lisbon, and some servants of Montigny
and of Counts Egmont and Horn who were in Madrid.* Your
Excellency should send recalling D'Assonleville, as that will be

necessary in the interests of the negotiation.

iTofe.—This letter was doubtless sent open to the duke of Alba
for his perusal before he forwarded it to the King.

84. Document endoesed :
" Copy of a statement made to Don

" Fiances de Alava by the English ambassador resident
" in France, respecting what had passed with Don Guerau
" de Spes concerning the money and the arrest of his

" person in his house. Sent by Don Frances to the Duke,
" with the letter from the Queen lo His Majesty enclosed."

At the end of November last Her Majesty the Queen received

reports from her governors and officials in the west of England,

namely, in certain ports of Cornwall and Devon, that some ships

had arrived there on their voyage to Flanders, and that there were
certain armed P'rench ships at sea, for feap of which neither they

nor the English merchants dared to put to sea, particularly such

as desired to go to Bordeaux for wine, and the said ships on their

way to Flanders.

Her Majesty, thereupon, seeing that she was already informed

by petition that her subjects could not trade with Bordeaux as

usual, ordered some of her own ships to be fitted out for the defence

of her subjects, and she sent promptly to order William Winter, who
had command of her ships there, to extend the same protection to

the subjects of the king of Spain, both at sea and in the ports, as

he would extenil to her own subjects. He had previously deter-

mined to steer his coiii'se dii-ect for Bordeaux, but, understanding

that the said S|)anish ships were in certain ports of Cornwall and
Devon, first went thither and gave them promises of protection.

After lie had been there a short time, the French ships entered the

ports, and he ordered them expressly to avoid molesting the

Spaniwli shii)s, and to be gone out of tiie ports, which they did.

Notwithstanding which, they secretly returned in the night and
robbed the Spaniards, but were expelled by Winter and many of

them wounded.
About the same time the Spanish ambassador, having received

notice of the arj-ival of the said Spanish ships, begged her Majesty
the Queen to order her officers to defend them whilst in the ports

and to give a passport, authorising certain monies which came in

* In the hanilwiiting of the King :
" Look to this, although I know nothing of such

eervaulB heing here."
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them to be Lronght over-Liml to Dover, or otherwise, that she

would allow some of her ships- to convoy them in safety to

Antwerp. The Queen replied that she already had news of the

business and had ordered her officers to look to the defence of the

money, and said that she would give guards, and permission for it

to be safely carried by land or sea, wherever was required. To
this the ambassador answered that he would write to the duke of

Alba, and on receipt of his decision, would accept one of the two
offers made by her Majesty. The Queen, for greater security,

wrote fresh and more pressing letters, ordering Winter and all other

officers to attend particularly to the defence of the said ships, and
ordered that the treasure should be put on shore, to the satisfaction

of the persons who had charge of it. At the same time she sent

special letters to Winter again ordering him to guard the said ships

against all violence. A fortnight after this. Winter advised the

Queen that it was urgent that he should sail for Bordeaux to

convoy the Englisli merchantmen, to the number of SO, which
were awaiting on the coast ; but that he had taken .such measures

in the ports that the Spanish ships should be well protected by the

land forces. Those in charge of the ships, seeing that William
Winter was leaving, also petitioned the officers of the ports and
certain gentlemen of those parts who had been authorised to bring

the treasure on shore, to the same effect ; the money in the mean-
while being on shore in charge of the Spaniards themselves, aided

by certain companies of Englishmen for its greater security. Whilst
this was passing in the West her Majesty learnt of another Spanish
ship in Southampton loaded with wool, and some ti'easure, and that

the same ship was also in danger from armed Frenchmen, who
were near the port between the Isle of Wight and the mainland.

She thereupon ordered the Governor of the island, who was at

Court at the time, to go post to Southampton to see if the Spanish
ship was in danger or not, and if so, to warn the owners and
endeavour to provide against it. According to the letters writt n
by him it a^jpears that he not only enjoined the French to dep 1 1;

without molesting the Spanish ship, but also gave orders to certain

forts in the island to fire their cannon on the French, in case the

latter attacked the Spaniards. After this the French offered i

large sum of money to the Governor if he would only refrain from
helping the ,said ship in case they, the French, attacked it by night

taking little account, it would appear, of the guns of the forts.

The Governor, for the sake of his own honour, refused theprofferrid

money, and, in fulfilment of the command given by the Queen to

protect the ship, informed the master, one Lope de la Sierra, who,
.seeing the danger in which his ship was, begged the Governor, in

writing, to help him to place the treasure on shore, which was done
three or four days before Christmas, and it was put into a safe

place under the seal of Lope de la Sierra himself, so that no
portion of it could be touched without his consent. On Lope de la

Sierra requesting that one of the boxes should be opened that ho
might take a sum out for his own expenses, this was done, and in

this box as in other parts of the ship, documents were found
proving that the money belonged to certain merchants, and was

H 2
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not the property of the king of Spain. About the same time other

documents of a similar nature were received from Devon and
Cornwall with respect to the money in the cutters that were there,

which documents upon being examined proved also that that

treasure was private property and not that of the king of Spain.

This was confirmed by the statement of some of the Spaniards

who came with the treasure, to the effect that it belonged to certain

merchants ; besides which, letters were received from Antwerp
dated 16th December, reporting that the money belonged to some
Genoese merchants resident there, and that as they were sure they
would be paid a fair interest, they were willing that the Queen
should have the use of it for a year, or longer, if she desired.

Thereupon the persons who gave this information were requested

to negotiate with the Genoese merchants to this effect. Whilst her

Majesty was awaiting the reply, the Spanish ambassador came to

Court on the 29th December, usking that all the treasure should be

removed from the places where it was ; affirming that it was all

the property of the king of Spain, and, in order that greater credit

should be given to his assertion, he handed to the Queen a letter of

three or four lines from the duke of Alba, which simply asked that

credit should be given to the ambassador, without any mention
being made of the money or anything else. Her Majesty having
considered this and compared it with the information she had
received, to tlie effect that the money belonged to merchants and
not to the King, replied that, what she had already done, if the

money belonged to the King, had been done in order to guard it

against the French, and gave him an account of some of the efforts

of her officers with this object. She, however, was now informed,

she said, that the money belonged to merchants, and, as in four or

five days she would have further particulars, she assured him on

her word that notliing should be done which could displease her

brother the King, and she woidd prove what she said within four

or five days when she saw him ai;ain. The ambassador took his

leave without any sign of being dissatisfied with this reply. Her
Majesty' afterwards received news from the west country where the

cutters were, inWy confirming the previous information and proving

conclusively that the money belonged to the merchants. On the

3rd of January, which was the fifth day after the ambassador saw
her, he having in the interim not seen the Queen or requested a

reply, she learnt that Count Lodron had called together all the

numerous English merchants residing in Antwerp on the 28th De-

cember, and told them that the duke of Alba had given orders for

the arrest of all their persons and property. This was the day
before the ambassador had his answer, so that on the following

day, the 29th, when the ambassador received it, as aforesaid, a

general arrest of all Engli=h subjects in Antwerp had been ordered,

and all of them were lodged in a house and guarded by a company
of soldierd. It must also be noted that, after the ambassador had
received his reply at Hampton Court on Wednesday the 29th De-
cember, he left on Thursday for London and immediately des-

patched one of his servants named Marron, who is called his

secretary, by way of Dunkirk, who had all the English of whom he
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could learn thrust into close imprisonment, and forbade all persons

to go over to England. In Bruges also, all English subjects and
property were embargoed and he (Marron) urged the Governors of

the town to employ greater cruelty to the English people than was
considered advisable b}' the Governors themselves, who apparently

understood the evils which might arise from s\ich a bold course.

At the i-ame time, all over Flanders the greatest cruelty was
used towards Englishmen, poor marineis and others, who were all

east into the public prisons, with less consideration, even, than is

employed in time of war. Her Majesty was kept informed of all

thisj and being moved by her natural solicitude and care for her

faithful subjects, ordei-ed by public proclamation in London on the

Vth January, that all commerce and trade with Flanders should

cease until the intention of her brother the King should be known
in thus arresting her subjects, and sequestrating their property.

She also ordered that all the subjects of the king of Spain in her

dominions, and their goods, should be detained in consideration of

the prior embargo that had been placed on her subjects abroad.

Her Majesty in doing this, had not followed the severe example
set by the officers of the king of Spain in Flanders, and by the

ambassador, in sending the orders he did by his said servant, as

may be seen by the vnrious moderate regulations made in the royal

decree already mentioned. Her Majesty, moreover, having heard
of the bad opinion universally formed by her subjects of the person of

the Spanish ambassador, in consequence of his action in this matter,

and the cruel persecutions prompted on the other side by his

secretary Marron, which were much more severe than those

ordered by the duke of Alba or Count Lodron in Antwerp, thought
necessary, both for the safety of the ambassador himself, and, at

the same time, to tame him somewhat, and satisfy her poor subjects

who had been so cruelly maltreated, principally by his instru-

mentality, to order him to remain in his own house and that none
of his people should be allowed outside, except for the necessary

provisions. For this purpose her Majesty appointed certain

gentlemen discreetly and prudently to arrange this, and to remain
in the house with the ambassador, without cost or annoyance of
any sort to him. To put this into execution she had sent the
right honourable Lord Clinton, Lord Admiral, and Sir William Cecil,

principal Secretary of State, both members of her Council, who
informed the ambassador of her Majesty's resolution. When they
saw the ambassador they proceeded as follows ; The Admiral
spoke first and briefly said in French that he and the secretary had
been sent by the Queen, but that as he did not speak much Latin
the secretary would communicate her Majesty's message in that
tongue, which he (the Admiral) understood, although he had little

practice in speaking it. With this the secretary, in fulfilment of
the Queen's orders and the decision of the Council, told the
ambassador that the Queen considered it very strange that a general
arrest and embargo of all her subjects and their goods had been
ordered in Flanders with extreme severity, and she desired to learn
if he had any knowledge whether the duke of Alba had received

special orders from the King to act in this way, and also whether
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he, himself, had express commands to do what he had done.

To this the ambassador rephed that the Queen ought not to

consider it strange tliat the Duke should have acted as he had,

as the cause of his doing so was that he considered the King's

treasure had been wrongfully detained. As to whether the Duke
had received special orders from the King, he thought that he had

not done so, but had acted as Governor and Captain-General of

FlamJers. As regarded himself, the ambassador said he had no
express command from the King, nor had he done anything in the

matter except to refiort to the Duke what he had negotiated. He was
theieupon told that, in the first place, the detention of the treasure

was in order to secure it against the French, as was well known by
him and others, and to whomsoever it belonged therefore, her Majesty

should be thanked for having detained it. He also knew how
reasonable had been the reply given to him on the 29th December,

from which nothing could be deduced which could arouse any
miptrust, or from which any blame could be imputed to the Queen,

since she had assured him that she would do nothing which could

displease the king of Spain, as he would understand within four or

five days when she saw him again. Her Majesty, therefore, could

not help holding the duke of Alba as the author of what had been

done, since no trace of its having been ordered by the King existed,

and as the ambassador himself confessed that he had no special

orders on the subject, yet, nevertheless, it was easily discerned that

he, the ambassador, had intervened very rigorously in the affair,

find the Queen could not help considering that, thereby, he had

exceeded the terms of his commission, he having been sent hither

to aid in the preservation of the treaties of friendship and ancient

alliance and commerce between the kingdoms, and not to destroy

them suddenly of his own action. To prove tha^t he had intervened

in this way, against what he asserted, he was informed that he had

on a certain daj' despatched his seccretary Marron beyond the sea,

and the cruelties which the said secretary had there perpetrated in

his name were cited to him. To this the ambassador answered at

first that he had no such secretary, but on his being told that

Marron was so considered and so styled in the letters, he replied

that it was true that there was a servant of the King thus called,

who had been here and had been despatched with letters to

Flanders, but that even supposing Marron had used his name
beyond the sea, his authority was not sufficient to carry any weight

there. Notwithstanding that Marron's acts were clearly proved to

him, he thought by answering in this way coolly to pass the matter

over, even though letters found from Antonio de Guaras, a great

friend of the ambassador, and other Spaniards, proved clearly that

the ambassador had sent Marron to act as he had done. After this

the ambassador was told that, for the reasons already stated, her

Majesty had determined to order him to remain in his house under

her protection, in order that he might be secure against the irrita-

tion of the people. For this purpose three gentlemen were
presented to him, namely, Francis Carew, Henry Knollys, and
Homy Kiiyvelt. He said he was content to accept the Queen's

decision, but coidd not help protesting that he ought to be allowed
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the rights appertaining to an ambassador. To this he was answered
that, as this embargo and violation of treaties had been his own
doing, without orders from his King, he liimself had not thus

acted as an ambassador, and the Queen did not intend to prejudice

in any way by what she did her friendship with the king of Spain
nor any privilege due to his ambassador. On the contrary, she

desired to maintain sucli amity, so long as he did not wish other-

wise. The ambassador, with some heat, again repeated his woi-ds

cf protest that his ambassadorial privileges should be respected,

and he was told that much more than was now being done to him
had been done to Mr. Man, the Queen's ambassador in Madrid,

which action also the Queen did not attribute to her good brother

the King, but to some of his officers or ministers. Mr. Man was
expelled the town where he lived and sent to a poor village three

leagues off, where he was placed under a g-uard and confined in a

very small lodging without liberty to speak to anyone, and was not

permitted to enter the presence of the King to answer the charges

against him, although he promised that, if he could not clear

himself, he would be content to sufi'er the displeasure of his Majestj^.

The ambassador replied to this, that it was well known that Man
had been so treated because he wished to exercise his own religion

in Spain, which could not be tolerated, and thereupon the ambassa-
dor was told that the queen of England's ambassador, had as much
right to exercise the religion of his country, without interfering

with the King's subjects, as he, the ambassador, had to attend mass
here ; because the queen of England is a sovereign princess equal to

any, and a subject to no other person. He was told that he was
also to be blamed in this matter as he was not content to exercise this

privilege for himself and his household, but connived at the attend-

ance of the Queen's subjects at religious ceremonies which are

forbidden by the laws of this country. Towards the end of the

conversation the ambassador asked authority to send some person

to Flanders for money to provide for his daily expenditure and
maintenance, and was told that it would not be necessary for him
to do this as he would not fail to obtain the necessary provisions,

and would have more credit here than the bishop of Aquila had
who was here before Don Diego de Guzman, in whose praise some
well-merited expressions were used. Whilst the Bishop lived here

he had bought on credit both goods and provisions from many poor

persons, for which nothing hitherto had been paid, and these poor

creditors had never ceased since his death to beg for payment, both

through the Queen's ambassadors in Spain and through the King's

ambassadors here. Although promises had been given that these

debts should be paid, no part of them had been received, and
many poor people had been ruined thereby. The ambassador said

that this money had been paid, which, being contrary to the truth,

he was told so. He was subsequently told that if he wished to

write to the duke of Alba or to any other person to report the

cause and manner of his detention, he might give the letters to be

read before closing them to the English gentlemen who remained
with him, and if he would write a letter in his own hand, that the

bearer of them should pass safely when he arrived beyond the sea,
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a man would at once be sent with his letters direct to the duke of

Alba, since experience had shown that otherwise no Englishman
could land in Flandtrs without immediately being arrested and cast

into prison, it is presumed through the action of his secretary

Marron. To this the ambassador only replied that he would
consider it, and this is all that passed on that day, without a single

word having been uttered more harsh than those set forth, as can

be testified by various English gentlemen who were present and
heard all the conversation, although the ambassador has since

written to a different effect. It is true that the admiral and the

secretary had instructions to set forth divers things done by the

duke of Alba since he has been in Flanders, at which her Majesty
has cause to be displeased and aggrieved, seeing the good offices she

has performed during the disturbed period when she might by
many ways have injured the Duke and his affairs, which, however,

she would not by any means do, notwithstanding the great pro-

voc.ition she had receive 1. They wei'e also told to mention to the

ambassador the grievance done by the printing and publishing in

Spain of certain books attacking the King, her famous father, and
insulting her with obvious lies and falsehoods. Although complaints

had been made of this, and redress promised, the evil was renewed
by the printing and publishing of other things worse still. The
bad treatment also of the ambassador, Mr. Man, was to have
been set forth in detail, the action in this case having been effected

with so much discourtesy that the Queen could not believe that

her good brother the King was the origin of it. They were also

directed to declare divers grievances which had been caused to her

Majesty's subjects in Flanders x-ecently in many ways, as for

instance, in new taxes having been imposed upon them, in violation

of the agreement made in Bruges within the last four years. But
the admiral and the secretary, seeing that the ambassador was
disturbed with what they had previously said, and they having

to go to the Court the same night, eleven miles off, the hour being

already late, they thought^best to defer the last-mentioned matters

for the present. All this passed on Saturday the 8th January.

Three days afterwards, the 11th, the ambassador sent to Henry
Knollys and the other gentlemen a packet of letters directed to the

duke of Alba, which Mr. Knollys returned to him saying, that if

he wished to advise the Duke of anything regarding his position,

and what he wrote was in accord with the truth, and he would
give letters assuring safe passage to the man who took it, the said

packet would be sent. To this he replied that, as to the first, he
would duly think it over, and with regard to the second, his letters

would have no authority as a safe conduct. Notwithstanding this,

shortly afterwards he sent some of his servants to Henry Knollys
with the aforementioned letters open, saying that after he had read
them and had them sealed up, they might be sent to the Court as

promised. Whilst the letters were being read he sent again to

say that if they liked they could send them to the Court open,

which, having regard to some expressions in them, Knollys thought
he ought not to refuse to do. When they were seen by certain

members of the Council the latter were much displeased at them.
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not only in consequence of what they contained, they being written

in a very unseemly way for a person in the writer's position, but
especially for the insolence and presumption he had shown in

ordering them to be sent to the Court open.* When the rest of

the Councillors heard of this and had had the letters interpreted to

them, they could not help being gravely offended, both at the

contents and at the insolence of sending them open, and it was
unanimously agreed to write a letter to the ambassador informing

him of the reasons which they had for complaining of him and his

letters. To this letter of the lords, dated on the 14th, he replied

by another written on the 16th, which reply being entirely

unsatisfactory, seeing that the best excuse he could make was that

in consequence of their ignorance of the Spanish tongue, in which
his letters were written, they had misunderstood what he said,

although their Lordships had no reason to believe that they had
been deceived by the translators, yet they caused some native

Spaniards to read them, and found that no other meaning could be

attributed to the words used than that which had already been
understood. The lords therefore sent Bernard Hampton, whom it

is believed the king of Spain will know, as he was Spanish
secretary to the Queen Mary, and William Winter, Captain of

Artillery in the Queen's fleet, both being discreet persons well

versed in the Spanish tongue, that they might ask the ambassador
what other possible meaning or interpretation could be placed by
him on his letters than that which their Lordships had placed upon
them, confirmed by discreet native Spaniards. The ambassador
replied that it was true that anything, no matter how well written,

could be twisted to an evil meaning, but, as regarded what he had
written to the duke of Alba, saying that all, great and small,

in this country were dissatisfied with the Government, he had
never, for a moment, intended to allude in this to the Iprds and
others of the Council ; but that when in Spain the expression of
" great and small," having said or done this or that, is used, it is

understood to mean that such a thing has been commonly said or

done. He also, wishing to report that the people were generally

dissatisfied, had used these words ; but it was not his intention

in saying " that great and small were dissatisfied with the Govern-
ment," to indicate that they were generally dissatisfied with the

government of the State, but only with this affair of the detention

of the King's money. Regarding the letter which he wrote to

Geronimo de Curiel, saying that he was a prisoner of Queen Oriana,

he said it seemed very strange that their Lordships should mis-

understand his meaning, seeing that any person who has been, or

conversed in the Court of Spain, would have understood it, and
taken it in good part, because when they want there to refer to

any lady of singular and excellent person they call her queen
Oriana, and, indeed, the ladies and gentlemen of the Court used to

amuse themselves by calling the queen of Spain by that name, and
other ladies by other names out of the famous lable of Amadis.
He affirmed that he had never thought of writing anything

* See Note, p. 99.
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injurious oi" disrespectful of Her Majesty the Queen, for whom he
had the great esteem, which was due to so virtuous and excellent

a Princess. As to what he said in his letter about Archelaus being
still alive, he said he had no intention of indicating any particular

person here, but that, only following the course of the fable, he
mentioned Archelaus amongst other personages therein without any
otlier intention than the afore-mentioned.

28 Feb. 85. The King to Guerau de Spes.

I have little to add to the enclosed, excepting that they have
acted very badly, after arresting j'ou to seize the letter you wrote
to me. Both are acts of open hostility, but, nevertheless, you will

not make any move beyond what the duke of Alba orders you.

We expect advice of the I'eply that the Queen will have given to

D'Assonleville in order to decide how to proceed, in conformity with
the intentions manifested therein. If the Queen has the under-

standing, which you say she has, with the princes of Germany and
particularly with the Palatine, to induce them to arm and jointly

attack my Netherlands, it will be a decided proof that she is my
enemy. You will endeavour to discover this thoroughly, and
write to me by all opportunities, and also to the duke of Alba, as

you will see how important it is to the interest of the States.

—

Madrid, 28th February 1569.

86. Document endorsed : Statement made by Councillor

D'Assonleville of his mission to England, upon which
he was sent by the duke of Alba.

On the 22nd February 15G9 Mr. Mildmay, a councillor, and
Secretary Cecil, came and declared that they had been commissioned

by the Queen to hear, in substance, what I had to say, in order

that they might communicate it to her, to which course they said

I had already consented.

I said it was true, and, as the Queen so wished it, in order to

please her and expedite matters as to my audience with her, I

would make the statement they requested, which I did, reserving

for myself the right of stating to the Queen personally points that

were for her private ear.

They said they would listen to my statement, and asked me
whether I had any other point I wished to mention ; to which I

replied that I had, but only in case the Queen satisfied me on the

first matter, and they thereupon left.

On Friday, 25th February, I was requested by Thomas Gresham

to attend after dinner at the Chancellor's house, where some of the

councillors awaited me. When I arrived there I found the marquis

of Northampton, the Admiral, Mildmay, and Cecil, and the marquis

first addressed me saying, that the Queen had been informed by
the gentlemen now present of what had passed with me a few days

before, and, as the duke of Alba, in whose name I spoke, had
treated her with great ingratitude. Her Majesty was determined to

have nothing to say to him or to me as his representative, so that

it would be superfluous for me to address her personally on this or

any other matter, but that Secretary Cecil would more fully state
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ber intentions. Cecil then said that Mildmay and he had conveyed
wliat I had said, to the Queen, and after she had heard it, she had
directed them to speak to me as follows

:

First. With regard to the desire expressed for the continuance

of the friendship existing between the King and their Queen, the

duke of Alba having stated through me that he would maintain the

same, she was very pleased thereat, and she on her part had done
all she could to reciprocate the good will of the King. As far as

concerned the Duke, however, she laad not heard that he had taken

any trouble to preserve such friendship, but lather to the contrary,

that he had done what he could to break and violate it in several

ways, and recently especially, by violently and unjustly ordering

the arrest of the persons and goods of her faithful subjects. It is

true that seiiiures had been made on former occasions by both

parties, but it had always previously been done in proper form, and
in accordance with the treaties which, in tliis case, have been

entirely disregarded ; the Duke having thus proved himself not

only ungrateful for the good offices the Queen had performed, but

had used her subjects iniquitously and unjustly.

As regards the money which is alleged to belong to the King, he
said that, in order to acquaint me with the matter, he would state

fully what had occurred, which in effect was in accord with what
he had already told me at the Council, and is contained in the

published statement. He concluded by saying that the Queen
never refused to return the money, but had told the ambassador
that as she understood the money did not belong to the King but
to private merchants, which she could prove liy notes which had been
sent to the ambassador requesting him to take steps in relation to

the money, which he was told he could say belonged to the King.
It was also proved by other letters and documents from merchants,

and also by the fact that the bills of exchange for the remittance

of the money had been paid through the bank of Leon, all of which
evidence would be produced. But, notwithstanding this, she had
not refused to pay the money, but promised to give a reply within
four days.

The treaties, and particular-ly that of 1495, lay down clearly

when reprisals of seizure may be adopted, and the ti'eaties on this

occasion have not been fulfilled, as the arrests were made in

Antwerp on the 29th December last, on the very day that the

ambassador came to ask for the restitution of the money, in virtue of

a letter of credence from his Excellency, containing only four lines ; in

contravention of the usual form of such letters to princes. It was
thus evident that there could have been no refusal of restitution

before the arrests of Antwerp, and, moreover, even the previous

day, the 28th, Count Lodron had told people in Antwerp that he
had orders to make the seizure of all English persons and property,

so that, in any case, the order for the arrest must have been given
by his Excellency several days before the ambassador had asked
for the restitution of the money. With reference to my request

that the money should be restored and the arrests cancelled, on
condition that the same thing should be on the Duke's part, the

Queen replied that she had been very badly and injuriously treated,
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and could not be expected to relax before those who had commenced
the seizures.

There were, moreover, many other grave and notable injuries

inflicted upon the Queen and her ambassadors, and manj' of her

subjects were imprisoned in Spain, as well as in Flanders, the last

treaty of Bruges being entirely disregarded. When she had com-
plained on this account her arguments had been contemned and
lier letters rejected, besides which, arrests of Englishmen, she learnt,

had now been commenced in Spain itself, where the Duke had no
power. It was therefore necessaiy, since matters had gone so far,

that both questions sliould be settled together and not separately.

This could not be done with me, as I had no power or commis-
sion from his Majesty, but if the King would authorize some one
to deal with the whole of these differences, myself or another, slie

would willingly hear him, but not otherwise; and this was the
answer he gave me in the name of his mistress. Having thus heard
what he had to say, I replied on each point as follows :—First, as

regards what the Marquis had said, I was much surprised at the

reply, as both the Admiral and Cecil who were present would
recollect what I had said in my last communication Avith them on
the 20th, namely, that my mission could only be submitted to the

Queen, as was customary and demanded by the dignity of niy

King and the reputation of his lieutenant-general, and even that

of the Queen herself. All first interviews and replies, I said, were
given by princes, or, at all events, in their presence, if they are

minors or wards, which is obviously not the case with the Queen,
who is so wise and prudent, speaks languages, and is in the habit

of personally treating with ambassadors. Messieurs Mildmay and
Cecil had only asked me for a summary of my commission for

communication to the Queen, and on this understanding I had
given it, that she should be the better informed before my audience

with her. I said I had merely given a summary, reserving to

mj^self the task of explaining and enlarging as well as answering
any questions or objections which might be put to me. There was,

I said, a great difference between making a simple statement and
making it circumstantially, which was the reason why state affaii's

were more satisfactorily despatched by an ambassador than in

writing, and, to prove what I said, I had not yet delivered the
letters of credence and commission which I had ofl:ered to hand
to the Queen in the usual way. In short, I saw that she declined

to hear my errand and refused me international rights, adopting
this strange mode of proceeding and declining to listen to me. As
she had taken this course 1 protested that, if anything untoward
should occur, which God forbid, between sovereigns so closely

united^ his Majesty would be exonerated before God and the world,

as also would be the duke of Alba.

They replied that it was true I had given them an account of
my commission under the reserve mentioned that I would explain
it more fully to the Queen personally, but as the substance of it

only was the restitution of the money and the raising of the arrests

on both sides, anything I could say in addition would simply be
persuasion, which the Queen did not now wish to hear, as I had
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nc commission from the King to deal with the matter. As regards

refusing me audience, which I said was a new thing and against

international rights, they said tlie King had first adopted this

course, having always refused to receive the Queen's ambassador,

although he had been requested to do so many times. It need not

therefore appear strange, and the Queen was as much mistress of

her realm as the King was master of his. I said I knew nothing

about all this, and, even if were as they said, some reasons must
have preceded it which I did not understand. I then protested

that I did not consider what they had said as a reply, but only as

a refusal to grant me audience, and went on to say that I did not

understand what ingratitude they referred to from the Duke to

the Queen, nor the bad offices they imputed to him, and begged

that thej?^ would particularize them more, in order that I might
give an account to the Duke, as I was quite sure they had been

wrongly informed and that these were simply calumnies invented

by evil-minded people.

They said the Queen was well informed on the matter, and had,

some time ago, given a statement to the ordinary ambassador,

to which no reply had been given ; but I could get no further par-

ticulars from them of the alleged ingratitude, unless, indeed, they

referred to what they mentioned before about the welcome and
salutation she had sent to the constable of Navarre at Dover.

As regards the money, I said that I had listened to the discourse

they had addressed to me on two occasions, and as it was a matter
which closely concerned the ordinary ambassador, I should have
wished him to be present, in order to give an account of what
passed. I fully believed that the Queen and Council only

spoke the truth, but that an ambassador (such men being

chosen for their good sense and prudence) ought also to be believed,

as they have to act alone and cannot call witnesses to corroborate

them. This, I sai(>, was the reason why I had pressed so much for

the presence bf the ordinary ambassador, as is customary. If ho

had been here he would have been able to answer everything, but

it was evident that these innovations were only intended to confuse

matters.

When we had got thus far, I was desirous of making it clear

that we did not recognise that we were in the wrong, or that his

Excellency had acted in contravention of the treaties, and told

them that it was evident tliat two months had passed after the

detention of the money in England before the seizures were made
on our side, namely, November and December, which, being the

months fixed for the payment of troops, the Queen might understand

that the matter was one that did not admit of delay.

They declared that the Queen made no detention of his Majesty's

money before the general seizure on our side, nor refused to let it

be forwarded. On the contrary, the detentions in England had
been effected at the request of the ambassador to protect the money
from pirates and Frenchmen who intended to enter the ports and
steal it, which they would have done if they had not been pre-

vented by the Queen. They had even offered her Vice-Admiral a

bribe of 50,000 crowns to shut his eyes and let them do as they
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liked, and offered another ciiptain 25^000. They said tliat the

ambassador had never asked for the restoration of the money
before the 29th December, but had aslced them to guard it safely

until he learnt from the Duke whether it was to be forwarded by
land or sea.

I replied that I had understood very differently, and that the

ambassador had previously demanded the money, the sole request

for which, by the treaties, and particularly that mentioned by
Cecil, (1495), was a sufficient cause for the counter-arrest. Even,
however, which I did not admit, if things were as they said, I asked
them whether they thought it was a just reason why they should
keep the King's money ?

They replied that the money did not belong to the King, as they
could fully prove. I said as the King my master said to the con-
trary and his lieutenant-general the same, which statement was
confirmed by the clearance notes, and the money was coined in his

mint and exported from his country, fuller credit should be given
to him than to the other arguments they adduced.

Furthermore to upset this reasoning I said that, even if this

money belonged to private persons, which it did not, they could

not detain it without a clear infraction of the treaties, which
provide tliat subjects of both princes may enter and leave the ports

of either country with ships and goods without any let or hindrance,

and especially co ild foreigners enter the ports and leave freely

for the country of either of the two sovereigns, as in the case of

these ships freighted for Antwerp, which they themselves
confessed.

They said I was right about the treaties, but that the money
had not been demanded of them, except as being the property of

the King, for which reason the Queen might refuse to restore it

;

which, however, she had not done previous to the seizures on the

other side. I said the money belonged to the King, for the reasons

alleged by me now, to show that, in any case, they were doinT
him an injury in detaining his money which he needed for the
maintenance of his Netiierlands States.

They said, moreover, that the Queen might receive and hold this

money, as the bankers of Leon did, to which I replied that it was
not for the bankers but for the King, and, in any case, the treaties

provided that goods in transit should not be arrested, so that they
ought to allow the money to go to its destination. I could get no
further reply to this.

I then passed on to the relaxing of the seizures, as they called it,

and asked that the Queen should relax first and adding that the
] )uke would maintain that the King's money had first been seized

in England, long before arrests had been made in the Netherlands.

But, I said, the way to settle the business was not to talk about
who should move first or second, but the thing might be done
simultaneously and everything put into its formei' position.

They replied that it was well to know which side had been in

the wrong, and I said that I saw very clearly in the meanwhile
they were going to keep my master's money. They said they
would not touch it, and it would be in safe keeping, but, said I, in
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the meanwhile the King cannot employ his own funds, and I asked
them whether they thought such a i>roceeding was worthy of a

neighbouring princess who professed so much amity, and if

friendship generally produced such results as these ?

The only reply they made to this was that things had arrived

at such a stage that it was necessary for a general agreement to be

come to.

I replied that all the grievances they alleged had nothing what-
ever to do with the matter in hand, which was a seizure of

property on both sides, in consequence of the detention of the

King's- money by the Queen ; and, on this point, I was ready to

expound my commission and negotiate in conformitj' with it. To
this they again replied, as before, that the whole matter must be
dealt with simultaneously.

I then proceeded to speak of my powers, which I said were
ample, proceeding as they did from his Excellency, who they knew
was Governor-General with powers to deal with all matters touching
his government, such as this was. I had, I said, already proved
tins so clearly by examples that the Queen had sent word that I

was right, for which reason I was all the more surprised that they
should again assert to the contrary. They replied that the question

now was not simply one of the government of the Netherlands but
of Spain, from which the Queen had received many wrongs and
grievances which had not been remedied. I asked them what
wrongs and grievances ? They replied tliat books had been allowed
to be printed and sold in Spain, \\'herein the Queen had been in-

juriously treated as regards her person, honour, and reputation, and
redress had been demanded for this and granted by the King, but,

nevertheless, no effect had been produced and the books were
printed worse than ever. Many persons, too, they said, were being
detained there, and injury was sought to be done to them without
any just cause for such action.

I asked them whether they referred to the Inquisition, to which
they replied that they did.

Various points also wei e mentioned where the treaty of Bruges
was being broken, and respecting which redress would have to be

given at the same time. I asked them for particulars of these

points, whereupon they said that there were so many that they
could not recall them, biit they had written about them and no
notice had been taken. I again urged that all these differences liad

nothing whatever to do with the retention of his Majesty's money,
which they ought at once to return, and the other questions could

then be dealt with.

They said that they had heard that seizures had also been ma.de

in Spain, and I replied that if this were so (of which I was ignorant) it

was only accessory to the seizures in Flnnders, and when the latter

point was settled, the Spanish part of the matter would be easily

arranged. The Duke, if necessary, would undertake to obtain his

Majesty's assent. To this they replied that it was uncertain, and in

the meanwhile the money would go out of their handf^. It was

much better to deal with all pending questions at once under the

King's own authority, especially as they believed there were many
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things being done both in Flanders and Spain of which the King
was unaware, and of which it was fitting he should be informed.

This was the only opportunity of communicating everything to him,
and it must not be lost.

Seeing that all this was mere impertinent subterfuge, alleged as

a pretext for detaining the King's money, I said, " Well, gentlemen,
" tlien the Queen means to say, in short, that she will not restore
" his Majesty's money." They replied that she did not refuse, but
wished first that all pending questions between them should be
settled, for which purpose she oflFered to negotiate with any person

who was duly authorised by the King. I said that this was a very
uujust and iniquitous reply, and I did not believe if the Queen had
heard me that she would have given me such, an answer. There
was no sovereign Prince in the world, however insignificant, who
would not feel seriously aggrieved at such treatment, and she might
well imagine how much more it would offend such a King as mine,

when he was informed that I had protested in vain (as I did now
again), that if anything happened, which God forbid, between such

fraternal princes, his E.xcellency was exonerated before God and
man from responsibilitj', he having sent me with the offer I had
made them. This I asked them to convey to the Queen. I said

that, £0 far as I was concerned, I had not been listened to or

granted an audience, which fact of itself proved the Queen's in-

tentions towards his Majesty and the Duke ; so there was nothing
for me but to return and give an account of my mission. I said I

saw very well what the object was. They wished, in the words of

the proverb, to " complain with their hands full," and I would leave

them to judge whetlier their action was just or reasonable or such

as could be tolerated by my King.

They said they did not wish to be blamed for what they had
told me. They had simply repeated to me the commission entrusted

to them by the Queen, who had submitted the matter to her Council.

The Queen, they said, had not taken the King's money to keep, but

held it and the other goods she had seized as a set-off to the arrests

made by the duke of Alba. I said that neither by right nor

reason could they thus suddenly change the ground of their seizure

subsequent to its having taken place, particularly as the seizure of

this money had lieen the origin of everything that had followed.

What had been the principal cause could not thus be made into an
accessory fact subsequently as they wished it to be, in violation of

all right and reason.

They said yes, it could, and as I could get nothing else from

them, the conference ended, after I had told them that, as I had
determined to return home, I wished again to speak with the King's

ambassador. They said they would inform the Queen and let me
itnow

Continuation of D'Assonleville s Statement

:

—On the same
day, 27th February 1569, Gre.sham came to tell me that, on
his requesting the Queen for a passport in my name, he had
taken the opportunity of saying how sorry I was that I had not
been granted an audience, as I had 'come on so g' od an errand

from the King, and that I could hardly believe it, as she had on
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former occasions Ireatcil ivie no kiiidl)' inid I'.'coivcfl mc ro frc(|iieiitly.

Ho said I liad hoped that ii' I had mccu her Majesty I shouM have

received another sort of answer, and events would have followed a

different course. He had been discussing the matter with the Qiie<;ii,

he said, for an hour, and she had ordered him to tell me that she

knew me well and considered me an honest man, as she had

always been satisfied with my mode of proceeding ; I had not how-
ever come on this occasion with a commission from the King but

simply from the duke of Alba, who had treated her so badly and
oppressed her subjects in the Netherlands. She said she declined

to receive me as she had nothing to do with the Duke, and repeated

to him the complaint about the letter of credence of three lines,

which, she said, proved that he did not esteem her. On the

contrary he disliked her and was anxious for war, and the Duke's

officers and soldiers were already partitioning her kingdom, like

hunters who divide their prey before they capture it. She told

Gresham to convey this to me that I might communicate it to tlic

Duke and tell him that she was Queen and mistress of her own
realm as her predecessors had been and disposed of the same
resources as they had done. As regards the King, she was attacliei.l

to him and would do her best to keep the peace with him. If she

had wished otherwise she could easily have prevented Flemish
aff'aii-s from passing over so peacefully, and the Duke would never

have seen the end of them if she had acceded to the reijuest of

Orange, Egmont, and other.'i'. She had acted as she had in order to

keep the money safely, and the money did not belong to the King
as was proved by the bills of lading and confessions of the mer-

chants and marinei's. She spoke also about the letters she had sent

and the treatment of her ambassador in Spain, respecting wliieh

point Gresham said he had replied in accord with what he h;id

heard me say, namely, that the Queen wiis satisfied about the

King's treatment of her ambassador. She replied Ihiit she had not

been spoken to about it, much less satisfied.

Finally she said that, if I had any commission from the King or

anything else to say to her, except in the name of the Duke, she

would willingly hear me.

Gresham told me all this in the presence of my hopt, adding tint

he had been talking with the Queen for an hour on these matters,

and she wanted -nothing but peace with the King ; liut if anyojie

wished to make war on her, they would find her ready; which she

enjoined Gresham to tell me. I asked him whether lie hail any-

thing more to say to me, to which he replied that I had better

think over what he had told me, as it was late, and he would come
to-morrow for the answer. On the last day of February Gresham
returned, and I told him that I was much surprised that the Queen
should still remain under the impression that I had not come i'rom

the King, as I came on his business, from his country, for his money,
and on account of his subjects ; that I was one of his Majesty's

councillors ;ind bore a commission from his Lieutenant-General in

the icing's absence, in the ordinary form employed on both sides in

matters touching the Netherlands.

As regards the ill-will which she says the Duke bears her, and the

other things she alleges, I replied that these were some false tales

y 76467. I
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told her by the enemies of peace, and of my King and the Duke.

I shonld like to know who were the partitioners of her kingdom,

indeed, it was necessary that I should know, as I was to convey it

to the Duke. I begged her to be undeceived, and assured her that,

if I had spoken to her I would have convinced her that the Duke had

not ordered the arrests without good reason, as the King's money,

of which he was in such great need, was being detained. I said

that, even if I had come on another errand, an audience ought not

to have been denied me, and she was doing herself great injury by
proceeding in this way.

I was glad, I said, to hear of the friendly feeling she had towards

the King, and was sure nobody deserved it better than he ; but

I should like to remind her of what she had told me to convey to

his Majesty on former occasions, and to which I did not wish to

refer more definitely as it was not meet that everyone should

know it.

As regards her late ambassador in Spain, I could only say that

the Spanish ambassador had told me, only the daj^ before yesterday,

that he had renewed the explanations which he had presented to

the Queen and she had appeared satisfied, as I am sure she would

be if she would hear me. As regards the audience, I said it

was evident the Queen saw that if I could not speak by virtue of

my commission I could not speak without it. In answer to the

next point I said yes, I had something else to say, but as that

which came first in order on my instructions had been refused, it

would be in vain for me to address her on other points.

Notwithstanding this, I begged Gresham, on my own behalf, to

say to the Queen that it was a poor proof of her friendship for

the King, especially in the present state of his affairs, to keep the

money which he wanted to pay to his troops.

I added that I understood that in addition to the seizures made
by the Queen's ships of our vessels which approached or entered

her ports, our men, after Ijaving been plundered, were maltreated

or arrested, which were acts of hostility and not merely of

detention. Personally, I humbly thanked her for her good opinion

of me, and Gresham promised to convey all 1 said to the Queen,

adding that she herself desired peace, but that the nobles and the

people wished for war with the Spaniards. The English had a

good and populous country, with money, victuals, and munitions,

besides which the riches of the Netherlands were, so to speak, at

tlieir doors, and they could draw 500,000 ducats from Hamburg
in a week, and if the Queen liked to borrow from her merchants

at ] 2 per cent, interest, she could have at once a million sterling,

They (the English) had in former times captured part of France

and Spain, and had fought some great wars, and, as the Duke had
fought France, Italy, Germany, and the Netlierlands, he had better

try his hand now against the English.

I did not care to reply a word to all this extravagant bombast,

excepting only to ask whether they were desirous of war, to

which he replied no, and that war would cause differences here

for which they would be sorry.

On the Ifet of March Gresham came again to say that he had

bad another interview with the Queen, and, when he had asked
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her if slie knew who were the Spanish officers who had discussed

the partition of her realm, in order that they might be properly

dealt with, she answered him that she was a woman, and had
been told so. I said that he had also told me that she did not wish
for war with her brother tlie King, and would never commence
it, but that if she were forced to it she had means to defend herself.

Gresham replied to this that the Queen could muster 50,000

men immediately, that she had money, and that she was better

supplied with men-at-arms, artillery, war vessels, munitions,

victuals, and warlike stores, than any three of the other European
sovereigns together. Notwithstanding this, however, she did not

seek war, but was quite resolved to have nothing to do with the

duke of Alba, since he had slighted her so, although all con-

sideration would be shown to anyone who came with a power from
his Majesty.

Referring to my statement that I had heard that the Queen's
ships forcibly made (Spanish ships) which they met at sea enter

her ports, she said she had not heard that this was done and she

would not allow it. He (Gresham) handed me my passport, and said

the Queen had heard that I had caused certain Englishmen to be
imprisoned at Dunkirk, from which I exonerated myself, and said

that a very false statement of the matter had been made to her.

I begged her to tell me the author of the falsehood that I might
make him retract it, and I urged Gresham to convey this to the
Queen, which he promised to do.

He then said that the Queen had instructed him to say that
she heard that the ordinary ambassador had written to the Duke
that Benedict Spinola had informed her that this money did not
belong to the King but to Genoese merchants, and she assured me,
on her word of honour, that Spinola had said nothing of the kind.

He was, on the contrary, entirely innocent, which I could make
known in the Netherlands, especially as she was willing for Spinola
in persora to come and clear himself to me, and that Luis Lo]jez

de la Sierra would inform me how she had learnt it, which
was through certain notes being found in the boxes naming the

merchants to whom the money belonged. In conformity with this,

Spinola came to me together with many other Spaniards and
Italians, amongst whom was Sierra, and, in the presence of

Gresham, made a long speech in his justification, all of which I

said I would report. He (Spinola) told me apart that he still had
in his possession the passport granted by the Queen for the

transport of the money to Flanders, which he said would greatly

exonerate the ambassador. Gresham concluded the interview by
urging me to use my good oflaces to preserve peace. I said I was
not in the habit of using bad offices, but I did not know how the
King would take the detention of his money at such a critical

time as this, and the different treatment extended to his lieutenant-

general and ambassador from that formerly employed towards them.

He replied that the Queen had said that she could not act other-

wise, as they had not paid any more respect to her, and the Duke
had so gravely slighted her Majesty.

On the 2nd of March Gresham came again to repeat the same

I I
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thing, namely, that the Queen desired peace, and would nut fail

on her part to maintain it. He also said that the Queen had
been badly informed about me, and that it was not I, but someone
else who had had her people imprisoned at Dunkirk.
La Sierra and others informed me of the amount of money

seized, and I had a note delivered to him (Gresham ?) setting forth

that the total sum exceeded 300,000 crowns.

I was informed that there were 150 Spaniards, Biscayners,

and others in Bridewell prison, whose ships had been taken
from them, and who were living on charity, and that an apostate

Spanish heretic came there every day and preached to them for

the purpose of leading them astray, which was a barbarous,

exhorbitant, and intolerable thing. I therefore addressed a request

to the mayor of London, who has charge of the prison, that he
would ha^'e the matter remedied, as otherwise I should have to

complain to the Queen.

The next day the Mayor sent me word that he had summoned the

said Spanish preacher before him, and was assured by him that

he had done nothing but distribute alms amongst these prisoners,

and s \y the " Patei'noster " in Spanish. Since, however, I

objected, the Mayor had forbidden him to go to the prison again,

altliougli the consequence would be that the prisoners would suffer

mnrf privation than l^efore. I said that did not matter, and that

the Queen, who was keeping them there, would not let them die

of hunger, but would treat them as subjects of his Majesty should

Ije treated. I let the prisoners know this, whereat they were
greatly rejoiced.

The next morning the principal gentleman of the French am-
bassador came to Kay good-bye, and to express the ambassador's

sorrow that ho could not come himself, as he had not permission

to do so.

I left London on 5th March, escorted by Gresham and William
Aldcrson.

10 March. 87. The DuKE of Alb.\ to the King.
[Extract,]

Silicc my last I lia\ c reccivL'il the enclosed letters from Don
Gnci'au and D'Assonlevillc, by -which your Majesty will learn all

that is passhig. I think this business is getting more serious

than at first was believed, as I notice that the Queen has been

complaining lately of the alleged bad treatment of Iier ambas-

sador, and those who are disposed to forward such movements
have gained her ear by this means. I am awaiting D'Assonleville,

and, when he arrives, I Avill make myself acquainted with his

action in England in order to send a statement to your Majesty,

as I think that, saving better information, your Majesty should

act in conformity \'\'ith that which we write to you from here.

In the meanwhile I think it will be well to tell your Majesty
what my own tendency is, so far. I do not know whether an
open rupture with England at the present time will be advan-
tageous, considering the state of the treasury, and these States

being so exhausted with the war and late disturbances, and so
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bereft of ships and many other things necessary for a fresh

war, and it would certainly be a grave loss of dignity, with your
Majesty's power, to again return to the old negotiations. All

things considered, I tliink it would be best to adopt a gentle

course, writing to the Queen that, seeing the close friendship and
alliance tliat have so long existed between the countries, par-

ticularly between her father and the Emperor, and your brotherly

affection for her, even though she should desire to quarrel, you
will not consent to do so, and that it shall nexer be said that the

knot that binds you together has been loosened. She should he

asked to say in what way she considers herself aggrieverl, and your
Majesty will be ready to give her every satisfaction in consideration

of your tender love for her, and will not pursue towarJs her the

same course that you would pursue with any other prince under
similar circumstances. I thought well to set this forth to your
Majesty in case she should send anyone to j'ou before the definite

opinion is forwarded to you from here, and you can thus go on
temporising, and can, afterwards, adopt the course you think best.

There will be means for fully satisfying your iMajesty by-and-bye
if your desire it, I much fear that the Italian who is writing to

Don Guerau about that affair is deceiving him, and that he is

suborned to tempt him in this and other thiugs, he being a new
man.*—Brussels, 10th Mai'ch 1569.

12 March. 88. Guerau de Spes to the King.

By many letters I have advised your Majesty that this Queen,
on the 19th December last, siezed the money in Lope de la Sierra's

ship in Southampton, notwithstanding her repeated promise, and her

passport and letters already granted for its safe despatch. I advised

the duke of Alba, and tried to gain audience of the Queen, in order

to signify to her the injury she was doing. I found her very hard
and harsh, full of falsehood and fictions to avoid returning the

money, and I understood at once that her intention, and that of

many of her Council, was to retain it, thinking thereby to in-

convenience the duke of Alba and, by this means and others, to

give succour to the French and Flemish rebels. Your IMajesty

will have heard how the Duke also placed a general embargo on
English property, of which .1 received news here on the 3rd January
by a courier who came over with four others, despatched by English-

men and others there. Tliey quite expected here that the Duke
would do this, for, before the news arrived, they had taken all the

ships belonging to your Majesty's subjects in the west country and
had landed the whole of their sails and rigging. In Southampton
they told Lope de la Sierra that the pirates would certainly attack

him in port and that they were in league with the captains of the

(Queen's ?) ships. By this means they got him to discharge the greater

part of his cargo of wool and afterwards arrested him. They then

seized all the letters I wrote to your Majesty, to the duke of Alba,

and to Don Frances de Alava, and, on my sending to request secre-

tary Cecil to return them, he began to abuse the duke of Alba as if it

Kodolfo Kidolfi.
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was his business to punish him, and threatened me greatly. His
threats were not entirely in vain for, on the 8th January, he and
the Admiral arrested me in this house with great insolence, sending

away all my English servants excepting one, and putting me under
strict guard. They divided the guard into four parties, for whom
they made three wooden houses in the garden, and posted the

fourth detachment in the lodge at the principal gate. At the river

gate they stationed two armed boats with many harquebussiers

and archers, and left three gentlemen with a large suite in the

house. They took one of my servants to the Chancellor's house,

and, under threats of torture, made him give information about a

courier who had already left, and the road he had taken, which
courier they at once brought back and siezed the letters. Cecil

used very harsh words against your Majesty, signifying that this

insult to me was partly in payment of what their ambassador had
to endure in Spain. This severity with me lasted many days,

dxiring which the duke of Alba sent Dr. D'Assonleville hither.

They placed guards over him when he got to' Rochester, and
detained him here in this manner for a long time, without allowing

him to communicate with me, feigning many reasons, all false,

which the Queen had for being offended with the Duke. Neither
the Duke, nor any other minister of your Majesty, has ever done her

any dis-service or disrespect, not even complaining of what we and
all persons know she has done to injure your Majesty's States, but
it is the fear and remorse of a bad conscience which make her

uneasy. They afterwards told D'Assonleville that he could see me,
but must not speak with the Queen, either in my presence or

otherwise, on any account. They said if he had anything to say

he must communicate with the Council, and both D'Assonleville

and myself thought best that the Duke should be consulted. When
his reply was received, D'Assonleville insisted on his request for

audience and the Queen in her refusal. The Duke wrote that if

the Queen would give him, D'Assonleville, audience, there was no
great objection to his telling any members of the Council, sent for

the purpose by her, what was the substance of his instructions, and
D'Assonleville, tired out, did so. The next day a decided reply

came from the Queen, by the marquis of Northampton and Cecil,

saj'ing that the Queen would return this money to your Majesty,

but not through the duke of Alba, but that first all the points left

open at Bruges, and others pending here and in the Netherlands,

should be settled, and your Majesty should confirm all treaties now
existing ; and further, that satisfaction should be given mutually
for the treatment extended to both ambassadors. There are other

things that D'Assonleville will write about fully to your Majesty,

all of which I believe are so many falsehoods to gain time and see

how German affairs turn out for them. M. de Bourdeille has come
hither, paid by Cond^ and the admiral of France to eflfect an
offensive and defensive league between this Queen and themselves
and with certain princes of Germany, and they seem very mucli
set on this with the cardinal Chatillon, whom they have lodged in

a house in the garden of the palace. When D'Assonleville received
his reply they offered him his passports, and those who were to
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accompany him were in such a hurry to get him gone that,

although he had orders from the Duke not to leave and had sent,

with my approval, a courier to inform his Excellency of the reply

given to him, saying that he ought not to remain here longer in

the interests of the business, he was obliged to travel slowly to

Dover, where he hoped to meet the courier, whose return had been

expected for some time. This courier had been aent in the name
of the French ambassador. Tn the meanwliile they are busy here

in persecuting the Catholics, and all those who have attended mass
or who are suspected of it. They put them in prison, and have
lately issued a harsh decree against those who may introduce

Catholic books into England. They have also ordered that vacant

lands are to be cultivated, and have placed heavy burdens upon the

towns to see whether the people who were occupied in the wool
industry can be thereby diverted to agriculture. They base
forbidden, under heavy fines, trade with your Majesty's dominions,

and are preparing a fleet to send to Hamburg with large cargoes of

cloth, of which the Duke has been advised. Chance has brought
them so many vessels on their way from Spain that they are made
more obstinate than ever, and most of the other vessels passing off

the coast on their way to Flanders have been pursued by armed
ships of the Vice-Admiral, and have been forcibly brought into the

ports and detained. Others have been obliged to take shelter in

Plymouth to escape pirates that assailed them ; others, again, have
been taken into and robbed in Rochelle. In this way there are

in this country, belonging to subjects of your Majesty, 25 or 26
very valuable sloops, of which the Vice Admiral and other officers

have plundered most, and the pirates themselves have boldly entered

the ships lying in the ports and stolen great quantities of pro-

perty, as even M. de Bourdeille did as soon as he arrived. On the

16th ultimo 91 boxes of money were brought hither from the west
and put in the Tower, Hawkins accompanying them with four or

five boxes of gold brought from the Indies. During his voyage he
has lost at the rate of 50 per cent., besides the loss of his sailors,

not 15 persons having survived. They said that he had left in

Florida some of his men, but they tell me now that he left them in

Panuco. I have already written to your Majesty how the French
and English pirates, together and separately, have sallied forth

from the ports of the west to plunder the vessels of your Majesty's

subjects, and have brought them into the ports, selling and dis-

tributing their booty as they pleased without any measures being
taken to prevent it. Indeed, many of the Council receive great

presents from the pirates. This Queen thinks that your Majesty
should send some person here to treat with her, without considering

how badly she and her people have behaved ; but, really, con-

sidering the way things are going on here, it will not be conducive
to your Majesty's dignity to send anyone, but rather to punish
these people in a way which shall make them realize their offence.

It is disgusting to hear Cecil talk about his Queen being a
monarch, and that no other Christian prince is a monarch but she.

I have even heard that they are going to publish a decree ordering
every person to take an oath of allegiance to this efiiect, which will
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mean a butchery of Catholics if God in His mercy does not prevent
it. They do not treat the Flemings on board the vessels very
badly, but they have treated the Spaniards worse than the Turks
would do, taking from them everything they had oti board the ships,

and they even kept them for days without food. The Spaniards
came hither, but they were not allowed to approach my door for

a long time, although secretly many contrived to enter the house.

and I provided for the others as best I could. They have put
200 of them ia Bridewell, and have had a Spanish heretic minister

to preach to them, which has been extremely difficult to prevent.

Tliey have now somewhat lightened my guard, and, although by
means of the French ambassador, D'Asionleville, and the gentlemen
who guard me, I have endeavoured to get the Queen to hear me,
she has replied that it is not fitting that she should do so until

she receives a reply from Spain. They have ordered that all

persons here should have their arms ready for a general muster,

which is being obeyed, especially by the Catholics. The other

people, although heretics, are most unwilling to enter into tliis war,
for they know their weakness. 1'he duke of Norfolk and the earl

ot Arundel have been in close communication with me through a
trustworth}' person during all this, and they wi'ite that they well

knoM' the offence committed by this Queen and Council against

your Majesty, but that hitherto everything has been over-ridden

hy Cecil and they have not dared to resist him, or even to point

out to the Queen his bad government, until they have felt their

way with the other nobles and with the people. They have now
done this ai:id have many sure pledges. They say they will cause

this money and all the goods to be returned, and will change the

Government in such a way that there shall be no more pirates in

this country who will offend your Majesty's subjects. They will

respect all alliances and treaties, and will even restore here the

Catholic religion. They only ask that your Majesty should stand

firm in the stoppage of trade, as well as the king of France, so that

the English shall ha^'e no commerce with either country. The
people are already beginning to murmur, and these gentlemen will

lind means to raise them and punish the evil doers. To add
strength to the enterprise, thej' sent me the draft of a proclamation
for me to forward" to the duke of Alba for publication. It contains

a statement of the motives which they desire the public to know,
which are similar to what I have already written about the tyranny
of some members of the Government, of the non-fulfilment of the

jiassport given, of the favour shown to pirates and the support
given to rebels. I have sent it to the duke of Alba, and assured
liim of the goodwill of these gentlemen and their power here. They
wish the affair to be conducted very secretly for the present, for the
Queen and Cecil are suspicious, even of the birds of the air. They
have put Thomas Cobham and many other gentlemen in the Tower
for a simple word in favour of the duke (of Alba). These
gentlemen desire that the Duke should sieze the ships whicli are
bring loaded for Hamburg, wh'ch will carry 20,000 pieces of clotii,

and detain them oa the same grounds as those alleged for the
detention of the idoops here. This would be of such great interest
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to the merchants and people of London that, immediately on the

news becoming known, these gentlemen would begin their move-
ment. I have written all this to the Duke, so that he may in hi.s

discretion decide what is best for your Majesty's service, and I have
also written to your Majesty a letter, oi wliich this is the copy, by
the sailor who offered to take it in a boat starting from the extreme

point of this island for Spain. I also advised how Mildmay, one

of the Council, summoned Francisco Diaz, wlio came with the

money sloops from Spain, and, after much beating about the bush,

asked him at what season of tlie year the fleet from tlie Indies

usually came, and what ships came with it as a convoy. He also

asked him about the riches of the Rio de la Plata, and if tlie

country was populated yet by Spaniards, and many other questions

about the gold and silver mines tliere. From this it may be
believed that they intentl to attack the fleet when it comes,

because, Vjesides the ships which they are loading for Hamburg,
they are fitting out the ships in the west, and have sent captains

to raise troops, which they say, however, are for Rochelle. They
have moved tlie queen of Scotland to Tutbury and keep her very
close, so much so that the guards are placed on the roads for three

miles round. The bishop of Ross is kept similarly elsewhere. I

wrote to your Mnjesty that the queen of Scotland had signified to

me that she would find means to have her son deliveied to your
Majesty to be brought up in your Court in the true religion with
every virtue and accomplishment, and she wishes to know if your
Majesty will favour her in this way. She also begs you, as a
magnanimous prince, to consider her in her trouble. The duke of

Chatelherault, since he has been in Scotland, has grown more
powerful than the regent James, who is already asking for aid from
here. I also sent to your Majesty the message that the queen of

Scotland had conveyed to my servant, who was sent to her at her
request whilst she was at Bolton, to the effect that Cecil's servant

(Alleyn?), who was in the habit of inspecting the guard occa-

sionally, v/as consoling Vice-Chamberlain Knollys and Captain Reid
who guarded the Queen, for the victories of the duke of Alba in

Flanders, and told them that, though your Majesty was destroying

their religion, they might rest easy, as an arrangement had been
made, through his master (Cecil), with some natives of the

Netherlands, who would soon give poison to your Majesty, which
God forbid. As this was known by me only a few days before

I was arrested the plan formed for discovering the details of this

business could not be carried out fully, especially a.s the bishop of

Ross is in his present strait.—London, 12th March 1569.

19 March. 89. Document head'ed

19th March.

Clauses of His Majesty's Letter of

Encloses an edict that he has published allowing the introduction

of breadstuifs into Biscay and Asturias, in consequence of the short

harvest. The ambassador is to show this to the Queen, and to beg
her, in conformity with their mutual friendship, to allow wheat,

(Sic, to be brought to Spain from England by the inhabitants of

either country in accordance with the conditions set forth in the

said edict. If her permission be free and unlimited, he would
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prefer it ; but, if not, the ambassador is to get a license for the

largest quantity possible.—-Madrid, 19th March 1569.*

2 April. 90. Guerau de Spes to the King.

I have given advice of all that has happened here as best I

could, writing mostly by way of the Captain of Calais without any
superscripture or other due form, so that the letters which I sent

to the duke of Alba might be forwarded to your Majesty. An
Asturian sailor, also, called Pedro de Rugala, who had his boat at

the extreme point of England, offered to take a despatch which I

gave him on the 12th ultimo. In future, I shall not be able to

write so much, in consequence of the strict orders given to prevent

any letters leaving the country, unless they pass through Cecil's

hands. The impudence of these people has reached such a pitch

that the Queen's ships publicly attacked a flotilla of sloops on their

way from Spain three days ago and captured seven of them, which
they took into the port of Hull. These people are well prepared,

although they are downcast at the news of Condd's rout.f I have

already advised how the duke of Norfolk and the earl of Arundel

wish to serve your Majesty. They have many friends and

adherents in this country, and, when they hear that your Majesty

will accept their goodwill, they will declare themselves more
openly at a convenient opportunity. The duke of Alba, on due
consideration, has written, ordering me to entertain and caress

them on your Majesty's behalf, and said he expected shortly your
Majesty's own decision as to what was to be done. Secretaiy

Cecil pretends to be ill, so that the Councils are held in his house.

He and five or six others are getting very rich with robbery of

your Majesty's subjects, and they think that, even though no war
may break out, they will still be able to keep what they have

stolen. They capture all the boats loaded with wine and salt they

come across, and say that they will pay for them but never do so.

On the 28th ultimo, the Queen ordered a muster of her pensioners

and their servants, who turned out to the number of 200 horse, not

very good. The muster was in the park of the palace, and the

Queen was present with Cardinal Chatillon and the earl of

Leicester. She was very free aud joked much with everybody.

The other musters of infantry have been postponed, and they have

suspended the preparations on the fleet which they were fitting out

for Rochelle. Captain William RiversJ(Winter?) is to go in command.

The ships for Hamburg are already loaded, and, on the return of a

pink which they have sent thither, they say they will sail with

four of the Queen's ships in their company, as well as two Venetian

vessels which are fitting out in Norwich. There are three

Easterlings who they say they are going to fit out four more, but they

have great lack of sailors. Captain Jones, with four ships of the

fleet, it is said, will sail shortly for the Azores. Hawkins is

reported to have brought back twenty-eight thousand dollars in

* The letter of which this appears to be «u extract is referred to on page 23 and was
doubtless written iu 1568 and not 1569.

f The dieastrous battle uf Jaruac, 13th March 1S69.

% Guillermo de Biras.
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gold, and a'jbox of pearls. Some'silver was also brought in a ship of

his which was thought to be lost, but which has arrived in Ireland

and has on board, as a prisoner, a gentleman of Alava called Don
Juan de Mendoza, son of Seuor de Mariota y Mendoza. He was in

one of tlie islands of the Indies, and, out of friendship for the

English, had them supplied with water and victuals. Going on

board one of their ships, they sailed away with him in payment for

his simplicity. He is now in Ireland and thinks Hawkins will

liberate him, in which I believe he is mistaken, as they are guarding

the prisoners here very closely, besides which, many of the Spaniards

are very badly treated and kept in chains. The money from
Southampton was brought here on the 26th ultimo, and has been
weighed and put up like the rest without any discharge yet having

been given to those who brought it. They showed Lope de la

Sierra everything in the Tower, but he saw nothing of the money
they had brought from the west. It is therefore suspected that

tliey have melted all or part of it, as they are coining money with
frantic haste, which is unusual with them. The Secretary of Lord
James has arrived here, and the Councillors now publicly state

that James and the duke of Chatelherault have agreed that

the former shall remain at the head of the Government and the

latter be declared the successor of the prince. The Parliament is to

be called together for this purpose. I doubt the truth of this,

because not a day passes without some new tale being made up to

comfort the people
;
just as, recently, they cried up the rising of the

Moriscos of Granada, as if it were some great thing. This Cardinal

Chatillon goes so far as to say now, that if the news of Condi's death

be true, which they do not yet believe, he will go to sea as captain

of all the corsairs, although if the intention of his doing so is to

commit more robberies, I do not see how that is possible. Many
Catholics write letters secretly to me saying that the moment they
see your Majesty's standards raised in this country they will all

rise to serve you, and it is certain that if your Majesty commands
measures to be taken for the conversion of the kingdom and the

punishment of these insolent heretics and barefaced thieves, I do
not think it will be difficult to bring them to subjection, or, at least,

to change the Government and religion. If, on the other hand, the

matter is passed over, in addition to other great evils, Flanders will

be in continual unrest. Your Majesty will have it all considered

and will decide for the best. I am still in durance but not so

horribly closely kept as before. It looks as if they were trying to

make it up with me somewhat, but as regards any principal points,

I will do nothing until I receive orders from your Majesty or the

Duke. In the meanwhile, I am sending complaints of the assaults

and robberies, although I do not hear of all of them. Some of these

people are under the impression that they will get great concessions

from your Majesty, and amongst others, that, if the English are
friendly, they will be exempt from the power of the Inquisition

whilst in your Majesty's dominions. As soon as these gentlemen
who guard me come with their hints of this, I tell them that in your
Majesty's dominions a heretic, whoever he may be, will bepunished,
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and they need not think that we change our religion there- as they

do Aere.—London, 2nd April 1569.

Postscript

:

—I have heard that Peter Wolschart, the agent of the

King of Poland in Madrid for a long thne past, reports to a brother

or kinsman of his, who came hither with John Man and remains

here, all that passes. As they correspond in I'olish, their secrets

ai'e very safe. He is a well-known man,*
They have raised the embargo from the goods of all Flemings

here who have declared themselves of the Anglican faith ; I mean
the merchants who were here at the time of the Queen's proclamation.

Many of them have therefore joined the Church and go to the

meetings of the Flemish refugees, who have separate ministers, as

bave also the French refugees. There is one minister here, the son
of a Spaniard, born in Holland, who was a friar in Spain and fled

from the Inquisition, against which he has written a blasphemous
book which is current here in three modern languages. He
afterwards went into Bridewell to preach to the Biscayners, although
some of them told him that he had better go to Calahorraf to preach

such stuflF as that. He gave them a " Christian doctrine " in

Spanish, composed, it is stated on it, by Dr. Juan Perez. It is

pi-inted here, although it bears the imprint of Venice and is very
artfully written to conceal the heresy. I am told that many copies

of these books have been sent to Sevi]le,| I have had him (the

minister) brought away from Bridewell by main force. He preached
that he disapproved of the robberies that were being committed,

and Cecil has ordered him not to preach again without a fresh

license, saying that he had been informed that he was an Arryan.
Robert Etienne's§ little book in French is also current here, printed

at Antwerp in the year '67. It is terribly blasphemous against the

holy sacrament and all the articles of the Catholic faith, with a

curious device of writing certain discourses about Herodotus.

The other night some heretics handed it in at my door and it was
presented to me. 1 at once had it burnt, and it would be well to

have it served in the same way in Flanders and wherever else it

may be found. I have just been informed that in agreement with

the Queen, Cardinal Chatillon has requested to be allowed to go
with tlie fleet to Roehelle, where he would help her against the

common enemy. The Queen answered that she could not allow

him to go against the King her brother. They at once let the

French Ambassador know of this, and tijey think they can deceive

both sides with such tricks as these.—London, 2nd April 1569.

* In the King's handwriting : " I do not know whether it is the man -nho left the

other day."

f In some parts of Spain the grating whence bread was distributed to starving

people in times of famine was called by the cant name of Calahorra (which is also the

name of a town), and, as any doctrine might be made acceptable when accompanied by
bread, it bec/ame a common expression to say that such a thing must be told in Calahorra
to be believed, as one might say " Tell it to the marines."

X In the King's handwriting :
" Take notice. Let the Cardinal know immediately

on his arrival,"

§ Robert Etienne was printer to the King of France and sent a copy of his book
to Queen Elizabeth by Norris, her anibassadoj-, in Aui^ust 15C9, when he was expelled
his country for his religious opinions.
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2 April. 91. The Duke of Alba to the KiNf;.

French. ]V]y letters of the 11th, and enclosures will have informed your
Majesty of the state of affairs in England and the issue of Councillor

D'Assonleville's mission, which was that the Queen had finally

declared that, for the present, she would not grant or refuse the

restitution of the money which she had arrested until the questions

pending between your Majesty and her, in Spain and elsewhere,

have been considered and arranged. She was determined that

tliis should only be done with envoys bearing your Majesty's power,

and refused audience to DAssonleville. I tlieieupon instructed

D'Assonleville to report to me in cypher the circumstances and
manner in which everytljing had occurred, in order the better to

understand the Queen's designs and enable us to consider maturely
the whole matter, and advise your Majesty, The roads both ways
being, however, so insecure, D'Assonleville had left before my letters

arrived. He gave me verbally an account of his reasons for leaving

and made a statement to the Council here, wliich he afterwards

handed me in writing and which I now enclose.

We have commenced the discussion of the whole matter in order

to grasp it thoroughly, but as we have received news of Conde's
defeat, which appears very important, we defer the decision of the

English business until we learn whether it is true or not.—Brussels,
2nd April 1569,

4 April. 92. The Duke of Alba to the King.

[Extract.]

As regards English affairs, I beg your Majesty will read the

despatch in French, D'Assonleville's report, and the decision arrived

at by the Council and myself. It is all as full as I can make itj and
notwithstanding what Don Guerau writes, I am not yet convinced
that they are not deceiving him. I thank your Majesty very
humbly for tlie confidence you place in me. and whenever I see that

an opportunity of serving jou may be missed by waiting to consult

you, I will presume to act as you order. I will not otherwise dare

to break with anybody, as I fully recognize that your Majesty's

confidence in me is greater than my parts deserve, and I will not

trust arrogantly to my own judgment. I have thought well not to

send to Don Guerau the statement of what jiassed between Don
Martin Enriquez and Captain Hawkins until they broach the

subject in England.—Brussels, 4th April 1569.

Note in the handwriting of the King: "Tiznach has sent me a
" packet, which is no doubt this, but I have not been able to open it

" yet."

23 April. 93. Guekau de Spes to the King.

On the 14th instant I wrote your Majesty a long letter by way
of Flanders, with a copy of a letter from the queen of Scotland, and
of the agreement which is under discussion between the people of

her countiy. I also send note of the ships which up to that date

had been detained in this country, and the correspondence between
the Council and myself respecting the robbery and piracies com-
mitted by the Queen's own ships. In order nob to make this letter

too bulky, I am not sending any further statement herewith. I

have informed your Majesty that I had sent a letter to the queen
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of Scotland and I am still awaiting the reply. It is impossible to

treat with this queen of England for the present, since the duke
of Alba has forbidden trade with this country and given license to

carry arms. The Queen at once obtained a copy of the duke's

placard and Cecil wished to reply to it by another, which, I am told,

was drawn up in very arrogant terms. In answer to the duke's

assertion that the Queen's proceedings were against the will of the

greater part of the nobles, Cecil wished to make not only the

Councillors but all the principal people in the country sign approval

of them. The duke of Norfolk and earl of Brauges* (Arundel ?)

refused to go to the Council, although many embassies were sent to

them from Cecil. In the end, however, the Queen is satisfied with
leaving the placard unanswered. The duke and the earl say that,

in a very short time, they will make the Queen do as she ought to

do, and will change the Government, restoring the property that

has been stolen. It will certainly not be difficult for them, seeing

how unpopular the present Government is ; but as they act in the

usual cautious English fashion with one another, they will not

declare themselves fi'ankly, and the affair drags more slowly than
it would elsewhere. They (Norfolk and Arundel) have sent to

me to day asking me to send to the Council by a special messenger
when the duke is there all the points proposed to me by Bernard
Hampton on the 19th, and to which I gave him my answer at the

time, as the Duke knows nothing of Bernard Hampton's coming,

and it was all managed by Cecil, Leicester, and the Admiral. I will

do this, as a means by which they may begin to fall out amongst
themselves. All the replies that Beinard Hampton gave me were
illusory. He said that all the goods detained were well guarded,

which is untrue, that the 13 sloops brought into the port of Ply-

mouth by the new ship were not brought in by order of the Queen,

although her standard was flown. The five sloops tbat-were handed
over to the Fi-ench, also, he said, had not been delivered by her

order. He wished to make out that the queen of England was
sovereign of the sea with supreme dominion, and I told him that

this element was a very inconstant one for the Queen to wish to

rule over. I also justified the proceedings of the duke of Alba, and
smoothed over John Man's affair which they only use now as an
excuse for my detention. I also touched upon their complaints

respecting the action of the Inquisition in Spain towards Englishmen,

and gave him a general answer on all points, in the presence of

Captain William Winter, and he did not dare to give me a written

reply in order to prevent me from retorting in like manner. As,

however, the Duke and the Earl wish me to present these matters

point by point in writing, I will do so, and will send copy of my
statement to your Majesty. The Hamburg fleet will be ready to

sail in four or five days, well fitted and valuable, as your Majesty
will see by the memorial I send. To take this fleet would be to

take all England, and even the detention of it would be giving a

grand spur to the action that these gentlemen here wish to take in

your Majesty's service. News has been received here that Holland
is arming, and, if the fleet is ready and strong, the departure of the

.,
—— .—

_

_,

* la the King's handwriting: " He must moan Arundel,"
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Hamburg ships may perhaps be stayerl. They have pilots from

Hamburg here already. The French ambassador has promised

liobeito Ridolfi that the king of France will issue a similar placard

to that of the duke. I think, certainly, that if the Queen does not

change her government voluntarily, there will be a rising here

within a month, especially if any ill should befall these fleets for

Hamburg or Eochelle, or if these people were distressed by our

taking their ships as they do those of others. If any disturbance

arises here, either by the action of these gentlemen or otherwise, the

government can be overthrown, and if the matter is taken up
vigorously the country may be mastered, or, at least, may be brought

to what is desired. The Queen is abandoned by many, and hardly

anyone really likes her. The Council only looks after its private

ends. She is so poor that these gentlemen tell me that she had
not 30,000 ducats before these seizures. Alleyn (?), a servant of

Cecil, who, although he is not a Catholic, sometimes gives me private

information, says that even if they do not keep this money, they

wish to help the arming of the French and Flemish rebels, and have
adopted the device of arming the followers of Cardinal Chatillon

and the prince of Conde, together with those of three or four

Englishmen, sometimes bearing the Queen's standard and sometimes
that of Cond^. With these they will plunder all the ships that

coine to this country, and they had already taken more than
200,000 ducats before these detentions began, nearly all from
subjects of your Majesty. On the top of this came the windfall of

the money, and Benedict Spinola tells me that the reason Cecil

gave for taking it was that the Queen had no credit in Antwerp
or Fiankfort to enable iier to aid her friends. They thought that

affairs in Flanders would not go so well for us as they have done,

and that your Majestj- would dissemble with them and let them
enjoy the money on their promising simply to pay interest. They
imagine, no doubt, also, that these robberies would be treated as

those of seven or eight years ago were treated, for which they have
never yet been called to account. The rigorous action of the Duke
in embargoing all their goods in Flanders has grieA^ed them much,
as they had expected, for the reasons I have mentioned, that things

would have been allowed to drift without an open rupture, and that

they might, with their usual deceptions, continue to help the rebel''.

With regard to the other points upon which your Majesty instructs

me, especially as to Montague's brother-in-law and the caution

necessary for similar negotiations with him or others, I will take
great care, and must leave for my next letter further news, as the

Hamburg fleet is now leaving.—London, 23rd April 1569.

94. Copy of a Memorial given to His Majesty respecting

English Affairs by Merchants interested.—Madrid,
28th April 1509.

Your Majesty already knows that the queen of England has

ordered the seizure in her ports of a large number of vessels on
their voyage from Spain to Flanders, and vice versa. By our

advices we learn that they number already over 70, with great

sums of money which were sent from hete with your Majesty's
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license for Flauders to pay your Majesty's obligations there. The
value of the property so detaiiieJ, including money and goods,

exceeds three million and a half in gold, and although it has not

hitherto been confiscated, the delay that has taken place already

makes us fear that it may be regarded as lost unless your Majesty
j)iomptly orders measures to be adopted for its recovery, inasmuch
as we know that much of the merchandise is being sold and
dispersed, and we fear that the same may be done with the money.
The queen of England has declared that she will not treat with the

duke of Alba on this matter nor with your Majesty's ambassador,
for certain reasons which, although insufficient, influence her, and
which will cause the business to go from bad to worse daily to the

great loss and injury of your Majesty and your subjects unless

redress be promptly provided. We therefore briefly set forth

certain things that we consider might be done to remedy matters,

for your Majesty's consideration and decision, in the hope that your
Majesty will be pleased to approve of them. First, we would
suggest that your Majesty should be pleased at once to send a

member of your council of the treasury, of experience in affairs,

to make some agreement with regard to the goods that have been
sold and dispersed in .England, and also with regard to the money,
in case the Queen should not consent at once to restore it all.

Inasmuch as the sum taken is a very large one, every month of

delay means a heavy loss for your Majesty's subjects and your
royal treasury also. This is particularly so as regards the marine
duties and customs dues on wool, which have all ceased in conse-

quence of the stoppage of maritime trade, caused by the obstacles

to navigation. It is certain that if your Majesty's subjects in

Spain and the States, and others that have served you, lose this

great sum of money, commerce would be nearly suspended, and
many would be totally ruined and undone. Even though it be not

lost but subsequently returned, the fact of its having been so long

detained under embargo, will cause great loss of credit and sus-

pension of payments ; besides which it will be almost impossible to

provide money in Flanders for want of means of transit, and
inasmuch as credit will be disturbed, it will not be possible to raise

funds otherwise. The loss and damage to your Majesty's subjects

and others that will be caused thereby cannot be exaggerated;

especially to those who ha\'e undertaken oViligations in Flanders to

provide money and v>ho are not only prevented from enterioig into

fresh commitments, but cannot fulfil their present undertakings.

For this reason we presume humbly to beg your Majesty most
urgently to promptly order measures to be taken for our redress,

since every month of detention means a loss of over 300,000

ducats to your Majesty's subjects and other servants, except a very

small portion belonging to the Portuguese, there being no other

business at the present moraent so important as this to your
Majesty's interests and those of your subjects and vassals.

9 May. 95. Guerau de Spes to the King

I wrote to your Majesty on the 23rd ultimo, and v^ou will have
heard since from the duke of Alba that the Hamtjurg fleet left here
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and ha3 been forced by contrary wiada into Harwich. Seven of

the Queen's ships were prepared to accompany it, but it seems that

only four of them went, as the other three were short-handed and
it is believed they will remain to guard the coast. This fleet

carries great cargoes of cloth, woollens and kerseys. An embassy
has arrived from the town of Embden complaining that this

trade was not continued with them as had been agreed, or, at least,

that four ships with cloth have not been sent every year. But the

fleet will nevertheless go to Hamburg where Cecil and the lord

keeper his brother-in-law have many connections. It is notorious

that they send much of their money thither, thinking to keep it

in safety there. The other fleet for Rochelle, it seems, will bring

back wines and salt. It sailed from the Isle of Wight on the
2nd inst., and the Queen told the French ambassador she could not
avoid its going, as an agreement had been made with certain

merchants in Rochelle. They promised the ambassador that, in

the treaty for restitution, both parties shall be represented, and
they have proclaimed that all persons claiming that the French
have robbed them are to give information to the admiral. In the
meanwhile they are watching the progress made by the army of

the duke of Deuxponts. In the new ship which took the five

sloops from Plymouth to Eochelle have returned many rebel

Frenchmen, the Vidame de Chartres and his wife, M. de Saint-
Simon and others, who have brought letters from the queen of
Navarre, as they call her, for this Queen and Council asking for

help. I have written to your Majesty that the duke of Norfolk
and the earl of Arundel have sent messages to me on many
occasions through Roberto Ridolfi, a Florentine, and John Suygo, a
Milanese, who have entrance into my house, expressing their wish
to serve your Majesty. They gave me a form of proclamation
which they desired that the duke of Alba should publish, thinking
that, with this and the restriction of trade, the people would rise,

and they might change the Government and restore what had been
stolen. The duke of Alba published the proclamation in a good,
but slightly different, form from the draft, but they say that the
convenient time has not yet arrived when they can do what they
wished, because, with this fleet going to Hamburg, Cecil and his

friends have made the public believe that the damage done by the
suspension of trade with Fl9.nders will be made up. They {i.e.,

Cecil and his party) also exaggerate greatly the rising of the
Moriscos of Granada and other fibs and fictions which they publish
every day. They boast of the impossibility of your Majesty
making war against them, and enlarge upon the alliances

which they have in Germany, and thus the people are kept in

suspense. Oil, iron, and spices were beginning to fail them, but
in the sloops which they have captured large stocks of these were
found, and they are now supplied from this source and with
consignments which are always secretly being exported from your
Majesty's dominions. Although they (Norfolk and Arundel) dis-

tinguished themselves by opposing the insolent answer to the
Duke's pi'oclamation which had been drawn up by Cecil, they

have not made any move, aa they declared they would, towards
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having Cecil arrested, reforming the Council and restoring the stolen

property. Thej^ say they are hindered by the fact 4hat many of

the Council are deeply pledged in the robberies and fear restitution,

so that they dare not oppose Cecil. For my part I believe that

.

they have had very little courage, and, in the English way, want
things to be so far advanced that, with little trouble and danger,
they may gain your Majesty's rewards and favours. They have
hitherto done no harm whatever. It is true that for the last two
uioaths they have been telling me through these men how much
they are spending, and must spend, in the business, and begging me
to let them have a sum of money, as the Duke and the Earl are
deejiily in debt. As Lord Lumley, son-in-law of the one and
brother-in-law of the other, is also concerned in it, I do not see
any great objection to take their pledge. The duke of Alba,
however, replied that it was better not to give them anything until

they had done some service, but that I could offer them futuie
remuneration and reward. Their importunity was such that
Lumley, thinking perhaps that Suygo had not pressed the matter
sufficiently, sent me a note signed with his own hand, saying as

follows :

—

" Rogo tuum dominationem ut credas istum nostram amicum
Juanem Suygo instalibus meis uegociis quod traditi tan quam tue

ipsum.

—

Lumley."
Suygo dwelt upon the great expenditure that these gentlemen

had to keep up, and said that if I would advance them a sum of

money, the Duke, the Earl, and Lumley would jointly bind them-
selves by ordinance to repay it, so that I might be the more secure,

and he begged me to send him an answer in my own handwriting,

in conformity with the Duke's orders I answered as follows :

—

" Illustris Domine, Juani Suygo nomine dominacionis tue fidem

habui habeloque etiam ut bonus talium virorum animus catholice

magestatis inotescant pro eo que in pendendis offitiis liberaliter

satisfiat nulla alia cura restat nisi debiti progressus honeste que
conclusiones."

I do not know whether this will satisfy them much, and they

now send to say that the Duke and Earl, or one of them, would,

like to go to Spain, but they had not yet decided. It is true that

the Council have delegated to the earl of Arundel the duty of the

recovery and preservation of the property stolen and detained

from your Majesty's subjects, whilst the duke of Norfolk is to act

similarly for French property, and they have therefore sent a

message from the Council to me, saying that, if I like to appoint

commiasioners, the Council will appoint others in order to agree as

to the salvage of what remains, and decide what is to be done with
that which of necessity must be sold. This is nothing but a trick,

Ijecause these commissioners, who have hitherto been in charge of

the business, returned three days since, and it seems they have
discovered both the robberies and the robbers, and say they can
now identify all the cargoes and what is missing from them. This
latter is a large proportion, and it has been sold and distributed by
order of the Council. A diflerence has arisen between the Council
^nd tbQ commissioners with regard to the sale, in consequence of
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each party wanting to arrange for its own friends to buy. For
this reason, I think, the commissioners have really returned. I

replied that what I demand is the return of all the properties

stolen and detained, at least what was stolen before the Queen's

decree and in contravention of it. I wish to see what they will

do about new commissioners, and to learn the reason why they do
not act upon the report of the others showing what was stolen and
who were the robbers. Anything that may be in favour of the

merchandise I will accept readily, but there must be no trickery.

I believe that it is all contrived in order that the members of the

Council who have had part in the robbery may not suffer and may
yet look well in the eyes of the people. I will try to learn the

objects, but I cannot believe them to be good. The duke of

Norfolk told Ridolfi that it was certain the Queen had alliances

in Germany against Flanders, and that it was true that Killigrew

had ten thousand men ready there. Perhaps he says it to enhance
the value of his own services when he renders them. It is true that

they have troops ready in Germany, and it is thought that these

ships from Hamburg will bring some back with them. It will not

be very difficult to punish these people. It will suffice for privateers

to be armed for the purpose of stopping trade with Hambui-g,
Denmark, and Rochelle, and at the same time, keeping watch that

no provisions or supplies shall come hither from the continent, for

the people themselves to rise, and no acts of the government can
prevent them. If your Majesty were to arrange this with the king
of France, and chose seriously to attack this island with a good
fleet, you would find no resistance, as they have no troops, and
they are at issue among themselves, and so much alarmed that

they are already crying out that they are ruined because the

French have taken four of their ships. The slightest warlike
demonstration in Spain would prevent this Hamburg fleet from
sailing, and even if it arrived at Hamburg, I do not think it would
bring them much profit. In their voyages backwards and forwards
much damage might be done to them, and I am told that even in

the river itself they might be assailed, of which I have ." Ivised the

duke of Alba. As Hamburg and Bremen have, against the decision

of former diets, left the Augsburg confession and have gone over
to Calvinism, the Emperor might surely punish them. I advised
your Majesty that it was believed that Duke August* was to make
a great movement in Germany, and I also advised the duke of Alba
and Chantonnay. The duke of Norfolk and the earl of Arundel
will, I believe, openly declare themselves when your Majesty pleases

to signify your approval. The earl of Northumberland also has
verbally promised the same. He is a very worthy gentleman, and
there are numberless others with the same desires. All the north and
Wales are, for the great part. Catholic, and many of the people arc
attached to the queen of Scotland, although the heretic portion fear

her because she is a Catholic. The members of the Council here are
well satisfied because there is not one to contradict them. I advised
your Majesty also that the Regent James in Scotland had arrested

' Of Saxony.
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the duke of Chatelherault, and it now seems that it waa an
arranged thing, as you will see by copies of the queen of Scotland's

letter sent herewith and copy of the earl of Huntly's letter to her.

It appears to be very desirable that she should be helped to retain

what little power she has left, so that the heretics may not be

entire masters of Scotland, which would be a great evil. No doubt

James wants to make himself King, and the child will be in danger
if God in His mercy do not protect him. On other occasions I

have sent your Majesty copies of .the Queen's letter begging you
to receive her son, as in case of your Majesty thus favouring her,

she would find means to get possession of him. As I have not a

reply from your Majesty about it, I have not been able to send her

news. I sent her your Majesty's letter by one of her servants and
hourly expect a reply. The servant dared not trust it to anyone
else, and it was therefore delayed a fortnight. The bishop of Ross

is here trying to get his Queen liberated. He says that he will

come here at night to let me know the answer. All your Majesty's

subjects here are being maltreated and Don Lope de Ugarte has

died in the west of sheer ill-usage. I have tried to manage the

escape of 150 of them or more in French and other ships, and I am
still endeavouring to do so although they are being kept very

strictly. They are treating all Catholics with great rigour, and the

prisons are full of thein. At midnight last night many armed
royal officers entered the house of Antonio de Guaras in search of

him. They have sealed and sequestrated in the Queen's name all

his property, and have closed the house, after having taken there-

from a great number of religious images and crucifixes, as well as

figures of our Lady and the Saints beautifully carved in bulk and
gilded. They carried them through most of the streets in the

morning, as if in procession, with great mockery and laughter,

saying that these were the gods of the Spaniards. There were
great crowds of people, as they waited until it was market-day
before they did it. Cries were raised that all the foreigners and
tliose who owned the images should be burnt. They burnt half of

tliese images piled on a cart-wheel before Guaras' house, and the

otlier half they burnt in the market-place. Many good people sent

fuel to prove their devotion. If any foreigner breathed a word of

disapproval they took hirn prisoner, and they arrested a servant of

mine, the only one who is allowed to leave the house, who had not

said a word, although these gentleman who guard me afterwards

got him out of prison as he was not to blame. All this could not

have been done without the Council's orders, as the bad members
of it dislike Guaras and liis house was sequestrated before, on the

3rd of January. This is against the Queen's decree ordering that

foreign property should not be touched. From the beginning of

these disturbances Antonio de Guaras has been in my house with

others, for if they found him abroad they would play him some
trick. I have just received a letter from the queen of Scotland

advising receipt of your Majesty's letter. I had written to her

saying that I had received no reply from your Majesty about the

Prince and other matters. Suygo, also, from Lord Luraley, has

returned me the note I gave him, and has received back bis own
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from me. These gentlemen are much grieved not to have received

a sum of money at once, and it seems to have cooled them some-

what, although I keep them in hand with promises as best I can.

This does not satisfy them, however. Your Majesty will please

decide what is best to be done, and instruct me. The commis-

sioners, who have returned from the task of identifying the goods

detained and stolen, have also been here to-day, and promised to

give me a written report in three days, in order that I may decide

if it will be advisable to appoint other commissioners, and what
arrangements are to be made as to the sale of perishable goods.

The Queen went on the 6th to Greenwich, and I have already

written to your Majesty that the two Venetian ships had been

detained here by orders of the Council, which has given rise to a

great quarrel between Ridolfi and Benedict Spinola, the latter having

written to Venice saying that Eidolfi had incited the Council to

take them for its own service, of which the Signiory complained.

The quarrel between these two men and the fears of a rupture with
Venice have made them restore these two ships, one of which is

of a thousand tons and the others a little less. This will be in-

jurious, because large quantities of cloth will be shipped on board

of them in the names of Venetians. I do not think they will leave

until some time in June, and if they touch in a Spanish port they

may easily be detained. It would be very advantageous that the

Venetians should abandon trade with this country at present, and
that the Duke's proclamation should be respected in all your
Majesty's dominions. Your Majesty in your wisdom will decide

for the best. If the government is not changed in this country

your Majesty can only hope for treachery and wickedness, but they
will give way on the slightest pressure, as they themselves well

know. I have given full information of the true state of things

in Granada, but they will not believe me, and cry out that other

provinces of Spain have risen against your Majesty, little knowing
the fidelity of the Spaniards.—London, 9th May 1569.

10 May. 96. The Duke op Alba to the King.
[Extract.]

I have written to your Majesty the opinion of the Council here

and myself on English affairs, and the answer that should be given
to the Queen pending the recovery of the property she holds ; as

afterwards, if your Majesty wishes to obtain satisfaction, there will

be means of doing so. Until we get restitution and certain other

matters of greater difficulty are settled (of which I will give your
Majesty an account in answer to your letters now received), on no
account should we break with her (the queen of England). Two
men from the queen of Scotland have arrived here, with whom I am
negotiating with much caution. After having heard them, I will

give your Majesty an account of their mission and my reply thereto,

in conformity with your Majesty's orders that I should manage this

business from here. I will advise Don Guerau as to what I think
would be best. I send your Majesty some letters of his, although

I fear you will not gather much light from them.—Brussels,

10th May 1569.
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15 May. 97. The Kino to the Duke of Alba.
[EXTKACT.]

Commencing -with England, which is the most pressing matter and
demands the most speedy remedy, I ordered the letter you sent me
in French and D'Assonleville's report to be translated into Spanish,

and, after the Council of State had privately read them, I ordered the

Council to be summoned next day, and presidents Hopperus and
Tiznach to attend. The course to be adopted was then carefully con-
sidered and after much deliberation it was decided that it was undesir-

able to embark upon a war with the Queen, as, however great the

damage we may do her, she will not by this means restore what she has
taken. We think that she should be treated with a certain show of

gentleness, united with an attempt to arouse her fears and suspicions

that, if she does not make the restitution, we may declare war.
This is in accordance with the recommendations you sent from there,

and in pursuance of this end it seems well that I should reply to the
letter the Queen sent me (and of which I enclose copy) explaining

away all the excuses she makes, and remonstrating with her to the
effect that none of these pretexts justify her in making the seizures.

I have therefore had the letter drawn up which is enclosed in, the

despatch sent to you in French. Both of them were first drafted in

Spanish, every word being weighed carefully in that intended for the

Queen. There is nothing to add to it but to say that we think here

that D'Assonleville should not be sent again on the business, but a

person of more ability and standing, as I understand he is not

thought much of there. The choice of the person is left entirely to

you and you will instruct him as the state of affaii's may demand.
You ask for a letter of credence for yourself, and although the

letter for the Queen, as you wiU see, is very full in that respect, I

send you besides three credential letters to make quite sure, one
for yourself personally, another for the minister you may send, in

which it is stated that I lifive appointed him here in order that they
may not have the excuse of saying they will not deal with you, and
a third letter, also in blank, in case you should [send more than one
envoy. I beg you will use all diligence and dexterity in order to

recover this money as soon as possible, as otherwise the damage will

be so wide-spread and will affect so many people that there will be a
general collapse of credit and property, and we shall not be able to

get a real to meet necessary payments. Pray also send me frequent

and full reports of the progress of events. In order to anticipate any
possible demand the Queen may make, for the purpose of settling

the matter promptly, I am having sent to you the general power in

the form you request ; so that we shall certainly not fail for want of

care.—Aranjuez, 35th May 1569.

98. The King to the Queen of England. Draft without date.

I have received your Serenity's letter, together with the document
in Spanish referred to therein, containing the discourse respecting

the detention of the money and the events resulting therefrom. The
duke of Alba, my governor of the Netherlands, has also sent me a
full report of the matter, and J have been deeply grieved that, in

the face of the true friendship and kinship between us, derived from
onr ancestors, confirmed by to many treaties and mutually renewed.
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by so many acts of kindness, anything should have happened to

produce just cause of quarrel or raise any impediment to the con-

tinuance of this friendship, which is so necessary to the advantage
of ourselves and our dominions. As the detention of this money
has been the origin of what subsequently occurred (which money
was in truth destined for our service, having been borrowed from
merchants here and sent for the service of my army in the States),

I note your Serenity's assurance that the first intention was the safe

forwarding of the money, but the delay in the subsequent delivery

of it to the custody of your ofEcera shows a change of such

intention. From this it might be inferred that a different motive
was beneath it, and the duke of Alba was fully justified in the

course he took thereupon in the States ; which course has also been
followed in the rest of my dominions. Thereupon your Serenity's

treatment of our subjects, friends and servants, and their property
followed ; and, subsequently, the behaviour adopted towards Don
Guerau de Spes, my ambassador, and towards D'Assonleville of my
Council, the envoy sent by the duke of Alba, this behaviour having
been extraordinary and conspicuous. The foundation of our friend-

ship being sincere, sound and firm, it is not necessary to discuss as

to the justification or cause of dispute, nor as to the relative share

of blame, since the remedy and redress of all difficulties depend
entirely upon our own will on both sides to abolish the cause by
raising mutually the embargoes of persons, money, goods, and
merchandise, and restoring everything to its original position, as

D'Assonleville recently proposed to you. This would bring about
a complete cessation of the cause of quarrel and all impediment to

our friendship, which would thereby be assured and confirmed. If,

on the other hand, this should not be done, or any delay should
occur in doing it, it would clearly demonstrate that another object

had been in view, which cannot be believed of your Serenity, whose
friendship I hold so dearly. I cannot believe, either, that your
Serenity will listen to the advice of persons who, for their own ends
and passions, may try to perturb public peace, and introduce division

and difference between old friends to the prejudice of all, and only
to the advantage of certain neighbours who desire such opportunities.

By virtue of the powers and authorities given by us to the duke of

Alba, our Lieutenant-General and Governor of the Nethei'lands, he
is empowered to negotiate in this matter fully, as well as we our-

selves could do, without further instructions ; hut, in order^to avoid

all occasion for objection or delay, we send him a new commission
authorising him to proceed without scruple or difficulty to the

prompt, favourable, and final settlement of the dispute, and I am
confident that your Serenity will negotiate with him, animated by
the same friendship, affection, and brotherhood in the matter as I feel

towards you, and in full consideration at the same time of the evils

which otherwise would result to both parties.

23 May. 99. Gubeau de Spes to the King.

The Queen went to Greenwich without deciding as to the restitu-

tion of the stolen property, and the duke of Norfolk and earl of

Arundel, who told me they expected to bring the Queen to do as
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she ought, excused themselves by saying that they thought the

people would rise ; but that as no check has been put upon either

tlie Hamburg voyage or the Rochelle expedition, and they are

allowed to rob freely every ship that passes through the Channel, the

people are vt^aiting in surprise to see what will come of it all. For

this reason, the Duke and the Earl say they have had no opportunity

of serving your Majesty as they wish. They have constantly im-

portuned me also for money, promising that they would have every-

thing that has been stolen restored, however distracted and ruined

the country might be. The duke of Alba, however, understands it

much better than I, and is of opinion that nothing should be given

to them until they have done something more than make professions,

although they assert that they are in much need. They have taken
full advantage of the fact that the Queen has not declared herself

plainly, and they have somewhat curbed Cecil's power. I believe

that when they see an opportunity they will not fail to act in your

Majesty's service. I think that the intentions of the earl of Arundel
are good, both as to changing the Government and restoring the

Catholic religion, whilst benefiting himself somewhat, as he is very

needy. Norfolk is the same, as he spends all he has, but it is

certain that in the matter of these robberies their hands are not

soiled like those of the rest of the Council. The duke of Norfolk

has not hitherto shown himself a Catholic, and seems to belong to

the Augustinian creed, but both Arundel and Lumley, the brother-

in-law of the Duke, believe that they will convert him. They have

got the French ambassador to write to his King saying hew im-

portant it would be if he would issue a proclamation like that of

the Duke of Alba, the draft of which was sent from here at their

request. The ambassador says that it wiU be pubhshed in France,

which will greatly forward the affair, as these Englishmen want to

be very sure of their ground before moving.

The commissioners appointed here have been very slack in their

task. The document they have given me, which is translated from
English into Spanish, . does not give me the particulars of the

masters and cargoes of the ships nor the details of the crews. I

am insisting upon this information being furnished. The Coun-
cillors have evidently recalled the commissioners because they

could not agree about the sale of the merchandise, all of them
wanting to get the profit for themselves and their friends. Cecil

is pressing me to consent to appoint three commissioners, and they

will appoint a similar number, the object of which is to restore

only that which now remains in hand. I have replied with all due

caution that they must first restore all that which they have

captured in a hostile manner, and I will then appoint commis-
sioners to deal with the preservation of the rest, but without

relieving the Queen from the obligation to a general restitution.

I send enclosed a copy of the reply I gave them, slightly changed
from what I previously said I would write, in consequence of my
having received, in the interim, the report of the late commis-
sioners. I believe that Cecil is only doing this to make people

think that something is being done on their side, and, indeed, the

little negotiation they have already had with me has elated all the
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country. They alao keep the people in suspense by spreading news
to suit their own purpose. I have received no letter from the Duke
this month, and await his instructions. The fleet for Hamburg
has had very prosperous weather for the last three days, and I

suppose will have sailed, especially as the brigantine " Giles Grey "

has returned from Hamburg and the coast of Holland with news
that the fleet was being anxiously looked for in Germany, and
there were no signs of arming in Holland. Besides the 40,000?.

that this Queen is to receive as soon as this fleet arrives, they are

moving heaven and earth to get this city to lend the Queen another

40,000?., and are in constant council with the aldermen about it.

I believe that the documents are already drawn up asking for a
loan from the whole country. No doubt she will give good help

to Deuxponts. Besides this money she has seized 40,000 ducats

which came in the last four sloops, and she has some portion of

the money that came in the others, although most of it has been
stolen by some followers of the Admiral and by the French. It is

believed that the money in the Tower has not yet been touched.

They are making great efforts to get sworn declarations from your
Majesty's Flemish subjects revealing the property of each other, and
I am told that the oath they administer contains divers enormities,

which I have not been able to get in writing. The Venetian ships

have been released, but as they only offer them 500 ducats each
demurrage, for the time they have been detained, the masters
prefer rather to leave it than to take it. They have loaded on
board of them the kerseys, which had been bought by the
Venetians before these detentions and robberies took place. I will

try to prevent anything else being shipped by them, and to get
them gone soon. The most important thing is that the six

Venetian ships which are expected, and which will touch in Spain,

should be detained there or should be made to give security that
they will not go to England or ship English goods ; and if these

two should put into a Spanish port, they also should be detained
and discharged. I have no letter from your Majesty since the
12th March, in which you order me to advise how the Crown can
be taken away from its present wearer. I wrote your Majesty,

that, first English ships should be attacked, and that care should
be taken to prevent the coming hither of the things necessary for

this country, a list of which I sent to your Majesty with a copy of

the proclamation. This would certainly cause a rising of the
people in spite of any attempts of the Government to deceive

them. Privateers might also be armed in Spain and Holland, as

numerously as possible, to attack their ships, and any others that
trade with them. If, in addition to this, the French would only
stop trading with them, it would bring the country to anything
your Majesty wished. If these gentlemen did their duty, the
successful issue would be the more prompt, although it could be
done without them, if necessary ; and, if your Majesty thought fit

to assail the island with a strong fleet, it is certain that all the
Catholics would rise for your service on the spot. In the mean-
while, it is important that efforts should be made to prevent the
Regent James from entirely mastering Scotland, as it appears that
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many people are still attached to the Queen. I have sent copies

of her letters and those of the earl of Huntly to the Duke, and
copies are enclosed herewith, together with one written by the

bishop of Ross, who is in London, to me. They are dangling vain

hopes of liberty before this lady, although I am sure they will not

release her, except by force. She has been ill lately, and if she

were free it would be important for us, if only that her life, which
is now in danger, might be safe in case of a rising. As regards

the help she begs for, your Majesty will decide for the best and
give me orders. If this country does not change its religion, or

at least its government, your Majesty may in future count with
certainty upon receiving from it nothing but evil and trouble,

insolence, and robbery. A French ship came recently from Biscay
with iron, of which they have much need here. Iron, oil, and
soap are the things which it is important should be stopped from
coming from your States, and if they are shipped for other

countries, security should be given that they will not be brought
hither. The six Venetian ships should be prevented from coming
in any ease. Captain Jones, who sailed for the Azores, has re-

turned with a Norman ship loaded with sugar coming from
Barbary. I do not know whether he will now continue his voyage.
The Vidame de Chartres is being entertained in the country ; he
will shortly arrive in London, where a house has been prepared for

him. Brissac's death has caused great rejoicing here, and the

fictions and lies invented daily against Spain are most notable. I

am advised that the Hamburg fleet left Harwich on the 19tli

with fair weather. In Ireland the Viceroy, with four thousand
men, is pursuing the baron or earl of Hereferte (Fitzmaurice ?),

who is a Catholic, and has risen against the Queen. Francisco

Diaz, who came in the cutters that brought the money, takes this

letter, and can give your Majesty an account of the ill-treatment

and robberies committed here, as he has been through it all. He
will also say how much alarmed the heretics are, and how full of

hope are the godly ones, although nothing stops the incessant

robberies, and not a ship, great or small, can pass without its being

captured. I wrote to your Majesty lately how a servant of the

earl of Leicester and another of the earl of Pembroke had recently

captured a valuable sloop belonging to your Majesty's subjects on

its way from Barbary, and another pirate on its voyage from

Canaries. There were two, friars of the order of Trinity in one of

the eight sloops they captured in the Channel. They were on their

way to Paris to the general chapter, and went on board at St. Ubes.

When attacked they promptly threw overboard their habits and
papers, and although the English suspected they were clergymen

they have not been able to prove it. Their names are Garcia

Mendez de Prado and Alonso de Leiva. They have been im-

prisoned at Harwich, and, since their arrival here, have been in

jail. When I learned who they were I got them out on bail as

mariners, and hid them in my house. I will try to send them to

Flanders. The Catholics are being persecuted here more fiercely

than ever, and the pi-eachers are terribly anxious that this Queen
should take up arms in favour of their religion, assuring her that
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otherwise the Papists will take the country.—London, 23rd May
1569.

.23 May. 100. Guerau de Spes to the King.

Since writing to your Majesty on the 9th instant I have no fresh

news, excepting that the gentlemen who is here from the queen of

Scotland informs me that he and the bishop of Ross went to

Greenwich to learn the decision of this Queen in regard to the

liberation of his Queen. She referred them to the Council for an
answer, and when they met, a long discussion took place on the

reasons alleged why the Queen should be released. When they

thought the matter was taking a favourable turn, Cecil said that

the Queen had received news that the bishop of Glasgow, acting

under a power granted by the queen of Scotland, had renounced
all her claims to the crown of England in favour of the duke of

Anjou, and that the queen of Scotland must clear herself of this

first. This gentleman has therefore gone to obtain letters from
her upon this matter. I believe it is only for the purpose of

delaying the business. I wrote to your Majesty that the Council

is pressing me greatly on the appointment of new commissioners

respecting the property stolen and detained. Seeing that a great

part of the property is already lost, and that the commissioners

they send are not over zealous in the business and do not execute

their orders to view the property, I think it is nothing but a trick

to deceive the people, of whom the Council are much afraid. It

has not therefore appeared to me advisable to consent, excepting in

such a way as is set forth in the memorial which I send to your
Majesty, providing that the property stolen in a hostile manner
shall be restored at once, as well as that which has been detained

in contravention of the Queen's decree, and if they send to me to-

morrow, this is the reply I shall give them. The Council seems
somewhat mollified and are in great anxiety in consequence of the

silence or dissembling of your Majesty, so much so, that the gentle-

men who guard me go to great lengths to discover whether your
Majesty intends to make war on them. As they are at issue

amongst themselves, they fear that their own discord will bring

about their ruin, and though it is true the duke of Norfolk and
the earl of Arundel have not done so much as they said, yet Cecil

and his friends have seen their object, which is, that there should

be no war on any account, and that the stolen and detained

property should be entirely restored, all deficiencies therein being

made good by the parties inculpated, and in default of their

property, by the Queen. I think they will soon try to make some
arrangement, and these gentlemen (Norfolk and Arundel) have
sent to tell me so, and that they have not been able to carry out

their original intentions for want of opportunity, and because the

duke of Alba had made no demonstration. They say, however,

that they would still try to get restitution by other means, and
will not fail to fulfil their first promises as soon as an opportunity

occurs. Being Englishmen, as they are, we must take what they
will give us. The fleet for Hamburg is still kept in Harwich by
contrary winds. The weather is better to-day, but, if either going
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or comiug, any misfortune of another sort should happen to this

fleet, the people will grumble in good earnest, and may even be

driven to make some movement. Captain Jones with one good
vessel and another fair one, has started again for the Azores.

Captain Franchot, a Lucchese heretic, and four or five other Italian

merchants, are about to fit out ten ships with the support of the

earl of Leicester, I do not think, however, that they will be able

to do it, there being a great lack of sailors. It was said that they
were going to Madeira, but they can hardly start under three

months. A gentleman has j-ust arrived from the fleet in Harwich.
—London, 23rd May 1569.

1 June. 101. GuEEAU de Spes to the Duke of Alba.

I received your Excellency's letter of the 14th on the 27th
ultimo, although after some mishaps, as the bishop of Rochester
seized the packet and it remained in Cecil's hands for two days.

It was only returned on the importunity of the French ambassador,
although the letters appeared to have been opened. The letter of

the 7th, enclosing another from his Majesty, addressed to Eidolfi,

has not yet arrived, nor has any ordinary post come for a month.
I am in great need of remittances of money for special expenses, as

the cost here is tremendous. I shall now have to move my house
as the earl of Leicester has bought this one from Paget's heirs, and
they do badly here in not giving lodgings to ambassadors Junless

they pay very well for them.—London, 1st June.

Postscript : As the passport for this courier was delayed, I have
time to add that I have signified to many members of the Council

that the letter written by this Queen to our King was not given to

Don Frances de Alava, and has not reached his Majesty by any
other means. They have not taken much notice of this, perhaps

because all the members of the Council are to blame for the letter

not having been delivered.

31 May 102. Summaey of Letters from Don Guerau de Spes to the

and King and the Duke of Alba, dated 31st May and lat

1 June. June 1569.

There had been a disturbance in the Council because Cavalcanti,

the brother of Suygo (?), had been there to speak with Cecil, and he
and Baptista Fortini, had taken with them a certain paper
which they had drawn up there. The duke of Norfolk and the

earl of Arundel had therefore had high words with Cecil who was
much confused.

Don Guerau had assured them that the duke of Alba knew
nothing whatever about the matter, and would not give ear to such

persons, even through Chapin Viteli, whereupon they were much
tranquillized and anxious to carry through their enterprise and
overthrow Cecil. They (Norfolk and Arundel) had requested a

copy of the document brought by Cavalcanti and Fortini in order

to have Cecil punished.

Suygo had given him (Don Guerau) a paper stating what the
duke and the earl hope to do respecting a general restitution ; Don
Guerau being urged on his part to comply with the terms requested
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of him, namely, 6,000 crowns for the Duke, the Earl, and Lumley,
as a statutory loan, to which Don Guerau thought it would be well

to accede.

Cardinal Chatillon and his wife had gone to the county of

Leicester, and, it was thought, would go on to Bristol to call to

account a French pirate who had failed to pay him (Chatillon) his

share of the booty. He, Don Guerau, sends a copy of a license to

rob, granted by him (Chatillon). The Cardinal it was stated wished
to return to France.

Don Guerau sends a memorandum respecting the manner in

which England may be assailed, and of the state of the country,

the substance of which is as follows :

That the ports are badly fortified, and they hope to defend them
with troops.

That they expect to be able to repel any attack by means of their

fleet.

The Queen has 22 great ships, but with difficulty has been able

to equip 11, it being impossible for her to fit out more.

Subjects own about 70 ships, great and small, the vessels good,

and the men experienced, as they are all pirates.

The men on the fleet, although they appear bellicose, are

really pampered and efieminate, different from what they used
to be.

People generally, and especially the Councillors, are satisfied with
the government of the Queen, which is mild, and they are at
liberty to share plunder with the Corsairs, and make use of the
royal treasury.

The Catholics desire a change as they are deprived of the exercise

of their religion.

The English hate the very name of foreigner, and they (the

Catholics) wish the change to be made in a way that shall not
hand them over to any other nation.

The Council alone rules, and the Queen is occupied entirely in

pleasure, being governed bj' Cecil.

By his advice she is countenancing the rebels in France and
Flanders, having her eye on the fact that neighbouring princes are
engaged in war and cannot now undertake the reduction of her
country nor force restitution of the stolen property, which is so

great that it has enriched all the country.

The Queen's Council fears the people more than anything else,

and therefore deceives them with innumerable tricks and false

victories.

If the duke of Alba will continue to enforce the proclamation

published in April, and a similar proclamation is enacted in France,

whilst at the same time care be taken that no merchandise shall be
exported from Spain or Portugal to England, the people will them-
selves overthrow the Government, and will submit to any terms,

perhaps even returning to the Catholic faith.

In order the more speedily to carry this out, it would be well

also that the duke of Florence and the seignories of Genoa, Venice

and Lucca, should order their respective subjects to have no
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dealings with Englishmen, This should be done by the authority

of the Pope.

Hamburg trade should be taken away from them, either by
moving some friendly sovereign to commence war against that city,

or by the Empire itself doing so, on the ground that Hamburg
has departed from the Augustinian creed and embraced Calvinism

;

or else by seizing the mouth of the Elbe or capturing the ships that

go thither.

It would not be bad if they (the Enghsh) could be deprived of

trade with Muscovy and Poland and the Easterling country, through
which they expect to find a way for the spices.

Norfolk, Arundel, and Lumley desire a change of religion. The
two latter may be considered Catholics, and they say they will make
Norfolk become one.

This will be aided by the earls of Northumberland, Derby,
Cumberland, Montague, Dacre, Morley, and many other Catholics, as

well as by the north-country, Wales, and Cornwall.

If his Majesty would resolutely take the country in hand, with
the intention of proclaiming the queen of Scotland as Queen, he
would meet with help rather than hindrance from the Fi'ench. It

will be best, however, first to get the Queen released, as it is out of

the question that the queen of England will liberate her.

If his Majesty thinks well to avenge the injuries done to his

subjects by subjecting the country to the service of God and to

his own dominion, he being the legitimate descendant of King
Edward, and will undertake the matter powerfully, he (Don
Guerau) is certain of success on account of the people being divided

in religion, and also by means of the Catholic nobles who are now
treated narrowly and look for favour from his Majesty. The said

earls would help.

Seeing the affection borne by the Scotch people to the queen of

Scotland, he (Don Guerau) is certain that if she were provided

with money they would overthrow the itegent James. The man
who has the prince in his keeping is a great friend of the Regent's,

so that the prince is in danger of being murdered.

The bishop of Ross had told him that if it had not been for

Cecil he would have already got the rest of them to agree to the

release of his mistress. He (Cecil ?) wishes now, that it is proved

that the queen of Scotland has not renounced her rights to the

English crown in favour of the duke of Anjou, that she shall make
the renunciation in favour of the Queen (of England) and her

heirs, a certificate being given by the Christian King and his

brother that no renunciation has been made in their favour. The
Bishop had replied to this, that, according to the treaty of Little

Leith,this could only be done by the consent of his Majesty (Philip),

whereupon they (the English) said that they did not wish to

introduce him into the matter.

They also demand of the Scots a rectification of the frontier

between England and Scotland, promising to favour the Regent
James if this is obtained. Don Guerau is sure that, if the

Queen (of Scotland) were put into possession of her kingdom
again, she would do whatever she were asked,
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The Bishop asked him (Don Guerau) whether he had any in-

structions respecting the marriage of his mistress in Spain, where a
fitting match might be found for her, according to the duke of

Alba's conversation with her gentlemen. Don Guerau replied

that his only orders were to endeavour to prevail upon the queen of

England to liberate the queen of Scotland.

There is in Ireland an English Catholic named Thomas Stukeley
who was a pensioner of his Majesty's and served him as captain at

the battle of St. Quintin. He has been deprived of his office of

commander of the horse in Ireland on account of his religion, the

office having been given to a great heretic. A Venetian has spoken
to Don Guerau on his behalf, and proposed that if his Majesty
wished to take possession of that island he (Stukely) would under-

take that it should be done if he were provided with 20 armed
ships and some weapons for the natives, who have none now.
Stukely would provide a safe port ; and, if Don Guerau thought
well of it, the said Venetian would go and submit it to the King,

taking with him the signature in blank of Stukely. That Baron
Herefert (Fitzmaurice ?) has risen in Ireland with 4,000 men and is

going against the Viceroy ; and many others will follow his example
if help is given to them by ships from Spain.

The English say they have a league with the house of the Count
Palatine and declare they have ready in Germany 10,000 foot and
6,000 horse.

1 June. 103. The Duke of Alba to the King.
[Extract.]

I cannot gather much light about English affairs from what Don
Guerau writes, as your Majesty will see by his letters. I hope
your Majesty will send me what I request in my letter of 5th April,

because, until we have recovered the property the Queen is de-

taining, we should on no account break with them. No arrange-

ment should be made with them, however, without the i-estitution of

what they have seized. As I say in the enclosed letter, if your
Majesty wishes to break with the Queen or change the government,
there will be ample opportunities for doing it after we have got
our property back. It is true that the minute the French learn

your Majesty's intentions, they will settle matters with their rebels

to the great prejudice of Christendom, or will marry the queen of

Scotland to Anjou, the undesirability of which your Majesty will

see. I think therefore it would be better to wait a little until we
see how things go in France, and if they turn out badly (which
God forbid), your Majesty should allow me to enter the field with
all the forces I have, and as many more as I can get, and go to the

help of the King. We can then stipulate that your Majesty
should be allowed a free hand in England and to marry the queen
of Scotland to whomsoever you please.* If this be not done the

Emperor may step in and ask for her hand for his brother, the Arch-

duke Charles, and, from what I understand, the King of France
would agree to this to oblige his father-in-law. If your Majesty

* lu the King's handwriting :
" I think we might ask him for more than this."
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countenances this, it may be brought about and not be merely
imagination on my part.* The queen of Scotland has not suflS-

cient power over her son to be able to send him to Spain to be
brought up. The men from her who came to see me, brought
letters of credence in virtue of which they begged your Majesty's

help, pointing out where such help mighc. be given and stating the

persons in England and Scotland who are devoted to her. She
places herself absolutely in your Majesty's hands in all things. I

heard them kindly, and told them that to help the Queen with men
and munitions would neither suit your Majesty nor her, as it

would mean immediately a war with England. I said the aid that

would be most useful to her would be money and advice, and I

had no doubt your Majesty would send her both when her affairs

were in such a position as to need such help for their successful

issue. I told them to return to their mistress with this and learn

what course she intended to adopt. When they had discussed the

matter thoroughly with hex-, I told them to return to me and I

would tell them what your Majesty would do. They went away
satisfied. I beg your Majesty to send me instructions,—Antwerp,
1 June 1569.

12 June. 104. The Duke op Alba to the King.

I have received your Majesty's letters on English affairs enclosing

me four others in Latin, one for the queen of England containing

your Majesty's proposals for a speedy solution of the differences

arising out of the seizures, and the others, letters of credence for

me 'or the persons I may send thither with the principal letter to

the Queen. The proposals embodied in the letters for a mutual
release of the arrested property are in conformity with my recom-

mendations, but the opinion adopted by us here, that a letter of

credence might be sent for me or the person who is to go, enabling

the terms to be raised or abated as circumstances might demand,
has since caused me some scruple, not on account of the suggestion

itself or because I have any doubt that your Majesty has adopted

the best course, and less still because I have the slightest intention

of doing anything not in accordance with your Majesty's interests,

but as a matter of expediency. Although, prima facie, it might
appear that your Majesty's intention was that the letter should be

sent off at once by some special person, yet I am so sure of your
Majesty's confidence in my life-long desire to serve you efficiently,

that I venture to think that your Majesty will not disapprove of

my delaying the despatch of the letter until I have considered,

maturely, the circumstances as they at present exist. I am the

more anxious to do this as your Majesty leaves to me the selection

and instruction of the person who is to go. The letter itself is so

extremely studiously worded and full, that a copy of it would be

almost a sufficient instruction ; but as your Majesty orders me to

manage the business so as to attain the end desired, which, I take

it, is the principal object of your Majesty's instructions, I under-

* lu the King's handwriting : " But she has a son who is her heir."
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stand that I may Le allowed discretion as to the means or

procedure to be employed. In this confidence I have deeply con-

sidered what can he done to bring the Queen round, dexterously

and secretly, to the end aimed at, and three courses have presented

themselves to me. First, to send your Majesty's letters by a special

envoy; secondly, to let the Queen know that if she wishes to

negotiate for the settlement of the differences arising out of the

seizures I have sufficient powers for the purpose ; and, tliirdU^

whether it would not be better, before doing either of these two
things, to endeavour by some means to feel our way rather t!ian to

give the idea that you are forced to take the first step towards a

mutual restitution.

As regards tlie first point, if the Queen could be depended upon
to interpret the letter with the same sincerity with which it is

written, I am convinced that this would be the best coiu-se to

pursue in every way, and that most in accordance with your

Majesty's usual desire to live in peace and harmony with your
neighbours ; but apart from the Queen's natural character, which is u<

different fiom this, she allows herself to be influenced by such per-

verse people in her Council, and by foreigners like Cardinal Chatillon,

that it is very much to be feared that they will twist the meaning
of the letter to their own advantage, and so influence, to an even
greater extent, the Queen's mind, which is already so proud anil

presumptuous. They may persuade her that this step of your
Majesty's is a sign that you are forced to make the first approacli

to her, and that she may therefore, by standing firm, negotiate on
a better footing. Besides this, she might produce a bad effect upon
other princes by sending copies of the letter out broadcast, with
her own gloss upon it that only pure necessity had caused your
Majesty to write it. If this were done, I do not see how you could

possibly put up with such an indignity without resenting it, and I

see, nevertheless, that it is not the intention of your Majesly to go

to war ; nor are things in such a state at present as to enable us to

do so. Even if war were commenced the Queen would, at least,

keep everything she has seized, of which the value is immensely
greater than what we have arrested, and this is a point which
makes our terms the more difficult to obtain from the Queen.

If she refuses to come to terms I do not know what your Majesty

can do. I am thus brought to the conclusion that, in order to

obtain a mutual restitution, we should avoid declaring the contents

of the letter at fii'st, and should only do so after we have elucidated

the matter.

As regards the second point, of letting the Queen know that I have
power to treat of the seizures, I find the power your Majesty sends

me is drawn up generally and in conformity with that formerly

held by the duchess of Parma, without any special mention being

made of the particular point now in dispute. If I had to produce it

they might object that it is not a power which is apt for purpose

;

although, by virtue of it, I could deal with all old points of difference

which they wisli to discuss at the same time as the question of the

seizures, particularly as I can show nothing but the power ; the

letters of credence all speaking of her relaxing her sp'V'ivo:; anl

y 764;.7.
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offering reciprocally to do the same, which is open to the objection to

which I have referred. The second course therefore will not do.

I will now pass the third alternative, which seems to be the least

dangerous, namely, to employ some trustworthy merchant such as

I have at hand, and send him there on the pretext of looking after

his own arrested merchandise. He could approach some of the

members of the Council who he thinks most likely to help him for

a good reward, and so sound the current of opinion and discover

what the feeling is with regard to restoring the property, if your

Majesty will do similarly, and what they think your Majesty might

do otherwise. He could learn whether they are tired of things being

as they are, whether some means could be found by which they

should take the first step towards a restitution, of which, although

I am not depending much upon it, I am not quite without hope,

as I write to your Majesty in the Spanish letter. I am the more
inclined to adopt this course as your Majesty writes that some-

one to represent the merchants should accompany the envoy to be

sent. The means by which it could be carried out are suggested

by what Don Guerau writes about winning people over. Another

reason why I think well of the proposal is, that it can be done in

a few days, at the end of which, even though I may not have

gained all I want, at least more light will have been thrown upon

the situation and I shall be able to act with greater confidence.

I have also borne in mind the urgency with which your Majesty

presses upon me the speedy conclusion of the business, and I think

that this third course is the lesser of the evils. The date on

your Majesty's letter (9th May) will, it is true, get daily older, but

the road is long, and by France unsafe, so that this drawback can

be explained away.
It may be said that the Queen and her ministers could not make

capital out of the assertion that we had taken the first step, as

your Majesty's letter is in answer to one of hers ; but I cannot

ignore the fact that not so much can be made of her letter as of

yours, because hers contains no such request, and was not sent direct

to your Majesty or by a special envoy, but was forwarded in an

unusual way to Don Frances, in doubt if he would send it on or

not, and even now they think he did not send it.

It might also be said that the declaratory clause in the letter,

offering to restore the arrested goods if England will do the same,

is in substance identical with my instructions to D'Assonleville,

and that, therefore, I am inconsistent in objecting to it in your

letter. But there is a distinction, because I, did not put it in a

letter for the Queen but only in a private memorandum for

D'Assonleville, and left to his discretion the declaration of it in

harmony with other points. I might have proceeded in this way
with the letters now sent, if I had some in blank with which I could

have proceeded, step by step, but the letter sent lays bare the

whole matter.

I have thought well to lay all this before your Majesty by special

courier for your Majesty's decision, as to whether you will send me
fresh letters in various forms that I may use them according to

circnur tances. If your Majesty thinks well also, you might write
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a letter to the Queen in the sense indicated in mine of 2nd April,

sayiug that you have received her letters, summarizing their contents,

and since she had adopted this course, your Majesty has ordered

me to convey your intentions to her and has granted me authority

to settle with her, or her agents, the matter of the seizures, both as

regards Spain and here. Some moi^e letters of credence might bo

sent to me for any persons we might send in your Majesty's name,
besides these I send, but none of the letters should say about your
Majesty's offer to raise the arrests, on England doing the same, but

should merely speak generally of the property seized on both sides.

I will deal with the matter as promptly as I can, using the letters

I have, if I see a chance of doing so favourably, although those 1

ask for now will still be desirable, even though they may arrive

late, as your Majesty well knows that matters of such weight as

this cannot be settled in a few days. Your Majesty might also

consider whether you should send me a general power to treat of

all differences with England both in Spain and hei-e, in which case

I will not conclude anything touching Spain without first consulting

you.—Brussels, 12th June 1569.

13 June. 105. The Duke of Alba to the King.

Refers to the aforegoing letter (written in French) as containing
the opinion of the Council as well as his own.

I was advised recently that two Florentines named Estiiota

Cavalcanti and Rodolfo Ridolfi had some influence with tlie Queen,
they having been the men who negotiated the agreement between
her and the French. They are pensioners of both Kings. I am
told by Chapin Viteli, who mentioned them to me, that they would
be glad to sound the Queen and her Council, and I consequently
ordered him to write to them, saying that he had not ventured to

propose the matter to me, as he knew I did not like to be spoken
to about it and had no intention of taking up any negotiations, but
urging them to proceed in their own way and let him know every-

thing they heard. They did so, and Estriota sent to a brother of

his the enclosed memorandum.
When I was at Antwerp I was told by Thomas Fiesco, a Genoese,

merchant there, that he was very friendly with Benedict Spinola
(who, I have an idea was the first cause of the money being seized),

and he thought that if he went to London to see him, he could lead

matters in such a way that the Queen would ask you to raise the

arrests. I was much pleased with his sensible manner and entered

into particulars with him. He told me that he expected to employ
some 15,000 or 20,000 ducats, part of the value of the merchandise,
in buying over Cecil and the other councillors who are opposed to

the property being restored, and, as I thought well of the proposal,

in which nothing was risked but a delay of 15 or 20 days, I have
entrusted the business to him. He is to do it as if on his own
account and with great secrecy and speed, not going beyond the
line I lay down for him. I hope from his manner that he will

make no mistake, but his task will be greatly aided by the
inclination of the Queen's councillors, who are always on the look-

out for their own interests. I beg your Majesty to order that the

despatches on this matter may pass thi'ough very few hands,

L 2
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because, even before the courier arrived, all Antwerp knew that

you had written to the Queen, and it might prejudice matters if

she knew that I was keeping the letters back.—Brussels, 13th June
1569.

14 June, 106. Guerau de Spes to the King.

In accordance with your Majesty's orders of 4th April, I will

follow the instructions of the duke of Alba in all these affairs here,

and give hiui daily information of what is going on, as well as

writing to your Majesty as often as I can. I had learnt here of the

letter the Queen had written to your Majesty and the excuses

contained in it. Truly her heart and that of her people must have
been, indeed, corrupted to have wished to disturb the tranquillity

of the States of Flanders and to prevent the religious question

being peacefully settled there and in France. They have now taken

to rob so openly under the Queen's standard, attacking and
capturing ships of your Majesty's subjects whilst peacefully pro-

ceeding on their voyages, that it is sui'prising to see. As they

have already stolen a great proportion of the merchandise detained,

and the Council itself is largely interested therein, this is a point

which makes all agreements difficult. I cannot negotiate with the

duke of Norfolk and earl of Arundel except through other persons,

namely, Roberto Ridolfi, a Florentine, and John Suygo, a Milanese,

persons attached to the said noblemen. I do not know them
(i.e., Norfolk and Arundel), and never saw them at Court before my
detention, but I have some confidence that they will serve your
Majesty well at this juncture, although the fact that they are

English and not entirely Catholic, makes one always suspicious of

them. In any case, they have already prevented, so far as they

could, more evil being done, and have somewhat tempered the fury

of Cecil. They promise, according to their intermediaries, that they

will cause a general lestitution of all goods detained, and they even

thought of going further still. It would be greatly advantageous

to settle this by their means, and after your Majesty's subjects have
been satisfied and their property restored, in due time, when your
Majesty wishes, punishment can be dealt out to these bad neighbours

and their accomplices, and at the same time such measures be

taken as shall prevent for the future any fear of your Majesty's

subjects being ruined and your dominions disturbed by these people.

In any other case such neighbours as these will keep us inconstant

turmoil, since their change of religion has freed them from the

obligation to fulfil their engagements and alliances. On Sunday last

the usual councillors met together and they are still at it yesterday

and to-day ; the gentlemen of whom I speak, have just sent to say

that, although some difference still exists, they hope to arrange a

general restitution and my entire liberation, but that, as it is a

business which will cause some jealousy, they cannot conclude the

business in the Council so quickly as they would wish, but they are

sure of being able to manage it, as they have promised me in a note

from Suygo which I have sent to the duke of Alba. Although the

liopes of the prince of Cond6 have failed, the arrival and progress

of the duke of Deux-Ponts in Fr.ance have again raised the spirits
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of the heretics. Tliey exaggerate affairs in Granada and the loss of

your Majesty's galleys in Marseilles to such an extent as to make
people wondei'. On both points I give fitting information to these

gentlemen who guard me, in order that it may be spread abroad.

They have been much disturbed by the news from Portugal, that

all persons and property of Englishmen in that king's dominions

have been detained. Some ships in ballast have escaped from there

and arrived here. I do not believe that the English will get much
profit from their goods in Hamburg. The two smallest of the

Queen's ships have remained there and the other five are at Margate,

having dismissed the greater part of their crews, although this news
from Portugal makes them think of again putting the ships into

commission. The two Venetian ships, which are also at Margate,

have decided to sail without v/aiting to take any more cargo,

beyond the kerseys they have loaded, and they have received their

clearances to-day. They probably will refrain from putting into

Spanish ports, to avoid the question as to the ownership of the

cloths they carry. It is asserted that many English goods cuter

Spain by St. Jean de Luz. They are entertaining the queen of

Scotland with discussions about her release, and in the meanwhile
are aiding the Eegent. A ship they were sending to him witli

stores and 10,000 crowns in money has been lost. I will write to

the queen of Scotland as your Majesty orders, Irish affairs are in a

greater state of confusion than ever they have been, and this Queen
has gii'en many baronies belonging to the rebels to English

gentlemen, on condition of their being recovered at their own cost.

A company of 30 of the richest of the London merchants has also

made an agreement with the Queen that they will conquer a certain

part of the country, the lordship of which shall belong to them on
payment of a tribute, and they are already preparing an expedition.

The whole island (Ireland) is therefore in a turmoil, and the greater

part of it ill rebellion against the Queen. Thomas Stukeley, an
English captain, settled there, who has been dismissed from his ]io3t.

in which he had charge of all the Queen's horses in Ireland, because

he was a Catholic, claims to be in favour of handing over the

country to your Majesty or some other Catholic Prince. He and
some of the barons intend to send to Spain to ask your Majesty to

approve of this design. There is a Venetian there, also, who is in

the confidence of Stukeley and the other Catholics ; he has a nephew
here, an honest man, who is a fitting person to send whenever it

may be needful to negotiate with these Irish gentlemen. His
uncle gave him the enclosed document that he might hand it to me.

It is translated from the Italian. " Waterford is a large port in the
" east of the island, capable of receiving the largest ships at any
" state of the tide, and is therefore suitable for this business. It is

"12 English miles distant from the friend's house*, and there is an
'' old ruined castle there inhabited by a fisherman, which castle can
" be taken i")ossession of at once, and when desirable, the other fiiend
*' could rent it. By cutting a breadth of four paces of land the port

*A slight slip of the original transcriber or decipherer makes it appear that Waterlbrd
is only 12 miles from London, which gives rise to a marginal note of surprise ah'X

enquiry in the King's handwriting,
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'' may be made into an island with tlie castle on it. Tliis island
" will be almost a mile in circumference, and the garrison might be
" kept there in spite of the English, with facility for leaving when
" they liked. The friend could immediately bring tliitlier 10,000
" men, but it would be needful to supply a large quantity of grain,

" viz., three or four Flemish sloops such as usually come there in
" time of peace. This enterprise would be easier in the winter than
" the summer, because these people (the English) cannot stand the
" cold so well as ours. The island is fall of mines of gold, silver,

" iron, tin, lead, alum, and glass. It is as fertile as any country
;

" its inhabitants most warlike, and great enemies of the English.
" They only await such an opportunity as this as the savages will

" no doubt be molested ; the 29 merchants and Wareham Selliger

" having taken the lordship of the savages' country on condition of
" their conquering it and having promised to pay the Queen id. for

" each fanega of land they till, and 2d. for pasture. In the west,
" 500 of the Queen's men and another force beyond the mountains,
" will also molest them and this will greatly enrage the Irish."

14th June 1569.

15 June. 107. Guerau de Spes to the King.

After sealing the enclosed, on the same night, the bishop of Ross

came to me with a letter from his mistress, copy of which I enclose.

The Bishop told me that the duke of Norfolk and earl of Arundel
had always informed him of their desire to serve your Majesty,

and that I might be sure that the intention of these noblemen was,

in April last, to arrest Cecil and give me complete liberty, restoring

all tlie property stolen and detained belonging to your Majesty's

subjects. He said that, on three occasions, when the project was
about to be carried out, the earl of Leicester softened and said that

he would tell the Queen. This ])revented the execution of the

intention three distinct times. The days mentioned by the Bishop to

me as being those when the arrest was to have been effected were the

same as those on which the noblemen told me they would be ready.

These delays gave Cecil an opportunity of discovering the plot

against him, and he told the duke of Norfolk so, begging him and
his friends not to do anything scandalous of this sort, oU'ering to

come over to his wishes and those of the rest of the Council. He
urged the Duke very strongly that they should all unite to prevent

the Spaniards from scoffing at the English, and that religion should

not be changed here. He gave him to understand that he had

means to settle this business of the detentions, and that he,

(Norfolk) and the earl of Arundel could go to Spain on the Queen's

behalf to arrange everything with your Majesty, which would be

better than treating with the duke of Alba or myself He said

that, if the Duke thought otherwise, he (Cecil) would entirely

follow his opinion, and, with all these compliments and fine words,

he softened them for the time. The idea of going to Spain also

turned out illusory as these noblemen told me with some confusion

and reserve ; Cecil himself having subsequently raised difiSculties

about it, saying that if they went they might be detained in Spain,

and so the project fell through. I warned these gentlemen, through

Bidolfi and Suygo, not to let Cecil deceive them, and they then again
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insisted that the time had arrived to return to the grace and friendship

of your Majesty. When they intimated to Cecil, on behalf of all the

Council, that they desired to enter into some jiroper arrangement,

through Ridolfi, to settle pending questions and release me, he told

them that he was trying to discover the intentions of the duke of

Alba by means of Cavalcanti, in order to see whether he would
give way on certain points which he, Cecil, had in his mind, and he
begged them to wait eight or nine days, until he had a reply on
this point. He professed to be planning a treaty which should

redress all troubles in France, Scotland, and Flanders, and by
which religion should remain safe with freedom of conscience for

all. He said he thought that to have a private arrangement with
your Majesty would not be safe at present, as you could, without
appearing in it, by many means and ways, destroy and isolate them.

Through his importunity they waited the eight days, Ridolfi and
Suygo telling me that the delay arose in consequence of Leicester's

hunting parties. By the ordinary courier now arrived, Cecil

received no reply from Cavalcanti, and they are all much disturbed.

I await the decision. I have given, thus fully, an account of these

plans, that your Majesty may be thoroughly informed of the business

from the first, and understand that these noblemen communicated
their intentions to the queen of Scotland. They brought the bishop

of Ross here before the day of the intended arrest (of Cecil) in order

that he might be a witness of it. Lord Montague and the earl of

Northumberland, as well as other Catholic gentlemen, knew of the

matter and came hither in consequence. Since then the duke of

Norfolk has lost his stepson. Lord Dacre, a boy of nine years old,

son of his late wife, who had as fine an estate on the borders of

Scotland as the Duke has in England. The Duke received 1,.500

ducats a year for his maintenance, and something else for that of

the three little sisters, whom he keeps in his house, and administer.-,

the whole estate. By the laws of the country these girls are

excluded from the succession, and only receive a certain sum as

dowry, the estates passing to the first cousin of the dead child. He
is already called Lord Dacre, and is a gentleman of not very good
dispo.sition, but clever and brave, and a good Catholic, a brother-

in-law of Montague and Northumberland. The duke of Norfolk,

on certain grounds, tried to question his rights to the estate, but
Cecil and the Council openly favoured him (Dacre), and all this Ims
been an obstacle to the conclusion of the plots afore-mentioned.

This Lord Dacre is the man of whom I wrote to your Majesty as

having sent a message to me about the marriage of the queen of

Scotland with the duke of Norfolk, and the conversion of this

country to the Catholic Church. He now says that, whenever
your Majesty pleases to send an army to this country, he and his

friends will undertake to provide 1.5,000 selected troops for your
service. I have been informed that Cecil has spoken to the Duke
about marrying a sister-in-law of his, a widow with 3,000 ducats
income, offering him to increase her dowry if the Duke marries her.

The Duke would not listen to it, for he has his thoughts very high,

having fixed his eyes upon the queen of Scotland. This has not

injured her in the negotiations, for the Council now offer to recover
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her kingdom for her on certain conditions, and the renunciation hy
her of her claim to the English crown. With this object this Queen
has sent to Scotland to request the I\,e;,'cnt to send new commis-

sioners to discuss it. The bishop of Ross and myself agree in our

opinion that this was another of Cecil's inventions to delay the

business. I am always of opinion, as I ha.ve said before, that it

would be very beneficial to your Majesty's interests and the prompt
despatch of these affairs, to reward these gentlemen with a sum
of money for their services, and to encourage them to greater

things. This can be done little by little. I maj* remind your

Majesty that these people are very fond of money.—London, 15th

June 15 09.

0-16 June. 108. Extracts from four Letters from Guerau de Spes to

the Duke of Alba of 9th, 14th, and 16th of June
1569.

Yesterday and the day before I wrote to his Majesty and your
Excellency by way of Calais. Since then Ridolfi came to my
house, with a letter of credence from Lord Lumley, and told me
that they would take the opportunity of my changing my residence

to set mc at liberty, and that, on my leaving here, my guards would
be removed. He also informed me of the points which Cecil had
drawn up to be communicated to me when I am at liberty. They
deal with the question of a general restitution, the selection of

commissioners for carrying it out, and request that other com-
missioners should be appointed to conclude the treaty of Bruges.

They alo request that the King should confirm the treaties anew,

give facility for the English to trade with the Indies, and assure

the English ambassadors and their households in his dominion of

freedom in their religion, with other impertinent trifles, which can

lie disposed of in a very few words. A good answer can be given

to all this in due time. I told Ridolfi that, when I had the entire

liberty usually given to his Majesty's ambassadors, I would listen

to them, but that now I had nothing to say. If they come to

liroach the subject again I will at once inform your Excellency of

what they say and my opinion thereon. The gentleman who
guards me has gone to Court to-day to learn the decision as to the

house to which I am to move. They say they will take this

opportunity of releasing me.

20 June. 109. The Duke of Alba to the King.

[Extract.]

By the enclosed letters from Don Guerau, your Majesty will see

what is ])aHsing in England. I have not yet allowed the merchant
1 mcnti(jned to go, and I have no news froni the other one I sent,

except that he had crossed over. I have thought well to send to

Don Guerau the 6,(i00 crowus he requests, to give to those

gentlemen with the conditions he mentions.*—Brussels, 20th June
1569.

* To Norfolk, Arundel, and Lumley.
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22 June. 110. GuEiuu be Spes to the King.

They are going to give me tlie bishop of Winches ter'.s house in

exchange for the one T now occupy. I am to pay for it, but the

Bishop raised some difficulties, although the earl of Leicester

wrote to him about it. The Council now order it, and I am told

that I shall be liberated when I go tliither. When I have been
able to discuss with the Queen and Council the restitution of the

property detained and stolen, I will duly advise your Majesty and
the Duke. Ridolfi wrote to me last night that Cecil had sent him
an invitation to dine with him and asked liim to come and see me.

Cecil is anxious to arrange matters with me at all events. I

therefore expect him (Ridolii), and shall entertain them with
smooth words to see whether this property cannot be recovered,

postponing the redress of other insults and injuries for your
Majesty's decision. In the meanwhile, those who have taken
property are in a great hurry to get it valued before the lord

mayor, who insists on your Majesty's subjects carrying out the

valuation jointly with Englishmen. But it is all roguery, for they
have put aside everything that was good, and only made a
valuation of what is spoilt. I have ordered Spaniards to have
nothing to do with it, but to let them refer to the owners of the

merchandize.—London, 22nd June 15G9.

27 June. 111. .GuEBAu DE Spes to the Duke of Alba.
[Extract.],

They have not yet given me my liberty, as they say that they
have not yet received any decision from the bishop of Winchester
about his house, and these people are so vain that 1 believe they
will not like to release me without finding soniu plausible excuse
for doing so. I let the earl of Leicester know J was reaiiy to vacate
this house* whenever he wished, so as not to inconvenience him, and
he has just sent a letter to the gentleman who always guards me,
whose name is George Speke, to tell me that be will have a house
found for me, and that, in the meanwhile, anyone who wishes to

see me can do so without any hindrance. He has also told the
gentleman to go home, leaving me without any other guard.

—

London, 27th June 1-5 6 9.

1 July. 112. GuEEAu DE Spes to the King.

I expect to-day that the arrangement will be concluded with the
agents of the bishop of Winchester about the house, and that I

shall at once move thither. We shall then see whether I shall be
set entirely at liberty as the councillors say. I think they have
delayed hitherto in order to see whether any favouraljle news for
them came from France. Lr the meanwhile, 1 have declined to listen

openly to proposals regarding the restitution of the merchandise,
although Ridolfi has spoken to me about it, and Cavalcanti the
Florentine has tried to learn whether I wisli him to continue the
negotiation that he had commenced, through some of his friends

* This was Paget House, on the site of Essex street, iu the Strand, which had been in
the occupation of the Spanish ambassadors since the expulsion of the bishop of Aquila
from the Queen's, house, Durham place, in 1563, particulars of which will be found in
the Calendar of State Papers (Spanish), 1558—1567.
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by which they thought they might find means dealing witl) the

duke of Alba. I have endeavoured to discover the intentions of

all parties, so that when I am free, I can, on receiving the Duke's
instructions, take what steps may be fitting. Benedict Spinola,

also, wanted to have a hand in it, and I hear from all of them that

the Council desires to make restitution, although not so completely
as they ought, and even then they expect to receive great concessions

for doing so. I will try, when the time arrives, to get full

restitution, and, at all events, I shall not fail for want of effort. I

understand that the Queen has appointed new commissioners, three

Englishmen and three subjects of your Majesty, with the
instructions of which I send a copy. I told your Majesty's subjects

to have nothing to do with it without my express order, as I am
informed that theintention of those who appointed the commissioners
was to value the merchandise very shortly, and sell it to the owners
themselves if they wished to buy, the Queen enjoying the money,
which they say she will restore when she comes to an agreement
with your Majesty. This seems to me extremely undesirable, and
the worst course that could be taken. I have, therefore, again most
urgently told your Majesty's subjects to take no part in the matter,

especially as they have acted so far in accord with me, and this would
be setting a very bad example ; and, although some members of the

Council, who thought to make a great profit out of the business,

have put great pressure upon them, they have respected my orders

in your Majesty's name, and your Majesty's decision on this point

and others is anxiously awaited. T am sure that, in the end, the

Council will do what Is right, although they try by many ways to

profit. I have advised your Majesty of the disturbances in

Ireland, and the wishes of Thomas Stukeley. The son of John
O'Neill is in arms on one side of the island and John O'More in

another part. They are both Catholics. The Queen received a

post yesterday which had come in five days from a town called

Cork on the coast, bringing news that a fortress near that town
had been taken from the troops of Selliger and Greynvill, two
English gentlemen who have undertaken to subdue a part of the

island. It was captured by a Catholic gentleman named FitzGarret

who beheaded all those who were in it, including a son of Selliger.

The victors, to the number of some three thousand, went then to

besiege Cork, and were already negotiating for the delivery to

them of the wives of these two English gentlemen, who were In

the town, so that with these pledges In their hands their own
children and the property in the town should be safe. The said

Selliger is here and is sure that by this time his wife Is In the

hands of these savages, to whom he and his comrades had done much
damage, and some of whom ho hail hanged. The rising has troubled

the Queen very much. Tlie Council have agreed that the ships

that went to Kochelle should be retained by the so-called Queen of

Navarre, In order that the men In them may be used for the

defence of Kochelle and against neighbouring places held by her

opponents. The two Venetian vessels are In the Downs, ;md will

sail with the first fair wind. The Hamburg business Is turning

out very badly for these people, for they have only sold 4,000 out
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of the 25j000 pieces of cloth, and tliese were exchanged for wax
hemp, and hops, so that I do not think they will go there again.

The lack of Spanish goods is being greatly felt here. Oil has

doubled in price, and if it were not for these sloops, it would be

at an intolerable rate. Everything else is the same. They have

taken large sums of money belonging to private persons from all

the ships coming from Spain, this money having been shipped

from Spain without your Majesty's license. Some people think

that the sum will reach 130,000 ducats, but the owners, having

fallen into this fault, do not dare to publish it, so that the English

will keep the money, unless your Majesty orders that it shall be

claimed for yourself, agreeing with the owners that they shall

have some portion of it returned to them, and shall not be

punished for their offence. Without their concurrence the

necessary proofs could not be obtained, and I shall be glad to

know your Majesty's wishes upon the subject, iu order that this

money may not remain in the hands of these infidels. The four

English vessels that are taking ammunition and other stores and
goods to Cape Agur (?), in the kingdom of Fez, are already at the

mouth of this river ready to sail. I will advise yotir Majesty of

what happens to them. As I am closing this, I have received

from the French ambassador your Majesty's letter of the loth

ofMay.—London, 1st July 1569.

1 July 113, GuEEAU DE Spes to the Duke of Alba.
[Extract.]

The servant of the bishop of Winchester is here, and, although
he asked 400 crowns for the house, we have agreed that the eai-1

of Leicester's valuation of it shall be accepted, and I will move
into it. I will advise your Excellency of their action with regard
to the taking away of my guards. I, for my part, shall ask no
favoui'S. In the first audience I have, if the Queen grants lue one,

I only intend to speak of complaints in general, as I am told that
that is her wish; but, if we come to particulars, I will give
her details. I think it will be better to leave until a second
audience, the subject of the queen of Scotland and the delivery to
this Queen of the letter I have for her. Your Excellency will

instruct me as to your opinion on this matter, and as to the
commissioners.—Jjondon, 1st July 1569.

2 July. 114. The Duke of Alba to Guerau de Spes.

[Extract.]

I am glad to see by your letter that affairs are going well, and
much wish you had received the duplicates of his Majesty's
letters, which I sent with the warrants for the 6,000 crowns you
requested. I must again repeat to you most emphatically that
you are not, on any account, to entertain approaches to you
against the Queen or her councillors, or anything touchino- them.
On the contrary, if people come to you with such talk, you
must be so reticent that they shall never be able to say that any
minister of the King has given ear to it. For your private
information I wish to say that, knowing that Benedict Spinola
was the principal cause of the money being seized, and that
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Thomas Fiesco has influence with him, I have sent the latter, who
is a Genoese merchant residing in Antwerp, to negotiate with

Spinola, on his own account, without its being known that he

comes from me, with the object, if possible, of gaining over Cecil

and Leicester in return for something to be given to , them to

favour the restitution. He writes telling me that he finds on his

arrival many people have started negotiations without my wish or

authority, and besides this, that the owners of the detained monies
and goods have been offering very bad terms for its recovery.

If I knew who they were I would have them punished.

I have also learnt that others, and even Spaniards, have tried

to interfere in this business more then is fitting, and no doubt, as

you will see, they, thinking that the property will after all remain
there and be sacrificed for a low price, they will try to come to

such terms as I have mentioned if the afiair is not other-

wise settled. I think, therefore, that you should extend no
countenance to those who adopt this course, and thus interfere

with my wish.

Fiesco is a sensible man with great interests in these States, so

that, even if he were inclined to act wrongly, I do not think lie

would venture to jeopardise his stake here by going astray. 1

think, therefore, that you should receive him and give credit to

what he says, holding your hand in the meanwhile with regard

to that other business.* To tell you the truth, I suspect that

the reason why Cecil has turned so smooth is that he has been

already influenced by the promises made by Thomas (Fiesco) through

Spinola. You gave Ridolfi a very prudent reply. In case you
should see the Queen or Cecil you will be very gentle, as, only by
this means, can affairs be guided as we want them to be.

I have told the Friars to go to Paris. I again press upon you
that, on no account in the world are you to listen to any proposals

about Ireland, or other parts, as I can assure you that such a

course might ruin everything, and you also would run a personal

risk, for which I should feel truly sorry. You may, however, with

great caution and at unsuspicious hours, listen to the servants of

the queen of Scotland.—Brussels, 2nd July 1569.

5 Julj'. 115. GuERAU DE Spes to the King.

I have moved to-day into Winchester House, and by special

order of the Council George Speke has accompanied me hither.

He is one of the gentlemen who have guarded me, and told me on

the Queen's behalf that I was not to be surprised at what she had

done, becouse, thinking that the duke of Alba was going further,

she thought it advisable to make sure of my person in that way
;

but since the Duke had desisted, she also had changed her

mind, and restored me to liberty, begging me to forget all past

offences and use my good offices in favour of peace and quietness.

I thanked her Majesty for the favour she had done me, and

said that although the past excesses had been unusual, I would
nevertheless not fail in my endeavours to preserve peace and amity

* i.e., The project he had for bribing the Councillors, Cecil and Leicester, directly.
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between the house o£ Burgundy and that of England. The
gentleman told me that, whenever I wished, he would go to the

Queen and Council for me, as they had given him instructions

to do. After he had dined with me, he, with his wife and family

and others, went home and left me at liberty.—London, 5th July

1569.

7 July. 116. GuERAU DE Spes to the King.

I send enclosed a rough draft of the statement drawn up with
regard to the property detained. Lord Lumley has been to speak
to me and has coniirmed everything that Ridolfi and Suygo had
arranged with me hitherto, and, after much discourse, we agreed

that Ridolfi was to be given this draft, so that it might be com-
municated with the members of the Council., who are his friends,

and, in the meanwhile, that I should ingratiate m)'self with some
of them without mentioning the late annoying events. I am
doing this, and .am taking other means to let Cecil understand that

this statement about the merchandise is a true one. The people

who have the matter in hand are warned not to. let it be known
that they ai'e in communication with me about it. I will send a

special courier to your Majesty when any resolution is adopted.

In one of the ships from Rochelle there has arrived a servant of

the duchess of Vendome, who brings many jewels for the Queen.
I suppose they are a recompense for the aid she has sent them. It

is a sign that they (at Rochelle) are short of provisions, that 10 or

12 ships are being prepared to send thither. Winter's brother

goes to Bristol to prepare the expedition of 4,000 men they are to

send to Ireland. News has arrived that the Catholics there have
been reinforced by 1,500 men from Scotland and the adjacent

islands. A packet of letters has apjieared here in the possession of

one of the commissioners. They were directed to some merchants of

Medina-del-Campo, and it is said in them that they were carried

by the Portuguese ambassador, who left Antwerp at the end of

May. I suspect that they have not captured the ship in which
the ambassador sailed, as the letters are said to have come here in

a Biscay ship which tried to go round Scotland and Ireland to

avoid the Straits of Dover. The Regent James had arrested the

earl of Huntly, although he keeps him by his side as if free.

James was going to the north of Scotland gathering money from
the towns, and had soldiers around Dumbarton to prevent the

entrance of provisions. The captain of the castle has sent his

brother to this country to report to the queen of Scotland the
position. Now that this Council is somewhat more favourable

to the queen of Scotland, they have sent a gentleman to tell James
to treat his Queen's affairs with more moderation, and to ask him
to send commissioners here, as promised, to come to an agreement.
The king of France has written to this Queen, assuring her that

the queen of Scotland has not made any renunciation of her
rights to this kingdom in favour of the duke of Anjou.—London,
7th July 1569.
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10 July. 117. GuERAu DE Spes to the King.
[Extract.]

The French ambassador has been to see the Queen, and, as on
other occasions, she had refused him permission to visit me, he
wished to learn from the Queen herself whether she would now
allow him to do so. She answered that he was not yet to visit me
himself, but that he might send some one on his behalf. I have
not yet requested audience, nor will I do so until I am assured by
our friends on the Council that it will be granted. They say they
will advise me, and they also tell me that the four sloops originally

belonging to your Majesty's subjects which were being fitted out

at the instigation of Cardinal Chatillon shall not be allowed to go
to sea.—London, 10th July 1569.

13 July. 118. GcERAXJ de Spes to the King,

I have in former letters advised your Majesty that I am now
free and living in Winchester House, but, hitherto, in consequence
of the hopes these people still entertain of affairs in France, and
also because each member of the Council is looking for his own
profit in consenting to a general restitution, no more has been done
in the matter of the detained propert)'. It is desirable not to hurry
them much, or appear very anxious, as this is the course which
alarms them most. I have not yet requested audience, as I have
been desirous of learning first whether it would be granted, and I

am expecting the decision to-day. Some of the councillors think
this is the best course, in order that the Council may appoint a

committee to discuss the matter with me, and thus certain of them
who have been mixed up in the business may be left out. News
has arrived here of the engagement in France where Philip Strozzi

was taken which has made thein cool somewhat in the discussion

of our business. They say the first question to be decided is

whether I am to have audience, so the best way will be to let them
alone for a few days.—London, 13th July 1569.

14 July. 119. Guerau de Spes to the King.

The courier having been detained I have had time to obtain a

copy of the petition presented yesterday to the Council by five

merchants, which petition was drawn up by them and secretary

Cecil with Francisco Calvos, in accordance with Cecil's instructions

that it should only be presented in the name of the merchants.

Your Majesty will see by it the spirit of these people.

I have only to add to-day that Cecil has raised a question

amongst them as to whether it will be advisable that I should

present some fresh letter from your Majesty, however short,

about these affairs. Another invention, no doubt, to delay the

matter. I will try to make this understood by means of tlio

others, and will report the decision duly to your Majesty. A
rising in the north is feared as some of the heretic ministers are

ariving here, having been driven out by the people. God dispose

all things for your Majesty's service !—London, 14th July 15()9.
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14 July. 120. The Duke of Alba to Glterau de Spes.

By your letters of 27th ultimo and 1st and 2nd instant things

appear to be taking a favourable course. I have now to reply as

to what you are to do if they lelease you ; whether you shall go
to the Queen, and what you have to do, or say, to any councillors

who may visit you. Having regard to the bad and insulting

treatment extended to you, it would be very just that you should

refuse to receive anyone or to see the Queen until entire satisfaction

has been given to you ; but, things being in their present condition,

I think you might remain at home without going to Court, and, if

the Queen sends for you, you might go graciously to her and tell

her, after having heard her, that you cannot answer anything
without instructions from the King or letting me know, as I am
charged with these affairs. If they show any desire to deal witli

you on any point beyond the restitution, you may say that, if the

restitution is agreed upon, it must be effected before any other

business. You will deal with the councillors in the same way,
kindly and gently, without mentioning past events. By this I do
not mean that Fiesco's negotiation with Cecil is to be limited to

this point.

You did well in ordering all merchants, subjects of his Majesty,

to have nothing to do with the valuation of the goods, under pain
of heavy punishment. If the English choose to do it without the
intervention of any of our men it cannot be helped. Although
you will have seen by my other despatches that you are not to

entertain proposals from anybody, I must again press this upon
you and tell you that I am informed from France to-day that the

queen of Scotland is being utterly ruined by the plotting of her
servants with you, as they never enter your house without being
watched. This might cost the Queen her life, and I am not sure

that yours would be safe. You may consider, also, what would be
the effect on affairs in such case, and I beg of you most earnestly

to avoid all such dealings as they are prompted by bribery in

order to betray you. Any message from the queen of Scots you
will endeavour to hear by means of one trustworthy person, and no
more, and even then, not directly. As regards the money that has
come thither concealed, I quite believe that the amount will be
what you say. When we negotiate for the restitution we will

consider by what means the sum can be ascertained. Your plan

does not seem a bad one, and you may give an account of what
they tell you to Thomas Fiesco, who is a sensible man.—Brussels,

14th July 1569.

7 July. 121. GuERAU de Spes to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 5th, 7th, 10th, 13th, and 14th
instant, giving an account of what had happened up to that time

;

but as people here are so changeable and venal something new
turns up every day and much patience is necessary in dealing with
them. They are much disturbed about French affairs. They have
fitted out ready for sailing the four sloops, three large and one small,

belonging to your Majesty's subjects, and they only await the
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return of John Brug, a native of Amsterdam, who has gone in his

ship to reconnoitre the coast of Holland. The Council has given

me but slack replies when I have pointed out the evil which may
arise from the sailing of these ships. The judge of the Admiralty,

moreover, has not done his duty in refraining from forbidding it.

They have now seized all' the boats belonging to your Majesty's

subjects which were detained in the river, taking them from their

owners, whom they have turned out fi'om their lodgings on board,

which have been occupied by certain Englishmen armed with a

patent from the Council. The}' have been valued at a quarter of

their v.ilue, and even this price has not been given to the owners,

but has been deposited with the Queen. The mariners appealed to

me at the time when I was treating with Cecil and the Council

through a third person, to bribe five of the members with good
presents to get them to adopt a general restitution at once. Cecil

signified that he would be satisfied with 10,000 ducats for his

share, and this sum was promised him, but the affair was hindered

by the commission they have given to six good-for-nothing men to

appraise and sell, on certain pretexts, all the merchandise detained

which is still in stock. This is a road to a host of robberies and
rogueries, and has been devised by some of the Council in order to

gain great riches for themselves. They have induced some poor

and insignificant subjects of your Majesty here to join the

commission, in the liope that they may be allowed to share in the

plunder. I have ordered them all in your Majesty's name to have
nothing to do with it, and many have obeyed me. I will try to

stop this infamous course, if possible. If they persist, I will inform
the duke of Alba, and when I told Cecil this I said that the real

way to remedy the aff'air was for me to give an account of it to the

Queen, who would not deny me audience for the purpose. The
answer was given by the earl of Leicester who said that the Queen
thought it desirable that I should bring a fresh letter authorising

me to negotiate with her, seeing what had passed between the

Duke and hex-. Cecil and the other members say that this reply

was given without their consent, and the}' will have it altered, but
I believe that it is only anotlier pretext for delay to see how affaii's

will go in France. Your Majesty will see what is best to be done
and order me accordingly. I requested a passport to send a courier

to Flanders, and a servant still awaits it at the Court. If the

detention is with the object of sending me a better reply I will duly

advise your Majesty. The present letter is taken by a servant of

the queen of Scotland, who is being sent to the duke of Alba.

They are preparing to send another flotilla to Hamburg. The
brigantine has brought news from there that all the goods hav£ been
sold, although with little or no profit. To get some of their goods off

their hands they will again send an expedition now, and another in

September. This does not look as if they were so anxious to come
to terms with your Majesty. When George Speke brought me the
answer about the audience, he told me that, although he had no
instructions to tell me so, yet he could say that no treaty would be
arranged with your Majesty without first an understanding having
been come to as to the security of English subjects in your
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dominions with regard to religion, and that as to the restitution, if

it be carried out, they want to bring into account certain con-

fiscations of English property decreed by the holy office. I tliink,

however, that if good news for us comes from France, they will

deal more gently in the matter. We must also have patience,

although the business is greatly hindered through Cecil's Laving

got the upper hand in the Government, and without fear now that

the other members may overturn him, knowing, as he does, that

they could not agree together to oppose him.

Postscript : The servant who is being sent by the queen of

Scotland to the duke of Alba is going to treat for aid to be sent

to her castle of Dumbarton, which is in extreme need. As it is so

important, it appears desirable, by this means and others, that

we should help this poor Queen now she is so hard pressed,

especially as these folks here are acting falsely with everybody

as I write to the Duke.—London, 17th July 1569.

19 July. 122. The King to the Duke of Alba.
[EXTEACT.]

Yours in French and Spanish of 1st, 3rd, 4th, and 14th have

been considered by the Council of State with presidents Tisnach

and Hopperus, respecting the seizures in England, and I liavo

ordered the letters and powers you request to be sent, literally as

you desire, as I am convinced that you, being on the spot, have

thoroughly considered the matter. I do not, hov/ever, wish to omit

to write you why the documents were sent before in the way that

they were. The reasons were mainly three :—First, it was most

important that the money and merchandise detained should be

promptly recovered and trade re-established, in the interests of the

royal revenues and of the people at large who had dealings with

the States, many of whom now have been utterly ruined.

Secondly, we thought that if I wrote setting fnrtli the whole
matter fully, as I did in the long letter to the Qui-en, she would
have no excuse for delay. If her letter to me was written in gcjod

faith I gave her a good opportunity of proving it, whilst, if the

contrary was the case, I justitied my cause by my letter. The third

reason was to come to the point, to avoid circumlocution and take

away all excuses from her. As she said she would not treat with
you, but only with me, she had there with mj"- own signature clearly

set forth everything which had to be asked for or proposed, and thus

she would have had no pretext to fall back upon, as she would have
had with a simple credence which she might always think came
from you and not from me. This would enable her to temporise

and delay the restitution which is the end they are aiming at.

It was also considered that, as I was asking her to restore so great

a sum, I could not avoid offering to return the small amount I have
sequestered. The advantage being so enormously on her side, it

could not be said that it was out of fear that I had acted moderately.

Rather might it be said of them for returning so large a sum for so

small an equivalent.

The other arguments you use were rather belated, as my
ambassador, Dea Guerau de Spes, was a prisoner, and she had sent

y 76467. M
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D'Assonleville back without receiving him. Even if she had sent

my letter to other princes, we think it would only have redounded
to her own confusion. But still, you can do as you like with tlie

despatch now sent, although I must urge you again most forcibly to

use every effort to recover promptly the money and property

detained, as the evil is growing hourly. I have little hope of any good
being done by the Florentines you mention, considering the sort of

men they are, interested in France and the Queen. Fiesco perhaps,

by means of money, may do better, as people there are so much
influenced by it. Although you have the matter fully in view 1

wish to urge you again, on no account, to enter into any other

question with the English beyond the seizures, as it is quite clear

that they will want to bring up any, and everything to hinder the

settlement of the really pressing point. Besides, the questions they
raise about Spain are simply nonsense. First about my having
expelled that dogmatizing scamp of an ambassador ; the Queen has
expressed herself satisfied with my explanations both to Guzman
de Silva and to Guerau de Spes. The second point was about the
" Pontifical History," which spoke of the Queen disrespectfully, and
this was remedied long ago by the books being called in and
repi-inted without the objectionable paragraphs. The third claim

is that English heretics should not be punished here by the

inquisition. You will judge what sort of attention we should give

to such claims as these, which, after all, are nothing but tricks and
subterfuge^ and as such you must brush them aside and come to

the main point, which is restitution.—Madrid, 20th July 1569.

22 July. 123. Guerau de Spes to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 17th that they wanted to set

about selling the detained merchandise, for which purpose they
had appointed as commissioners some very low people, a silver-

smith, a brewer, and a draper, all Englishmen, besides two
Milanef:e, subjects of your Majesty, one of whom, in consequence of

my orders, has retired, but the other persists. The sixth com-
missioner is a Lucchese go-between. My expressions of regret

about it and about the sloops they have taken at a low price from
their owners, four of which are being fitted out, have resulted in

their unbending somewhat ; inasmuch as at first they required a
new commission from y.iur Majesty to authorise me to treat of this

and other affairs, which I told them I did not think necessary
; but

George Speke came yesterday from the Council to tell me that if I

would assure them that I iiad letters from your Majesty, even
though I did not produce them, as they might be in cipher, they
Avould negotiate with me if your Majesty ordered it, and that the

Queen would give me audience as usual. I assured them that I

had many letters from your Majesty written since my detention,

and that I would listen to whatever they said, and after consulting
with your Majesty would send them a decided answer. The
Queen went to Richmond yesterday, and the Council will meet
there with her to-morrow, when George Speke will go with my
answer. I gave him a memorial for the Queen setting forth the
injury which might result from the said Commission if they
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proceeded to sell the merchandise, and that I should hold her

responsible for the losses incurred. What with this, and with my
pressure on the earl of Arundel to get the commission revoked or

altered,, they have held their hands, and nothing is now being

done. I will try to put it on a firmer basis if possible. The Queen
is to make a short progress this year as far as Southampton. I am
told, according to Arundel's statement, that the effect of what the

Council will commimicate to me is, that if your Majesty will

appoint rae, either alone or with others, to decide all pending

questions between this Crown and your Majesty, including

restitution of the goods now detained, the Queen will appoint

similar plenipotentiaries, and all points may be settled. I have

sent to say that I do not think this will be a good course, but that

we should first inquire as to the restitution, and thereafter the

other questions can be dealt with, as between two friendly princes.

He says that the decision they have arrived at is the afore-

mentioned, but that, perhaps, after discussion with me, they may
gradually come round to my view. George Speke has told me
nothing more than this, and I will punctually consult the duke of

Alba.—London, 22nd July 1569.

Postscript : Arundel tells me that they are sending shortly, for

the succour of Rochelle, a large quantity of victuals, and will bring

back salt and other things in exchange. In addition to tliis, the

Queen would send l,000i., part of which she has already in cash,

and is pawning the Vendome jewels with various merchant's to

raise the rest. They are sending a credit of two thousand (?) crowns
to the Queen's agent in Germany in order to help Duke Casimir to

enter France. The Queen dined yesterday at Lambeth, Cardinal

Chatillon being present. It was declared in letters that were then

made known, that the Fi'ench king's army was becoming weaker
eveiy day, and that the Protestants had taken Chatelhcrault, as

well as raising the siege of Sanserre and Xainte.« and had gone
against Poitiers. They said that Casimir would enter France and
go to Normandy or Picardy. In the count}' of Suffolk, at tlie

instance of certain ministers, the heretics had planned to kill all the

Catholics. Many of the conspirators have been arrested, and strict

orders were sent from here yesterday for their punishment. It is

strange that the heretics should begin these disturbances in a part

of the country where they have it all their own way. This may
give rise to other movements.

Since writing the above, I learn that the Suffolk business, although
they profess here that it is a religious rising, is really a revolt of the
people against the royal officers, in consequence of the want of

outlet for their cloths, which are made in great quantities there.

In addition to this, they have not enough land for agriculture, as

the royal and private parks there are very spacious. They
attempted to kill the keepers of the Queen's parks and the owners
of the private ones. It would appear that they must have some
agreement with their neighbours in Norfolk, because some of the
latter have come hither to learn whether the Duke has been
arrested ; he having promised them frequently to go thither this

M 2
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summer to witness the evils under which the country is suffering

in consequence of tlic want of outlet for the clotl:S. His people,

thinking tlie Duke miglit be detained, sent these men as a deputa-

tion to see him. I do not know whether the Duke himself

ananged this. The French ambassador received an affront from
the Queen at Lambeth yesterday. He had been given an appoint-

ment with her, and was awaiting her in the presence chamber
;

Cardinal Chatillon and the Vidame in the meanwhile going in and
ovit of the Queen's private room, when she sent out to tell the

ambassador that she was busy and that the audience would be

postponed to another day. He says he was going to speak to her

about the fitting out of these sloops. On the same day I gave a
servant of mine a great number of petitions from the owners of the

detained boals, and sent him, in company with the petitioners, to

Cecil. The latter returned the petitions to my man, and told him
to take tliem to the four commissioners who manage maritime
affairs. As the number of documents was very large, and Cecil

had them mixed up with other papers, the enclosed writing was
found amongst them, which reveals the negotiations which this

Queen has with the Count Palatine. I suppose they will not

imderstand how they have lost it. I know Cecil's signature very
well. Tlie ear] of Ormond was leaving Ireland, but the Queen has
ordered him to be stopped.—London, 22nd July 1569.

25 July. 124. Gueratj de Spes to the King.

As something fresh occurs every day, I have to write constantly.

The Queen is at Richmond, and they have kept George Speke there

two days without letting me know if they are going to give him an
answer to the message I sent by him to the Queen, setting forth

the injury which these pirates may cause if they proceed to sell the

detained merchandise. Everything at Court is in such confusion

that I cannot hope they will come to a good decision in this or

anything else.

This Queen sees that all the people in the country are turning

their eyes to the queen of Scotland, and there is now no conceal-

ment about it. She is looked upon generally as the successor, and
much is publicly said about her, such as, " that they Avant to raise

Absalom against David," and other things of that sort. She has

sent Captain Drury to Scotland in all haste to urge James (the

earl of Murray) to send his commissioners here as promised, and to

say that, if their coming is delayed, she will send the queen of

Scotland thither A^ith armed force ; swearing that she Avill not have
her here any longer or she will raise the country against her. She
said yesterday publicly that she would marry at once, either to

Leicester or the Archduke Charles, although I feel quite sure she

will do neither.

Cardinal Chatillon was in conference with her and Leicester for

over thi-ee hours, and the duke of Norfolk sends me word that they
are remitting 50,000 crowns to the Duke Hans Casimir to enable

him to enter France with 4,000 horse and some foot. The help for

Eochelle is also being pushed forward.
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The Admiral and Vice-ChamberLiin Knollys, who are the men
that have stolen most, went yesterday to entreat the duke of

Norfolk not to advocate a reconciliatiou with your Majesty.

Knollj's said that otherwise their religion would be ruined. A
minister named Sampson,* the most pernicious heretic iu existence,

also went yesterday to exhort the Duke on the same subject,

admonishing him as an apostle of God, as he calls himself, not to

support the queen of Scotland. The general opinion is that these

risings in Norfolk and Suffolk liave not been undertaken without

the Duke's knowledge. The latter is now somewhat suspicious,

and goes about surrounded by friends, in order that he may not be

easily arrested, although the Queen has no officer who would dare

to do it. I believe that there will be another change soon. Both
sides, each for its own interests, thus delay an agreement with your

Majesty, and the Queen goes to-morrow from Richmond to Oatlands

in order to avoid giving me a reply, but I expect that by waiting

a few days some great event will be seen.

The bishop of Ross came to me at three o'clock this morning to

assure me of the wish of the duke of Noi-folk to serve your Majesty.

He said he was a Catholic, and has the support, even in London, of

many of the aldermen and rich merchants. I will report every-

thing to the dui<e of Alba and follow his instructions.

As it is acknowledged here that the disturbances in Suffolk have
arisen in consequence of the lack of outlet for the cloths and the

want of materials for the industry, the Council has agreed with

the Easterlings who come hither, for them to go to Spain with
their ships, and bring back cargoes of oil, alum, and soap. These ships

will therefore sail soon, and it is desirable that they should obtain

none of these things in your Majesty's dominions, even though they

profess that they are for France, unless they give full security that

they shall not be brought hither.—London, 25th July 1569.

30 July. 125. GuERAu de Spes to the King.

Since my letter of 25th George Speke came to me from Rich-

mond with a new device, namely that the Council wished me to

send my secretary with the letters I might have from your Majesty,

even though they were in cipher, that he might point out in what
portion of them the matter of these negotiations was referred to.

I told him that such a demand would better not have been made,

and that I had orders from your Majesty to listen to what they

said, which was sufficient. He repeated that, if I liked to go to

the Council to say anything in your Majesty's name, he begged

that I would let them know, to which I replied that I had no sucli

This was Thomas Sampson, who had refused the bishopric of Norwich in 1560, and
had officiated at the burial of the duchess of Norfolk in 1564, being then dean of

Cliristchurch. He was deprived of his deanery for refusing to conform to the orders

with regard to clerical vestments in 1566, and Grindal (in a letter to Bullinger, Zurich
Archives, Parker Society) pays a high tribute to him at this time. He says that of
" those who have been deprived Sampson alone can be regarded as a man whose learning
" is equal to his piety." By the intercession of Archbishop Parker, Sampson was
after» ards appointed a prebend of St. Paul's, Master of the hospital at Leicester, and
theological lecturer at Whittington College, Loudon. He was either chaplain or an
intimate friend of the duke of Norfolk.
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order, but that, if they wanted to speak to me, I would reply with

all courtesy. I then begged him to speak to the Queen respecting

the four sloops which are being fitted out, and to hand to her, in

person, the statement that I gave him, which he did. At this

moment he has brought me the reply saying that the Queen left

Richmond for Oatlands yesterday, and on her departure, Jie

handed her my reply and statement, which she read several times

and said that she would have orders sent in writing to the captains

of the sloops, telling them to desist from their voyage. She also

said with regard to the commission, that no injury would be

done to the merchandise thereby, although, he says, she was not

very positive about this. The protest which I made upon this

subject I now enclose. George Speke asked leave to go into the

country, and the Queen again entered into discourse with him as

to whether I had fresh letters from your Majesty telling me to act

in these negotiations. Speke assured her again that I had, and she

then called the secretary to her. It would seem that she only

mentions these matters in conformity with the secretary's inten-

tions, as she said to him, " Look, ye I the ambassador has fresh

letters from the King," and thereupon they decided that Speke
should return to Oatlands. The Queen questioned him as to

whether I would again ask for audience, to which he said, .ns I

had ordered him to do, that it was (not ?) necessary to do so, but

that when she summoned me I would go and kiss her hand.

I tell your Majesty this that you may decide if it is advisable to

write anything to the Queen, a credence or otherwise, for me to

use it only as occasion may appear to demand when it arrives, or

whether it will be better to let things go their own course. French
affairs make them rather hopeful, but the people are murmuring
greatly for want of trade, and this may alarm them.

I have written to your Majesty about the risings in Norfolk and
Suffolk, and there must have been some controversy in the Council

about it yesterday, as, in presence of the whole Council, the duke of

Norfolk told Speke that it had been asserted that he, the Duke, had
urged me to stand firm. He told him to ascertain from me if he,

the Duke, had ever sent such a message. I assui'ed Speke em-
phatically that neither the Duke, nor any other member, had done
so, and if he had, I should not be guided by the opinions of others,

but by what I myself thought was just and right.

This is the position at the moment. The voyage they had
planned to Hamburg seems to be dragging, in consequence of the
merchants declining to ship goods unless the Queen's men-of-war
go to convoy the cargo ships, as they did before. It would be very
desirable for this voyage not to take place, and also that the
ships the Easterlings are sending to Spain for oil, alum, and soap
should not get their cargoes there, or, at all events that they should
give security that they will not bring the goods to England. This
letter is taken by Juan Perez de Torreblanca, a Biscaynei-, who
promises to carry it in his boat to Spain, although I am anxious
about another letter I sent on the 28th ultimo, by Lope de la

Sierra's sailors, as the ship was detained very long on the coast and
was ovorliau'ed several times. I am sending to the Court to ask
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for a passport for whenever I wi-h to send a courier.—London, 30th
July 1569.

1 Aug. 126. GuERATJ DE Spes to the Duke of Alba.

By my letters to his Majesty you will see that, in preventing the

sailing of the sloops and deciding to restore tlae badly sold boats,

the Government have taken favourable action. I am sending to-

morrow to Court to know on what day I can go and salute the

Queen. I will speak gently to her, as your Excellency orders, and
will report the result. They say that orders will be given that my
letters may come in safety, I believe that they will do as 1 ask in

m}' memorial, namely, to bring tliein under cover marked 0, with
a certificate from Antonio or Leonardo Tasis that they are for me.

All these matters are referred to Mr. March, formerly the governor
of the English in Antwerp. He was at Court when my servant

was there and was consulted about my request, but has not yet

returned to approve of it. In the meantime please send letters by
Calais or by the ordinary post.

I have disposed of the six thousand crowns in the way I wrote
to your Excellency, and I see they will produce great fruit, and this

much and more, which we can promise and pay, will be gained on
the merchandise. Norfolk and the other adherents of the queen of

Scotland are very busy trying to get her declared the Queen's

successor, and this Queen is already somewhat suspicious of the

Duke. There certainly will be some turmoil about it. The Duke,
the earl of Arundel, arid Pembroke, are pushing the business

forward, with the support of Northumberland, Cumberland,
Westmoreland, Derby, Exeter, Montague, Morley, and others, and
they all assert that if they succeed, religion shall be restored.

Leicester says that he will be with them in the matter of the

succession, and Cecil says he will not prevent it, but these two are

not trusted by the others. The earl of Huntin<^don, if he were a
bold man, would greatly profit by the support of the heretics in the

Suffolk risings.

The Hamburg people have arrested John Brug of Amsterdam
for piracy, as he had even robbed the English themselves.

The prior, Don Hernando, writes to me in favour of Hernando de
Frias, asking me to try to get his merchandise away from here, in

exchange for a similar service that he will do to an Englishmnn
named Smith in Antwerp. It is not a bad idea if the matters
cannot be otherwise arranged ; and if a general power could be
given for all merchandise to be exported under security, in case of

war breaking out, it would be convenient. The Queen, however,
wilt not trust to security at all, but insists upon readj' money
which is a very bad way.—London, 1st August 1569.

127. Fragment of Summary of Letters from Guerau de
Spes to the King and the Duke of Alba of 10th,

17th, 22nd, 23rd, 25th, and 30th July, and 1st and 2nd
August 1509.

Although he had ordered his servant not to discuss the question
of giving him audience, but to annvui', if they men iuned ic to him.
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"

that, if the Queen ordered him to go he would go, Cecil asked him
if his master had received letters from the King since his detention,

and, upon his answering that he had, Cecil said that whenerer he

wishtd to see the Queen he could do so. On the following day

Don Guerau decided to send and ask for an appointment. Don
Guerau undei'stands that the reason of so much gentleness is that

they know that the duke of Norfolk, and the greater part of the

nobles are united for the purpose of getting the queen of Scotland

declared successor to the Crown, and it was said that when the

reply came from the Regent they would openly tell the queen of

England so. She and the duke of Norfolk have already had words

about it, when he replied fittingly to her and is now suspicious and

surrounded by friends.

2 Aug. 128. Guerau de Spes to the King.&

Since my last letter of the 30th ultimo, I sent to Oatlands, where
the Court is, a servant of mine with George Speke, to make sure

that the four sloops which have been fitted out should not be

allowed to sail, and that the boats which they had taken here at so

low a valuation should be returned to their owners, and also

that the commissioners should not be allowed to proceed to sell

anything. I also desired that passports might be given whenever
I wished to send despatches, and letters to me should be properly

secured against being opened. All this, with the aid of adherents

of your Majesty there, with whom I had arranged, was fortunately

granted as I desired. I gave orders to my servant to say nothing

about asking for audience, and if they mentioned it to him he was
to say that, if the Queen sent for me to kiss her hand, I was ready

to go. Cecil asked him whether he was sure that I had letters

from your Majesty since my detention, and when he said that I

had, Cecil said in_the Queen's name that it was at my own option

when I came to see the Queen, and that I should be very well

received. I shall ask my friends to-morrow to arrange an ajipoint

ment for me. I think the hurly-l)urly here about the duke of

Norfolk and the nobles wanting ta declare the queen of Scotland

heiress to the throne is at the bottom of all this gentleness. With
this object the nobles have united, and have mutually given each

other their signatures. When the reply comes from the Regent, they

have decided to tell the Queen firmly, and to I'equest her to summon
Parliament for the purpose stated.—London, 2nd August 1569.

2 Aug. 129. Guerau de Spes to the Duke of Alba.
[Extract.]

I will go to see the Queen, as she has sent me orders to do, but
I will not enter into any details with her, and, if the Councillors say
anything to me afterwards, I will at once advise your Excellency.

Thomas Fiesco thought that I ought to speak to the Queen, so that
her Ministers should be obliged to answer me, but I will follow

your Excellency's orders. Cecil and the others seem more agreeable.

I believe this arises from the fear they are in that this country will

revolt on the question of the queen of Scotland.—London, 2nd Aiigust
ISG'J.
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5 Aug. 130. GTJERA.T; de Spes to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 2nd instant by the duke of Alba,
and soon after the courier had left I had a letter from Spinola, who
had come from the Court with secret orders to the commission
here to sell merchandise belonging to your Majesty's subjects, to the

value of 3,000/., which I was very sorry to learn, seeing that few
hours before, the Council had assured me they would act quite

differently. These commissioners were so willing that they began
to sell and deliver the goods to the buyers on the spot. I sent the

same servant of mine to Court in all haste, where they detained

him a whole day. The end of it was that the Queen sent for him
to the park, and put aside the question of merchandise by saying

that they would not proceed furtlier with the sales, and that they
had sold what they had merely because they were informed that

the goods were being spoilt. Cecil said, by the Queen's order, that,

if I liked to come to Guildford on Wednesday, I could, but

that, before I spoke with her, I must confer with the Council, and
prove to them that your Majesty had ordered me to treat on these

affairs. My servant said that he had no instructions to reply to

the proposal, whereupon Cecil detained him and came hither with
him. I informed him that I had power from your Majesty to

listen to whatever they liked to say, and what was necessary to be

considered I would communicate with the duke of Alba, to whom
your Majesty had referred all this business. As for the rest, I said,

as the Secretary himself and the Lord Chamberlain had told my
servant that I could go and kiss her Majesty's hand whenever I

wished, I would go when her Majesty ordered me to do so, and that

nothing else was necessary. Cecil returned this morning. I have
not heard that he did anything else whilst here, except speak with
certain aldermen ; but on his way he called to see the earl of

Pembroke, who is suspected of belonging to the duke of Norfolk's

party. They are full of meetings and conferences. The Duke's
party and those who favour the success of the queen of Scotland are

incomparably the greater number. The Duke and the earl of Arundel
intended, after I had seen the Queen, to take me to Nonsuch, but
now that my visit has fallen through, they will take some other

course ; but in any case I believe there will be some great event
soon, as the people are much dissatisfied and distressed by want of

trade, and these gentlemen of Nonsuch have some new imaginations

in their heads.

I have given leave to those who hold powers of attorney from
merchants to petition the Council, and endeavour to persuade them
to desist from disposing of merchandise, on condition of secur'ity

beiug given, and to prevent, as much as possible, the injury which
may be done them if these commissioner's continue their pro-

ceedings. As your Majesty knows full well, affairs here are like

the rising and the falling tide, fluctuating from one moment to

another. This is the reason why I write so differently in my
various lettters.

The Council is pressing forward the Hamburg voyage, although
they have not yet begun to load the ships, which, however, they
say, will be loaded on tlie 18th. Cardinal Chatillon is asking that
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the four sloops and three other ships which are fully armed on the

coast, mostly commanded by rebels from France and Flanders,

should be allowed to sail, and says that they will not do any

damage to your Majesty's subjects. As he rules Leicester and

Cecil, he will settle it all with them. Winter has taken the sails

away, and promises to do all he can to prevent the vessels from

leaving. If they sail they can only make any protit by plundering

your Majesty's subjects. Three ships from St. Jean de Luz have

put into Bristol loaded with Biscay iron, and are now leaving for

their own country with a cargo of cloths, pewter, and other things,

all of which are destined to be taken into Spain. The want of oil

here is so pressing that they are getting oil from rape seed to dress

their wool, and they say they can manage with it. There is little

of the seed, however, yet, and no matter how active they may be

in sowing it, the out-turn of cloth by means of it will be small and
poor. They are trying also to utilize the oil which they obtain

from boiling sheep's feet. Their great hope is to get soap and oil

from Spain through France, and from the Easterling.s, who, I am
told, have already left for the purpose.

The Catholics in Ireland have reached the neighbourhood of

Dublin, spoiling the country on their way. The heretics have

caught an Irish bishop coming from Italy, and have put him in

pi'ison. They say they will put him to torture, to learn whether
he has spoken to the Pope.

They have ordered Winter to cease the sales of Portuguese goods,

and they want by this means to arrange their differences with the

king of Portugal, in order to try to import spices into this country.

—

London, 5th August 1569.

8 Aug. 131. The Duke of Alba to the King.

[Extract.]

Your Majesty will understand, by the enclosed letters from Don
Guerau and Thomas Fiesco, the state of English affairs ; which, in

my judgment, is very unfavourable, and I have no doubt whilst

they (the English) hold the booty in their hands, as they now do,

they will delay matters as much as they can to avoid restitution.

I have written several times to Don Guerau to suspend negotiations,

as I plainly see that they are tricking him, so as to get all they can

out of him, and then to say they have negotiated without authority.

When I receive the letter your Majesty is to send me, I will try to

settle the business in the best way in my power. Don Guerau is

zealous in your Majesty's service, and wishes to end the questions

at issue, but, as he is inexperienced, he allows himself to be led

away, and is ruining the negotiation. I earnestly wish he had not
said that there was a letter from your Majesty, or gone beyond my
instructions, but he will not do as I tell him.

In the meanwhile, I beg your Majesty to order that no English
goods are to be received in any port of Galicia, as I am informed
that there was a ship in Vigo selling cloths and buying things

which are beginning to fail in England. I wish aho your Majesty
would Older the arrest of all ships in Spanish ports bringing
English goods, as they have recently taken to shipping their cloths
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in Venetian and Ragusan bottoma, and I am told that some o£ the

Portuguese in Antwerp are in secret league witli those of their race

in England, to whom they will transfer the spice trade thither, and
so encourage the English in their evil intentions.

If your Majesty thinks well you might speak a word to the

Portuguese ambassador, so that the King may order his subjects to

desist from such negotiations. I have no doubt many of them
would like to go thither (England) to live in the law of Moses,

—

Brussels, 8th August 1569.

8 Aug. 132. The Duke of Alba to the King.
[Extract.]

I advised your Majesty some time ago of the coming of a

gentleman sent by the queen of Scotland to discuss matters with
me. He and another secretary of the Queen have returned hither,

and they both beg your Majesty to help her with 30,000 or 40,000

ducats, and although I have no commission to do so from your
Majesty, I have ventured to send her 10,000 ducats, .seeing the

great need in which her affairs are, in order that some at least

of them may be attended to. I beg your Majesty to send me
instructions.—Brussels, 8th August 1569.

10 Aug. 133. GuERAP DE Spes to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 5th, and the only thing now to

add is that the duke of Norfolk and the earl of Arundel have sent

a gentlemen to inform me that the decision of the Queen with regard

to the audience was different from what I had been told, and that

she was desirous of seeing me. I have sent Luiz de Paz to them to

let them know that I am still, as I have said, willing to go and kiss

her Majesty's hand, whenever she commands me to do so, but that

it was quite unnecessary for me to speak to the Council first or

anything of the sort.—London, 10th August 1569.

3 Aug. 134. GuERAU de Spes to the King.

The day before yesterday a gentleman arrived at Court from the

Regent of Scotland biinging his master's answer, saying that on no
account will he or the nobles enter into any discussion for reconcilia-

tion with the queen of Scotland, and he was sure that what had
been written to him had not originated with the queen of England,

but had come from certain friends of the Papists in her Council.

He said that the Queen and tlie majority of her Council had told

him, when he was here, what Avas best to be done in the matter, and
that he would follow it. He also refused to raise the siege of

Dumbarton and to return the property of the bishop of Ross and
other subjects who have been deprived of it in consequence of their

attachment to the Queen. He has, on the contrary, sent certain

important gentlemen to more strongly enforce the blockade of

Dumbarton, The bishop of Ross went to Court to-day to learn the

resolution that this Queen will take in the matter, and what are the

intentions of his mistress's friends.

The greater part of the ships which were expected from Hamburg,
together with some others belonging to the Easterlings, have arrived
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loaded with goods, on the north coast, and no sooner had they done
so, than they began to ship cargo for a new voyage. All this sea is

crowded with pirates. Laiz de Paz has returned with the Duke of

Norfolk's gentleniei), and bringing woi'd from Cecil, in the Queen's

name, that she will be pleased for me to go and see her, but she

would like me to show some of j'our Ma-jesty's letters, written since

my detention, to certain members of the Council whom she will

appoint. I refer this question to the duke of Alba to learn his

opinion upon it.—London, 13th August 1569.

13 Aug. 135. GuERAu DE Si-ES to the Duke of Alba.
[Extract.]

Just as Fiesco was leaving, Luiz de Paz and the duke of Norfolk's

gentlemen arrived, and it seems that Cecil interposed in the con-

versation with them. It was resolved that the Queen should say

that I could go to Basing, a pleasure house of the lord treasurer,

but that some of the Council thought I should show letters from the

King in order that they might satisfy themselves that they were sent

after my detention, but they would do this simply as a point of honour
and nothing eke. Luis de Paz told them that he had not come with
that errand, and your Excellency will therefore do me a great favour
if, as soon as you receive this and have heard a personal account

from Fiesco, you will send me a courier with your opinion upon this

point. If the letter, come addressed to me they will let them pass.

In the meanwhile, I intend to answer the Queen thanking her for

the favour done me in offering an audience, and excusing myself
from going so soon on account of indisposition, and also in order

that she may, if she wishes, learn anything from me in the interim,

as I do not intend to discuss business with her on that occasion. In

the meanwhile, your Excellency's orders may arrive. On the one
hand the audience may be useful in stopping the injury they are

doing, and on the other, it would be perhaps more dignified and
likely to alarm them if no notice were taken of the offer. Your
Excellency will decide what is best for his Majesty's service. News
from Ireland is that affairs are in a very bad state, and they are

raising 800 men here to go thither.—Loudon, 13th August 1569.

27 Aug. 136. GuERAU de Spes to the King.

In my last letter of the 20th, I reported that the sloops were going

down the river to join three other vessels on a piratical voyage. I

have since heard that the bastard of Brederode was to join them
with three other ships. By a spy I have amongst them, I learn that

they were talking of doing some damage in the islands of Zealand)

but I expect they will find them prepared, and that their designs

will fail. The Eiasterlings resident here have drawn up a statement

of complaint, because the people on these sloops are denouncing them
and the Hamburgers for having beheaded John Brug of Amsterdiim
there (at Hamburg). They have petitioned the Queen to detain

these sloops, but still, I expect, they will sail, because the earl of

Leicester is much in favour of the expedition.

The reat of the ships from Hamburg have arrived, with others

from Muscovy, bringing a quantity of whale-oil, wax, and skins.

From Hamburg they bring a great stock of merchandise which was
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much needed here. Randolph, tliis Queen's ambassador in Muscovy,
has returned, and with him comes a Muscovite ambassador. They
entered London to-day and were received with great discharges of

artillery. I understand their business relates to mercbandise and
the duties thereon. The Queen is at Basing, intending to go to the

Isle of Wight, althougli it is believed for certain here that she will

go direct to Windsor in consequence of the affairs of the queen of

Scotland. She took a fortnight to coDbider her definite reply, and
hopes in the meanwhile to receive that of the Regent.

The Council has decided, at the instance of the duke of Norfolk
and his friends, that the queen of Scotland shall be set at liberty,

on condition that she marries an Englishman, and the signatures of

all the principal people in this country have been obtained to this

effect. The matter of her marriage, also, is so far advanced that the

French ambassador has been reconciled to it, and, within a day or

two, I understand that the Duke himself, or some other leading

personage, will come and request me to write to your Majesty to

learn your wishes on the subject. The bishop of Ross, on behalf of

his mistress, is to come and see me about it, and has already com-
municated to me by John Hamilton. The business is so forward

that it will be difficult now to prevent it, but I think, it will be

better that it should be done with your Majesty's consent, which
cannot fail to be of great advantage, as it will bind them more
closely than ever to your Majesty's service.

The queen of Scotland says that, if she were at liberty or could

get such help as would enable her to bring her country to submission,

she would deliver herself and her son entirely into your Majesty's

hands, but that now she will be obliged to sail with the wind,

although she will never depait from your Majesty's wishes, either

in religion or other things. I believe this, and that the affair will

be conducive to the continued respect of your Majesty here, and also

to the recovery of the stolen and detained property. I will advise the

duke of Alba of all that happens, and will follow his instructions.

They are constantly springing upon me some new plan to sell the

goods belonging to your Majesty's subjects here. I put them all oft" as

well as I can by artifice, but, as Leicester and Cecil are the only

councillors now at Court, they had ordered all to be sold by the

commissioners themselves, although 1 have been able to stop it until

the Queen's return to Windsor ; where the question is at issue

between the two queens of England and Scotland will be considered.

They have loaded 30 ships for Hamburg. They carry 30,000 or

40,000 pieces of cloth and other goods, and so much haste has been
made that I believe they will sail from here to-morrow, two of the

Queen's ships accompanying them. To extend their trade the more,
they have arranged with the French ambassador that curtain com-
missioners should value the (French) goods that have been stolen,

and that in the meanwhile commerce should n(jt be stopped. They
are therefore loading five or six ships for Rouen with cloths, which,
I understand, are promptly to be introduced into Spain by way of

St. Jean de Luz, or some other route.

The 25,000 crowns received by the queen of Scotland come from
certain confiscations in France, valued at 100,000 ducats.—London,
27th August 1569.
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5th Sept. 137. Guerau de Spes to the King.

I have advised your Majesty that four sloops had been com -

pletely equipped in this river, the captains of whicli are M. de

Dupin and Dembise, French rebels. The Queen promised George

Speke and a servant of mine that they should not sail, and ordered

Captain Winter to take their sails away, but, subsequently, by
great [)ressure from Chatillon and Leicester, they have received

license to leave, and are now outside. They cannot fail to do much
haim, especially if they join three English ships on the coast

which have been fitted out, and also with the bastard of Brederode,

as they declare they will. I have informed the duke of Alba, and
in order that the coast of Biscay may be prepared I have advised

Juan Martinez de Recalde, to whom this letter is sent. It is

carried by William Merrick, an Englishman living in London, an
honest man, well kaown in Biscay. He goes in a tiny vessel

of his, and I have authorised, him to carry with him 80 or 100
pieces of coarse cloth, for sale, with your Majesty's permission.

He also takes the Biscayners, who were in my house ; the rest of

them, who were mostly married, having gone first. He is to

consign them to Recalde and to await your Majesty's orders before

leaving ; bringing back any despatches that may be given to him.

Your Majesty will see by my letters to the duke of Alba an
account of all that is passing here. I await hourly tlie reply of

the Duke as to the best way of dealing with these people. They
are so cautious that one must needs consider very deeply how to

approach them, particularly now that they are hopeful of French
affairs and are consequently very far from being reasonable. Their
dissensions amongst themselves may perhaps upset them, although

disturbances have not yet commenced, but they can hnrdlj' be

avoided, and the Queen must then come humbly to beg your
Majesty's protection.

The Hamburg business is turning out well for them, and although

they feel the stoppage of trade with Flanders, this outlet prevents

the people from raising a disturbance.

The lack of trade with Spain they will redress with what the

French bring from that country hither, and, as your Majesty's

dominions are so broad, it is difficult to watch them as closely as

this country, being an island, is watched. Still it seems that a

somewhat stricter guard might be kept than hitherto, and, if this

were done and the Hamburg trade prevented or disturbed, the

English could not get on at all. If, on the contrary, it is to your
Majesty's interest to treat them softy, an arrangement can easily be

eff"ected, especially with the humours now prevalent here. The
less anxietj', however, we manifest for an agreement, the better

terms we shall get.—London, 5th September 1569.

12 Sep!. 138. The Duke of Alba to the King.
[Extract.]

Is very ill. I will therefore only say what I have done about
English affairs, in which I see the iirgent need for remedy, both for

th'j reasons your Majesty mentions and many others which are

evident here, but until I receive the letters it has not been possible
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to proceed further. As soon as I received them I immediately sent

a courier to Don Guerau with a letter he could show to the Queen,
in which I said that I had letters from your Majesty and intended

to send them by some persons who might speak with her, and
desired him to ascertain whether she would receive them. I have
prepared the instructions for the man who is to go and I have
resolved to send Chapin Viteli* and a man of the long-robe called

•Tunglo, a native at Utrecht, who has resided for a long time in

Rome. Cardinal de Granvelle thought highly of him and I find

also very good parts iu him, which I think of turning to your
Majesty's service, as there is a great dearth of (such) men. The
councillors and myself thought it best to take this step, first as no
time was lost thereby (the instructions being drafted the while), in

order that the Queen might have no opportunity of offering us any
insult. As soon as her reply is received, these two men will start,

unless any change of view occurs between this and then. The
matter has been hindered with no advantage to your Majesty's

dignity by their (the English) listening to all the busybodies who
have thought proper to interfere.—Brussels, 12th September 1569.

14 Sept. 139. GuEEAU de Spes to the King.

At daybreak on the 9th, a courier arrived with orders from the

duke of Alba for me to endeavour to have the original of the letter

which he wrote to me handed to the Queen herself for her answer.

I therefore sent a servant of mine in haste to Southampton, and
she was pleased to give him the passport requested, copy of which
I enclose, as also of the Duke's letter, and I am now despatching

the same servant to the Duke with the passport.t Thinking that

Merrick's ship ^^ill not have left the mouth of the river, in conse-

quence of contrary winds, I send this despatch out there to try to

catch him, so that your Majesty may learn this news without
delay. The sales of merchandise are being secretly stopped, at my
instance, by the Judge of the Admiralty, although the fears of

these people of dissensions amongst themselves also operate in this

direction. The Queen has declared her will that the duke of

Norfolk should not marry the queen of Scotland, notwithstanding

that the Council had decided that the interests of the country

would be served thereby. As the majority of the Council is on
the side of the Duke in this, I think that certainly there will be,

in a short time, great turmoils here. I will give prompt intel-

ligence thereof to your Majesty and the duke of Alba. They have

* This famous Florentine soldier, who had heaten Barbarossa from the coasts of
Tuscany and had secured the duchy of Sienna to Cosmo de Medici, had been made
marquis of Cetona by Cosmo, and had been requested to accompany the duke of Alba
to the Netherlands as chief of the staff. He had been an unflinching lieutenant of the
Duke during the years of terror which succeeded his arrival, and was extremely un-
popular in consequence. His tremendous obesity attracted much satirical notice in

England during this mission, and was, in 157.0, indirectly the cause of his death. He
was too fat to walk, and during the long siege of Ziericsee, where he commanded, had
to be carried about in a chair. By accident or design (it is believed the latter), he was
overturned and fell down a slope, causing injuries which proved fatal to him.

f The permission and passport for Chapin Viteli and his associates to come to

England.
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sent in the Hamburg fleet a large sum of money to Germany, and

a part of the duchess of Vendome's jewels. A bishop who was

here with Cardinal Ghatillon, whom they call M. de Lisy and

M. de Cavannes, formerly president of Toulouse, both of them

belonging to the faction, also went with them to Germany.
The French ambassador sends me word that he had discussed

three subjects with the Queen ; the marriage of the Christian king

elsewhere, of which the Queen did not approve, the third matter

being the release of the queen of Scotland to which she replied,

that the time had not arrived for it, and that she did not much
feel the want of her liberty, for she was able to find a husband even

as it was.

The ten thousand crowns which the Duke sent for the queen of

Scotland have just been handed by me to her representative.

—

London, 14th September 1-569.

17 Sept. 140. GuEEAu de Spes to the King.

By the duke of Alba's orders I sent a letter he had written to

me on the 25th ultimo to be delivered into the Queen's own hands,

and sent a copy thereof to your Majesty on the 14th by William
Merrick's ship, bound for Laredo. On the same day I sent my
servant in haste to the Duke with the passport granted b}'' the

Queen to insure safe conduct for the persons who were to bring

your Majesty's answer, and I am now awaiting the Duke's decision

as to their coming.

The four sloops equipped here by some French and Flemish rebels

were still, a few days ago, at Sandwich, where they were joined

by Launcelot, bastard of Brederode, with a fine well-armed sliip.

It seems that he had already taken some vessels and had discharged

the wines he found in them. They have been reinforced by five

or six hundred Englishmen and they will go now in great array on
their evil voyage. It is asserted amongst them that they have
some understanding in Zealand. The Queen has already returned

to Hampton Court, whither she has summoned all the members of

her Council for this day week ; she has let the duke of Norfolk
know her will that he should not marry the queen of Scotland,

but I do not believe the Duke will desist from his enterprise in

consequence. A stronger guard has been placed around the queen
of Scotland, although I have understood that she will, nevertheless,

soon find herself at liberty, and this country itself greatly dis-

turbed. All the north is ready, and only awaits the release of the

queen of Scotland. The latter is anxious to give your Majesty a

very full account of everything, as events are now coming to a

head, but I wait until I see the affair commenced before writing

at length. Your Majesty can then decide wliat will be best for

your service. Perhaps God is now opening a wide door which shall

lead to the great good of Christendom.

I wrote to your Majesty that Cecil was arranging an agreement
with the Portuguese as to commerce with that country, and now
Antonio Fogaza, a Portuguese, who came from Lisbon hitely,

although he has resided here for a long time, is leaving. He says

he will only endeavour to obtain a modification of the terms, but the
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wish of Cecil and some of the luercliants wlio are concerned in the

business is not confined to this point, but to bring the spice trade

to this country, which, it is believed, the king of Portugal will not

allow.

The Queen has detained all the ships that were going to

Rochelle.

The plague is beginning to show itself in London. Perhaps the

cold weather will stop it.—London, 17th September 1569.

18 Sept. 141. Antonio de Guaeas to the Duke of Alba.

I wrote to your Excellency on the 14th instant by the person sent

by the ambassador, and since then a great flotilla of ships is being

fitted out here, it is said for Rochelle, as munitions, ordnance,

money, and other stores are going. Cardinal Chatillon and the

people here have understood that affairs at Poitiers are not going

to their liking, and they are trying to send secretly what succour

they can. News has arrived that the French bishop who, with
some Englishmen and Frenchmen, were sent by Chatillon in the

Hamburg fleet from here to German}' to raise troops, had reached

Embden where he was to disembark.

It is said also by Englishmen who have arrived on this coast

from Spain that 18 galleys, 12 French and 6 Spanish, had arrived

at Bordeaux, as your Excellency will have learnt overland.

There is much talk about the marriage of the queen of Scotland

with the Duke (of Norfolk), and those who think they understand
the matter best suspect that much evil may come of it, both to

the parties themselves and those who are concerned in it, aa

neither this Queen nor those who rule are pleased with the idea,

and as they have the upper hand, they can, in time, do as they
please with those who are against them. I pray God to protect

the queen of Scotland, and that meddling ambitious busj'bodiea

may not bring evil to her, which may be feared, as this Queen will

not tolerate the suggestion. The Portuguese I wrote about has

gone, and, as the matter is most important, I presume your
Excellency will have given orders about it.

The Court is coming to Hampton Court in 10 days from
Southampton, where it has been lately, but will not come to

London where the plague is raging, and Hampton Court, whither
it is to go, is, as you know, isolated. Everbody here is talking of

the coming of the persons said to be sent by your Excellency, and
lodgings are being prepared for them by orders of the Court.

Opinion varies greatly about it, but the rumour runs that those
who are coming are Senor Chapin Viteli and the Licentiate Vargas,
with a great following.

As I have said, it will be difficult to get the people here to agree,

as their every action hitherto has shown a desire for discord, and,
as your Excellency will see, it is very important that the gentlemen
who are coming should be warned that these people are fully armed
with tricks, with the object of preventing an agreement which,
although they may pretend they earnestly desire, they abominate
wore than anything,

V 7648?, J^
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The first thing they will maintain, although falsely, is that

your Excellency ordered the arrests first without reason ; their

contention being that they were entitled to detain the money
on Lope de la Sierra's ship because they falsely allege it to

have belonged to private persons and was not for his Majesty's

service. They say their intention never was to give rise to

discord.

The second contention, more unfounded still, is that they deny
having, by order of the Queen, taken away the rudders and
sails Jrom the four cutters carrying money, lying in Dartmouth
and Falmouth, which they did in pursuance of their evil designs

071 the 1.5th December last. On the 19th of the same month they
disch;u-ged all the money from Lope de la Sierra's ship and deprived
him of the keeping of it.

In conformity with these sinister purposes of theirs they after-

wards gave orders, without any provocation on our part, that all

of our shijis on the west coast should be deprived of their sails,

and placed under the guard of English ra en. This was done on
the 29th December, which was the dny they gave the ambassador
the I'assport for the delivery of the money, and our goods, although

they bad previously, in pursuance of their malicious designs,

ordered the seizures I have mentioned. This was done without
the slightest provocation, as they could not have heard of the

arrests made in Flanders on that day by your Excellency's orders,

in consequence of their bad action here, which you will have
learnt no doubt from the owners of the merchandise, whom I had
promptly advised, as 1 was in charge of the interests of most of

them, as well as from the ambassador. They will profess

great willingness to restore what they have seized, but nothing

is further from their thoughts, as they cannot do it at present,

and never mean to do it, and yet your Excellency will see they

will be impudent enough to say they are willing to come to a

mutual agreement.

It will be found that they will afterwards claim all manner of

ridiculous sets-ofF, such as that John Hawkins, who has been tliree

or four times to the Indies with a great fleet, has been plundered

of at least .500,000 ducats there.

They also allege that the property confiscated fiom Englishmen
by the Holy Inquisition reaches a large amount, and they will

claim that this shall be restored.

'J'hpy also demand a great sum for the ships and property

detained at Seville by Don Alvaro de Bazari, and very justly

detained, because they resisted the ofiicers of justice and en-

deavoured to cut out a French ship from one of his Majesty's

ports.

All these claims will amount to more, as they themselves say,

than the value of the property they have seized from me and the

mm icy of ours they have taken. The least they demand is that

Englishmen abroad shall enjoy their liberties, and that we here

must put up with all the insults and injustice we have suffered

for years. They also demand that they shall be free to go with
jjiejcLaudise to the Indies, and that, oeither in Flaudeis npf
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Spain, shall they be molested in person or p]ojieity for their

heresies.

When the negotiations are undertaken, it will be found that

these and other absurd pretensions will be advanced, and they

will insist tluit his Majesty shall swear to leave them in the repose

they desire, and forget all about the robberies committed by their

pirates, supported by the favour of those in high places.

lb must first be noted that they will never discuss the resti-

tution nor settle the questions that have arisen since January
last, without first assuring themselves of being able to end all

pending questions, with the intention of thus avoiding restitution

and all peace aiid quietude unless on their own terms. Your
Excellency will find that I am right, for such is the feeling here,

unless, indeed, French or other affairs force them to come to reason

God grant that I may be mistaken, being, as I am, an imprudent
and ignorant man, and that all things may turn out well.—London,
ISth September 1569.

22 Sept. 142. Giteeau J)E Spes to the King.

William Merrick's ship for Laredo left the river yesterday with
two packets of mine for j'our Majesty. Afterwards, a servant of

the duke of Northumberland, whom I know, came to me, and made
me the sign which his master and I had agreed upon. He said

that his lord and his friends in the North had iigreed to liberate

the queen of Scotland, as, therebj', they would assure the Catholic

religion, and return to amity and alliance with your Majesty,
which they so much desire. His master wished to know if your
Majesty would appi-ove of this, as he would undertake nothing that
was not to your interest. I told him that these matters were so
weiglity that I could not reply to them. I would send an account
of ihem to the duke of Alba, but that it was generally known that
your Majesty's desire was to help religious matters.

He told me also that the Queen had sent the earl of Huntingdon
with other gentlemen to guard the queen of Scotland together with
the earl of Shrewsbury. She had strongly resented this, as the
earl claims a right to the Crown, and the bishop of Koss is comino-
to this Court in her name to protest. He is expected to-night to
Windsor.

The duke of Norfolk is here preparing all his friends. I will
advise the duke of Alba hourly. I await a reply to the letter taken
by my servant on the 16 th instant, with the passport I have
written about.

The armed sloops appear to have gone in the direction of
Friesland. Other English pirates have brought some more
captures from your Majesty's subjects to the Isle of Wight where, I
am informed that the three Venetian vessels which were ao
anxiously looked for and desired have arrived. John Killigrew
came from Germany lately ; it is said that he wants more money
and credits for negotiations there. When the Queen is at
Windsor I will try to find out more details about it,—London, 22nd
September 1569,
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25 Sept. 143. The Duke of Alba to the King.
[Extract.]

I learn from Don Gnerau that he at once showed my original

letter to the Queen and he has sent a servant of his to me with

the passport for the persons who are to go. Chapin and Junglo
are now getting read}'. I am anxious about the business, because,

although there are certain means which might be used, placing

dignity aside, those who surround the Queen are so greedy, and
they have been promised so much by those who, without authority,

have meddled in the affair, that I am sure they will be very unwilling

to agree to a restitution, and, if they refuse it, I do not know how we
shall be able to avoid a rupture, which would be most prejudicial

to your Majesty's interests at present. I am resolved to send

Fiesco again, without letting anyone know his errand, to try

to gain over the earl of Leicester and Cecil, who entirely govern
the Queen and do and undo as they please. He is, at the cost

of the interested parties, to try to dispose them towards
the negotiations, urging upon them, at the same time, that,

on no account in the world, should any of your Majesty's agents

there know that they (the parties interested) are offering them
anything, as it would ruin them (i.e., the parties interested). I

have no doubt that if this tiling is to go on, it will be necessary

to arm a fleet to protect commerce between these States and Spain ;

but there are so many things to be considered (besides the great

danger it would run of being caught in a tempest and driven to

England) that until I have consulted experienced people I cannot

send your Majesty an opinion as desired.—Brussels, 25th September
1569.

? Sept. 144. The DuKE OF Alba to Queen Elizabeth.

B- iM- Letter of credence for the marquis of Cetona (Chapin Viteli) who

Galba"c"'iii
^^ ^^^^ *° negotiate about pending questions. He is accompanied

Original, by M. de St. Severin and Secretary Jacques de la Tour.—Brussels,
French. September 1569.

27 Sept. 145. Guerau be Spes to the King.

Since my letter of the 22ad, through Don Frances de Alava,

the duke of Norfolk, who was in London, having learnt that the

Queen desired to have him arrested, suddenly departed for his

country, and on the road sent a letter to the Queen, a copy of

which, translated from the English, I now enclose. As soon as

he arrived in his country, men flocked to him, both horse and foot.

The Queen is greatly alarmed about it, and has summoned to

Windsor, ^^•here she is, all the members of the Council, sending

Master Garret, captain of the pensioners, with her reply to the

duke. I am told that she writes gently in order to tranquillise

him. The greater part of the Council favours the duke. They are

meeting to-day to consider the situation, and I will try to discover

the result of their meeting for the information of your Majesty and
the duke of Alba. I did not like to raise any doubt as to your
Majesty's favour in my conversation with the earl of Northuni-

fcerland'e servant, or to discourage the duke of Norfolk's party, but
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have referred the question to the duke of Alba. Tliey were about
to despatch some one to inform the duke fully, and the queen of

Scotland intends to do tiie same, although there will be a difficulty

now in getting passports. In the meanwhile, the queen of Scotland

has sent me the enclosed letter for your Majesty, and another for the

duke of Alba. She dwells strongly to me upon her alarm and
suspicion at the earl of Huntingdon, her rival in the claim to succes-

sion, having been sent to guard her, although the earl of Shrewsbury
was there. The bishop of Ross is at Windsor praying for audience,

which has not been granted. He wrote to the Queen complaining
that Huntingdon should have been entrusted with the caro of his

mistress, and Cecil replied tliat Her Majesty would be in no danger.

They have put a double guard in the Tower here. Perhaps these

things portend something favourable. I cannot think otherwise,

although, on the other hand, I observe that Cecil and his fellow

Protestants on the Council are still very much deceived, for, even
now, with their peril before them, they will not come to reason,

so firmly have they got it into their minds that their religion will

prevail.

John Killigrew, the queen's agent in Germany, returned recently.

With him came a gentleman from the duke, Hans Casimir, pressing

for a larger sum of money than has yet been paid to him, to

provide for his entry into France. But with these signs of revolt

I expect that neither this nor the fleet for Eochelle will be so

readily pushed forward. I desired to send a special courier to the

duke of Alba to advise him of all this. I await the return of the

servant I sent to him with the passport for the persona who are to

bring your Majesty's reply hither. There is no'great change in the

health of London since I wrote.

Two out of the six Venetian ships have arrived, and the others

cannot be much longer delayed. On the coast of Granada they
met a band of your Majesty's galleys, which saluted them in a

friendly way. They entered the Tagus, but touched in no other

part of Spain. They found there the other Venetian ships which
had sailed from here. The arrival of these vessels will be of great

benefit here.—London, 27th September 15G9.

30 Sept. 146, GuERAu de Spes to the King.

I despatched a courier on the 27th with the enclosed letter, and
with a passport granted by the Committee who always gives them.
The courier was sent back from Dover, notwithstanding the passport,

but, even thus, they paid him more respect than they did to another
courier sent on the same day by the French ambassador who was
assailed as he passed Rochestei- by masked men, and robbed of his

papers. My courier returned, and I have sent to Windsor to ask

for a passport signed by the Queen herself ; but as they are delaying

sending it, and things are of such importance, I despatch the bearer

of this in a boat to inform the duke of Alba of what is going on,

although I am afraid that they will discover it.

When the earls of Pembroke and Arundel and Lord Lumley
arrived at Windsor, they were very warmly welcomed by tha

Queen, but when they got to their lodgings they were ordered not ta
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leave them without the Queen's permission. This has caused great

Consternation in the country, and everyone casts the blame on to

Secretary Cscil, who conducts these affairs with great astuteness.

The duke of Norfolk would not receive the captain of the

pensioners, who Lad been sent to him ; but despatched a servant

of his to excuse himself to the Queen, saying that he v,'as indisposed,

but that if some members of the Council would come and confer

with him, he would meet them at a place to be mutually agreed

upon. It afipears the Queen, in order not to alarm him the more,

has again sent the same captain and another gentleman, with 25 or

30 horse, with orders not to lose sight of the Puke. I do not

know what will happen ; but I understand, considering the number
of the Duke's friends in England, he cannot be ruined, except by
pvrsilanimity, and the queen of Scotland has sent to urge him to

behave valiantly, and not to fear for his life which God would
protect. She and t!:e Duke wished to send a person to the duke of

Alba, but it has not been possible as the pDrts were closed. I, in

any case, refer them to the duke of Alba, as your Majesty commands.
They are equipping here four-and-twenty vessels and are shipping

cannon on board of them, as well as sending artillery to Windsor
and Nottingham, whither they have taken the queen of Scotland,

having transferred her from Wingfield to Tutbury, and thence to

Nottingham. They have relieved the earl of Shrewsbury from
guarding her, to her great sorrow, and she is now in the power of

of the earl of Huntingdon and Viscount Hereford with 500
Englishmen. The bishop of Ross had audience without the presence

of a secretary, and he was told that the Council would give him an

answer. The Queen has removed the captain of Berwick because

he is a friend of the duke of Norfolk, and has summoned most of

the nobles to Court.

I have no news from Flanders, other than the arrival there of my
servant with the passport. I will advise your Majesty of every-

thing ; but if any delay should occur, it will prove that the coast of

this country is so closely guarded as to prevent intelligence leaving it.

God open a road for the recovery of what has been plundered from
your Majesty's servants, and punish some of these bad councillors,

as otherwise they will continue their evil deeds.—London, 30th

September 1569.

8 Oct. 147. GuEEAu DE Spes to the King.

On the 30th ultimo I sent Medina, a Spaniard, to the duke of

Alba with letters for your Majesty, advising fully that Arundel,

Pembroke, and Lumley were detained by the Queen at Windsor.
They were judicially interrogated by Cecil and four other commis-
sioners as to who had initiated the plan of marrying the queen of

Scotland to the duke o f Norfolk, and they replied jointly that it

was the unanimous wish of all the Council. The interrogation

was mostly directed to inculpate the queen of Scotland, but they
all rightly exonerated her, although the commissioners showed
great desire to blame her, and passionate words passed between the
prisoners and them. In the meanwhile couriers and protests were
btiing coi.stantly despatthod by the Queen to the duke of Norfolk
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urging him unceasingly to come into her presence. The Duke,
either to avoid the first fury falling upon his own head, or with tlie

idea that his friends were not yet ready, or else, as he himself says,

to avert the evident peril of the queen of Scotland, who is in the

hands of her enemies, or possibly confiding in the great promises

made by Leicester, to the effect that if he would pacify the Queen
by a show of obedience all his adversaries would promptly be

overcome and perhaps the road to his own marriage thrown open,

has abandoned, for the present, his attempts at revolt, and returned

with a few horse, and the gentlemen who accompanied him, to the

house of Thomas Selliger three miles from the Couit, where nearly

all his servants took leave of him and where he is now detained.

He has been interrogated like the others. The prisoners expect to

be free shortly, and to take possession of the Court, although Cecil

and the Lord Keeper, his brother-in-law, do not agree with tlie rest

and want to send them to the Tower.

The friends of the prisoners, who are the earls of Northumber-
land, Westmoreland, Cumberland, Derby, and many others, all

Catholics, are much grieved at this cowardice, if such it can be

called, of the duke of Norfolk, and they have sent Northumber-
land's servant, who spoke to me before on the matter, to say that

they will by armed force release the Queen and take possession of

all the north country, restoring the Catholic religion in this country

and effecting a general restitution of the goods of your Majesty's

subjects within a year. They only ask that, after tliey have
released the Queen, they should be aided by your Majesty with a
small number of harquebussiers. To all this I have answered as

I did at first, without taking hope away from them, but referring

them to the duke of Alba. I feel sure that they will attempt the

task, and it will be better carried through by them than by the

duke of Norfolk as tliey are more fit for it, and the queen of

Scotland will have more freedom afterwards in the choice of her
husband. I advised them to send a person to the duke of Alba,

but I do not know whether they will soon have a chanre of doing
so, or if they will resolve to attempt what they say first, the only
danger of which would be that those who have charge of the
queen of Scotland might make an attempt against her person.

I am advising the duke of Alba of ihis that he may instruct me
about it, as it reall}' seems that great good may come to the cause

of God and your Majesty thereby. They have allowed the earl of

Shrewsbury to take part in the care of the Queen, whom they have
brought back to Tutbuiy, but by the copy of the letter from the
bishop of Ross enclosed, your Majesty will see the calamity and
misery in which she now is. They have granted me a passport for

this courier
;
please God that it may not be to deceive me ! I

have no news about the bugler they sent to Gravelines to request
the captain there to inform the duke of Alba that the persons
who were to be sent hither should not come for the present, nor
have my servants heard of him from the Council.

Whilst Cecil governs here no good course can be expected, and
the duke of Norfolk says that he wished to get him out of the
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government and change the guard of the queen of Scotland before

taking up arms. It is thought that they will not dare to take the

Duke to the Tower, although in this they may be deceived, because

they who now rule are all Protestants, and most of them creatures

of Cecil. Notwithstanding all this, the fleet for Rochelle is still on

the west coast.

Certain German gentlemen have landed in Dover coming from

the castle of Chatillon, and have gone to-day to the Court.

I heard yesterday that they have ordered the commissioners to

go and sell all the merchandise in the west country, which will be

a great evil, and I at once sent a letter about it to Cecil by a

servant of mine. I have no answer yet, but I have sent to the

iluke of Alba asking for instruction, and whether your Majesty's

subjects are to be allowed to buy.

In a port in the north called Lynn one of the ships from the

flotilla of sloops has arrived, and is selling the plunder taken by
all of them. I am informed that among.st it are some silver

custodes taken they say from the isle of Texel and another island

near-.—London, 8th October 1569.

14 Oct. 148. GuERAu DE Spes to the King.

Having an opportunity by this ship to St. Jean de Luz I have
despatched the present letter. They brought the duke of Norfolk
to the Tower on the 11th inst. He was very foolish, they think

here, to return to Court after having left it against the Queen's

will. He never thought to come to his present pass, and upbraids

himself for having believed the letters of Leicester and Cecil.

The councillors are puzzled to know what to do with Arundel,

Pembroke, and Lumley, who did no more than the rest of the

Council in approving of the marriage of the queen of Scotland

with an Englishman, and subsequently approving of Norfolk

himself. They are afraid that if they let them go the disturbance

will be all the greater.

They are trying to give the post of Lord Stewart, which
Pembroke filled, to the earl of Bedford, as he is such a great

heretic.

I heard yesterday that the}'^ had arrested Nicholas Throgmorton,
late English ambassador in France, a heretic, but such an enemy of

Cecil's that on this account he belonged to the queen of Scotland's

party.

I do not know what is being done by those in the north. I

have avoided encouraging them until I receive the duke of Alba's

orders. I also await the arrival of the marquis Chapin Viteli,

who is already at Gravelines, but I believe that in consequence of

the bugler having been sent from here to the governor of that

town to request that the Marquis should not come, and also of

events here, the duke of Alba may wish to hear further of the state

of feeling before sending him.

Antonio Fogaza, the Portuguese of whom I wrote, goes with
certain treaties to Portugal, and they have let him load a ship witl.

cloth under pas<!port from the Queen and Cardinal Chatillon,
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These rebel aloopa have captured over thirty ships belonging to

your Majesty's subjects, mostly loaded wifh grain.—London, 1-ith

October 15()9.

23 Oct. 149. GuEBAU de Spes to the King.

The marquis Chapin Viteli arrived in this island on the 15th,

although captain Leighton who had been sent by the Queen made him
leave all his company at Dover. He proceeded to Greeiiwich and I sent

some people to Canterbury to conduct him, and had a servant of

mine sent to Court to know Avhat was the order to be observed with
regard to him. We were told that we could come to Kingston, and
there confer as to what was best to be done. The Queen would not

allow me to be present at the first audience of the Marquis with
her, saying that siie first wished to know what your Majesty had
written to her about the detention of the merchandise, and as the

Marquis and I agreed that it would be best for your service, we
thought we would let her have her way in this, so that we might
proceed to the more important question of restitution. We also

agreed that it would be best to speak to her mildly, smoothing
over what she might say against the duke of Alba. Yesterday was the

day of the audience, and the Marquis addressed her veiy prudently,

diverting her as much as possible from her complaints against the

Duke, and assuring lier of the good wishes of your Majesty, and the

confidence you had in her, that she would not allow herself to be

withdrawn from your old friendship and alliance ; all of which may
be seen by your Majesty by the letter in French, which the

Marquis sends to the Duke. The decision of the Queen is that she

will appoint persons to examine the Marquis' powers, and in the

meanwhile, we are not to move from this place, both in order to

await her reply, and in consequence of the present unhealthiness of

London. We shall soon know whether these people will come to

reason. It may well be that the bad news they have from France
and the fear of fuitber revolt here may make them do better now
than they have hitherto done.

The duke of Norfolk is still in the Tower. Tlie Eai'ls ofArundel and
Pembroke, Lord Lumley, and Nicholas Throgmorton, are prisoners

at the Court, or near to it, and tiie queen of Scotland is in the castle

of Tutbury, guarded by the earls of Huntingdon and Shrewsbury.
The earl of Northumberland's servant returned last night to

assure me that, whenever your Majesty wished, they would release

the queen of Scotland, would marry her to j^our Majesty's liking,

and try to restore the Catholic religion in this country. They only

want to be favoured by your Majesty. Your Majesty's oi'd^rs now
received shall at once be carried out.—London,* '23rd October 1569.

23 Oct. 150. Chapin Viteli to the Duke of Alba.

By my last letters, your Excellency will have learnt of my arrival

at and departure from Dover, and what happened between me and
captain Leighton, a relative of lord Cobliam, who was sent by the

Queen to conduct me to Kingston fifteen miles from the Court. Last

* Note in the King's hanchvritin<; : "Tliis cannot be from London, hut from the
place whence Chapin writes to the Duke " {i.e., Colebrook).
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Mondiiy I arrived at Rochester and at once wrote to Don GueraU de

Spes saying tliat, as in consequence of the plague, I could not go to

Loudon to see him, I heggeJ him to kindly meet me at Greenwich
tlie next daj', in order to discuss my mission. I found him there

next morning and, after we hid discussed together my instructions

and documents, we decided to meet again at Kingston, and, in the

meanwhile, to consider maturely the best course to take, whether
to proceed gently or otherwise.

Captiiin Leighton received letters from the Queen at Greenwich
conceding me six of my people, who had stayed behind at Dover,
and to Junglo and Secretary Latorre one servant each, tlie rest of

my people being allowed to come to Canterbury with the expectation

that, when I had seen (he Queen, they might all be allowed to join

me.

On the following Wednesday the ambassador met us at Kingston
and we came to tlie conclusion, unanimously, that it would bo best

to proceed gently. When this had been agree to, the ambassador
wrote to Cecil advising him of our arrival and begged him to say
when the Queen would grant us audience. On Thursday the man
came back with an answer welcoming us warmly from the Queen
and saying that she would willingly give us audience on the following

i:^aturday. In the meanwhile, so as to be nearer to her and
more comfortable, we could come and lodge at Colebrook, a le;igue

from the Couit at Windsor, she being very sorry that owing to the

smallness of iier palace, she could not offer us a lodging at Windsor
itself; but that, on my arrival at Colebrook, she would send me some
of her gentlemen to accompany me and conduct me to her, although
she did not wish the ambassador to be present at the first inter-

view with her, as she had complained of him to his Majesty for his

bad proceedings about the arrests, for which she was sure his

Majesty had given her satisfaction in the letters I brought, and
when she had seen them, she would decide what should be done in

subsequent audiences.

I asked the ambassador's opinion on this and in order not to

delay our audience, he agreed that it would be well to do as tiie

Queen wished, and for us to go without him. He accompanie 1 us

however to this place, in order to be nearer to us and to be able to

consult with us afterwards as to the best way to forward our object.

We therefore arrived all together the day before yesterday here at

Colebiook and the ambassador has made every effort to facilitate

our audience. He has also allowed me to be accompanied by ne.irly

all his household.

At two o'clock yesterday afternoon, captain Leighton, accompanied
by some of the principal gentlemen of the household, was sent to

conduct me to the Court, where we arrived at about 4 o'clock and
were received at the entrance by Lord Hunsdon, governor of

Berwick, a cousin of the Queen. He led us to the council chamber
to unboot and refresh ourselves a little, and he and many oiher

gentlemen then conducted us to the presence chamber, where we
found the Queen accompanied by the earls of Leicester, Bedford, the
Lord Chamberlain, Clinton, Admiral, the Lord Keeper, the Lord
Privy Seal, Lord Strange, Secretary Cecil, and many others. After
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we had made due salutation to the Queen, I handed her in order his

Majesty's letters and that of his Excellency, which she read and
expressed her pleasure at receiving tliem, at least those from the Kin,?,

although they liad arrived later than she could have veished. I

excused the delay and stated my errand to her in tlie best way I was
able, in accordance with the course we had agreed upon. When she

had heard me, she showed some disappointment that his Majesty

had referred the negotiation to your Excellency, and had not signified

his wishes in liis own letters to her. She then went on to complain

of your Excellency, saying that although you were a valiant captain

and had prudently governed the Netherlands, as well as your own
household, you had, nevertheless, failed in the respect due to her

position and dignity, as you had, without provocation, arrested the

persons and property of her subjects, and had thus almost brought

about a quarrel between princes so friendly and closely united.

She added that she cast no blame upon the King, as she was
certain it had all been done without his knowledge, and that he was

innocent and she trusted him as she would herself. After much of

this talk, in which she showed that she took this injury much to

heart, she said she was determined not to do as we asked until all

the world was informed who had been the origin of these arrests

and where the blame really lay. She said, for her part, she had

never dreamt of touching his Majesty's money and she had not done

so. On the contrary, she had promised to give all help and favour

in conveying it to its destination, which she would have done with

her own ships, only that the ambassador had requested her to

retain it in order to prevent it from falling into the hands of the

French pirates. She, however, had been informed that the money
did not belong to the King but to certain Genoese merchants which

statement she wished to verify, and for this reason alone had she

deferred its departure for three or four days, and for no other reason,

as she did not want the money.
To this and all her other objections we replied modestly, as

instructed, especially as regards the complaints of your Excellency.

I tried my best, by many arguments and persuasions, to banish

from her mind all sinister impressions on this head.

Finally, after some little irritation on both sides ; seeing that the

Queen was somewhat getting over her anger, we ceased to retort, in

order not to incense her again, and she then brought the audience

to a close by saying that she would send some commissioners to us

to leain what powers we had from his Majesty to negotiate for the

restitution which we requested. We then took our leave. I have

thought well to send this account at once, in order that your

Excellency may see the exact state of our negotiations to date. I

will duly send accounts of all that may happen,— Colebrook,

23rd October 1561).

24 Oct. 151. Antonio de Guaras to .*

As you will learn, the letters were detained and afterwards

recovered. I received mine dated the 1st, and I will endeavour to

* This letter was probably written to Albornoz, Secretary of the duke of Alba.
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deserve by my zeal the favour done to me in ordering me to write.

It is said the duke (of Norfolk) is so closely guarded that he is not

allowed to leave the one room in which he is, and that he is only

served by a single page in the Tower. His relatives and friends

are greatly scandalised. It is believed for certain that they will

take Lord Lumley to the Tower, and they have moved the earl of

Arundel to another house, where he is guarded by a gentleman.

Pembroke is in no more liberty than before. They have examined

the queen of Scotland's ambassador, the bishop of Koss, on several

points of this business, and particularly as regards certain sums of

money, but he is free. Thej' have also examined Ridolfi, although

I have not been able to discover upon what points. He is still a

prisoner, but I hope will soon be released. Luis de Paz and

Cristobal de Amonte were at once released on bail. They have not

yet been examined. There are ten or twelve rooms in the Tower
prepared for prisoners, although who tlie prisoners are to be is not

yet known. It was said lately that they would be persons of great

position, but it lias since been rumoured that for the present they

will not be arrested. Some of the Duke's friends and his secretary

are detained in the Court, and another of his secretaries has fled.

Throgmorton, who was ambassador in France, is also detained. Jle

is a great friend of the earl of Leicester, and although for several

reasons Leicester is no friend of the Duke's, he has been in his

favour in the matter of the marriage with the queen of Scots, and

he is suspected on this account by the rest of those who govern.

The total number of councillors who govern is sixteen. The Duke,

the Lord Treasurer, the earl of Pembroke, the earl of Arundel, and

the Lord Chamberlain, uncle of the Duke, five of them, do not

agree in religion or other things with the remaining eleven, who
are the archbishop of Canterbury, the Lord Chancellor, the marquis

of Northampton, the earl of Leicester, the earl of Bedford, the earl

of Sussex, the Admiral, Secretary Cecil, sir Walter Mildmay, sir

Ralph Sadler, and Vice-Chamberlain Knollys, who all oppose the

others, especially on sectarian points. Some months ago the Duke
transferred all his estates to his son the earl of Surrey, which has

made him all the more suspected, particularly as the Master of the

Rolls, who is a person of great account here, advised him how he

might do it in accordance with the law. The Master of the Rolls

himself may be said to be under arrest, and he is being examined

on the subject. It is certain that they are coining money from our

treasure in the Tower lately. Four commissioners left here this

week, it is said, to sell what is left of our merchandise detained

here, for all the rest is stolen and sold before now. Fifty ships aie

being prepared to go to Rochelle for wine and salt, and will take,

it is believed, artillery and stores thither and some money with

three of the Queen's armed ships. The jewels sent the other day by
the mother of Vendome, whom they call the queen of Navarre, were
pledged for some 60,000 crowns although tliey say they are worth
120,000. It is said that the queen of Scotland is in good health

God be thanked, and that all the armed men who were recently

put to guard her have been taken away, although she is not

allowed to leave her one room, and is still in the hands of the earls
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of Shrewsbury and Huntingdon. A person has come from Hamburg
with letters for the English, and relates that since the flotilla

arrived they have not been able to sell anything and had no hopes

of doing so all the winter. They are all much dissatisfied with
trading there, recollecting their former business in Flanders.

Twenty German gentlemen have arrived here from the army in

France, and went to Court to offer their services. They went away
without arranging anything, and people at Court are now downcast.

They say the news from France is disappointing to them. The
Queen is tired of these changes, and the people so wonderstruck at

them that no tranquillity can be expected, although it is presumed
that matters will be dissembled during the winter. The summer
is usually the time when these people are disturbed. Lately they

have begun to equip 14 of the Queen's great ships, and it is said

they will complete the armament of them unless circumstances

should render it unnecessary. In the audience granted to the

Marquis, the Queen expressed her dissatisfaction at the action of

her ministers, to cover over her own share of faults in the business.

It is quite probable that the good news from France will make them
change their proceedings. The Queen said that the merchandise
should not be sold. She would not allow the ambassador to be

present, although since then the gentlemen who came over with the

Marquis have been allowed to come to Court.

This letter is very badly arranged, but I trust it will be excused

and taken in good part.

Postscript.—The letter that accompanied your worship's letter is

dated the 1st. My desire is to serve well, but the danger causes me to

write in this confused manner. Pray excuse it as the object is only

to acknowledge receipt of the letters and cover the memorial for his

Excellency.—London, 24th Octob-r l.i69.

31 Oct. 152. GuEEAU DE Spes to the King.

Since my last letter the Marquis was given to understand that,

before anything was done, Cecil wished to see the power he brouglit,

in order to try to find some flaw in it or to allege its insufficiency,

his intention being to de'ay matteis in order that they might carry

out their designs. On the 26th the Marquis went to see the

Queen, when she gave him the reply which your Majesty will see

by the enclosed letter in French. The Marquis met the Queen's
representatives yesterday at a hou.5e near here, but they could come
to no agreement and refused to allow me to be present, saying that

the Queen was not yet reconciled with me, and moreover that th.e

substitution of the duke of Alba's power was only in favour of the

Marquis. They would not allow either Di-. Junglo nor Secretary

Torre to take any part in the business, but made them sit apart
from the Marquis. The decision arrived at was not to proceed to the
question of the restitution until they brought under consideration

all questions left open at Bruges and others of subsequent date. The
Marquis insisted that a reply should be given to the point he had
submitted to the Queen, but, as they refused him, he will take
steps to get another audience. In the meanwhile I send this

j-eport to your Majesty and the Duke, in order that instruclioua
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may be sent. I am not sure that the councillors of this Queen
are coming to reason even yet, although the king of France has
gained so great a victory.* Those who usually oppose Cecil in the

Council are prisoners, whilst he is free, and can, with the help of

his brother in-law, the Lord Keeper, do absolutely as he pleases.

They have reason to fear, but they do not understand it, or else

they desire to delay this settlement with the idea that they can
always come to terms by making some sort of restitution. All else

is without change.—Colebrook, 31st October 1569.

31 Oct. 153. The Duke of Alba to the King.
[Extract.]

When Chapin arrived at Calais they received information that

Cobham, who is in charge at Dover, had written to the Governors

of Gravelines and Dunkirk saying, that if any gentleman of these

States was t-mbarking there he was to be told that he (Cobham)
had orders from his Queen that no one was to pass. I at once sent

word to Chapin to stay his departure, and send over to Cobham
to ask whether the Queen had revoked her safe conduct, and if the

answer was yes, that he was to remain quiet and ascertain from
Don Guerau the cause of the revocation. Whilst this was going

on, Cobham sent over to Chnpin saying that he could come and he
would be welcome. He at once advised me and I told him to go.

I have now just received news of his arrival at Court and of his

audience with the Queen, as your Majesty will nee by his letter

and those of Antonio de Guaras enclosed. By one of these your
Majesty will learn in detail what took place at the beginning of

the arrests. Thomas Fiesco was informed by the Genoese, Benedict

Spinoli, by mtans of whom, by my orders, he was trying to gain

Leicester and Cecil, tbat they had promoted Chapin's coming, and
that he found them ready to forward the negotiation in considera-

tion of a present. I have re>olved to order Thomas to gratify

them and give them a handsome present, on account of the in-

terested parties, in order to get them (Leicester and Cecil) to

consent to the restoration of what is left of the property seized,

and that some earnest may be gi\en on account of the rest. He
will also try to get the English whose goods are seized here to pay
some of these exjjens.es, without their knowing that it is done with
my cognizance. Thus the matters lemain and every effort will be

made to settle the differences.—Brussels, 31st October 1569.

4 Nov. 154. The Bishop uf Ross to the King.

Ficnch. I doubt not your Majesty will have received from Don Guerau
de Spes the letters dated loth September written by the queen of

Scotland, my mistress, in humble gratitude for your sympathy for

her affairs. The jealousy against my mistress conceived by the

queen of England, in consequence of the attachment to her of

many English nobles and a great part of the people, has caused her

to be transported from the castle of Wingfield, where she passed

all last summer, to a strong castle called Tutbury, where she is not
treated as a free jjrincess, but simply as a prisoner, and kept so

* The battle of Moncontour, 3rd October J56S.
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strailly and with so strong a guard that she can neither write nor
send any of her gentlemen to your Majesty, as she wished to do.

Since my mistress has been at Tutbury she wrote me an open
letter enclosed in one for the queen ot" England, in which I am
ordered to ask in all humility her good sister the Queen for aid

and support in her release and restoration to her Crown and
authority in Scoltand ; wliich the accursed rebels in their godless

ambition have usurped, or else that she shall be allowed to go over

to her good brother, the king of France, or to your Majesty's Flemish

dominions with the Queen's permission, there to remain until God
shall dispose of lier. If this were not granted I was to appeal to

all the Catholic princes, her friends and allies, for help and succour,

and especially to your Majesty and the christian King, who she

doubts not will come to her aid. Notwithstanding all my prayers

and entreaties to the queen of England for help, I have not been

able to obtain even a reply, but have been put off from day to

day, so that it is evident no help may be hoped for from her,

and I therefore humbly beg your Majesty to cast your eyes

mercifully on this noble princess, sovereign of Scotland and my
mistress, w^ho for so many years lias suffered such constant

persecutions for the sake of the Catholic faith, in which she was
born and bred, and which she will hold through life in spite of all

tribulation and persecution which may befall her, from which
resolve no mundane honours shall move her. She hopes for 3'our

aid, countenance, and support, which I supplicate that you will not

refuse her, and with the help of God she will soon be free and out

of this trouble.—London, 4tli November 1569.

8 Nov. 155. GUERAU DE Spes to the King.

The courier that the Marquis Chapin Viteli and I despatched on
the 31st ultimo was stopped at Dover, and three of the packets of

letters he carried were taken away from him. He wa? allowed to

embark with one packet only, and the other ones therefore go by
the present bearer. I came from Colebrook to my house in order

to send off, secretly, a gentleman who had to go to the duke of

of Alba, taking ship from a Northern port, and also in secret to

see the bishop of Ross. I left the Marquis at Colebrook troubled

with the gout, after which, he being somewhat better, he went to

learn the Queen's answer, intending to come thence to London.

The answer was, as the Marquis writes to me, ditferent from wdiat

he expected. It was to the eifect that the substitution of power
in tlie Marquis's favour was insufKcient for the general negotiation

which these English desire, but thit it covered the point of the

restitution of what had been stolen and detained. They have
therefore taken another day to consider, and I will go at once to

Colebrook the better to learn what is passing. I see that these

Englishmen have no good intention, and that they have not been
£0 alarmed as they ought to have been, at the result of French
affairs. Such is the ignorance caused by this heresy which they

have so deeply implanted in their hearts. They have just sent

John Killigrew to Germany again, and three vessels left the river

two days ago, equipped by Flemish and French Protestants against
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tlie Catholics. It appears that tliey wish to detain the Venetian

ships and are making plans to fortify Margate and the banks of the

river. As those who are now in the Council are all of one way of

thinking there is no one to oppose them in anything.

The duke of Norfolk is in the Tower but the earl of Pembroke
is allowed to remain in his house, near here, but only permitted to

communicate with his servants. Arundel is in the College near

Windsor under guard, and the rest of them are similarly disposed

of.

The Queen has ordered the earl of Northumberland and others

froai the north country to come to Court, they however, have no

intention of doing so, as they are suspicious that they might be

detained like the rest. They say they will release the queen of

Scotland and take possession of this country if your Majesty only

will favour them. They are sending a person to the duke of Alba
about it, and I have given him a short letter in cipher. I think

this will be the safest way, but your Majesty will decide for the

best.

The discourse of what has passed in the queen of Scotland's

affairs, which has been given to me by the bishop of Ross, is

enclosed.* The Queen is now very closely kept, and desires to send

a servant of hers to the Duke in order that he may be present

when the gentlemen sent by the Catholic Lords, arrives there, but

she has no means of writing, excepting with great delay and in

cipher. She will do all she can to assure your Majesty that, both

with regard to her marriage and all else, slic will follow your

wishes.—London, 8th November 1569.

13 Nov. 156. Secretary Albornoz to Guerau dk Spes.

Very illustrious sir. I have received to-day two letters from

you for which I thank you. You are right in having the con-

fidence you express in my great desire to serve you, and I can

assure you of the esteem and goodwill of the Duke towai"ds you.

I will at once endeavour to do as you request. What I now have

to urge upon you is that you should dissemble on all those points

which seem to touch your dignity, for, even though it should be

touched, it will certainly not be with any desire to off"end you, but

in the interests of the business itself. The most important point

is that you should be convinced that there is no desire to do any-

thing to your prejudice, which really would be an attack upon
your dignity. Matters being as they are, you must firmly insist

upon smoothing them over. I beg you will take what I say in

good part, as I am only moved by my desire to serve you.

If anything untoward were to happen at this juncture it would
be attributed to you, and as your servant I again supplicate you
to put up with things, according to the times.—Brussels, 13th

November 1569.

18 Nov. 157. The King to Guerau de Spes.

I have received many letters from you by land and sea, the last,

being dated 25th September, arriving here on the 5th instant. I

* Original note, " It is very long, io French and badly -written. It is being translated."
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thank you for the diligence you sIioav in reporting to me all that

happens there, but I have nothing particular to siy until I know
what arrangements have been effected by Chapin Viteli and Junglo

with the Queen respecting the restitution of money and properly

detained. As she gave the passport for them so willingly, it seems

that there may be some hope that she will have been brought to

do what is right, that being the course which at present will suit

us; but if she still desires to stray from it as she has hitherto dune,

I shall have to consider for my part what steps should be taken.

You will in any case follow the orders that the duke of Alba will

send you in my name from time to time.

If the marriage of the duke of Norfolk with the queen of

Scotland is effected in the way, and with the objects of which you

are informed there is no doubt that it would be of great moment
and importance for the restoration of our true and ancient religion

in England, and would console the good Catholics who are at

present so opjiressed. I desire these objects very warmly as you
know, but they must be very careful how they undertake the

business, for if they make a mistake they will all be ruined. You
did very well in referring them to the duke of Alba, wfio will

know how to advise them for the best. You will also confine

yourself to this, according to your orders, which you will not exceed.

If the tnatter which John Killigrew is planning in Germany
for the Queen is a question of alliances, I feel sure you will have

taken measures to find out the whole particulars, and will advise

mc. I hope so, because it is a matter which may very deeply

concern my interests and those of my dominions, both spiritually

and temporally.

I also desire to have full information with regard to the state

of things in Ireland, and what forces the Catholics of the country

have against the heretic English. I also wish to know if they

would be parties to expelling them, and what leaders tlie Catholics

have who could be made much of. Make every effort to investigate

this thoroughly, and report to me by first opportunity.—Madrid,
18th November 15C9.

18 Nov. 158. The King to the Duke of Ai,ba.

[Extract.]

Your choice of Chapin Viteli and Junglo to go and treat with
the queen of England about the restitution is a good one, and it

was well to send also Thomas Fiesco to gain over the earl of

Leicester and Cecil, as these two are doubtless the principal leadeis

of the dance. I have only to say that I am most anxious for the

success of the negotiation, as the matter is holding in suspen,se all

the trade between Spain and the Netherlands, to the great less of

my revenue and grave damage to my subjects. It is most im-
portant that the matter should be speedily settled. If it be not
done in that way it is most necessary that measures should be
taken that flotillas should come and* go in safety, in accordance

with the note I sent you before. Until this is done the SO or 40
ships that the merchants of Antwerp told you they would send

will be very useful, and it yf&& well to give them the license they

J-
76467.
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requested when you were there, although, of course, the proper and
best way will be to settle with England both for the present and

the future.

Don Guerau has written me some letters via France and by sea,

but I cannot give him precise orders from here, and as you have

the whole matter in hand, you will give him instructions from

time to time as to what he is to do. As you will see by my letter

to him, I merely tell him to carry out your orders as if they were

mine.

He has given me a very long account of the plots there to

marry the duke of Norfolk with the queen of Scotland, and, if

what ho says be true, that it would have the effect of raising the

Catholics and restoring our ancient and true religion, it will be of

great moment. In any case the 10,000 crowns you sent to the

queen of Scotland were well spent, and any other favour you can

fittingly send her from there also will be very appropriate in

comforting and consoling that poor princess, who so firmly and
sincerely expresses her wish to live and die in the Catholic faith.*

The other day the archbishop of Cashel in Ireland came here

with a letter from the earl of Desmond, written to me in his own
name and that of other principal Catholics there. Two other

messengers came afterwards to him, and the substance of their

demand is that I shall help them to expel the heretic English who
wish to force their new religion upon them, and they offer to

accept as leader any person 1 may name ; in short, that they will

recognize me as sovereign. Although, on religious grounds, I

should like openly to embrace the business and help these good

men effectually, the noise the thing would create, and the jealousy

it would arouse in France, as well as the obstacle it would present

to the carrying through of the present negotiations ^^ith the Queen,

has made me decide to entertain this Archbishop here with fair

words and money for his expenses, until I see the outcome of the

negotiations. If she (the Queen) acts as she should do about the

restitution, and will return to our old friendship and alliance, it is

evident thnt it will not be desirable for me to help the Irish against

her, but I might intercede for thom to prevail upon her to treat

them well and let them live in the liberty they have hitherto

enjojred to practice the tenets of the holy Catholic faith. I will

try by these means to send the Archbishop back as well satisfied

as possible. If, however, the Queen should be shameless enough

to force us to break with her, I think it would be well to seize

Ireland, as they are constantly begging me to do, and it could be

done easily with troops sent from Spain. If once she saw me in

* The King was apparently diEsatisfied with tliis paragraph in the draft and -wrote the

folloMinp; in the niarfjin against it :
—"If what Don Guerau writes about the marriage of

" the duke of Norfolk and the queen of Scotland has any serious foundation, it would
" be very appropriate and for them to have the kingdom, as I believe this would meau
" the re-establishment of religion and the overthrow of the Queen. It will also prevent
" a marriage in France, as they would not then be able to make the offer. It would be
" necessary, however, to make sure about religion with Norfolk. You will do your
" best to promote it with this object." At the bottom of this paragraph there is a note
from the King to Secretary Zayas, telling him that the above is, in Bubstance, what he
wishes to say, but that it is to be put into better form.
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possession of tliat island it would give her soiiiething to think

about, I wish you to consider this well, and if a settlement with
the Queen is not arrived at you will send me your opinion to hel^)

me in my decision.—M idrid, 18th November 1569.

20 Nov. 159. GuERAu de Spes to the King.

The Queen has given her decision to the Marquis Chapia Viteli,

as your Majesty will see at length by the letter in French written by
him to the Duke. Although she says that she will send her
ambassador to your Majesty in two days, it is not believed that she

will do so, so soon. It is understood that her object is to complain
of the Duke and of myself, and to await the answers from Spain, in

which much time will be consumed, and, in the meanwhile, she can
declare lier will with regard to the money, which she insists upon
treating as the property of merchants. The money is now being
coined, and more than half of it, as the people in the Tower them-
selves say, has been spent. The Queen herself told the Marquis
that she wished the merchandise to be sold, and dismissed him alter

tlie audience of the I7th, although he asked for time to advise the

duke of Alba, as he does by this post.

These heretics in the Council are corrupting the Queen's mind

;

and as all of them, without exception, have stolen vast sums and
will i-ather risk any uncertain danger than restore their booty,

which they ha^^e already converted into flesh and blood, I am
sure that softness and mddness are thrown away upon them, and
will result in nothing. It makes them, on the contrary, more
boastful than ever. Tliey think that the affair of the Moriscos is

a much greater matter than it is, and no doubt they have some
hopes from the Germans, although nothing will be done in that
quarter without plenty of money. I have advised your Majesty
that John Killigrew had been sent back, but he has stayed hei-e for

some days seeking credits from Eastcrlings and others. Ru will

now leave in three or four days unless they detain him in conse-

quence of this new rising in the north 'I he earls of North-
umberland, Westmoreland, and Cumberland, with .5,000 men and
400 horses entered the city of Durham, wheie, after having pulled
down the wooden table used by the heretics in the cathedra', they
had mass performed with grent ceremony, and now intend to go to
York with a similar object. The earl of Sussex, the Queen's
governor in that province, has been a friend and follower of tlic

duke of Norfolk, but, as he is a Protestant, tliey had their doubts
of him. I will advise your Majesty of what may happen, but I

am afraid the ports will soon be closed.

I have on several occasions Avrittcn to your Majesty as to the
goodwill of these noblemen, and I gave a letter in cipher to a
gentleman whom they were sending to the duke of Alba to ask for

aid. They would be very glad to have a reply to their requests, as
communication will soon be stopped, but I am sure the Duke will

consider the matter with his accustomed p)-udence, and will decide
for the best. It is certain that, there never has been so good an
opportunity, either of jiunishing those ^^'ho ha\e so gravely and
unreasonably opposed your Majesty's interests, or of restoring the

2
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Catholic religiun, in whiuli conhisis the maintenance of our old

alliance and friendship with this country. Your Majesty will

please instruct me what 1 should do if the kingdom should be

plunged into civil war, and, as it is in your service, I will not

flinch from incurring dangers as great, or greater, than the past.

In the meanwhile, I will follow the orders of the duke of Alba as

your Majesty commands.
They have relieved the earl of Huntingdon from guarding the

queen of Scotland, which is a great thing gained. The letter

enclosed for your Majesty was given to me by the bishop of Ross,

but I dared not finish the superscripture. There is a gentleman

here from the queen of Scotland making ready to go to the duke
of Alba as soon as he hears that the other man, who is being sent

from those in the north, has left. Now that Huntingdon has been

lelieved from his guard, the earl of Shrewsbury is not so rigorous,

and there is a better chance of releasing the Queen, and even of

much greater things being done. It is advisable that whatever is

undertaken should be with your Majesty's consent and favour,

especially the raising of the queen of Scotland, upon which the

li'anquillity of these parts entirely depends. All the Catholics

seem determined to serve your Majesty, and the earl of North-

umberland says that the queen will not fail to follow your Majesty's

wishes with regard to her marriage, the Queen herself, by her

letters and the statements of the bishop of Ross, says the same.

Your Majesty will see what is most desirable for your service, zeal

for which alone moves me to write this whilst I see such marvellous

facility. I will go through any danger to serve youi- Majesty in

th's without thinking of myself, so long as I live.

Sores, a French pirate, captured a week ago four valuable sloops

belonging to your Majesty's subjects on their way to Spain. He
hails from and resides usually at Portsmouth, and took his booty

into that port for sale.

Winter and Cook (?) are equipping five very fine ships in this

river. It is said they are to go to the Indies. They will join

three more which are being fitted out in the north, and will all sail

next month.
The Easterlings have letters saying that the new king of Sweden

has restored the Catholic religion in his country, which will be very

good news if true.

The cause of the hurried rising in the north was the enclosed

proclamation of tlie Queen, and also because all the Catholics were

forced to go to their (Protestant) services.

Most of the pensioners left the palace to-night, and it is believed

that they are going to join the revolted Catholics. The duke of

Norfolk is guarded closely. The earl of Pembroke has given a

thousand pounds to a favourite of the Queen, and left his two sons

as hostages, and has therefore been set at liberty. He is now at

his house, on the road to Wales, but Arundel and Lumley are

guarded as before.

We have agreed that the Marquis Chapin Viteli shall come here,

und he writes to say that we shall be safer together.

The sloops captured by captain Sores and other French aud
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English pirates are four, loaded with grain. The pirates carry

thirteen sail, and when they unite with M. de Diipin, they will

have a fleet strong enough for greater things.—London, 20th

November 1569.

1 Dec. 160. GuEUAU dr Spes to the Duke of Alba.

I have not been able yet to get a passport for a courier to your

Excellency, so that the Marquis and I have thonght well to send

Rafael Barberino, in whom he has confidence. He will only take a

line of credence and can give a verbal report to your Excellency of

all that has happened since the 20th ultimo, when the last courier

left.

The people in the north are strong and have 1 2,000 infantry and
3,000 horse together. They intended to go towards Tutbury to

release the queen of Scotland, but as they hear .she has been con-

veyed to Coventry they have stopped with the intention of giving

battle to the Queen's forces, for which purpose the northern people

will gather 30,000 men.
No movement has been made by any of their confederates, as they

are scattered, but they are consulting as to means for a rising.

The Queen has appointed as her general the earl of Warwick,
brother of Leicester, and tliey say they intend to raise 15,000 men
and 5,000 horse, although few horses can be got.

This city contributes, by its wards, a thousand men of a mean
sort, who will leave in two days to join the general muster in the

county of Leicester. Great efforts are being made on beh;ilf of

the Queen to bonow money from all the merchants, particularly

foreigners. They ask Spinola for 5,000?., Velutelli for 3,000?., and
Donato for the same. All of them will have to lend something, on
the security of the city and of Thomas Gresham, who says that he
can raise five and twenty thousand pounds in this way.
The French ambassador has been here to say that if I could

help these people (i.e., the Catholics) in their just cause he would
be a faithful comrade to me on liis King's behalf without jealousy

or suspicion. I excused myself by saying that I had no orders

from his Majesty on the subject.

The Marquis thinks that, if these people in the north were to

march straight here there would be nothing to withstand them,
seeing the confusion of the Court, whilst their other friends would
have greater chance than at present of moving. I will do nothing
without orders from your Excellencj'.

The earl of Leicester sent Velutelli to tell the Marquis that the
Queen and Council considered his stay here very su.spicious, and
that he ought to leave without further delay. The Marquis
sent a reply by his nephew, Juan Bautista de Monte, giving as his

reason for staying that he had to await a reply from your Excel-
lency. She seemed to be tranquillised by this, but when we asked
for a passport for Bai-berino, the Council sent Henry Cobhani to

tell the Marquis to Jeave the island immediately, to which the

Marquis gave the same reply. At last with a bad grace they have
consented to await the arrival of the courier. They have said

nothing to me yet.
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Not a word is said now about sending anyone to Spain. It was
nothing but a fiction from the first, and the Council only wishes to

see the Marquis gone in order that no one shall stand in the way of

the Queen's purpose. She is now so completely in accord with
thein for the defence of their sect that she seems to have lost sight

of the danger of ruin, both for her and them. I expect, as soon as

the Marquis has gone, they will give me but little chance of taking

part in any affairs.

Lord Montague and the earl of Southampton have sent to ask

me for advice as to whether they should take up arms or go over to

your Excellency.

I told them I could not advise them until I had due
instructions to do so, I said my letters had been seized because

there were rumours about them lately, and I therefore did not

know what they ought to do. —London, 1st December 1509.

3 Dec. 161. GuERAu de Spes to the King.

By the duplicates enclosed, your Majesty will see all that is

happening, both in the unfavourable way in which they have dis-

missed the Marquis Chapin Viteli as also in the matter of the

Catholic rising in the north. I enclose a copy of their (i.e., the

Catholic) proclamation, and of that of the Queen. The Catholics

in Wales and the west have not yet followed the example of those

of the north, although it is said they are about to do so. I

received letters to-day from the duke of Alba dated the 23rd ulto.,

and although he did not know at the time what had happened
here, he must have learned a few hours afterwards, and in view of

the present opportunity and the small hopes of restitution he will

provide what he thinks most desirable in your Majesty's interests,

and will decide whether the Marquis should stay here or leave.

The thousand men from this city are beginning to leave, and the
muster in the county of Leicester will gradually be got together.

The Catholics appear to be waiting in their own country, where
they have fortified themselves on the banks of the Trent, to be
attacked by the troops fi-om here. In the meanwhile they will see

what their friends do and what aid can be sent them.
The Queen is making some preparations in Windsor, and has

ordered some infantry to go there. They say that they are going
to convey the queen of Scotland to Kenilworth, a fortress belonging
to the earl of Leicester. They have again sent the earl of

Huntingdon and Viscount Hereford to guard her with the earl of

Shrewsbury.
The ambassador who was said to be sent to your Majesty in

two days is quite forgotten at Court, and there are no signs of
softening in regard to the restitution.

These French and English pirates who infest the ports, since
they plundered the four sloops full of grain belonging to your
Majesty's Flemish subjects, have captured another ship, which, I

believe, came from Spain loaded with alum and spices. They have
her now in the Downs, but will not allow a man on board of her
to go ashore. They are selling the booty in the river. M. de
Diipin is ravaging the coast of Friesland. Six or seven private
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ships have left for the coast of Guinea, and thence will go to tlie

islands as Hawkins did. They are neither large nor well armed.
I have sent this letter by St. Jean do Luz in hopes that your
Majesty may receive it, as they would not allow another courier

to go by way of France. Henceforward I shall only be able to

send with gieat difficulty. Our Lord send redress for all this. It

seems now there will be the best chance of it since the apostacy

of Henry VIII. —London, 3rd December 1569.

6 Dec. 162. Guerau de Spes to the Duke of Alba.

[EXTKACT.]

I have had great difficulty in sending information to your Excel-

lency of occurrences here. They have sent back the courier who
was going to Calais for me and the French ambassador, although
he bore a passport. A copy of the despatch sent by him is

enclosed, which, with this letter, your Excellency may be pleased

to send to his Majesty in order that the bearer Rafael Barberino
should have fewer papers to carry, according to his passport. The
Marquis, who has every confidence in him, has had him informed
of the contents of the letters in case his packets should be taken
away from him. He can therefore inform your Excellency of the

people in the north, and assure you of the goodwill of the rest of

the Catholics arid t!ie opportunity which now pr^'sents itself to

serve God and his Majesty. He will say how desirable it is that

they should be helped, and, if the people in the north have not
already sent to j'our Excellency, how beneficial it will be if you
would send them some person experienced in warfare. The port of

Hartlepool is in their favour, and others nearer Scotland.—London,
6th December 1569.

11 Dec. 163. The Duke of Alba to the King.

On the 1st and 23rd ultimo I gave your Majesty an account of

the state of affairs in England, and send enclosed a duplicate of my
letter of ISth. Since then I have received the letters from Chapin,
in Italian and French, of which I now send copies with my
despatches in French. From the first hour that the Queen made
these seizures the unwillingness of herself and her councillors to

consent to a restitution has been evident. The tendency to oppose
your Majesty's interests had been clearly shown, even before then,

by her reception into her country of the bandits from these States,

allowing the French and English pirates to enter her ports and sell

the plunder taken from your Majesty's subjects, and by the extra-

ordinary pretensions and claims put forward to D'Assonleville and
now to Chapin, she having gone so far as to throw doubt upon
your Majesty's own signature. Having in view the result of

Chapin's last interview with her, I have decided, after consultation

with the councillors here, to instruct him to take leave, in the
form your Majesty will see by the enclosed copy of my letter to

him. I will then have your Majesty fully informed by him of

what has passed and of such intelligence as I can gain of the

Queen's intentions, together with my opinion and that of the

Council on the whole matter, in order that your Majesty may
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the better decide whether to break or dissemble. The Queen,

being a greedy woman, thinks that the property and money she

holds will place her in a strong position and enable her to extort

her own terms, demanding conditions so extravagant that your

Majesty's dignity (or even that of an inferior sovereign to the

Queen) would not admit of their being accepted. This shows a

design to drag the matter out, as she says she is going^ to send

a person to treat with your Majesty, and that the discussion must

be commenced from the old questions pending from the conference

of Bruges which, as your Majesty will see by the enclosed despatch

in French, are nearly all in favour of the States, unless they (the

Englisli) intend to bring forward tbe capitulation forced by King

Henry on to Don Philip in the year 1506, when the latter put

into an English port by reason of stress of weather.* I send

enclosed a copy of this treaty which is called here the "bad

treaty," as its observance would mean the total ruin of these

States.

If the Queen sends a man, I think your Majesty should on no

account allow old differences to be opened up ; as you will see

more fully by the French despatch, I having rejected all attempts

to re-open them in accordance with your Majesty's instructions.

Whilst the question is pending it would be well for the ports and

navigation to be open to your Majesty's subjects, and I have

written to Cliapin directing him to use his efforts to attain this by
any means he thinks best, without its appearing to be done by my
orders. Your Majesty's present urgent ueed is better known to

you than to anyone, and here the pressure is very great. The past

wars, the moving about of the people, the cessation of trade for

the last year, the suspense of affairs in anticipation of the general

amnesty, the absence of many men and the retirement from

business of others, owing to the general want of confidence ; all

these facts convince me that a rupture with England would be

very inappropriate at present, but, if the English force it upon

us, we cannot avoid it. In view of the evil intentions of the

Queen and the demonstration they have made on several occasions

of their intention to sell the property still in existence (which, in

fact, consists of wools and other things for which there is no

demand there, all the rest having been sold and consumed), I have

gi\ en permission, accompanied by an instruction as to their method
of proceeding, to the merchants to go and make the best arrange-

ments they can to obtain their goods, without its being known
that they do so by my leave. This particularly refers to the

wools, which are much wanted in these States for manufacturing.

I have also told the persons interested in the money that they are

to make arrangements for the shortest periods they can for its

repayment. When this is done and navigation is reopened, your
Majesty will be in a better position to await a favourable oppor-

* This refers to Philip the Handsome, who iu January 1506 was on his way from
Fhinders to Spain with his wife Dona Juana (Crazy Jane), and was driven by tempest
into an English port. He had an interriew with Henry VII., who extorted from him
the treaty in question.
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tunity to avenge the slights put upon you by the Queen. If,

however, she will not even agree to this, her hostility will be
openly shown and your Majesty will by no means be able to

avoid seeking redress, because if she refuses to open her ports even
for refuge, it will be quite impossible for things to remain as they
are. The idea of a fleet coming and going between the States and
Spain with merchandise would be feasible enough for two or three

voyages, especially going from here, as they would start with a

favourable wind that would allow them to stand off from the

island and, if it failed, they could return hither ; but it would be

different on the return voyage from Spain, the voyage being a long
one they might be driven into an English port as an alternative to

being wrecked.—Brussels, 11th December 1509.

11 Dec. 164. The Duke of Alba to the King.
[Extract.]

Since writing the enclosed I have had letters from Don Guerau
of 1st and 6th, together with a letter from Chapin in French, all of

which I send to your Majesty. The letters were brought by a
gentleman of Chapin's, who verbally confirms the contents of the

letters, that the rising in tlie north of England is increasing. I

have answered the queen of Scotland's servant as your Majesty
will see by the despatch in French enclosed, and although I expect

the business will all end in smoke, I have thought best to send the

present courier in great haste, going and returning, so that your
Majesty may know what is going on and send me instructions, as,

without knowing your wishes, I will not act, even though your
Majesty refers the decision to me. I therefore beg your Majesty
to let me know speedily what I am to do.—Brussels, 11th December
1569.

16 Dec. 165. The King to the Duke of Alba.
[Extract.]

English affairs are going in a way that will make it necessary,

after all, to bring that Queen to do by force what she refuses to

reason. Her duty is so clear that no doubt God causes her to

ignore it in order that, by these means, His holy religion may be
restored in that country, and the Catholics and good Christians

thus be rescued from the oppression in which they live. In cnse her
obstinacy and hardness of heart may continue, therefore, you will

take into your consideration the best direction to be given to this.

We think here that the best course will be to encourage with
money and secret favour the Catholics of the north, and to help

those in Ireland to take up arms against the heretics and deliver

the crown to the Queen of Scotland, to whom it belongs by succes-

sion. This course, it is presumed, would be very agreeable to the
Pope and all Christendom, and would encounter no opposition from
anyone. This is only mentioned now in cider that you may know
what is passing in our minds here, and that, with your gi-eat

prudence and a full consideration of the state of affnirs in general,

you may ponder what is best to be done. What you say is very
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true, that we are beginning to lose reputation by deferring so

long to provide a remedy for the great grievance done by this

woman to my subjects, friends, and allies.— Madrid, 16th December
1569.

18 Dec. 166. Guerau de Spes to the King.

Although despatches sent by sea usually arrive late, yet some-
times they meet with fair weather. I therefore wiite on every

occasion.

The earls of Northumberland and Westmoreland tarry in their

own country in the north, preferring to await there the arrival of

the Queen's troops under the earl of Warwick and the Admiral.

They keep the port of Hartlepool. Their Catholic friend.s, from all

of whom they hold signed pledges, have made no movement yet. It

is true tliat they are much disturbed, and it seems that, if they can
count upon some foreign aid, they, too, will rise.

Lord Montague, and his son-in-law, the earl of Southampton,
had embarked for Flanders, but contrary winds drove them back
and they had to land. An order thereupon arrived from the Queen
and they did not refuse to go to Court in order to clear themselves,

which Montague having done, he received the governorship of tiie

county of Sussex, but he was able to send George Hamberton, a

kinsman of the duchess of Feria, to the duke of Alba to assure him
of his good intentions and of the sympathy of many nobles and
others here.

The troops collected by this Queen amount to some 7,000 men
and 2,000 horses, miserable fellows, and the contingent from this

city, 2,000 men, has nearly all returned, slashing and cudgelling

Captain Leighton, one of the leaders, who has come back to Court
badly wounded to complain of his own soldiers. He was the mnn
that was sent to receive the Marquis Chapin Viteli at Dover.

On the 9th instant, the duke of Alba's despatch of the 3rd was
received, and in accordance with his orders, measures will be taken
for the interested parties themselves to arrange with the Queen as

best they can about the money and goods det lined. She has been
approached also by the Marquis tu know what course will be
pursued towards your Majesty's ships, and those of your subjects,

with regard to trade in her ports. She promised a reply on the

point, and the Marquis is staying for it, although, seeing the

composition of the Council, it is not expected to be a good one.

Nothing is said about the ambassador A\'ho was to be sent

to your Majesty. The Councillors think only of afHicting the

Catholics, who are being taken to prison in great troops, where
they are made to take part in the heretical suppers, to the great

sorrow of beholders. The French and English pirates have taken
the Venetian ship" Justiniana" on her way from Spain, which,
with her cargo, is valued at 1 30,000 crowns. The pirates hoisted

the Queen's standard and pretended to be her officers. The Italian

merchants here have begged for the restoration of the vessel, but,

up to tlie present, they get nothing but fair words.
The count of Mansfeldt has arrived here, brother of Count

Volrad, who is in France. He comes from there on his way to
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Germany, and has been well received. He is accompanied by
M. de Lumbres, a native of Artois, one of the Flemish exiles, who
comes nominally as an ambassador from the duchess of Vendome.
They requesJt more money to bring further German aid into

France.

The Marquis and I sent a man to the duke of Alba lately to

represent to him the opportunity now presented here for serving

God and your Majesty, and we await his reply. They are very

anxious here for the success of the Moriscos, and of any other sect,

so that it be not Catholic.—London, 18th December 1569.

19 Dec. 167. Chapin Viteli to the Duke of Alba.

I had decided to despatch the present courier with an account

of what passed at the audience granted to me by the Queen on
Thursday last, but as on the following day Her Majesty requested

that I should again see her on the 18th, yesterday, I thought best

to detain the bearer until to-day, in order to give your Excellency

a full and later report. When I arrived at the Court I was
received by the Lord Keeper, Chancellor, the marquis of North-
ampton, the earl of Leicester, and Secretary Cecil on behalf of the

Queen. They, having seated themselves on one side, and we on
the other, the Secretary began briefly to sum up in artfully chosen

words what had passed in my last discussion with the Queen, and
concluded by signifying that he had her orders to ascertain more
clearly what my intentions were before I again had audience of Her
Majesty. When I understood the course he wished to take I

decided to state in detail what my intentions were, and told him
that, when I was taking leave of the Queen, in my last audience, I

spoke, amongst other things, of the Corsairs and their robberies, as

I thought on my return home, I might be asked what was going
to be done in the matter for the future. I had, therefore, out of

curiosity and of my own motion, broached the subject, and the Queen
had listened to me and admitted that it was a reasonable thing
that navigation, which had so long been interrupted, should be
reinstated into its former condition, signifying her intention to

reinstate it, if the King would do the same for her subjects. The
Queen having entered upon the subject of the secuiity to be given
to her subjects I almost casually, and in the way of conversation

suggested means by which this might be done, and Her Majesty
decided to take a few days to consider the matter, after which she
promised to let me know her decision. As she had yesterday
requested me to come there, I had nothing to say or do but to

present myself before the Queen, and hear what her decision was,
in order that, on my return home, I might know what to say if I

were asked about the matter.

After the Secretary had communicated my ansv/er in English to
the other councillors, he said that the Queen was determined to
accept no assurance but that which came direct from the King,
and that the welfare of her subjects absolutely forbade her to be
content with any other. He said that a power necessary for the
purpose and for the settlement of old pending questions as well,

might be obtained by way of France ia a month, and repeated that
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the Queen desired nothing more than that some such arrangement

might be come to, and her friendship with the King perpetuated.

I repUed emphatically setting foith the fulness of the powers

granted to me by j'our Excellency, and pointed out how great had
been the injury to subjects caused by the cessation of commerce for

so many months and assured him (Cecil) that a new general power
could not arrive from Spain in less than two montlis, and even

after that, some months must necessarily pnss before all the old

pending questions could be settled. Notwithstanding this and
many other reasons which I adduced, the Councillors remained firm

in their decision that no arrangement could be made until a new
general power arrived from Spain when, they said, the Queen
would be glad to give all possible satisfaction. Tliey said, more-

over, that if the goods and merchandise detained were deteriorated,

or any were missing, it was entirely the fault of the resident

ambassador, who had always refused to allow anything to be done,

and they protested that, in case any further deterioi-ation should

occur, the Queen and Council would be free from blame, by which
I conclude that Thomas Fiesco's business is ended.

The councillors thereupon went to give an account of the

conference to the Queen, who shortly afterwards summoned me to

her presence and repeated briefly the substance of the previous

conversation. I then asked for her decision, which she prefaced

by a declaration of the reasons that had moved her to send her

Councillors to me before she gave me audience ; saying that, as

her answer was to be a negative one, she thought it had better

come from the mouths of others than from her own. She expressed

great sorrow that I should have such insufficient powers, as it would
have been a great consolation for her to have settled the matter

with me, but tlie only thing to be done was to await the arrival of

more ample powers from Spain. I took the opportunity of

replying on various points, and, amongst others, on the sufficiency

of my powers, wliich I said were founded on letters written by her

to the King, as I said she would see by the copies of the letters

themselves which I thus forced her to read in open audience. I

saw, however, that she was only dwelling on subsiduary points,

and it was a waste of time to proceed any further, and therefore,

to avoid any loss of dignity, dexterously brought her back again

to the nerve of the business, getting her to promise publicly that

when the general power arrived from Spain, she would re-instate

navigation before she began the discussion of other matters.

When I took leave, she again repeated the answer clearly, and,

in accordance with your Excellency's instruction, I, as if of my
own accord, gave her some hints which I do not think she will

forget very easily. I said that as, on my departure, no one else

would be here to represent the King she should be good enough to

receive the ordinary ambassador, and that, even if she thought she
had reason to be offended with him, she ought not to be so ready to

listen t) his detractors, but should at least hear him in his own
justification. She replied that she was determined not to receive

him on his own account or on the matter of the merchants, but if

he brought letters from the King, she would not fail to listen to
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him. This l)rought the audience to a close, and I have tried to

strictly follow your Excellency's iustructions in my proceedings.

M. Junglo will also give an account.

T am now leaving this Colebrook Tower and shall arrive in

London to-morrow morning. I shall then start on my return, in

order to give your Excellency a verbal account of uiy mission. A
Queen's ship will escort me across.—Colebrook, 19th December
1569.

20 Dec. 168. Queen Elizabeth to Philip II.

Latiu. Your Serenily's letter of 20th July by the Marquis de Cetona
(Chapin Viteli) came to hand in October, and we learn by it

that our letter of January hist, with the statement of what had
passed between us and the duke of Alba, had been received by you.

Your Serenity writes that you are much surprised that, notwith-

standing your always having shown yourself so good a brother to

us, I should have allowed myself to be persuaded by my ministers

to take a course so much opposed to our reciprocal friendship.

You say you ;ire even more astonished that, against the custom of

friendly princes which we have alwa\ s scrupulously observed, wc
should have refused to receive the person sent to us by the duke
of Alba, under the pretext that vvc would only treat with one who
brought a letter from your Serenity, and that, moreover, we had
excluded from our presence the ordinaiy ambassador from your
Serenity. To this letter I wish to reply that there is nothing in

the world we have desired more than to preserve oui- friendship in

every way, both personally with you and Avith your subjects. This
having been always my firm desire and intention, such was the

inconsiderate inhumanit^'^, or rather temerity, of your ambassador
here and the cruel vexation that the duke of Alba, without any
just cause, inflicted on our subjects in the Netherlands, and so great

the injuries done to them in the other dominions of your Serenity,

that we feel sure, knowing your natural goodness and justice, it'

you had well understood the whole business, as you might have
done by our statement of January last, and by the account of the

discussion between our councillors and the duke of Alba, that you
would not only have absolved us from doing anything against our
friendship, but would have praised our constancy in maintaining
it, after having been provoked by so many injuries, although we
refrained from exercising any cruelty towards your subjects. We
should certainly have been much pleased if you had sent a man
more fitting for the maintenance of peace and amity than the
ambassador who has succeeded Diego Guzman de Silva, who Wi:s

always a good minister desirous of preserving harmony between us,

which was proved by the calm and quiet which reigned whilst he
was here. When the illustrious Marquis de Cetona arrived, sent

by the duke of Alba in virtue of powers conceded by yoi:r

Serenity, we were in hope thiit j'ou would have recognised our
causes of complaint and that the Mnnjuis would liave brought full

and ample powers to settle all questions and put an end to our
differences, which would have been the means of restoring our old

friendship and the reciprocal commerce carried on \<y our subjects,
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With this hope, strengthened by the good accounts we had received

of the Marquis' prudence and high standing, we admitted him wil-

hngly to our presence, but the result was a disappointment to us,

as we believe it was to him. We instructed certain of our principal

councillors to verify his powers and discuss the business, and they
found that the only power lie brought from your Serenity was to

demand a certain sum of money and certain merchandise which
were being detained in our realm ; the reason of the detention

being, first to protect tlie property from being plundered by certain

foreigners, and secondly for other gool and sufficient reasons. Our
councillors represented this fact to the Marquis and pointed out to

him how limited his powers were, asking him whether he under-

stood that they went beyond tlie demand for such monies and
merchandise, seeing that I had made so many grave complaints

and claims, and demanded redress on behalf of my subject:!, where-
upon he replied frequently (in accord with the two persons who
were associated with him by tlie duke of Alba) tliat he had no
other power and did not understand that his mission extended

beyond treating of the detention of the money and goods. Seeing,

therefore, that the hope we had entertained from his coming was
frustrated, and being grieved that more care and foresight had not

been employed in drawing up the power sent to the duke of Alba
.nnd transferred by him to the Marquis, contrary to custom, we
have been forced to defer the agreement upon the pjint, as there

are many complaints outstanding on the purt of ourselves and our

subjects which could not be resolved, owing to tlie insuffiuiency of

the Marquis' powers. We requested the Marquis to advise the

duke of Alba of this as -soon as possible in the hope that he would
endeavour to obtain fresh powers in more ample form. We gave
this reply in the middle of last November, less than a week after

we first saw the Marquis, and it appears that he sent a messenger

to the duke of Alba, as, in the middle of December, he told us that

the Duke had replied that, at the present time, a more ample power
could not be sent ; whereupon the Marquis requested leave to

return home, which we gave him. When he was leaving, he spoke

to us privately as to whether we would give licecce for all sliips

belonginf^ to your Serenity to enter and leave our ports without
hindrance. We would very willingly give this licence if we could

be convinced by your Serenity's powers that the same course

would be pursued towards us in your dominions. But, as we
learnt that the Marquis had no power to assure us on this point we
told him to despatch a courier to your Serenity (which courier could

be back again here in about thirty days, by way of France) in order

that he might bring him full powers from you, not only to settle

the arrangement about the ships, but all other questions and
grievances between us. We think well also to say_^in writing what
we have said to him verbally, namely, that he appears to be a person
of so much talent, nobleness, and prudence, to judge by the manner
in which he commenced the discussion of the affair, that we have
evtry hope that, if sufficient powers are granted him, he will soon
settle the ditferences now existing between us and our subjects on
both sides ; which I greatly desire, as I see how advantageous it
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will be to lis and to our subjects' welfare. Although you have
been told dilferentl}', we can assure you that none of our ministers

have endeavoured to dissuade us from this course, but that they,

on the contrary, are as anxious to do right as any minister of your
own can be, however intimate he may be with you personally. But
we are extending this letter to an unusual length and beg you to

excuse us for this, as we, having no ambassador near you, are

desirous of declaring the matter clearly to you which can only be

done in detail.—Windsor Castle, 20th December 1569.

20 Dec. 169. Guerau de Spes to the King.

The day before yesterday the Marquis Chapin Viteli had his last

audience without any successful result, either as regards the former

proposals or as to the security of the ships, which he dealt with on
present occasion. All points were left open until j'our Majesty
should send another fuller power, or the Queen should write to

your Majesty as she had promised to do in previous audiences.

She said that, when the full power came from your Majesty, the

first point she would deal with would be regarding this security of

the ships, and it appears that Cecil indicated, as the Marquis
understood, that the Queen would send to the Marquis the letter for

your Majesty, in answer to the one brought by him from you. The
Marquis comes to-day to my house, and will leave at once, as it is

important that he sliould inform the Duke of the hopes of these

people, of the malignity of the councillors, of the particulars of the

present movements, and of what may be looked forward to for the

future. The Queen said that before I could negotiate with her she

would await a letter from your Majesty to that effect, as she had
said before.—London, 20th December 1569.

24 Dec. 170. GtJEEAU DE Spes to the King.

Since writing on the 20th instant, through the duke of Alba, I have
received io-day letters from him of the 13th, setting forth certain

reasons to induce the Queen to restore what has been taken, and to

prove to her how unreasonable it is to request a general treaty

;

but as she has given already a definite reply upon this point, the
Marquis and I await the Duke's reply to our last letters.

The rising in tiie north is growing, and Lord Hunsdon, who went
to York, has returned, as the whole country is up as far south as
Doncaster. This Queen has sent the Admiral to Lincoln, and Ralph
Sadler of the Council goes with him to offer pardon to the people
who have risen.

The Queen is making ready some infantry, and is equipping
three ships, as well as having given orders for the fitting out of

seven more. It is feared that Wales will also rise, but the roads
are so strictly guarded that trustworthy news of what is happening
is difficult to get.

Tlie gentleman that the queen of Scotland is sendijig to the
duke of Alba has left in the disguise of a servant to an
Englishman.

Killigrew, who was prepared to leave for Germany, and had already
many letters of credit, has been ordered to stay. I send this by
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way of France so that your Majesty may receive news by various

roads.—London, 24th December 1569.

26 Dec. 171. The King to Guerau de Spes.

On the 21sfc ultimo, your letters of 27th and 30th September,
8th, 14th, and 24th October, and 11th instant were received together.

By them I see, and also by Cliapia Viteli's letter to the Duke, what
had passed with the Queen and her ministers, and as it is clear

that their object has only been to gain time by vain generalities,

and to avoid coming to the point, I have no more at present to

say on tlie subject, excepting that I a'u sure that you will have
done what you could towards the settlement of these questions.

You will in all things, and at all time-;, follow the in-jtructions of

the duke of Alba, as you have been told before.

I am much annoyed at the imprisonment of the duke of Norfolk,

the earls of Arundel and Pembroke, and Lord Lumley, because as

there are several of them and they will certainly be closely pressed,

they will be sure to reveal the object which they had in view as to

the marriage of the Queen of Scotland, and the whole business will

fail, and even probably, their own safety be endangered. As to the

offer made to you bj^ the other earls, their friends, to set them at

libertj', and release the queen of Scotland, restoring wliat ))as been
stolen and re-establishing the Catholic relii;ion in the country

;

however goxl their intention may be, we doubt their daring to

undertake the enterprise, or that they can succeed in it if they do.

It was, therefore, well for you not to open out with them or make
them any promises, but to refer them to the Duke, who will have
thoroughly examined the matter and sent a fit reply. You will

proceed in future in the same way, as this is a matter that requires

great consideration and foresight, particularly as you have to deal

with Englishmen, who are naturally suspicious, and especially at

such a time as this.

Antonio Fogaza has arrived in Portugal, and has commenced
negotiations with Don Fernando Carrilo, my ambassador, on the

matter entrusted to him b)'' the Catholics of the north, but he has

not yet openly declared him.self yet as to their objects. If these turn

out to be well founded and with any hopes of success, I will not

fail to help them as much as I can, and in due time information

will be given to you as to my decision.

I have decided to go to Cordoba, to hold a Cortes of Castile, and
also to push on matters in the kingdom of Granada, so as to end,

as promptly as possible, the rising of the Moriscos. I have never

yet been in that province, which is another reason for my going.

You will watch closely the doings of John Killigrew, as it is

important to know the result of his journeys to German}'. You
will advise me and the Duke of the same with your wonted care

and diligence.

News has arrived in Seville of Hawkins having [lassed Cape St.

Vincent with twenty-two vessels, although there is no certainty

about it. It will be well for you to discover what truth there is in

this, and in all similar cases to advise me so that redress may be

provided,—Madrid, 26th December 1569.
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9 Jan. 172. GuERAtr de Spes to the King.

On the 4th instant I received your Majesty's letter of the 18th

November, written in answer to mine up to the 21st of September.

Shortly afterwards your Majesty will have received many of my
letters reporting the imprisonment of the duke of Norfolk, and the

unfavourable issue of affairs, resulting in much injury to many
persons. His great friends, the Catholic earls of Northumberlnnd
and Westmoreland, had been conspicuous in encouraging him not

to return to Court, but to take up arms, and, as the Queen already

bore them no great good will, they were summoned on many occasions

to appear before her. Tliey excused themselves and delayed in

various ways, and, in the meanwhile, raised the Catholics with the

help of their friends, intending to restore the CJatholic religion and
reform the Government. The Queen lost no time in ordering their

arrest, and Westmoreland, being surrounded in a castle by the

royal ofBcers, Northumberland went with a larger force to relieve

him. Thereupon all the people of the northern province began to

rise, and they published their intention b}' the proclamation which
I sent your Majesty, thinking by this means to raise the other

Catholics, many of whom had already pledged their words. No
movement, however, was made to aid them, and less still when
their second proclamation was published announcing their intention

to free the duke of Norfolk and the other imprisoned lords. The
Queen mustered her army promptly, and, on their approach,

although Westmoreland wished to fight, the other earl and many
gentlemen, seeing their troops were few and badly armed, and that

they were without artillery, decided to take refuge in Scotland.

Northumberland went to the house of Lord Hume, and the other to

that of the earl of Argyle. It is thought that, as these noblemen
are powerful and friendly to the earls, they will not deliver them up
to the Queen, who is pressing the Regent with great urgency to

capture them, and hand them over, offering him, it is said, in rtturn,

his sister the Queen. The Eegent, by order of this Queen, came to

the border of Scotland with three thousand men and six hundred
horse, to forward matters, but as he is a Scotsman, they are not
without fear of him, and have reinforced the castle of Berwick and
other border fortresses. The Catholics are somewhat ashamed that

their enterprises should have turned out so vain. The earl of

Warwick is ordered to return, and Sussex remains there in

command.

If the duke of Norfolk had been kept informed, or these earls

could have stood firmly, it would have gone badly with the Queen,
as the people of Norfolk and Suffolk were preparing to rise and
come in force to London to liberate the Duke, having made an
uncle of his their captain, though against his will But the con-

spiracy was revealed by two of them, and many there are now being
arrested. If they had been able to join with the northern people
they might have succeeded. All these enterprises are lost by bad
guidance, and although they are undertaken with impetus, they
are not carried through with constancy.

Irish affairs have been going badly for the Queen this summer.

y 76467. P
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The brothers of the earl of Ormond, a son of John O'Neil, and
many others, had disturbed the greater part of the island and
taken many places which were under the Queen's rule. The pre-

tended cause of the rising was the bad government of the country,

in which they include the question of religion. On the arrival of

the earl of Ormond there, who had been sent by this Queen, his

brothers decided to submit to the Vicei'oy on certain conditions,

and one of them remained a prisoner, with the expectation of a

prompt release. As soon as he obtained more freedom the other

Catholic brother went forth again with his followers and is now
laifing his friends in revolt. Thomas Stukeley, of whom I have
written to your Majesty, had sent word' to me that he wished to

serve your Majesty, and would be a party to delivering the island

to you, but he was arrested with many others by the Viceroy on
suspicion, and was subsequently liberated. He served in the

German wars under the Emperor, and, I believe, under your Majesty

afterwards. He is a Catholic of high position in the island, and
sent a Venetian merchant resident there to me in order to arrange,

through a nephew of his, to whom he gave a cipher, to learn

whether your Majesty would accept his services in such an enter-

prise. This is also pressed upon me by letters from the archbishop

of Armagh in prison, who knows nothing of Stukeley. He con-

siders it a very easy thing, but as the duke of Alba prudently gave

me orders to leave all such negotiations for the present, I have

not proceeded further in it, and as the arrival of the earl of

Ormond caused a suspension of the disturbances, there has been

nothing fresh to report upon the subject. The said Earl is expected

here, it is said, to complain of the Viceroy. The Catholics are very

numerous there, and heresy is weak except in Dublin and tlie

fortified places.

They have returned the queen of Scotland to Tutbui-y under the

guard of the earl of Shrewsbury, and some Englishmen say that

tiie duke of Anjou wanted to marry her, which your Majesty

knows better than anyone might be inconvenient.

The French ambassador has promised to favour the earls of the

north, and tells me that the King will shortly send a special am-
bassador to demand the release of the queen of Scotland, and who
will then proceed to Scotland to try to arrange favourable terms

for her with the Kegent.

A Fi'ench ship recently ari'ived at Colchester, and her crew have

been arrested on the charge that they were sounding the port and
reconnoitring the coast by order of the king of France and the

duke of Alba. It was said by a sailor in joke, but the greater part

of the crew have been brought to London for it.

The queen of Scotland has written me a letter asking me to try

to carry into effect your Majesty's instructions to me of the 12t!i

of January last year, and deli^er to the queen of England the letter

which your Majestj' wrote regarding her release. I replied that I

would willingly do it when I could.

John Killigrew has been twice to Germany since I have been
here. His principal negotiations are with the elector Count
paiatiue, although he has seen all of the other electors. He i^
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accompanied by Dr. Christopher Muadfc, an Englishman resident in

Germany, of whom I wrote to your Majesty on the 24th August.

He is a medical man, and lives in Strasburg. Out of the money
obtained for the goods in Hamburg, the portion which the Queen
desired for the purpose ot aiding the Duke de Deuxponts to enter

France was paid there. It is understood that Killigrew's last

return was in consequence of an offer made by the Duke Hans
Casimir that, if this Queen would give him a large sum of

money paid in cash down, he would enter France, which offer

they decided here to accept ; but when Killigrew was ready to

go, he was ordered to remain, in consequence of the rising of the

north.

A Secretary of the Council informs me that they have engaged in

Germany 6,000 foot and 10,000 (?) horse in case they should I e

required here. The Secretary says that this league of Princes is, up
to the present, only defensive, and there is no talk in the Council

of openly offending the Netherlands States, but only to harass them
with the pirates. It was certainly very extraordinary for the

Queen, after she had promised so decidedly not to allow M. De
Dupin to leave, to subsequently give him liberty to do so with
full warlike equipment for land and sea, with the apparent in-

tention of fortifying himself in the isle of Texel, or in the gulf of

Embden, as he attempted to do. The said Secretary also assures

me that there is no agreement with their friends in Germany to

invade your Majesty's dominions.

They have given the post of Controller to James Crofts, a very
honourable Welsh gentlemen, who received a pension from your
Majesty, and is believed to be a Catholic. He will be a member of

the Council in virtue of his office. He sends to say that in what-
ever thing he can honestly serve your Majesty he will do so.

They have chosen him for the office because he understands more
than the others of warlike affairs, and because the earl of Pembroke
urged it greatly, not much to Cecil's satisfaction.

The bishop of Ross has just sent me copy of a letter from the
queen (of Scotland) advising him that the earl of Westmoreland had
arrived at lier castle of Dumbarton, in Scot'and, where he will

be safe, and that the earl of Northumberland is a prisoner of the
Regent on parole, but will not be given up to this Queen.

She also says that the earl of Huntingdon has informed her
that, if she will marry the earl of Leicester, arraugementi shall

be made for her release, to which she has replied that she will

not have anything to say about her marriage with anyone until

she is free.

She affirms that Huntingdon assures her that this Queen has
offers from many people in the Netherlands to the effect that, if she
will send 10,000 men, they will all rise and murder the Spaniards.

It may be brag and yet lio true.

The Corsairs have left this coast, taking with them the Venetian
ship. They have also captured three Easterling sloops on their

voyage from Flanders to Spain.

The negotiations being carried on by Thomas Fiasco and the
parties interested, as regards the rescue of the merchandize here

V 2
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tliat remains, which is a very small portion, have not yet resulted

in any decision, and the same may be said with regard to the

money and the attempt to settle some form of carrying on trade
;

but as it is a matter of great profit to the English, I think tliey

will come to some agreement, at all events partially.—London,

9 th January 1570.

14 Jan. 173. Gueract de Spes to the King.

Since my long letter of the 9th, news has arrived that the pirates

have captured another Venetian sliip called the " Vergi," of a

thousand tons burden, which left here with a cargo of kersey.s

worth a hundred thousand crowns, as well as much lead, tin, or

pewter, and I have taken this opportunity of reporiing it to your
Majesty by a ship leaving for St. Jean de Luz. It is feared that

tliey will capture the other two Venetian vessels, which are valuable

and ready to sail, although they are trying to get an escort of two
of the Queen's ships for them.

Nothing more is known of the Earls and gentlemen who escaped

to Scotland. Leicester has received 15 days leave to go to his

estates, and it is suspected that he wishes to make some arrange-

ment with the queen of Scotland, who is there. I believe I shall

know what is done and will immediately report to your Majesty.

A secretary of the Count Palatine has arrived here, and has had
secret audience of the Queen, it is believed for the purpose of

seeking aid for the Duke Hans Casimir to enter France, but they
have not yet decided to give it him. Count Charles Mansfeldt,

brother of Volrad is here, and presumes to say that as soon as the

western sea is navigable he will go home that way, and will, with
the jirince of Orange, again enter France to aid Admiral Chatillon.

It seems, however, that they are not vapouiing against the States

of Flanders, but only against the Cliristian King.

According to the duke of Alba's oi-ders I am dissembling about
the rescue of the merchandise, and Cecil and Leicester are both
favourably inclined by reason of the presents they hope to get for

it, although the English merchants somewhat hinder the matter by
their complaints that the cloths siezed in Antwerp have been sold

and delivered by order of the duke of Alba.—London, 14th January
1570.

18 Jan, 174. Guerau de Spes to the King.

I wrote at length in previous letters, and am now hourly awaiting

the return of the courier sent on the 9th, bringing me the duke of

Alba's instructions. Diego Pardo, one of the merchants here who
are dealing for the ransom of the merchandise, leaves with this

letter to consult with the Duke on certain difficulties that have
arisen in the exchange or ransom, in consequence of their having
heard here that the cloths belonging to the English have been sold

or consigned to certain merchants in Antwerp, Pardo will return

when he learns what truth there is in this, and obtains the Duke's
instructions.

As the Queen is about to leave for Hampton Court, and Leic<?ster
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bas not returned from his journey, there is Jittle to add in this

letter.

The Queen has sent urging the Regent to make great efforts

to capture the earl of Westmoreland and the other gentlemen who
escaped with him, offering very good rewards for thom. It is

understood that all the Scotch nobles are determined that North-

umberland shall not be delivered, and that the rest of the fugitives

shall not be pursued.

Henry, the brother of the earl of .Northumberland, who, with,

the son of Secretary Cecil, married two sisters, daughters of Lord
Latimer, has been strongly opposed to his brother in this business.

He has come to Court and has been very well received. He begs

the favour of being allowed to take charge of the two sons of his

brother, which has been granted, and it is believed that he will be

well rewarded.

The bishop of Ross informs me that most of the principal

Catholics in this country have sent him word not to desist from
his first intention, for that as soon as they learn that they will

have the help of foreign princes, and a good arrangement is made
for help to reach them, they will all rise in a day and persevere

until this country is again Catholic, and the succession is assured

to the queen of Scotland.

The Bishop also tells me that the Catholics here wish that his

Holiness would publish a Bull in some place whence its purport
would reach here, absolving them from the oath of allfgiance they
have taken to this Queen, as she is not a Catholic and calls herself

head of this Church. This, they think, would be desirable, and
would add prestige to their claims.

It would have the same effect in Ireland, where, I am informed
by the archbishop of Ai-magh, the English entered by virtue of a
grant given by a Pope to Henry II. of England, and that the

conditions of this grant instead of being fulfilled are entirely

violated.

The queen of England, although she will not declare a successor,

is biinging up with much more st.ite than formerly the two
children of Hertford and Catharine. Cecil even proposed lately to

call the eldest the duke of Somerset, which has not yet been

decided upon.

The earl of Huntingdon is greatly damaged by having no
children, and but little following, whilst Lady Margaret, who
deserves every good thing, has less still. Lord Sirange is another

claimant for the succession. He is the heir to the earl of Derby, and
his claim is founded on that of his wife, from whom he is separated,

although he has children. He is therefore a Protestant against the

wish of his father and brothers, and is a man of small personal

worth.

The nephews of Cardinal Pole are thought very little of, and the

rest of the people turn their eyes to the queen of Scotland,

although the heretics fear from her a change of religion, which
makes many of them her opponents, or at least very lukewarm
friends,

A captain has arrived from Ireland, bringing news that the
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Viceroy Imd subjugated all that part of the island towards the

south, and had sentenced to death three or four gentlemen, many
inore being kept prisoners, although they were persons of small

account. He requests more troops and money to go against the

west and south, which are both in revolt. The brother
_
of the

earl of Ormond is still in prison, and the other brother is with

the enemy.

I .idvised your Majesty of the arrival here of a secretary of the

Palatine in search of money. The Queen would only give him

30,000 crowns, which he thinks very little, although many of the

(Council advocate his having more, and even the Vidame de

Chartres, who is here, produced recent letters from the Palatine,

asking him to solicit a large sum of money, as he could not hope to

enter France with a small amount.

A servant of the duchess of Vendome arrived here two days ago,

it is thought on the same errand.

It is true that the capture of the two Venetian ships may be of

greit advantage to the Protestants, the vessels having already

arrived in Eochelle. The Venetian consul here has a letter from

this Queen to the duchess of Vendome, pressing her very urgently

to get these ships returned, but I expect it is all double dealing.

Great fear is entertained for the other three ships. The pirates

carried into Rochelle with the two Venetians four Easterling sloops.

The Council have not yet given any reply to Thomas Fiesco

about the re-opening of trade, nor is there much hope that the}'

will give a favourable one.

Two ships have arrived from Cape Arguim in the kingdom of

Fez, loaded with sugar, and the King of the country writes to the

Queen thut he had arranged the dispute that he had with some
English merchants, and had assured them of safety for their

dealings. English ships will, therefore, shortly sail thither. They
usually carry large quantities of arms in exchange for merchandise.

—

London, ISth January 1570.

22 Jan. 175. The King to Guerau de Spes.

Your various letters have been received by which, and by Chapin
Viteli's letter to the Duke, I have been informed of the progress of

events and negotiations up to the 6th of December last. As I am
sending my will and determination on all points to the Duke, it will

not be necessary for me to give you any particulars here, excepting

to enjoin you to scrupulously follow the Duke's instructions. It

will hardly be necessar}' to urge upon you to give us the most
detailed account of what happens as often as possible, as you already

do so to our satisfaction.

A letter fi-om the bishop of Ro.ss accompanies yours of 4th
November. I was glad to learn that the queen of Scotland was
firm and in good heart. The answer to the letter is not sent as it

could not go in cipher, but you may tell him, if he be still there, to

assure the Queen that I desire, and will try, to secure her release

and happiness as much as if she were my own sister, as she will

already have been assured from the duke of Alba and yourself,

—

Talavera, 22nd January 1570,
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23 Jan. 176. Goerau de Spes to the King.

M. de Monluc sent by the King of France, as the ambassador hail

already told me, arrived here to-day. He comes to be^ tlie Queen
not to favom- the French rebels as he did not help the English ones;

and also to request the release of the queen of Scotland. I am to

see the two ambassadors to-morrow, and I will report to your
Majesty what I hear. With the same object the bishop of Ross
has seen me with a letter of credence from his mistress to ask me
to write to your Majesty begging you to send a gentleman to this

Queen to intercede for the queen of Scotland, since I had no
authority to explain yet your Majesty's wishes nor to give a letter

on the subject. He also requested troops from your Majesty to

deprive the Regent of the Government, in which the king of France
would help. In answer to both of these requests I told him that there

would be difficulties in the way, seeing the present state of affairs,

but that I would write. It certainly appears a most desirable thing

to depose the Regent, but it would be better that it should be done
by native enemies, and the Bishop thinks there are good means of

effecting it. Your Majesty will order what is best for your
service.

The Council is determined not to let the queen of Scotland go for

any exchange, and I do not believe they will do so at the intercession

of anybody. They offer money to the Regent for the earl of

Northumberland, and the former, finding tlie nobles of the province
opposed to the delivery of him, is taking measures to capture him
by force, by means of some armed ships which will approach the
castle. Westmoreland and the others are free.

Cardinal Chatillon went to Hampton Court two days ago. He is

very pressing that the Queen should give a sum of money to Hans
Casimir and the prince of Orange to enter France, but she, on the
plea that she is short of money, does not yet offer more than fifty

thousand crowns.

It is said here that Orange went to Heidelburg to forward this

project, and thence went post to negotiate on the subject with duke
August. On the other hand, there are hopes that an agreement may
be come to in France, of which their ambassador is very
sanguine.

They have commenced the sale in Rochelle of the Venetian
property, so I suppose the letter from this Queen to the duchess of

Vendome asking for the return of the ships, arrived there too late.

The third ship escaped the Corsairs, thanks to its cannon.—London,
23rd January 1570.

30 Jan. 177. Gueeau de Spes to the King.

On the 23rd instant, Hamilton, a kinsman of the duke of Chatel-
herault, who is a prisoner in Scotland, knowing that the Regent was
leaving Edinburgh with one hundred and fifty horse and that he
had to go through a narrow pass, stationed himself in a house
convenient for the purpose and fired upon him with a harquebuss,
loaded with several balls, and wounded him in the stomach. It

was at first thought that the wound might not be mortal, but
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nccording to the news Ijbis Queen has received, the Regent has since

died. Hamilton escaped by a back door of the house, where he had
horses in waiting. This Queen was much grieved, and yesterday

broke forth in great exclamations, saying that this would be the

beginning of her ruin. She has sent a gentleman thither to

endeavour to get the Protestants and other enemies of the queen of

Sco land to select persons of their own faction as governors, and
offers to provide a sum of money, if it be necessary, for them to

defend themselves. Westmoreland, Markinfield and other English-

men to the number of 600 horse are free in Scotland, only North-
umberland having been taken, in consequence of his having returned

to fetch his wife who had entered Scotland after him. He is now
in the castle of Lochleven, as I have already written.

As this news is of the greatest importance, and may turn out for the

good of Christendom, knowing that I should not be able to obtain

a passport as soon as I wished, I send this despatch by a boat to the
duke of Alba, that he may give me instructions.

They have sentenced a hundred and fifty persons to death in the

north, but none of them persons of any account ; they are pursuing
Leoniu-d Dacre who is a powerful person there, although he did not

take up anns against the Queen. He is guarded by a troop of

horse, and it is believed will pass over the border. There are

means by which the queen of Scotland may be released, and her
wish has always been to take refuge in your Majesty's dominions.
If Scotland is not pacified with this last event, I expect she will

persevere in that intention which it appears might be fertile of

good results for your Majesty's interests.

Tliis Queen has offered Hans Casimir and the prince of Orange
fifty thousand crowns for troops with which to enter France, and
the Council is trying to devise means to get her to give more without
prejudicing herself. Cardinal Chatillon himself has been round the
French Protestant churches lately to ask for aid, and has received

promises of so much from each. I also understand that certain

Flemings allege that large sums for the purpose will be secretly

sent from Flanders. The Cardinal took with him when he went on
his errand, a letter, which he said was from the prince of Orange
himself, assuring the return of what they now gave, as well as their

former contributions as soon as he had received two payments in

the Netherlands. I am trying to discover who are those in Flanders
that will give such help as they say.

The Cardinal is well guarded here, the Corsairs being sixteen sail

strong and well equipped, divided into two equal squadrons, one
on one side and one on the other. Orders have been given here
that no goods, excepting those which were usually shipped thither
before these detentions should be despatched now through any of the
custom houses.

They have also ordered by letter to the Flemish and other foreign
churches that no bills of exchange shp.ll be given for your Majesty's
dominions. The merchants are told to have the cargo ready for
Hamburg during next month, so that they are in full preparation,
and seeing the lack of zeal to prevent them, they will doubtless sail

this year as they say.
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'J'he going of Leicester to his country was with the object of

fortifying a place of his called Kenilworth, for which purpose he has

taken with him a certain Julio Spinelli an Italian who was recently

in the castle of Antwerp. Leicester told him that he greatly feared

civil wars in this country.

A week ago there entered into this river six Breton ships loaded

with oil, camin<:f from Andalucia. They arrived very opportunely,

and, by interesting the commissioners, they have obtained license to

sell. I am told that similar cargoes have arrived at Bristol.

—

London, 30th January 1570.

9 Feb. 178. Gueeau de Spes to the King.

I send your Majesty enclosed a copy of the Queen's answer to

M. de Monluc and the French ambassador. The former returns

with the answer.

Cardinal Chatillon continues his great efforts to obtain the sub-
scriptions for the expense of the Germans who are to be raised,

and the Flemish rebels living here promise him that if the army is

to be against their country they will at once give thirty thousand
crowns, and eight thousand crowns a month for eight months. If

it is against France they offer twenty thousand crowns, and the

Frenchmen here a similar amount. All this is being discussed with
great warmth and impudence, and I believe it has been settled. In
the meanwhile the Queen has arrested the bishop of Ross, and he
is well guarded in the bishop of London's house.

They talk of a Parliament here with the object of legally con-

fiscating the possessions of the northern people, and in order to

get the usual grants voted, although the Queen is much afraid of

having members sent from all parts of the country. In the mean-
while the people are being hanged in the north daily, and the
number will certainly exceed seven hundred. Four brothers,

gentlemen named Norton, who are strong Catholics, are believed

to be in danger.

As they have captured the man that the bishop of Ross despatched,

I have not been able to learn what has happened in Scotland
since the death of the Regent, although I understand from the

Court here that they have released Lord Herries and Lethington,

but that the duke of Chatelherault is not yet free because of his

relationship to Robert Hamilton who killed the Regent.

This Queen would like the earl of Morton to be Governor, as

he is a great heretic and an enemy of the queen of Scotland.

Neither side trusts the other bastard brother of the dead man.
I am without letters from Flanders for the last six weeks, although
I send hourly reports of what happens here.—London, 9th February
1570.

13 Feb. 179. Guerau de Spes to the King.

I have given your Majesty in previous letters full information
of events here, but as I have received no letters from Flanders for

some time and the couriers have not returned, I have been
uncertain as to whether my letters had been received there. I
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have, with your Majesty's permission, given license for some mer-
chandise belonging to Dr. Nunez, a Portuguese resident here, to

be conveyed to Biscay, so that this despatch with duplicates of

former letters may be freely left in one of the ports thei'e, and your
Majesty may thus have news.

The principal point is that the Regent of Scotland has been killed

by a musket shot, fired by Robert Hamilton two days previously,

the mui-derer escaping.

This Queen has many envoys there trying to retain the go-

vernment in the bands of the Protestants, and in those of the

greatest enemies to the restoration of the Queen. I have given

full information to the duke of Alba, knowing how important it is

that the government should be in your Majesty's interests. The
bishop of Ross has sent to exhort the fiiends of liis mistress with
this end, and although the bishop is now detained closely in the

house of the bishop of London, which hinders affairs greatly,

they may, perhaps, after this affair blows over, relax his guard
somewhat.

I am informed to-day that the Queen has ordered the earl of

Sussex to return to the north with three hundred horse and five

hundred foot, with twelve captains, to raise the troops necessary to

encourage the Scotch Protestants.

These Englishmen think that the Duke Hans Casimir and the

prince of Orange will be able to enter Flanders by aid of the

money which M. de Dupin took from the sliips stolen from your
Majesty's Flemish subjects, from the proceeds of the goods sold

from the Venetian ships at Rochelle, the fifty thousand crowns

which the Queen contributes, and the sums subscribed by the

Flemish rebels, the churches, the English and other aids from
England and Geimany. The Cardinal is energetically at work
about it. When the forces are ready, and they find there is little

chance of doing harm in Flanders, they may fall upon France,

especially if the Queen helps them with the money detained here, for

which they are pressing much and perhaps will succeed in obtaining.

They are putting off Thomas Fiesco with empty words about

the safety of this money as they are doing with the merchants

about their goods, so that those who were here with the Duke',s

leave to deal in the matter have gone back to give an account to

him. English goods in Flanders and Spain at present are of more
value than what is left of the goods here, apart from the cash.

The plague looks as if it were breaking out again here, but nothing

will persuade them to restore what they have stolen.—London,

] 3th February 1570.

25 Feb. 180. GuERAU DE Spes to the King.

On the 21st instant I received your Majesty's letter of the

26th December, to which this is a reply. The earl of Morton, the

earl of Mar, the earl Marshal, and others are in Edinburgh con-

triving to settle the Government to their liking. They are on
the side of this Queen, and are working in accord with Mr. Randolph
and other envoys who have gone from here to Scotland. The
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duke of Chatelherault and the eari of Northumberland are still

prisoners.

The earl of Huntly and others are at Dumbarton opposite

Ireland with many troops, and the eai"l of Westmoreland and other

English exiles are with them. These men wish the Government
to be in the name of the queen of Scotland. It had been suggested

that all should agree to the appointment of the earl of Lennox who
is now here, father of the late King, for Governor, but the queen of

England does not like him.

The earl of Sussex, who has to go to the north with troops, has
not left yet, as the Queen is always slow in giving money ; but he
will go soon. In the meanwhile Leonard Dacre has occupied a
castle almost on the border line inland, and although Lord
liunsdon from Berwick, and Lord Scrope from the other side came
to besiege him, they found him so well placed that they returned.

Sussex has orders to try to drive him out, and afterwards to enter

Scotland to favour the friends of this Queen.

Some troops are being raised for this purpose here, and I am
advised by my friends in the Council that the Queen has news
from her ambassador in France that a fleet is being equipped there

to aid the Scots, as she also has been advised by the men she has
sent thither. They therefore wish to prepare here all their sea

forces, particularly now they have learnt that the duke (of Alba) is

equipping fifteen vessels in Holland.

They sent a courier yesterday telling Count Charles Mansfeldt
to make ready six thousand foot and five hundred horse, and
decided with Cardinal Chatillon that the Queen would give a
hundred thousand crowns within three months, and security in

Germany to pay another hundred thousand in two years, on con-

dition that Admiral Chatillon should not accept the treaty of peace
and should persevere in his enterprise. The Cardinal is therefore

sending to his brother about it, and is writing to him the list of

contributions promised here. He exaggerates it a great deal,

because he adds the money obtained from the sale of the stolen

goods.

My friend on the Council tells me that if the Queen's fleet

could take some places in Scotland they would do so, and that

negotiations were being carried on with the Regent James before

his death for him to give up the province, on payment to him of an
income of fifty thousand crowns from England. Although his death
stopped the matter Cecil is still much set upon it.

They are greatly in want of money, and will not restore what
they have detained except by force. They hold up their hands to

heaven at the offers made by the Genoese through Thomas Fiesco,

and with regard to the merchandise no good will be done.

The Cardinal is very proud of the plan he proposed to the
Council, by which, without cost to themselves but to their pi'ofit,

they might become masters of the Channel. The privateers land
unmolested every day, and have recently captured a Flemish sloop

with a cargo of fruit from Portugal.

The sentences against persons and property in the North are
being carried out with great rigour, which will again force them
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into revolt. All the other Catholics are on the watch for help

from abroad, but so much alarmed that they dare not trust one
another.

What would probably be a very successful enterprise is to

capture the queen of Scotland, and take her to your Majesty's

dominions, as she herself suggests. I am sending the man who
wishes to undertake it to the duke of Alba shortly, in order that

the Duke may, if he thinks well of it, take sui-h measures as may
be desirable.

The depositions and interrogatories administered to the duke of

Norfolk, the earls of Arundel and Pembroke and Lumley will, I

am informed by their agents, give but little proof of their intentions

to the Council, as they were extremely cautious in the answers
they gave. Hitherto the bishop of Ross alone has inculpated one
of those in the north, and on this ground, or rather because of his

cleverness and diligence, they keep him prisoner.

Five days ago a servant of the prince of Orange arrived, and is

lodged in Cecil's house. I should not have known who he was but
for my friend, who tells me that he is pressing urgently for large

help to be given to his master against Flanders. The forces hero

are not sufficient for this purpose, particularly with these Scotch
troubles, and they are therefore keeping him while they discuss

ways and means, announcing that he is a servant of the Count
Palatine.

John Hawkins is here, and came to see me the other day, to seek

my intercession for the liberation of his hostages and the rest of his

company left in Florida.

No fleet has left this country for the Indies, except three medium
sized ships which sailed for the Guinea coast, where they always
go on their way to the Indies. Two others have gone to Capa
Arguim so that the 22 sail which were sighted at Cape St. Vincent
were not from here. I will always advise your Majesty as fully as

I can on this point.

Antonio Fogaza has returned from Portugal with the three ships

he took with him, bringing spices and other goods. Although he
concealed from the ambassador Don Fernando Carillo the object of

his voyage, I knew it well, and for that reason, refused to give him
letters in favour of the treaty of commerce between England and
Portugal. He brings with him certain clauses, and the members
of the Council await him with impatience. They have sent him
instructions that he is not to speak to me whilst his illness confines

him to his bed, and prevents him from seeing them. I will report

all I can learn. He had but little acquaintance with those in the

north and only knew some private Catholics.

The brother of the earl of Ormond has been set free in Ireland,

and, with the other two, is now routing and robbing on the roads

without being able to get a body of troops together. The Queen
has imposed a heavy fine or tribute on the place, but this may turn
out to be an advantage as the read to greater things. The island

lacks husbandmen, and is short of food.—London, 25th February
1570.
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27 Feb. 181. Guekau de Spes to the King,

By an English ship bound for St. Jean de Luz, I write this letter

to your Majesty, consigned to Juan Martinez de Recalde. Leonard
Dacre has fought with Lord Hunsdon ; the killed on both sides

being 400 men, most of them, say this Queen's friends, being tlieir

opponents. After the encounter, Uacre passed over the border

to Scotland with 300 horse, and there are now there 2,000 English

horsemen and many footmen against the queen of England. Orders
to equip have been given here and sailors are being got together,

but I am informed from Rochester that nothing fresh i.s being

done with the ships. They are, however, making ready at their

own homes large numbers, both of cava'ry and infantry.

They cannot persuade the Queen to call Parliament together, as

she fears they will compel her to appoint her successor. They are

seeking money.
I reported in previous letters the arrival here of seven French

ships loaded in Cadiz and its neighbourhood with oil and soap

which were very welcome. As I understand that the English have
arranged with the masters to make another similar voyage, I send
the names of ships and masters in order that your Majesty may
take such measures as you think desirable.

The " Phoenix," of Havre de Grace, Master Andreu Heuchare.
The " Ventura," of Havre de Grace, Master Jaques Lucas.

The " Gharite," of Havre de Grace, Master Jean Lie.

The " Esperance," of Quilvit, Master Roger Pautoe.

The " Robert," of Havre de Grace, Master Pierre Godin.

The " Geneta," of Havre de Grace, Master Nulet Martelet.

Orders have been given to the merchants who are to ship goods
for Hamburg to have all their cargo loaded before Easter. The
corsairs have captured and plundered a great Dantzig ship of

1,300 or 1,400 tons on her voyage from here to Portugal.—London,
27tli February 1570.

11 March. 182. Guekau de Spes to the King.

By my previous letters I have given information of events here,

and the present is being taken by Pedro Spinelli, with the letlers

from the queen of Scotland and the bishop of Ross, respecting tie

means which have been devised here for her release, so that the

Duke may, at his discretion, choose that which will be best for

your Majesty's service. The Queen wants the earl of Sussex to

enter Scotland with the troops which are now being raised, but ho

finds good excuses for not doing so, and the gathering of liis ibrccs

and the equipment of the fleet go on but slowly. I think they are

probably waiting to see whether the French go to Scotland, as

report says they will. The ships which Vandenberg saved from
the wreck are seven, five large and two small, and they are now in

the Downs and at Sandwich in very bad case. The other ships

belonging to Sores have plundered a very valuable Dutch sloon.

loaded with woad, and a small fruit ship. A few days before, they
took a sloop with a cargo belonging to Germans. They would not

Jet the crew go ashore, and it is believed they were thrown over-
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board in the hope that the robbery would thus not be heard of.

An English ship has come from Cadiz which was ransoiied by
Frenchmen for her owners. She is loaded with fruit, and left there

on the 5th ultimo. The contributions for the prince of Orange are

now being collected here, although most of the exiles either absent

themselves or appeal to the Court, saying that there is no news yet
that the Prince is raising troops, and that their subscriptions will

be useless. But, at all events. Cardinal Ohatillon will get as much
as he can out of them.

I send enclosed two little books which are being scattered here,

one being against the Catholic faith, and the other against the queen
of Scotland, which I understand has been answered in another
book by the French. I believe it all comes from Cecil. Lord
Lumley sends to say that if the English in Scotland can re-form
the army they had and push on, friends will not be lacking here.

—

London, Uth March 1570.

20 March. 183. Guerau de Spes to the King.

In my previous letters I have informed your Majesty of what
had happened here since the death of the regent of Scotland, and
this Queen is now persevering in her attempts to keep the govern-
ment of that country in her hands. Besides the money she has
provided, she is mustering 4,000 foot and 1,200 horse, which
are to be in York on the 1st proximo. The earl of Sussex left

Court for that place on the 16th by post, on the understanding
that they will send him a thousand foot within a week. They
gave hira 20,000?., and promised him as much more for the entry

into Scotland, for which purpose he will require to raise there

5,000 more infantry, so that, altogether, he will have 10,000 foot

and 3,000 horse.

The earl of Westmoreland and others recently crossed the border

and came 30 miles into England, burning nearly 40 villages,

and after stealing great quantities of cattle, returned to Scotland.

The government of Scotland is still in the same discord ; the

party opposed to the Queen having selected eight persons with the

title of councillors, in order to govern through them the part of the

country obedient to them, and thus to keep them more securely in

hand. This Queen promises to divide ],500La year amongst them.

She has also made a present to the Earl,* who has possession of

the prince of Scotland, as it was thought that he was likely to go
over to the other side, that party being powerful round Dumbarton
and the western provinces.

j\Iy acquaintance, the secretary, has been to the Tower to witness

the taking out of the money which had to be given to the Earl of

Sussex. He assures me that the whole of the treasure which still

remains in the Queen's hands does not exceed 16,0001. He says
that they have already taken more than a third of the money they
have seized, and their only resource now will bo to borrow.

In consequence of this shortness of money and the news that
there are no facilities in France for the succour of Scotland, they

^r— ———

—

— —-,-,

* The sari of Mar.
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are delaying the equipment of the fleet, especially now that they
think the corsairs could provide them with a considerable number
of vessels.

Vandenberg returned to his ships in order to continue his

business, which he does by robbing everybody, and afterwards,

investigations are made before the Cardinal as to who are Catholics

and who are not.

It is said that the other captain, Sores, went in pursuit of the

Venetian vessel and a sloop, and it is not known whether he
captured them, although heavy firing was heard in Portsmouth,
and it is feared that he will have df)ne so.

The negotiations here about the earl of Lennox have been quite

forgotten.

The queen of Scotland received the letter from his Holiness,

copy of which I enclose, as also copy of the letter she writes

to me.* She remains always with the same intentions as

before.

The bishop of Ross was summoned to Court, and the burden of

all the interrogations was whether his mistress had a cipher and
any dealings with your Majesty or the duke of Alba, and to

impress upon him that little advantage could be gained \jy foreiga

aid, as they could act with such rapidity here. In this way, more
by threats than questions, they sent him back to London, promising
that they would consider shortly the question of Lis release.

Thej'' have conferences every day with the Cardinal, and the

Queen went yesterday to visit his wife at Ham. It is thought
here that no agreement will be effected in France. The ambassador
went yesterday to Court to give explanations and excuses to this

Queen from his master about the little book published in France
about the risings here and their objects, and at the same time he
complained of the books published here, copies of which I have
sent to your Mfijesty.

They are negotiating, by means of commissioners appointed by
the Council, with Antonio Fogaza respecting the abolition of the
marques, so far as Portugal is concerned, and the restoration of

trade with that country.

A Portuguese vessel loaded with salt and sugar has anived here
from Vigo under a safe conduct. In her conies Bartolom^ Baycn,
a Portuguese pilot, who was arrested in Porto Eico, and taken to

Seville, where he escaped from pi'ison two months ago. He has
been received by the English merchants with great rejoicing, and I

believe that, trusting in him, they will again fit out ships for the

Indies, although he says he wishes to serve your Majesty. I wi,l

keep an eye on what he does.

The earl of Pembroke is dead, and leaves the property, of which
I enclose a note,t and two sons, of whom I hear the yonnger is a
Catholic, and the elder doubtful.

It is thought here that if the Queen do not assure the post of
Lord Stewaid to the earl of Sussex, wiiich it is not expected she

* The original note says :
" These did not come."

f An original note in the margin says ;
" This diu not corns."
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will do, he will be lukewarm about the war and will return to

his old friends, the outlaws, which would end the war on the

spot.

The countess of Westmoreland is here for the purpose of begging

for a maintenance. She is the sister of the duke of Norfolk.

—

London, 20th March 1570.

25 March. 184. The King to Guekau de Spes.

Your various letters, sent direct to me and through the duke of

Alba, have informed me of the state of things in England and
Scotland. It was well to give me detailed reports, although I am
deeply grieved to learn that the Catholics in the north have failed

in their honourable enterprise, which I have no doubt, if it had been

carried forward, would have had most importiint results in re-

dressing religious evils. As regards what you shoidd do in these

matters, I cannot give you more precise instructions than those

which I have already given, namely, to refer you in all things to

the duke of Alba, and order you to proceed entirely by his advice

and instruction. You will also act in the same way with regard

to the negotiations with the Queen about the restitution of the

property detained, and the release of the persons and vessels of

my subjects, as also respecting the freedom of navigation and
restoration of trade on both sides. New powers and letters are

sent to the Duke on these subjects, and he will inform you as to

what you should do. You will continue to report to me by every

possible opportunity what re:siilts are attiiined, and all that happens

both in England and In Ireland, as I wish to be thoroughly well

posted in it.—San Geronimo, near Cordoba, 25th March 1570.

27 March. 185. Guerau de Spes to the King.

I write the present letter through Don France; de Alava, to be

taken by Pesaro, wlio goes to Rochelle with letters from the Queen
to investigate about the two Venetian vessels which have gone

thither.

On Holy Thursday they brought out from the Tower 12 field-

pieces and 19 wagons of stores, which went towards the North,

whither also is going the cavalry, which has been got together

with great trouble, accompanied by a captain of pioneers. The
Admiral has gone to Lincoln in order to be near, if anything should

befall the earl of Sussex.

The letters from Lord Privy Seal are being delivered through

the country requesting loans of monej'. This is a great annoyance

to the people, and truly, if this heavy expense continues, the Queen
will become very poor, and her subjects also.

The fear of some trouble here has caused the Q\ieen to send for

the earl of Arundel to Hampton Court, when. Math many excuses

and bland words, she told him that she would restore to him his

liberty, and hoped to make use of his services, leaving subsequent

discussion for this week. The Earl has sent me word that he will

not be tricked, and he believes that, as they are growing more
^larmed, they wish to find some means of making sure of the duke
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of Norfolk, and release him, because both in Norfolk and in

Suffolk the people are much incensed and disturbed, and if tlie

Northern people could join them in force, they would all rise

together.

Letters have been received from the commissioners in Antwerp,
saying with what kindness they have been treated in those parts,

and how ruined they consider the country to be, and how great is

the need in it of trade with England. People here are anxious to

know what they have been able to arrange with the Duke.
In the meanwhile, they are very busy with Antonio Fogaza and

other Portuguese, trying to mutually balance the seizures of

property, and the Controller and Knollys have been appointed

commissioners to settle the business. They are very anxious, at

all events, to re-open trade with Portugal, if they cannot settle with
your Majesty's dominions. I will do what I can to hinder a settle-

ment by the means of the Controller,* who is my friend, or in any
case, to delay it until I have the Duke's instructions or your
Majesty's orders. They would be able if it were settled to get

what Spanish goods they wanted and send through Portugal thither

what was profitable to them.
Although the coming of Bartolomd Bayon made them think of

fitting out ships for India, there have been no signs of their doing

so, excepting that Hawkins has been buying much rice and other

things, which might be stores for such a voyage.

Great suspicions are entertained here of the peace in France,

especially now that the Queen has received a letter from there

saying that the duke of Anjou privately told the envoys of

Admiral Chatillon to have no misgivings about the securities

promised to them, which would be faithfully fulfilled, and tliat

they would all join together to go to England and release this

captive princess. The French ambassador here is now smoothing
this over.

The French Court awaits Chatillon's reply by Biron, La Chapelle,

and another man who was sent subsequently ; and this Queen, who
would not promise the French ambassador here to be neutral in

case Chatillon refused to accept the terms granted by the King,
wanted to intervene in the agreement, either the better to hinder

it, or else to watch her own interests, but the ambassador would
not admit her intervention.

They have delayed the release of the bishop of Ross for this

week, and, in order to have some persons in York who will urge

the Catholics to heresy, the Queen has appointed the bishop of

London to be the Archbishop there.t

The archbishop of Armagh has been released on bail, and has
gone to Ireland.

Eight ships have arrived from Hamburg, with large quantities

of merchandise, mostly Flemish, and the cai'go is now being
prepared to send back thither.

* Sir James Crofts. t Archbishop Grindal.

y 76467. <4
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Tlie warrants for the 50,000 crowns to induce the Admiral* not

to accept the King's terms have been handed to the Cardinal.

f

At this moment I have received news from Rochester that orders

have been received for two of the Queen's ships which were ready

to sail, as they will do to-morrow, and 12 more are to be made
ready.—London, 27th March 1570.

If) April. 186; GuERAU DE Spes to the King.

As I have informed your Majesty, the army of this. Queen now
amounts to 5,000 infantry and 1,500 horse, without counting tlie

garrisons in the castles. The army is now at Newcastle, and all

the stores have been sent thither by sea. The earl of Sussex has
dismissed some cavalry in which he had no confidence, and he has

consulted the Queen with regard to certain difficulties concerning

liis proposed entry into Scotland. One of these is that the arrival

of the French envoy here had excited somewhat the friends of the

Queen (of Scotland), and he therefore thought it would be dangerous

to enter with so small a force, and to take a very much larger one

he would need great stores of provision. He also says that he had
received news, although not through the English ambassador, that

four French vessels with infantry and stores had arrived at

Dumbarton.
Orders have been sent to him from here to raise the troops he

thought necessary, and to ascertain the truth of the news about

the French troops, as, in-case of its being true, it would have great

influence on the decision to enter Scotlaral. It appears that the

earl of Sussex has some hope that they will deliver the earl of

Northumberland to him. He writes that Westmoreland had
wounded himself in the hand carelessly with a pistol.

The excitement and annoyance caused to the gentlemen of the

country by Privy Seal's letters of demand are remarkable, but, still,

most of them find the money, and it is thought that more than

four hundred thousand crowns will be collected, notwithstanding

that less than a year ago sixty thousand pounds were obtained.

The nobles are also dissatisfied, and the people, for other reasons,

are the same, as they will prove on the first opportunity. But
Cecil goes his way, and it is even feared that he will have Lord
Montague arret-ted. The latter has been advised of this by some
of the members of the Council.

The departure of the Hamburg fleet is being pushed forward.

Cardinal Chatillon complained that the 50,000 crowns had not

yet been paid in Germany, and the Queen said, " If there be no
" peace in France I will give that and much more, so that want of
'• money shall not stand in the way of the cause ; but if an agreement
" is come to, I shall have need of my money."

I have been informed that the Council was discussing the

selection from amongst the corsairs' ships of some to go out and

* CoUgny, leader of the Huguenot paity in France. t Chatillon, his brother,
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meet the fleet from the ladies,* and although no decision has been
come to, it is possible that Captain Sores may do this on his own
account, as he is not now in the Channel, although some of his

followers are, and bring prizes every day into the Isle of Wight.

They took another cargo of salt from the sloops which came into

Falmouth.*
I have reported the arrival here of Bartolom^ Bayon, a Portu-

guese,t who has been made much of by the merchants and some
of the Councillors, as no one could have come more apt for tbeir

designs. They invite him to return with a good number of ships

to Guinea, and some of the Council have communicated with him
about the project which was discussed here before, to occupy and
colonize one or two ports in the kingdom of Magallanes, in order to

have in their hands the commerce of the southern sea, and that of

Guinea and the coast of Africa, as well as getting as near as they

wish to Peru. It is a matter of much importance, and as this

Portuguese is friendly with a doctor who comes to my house, I

have consented to see him, and now recognize that he is a good
cosmographer with regard to those parts. He is a man of good
judgment, who might either do good or evil, and I do not think it

would be bad to attach him to your Majesty's service, unless there

be some reason to the contrary of which I am ignorant. If nothing
else was done by this it would take him away from here, which
would be something gained. He is in debt and asks for aid to carry

negroes to the Indies, as your Majesty may see by the copy of his

letter to me enclosed, some portions of which letter, however, might
have been expressed more moderately. Your Majesty will order

me what is fitting to do. I also send copy of a proclamation of

this Queen respecting the present war against Scotland, in English

and French.—London, 19th April 1570.

25 April. 187. Guerau de Spes to the King.

In my previous letters I have reported the arrival of a French
ambassador in Scotland who is called M. de Seunes, a knight of

the order of St. John, who was formerly ambassador here. B3'

means of promises of companies-of-horse, pensions, and the order of

St. Michael, he has won over many of those who were opposed to

the queen of Scotland, so that, by common consent, the earl of

Westmoreland and other English of the same party were welcomed
in Edinburgh, and the English ambassador was obliged to return

at once, he having been placed in safety at Berwick by the earl of

Morton, or otherwise they would have captured or killed him.

Discussions are now going on in Edinburgh with regard to the

Government, and it is believed that in future it will be carried on
in the name of the Queen. In the meanwhile the earl of Sussex

penetrated a few miles into Scotland to see whether adherents

would join him, but as he saw no one, he retired to Berwick, and

* In the King's handwriting, " Let Vasquez have a copy of this and all similar

references."

f In the King's handwriting, " And of this also, and the Portuguese ambassador may
be given a copy of what concerns him,"

Q 2
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awaits instructions from here. Tlie members of the Council here

are much confused to see how badly their undertaking has

commenced.
The considerations which occur in connection with this is that

the queen of Scotland miglit be liberated by the French, and upon

her marriage subsequently would very greatly depend the evil or

good of the Catholic faith, the security of the Netherlands, and the

trade of tlie Indies. Your Majesty will consider and give such

orders as may be best for your service.

The duke of Norfolk has all the Tower for a prison, and four of

his servants have access to bim, so that, with little difficulty, he

could be liberated. If he wishes to raise the country it would be

in his power to do it, seeing the discontent alike of nobles and

people, both on account of tbe forced loans and for other reasons.

I have pointed out to Cecil, Leicester, and the Controller, in

accordance with the Duke's orders, how bad it appeared for them

persistently to welcome here the piratical rebels against your

Majesty, and allow them to sally forth from these ports and return

hither with their plunder. I will report their reply duly to your

Majesty. They have letters from the English ambassador in

France saying that the hopes of peace have now disappeared,

whereat these people are verj' glad.

Fostsc7'ipt.—1 have received a letter from the queen of Scotland,

copy of whicli I enclose. I will reply in general terms as your
Jlajesty orders. All the printed copies of the proclamation

respecting the troops for Scotland have been taken from the

bookseller by Cecil's orders. The Hamburg fleet is going down
the river.—London, 25th April 1570.

13 May. 188. Gueratj de Spes to the King.

I learn by a letter from the duke of Alba, dated 3rd instant,

that he had just received a packet from your Majesty for xv.e,

which he could not trust to the courier who brought his o\vu

letters. I have therefore nothing to answer, and limit myself to

giving an account of what is happening here. The Council is

puzzled by the duke of Alba's answer to the English commis-

sioners, to the effect that when the demands of your Majesty's

subjects here were entirely satisfied, the English there should be

met in the same way, and that if they would not do tliis they

should declare what property is detained here in order to see

whether it is an equivalent exchange for what is detained on the

other side. The Council thought that, by making this small

restitution and receiving in exchange property of larger amount,

they would not be called upon to restore any more. I will advise

your Majesty what is decided.

Cardinal Chatillon is still keeping this Queen in play. Ho
assures her that no agreement will be made in France, in which
cahe they will have to band him :>50,000 ducats in Hamburg from

the proceeds of the goods now being sent. Seventy-two sail have

gone, although with hopes of but small profit, so that, even

without this drain of money, the English would not have been tog

yell off.
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The Portuguese trade will be very welcome to them, and I am
hindering the business in accordance with the Duke's instructions.

This Queen's party is still the strongor in Scotland, thanks to

her army which is in Berwick. They have taken some castles,

and it is believed will enter Edinburgh to join their friends there,

although the duke of Chatelherault, who is now at liberty, will be

able to help the queen of Scotland greatly.

His Holiness truly seems to offer succour like a good shepherd.

Roberto Ridolti tells me he has already a commission to pay
twelve thousand crowns, and, if these English Earls behave properly,

his Holiness will give a hundred thousand crowns. Although not

a breath of either this or tiie Bull is whispered here yet, they are

speaking more mildly of the duke of Norfolk's release. They do
not, however, seem to hit upon a plan for making sure of him, and
yet they fear some great disturbance if they keep him as he is.

It is known that there are two thousand soldiers ready in France
to go to Scotland, if the troubles in Scotland give them a chiuicc

of doing so.

Ireland is quiet, although I am told that a bishop from there and
an abbot were recently in Calais on their way from Rome, and,

according to what they told a Catholic of my acquaintance, they
wei-e the bearers of the Bull from his Holiness against the Queen,
although they did not speak very clearly about it. If this be
published, it will cause great excitement both here and in Ireland.

In the meanwhile the Catholics are much oppressed, and the
heretics here cannot hide their disappointment at the good news
from Granada.—London, 13th May 1570.

1 2 June 189. Guerau de Spes to the King.

I wrote previously that they were preparing to send ships to

meet the fleet from Spain, and I thought well to send Bautista de
Sau Vitores to the Isle of Wight to see what was going on there.

There are sixteen ships at the island, not very good but well manned
with English and Frenchmen, who, however, are for the most part

low scamps. In a town on the island called MedoU?)* there is a

great fair of spices, wines, wool, saffron, oil, soap, woad, and a great

number of other goods stolen from your Majesty's subjects and some
from French and Portuguese. The other pirates were absent, except

Sores who is going on this enterprise with four vessels which were
still there. It was said that Hawkins was preparing the bread for

the voyage at Plymouth, and that many English seafarers were
arriving at that place. The total number of pirate ships is

understood to be about forty-five, ten of which are of importance.

The Protestants here are providing arms against their enemies
and books against the Pope's Bull, whilst the Catholics are biding

their time to do their duty, and, in the meantime, suffering bitter

servitude. As things are going here and in Ireland, it looks as if the

enterprise might be effected in both islands at the same time, as in

Ireland most of the nation will rise as soon as they see your

* The town may probably be Yarmouth and the name given to it a perversion of the
" Needles " which are near that town.
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Majesty's standard borne by ships on their coast, and no resistance

would bo made excepting in Dublin and some other fortresses. With
the advice of Stukeley and others, who are now with your Majesty,

and of Selliger if your Majesty will accept his services, a commence-
ment might be made where success would be easiest, and at the

same time fifteen or twenty thousand infantry, and the necessary

cavalry, might enter this country with the English outlaws, and
raise all the Catholics. If the person of the Queen were assured the

business would be practically ended, and even the immediate capture

of Cecil, Leicester, and Bedford, would be very advisable, as also

would it be to take the fleet at Rochester, all of which would be
very easy to do. The only thing wanted is some leading person to

direct the enterprise, although there will be Catholic gentlemen
ready, better than any of the lords, as time will prove, it being
difficult to speak clearly to them as to what can be done before the

hour strikes. It is most important that the name of the Queen of

Scotland should be kept in the forefront, as being that which
commands least opposition in the country, and arouses least suspicion

in the neighbouring countries. I am sure that unless by this means,

the Protestant Queen of England will never cease to trouble Flanders.

The passage of the Queen, our Lady,* comes at a happy moment for

this business.

Postscript.—Bartolom^ Bayon, the Portuguese of whom I have
written, has been talking to me about the continued trade carried on
by the French and others with the island of Hispanola and other

neighbouiing islands, to the injur}' of your Majesty's .subjects, and
assures me that he would take measures to stop it, binding himself

thereto by security, with eight armed ships, four of them to cruise on
that coast whilst the other four return with their cargoes. For this

purpose he begs authority to bring some negroes, all of which he
would do at his own cost, even to supplying the ships themselves.

Your Majesty will order what is best for your interests.—London,
12th June 1570.

18 June 190. Guerau de Spes to the King.

I send your Majesty herewith copy of the proclamation made on
the 13th instant against the pirates. The Queen afterwards wrote
four letters to her officers, ordering, in conformity with her previous
decree, that all property that had been stolen from your Majest3''s

subjects should be detained ; but as the pirates are forbidden entrance
into the ports and all connection with the shore, it is nothing but a
trick, especially as they will not acknowledge as pirates the English
and French who are autliorised by the Duke of Vendome and
Admiral Chatillon, nor those who take the name of the Prince of

Orange. They only regard these as people engaged in a just war,
and yet they have all been armed here. I expect this has only
been published to throw dust in the eyes of the people, who were
murmuring greatly at such practices being allowed.

This was the fourth wife of Philip, his niece the Archduchess Anne of Austria, who,
in the autumn of this year 1570, was to sail from Flanders to Spain.
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On the 15fch ultimo, the last day of term, the Lord Keeper made
an artful speech to the judges and people in Westminster Hall,

enlarging upon the sorrow caused to the Queen at the unrest of the

people he C!\lled Papists, as her wish was only to maintain the law
with regard to them. He said that they (the Judges) were to publish

this in their several circuits andj for tlie present, not to force the oath

on anybody pending further orders from the Queen. He exhorted
them all to unity of opinion, and dismissed the congregation withfjut

giving them any further assurance. This speech was delivered by
the wish of the Queen, and the Council had resolved upon it at the

instance of the Lord Keeper himself.

News has arrived here of the going over (to Flanders) of Lord
Morley and of the earl of Westmoreland ; and that many others

are on the point of going. The Queen has also received a letter

from Stukeley who was sailing for Spain. All these events, together

with the passage of our Queen and the Pope's Bull have greatly

alarmed this Queen, which alarm is much increased by what is

written to her by Robert Huggins.f an English gentlemen living in

your Majesty's Court as her spy. Huggitis sent a servant of his,

an Englishman named Matthew, who was captured in St. Sebastian

but was released, as they did not understand the messages he
brought, which were falsely interpreted by John Burton, an Englisli-

man living in Bilbca.* This man, Matthew, brought news that

the affairs in Granada were going very badly for the Christians at

the end of March last, and that your Majesty was in want of money,
of which you had borrowed much at heavy interest. He said that

on the advice of the achbishop of Cashel and other Irishmen you
were about to arrange to seize the island of Ireland and had sent

certain persons thither to reconnoitre the land, guided by a Irish

page of the marquis of Cerralvo. He also asserted that the ships

which came from the Indies were old, ill-fouud and rotten, and could

easily be taken, whilst the English might do dainage on the coasts

of Galicia where there was not a single strong place. All this and
other things, I am assured by Matthew himself, were contained in the

statement that he brought, and as they have not, as he thinks,

fittingly rewarded him, he came to make a clean breast of it to me,
saying that, if it were necessary for the punishment of Robert
Huggins, that he should return to Spain he would do so, and if he

was sent back by the people at Court here he woukl give me an
account of everything and follow your Majesty's orders when he gets

there, although he thinks that Huggins writes by other ways as

well. He is a short young fellow, who was in the butlsry of his

late Eoyal Highness, and afterwards in the pantry of the Prince of

Eboli, where he picked up what news he could. He thinks that

Huggins is most probably already a prisoner, as he heard in St. Jean
de Luz that a courier had come after him (Matthew) to capture his

despatches.

In order that your Majesty may know the aims of these people, and
so the better deal with them, I will write what I have heard from my

* In the King's handwriting: " See whether it will be well to catch and punish then.''

f This mail appears to have been called indifferently Hogan and Huggins.
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friend,* whom I have always found true, and who has undertaken

to make a note of all that passed in the Council for me, keeping

himself as free as possible from other things in order the better to

remember. He said that they had intended to send help to the

Moriscos by means of the king of Fez, whom they would supply

with arms, ships, and stores, carrying his Moors over to Spain,

and paying them. If they had not had some hope that the

commissioners would have arranged for the Turkish fleet to

do this they would certainly have carried out the intention,

and tliey are very sorry now tbey did not do it, as they

have decided that it will be necessary to give your Majesty

something to do, as they are in great fear of you when you are

unoccupied.

They are carrying on some negotiations with M. de Serran,t the

equerry of tlie prince of Orange, who has come here and with the

resident agent, but they have no great opinion of the I'rince seeing

how vilely he has behaved. These agents are asking for money
from the exiles here, for the new enterprise, and to enable their

master to go to the Diet, where they say he can do much through

his f liends in the Empire. They have had no favourable answer

hitherto.

They have brought Hawkins from Plymouth to consult him
about the voyage to the Indies, and there is news of the illness

of Sores in Rochelle. Many of the members of the Council are

opposed to the ships leaving the Channel. They have approached

Antonio Santa Cilia, a Majorcan, to ask whether he would accept

the captaincy of some unpaid troops who would go to damage
your Majesty's dominions. This has been done through Baptista

de la Camara, sm Italian ex-friar, who is now in the service of

this Queen, and has done many knavish things. Santa Cilia

refused, and consequently they did not open out more to him, but

I have told him to endeavour to discover in what parts they mean
to do the damage.

The Queen's only thought for the present is to raise money,
and it is said that, what with her loans and other sources, she

will have, in the month of September, 300,000i., which sum is being

now gradually taken to the Tower, and this is the most she can

hope to do. In order to economise she has ordered all the ships to

be dismantled, and will content herself with the protection given by
the pirates.

In the meanwhile, I await the intelligence of what the bishop of

Ross has arranged with his mist-ress, of whom nothing here has

been heard, except that the earl of Shrewsbury writes to this Queen
that the queen of Scotland has sent to her country, and that pass-

ports will be requested here shortly for certain Scotsmen who will

come to treat about hostages.

The French ambassador went to Court lately to beg the resti-

* This was probably Sir James Crofts, although the Secretary, Bernard Hampton,
also gave information.

t This was Jerome Tseraets, who waB a member of the Prince's household, and was
in Fiuglaiid at the time on such a mission as that indicated,
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tution of the castle of Hume, and the other one taken by the earl

of Sussex, but the Queen deferred the consideration of this until the

other matters were discussed.

The earl of Arundel thinks he has won over the earl of Worcester,

who is now a knight of the Garter.

They have given the duke of Norfolk the run of the Tower,

and the earl of Southampton is a prisoner at Kingston, only

because he was seen speaking in the country to the bishop

of Ross.

They have willingly concluded the agreement with Portugal,

and have ordered Winter to be satisfied with 8,000 crowns for his

marque, one half in merchandise, and the other half to be paid in

money by the English merchants who are anxious for the trade,

but the capture of this sloop containing much Portuguese property,

of which I give an account on the enclosed statement, will prove

some obstacle.* If it be insured by subjects of your Majesty the

matter will be more easily arranged.

The plunder lately taken from ships belonging to your Majesty's

subjects has been cai-ried to the island, and some taken to

Hamburg. The cochineal and other merchandise forming part of

the goods that have been detained were found in Hawkins' own
flagship when he went to Hamburg, and the English commis-
sioners were bold enough to take an account of it. The rest was
taken by his brother, James Hawkins, to Rochelle.

Baptista San Vitores was badly wounded with a dagger yester-

day at the Admiralty Court, because he was proceeding in the

cause against M. de Schonvall. T have sent to let Cecil kuow about
it. This will make it a bad business for those who have to claim

the goods that the pirates have stolen..—London, 18th June 1570.

June. 191. Memorandum of Contents of Letters from Antonio de
GUARAS, dated respectively, 11th, l7th, and 22nd of June.

The English demand of the queen of Scotland that she should

deliver her son and four Scotch noblemen, to be chosen Ly the

Queen of England, to her.

That no French troops be received in Scotland. That the earls

of Northumberland and Westmoreland shall be expelled, with the

rest of the English outlaws. That the position of religion shall

remain as at present. On these conditions the Queen of England
will restore the Queen of Scotland to libert}', and withdraw her
troops from the country. The queen of Scotland and her people

will not agree to these terms, which would be their ruin, as the

object of the queen of England, it is suspected, is to at once kill the

Prince, and place on the throne the eldest son of Catherine, sister

of Jane, who was beheaded, he being a heretic. She would at once

do this if the queen of Scotland were to die.

They much fear an agreement in France, and Councils are

held every day in order to provide funds for the Admiral, whom
they urge not to come to terms. M. de Lumay, a Flemish

* In the original: " This did not come."
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outlaw, and an equerry of Orange, had arrived there (in England),

and since his arrival the English were threatening the States, and
it is believed that there is a close understanding between them and
the Flemish rebels.

The object of the queen of England in sending the fleet with

merchandise to the value of a million to Hamburg, is mainly

to place funds there, in order to raise troops whenever they may
be wanted by her, or whenever she may decide to help Orange,

under the conviction that in due time through him something may
be attempted in the States.

If the Hamburg voyage had been prevented, as it might have
been by his (Guaras') timely advice, England would have been in

great confusion and begging mercy of his Majesty, whilst they would
have been more moderate respecting religion, and the Catholics

would have been less oppressed.

That two gentlemen named Norton had been drawn and quartered

in consequence of their steadfastness in the Catholic faith. This
has greatly scandalised and alarmed the people.

That the treaty which Antonio Fogaza is arranging between the

king of Portugal and England would be very undesirable for us as

the English intend through Portugal to provide themselves with
what tliey need from Spain, and would therefore be indifferent as

to whether they were at peace with us or not. They would
consequently continue to rob Spanish subjects and ill-treat

Catholics.

The proclamation made by the queen of England is simply a
trick with the object of satisfying her people and entertaining his

Majesty and the Duke, since under the flags of the Admiral,
Vendome, and the prince of Orange, the whole channel, from
Falmouth to the Downs, is infested by ships to the number of

forty, and twelve frigates, each one of wliich contains a dozen or

fifteen Englishmen. The}' assail every ship that passes, of what-
ever nation, and after capturing them equip them for their own
purposes, by this means continually increasing their fleet, with
the intention, on the part of the Queen, tlms to make war on his

Majesty through these pirates, without its costing her anything,

and under the specious pretence that she is not responsible, since the

pirates carry authority from Chatillon, Vendome, and Orange. He
(Guaras) asserts that the damage they do is very great, and if these

robberies are not stopped the fleet will grow to such an extent that

it will be impossible to deal with it.

Those who are anxious for his Majesty's advantage can think of

no better remedy than that his Majesty should order ships to be
fitted out in Flanders, Biscay, and Galicia, and that they should
join in a lai'ge fleet with the sole purpose of destroying these

pirates and stopping the robberies, or at all events making them
difiicult. This fleet might also prevent trade with Hamburg,
Portugal, or other places, so that, if both robbery and trade were
prevented, the English would soon be killing each other, or coming
to beg mercy of his Majesty,

The English commissioners have returned from Flanders.

Although they pretended to wish for a settlement, such was never
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their real intention, as he (Guaras) has always informed the Duke.
They did not steal the property for the purpose of returning it,

but for their own bad ends, thinking that the Moors in Granada
and the Grand Turk would place Spain in such a position that

they (the English) might do the same in Flanders. The few
remaining goods are diminished every day, and the commissioners

have tlierefore rejected the Uuke's terms, to the effect that all that

had been detained on both sides should be restored. They claim

that, whilst they should receive back all that belongs to them,

they should restore only what they have still on hand, which is

much less than half of what has been stolen. He is certain that

the value of the English goods arrested in Spain and Flanders is

much greater than what remains in stock in England belonging to

subjects of his Majesty.

It is useless, therefore, to treat for a settlement with the English
since, however just may be our demands, they will claim absurd
terms. They demand that his Majesty should again assure them
the following conditions, namely :—That they may have freedom to

trade in the Indies; that the English property confiscated for

years past by the Holy Office should be restored ; that the English

pirate Hawkins should have returned to him the property taken
from him by the Viceroy a year and a half since, and that which
was captured from him in the Indies, valued at a great sum,
which they wish to put against the account of what they have to

restore ; that the English should have security for person and pro-

perty on account of their religion whilst ti-ading or living in his

Majesty's dominions. They demand that his Majesty should

guarantee tliem all these absurdities, because they know very well

that such terms will not be even listened to. The councillors,

indeed, do not wish that they should be conceded, and only profess

to desire peace in order to appear well before the people, their real

object being war and disturbance for their own personal profit.

That which has most encouraged the Queen and the Council in

their insolence has been their firm conviction that his Majesty will

pass over all the offences committed without seeking vengeance
in the fear that the king of France might intervene to prevent
him : whereas the latter is so exhausted and short of money that

he could hardly do so, and an opportunity is thus given to his

Majesty, especially now that the Chiistian King is offended with
the queen of England.

The declaration of the Pope against the Queen has been posted

on the bishop of London's gate,* which has caused great sorrow to

the bad people and much delight to the godlJ^ who are convinced
that, as a consequence of it, a redress for their evils Avill follow by
the arms of Christian Princes, since this declaration can only have
been made by the consent of such Princes, and especially of his

Majesty. The first result of the declaration had been the per-

* This daring deed had been done by John Felton, who was subsequently executed
for it, and canonised by the Komish Church. A copy of the Bull is given at length in

Ckmil^s Elizabeth.
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secution and imprisonment of Catholics ; but the Council finding

them constant, and that some people of position were passing over

to Spain and Flanders to escape the ban of his Holiness, the Queen
had ordered that the Cathohcs should not be persecuted for their

religion. This, however, was only the result of fear, as her heart

is much corrupted, and she herself had answered the Pope's

declaration in Latin verse, scoffing at the apostolic authority,

saying that the boat of St. Peter should never enter a port of hei's,

and other heresies of a like nature.

The Queen, finding herself surrounded by so many enemies, all

her thoughts are directed to the raising of funds. She had
demanded loans from the country to the amount of six hundred
thousand crowns, besides two hundred thousand crowns from
private persons, who are obliged to give it, so as not to appear

disloyal. These loans had greatly diminished the Queen's popu-
larity amongst all classes, who are indignant against her and her

government. He (Guaras) then gives his opinion, supported by
that of other experienced persons, that if his Majesty would now
attack England he could conquer it without drawing the sword if

the force sent were of sufficient extent, because in such case all

the Catholics would at once join him, whereas if the forces were not

equal to that of the English it is feared they (the Catholics) would
join their fellow-countrymen on the defensive.

The Queen is also in trouble in Ireland, as few people there obey
her. Two brothers of the earl of Ormond, both valiant gentle-

men, have recently risen against her, and are determined to resist

her power.

The Queen and Council have been thrown into alarm by
hearing that an English gentleman named Thomas Stukeley had
gone to Spain, carryingtwith him much information about Ireland.

Guaras says he knows him for an excellent Christian, much
attached to his Majesty's service, and as the Irish are nearly all

Catholics, and attached to the King, being the natural enemies of

the English, his Majesty might more easily begin war there than
elsewhere.

The passage of our Queen through Flanders so well equipped,

also arouses fear and suspicion, as does the knowledge that the

French were sending 2,000 harquebussiers to Scotland. They have
therefore sent the earl of Sussex to Berwick, but this trouble is

nothing in comparison to what they expect may come at the hands
of our King. This greatly disturbs them, and it is said that the

Queen will at once order the equipment of twenty of her own
ships and as many private ones, to be prepared to resist his

Majesty's fleet.

Experience shows that the Queen becomes more proud, cruel,

and insolent when she is treated mildly, whilst strength and bold-

ness bring her to her knees, as she is naturally extremely timid.

She has thus issued the proclamation against the pirates, and has
softened towards the Catholics, as well as done other things against

the opinion of the Council since the Pope's declaration was
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published and she heard of his Majesty's fleet* being prepared in

Flanders.

22 June. 192. Guerau de Spes to the King.

The bishop of Ross arrived here on the 18th at night, and has

sent me a letter from his mistress, copy of which I enclose,

together with copy of the instructions which he bears, by which
the Scotch Queen's demands may be seen.f The Bishop went to

Court at once, and they told him that the Queen was rather unwell.

The Council questioned iiim about his conversation with the earl of

Southampton, and they seem to have been satisfied. They deferred

their reply to his last errand by saying that the Queen would give

it to him personally. He is therefore at Kingston, awaiting

audience, which he will soon get.

In my recent letters I wrote that the French ambassador insisted

upon the surrender of the castles the English had taken in Scotland,

but as he could not obtain this, he claimed that her troops should

not enter Scotland, on condition that the king of France should

not send soldiers thither. They agreed to this ; but two days
since, the Queen sent word to him, withdrawing from the arrange-

ment, assuring him that she was informed of the embarkation of

two thousand harquebussiers in Brittany, for Scotland. The
ambassador thereupon requested audience, but it lias not been
granted, on the pretence that the Queen is ill.

Perhaps this negotiation hws been upset by a letter written by the

Admiral Chatillon, to the Queen, saying that he had arrived at

Rouenville on the Loire, where the river becoaies navigable, which
place he intends to fortify and victual for a year. He has received

from Xaintes and Sanserre, twelve hundred horse, and the Prince

de la Rochefoucauld, with eight hundred more was coming from
Rochelle to join him. He was gathering the flower of the sol-

diery in Languedoc, and all those from L)auphine had flocked to

him. He had with Iiini the Gascon Viscounts.J and all the Reiteis,

so that he had now a finer force of cavalry and infantry than ever,

and Marshal de Cossd would not d.ire to attack him, even though
M. d'Aumale were to join him. The Admiral said that, if tlie pro-

mised aid from Germany came, he would guarantee that throughout
France there should be no other religion than theirs. This letter

on the one hand encourages them, and on the other annoys them,

as they know that it means a payment of money from them.

Hawkins has been sent post haste to Plymouth to finish the

equipment of his three ships, with a like number of others, which,

it is believed, will go to towards the Indies.

The servant of the prince of Orange, who came lately, has gone
to Rye to hasten the despatch of two fine ships, which are being
fitted as corsairs, and supplied with guns and stores from litre.

Some parcels of woad, taken from Frenchmen, and other goods

* i.e.. The fleet to escort the new Queen consort to Spain.

f Original note " None of this came enclosed,"

j This was a Huguenot force so called because it had been commanded by the fou?'

Yi»«ounts of Montolair, Bruniquel, Caumont, and Eaj)in.
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belonging to your Majesty's subjects, have been sold for cash very

cheaply, Cobham's brother having a hand in it, to his great profit.

They have released M. de Schonvall on the bail of a poor Flemish

exile, and Schonvall is now in his ship again.

One of Winter's ships which went to Guinea has returned, and
the other two, if they can escape from the Portuguese fleet, will go

to the isle of Hispaniola.

This friend of mine tells me of two letters written by this Queen
to your Majesty, one in April and one this month, without the

Council's knowledge, complaining greatly of me. He says that

Cecil and the Chancellor say frequently that I am a greater papist

than the bishop of Aquila. The said letters were to be delivered

to Uon Fi'ances de Alava, if he would receive them, in order to

serve as a feeler as to your Majesty's intentions. The Queen
thinks that, by expressing her approval of the agreement discussed

by her commissioners in Flanders, without declaring herself as

regards the restitution of the remainder of tlie stolen property, she

will fulfil her duty, and will see by your Majesty's answer whetlier

there is any artifice in those who are negotiating on the other side.

—London, 22nd June 1570.

30 June. 193. The King to Guerau de Spes.

I have not written to you for some time, because I have been
continually on the road, and answers are due to many letters from

you. Although the latter contain much information which it was
well to send me, there is little to answer in them, because, as T have
said previously, English afi^airs depend so entirely on those of

Flanders, and the duke of Alba is managing them with so much
prudence and consideration, to the benefit of my interests, that j'ou

will continue to follow the instructions he may give you. What
I have to say now is, that the copies I received from you of the

two briefs (bulls) despatched by his Holiness, one declaring the

Queen schismatic, and depriving her of the throne, and the other

written to the earls of Westmoreland and Northumberland, were
the fii-st information I had received upon the subject. His Holiness

has taken this step without communicating with me in any way,
which certainly has greatly surprised me, because my knowledge of

English affairs is such that I believe I could give a better opinion

upon them and the course that ought to have been adopted under

the circumstances than any one else. Since, however, his Holiness

allowed himself to be cai-ried away by his zeal, he no doubt thought

that what he did was the only thing requisite for all to turn out as

he wished, and if such were the case, 1, of all the fdthful sons of

the Holy See, would rejoice the most. But I fear that, not only

will this not be the case, but that this sudden and unexpected step

will exacerbate feeling there, and drive the Queen and her friends the

more to oppress and persecute the few good Catholics,still remaining
in England. You will advise me, with your usual^^diligence, of every-
thing that passes in this niattei', as I am very anxious about it.

You will, for this pur]:)ose, keep in communication with Eidolfi, in

order to discover from him what his Holinesa's instructions are,
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since he lias been the channel tlirough which the money was sent

to the Earls.

I have seen the copies of the two letters from the Queen of

Scotland to you, and am glad to see her firm resolve to live and die

in the Catholic faith. This obliges me to desire her freedom and
happiness as if she were my own sister, and I thus write anew to

the duke of Alba to bear this in mind, and help her by word and
deed when possible, and forward her marriage with the duke of

Norfolk, or some other English Catholic, which, in my opinion,

will be the best way by which redress may be found for England
and Scotland. You will proceed in this as the Duke may instruct

you, and assure the queen of Scotland that I will never fail to do

all I can for her as a good brother sliould.

As regards the negotiation for the restitution of projierty

belonging to ray subjects, I have nothing more to say until I see

how the discussions in Antwerp will end. The Duke advises me
fully with regard to it and you will follow his instructions.

The king of Portugal has been informed of the treaty under

discussion there touching English trade with his country, and in

view of his answer orders shall be sent to you what to do in the

matter. Respecting what you say of Bartolome Bayon's offer to

enter my service, contained in a letter which he wrote to you
(which, however, you did not send to me), you will on the first

opportunity report the contents of the letter for my consideration

and reply.

You will use every eflx)rt to disco\er the names of the Euglislimen

living here, who you say are spies, because, altliough we suspect

some persons, we have not enough proof to make an example of

them until we get further information.

When Guzman de Silva was there, he told me that Luis de Paz

was so forward in my service as to merit some reward being granted

to him. Although I have long had intelligence of his services, I

should like you to report to me again how he is behaving, and what
sort of reward could be given to him. You can inform the dulce of

Alba of this that I may the better decide, but you need not say

anything to Luis de Paz about it.—The Escorial, 30th June 1570.

30 June. 194. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

On the 22nd I wrote to your worship last. Since then we learn

that Northumberland is a prisoner in Scotland, and that West-
moreland, Dacre, and the other Englishmen who were on the point

of leaving for Flanders as I wrote, have been detained in consequence

of the want of certain things which were not ready. It is thought
that Dacre left subsequently, and that the rest will contrive to go.

They are not at present in arms, but both sides have taken refuge

in tlieir respective countries, although at open enmity.

It was arranged that two thousand men should be sent from
France, but it has since been agreed bet^veen the Christian King
and this Queen that she would withdraw her forces if he would
refrain from sending his troops. The Queen has fulfilled her
promise, and the ambassador here promises that the French shall

therefore not go. The Queen has dismissed the troops she had
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raised on the border, except 3,000 men who are in garrison at

Berwick and elsewhere. She had also ordered the preparation of

six ships to resist the coming of the French, but on the strength

of the French ambassador's promise this order has been

countermanded.

Since the bishop of Ross came back from his mistress, this Queen
has refused him audience, in consequence of his affair with the earl

of Southampton, who is still detained.

Norfolk is still a prisoner, and his guard has been closer since the

attempt of the people of his county to rise again. The Queen was
angrj' at this, and has had four or five people of high position

arrested, which has greatly disturbed the public mind.

I have reported that the Queen and Council are in great alarm
for fear of some trouble in the State, and the Queen has been three

days without leaving her room, exclaiming publicly against

secretary Cecil and otljers, who, she declared, were bringing her into

great trouble which would end in the ruin both of her and them,

since it was proved now that nothing turned out as they anticipated

either in France, Scotland, Granada, the coming of tiie Turk to

Spain, or anything else. They cannot persuade themselves that

the great fleet being fitted out in Flanders is only for the passage of

our Queen, and publicly say in the Court and in London and all over

the country that the transports of the fleet were being fitted with
mangers for over 2,000 horses, and that 6,000 Walloons, and a body
of Spaniards were ready, which facts were not a proof of good
neighbourship. They are so much iilarmed here that they fear the

very shadows, and as they have learnt of the success which God
sent to us in Granada, and that the Turk is not coming to Spain, as

they hoped, they are quite beside themselves, seeing the many
enemies they have of their own nation here and abroad. They
clearly understand that, if we were to declare ourselves openly, the

majority of the English themselves would come over to us. Although

they find themselves in this danger, they are not arming the Queen's

ships or others, in the hope that perhaps the preparations in Flanders

are really only for the passage of our Queen, and it is understood

that they will not tnke to arms except under extreme necessity, in

order not to spend money, and because they are satisfied for the

moment by having in the channel a fleet of over forty sail under

the flags of Orange, the duchess of Vendome, and Chatillon, which

are going in and out all the ports and carry many Englislinien.

They are therefore the declared friends of our enemies the pirates,

whom they help, welcome, and regale ; robbing our ships daily on
their way through the channel whicli ships, to make matter's worse,

they then proceed to arm and add to their own fleet.

They are in great fear also that some trouble will come to them
through Ireland, for it is certain that the whole of that island is

deeply attached to our King, all the people being Catholics excepting

the Englisli whom the Queen has there, who do not amount to 1,500
men, scattered in various places, few of whom have any experience

in defence. In all Ireland there is no force of importance. It is the

best soil in the world, with excellent ports, and if the people were
only in subjection, it would be a very rich and flourishing country.
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The whole of it could be overiim and subdued, especially bj^ the

great help that our people would receive, as your worship will be
better informed by Thomas Stukeley, an English gentleman who
is going to Spain from Ireland, and by many well-informed

Englishmen.

The man who is acting here for the king of Portugal has tried

several times to come to terms with the English for mutual freedom

to trade for both countries, and as the people here fear they will

not be friendly with us, they have made up their differences

respecting the (Portuguese) merchandise, and they are expecting the

authority from Portugal, in accordance with the agreement, by
which they may come and go to trade as formerly. As this would
be so prejudicial to his Majesty, it is to be supposed that the

arrangement will be hindered or nullified. Trustworthy news has

come from Rochelle that ten very powerful ships well armed and
found have sailed from that and other ports. The commander of this

fleet for M. de Vendome, to whom it belongs, is M. d'Ipres, and on
its de^Darture the object of the voyage was announced to be the

meeting of our fleet coming from the Indies, but if they did not

meet it they would land in Florida or some other place near. This

news may be depended upon, as a person who was an eye-witness

says he saw 2,000 well armed men embarked on the ships. These
heretic traitors are ready for anything, but it is to be hoped that

Melendez will keep his eyes open and give them no rest. Captain
John Hawkins is also fitting out in Plymouth. This is the man
who has so often been to the Indies, and he has now four or five

ships which are certainly bound on a similiir voyage. As he has

so much experience of this navigation he might cause us some
extraordinary injury if he joined the Frenchmen, although it is to

be hoped that measures will be taken to prevent his succeeding.

The commissioners appointed by the duke of Alba to inspect the

(detained) merchandise are expected here. Those who judge simply

by what they hear, think that something is being done, but those

who understand the drift of aflairs feel that it is all deception.

In consequence of the fenrs entertained by the Queen and her

Council, they are beginning to show some outward fai^our to the

Catholics, some of whom have been released from prison, where they

were for conscience sake, whilst otheis in the Tower have been given

, more freedom. The Queen even went so far as to say publicly that

she thinks, if need should arise, she will adhere to the Catholics and
abandon the heretics. They are in so much confusion that there is a
constant appearance of great fickleness in these rulers.

Many persons are being prosecuted on account of the ex-

communication (i.e.. the Pope's bull), and, as passion is principally

directed against his Majestj^ it is openly declared that the brief

came to this country by our hands, which people have the impudence
to say the}' can prove. They are treating with great severity thoae

who have been apprehended on suspicion of being concerned in this.

Postscript : 1st July. I have just heard that Hawkins is to be
accompanied by the Portuguese pilot, who I think was arre&tcd in

Porto Rico and brought to Seville, whence he escaped and came
hither. They leave in August,—London, 30th June,

y 76467. M
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1 July. 195. GuERAU DE Spes to the King.

I have reported in former letters respecting the ships that were
leaving Eochelle to meet the Indian fleet and do other damage.

This Queen has received news of the expedition, although they

speak of only ten ships from England. Persons who saw them,

however, affirm that there were fifteen, and Hawkins is being

hurried in his preparations for a similar voyage. He will have six

fine ships ready in a fortnight, and asserts that he will be revenged

for the injury the Spaniards have done him. The otlier pirates, to

the number of forty sail, are round about the Isle of Wight, and
mostly before Dover. The3' stop in port for days together, sallying

fortli Avhenever they see a sail. Their fleet is largely reinforced by
English harquebussiers, so that the Queen depends upon them to

defend her coasts, and told the Council that she had no need of other

defence.

The illness of the Queen is caused by an open wound above the

ankle, which prevents her from walking. She has received the

present sent to her by the queen of Scotland, of two little caskets,

and told the Scotch and French ambassadors that when she was
aKsured of the wishes of the Scotch people she would arrange about
the Queen's release. To persuade her to this M. de Eambouillet

is coming from the Christian king, and will go on to Scotland. I

expect this Queen wants an excuse, in case the settlement should

fall through, to throw the blame on the Scots themselves. She
has withdrawn her troops, and dismissed the northern men, putting

the rest in garrJMon. This has been done on the promise of the

French ambassador that his King will not send soldiers. There

Hcenis now a better chance of the peace in France being effected, as

Cardinal Chatillon complains that, in consequence of the necessary

money not liaving been provided in Germany for the Reiters to go,

his brother will be obliged to make peace, though Cecil says it will

only be for six. months. They are pressing on the settlement with

Portugal, and seem to be agreed about the marques. Forgaza

claimed that tliey should abandon the Guinea trade, which they

refused, and I understand that he is sending to Portugal to consult

on the matter. It is most important that this settlement should be

impeded.

It seems that it had been arranged in Norfolk that at a certain

fair on St. John's day, the people should meet in great numbers and
take up arms. Three gentlemen, servants of the duke, have been

arrested. They say their rising was to have been against the

Flemings, who live there, and who deprive them of all tlieir gains.

It is thought i\)vy will bring them here. John Wyatt, an English

pirate, has anivcd here, who, liaving had some of his people killed

on the cciast of Ilispaniola, and seeing that he could not trade there,

came hitherward, and on his Avay back ca])tured a ship which had
belonged to Hawkins, Avith a cargo of wine from Jerez. He says

that three other English ships were trying to trade in those

parts.

I have craftily obtained a copy of the treaty made by Antonio
Fogaza, and will send it in Spanish if possible by this courier.

M}' friend warns me to bo very circumspect, as Cecil and the
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Chancellor are dealing very treacherously with mc. I shall not be
able to find out very well to what he refers, as they are very close

there (i.e., at Court), and vigilant.—London, 1st July 1570.

3 July. 196. GuERAU de Spes to the Duke of Alba.

The queen of England told the French ambassador that she had
a letter from the Emperor informing her of the marriage of our

Queen, and saying that he was still in hopes of seeing her

(Elizabeth) married to the Archduke Charles. He snid also that

13,000 horse were in Casimir's country, which he would try to

prevent entering France. I have endeavoured to discover whether
there is any truth in this letter, but can find no signs of it. I believe

the Queen invented it all to frighten the French. Your Excellency
will learn of it through other channels.

People here will not believe in events at Granada, nor anything
else that is favourable to us, because they think that everything
must necessarily go according to their wishes. They are saying
now that the foundations of the fortress at Antwerp are wrong
(mined ?j, and are talking of the murder of one of the gentlemen of

your Excellency's chamber. It is necessary to observe the greatest

caution in living here, and I have ordered all my servants to

refrain from walking in the streets. My house is surrounded witli

spies, and they are even turning me out of it because it has too

many doors.—London, 3rd July 1570.

26 July. 197. The King to Gueeau dk Spes.

I have been informed of events in England by your letters to

me, and others sent through Don Francfe de Alava and Zayas. I

thank you and am satisfied with your diligence in this respect,

particularly as to the pirate ships which were to go to the Indies,

this being one of the things of which you must be most cai-eful.

If Bartolomd Bayon fulfils his promise, he shall be willingly

supplied with what he asks ; but as matters of ti}is sort are generally

very easy to say and more difiicult to do, they usuaUy turn out
vain, and it will be well for you to come to closer quarters with
him, and find out the exact way in which he thinks to do what
he promises. You will send full particulars of this for my
decision.

Although you do well in trying to discover the state of things

in Ireland, and in sending your views with regard to what migiit

be undertaken in that place, which is important, yet nothing must
be said about it until we sec what will be the result of the

negotiations for the restitution of the property seized. If they do
not act properly in this, other steps must be taken, and it is

consequently very desirable that you should continue to advise me
minutely of events in England, Ireland, and Scotland. You will

urge the queen of Scotland, on no account, to allow herself to be
deceived by the queen of England, or to agree to the terms which
you say they'propose, which are of such a nature that, if she accepts

them she will lose much of the esteem with which, hitherto.

Christian princes have regarded hei", whilst, if she perseveres in her
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noble and holy determination, God will extricate her from all

trouble, and turn it into great happiness.

When you speak of Ireland, you say that Thomas Stukeley had
written a letter to the Queen, but you do not tell me what it

cimtains. It will be well to find out and let me knowy and also

whether they have taken his propertj' or made any declaration

against him. Also, what they Ihink there of his coming to

Galicia, where he is now. You will also advise the duke of Alba
of all this.

What your friend tells you of the two letters written recently

by the Queen to me is probably a fiction, as I have received no
such letters, and you can say as much to your friend, if you think

it necessary, to get more out of him.

You did well in reporting what the man Matthew told you about

his master Robert Huggins, as we have had a very poor opinion of

the latter for some time. Steps shall be taken in the matter, but do
not trust Matthew witli this or anything else of importance, but

humour him with generalities in order to get from him what he
may know^

I cannot well understand from your letters what negotiation it

is that is being arranged by the English with the Portuguese

regarding trade. The statement Avhich you mention did not come
with your letter, and it would be well to find out the whole
particulars, with terms and conditions, as it is important that I

should have full information.-—Madrid, 2Gth July 1570.

28 July. 198. Antonio de Guaras to Zaya.s.

The ambassador who has come hither from Fiance is called

M. do Poigny, and comes to beg this Queen to release the queen of

Scotland, in which it is understood he will be unsuccessful. He
has been at Court, but they have delayed his reply, and it is

considered certain that he will shortly leave without having eflfected

anything. This arises from the fact that the Queen has been able

,so to infiuince the Scots, that those of her way of thinliing will

she)rfcly meet in Parliament and appoint the earl of Lennox, grand-

father of the Prince, as Governor. Lennox is now in Scotland, and

the meeting will take place at once.

The Earl is, as you know, a Catholic, and if at any future time

Ave have any claims, we could not wish for a governor more suitable

for us, because, although this Queen Avishes to make him and his

wife, Lady Margaret, hei' creatures by the appointment, she has

kept them always imprisoned and in disgrace for the cause of

religion and other reasons. She can do no more against them, and
is forwarding his appointment as governor to disarm any future

enmity from him. She thinks that because he has his wife, son,

and estate in this country, she can be assured that he will govern
as her instrument.

The queen of Scotland is Avell, but with only liberty to go
beyond one doorway, and evea then must be well accompanied.

These French, Flemish, and English pirates unite to capture
their prizes, and have recently taken three very valuable sloops

l^oing from Spain to Fl.T.ders, which, having stood upon the
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defensive, have in consequence lost all their c^e^v's, and their

cargoes are now being sold in these ports. They have armed these

sloops, togetlier with two other prizes, captured since, so that if

they be not hindered they will soon have a powerful fleet, which
will not only make them masters of the Channel, but will enable

them to molest us elsewhere.

At least 50 sail are now anchored in these ports as friends and
helpers of the English, and to give a further confirmation of the

bad intentions of these people, I may say that Hawkins is pushing

forward the arming of more ships in which he will embark over

800 men. His object is to join the French fleet which has gone to

Florida. He takes with him the Portuguese pilot Bayon, and will

leave next month. He carries no cargo, but victuals, guns, and
stores.

The mi\n who I'epresents the king of Portugal here has agreed

about the conditions for trade with his coun'ry, subject; to the

King's approval. The English demand liberty to go to the king of

Portugal's Indies to trade, but he told them that it was simply

waste of time to discuss it.

As they have been greatly disturbed here by the excommunica-
tion they continue to cast into prison with great severity all

persons who they think were concerned in it, and have even put

some to the tortui'e who have declared certain things which are not

easily understandable. The Catholics are being greatly persecuted.

God comfort them.

Persons of weight and authority here were formerly much
concerned at the possibility of the country being troubled by
foreign powers, but lately all classes of people, and in every part of

the country, are expressing the same fear, and publicly at the

Court itself, nothing else is spoken of. They say that his Majesty

is going to revenge himself upon them, in such a way that; they will

be utterly undone, and they speak as confidently about it as if

they already saw a great fleet of armed ships on their coast and
foreign squadrons on land. Their fear is such that they do not

even discuss their means of defence, although in order to do what
they can, six of the Queen's ships are being fitted out, and 500
men-at-arms are being raised in this town' to put on board of

them. A great muster of 2,000 mariners is being made here for

these and other ships, and fearing trouble, as people should who
know how they have offended his Majesty, they h-ave sent to

Ireland 2,000 harquebusses, and much ammunition, all of which
have gone to Chester and Beaumaris for shipment to Ireland.

Such is their alarm that the first defence they think of is to wreak
their vengeance on the ambassador and us few subjects of His
Majesty here, but God will be pleased in due time to give us

the satisfaction of avenging ourselves on these wicked enemies

of ours.

These people thought to receive the help of the king ot

Denmark, but despatches have come from him saying that he

would never take up arms against the King, or break his alliance

with him. We since learn that this Queen who thought to collect
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SOO,OOOL by loan and revenue before Michaelmas has not received

200,000^.

The fleet being prepared in Flanders for the passage of our Queen

greatly alarms them, as they fear the fate which, please God, will

come to them.

The duke of Norfolk is still imprisoned, and, since the attempted

rising in his county, they keep him more closely guarded. They
have arrested about 20 of the principal people of the county, whom
they are examining. They are still in 5forfolk.

'I'he Cardinal is still at Court, persuading them that his brother

will prevail, and urging them to find money for him, whilst he, the

Cardinal, encourages the soldiers to rob with the same object.

They gave a reply to Poigny, saying that there was no i-eason

either for them to release the Queen or for him to go to Scotland,

but that they would give him a safe conduct to visit the Queen and
return to France by way of London.*
They have arrested the Scotch ships, which they found here,

although the cause is not known.
In future we shall know little in London of what goes on at

Court, because, in consequence of the plague, they have given an

order forbidding, under pain of death, any one going from London
thither.—London, 28th July 1 570.

Aug. 1. 199, Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

Since my letter of the 28th, great haste has been made in

completing the equipment of the Queen's ships, and many sailors

are passing through here fiom the south coast to man them. Some
of the ships are already going down the river. There are seventeen

in all, and, although the Queen has five others armed in various

ports, there is a great lack of seamen, and they will consequently

be badly manned with exti'a hands instead of seamen.

The Admiral is in Kent, raising men for the ships, and it is said

that he himself will go on board of them.

They have placed two hundred soldiers in Dover Castle in

addition to the ordinary garrison.

They have brought twelve gentlemen here prisoners from Norfolk,

who are again being examined.
There is a rumour here to-day that the duke of Alba was

embarking soldiei's on his fleet. They are spreading this news in

order to incense the people against us as much as they can.

M. de Poigny who went to the queen of Scotland has returned

here and we shall soon learn something about her affairs.

Tlie adoption of the earl of Lennox as governor of Scotland is

now fully confirmed.

The plague is increasing here, and last week 96 deaths occurred
from it besides two in the Tower. The duke of Norfolk has,

o

-* Mary wrote a letter in October to the Duke de Nemours saying that the Ittter she
hadlwritten to him with the intention of sending, it by Poigny had not been sent as she
could get no means of conveying it to him whilst he, Poigny, was in London.—See
Zetties inedites de Marie Stuart, Labanoff,
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therefore, petitioned that they will either release him or change his

prison, but it is understood that the afore -mentioned arrests will

prevent his being released at present.

The alarm publicly expressed by the people here, and their fears

of being ruined, are perfectly incredible, and the whole t ilk at

Court consists in discussions as to how they will defend themselves
or how they will perish.

It is certain that Secretaiy Cecil, on returning from the Queen's
rooms to bis own a fortnight since, said, in great distress, to his

wife, "Oh, wife, if God do not help us we shall all be lost and
" undone. Get together all the jewels and the money you can, so
" that you may follow me when the time comes, for surely trouble is

" in store for us." Although this seems hnprobable, yet it is certain

that it took place. It is thought that at the last extremity they
will abandon the whole business and escape to Italy, Vienna, or

some other place, as both they and the bishops have placed for years

past great sums of money in Germany, as they did when the late

Queen Mary came to the throne. This su.spicion also has caused

most of them to sign deeds of gift of all their property to their

heirs.

A gentleman from the duke of Saxony and another from duke of

Olff (Holstein ?) have arrived here, it is believed to offt-r their services

to the Queen.
It is reporiied that John Hawkins has increased his fleet to

twelve ships for a voyage to our Indies, taking no cai-go but stores,

lime, stone, and wood, and it is to be presumed that the int-ntion is

to land at some place where they may cause us trouble, building

forts for the purpose. He will unite Vv'itli Captain Sores, a

Frenchman, who has 800 men with him, Hawkins having 1,600. It

is to be hoped that some measures will be taken to [irevent this.

The pirates are gathering at the Isle of Wight, and it appears

that the pirate who was arrested will be released.

The earl of Lennox, the new governor of Scotland, has sent a

gentleman to this Queen, asking for help in money and men.
It appears he is going against Westmoreland and the Scotch friends

of that Queen.

Postscript : The Portuguese pilot Bayon has left for Plymouth to

go with Hawkins, who will sail some time this month. They have
been entrusted with large sums of money by people liere. This bad

pilot, who knows muck and has great experience, will certainly

do us some grave injury if means are not quickly devised to

prevent it.

The gentleman I said had come from the Duke of Olff (Holstein?)

really comes from the Count Palatine, but the other man comes as

I said, from the duke of Saxony.—London, 1st August.

Aug. 5. 200. Gltekau de Spes to the King.o

I have reported in previous letters the preparations being made
here, and, although I have a person of my own on the watch at

Plymouth to inspect their ships, I have learned from my friend at

Court that the earl of Bedford was recently in that port for the
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purpose of arranging for the despatch of this expedition, in which

AVJll sail 1,500 Englishmen with all requisites for colonisation. They
will first try to meet our Indian fleet, and Bartolome Bayon, the

Portuguese pilot, will go with them. They have provided him

with money for an outfit, and he has left here taking with him two

Spanish rogues, who were astray in London, The first idea was to

colonise some place near the Straits of Magellan, but they now tell

me that the intention is to go to the Rio del Oro, near New Spain.

They take with them pinnaces to enter the river, at the mouth of

which there is a good port which they intend to colonise, after

having stolen all the gold they can lay their hands on in the interior,

which they think will be a large amount. The second ship that

"Winter sent to this place has returned hither, and they have

bartered their goods there, at Cape de la Vela and Jamaica, for hides

and silver of which they bring large quantities. Since the arrival

of Fitzwilliams, the English commissioner, the Queen expresses

dissatisfaction at the result of his negotiation with the duke of

Alba, and is now hastening the equipment of all her ships, 23 of

which are large. They are being provisioned for three months,

and will be ready in a fortnight with five thousand five hundred

mariners and soldiers, with instructions to sail for Scotland, even

though the duke of Alba should disarm. The principal object will

be to take possession of the castle of Dumbarton, and Sussex has

been ordered to re-assemble his army to the number of 4,500 men
and the cavalry which he now has, for the purpose of crossing over

the border to help the earl of Lennox, In these two enterprises, I

am assured that the Queen is spending all the ca.sh she possesses,

and, in order to calm the minds of people, she has ordered. the duke

of Norfolk to be sent to his own house under arrest, on the

pretext that people are dying of the plague in the Tower. The
Queen has promised the gentlemen from the king of France who
came about the queen of Scotland's affairs that she will send in all

haste a messenger to ascertain the reason why Livingstone had been

detained on the frontier. This man had been sent by the queen

of Scotland to endeavour to reconcile the Scotch nobles to receive

her as Queen when she was set at liberty, so that when this was
arranged in Scotland, the negotiations for her release here might
ha.ve been undertaken.

All these things are simply tricks of Cecil's, who thinks thereby

to cheat everybody, in which, to a certain extent, he succeeds. I

have news from the Isle of Wight that tlie pirates are there in great

numbers.

The servant of the Count Palatine, who is here trying to arrange

an alliance with his master and other princes of the Empire, is

being put off, because the Queen is afraid of incurring further

expense.— London, 5th August 1570.

5 Aug. 201. GuERA,u DE Spes to Zatas.

As I know tliat Cecil instructed Fitzwilliams to complain of me
to the duke of Alba, saying that the (northern) rebels had escaped by
means of a passport from me, and that I was a party to their rising,

it is well that his Majesty should know with what intention this
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complaint is made. The object is to expel me, now that they

think I understand better than before the affairs of tliis country,

and Cecil thinks that I, in unison with others, might make such

representations to the Queen as would diminish his great authority.

There is no need for me to specially write to his Majesty to this

effect, but I wish to point out to your worship that Cecil is a

crafty fox, a mortal enemy to the Catholics and to our lord the

King, and that it is necessary to watch his designs very closely,

because he ,proceeds with the greatest caution and dissimulation.

There is nothing in his ])ower that he does not attempt in order to

injure us. The Queen's own opinion is of little importance, and
that of Leicester still less, so that Cecil unrestrainedly and
arrogantly governs all. So far as expelling me from this country

goes, that, indeed, would not distress me, because it is necessary

one way or another that these affairs should be settled, and my
wish is that they should be settled in a way which will increase

the power of our King, so that the English in future may pay him
more respect. Your worship may be certain that, if Cecil is allowed

to have his own way, he will disturb the Netherlands.—London,
5 th August 1570.

7 Aug. 202. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

Since my letter to your worship of the 1st instant, the news is

that the new governor of Scotland, the earl of Lennox, has taken
up arms against the good Scotsmen who are faithful subjects of

their Queen, and against the Englishmen who are with them.

Lennox has sent here for help in money, but there is no news yet

of its having been granted, although posts are despatched to him
every day. It is said that the earl of Northumberland is still a

prisoner, and that the queen of Scotland, although well in health,

is being guarded more closely than hitherto.

As I wrote in my last, tlie earl of Bedford went to the west
country, Plymouth and Falmouth, and six thousand crowns have
recently been sent him for the despatch with all speed of Captain
Hawkins and his fleet of 12 ships for the purpose of meeting
our Indian flotilla. The wicked Portuguese pilot, Bayon, is in

Plymouth, and he has contrived to seduce and take with him some
of your Majesty's Spanish subjects. We suspect that he has
tricked Damian Dela, who was a servant of mine, and one
Barrientos, and others. I was shocked to hear about Damian,*
and, if it be true, I hope he v/ill be the first to suffer. Tlieir object

is to unite with Captain Sores, and land in some part of our
Indies.

They will together form a great fleet, and it really is to be hoped
that some measures will be promptly taken that the Indian fleet

may come safely, and that these knaves may not succeed in their

evil designs.

All the Queen's ships, to the number of 22, are being equipped
here, and the pirates are collecting at the Isle of Wight by orders

of the Council ; but, although the Queen's ships have gone to the

* Damian tie Dela was a Valencian taiior, wlio had lived in Londou for many years.
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mouth of the river to make an appeai'ance of beiag ready, it is

certain that they will not be so for some time. It is understood

that they will be sent off, as they are equipped, to Scotland, and

the Admiral will go in the last detachment. Their object is to

seize the port of Dumbarton, which they think will ensure tliem

against the possibility of either the French or Spanish setting foot

in England or Scotland. From the Thames to Berwick the coast

is guarded on land as if an enemy were in sight, and for defence

on the Scotch side they have three thousand soldiers in Berwick.

It is reported that six thousand men, soldiers and sailoi's, will go in

the Queen's fleet, which is provisioned for three months. They
have sent twenty thousand crowns to the governor of Berwick in

order that he may be ready with his three thousand men.

The duke of Norfolk has been brought out of the Tower and
confined in his own house under guard. There is much discourse

on the matter, and it is believed that they have done this for fear

of the people of his county. If he were at liberty, much harm
might come to them thereby. The prisoners from Norfolk have

been lodged in the Tower, and seven or eight of them were
summarily condemned to death.

The man who fixed the Pope's ban upon the bishop of London's

door was condemned to death two days ago. He has made many
statements, which are related diversely, but with great firmness

he publicly repeated all the contents of t.he brief, to the effect

th;it his Holiness was by divine law the Supreme Pontiff, the

Queen illegitimate, the excommunication sacred, and those who
disregarded it members of the devil.

M. de Poigny, who camie from the queen of Scotland, is leaving

for France. The English commissioner who recently came back

from Flanders is again shortlj"^ returning thither.

It is said that a new fort is to be erected on this river.

Two boats, one of forty tons and the other twenty-five, have
been sent from here to the coast of France to watch if the fleet

there makes any movement and report to this Queen.

All over this country great unrest exists in consequence of the

arming of these fleets, and nothing else is spoken of. They are

doing what they can to provide for defence, but they are as much
alarmed as if they knew they were going to be conquered. As I

reported in my first letters, I have, since the beginning of these

troubles, continued to i-eport to the duke of Alba both what I

write to your worship as well as other tilings which it is fitting

that lie should know in his Majesty's interests.—London, 7th

August 1570.

9 Aug. 203. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

Since my letter to youi worship of the 7th, these people have
changed their plans, and Hawkins will not leave with his fleet

until they see what is going to be done in Flanders, so that they may
not find themselves without that force on the west coast. Under
the pretence that he had no intention of accompanying the fleet,

the Portuguese pilot, Bayon, has returned to London. The pre-

parations for defence are being very busily carried on, and the
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general fear is that the country is to be attacked, although they

see that no preparations are being made excepting those for the

passage of our lady, the Queen. Thuy executed to-day the

gentleman who nailed the Pope's ban on the Bishop's door.* He
remained firm, saying that all that the declaration contained was
sacred. They quartered him with great cruelty whilst he was
still alive. The day and the hour of the execution were unusual

ones, for fear of the people. It took place before the Bishop's house.

They have just sent two aldermen of the city to the ambassador

in the name of the Queen's Council, ordering him to meet certain

representatives of the Queen on Friday next at a place 20 miles

from here.t We presume that this extraordinary step means no
good, and that,the intention may be to order him to quit the

kingdom, although it may be with some other object. God rescue

us from these terrible folks !—London, 9th August 1570.

12 Aug. 204. GuERAU de Spes to the King.

By various channels I have reported to your Majesty that this

Queen was equipping her 23 ships, which are now at Queenborough
on the Thames, and will be ready to sail in 1 days. The governor

of the Isle of Wight recently asked the captains of the pirates

whether they would be willing to serve against your Majesty's

fleet if necessary. They were united in saying that they would do
so, and would serve better than Englishmen. They have 35 ships

there, well armed and manned. Hawkins has been ordered not

to sail ; it is understood because they wish to wait until the fleet

carrying our Queen shall have passed, although Hawkins is

pressing greatly to be allowed to leave. In the meanwhile
Bartolom^ Bayon, the Portuguese, tells me that he will not go in

that fleet, but wants to take other ships and another route, unless

your Majesty will acccept his services. He says that Hawkins will

not colonise the Indies, although most of the pirates may stay

there, but that Hawkins will go direct to take possession of the

island of San Juan de Ulloa, in order to be master of the fleets which
may come and go. He threatens to revenge himself well for the

past injuries done him, and if he should fail in consequence of

finding the island fortified, he will do the worst damage he can. I

learn that he has 12 ships read}', although the man I sent there to

inspect them has not returned.

The commissioners are at Southampton inspecting the mer-
chandise.

The answer that commissioner Fitzwilliams brought from the

duke of Alba has not given much satisfaction here, as they thought,

with all this show of armament, that things would have been dealt

with more gently. They are therefore in a bad temper, and say
that I am not a suitable person to stay here, the intention being

to get rid of rae, on the grounds that I am not confining myself to

my own duties, and that I tried to hinder the appropriation of the

money which the Queen asserts belonged to merchants. With
this object, two aldermen came to tell me that if I would go to

* John Felton. f St. Albans.
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St. Alban's, eight miles from the Court, certain members of the

Council would meet me there to discuss matters. As I was
warned of their intention, I replied that I could not treat privately

with any of them until the Queen would receive me, at least

without the express order of the duke of Alba. It appears that

the earl of Leicester railed a good deal about it at the Court when
my servant took the I'cply, saying that it was a very great annoy-
ance that I should remain so long in England, considering the way
in which I was behaving, as I was only here to spy out what was
going on. Tlie letter whicli they wrote to me afterwards, and my
reply thereto, are enclosed herewith. I do not believe that they

will stop here, as the determination of Cecil and Leicester is, as

the former's own secretary tells me, to turn me out of here, as

they say that at such a time as this it is not fitting that your
Majesty should have an ambassador in England. The duke of

Norfolk is under guard in his own house, and it is believed will soon

be released, as the Queen wishes to make use of him.—London,

12th August 1570.

12 Aug. 205. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

Since my last letter of the 9th instant, the only trustworthy

news of importance is that the new governor of Scotland is in

arms against the faithful subjects of the Queen, and the English

have provided the go\ernor of Berwick with monej' to keep 3,000

men on the frontier.

The eai-1 of Northumberland is still a prisoner, and Westmore-
land and Dacre, with their Englishmen, are with the queen of

Scotland's friends.

The pirates have collected at the Isle of Wight 31 sail besides a

few others in the ports and at sea.

At the mouth of this river all the Queen's ships are being-

armed and provisioned. Nine of the best of them are fully pre-

pared, and anchored in the Downs, bound for Scotland, for the

purpose of capturing Dumbarton. The other 14 cannot be ready

under a month for lack of mariners, and because neither the biscuit

nor the meat is ready. They have only taken the ships there to

mrJce an appearance of preparedness. Hawkins is ordered not to

leave, and is lying off Plymouth until our fleet shall have passed.

The pilot, Bayon, has returned here, and is passing his time until

Hawkins has orders to sail.

The news of peace in France is confirmed to-day, which makes
these people all the more anxious.

The president of Brittany has come here to try to get some
money from this Queen on behalf of the woman who calls herself

queen of Navarre, to help the Admiral and the Huguenots. He is

being forwarded in his efforts by the Cardinal.

The members of this Council aie determined to annoy the am-
bassador. They have recently written him a very discourteous

letter, confirming their request that he would appear before certain

representatives of the Queen within two days at a place 20 miles

from here. It is expected that the object is to declare to him the

Queen's request that he will leave the country. For good reasons
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his lordship has repHed that he would not attend, as he had no

instructions to negotiate, but it is to be presumed that in order to

carry out their intention they will not scruple to come to his own
house shortly.

Tlie agent of Portugal continues to negotiate about the treaty,

and both he and the English are persuaded that they will come to

terms, so that the trade between the two countries may be peace-

fully carried on as in ordinary times.

The rancour they show against those who knew anything of the

Pope's excommunication is astonishing. Many persons are in

prison in connection with this, and some are in danger of suffering

the fearful cruelty which was perpetrated on the man who fixed

the paper to the Bishop's door. The Admiral has taken leave of

the Queen to go with the fleet. He passed through London yester-

day, accompanied by five Englishmen of high station, who are to

serve as his lieutenants and councillors.

PostscriiJt : It is now said that they have summoned the ambas-
sador in order to arrest him, and keep him under guard in his house

until further orders. We shall know all in a few days, and
I, m3'selfj am expecting ill-treatment from them.—12th August
1570.

14 Aug. 206. Antonio de Guaeas to Zayas.

I wrote to your worship on the 12th, and I now have to report

that the Council has just sent a reply to the aniba'^sador's letter.

They say that as he has not attended they should not consider him
henceforward as an ambassador-, or treat him as such. The answer
was given verbally to the man who took the ambassador's letter,

and we are expecting every moment that the Queen and Council

will send an armed force to take the ambassador to the Tower, or

give him into the custody of some gentlemiiii wlio will guard him
closely. If they take me too, it «ill not Lio so bad, but we fear

they will separate us, and molest each of us according to our degree,

showing to us in our own persons the feelings they entertiin

towards his Majesty's subjects. I leave this letter written m order

that it may be sent through a friend for your information, as it is

believed that neither the ambassador nor myself in future will have

a chance of writing. It is not to be supposed that they would tre:it

us in this extraordinary manner, and yet leave us free to writn,

but I have verbally begged a friend to let your M'orship know what
may happen to us.—London, 14th August 1570.

IG Aug, 207. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

The letter which goes herewith was already sealed, but as the

messenger was detained I may continue by saying that we have
been awaiting hourly some news from the Court respecting the

amba.'^sador, but nothing has yt't arrived, although I have learned

from a trustworthy source that they are determined to arrest him,

and it is presumed that the English Commissioner who recently

returned from Flanders is going back thither to-day to inform the

Duke of the matter ; although this will not be his only object, but

also to spy out what is being done about our fleet.
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Scotland is all up in arms, aud the Queen's friends are deter-

mined to give battle to the new governor aud others. He is

begging for men and money here. This news is certain. Although

it is quite incredible, it is generally affirmed that when our fleet

passes, the English fleet will force it to salute. This absurdity

sounds like a joke, but it is asserted by persons of weight,

who assure us that the Admiral bears orders to do all manner of

wonderful things if our fleet does not salute.

The French ambassador has gone to Court to announce to the

Queen the terms of peace, and M. de Poigny is going back to

France.

The plague, thank God, is not increasing, but there is great

sickness of fever all over the country. The Queen is in poor health

with her malady in the leg.

The Admiral has returned to Court to discuss their intentions,

and afterwards left in all liaste to push forward the preparations

on the fleet. Reviews are being held all over the island, and they

are on the watch day and night. These people are saying that the

Moors of Granada are resisting more thau ever, at which they say

they rejoice. —London, 16th.

Postscript : Whilst I was writing this, the Queen sent a gentleman

to tell the ambassador that they are dissatisfied at his not having

attended the appointment with the Queen's representatives as

requested, hut the ambassador excused himself, aud he was then

asked for a passport for Harry Cobham, whom this Queen is

sending to welcome our Queen. There are reports of some dis-

turbance in the province of the earl of Derby. This Queen would
not believe the settlement of peace in France until the amba.ssador

showed her a letter from liis King on the subject. This news of

peace has caused them to send to-day to the Isle of Wight ordering

the Englishmen who are on board the Walloon and French ships to

come ashore, and to no longer accompany those pirates.

These people are in great fear of the return of our fleet from
Spain to Flanders, and dread lest the king of France should have

made peace with his rebels on such bad terms only to turn upon the

English.—Closed 18th August 1570.

16 Aug. 208. QuERAu de Spes to the Duke of Alba.

By the ordinary post I wrote to your Excellency what had passed

with the Council, sending j^ou copies of their letter and my reply.

After that, Cecil .said to my secretary, Cipres, in the presence of

another servant of mine, that he gathered from my letter that I

wished to consult your Excellency, and this being so, the Queen did

not consider me any longer an ambassador. My secretarj', not

wishing to take suoii a reply, Cecil said with great arrogance that

he himself would send it to me either before the secretary got back
or afterwards. I have therefore been expecting some piece of

impertinence ffom him, but no one has come yet. I am told,

however, thai. Fitzwilliams is being despatched to your Excellency,

perhaps with the object of giving an account of this. They have
refused to grant a passport for a servant of mine to go to youi;
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Excellency about it. I send tliiiS advice a.^ best I can, and if your
Excellency thinks fit, Fitzwilliams may be spoken to about tlie ill-

treatment meted out to an ambassador of such a sovereign as ours,

at the sole instigation of Cecil, who has done so much to offend

the King, and is trying to lireak the old friendship between the

countries. He fears that, if the Queen hears it from my mouth,
(and I can affirm it because I know) it may cause him to lose his

place, and he misses no opportunity therefore of preventing it,

feigning anything he thinks best
;
just as he did in the case of the

bishop of Aquila, to whom it is notorious that he ordered poison

to be administered.

I have been informed that his brother-in-law, the Lord Chan-
cellor, was going to interrogate me at St. Alban's, his house being
near that town, and what with the gout and his fear of the plague,

he dares not come nearer London. I am told that the inter-

rogation was to take the form of a general inquiry, they thinking
that I should be sure to fall into some expression which they could

seize hold of, and make an excuse for my detention as I should

have been taken unawares. Cecil drew up the memorandum for

it with his own hand, although the Queen was not very urgent

about it, as she entertains some suspicions in consequence of the

duke of Chatelherault having gathered a much greater force in

Scotland than the earl of Lennox, whom he is going to meet. If

the English cross the border to help Lennox they will break the

treaty with France, and Cecil therefore wants the Queen to send

two councillors to the queen of Scotland to see whether some
reconciliation cannot be made with her, without intervention of the

French or Spaniards. The bishop of Ross will try to accompany
them if they go.

I also have to report that the letter that these four councillors

wrote me was not written with proper coui'tesy, but I replied in

the custoir.ary form in order to deprive thtm of any opportunity

which might give Cecil a better chance of succeeding,—London,
16th August 1570.

17 Aug. 209, GUERAU DE Spes to the King.

As affairs here are changeable, so also will be the reports I send
to your Majesty. On the 13th instant Cecil sent his reply, as I

stated in my last, to the effect that this Queen did not consider

me as an amba.«!sador because I had to consult the duke of Alba.

Cipres, my secretary, would not leceive this answer. Since then
matters have changed. The certainty of the peace in France, the
news that Lennox is not obeyed in Scotland, doubts of the earl of

Derby and his part of the country, as well as other fears, have
caused them to alter their intention, and yesterday Walsingham,
the man they ha\-c appointed to go to France, came to mo from the
Qnccn to complain mildly that I have nut been to meet her repre-

sentatives, pretending that my intentions were not good ; to Avhich

I replied that the duty of ambassadors was to treat with the
sovereign to whom they are accredited, although points are often

referred by them for discussion with councillors or ro|'rescntatives,

but that th'3 point was easily settled by my oiTering to f^o and,
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kisi! the Queen's hand whenever she might order me to do so.

Walsingham asked me from the Queen to give a [passport and
letter of recommendation to Henry Cobham, a pensioner of this

Queen, whom she is sending to visit our Queen. I have done this

amply, and they have given me a passport for a servant of mine to

go to Flanders.—London, 17th August 1570.

20 Aug. 210. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

I wrote to your worship on the IGth, and the news since then is

that they have enticed Dr. Storey, whom you will know, on board

a ship in Flanders, and have brought him hither. He was betrayed

by a false companion of his, a treacherous Englishman, and an
acquaintance of mine met the traitor on the 16th instant coming from

Harwich (?) whither Storey had been taken. My acquaintance

seeing the traitor alone, was surprised that he should be here ; the

latter said, " I have come hither to do the Queen a great service,

" for I have managed to bring into England a bitter enemy of the
" Queen and this country." It is now understood that Storey will

arrive here a prisoner to-riight or to-morrow.
Hawkins has been ordered to stay with his fleet at Plymouth,

and it is believed that he will not sail on his voyage until after our

fleet has passed. It is even probable that he will not now under-

take his voyage to our Indies, and to waylay our fleet as was
intended. I have since discovered that the Portuguese pilot was
really to go witli the fleet although he denied it.

A man arriving yesterday from Berwick asserts that all Scotland

is in arms, and that the queen of Scotland's friends are much more
powerful than those of the governor.

The English sailors have been withdrawn from the pirate ships

and have been ordered to embark on the Queen's vessels, which are

being armed and victualled with all speed.—London, 20th August
1570.

Postscript : Hawkins has now ready, although short handed, one

ship of 230 tons for a flag-ship, some sloops, one of 350 tons,

another of 150, another of 120, six barques, four of 50 tons and two
of 2) tons. The Queen's ships_ are about 18, now being equipped,

and the pirate bavc 36, some large and the rest boats.

22 Aug. 211. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

I wrote on the 20th, and the present letter is to report that the

English, having heard that our lady, the Queen, an-ived on the

21st instant at Bergen, to stay a short time with the intention of

leaving with the first fine weather, our fleet being already there,

had decided that nine of the Queen's ships, well armed and found,

shall go out to watch our fleet. The rest of the Queen's ships are

at the mouth of tliis river, making a pretence of being ready, and
that they will leave with tlie others. But this is not so, as they
cannot sail for some time, being short of seamen, without victuals

and with insufiicient powder. The pirates are also together between
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the Isle of Wight and Dover waiting for the passage of cur

fleet.

Captain Hawkins has been sent for from Plymouth, and, it is said,

will return thither in two days to join his fleet and also watch our

fleet on that side. It is thought now that he will not attempt his

voyage before next March.
There is a rumoui here that the Admiral is detained at Court, and

this is spoken about publicly without any cause being assigned for it.

The good Dr. Storey was taken to the Tower yesterday, having

been brought by treachery from Flanders. These people in London
are only talking of the martyrs they are going to make.

There is nothing new from Scotland except that the Queen is

well. Her ambassador, the bishop of Ross, is here at liberty, but

the duke of Norfolk still under arrest in his own house. Harry
Cobham has left for Flanders in company with the English

ambassador. The plague has increased in London, and there is a

great sickness of fever all over the country.—London, 22nd August
1570.

2 Sept. 212. GuERAU de Spes to the King.
[Extract.]

In my last I reported to your Majesty that this Queen
was sending Henry Cobham to welcome our Queen, although

it would have been more appropriate if she had sent some lord or

person of higher position. He is to try to arrange for his going to

Spain, and to throw out a feeler with regard to re- opening the

negotiations for marriage with the Archduke Charics ; not that it

will be carried through, for nothing is further from this Queen's
thoughts tlian marriiige, but only to keep the matter on hand. In
the meanwhile, they talk of calling Parliament together in October
in order to raise money. Cecil wants to adopt a new rule forbidding

the towns to elect members excepting from residents in the towns
themselves, and he is making lists of those he wishes elected, all of

whom are strong Protestants.

The English gentleman who sent hither the man Mathew, who
was detained in San Sebastian, is called Robert Hnggins. He
reported to this Queen that your Majesty was certainly in communi-
cation about Irish affairs, and had sent certain persons to reconnoitre

the country with a page of the marquis of Cerialbo, an Irishman by
birth. The lad (Mathew) has been about London, but with this

confusion of the plague I have not seen him lately. I think this

Mathew told me that the man who sent him was tall and not
stout, of ruddy complexion.

There is another man here called Swinfield who has some sort of

provision from your Majesty in Naples, and goes backwards and
foi wards to different places for this Queen. He was sent to

Cologne to try to bring round the elector there to the side of the
Palatine, and it was said that he wished to go to Spain, as he makes
himself out to be a Catholic, although my friends on the Council
tell me he is a spy. He is a tall man with little beard, and when he
is here he carries his sword belt hung fiom his shoulder,—London,
22nd September 1570.

y 76467. S
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2 Sept. 213. The aforegoing letter has the following additional passages la

Adlfekeb.
this transcript.

I am entertaining the queen of Scots, as your Majesty instructs

me, with letters praising her religious constancy and declaring your

Majesty's desires for her liberation, as upon it and her marriage

dejiend the restoration of the Catholic religion in this country. It

is well your Majesty should know that since the publication of the

bull of his Holiness, the Catholic gentlemen here, feeling themselves

absolved from their oath of allegiance, are trying with more earnest-

ness to shake off the yoke of the heretics, and the bishop of Ross

has come to me twice, with lettei-s of credence from his mistress, to

say that the sons of the earl of Derby, and particularly Thomas
Stanley the second son, with the gentry of Lancashire, who are

Catholics, have determined to rise and seize the person of the queen

of Scots. They tell me that this would be connived at by one of

the sons of the earl of Shrewsbury who guards her, and they can

raise 10,000 foot and 1,000 horse, the only thing wanting being a

sup))ly of harquebusses and some money for the horses, not a large

sum. They are, howc^'el, against the marriage with th-e duke of

Norfolk, as he belongs to the Augsburg confession, and they only

wish to have to do with a real Catholic. The bishop of Ross tells

me that the Duke, either out of timidity or for some other reason,

does not wish to leave the pi'ison, where he is only guarded by a

single gentleman ; but Montague, Southampton, Lumley, and
Arundel, and many others, the moment the Lancastrians take up
arms, will join tltem or act independently, as may be advised, against

this city. The earl of Worcester and liis country will also rise, and
it is decided that the lirst thing will be to obtain possession of the

queen of Scots, and a fleet might approach Lancashire or the Isle of

Man au'l take her off whilst the matter was being settled by arms.

As the affair is so important, I have given him no answer, in con-

fnrmity with the duke of Alba's orders.

. . . . The Queen was very angry when they brought for

her signature the warrants for 30,000^. spent on iitting out the

fleet, and she has put off signing them, so thii,t the equipment is

now cntliuly stopped, except the ten ships which I have already

mentioned as being ready. As they are short of men the pirate

ships are fewer in number but better armed than before, and

manned wholly by Englishmen.

It is said they had great understandings in Calais with the

Boldievs there, who are in great need. Much merchandise was
therefui'e being taken thither, and the French ambassador has gone

to Court to complain of it.

I have already advised your Majesty that Captain Hawkins had
otl'ered to abandon his voyage to the Indies, but I cannot bring

myself to believe it.

I sent your iMajesty the duplicate letter of the Portuguese pilot

Bartolomfi Baj'on, petitioning for jour Majesty's favour ; but as I

have burnt all my papers again I only recollect that he begged to

be allowed to take negroes or gijods to the Indies, and that your
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Majesty should give him some honourable employiiient.—London,
2nd September 1570.

3 Sept. 214. GuERAU de Spes to the KiNii.

Sinc3 closing my packet for your Majesty yesterday I Iiave

received letters of 26th July. As regards expeditions going to the

Indies, I have already reported to your Majesty the promise given

to us here that they would desist from the voyage. Cardinal

Chatilion has been informed from Rochelle that Captain Sores

sailed for the Indies with eight well-equipped vessels, whilst seven

others of his company remained on the coast of Spain to do wiiat

injury they could. These are now being expected at the Isle of

Wight with their prizes. The Cardinal's secretary there awaits

them, where he is also receiving his dues from the other pirates.

The man who capl;,ured the last wool ship which belonged to one

Ribera and hailed from Laredo is young Winter. I am informing

the Duke of Alba in order that he may send me instructions what
representations I have to make to the Council respecting it.

I will negotiate with Bartolom^ Bayon as if of my own accord,

and wiJl report what I make of hini.

There is no doubt that Robert Huggins is up to no good,

according to a very minute statement given to me by Matliew,

which cannot be either feigned or false. There can be no objection

to his being imprisoned nor to Swinfield being deprived of his

allowance. I hear from a kinsman of the duchess of Fcria, who
brought me letters from the Duke, that tliis man is of ruddy com-
plexion and has the appearance of a gentleman. He has s-erved as

a spy to the Council for some time past. I will find some excuse

for seeking and summoninc; Mathcvv.

Since Thomas Stukeley left Ireland the Queen has taken a very
unfavourable view of Irish atl'airs, and a certain Don Juan de
Mendoza who came in the ships from the Indies was impiisonru in

Dublin Castle for having conversed with him. Stukeley's pro-

perty has been seized, but ho has not been proclaimed here as a

rebel. This queen publicly told the French ambassador that

Stukeley was leaving the country in order to live ehewhere with
freedom of conscience. They are in great alarm about Ireland,

because the Queen's shortness of money causes pieparations to be
tardily carried out, and I am told by Captain Lotini, a Lucehesc,
that tliere arc not twelve hundred Englishmen in all Ireland, and
those that are there are badly paid. All the peoj)le wish to be
subject to your Majesty, and it is believed that Stukeley went to

beg you to accept the island.

I sent copies to your Majesty of Antonio Fogaza's treaty with
the Council, limiting Winter's marque and restoring commerce
witli Portugal. I send another copy herewith.

This Queen told tiic French amliassador that tlie earl of Sussex
would not enter Scotland, :uid that he Avas on the border I'Ccause

she had news that Lord Dacre would try to enter England. She
said she would not fail to negotiate for the release of the queen of

Scotland, although it would have to be accompanied by hostages

of high personages and castles, for the complete security of the

S 2
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queen o£ England. Her intention is evidently to put off with

words those who are treating of this business.

This morning the Admiral went down the river to the ships,

and will titke out the ten that are ready. With him went, as

ambassador, Charles Howard. He has his look-out on tlie hill close

to Margate, and when our Queen's fleet is sighted they will go out

to salute and receive her.—London, 3rd September 1570.

3 Sept. 215. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

Since my letter of the 22nd ultimo, things have been in such

suspense that I shall have little to say in this letter. I have

reported that the faithful subjects of the queen of Scotland are in

arms against the rebels. Since then the earl of Sussex, the English

general, with three thousand foot and six hundred horse, has entered

Scotland to help the rebels. The earl of Westmoreland with the

Englishmen who follow him are on the side of the faithful, but

Northumberland remains in prison. The queen of Scotland is still

closely kept, but well.

The English have nine ships at the mouth of the river, and near

Margate thirteen others, which are being fitted out with the utmost
fipeed, and to which have been taiien all the seamen they can get

together. As they are short cif meat and biscuit, however, they are

]iot ready yet. The Admiral is at Court, and great surprise exists

that he should be absent from the fleet at this time, respecting

which absence there is much diversity of opinion. There are many
j)iratc ships, about eighteen, collected at the Isle of Wight, as well as

oti;ers off Dover, and thirteen in the straits. All the English sailors

have been withdrawn from them, as far as possible, but there are

still two hundred English onboard, some seamen and some common
rogues.

Seven or eight of the men implicated in the Norfolk rebellion

have been condemned to de;ith, although it is said that some will be

pnrdoned. They are some of the principal people in the county.

The Duke is still kept under close guard.

Dr. Storey is at present very strictly iinprisoned, and is being

examined. The man who betrayed him is also under arrest in order

to make th'! people believe that he did not betray him. Many
burlesque vei'ses have been printed about the kidnapping of Storey.

Much discontent exists here at the agreement made in France,* and
it is whispered that this b:id Cardinal Chatillon will leave here in

consequence. Above all are these people dismayed at the agree-

ment between his Holiness, your Majesty, the Venetians, and other

powers, but what is giving them most anxiety is the return of our

fleet after the Queen's voyage. All the people are talking of it,

and they have little hope of security as they understand that tliere

is a great number of powerful ships and many soldiers on our coast

without counting those at Granada. They fear that some evil may
befall them from Ireland, and all this alarm will cause them to keep
well under arms at great cost.

The treaty of St. Gcrninin eu Laye, signed 8th August 1570,
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The fears they entertain liave caused them to order Hawkins to

stay on the coast at Plymouth with his fleet, but in the nieanwliile,

the pirates are still capturing what they can, and recently took

a ship with 120 bales of wool from Saiitander belonging to Pedro

de Ribera. These captures occur every day, and the plunder is sold

in the Isle of Wight and other ports with the full sympathy and

coantenance of the people there. It is understood that some of

the English traders in Calais had formed a plot with certain soldiers

to deli\er the town to the English, but it v/as discovered.

Order has been given to-day from the Court that the Thames boat-

men are to be pressed for service on the fleet, and that all persons

who have been appointed shall join the ships at once. Whilst

writing this I have learnt that the reason of this order is that they

have received news of the nrrivul of our Queen at Antwerp, where

she would embark immediately, and await fine weather to sail.

The Admiral is still at Court, and in his place, they have sent to

the sliips a son of the Lord Chamberlain, named Howard. Vice-

Admiral Winter and other captains are on board.—London, 3rd

September 1570.

11 Sept. 216. GuERAU de Spes to the King.

In my former letters I reported to your Majesty the promise that

Hawkins had given me not to go to the Indies, and I liave since

learnt that thiee of the- sloops that he had ready for the voyage
will now go to Rochelle to carry picks, spades, and other building

tools, as they intend to make that the port of call whence the

Indies may be molested. Captain Jolis, a Frenchman, with three

very well armed ships will shortly leave there, his crew being for

the great part English, and excellent sailors. He takes no cargo to

barter, which is a sign that lie wishes only to capture the ships he

may meet. Letters from Rochelle say that Sores had maltreated

the Spaniards in Florida, but I have no news from the Court of

this. This Queen replied to the ambassadors of France and Scot-

land that the earl of Sussex had crossed the border without her

orders, though, as he had done it in her interests, slie approved of

it, but notwithstanding this she will negotiate for the i-elease of the

Queen.

The secret negotiations between the people in Derby and Lan-

cashire, and those of the West, are to the effect that, if they can

count upon some help and assurance of support from your Majesty,

they will take up arms to restore the Catholic religion in this

country and will adopt the course which your Majesty may think

best. It is clear that they wish if possible not to bind themselves

to the French. I have not allowed them to negotiate with me, but

the understanding has been made with the bishop of Ross, and they

hope to bring into it the duke of Norfolk. The captain of the

smack which brought Dr. Storey is called " Cornelius Hadria,"*

* His name is given by Carte as Cornelius de Eycke, ami Storey was enticed on
board of his smack at Bergen Op-Zoom by one Parker who was afterwards thrown into

prison " by the eraft of Storey's f liends." The matter is referred to at length in

Vol. I. of the present Calendar, page 323 n.
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who, I do not think is a Bergen man. He is swaggering about

here very impudently. He arranged the matter with March, the

Enghsh commissioner, and others whose names I am ascertaining.

The Queen's ten ships now await our Queen's fleet, whilst the

pirates to the number of live-and-twenty, are cruising on the coast.

The Yidarae de Chartres has now permission to return to France

and Cardinal Chatillon is requesting the same.—London, 11th Sep-

tember 1570.

IG Sept, 217. The Kixg to Guerau de Spes.

There is little to reply i,o your letters and to those whicli you

have sent to Zayas, but, seeing the amount of preparation being

uiade there on the fleet, and the ships, and that the earl of Bedford

was in Plymouth* to sail with fifteen hundred Englishmen provided

with the requisites for co'onisation, it was well for you to write me
minutely as you did about it, in order that we might take here, as

we have" done, the nec6s:ary precautions. Don Frances de Alava

writes that the English ambassador in France bad assured him that

no English ships would go to the Indies or attack our ships coming

home. In this, however, not much trust can be placed, and you

will continue the vigilance you have hitherto exercised in dis-

covering everything and sending reports to me, as also with regard

to the negotiations with the Portuguese respecting trade. If the

treaty is concluded you will send me a copy of it.

In the matter of restitution of pi'operty detained, there is at

present nothing to say until we know the result of the coming and

going of the Commissioners, which, however, seeing how the

business is being delayed, I do not expect v/ill end in anything

good.

I also wish you to learn thoroughly the exact position of affairs

in Ireland ; what forces and troops the Queen has there ;
what

profit she gets from the island ; and how much is the ordinary

revenue and in what manner it is collected. You will send me a

statement of all this drawn up as clearly as possible.—Madrid.

16th September 1570.

19 Sept. 218. GUEEAU de Spes to the King.

I have taken care, in fulfilment of your Majesty's instructions,

to deal with Bartolom^ Bayon, as if on my own account, in order to

get him to make clear how he thinks he could best serve your

Majesty. I told him, in order to get him to open out, that I would

communicate on the sulject through a friend of mine who was a

secretary of the council of tlie Indies. The result was that I got

him to make the statement which I enclose herewith, and it seems

to me undoubted that he is a man who could serve with advantage,

and whom it is important to separate from the English and the

pirates, who think by his help to make grgat progress in the Indies.

It is true that some of the clauses in his document need moderation
;

but if he sails only with your Majesty's subjects, your Majesty will

* Note in the King's handwriting; "I think he said he was only there for the

preparations and not to go to the Indies."
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always be able to punish him or modify the agreement at your
discretion. His request to be allowed to take victuals without
present payment and without giving security in Seville, appears

somewhat impertinent, but the rest of his demands, alter abating

the export of negroes, and the taking of merchandise from here,

do not seem to be objectionable. Your Majesty will consider it and
give me your instructions.

The commissioners have ended their iu\estigations on the coast

and will now continue them here. They will no doubt finish in

about a week. They have discovered a vast nuiuber of robbe)-Jes,

since the inventory was made by the English themselves. I have
learnt by letters from a favourite lady of the Queen that the latter

lias heard of the movements in Lancashire and Derby through a

pensioner of hers, the son of a Catholic gentleman, who is con-

cerned in them. She has learnt that they were in league with tlie

western people and intended to have mass publicly ijerformed. I

do not know yet what steps she will talce to prevent it.

The earl of Desmond and a brother of his. Irishmen who have
been for many years in the Tower in consequence of religion

and a rising in the tims of Jolua O'Neil, have been released on
small sureties, and are now in Selliger's liouse. They all three

desire to serve your Majesty, and speak highly of Thomas Stukeley,

who they consider to be a man capable of great things both in

Ireland and here.

Vandenberg, who was in prison in a private house, has been
released on the pretence that he had escaped.—London, J 9th Sep-
tember 1.570.

25 Sept. 219. Guekau de Spes to the King.

I have written in former letters respecting Bartolomd Bayon's
proposals to protect our trade in the Indies, and I will now speak
more fully respecting Ireland. I send your Majesty enclosed a
memorandum drawn up by Selliger, a good Catholic gentleman, with
the advice of the earl of Desmond and his brother, who are in his

house under sureties of 1,5001. This Catholic (Desmond) is a great

gentleman in Ireland, and although he is not much of a warrior,

but they say this his brother is fit for anything. Whenever your
Majcst}' wished they could be set free from here without great loss.

This Queen has sent an investigator to Lancashire to unravel the

new Catholic conspiracy, from which, if it were well conducted and
aided, great advantage might be derived to the cause of God and
the security of tlie Netherlands. If this country were Catholic it

would be a good friend of your Majesty, but whilst it is Protestant

the fear and hatred with which you are regarded will make the

people try more and more to damage and distress you.

The queen of England has summoned the bishop of Ross to

Readingin order to push forward the arrangements she wished to

make with his Queen for the delivery to her of the Prince, the

hostages, the fortresses, &c. Some Catholics advise the acceptance

of this treaty on condition that the hostages should be mutually
given on both sides, and that the Prince should be brought up by
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persons chosen by his mother, the whole treaty to be limited in

point of time. The French desire this settlement in order to save

themselves men and money, and because they fear that the tirst

disturbance that occurred here would cause the queen of Scotland

to lose her head, as has been already agreed upon by the Council

of this Queen. In accordance with what the Bishop tells me I will

report to your Majesty on tliis subject.

The Vidame de Chartres has left for his home, and Cardinal

Chatillon will sail for Rochelle in three days, summoned thither by
the Admiral, with all the principal Protestants in France, for the

purpose of collecting the fifth part of their property, which they

have promised to the king of France, and other things. Chatillon

told the Queen that the prince of Orange's proposed enterprise

against the Netherlands could hardly be carried through without

money.
The English are not hurrjang the corsairs* since they have been

here, though they, on their part, are doing their best, taking such

particulars as these people are willing to give them. They are

given to understand quietly that, when a general settlement is

effected^ much stolen money in cash will be revealed to them.

Six ships are being sent to Hamburg, although the profit is

little or nothing. The flotilla has come from Muscovy, but brings

little of value. It is true that some spices have begun to arrive

from there, to the value of ten thousand crowns, brought from the

Caspian Sea through the land of the Soplii, but they will cost more
than the spices from Portugal.

People are very sorry here that our Indian fleet of so great a

value has arrived safely at Seville, and that the king of Portugal's

vessels have come into Lisbon. They are complaining that Captain

Sores has wasted too much time in taking little ships. Cardinal

Chatillon has dined with the French ambassador, and the Vidame
came to bid him good-bye.—London, 25th September 1570.

5 Oct. 220. GuEKAu DE Spes to the King.

In my previous letters I reported that Secretary Cecil and Walter

Mildmay were to go to the queen of Scotland with certain pro-

posals and to discover her feeling. They left on the 27th ultimo,

and the bishop of Ross followed them. I have tried to learn what
the proposals are, and have set them forth in the enclosed memo-
randum. They are intolerable, and I think that the journey is

only taken to waste time. The queen of England also gave a

passport for the coming hither in safety of some of the ten lords

who had joined together in Scotland in their Queen's favour,

promising a cessation of hostilities on the frontier for a month.
They have onlj' license for 14 days.

I enclose a copy of the reply from his Holiness to the queen of

Scotland, although the servant who brought it from Rome stayed

in Paris. I shall learn from him now what are his Holiness'a

intentions as to helping movements here.

* In the handTrritiDg of the King : " Ue means CommiisionerB. Look at the
cipher."
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Two French ships have arrived at Dumbarton loaded witli

powder, wine, flour, and other stores, although in no great

quantity. Walsingham lias returned from France, and says that

the Christian King insists urgently upon the release of the queen
of Scotland. The people who accompanied Walsingham hither

speak of the discontent of the Catholics in France with the peace,

which, it is believed, will be of short duration. It is announced
that Sores has taken a Portuguese galleon and a ship from Seville

with a large cjuantity of cochineal.

The commissioners are now hurrying, and Spinola and the other

man are entertaining them by saying that if the treaty is a final

one they will disclose to them other plunder of great value. They
are asking them that particulars of tlais should be revealed to them.

They will do their best, and will leave shortly.

There is nothing new about the Lancashire conspiracy, as the

investigator who went thither was a Catholic himself and has

greatly absolved the culprits.

A ship from Spain for Flanders ran aground on this coast, and
the sailors, thinking that she was foundering, went ashore, leaving

the ship and cargo. I have sent to Lord Cobham, who has pos-

session of the ship, and crew, to see what can be done about it.—

•

London, 5th October 1570.

15 Oct. 221. GuEBAu DE Spes to the King.

On the 10th instant I received your Majesty's letter of the 16th
ultimo. I have in foi-mer letters dwelt at length on the facilities

existing for the subjection of Ireland to your Majesty, and I will

make minute inquiries as to the revenue which this Queen now
receives from that island, which I know to be very small, and in-

sufficient for the expenditure she incurs, in consequence of the
greater part of the island refusing allegiance to her, whilst the
])art she holds is but little cultivated, though there is an abundance
of cattle, which is better than the English. There is no work on
the seacoast, as it seems that the English wish to keep it as it is,

so that no other prince should enter into possession, the island

being so suitable as a point from which England could be sub-
jected, and they have no desire to civilize it, because they think
that it thus might become more populous and powerful than this

island. Those who have held offices there assert that there are
many mines of silver, lead, alum, and other similar thino-s, and
that if the island were brought into civilized quiet, its great
fertility would make it very valuable to its sovereign. I will
report to your Majesty all I learn upon this subject.

In my previous letters I related that Secretary Cecil and Waltei"
Mildmay had gone to the queen of Scotland to negotiate personally
with her, and to propose certain measures, of which I gave an
account in a memorandum I sent. It now appears that Cecil has
somewhat modified these conditions, and the present enclosure
contains the proposals as they were handed to the queen of
Scotland. Cecil remained there somewhat longer than his leave
stated, whilst the queen of Scotland was considering the proposals
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which still contain hard and dangerous conditions, and will not

be accepted by the Scots without difficulty.

The bishop of Ross sends word to me by a servant that he will

be here within a week, and will then tell me his mistre;is's wishes

fully.

I now know for certain that the duke of Anjou will send a servant

to see the queen of Scotland and ascertain whether she is willing

to marry him. It may be that the Queen may consent, but it

would not please tlie majority of English people, and it certainly

does not please mc. The Catholics are not much in favour of

the marriage with the duke of Norfolk, as they are uncertain about

his orthodoxy, although the earl of Arundel and Lord Lumley
affirm that he will be obedient to the Catholic Church. His desire

to reign might well wean him from bad paths to good ones. The
said Duke himself has been very lukewarm about this marriage,

but he now seems to wish to renew the project, particularly as he

expects shortly to be at liberty, in accordance with the Queen's

promise to him. If your Majesty's wishes have to be manifested

equally with those of the French, the bishop of Ross will be a good
negotiator, and I could conduct the matter with him or with

Roberto Ridolfi, who has been in communication with them, and,

if it should be necessary for the duke of Norfolk to bind himself

apart to other things, measures might be taken, even now, in the

matter. Your Majesty will send me your orders, as it is certain

that the release and marriage of the queen of Scotland carries with

it the tranquillity of Flanders and the restoration of religion in

this country. I will follow the orders that the duke of Alba may
send me, as your Majesty commands. The Catholics woukt prefer

a Catholic foreign prince to marry the Queen, with your IMajesty's

approval, but if the matter is neglected some unfortunate event may
occur.

In the meanwhile the earl of Lennox makes every effort to get

general recognition as governor, and confirmation for the execution

of 33 persons of the queen of Scotland's party.

M. de Lumbres, who has been always the agent here of the

prince of Orange, has obtained permission from the Council to

go in the pirate ships and do what damage he can to Flemish

vessels, seeing how rich M. d'Aloin became last year in tliis

way. He will leave soon. Vessels from the Netherlands arrive

here every day, and are well receiAed. The ships detained from

Flemings have in many cases been restored to them on some

sort of surety, which they will not do for Spaniards on any

account.

The memorandum of the treaty arranged by Antonio Fogaza

was only concerned with William Winter's marque, but since the

king of Portugal has seized two ships belonging to Christmas, an

Englishman, they have established another marque,and the agreement

for trade will now be more difficult.

The commissioners, doubtless, have given an account to the duke
of Alba of the bad proceedings here, and, as it is now clear from the

English memoranda that these people are beginning to let out about
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money which they have taken from the ships, besides what the

Queen seized, and the amount of such money is known to be much
liirgei' than they confess, it would not be undesirable for your
Majesty to order that all people in your Majesty's dominions who
had been robbed by Englishmen, or pirates hailing from England,
within the last two years, should declare the amounts of their losse';,

on the assurance that they shall not suffer your Majesty's dis-

pleasure, or other danger, by so doing, even though they had
exported without a permit and had not paid the dues on the property

they had lost.

Since the Heet carrying our Queen passed, the pirates have
captured a Portuguese vessel which had run aground, the cargo of

which belonged to your Majesty's subjects, and another that had
gone ashore at Ipswich loaded with salt ; in addition to which I

have just learnt that they have taken into the Isle of Wight a ship

with a very rich cargo of wool, and I am sending to the Court to

see whether I can arrange that they shall not sell their booty. If

ships continue to come freely in this way trade will simply be to

enrich the heretics.

Cardinal Chatillon bade farewell to this Court with great

banquets and presents given and received, all at the expense of

the seafarers. In order to flatter the earl of Leicester in return for

the obligation he is under to him, he told the Queen that she could

not marry any one who would be more acceptable to the Pro-

testants than Leicester. He received news whilst he was still

tarrying here that all the principal Protestants in France were to

gather at La Charitd, and afterwards meet at Eochelle with Madame
Vendome, who awaits them.

Henry Cobham writes from Spires that he was coolly received

by the Emperor. He broached the subject of the Archduke
Charles' mairiage, but thej^ have deferred a reply until after the
marriage of Princess Elizabeth.* He believes that the Emperor
would consult your Majesty, and would communicate with me to

learn whether this proposal was sincere or not, before giving a
reply.—London, 15th October 1570,

20 Oct. 222. GuERAu de Spes to the King.

I have thought well to report to your Majesty regarding the

negotiations between these two Queens by the opportunity of a
boat to Laredo, and when the bishop of Eoss arrives I will send
final advices with the same diligence. The Queen's 10 ships liave

been taken out of commission, the captains being contented, and
almost astonished, with the liberality shown to them. Our Queen's
voyage, according to all accounts, has been as short and prosperous

as could be wished.

The Biscay ship loaded with wool and iron, taken by these

pirates near Conquet, in which port four other similar ships took
refuge, has been brought into Portsmouth, and I have sent a man

* Elizabeth of Austria who was about to marry Charles IX., the joung king of
France.
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thither with a letter from the Council ordering the ship to be

embargoed if it can be taken.

The Queen's new ship is already in tlie river to carry Cardinal

Chatillon to Rochelle.—London, 20th October 1570.

28 Oct. 223. GuERAU de Spes to the King.

[Extract.]

The intention hei-e is to molest the Netherland.s,* these people

believing in this way that they will escape annoyance in their own
country. They are expecting here Count Ludovic, of Nassau, and

the quantity of ordnance which they are putting on board these

Flemish and English pirate ships is marvellous. The Queen has

promised a hundred pieces, and forty are now being shipped to

be taken to the Isle of Wight, where M. de Lumbres, who calls

himself Admiral for the Prince of Orange, is with fourteen or

fifteen fine ships, and expects as many more from Rochelle. It

would be well at this time to have some good spies at Rochelle,

as all the bad plots are hatched between there and here.—London,
28th October 1570.

2 Nov, 224. The King to Guerau de Spes.

Your three last letters of 11th, 19th, and 25th September were

received together on the 28th October, enclosing the stitement

given to you about Ireland by Selliger, and the memorandum
drawn up by Bayou as to his proposals. Both of these are of such

importance that I am pleased you sent them, with the information

on other subjects wliich you gave in your letters. As you have

no doubt written the same to the duke of Alba, in accordance with

your instructions, he will give you due orders which you will

follow on all points. After I have mj\self considered maturel}' the

question of Ireland, and Bayon's proposal, I will send you advice

as to what you are to do. In the meanwhile you will continue to

report everything that happens, and especially about the queen of

Scotland. You will let her know how much I desire her release,

and to see the Catholics tranquil in mind and body, as their noble

ends and Christian fortitude deserve. In all your proceedings

with them, as regards action, you will closely follow the Duke's

orders, as the matter is one that must be very carefully handled,

or we may do them more harm than good. Steps must be

taken in this with a leaden foot.—The Escorial, 2nd November
1570.

14 Nov. 225. Document headed " Translation of the Edict of the Queen
" OF England against those who harbour Rebellious
" Persons and Seditious Libels, dated at Hampton Court,
" 14th November 1570."

Her Majesty the Queen, considering that Almighty God has
hitherto kept her realm in general peace, and her subjects in

constant obedience to her, notwithstanding many secret solici-

tations of certain fugitives and rebels, now dwelling beyond the

* Note in the King's handwriting " Notice I
"
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SPa, by means of their seditious mes agrs and false rumours sent

liither with the object of provoking others to participate in their

malicious treasons, cannot do otlierwise than first dutifully give

tlianks and praise to Gml, and at the same time express her

acknowledgment of the loyalty of her subjects, and their firmness

in the preservation of the common peace. She gives warning
especially to the more simple sort, of her dear subjects, not on
any account to be lead astray by the false inventions of the said

fugitives and rebels, or their adherents, either hidden here or living

across the seas, who may try to seduce the good lieges to dis-

obedience, botii by word of mouth, and by books and wiitings,

with the object of breaking the common peace and gaining help

for their treason and rebellion. Her Majesty, therefore, earnestly

orders all her good subjects to beware of this, and to employ all

their diligence in arresting such persuaders to disobedience and
violiation of the laws, and more especially those who bring within

the realm any book or books, or similar pestiferous devices against

the laws and government of the realm, or in any manner pie-

judicial to the royal state. If any person be found willingly

aiding or abetting any other person in these malicious enterprises,

or I'eceiving, keeping, or remaining silent with regard to, any such

seditious books, writings, or printed or written bulls, and who do
not immediately discover any such persons and procure their arrest,

or at once cause such writings to be presented to the officers of

justice, as by public decree has recently been ordered, lier Majesty
makes known that all )wrsons so offending after this notice will

be arrested and jiunished as the abettors of the piincipal traitors

who are the authors of the same. This being so ( lear the present

decree will be carried out without any excuse being pei-mitted ou
the ground of simplicity and ignorance by those who are accused.

—Hampton Court, 14th November 1570.

28 Nov. 226. GuBuAU de Spes to the Kixg.

In my previous letters I have reported that commissioners were
expected from Scotland to negotiate respecting the queen of

Scotland's affairs. A great heretic called Abbot Farnera* has
accordingly ari'ived to say that only two are coming that are

fiiends of that Queen, but they will not consent to the delivery of

the Prince, as neither party is in favour of it. ^'^hen they arrive I

will report progress to your Majesty.

The French ambassador continues his audiences with the object

of frightening the queen of England into the idea that his master
will not forsake the cause of the queen of Scotland, but little has
come of it hitherto.

Cardinal Chatillon has returned hither and is staying at Leicester's

house. His return must either be to intervene in these negotiations
or else because he fears fresh disturbarK es in France. The pirate

Scbonvall recently seized six rich Dutch smacks bound for Rouen,
and is hnnylng forward the sale of his booty in the Isle of Wight.

* Probably Titcairn, Abbot of Dunfermliuc, -who waa one of the Epgcut's Com~
missioners.
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I have complained to the Council, who have been here lately, and
they have ordered the captain of the island to take possession of the

vessels, and ymnish (as they say) the pirates. But it has all been

done so tardily that I expect the property will be dispersed, and I

have sent a servant of mine to see how the governor of the island

carries out his orders.

Under pretext of these affairs Cecil has sent several people to me,

evidently with the sole object of discovering why your Majesty had

not replied to the three letters which they say the Queen had
written to you, and also to learn whether I had power to treab for

the re-opening of trade if the Queen desired to commence negotiations

with me. I am assured of the great need that these people are in

of the trade with your Majesty's dominions, and that, if it be

interrupted much longer, most of the merchants in London will fail,

particularly now that the duke of Muscovy has punished the

English traders in his country for befriending a rebel subject of his

and detains all their merchandise ; and that in Hamburg the rising

of the Elbe has greatly damaged the cloths they have there. So
far as regards the goods they need from Flanders, they are well

supplied by the multitude of boats which come from there, and by
the great quantities of merchandise which arrive from the States

through Calais. They also get a sufficient quantity of goods from
Andalucia which the pirates steal and bring hither. If this source

of supply could be stopped it would be desirable, and orders might
be given to the effect that, if certain places there suffer very much
injury from the cessation of trade, certain Englishmen might be

authorised to cany thither what was much needed on condition

that they carried back such perishable merchandise as was ready.

This they \YOuld do willingly as they are in such great need of

goods from there, and t'o dispose of their own merchandise.

The Queen has ordered the sons of the earl of Derby to appear,

on a religious accusation, without imputing any suspicion of rebellion

against them ; she also has ordered the enclosed proclamation to be

published.

Jose Lotini, a ship-captain, a brave lad fit for anything, was in

the service of this queen in Ireland ; but as they did not pay him,
he went over to Flanders, leaving his horses behind him, which will

give him an excuse to return tliitliei' to fetch them. He is well

known to Thomas Stukeley. He told me that in the island there

was a Fleming, a good cosmographer, although a Protestant, who had
drawn up plans of most parts of the country, and if it were necessary

he would take him over to Flanders. I have referred Lotini to the

duke of Alba, as he is very suitable to serve in those parts, although

I have not told him what my intention was.

Seven ships are ready here for the voyage to the Indies, and I

have sent an order for them to dismantle. I obtained a stop from
the Admiralty Court by order of the Council, but I am afraid some
of the ships will go.—London, 28th November.

5 Dec. 227. Gueiiau de Spes to the King.

I have already reported to your Majesty that two commissioners
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are coming from Scotland ; they ni-e the Ijisliop of Galloway* and
Lord Livingstone, and the bishop of Ross is leaving here to be
present when they reach their Queen, although the excuse he gives

for going is that she is very ill. It is true she is not well, and is

in much greater fear for her life than formerly, in consequence of a

warning that she has received from a doctor, astrologer and sort of

conjurer, to the effect that they are going to give her poison iti her

food, and who even goes so far as to indicate the day when it is to

be done.

The queen of England complaios that these commissioners are

not of sufficiently high position for the purpose in view, and says

she would much have preferred that some of the Earls themselves

should have come ; but as she complains of the latter for treating

with other foreigners for aid, it is suspected that if they had
been persons of higher position they would not have got a

passport.

The earl of Sussex has come from the frontier after dismissing

his forces. He insists that the present is a very favourable time
for the Scotch enterprise, but they will not listen to him in

consequence of shortness of money.
Two days ago the ambassador from the duke of Saxony arrived

with a Frenchman, coming by way of Hamburg. They have been
referred to the Council here. I do not know yet which duke of

Saxony he comes from, or whether his visit is only to obtain the

money that this Queen has to give to the Reiter.s in exchange for

the salt brought from Rochelle, which money she has not hitherto

])aid. I will advise your Majesty of this, and also as to the action

of the Gove)-nor of the Isle of Wight i-e.specting the recovery of the

six smacks ; in which I have not much confidence.

A son of the earl of Derby and other gentlemen of Lancaster,
who were summoned by the Queen, have appeared, and their state-

ments have been taken. 1 do not know wh ther they will be lodged
in the Tower, but if so, it will be a great sorrow for the rest of tlie

Catholics.—London, 5th December 1.570.

13 Dec. 228. Gueeau de Spes to the King.

On the 10th instant I received your Majesty's letter of the 2nd
ultimo, brought by Henry Cobliam, who also gave the Queen the
letter your Majesty wrote her. I know nothing more of Cobharo/s
arrival, excepting that the Emperor sends advice to the Queen that
she should remain friendly with her neighbours.

Lord Buckhurst is leaving to congratulate the Christian Kincr
on his marriage. The Scotch commissioners are expected, althoui'-h

I do not think that any settlement will be come to by their
means.

The gentleman who came from Duke August with a present
of some little caskets and some pistols for the eiirl of Leicester
belongs to Augsljurg, and I think he served your Majesty at the
battle of St. Quintin. He petitions to be made a pensioner of this

* The alternative name of " Candida Ca?.-j. '" or White House, i.s gi\-eu to him in the
teit.
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Queen, and also requests the payment of the rest of the money for

the Reitets, with aid for Rochelle if necessary. He does not come
to renew the alliance, although it is expected that this will be done
in time.

The smacks taken by the pirates, to the number of eight, of

which I have written, were taken into the Isle of Wight. The
Governor of the island publicly proclaimed in the presence of the

man I sent that all Englishmen must leave the armed ships that

were there, three and a pinnace, which they did to the number of

three hundred and fifty, although I believe that most of them have
returned to the ships again. The property which came in the

captured vessels was all dispersed, and papers were shown proving

that part of the property belonged to the French, and, with thifs,

the man I sent was dismissed. The other five pirate ships are in

the Channel, and are to be joined by a pirate ship which is now
leaving this river for the purpose of going to Cape de Verd and
the island of Santiago, whence the}- will proceed to your Majesty's

Indies. I believe some of them will leave next month, and, not-

withstanding the orders that I have given, they are shipping

coloured kersey.«, cutlery, and the usual goods they carry there for

barter.

They are detaining the son of the earl of Derby without putting

hiui in prison, but Dr. Storey has been lodged in the Tower, and
confronted with the man who brought him. He is accused of

having plotted with the duke of Alba ; they are putting him to

the torture to-day, and I expect it will go badly with him. God
help him ! All the Catholics pray for him.

I have to day been told that the vessels arrested have been re-

turned to the Flemings, on security being given. They will soon

return hither loaded with goods from your Majesty's dominions,

three or four having already sailed for Spain with that object. It

would be desirable to prevent this.—London, 13th December
1.570.

20 Dec, 229. Guerau de Spes to the King.

The commissioners expected here on the queen of Scotland's

business have not arrived, and little confidence is placed in a settle-

ment being arranged. This Queen is shortly sending Walsinghani

as her new ambassador to France, as she thinks he is more likely

to raise ilis.sensions than any other man. Lord Buckhurst will

follow him to congratulate the King and Queen on their marriage.

He will be accompanied by the earl of Rutland, who is a lad, and
goes ti) sec the country. I understand that some sort of nego-

tiation will be opened to get the duke of Anjou to ask for this

Queen in marriage, in order that they may make use of this for

their own ends. There are some people who advocate a similar

embassy being sent to Spain in order to complain of the Emperor's

reply about the marriage of the Archduke Charles, but they are

not ilecided on this.

They arc verj' seriously discussing the making of Count Ludovic
of Nassau* head of the pirates, to the number of thirty-five sail,

* The brother of the prince of Orange.
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as they think that by this means they may not only molest tlie

Netherlands and your Majesty's territory, but also send fMpa to

the Indies, although those who are fitting out the ships declare

that they are only going to Cape do Verd. Wherever they go it

is very desirable that they should be punished, and also that the

Flemish ships that have gone to Spain from here with English gooil.s

should be detained, and prevented from returning with Spanish

goods. French vessels are constantly bringing Spanish goods

hither. A gentleman named James Fitzmorris has gone over to

France leaving a fort which he had in the earl of Desmond's

country in the hand of 14 French soldiers.

They have taken another smack with fish off Dover ; they are

so used to robbing now that it will be very difficult to teach them
honesty again.

The ambassador from Duke August and his house say that

his master is not desirous of an alliance with this Queen, as he

does not wish to incur fresh expenses and responsibilities. This

Queen says the same, so that they are both entertaining each other

with words.—London, 20th December 1570.

1571.

9 Jan. 230. GuERAU DE Spes to the King.

I have advised that Count Ludovic of Nassau was arming in

Rochelle, and a servant of his has now arrived to summon the

corsairs who are about here, and to take him the artillery and
stores which this Queen was lending him. 'J hey will have 12

fine ships together, amongst them the great Venetian ship, in which
the Count himself will go. The valuable Spanish ship loaded with

oil has already been transported fi'om Cornwall to some other

place. The Council reply to all complaints with dissimulation,

and do not take much notice of the fact that the Englishmen who
took the two smacks actually brought tbem out from the Meu^c.

Three vessels and a thirty-ton boat have left Plymouth for the

Indies, and another boat and a frigate are ready to leave. All the

efforts made and promised by the Judge of the Admiralty are

insufficient to prevent them from going.

This Queen has sent to say to the Scotch comndssionevs that siic

will be here in five days, and will receive them, together with the

commissioners of the carl of Lennox, to discuss the means they
propose for a settlement.

This Queen is very proud of the embassy sent by the Protestant

princes of Germany to the king of France, and gives out that it

was done by her orders.—London, 9th January 1571.

9 Jan. 231. Guebau de Spew to Zayas.

It is not my fault that so much dehiy had occuri'sd in the
conclusion of the English businesK which is being discussed in

Flanders, as I should like to see it done ditterentlj^ and wiihont
any loss of dignitj?- on our side. It is undesirable that the matter
should be protracted brcause the robberies are increasing and the

insolence of the thieves getting worse. They think tliat all must
give way to them, whereas they are really of no account at all, and

y f646?. t
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their power is based on sucli frail foundations that they could be

overturned with the slightest effort. Notwithstanding this, seeing,

as they say, the remissness of the foreigners, and their own art-

fulness day and night in the business, they succeed in the most

impudent adventures. As a sort of boast of this, the earl of

Leicester made a n&w year's present to the Queen, consisting of a

jewel containing a painting in wliich the Queen was represented

on a great throne with the queen of Scotland in chains at her feet,

begging for mercy, whilst the neighbouring countries of Spain and
France were as if covered by tlie waves of the sea, and Neptune
and the rest of them bowing to this Queen. With these vanities

they flatter the Queen to the top of her bent, who, in other ways,

lives with more freedom than Joan of Naples or the like. It is

really necessary, although we possess so much power, not to allow

it to fall from our hands, and we should be as careful to take

advantage of opportunities and artifice as if we were as weak as

we are strong. Hy this means our monarchy would be durable and
feared by all for the service of God.—London, 9th January
1571.

IG Jan, 232. Guerau de Spes to the King.

The Queen gave audience in Hampton Court on the 13th instant

to the bishop of Ross and the Scotch commissioners with the result

that they have to wait 12 days until the commissioners from the

other party arrive. In the meanwhile a committee has been

ajipointed to deal with them, consisting of the earls of Leicester

and Sussex, the marquis of Northampton, the Lord Keeper, Cecil

and Knollys.

Cardinal Chatillon was summoned to all the conferences, and
the Qu(!en is now offering to intercede with the Christian King
tliat he, the Cardinal, should be restored to the enjoyment of his

revenues. He wishes to push forward the treaty of marriage

between the Queen and the Juke of Anjou, but her matrimonial

intentions arc of no use any longer for deceiving people.

In the meanwhile Count Ludovic of Nassau is expected on this

coast:', and to complaints of robbeiy, they reply very coolly,

thinking that all tliis will onl}' tend to their advantage in the

questicn of the restitution, and that if they only restore what
they have proposed to do, all tlicir offences will be forgotten and a

settlement effected.—London, ICth January 1.j71.

22 Jan. 233. GuEBAu de Spes to the King.

I have informed your Majesty that Cardinal Chatillon was
pushing forward with great warmth the marriage of the duke of

Anjou with the Queen, and the business is now quite advanced, the

Queen-mother having written very gently about it to the Cardinal.*

* The ivliole of the negotiations for this match are fully and most interestingly

related in the published correspondence of La Mothc-i^nelon, then recently appointed

French amVassador in England. The Eniperoi's refusal, through young Henry
Cohham, to renew the negotiations for niairiage irith his trotlier the Archduke
Charles, -would appear to have been much more decided than is stated in the present

letters, aqd there is uo doubt tliat (he (^ueen was deeply oflended at the slight. On the
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The Queen has already proposed it to her Council ; one of the

members said that the Duke would be rather joung, and that it

would be well to consider deeply before they broke entirely Avith

the House of Burgundy. The other members were silent, surprised

to see her so set upon this marriage, which they had always thought

was merely a fiction. The earl of Leicester is greatly dismayed at

having been the instigator of this treaty, but the Cardinal promises

him grand estate and honours, and says that he shall go to France

at the conclusion of it. The fickleness of the Queen makes it

impossible to say whether the marriage will go forward or not.

She has already assured the Cardinal that she is quite free from
any pledge elsewhere, and that she is determined to marry a prince

and not a subject, whilst she has a good opinion of the character of

the duke of Anjou.

In the meanwhile they are delaying the settlement of the queen
of Scotland's business, on the excuse that they must await the

arrival of the commissioners from the opposite party, and their

only urgency is to find means of assuring the safety of the earl of

Lennox, whose life is in great danger by reason of the executions

which he has carried out. The Council here wishes to mutually

bind the parties very strictly for the present, under the threat that

if any hostility is committed the present negotiations shall bo

stopped.

I have had arrested the two Flemish pirates who captured tlie

smacks in the Meuse, and sixteen hundred thalers were found upon
them, which I will try to have restored with the goods to their

owners. Tliis has not been ordered yet, although the Council

promise me that it shall be. In the meanwhile the other pirate.3

go on robbing, and veiy little can be done towards punisliing

them or recovering their booty. The ships from Rochelle, to the

number of about ten, are expected, and by means of the screw thus

applied the Councillors think they will be able to do as they liUo

in Flanders.

The revenues that the Crown of England receive froni Ireland

used formerly to exceed HOfiOOl., but for the last 10 years tiioy

have been only about 20,000^. a year, Avith the extraordinnry duty
on wine. The diminution has come about by reason of lad
government. I write this in fulfilment of your Majesty's order,

which I could not do before, as I had not the information.

Whilst this letter was being put into cipher the French ambassador
came to see me, and in the course of conversation, complained that

Cardinal Chatillon had made so much noise about the mairiagc of

tlie prince (the duke of Anjou) with so little foundation. The
Cardinal went to his house to explain liis design to him, mentioning
the Vidame de Chartres as the originator of the idea, and wished
to make the ambassador believe that the Queen would agree to it.

but he, the ambassador, thinks that she will not do so. I treated

the whole matter as a joke.

other hand, Catharine de Medici was quite willing to listen to Chatillon, Chartres, and
her own secret agent, CaTaleanti, when they proposed so brilliant a match for her
second son, as she was now convinced that Philip's sole policy in regard to France
wae to rendei; it impotent by crushing the reforming party.

T 2
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The French ambassador was summoned yesterday to the Queen
who complained to him of the "French who have possession of the

castle* belonging to the earl of Desmond. She says they are

fortifying a little island opposite, and liave refused to leave on the

request of the governor. She desires that the king of France
should be asked to order them to retire.—London, 22nd January
1571.

31 Jan, 234. The King to Guerau de Spes.

I have received your letters of 1 st, oth, and 20th of December*
and Zayas has told me what you wrote to him on the 28th. I am
well informed thereby of affairs in England, and the plans and
plots which are being carried on there with the German heretics.

Continue to advise me of everything and particularly with regard
to placing Count Ludovic at the head of the pirates. Let me know
what strength of ships and men he can dispose of, and what routes
arc taken both by Ludovic and the seven ships which you say are

being fitted out for India.

All this is quite incompatible with the settlement which is being
discussed with the Queen. The duke of Alba writes on the

1st December that this settlement was quite advanced, and we are
surprised that you do not mention this in your letters, as it

is the most imi^ortant subject at present pending. So much
is this so, that until we know how this negotiation ends
no new prohibition can be made of the export from here of the
merchandise you mention, nor can I take fresh steps to prevent
the bringing hither of English goods needed by my subjects. You
will therefore in all your letters report to me what is being done
about this treaty and what hopes may be entertained of its being
carried through.

I have nothing special to say to you respecting the affairs of the

qneon of Scotland and the English Catholics, as the Duke will

convey my intentions to you as may be needful. I have only to

say that you can assure the queen of Scotland and the Catholics

that I desire their amelioration more than I can say, and that I

will not fail to duly aid and support them by word and deed.

Having considered what you have written on various occasions

about Bartolomd Bayon and the memorandum he gave you, I have
come to the conclusion that his proposals are quite out of the

question, and Mere no doubt only made for the purpose of getting

more credit and reputation with the people there in consequence of

the reply he hoped to get from here. Although this was the case,

you will do well not to appear to slight him, and you may tell him,

as if on your own account, that the person who was your inter-

mediary had informed you that, if he would moderate somewhat
the demands he makes, he miglit be deak with reasonably, but that

it would be much better, in order that it should be settled more
speedily and easily, that he himself should come here to treat on
the matter ; for which purpose a safe conduct would be given to

o —

—
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* i>higle in Kerry,
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him, You can proceed cautiously in accordance with this as you
Hce fit, and let me know what passes,—Madrid, 31st January
1571.

6 Feb, 235. Guerau de Spes to Zayas.

It is no good to say anything to this Council about the pirates

for they will not refrain from Avelcoraing them. M. de Lumbres is

now arming a Spanish ship which he captured, without any
hindrance, and the Council are thinking again of stirring up
trouble in Flanders, and either bringing the Christian King to

their will, or once more trouble his kingdom. They think with
this bait of the marriage of the duke of Anjou with the Queen that

we shall be afi-aid of offending them, and they therefore are

. delaying the queen of Scotland's business. It is true that so far as

the Catholics are concerned matters were never more favourable than
now. I did not dare to accept their offer in the face of the duke
of Alba's instructions, but whenever his Ma.jesty wishes, a great

service can be done to God, and, at the same time, the safety of the

jN'etherlands secured and the throne of Spain aggrandised. The
position of its ambassador here will not add much to its dignity

unless some prompt steps be taken. I have suffered more than can

be imagined, and, on Purification Day, the doci-s of my house were
surrounded by those Avho came to arrest the persons who had
attended Mass, of whom they captured three or four, all Spaniards.

At night they were released on bail and the payment of a fine.—
London, 6th February 1571.

12 Feb. 236. Guerau de Spes to the King.

This Queen is entertaining the ambassador and commissioners of

the queen of Scotland with the hope of the arrival of the earl of

Morton, and says she will send a special man thither to hurry him.

In the meanwhile she wants to draw them into another negotiation

about the restitution (of prisoners ?) on both sides, but they will

not deal with that matter separately.

The secretary of Cardinal Chatillon is expected from France.

He is the promoter of the marriage with the duke of Anjou. The
Cardinal for his trouble has received through Veluti (Velutelli ?)

ten thousand crowns. By way of France news has arrived that his

Holiness had granted the kingdom of Ireland to your Majesty, and
that you would in consequence send Thomas Stukeley witli fourteen

or fifteen companies of Spaniards. These people are alreadj^

beginning to discuss the measures to counteract this. The pirates

have brought to the Isle of Wight three sloops of great value

belonging to your Majesty's subjects. One was lost on its

arrival. I am sending there now with letters from the Council to

try to recover them. Cecil told my servants that, if the merchants
of Antwerp would pay for two of the Queen's ships to be fitted out,

they should be sent to stop these piracies, upon which he was told

that, wldlst the pirates themselves were armed here, there was
little use in such a remefly as that.
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A Flemish sliip loaded with spices and sugar has entered Ports-

mouth. I think it is an arranged thing as Philip Asselier, the

master, Is here, and in connnunication with the Council, but

Rotendal's ship lias been allowed to go on his declaration that she

belonged to the fleet which accompanied our Queen.

The merchants are very pleased with the hope of a settlement as

they can hold out no longer, although they get some relief by the

goods stolen by the pirates.

Postscript : I am advised that, as soon as Buckhurst learned on
his arrival in France of the Christian Queen's illness, he sent back
to his mistress to know whether he should proceed, but on a letter

being produced by Cardinal Chatillon from the Queen-mother,
saying that he was not to abandon his voyage in consequence of

the Queen's illness, orders have been sent to Buckhurst to proceed

on his journey,—London, 12th February, 1571.

18 Feb, 237. Guerau de Spes to the King.

I have reported to your Majesty that Parliament has been called

together, and is to meet on the 2nd April. The lists of property

of those who have fled the country are now ready, as the principal

subject to be dealt with is the sale of such property, and the

infliction of punishment upon those who refuse to take the oath

acknowledging the Queen as head of the Church, the only other

thing is to ask for money The earl of Morton and Vunderec (Sir

James MacGill ?) of tiie Scotch Council arrived here last night, and
we shall now see the intention of the English with regard to the

Scotch Queen. The French ambassador saw this Queen yesterday,

in order to intercede for the Queen of Scotland in his master's

name. He was not so well received as before, although he pro-

mised that the Frenchmen who were in possession of the castle

in the earl of Desmond's country should be punished if the Christian

King could get them into his hands, as they had acted without his

authority.

The arrival of the commissioners to be sent by the duke of

Alba to witness the restitution is awaited here with anxiety,

although these jieople will not be satisfied if the restitution is

not followed by a re-opening of trade. The Council have sent

the English commissioners to me to-day with the Judge of the

Admiralty, in order to arrange for the security of eleven ships which
have recentlj'- been brought hither by fate and the pirates. Their

principal reason, however, is doubtless to hear what I should

say about commerce. I altogether avoided the subject.—London,

18th February.

2 March. 238. Guerau de Spes to the King.

Three detachments of ships, in all seven or eight, are now being

equipped here for the Indies Some of them belong to William
Winter, others to Hawkins, which will shortly leave, and two
others belong to Bartolomd Bayon, who takes but little notice of

my persuasions. To judge by the goods he is taking, there is no
doubt that he is going to ship negroes and sell them at the Indies.
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The Council at first ])romiaecl to prevent the expedition, but now
says that it is unjust to prevent people from making voyages,

especially as they are informed that no damage will be done in

your Majesty's territory, and they liave no intention of preventing
trade. Although I persisted in the matter, I believe all these

ships will go on the Indian voyage, and if they are well punished
that will be the only way of preventing other people fi'om doing

the same.

In the meanwhile the delay in the arrival of the commissioners

who are expected fi-om Flanders has caused the discharge of the

eight or nine ships which recently entered the ports, although the

English commissioners and the Judge of the Admiralty agreed

with me that the valuable ship carried by English pirates to the

Scilly isles (?) should not be discharged. M. de Lumbre, with other

pirates, took it away from them and brought it half sacked

to the Isle of Wight. Some French vessels have arrived fi-om

Andalucia with oil, which was much wanted here, but they have
now an abundance of spices and other merchandise which have
come from these prizes.

The tendency of these folks is anything but peaceful. They
have had printed the apology which I send enclosed, and some
of the Council have hinted to me that we are not alive to the

negotiations which are being carried on from here in Flanders.

I believe that they are shameful, and will some day produce

effect.

The Queen has made Cecil a lord, so that he may be able to

be more useful in Parliament, and about the queen of Scotland.

Although the commissioners on both sides are here, they have done
nothing yet excepting to prolong the truce in Scotland for this

month. The queen of England says that she will consider what
can be done in the whole business when she is at Greenwich,

whither she now goes.

They are still talking of the marriage of the duke of Anjou, b\]t

not so warmly as before,* although it is said that the matter will

be discussed in Parliament favourably.

The Queen has ordered the viceroy of Ireland to go and capture

the castle of Dingin,t which Captain La Roche and other French-

men are holding. This is in accordance with the Christian King's

wish.

HeJ went in disguise through here towards Dover in order to

escape into a Catholic country, and he was captured, although

* It appears that the Queen had been told shortly before this that one of the courtiers

of the French King had sjtated at Court, before a numerous company, that she had an
incurable malady in the leg, and that after the marriage a " French potion " could be

given to her whereby she might be got rid of, and the duke of Anjou could then marry
Mary Stuart, and reign over both England and Scotland. The Queen was gicatly

enraged at this, and treated the French ambassador very curtly for some time

afterwards. She told him she greatly regretted his absence from the marouis of

Korthampton's ball, as he .could have seen her dance there and could assure ;hc Duke
that he was in no danger of wedding a cripple.

t Dingle, Kerry. See letter from Norris to Cecil, Bth January 1571, Calendar of

State Tapers (Foreign). ,

% Note in original ; " He does not say who this is.''
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ho was only known by Catholics. He escaped from prison afc

mid-day, dressed as a porter, with some wood on his shoulders.

He has taken refuge in my house, and I will try to get him
out of tlie country. Your Majesty will see by the letters from
Dr. Storey to me how he is suffering in the Tower,—London^
2nd March 1571,

4 March. 239. Document headed :
" Contents of Five Clauses issued

" by the Queen of England touching the irregularities
'•' on the Sea Coast, 4th March 1571."

1 st. That no pirate of whatever nation shall enter any of her

ports or the Downs, under penalty of losing the ship which he
brings, and imprisonment for himself.

2nd. That no subject of the Queen, or other inhabitant of her
realm, shall send or supply any victuals or stores of any sort to

the said pirates, and shall not receive goods from them, or deal

with them directly or indirectly.

3rd. That it is the Queen's will that these clauses shall be

obeyed, and that any infraction of them shall be punished by the

arrest of the offenders by the Governors of the ports, to be held

until further orders from the Queen and Council.

4tli. That any person found culpable, after the publication of

this, sliall be punished as a disturber of the Queen's peace.

5th. That any subject of the Queen who may have offended in

this way, and will make confession of the same, and declare those

whom he knows to be guilty, shall be himself pardoned.

10 March. 240. Guerau de Spes to the King.

In conformity with your Majesty's orders of the 30th January,

I await here the arrival of the commissioners to be sent by the

duke of Alba with the decision on the points discussed by him with
the English Commissioners relative to the restitution of what
remains of the merchandise seized from your Majesty's subjects,

and the othei' points if they have been settled, although the Duke
does not write that any arrangement has been made, excepting for

the restitution. During the iieeotiation in Flanders the robberies

and seizures have been going on as usual, and these people are now
so obstinate in them that it will be very difficult to reform matters.

The same bad tendency is shown in their desire for liberty of

conscience in the Netherlands, and it is absolutely necessary to

watch them closely, as tliey proceed with this intention with great

vigilance, astuteness, and dissimulation, the object of it all being to

diminish the greatness of your Majesty. This is most certain.

The servants of the prince of Orange have manned their ships with
two or three Flemings in each, the rest being Englishmen, and they
have already taken much valuable plunder. News from Rochelle

comes that a Flemish ship-master had surrenered a valuable cargoe
to Count Ludovic, and that many ships were being armed there.

Letters that I have seen say the number exceeds thirty, the captain
of which is to be Ludovic himself. They think here that they are
coming to molest the Netherlands, and these people are dreaming
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at the samo time of attacking Dunkirlc. They are talking also oi

the Indies and Scotland, but I will persevere in my efforts to stop

the ships from going to the former place. I have not been able to

settle anything with the Council, and still less witli Bayon. When
I sent to summon him hither, he was already in agreement with a

Portuguese doctor here and certain Flemish exiles to fit out two
ships, and he refused to come to me, but wrote to me that he
would not touch in your Majesty's territory. I do not believe him,

but I am not abandoning the matter and profess great affection for

him, although he presumes a great deal more than he has any right

to do. The Council are willing, however, that he should go. I will

do my best and report to your Majesty.

As regards the queen of Scotland's affair, this Council now wishes
to draw up a complete case, pro and contra, as to whether the
deposition of the Queen was legal, and if the oath to the Prince can
be revoked. It is nothing but dissimulation ; these people think
they can deceive everybody.

Tlie queen of Scotland, the duke of Norfolk, and the heads of

the Catholics have wisely resolved to send a gentleman to your
Majesty, who will also see the duke of Alba, without the knowledge
of the French. I have tried to obtain copy of his instructions,

and after great diflSculty send herewith a copy of them.—London,
10th March 1571.

14 March. 241. Guerau de Spes to the King.

The day on which I wrote my last letter to your Majesty, the
10th instant, Captain George, an Englishman sent by the English
ambassador in Paris, arrived with news that your Majesty had
ordered the arrest of a certain English gentleman in Spain who
was giving reports of the proceedings of Thomas Stukeley, and
that the latter, with your Majesty's support, was fitting out an
expedition for Ireland to be accomjianied by Major-General Julian
Romero with a good body of Spaniards. This news, together with
certain sinister information given by an English gentleman named
Smith who was formerly in your Majesty's service in Flanders
and the delay in the arrival here of the commissioners from Flanders
has caused the Queen to order the seizure of all the ships on the
coast, the immediate arming of three of her own and the pre-
paration of five more. Lord Grey is leaving for Ireland, and the
Council sent word that they wished to see me. They accordingly
met on the 12th at Durham Place, there being present the eails of
Leicester and Sussex, lord Burleigh, as Cecil is now called, and
Walter Mildmay. Burleigh set forth the information that the
Queen had received from various quarters, and said she was much
surprised at it after the letters your Majesty had written to her
and a milder one from the duke of Alba. The Queen, he said, was
forced to defend her birthright, and even to act on the offensive
towards those who wished to injure her in her dominions, with
such strength as God had given her. They therefore gave me
notice of this as a minister of your Majesty in order that I should
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not be surprised at her preparations, and that the reasons of them
should be conveyed to your Majesty. I assured him of your
Majesty's continued good will to preserve your friendship with the

royal house of England, and I called them to witness this in view
of the great moderatioa your Majesty had displayed in the discus-

sion of the differences arising from these seizures. I said I had
heard nothing about Stukeley, although my letters from Spain
were recent, and I said I did not believe it, but that spies had
exaggerated matters. Lord Burleigh, for instance, had been told

that your Majesty had given Stukeley 500 reals a day, which was
not a usual thing. I would, however, report what they said to

your Majesty. Burleigh said he would give it me in writing,

and after this they made many excuses to me about past affairs, to

which I replied with great courtesy. The earl of Sussex took me
aside and said he was a good Spaniard, but if he were forced

he should be driven to go on to the other side. I said that he

might well believe that it would indeed be a great force which
would make Spain take up arms against England, and they

all seemed somewhat tranquillised with this, particularly when
they heard at the same time that the commissioners had arrived.

They said that the Queen wished to send Henry Cobham to your
Majesty to give you an account of these suspicions. I said no

doubt your Majesty would leceive him and listen to him willingly,

and asked whether he would go by Flanders. They said I should

have full information before he went. They are still continuing to

bring harquebusses, pikes, and corselets out of the Tower
;
pait of

them, apparently for the Queen's ships and part of them for Sandwich

for the Flemish rebels. They await the arrival of Count Ludovic. I

told them the steps they should take to stop the piracies and the

expeditions to the Indies, and as regards the first point, they said they

could not stop them unless the merchants paid the cost. I replied

that they paid customs dues for security of the channel, but was

very moderate in my expressions, in order that it might not appear

as if I was saying what I did as an excuse for similar armaments

being fitted out in your Majesty's dominions. As regards the

Indies they asked me whether, if assurance were given that no

injury should be done to your Majesty's dominions, there would

be any objection. I said it was impossible as your Majesty's edicts

forbade the voyage, and the matter so remained without any further

assurance being given to me.

On the 12th the Lord Keeper gave an answer to the bishop of

Ross and the queen of Scotland's commissioners, to the effect that

the queen of England would not release the queen of Scotland

without first having her son delivered to her, with six nobles and

six of the Scotch fortresses, to be chosen by the queen of England
;

that Morton and his party were to govern in the Queen's name,

she renouncing all alliance with other princes ; so that the business

will all come to nothing. I will advise your Majesty of what
happens, M. de Zweveghera brought me the duke of Alba's letter

which I will follow. They have appointed an audience for him on

the 16th.—London, 14th March 1571.
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23 March. 242. Guerau de Spes to the King.

I have previously informed your Majesty of the fears entertained

by the Queen of the coining of Stukeley to Ireland, and that I had
tranquillized the Council about it as well as I could. Four of the

Queen's ships are ready, but the crews have not arrived. A large

quantity of arms have been brought from the Tower, some of which
have been sent up the river, on the way to Bristol. Many remain,

for the ships at Rochester and others have been given to the

Flemish rebels. The note which Lord Burleigh was to give me
saying what they wished me to convey to your Majesty on the

subject, has not yet been sent to me, nor are they decided yet as to

the going of Henry Cobham to Spain. No doubt the whole object

is to delay in order to see what decision is arrived at witli M. de

Zweveghem and the commissioners from Flanders. Zweveghem
had audience on the 18th, and on handing his letter of credence to

the Queen, she said that she did not consider the matter settled as

the duke of Alba said, and used other doubtful expressions of the

same sort. She promised to send him her wishes upon the subject

which she did yesterday by Leicester and Burleigh in the presence

of the English commissioners. They pointed out six amendments
they required in the agreement, all of them of the greatest

importance, which amendments are sent to the duke of Alba to

forward to your Majesty. They wish to commence the restitution

from the 28th of December 1518 (1568 ?), or, as it is worded in the

agreement, from the winter of that year, and by this means there

will be a difference of two hundred thousand ducats against your
Majesty's subjects. Another injurious point is that they wish to

exclude from the restitution all inhabitants of j^our Majesty's

dominions who are not your subjects, and they also wish to take
advantage in the hratter of the valuation, and, in fact, to undo wliat

has already been agreed upon. They will not agree to consider

the money that they hold, as a security for the reciprocal restitution

of goods in your Majesty's dominions which is to be made after

restitution here, and they also wish to cheat us of the restitution of

the missing portion of the goods by punishing the defaulters per-

sonally without enforcing tbe restitution itself. There are other

points of the same sort which your Majesty will consider. All

this is atrocious, especially as the treaty has been under discussion

for a year and a half at the jequest of the Queen herself.

M. de Zweveghem has, I believe, done his duty very well, and I

have advised him to speak to the merchants and commissioners,

pending the arrival of the duke of Alba's reply, with regard to their

own wishes upon the subject. My opinion is that these people wish
to dmg the matter on until the summer is over, which is their usual
trick, and your Majesty's subjects the while are suffering.

The affairs of the queen of Scotland are in a bad way, and I
think that Morton is returning to Scotland on the excuse that he
bears no authority to deliver the Prince. The queen of Scotland
is sending a gentleman to your Majesty and his Holiness with a
credence from many Catholics. He leaves in a couple of days for

Flanders and thence will continue his journey by post. She writes
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to me saying she desires to follow your Majesty's wishes in

everything.

Manuel Doria has arrived with a letter from the king of Portugal
for me, although he travels with a letter of credence from the King.
He and Antonio Fogaza tried to obtain audience of the Queen, but
she would not grant it, saying that they must first produce letters

from the King. There are many Portuguese goods here, and they
have granted a delay of twenty days before proceeding to the sale

of them at the request of certain merchants. The man who holds

the letter of marque asks a great sum for it, although he has
already profited ten-fold. Some of the councillors are asking for

forty thousand ducats to buy up the marque and release the rest,

offering henceforward not to allow any privateers to be fitted out
against that King's Indies. Doria is returning to Antwerp to

consult the Portuguese merchants there upon these points. I will

report to your Majesty what happens in this respect, and I now
enclose a copy of the reply I have sent to the king of Portugal.

Winter's three ships, with one that is said to belong to the

Admiral, have sailed for the Indies. Bayon is still under embargo,

but efforts are being made for his release. He is to be joined by
another ship and a pinnace. He sends to tell me that if I will

give him four thousand ducats he will not go, on condition that he

is allowed to take the cargoes of the three ships to Spain. It has

been impossible to bring him to decency, as he is a great scamp.

If weather do not prevent him, I understand he will go to the river

Senegal and thence all these pirates hope that the winds will carry

them to the coast on the north of the island of Hispaniola where
there are good ports and opportunities of profit.

Lord Burleigh (Buckhurst ?) has returned from France, but I do

not know what decision he brings. I have just heard also that

Cardinal Chatillon has died at Canterbury which may well be true

as he was very ill,—London, 23rd March 1571.

25 Mar. 243. Guerau de Spes to the King.

The queen of Scotland and the duke of Norfolk, in the name of

many other lords and gentlemen who are attached to your Majesty's

interests and the promotion of the Catholic religion, are sending

Rodolfo Ridolfi, a Florentine gentleman, to offer their services to

your Majesty, and represent to you that the time is now ripe to

take a step of great benefit to Christianity as in detail Ridolfi will

set forth to your Majesty. The letter of credence from the Duke
is written in the cipher that I have sent to Zayas for fear it should

be taken.—London, 25th March 1571.

In a letter from Guerau de Spes to Zayas of the same date the

following paragraph occurs :
—" The bearer is Roberto Ridolfi whom

" the queen of Scotland and the duke of Norfolk are sending to

" his Majesty as I have mentioned in my other letters. It is

" necessary that he should have an audience of his Majesty with
" the utmost secrecy, as your worship will be able to arrange on
" so important a matter as this. I beg you will favour and forward
" him to the best of your ability, as he has been an agent of his
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" Holiness here, and is a person of great truth an 1 virtue, and an
" intimate friend of mine, besides which, he is entrusted with a
" negotiation which well merits favour. He bears a letter for you
" and orders to follow your instructions in everything.''

28 March. 244. GuERAU de Spes to Zayas.

I wrote to your worship yesterday by way of Laredo, and Henry
Cobham has iDeen to see me since and to tell me that he is leaving,

requesting me to give him an order to enter Spain as you will

gather from the letter he takes with him. His intention is to

make very light of the detention of ships and money and also of

my arrest, perhaps even throwing the blame on to me for the

purpose of excusing themselves. He will make out that they are

the injured ])arties in the treaty discussed in Flanders, will make
the most of the little restitution they promised, endeavour to get

trade re-opened for their benefit and leave all the rest to be for-

gotten ; and if they can get security from his Majesty about

Stanley (Stukeley ?) and other jooints they will offer that an
ambassador should go to Spain and the whole matter will be con-

cluded to their liking without the intervention either to the duke
of Alba or mj'self, although I am apparently neutral in the

matter. Your ^^'orship knows well the craftiness of these people,

and it is necessary to meet their craft with cunning, and so to

dissipate their castles in the air and do our business for our own
benefit, without loss of dignity on the part of his Majesty or

material loss on the part of his subjects. We should not at present

re-open trade and should cheat them in any way possible' in this

point of the restitution, T, with this end, am all gentleness with
them now ; mixing my words with honey until we can carry the

matter through, although Henry Cobham tel!s mo that it will not

be undertaken until his return, which is most undesirable. He
therefore should be got to write to the Queen here that the resti-

tution should be carried out without waiting for new points of

perfection to be given to the treaty, or else he should jiromptly be

dismissed with gentle words in order that it may be done quicklj^

Let them send an ambassador if they like ; that will not hinder

what his Majesty may subsequently decide to do. As I have said,

the road is now clear and open, we are prompted to take it by the

wickedness, thefts and knavery of these pirates ; all of whom were
armed here,, sell their booty here, draw their crews from here, and
here obtain all they need for their evil deeds ; we are prompted to

take it by the arrest of his Majesty's ambas.sador in a way of

which the Turk would have been ashamed, and, by the seizure of

the money, after the Queen's woid had been pledged and her

passport given, whilst by the very same post orders wei'e sent to

seize it under the fine excuse that it was to protect it against

pirates. Send Cobham back with sweet words, unless need for

other action should supervene, and if they blame me tell them to

do so before my face. They will not dare to say anything in my
presence, or I should tell them what they are and what they have
done.—London, 28th March 1671.
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28 March. 245. Guerau de 8pes to the King.

Henry Cobham has requested me in the name of the Queens
Council to give him a letter enabling him to leacli your Majesty's

Court. I liave given him the present letter with instructions to

forward it from Burgos or other place in the interior of Spain to

the care of secretary Zayas, and on receiving your Majesty's leave,

that he should himself follow to explain his errand which, being as

it is, on behalf of the Queen, cannot fail to be agreeable to your
Majesty.—London, 28th March 1571.

10 April. 246. Guerau de Spes to the King.

The treaty for the marriage of the duke of Anjou and the Queen
is going for\vard, and, two days since, Guido Cavalcanti came from
Paris with letters from the Queen-mother and certain clauses of

agreement. He came very secretly, his intention being to confer

alone with Lord Burleigh and Heneage, a favourite of the Queen,
but he was recognised at Dover. It appears they offer that the

Duke shall conform to the laws of this countrjr as regards religion,

that he shall be called King but not be crowned, and that he shall

have an allowance equal to that which he would receive in France.*

I therefore think that this marriage will be effected, and, if it be,

many evils will result, particularly as they are settinj^ about the

persecution of Catholics in this parliament. As the treaty is

addressed to Lord Burleigh without any mention being made of

Leicester, it has all the greater likelihood of being carried through
promptly, as Burleigh will only think of his own advantage. The
real remedy is that with which Roberto Ridolfi is charged. This

Queen peremptorily orders the Scotch ambassadors to return to the

side of their Queen. I judge that the object of this is that they,

through their friends, sliould not hinder this marriage, or perhaps

it is intended to adopt something in this Parliament opposed to

their mistress' interests, although Cecil told the bishop of Ross that

if the duke of Anjou comes here he, Cecil, will be able to get a

suitable husband for their mistress. I have just received a letter

from the duke of Alba, and after consultation with M. do Zweveghem,
I will take steps to carry out my instruction, although I believe

that these people will try to delay the matter.

The pirates have taken thirty ships near the islet of Texel and
eighteen of them are now at Dover, whilst the pirates are seeking

seamen and soldiers in tlie neighbourhood with the utmost assurance.

M. de Lurabres with his five ships ia in Plymouth. I am sending

notice of all this to the Council.

The English announce that the castle of Dumbarton has been

captured, which news is believed to be false and invented for the

purpose of animating the Protestants in this parliament. The
earl of Morton has returned to Scotland.

Parliament has just issued a bill that any person assuming
any right to the crown of England without the permission of the

* The proposal waa for him to receive from the Euglish re-veuucs 60,000 livres a
year settled ou him for life.
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Queen shall lose any claim that he has thereto. As some people

think that this is directed against the queen of Scotland they
are in some fear about passing it.—London, 10th April 1 571.

15 April. 247. Guerau de Spes to the King.

I have on several occasions reported how warmly the negotiations

for the marriage of the duke of Anjou with the Queen are being
pushed forward. There is but little difference of opinion about the

conditions, and conferences are being held incessantly. I believe

the marriage will de effected, notwithstanding the ancient enmity
between the two nations. They are persuaded to agree to this

marriage by the idea that they will establish their religion in

France as well as here, and will gain some protection again&t your
Majesty, whom they know they have oflFended, and at the same
time will escape the restitution of the property seized, or only

restore it on their own terms. Although the matter has not yet
been mentioned in parliament and lias only been discussed by some
of the councillors, they are as arrogant about it as if it were an
accomplished fact and had turned out all to their advantage.

Yesterday and the day before, Leicester and Burleigh, as English

commissioners, gave M. de Zweveghem most obstinate replies to his

proposals, refused to confirm what had been agreed upon in Flanders,

and would not give way to any just representations, but on the

contrary, added new notes and emendations of the most unjust
description, a copy of which is sent to the duke of Alba. M. de
ZAveveghem thinks tliat his stay here is now of little advantage to

the business.

These people are much encouraged by the news that the earl of

Lennox has by negotiation taken the castle of Dumbarton, a place

of great importance, which news is now confirmed by the Earl

himself. The pirates also are muliplying greatly and constantly

bring in rich prizes here whilst direly afflicting your Majesty's

subjects, and these people are getting all the advantage. Brederode's

twenty-two sail are at Dover, whilst he is quietly selling their

plunder and obtnining cre"\\'S and stores. It is announced that they
will leave a few ships there to guard the Channel and take all the

other vessels which have not been ransomed and leave for Rochelle to

join Count Ludovic, where they will also meet M. de Lumbres
with his four ships which left here on the 7th. All this fleet

together will then assail ships from Spain on all sides, and will

attack the Indian fleet and harry the coast of Galicia, where they
expect to do most damage. Your Majesty may be certain that the

people here have every desire to do the utmost damage and injury

they are able to your Majesty's dominions, and they will never
abandon this course until they are frightened out of it by the

punishment which they so richly deserve.

The bishop of Ross dismissed the other two commissioners but
reraains here himyelf, still supplicating the Queen and Council. He
will have enough to do in getting them to dissemble with him much
longer as they have taken a servant of his coming from Flanders
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with many juinted books in defence of the claims of his mistress to

the crown of England and they will make much of this.*

They have not yet settled anything in Parliament about the

subsidy, nor as regards Catholics and absentees, although I expect all

will be decided soon and not very differently from the Queen's
wishes.

Fleming who commanded the fortress of Dumbarton has retired

to Lisleburg, but the archbishop of St. Andrews who was captured
there was beheaded by Lennox for having been concerned in the

King's death.

Guido Cavalcanti is still at Cecil's house with a secretary of

his, apparently a Frenchman. They will await a reply to a courier

who left two days since carrying with him a favourable decision

from here.—London, 15th April 1571.

17 April. 248. The King to Gueeau dk Spes. •

All your letters have been received to those of ICth March.
It was well to send us particulars as we are most anxious to learn

the progress of events there, and particularly regarding the queen
of Scotland and the Catholics that follow her. You also did well
in trying to obtain a copy of the instructions given to the gentlemen
sent by the Queen to the Pope and myself, in order to induce us to

endeavour to procure her release. We desire it so sincerely that,

if we had been able to obtain it, there would have been little need
to send and ask for our aid. If, however, the gentleman arrives

here he will find as welcome a reception as the importance of his

business deserves.

I note that the Commissioners sent by the duke of Alba had
been promised audience for the 18th of March, and as I am sure

you will, ere this, have written the result to me, I have nothing

more to say about it for the moment, excepting that I await the

decision with impatience.

What you write about the pilot Bayon has been no news to us

hero as we always judged that his proposals made to you were
simply an artful trick. In view of what you wrote about his

being in league with Dr. Nuiiez I wrote ordering the detention if

possible of the ship that was in Ayamonte, and have also given tit

instructions respecting Thomas Wyatt's (?) ship which came with
cloth to St. Jean de Luz. I will advise you what happens
respecting this as no answers have yet come.

You answered well to the remarks respecting Ireland and
Stukeley made to you by Cecil and the other councillors, as it was
simply the tiuth, and I do not therefote suppose that they will

have persisted in the idea of sending Henry Cobham here. If he

should come, it will be well for you to let me know beforehand

" This was tljc second edition of the Bishop's famous Viook called " A defence of the

honour of Queen Mary," which had just hcen published at Liege. A gmall secret

edition had been printed in London at the end of 1569, hut had been rigidly suppressed
and the seizure of these copies of the second edition led, as will be seen, to a similar

course being adopted with them.
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what his errand is, and j'ou will continue to advise me minutely of

everything with the same diligence as heretofoi'e.

With regard to your salary and the memorandum sent of your
extraordinary expenses, they shall be looked into and reply sent in

due course.

Note in the King's handiuriting in original

:

—" Until these

expenses are considered, and it is seen whether they are correct, it

will be well not to say that they will be provided for."—The
Escorial, ]7th April 1571.

23 April. 249. Zayas to Guekau de Spes,

You will already have learnt of the reception and treatment here
of Thomas Stukeley and the intention entertained of helping him
quietly and without showing ourselves, in order that he might
encourage the Catholics of Ireland. It turned out, however, after-

wards that his talent, intelligence, and weight were insufficient for

the purpose in hand, and for this reason, and in order not to stir up
feeling prematurely, an honest excuse was found to divert him, and
he left for Bivero, having dismissed the people who came from
Ireland with him and dismantled his ship, which was only of eighty
tons ; which ship he left there. He returned hither intending
to go on to Italy and, although when he was first here, he received

a money allowance from the King, in the belief that he would only
stay a short time, when he returned nothing whatever was given to

him in the way of lodging or otherwise. For cheapness, he went to

live at Eozas* where he still remains, waiting for the Princes to

leave, so that he may accompany them in search of adventure. He
says himself, that he is going to the Pope. I thought well to let

you know this, particularly as when Cohham arrives here it will

be palpable to him that the cause for bis coming was a slight one.

His Majesty is very anxious for Ridolfi to arrive, as judging from
what you say in your letters, he brings with him mal-ters of

importance.—Madrid, 23rd April 1571.

27 April. 250. Gueeau de Spes to the King.

In former letters I have represented to your Majesty how little

these people can be trusted to agree to a restitution. All the
points which were believed to have been settled in Flanders are
Ijeing disputed and freshly opened up, and they are now pressing
for the Duke to declare, within a week, if he will pay for the cloths
which he ordered to be sold, at the same rate as they would have
been sold at otherwise, and if not, the Queen will proceed to
the sale here of all the goods detained. This she will do in order
that the earl of Leicester may make a profit by it, and the Queen
herself said so yesterday to M. de Zweveghem very firmly, and even
with a sort of joke about the pirates ; remarking that, as they did
not speak English, it was no business of hers to correct them, and
gave Zweveghem no chance of replying or carrying on the con-
versation. This courier is therefore being sent to the duke of Alba,

* LaB Kozas is a Tillage a few miles from Madrid.

y 76407.
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reporting to him also that Count Ludovic is expected hourly here

with tlie armed ships from Kochelle, in order that they may all

join together to do some great injury, although these ships that are

now at Dover could be taken with the greatest of ease, which will

not be the case later on, as they are rapidly being supplied with

artillery, munitions, and men. The pirates have been so cruel that

it is confidently stated that they threw overboard the crews of the

cvitter and the Biscay ship which they recently captured. I will

find out the truth, having sent a man to Dover for the purpose.

Parliament is going forward rapidly, having already voted the

subsidy, which will amount to 1 40,000?., and they are now drawing

up some very strict statutes against the Catholics, such as no nation

in the world has ever heard of before.

The negotiations for the release of the queen of Scotland are

entirely broken off, and the French have abandoned her. A packet

of letters from Randolph, postmaster-general here, sent to the earl

of Morton, has been captured and in them hopes were expressed

that she would not live very long. Lisleburg is still held in her

interest.

The partisans of the marriage of the duke of Anjou and the

Queen say that Leicester will marry the queen of Scotland.

I advised your Majesty of the arrival of Guido Cavalcanti. His

departure was extremely secret and he was guarded closely to

prevent anyone from speaking to him, even the French ambassador,

so thnt the Queen's decision should not leak out. It is believed

that this marriage will now be carried through, seeing the inclination

of the Duke and his mother for him to entirely adopt the Anglican

religion ; and the Queen's closest friends think that Cavalcanti

bears a favourable resolution.

The Queen-mother promises to come hither with her son, and the

wedding, they say, is to take place at Canterbury, but no fixed

allowance is to be granted to the Duke, that question being left to

the Queen's discretion. It is thought here that either Marshal

]\lontmorcnci or M. D'Anville will come here. The qvieen of Scot-

land and the duke of Norfolk are anxiously awaiting the resolution

of the despatch of Ridolfi.

I have had Bartolome Bayon arrested here through certain

creditors of his, and he will not be able to go to the Indies now,

even though he be released, as the season is too far advanced. I

will tiy to stop him for any future season, and also his going io

Rochelle, which he intends to do in default of any other voyage.

—

London, 27th April 1571.

9 May, 251. GuEEAu de Spes to the King.

As 1 reported in previous letters, the pirates increase in number
daily and a large party of them are off Dover and, although

I had the bastard of Brederode detained, it is all of little use.

The Queen's guns and stores have been put on board, and great

numbers of Englishmen are embarked, although I do not fail to

communicate with Lord Burleigh about it. He pretends to be
ignorant of what is going on. The ships from Eochelle and Denmark
are expected.
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The only thing settled in Parliament has been to vote the subsidy,

but they are not agreed as to the measures for the purpose of

oppressing Catholics, in consequence of the Puritans and new Pro-

testants having brought in the bill of which I enclose copy, and
this has raised dissensions amongst them. In order that this may
not produce an ill-effect outside, the Council has become milder for

the present. It has not been decided yet to sell the property of

absent Englishmen.
Couriers are running backwards and forwards furiously between

England and France, and the Queen is fixed in the idea that the

duke of Anjou must, when he lives in this country, conform to the

laws with regard to religion. No doubt this is intended to delay
the business, as the Queen can conclude it whenever she thinks
desirable.

In consequence of the capture of the bishop of Eoss' servant and
the discovery of his cipher letters, they have put him to the torture,

although lightly as yet.* He is in the Tower, and the suspicions

they have thus conceived have caused them to dismiss nearly all

the queeu of Scotland's servants, and she is strictly guarded,
although, even in her guard, she has some good friends,—London,
9th M:ay 1571.

252. Copy of the Opinion of the Duke of Feria and Peior
Don Antonio respecting English Affairs.

The two points submitted to your Majesty by Cobham were as

follows : First, to impress upon your Majesty the close friendship

which for so many years had united the two Koyal houses, and the
second (without complaining of it), was that a servant of the
ambassador Don Guerau, sent by him to the duke of Alba, on
arriving in Flanders, caused the seizure of the English vessel iu.

which he had crossed over, and thatj from that time forward, he
gave orders in every place whereat he arrived, that all other ships
and goods belonging to Englishmen in the States should be seized,

the object of this representation being to su])poit their (the English)
contention that reprisals were first begun on the part of your
Majesty's officers, and Cobham referred, for all other points, to the
letter of which he was the bearer. It is our opinion that a reply

should be given to him in accordance with the discussion which
took place in the Council, treating the matter on a broad and
general footing and referring it to the duke of Alba, through
whom his Majesty had, from the first, negotiated these affairs, both
in consequence of his being well-informed as to his Majesty's wishes,

and being, so to speak, on the spot. We think this is the verbal

reply which ought to bo given to Cobham, and we are of opinion

that the letter to the Queen, which is to be given to him, should
not mention the matter of the duke of Alba.

As regards giving him a chain, it appears to us that, aflPairs bcine;

in their present condition and Cobham having come on the errand
he has, with the suspicions expressed in the Queen's letters, on no
account should a chain be given to him.

* This was Charles Baily, whose capture opened up the whole conspiracy, and led

eventually to the execution of the duke of Norfolk.

V 2
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We are of opinion that Stukeley should not be despatched until

this man has gone, as it will not be advisable to arouse the distrust

of the Queen nor to discourage the Catholic party. After Cobham
has gone it will be well to despatch Stukeley and send him away
satisfied.

Wg also think that Don Frances should be instructed 'to look at

the hand of the Irish Archbishop who is in Pans, to discover the

understandings he has both here and there.

The coming and going of a Scotsman called Patrick in Madrid
should be closely watched. He was with the Archbishop, but is

said now to be going about with Cobham and sometimes goes to

Zayas' house. The Catholics say that both he and his master are

spies.

Note in original.—Copies of all these despatches to be sent to

the Duke (of Alba) and Don Guerau.

Against each paragraph of the aforegoing is a note in the

handwriting of the King, which notes are respectively as follows

:

1. I have had this matter of England referred to the duke of

Feria and the Prior for discussion, and Gracian has here set down
their opinion, whereto I will add what occurs to me. With regard

to this first article, I approve of what they say. Have a letter

prepared at once in this sense and sent to me to sign, so that when
it is handed to Cobham a verbal reply may be given to him in

confoi mity with the above, and we maj'^ get rid of him and not allow

ourselves to enter into any pro and con with the man or to detain

him.

2. There i? some confusion here about the chain ; there is some-

thing to be said on both sides. Let it be again discussed by the

Cardinal and Velasco, and let me know tbeir opinion.

3. I agree that Stukeley should not be despatched or a reply given

to him until Cobham has gone, but whether we send him away
satisfied or otherwise, will depend upon whether he is willing to

come to reason or not.

4. No harm can be done by sending Don Frances these instructions,

so let it be done.

5. I ([uite approve also of this being done, and efforts must be

made to find out what there is in it.

Note.—It will be very advisable to send them copies and let them
know Cobham's errand and our reply. When this is done get rid

of this Cobham as soon as possible, as he is doing no good here.

10 May, 253. The Duke of Feria to Zayas.

Very magnificent Sir. I have not replied to yours of the 3rd

because T awaited his Majesty's commands, and also because I

wished to wait until Cobham was gone, but the opinion of myselt

and the Prior is sent by the hand of Gracian, and to this I refer you.

I understand that our object is to keep friendly with England
because it is not, at present, possible to undertake the subjection of

that country and Ireland. We were lords of it once and left it.

This friendship will be very difficult to maintain if the sovereign be
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not a Catholic, and our hold upon the Netherlands will consequently
be slighter. The Queen has felt our weakness, and so assails us
with inventions and fears that she will marry in France. She will

no more marry Anjou than she will marry me. She has neither

youth nor health to have children, or to live long. She is hated by
all the nobles and her subjects in consequence of her persecution of

the Catholics and her refusal to allow them to leave the country
;

but withal, she has been unable to destroy them, for the Catholic

party is sounder than ever, as slie well knows. It is out of the
question to believe that the French and English will ever be friends,

as they have a natural dislike for one another, and besides this,

their sovereigns have such mutual claims as to make it impossible

that they could trust each other. The English have never had, nor
have their princes, any cause for enmity with us but, on the
contrary, many reasons to desire our friendship, which they have
always found sincere, and the trade with his Majesty's dominions
profitable. The French have not a friend in the whole countrjr^

whilst we have the Catholic party, which includes the majority of

respectable people. If we lose this support and the opportunity of

helping them, it will be another grave offence to God, besides those

already committed ; fur it is in consequence of the affair not having
been managed with the due circumspection that the country is

in the hands of heretics. We have thus completely failed, so far

since it is clear that, if the Queen had means to offend us mox-e, slie

would do so ; although seeing the way in which her tricks are

succeeding there is no need for her to seek any other way of

troubling us. If Cobham is not dealt with in a dignified way
as recommended, I am afraid that what is done to avoid war
will only bring it into our own house, and we shall find suddenly
some day that we have lost the Catholics, and that they too are

in arms against us. I am certain that, as soon as the Queen under-
stands that the Catholics depend upon our king, she will not dare

to break with us. There is no other way out of it than this : for

the last two yeais wo have trodden the path of feebleness, let us

now try the other road. I am in a position to speak more freely of

this than of any other affairs, because I have had much to do with
Englishmen and am well acquainted with the Queen and her

ministers, their mode of proceeding, and the extent of tl:eir power,

and I cannot see why we should needlessly make water in the ford

in this way. The Irish Archbishop has begun his tricks now in

Paris, and I send you enclosed a letter he has written to a man
named Salazar who is married to an Englishwoman in Madrid.

Keep it for me. The morning I arrived Cobham came to visit me
in the Queen's name with an extremely loving message. He was
with me for some time, but I could get nothing of importance out of

him, excepting recommendations to me of the case of the merchants

and their goods, and complaints of the reception given to Stukeley,

which has made them smart, and I do not wonder. I answered
him as had been agreed upon in the Council, in case he should

approach any of us separately, saying that I was not speaking as a

minister but as a good Englishman and friend. The discourse only

confirmed me in my opinion, and I am convinced also that this is
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no time to discourage the Catholic party and, at this juncture if we
are not on the alert we may put ourselves into a hole from which
we cannot get out. Tell the gentlemen there that I beseech them
to weigh this matter maturely, for it is not one that can be
contemned or passed over lightly. We are having here the most
lovely weather in the world, although his Majesty passes his day, or
or nearly all of it, as in Madrid. Aianjuez, 10th May 1571.

254. Document headed : Statement of the errand of Henry
Cobham, Gentleman of the Queen of Englind, and the

reply he bears Math him (without date).

His Majesty gave Henry Cobham audience on his arrival in

Madrid, on the last day of April, having ordered his gentleman of

the Chamber, Don Diego de Acuna, to provide him with horses and
servants, and he (Acuna) himself went to accompany Cobham from
his lodging to the palace. On his arrival there, his Majesty
graciously received him, and Cobham handed him a letter which he
brought from his mistress and, in her name, submitted two points

to his Majesty. The first was to remind him of the old friendship

that had for so long existed between the House of Burgundy and
the Crown of England and to express the Queen's desire to maintain
it. The second was (without complaining) to say that a servant

that the Ambassador Don Guerau de Spes had sent to the duke of

Alba, on his arrival in Flanders, had caused the seizure of the ship

in which he had passed over and gave notice at each place at which
he arrived that they were to seize the other ships and property

belonging to English subjects in the States. All this was to prove

what they falsely try to a'-sert, namely, that the reprisals were
commenced by his Majesty's otficer.s. After this Cobham was silent

and referred to his mistress' letter on all other points.

His Majesty replied in general terms that he had never had any
wish other than to preserve the friendship and brotherhood with

the Queen, and although what had passed was known, he would
have an answer given to him for his prompt despatch, and this

ended the first audience.

Some days having passed without Cobham submitting any
further points, it was thought well that Secretary Zayas should

take the opportunity of visiting him, in acknowledgment of the

letter he had brought from Don Guerau to him, with the intention

of discovering whether he had anything else to bring forward,

besides what he had said to his Majesty. On this question being

put to him, he said : Yes, he had very important matters, which he

would submit to his Majesty when the first points had been

answered .and his Majesty would grant him an audience. Zayas

told him that it would be best, and time would be saved, if he

would put into writing what he had to say, as the King was at

Aranjuez with the Queen, busy in despatching his nephews the

Princes, and the statement should be forwarded to his Majesty,

who would then, at once, reply to it. But Cobham would not be

persuaded to do this, and entrenched himself behind the answer
that when his Majesty had answered his first points, as he had
promised, he would proceed to the others.
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His Majesty having been informed of this, and understanding
that all of Cobham's points were simply to gain time and delay a
settlement, in order never to reach the stage of actual restitution,

whilst at the same time giving rise in England to the idea that he
was entrusted with great affairs, and that the filial settlement of

the business must be deferred until his return, determined to cut

the knot and get rid of the man. He therefore sent Zsyas to tell

him in the King's name that, as regarded his point concerning- the

maintenance of the ancient friendship between the two Royal
houses, the Queen might rest assured that, wliilst she performed
her part, as Cobham had said, there would be no shortcoming on
the side of his Majesty, in order to carry on the same good feeling

and neighbourship between them with all the sincerity and
straightforwardness, which his Majesty had always displayed.

Desiring, as he did, that all questions that might lead to an op-

posite result should be ended, he would be glad if the negotiations

for the restitution of goods and money so long detained in England
could be settled with reasonable brevity, in accoi-dance wltli the

arrangement discussed with tiie duke of Alba by special com-
mission from his Majesty. This was the true and plain way to

come to the point, and he (Cobham) was to tell his mistress so,

and take her a letter whicli his Majesty would write in reply to

her's, which letter Zayas took to hand to him. When Cobham
heard what the decision was, he ref)lied to Zayas, asking him to

keep the letter from his Majesty, and he would put in Avriting what
he had to say. Accordingly, in two days, he sent his Majesty a

brief letter, enclosing a memorandum of which copy is enclosed.

When his Majesty had read it, being still convinced that Cobham's
errand was with the already mentioned object, and to give an
excuse for wasting time in fruitless discussion, he decided not to

enter into any sort of detad, but to reply to the Queen as seemed
most fitting to his dignity and position, setting forth the real points

at issue and urging a settlement of the open questions on both

sides, as has been done in the terms of the copy of his Majesty's

reply herewith.

Zayas having taken this decision to Cobham and delivered his

Majesty's letter, together with the passport, he again repeated in

sub.stance the previous declaration of the King's desire to remain

on friendly terms with the Queen, and said that he had nothing

to say respecting the points contained in his letter, as they were
practicallj' the same as those in the Queen's letter, which was fully

replied to in his Majesty's answer.

Cobham answered that, since this was his Majesty's wish, he was
satisfied, and would go and kiss his hand and take leave, if he
would graciously allow him to do so. Zayas, having been instructed

what he was to say in such case, told him that, whenever he chose

to go to the Escorial, the King would be happy to see him. On
the 8th June he went, and his Majesty having graciously heard

him, took leave of him with some general expressions, with which
Cobham appeared to be pleased. He stayed and dined that day
with the duke of Feria, and had a long conversation with him, in

which the whole of the matters were discussed. It is important
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that this conversation should be conveyed to you, and therefore a
memorandum of it is enclosed, as well as one of Cobham's first

discussion with the Duke, His Majesty was much pleased with
both conversations, as they embodied his wishes,

27 May, 255. Guerau de Spes to the King.

Since the arrival of Thomas Fiesco* here respecting the matter
of restitution, nothing fresli has been done, excepting that he has
spoken with some of the Councillors, who have referred him to the

English commissioners as to the points which they say are still

open. He will treat with them for the future, and I will continue
to report to your Majesty what may be arranged.

A secretary of the Council came to me from the Queen yesterday
to ask me whether I knew anything of the arrival of Henry
Cobham at your Majesty's Court. I told him what Secretary

Zayas had written to me. It appears that they are very sanguine
respecting the despatch which Cobham is to bring from your
Majesty.

The secretary also informed me, from the Queen, that she had
been moved to close all the ports of this country for 12 days past,

even to couriers and persons bearing her own passport, for reasons

connected with the interests of her realm, and that I was not to

conceive any suspicion in consequence thereof, as the ports were
now open again and letters might be sent. I think the step was
taken because of the imprisonment of the bishop of Ross, and to

prevent any letters or papers of his leaving the country. They
have been searching for such papers everywhere in the houses of

his friends and himself, but have hitherto found nothing of im-

portance, nor can they make out the letters they have seized, as

they have yet to be deciphered.!

Your Majesty will have learnt that I addressed this Council from
the duke of Alba, in order to attempt to procure the release of

Dr. Storey. I now hear that they took him to-day to be tried at

Westminster, and they have condemned liira to death in the usual

way. I will say no more about it, as I have no fresh instructions

to do so.

A French ship, loaded with munitions, has arrived in Scotland

to aid the faithful there. This has caused great sorrow here, and
these people are trying to succour their party.

The Council has sent certain interrogatories to be administered

to the queen of Scotland.

* There is in the British Museum (Cotton, Vespasian, C. xiii.) a small anonymous
document in Spanish, which may be the original rough diary, from 10th to 30th May,
of this man during his visit to England on this occasion. The manuscript is outside

the scope of the present Calendar, but is worth attention, as are the many documents
in Latin, ITrench, and English, relating to the protracted negotiations for the mutual
restoration of the property seized and for the re-opening of trade between England
and Spain, which will be found in the British Museum, Cotton, Galba, iii., iv., v., and vi.

;

Cotton, Vespasian, C. vii., C. xiii., &c. All the more important Spanish manuscripts
ill the above-mentioned volumes (of the dates covered by this Calendar) will be found
in the present volume.

t The cipher was subsequently discovered hidden under the roof-tiles of the duke
of Norfolk's house, besides which Charles Bailey, the bearer of the letters, divulged
under torture the heads of their contents. See State Trials (Duke of Norfolk).
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I suspect that the closing of the ports liere wa.s done partly to

prevent news of the intentions of the pirates being taken abroad.

They have no^¥ left Dover, to do what injury they can in

Flanders.

I had written thus far when I decided to convey to the Council

the enclosed remonstrance. Cecil replied that an answer sliould

be sent after the Queen and Council had been consulted, as had
been done previously, but ho was much surprised that the Duke
and I should intercede for an Englishman.—London, 27th M.iy

1.571.

256. Statement of the last conversation which the Duke of
Feeia had with Henry Cobham at the Escorial, Friday,

8th June 1571. Drawn up by the DuKE himself with his

Secretary.

On the 8th of June, Henry Cobham arrived at the Escorial to

take leave of his Majesty. He went straight to the duke of Feria's

residence, and the latter at once conducted him to the King.

Cobham said he greatly wished that they would tell him, or give

him in writing, the answer that his Majesty was sending to the

Queen, as it was customary to do this in England with those who
came from foreign princes. The Duke replied that his verbal

message had been answered verbal! j^, and that the Queen's letter

was being replied to by a letter from his Majesty, and he had
never seen any other way of doing it than this, as it did not seem
fitting that the King should discuss matters with him which he
himself had not verbally broached in the Queen's name, and which
she, in her letter, had not said were to he discussed with him. He
was silent at this, Ijut afterwards said that he should be very
pleased if he was the bearer of the King's decision to recall Don
Guerau de Spes. Tlie Duke replied that ho thought it better that

he should not mention the matter to the King, as the Queen had
not touched upon it in her letter ; but the reasons given for

complaining against Don Guerau were neither just nor true, as he

and the duke of Alba were charged with having been the first

to adopt reprisals, which was notoriously false, as he (Cobham)
and all the woi-ld knew. Jf tlie King admitted this cause of

complaint it would be blaming the wrong person. He, the duke of

Feria, knew well that the ambassador had not written a woid on
the matter to the King, although he did not recollect exactly what
the duke of Alba had written. To prove, however, to the Queen
what a good servant of hers he was, and how true an Englishman,

he, the duke of Feria, would undertake to forward this matter and
to try to carry out the Queen's wishes, but that on no account was
he, Cobham, to speak about it to the King. This he protnised, and
they then arrived in his Majesty's presence, when Cobham kissed

hands and took his leave without saying anything about business.

He afterwards returned to the Duke's lodgings to dinner, and ao-ain

pressed for the recall of Don Guerau, without saying anything of

the appointment of a successor. He also said that he should like to

bear a plainer answer about trade, and made some show of grief
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that no answer had been given to him that he could grasp. The
Duke told him that if he liked, they two, as a couple of good
Englishmen, might settle the whole business. He replied that he
would very gladly do so, and said that he had powers from his

mistress for that purpose. The Duke said that they could commence
the discussion of tiie matter at once, and as he, the Duke, had
taken upon himself the risk of breaking tlie ice, Cobham should now
begin. He opened the matter by again desiring to blame us for

making the first reprisals, to which the l)uke replied in accordance
with the facts, and a"fter having debated the matter for some time,

said that, as that was not a point of any importance as regards the

settlement desired, it might be placed on one side and the other

points dealt with. Cobham was satisfied with this, and we then
entered on the subject of the restitution. Cobham at once un-
hesitaliingly said that he would promise that restitution should be

made, and the Duke then replied that, if this was done, he would
promise that trade should be reopened as before ; but that, if

re-ititution did not come first, it was impossible to prevent the

arising of consequences which might again disturb trade in future.

He (Cobham) asked through whom could negotiations be carried

on upon the subject, as the Queen was vexed with Don Guerau and,

on no account, would she treat witli him ; wherein, he said, she was
quite right, as it was a question of honour. The Duke pretended

not to understand the last allusion, but said the King had referred

the matter to the duke of Alba, both on account of his personal

merits and because he had always been attached to the Queen.

Cobham replied that the Queen was not very well satisfied with the

Duke, because when he arrived as governor in the States he did not

send to salute her. The duke of Feria replied to this showing him
how light a matter it was, Cobham insisted that the Queen should

be treated with all gentleness and courtesy, and this, he said, had
not been done. He said that at the conclusion of these affairs it

would be well to send a pei'son to ratify old alliances and treaties,

although these last words were said under his breath. The Duke
replied that he was astounded to hear hiin say that the Queen had
not been treated with due respect and courtesy, for, although she

had taken the King's money and the ships and property of his

subjects, whom she had imprisoned ; although she had allowed her

oountrj' to become the common shelter of all the rebels and enemies

against the King and as many pirates as chose to call themselves so,

whose object was to injure the King's dominions ; and notwith-

standing the King's letter to her begging for a remedy to these

evils, and the despatch of Chapin Viteli and others for the same

purpose, the Queen had never replied except in the vaguest possible

Avay. If the King had not been the most prudent and considerate

prince, he would have turned upon her, but the King saw that he

bad no interest in quarrelling as he had no claim to her country, and
no need for it, although if he had had, it was once in his own hands,

during which time he did nothing but save lives, restore properties,

countermand banishments, return offices and dignities to Englislimen

who for their offiences had been deprived of them, and out of his

own means help and sustain them. If the Queen herself would
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recall that time to mind, slie would recollect that she herself had
no small sluire in these benefit i, and she well knew that the duke
of Feria was a witness thereof. The Queen on her side, had no
claim to the King's dominions, and the friendship between the

crowns was so ancient and the connexion between their respective

subjects so desirable, that the King was loath to make any movement
on the provocation given him, but considered it as the ill-advised

actions of a lady, whose eyes he trusted would be open some day or

another to the knowledge that the affairs of her realm were not so

stable as they might be, and that she had not so many friends

abroad, apart from the King. The French and English knew each

other and the sovereigns of the two countries had mutual claims

which would for ever prevent them from being good friend.s,

besides which the nations themselves were naturally antagonistic,

and had done and received injuries so recently that it is too much
to hope that they would soon be condoned. The Emperor cannot

be expected to think otherwise than he does of the country after

h:iving been tricked in the way he was about the Archduke's
marriage. The Duke said they knew already what the Pope's

feelings were, and the German princes would come and help her if

she had plenty of money with which to pay them, but not otherwise,

whilst he well knew that, unless they had discovered some new
gold and silver mines in England since he was there, the Queen's

purse was none too heavy that she should undertake the expenditure

incurred by a sovereign who quarrelled with his neighbours. He,

the Duke, said he spoke with so much plainness and freedom about

these matters, because he was truly sorry to see the English going

so far astray, and carrying on negotiations which they thought
were deceiving others, whilst they themselves were really the

persons deceived. Cobham replied to this that it was true that

things were said in England which were related differently here,

and that the Queen had been much angered about Stukeley. The
Duke said that he had told him that that matter was simply absurd,

and that when the King was going to open such a ball as that it

would not be with a partner like Stukeley. He, Cobham, replied

that a very small spark would set a kingdom in a blaze, and that

Stukeley was a turbulent man with considerable connexions, and
the Duke could not deny that he had asked the King for ten

thousand men, and Julian (Romero) aud other captains. The
Duke answered that those ideas came from an Irish Archbishop
who had come hither, and was, out of charity, at first entertained

by the King, but who afterwards began with his lies and inventions

and was sent away. Cobham was silent at this, and again turned

to the matter of sending some person, as was customary between
princes who wished to agree. The Duke re])lied that it was not

necessary in this case as there was neither territories to restore nor
claims to reconcile, but only money and goods belonging to

merchants, and that a deputy or two, appointed by the merchants
themselves, could agree upon the matter, although it would be well

that after this restitution had been made, the reopening of trade

and other matters he had mentioned, should be dealt with by a
gentleman to be sent by the King, the Queen on her side sending
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another hither, which two gentlemen might remain respectively as

ambassadors, and Don Guerau recalled at the Queen's desire. The
Duke said that he, Cobham, should endeavour to arrange that the

person who might come hither should be one that would be likely

to please the King, and he, the Duke, would undertake in the same
way that a fitting person should be sent to England. After thinking

a little, Cobham said that tlie man who was sent should not embroil

the question of religion ; but the Duke would not let him proceed

for fear he should blurt out some impertinence, and told him that

the man who went would have to live' like all other ambassadors,

who had hitherto gone thither, and the man who came here would
do like his predecessors, and not cause scandal as John Man did by
his imprudence after he, the Duke, had warned him not to mix
himself up in religious matters. He was told that he would only

be permitted to act as his predecessors had done, but took no
notice of this, and ran his head against a brick wall. The Duke
asked him, Cobham, to recollect that we never made any innovations

or alteration in our religion, and did not ask them to do so. What
we were yesterday we are to-day, as we have been the last ten,

twent}', and a hundred yeais past, and should for ever be. He
pointed out to him the calamities and misfortunes they, the English,

had suffered since they had began to make these changes, which
could not be justified by any law, human or divine.

Not another word was said ; Cobham dined, slept, and afterwards

returned to the Duke's. He was then with the Duke and Duchess
for a long time, very downcast and without saying a word about

affairs, indeed, appeared designedly silent for long periods together.

At last he rose to take his leave, and the Duke, having to go up to

the monastery* to see the King, mounted on horseback and accom-
panied him along the country for a time, trying to return to the

colloquy, Ijut always without success. Cobham asked about the

conclusion of the league, about the special concessions which the

Pope had granted to the King, about the kingdom of Granada, and
the revenue which the King derived therefrom. He was astounded

at the great sum of money which the Duke told him could be

obtained from all sources, and said that he had pondered much
upon the fact that, whilst Don Juan was the general of the league,

his lieutenant should be Marco Antonio Colonna, a subject of the

King. He asked what Spaniards had gone to Italy, to which the

Duke replied that those wdio had been engaged in the war at

Granada, about twenty thousand men, had gone. He asked when
the duke of Medina was going to Flanders, and if the duke of Alba

was over eighty years of age. The Duke replied that Medina would

go shortly, and that the duke of Alba was not eighty but about

fifty-five although looked much older than his years.f

257. Fkagment of Letter without date. To Guerau de Spes
(probably from Zatas).

The letter which Cobham takes for you is written plainly (i.e.

* The palace of the Escorial is, and always has been, called the royal Monastery of

San Lorenzo,

t He was RS at the time.
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not in cipher) so that if he should open it, as it is piously to be

expected that he will, he shall find nothing offensive. He is very
artful, but he has been easily seen through, and it is clear that the

principal reason of his coming has been to delay the business as

much as possible. He would therefore like to enter into inter-

minable pros and cons, and shows no desire to return, although he

professed to have. His Majesty would have liked to get rid of him
at once but, as I say in the open letter, the reason why he has not

been sent away earlier is that we have been busy with the departure

of the princes. We now send him off with a few general words
about his Majesty's wish to preserve friendship, and referring in

all other matters to the letter he takes for his mistress, which is a
long one, justifying ourselves on all points, and with so much
regard for the dignity of our master that I think you will be

pleased with it. A copy shall be sent to you at once by way of

i'landers by a special courier, together with a copy of the Queen's

letter to his Majesty, and a minute relation of all that has passed

with Cobham from his arrival until his departure on Monday the

11th of June. He went on hired mules as far as Burgos, as he

was unwell, but will t^ike post when he finds himself fit for it,

which I have well provided for in his passport. I have thought well

to advise you of this by him, in case he should arrive before our

post and you should have a general report of what has happened
pending the arrival of the aforementioned detailed statement. If

he should mention in London that he was not given a lodging and
received no chain or other present, he will simply say what is

true, because, the question having been well considered, it was not

thought advisable to give him either, as he neither came for peace

nor war, in which cases it is usual to give presents to envoys. He
came under false pretences wdth hidden threats, as you will see when
you receive the copy of the Queen's letter, and it would have
appeared weakness on our part to do anything of the sort for him,

as it would have looked as if we were afraid. I think it Avell to

let your Lordship know this and refer you on principal points to

the despatch which will leave shortly. The present letters are

being entrusted to Cobham to show confidence in him. We have

heard that Count Ludovic and the bastard of Brederode were ready

to sail with more than sixty ships and six thousand harquebussiers,

besides artillery, for the purpose of doing something wonderful in

our Indies.

15 June. 258. Guerau de Spes to the King.

George Fitzwilliams* arrived to-day from your Majesty's Court,

greatly desiring to see the queen of Scotland, with some rings which
he had of hers from the duchess of Feria and Thomas Stukeley,

and he communicated with me certain matters he had discussed

with Zayas and the duke of Feria, respecting the service which
John Hawkins offers to render to your Majesty with fourteen ships

of the fleet, and other ships if necessary. All this matter has been

dealt with honestly both by Fitzwilliams and Hawkins. I have
pub Fitzwilliams into communication with the queen of Scotland,

* George Fitzwilliams was a relative of the duchess of Feria, she being a daughter of

Sir William Dormer.
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on the pretext of asking her for letters of favour for him to 3-our

Majesty, entreating for the freedom of the English in Seville, and
with the same excuse, he has been given leave by this Queen to

return to Spain. As I have no orders from your Majesty about

this, I have not cared to accept any offers from him or enter into

particulars with liim or Hawkins, nor have I prevented his returning

to Spain, knowing well that if it were your Majesty's wish to

punish these people here and bring this country into subjection to

the Catholic Church, it will be a good step to make use of English

ships both to occupy Ireland, take ]jossession of English ports, to

burn the Queen's fleet, and assail the pirates who infest the channel,

and who are now ready to leave for Rochelle. The task is an easy

one, and opportune from all points of view. Your Majesty will

consider it and act for the best. M. de Zweveghein arid Thomas
Fiesco are still here discussing with the English commissioners tl)e

question of the caution money, in the hope that other points may
be settled and that some day or other the English may be got to

restore what little is left. The matter is being greatly delayed, as

they would not enter into the question of restitution until they

learn the result of Cobham's journey, and whether your Majesty

was so offended as there was reason to fear you would be. They
think that recent events* will cause some coolness between your

Majesty and the French, and this is their great hope, for they will

not accept the marriage with Anjou, excepting as a hist resource,

although the king of Fiance's fall and illness make them more
anxious. The people in the part of Ireland nearest to Spain have

rebelled and have expelled the Governor John Parret. The Queen's

friends are prevailing in Scotland.—London, 15th June 1571.

20 June. 259. The King to Guerau de Spes.

Your letters of 23rd, 25th, •27th, and 30th April were received

together on the 22nd May. There is little to say to you about the

coming ,of Henry Cobham and his errand, beyond a statement

which is sent to you containing details of his proposals and my
reply thereto. All this is sent for your information, so that, in

case you should be spoken to there on the matter, you may reply

to the same effect. If nothing is said to you, you M'ill not open the

subject, as the less discussion we have with such people as these,

the better it will be in all respects. You will, however, cautiously

endeavour to discover what statements are made by Cobham, and

how the Queen takes my reply. You will advise me and the

duke of Alba of this. Although the principal reason, as we judge,

of the coming of this Cobham was to delay the treaty for re-

stitution and put off the matter, and we suppose that M. de

Zweveghem will not have settled anything, still if, by chance, he

should have been able, with the aid of Thomas Fiesco, to come to

any terms, you will give us full particulars thereof, with a complete

statement of the monies, goods, and merchandise actually in

existence, which we may hope to reco\'er. V(jU will also send a

statement; of the merchandise seized from the Portuguese, as I

* i.e. The settlement of religious differences ii* France and the rise of Huguenot
party.
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should be pleased for them also to be recovered. You did right

to send me the copy of your reply to the King (of Portugal), os

you will be also to serve him and help his subjects, wherever
you can.

Roberto Ridold has not arrived here, and if the particuhns .of his

errand have got wind it is greatly to be feared that it will be tlie

death blow for the (|ueen of Scotland and the duke of Norfolk, as

it may be considered certain that, if she of Englarid learns of it, she

will make it aa excuse to wreak her ill-feeling on them, and with
ample cause. We are stili not without susjiicion that the whole

thing may have been an invention of hers, with this very object.

You will be as vigilant as possible in this business, proceeding

with all due caution and a close understanding with the duke of

Alba.

Notwithstanding all you say about the negotiations for the

marriage of the duke of Anjou with the Queen, I cannot persuade

myself that there is anything in it beyond the objects aimed at in

former similar negotiations. Don Frances writes the same in all

his letters, especially in that of the 1st instant, where he says that,

although there was very much talk about it and gold and silver

stuffs and other adornments were being bought in consequence, he

knew from a trustworthy source that the business is at an end.

Still you will be watchful, and report what j'ou hear.

It is most necessary that you should endeavour to learn the real

truth respecting the number of ships collected by the corsairs and
pirates, and what help and facilities are being given to them by
the Queen ; what route they take a-nd from what port they intend

to sail, and when. You will report with the necessary speed upon
all this. You will also advise what you can learn of the pro-

ceedings and designs of Huggins, who has shown an inclination to

serve me, and as he is, as he says, a Catholi';, it is natural that I

should look upon this with satisfaction.

You will also keep me infoimed as to what Antonio Fogaza is

doing there, with whom he mixes, and in what esteem he is held
;

what friends and connections he has, and how you and he stand

towards one another.

Certain safe conducts which have been given by you for ships

and goods of private persons have been complied with, but I have
told Zayas to inform } ou very urgently that which you will have

seen in his letters. You will comply with this, as it is necessary to

take this course until we see how our negotiations with the Queen
end.—20th June 1571.

23 June. 260. GuEEAU de Spes to the King.

I have already reported the disturbances in Scotland. The
hundred soldiers which the queen of England was sending thither

as a guard for the Prince have been detained at the request of the

French ambassador, and the marshal of Berwick had entered the

country with the excuse that he desired to reconcile both parties.

Both sides were convoked for a conference, where, the number of

the rebels being the larger, they seized Lord Hume in the presence

of the Marshal, and killed a bastard brother of tlie duke of
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ChatellieiMult, nn abbot, wbo bad been elected for arcbbisbop o£

Sb. Andrews. The. rest of the company escaped, with the loss of

some few, into Lisleburg. On one of the prisoners was found a

letter from Mr. Beaton, a Scotch gentleman who has been with the

duke of Alba and in the court of France, setting forth the distrust

existing there with reg ird to sending the aid to them from France,

and the cold replies whicli the Queen-mother had given, advising

the Scots to endeavour to obtain the help of your Majesty. This

letter has been brought here.*

The queen of Scotland is more closely kept than ever, and the

bishop of Ross is well guarded in one of the Bishops' houses.

By a courier who arrived yesterday from France I have learned

that the Queen-mother writes to her ambassador in her own hand,

saying that the clauses sent thither respecting the duke of Anjou's

marriage left much to be desired, but that the English ambassador
was coming to her, ami the hoped he would have power to moderate
them.—London, 23rd June 1571.

29 June. 261. Guerau de Spes to the Kino.

Certain servants of the French ambassador here and the English

ambassador in France have arrived with news that M. L'Archant,

captain of the guard of the duke of Anjou, is coming here with
Guido Cavalcanti to settle difficulties with regard to the matri-

monial treaty, on the understanding that, if things go well, the

conclusion shall be crirried through by the coming here of the duke
of Montmorenci and others. There are therefore great hopes that

it will be arranged, although doubts still exist as to whether the

Queen will ever marry. The members of the Council Avho are

Protestants are much exalted at this, together with the promises

made by the duchess of Vendome and the Admiral, and they think,

already, that the States of Flanders will fall into their hands.

They believe that the Christian King will help them powerfully

towards this, for the snke of the Duke, his brother, and these hopes

prevent the French from interfering in Scotland or saying a word
in favour of the Queen, who is now much oppressed ; excepting in

a very lukewarm way, through the ambassador here. The English,

instead of settling with tlie commissioners from the duke of Alba,

arc proceeding so tardily and even deceptively, that they have

sent three commissioners to the west country to sell a certain part

of the merchandise there, and find out whether there is any money
amongst it, and it is announced that the Queen has made a grnjit

of all the proceeds to the earl of Leicester. Some of the pirates are

in the Downs, and some off the Isle of Wight, supplying themselves

with victuals. It was said that most of them were going to Rochollc,

but the weather has been unfavourable to them for the last six

weeks. I will report to your Majesty what happens, and now

• Andrew Ueaton had been sent CHi'ly in the 3'ear liy the Papal XuDcio in Paris with

a large sum of money fur llic (jucen of Scots (140,000 crowns), which he conveyed with
letters from liidolfi to his mistress, and thence returned to Paris, where, with hin

brother the bishop ot Glasgow, he represented the Queen'e cause. Pull particulars of
his movements arc given iu the depositions of the bishop of lioss in the State Trials—
Puk*i of Notfuik. The letter referred to here was used at Norfolk's trial.
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enclose the printed book of wliat lias been dune in tlrs Parliament.

In it will be seen things against the Roman Church and the English

absentees, and in defence of the title of this Queen, aU of them very

strange and many of them contrary to international treaties, which
treaties have not been confirmed by Parliament before it closed,

contrary, it is said, to the usual custom.—London, 29th June 1571,

12 July. 262. Guerau de Spes to Zatas.

B. M., [Extract,]

Trausc'riiit. '
'^^^ ^^^^ Conscience of tliese people and their bitter malignity

prevent them from ever doing anything good. I care little what
they may say of me personally, the more especially as his Majesty

is so prudent a prince and knows so well the humour of these people

with all their tricks and artifice, for truly it is needful to be for ever

on the watch with more eyes than Argus to guard against them.

As all of Lord Burleigh's jests have turned out well for him hitherto

he is ready to undertake anything and has uo fear of danger. Tiiey

and the French together make great fun of our meekness, and in

order to arouse the indignation of the Frencli nmljassador they

told him that the house of M. de Fourquevault had been assailed in

S])ain. La Mothe asked me whether I knew anything about it, and
I answered that it could not be anything of which Fourquevault
could complain, seeing the close friendship existing between our

King and his Christian Majesty.*

I may say that I am in pawn here; but I iiave no doubt my
tribulation will be borne in mind by his Majesty who will recollect

that I am not a rich man, and should not lose in his service, but quite

the contrary. Up to the present time I am much out of pocket.

In any case I will serve him in such a way as to prove my
goodwill and determination that he shall be acknowledged every-

where for the great Prince he is, and his interests respected by
friends and enemies alike, but, as I have said, one must dis-emble

here and at times be a very Proteus. I will, however, try tj bring

due punishmeirt on the heads of these people for their insolence.

—

London, 12th July 1571.

12 July. 263. Guerau de Spes to the King,

I received yesterday your Majesty's letter of the 20th ultimo,

with copies of that sent to you by this Queen, the reply of your
Majesty thereto, and statements of what had passed with Henry
Cobham at your Court. Cobham arrived here on the Gth, and his

letter and verbal statement have made the Queen very sad, and Lord
Burleigh not over boastful, as they are more alarmed than they
were. Nothing has been said to me from the Queen, and Cobham's
visit to me was very short. He brougljt another pensioner witli

him, as a witness, and did not enter into business matters at all.

He said that they were pressing Englishmen in Spain more than
usual to submit to the Catholic Church, to wliich I replied that

* Raymond de Pavie Sicur de JTourqucvault had accompanied Elizabeth of Valois to

Spain as French ambassador in 15CU, and liad remained there. He had commauded Hume
Casle in Scotland under Mary of Lorraine, and accompanied JMonluc on his misiiuu to

Ireland,

y 76467. X
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there coiilil not be vevy many Eu-lisli there whom they could

oppress as they were all Catholics. He well sees that he has been

tieatecl in conformity with his sinister object, whereat all your

Majesty's servants in this country rejoice exceedingly.—London,

] 2th July 1571.

12 July. 264. Guerau de Spes to the King.

E. M., There is no doubt at all that Ridolfl's affair is serious, both on his

Transcript
^^'^ account and also because of the queen of Scots, the duke of

Norfolk, earl of Arundel, and lord Lumley, being concerned therein.

It will be extremely advantageous for the lestitution of the Catholic

religion in this country, the change of government and the safety

of the Netherlands. It was a most extraordinary piece of good
fortune to save the packet taken by Carlos, the bishop of Ross'

servant, which Ridolfi unsuspiciously entrusted to him at Brussels,

knowing that he was the Bishop's secretary. It was written in a

difficult cipher, and Carlos took an alphabet with him in order the

more easily to, decipher it in future. All of this was recovered

through me by the good offices and help of Thomas Cobham before

lord Burleigh heard of it, and another packet was made up with
the same cipher characters ; Burleigh has had a secretary at work
upon it for days and has sent copies to France and Italy, but
without effect for there is nothing in it. They are trying to cajole

Carlos by means of the good Dr. Storey. This Queen had some
idea that Ridolfi. was writing to certain personages here and that

the duke of Alba was going to send aid to the queen of Scots, but
Carlos did not declare wlao these personages were for he did not

know. I have no doubt I shall be able to throw them still further

off the scent. The Queen has had the lawyers consulted about it,

but cannot inculpate the duke of Norfolk. I was informed of her

intention by one of the lawyers and that they can get no further

than a general suspicion, which will put them on the alert for the

future as to who communicates with the queen of Scots. The bishop

of Ross is a prisoner although he can be communicated with and

is, so to speak, master of the house where he is confined. This

Queen, however, will make him suffer when she has a chance for

this suspicion about Ridolfi. I heard from Rome that his Holiness

thought very well of Ridolfi's proposal, and the latter will no doubt

ere this have fully informed your Majesty of everything. I expect

aliio Fitzwilliams will have arrived in Madrid. I have had no

iiilelligence that casts any doubt upt)n him or his proposals. He
;iiid Hawkins have always been looked upon as Catholics, and
Hawkins is ambitious and expects to rise to great things if the

Goscrnmeiit here is changed and he serves your Majesty. This, I

thii;k, is his motive for entering into such affairs, which may result

in gicit profit, particularly if he allows your Majesty's soldiers to

out-nu;iiher Englishmen in the ships. The only fear is lest Burleigh

himself may have set the matter afoot* to discover your Majesty's

feelicgs, although I have seen nothing to make me think this ; but
Hawkins and Fitzwilliams were very busj' with Burleigh about the

* This was actually the case.
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going of Fitzwilliams to Spain, and Burleigh asked me to give

him a letter of recommendation in favour of the liberation of the

English prisoners in Spain.—London, 12th July 1571.

13 July. 265. The King to Gukeau de Spes.

I have learned of the present position of affairs in England by
letters from j^ou that Zayas has shown me, dated 11th June, and
copy of yours to the duke of Alba. It is most necessary, especially

now, that you should continue to report by every possible way the

progress of the pirates, their designs, and the understandings they

have in France, England, and the Netherlands ; how Hawkins is

behaving, what he is doing, where he is, how many ships he has,

their quality and burden, and whether he has spoken to you in a

way which proves that he will serve me loyally if he is welcomed
and favoured. Roberto Ridolfi arrived here and gave me your
letter of the 25th March, and those of the queen of Scotland, the

duke of Norfolk, and a brief from his Holiness, exhorting me to

embrace the business with which he is entiusted. As I most
sincerely desire the success of this, not for my own interests or for

any other wordly object, but purely and simply for the service of

God, the welfare of religion and the happiness of the queen of

Scotland and the Catholic party, I am discussing the mattur with
the hope of doing what is fitting and possible with all goodwill, and
I will resolve very shortly. You may convey this information

cautiously to the Catholic party, urging them to remain firm and in

good hope, enjoining them strictly to secrecy. It may be that when
they learn this and finding themselves so op]ire-sed and ill-treated

in England, with indignation and thirst for vengeance, they may
want to break out prematurely, and take up arms before the time,

but you must warn them that on no account mu.-.t they ni^ke any
movement until things are duly matured and .-irrangcd, as other-

wise they will run the same risk as tlje earls of Northumberland
and Westmoreland did, and the business itself will be ruined for

ever, and the queen of Scotland immediately sacrificed, as well as

all the rest of them that can be captured. I ha\ e therefore sent

this special courier to the duke of Alba who will forward you this

letter. The Duke will instruct you on other points, and you will

proceed in conformity with his orders with great care, dextei ity

and all the vigilance which so great a busine-s demands. It has
been thought well that the said Ridolfi himself should inform the

queen of Scotland, the duke of Norfolk, and the bishop of Ross of

the details of the reception that he has met with from me, urging

them not to move prematurely, and he therefore does so in the form
which you will see by his cipher letters, copies of which are sent

addressed to the bishop of Ross.* You will have the packet delivered

to him with the utmost secrecy, and advise me of the receipt. A
courier will presently go to the Duke with the decision as to what
is to be done in the future, and he will take a letter for you with
him.—San Lorenzo, 13th July 1571.

*As will have been seen, the capture of Charles Baily, coming from Ridolfi. in Bnissel,',

to England, and his declarations under torture, had discovered the plot before these

letters reached England,
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14- July. 266. Guerau de Spes to the Ktng.

In iny furmer letters I reported what had happened since the

arrival here of M. de L'Archant and his return. I also advised the

arrival of Henry Cobhain, and the profound silence regarding your
Majesty's reply which had been observed on the part of the Council.

Montmorenci and other French gentlemen are expected, and if they

are not in accord about the marriage, at least they will try to agree

about the league to assail the Netherlands.

The marriage will not be broken off by the French, because it

will cause very little trouble to thsm to change the forms of their

religion, and in the end they will do as the Queen wishes, but many
people still doubt that the Queen herself will decide to marry. She
has around her Councillors so inimical to the peace of Chris-

tianity and the security of the Catholic fsith that for this object

they will run any risk, as may be seen in the affronts they are bold

enough to offer to your Majesty without cause, to the damage and
Joss of your subjects. This is a subject which it is needful for your
Majesty to weigh well, seeing how important it is for the future

tranquillity of the Netherlands, which country these people think
they arc going to get as a marriage gift. I will report all that

happens with the needful promptness and care.

The pirates have been forced bj^ contrary winds to put back to

this coast, and I am now informed that they were again setting sail

for Eochellc, where perhaps they think to do more .against the Indies

than against the Netherlands. 1'he forces they have are not large

to attack territories with, but amply su'f.iient to assail the fleet

from the Indies, and do some damage to badly protected places.

They are arming three or four more pirates here, and they have
recently brought to the downs two valuable smacks and another
Avitli fish, for there is not much left in the Channel now to steal

Thomas Fiesco says that he has almost managed to pacify tlie

English merchants who deal in Flanders, with regard to the rjrices

cf their cloths and other goods, but with those who trade with
Spain, M'ho for reasons which I have explained to your Majesty are

asking for a great deal more than was taken from them, he is not

yet in acuord, as he can only get a I'eply after much delay. It was
arranged to agree with regard to the valuation of the property of

your Majesty's subjects, but they have not yet begun. All these

are difKcult points when dealt with by English commissioners and
Councillors, naturally greedy, and in this case interested in the

matter itself. I cannot therefore say for certain whether even they

will come to the agreement which is now under discussion, un-

favourable and unjust as it is for us. I should rather be inclined

to believe Jiot, and that if any terms be made at all, they will be

more unfavourable to us than those we thought were already

agreed upon in Flanders. I send a detailed balance of what mer-

chandise still exists of ours.—London, 14th July 1571.

1!) July. 267. GuEEAiT de Spes to the King.

The pirates are delaying their ileparture for Rochelle, although

Count Ludovic is urging them to go, and some few have left. I

have just received news that three ships and a pinnace armed iu
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Denmark have arrived in Dover, the captains of which are rt spec-

tively John Sibarson, Jacoh Simonson, Dietrich Cleys, and one Ville

who, to judge from their names, should be Netherlanders. Tliey

bring an order from the prince of Orange that all pir<ites, under
pain of death, shall gather at Rochelle and place themselves under
the command of the Count. The Council here does not wish for all

of them to go, as the port is well guarded by them and they liave

been recently supplied with seventeen fresh guns and a great

quantity of ammunition.
The gathering of the ships under Ludovic is either for the pur-

pose of going to the Indies, or else in order that he may raise his

infantry and return in full strength to Flanders. It is more likely

that the destination will be the Indies, although, in any case, he
must get his troops in Rochelle as there is not the slightest sign of

any being raised here. Bi'ederode has liad an interview with the

Council here, but he seems to have gone back to the ships in poor
health and with little stomach for fighting.

There are seventeen sail of pirate ships in the Downs and at

Dover, as well as some at the Isle of Wight. They go ashore now
more impudently than ever, banqueting with the Queen's officers.

It is said that the king of Portugal's ships have captured an
English vessel called the " Castle of Comfort " on her way to the
Indies.

Although the Queen's favourites sa}' how little desirous she is of

concluding the marriage, yet demonstrations are still made that it

will come about. The only person who is earnest in his efforts to

this end is Lord Burleigh, who thinks in this way to undo the earl

of Leicester, and in case he should fail in the French business, he is

plotting to elevate the Hertford people, and with this object is per-

secuting the friends of the queen of .Scotland, having recently cast

into the Tower the second son of the earl of Derby and a Catholic

gentleman named Garret, because they are powerful in the country

where the Queen is detained, and some suspicions were recently

afloat that they were endeavouring to release her.

Englishmen are going to Scotland three or four at a time to

gradually reinforce their friends there, but the French are shutting

their eyes to it all with the hope of bringing about this marriage
;

although the Queen, it is said, has written to the Christain King,
saying that she could take no husband who has not the goodwill of

the Protestants in whom her principal strength lies. They expect

to bring round the duke of Anjou entirely to their religion if he
comes here, or to keep this point open, so that they may be able to

break off the affair if it suits them to do so. When the gentlemen
from France come (if they are to come, which I doubt), we shall

see better what are the aims of both parties, which in any case

certainly will not be favourable to your Majesty's interests.—London,
19th July 1571.

4 Aug. 268. The King to Gdeeau de Spes.

By my letter of the 14th July you will have learned what had
occurred up to that date respecting the errand of Roberto Ridolfi.

Since then, I have fully discussed all the details which presented
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themselves, with the care and consideration demanded by the

importance of the matter. In the result, after cariying the whole

question before Almighty God, whose cause it is and in whom we
confide for the guidance and direction of this affair better than

human prudence can attain or understand, since all the object is

directed purely and pimply to His glory and service and the

advantage of His holy Catholic faith, I have resolved to adopt the

course which you will learn from the Duke of Alba, to whom I

write respecting it at great length. In conformity therewith and

the orders that he may give you, you will px'oceed in the business

with the discretion, dexterity, mildness, and cleverness which we
expect of you, keeping in close communication with the Duke, and

carrying out minutely all he may order, this being my will.—San

Lorenzo, 4th August 1571.

5 Aug. 269. The King to Guerau de Spes.

By your letters and from what Zayas tells me you have written

to him, I have been informed of everything that has happened in

London up to the 29th of June. There is little to say until we see

what was the result of the^-eply taken by Henry Cobham, who, as

we understand, arrived there on the 9th July, although really I

have small hope that the Queen or her friends will ever of their

own accord come to the point of restitution or any other good

thing. But, at all events, we will await the reply, which cannot

now be long delayed.

From your letters and those of Don Frances de Alava, I learn

that the negotiations for the marriage of the Queen with the duke

of Anjou are still being warmly discussed, but truly, I cannot

persuade myself that there is any sincerity in them, but that the

whole object is to entertain with vain words and wishes both her

own subjects and the French. Still it is very desirable and neces-

sary that you should be vigilant in trying to learn all that happens

from both sides, giving me advice of the same with all due

minuteness.

Fitzwilliams has arrived here with the reply to the Articles of

Agreement which he had taken to John Hawkins. We are dis-

cussing the reply with him in order to satisfy ourselves as to

whether there is anything in it or not. If there be, and Hawkins
behaves straightforwardly, there is no doubt that he would be of

great service, but many confirmatory proofs are needful before we
can be convinced of this. You shall be informed of the decision,

arrived at in due time, and, in the meanwhile, if Hawkins speaks to

to you, you may tell him only that you have heard of the arrival of

Fitzwilliams here.

The necessary measures have been taken here in the matter of

Bayon, and Dr. Nuiiez, in conformity with your advices. If you
think that anything should be done in Flanders in respect of the

connections which l3r. Nuiiez had there you will advise the duke of

Alba in order that he may take such steps as he may consider

necessary.

The death, or rather martyrdom, of Dr. Storey was, I see by the

statement you send, go firm and faithful in the Catholic religion
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that it is a subject of gratitude to God that He has still preserved
such men as this in England, since by means of them, hopes may be
entertained that the true religion may yet be restored there.

Having respect to the need and trouble in which I was informed
Storey's wife was at Louvaio, where she lives, I have ordered the

Duke to make the necessary provision for the maintenance of her
and her children.

The book you sent of what had been done in Parliament was
received. You did well in sending it, and you will continue to send
all such information as you can obtain. The general cipher having
been so long in use and having passed through so many hands, we
think it is time it was changed, particularly as Don Frances

suspects that it has been tampered with. We consequently send you
a new one, of which you will acknowledge receipt as we cannot use

it until we knov/ you have received it.—San Lorenzo, 5th August
1571.

5 Aug. 270, GuERAU de Spes to Zayas.
B. M. [Extract.]

Transcript.
' ^^ ^^® ^^^ instant, at two o'clock in the night, a great arch of

fire appeared in the heavens here, according to the statement of the
large number of people who saw it. It lasted two hours, and then
broke up into many parts. Neither I nor any of my people saw it,

but, as it was witnessed by 500 persons, I believe the statement,
although I do not mention it to his Majesty. You may imagine
how disturbed these Londoners are at it, as they are so timid and
greedy of wonders.—London, 5th August 1571.

8 Aug. 271. GuERAU DE Spes to the King.

The determination of your Maje-ty to aid the release of the
queen of Scotland and favour the gentlemen who aim at converting
this country to obedience to the Catholic Church, rescuing it from
the tyranny and bad government which now afflict it, is so godly
and just as was to have have been expected from your Majesty's

magnanimity and nobleness. By this means, too, it is to be hoped
that the insults and robberies committed in defiance of your
Majesty will be justly punished and stopped for ever. I should at

once have set about conveying the letters to the bishop of Ross,

the queen of Scotland, and the duke of Norfolk, but for the strict

orders given to me by the duke of Alba to await further orders

from your Majesty in answer to a despatch which he had specially

sent to you, and although it is a pity to lose this time, especially as

Burleigh and Leicester are continuing to oppress and almost to

destroy the Catholics, I will detain the letters as the Duke orders,

and the time thus lost may perhaps be made up by sending

another courier with great speed. The spirits of the Catholics are

high, but as your Majesty well knows, the character of these people

makes it necessary to take advantage of their ardour without
leaving them much time to put their heads together for re-

discussion. If the opportunity is lost this year I fear that the

false religion will prevail in this island in a way that will make it
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a harsh neighbour for the Netherlands. At present these people

here are without commanders, witli no good soldiers, with but
little money, discontented, divided, and convinced that the queen
of Scotland is their natural ruler.

Very far from believing that after some sort of restitution is

made such as that which has been discussed for so long and so dis-

advantageously with your Majesty's officers, all the ill-will of these

heretics against your Majesty will disappear, as well as their hopes
of overturning the Indies and the Netherlands, I make bold to

affirm that they will grow more insolent than ever, even though
they may be without allies. I know that the hearts of Leicester

and Burleigh, as well as those of the Queen herself and most of her

Council, are incurably bad.

It is understood that the French marriage now under discussion

is being promoted mainly by Burleigh, and notwithstanding the

age and habit of the Queen, I much fear that it will be brought
about, or will result in a league between the English and French
to injure your Majesty's states.

The suspicions entertained here about the voyage of Ridolfi and
his arrival in Rome need not trouble us much, as they know by the

declaration of tlie prisoner Carlos,* that he is going to beg for

money for Scotland, and it does not matter much what they
suspect, since the blow will be struck without leaving them time
for thought, as is usual with wars here.

The imprisonment of this son of the earl of Derby will be a

drawback, but it will not stop the business, for the Catholics will

be three to one, and with the blessing of God, in my opinion, the

buttle is over already, on the sole condition that aid is quietly held

in readiness to be given at the first rising.

Irish affairs are now greatly helping us, as James FitzMaurice is

prospering. He has taken possession of the greater part of

Munster, and iniquitously (sic) put to the sword the best

Englishmen who were there, The Viceroy, Harry Sidney, has

come here, and refuses to return as they will not give him proper

help, indeed, things are going so badly tliat the Irishmen of them-
selves with the advice of some Englishmen would succeed in their

enterprise.

If the remedy is deferred, it is greatly to be feared that Scotland,

which is at present without succour, will fall into the hands of the

English, who are carrying on incessant negotiations with that end
and if the Queen (of Scotland) were once put out of the world, and
she is often in danger of it, the little prince, or the son of Hertford,

would turn out to be a fine king for the Catholic party. All other

dissensions and partialities are forgotten in this great religious

question. Your Majesty will order what you consider best, and I

have only to repoi t and represent what is happening and to express

my opinion of the opportunity which offers itself to do a great

service to God.

I have, on many occasions advised your Majesty that a party of
pirates to the iiumber of twenty sail are near Dover continually

* Charles Baily, the Bishop of Boss' secretary.
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taking prizes. Seven are great ships, the others very small, and
the men oome on shore with impunity every day. They have
enriched that place, the Isle of Wiglit, and nearly all the coast.

Tlie crews are, generally speaking, men of inferior class. The last

prize taken was a French ship loaded with woad, belonging to the
Michaels of Antwerp. The Council wish to keep some of these

pirates here and not let them all go to Rochelle.

Mean knaves come hourly from the Netherlands to join these
people, and not a ship sails that they do not know the hour of her
leaving and her point of departure. There are other ships belonging
to Englishmen, which are robbing in the same way.
The rest of the pirates have gone to Eochelle, but are at present

in and near Brouage. I have had a statement taken from the
crew of two ships which sail from that place a fortnight ago, which
says that there were at that time eighteen ships there, ten of
great burden, well armed, but still unsupplied with many necessary
things.

I have learned that the Queen has received a letter from the
Court of France saying that the prince of Orange had failed in his

promises that certain preparations would be ready at the time that
these pirates were collected, .so that up to the present they have done
nothing but plunder ; and Count Ludovic writes to the Queen that
he is coming here himself. Both the rebels and the English have
an infinite number of connections with the Netherlands, and the
one thing they are constantly plotting and contriving is to cause
disturbance there. They expect some great alliances as a result of

the conference between the Admiral and the Christian King, and it

is expected that M. de Foix will be here next week.

I have written to your Majesty of the great desire which Hawkins
expresses to serve you, as you will also have heard verbally from
George Fitzwilliams there, and I can discover nothing suspicious

about it. He has gone to Plymouth taking artillery and munitions
from London, leaving a person her-e in case I should wish to call him
back, on a pretext connected with the smack which they captured
of his and took to Flanders. I shall ostensibly summon him for

the reply to the representation which he has asked me to make on
that matter to the duke of Alba. He may render great service by
manning his ships with a very few men and filling them up with
others chosen by your Majesty, and the least of these services will

be to catch the pirates who infest the Channel which he con-

siders veiy easy. If this arrangement and that with Ridolfi

could be carried through in conjunction, it would be very
advantageous.

The restitution of the merchandise is being so dragged out by the
English that sometimes we think that they want to delay it until

the winter.—London, 8th August 1571.

18 Aug. 272. GuERAu de Spes to the King.

In my previous letters I advised your Majesty that I had delayed
delivering Ridolfi's letters until T had fresh orders from your
Majesty, in conformity with the instructions I had received from
the duke of Alba. The Duke's orders were very precise, but it
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certainly is in my opinion most desirable that the matter should not

be long delayed, for I'ear that feeling may change here in consequence

of the turn taken in French affairs.

M. de Foix* was at Court on the 15th, with M. de la Mothe,

accompanied by Lord Buckhurst and Charles Howard, attended by
seventy or eighty horsemen. Foix has been exquisitely well

received and lodged in the' palace, where the Queen's officers entertain

him very splendidly.

On the 16th he had audience and made a long speech to the

effect that his King desired friendship and relationship to the royal

House of England, and polluted out the advantages which would

re.sult therefi-oni to both countries. This wa'3 the public audience,

and a committee consisting of Lord Burleigh, Keeper, Leicester, and
the Chamberlain, was appointed to confer with him in secret and
decide as to his business. Many people still doubt whether the

Queen will marry, but it is believed that these negotiations will

result in some league against your Majesty's States. I have not

yet been able to discover details of what has taken place, although

I have people at Court expressly to scrutinize everything.

Leicester is offered the duchess de Nevers in marriage, and an

estate in Fi-anee, and La Mothe and Foix have decided to give pre-

sents ofjewellery to the Queen's favourites, Foix having come already

provided with the jewels for that purpose.

It is of some importance to us that the French should thus be

showing their hand, and it seems more desirable than ever that

they .should be circumvented. The matter of the pirates remains

in the satne condition, as previously advised, but for many months
they will not be able to go in any great force to the Indies, although

some private ships are undertaking the voyage.

Over eighty bronze pieces witli much ammunition and a large

quantity of corselets, and pikes, have been shipped for Ireland.

A servant of Thomas Stukeley, who recently came from Spain,

has been brought to the Tower, and has been severel}' tortured.

I am just informed that Foix has proposed tliat the Queen of

Scotland should be married to the duke of Vendome.—London
18th August 1571.

23 Aug. 273. GuERAiT de Spes to the King.

I have previously advised your Majesty that the guns from the

castle ynd ramparts of Dover had prevented the Flemish ships from

taking the twenty-four pirate vessels which were there. Twenty-
two of them aie now on the beach, our ships liaving captured the

otlier two. The pirates have left a few of their sailors in charge of

theai and the captains and rest of their people have come to London.

The assertions made at Court that the pirates would be arrested is

not true, and the reply which Lord Buj-leigh gave to the Secretary,

whom I had sent to complain to the Council of this insult, was that

formerly Don Alvaro de Bazan had done the same thing in defending

certain French vessels against the English. I shall say no more

* This was Paul de Toix who had been French ambassador in England. Cecil's

letters to Walsingham and Foix's own correspondence give a full account of his

mission.
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about it until I receive orders from the duke of Alba, as these

people are very impertinent and, on the same day, almost dismissed

Thomas Fiesco for good, rejecting the settlement which he thought
he had made of the question of tlie Genoese money in the hands of

the Queen. They threatened him, and told him that the Queen did

not mean to retux'u it for seven years to come, so that Fiesco's

intention of pressing the settlement of the points still pending,

relative to the restitution uf our merchandise, must fall through.

They dismissed Fiesco, telling him that he must prove that the

Queen took the money in cash and wiiat was the amount. Her
officers refused to give any information wliiitever about it as they
said that it was all set forth in the Treasury books. As there were
still some of the people here who came with the money, Fiesco

brought them with him before Thomas Gresham who, he was told,

had to settle the business. I have now less hope of these people

than ever, and Fiesco is of the same opinion.

The French ambassadors have been with the Queen for a week,
and pass three or four hours every day with the Council. It is

generally declared that the marriage will not take place, as the

people have hitherto shown no liking for it, but my friends assure

me that the matter is agreed upon, and thai; on the arrival of

Marshal Montmorenci he will be assured by the Council that the

duke of Anjou will be allowed to hear masa privately, although
this will not be set forth in the treaty, and by this mean^, the

Protestants here will not be disturbed, and the Christian King will

be able to obtain great help from the Fiench Catholics towards
the cost of his brother's coming. I am also told that it is

agreed that the Duke shall be acknowledged as King with certain

limitations.

I am following the duke of Alba's orders and delaying action

in Ridolfi's affair until I have received fresh instructions.

Every month there leave here four ships for Hamburg, and next
month eight will sail, as during the winter months the voyage is

impossible. They will carry great riches, and it would be most
desirable to capture them, and so to equalise the advantage these

people now have in the value of goods detained.

Whilst writing this I have received the following news, namely,
that the Queen's Council is very divided because Lord Burleigh and
the Keeper, his brother-in-law (who are followed by the earl of

Sussex out of enmity for Leicester), aie of opinion than the Anjou
mari'iage should take place first and afterwards the negotiations

for alliance .should be undertaken. Leicester, the Admiral, and
KnoUys, are against the marriage, but in favour of making an
offensive and defensive league with the French. The Queen
is, so to speak, driven to the marriage, but Burleigh is so power-
ful in the Government that she dares not oppose him. The French
ambassadors are satisfied because either arrangements will suffice

for them.

An English captain has arrived from Scotland to beg in the name
of the earl of Lennox for ten thousand crowns and some artillery

and ammunition to batter the castle of Edinburgh.
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Huggins,* who came from Spain is the Commissioner against

Stukeley's servant, whom he is having tortured. He said yesterday
that the Council was seeking some means by which I might be

expelled the island, but they had not yet hit upon any scheme
wliich seemed suitable.

Huggins (Hawkins ?j insists upon not fitting out his thirteen

ships, and Captain Mur.ses and Thomas Murses have promised me
that they will capture either Count Ludovic or M. de Lumbres if

they put to sea, and carry them to Spain. I told the man who
spoke to me about it, that if they did so they would be richly

rewarded, but I refused to give them letters, as they asked me, for

them to be admitted into any of our ports, because if they enter

with their prizes they will at once be recognised for what they are.

Tlie capture of Lumbres would greatly alarm the other pirate

leaders, and I am informed that the,3e men are quite able to do as

they say.—London, 23rd Augu,st 1571.

27 Aug. 274. GuERAu de Spes to the King.

The ari'angement made by M. de Foix with the Queen and
Council is that the duke of Anjou should be married without either

he or his household being obliged to conform to the religion of this

country, and in addition to the royal title, powers are to he given

to him similar to those granted to your Majesty when you
were here. Foix returned from Reading," where the Queen is,

yesterday, with the decision, on the understanding that they would
send him afterwards a wiitten copy of the eight clauses signed by
all the members of the Council. This was In-ought to him by Lord
Burleigh, but with an addition to the efiect that neither Anjou
nor his people should attend mass, as he, Burleigh, considered it

open idolatry. Foix is going back to the Court to-morrow about it,

and to f-ay that he lias no orders to accept this clause. Lord
Burleigh told him that there would be no difficulty about arranging

the league, with any securities that the French might desire, and that

the duke of Anjou should not hesitate to accept these terms of

marriage, as what was proposed to him would be the salvation of

his ,90ul. It may well be believed that Foix is not much displeased

with the proposal, as he himself is somewhat susj^ected of heresj",

;ind I believe that either the league or the marriage will be carried

through. If the Duke would declare himself on the Protestant side,

these people would accept him with all the greater pleasure. It

appears that J'oix has held out great promises of this to the Queen
if the Didce once can see her.

I am also informed that Foix has been promised ten thousand

pounds if he arranges this matter to the Queen's liking. He and I

have visited each other without speaking of business. The duke

* This Thomas Huggins or Hogan had resided in Madrid for some years as a spy of
the English Court until the defection of a messenger of his, as related in previous letteis,

when he escaped to England. There is a letter from him to Leicester (Cal. of S. Papers,
Domestic, 26th June l.')72) divulging the practices of the archbishop of Cashel in

Madrid and begging to be further employed. He also solicited a grant of a lease of a
portion of the sequestrated estates of Sir Frances Englefield.
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of Alba will fully inform your Majesty of what Fiesco has done.

With regard to Ridolfi's affairs I will still await orders, and T will

sead Hawkins the reply as instructed, using in future the new
cipher sent to me.—London, 27th August 1571.

30 Aug. 275. The King to Guerau de Spes.

Your letters of 12th, 14th, 19th, and 24th July received, and we
are glad to hear what you say about the business which Eoberto

Ridulfi proposed to us, to the effect that it has beeu dealt with

sincerely and straightforwardly, so that no suspicion need be

entertained. Under this impj'e.ssion, and because I see that it is so

well justified and so entirely directed to the service of God and
the advantage of our holy atid true religion, and the jescue of a

princess so catholic as we consider the queen of Scotland to be,

we desire anxiously thut the matter may be so conducted as to

successfully attain the end in view. We have therefore written,

and are now again writing, to the duke of Alba directing him to

take such steps and yirecautions ns may be necessary to carry

through the business effectually, and to instruct you what you are

to do on your side with the same object. We order you, as we
have done before, not to exceed in anything the instructions the

Duke may give you, as it is necessary that in all things you should

act in absolute co-operation, and with the attention, care, and
diligence which the greatness of the issue demands.

Notwithstanding what you say of the proposals made by John
Hawkins through George Fitzvvilliams, yet there is some suspicion

about it, because both of them have communicated with Se.:retary

Cecil. We agreed that the affair should be listened to, beciiuse we
knew that Hawkins with his ships uiight be of great service in the

principal business, if he acted straightforwardly, and this was the

reason that Fitzwilliams was treated Avith, and the conditions

and terms set forth, as you v.ill see in the cipher copy enclosed

of the deed made between jjim and the duke of Feria, confirmed

subsequently by my ordc)-, which the duke will send you Avith a

full relation of the whole affair. He will also tell you the time

and method in which you will move in both matters, and you will

act as he orders, this being the course desirable for the end in

view.

We are very sorry to learn that tlie two gentlemen you men'ion,

both being Catholics of high position and partizans of the queen of

Scotland, should have been cast into the Tower, but as the inquiries

against the duke of Norfolk have not resulted in convicting him of

any offence which the Queen caa punish, we hope that God will

help both these and the others and will give them strength and
courage necessary to carry out their laudable and Christian

purpose.

The negotiations for marriage between the Queen and the duke
of Anjou change so frequently from day to day, that it is quite

clear it is nothing but a cunning trick, although we do not

doubt that if she had the slightest inkling of what we are arranging,

she would conclude the marriage, however little she liked it, in

order to unite her to France. You will thus see how necessary it
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is to proceed with sucli secrecy that nothing shall be known until

after it is done, as in this consists the whole issue of the business.

We are sure the Duke will so manage it that it will succeed as we
desire.

There is nothing to say about the restitution, because I do not

believe that the English have any attention of bringing it about,

but only to enjoy the goods and money which they have in their

possession. You will follow the Duke's orders, however, in this

also.

It was well to report the sailing of the pilot Bartolomd Bayon, as

I at once had the necessary step^ taken to catch him, and advised

my nephew, the king of Portugal, to capture him when he called

in to take the negroes, that being the place where he can be most
easily taken. We do not doubt that the Portuguese will do their

best as they are much offended with him.

There is nothing frf sh to say about Antonio Fogaza's aifair, only

that you did well to write what you think of him and the others

who are treating of Portuguese affairs there, and I am glad to know
that you are promoting these affairs duly.—Madrid, 13th August
1.571.

7 Sept. 276. GuER.iu de Spes to the King.

In former letters I have reported the arrival and dealings of

M. de Foix who left here yesterday afternoon on his return to the

King, carrying with him presents of plate to the value of thirteen

hundred crowns and loaded with fine promises. From what I can
learn of the decision he bears, it seems that the Queen insists that

the duke of Anjou should not exercise the Catholic religion at all

here, and they cast the blame upon the ambassador Walsingbam if

he has been promised otherwise. Fois. might well be sure that the

intention of the Queen is not to carry the marriage into effect,

excepting under the most urgent necessity, but that her real aim is

to gradually biing the French into the offensive and defensive

league in which many of the German princes and the duke of

Florence are said to have joined. By this means and with the

help of the adherents they think they have in the Netherlands,

they believe they can trouble the States greatly, and gradually

bring the Christian King round almost entirely to Protestantism.

They depend greatly upon the present Council in France, which
they see now consists largely of people of their way of thinking

as indeed it would appear, seeing how they have abandoned the

queen of Scotland and her interests. The better to carry all this

through, Lord Burleigh is going to Fi-ance, and it is said will

depart as soon as Foix's I'eport is received from there. In tlie

meanwhile Killigrew will go to help Walsingham in the business,

and Burleigh will be accompanied by Guido Cavalcanti.

It lately happened that some money which was being forwarded

to Scotland by a secretary of the duke of Norfolk was captured, as

your Majesty will see in detail by the enclosed statement. The
secretary is now in the Tower, and his master more closely guarded.
It is 8aid that some of the Councillcirs are coming to take his

declaration. If they put him in tiie Tower it will somewhat hinder
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matters, especially now that the second son of the earl of Derby is

there; but the Catholics are many though the leaders are few, and
Lord Burleigh with his terrible fury, has greatly harrassed and
dismayed them, for they are afraid even of speaking to each other.

The whole affair depends upon getting arms into their hands and
giving them somebody who shall direct them what to do, though
the Protestants have as many good leaders in warlike affairs as the

Catholics. The great confidence of the Protestants is that the

French will come to their protection, and that between one and
another they will be able artfully to contemporise without making
restitution whilst they molest the Netherlands and keep their sea

infested with pirates until the formation of a league allows them to

undertake a war.

The Scots suspect that M. de Foix has been making mischief

about the duke of Norfolk's affair, altliough La Mothe appears now
to be favourable.

George Fitzwilliams has just arrived, and Hawkins writes me
from Plymouth that lie will be here presently. Fitzwilliams

thought that I had already received instructions from your
Majesty as to what was to be done in this business, and he expects

that the instructions will shortly arrive. In the meanwhile I have
told him to go to Lord Burleigh to get permission to visit the

queen of Scotland, in order to endeavour to obtain the release

through her of the imprisoned Englishmen (in Spain), atid he is

also to ask Cecil for leave to negotiate with me on the subject. I

have advised the duke of Alba of this immediately, so that he may
know what is passing.

M. de Lumbres is in Dover with seven ships, and he and the

rest of them are preparing to continue ther robberies.

A servant of mine has just come in saying that he has met the

duke of Norfolk in the street being taken to the Tower with two
or three gentlemen guarding him secretly,—L aidon, 7th September
1571.

9 Sept. 277. Guekau de Spes to the King.

By my last letter your Majest}' will have learnt that they have
lodged the duke of Norfolk in the Tower, and although he was
taken without a regular guard and at an unexpected hour, the
concourse of people was so large and the shouts so general that a
very little more and he would have been liberated, although he was
very gay. It may well happen that this popularity of his amongst
the common people may be of little advantage to him with the

Queen.
He has two secretaiies of his in the Tower with him, and

Mr. Douglas, a Scotsman, was taken yesterday, and interrogated

about these moneys which were being sent to Scotland, but as he
did not reply to their liking they libv^-ated him. The Florentine

ambassador has been twice questioned about it. The fact is all

England is much disturbed. Some suspicion exists that Foix
advised the Queen to make sure for the present of the Duke,
although M. de la Mothe makes great professions to the contrary,

but the Scots are well informed in the matter. The French, or the
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duke of Florence, have given some information to this Queen about

the objects with which Roberto Ri.l.olfi went to Rome, as she

remarked that she knew that the duke of Alba had sent to his

Holiness a list of those who are on his side or on that of the duke
of Norfolk. When Thomas Fiesco was taking leave of her recently

she aliso said something about it, and although it is not credible that

the duke of Florence should have mixed himself up in the business,

still, after Ridolh left Florence on his way to Spain, a Florentine

named Burgiam Tadei (nic), who is established in Calais, left

Florence by pos,t for London, he not being a man who could afford

Kuch an expense, and on his arrival here he had a conference with
Lord Buckliurst, who went to France for this Queen, and is con-

sequently well versed in these affairs M. de Foix was also accom-
panied hither by another Florentine named Alfonso Dalbene. It

would be well to learn from Ridolfi if he mentioned anything
about this list to the duke of Florence, or whether any hint has

come from there (Madrid) or from Rome about the French or the

Duke having sent such a report to the Queen.
There was a skirmish recently in Scotland favourable for the

Queen's party, and under colour of this M. de Vcrac, the French
ambassador, has been released, as well as the Scotch lord Hume.
They entered the castle of Edinburgli, but, both sides being pressed,

a truce was afterwards agreed to.

Your Maje^ty will learn from the duke of Alba the settlement

which Tliomas Fiesco was able to make with the commissioners.

This was the beat which could be done for the present, and it will

be well to put into execution promptl3^

Fitzwilliams Ijas gone to Court, but he will find it difficult now
to obtain leave to go to the queen of Scotland.—London, 9th

September I 571.

14 Sept. 278. The King to Gitehau de Spes.

Your letters of 2Sth July and Sth and IStli of August were

receivc<l on the 7 th instant, and Zayas has also told us what you
have written to him. You did well in giving us full reports, and
particularly as regarJs the good heart and firmness with which the

duke of Norfolk and the queen of Scotland's friends continue.

Nevertheless we approve of your not having given them Ridolfi's

letters, or telling them that you had them, such being the duke of

Alba's orders. This course was the best for my service and the

successful conduct of the business, all details being left to the Duke
for him to arrange with the zeal, devotion, and prudence which we
arc sure will enable him to carry it to a good issue. We again

repeat that you will most precisely and punctually act in ac-

cordance with his orders, without exceeding them in the slightest

degree.

The duke of Alba will inform you of the death of the duke of

Foia, and of what you have to say to John Hawkins in order to

asfure him that the arrangement iigreed upon with him shall bo

fulfilled without default or failing if he complies with liis promises,

wliich we hope he will, and show;; in action the same goodwill with

which you credit him. We are glad to hear your opinion of him,
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and you will tell him so to encourage him, hut you must proceed

with him in the manner and form prescribed by the Duke, whose
instructions you must not overstep.

I note what you say of the great demonstration of welcome made
to Foix, both in lodging him in the palace and entertaining him
as they did, but, notwithstanding all this, I do not believe that the

treaty of marriage between the duke of Anjou and the Queen will

end in anything. It would, however, be bad enough if they were

to conclude the supposed league. You will continue to report what
you hear about the progress of events in Ireland, as well as what is

done respecting the restitution, which, seeing how they are delaying

it, we have but little hope they will carry out, or do anything else

good, of their own fi-ee will.—Madrid, 14th September 1571.

20 Sept. 279. Gueeau de Spes to the King.

In previous letters I have reported to your Majesty the pretext

under which the duke of Norfolk has been again lodged iu the

Tower. Lord Burleigh came on the 12th instant to interrogate

him, and three secretaries of his and others of his servants, all of

whose declarations were taken with much solicitude several times,

but there is no rumour of Cecil's having obtained the information

he expected. They do not trouble themselves much now about the

money they seized, but are insisting that Roberto Ridolfi was sent

to his Holiness and your Majesty. From certain words dropped
by the earl of Leicester, it is suspected that they have received

information of this from Florence, as I wrote to your Majesty.

They have dismissed with great severity all those who served the

queen of Scotland excepting ten persons, and even her secretaries

had been ordered to go away, although the Queen's exclamations

and protests had prevented their departure. The Scotsman who left

here with a passport for the purpose of taking some packets of

letters to lier, had his papers taken away from him in spite of the

passport, and they were returned by Killigrew to the French
ambassador, with a message to the effect that the queen of England
begged he would take this action in good part, as the safety of her

States had made it necessary. The Scotsman, however, saved the

greater part of his packets by hiding them in a rock two leagues

before he got to the place where the Queen was staying. The
queen of Scotland writes that she had seen these packets and
amongst them, I believe, is included the advice I sent her of the

ten thousand crowns which the duke of Alba was handing to

Mr. Beaton.

At the same time all travellers were stopped and their letters

taken from them ; amongst others they took my packet of the

12th instant, which is all in cipher, and they have been sending me
messages for the last three days, saying that they will return these

letters to me presently. They now confess that they h.ave been
sent to the Court, and as the man who was carrying these letters

bore a regular passport, I have sent to the Court about it, and
will report the reply to your Majesty. I now enclose a copy of the

letter which I wrote to lord Burleigh on the subject, and also a

true relation of the death of the earl of Lennox, which certainly

y 76467. V
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has been a most successful enterprise. The whole of the queen of

Scotland's enemies were captured, and the matter would have been
ended there and then, but the plundering infantry was so busy
robbing that the prisoners escaped, and the only one who paid the

penalty of his bad government was Lennox. They have appointed

in the meanwhile for governor the earl of Mar, who has the Prince

in his possession, and holds the castle of Stirling, although he
declines to interfere in the matter. This Earl is bringing up the

Prince without any religion, or rather with the bad instead of the

good one. His wife is a Catholic, but dares not, I am told, speak
openly about it. One of the worst evils connected with such a
bringing up is that the Prince should be fed upon such vile milk
as this.

The queen of England has received M. de Lumbres very well,

and helped him with money. She is trying to get the congre-

gations of rebels also to raise funds for him, and he is getting

rendy to put to sea, harquebusses and ammunition being now on
their way to the coast for him. It is believed that the number of

pirate ships ready will be forty-four.

One of them, a Frenchman named the "Jacques de Boulogne,"

captured a French ship loaded with textile goods lately on its way
to Spain. It is worth more than sixty thousand crowns, but they
cannot get more than twelve thousand crowns offered for it at

Torbay, where it is. All this property belongs to Spaniards, and,

in addition to this, a hundred thou.sand cx'owds' worth of woad has

recently been captured from your Majesty's subjects in French
bottoms.—London, 20th September 1571.

29 Sept. 280. GuERAtr de Spes to the King.

In my former letters I hai'e advised your Majesty of the

extremity in which the queen of Scotland now is, and the great

difficulty she experiences in sending or receiving letters. Her life

is nlso not safo; as is proved by a letter which was found in Scot-

land written by the queen of England to the earl of Lennox,

directing him and his party to demand the surrender to them of

the queen of Scotland in the interests of peace, to which demand
the queen of England promised she would accede if she were
asked, and almo^t commanded him to have the queen of Scotland

killed when they got possession of her, but Lennox himself was
killed on the very day that he received the lettei". Perhaps these

people will try the same thing with the new Regent.

The prosecution of the duke of Norfolk is being pushed on

with great vigour, and the councillors have communicated the

proceedings to the Chief Justices, without whom the Council

cannot condemn him. The charges are said to consist of three

points ; first, that he attempted to marry the queen of Scotland

against this Queen's command ; second, that he provided money to

the opposite i)arty in Scotland ; and, thirdly, that he had attempted
to rebel with many others, with the object t)f receiving and
welcoming the duke of Alba into this country. There appears to

be no proof of the first allegation about his attempt to marry the

(jueen of Scotland, as this Queen has ordered that charge to be
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dropped, as also that of having carried on a correspondence with

the queen of Scotland. On the second charge of helping the

Scots the Duke excused himself by saying that this was out of

England and without prejudice to it. Of the third charge they

say there is little or no proof, and the queen of Scotland was
greatly enraged with the Judges when they made these charges

known to her, whereupon they were much intimidated. Fresh

prisoners are being taken every day to increase their evidence, and

Secretary Smith and Wilson do nothing else in the Tower but

this.

Lord Lumley was sent to the Tower yesterday from Eichmond,
where the Court is, and the earl of Arundel was ordered to remain

under arrest at Nonsuch. It is said that the same course will be

taken towards Lord Montague.
I learn that Lord Burleigh suggested in the Council that it would

be well to send me away from here, and although he has not been

able to find any handle for doing this in the proceedings he is

carrying on, he says that for the sake of the Queen's safety it is

necessary that I should be expelled. They are now considering

the matter, although it seems that one of them said it would be

better to await the return of Thomas Fiesco and the execution of

the powers by the Queen for the league with the king of France,

the Count Palatine, and other princes of the Empire, all of whom
will be represented in France. Killigrew will leave here at once

,

with this as Walsingham reports that the matter is favourably

decided there.

There is no reply about the marriage as M, de Foix delayed a

long time before he arrived at the Blois.

Another sliip loaded tuith sugar from. Barhary belonging to

subjects of your Majesty, has recently been captured* and four

other ships on their way to Brouage for salt, some of the crews of

which have been thrown overboard. I have sent to report the

matter to the Court, and Lord Cobham has been ordered in future

to provide against such disorders. It will be all in vain, however,
as it has hitherto been. I also informed them that M. de Lumay
and Courvoisier are arming six war ships, and I have set forth the

excesses which Winter's ships had committed at TenerifFe. Every-
thing here is directed to your Majesty's prejudice and the injury of

your subjects, with the ultimate object of causing even greater

evils.—London, 29th September 1571.

13 Oct. 281. GuERAU DE Spes to the King.

I have not written to your Majesty since the 19th (29th?)

ultimo, in consequence of the difficulty of sending letters, the

English courier himself having been stopped although he carried a

passport.

The French ambassador with Guido Cavalcanti had audience

with the Queen last Sunday, and I am told, conveyed to her his

master's thanks for the kind reception given to M. de Foix,

respecting which he gave her a new letter of credence from the

* JS^ote \u handwriting of Zayas: " This is a fine way by which to expect restitution."

Y 2
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King, and assured her that the duke of Anjou would accept the

marriage treaty with the modification of one of the clauses which had
been sent from here after M. de Foix had left, to the effect that the

Duke's foreign servants, although they were ordered not to exercise

any other religion here than that of this country, should not incur

any personal or pecuniary punishment if they did so. He told the

Queen therefore that she could now send to France the personage

she had promised to send v;hen the King should have agreed to

this clause, and the whole of the questions submitted to the

Council by M. de Foix could then be discussed. He then said

something about the severity with which the queen of Scotland

was being used, but the Queen burst into a most furious rage at

this and dwelt very strongly upon the evils which she said were
being brought upon this country by the queen of Scotland. She
afterwards went on to speak of the plots which she and the duke
of Norfolk were weaving jointly with your Majesty to turn her (the

queen of England) off" of her throne, and afterwards to make war on
France. She screamed all this out with so much vehemence that

almost everybody in the palace could hear her. She said also that she

would have the king of France to know that some of the principal

members of his Council were offering great sums of money to her

officers to prevent the marriage of the duke of Anjou and the

projected alliance ; by which it is conjectured that she referred to

Cardinal Lorraine. The end of it was that she promised the

ambassador to let him know shortly the name of the person whom
she intended to send to France, and the same night the Queen had
a private interview with Cavalcanti and afterwards discussed with

some of her Council the means to be adopted to get me out of the

country.

On the same day also Lord Cobham and his brother Thomas
were arrested at Court and lodged in the house of Secretary Bernard

Hampton. Fresh prisoners are being brought to the Tower every

day and Lord Burleigh and four or five other Councillors have been

here for some time past taking their declarations. Yesterday the

Chancellor convoked a meeting of the Lord Mayor, aldermen and
principal merchants in the Guildhall, and told them to give thanks

to God for having preserved them from infinite danger, as a plot

had been discovered to murder the Queen which had been in pre-

joaration for the last three years, and that recently, through good

friends which she had in all parts of the world, the Queen had
obtained possession of a letter written by the Pope to the duke of

Alba urging him to take in hand the conquest of this island,

towards which he promised great help, and enclosed him a full list

of all the ]ieople in this country who would co-operate with him.

He said also that the Queen had obtained a copy of the duke of

Alba's reply to his Majesty (Holiness ?) with a draft of the agreement

to be made, the plot being to hand over the island to a certain foreign

prince whose name he, the Chancellor, did choose to not mention. In
order to alarm them the more he told them that six Englishmen had
been captured who had agreed to set fire to the city at various points

simultaneously on a certain day, with artificial fire, and at the same
time to raise the people and sack the houses of the richer citizens
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He said that the plot had beea mysteriously discovered, and he had
no doubt that it was connected with the bills which had been found
in various parts of the city lately at night, calling the apprentices

to arms and denouncing the imprisonment of so many noblemen by
the Council, who were characterised as tyrants. He therefore gave
them this account of the need that the Queen had found to arrest

the persons who were now in prison, for her own safety, the

welfare of the public, and the preservation of their common
religion. He advised them not to send their merchandise in future

to the dominions of suspected enemies, either openly or under
cover of others' names. He also set forth the endeavours that the

Queen was making to satisfy the Hamburg people relative to the

recovery of the plunder taken from them by the pirates. This

speech was listened to with pleasure by the Protestants, although

some of them and the Catholics know well that it was only a
device to bring the people round to their view and incense them
against your Majesty. In the meanwhile the city is being guarded
strictly and no one dares to walk the streets without being obliged,

the people fearing even to speak to each other.

The Queen Las appointed commissioners to reconcile the Hamburg
people. They have gone to Dover and have detained on the coast

some of the pirates, and others who have purchased the stolen

property. They have seized, in the name of the Queen, all the

plunder which still remains on hand, but they confine their claims

to merchandise purchased after the 4tli December last, which I

think was the time that cardinal Chatillon died, he having had
authority granted to him for these pirates to rob in his name.

I send your E^ajesty copy of the letters given to the commissioners,

and you will see that something is said in them about the license

recently given to M. de Lumay to arm ships. He will leave

shortly with five or six ships and M. de Lumbres will surrender

to him the post of Admiral, as he wants to go back to France
and buy a barony, he having become very rich on his spoil.

Frobisher also has left, under license from the Court, with four

well found ships after having given some sort of security as a
matter of form.

Beside the ships captured which I recently reported, there are

many more vessels seized and now in the Downs. The Portuguese
property in some of them is claimed by Christmas in virtue of the
letter of marque under which he has taken so much Portuguese
merchandise, and he has now gone to the Downs to urge his claim.

All this goes to the profit of the earl of Leicester.

The French ambassador has not yet received information as to

the person to be sent by this Queen, but it is said that when Lord
Burleigh can finish the process against the duke of Norfolk with
which he is busy the answer shall be given. In the meanwhile
they are professing great friendship for the French ambassador and
Killigrew is making ready to go to France. He is a person of

inferior rank but a brother-in-law of Burleigh, a badly inclined

man and a strong Protestant. I sent to tell the French ambassador
that ships belonging to French subjects were being captured in the
mouth of the Seine daily with great quantities of merchandise,
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mostly the property of your Majesty's subjects. He replied that,

besides having reported this to the Council, he had written a report

of it to his King, who had answered him that he had spoken of the

matter to Admiral Chatillon, and the latter had promised to exercise

his authority if the King would allow him to redress the evil

complained, of as regards ships taken into Rochelle and the French
ports. The King had thereupon authorised him to carry out his

office, but I do not believe that any redress will result from this.

There are now two French war-ships off the Isle of Wight, which it

is announced, are going to the Indies, the master of one is called

Poitier and the other Nicolas de Lavals.

There is much mistrust here about Ireland as they see that Fitz-

maurice is gaining strength every day, whilst the Queen will not
find money to pay the captains that bave come from there or those

that are going thither.

They are coining money in the Tower with great haste from the

cash belonging to your Majesty.—London, 13th October 1571.

282. Document labelled in the handwriting of Zayas as follows :

—

" This contains so perfect a representation of all the matters
" brought by Ridolfi, that, without doubt, it has been
" declared by someone connected with the discussion of the
" business."

Salutem in Christo.

The godly and the evil-minded delight in opposite things ; the

godly in seeking and maintaining truth, the wicked in concealing it.

It follows therefore that the declaration of the truth pleases the

godly and displeases the wicked. I, understanding that the majority

of people at this time do not know for certain the cause why the

duke of Norfolk and many others are prisoners in the Tower, and
being sure that the godly will be glad to know the truth which the

wicked are trying to hide and destroy, I could not conscientiously

refrain from setting forth what I will now say for the satisfaction

of the godly and the stopping of the lies from malicious tongues of

seditious people.

First it is known that the duke of Norfolk for some years past

has been negotiating for his marriage with the queen of Scotland

without the knowledge of our lady the Queen.
It is also known that the queen of Scotland has been the most

dangerous enemy in the world to our Queen, as she tried to deprive

her of the crown immediately after the death of Queen Mary.
Iterft.—It is known that, when she found that strength and craft

were alike powerless to compass this, she solemnly promised to

acknowledge the right of our Queen to the crown as the legitimate

daughter and heiress of King Henry VIII. her father, and as such,

entitled to succeed her brother Edward and her sister Queen Mary,
as fully as any other sovereign of England of past times, besides

being a Princess so worthy for her clemency and goodness. It is

also known that the queen of Scotland has not hitherto kept her
promise, but has rather delayed doing so by vain excuses, nor is her
promise of any value even if she did fulfil it, as no act of hers could
improve the perfect title of our Queen, particularly as she, the
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queen of Scotland, could not obtain this country when she claimed
it, nor keep her own in peace when she had it, besides which, no
promise of hers could be looked upon as sincere but rather to be
kept or broken, as she might consider desirable.

Ite')n.—It is affirmed with probability that the queen of Scotland

was the principal cause of the rebellion in the north, by means of

which certain nobles, some of whom, or their ancestors, had served

valiantly against the Scots, were, by the cunning of this Scots lady,

seduced, to the ruin of themselves and their houses, with many
other English lieges.

Itein.— It is a notorious fact that our lady the Queen is far from
being vindictive, and that she endeavoured to restore the queen of

Scotland to her throne, and, indeed, saved her life after the murder
of her husband, by promoting an arrangement between her and the

King, her son, and the Governors and people of her realm, iu the

hope thereby to finish the civil wars which were raging in it.

Itein.—It is known that the queen of Scots, when the duke of

Norfolk was first arrested, renounced in writing to the Queen all

ideas of marriage with him, setting forth at the same time that she

herself would never have conceived the project, of which she did

not approve ; and the Duke himself, by means of many messages

and letters to the Queen, humbly and penitently acknowledged his

error in trying to marry the queen of Scots
;
promising faithfully

under bis hand and seal never to treat of the matter again or to

have any future dealings with that Queen.

It is now certain that the afore-mentioned ])lot between the Queen
and the Duke has been formed in violation of their faithful promises

and renunciations, and has been continued without interruption,

secretly, through badly intentioned persons during the whole time

that the Duke was first in the Tower, and subsequently whilst he
was arrested in his house, until the present time, when he is again

lodged in the Tower.
The danger which might arise from the continuance of these

secret dealings and the intention to effect this marrying against

the will of our Queen is best shown by the perilous negotiations

which have accompanied the plot, which negotiations have been
miraculously discovered by the goodness of Almighty God, for the

safety of the royal person and the welfare of the realm.

It was decided that a new rebellion should be raised near London
which should take possession of the city, and whilst this was being

done a great force of armed foreigners would be brought by sea from
the Netherlands to one of the principal ports of this country, and
the two bodies of enemies and rebels would thereupon unite with
objects which I think best not to mention at present.

These plans were not only discussed but were actually reduced to

writing and agreed upon, and messengers were sent beyond the sea

in Lent last with full authority and writings to testify to the deter-

mination of those who were to be the leaders of this rebellion ; so

that, the whole arrangements being settled, were approved of there,

and letters were written in all haste for the Queen (of Scots), the

duke of Norfolk, and especially for that wicked priest, the bishop

of Koss, who is the originator of all the Duke's calamities and the
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sower of treason in this realm. It was directed that this enterprise

should be kept very secret, especially from the French, for reasons

of great importance until the messenger should have gone post to

Rome to the Pope for money, and to the king of Spain for orders

and directions for troops and ships. The queen of Scotland, the

Duke, and others, gave letters of credence to the messenger for the

Pope and the king of Spain, and the man, after arriving in Rome,
returned a reply from the Pope at the beginning of May for the

Queen, the Duke, and others.

The letter to the Duke was in Latin commencing with the words,
" Dilecii Jili salutem," but truly the Duke might say that he sent

no salutem to him but rather pernieiem. The Duke received the

letters and readthem at the request of the said wicked priest, and the

contents of them were to the effect that the Pope approved of the

enterprise and would write to the king of Spain to help it, but that

the present costly war against the Turk had made them short of

money for that summer, but notwithstanding this, his unfortunate

Holiness, in his usual manner, comforted them all and told them not

to despoir. It would thus appear, either that God inspired him to

be so very zealous against the Turk, which was certainly good,

or that the coffers of his Holiness are not at present so full of money
as they are of bulls. We are thus brought to the conclusion that

want of money was the cause of this perilous treason not having

then been carried out, and it is to be hoped that by similar

goodness of God future crimes will be diverted from us.

It was also decided by the inventors of these plots that the

kingdom of Ireland should be assailed at the same time in order to

weaken the Queen's forces and divert them from the defence of her

loyal subjects.

Now it would be better that this tree of treason should be rooted

up for once and for all, since it is certain that it has branches of its

own growth in various parts, such, for instance, as the talk of the

release of the queen of Scotland, sometimes disguised, sometimes by
force and rebellion, with the object of raising her to the throne of

England. It was also said that her son was to be stolen from

Scotland and sent to Spain, and other inventions of the same sort

were set afloat with the object of disturbing this country, which was,

and is, praise God, quiet and tranquil.

Some people may say that many of these things are doubtful, or

changed in the telling, either by malice or credulity, but, verily, all

that I have said, and much more, has been reported to me so faith-

fully by persons of credit who are not in the habit of relating false-

hoods, that I can confidently affirm that it is all true ; and if it be

found otherwise, it is to be believed that some of the Councillors

will reprove me for it when this relation is read. If so I will

patiently suffer correction for my credulity. If these things are

true, as I have said, although they be not all discovered yet, time

will shortly confirm them, when her Majesty causes the prisoners

publicly to reply to them according to the law, as she will no
doubt do in the exercise of her benignity, and so God keep her

under his special care, as he has miraculously done hitherto to

reigu over us in peace.
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Since writing this I ain induced the more to believe in its truth,

because on this very day the Lord Mayor of this city, with many
of the governors of the same, were before the Council, where I ana

informed by some who heard ifc, that the statement made to them
by the Council respecting the duke of Norfolk were, in substance,

the same as I have set forth here, with many other things which I

have not related.—At London, 13th October 1571.

Your loving brother-in-law, R.G.

14 Oct. 283. GuERAu de Spes to Zayas.

I sent yesterday to the duke of Alba a duplicate of the enclosed

letter for his Majesty, and I cannot exaggerate the confusion which
reigns here. They have just brought to the Tower three other

gentlemen, inhabitants of the part of the country where the queen
of Scotland is. The people are all astounded, and if there were
only a leader, some great disturbance would arise, but as it is. Lord
Burleigh triumphs over all. Perhaps they will aim a blow at me
presently : patience !

I should like to see all our resolutions carried through with more
expedition and we should succeed in our enterprises ; otherwise I

certainly fear we shall have many evils to encounter, especially if

the people in Flanders be not quieted from their apprehension

about the tenths ;* but where the duke of Alba is I do not think
there will be any want of council or prudence.—London, 14th
October 1571.

15 Oct. 284. GuERAu de Spes to the King.

In my last I wrote an account of the speech made by the Keeper
to the liOrd Mayor and aldermen of this city respecting the im-
prisonment of the duke of Norfolk and the other nobles, and
attacking your Majesty and the duke of Alba respecting the

invasion of the country. The Lord Mayor has to-day summoned
the constables and many other citizens, to the number of nearly
four thousand men, to the Great Hall for the purpose of speaking
to them to the same effect, in order that each of the constables

shall do the same in his own district to-morrow. The Council

believes that, by such means as these, they will sustain their

tyrannical government.
Burleigh arranged with the Mayor for some of the aldermen to

go to the Queen and beg her to increase her guard, and this is

being made an excuse for the palace to be protected by a large

number of troops and the whole city to be very strictly watched.
It is said that Killigrew will be shortly sent to France, and they

have arranged to-morrow for Burleigh and Leicester to see the
ambassador to enter into details about the proposed marriage or
league. I have been assured by a member of Burleigh's household
that he has read a letter from the duke of Florence to the Vidame
de Ciiartres, promising to enter into this alliance, as he considers it

necessary to resist the greatness of your Majesty, which he says

* This was the oppressive new tax imposed by Alba ia the Netherlands of one tenth
of the value of all transactions effected,
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seems to increase every day. Since Burleigh has this letter he will

certainly have others from the same Duke to a similar effect, and
the English are now treating the matter without concealment.

Guido Cavalcanti is here, very willing, as usual, to take part in

anything directed to the prejudice of your Majesty and the injury

of the Catholic religion. They have done nothing fresh to me yet,

although I am told that they are seeking an excuse for doing some-
thing. My secretary has not left the house for ten days, in order

to prevent their arresting him on some feigned excuse.

Lord Cobham has been taken to the Tower and the earl of

Sussex is also in danger, being neither a prisoner nor freCj for

Leicester and Burleigli seem to be in accord, for once, that the

enemies of both of them should be molested, so that thei-e are

people of both ways of thinking in prison.

They are already repenting having taken so many seamen from
the pirates, and at the instance of M. de Lumbres, have determined to

leave the rest of them on security. They are trying to calm the

Easterlings by other means, being in great fear for the property
they have sent, and are sending, to Hamburg.
The more I see of Hawkins and the closer I watch him, the more

convinced I am of his faithfulness in your Majesty's interests. The
members of the Council would like to trick the queen of Scotland by
means of him and Fitzwilliams. They have never given the latter

permission to see her. Hawkins and Fitzwilliams are anxiously

awaiting the decision of your Majesty, they having already incurred

great expense in fitting out their fleet which is now nearly ready.

The Queen wishes to send to Ireland Captain Malby and the

son of Secretary Smith. I could easily bring Malby round to

your Majesty's service if I had orders to do so before his departure.

There are many like him in ofSce here, very desirous of serving

your Majesty.—London, 15th October 1571.

21 Oct. 285. GuEEAU de Spes to the King.

As the duke of Alba has not yet sent me the despatches that he

has received from your Majesty for me (keeping them, as he says,

for certain good reasons), I have nothing to answer in this letter

but only to report the great uneasiness in which this Queen and
her Council are ; tortured by their own consciences more than by
the actual proof that they have against the duke of Norfolk, and
still less of the proposed invasion of which they are in fear. The
only information they have to go upon in this latter respect are

the declarations made by Carlos, the servant of the bishop of Ross,

who was the first prisoner made in this business. Carlos is now in

the Tower half crazy. To gain the people over they are still

publishing the little books of which I send your Majesty a copy in

Spanish, not very well translated for want of time. From this

letter and copy enclosed of my letter to the duke of Alba your
Majesty will understand the state of things here.—London, 21st

October 1571.

26 Oct. 286. GuERAu de Spes to the King.

Since my last advices I have to report that Killigrew left here

yesterday with a servant of La Mothe, bearing powers to discuss the
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terms of the alliance proposed with France. On the same day the
bishop of Ross was taken to the Tower, without any respect for his

special safe conduct and his quality of ambassador. Lord Burleigh

told him that his mistress was a Queen no longer, as she had
abdicated in favour of her son and was a pi'isoner. He therefore

could not be considered as an ambassador and would consequently

be sent to the Tower and put to the torture.

I learn that the duke of Norfolk is very ill I do not know
whether in consequence of anything they are giving him in his food,

but if so we shall soon see. It is understood that the proofs against

him are of little weight.

The castle of Edinburgh was besieged on the 6th in.stant, and
much ammunition has been sent from here to the besiegers.

The pirates are now off Dover, and in order to satisfy the Easter-

lings, they have not recently been so openly supplied with victuals

as before, but they are secretly furnished at night with all they

want, and, what is worse, they are now openly victualled from

France, and consequently the pirates have recently returned to the

French some of the prizes they have taken.

M. de Lunibres has gone to France with over a hundred thousand

crowns in cash intending to buy a barony. Schonvall remains in

his place. He has a brother of the habit of St. John in Antwerp
and this might be a means of converting him and his fleet to your

Majesty's service.

They have just brought an Irishman a prisoner to the Tower,

who they say has come hither from Spain as a sp3^ They are

incensing the people with this.—London, 26th October 1571.

31 Oct. 287. GuERAU de Spes to the Duke of Alba.

I believe your Excellency will have received my despatches

carried by the courier on the 21st inst., and also those of 24!th, and
26th. It will not be unadvisable to capture Hieronimo Salvage, a

Genoese, who usually lives at Eouen. He left here from Spinola's

house on the 8tb, carrying a packet from M. de Zweveghem. He
arrived safely at Antwerp and personally delivered Zweveghem's
letter, but my letters of the same date (8th) taken by him had not

been delivered on the 23rd to Leonardo de Tassis. If this packet

of mine, which contained two letters in cipher, does not appear, we
will see whether Spinola has stolen it, and if it was by comparison

with my cipher that the queen of Scotland's letter was recently de-

ciphered in the Tower. If it be so it is high time that such insolence

were punished. Your Excellency, knowing how important it is to the

service of his Majesty, will doubtless put your hand to the matter

at once.

Besides the little books that I have sent to your Excellency they

have brought out a long one, written in good Latin, against the

queen of Scotland,* the most shameful thing that ever was seen but
which I do not dare to send you in this packet. They have again

' This was doubtless George Buchanan's book called " A detection of the doings of
Queen Mary " which had recently been published, Buchanan was one of the first

Latinist; of his time,
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arrested the earl of Southampton who came unsuspiciously to the
Court and also the brother of the earl of Northumberland, although
in the disturbances in the north he was on the side of the Queen
and the principal cause of the others being lost. They have also

captured a Catholic gentleman named Morgan, and it would seem
that, without further reason, they mean to lodge all the Catholics in

the Tower. They have also arrested Luis de Paz, although up to

the present he is kept in a house without being allowed to com-
municate with anyone. They have ordered that no one shall come
to my house, and threaten anyone who does so, even apothecaries

and surgeons. The whole place is surrounded with spies without
attempt at concealment. I attribute this to Burleigh's alarm at

what little proof they have already obtained against the prisoners.

The pirates are better supplied now than ever. A man of mine
has come back from where they are and says that M. de Lumbres
went to France mainly to beg Count Ludovic not to allow M. de
Lumay to take the first place, as there was great division amongst
the gentlemen now at Dover upon the subject, and Lumbres com-
plained that such an appointment would frustrate the agreement he
had made for taking Sluys, some of the inhabitants ofwhich place had
come to offer to deliver it. M. de Lungatre of Artois, an exile, was
awaiting near Boulogne with 1,200 soldiers ready for the enterprise,

as well as to carry out a plot to buy or hire certain small houses

adjoining the church of St. Gudule at Brussels, where a Fleming
had promised to make a mine and blow up with powder your
Excellency and all those who were hearing mass there.

My man said that when Lumbres was in Rochelle three gentle-

men from Seville came to offer Admiral Chatillon the sympathy
of many Spaniards with regard to religion, but my man did not

dare to ask for more particulars upon this point. There are forty

sail off Dover, 16 of them well-found ships. Lumbres was said to

be expecting 15 more from Rochelle and Denmark. They are

again saying here that Fiasco is a long while returning. Stukeley's

servants who came from Spain are being interrogated every day and
they are made to declare things that were never dreamt of there.

When I have a surer messenger than this one I will write more at

length.—London, 31st October 1571.

31 Oct. 288. The King to Gueeau de Spes.

On the oth instant your letters of the 9th and 10th ultimo were
received, reporting the imprisonment of the duke of Norfolk, which
grieved us greatly, both because of his own danger and the evil

which may result therefrom to the queen of Scotland, and also

because it frustrates a matter of so much importance for the

service of God and the advantage of religion as that which was
being forwarded through him. The thread of the business thus

being cut, there is no more to say to you about it, excepting to

refer you to the duke of Alba for instructions. We are anxious

for a newer letter from you to learn what has happened since, as

we trust in our Lord, whose cause it is, to once more put it in such

a position that I may help it forward in his service.

There is nothing more to be said about Hawkins, as that affair,
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too, depended upon the principal business. You will proceed with
him as the Duke may instruct you.

I have not yet learnt what settlement has been arrived at as

regards the restitution of the detained merchandise, since neither

you nor the duke of Alba send me the statement of Thomas Fiesco's

arrangement. Although no doubt it will have been sent before you
receive this, it will be well for you to keep me well advised of all

that is being done or hoped for in this business. It is being so

much delayed that little result can be expected to come from all the

negotiations that have been carried on, but in any case we must
keep hammering away with these people.

Very evil and injurious to Christianity at large, and to my
dominions in particular, would be the conclusion of the treaty which
you believe is being agreed upon between the French and the

Queen, as it is clear that the Protestants of Germany would enter

into it. It is therefore most necessary that you should endeavour
to learn thoroughly what there is in it and duly advise us. As
regards the marriage of the duke of Anjou, I cannot believe that

there is any reality in the affair and this is shown by the scanty

message taken back by M. de Foix.

You will also try to learn from the bottom what understanding

the Queen has with the duke of Florence with regard to the afore-

mentioned matter, as I am of opinion tliat it is all artifice* and I

cannot believe that he would bring himself to enter into an alliance

with that Queen, seeing that the result might be so unprofitable to

him. But in any case it will be well to see his hand and report

what you hear.—Madrid, 31st October 1571.

11 Nov. 289. The King to the Duke of MEBiNA-CELi.t
[Extract.]

As regards England you will proceed in conformity with what
was communicated to you here and the lUike's (of Alba) infor-

mation, although I do not think there will be much to do at

present as the Queen has got scent of the business and has arrested

the duke of Norfolk and the principal other people concerned. She
has also made the queen of Scotland's imprisonment closer, so that,

as Don Guerau writes me on the 21st October, they are all in great

peril, for which I am very sorry, although I have still confidence

that God, whose cause it is, will help us to forward the matter as we
wish. You will therefore hold yourself prepared, in case the Duke
should write to you at sea, to take any step with this end ; as we

* Note in the King's handwriting : " It is not well to express opinions about anyone
or to put more in the letters than is necessary. They or the cipher might be lost and,

in short, there is no reason for it and it serves no purpose.''

t The present letter covers the King's instructions to the duke of Mcdina-Celi who had
been appointed to succeed the duke of Alba as Governor of the Netherlands, the latter

having been ailing for some time and urgently begging the King to be allowed to return

to Spain. On Medina-Celi's arrival, however, jealousy and ill-feeling broke out between
them, and as Medina-Cell's powers were to remain in abeyance so long as Alba remained
in the country, the latter stayed on. Medina-Celi was thus kept in the invidious position

of a Governor without power for two years, notwithstanding his frequent requests that

he should be allowed to return home. The deadlock was at last removed by the return

of both Dukes and the appointment of Don Luis de Eequesens y Zuniga, grand com-
mander of Castile, to be governor of the Netherlands.
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have indicated in Clause IV. of your instructions. I have tliought

well to have it repeated in this letter which for greater security
you luill burn before you embark. (Tiie words in italics have been
added by the King in his own handwriting.)

As I told you here, I have ordered 200,000 crowns to be pro-
vided for the execution of this business, 1 00,000 of which were sent
in warrants, some time since, to the duke of Alba, and the other

100,000 have been handed to you in Seville in gold and silver.

You will take this money intact, without allowing any part of it to

be spent or touched on any account whatever, as it is my will and
intention that it shall be kept and set apart entirely for this

English business, which I sincerely hope that God will guide in some
unexpected way for the good of His cause.—Madrid, 1 1th November
1571.

20 Nov. 290. GuERAU de Spes to the King.

By the courier who takes this I am advising the duke of Alba
that the earl of Leicester distinctly told M. de Zweveghem last

Sunday that they would wait three days longer for Thomas Fiesco

and, after that, would at once proceed to sell the merchandise
without further delay. This is promoted by a certain coalition of

merchants here, who hope thereby at one stroke to become rich.

The earl of Leicester will get a large share.

The Queen and Council are proceeding furiously in the condem-
nation of the prisoners and are urging the judges to declare them
all deserving of death, although most of the latter are opposed to

this decision. I therefore expect that many of the prisoners will be

condemned, as Burleigh says that otherwise the royal authority will

be injured in the sight of the people. The matter is now in such a
stage that I shall be able to report to your Majesty this week what
the result has been.

It seems that Lord Buckhurst will not go to France yet, as he

refuses to go unless he has very decided instructions about the

marriage. It is now said that Secretary Thomas Smith will go, but

he will not leave until the effect of Killigrew's journey is known.
Although Killigrew is a little personage, these people think

confidently that he will settle the alliance to their satisfaction. It

is perfectly marvellous how pertinacious these heretics are. There

are men in office wlio say that it is more expedient to submit to

the rule of the Turk, if he will let them have freedom for their

sect, than to allow any alteration in it to be made by the hand of

Christian princes.

All people, and particularly the Catholics, show great delight at

the signal victory which God has given to your Majesty.* In the

meanwhile they live here in the most utter servitude which can be

imagined.

The king of France has written to this Queen expressing sorrow

for tlie troubles which have arisen here and offering his help to

remedy them. I believe this, although I have not been able to get

a copy of the letter.

* The battle of Lepanto, won over the Turks by the combined fleets of Spaiq

Venice, and Kome, under the command of Don John of Austria.
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Hawkins tells me that he has obtained secretly permission from
this Queen to assail your Mnjesty's dominions. He has now twelve

ships ready and is waiting most anxiously to signalise himself in

your Majesty's service. I am sure that, in this and other things,

he is proceeding straightforwardly, and it would l3e very desirable

to let him have a prompt decision.—London, 20th November 1571.

22 Nov. 291. Antonio Fogaza to the Prince Ruy Gcmez de Silva.

Portuguese. I wrote to your lordship on the 12th May sending certain infor-

mation in his Majesty's interests and sent my letter by a man who
went post. Hs has just returned to this city after a most unsuc-

cessful voyage. It appears he went to Seville, where he has

relations, and embarked at Cadiz on an English ship. When he

landed at Plymouth the captain of that port took all the letters

and papers in the possession of those who came in the ship, which
papers were sent at once to the Council. My man thought best to

tear up the packet that he brought from your Lordship for me, for

which act I forgave him, because if the letters had been seized I

should have had trouble about it, seeing how things are going here

now, as is happening to all those whose papers were taken. I am
sending the present packet in good hands addressed to Juan Gomez
de Silva at the Court of France to whom I am writing begging

him to send it on promptly and safely, although he does not know
that it is I who am writing your lordship.

I recently met an English gentleman who has been an intimate

friend of mine for a long time and who lives in this Court, a fervent

Catholic, and a zealous friend of God's service and the aggrandise-

ment of the Catholic church, who informed me of the diabolical

league which the English are secretly making with French and
other confederates, together with the King whom they think of

proclaiming here when this Queen dies, and I set forth all this in

a separate statement which. I now enclose. My man tells me that

they were driven by contrary winds to take refuge at the isles of

Bayona, where they found two pirate ships, one a Frenchman,
called the "Printemps" of Rochellc, and the other an English

vessel called " The Castle of Comfort," which, between them, had a

Portuguese ship they had captured of three hundred tons burden
with much brass ordnance and muskets ; the crew of which they

had killed. My man heard that the crew of the " Printemps " had

* Antonio Fogaza was a Portuguese who had heen in the Spanish service in the time
of the Emperor, .ind was probably a dependent of his countryman Kuy Gomez. He
seems to have been a spy i'or the Spanish Court, and lived in Loudon for many years,

at first as a Portuguese agent, uutil certain representations were made with I'ugard to

him in Portugal, as he says, by his enemies, but really by Girakli, the Portuguese envoy,
who had been told by Antonio de Guaras that Pogaza A\as giving information to Spain,
when his allowance from Portugal was stopped, and thenceforward he appears to have
reoeired his subsistence mainly from Spain. In the present volume will be found a
large number of letters to the Spanish governors of the Netherlands giving intelligence

from Loudon, which I have no doubt whatever are written by Antonio Pogaza. The
original drafts are in the British Museum, and I believe that hitherto no attempt has
been made to identify the writer of them. The contents, however, clearly prove them
to have been from Antonio Fogaza. It is somewhat curious, as showing the tortuous
diplomacy of the period, that some of the other Spanish agents in England appear to

have been almost in ignorance that Antonio Fogaza was acting in the same capacity.

He was for years in great poverty, and was imprisoned for debt in London in 1580,

irlien, no doubt, the aforementioned draft letters fell into the hands of the authorities.
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landed ou the island of Gomera in the Canaries and sacked it.

When they had returned to their ship the " Castle of Comfort

"

arrived at the same island and began fighting with the French
crew, but they soon came to terms and joined forces. The captain
of the English ship with twenty-five sailors thereupon went in

their ship's boat towards the island, but the sea being very rough
the boat was swamped and the whole of them were drowned. The
two ships then set sail and fell in with the Portuguese vessel which,
after three summonses, surrendered to them. They ran short of

provisions and had to put into Bayona, where they captured the
fishermen on the Vigo coast, and made them provide them with
victuals. The ships were still there when my man left. This
harbour of Vigo and Bayona is the regular refuge and shelter of

the pirates as there is nothing there to resist them. It is most
important that some defence should exist there to avoid the ravages
these people commit. I expect that it is because his Majesty is not
informed of it, and I therefore send herewith a statement of my
opinion as to what could be done. For the love of God let some
remedy be found, because, not only is it in his service but for the
welfare of the King's subjects.

At the end of last month I was informed that the " Castle of

Comfort " had arrived at the Isle of Wight, and I at once addressed
the Council, who gave me letters for the governors of the island and
of Portsmouth. I sent a man thither in haste with the letters, who
searched the whole ship but only found two negroes formerly
belonging to Don Luis Vasconcellos, who left Lisbon a year and a
half ago in the said Portuguese ship to be governor of Brazil. He
arrived in sight of Brazil, almost, at the island of Santo Domingo,
where he remained for five months and most of his people escaped

from him. He sailed from there and was driven by the weather in

a very distressed condition to the Canaries, where he and all his

people were, as I have said, captured and murdered. The captain,

master, and mariners of this English ship are prisoners, but they
will let them go as they are daily doing in the case of other similar

men. I aftei'wards received news from Plymouth by a cutter

which had arrived there from Rochelle, to the effect that the French
pirate and the Portuguese prize remained at Rochelle, and they
would not allow any person from land to go on board the latter.

No doubt Seiior Juan Gomez de Silva will have already seen to

this as I advised him about it on the 12th instant.

Since the imprisonment of the duke of Norfolk, the earl of

Arundel, Lord Luraley, and the other gentlemen, the ambassador has

been very suspicious that they might try to arrest him, and truly

I was warned, from a well-informed quarter, that his papers should

be put into a safe place, and I took a note of his cipher and key
;

offering my services to the utmost of my ability in his Majesty's

interests. My ofier was not only of my poor means and eff'orts,

but, if necessary, of my life, which I will cheerfully sacrifice in

such a cause ; for this is a time for his Majesty's faithful friends

to show their zeal, and when many of those who in better days
were full of fine promises, now turn away and refuse to acknow-
ledge him. It was no sacrifice for a true Catholic to place his life

at the service of the King, for it was but his duty to do so for ?uch
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a Catholic Christian prince, a strong buttress and firm column of

Christianity, the Defender of the Koman Church, the promoter of

the faith of Christ and the destroyer of the Mahommedan and
heretical sects. They subsequently apprehended, by order of the

Council, Luis de Paz, a good subject of his Majesty, The business

was in the hands of a friend of mine, Dr. Wilson, and, as no one

was bold enough to speak about it, the ambassador begged me to

do so. By God's grace we managed to get him released on bail, but

if he had been taken to the Tower he would not have escaped

torture. I will now endeavour to get the bail discharged, and if

I am successful, he, Luis de Paz, will leave the country, which is no
place now for suspected men.

Antonio de Guaras, a very good gentleman and a faithful and
attached subject of his Majesty, has been in the house for the last

three years without daring to appear in the streets, which is

lamentable. He went out the other day only to congratulate the

ambassador on the great victory over the Turk. The discourse

here about this victory is set forth in a separate paper enclosed.

Of the prisoners in the Tower who have now to be tried the

principal are Sir Thomas Gresham (sic) and others to the number
of sixteen, besides the bishop of Ross, Sir Thomas Stanley, the

brother of the earl of Derby, Sir Thomas Garret, Thomas Cobham,
the brother of Lord Cobham, and Pole, who was in Spain.

The Council was desirous of selling, at once, the merchandise
belonging to his Majesty's subjects in consequence of the delay in

Fiesco's arrival. M. de Zweveghem, the gentleman who has these

affairs in hand, addressed them on the subject, but could only
obtain a delay until the 2 1 st instant, as secretly, Benedict Spinola,

the Genoese of whom you will know, and others like him, were
pressing for the sale of the goods in the hope of getting some
advantage for themselves thereby. On the day the goods were to

be sold news came that Fiesco was at Calais, and had sent to beg
the Queen to give him a security against the pirates at Dover. The
business is therefore still pending. There are now thirty-five or

forty pirate ships in all, large and small, but those about Dover
and the Downs are taking but few prizes. M. de Lumbres has gone
to France, it is said with fifty thousand ducats which he has
stolen, besides the shares of the Prince of Orange and those of the

sailors and soldiers. He left his place to another Flemish rebel

called Schonvall. I heard a couple of days ago that M. de Lumay,
v;ho is called here Count de la Marque, had left for Dover to take
command of all the pirates and rebels there, and I heard several

times at Court that he was being greatly caressed. If the fleet is

to be governed by his talents it will soon come to grief. The four

ships belonging to William Winter which went last March to

Guinea and attacked Teneriffe have not since been heard of. God
grant that they may have been captured. We have no news, either,

from Bartolome Bayon, although Dr. Nufiez and Cristobal, a new
resident here who fitted him out, are hourly looking for him.

An English ship of forty tons recently brought into Plymouth a
Spanish vessel with a large quantity of hides and other goods which
had been shipped in the Indies. The ambassador at once tools;

y 76467,
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steps in the matter and the ship is placed under embargo. Other
English ships that have gone thither {i.e., to the Indies) have not

been heai'd of.

On the day before my man left the Isle of Wight, a French ship

of three hundred tons arrived there, well manned and found, and a
cutter of fifty tons, both from Dieppe. It is said they were bound
for the Spanish Indies, but were driven to the island by contrary

weather. Twenty sail of war ships have left Havre de Grace this

year, all of them for Guinea, Brazil, and the Spanish Indies. The
King has ordered me to leave here, but it is impossible now to get

a passage for Spain, so I must wait until January when I will sail.

I am afraid to go by land as travelling post sorely maltreats me.
In the meanwhile I will send advice of anything of importance
that may happen.—London, 22nd November 1571.

3 Dec. 292. The King to the Duke of Medina-Celi.
[Extract.]

I enclose letters from Don Guerau de Spes, by which you will

see that he confirms the news that a considerable number of

Flemish rebel ships were cruising about the channel, togetlier with
ciirsairs of other nationalities, all favoured and aided by the queen
of England. As you will, no doubt, go well equipped and accom-
2)anied by a number of troops, I do not expect they will dare to

attack you, but, nevertheless, it will be well for you to compare
this news with such advices as you can gather on the coast and
elsewhere, and adopt such measures of precaution as may appear

necessary- lor your safety and that of the iieet. We will keep you
advised of what we hear. The duke of Alba will also send out
some cruisers to meet you, as we have given him orders to do, which
we will repeat.

Conveys the news of the battle of Lepanto.—Madrid, 3rd

December 1571.

S Dec. 293. The Ktng to Guerau de Spes.

Your letters of 26th October received, and the duke of Alba
has informed me of your intelligence up to the 31st of that month.
I am much grieved at the rigour and cruelty with which the queen
of Scotland, the duke of Norfolk, and other Catholics of their

party are being treated, altliough I have full trust that God will

shield and succour them. You will comfort and cautiously en-

couiagc them in a way not to increase the distrust and dissatisfaction

with which the Queen and Council now regard you. You will

give them no opportunity for any fresh personal insult, and will

advise me of what happens by the safest way, keeping up close

communication with the Duke (ofAlba) and following his instructions

in all things.

Our Lord has been pleased that my very dear wife, the

Queen, should give birth to a son,* at half-past two yesterday

morning, which has rejoiced us, as you may suppose. We have

* Don Femando, Priuoe uf Asturias and heir to the crown. He died at the age of
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thought well to write to you, ia order that you may inform the

Queen thereof, if affairs are in auch a state as in your opinion to

make it advisable to pay this compliment to her. Although, in any
case, we expect she will not feel any pleasure in this or any other

thing which is advantageous to us, at least it will confuse her the

more to see that we treat her better than she deserves.—5th

December 1571.

12 Dec. 294, Gueeau de Spes to the KlNQ.

Since my last letters relative to the departure of Secretary

Smith, who has been ambassador in France before, this Queen has

received news from Scotland that the Regent's party, which held a
port called Aberdeen, had been expelled therefrom with great loss

by the people of the earl of Huntly and other adherents of the

queen of Scotland. It was also expected there that Loi'd Dacre
and other Englishmen with some troops would arrive from
Flanders, so that these people here have resolved to send four

thousand foot and four hundred horse, with eight pieces of battery

artillery and some field-pieces, with the intention of taking tho

castle of Edinburgh and mastering the whole kingdom. The
marshal of Berwick will go with this force, leaving Lord Hunsdon
to guard Berwick. The garrison there, which was short manned,
is being reinforced, and I believe that the marshal of Berwick will

leave here before Christmas and the troops will be raised north of

tlie Trent.

The Queen arrived to-day at her house at Westminster, and,

although when she left Greenwich, it is said that Leicester and
Burleigh assured her that if she wished to press the condemnation
of the duke of Norfolk and his friends, the whole matter was now
prepared and the opportunity favourable, the Queen fearing to

make a mistake in it, has decided to defer the question until after

the holidays. George Fibzwilliams came to me to-day to tell me
that the earl of Leicester has again urgently exhorted Hawkins
and him to be avenged on the Spaniards, and asked liim why they
did not put to sea. He told them they had better occupy the

Indian seas (these were his words) in order that the Spaniards
should not come and help Scotland. He promised them favours

from the Queen, and also hinted that they should offer him some
of the prizes they took. Fitzwilliams was anxious to find some
excuse for going to Spain to learn your Majesty's wishes, as it

seems that Hawkins and he are firmly fixed on serving your
Majesty, and he is afraid of arousing suspicion, which, up to the

present, he has not done. They are distressed and surprised that

at such a time some decided orders have not been sent as to what
they have to do.* I have entertained them as well as I could, but
if the decision is much longer delayed they will have to take some
other course, as they have incurred great expense in the fleet whicJi

they now have ready. I will report what happens further, and
also the answer to be given to Thomas Fiesco. All the Spanish

* In the King's handwriting ;
" Care must be taken that this is not upset for us, like

cverytliipg else."

7. 2
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money in the Tower lias now been melted down and coined into

English silver pieces.—London, 12th December 1571.

14 Dec. 295. Guerau de SrEs to the Duke of Alba,

To-day one of the gentlemen of the Council came to tell me that
they wished to speak to me, which invitation I accepted, in ac-

cordance with your Excellency's orders. When I went was re-

ceived at Westminster with very little ceremony. Burleigh was
the spokesman, and said that the Queen had frequently written
to the King and to your Excellency, asking that I should be
withdrawn from here, and it appeared as if she were being made a
mockery of, as no answer was vouchsafed to her on the point.

They therefore wished to know whether I had any orders from
his Majesty to leave, and said they were greatly surprised that I
had not myself procured such an order, knowing how anxious the
Queen was for my departure. I said that I knew nothing what-
ever about her anxiety, that I was a minister under orders, and,
when I received proper instructions to go, I should go, but until

I did I should not think of it. He replied that the Queen desired
that a certain document under several heads written in Spanish
should be read to me. It consisted, if I recollect aright, of state-

ments to the effect that I had written to his Majesty urging him
to make war against this country, and also to your Excellency

;

that I had encouraged the Northern rebels, and was now doing so

to the prisoners. I asked them to give me a copy of the document,
as the statements in it were false, and I would answer them. They
said they would not do so, as his Majesty refused to listen to John
Man or allow him to justify himself; whereupon I replied that, at

least, they should give me in writing, signed and sealed, what they
said about John Man. They refused this, and I consequently
replied briefly to the points, and told them to produce the letters

that I had M^ritten to the King and your Excellency on these

matters, when the point could be investigated, I said that I was
under no obligation to give them any account of what I wrote,

that if I did wrong there were those who would punish me, and I

said the same thing with regard to their charges about the

Northern rebels and the present prisoners. At last, without
giving me any further satisfaction, they told me that I must leave

the country within three days ; that they would arrange the

voyage and have a gentleman ready to accompany me, Henry
Knollys, who would remain near me from the present time, which
he has done. I asked for permission to send a courier to the King,

but they said the voyage was a long one. I then asked for leave to

send to your Excellency, but this also they refused. I then said

that I could not leave until I had sent to Antwerp to get money
to pjay what I owed here, and they replied that they would lend

liie some money, wliich they could deduct from the proceeds of the

merchandise if it was not otherwise paid. I insisted that I must
send to Antwerp, but, at last, I had to come away without gaining

the point. I will send Knollys to-morrow with a reply to them,

but he IS a great scamp, and, in the meanwhile, I am getting

Thomas Fiesco to send a messenger to Calais with this letter to be
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forwarded to your Excellency, and I beg yciu will kindly ])ay the

bearer liif, expenses and send a copy of this letter to the King.
Pray send me speedily, instructions what I had better do, and if

you think well to send me a letter, not in cipher, to show to the
Council it will be well, but send all other letters under cover to

Thomas Fiesco. I will see whether tliey will let me send a courier,

for they are certainly much upset. No doubt they liave already

made sure of the French, although M. de la Motlie, who came
yesterday to smooth over the French business, told me that the

matter was not so favourable to the Engli.ah as they thought, and
related to me that his master was much surprised at tiie mode of

departure of the ambassador Don Frances de Alava, as matters

were not in such a state as to need a similar demonstration. As I

did not know what had happened I said it was, no doubt, in

consequence of some suspicion which Don Frances had against the

Huguenots, who had threatened him for some time past, and I

dwelt on the point of friendship as much as possible. But they are

all going on a bad road, and Cavalcanti, who is ready to leave, was,

I believe, only waiting to carry witli him news of the events of

to-day. It will be necessary for your Excellency to order Fiesco

or someone else to provide me with money that I may pay my
creditors.

When I left, Burleigh said he would give me a letter for the

King. Your Excellency will instruct me whether I am to take it

without seeing its contents first.—London, 14th December 1571.

21 Dec. 296. Guerau de Spes to the King.*

I got Fiesco yesterday to send a man to Calais with the letter to

the duke of Alba, copy of which I enclose, but I doubt whether
they have let him pass as the ports are closed. I therefore send

this servant of mine to the Duke to beg him to send me credit

enough to get away from here, and tell me what he wishes me to

say to the Council on my departure. I cannot stay any longer, as

they have ordered me to go to Canterbury and there to await the

return of my servant, on the excuse that John Man was served in

the same way in Spain, for they are very impertinently harping on

this business now. I will do my best to await my servant here,

although I am told that Guido Cavalcanti is waiting with his foot

in the stirrup, in order to take with him news to the French that I

am out of London ; which, it appears, they have promised them as

an earnest of their bad intentions towards your Majesty. This is the

reason of their hurrying me, and in the meanwhile they are

keeping Fiesco in suspense without giving a reply, and, indeed,

hardly take the trouble to discuss the matter. We both fear the

issue, although there is some idea that they may settle Fiesco's

matter in order to please the London people. With regard to the

rest of the goods and ships to be recovered, it is believed they will

negotiate no more. In order to separate me entirely from the

business, they are announcing that they are expelling me the

* This aad the two following letters wave written on the 16th but not closed until the

2l3t,
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country, but I for my part am pretty sure that tliey will do
nothing good of any sort as their hearts are thoroughly corrupted,

and perhaps, when they have made sure of France, they will carry

out the extremity of rigour on the prisoners which may be expected

from the Queen's own threats.

Besides negotiating so closely with the king of France for the

offensive and defensive alliance, they are still sustaining Admiral
Ohatillon in his action in not surrendering the fortresses to the

King, and they will take the present opportunity to try to seize

the castles and strong places in Scotland, all of which will cause

the greatest injury to the Netherlands and all Christendom. The
one idea here is to diminish your Majesty's power, and the business

is now really serious.

Robert Huggins, whom your Majesty in your clemency was
pleased not to punish, excepting by expulsion from your dominions,

is currying favour with the Council, being with them constantly

and giving them information how best to injure you. He is now
served by a certain Spaniard, and I have found means to get hold

of one of liis statements taken from his room. I have had it copied

with speed and send the copy enclosed. The lad tells me that his

master has recent letters from Spain, telling him of the favour

your Majesty has bestowed upon the son of the duke of Feria, and
reporting that the duke of Medina-Celi's fleet was coming with some
design against this island. If I can get hold of any more of his

papers before m}' departure I will do so.

The Council has adopted a new means of conquering Ireland,

which is to give the lands io those who go and take them at their

own cost, as you will see Set forth in the little printed book which
I now enclose, translated into Spanish.

I will await the orders of the duke of Alba and of your Majesty.

The members of the Council told M. de Zweveghem yesterday that

they wished to write to your Majesty the reasons for this sudden
order of theirs, although he says he thought they were much
confused and very uneasy about it in view of my answer. They
would not give me a copy of the four or five complaints which
they read to me in Spanish, although I offered to justify mysslf on
all points, as also respecting the reprisal which they said they were
making for John Man's affair. I am now trying, by means of this

gentleman who is to keep near me (KnoUys) to get a safe conduct

for the voyage, as they are replying \erj coolly about my security

and escort. In the meanwhile Lord Burleigh is celebrating with
great festivity at the palace, the marriage of his daughter with the

earl of Oxford. The son of the earl of Worcester is married also

to the sister of the earl of Huntingdon, which means taking two
families away from the Catholics.

The marshal of Berwick leaves on Wednesday to collect the

troops with which he is to enter Scotland, but a gentleman will

precede him to give notice to those in the castle of Edinburgh.
I have arrived now at the 18th without having received a reply,

excepting a passport for my servant, but the Council will decide
after to-morrow both as to my safety on the voyage and as to my
leaving the city at once or not. This was because they saw how
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firmly I insisted upon not leaving here until my servant came
back.

On Sunday, the Queen, being somewhat freed from these mar-
riage feasts, despatched Cavalcanti, who has now gone, and said t>
him aloud, so as to be heard by those present, that he was to

assure the king of France, the Queen-mother, and Monseignenr
that she was desirous of effecting tlie m'^rriage, that being her
determined resolution and the wish of all her subjects, and par-

ticularly of her frienils the confederate Princes ; making a sign
with her hand, as she said it, towards Germany. The only thing,

she said, which was now awaiting inquirv, was the scruph; of

religion in which she begged the King and the Duke to be gentle
for the common benefit of all, but that, if this were impossible of

arrangement, she was quite ready to agree to the conclusion of the
alli;ince which had been carried so far already by M. de I'oix and
her ambassador. The offensive and defensive alliance, she said,

should be an extensive one, and provided with such securities as

the King might think fit until it were confirmed by Piirliament

here. The king of Spain thought he had it in his power to

separate her from the alliance whenever he pleased, but however
accommodating he might show himself in the negotiations about
the property seized, and however rea'ly to agree to terms favourable
to the English, she said she would never trust Spaniards again,

seeing the trouble they had prepared for her in Ridolfi's plots with
the Pope. For his share in the discovery of these plots she warmly
thanked Cavalcanti, and said the king of France might see how
little she cared for the king of Spain bj- the way she hai ordered
his ambassador to be gone without delay. She would like

Cavalcanti to have seen him already on the road, but under some
excuse or another about money matters, he was here for a day or

two longer, tliough she could assure him he .should not stay in the

country, and she did not care very much whether another came or

not. She begged the king of France to favour and consult the

Admiral and M. de Montmorenci, and to expel and punish the

Guises, who are Hispaniolised traitors. It behoved him also to

notice that the king of Spain was getting more and more powerful,

having gained so great a victory over the Turks, and if the queen
of Scotland were to prevail and ever reign again, it would be a

bad thing for France and should be prevented. She also told

Cavalcanti to inform the king of France of the good offices per-

formed here by the earl of Leicester, and how he was hated by
your Majesty in consequence. She puffed up Cavalcanti himself

with hopes of reward.—London, lilst December 1571.

21 Dec, 297. Guerau de Spes to Zayas.

You will see by his Majesty's letters and copies the extraordinary

news from here, and the evil portents of disturbance. I will

follow the orders of the duke of Alba, even though I be sent to the

Tower for it. In the meanwhile your worship will favour me
much by ordering provision to be made for the payment of my
expenses, ordinary and extiaordinary. I shall be glad also to

learn whether the money I have spent since the date of my memo-
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randum will be paid in Flanders or otherwise. I shall need money
there in order to avoid necessity, and I beg you will not fail to

remind his Majesty, the Cardinal, and councillors about this, for

really my troubles here are too heavy, and not to be believed

excepting by those who witness them. The hearts of these heretics

are overflowing with venom, and nothing good can be expected

from them. They proceed with great artfulness and dissimulation,

pending the conclusion of their league. Until then they are

ambiguous and cover their designs with some sort of excuse,

speaking quite differently from what they act, and vice versa.

They have spies everywhere and have changed from braggarts to

watchers. They will make themselves masters of the Channel,

and at one blow with their practices in Flanders will plunge that

country into a dreadful war. It is no use to speak of our lost

opportunities as they have gone by, but by one means or another,

steps may still be taken to make our enemies weep in their own
country, that they may not interfere in other nations. The people

here tliink they have the duke of Florence completely in their

interests, although, perhaps warned to that effect, they are now
saying nothing about him. As your worship is my friend, in whom
alone I can trust, you will pray look to my reputation and advance-

ment, as all shall be used in your service. I do not know who is

to have the French post, but I would willingly accept it in order

not to have to break off my correspondence with you. I have no
letters from the King since September, and my last from you is

the 9th of October. Interim valeo cunctis undiques rabies canibus

vale tu et nos ama.—London, 21st December 1571.

Postscript.—I think that, when I have left here, it will be

undesirable to have a Flemish ambassador here in consequence of

the close connection between the peoples, but, if there is to be

one, I think Zweveghem is about the best, although it would be

better to have a Spaniard with the title of agent, who would keep
his eyes open. The most fitting man for this would I think be

secretaiy Aguilon, who knows the state of feeling here, and who
could go backwards and forwards at the discretion of the governor

of Flanders.

21 Dec, 298. Guerau de Spes to the Duke of Alba.

As I do not know whether a letter I secretly wrote to your
Excellency two days ago will have got through, I send this servant

of mine to pray your Excellency to send instructions with all

possible speed as to what I am to do about my hurried expulsion

by the Council. They are extraordinarily pressing to get me gone,

and I have not yet been able to learn anything about the safety of

my journey. In the meanwhile I will do my best to await here,

unless they turn me out by force, as doubtless these Councillors

have some strange design either to encourage and reassure the

French by this insult, in order to bring them to conclude the

treaty, or else to carry out some rigourous executions which they
fear the people might resent, and which they would prefer that

fhe Span'sh ambassador should not be here to witness. Or they
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may wish, perhaps, to give Thomas Fiesco worse terms than those

agreed upon. Both he and M. de Zweveghem, as they write to your
Excellency, are now suspicious that they are being deceived.

Everything is going badly, and I am afraid some great evil will

arise therefrom, for Don Juan's great victory has alarmed them
much, and they are trying to counterbalance the effects of it. All

the rest your Excellency will see by enclosed duplicate of my last,

and I will await most anxiously your reply, and the provision of

a credit, as I shall soon have two years' money owing to me, and
I must pay over three thousand crowns here. I do not even
know yet whether they will make me pay for my passage if it be
in a Queen's ship.

If your Excellency thinks well, you might order Thomas Fiesco

to pay me the six instalments due, deducting therefrom the two
thousand crowns he has given me. I have not received anything
for my extraordinary expenses, but will leave that until I salute

your Excellency, and tell you verbally what has happened. I

again supplicate your Excellency to provide me with the above
money, either through Fiesco, or Velutelli, or other, and send back

my servant at once in order that these savages may not be tempted
to some greater insult.

Your Excellency will kindly say whether I should make a point

of insisting that the Queen should send me a copy of the Spanish
document, which was read to me by the Council, and of the order

given to me to depart within three days, and the Council's remark
about reprisal for what was done to John Man.

It is well that you should know that the Admiral has gone to

fit out the Queen's ships, and I am assured that the intention is

to declare war against his Majesty. They have given Zweveghem
and Fiesco very unfavourable answers to-day, as they will write

to you. I have told them that they are to dissemble, and pretend

not to see the intention of breaking with us, in order to have
time to advise your Excellency, and take necessary steps.

Whilst I am closing this I am assured that they are arming
to prevent the passage of Medina-Celi.—Loudon, 21st December
1571.

24 Dec, 299. The Duke of Alba to the Duke of Medina-Celi.

Assures him that he may come with his fleet in perfect safety

from the pirates, who are all very mean fellows, and dare not

attack two armed ships, but have only assailed little packet boats

and the like, as they are not the sort of people to run much risk.

Since he (Alba) had issued his proclamation forbidding less than
eight ships to leave port together, none have been touched.

Expresses the utmost impatience for his coming, and begs him, if

doubts of the sea hinder him, to come overland with four or

five post horses as fast as they can carry him.—Brussels, 24th
December 1571.

30 Dec. 300. The Duke of Alba to Gueeau de Spes.

On the 28th in the evening your servant arrived here with your
letters of 14th and 21st, with copy of your letter to the King,
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whicli I will send forward on Monday. 1 summoned the councillors

to show them these despatches, and I have decided to write to the
Queen a letter of credence for Zweveghem, to tell her that I beg
her to wait for the despatch to reach the King's hands, and for his

decision upon the subject to be received, which I have no doubt
will give her every satisfaction and contentment ; but if she should

decline to wait even these few days for you to leave, I beg that

she will be good enough to give you the necessary help and safety

to allow you to arrive in the King's dominions. This touches her

own dignity, as, she being the mistress of her realm, can act at

her discretion. Notwithstanding that I should be very glad for

you to remain there until the receipt of his Majesty's reply, if this

should be against her wish I would request that M. de Zweveghem
be allowed to stay until his Majesty sends some other person to

attend to his affairs. I have also written telling Zweveghem that

if they offer him any letter or explanations he is to take it very

willingly, and you should do the same, without asking them for

any copies thereof, as such a thing has never been done with
sovereigns, excepting for some special object, as was the case when
Chapin insisted upon a copy being given to him in order to make
the Queen recognise me, or send the letter by a person to his Majesty.

Even in the case of a ru]3ture a letter should be taken. You may
disabuse your mind of the fear that any rupture will take place,

as they have no such intention. It is quite laughable to speak

about their preventing the passage of the duke of Medina ; in the

first place, because they are not strong enough, and in the next,

because this is not a time for them to break with us, as I will

explain to you when I see you, with other things to the same pur-

pose. If the Queen should still insist upon your departure, you will

leave at once without any more dispute, which can only give rise

to further trouble, but you will still ask for a safe conduct for your

passage. I am writing to Thomas to pay you the six instalments

now due, taking into account the twenty-three thousand crowns

(2,300?) recently paid. With regard to your extraordinary

expenses, they shall be paid here after your arrival, with other

things which I do not now mention, in order not to detain your
man. I have ordered your servant to return with all speed, and,

in case he should find you gone from London, he will at once

deliver the letter to Zweveghem. When you have received my two
letters, and that of his Majesty, and the other letter to the Queen,

informing her of the birth of the Prince, I think you should give

the latter letter to Zweveghem, in order that he may hand it or

send it to the Queen, as you would have done if you had been on
good terms with her.

As regards the negotiation of Zweveghem and Thomas Fiesco

I have written to them telling them to await the document which
those people were going to give them, because, if their new demands
can be met, it is his Majesty's wish to settle the matter as well as

possible, and close this incident of the seizures.

You say that Santa Cilia has been so many years in England
that it will be better to rescue him, so that he may not lose

hie soul. You can bring him with you without any fear that
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he will be punished for any past offence.—Brussels, 30th December
1571.

Postscript.—After tliis had been written an English merchant
arrived here post in great haste, bringing a packet from the

Queen containing two letters, one for his Majesty, and the other

for me. In both of them she excuses herself with very fair

words for the order given to your worship to leave tlie country,

and asks that another person should be sent as ambassador, whom
she is ready to receive. I have thought well to send the above
despatch, which was already written, as I have only to refer you
anew to its contents.

301. Relation of the Ambassadoe, Don Guerau de Spes, re-

specting English affairs (amongst the papers of the year

1571).

Don Guerau de Spes arrived in England on the 3rd of September
1568 and on that day also Cardinal Chatillon disembarked at Rj'e.

The latter immediately began his efforts to draw the Queen's
councillor's on to the side of the French Protestants, and measures
were adopted by which the English, the Flemish rebels, and some
Frenchmen were to arm and assail, indifferently, French .ships and
those belonging to your Majesty's subjects. As those belonging to

the French were of little value, it was i-esolved mainly to attack

those belonging to your Majesty's subjects, the councillors in the

meanwhile pretending that this was done without their assent.

They even took certain measures ostensibly for the recovery of the

plunder, but these measures were only feigned and were counter-

manded by anticipation, in order that the property might be
delivered to the pirates.

Two months after the ambassador's arrival in the island, four

cutters with treasure on their way to Flanders arrived in England,
and although the Queen promised a passport and armed ships for

its safety, which offer the ambassador submitted to the duke of

Alba, pending the reply from the Duke, the Queen and Council,

having been assured by Benedict Spinola that the sums on board
the cutters were large, determined to seize the money, thinking

thereby greatly to incommode Flemish affairs, doubtless with the

knowledge of Spinola, who having a commission of twelve thousand
crowns for the cost of transporting the money, said that that sum
was not enough, and that he bad written for a larger commission.

The Queen, notwithstanding her promise and the passport she

had signed, which is carefully preserved by the ambassador, seized

the money, except that contained in two of the cutters, which,
favoured by fine weather, made bold to sail for Antwerp, in spite of

the pirates. The Queen thereupon spoke to the ambassador in a
very changed tone, saying that the money was not for your
Majesty's service but for that of certain merchants. The am-
bassador sent a full statement of all this, together with copies of

the letters of Lop^ de la Sierra, captain of the vessel which brought
most of the money, to the duke of Alba, who then ordered the

detention of English goods in Flanders, but the English having
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been advised in time of this and also given information to those who
had ships in Spain, managed to save the greater part of their

property. They then detained the ambassador with much arrogance
and disrespect to your Majesty for six months, with guards of

gentlemen and soldiers over him. They also treated councillor

D'Assonleville improperly, he having been sent by the duke of Alba
on a mission to England. They then began robbing more publicly

than before, furnishing your Majesty's rebellious subjects with
facilities for arming and becoming pirates. These latter brought
their prizes and prisoners to the country and were allowed to sell

and barter their booty with impunity. The insolence of the

councillors reached such a pitch that they dismissed the Marquis
Chapin Viteli in the way that your Majesty knows.
The principal person in the Council at present is William Cecil,

now Lord Burleigh, a knight of the garter. He is a man of mean
sort, but very astute, false, lying, and full of all artifice. He is a

great heretic and such a clownish Englishman as to believe that all the

Christian princes joined together are not able to injure the sovereign

of his country, and he therefore treats their ministers with great

arrogance.

This man manages the bulk of the business, and, by means of his

vigilance and craftiness, together with his utter unscrupulousness of

word and deed, thinks to outwit the ministers of other princes.

This to a certain extent he has hitherto succeeded in doing. Next
after him, the man who has most to do with aflFairs is Robert
Dudley, earl of Leicester, not that he is fit for such work, but
because of the great favour with which the Queen regards him.

He is a light and greedy man who maintains the robbers and lives

by their plunder. He is ungrateful for the favours your Majesty

has granted to him, and is greatly inclined to the French party,

from whom he receives an allowance. The other man who has his

hand in the government is the Lord Keeper, or guardian as they

call it, of the great Seal. He is an obstinate and most malignant

heretic, and, being Cecil's brother-in-law, always agrees with him.

The Admiral does not interfere very much in arranging matters, but

he is a very shamless thief without any religion at all, which latter

also may be said of the earl of Sussex. The latter also belongs to

the Council and is a more capable man than any of the rest. He
has shown signs sometimes of wishing to serve your Majesty, as he

is an enemy of the earl of Leicester. The earl of Bedford also

belongs to the Council. In person and manners he is a monstrosity

and a great heretic. There are others of less authority than these

men, lawyers, creatures of Cecil who only repeat what he says. They
have recently admitted James Crofts into the Council ; he is

secretly attached to the Catholic party and your Majesty's service,

but dares not speak very openly.

Two great opportunities have recently offered themselves for

your Majesty to master the island, by means of the duke of Norfolk

and of the earls of Westmoreland and Northumberland. The
object of both attempts was to promote the claims of the queen of

Scotland, and although the Duke is a prisoner under sentence,

which it is now said has been executed, and the Earls with their
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friends are out of the kingdom, the same opportunity will occur

again if the matter is handled with care.

It also appears that, whenever your Majesty pleases, you cau take

possession of Ireland, which will be to open the easiest road to gain

and hold England.

If, on the contrary, the English are allowed to continue their

I'obberies, as they have done for the last four years, they will

become very rich and the more encouraged to cause disquiet in the

States of Flanders, as they have openly tried to do recently.

The English, seeing how they have offended your Majesty, and
believing that, even though they returned the merchandise, your
Majesty would only await an opportunity to punish them, and pro-

voked also by the fact that much of the merchandise had already

been distributed, broke off, without the slightest reason or excuse,

tlie treaty they had made with the duke of Alba, all points of

which had been agreed upon excepting a very few. They sold all

the merchandise and dismissed M. de Zweveghem and Thomas
Fiesco, who were in England for the conclusion of the treaty. All

this action of theirs has been greatly aided by the business having

been allowed to drag, and the imeasy rumours which had arisen in

Flanders respecting the tenths. This rumour was at once taken

advantage of by the English and the French, who put themselves

into communication for the purpose of forming a league and con-

federation. The English believing, rightly, that the French were
displeased with the aid given by the Queen to the Protestants in

France against the Christian king, have been attracted by the bait

of a marriage between the duke of Anjou and the queen of Eng-
land. This has been brought almost to a point, leaving only one

small matter of religion open, in order that they may be able to

Ijreak it when they please, and, in the meanwhile, seduce the

French into an offensive and defensive league, making use to this end

of Marshal Montmorenci, whom they have < reated a knight of the

Garter, and who is considered an enemy of the house of Guise, to

which the queen of England bears great hatred. They have also

promised and given great things to M. de Foix who came to Eng-
land on the business, and, in this way, matters have succeeded with

them hitherto, as the French have completely abandoned the queen

of Scotland and her party, being now quite reconciled to seeing

tiiat poor lady so close a prisoner, her ambassador cast into the

Tower of London, and all her Scots servants banished. Your
Majesty will already have had detailed reports of the plots which

are being wovea against your Majesty- and your dominions, but, in

order the more to gain over the French and ensure their goodwill,

the queen of England has expelled Don Guerau de Spes from her

country, under the pretext that your Majesty had acted similarly

towards John Man. Up to that time the French had asserted that

the Queen was cultivating friendship for France witli the object

only of being better able to negotiate witli your Majesty, and she

wished by thus expelling the ambassadoi-, to give them an assurance

of her sincerity. The league has therefore been concluded and a

Parliament is being held in England for the purpose of confirming

it. Marshal Montmorenci is expected there, and the Admiral of
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England is to go to France. In the meanwhile, they have planned
the capture of Brille and the rising in Zealand. The ambassador
had information of the designs against Brille six months before the

execution of the project, and duly advised the duke of Alba at the

time. All this will convince your Majesty that the queen of Eng-
land neither loves nor respects you as she ouglit to do, and as for

her Council, they do so still less, as they are only thinking of

robbing your Majesty's subjects and overturning your Netherlands,

in order to divide them between themselves, the duke.of Anjou and
tlie prince of Orange ; to destroy the Catholic religion in all parts,

keeping the Catholics in England in miserable oppression, do the

qtie;n of Scots to death because she is a Catholic, and raise a heretic

king to the throne when the Queea dies, with the object of

dominating Scotland. Your Majesty has many means of becoming
master of Ireland, raising the Catholic party in England, placing a

legitimate Catholic king on the throne, and suppressing the pirates,

whenever you desire to make use of these means with the energy
that so great a business demands. Above all, your Majesty should

be pleased to order that the prohibition of trade between the two
countries should be re-enacted and most rigidly enforced under
great penalties. No ships should go to Spain from Flanders
without strong convoys, and the same on their way back, besides

being armed powerfully, and with the aid of the ships of your
subjects your Majesty would thus be made stronger in those seas

than the fleets of English, French, and pirates.

The ambassador gave a full account to the duke of Alba of the

advantage to be obtained from John Hawkins and his ships. It

was considered at the time to be a very costly project, having in

view the terms of the agi-eement which had been drafted with him.

The ambassador thereupon said that he, Hawkins, should be dealt

with by other means, seeing the power and will he had to serve

your Majesty. The Duke, however, deferred the consideration of it,

but, when your Majesty thinks fit to make use of Hawkins, he can

be communicated with in cipher, as has been arranged. It also

appears desirable that the English gentlemen now in Flanders

should be entertained and paid the amounts which your Majesty is

good enough to . . .
.* them, that they may be able to join

your Majesty's service.

302. Document headed :
" Translation from the Latin of points

" submitted by certain of the Councillors of the Queen
" OF England to Don Guerau de Spes."

That the Queen, their mistress, had heard that certain fugitives

and rebel subjects of hers had arrived in Spain from Ireland and
persuaded his Majesty to give them help to rise, which purpose had
been favoured by some of his Majesty's Councillors of State, who had
given these men good hope, in order that they might write to the

leaders of the rebellion. The Queen, however, could not persuade

herself to lose faith in the prudence, justice, and old friendship of

The paper is torn here.
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his Majesty, nor believe that he would give any such help. The
Queen is all the more assured of this because it will correspond with
her good wishes toward the King, as she has given him no reason
for otl'ence and has done nothing by which his dominions might be
disturbed, albeit she has been importuned by many to do so. She
has, on the contrary, always been most careful to preserve old

friendshij) and banish the annoyances consequent on tlie detentions.

Having beard from trustworthy sources that Thomas Stukeley, a
man of evil life, dissolute habits and a traitor, was in great favour
with his Majesty, who was aiding and encouraging him in his

preparations, and that an armed force under the command of Julian
Komero* was being collected, she had not been able to refrain from
communicating this to Don Guerau so that he miglit advise his

Majesty, and the Queen might learn clearly and openly his Majesty's

intentions upon the subject.

The Queen had also decided to send one of her servants to

represent to his Majesty her feelings on the first subject mentioned
and also the sorrow she felt with regard to the second subject, in

which his Majesty's action was very different from that which she

had expected, and he would also inform the King that, if he had
been advised of any armament she was fitting out, she wished to say
that the sole object of such armament was to defend herself and her
people and only to offend those who provoked her ; as it was not
fitting that she, being a vigilant sovereign, should be unprepared
in the sight of so great a tempest, to defend her dominions and
attack those of his Majesty, if he should be so badly advised to

a]:ipeal to arms rather than to peaceful means to settle difficulties,

which she was so desirous of arranging amicably by a genei'al

restitution and the conSrmatioii of old alliances. She had hitherto

abstained from offensive action, notwithstanding the many provoca-

tions she had received.

Lastly, the Queen wished Don Guerau to be informed, in order

that he might convey it to the King, that she would persevere in

her observance of tlieir old friendship, which it was not her wish or

will to break, on the understanding that his Majesty's intentions

were similar to her own.
Tlie Councillors requested Don Guerau to give them a safe

conduct for Henry Cobharn to go to Spain and return in safety.

They also asked him to write to tlie duke of Alba to say that if

he heard that the Queen was fitting out arniaments, he was to

understand that they were for the purposes aforesaid and not to

attack his Majesty, unless she were first provoked thereto.

303. Pt,AN sent by Don Guebau DE Spes for the recovery of

the property detained in England (amongst papers of the

year 1571).

The first thing tliat seems necessary is a general restitution of the

money seized and also of all merchandise stolen and detained, which

* This man had been a soldier of fortune in the service of Henry VIII. and Edward VI.
and had dislinguished himself in Scotland and elsewhere. He had seen much service

Hud risen t.i high rank in Ehmders. He died in 1577. See " The Spanish Chronicle of

tlenry VIII." (London, 1889), which gives a curious account of his life in England.
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can be proved to be still in hand, sucli goods being delivered to the

owners with an inventory, in case they should allege that any
portion be missing. As the queen of England has taken ships,

money and goods to a very much greater value than what is

detained in the Netherlands and Spain, and, either by carelessness

or malice, a great quantity of this has been stolen in various parts

of England, it is necessary- that the restitution should first be made
by the English, it being certain that the goods and ships detained
in the dominions of his Catholic Majesty are, as has been said,

greatly inferior in value to the portion which is missing of the
goods seized in England. For this reason and for greater security
it seems advisable that the restitution should be made as suggested,

pending the satisfaction of all claims by the Queen in favour of

subjects of his Majesty in this country, from a date subsequent to

the arrival of the ambassador. After the Queen has complied with
this or assured its compliance by sufficient security from the City
of London, in order to avoid trouble to herself or her treasurers,

and all parties have been duly satisfied in England as is fitting and
just, the duke of Alba and all officers of bis Majesty will make an
entire restitution of all English property in all parts. On neither

side are more costs to be paid than those justly and duly incurred.

If her Majesty, the queen of England, should desire to appoint
commissioners for the recovery of the stolen property, she may do
so, naming persons of honesty and good conscience and experienced
in matters of cargoes and valuations of merchandise, other commis-
sioners being appointed by the interested parties, in order that

jointly they may estimate the true value of the property stolen,

taken, given, or wasted by the fault of the Queen's officers. The
same course will be pursued in the dominions of his Catholic

Majesty and, if anything is short of that detained on the other

side, his Majesty will make good the value thereof.

Item.—All persons, subjects of either of the two sovereigns, who
are under detention in consequence of these seizures, shall at once be

restored to liberty and have returned to them their arms, clothes, and
money in their possession at the time of their arrest, or the value

thereof, in addition to the restitution of the afore-mentioned mer-
chandise. If any such persons should have incurred any cost in their

maintenance whilst in prison, this shall be honestly reimbursed to

them, excepting what may have been given to them out of charity.

Item.—All persons claiming to have any interest in the recovery

of any of these things shall have free permission on both sides to

come to either of tlie said sovereigns' dominions to obtain their

property or take such steps as may be necessary ; coming and
going with all safety or sending other persons to represent them.

Item.—All corsairs both subjects of the said sovereigns or others

shall be detained.

It is agreed, in accordance with the maritime law and the treaties

now in force between the two royal houses, that all property stolen

or appropriated by pirates should be demanded of them by summary
process, both by the recapture of goods and ships and the punish-

ment of such jjirates and their abettors, and also that measures

shall be duly taken to prevent any corsair from arming or taking
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refuge in either dominion, under heavy penalties in addition to those

imposed by the afore-mentioned existing treaties.

Item.—If either the queen of England or his Catholic Majesty

should demand that commissioners should be appointed on both

sides for the purpose of continuing the negotiations commenced at

Bruges, this shall be done, and they shall discuss and remedy any
abuses which may have arisen in the observance of the existing

treaties and shall remove all obstacles to the commerce and friend-

ship between the subjects of the respective sovereigns.

It appears convenient, having regard to past events and the

kindness necessary to be maintained between the Queen and his

Majesty the King, that such honest satisfaction should be given on
both sides with regard to recent matters as may seem desirable to

persons of good judgment and intent.

Item.—In order safely to convey money to Antwerp, or wherever
else the duke of Alba may wish, the queen of England will if

requested provide an armed ship to protect it, the expense of the

same being duly reimbursed to her, and no other charges shall be paid

in respect of such money except those tliat are just and necessary.

In order to recover the money which certain private French and
English citizens have stolen from private Spanish subjects, all help

possible has been given by summary order, and those who may
appear to be guilty of such robberies shall restore what they have
taken and be punished, or the restoration shall be made by the

officers who may have consented to the theft, so that the money
in any case shall be recovered ; as is just.

1572.

5 Jan. 304. Extract from a relation furnished by Don Frances de
Alava, Spanish Ambassador in France, on his return

to Spain.

The ordinary English ambassador {i.e., in France) spoke to me
two days before my departure from Paris, expressing in very warm
terms of the rejoicing of the Queen and her people all over England
at the glorious naval victory, and said that it was evident that God
was leading our King by the hand. I said that was visible and
palpable, although the Queen, his mistress, would not see it ; as

she was constantly being filled with absurd suspicioQS of one
who had been so attached to her and had proved it by his acts.

The ambassador said, yes, the Queen publicly acknowledged her
great obligation to his Majesty, but that ministers (this was the

term he used) he saw everywhere were opposing tliat which was
for the benefit both of England and of the house of Burgundy. He
then began to exalt Don Juan ofAustria and made all manner of in-

quiries about his looks, temper, and good qualities ; and, coming close

to me, he said, laughing, " This would seem something like marriage,"

to which I also I'eplied jocosely, " Let you and I manage it." He
replied very deliberately, " If there were not an obstacle in the
" way which we all of us know, I would ask you not to make your
" journey overland but to come with me to England, and then
" perhaps both of us might go together to Spain. At all events, we
" might settle the questions now pending, which we have discussed."

I said, truly I should like to see these matters arranged, but did not

7 76467. A \
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reply about Don Juan. He returned to the subject two or three

times, but I said that Don Juan was deeply occupied in the service

of God and your Majesty, and that before a year was over he (the

ambassador) would hear more of the valour of the good prince.

I think his mistress would like to brag about this marriage as she

has about previous ones. The ambassador dwelt much upon the

attachment his Queen had for me ever since she had been told

something about me, but I could not get him to say what it was
;

doubtless something ribald. He asked me how it was the duke of

Medina did not come, but he sniggered and sneered so much that

I asked him what he was laughing at. He said that if I would
give him my word of honour not to repeat it until I was out of

France he would tell me. I promised him, and he asked why the

Duke was bringing in his ships, gabions, woolsacks, and other things

for fortifications. I asked him whether he would promise me to

keep secret what I was going to tell him from everybody but the

Queen, and he said he would. I told him that this was all

nonsense, and that it was just this action of his Queen in allowing

herself to be edified by such tales, and worse, that prevented her
from understanding your Majesty thoroughly. I derided his

assertion about the gabions, &c., which he said he had received from
very trustworthy persons, some of whom had only recently come
from Spain.

7 Jan. 305. Guerau de Spes to the King.

An hour after the despa.tch of my letter to your Majesty taken
by the servant I sent to the duke of Alba on the 21st ultimo,

of whom I have yet received no news, the Queen and Council
(or rather Lord Burleigh, who does everything) sent one of the

secretaries of the Council and Knollys, who never leaves me, to say
that they were greatly surprised at my delay, and that I was to

leave London on Monday, Christmas Eve. They repeated to me
very violently the remarks about John Man. I answered as was
fitting, in the jiresence of witnesses, and obeyed the order, coming
to stay at Gravesend for nine or ten days, and ordering every-

thing I had in the house to be sold to pay my most importunate

creditors.

Hawkins and Fitzwilliams came to Gravesend by order of the

Queen to take me in one of their ships to Calais. Hawkins being

very desirous of serving your Majesty gives me great facilities
;

Knollys, being a terrible Protestant, and communicating almost

hourly l)y post with Burleigh. As the Queen is desirous of

having the duke of Norfolk tried with other prisoners this week,

T have been hurried on to Canterbury in a way that has never

been seen before. They wished to embark me at once, but I told

them that until I had your Majesty's orders, or at least those of

the duke of Alba in your name, I would only go by force. So I

am here in this place, posts running backwards and forwards still,

and Burleigh wanting to make out that I am trying to evade
my departure so as not to leave. Burleigh is so much alarmed
that there is no reassuring him, and, as he has received certain

threatening letters, he informed the Queen that if I was here
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during the trial of the prisoners, the country would rise up in arms,

and he, timid, contemptible fellow that he is, is therefore committing
so many absurdities that the people are quite astonished.

They have told Zweveghem and Fiesco that they could return

home, but the former said he could not leave until he had con-

sulted the duke of A.lba. They have been informed that the Queen
has ordered all the merchandize to be sold, and if your Majesty or

the duke of Medina-Celi would send peri5ons with larger powers they

would be listened to, but in the meanwhile the sale would go on,

as the duke of Alba had taught them the way.
All this is being done to your Majesty's prejudice, and it is now

certain that nothing will be recovered at all. If the league with
France were concluded they would treat us worse still. Fiesco and
Zweveghem write to me hourly what is going on, and themselves

are somewhat distrustful. They write to me by this post that the

courier is to come back secretly with leave for them to depart,

which will be the best course, as their presence here is only a

further loss of dignity. If it is necessary for anyone else to be here

to spy out what is done, a servant of mine can come for the

purpose. In the meanwhile we shall see what is done at this trial.

The earl of Shrewsbury has arrived and is to be Constable (Lord

High Steward) for the occasion. The Queen has created a new
earl of Kent* to ensure his vote, although Burleigh tells those

who are to be judges that the Queen only wishes to vindicate her

honour in the condemnation of the prisoners, and will exercise her

clemency afterwards. They have postponed the trial for next
week.

Couriers are going backwards and forwards daily to France, and
that King has written to the Queen saying that he will be glad of

the offensive and defensive league with her, although they have
not yet entered into particulars, Secretary Smith, who went from
here, being expected at Amboise, according to a kinsman of

Hawkins, who met me at Gravesend with a despatch from Wal-
singham. Hawkins informs me of everything, and communicates
all the Council's letters to me. The league has not yet been made,
and may well be prevented if his Holiness intervenes, or if it be
concluded there are several ways in which the English may be made
to bear all the burden.

I received at Gravesend two packets from the duke of Alba, one
dated 19th ultimo, with letters from your Majesty, and the other

dated 30th August, which had been detained in Flanders. By
your Majesty's letter of the 5th I learn the most happy news of
the biith of the prince, the greatest mercy to all Christendom and
to your Majesty's subjects, which God could send. With this the
Duke sent me a letter for this Queen, giving her the happy news,
and, as your Majesty orders me, I should have conveyed it to her
only, as the Duke did not know how things were going when he
wrote the letter, and the letter itself was taken from rae on the
road, I did not do so. I thought it would only increase the

* Beginald Grey.
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insolence of these people excessively, and I await the return of my
servant before doing anything in this.

The Queen received the news through France on the same day
that I did, and it may possibly have the effect of moderating the

French somewhat. There is news, however, that the King of

France was providing Fleming with money to take 300 men to the

castle of Edinburgh, he not wishing to break with the Scots

entirely until he has completely settled the alliance with England.
I, being on the road and watched by so many eyes, have no

means of letting the prisoners know that your Majesty will not
fail them, but I will find means to do so presently, and in the

meanwhile I shall know which of them are free and what their

feelings are. As soon as I am out of here I will write at length to

your Majesty what I think needful for the punishment or re-

habilitation of this country and the best means to be adopted with
these people, particularly to separate the French from them, or in

case of a rupture to carry the war into this country (I am writing
this letter hurriedly and under suspicion). The Queen has had all

her ships overhauled, but has not yet ordered any of them to

be put into commission, although at the time of my departure a
general arrest was made of all ships in the country, and the
captain of the Isle of Wight, who was at Court, has been ordered to

repair to his post as well as other officers of the coast, in order

to detain and lay hands on all the ships they could of the fleet

going from Flanders to Spain, which was at that time off the coast.

I do not know what effect these orders have had.—Canterbury,
7th January 1572.

Italian. 306. EXTRACTS from a SUMMARY of LETTERS from ThOMAS FiESCO
to Secretary Albornoz, dated 7th, 8th, 18th, and 21st

January and 4th and 6th February 1572.

In accordance with the disinclination of the Queen of England
and her Council to do anything honest or good, after many demands,
replies, and retorts carried on by the councillors in a most un-
worthy spirit, they sent a Secretary to him (Fiesco) and Zweveghem
to tell them that the Queen had been induced to order the sale of

the goods detained, for four reasons. First, that our goods should

not be further damaged ; secondly, to follow the example of the

duke of Alba ; thirdly, to pay the claims due in consequence of

the duke of Alba's action to her own subjects ; and fourthly, because

neither Fiesco nor Zweveghem had powers to arrange. When it

was the King's will to send a person with proper authority, they

would carry through the settlement of the treaty, but this com-
pliment, it is quite certain, they only added because their alliance

with France is not yet completed.

When his Majesty should think fit to re-open trade and permit a

reconciliation, in spite of so much injury and insult, it will be
nece.ssary, first, that the Queen should refrain from helping and
receiving his Majesty's rebel subjects, in which case this sale might
bd passed over as there are three hundred thousand crowns
belonging to Englishmen, in Flanders and here, i.e., Spain, and
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seeing the large quantity of our merchandise that is lacking alto-

gether and the damage which is being sustained by what is left, it

is just as well that the sale should go on, as with the aforesaid

three hundred thousand crowns the King's subjects can be much
better recompensed than by restitution. In this way, the princes

and peoples might be mutually satisfied as regards the arrests and
the question of re-opening trade might be approached later.

Don Guerau was obliged to leave without waiting for the Duke's
reply, and seeing the vile state of things here and that his Majesty
and the Duke were being disregarded, Fiesco suggests that they (he

and Zweveghem) might go over in the same ship as Don Guerau
as there is nothing more for them to do there. Burleigh and the
Council are making great efforts to persuade the people that they
are proceeding in the sale of the merchandise through our fault, and,

it is believed, that they will not fail to publish some document to

persuade them the more to this, and Fiesco thinks that we ought to

send another document on our part setting forth all that has
happened in the matter, because it would not only be a consolation

to those concerned to know where the fault really lay, but would also

annoy the Queen and Council for their mean actions to be made
known to the people. The Council having summoned some of the
merchants to obtain their opinion respecting the sale of the

merchandise, the latter replied that the goods should be kept for a
month longer, in order to allow the owners time, in accordance with
the permission already given, to come and buy their own goods at

a stated price. Fiesco, however, believes that the owners will not
come, nor would the Duke allow them to do so, as he would gain no
honour and they no profit thereby.

When the agreement with Portugal was being discussed this point
was submitted to t]:e King, and, he having allowed the owners to

come, these people think that his Majesty should do the same. It is

most desirable, however, both for his Majesty's own dignity and the
indemnity of his subjects' loss, that more rigorous measures should
be taken. He, J'iesco, advises that, in addition to the hindering of
the treaty with Portugal, all subjects of his Majesty should be
prohibited from any communication with England and the use of

English goods. This will not be sufficient if our ships are not also

protected, and it is needful that there should be six or eight armed
ships on the Biscay and Flanders coasts, kept at the cost of
the merchants with some help from the King ; the expense of
which will be a trifle in comparison with the advantage derived
therefrom. With these three points fulfilled, the English will be
reduced shortly to such misery that they will easily be brought
down to the same position towards his Majesty as, for the last

three years, his Majesty has occupied towards them.
They have brought from Canterbury a prisoner, Borghese, the

steward of Don Guerau, and though Fiesco had used his influence
for him, he had done so without success, and he was thought to be
in danger, as they said they had many proofs against him of his

having tried to kill Burleigh in union with two other gentlemen.
Englishmen, whom they took at the same time, both of whom have
been condemned and one of them accuses Borgliese,
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8 Feb. 307. GlTERAU de Spes to the King.
[Extract.]

I believe that tlie men sent by the Duke of Alba to your
Majesty at the beginning of January were robbed near (^hatel-

heraiilt of four despatches, some for your Majesty, two of which I

gave to them here and two which Secretary Aguilon writes me
that he gave them. Your Majesty will, therefore, not have fully

understood the insolence of the queen of England and the Council

in sending me away without allowing me to await your Majesty's

orders and insisting upon my sailing in bad weather, besides

detaining my steward, to whom Lord Burleigh is putting a
thousand strange questions. Little will be got out of him, how-
ever, although they may put him to the torture and trouble him,

seeing how disturbed and arrogant they are. In the meanwhile,

I believe they will have sold the merchandise, as the month they
allowed for the owners to come and buy it, is running out.

—

Brussels, 8th February 1572.

18 Feb. 308. Guerau de Spes to the King.
[Extract.]

My departure from England had been decided upon by the Council

for a long time to my knowledge, although I did not think they would
have expelled me until their league with France was more assured.

In order to conclude this league without any hindrance from me
and to prevent their machinations and plots being so easily understood,

and also to enable them to condemn the duke of Norfolk without
misgiving, they hurried me in this violent way to leave the
country, without allowing me to await your Majesty's permission.

Before doing this, Burleigh supplied himself with declarations to

inculpate me if at any time it was necessary to be friendly again.

He had been getting these together for a long time past and
retained my steward against all international rights.

In all the conferences that I had with the Council or with Secretary

Tremaine, and even when they spoke to Zweveghem, these English

were for ever bringing up the question of John Man's treatment

in Spain.—Brussels, 18th February 1572.

24 Feb. 309. The King to Guerau de Spes.

Having received all the letters you wrote to me in December and
that from Canterbury on the 7th of January, as well as letters

from the duke of Alba, informing me of your arrival in Bruges, I

was glad to hear that, since the Queen decided to treat you as

she did, you should have got safely out of the country. There
is nothing to say about things that are already past, but, as regards
to your staying in Flanders or coming hither, you will follow the
Duke's instructions as I will write to him what I desire. He will

also provide you with money on account of your salary which will

run until you arrive here at the same rate as you were paid in

England. As to all English affairs, and particularly as regards
Hawkins and Fitzwilliams, I refer you also to the Duke,—Madrid,
24th February 1 572,
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24 Feb. 310. The Kiiia to the Duke of Medina-Celi.

I learn from the duke of Alba that he had sent advising you not

to put into an English port, and, as the sea is so uncertain and the

weather so bad that his letter may not have reached you, I think

well to repeat the advice to you, and to tell you the reasons why
those people (the English) are not to be trusted. In order that no
minister of mine might be near the Queen to witness her bad pro-

ceedings about religion and government and to watch her opposition

to my interests, she invented some colourable pretext for expelling

from her realm my ambassador Don Guerau de Spes, who is already

at Bruges, although they still kept in prison his steward, on I know
not what suspicion in connection with the restitution of the

embargoed goods, so that the Duke considered negotiations now
quite broken off. Besides this, they have just seized three more
ships belonging to subjects of mine, and there are many indications

that the negotiations for a league with the French were pro-

ceeding ; all of which proves that there is little desire to be friendly

with us. By certain steps the Duke has recently taken we shall

soon learn all there is to be known, and I will advise you, as soon

as I receive his news, what is best to be done. I have said enough
to put you on j'our guard not to trust the English nor touch in

their country. I am writing to the same effect to my officers on
the coast and elsewhere, in order that ships leaving for Flanders
may be warned.—Madrid, 24th February 1572.

14 March. 311. Guerau de Spes to the King.
[Extract.]

They released my servant in England* after a very cautious in-

terrogation, and having detained him a month longer by threats

and promises, and, still finding him firm in his declarations that he
knew nothing about any plots against them, they have let him
come away before the duke of Alba's letter to the Queen about it

was delivered. I learn from him the danger in which the duke of

Norfolk now lies, the Queen having already ordered his execution

and on the following day again postponed it.

The Queen has given orders under her patent for certain

Englishmen and Flemish rebels to falsify crowns and other coins

of your Majesty's States. Most of this false money is being coined

in Ireland.—Brussels, 14th March 1572.

17 March. 312. The King to Guerau de Spes.

I have learned from your letters and from the copy of that of

Zweveghem to you, and the relation you gave to the Duke about
England, of the state of things in that country, which certainly is

bad enough. The proceedings of the Queen and her friends prove

* Borghese, the ambassador's steward, had been arrested at Canterbury when -with

his master, on the charge of plotting to murder Cecil. He was probably the same man
who was secretary to the former Spanish ambassador, the bishop of Aquila, and the
story of whose treachery and betrayal of his master's secrets is fully detailed in Vol. I.

of the present Calendar (Spanish— Elizabeth, 1559— 1567). Another servant of the
unjbaisador, Damii^n Dela, the VslenQian tailor, was also arrested.
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tlieir bad intentionf?. This has been no news to me, but although
I cannot give precise orders from here respecting events which vary
from day to day, as the Duke has them ia hand I am quite con-
fident that he will do what is best. You will obey his orders
and tell him all you learn, and you will also follow his

instructions with regard to your coming hither.—Madrid, 17th
March 1572.

18 March. 313. GuERAU de Spes to the King.

I have received your Majesty's letter of the 24th ultimo, and in

conformity therewith will remain here and follow the orders of the
duke of Alba.

I have letters from England of the 9th instant, on which date
nearly all the merchandise had been sold, but at such high prices

that you Majesty's subjects could not buy it, and the English have
therefore been able to get it all, tlie Queen giving them facilities

with regard to the payment.
A copy of the arrangement being made with Portugal by the

Chevalier Giraldi is enclosed, as is also a copy of the new pro-

clamation of the Queen of England against the pirates, at the
instance, as I am told, of certain Easterlings who complain that
their goods are stolen, mixed up with others. The effect will be
the same as that of the six or seven other proclamations which
were issued when I was there. I will report everything to the
duke of Alba.—Brussels, 18th March 1572.

26 March. 314. Antonio de Guaras* to the King.

Hoping that my boldness will not offend your Majesty, I send
this report for your Majesty's information of present events here.

The disorder in which this is written is for greater obscurity in the

cipher. I write to the duke of Alba to the same effect. The
substance of it is that, two months ago, a third person came to

speak to me several times, saying that it would be a great service

to God and a benefit to your Majesty's dominions, as well as to thi.s

country, if some agreement could be arrived at respecting the

present dissension, and he was certain that this discord was in a

great measure owing to there being no one to undertake the

necessary good offices. He said that the Queen and Council were
quite willing to come to an agreement, and I, greatly praising his

good wishes and opinion, told him that I believed your Majesty

also was willing and there would be no falling back on your part.

* From the expulsion of Don Guerau de Spes until the coming of Don Bernardino

de Mendoza, early in 1578, there was no resident Spanish ambassador in England, and
Antonio de Guaras was apparently instructed to watch over Spanish interests informally.

He had lived in England for many years as a merchant, and was a leading member of

the Spanish community in London, at least as far back as 1549 and probably earlier.

His letters were usually addressed to the Governors of the Netherlands and to Gabriel

de Zayas, the King's secretary, but, as may be imagined, are neither so full or so

frequent as those of a regular accredited ambassador would have been. They are

altogether missing from the archives from the end of 1572 to the end of 1574, and an
attempt has been made in the present Calendar to supply their place partly from other

sources. All that is known of Antonio de Guaras has been recently embodied in an
interesting monograph entitled " Antonio de Guaras," by Richard Garnett, LL.D,
(London, 1892).
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At the same time the person always told me that, if I would convey

this good feeling of the Queen and Council to your Majesty or the

duke of Alba, he, for his part, would also inform Lord Burleigh of

my willingness to render good offices to the same end. As your

Majesty knows, it is Burleigh who rules the whole of this country.

I invariably replied that I would give no advice of this matter until

I was satisfied that there was some good foundation for his assertion,

and thereupon this third person arranged that Lord Burleigh

should summon me, ai5 he did yesterday, and after he had mentioned

many matters in justification of the Queen and Council in the past

dissensions, I, replying, throwing the blame upon them, which he

seemed to take in good part, he declared, without any dissimu-

lation or hesitation, the willingness with which the Queen and
Council would enter into negotiations for an agreement. He seemed

to me to say this with every appearance of truth and earnest-

ness, and, however disingenuous their previous offers had been,

the present one was made apparently with all sincerity and with a

desire for tranquility and repose. He spoke of your Majesty's

person with due reverence, confessing to me that they had always

hitherto feared and suspected greatly that the duke of Alba, being

a declared enemy, might oppose an arrangement, but they had since

been informed that the evil did not arise with him entirely, but

from certain people in your Majesty's Court, mentioning the late

duke of Feria, who, he said, was ostensibly a good friend to the

Queen, but was in matters of State her enemy. I said that in

your Court, in Flanders and here, he, Cecil, was much looked

up to in affairs, and consequently was the more bound to conduct

them to a good end, as he could do if he pleased, whereupon he

answered me with an oath that if it had not been for him the late

suspension of relations would have ended in an open rupture, and
Flanders would have felt the efiect in acts rather than words. As
I saw he was not displeased to listen to me, I told him my opinion on
the matter, and pointed out the great advantage to them which would
accrue from the preservation of peace with the House of Burgundy,
saying that he was not ignorant of the attitude which should be
assumed towards so potent a prince as your Majesty, who was not
only master of great kingdoms and revenues, but had the command
of the fortunes of many people by means of your credit. I said that

all princes valued the success of your Majesty's affairs, and that the
confidence which the English were placing in Frenchmen and in a
party of the Scots was generally believed to be unfounded. He
replied, amongst other things, that, if the business came to an open
rupture, the queen of England would display an amount of strength
that would surprise some people, but he assured me that the Queen
and Council being desirous of quietude, if I conveyed this good
feeling to your Majesty and the duke of Alba, I should find that
I had not acted lightly, but with all the weight that his word could
give me. All this and other things to the same effect he expressed
with an appearance of much kindness and goodwill, saying that he
hoped that I should exercise my good offices in the matter. This
conversation took place in his own room, no other person being
allowed there to overhear us, but during the course of the inter-
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view the French ambassador came and disturbed us, when Cecil

said to me, " I will send you word by the third person when I

want to see you." I asked him whether I should write before T

saw him again, to which he replied, " You may well write." This

is almost word for word what passed with Burleigh, but, in the

course of talk,' he also said that, though tranquillity might result from
this conversation, if anything to the contrary fell out, they were
ready to put themselves on the oifensive and defensive ; and that,

from letters which had been taken from Beaton, a Scotch noble, on
his way to Scotland, he, Cecil, had intelligence of the under-

standings with the duke of Alba. He also said many things about

the Queen being much offended at your Majesty having placed

Stukeley in such a high position, they having been informed that

you gave him a great daily allowance for his expenses, had made
him a knight, and done other things to the Queen's prejudice. He
said that on another occasion he would speak to me more at leisure,

and I took leave of him. I will advise your Majesty and the duke
of Alba of what else occurs with him.

So far as my poor judgment goes, I feel sure that they really

desire peace, as he expressed grief at the time which must neces-

sarily elapse before your Majesty or the Duke received the infor-

mation, and could send a reply, for which he seemed impatient.

The best way to please or cajole them would be to let them have
a reply quickly. There is every reason to believe that in past

times they did not desire peaceful terms, because they were per-

suaded that France would be a better friend, and that Orange and
his party could do much, whilst they thought that the Granada
business would not easily be settled. As they now, moreover, are

in some fear of the people in consequence of the imprisonment of

the duke of Norfolk and his friends, it is plain that they desire

peace, and are in much fear of war. I recognise that the said third

person had been sent to me by Burleigh for these reasons, and
especially because of the glorious victory over the Turk, and other

similar victories which may be hoped for with God's help. What
is most perplexing to them is your Majesty's silence in the face of

so much offence, and so many opportunities. In short everything

tends to the belief that Burleigh's declaration is sincere, and the

conclusion may be drawn that it is now in your Majesty's

hands, either to agree to an arrangement, or the contrary, if such

shall be to the interests of God and youi- Majesty. There is

a general muster of troops through the country on the 1st May,

and they are arming ten of the Queen's ships.—London, 26th

March 1572.

28 March. 315. GUERAU Dfi Spes to the King.

I consulted with the duke of Alba respecting what your
Majesty orders in your letter of 24th ultimo, and he thought it

would be best to await your Majesty's reply to the special messenger

sent.

Letters from England of 13th and 18th report the continuation

of the sale, and that the Queen had shown certain letters in cipher

to M. de Croc, the French ambassador, who has gone to Scotland
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which she said were from the duke of Alba, informing the queen
of Scotland that he had given orders to certain men to kill the

queen of England, a great fiction invented to ingratiate herself the

more with the French. They also report that the pirates have
again been capturing ships belonging to your Majesty's subjects, not-

withstanding the proclamations against them. The English are

again arming furiously, and the Queen had given orders to fit out

ten of her ships.

I conversed to-day with the duke of Alba about Hawkins, and
set forth the service he could render. I will advise your Majesty
what is decided on this and other points.—Brussels, 28th March
1572.

3 April. 316. Gueeau de Spes to the King.

Since my last letter advices have come from England that the

Queen is raising 10,000 men, and is pushing forward the arming
of the 12 ships. These preparations are announced there to be for

the defence of England and Ireland, and it may be that an alliance

with France has been concluded, although the duke of Alba and
Aguilon tell me that, though they suspect it, there is no certainty.

The fleet being fitted out in France is in my opinion rather to

molest the Indies than anything else, as the French have had the

project of troubling you in those parts for a long time past. I do
not know whether they will attempt anything here with the help

of English and Danish ships, encoiiraged somewhat by the un-
easiness in these places. The French have already done much
harm here by the placard, of which I send a copy enclosed, although
doubtless your Majesty will have received it through other channels.

It would appear advisable to counteract this by other placards,

or to have this revoked, as it is instrumental in ruining this

country.

As regards the restitution of the money, it looks as if the Queen,
was playing with Thomas Fiesco, when she asks for three years'

time, without binding herself by deed or surety. As to the wools,

they will allow them to be brought hither, but only to be sold at a
high price for cash, and they are giving themselves great airs about
their riches, as the duke of Alba will write fully to your Majesty. I

gave the Duke the agreement that Hawkins had arranged with
Feria, and he thought the cost was very heavy. As it is

important in your Majesty's interests, I told the Duke that the
Captain might be utilised, when your Majesty wished to under-
take English affairs, on services of less onerous cost, and would
serve against the pirates, or against the Queen's fleet, or for the
capture of some port, as might be desired. When the Duke decides

I will send and ask Hawkins in what way he can best serve your
Majesty.—Brussels, 3rd April 1572.

7, 8, and 317. Antonio de Guabas to the Duke of Alba.

] 1 April. 2y Tusan, the special courier whom I sent to your Excellency,

I received your reply of 26th ultimo yesterday, the first day of
Easter, and, immediately on receiving it, in conformity with the
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arrangement made with Burleigh, to let him know when the reply

was received, I at once went to the Court to inform him, and to learn

when he wished to see me. As Burleigh was very ill, I could not

speak with him, but the third person went after midday, and I

myself waited at Court so as to be near at hand if there was a

possibility of an interview, but the third person was unable to see

him, in consequence of his serious illness. It was said yesterday

that he was in great danger, and the Queen had been to visit him
with most of the Councillors. I have heard that last night lie was
with somewhat better hopes of recovery, but as his state has been

so perilous it has been impossible to communicate to him what
your Excellency orders. If he gets better I will do it to the best

of my ability, and certainly, if this man dies, it will be very
unfortunate for the purpose which he declared to me, as I advised

your Excellency in my letter of the 26th ultimo. It is true that

hitherto he has undoubtedly been the enemy of peace and tran-

quillity for his own bad ends, but I am convinced, as I wrote to

your Excellency, he is now well disposed, which means that

the Queen and Council are so, because he and no one else rules

the whole of the affairs of State. God grant that if it be for

His service he may live. I will advise your Excellency if he

does so.

8 April. 318.

This courier has been delayed, and I therefore write that, in

order to lose no opportunity, I have been at Court all day to-day,

in case Lord Burleigh should be better able to speak to me, and
although, in consequence of his illness, he is not attending to any
business, as soon as he heard that I was in his lodgings, he sent out

word that I was not to go as he would receive me. He did so,

and I, to the best of my ability, informed him of the things your

Excellency ordered me to tell him. He was very weak and

feverish, but seemed to take it all in good part, and to be greatly

pleased at the goodwill of his Majesty and your Excellency towards

a friendly agreement, although he said in reply to your Excel-

lency's remarks that, from the beginning of the dissension, they

had been receiviug advices which led them to believe that pre-

parations were being made to the injury of the Queen and Council,

and, indeed, that letters from the English rebels (as he calls

them) in Spain had been captured, saying that his Majesty and

your Excellency were certainly intending to conquer England.

These letters particularly mentioned that the Marquis Chapin

Viteli was to land in this country with a strong force. I told

him that any such thing written by the people he said, could be

nothing but a joke, because, as your Excellency says, there was
never any other wish on our side but for quietude and peace,

and that it is not safe to found opinions upon mere reports and
suspicions. He said that it was not desirable to spend time in

discussing the causes of past dissensions, but it would be better

to embrace with much affection and goodwill everything which

tended to peace and amity, and again repeated his assurance that

this was the Queen's wish, as she regarded his Majesty with .so
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much reverence that she was annoyed with what had passed,

regarding him, as she did, in the light of her true ally and elder

brother. All this he told me with such an appearance of affection

and kindness that I am sure he and the Queen are sincere, as I

hope they will prove later on. As Lord Burleigh did not appear

to be unwilling to hear my humble opinion, I told him it was
clear that the preservation of the Queen's old friendship with his

Majesty would assure her against all her rebels, as he calls them,

who are now abroad, and their friends here, as it would also against

the French and Scots, to their great dismay, and that of others

who were anxiously hoping that these negotiations for friendship

would fall through, which God forbid. On our side, too, we
recognise that England was potent for her defence, and that the

French and Scots and others in case of a rupture would be on
their side, for their own ends and out of no friendship for them,

although I could assure him that neither his Majesty nor your
Excellency ever thought of anything but concord. He replied

that it was certainly quite natural for friendship to exist between
England, Spain, and Flanders, and, entering more into detail on
the question of the origin of the dissension and the remedies

therefor, we spoke of this, much to be desired, concord being

established after the most just possible restitution had been made,
the rebels from Flanders cast out from this country and from oft" the

seas, the English rebels, as he called them, expelled from Spain
and Flanders, or after a general pardon on all sides, the re-opening

of trade, and the restitution of all things to their previous position,

with the confirmation of all old treaties mutually. I made some
of these suggestions, and Lord Burleigh others, and on my in-

forming him of what your Excellency says with regard to pro-

ceeding as Lord Burleigh thinks best, he appeared greatly pleased

and gratified, saying generally to this and the rest of my discourse

that, after they had heard M. de Zweveghem, I was to send the

third person to him, Cecil, by whom he would let me know when he
wanted to see me. I told him very emphatically, as your Excel-

lency orders, that the answer to be given to Zweveghem would
prove in a great measure their goodwill and desire for an agree-

ment. I will advise your Excellency of whatever else happens.

This is in substance what passed with Lord Burleigh.

When I had left his room and was going in a boat with the

third person to my house, I saw the Queen approaching the

landing-place of the palace in her barge, in which, the day being
fine, she had been taking the air in company with Lord Leicester

and many other gentlemen, and followed by a great number of

boats filled with people, who were anxious to see her Majesty.

We, being amongst the other people, stayed our boat to see her,

and when I made my bow like all the rest, the Queen as usual
saluted the people, and noticing me, either because she knew me, or

because some one told her my name and that I was a foreigner, to the
surprise of every one, I being such a humble person, called out to me
in Italian, my boat being somewhat distant out of respect for her,

and asked me very gaily and graciously if I was coming from the

Court, and if I had seen Lord Burleigh. I knelt, as was my duty,
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and replied, " Yes, my Lady, at your Majesty's service." As the

boats approached the landing-place her Majesty's barge was delayed

a moment, when she smilingly seemed to desire to say something
more to me, whereupon I endeavouring to bring my boat alongside

the Queen's barge, she turned to me and said, " When were you
with Lord Burleigh ?

" To which I replied, " My Lady, I have
just left him ;

" whereupon she said, waving her hand several

times, and apparently with great pleasure, " That is all right," and
her barge then proceeded, she bidding me farewell with so many
signs of pleasure and favour that people noticed it much, and I

most of all, surprised to receive the.«e favours from the Queen, to

whom I had never rendered any service. All this confirmed the

certainty that the Queen and Lord Burleigh are in accord in their

desire for an amicable settlement, and her behaviour on this un-

premeditated occasion is a further proof of her good intentions.

She very often visits Lord Burleigh, and no doubt has commu-
nicated with him on this affair, and has been informed that I had
conveyed to Lord Burleigh by your Excellency orders the assur-

ance of your good offices and efforts to preserve the old friendship

between the two sovereigns, which has always been the desire of

our King. No doubt every day will also strengthen the good pur-

poses of these people, which God grant, until we see the much
desired and looked for result of a firm and faithful friendship.

—

London, 11th April 1572.

11 April. 319.

The courier who is to take this has again been detained, and I

now have to add that, in accordance with my understanding with
Burleigh, whea I beard that M. de Zweveghem had been with tbe

Queen yesterday I sent the third person to Burleigh to ask him
whether he wished to see me. The third person came back in

great sorrow, saying that Burleigh had told him that he had been
much annoyed because the Queen, after her interview with
Zweveghem, had told him (Burleigh) that she was greatly

astonished at the indiscreet way in which these matters, that had
been communicated to me, had been managed. Zweveghem, she

said, had told her in the course of conversation that she (the Queen)
and Burleigh were those who were so anxious for peace, adding
that he knew Burleigh had sent for me as if to beg: and solicit it.

Burleigh also told the third person that he heard that Zweveghem
said that he had in his possession copies of the letter which I wrote

to your Excellency, and of your Excellency's reply to me. Burleigh

also said to the third person, as if he were annoyed with him :
" If

" Antonio de Guaras wants to come and see me, let him come, or
" do as he likes." He also said :

" If the duke of Alba on tbe one
" hand pretends to be willing for peace and concord, as Guai-as told
" me ; whilst on the other hand, through Zweveghem, he treats the
" matter in an entirely different spirit, it is clear that, however
" good our intentions may be, theirs are not so." He said, more-
over, " I was just drafting the clauses of an agreement in the most
" impartial way I could, in accordance with the message that
" Guaras brought to the effect that the duke of Alba would leave
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" the bases of agreement to me, which I had looked upon as a
'"' compliment ; but now I see that the whole business is spoilt."

This happened yesterday, the 10th, in the afternoon, and when I

heard, to my surprise, what had been said, I decided to go this

morning to speak to Burleigh, which I did, and he repeated to me
verbally, almost word for word, what he had said to the third

person, although he did not mention anything about drafting the

clauses, nor did I. He said that, knowing the willingness of the

Queen for peace, and his own desire, they had treated the matter
in all sincerity, after they had heard from me that his Majesty and
your Excellency were also favourable, and he felt certain that if

any persons were trying to obstruct the good objects in view, they
were doing it with a sinister intent. He also said :

" If you think
" well to persevere in your representations to the King and the
" Duke as to the willingness of the Queen and myself for concord
" in ^he interests of God and the common welfare, I think you will

" be right in doing so." All this he said as if he had been grieved

with what had passed. As your Excellency had not directed me
to communicate with M. de Zweveghem anything of this I have not
done so, nor has Zweveghem mentioned the matter to me. I there-

fore supposed that it was not your Excellency's wish that I should

communicate the matter to him, and I can only believe that

Zweveghem must have said what he did for some good reason, of

which I am ignorant, and which, no doubt, he will be able to

satisfactorilj'' explain.

As your Excellency will learn. Parliament is to be opened here

on the 12th of May, it is believed, for the sole purpose of appointing

a successor in case of the Queen's death without children. It is

believed that they will choose the son of the earl of Hertford,

who is ten years old, and is the son of Catharine, tlie daughter of

Frances, and grand-daughter of the queen of France, second sister

of Henry VIII. This Catharine was the sister of Jane who was
beheaded in the time of our lady, Queen Mary of glorious memory.

It is to be supposed also that they will discuss the alliance which
they are now arranging with the French, in order that Parliament
may confirm the same, and will persuade the people to adopt de-

fensive measui-es in case they are attacked by enemies from abroad,

especially pointing to his Majesty. It is presumed for certain that

they will make such preparations in consequence of their suspicion

of us, it being sure that if they could be satisfied of our friendship,

they would not take any such steps as these, since there is nothing
the Queen hates more than to appoint a successor, to ally herself

to France excepting under pressing need, and especially to undertake
a war, above all against our King.

In order not to waste time, which I might pass at Court in the
interests of affairs, I do not write this with my own hand, but it is

written by my man, who is faithful and true, in the hope that
your Excellency will not be offended thereat. There was an in-

tention to-day to carry out the execution of the duke of Norfolk,

the officers of justice and the people being already collected. But
the Queen sent an order to suspend it, which is the third time she
has done so.
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The last time I was with Lord Burleigh he told me, with great

apparent desire for secrecy, not so much by expressed words as by
indirect hints, that there were some members of the Council who
were opposed to the desires of the Queen and himself on this

matter of concord, and almost said that it was in consequence of

their affection for the French. He said that there was a suspicion

that some of such Councillors secretly received pensions from the

king of France, which he deprecated, and justified himself by saying

that his only desire was duly to serve the Queen. Jn this con-

nection I said that the earl of Leicester was publicly noted for his

tendency towards the French, whereupon he smiled but said nothing
;

and afterwards, continuing the conversation said, that although it

would be troublesome to persuade some of the Councillors who
were of this way of thinking, he believed nevertheless that he
should be able to do it, as the Queen was entirely of the same
opinion as himself, and added :

" I and the others shall be strong

enough," Of the 12 persons who ordinarily meet in Council, five

of them, namely, the Chancellor, Burleigh, the earl of Sussex, the

Lord Chamberlain, and Sir James Crofts, the Controller, will be of

the Queen's opinion, whilst the earl of Leicester, the earl of

Bedford, the Admiral, Sadler, KnoUys, and another* will be on the

other side, and friendly to France. When I was with Burleigh

subsequently he was told that KnoUj's was coming up to speak to

him, and he said to nie, " Go out by that secret door so that Knollys
" may not see you, for he is of the other way of thinking, which I
" was mentioning, but I expect we shall be quite strong enough to
" have our way, as I have said." He said this as if he had for-

gotten his previous annoyance.—London, 11th April 1572.

11 April. 320. Antonio de Guaras to the King.

On the 26th ultimo I wrote to your Majesty in cipher, and I

now write this openly, as I am told from Flanders that I may do,

as my letters are entrusted to safe bands. My object is to enclose

for your Majesty's information, copies of my letters to the duke of

Alba. In order not to lose the time that otherwise I might pass

at Court in the interests of these affairs, I do not write this with
my own hand, but it is written by my man, who is faithful and
true, whereat I hope your Majesty will not be offended.—London,
11th April 1572.

29 April. 321.

The above is a copy of my note appended to the copies of my
letters to the duke of Alba of 7th, 8th, and 11th, and I now
enclose another copy thereof, writing all subsequent intelligence to

the duke of Alba.

15 April. 322. Guerau de Spes to the King.

After receiving your Majesty's letter of the I7th ultimo, I con-
sulted the duke of Alba as to whether I should stay here or go to

salute your Majesty. He told me that it would be better that I

* Sir Walter Miidmay.
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should go as soon as I could, in order to inform your Majesty in

detail of events in England and here, for which purpose, he said,

he would provide me with the necessaiy means. In accordance

with your Majesty's orders and those of the Duke, therefore, I shall

leave as soon as possible. I have now to say that since the coming
of these few Gueux, who have fortified themselves in Brille, on the

island of Voorn, the disturbed state of feeling among people here

is becoming manifest. In Flushing, which was very obedient

during the last troubles, people are obstinate in refusing to allow a

fortress to be established, and they have badly wounded, without
any provocation, Captain Isidro Pacheco. They are howling out

that if they are pressed very hardly they will spoil the rest of the

island, and all the townsmen will go over to England. The same
thing has been attempted at Bergen-op-Zoom, although it did not

succeed ; nor did the people at Rotterdam, thanks to the industry

of Count Bossu. The Gueux have already received some punish-

ment at Delfthaven, which they attempted to occupy and fortify

with the intention of attacking Delft. They have about 26 ships,

mostly small, and many of the rebels are wearing their collars

hung with the new coins, in which they say the tenth is not to be

found. At Yera (Voorn ?) and adjoining islets they have seized all

the victuals and ruined the churches, many of the good people

being obliged to fly. It is true that many of the people of the

country are helping willingly, as they are Anabaptist heretics.

This is the island which I learnt in England they were about to

take, and had reconnoitred with that object, particularl}' the town
of Brille. This was done by a Gascon captain, who is probably the

man who is now with them (the Gueux). There are about fourteen

himdred of the rebels English, French, and Flemings, and it is said

that M. de Lumay and Frelon, whose father was formerly governor
of Brille, are the leaders.

News from England is that the Queen has entirely recovered her
health, and that the troops which have been raised are being divided

into regiments so as to be ready when wanted, they remaining at

present at their own homes learning to shoot their harquebusses. Only
three ships have been armed hitherto, and the merchandise was
being sold. The duke of Alba informs me that he has heard through
a Spanish merchant that they have played a trick upon me and
have no treaties afoot. This is no doubt to sound the Duke, and
perhaps to put him oflF his guard, fur I believe, as also does Secretary
Aguilon, that the league between the English and French is con-

cluded and Marshal Montmorenci is expected from (in ?) London for

the final settlement. I have learnt here that M. de Refuge, a servant
of the duke of Longueville, and M. de Premorus, a servant of the
diTchess of Vendome, come frequently to these States to sell the
timber from their masters' woods, or at least that is their ostensible

object. I am advising the duke of Alba of this.

The preparations which are being talked about for great festivals

near St. Quintin, for the marriage of the prince of Vendome, are
being looked upon here with much suspicion, as so much armed
cavalry with Hans Casimir will be there.—Brussels, 15th April
1572.

y 76467. B &
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26 April. 323. Guerau de Spes to the King.
I gave your Majesty information that the rebels had taken

possession of Brille, and that help had come to them from Embden
and England. Many men are flocking to them and their numbers
are increasing. The Flushing people have joined them and raised

the banners of the prince of Orange. All this is of the greatest

importance, particularly in view of the detestation of these people

to the tenths, and if their turbulence be not allayed great evil may
result to your Majesty's interests.

I write this openly as it is highly necessary that your Majesty
should be informed of it in order that steps may be taken. I hope
shortly to .speak to your Majesty personally upon the subject, as the

duke of Alba tells me that I had better go to give yonr Majesty an
account of English and Flemish affairs. I will therefore leave for

the purpose without reporting my passage through France.

From England letters, dated the l7th instant, report that the

Queen had four thousand foot soldiers near London and some others,

ready to join these Gueux, with the determination of helping them
in any case. The sale of the merchandise was proceeding. The
league with the French is said to be not entirely concluded, although,

seeing the preparations on both sides, it may well be believed that

it is.

The [fleet from Rochelle was always believed to be destined for

the Indies if the present events in Zealand do not tempt them to

come and amuse themselves here. The English Parliament opens

on the 8th instant ; the earl of Leicester and Burleigh would like to

get the duke of Norfolk executed before that date. The Queen
has ordered the execution three times, but has always counter-

manded it.—Brussels, 26th April 1572.

5 May. 324. Guerau de Spes to the King.

I am only delaying my departure as the duke of Alba wishes me
to make some arrangement to receive intelligence from England.

This I will do by means of ciphers, which I have left there with

some private persons desirous of serving your Majesty.

M. de Zweveghem has written saying that the Queen had sent

him orders to prepare his departure at once, which he was doing.

M. de Foix was expected in London for the conclusion of the league

and the French think that they will thus obtain possession of the

queen of Scotland. These treaties will certainly be earned through

now they have gone so far, particularly as the disturbances in

Zealand have so greatly raised their spirits. The rebels ate still

increasing, and are now pressing Middleburg closely. If this is

lost very great evil will result. The duke of Alba is raising his

army, and the fleet will soon be ready, but I am in great fear of

these people, seeing how dissatisfied they are, as I will verbally

explain to your Majesty.-—Brussels, 5th May 1572.

325. Document headed " Information which Don Guerau de
Spes obtained in England, and related on his coming to

Spain " (amongst papers of 1572).

The queen of England, being so much attached to heresy, has

p,lways attempted to injure the interests of the King, as he is so
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Catholic and powerful prince, whom she has deeply offended and
whose anger she fears. She promoted the revolutions in Flanders

in the time of Count Egniont and the prince of Orange, aiding by
means of money, ships, and stores, and receiving rebels in such

numbers that there are at least 20,000 there at the present time.

She provides them with all that is necessary to arm and assail the

Netherlands coasts and those of Spain and the Indies. At the end
of 1568, when Don Guerau arrived in England as ambassador,

Cardinal Chatillon came thither on the same day, and it was
arranged between him and the Queen that our rebels and the armed
Englishmen should seize all the ships belonging to his Majesty's

subjects which passed through the Channel, in order to enrich the

Queen with the booty and help the French Huguenots, who were
then, for the third time, in arms against their King. This was done,

and 14 or 15 very valuable ships were immediately captured, although
the ambassador was assured that this was not in accordance with
the Queen's wish.

At this time money belonging to his Majesty and the Flemings
arrived there in four cutters and a ship, to the amount of about

800,000 ducats, and, notwithstanding her signed passport and
faithful promise given to the ambassador, the Queen with great

artifice seized a part of this money, the rest being saved by two of

the cutters boldly running through the pirates.

Thereupon the Duke ordered the seizure of goods in Flanders,

sending M. D'Assonleville to beg the Queen to restore what she

had taken and he would do the same. D'Assonleville, however,
was not allowed to see the Queen, and the ambassador himself was
detained and surrounded by armed men for six months. The
Queen shortly afterwards became more openly inimical to the

King's interests ; forming a league with the French and Germans
and ignominiously dismissing the Marquis Chapin Viteli, who came
to confer with her, as she also did subsequently to the ambai-sador
and M. de Zweveghem and Thomas Fiesco, who had gone to

England on the matter of the merchandise. She pressed the
Catholics with intolerable cruelty, ordering the most atrocious

death penalties, to such an extent that Northumberland, Westmore-
land, and other northern gentlemen took up arms against her ' war
of edicts ' on God and the Catholic Church. As they were not
helped, they were obliged to scatter and some of them were lost.

The duke of Norfolk also renounced his allegiance to the Queen.
This nobleman may be called the Campo de Kosy of that country,
powerful enough to bring it into submission to anyone he pleased,
and to restore the Catholic religion there. This he offered his

Majesty and His Holiness to do, asking for very little help, but the
whole project was delayed and disconcerted, and the queen of
Scotland, who is the true heiress and a Catholic princess, has been
for the last five years a close prisoner in England, she having taken
refuge there peacefully, and at the Queen's invitation.

The queen of England has a Council well adapted for such work
as this, composed of heretics and badly disposed men who have
enriched themselves by the plunder of our people, and who are

bitterly determined to disturb the dominions of our King and

BB 2
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abate his grandeur. They therefore never lose sight of opportuni-

ties for disturbing the Netherhmds, having gone so far as to attempt
the capture of the isles of Zealand. They also are continually

attempting to trouble the Indies, robbing the ships that come and
go, and endeavouring to discover the passage by the channel, which
is presumed to exist at the nortli of the Indies, in order to get into

the southern seas and molest Peru and the islands. In short, they

try all they can -with artifice and persistence to damage the crown
of Spain.

It will be easy to pay them back in their own coin both in

Ireland and in England, as the Irish are Catholics and wish to

shake off the yoke of the English who cruelly tyrannise over them.

The principal persons in the island have sent to his Majesty to

offer their submission to him. The task is an easy one, and with

three or four thousand men and a competent fleet the island would
be mastered, as his Majesty has been informed by a detailed report.

All this must be arranged with dissimulation, so that it may be put

into execution in the spring. There are persons ready who are

well fitted for the task, and there never was such an opportunity

as this. There are facilities also for the English enterprise if the

duke of Alba would look into it or at least countenance those who
would undertake it. This he has, for certain reasons, refused to do
hitherto, but if Ireland were ours first, it would afford great

facilities for the subjection of England, although, if the duke of Alba
will take the matter up, it will be easy to do both things. It will be

necessary with this object to bring forward the name of the queen

of Scotland as the legitimate Queen, with the object of marrying
her to Don John of Austria, or another person of this house, in

order the more to assure the allegiance of people in the countries.

When his Majesty may be pleased to consider the matter all his

scruples shall be satisfied, and in the meanwhile this is submitted

for the consideration of your Lordship.

326. GuERAU DE Spes to the King.

[Incomplete, but apparently written in France during his journey

to Madrid.]

Although your Majesty will have reports of French affairs since

the events of Valenciennes, I have thought well to write, before

myself saluting you, to say that the preparations being made at

Bordeaux, Brouage, and other ports near Eochelle, are very great.

There are twenty-two great warships with five or six thousand

harquebussiers and many gentlemen, some of whom belong to the

chamber of the Christian King, the flower of France, both Catholics

and Huguenots. Three great galleys are being built at Bayonne
with all speed to accompany this fleet, and three similar galleys are

probably now finished in Havre de Grace. From this it is deduced

that this fleet is to assail the Netherlands, because galleys cannot be

used in the Indies, and in former times they had been employed in

the canals of Zealand. From what I hear from Catholics and Pro-

testants, I gather that these heretics wish to gain the goodwill of

M. d'Alen9on, who is not satisfied with his share of the partition,

S^nd they wish to make him believe that the Flemish portion may
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be improved. He therefore consents in these undertakings and
personally encourages those who are going. I have said nothing
about it to Don Diego de Zuiiiga* until I learn your Majesty's wishes,

or if it was advisable that this caplainf should have a post on one
of the frontiers so that he might serve your Majesty when you
thought fit to accept his service. I can say nothing more positive

about France or England, except that they proceed with all dili-

gence and artfulness to injure your Majesty's interests, as I will

verbally report when I appear before your Majesty.

If the force being raised by the duke of Alba is small, they (the

English) will at once go to the aid of the rebels ; if it be large, they
will temporise on land but continue to molest us at sea, succouring
the Zealand people at their pleasure. I am told that, with this

end, M. de Montbrun was raising nine standards in Gascony, and
others were being raised in different parts of France. The French
in this are fulfilling three objects : first, pleasing the Turk by
diverting your Majesty's forces, causing you great expenditure

whilst keeping your States in turmoil, standing as they think,

perhaps, to win, but running no risk of losing, because they think
your Majesty will not openly declare war if the Christian King
make some sort of apology. The Protestants think that Admiral
Chatillon will undertake the relief of Mons, in the name of himself

and his accomplices, for which purpose it is said he is raising troops in

Germany. The sooner your Majesty's forces are ready in Flanders,

and Mons be strictly blockaded, the better. As regards the Irish

affair, which is already so advanced, your Majesty's fleet must
be sufficiently large in those seas to overawe the English and
bring the Queen to her senses. I told the Viceroy of Navarre that

it would be well that the Biscayners, who are with the galleys in

Bayonue, should be secretly summoned and that they should burn
the galleys. I do not knovv^ whether he has written to your
Majesty about this, but he approved of it. I also told him what a
small garrison there is in Bayonne. . . .

12 May. 327. Antonio de Guaras to the Duke of Alba.

I wrote to your Excellency on the 29th ult. by M. de Zweveghem,
and have since then heard nothing of Tusan, the courier I sent to

your Excellency on the 11th ult., nor have I received anything
from your Excellency. I trust both letters will have been safely
delivered.

Having heard from the third person that the Queen and Lord
Burleigh were greatly surprised that Tusan had not returned, and
that the matter respecting which I wrote was being so long delayed,
I went to see Lord Burleigh four days ago, and told him that I was
hourly expecting an answer, and thought that your Excellency was
delaying it until you had heard from Zweveghem verbally the
particulars of the answer which had been given to him here,
and that being the case, the courier would not be much lono-er

delayed. He answered shortly, as if not well pleased with the
delay, " Very well."

The new Spanish ambassailor in France.
-f
Hawkins ?
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On the 8th instant the Queen went with the ordinary ceremonies
to open Parliament. She looked well in her robes and wearing her
crown, whicii I never have yet seen any prince here do in Parlia-

ment. It is said that the principal.business will be the justification

of the proceedings against the duke of Norfolk, in order that all the

country may see, if he be executed, that it has been for just causes,

as they say, and with the consent of all estates of the realm. It

is greatly suspected that he will not be pardoned, and that the

prisoners in the Tower will be proceeded against, they being, as the

saying is, his companions in the same crime.

It is also expected that the Parliament will deal with the suc-

cession to the crown and the alliance with France. Montmorenci
is expected here and lodgings have been prepared for him in the

earl of Leicester's house. It is confirmed that the Admiral of

England will go to France on the same business.

For the last ten days the Flemish rebels here have been busy
again collecting arms and money from their friends to send troops

to Brille and Flushing. The men who are busiest in this are two
brothers, heretic rebels, called the Palmas of Middleburg, who are

trying to convince these foolish people of the goodness of their

silly plans and are sending more troops every day.
There are two young German gentlemen constantly at Court

busy in some negotiation, and yesterday they received a reply
which seemed to please them, as I noticed that they left the Court
in great rejoicing. It may well be supposed that these people, not
being satisfied of our friendship, are providing themselves with
German friends.

The last time I was with Lord Burleigh he told me he would
send me the document which I now enclose respecting Zweveghem's
business. This he did to-day and asked me to forward it to his

Majesty, which I said I would do if he would give me another copy
to send to your Excellency for your information. He told me
that he was too busy to give me another copy, and that I might
send this to your Excellency for transmission to his Majesty after

perusal. When he gave it to nie, theiefore, he did so with all

reverence, kissing the paper.—London, 12th May 1572.

12 May. 328. Antonio de Guaeas to the King.

Confirms aforegoing letter-s (that of 29th being taken by
Zweveghem). Encloses copy of letter to duke of Alba of same
date.—London, 12th May 1572.

18 May. 329. Antonio de Guaeas to the Duke of Alba.

I last wrote to your Excellency on the 12th, by an English
courier, and I send the enclosed copy as there is no certainty of the

English couriers delivering letters safely. By him I sent also the
document given to lue by Lord Burleigh, and I have since received
no letters from your Excellency nor has Tusan returned, although
the letters I sent by Zweveghem will have been received and those
of the 12th which went under cover to the Postmaster-General of
Antwerp.

I have little to write now, excepting that the third person is

continually asking me whether I have not received any letters
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from your Excellency. In the meanwhile I do not go to Court and
Lord Burleigh sends me no messages.

Parliament is proceeding with great vigour against the queen of

Scotland, and it is confidently believed that they will place her in

sore trouble and even peril, as it is said that they h;ive proofs that

the said- Queen had persuaded many persons who are now in prison

that she was the lawful Queen, and that the present Queen was a

usurper. They will therefore proceed against her, and doubtless

condemn her and the other prisoners ; in the first place, because she
and her husband in France adopted the style of king and queen
of England, coining money stamped with the arms of England and
France together ; and secondly, because she wished to marry the

duke of Norfolk and entered into many plans and plots, prejudicial

to this realm. Up to this time nothing else has been discussed in

Parliament, not even the question of the succession or the French
alliance, and it is to be supposed that then- action on these two
latter points will be governed mainly by the amount of friendliness

they find in us. Montmorenci is expected here in about a fortnight,

and it is said that he will come with a great following. Although
they have agreed for mutual defence, it is believed to be all nothing
but compliment and dis.sinmlation on both sides, and at the least

thing, all tlieir leagues and alliances will turn out illusory.

By letters of the 14th we learn of the heavy blow that has been
dealt to the rebels at Raraua, and their friends here are panic-

stricken, as they expected a better i-esult. They still think those at

Flushing and Brille are invincible, but, please God, they will come
to the same end as their companions.

Every day, lately, boats have been going over with rebels to

Flushing and Brille with all the arms, victuals, and money they
have been able to get togetlier. Some Englishmen go amongst
them, although it is to be believed not by orders of the Queen and
Council, but rather as people led astray by our rebels.

24 May. 330.

This courier has been delayed, and I now write to say that

the passion shown by our rebels here is quite incredible. They are

with all solicitude sending munitions and money to Flushing and
Brille, besides many troops, and they even persuade large numbers
of Englishmen to go. The boats after carrying them over return

for others, and ship gunpowder, armSj beer, and other stores in

great quantities, as well as taking over from here and elsewhere

grain and other provisions.

A rich English merchant named Pointz, well known in Antwerp,
has gone to Flushing with all the money he could collect from the

heretic congregations, as well as quantities of arms and munitions.

He writes every day to the rebels here to send more help, which
they do.

An Englishman named Captain Morgan has enlisted three

hundred English soldiers (although without drum and standard),

and is ready to leave witli them, the citizens of London guaranteeing
them ti.eir ] ay, which the Flemish rebels here have undertaken to

provide. It is said that many more Englishmen will go, and all
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this is done so publicly, that one is bound to believe that the Queen
and Council willingly shut their eyes to it. No doubt groat aid
will be sent from here daily. God grant, at least, that such aid may
not be publicly declared by the State.

News comes from Rouen and Calais, dated the 19th instant, that

there are great flocks of Frenchmen who were believed to be
coming to Calais for the purpose of embarking for Flushing and
Brille. If the king of France is allowing it you will know better on
the other side than we can here.

In order to encourage the English and these pernicious rebels,

the false and traitorous manifesto of that rogue Orange has been
sent here ; although it is stated on it to have been printed at a
distance, it is believed that these rebels have had it printed here,

and it was being sold publicly yesterday with great noise and
rejoicing, as if all the lies in it were true. This has had the effect

of increasing the help sent, and, as nothing hinders them, this help

will go increasing from day to day.

I am informed by the third person that the sorrow of the Queen
and Lord Burleigh is very great at the delay in the reply to the

matter respecting which they spoke to me, and, in despair of a
favourable answer, it seems as if they were tacitly allowing this

public helping of the rebels, persuading themselves that thereby
Fiandeis may be plunged into disturbance to an extent that will

compass the end they have always longed for, namely, that the
Spanish power may be expelled from tliere, which God forbid.

Your Excellency has been informed for the last three years that

this is the point to which their desires tend, and your Excellency
may be certain that, if they treat for concord, it is with the prin-

cipal wish and demand that Flanders should be denuded of troops,

which demand seems to be unworthy even of consideration or reply.

As they see this, and are convinced that the agreement will not be
carried into effect, they have apparently changed their tone since

the other day, when they expressed willingness for harmony, being
now offended by your Excellency's silence, and encouraged with
hopes of trouble in Flanders and friendship with France. They
see a strong feeling against us amongst the people, and great
lamentations are heard in the streets for what they say has happened
at Ramua,* to the effect that not only were all the men put to

death after they surrendered, but the women and children were
also killed, and as all Englishmen believe this, the best word they
can apply to us is that we are tyrants.

In this Parliament great efforts are being made, especially by the
men they call bishops, to urge on a declaration of war against his

Majesty,.the matter being discussed with great vehemence. It is

difficult to say what decision will be arrived at.

The principal thing upon which Parliament has been busy is the
]iroceedings against the queen of Scotland, and they have sent two
personages to her to obtain her reply to the criminal accusations
made against her. They will trouble her sorely, as I have already
written.

Probably the massacre of Naerdin is here referred to.
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Parliament has also dealt with the accusations against the duke
of Norfolk, in order that the estates of the realm might consent

to his condemnation and execution. As, however, he is extremely

beloved by the people, the majority have decided to record no formal

confirmation or judgment, but to refer the matter to the Queen's

clemency, whereat the Queen was displeased, and the matter is still

under discussion.

All the Queen's ships have been ordered into dry dock to be

caulked and tarred, but nothing yet has been done towards arming
them, nor is there any noise of collecting seamen, but they want to

have the ships ready.

The Queen is leaving for Hampton Court to receive Mont-
morenci, and the Admiral* is leaving for France, he having been
created earl of Lincoln. It is arranged that he and Montmorenci
shall cross the Channel in opposite directions on the same day, in

order to keep up appearances.

It is generally asserted that when Parliament closes the duke of

Norfolk will be executed. The bishop of Ross, the queen of Scot-

land's ambassador, the earl of Southampton, son-in-law of Lord
Montague, two sons of Lord Derby, and Lord Lumley, son-in-law

of the earl of Arundel, are still in prison, the earl of Arundel
himself being under arrest in his own house, and Lord Cobham
under guard at Burleigh House. Thomas Cobham, brother of Lord
Cobham, is in the Tower with over thirty other gentlemen of high
position, all of them for being concerned with the queen of Scots

and the duke of Norfolk. The queen of Scots is being guarded
very closely in a castle eighty miles from here by the earl of

Shrewsbury and Sadler of the Council.

For the last two days it is said that the matter of the succession

has been brought up in Parliament, and it lias been objected that
the eldest son of the earl of Hertford by his pretended wife
Cathai-ine is not legitimate, by reason of the marriage not having
been published, both the Earl and his wife having been kept in

prison in consequence for many years, until her death, he being
fined as well eight thousand shillings. It has been claimed that
the second son is the heir to his father, as his parents were
married before he was born with the consent of the Queen and
Coimcil, and in this light the second son would be the successor to
the Crown, but it is thought that no more will be done about it in
this Parliament.

Seeing the public aid being sent by Englishmen to Flanders,
and the impunity with which our rebels carry over arms and
victuals in so open a manner, I got the third person to say to
Burleigh, as if from me, that this would be likely to hinder the
good object of concord which had been suggested through me. It
is to be believed that he mentioned the matter to him, but as he
told me that he had not been able to see him, I went yesterday
to his, Burleigh's, chamber, and when he learnt that I wished to
urge him not to allow this aid to be sent, he refused to see
me, and upon my waiting for him to come out of his chamber, he

* Clinton.
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saw me but pretended to be in a hurry. It is very clear that these

people are naturally inconstant.

Pointz, the Englishman, came from Flushing yesterday with
four other men who call themselves Flemish captains. They were
secretly with the Council for a long time, and it is said that their

business was, so far as is known, only to report the state of Flushing
and Brille. It is rumoured that a place of great importance in

Gueldres has risen, and much help will be sent from here and
elsewhere to the rebels.

I h;ive only to add, that I have not been able to obtain more than
one copy of that traitor's manifesto, and consequently have to beg
that you will forward the one I enclose to his Majesty, after reading

it.—London, 24th May 1572.

29 May. 331. Continuation of aforegoing letter.

B. M. Gives an account of the duke of Norfolk's execution.
Add. 26,056i.

jjg g^-^j ^g ^Yie people that he had never willingly offended the

Queen, but acknowledged his error in wishing to marry the queen
of Scots without his Queen's permission. He never paid any atten-

tion to what the Italian Ridolfi had said or the letters fiom the

Pope he had shown him, and his only fault had been in not

denouncing it. He had, moreover, never had any leanings towards

the Pope or his creed, but had always been a conscientious

Protestant. And so this unfortunate man died confessing his

schism, although some people have declared that he said this in the

hope of pardon, because when he was at liberty he sometimes

showed signs of differing in opinion from the heretics.

Nothing is being discussed in Parliament since then but the queen
of Scotland affairs, and it is said that Parliament will declare her

excluded from the succession to the throne, and that she will be

proceeded against criminally like an ordinary person, as they say

there are grounds for her condemnation, and it is believed that she

will be condemned.

The news from Flanders is producing incredible joy in our rebels

and amongst nearly all these people, and the least thing they shout

on 'Change and in the street is that the States are utterly lost

to us, and that your Excellency and the Spaniards will have to

leave. God grant that the troubles are permitted now by Him, in

order that the ungodly may afterwards be more completely con-

founded and punished by your Excellency. It is to be hoped

that the arrival of the duke of Medina-Celi and his forces may
frighten the heretics, who will thus see those who are to confound

them.
Parliament has now decided to send an archbishop and two

bishops, as they are called here, and six councillors to proceed

against the queen of Scots, and it is believed that she will be in

great peril.

It is announced that the Scots have delivered to this Queen the

earl of Northumberland and iive or six other English gentlemen
prisoners. Tljey will doubtless be execiited without mercy.

—

London, 29th May 1572.
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29 May. 332. Antonio de Guaeas to the King.

Encloses copies of all the aforegoing letters to the duke of Alba,

9 June. 333.

Another duplicate sent of the aforegoing.

23 June. 334. Document headed, " News from ENGLAND " (from Antonio
B- M. FOGAZA to RUY GOMEZ ?).

Add. 26,0566. -. .„,-,
The principal reason for the risings in Zealand are the letters

(bills ?)"given to the rebels by the merchants of Antwerp, some of the

richest of these having given such letters. I have just discovered

a matter of the highest importance, especially if the duke of Alba
should not hitherto have heard of it, namel)'', that these Antwerp
men, through theii- agents here, are really finding the money for

the continual succour sent from here. In order that this wicked-

ness may be punished, I enclose herewith the names of these

agents and their principals in Antwerp. There are still some
whose names I have not yet discovered, but will duly advise all I

can learn. The admiral of France has sent a gentleman hither to

see the Queen, and tell her that he was forced to surrender the

lands to the King before the time agreed upon. The letter did

not dwell upon other things, except to say that, as they could

not be entrusted to paper, the gentleman himself would declare

them.

I will go for three or four days to Kingston, to learn what
these Frenchmen are up to, as, from what I hear, I do not

think I was wrong in my opinion expressed on Montmorenci's first

coming. Foix had Burleigh in his iiouse the other day, and
praised him highly for his great prudence, and said he was
esteemed everywhere. He said his wisdom might now be made
manifest to all the world, as he (Foix) had special instructions

from the Queen and King to point out to Burleigh how advisable

it would be for the two Queens to join together and make war in

Flanders, where public feeling was fully prepared for it, as he

could prove to him by many letters received from Flanders, which
he showed him, pointing out how easy and profitable the enter-

prise would be. Foix could well do this, as he is a most diabolical

person, and a great rhetorician. He added, that the territory

they conquered could be divided between England and France.

Burleigh listened willingly to this, as he is the inventor of the
alliance, and a mortal enemy of Castile. Foix afterwards broached
the subject to Leicester, but he did not take it so readily, nor did

the Queen. This was the matter which Montmorenci was to

convey to the Queen in the Admiral's name, but I am told he did
so in the name of his prince.

So far as can be seen the Queen does not trust overmuch to
these offers and fine words, but wishes to have some sort of security
in her hands—thinking of Calais—and this may be managed if

Burleigh is favourable. It is more likely that this may be the
outcome than anything else, as I do not see where the Queen has
any money for a rupture of so much importance. I hope to learn
more, and will advise,
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25 June. 335.

After closing this letter ready for despatch I was obliged to stay

for two days longer to assure myself further about the negotiations

between the English and Frencli. I am told that nothing will be
settled until the arrival of a courier from France, who was sent

fiom here in great haste. It is thought that the Queen demands
sureties or hostages before she entertains anything. By the

answer sent we shall know what the decision will be, and I will be
vigilant, in order to advise your Highness, sending you if possible a

copy of the agreement.

I am told on good authority that orders have been secretly

given for all sorts of warlike stores to be got ready. There is no
suspicion that they are arming, but they are really doing so

actively. I am nevertheless assured that no fleet could be got

ready in less than six weeks.

News comes from Scotland that there is a cruel civil war
there between the Catholics and the heretics, who are killing each

other without respect or mercy. This was not the case before,

but only since Croc has been there. He is doing more harm than
good.

27 June. 336.

After having closed my letter a second time I was told that I

should have some important news about the French alliance with the

heads of the agreement, and kept back the bearer. I send enclosed

the rough heads by which your Highness will gather the substance,

and will send the full text as soon as I can get it, the document
being very long.

The expected reply from France arrived on the night of the

25th, and a letter came also from the King to this Queen in answer
to one she had sent to him, through her ambassador, about the

negotiation broached by Montmorenci and Foix in his name,
respecting a joint war in Flanders. The answer was quite

different trom what was expected, it having been found that the

business had been carried very far on slight grounds, to her (the

Queen's) very small advantage. She dissembled as well as she

could, and went to the Council next day in person. Montmorenci
and the other two were there, and the Queen said to them, loudly,

that on no account would she break with the Catholic King. This

declaration was made very emphatically, and Montmorenci replied

that her intentions were much changed, as M. de Lumay had gone
from here with her consent and aid to rob the isle of Brille. The
Queen at once admitted it, but said it was a very diflerent thing,

and protested that she desired to keep friendly with the house of

Burgundv. She tried hard to convince the Council that this was
her intention, as they were not in the secret, as Burleigh, Leicester,

and Bedford were. At last Montmorenci and Burleigh privately

agreed that, if the King consented to the draft treaty sent, this

Queen would do so. In order to lose no more time Montmorenci
decided to leave two days before he had intended, so as to get the

King to agree to the conditions.
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These people are very desirous of securing themselves in case

the treaty is agreed to, and Montraorenci is so desirous of carrying

it through that the point becomes less difficult. He, Montmorenci,
fears the Guises may have been at work to cool the King some-
what in the matter.

News comes from Scotland that Croc had reconciled the Catholics

with the heretics.

The night before last three ships left this river for Flushing,

with 1,500 men, mostly English, four cannons, two bronze culverins,

and some cast-iron ordnance, as well as much warlike stores.

The troops are raised secretly by Burleigh's orders, and at the cost

of the Flemings here.

28 June. 337.

Montmorenci left this morning. The train he brought consisted

of 540 persons in all, amongst whom were 62 Monseigneurs, most
of the rest being gentlemen and captains. A ship from Flushing

arrived here this morning with news that the Castilians had taken

a fort a mile distant from the place, with losses on both sides,

and that Mons was surrounded by the troops of Chapin Viteli and
Don Fadrique (de Toledo).—London, 28th June 1572.

30 June. 338. Document headed, " Points of Letter from Antonio de
B. M. GuAEAs to the Duke of Alba."

Add. J6,0566.
That the queen of England had told Guaras, when he handed

her certain letters from the duke of Alba, that the Flushing people

came daily to offer to deliver the place to her, and, if it were to

the interests and the wish of his Majesty, she would accept it and
hold the town by means of the English who were there, and those

she would send for the purpose, with the object of, at once, sur-

rendering the place to the duke of Alba, or his representative.

22 July. 339. Unsigned Letter of Intelligence from London to the
B. M. Duke of Alba.*
Cotton,

Galba, C. it. I Wrote to your Excellency on the 12th by Juan Medinal, who
Original draft, jg ^i^e only person whom I trust with letters.

The news since then is that Sir H(umphrey Gil)bert, who, I

wrote in my last, was being sent as general to Flushing, has
entered the town quietly with his troops, and has been well received

by the inhabitants.

Captains Chester and L(ane) left here last I'riday with their

men, about 600, it is said for Flushing and Caunfer. Another

* The series of letters thus headed, which will be found in the present volume, some
of which to a certain extent supply the lack of correspondence from Guaras durinn- the
two years from the end of 1572 to the end of 1574, exist, as will be seen by the niar"-iual

reference, in the Cotton MSS. at the British Museum. The writer has. 1 believe never
hitherto been identified, and most of the letters are catalogued as from Don Guerau de
Spes, which is certainly incorrect, as he had left England before the date of the first

letter so catalogued. I have no hesitation whatever in saying that they are written by
Antonio Fogaza, a Portuguese, to whom reference is made on page 351 n of the present
volume. The letters in the British Museum are original drafts in Fogaza's own hand-
writing, and are full of arbitrary and private abbreviations, which render their meaning
eometimes obscure, in addition to which they have all been much daijiaged by fire.
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captain, named Pearce, went with them, who had raised 300 men
since my last letter. He is going to Brille. A gentleman named
Pelham is going as chief of the whole force. He is lieutenant of

ordnance to the Queen, and is thought very much of for his great

knowledge of war and fortifications, having fought in the Emperor's

wars. He is a man of 50, tall, dark, with grey hair. The object

of his going is to inspect Flushing and Caunfer with a view to

their being fortified ; and generally to ascertain what forces and
stores will be required for the war. He will return with his report

and send over what he may consider necessary. He is taking with
him 24 pieces, namely, 8 battery guns, 12 culverins, 4 . . .,

harquebusses, corselets, pikes, 100 barrels of powder, and a great

many other stores, besides what Sir Humphrey Gilbert lias taken.

10 or 12 ships are to be loaded with these stores and the rest of

the troops. The four ships which I mentioned as coming from the

west country with 1,000 men have since arrived here, and have
left for the States. Twelve or fifteen other ships are being equipped
in various ports in addition to these, for the purpose of taking more
men to the States, and it is estimated that not less than 5,000 or

6,000 men will be sent before the end of the month, fi'om London
and other ports. The men who have already gone from here, the

west and north, and elsewhere, must have reached 9,000 to 10,000,

as they are going from all parts. In this city nothing is seen or

heard of but soldiers and arms. Seven of the Queen's ships are

being fitted out, and Sir Ralph Sadler, one of the Queen's coun-
cillors, has gone to Rochester to superintend the shipment of

warlike stores. Great, quantities of meat, biscuit, &c., are being
prepared in the ports, and this gives rise to the opinion that many
more men, in addition to the 10,000 already gone, are to be sent.

It may also be concluded that the ships that are to take them will

be well armed, and will remain off the places they take them to,

whilst the Queen's ships guard the channel and prevent an enemy
passing.

Captain William Winter, the vice-admiral, who is a very im-

portant and experienced mariner, whom your Excellency knows,
was ready to go over, as also was Captain John Hawkins, but the

Council has ordered them to remain behind for the present, no
doubt that they may go in the Queen's fleet.

The design is understood to be the capture of Middleburg and
. . . in order to get possession of all the island of Zealand.

They also desire to take an island adjoining Zealand called Tregus,

as they think they may thus stop relief being sent to Zealand by
your Excellency, and so strengthen their position in both places.

They think, by this means, to get a footing on the continent

opposite Flushing, whence they miiy comroand the approach by sea,

and so stop all communications, extending their power as far as

Bruges and Ghent. The earl of Warwick will be sent on this

entei'prise with a large force. He formerly commanded at Havre
de GrEice.

Your Excellency may be quite sure they would not enter into

such an undertaking as this, unless they knew they were going to

be backed up by France, but the main reason for their taking it iu
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hand is the certainty they possess that, if once they can get hoLl

of Zealand, very many Netherlanders would throw off the mask and
show their bad spirit. There is a Florentine fjentleman in the

service of the Queen called Fortinario, a great engineer, who has

been here since King Henry's time, and receives a salary of 200/.

a year. He is a man of 70 years, but robust, a great Catholic,

and much attached to the King (Philip). He was suinmoned last

Wednesday night by the Queen, who told him to go to Flushing

and the other forts for her service. To this he replied; "Madam,
" I will gladly go if your Majesty orders me, but, as there is no
" war declared between England and Spain, those who go thither are
" carrying on an unfair war, and are liable to be hanged if captured,
" so that, saving your Majesty's orders, I would rather not go."

The Queen laughed and said, " All right, Portinario, stay at home
then, but hold yourself in readiness."

Melchisedec Maleri, who I said in my last was going to the

States as a spy for Lord Burleigh, left last Thursday. He is to

have 100 marks a year. There recently left here also a Fj'cnchmaii,

named CI . . ., a great heretic, who is sent secretly by the

Flemish rebels here to hatch some plan? against his Majesty in

Gravelines, St. Omer, and other places.

They are fitting out three war ships in this river, of which the

command will be taken by a Captain Prilberton (Pilleton?). They
are going towards the coast of Spain as far as Cape (Finis)terre and
St. Vincent, in order to rob all ships that fall in their way, and do
as much damage as they can.

The Queen left last Tuesday for a two months' progress, and, on
the day before, she gave away many vacant offices in her court,

namely, to Burleigh (wlio was Cecil, her secretary) slie gave tlie

Lord Treasurership and Chancellorship, the greatest place in the
country ; she made Lord Howard the Lord Chamberlain, Lord Privy
Seal ; and the earl of Sussex, Chamberlain. Sir Thomas Smith,
who went to France, was made principal secretary, the place for-

merly filled by Cecil, although the new man will not have so much
power as he had ; and otlier offices were granted.

I said in my last that Benedict Spinola had bought aU the

wools that had been arrested in this country, the property of his

Catholic Majesty's subjects, at very low prices, to the great loss of

the owners, and I now have to add that Benedict Spinola had
arranged with Montmorenci, when he was here, that if these wools
were sent to France they should not be arrested on account of the

owners, but should be allowed to be freely sold.

After I had written the above, and was about to seal this letter,

I received advice that the Council liad ordered Pelham a,nd all his

forces, which, to a great number, are in and about Gravesend, not
to sail for the States until further orders are sent. This sudden
decision is doubtless because they have had news that your Excel-
lency's fleet is about, or some other intelligence of a similar sort,

which has also caused them to order that all ships and men being
prepared in the west and elsewhere on the coast are to come hither

at once, no doubt with the intention of attacking your Excellency's

fleet with this strong force. Gravesend and the places near it are
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full of troops, and the ships are quite ready to sail, so that if they
hear they can go without danger (which news they are expecting

from hour to hour) they will leave at once without waiting for the

ships from the west and elsewhere.—London, 22nd July 1 572.

7 Aug.
B. M.
Cotton,

Galba, C. iv.

Original draft.

340. Letter
Duke

of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the

OF Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.

I wrote to your Excellency on the 21st by Tassis, and have since

received, by Juan Medinal, your Excellency's letter of same
date, by which I see that you had received all mine up to the

12th ultimo. I thank your Excellency for all your favours to me,
and for the news of the glorious victory achieved by your forces,

for which God be praised. I am greatly favoured by your
Excellencj^'s commands that I should continue to serve here, which
I will do. I wrote in my last that Pelham, the Queen's Lieutenant
of the Ordnance, who was ready with his troops to go to Flushing,

had been ordered to stay his departure, but he afterwards sailed,

and, from my connection at Court, I learn that some days afterwards

Sir Ralph Sadler, a very important person. Chancellor of the Duchy
of Lancaster and a Councillor, secretly followed him. I said in my
last that he had gone to Rochester to see the stores embarked on
the Queen's ships, but it seems he went on from there to Flushing

to take possession of it for the Queen, and, at the same time, to

consider with Pelham the best way of fortifying the place. If he

finds that it can be strongly held he is to inform the Queen of it at

once, but if the place cannot be well fortified, then Pelham will

take the best means for gaining admission into Flanders, and, will

ask your Excellency for a passport to go and see you for the

purpose of discussing peace negotiations between this Queen and
King. If he finds your Excellency willing to listen to him, he will

inform you that so important a person as this Sir Ralph Sadler is

near, and will come and treat with your Excellency together with

him. Sadler takes letters of credence and full powers from the

Queen to aiTange a settlement and a re-opening of trade and the

ports, with a resumption of former privileges, and to offer the

appointment of a commission to deal with private claims.

If they can settle this they will surrender to your Excellency the

town of Flushing and other rebel places in their hands, making the

excuse that the Queen had seized them in his Majesty's interests,

and with the intention of delivering them to him. These are the

tricks that tliey always play to conceal their own devilish designs,

which they think nobody can see through.

Since my last the following has happened in Scotland. M. de Croc,

the French ambassador, had written a letter from the castle of

Edinburgh, where he was with the duke of Chatelherault and

others of that party, to the Earl Rothes, Chancellor of the kingdom.

The letter was intercepted and fell into the hands of the earl of

Morton, the Governor, and the earl of Mar, who are both the

creatures of this Queen. They kept the letter very quiet, but

shortly afterwards M. de Croc had occasion to leave the castle and
visit them on business. They discussed the matters about which he

came, and then, in consequence of his having communicated with
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the earl of Rothes, and the contents of the letter, they suddenly-

seized him and still detain him under arrest. He sent a gentle-

man, his son-in-law, hither, on his way to France, to inform the

King of his position. The gentleman has novf returned hither

and left here for Scotland on the I7th ultimo, hearing very

favourable letters from the Queen to the earls of Morton and Mar,

asking them to release De Croc. As soon as he was gone, however,

they sent a man post haste to Berwick instructing Lord Hnnsdon
to detain liim until further orders, the intention being to keep him
until an answer is sent about the matter arranged with Montmo-
renci. This is the way they manage all their aftairs ; nothing but

trickery and deception.

On the 20th ultimo tliis Queen received news from her ambassador

in France that he had been told by Birago,* the Keeper of the

Seals (who was one of those who received presents from this Queen
for bringing about the alliance), that the Emperor had written to

the King strongly remonstrating with him for de.sertiiig the sacr^-d

league against a barbarous enemy, and for having joined a confe-

deration of enemies of the holy church ; urging him very strongly to

free himself from such people. These views are to be furthermore

verbally pressed by a gentleman from the Emperor who is on his

way to Spain, and the Nuncio is also to speak to the King on the

part of his Holiness, whilst the Venetian ambassador is to take a

similar step. This is greatly disturbing the Queen and her

Councillors, who fear that the King's advisers may waver, and this

distrust is one of the reasons why they are now ready to come to

terms with his Majesty (Philip).

On the 21st ultimo a Fleming called Casimbrot, Secretary of the

town of Bruges and brother of a Secretary of the count of(Egmont?)
who was beheaded, arrived at this Court with letters from the prince

of Orange and the princes of Germany, as their envoy. The
letters he brings are in answer to those sent by the Queen in June
last by her gentleman Weston (?), who speaks German, as I wrote
on the 80th June. The duke of Saxony writes very briefly, and
refers to Casimbrot who will state everything verbally ; the Count
Palatine and the marquis of Brandenbui-g say tliat they are ready
with forces of foot and horse for the Netherlands whenever they

hear that the queen of England and king of Fi-ance will assail the

States on the other side. Orange writes a long letter full of

promises that Duke August, the Palatine, and Brandenburg will

give great help towards the entrance into the Netherlands, begging

her not to desist from the enterprise to which she has set her hand
and to continue to strengthen the maritime provinces. He also thanks
her warmly for her efficient aid to the Count de la Marque in taking

and holding Brille. The gentleman (Casimbrot) was very well treated

at Court, and when he asked for a prompt reply to take back to

Germany, they told him to enjoy himself and make good cheer for

they would soon give him an answer that would rejoice him. The

* Kene de Biragues or Birago, Chancellor of France, who was shortly afterwards

active in promoting the uaesacre of St. Bartholomew for which he was made %
eardiual.

y 76467. C d
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rebel heretics here are making a collection for the support of

Orange in the Netherlands and have their hearts quite fixed

on it.

On the 21st also there arri\ed here the Secretary of the French
ambassador bringing a letter from the King in answer to that sent

by the Queen by Montniorenci. He thanks her for her kindness

and goodwill, but instructs the ambassador to inform her verbally

of certain reasons why he cannot, at present, give a decided answer
on tlie points discussed with Montmorenci and Foix on his behalf.

I believe the reasons are the letters received by the King from the

Pope and the Emperor, exhorting him not to join the confederation.

He says that he must satisfy them first, but will afterwards fulfil

his part. In the meanwhile, he begs her to exert her influence to

get Croc released and to fulfil her treaty obligations in bringing

about peace and concord in Scotland.

Montmorenci, the Admii-al, and Foix, write long letters to the

Queen and Burleigh, saying what great things they hope to do, but
they cannot, tliey say, do them until after the wedding of Navnrre,
when they think tliey will be able to get the King to agree to

anything, as so many of their principal friends will be collected

together. In the meanwhile they urge her to continue to assail

the coasts of the Netherlands, whilst they concentrate forces on the

land side, ready to help Ludovic.
The man wlio calls himself Navarre has also written a letter to

the Queen thanking her warmly for her generous help to Rochelle

and to the rest of his party last year, and saying that he is going
to do great things presently, and that all is going well.

The great victory which God has sent to Don Fadrique your son
was known here on the 26th ultimo. Their dismay here may be
imagined, as all their hopes are founded on their being a''le to

embarrass his Majesty and assail the Low countries by sea. They
therefore refirse to believe it, or at least, try to make out that the

victory is not half so great as it is. The rejoicing of the godly at

it cannot be exaggerated. God be thanked.

As soon as the news arrived here the Queen sent a gentleman in

great haste to Flushing with letters for Sir Ralph Sadler and
Pelham, recalling them imraediatel}'. They came at once and
Sadler landed very seci'etly near Sandwich on the 30th ultimo.

Pelham came back in disguise to Gravesend. He went to the

Court but has now returned to this city. He reported that

Flushing could not be defended, unless a fleet so powerful as to be

able to resist that of your Excellency is sent. It is not known
whether Pelham will return thither.

On the 27th ultimo at midday a Secretary of the Count de la

Marque arrived here and at once proceeded to the Court, fifty miles

off, to beg for aid in men and victuals, as they had obtained

possession of an entrance into Holland by A^'hich stores could be

introduced.

On the 27tli ultimo a young French gentleman named M. de la

Mole arrived from the French Court with letters from the King.

He came post with great speed, and only took four dnys in coming

from Paris to London. When he left Paris the news of the defeat
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near Mons was known, and I am told by my friends at Court that

as soon as the King (of France) heard of it, he was closeted for over

two hours with the duke of Montmorenci, and then sent this gentle-

man off. La Mole is very friendly with the Duke D'Alen9on, and, as

soon as he arrived, the Freucli ambassador here announced that he

had come to visit this Queen from the Duke, as it is not wished

that it shall be known that he comes from the King. That was the

reason they chose such a lad for the mission. It is all an invention

of Montmorenci's. On the 28th, at eleven o'clock at night. Lord

Burleigh came very secretly with only his private attendants to

speak with this Monsieur, and when all folks were asleep he and
the ambassador and La Mole walked up and down a chamber for

an hour and a lialf. Burleigh entered into his, La Mole's, mission,

and could not conceal fiis satisfaction, as he is at the bottom of all

the opposition to his Majesty (Philip). La Mole rcdiained in the

city until the 1st instant when he went to Court with the

ambassador. On Sunday the 3rd he was taken to the palace very

secretly at night when all the people had retired, and was intro-

duced into a private chamber where he conferred with the Queen
in the presence only of the earl of Leicester, the ambassador, and
Secretary Smith (who was in France). Buileigh was not present,

being absent from Court, and only one lady-in-waiting was with
the Queen. La Mole gave the Queen an autograph letter of

ciedence from the King, the rest of the letters being written by
Montmorenci, and when the Queen iiad read it, she was full of

graciousness and caresses, and he then proceeded to state his

mission. He said that the King could not openly declare himself

in the matter of Flanders as she desired, for many reasons, and that

the best and most desirable way of gaining their ends would be to

proceed in the same way as heretofore ; as otherwise it would
provoke a league of the Pope, the king of Spain, the Venetians and
others, against which he could not defend himself. He was against

any rash action. The king of Portugal had a large force of 12,000
or 15,000 men, and he was assured that the duke of Savoy was
fully armed, and all this must be considered before any bold step

was taken. But if any prince declared himself against this country
he (the king of France) would at once side with this Queen.
On Monday the 4th M. de la Mole went very bravely to the

palace, and was received in state by the Queen and all the lords,

ns an envoy who had come to salute her from Alen9on, with all the

usual tricks and ceremonies of the French and these . people. He
is still at Court being. feasted and made much of.*

With him comes a gentleman from the admiral of France,

bringing letters from him and Montmorenci explaining and ex-

cusing the King from openly declaring himself in the matter of

Flanders, but they say they are raising 8,000 more foot and 2,000

* It is somewhat curious that most of the unofficial writers of letters of about this date
appear to have had no inkliug that the real suitor for the Queen's hand at the time was
the duke of Alen9on, and that the reffotiatious for the match were so forward as we
now know them to have been. The published correspondence of La Mothe-l'"euelon, the
Trench ambassador, show that the principal object of La Mole's visit was to persuade
the Queen of bis young master's afiectioa for her.

CC g
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horse to trouble your Excellenc}' and endeavour to help Count
Ludovic, and sustain him until the Prince of Orange could enter the

Low Country. They would await him until the 15th instant,

with 12,00U infantry and 4,000 horse, and the Palatine and the

marquis of Brandenburg, would go towards Mons ; and urged the

importance of Orange going to the Low Countries at once, and
munitions and men being sent from here.

I have been unable to get any further news, as the Court is so

far off, and the person of confidence there who brought me this

advice had great trouble in doing so. I will report all I can
discover.

I learn that, of the, proceeds of the goods taken at Flushing,

Ludovic gave the admiral of France 150,000 (crowns ?) to help pay
the troops, and 100,000 to Oi-ange.

I wrote that seven of the Queen's ships were ready for sea at

Gravescnd, and that private ships were also ready in other ports

awaiting orders. They are still in suspense, but a few days ago
600 more men were sent to Flushing.

News has arrived here that the English had landed on the isle

of Tregus for the purpose of taking it, as I said they would do in

mine of the 21st, but your Excellency's forces attacked them to so

good a purpose as to kill 400 of them and put the rest to flight,

which has greatly grieved people here. No doubt your Excellency

Avill have heard ere this that the poor earl of Northumberland had
been surrendered in Scotland to the officers of this Queen and
brought to Berwick. He has been examined there by Lord
Hunsdon, the governor, and they are trying to make him confess

the names of his accomplices. He replied that, for his own part,

if they considered that he had offended against the laws, he was
willing to submit himself to the punishment, but he was not the

man, nor did he come of a race, that accused others, and it would

ill become him to do so. They have brought the poor gentleman

to York, where it is said they will cut off his head.

It is reported from Scotland that the brother of the earl of

Huntly and other friends of the queen of Scotland have had

three encounters with their enemie.s, in each of which they were

victorious, killing and capturing many of the other side. A bad

piece of news for these people.

I send this by a special messsnger to Paris, to the care of the

ambassador there, Don Diego de Z(uniga), as the way by Dover

and Calais is inconvenient at present.—London, 7th August 1572.

Note,—Much damaged by fire.

19 Aug. 341. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the

B. M. Duke of Alba.

Gaibii"c*'iT
-' wrote fully on the 7th instant, sending tlie letter, with others

Origiual draft, for his Majesty's Court, to the ambassador /juFiiga in Paris by a

special messenger via Rye and Dieppe, the road by Dover not

being convenient. I send this by a saie man addressed to the care

of Tassis.

I have QQw tq. report that the sending of men to tl^e Netherlands
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has somewhat quieted down, and I have not heard of any going

since my last. It is true that, as the' Court is now 90 miles

off, it is difficult to get intelligence of what is going on, but still

ships are leaving constantly from the ports at the mouth of the

river and from Dover with stores, ammunition, and anything else

they like to send.

M. de la Mole and the resident French ambassador are at Court,

taking part in the grand feasts and entertainments there, and it is

said that they will stay until they receive a reply from their King

to a messenger sent post to him on the 10th instant, and also to

Montmorenci and the Admiral. At the same time the Queen also

sent a gentleman of Burleigh's to her ambassador iir Paris, with

letters from Burleigh and Leicester to Montmorenci and the

Admiral.

On the 12th instant the son-in-law of De Croc passed through

here from Scotland on his way to France. He reports that his

father-in-law had been released, and that the Catholics and their

opponents had come to terms. He would not give paiticulars, but

it does not matter, as we shall soon know. Many special mes-

sengers have been posting through here lately from France, with

despatches for the Court ; one of them is tlie steward of the French
ambassador, and the others are sent by the English ambassador

there. I have two gentlemen, very great Catholics, wlio keep me
well posted as to what is going on, and they left this city for the

Court some days ago. They will remain there until they learn

the reply irom France, when they will bring it to me for the in-

formation of your Excellency. In the meanwhile, your Excellency

may be assured that the design of the English is to support Mons
to hold out througli the winter jind assist the coast places, to the

end that Orange may there establish his winter quarters, and join

with the 8,000 foot and 2,000 horse which Montmorenci says he

has ready for the purpose.—London, 19th August 1572.

Note.—Much damaged by fire.

21 Aug. 342. Document headed : News from London to Guerau dk

B. M. Spes.
^r;</. 26,0566. rpj^^

j^^^g misfortuncs of the queen of Scots arise from the

following causes :

—

1. The negligence of Ridolfi, who at the beginning of his voyage
in Flanders in April 1571 told all his secrets and instructions to

Charles Baily, a Fleming, who was a young fellow, and not of the

quality lit to be entrusted with such great affairs.

2. The said Charles, having arrived in England, and being
put to torture, declared to the Queen's Council all he knew, and
more.

3. In consequence of this confession the bishop of Ross was at

once imprisoned in the month of May 1571, and has been frequentlj"^

accused of being the author of all the proposed enterprises.

4. At the same time an ambassador who was in Antwerp dis-

covered Ridolfi's plot, and his instructions, all .of which he conveyed
to the duke of Florence, who gave a full account thereof to the queen
of England. This was declared by the queen of England's lawyer
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at the trial of the Duke before the peers, so it is undoubtedly
true.

5. The duke of Norfolk was betrayed by his own servants,

especially by two secretaries, who kept his ciphers which he had
ordered to be burnt, but they were handed to the Council instead,

and thus all the writings deciphered.

The Duke himself when lie was first taken to the Tower in

September 1571 wrote secretly to one of his secretaries, called

^Master Bannister, asking him to direct the .secretaries and servants

to burn all his letters, which were in a trunk at his house, and
to urge the bishop of Eoss to do the same. This letter was taken

and produced at the trial against the Duke.
The Council never had any letter of the bishop of Ross', or

of his mistress, and the Bishop was accused on the following

points :

—

1. For promoting the rebellion in the North.

2. For having solicited the Duke and fifteen other noblemen to

stay the Parliament held in 1571, and to imprison the Queen of

England.

3. For having pressed the Duke and other nobles to .seize the

Tower of London. For having promoted Eidolfi's plot with the

intention of bringing a large foreign fleet to England, and intro-

ducing the Catiiolic religion, liberate the queen of Scots, raise her

to the throne, and marry her to the duke of Norfolk.

The Duke and his servants confessed that the Bishop had pro-

posed these things to him, but that the Duke refused his consent

thereto. Master Barker, the Duke's secretary, confessed that

he had been to the Spani-h ambassador to declare to hitn the

Duke's willingness to put the enter})rise into execution, and that

he had handed him two letters from the Pope to the duke of

Norfolk.

For this reason the Duke tried to avoid the suspicion of being a

Catholic by denouncing the Pope, both at his trial and on the

scaffold. Before and .since the Duke's death the question of

executing the queen of Scotland and the bishop of Ross has several

times been considered, but it has been prevented chiefly by the

Christian King.

It was recently decided to hand the Bishop over to Morton and
other enemies, in return for the surrender of the eaid of Northum-
berland, who was sold to England for 2,000?., and beheaded at

Yoik. The English Parliament has recently been sitting for the

principal puipose of passing a Jaw to exclude the queen of Scots

from the succession, but the nobles refused* tiieir consent, as also

d;d the queen of England herself. The Parliament is therefore

prorogued until November.
There is a league of smoke between the queen of England and

the king of France, it is said with the object of marrying the Queen
to the youngest brother of the King, but everybody knows that the

Queen wiJl never marry, so that our friends think the league will

not last long.

Nothing is said in this tieaty about the release of the queen of

Scots, and it is therefore believed she will remain a prisoner in
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England, but certain conditions are made with the object of

pacifying Scotland, witliout mentioning the Queen. There is to

be a truce for two months there.

The queen of ScothinJ's enemies have told the King of France

that she has broken old alliances with the French, and made a

fresh league with the king of Spain, this having been principally

the work of the bishop of Eoss. The queen of Scots has assured

the Christian King that this is all false and an invention of her

enemies to alienate him from her.

The bishop of Ross lias been taken from the Towe. of London
and placed in the care of the bishop of Winchester', ])ending the

Queen's decision as to what is to be done with him. He has

been made to pay a large sum of money for his keep in the

Q'ower, and, on this excuse, they have taken all his property,

jewels, and even his long gowns, which he wore when he was
taken. He is treated like a subject, but is very glad to get off

so lightly.

30 Aug. 343. Letter of Intelligence (unsigned) from London to the
^- ^- Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.
Cotton,

Galba, C. IV. I wrote to your Excellency on the 19th instant, and since then
Original draft, t^g following has happened. On the night of the 19th, Casimbrot,

who was here from the prince of Orange, left here on his return

to Holland, taking with him four ministers of their sect to preach

and teach their doctrines there. Mai'k de la Palma is the manager
of these things. Casimbrot is going to give an account of his

mission to Orange, and takes with him bills of exchange for

30,000 pounds sterling, advanced by the Queen through the

English merchants in Hamburg, to help Orange to pay his troops.

They tell him he must establish his winter quarters shortly at

, and further help will not be lacking from here and
France.

On the 20th an English captain named .... left this river

with 150 Englishmen to join the rest, whilst from Southampton
and the Isle of Wight four ships with men and stores recently left

for the same parts.

On the 21st an English gentleman and another from Flushing
arrived at Court, which is still out of London, and had great con-

ferences with the Councih They were despatched at once, and,

from what I can understand, they were promised that a large

force of men shall be sent thither, which is another proof of the

design I have already mentioned to seize and liold Flushing, so as

to be on a better footing for negotiating with his Majesty. An
English captain also arrived at Court from flushing on the 23rd,

having passed through Antwerp first.

On the 22nd M. de la Mole and the French ambassador took
leave of the Court, where there have been ver}'' grand doings, and
La Mole left here on his return to France on the 28th. My two
gentlemen have not yet arrived from Court to inform me what was
decided.

On the 22nd they cut off the head of the poor earl of Nor-
thumberland at Berwick, and the head was brought to the city of
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York, where it has been publicly exposed. On the scaffold he said

lie died in the Catholic faith, and, that if he had a thousand lives

he would sacrifice them all for its sake ; that this sect was bad and
false, and other things of the same sort.

I hrive reported to your Excellency that, in addition to selling

the goods seized belonging to subjects of his Catholic Majesty, they
have secretly sold the wools at any valuation they like to put
upon them ; Spinola getting hold of them on his own terms.

This is nothing less than barefaced robbery. Spinola is going to

send the wool to Rouen, as he has a pledge from Montmorenci
that it shall not be embargoed by the owners. Spinola in this

transaction has been joined by certain Spaniards who had little

thought of their duty to God and their King. If your Excellency

wishes it, this wicked iniquity might be stopped by the action of

the (Spanish) ambassador in France.

Another business on a par with this has been set afoot by some
Spaniards here, who have petitioned the Queen to grant the recovery

of certain merchandise detained here, on the pretext that it lias been
concealed and secretly stolen from subjects of his Majesty, from
whom these Spaniards assert they hold powers of attorney, which
is quite untrue. The Queen has granted their request, and has

appointed a commission of four person to cairy out the recovery.

The value will be very large. I send a copy of the appointment

of the commission, but the whole business is simply plunder

and robbery of everything they can lay their hands on, and to

divide it between them. They have already stolen much in

similar ways, which might have been recovered if an agreement
had been arrived at.

On the 28th the news arrived here (but not the particulars) of

the destruction committed on the Huguenots in Paris. This

affair has dismayed and grieved the sectarians here, and the

Court is quite astounded to see how entirely different fr.m their

expectations events have turned out in respect to their new league,

and the designs they founded on it, one of which was the sending

of troops to Flanders. Great events are expected to spring from

the occurrence, anil I will communicate what I liear.—London, 30th

August 1572.

Note.—Much damaged by fire.

30 Aug. 344. Antonio be Guaeas to the Duke of Alba.

On the 21st instant I wrote to your Excellency by an express

courier, enclosing letters which the Queen had ordered to be handed

to me, which 1 trust will have been received, but enclose copy

herewith.

I have received no letters from your Excellency since then, and
have only to say that the Queen is hunting, eighty or ninety miles

off, the Court being still in London. It was said that she was
dangerously ill for one or two nights but is now recovered.

Two days since the French ambassadors arrived here and M. de
la Mole took leave of the Queen. It is understood that he has not

been able to carry through his negotiation for help and money
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against Flanders ; the conversation has rather turned upon their

surprise at the loss suffered by the Huguenots near Mons.

Two posts from Paris arrived liere yesterday, one of them from
the English ambassador there and the other from the king of

France to his ambassador here. When they disembarked at Rye,
the English post, acting under legal authority, took the letters away
from the French post, and with both packets went to the Queen.
No news has yet come from the Court as to what they contain, but
people who are flying from France bring the intelligence that an
incredible event has happened in Paris. If what they say is true,

eight thousand Huguenots have been put to death, the whole
faction, together with the man they call the king of Navarre, the

Prince of Conde, and the Admiral of France, as well as all the

principal persons met together for the marriage feast of Navarre.

Your Excellency will have full information, but people here are

panic-stricken as if they believed it, and, if it be true, the Queen
and Council will be equally alarmed. God grant that it may be
true and that these rebel heretics have met with this bad end.

Since then there is no intelligence of English soldiers going over
to Flanders, and this last news will give them something else to

think about. The Court is awaiting the reply of his Majesty and
your Excellency to their offer to recall the English.

It is publicly asserted here that the Earl of Northumberland has
been executed, and so I am informed from the Court.

As may be supjjosed, if this news from Paris be true, the league
between these people and the French will come to nothing, as

people were already murmuring that they could not trust Frenchmen,
nor would they establish the wool staple in Calais and Rouen as

had been agreed upon.

It is understood that the queen of Scotland is well in health,

although closely guarded. She has been, however, very ill. It is

said that a truce iias been agreed iipon in Scotland for two
months.

As I wrote to your Excellency the sale of the wools was simply
an excuse for committing a shameful robbery. The purchasers,
Spinola and his companions, intend to ship them for Rouen. Our
ambassador in France might try to get them seized in the interests

of the owners, as having been dishonestly bought and sold. A
more notorious robbery still is being planned as regards the goods
seized here belonging to his Majesty's subjects which are not in the
inventory. The value is over a million and, without authority
from the owners and at the artful request of some rogues here, the
Queen has ill-advisedly granted the appointment of a commission
on the subject, and between the commissioners and these dishonest
men, the whole of the property will be dissipated. It may well be
considered that if ever we begin to arrange a concord ao-ain, the
dishonest sale of the wools and the bad proceedings as regards the
rest of the merchandise will greatly stand in our way, unless some
remedy is provided.

Although not much public discussion exists on the matter, a very
great deal of private anxiety exists amongst people' here resriecting'

a new sectj which, for the last eight years has been strongly and
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impertinently opposing the prevailing religious sect in the country.

It is believed that in time they will give rise to bitter dissensions

amongst them, and I send enclosed a printed book which has been
brought out by these new sectarians, that your Excellency may be

informed of the infernal propositions which it contains.* There
are many adherents of this new sect, and they are supported by
persons of high position. It is, however, the will of God that the

wicked should confound the wicked and eiror should defeat error.

Five or six English ships are being fitted out here, and it is said

that two moie will sail fi'om Bristol loaded with cloth and other

nierchandi.s<i for Galicia and Andalucia. They are especially going

to trade in the isles of Bayona, ignoring the fact that his Majesty

has prohibited it. It is to be supposed that measures will be taken

to prevent them.

After I left the Court I heard that the Council had sent three

couriers, one after the other, to Flushing and Brille, and it has

been since asserted that their Englishmen have gone to Tregus, as

they say here.

I have since heard that, whilst the Queen was hunting in com-
pany with her ]irincipal Councillors, the said post from France
reached her, and she read the letters at once, whereupon she

immediately abandoned her hunting and returned to her palace, so

distressed at the news that all the Court was downcast, although no
further details have arrived here.—London, 30th August 1572.

6 Sept. 345. Antonio de Guaras to the Duke of Alba.

On the 30th ultimo I wrote to your Excellency last by Antonio
de Tassis, and since then I have received no letters, nor has my
special courier despatched to your Excellency on the 21st

returned.

The only thing now to say is that the late events in France have
effectually silenced all other matters here. The surprise is so great

that nothing else is spoken of and posts come every day from Paris

bringing fresh particulars. This Court is much distressed, and the

alliance with France is now publicly declared to be a nullity.

Since the news came, the Council meets to discuss the matter

every day, and to take such measures as may be needed in

consequence of it.

Rumours have been afloat to day that a public proclamation was
to be issued declaring the English who had gone to the States with
arms to be I'ebels, unless they returned within a certain time, on

the ground that they left here without the permission of the Queen
and Council. It is asserted that this proclamation will be issued

one day next week.

Since I came from the Court there is nothing fresh excepting to

repeat that they are much grieved at having received no reply

from your Excellency to the offer they made.
The French ambassador M. de la Mole has left, although in

consequence of events in France, it is asserted that the Council
enjoined M. de la Mothe, the resident ambassador here, to remain in

* This was no doubt the famous "Admonition to the Parliament," wiitten by five

Puritan Ministers, named, Gilhy, Sampson, Lever, Field, and Wilco:?,
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his domicile and not to write to his king, until the treatment of the

English ambassador in France and of other Englishmen there was
ascertained.

When the Council received news of the French affair they sent

in great haste intelligence to the queen of Scotland's enemies,

advising them to beware of the Catholics, fearing that the French
might try to do the same thing in Scotland as they had done in

France.

It has been announced and confirmed that the earl of Morton,

the Regent of Scotland, has been killed by poison, but it is not

certain.

]So English soldiers are now leaving for the States, but on the

contrary, three hundred of them have come back hither, most of

them wounded. Neither harquebusses nor artillery are being taken,

as they say Flushing and Brille are well supplied with them, but it

appears that they nre short of gunpowder and quantities of it are

being sent daily.

A certain Aselier went to Flushing and is now back here again.

He has great connections there, and is especially in communication
with a brother of his who is in the Antwerp magistracy.

There is a great outcry and rejoicing amongst the evil-minded

here about the entry of Orange into Malines, and they say that his

power is incredibly great, but it is hoped that, by God's help, your
Excellency will confound him, his brother, and his friends.

Since writing the above, I learn from people who came from
Berwick that when the earl pi Northumberland was brought on to

the scaffold he addressed the people and said he had three things

to tell them : first, that he was being unjustly executed, because he
would not recognise the Queen for his sovereign or his judge

;

second, he asked that they would pray for him, and said he
pardoned all his enemies and prayed for pardon for all his offences

;

the third point, upon which he dwelt urgently and at length was,
that he wished them all to bear witness that lie had lived all his

days, and died now, firmly and faithfully believing in the holy
Roman Catholic Church, in the seven .sacraments, and all the rest.

He confessed that the supreme pontifi" was the only head of the

Chuich, and condemned with great vehemence all other doctrines,

which he said were invented by the devil and his ministers, the

sectaries, and innovators. The officers of justice, being offended

with this holy and faithful profession, refused to allow him to say
more, and so, with great devotion and patience, he .surrendered his

soul to God. They brought his head to York, where they allege

that he committed his offence. He has always been considered a
virtuous, wise, and devout man, and by his death proved that he
was a true Catholic, whom God bless.—London, Cth September
1572.

8 Sept. 346. Letter of Intelligence (unsigned) from London to the

B. ir. Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.

ralba"c°'iT ^'^ *^^ ^^^^ ultimo I wrote by Tassis, sending a copy of the

Original draft. Queen's commission to sell secretly the goods detained here belonging

to Spanish subjects.
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As I wrote, M. de la Mole left here for France. It <nppears the

result of his mission was tliat during the 20 days he was at Court
three couriers came to him from the King, bringing letters directing

him to urge forcibly upon the Queen to break with his Catholic

Majesty, as there were urgent reasons for her doing, and she should

not miss tlie opportunity that now presented itself. He, on his

jiart, would in such case, seek a pi'etext for doing the same, and

would prove his good will in the matter by giving her, withia

15 days after her rupture with the King (Philip), 200,000 ducats;

and Mole showed the Queen all the fine promises contained in the

King's letters.

Tliey replied to Mole that they were not satisfied with the King's

mode of proceeding, as the Queen had written in her own hand to

him, whereas he had not done so to her. He was assured that

until the King wrote and signed all these promises with his own
hand they would have nothing to do with the matter, which was
one of great weight. They said the only thing they would do

was to supply the coast provinces of Flanders with victuals and
ammunition, as they had done, having sent Orange 30,000Z. recently

through Hamburg.
Mole could give no answer to this, but to say that within three

weeks of his crossing the channel the King would send to the

Queen a fully satisfactory assurance. He was then given a gold

chain worth 500 ducats and went.

The Queen at once sent to her ambassador in Paris, saying that

she was not satisfied with their mode of proceeding, and telling

him to be very careful, in spite of their caresses, which she says

are greater than ever. She directs him, at any cost, to discover

what is being done there by the ambassadors of Spain and Portugal,

as it is of the greatest importance. Montmorenci and the Admiral
also wrote to the Queen, to Burleigh, and Leicester, to the same effect

as the King, urging her to break with Spain, and promising that, after

the marriage (i.e., of Navarre), the Admiral himself would take the

10,000 foot and 2,000 horse they had ready to Mons, there to join

the prince of Orange's force of 12,000 foot and 4,000 horse, raise

the siege and pass the winter in Flanders. They begged her to

persevere in her remittances of food and stores to the coast, and all

would turn out well. Sir Humphrey Gilbert writes from Flushing,

sending copy of a letter received from Ludovic by the governor of

Flushing, saying that he had received written promises from the

admiral of France to the same effect as the above, and the Flushing

people were encouraged to stand firm for this reason. When the

news of the destruction in Paris was known, the bishops went to

the Queen and represented to her that, to prevent disturbances in

this country, the bishops and other clergy now imprisoned should

be executed, which the Queen refused to order. She, however,

sent orders to the earl of Shrewsbury that the queen of Scots was
to be very strictly guarded and not allowed to leave the house.

She sent 25 of her own guard to watch over her.

The Council has summoned 15 Catholic gentlemen who live on
their estates in Norfolk, with the object of persecuting them because

they will not accept the communion of this accursed sect. It
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seems they are going to do the same with everybody. God in His

mercy succour us !

I am told that, since events in France became known, the Council

have been considering the sending of a person to the duke of

Haxony, to induce him to persuade the Emperor to intercede for

the purpose of bringing about peace between his Catholic Majesty

and the Queen, but no decision has been arrived at as they,

doubtless, wish to see more cleai-ly before them, and learn the

significance of tlie French affair.

Ten days ago there arrived from Flushing a Fleming called

Philip Aselier, of Antwerp, who has sent over, and now takes with

him, a great quantity of arms, stores, and victuals. He brings

hither with him two ships loaded with the poor merchandise

plundered from the flotilla from Spain and Portugal, which he

has taken in exchange for the goods exported from here. He is a

bad man and does much harm in this way. He is in communication
with his . . . (brothers ?) in Antwerp, particularly one who
is the town clerk there, and who came over here secretly and
returned.

The Catholics and Protestants have come to terms in Scotland

at the intercession of Croc, the French ambassador. His son-in-

law, who had leturned to France, came hither again a few days

ago, and has now gone on to Scotland. It is not known what his

errand is, but the good news from France makes us think that he

is going on behnlf of the Catholics. There is a rumour that the

Vidame <)e Chartres, Montgoineri, and others have escaped from
France and taken refuge in Guernsey, with the intention of coming
to this country shortly. An enormous number of French Huguenots
have fled to lij'e.

The French ambassador has gone from London to the Court with
letters ironi his master respecting the occurrences in Paris. When
I learn particulars I will report to your Excel ency. Lord Burleigh,

who is now Lord Treasurer, is coming to this city in a day or two
for the purpose of pacifying it, as, since the news from France, the

sectarians, who are the great majority here, are holding meetings

and showing signs of a de.sire to make some movement against the

Catholics, as a retaliation on what was done to the Huguenots.
This has gone so far that some of their preachers have not hesitated

to urge them from the pulpit to take such action, and, in the

interests of peace and tranquillity, the Queen has now come to

Windsor, only 20 miles from here, and will shortly come to London.

I beg your Excellency to have the enclosed despatch for Senor
Ruy Gomez forwarded.—London, 8th September 1572.

Note.—Damaged by tire.

16 Sept. 347. Letter of Intelligence from London (un.signed) to the

j3 ^ii_ Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.

,?°"n"' V
' ^^^°*® *° y°"^' Excellency on the Sth by Antonio de Tassis, and

Original draft, the news now is that, the Court learns that the prince of Oiange has
entered the States in force and that the towns have received him,

and nearly all Holland is for him. A gentleman of this city, named
-Thomas Gresham, a very rich and important man, has therelure beeu
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sent secretly to Holland by sea. He has lived in the States for

many years as factor of the kings and queens of England, speaks

Flemish well, and has been a great friend of the prince of Orange.

He is taking a lai'ge sums of money and bills for the purpose of

supporting the .Prince if he prospers in his enterprise, which God
forbid, but one of the causes of his going is to claim the countess

of Northumberland,* wife of the Earl whom they recently beheaded,

who resides at Malines, the earl of Westmoreland, Lord Morley,

and others who live at Louvain, if they should have been found in

any of the towns which have welcomed Orange. He is ready to

pay a large sum of money to get these people into his hands and
send them hither, and much importance is attached to this, so that,

if the poor people have not fled before the towns surrendered, they
will be bought by these English. If the prince of Orange prospers

they have ready here some 7,000 men who have been collected

secretly to aid him ; 3,000 in London, 2,000 in the ports on the

east coast, and 2,000 in the west country. The seven Queen's

ships, of which I recently wrote, are ready to cnriy over the .5,000

here and on the east coast, as well as seven other ships of from
100 ti) 250 tons which were sailing for the coast of Spain to

plunder, but have now been ordered to stay foi' this purpose if

necessar}-. John Hawkins is in the port of Plymouth preparing

17 of his ships to take over the men from the west country.

To show your Excellency the wickedness and deceit of these

people, I may say that a quantity of merchandise that had been
pluni'ei ed by the Caunfer people was brought by them to Ipswich,

a port sixty miles from here. As soon as it arrived an embargo
was pLiced on this merchandise by the persons to whom it belonged,

but on lord treasurer Burleigh being informed of this, he instructed

the collector of customs of the place to raise the embargo and
allow the goods to be sold, the proceeds being employed in the

purchase of victuals and stores to be sent to Caunfer for the main-
tenance of the Queen's subjects and friends thereabouts. Pelham,

the Lieutenant-General of Ordnance, of whom I have written, was
sent in great haste to Portsmouth a week ago, and I expect hourly

to learn the particulars of Iiis errand. It is said he has gone to

fortify tlie place, which is of the first importance to them, par-

ticularly as the}' arc suspicious about the armaments in France,

there having been grave distrust here ever since the Paris event,

and orders have been given that no ship is to leave for France,

from any of the ports until further orders.

I wrote that the factions in Scotland had effected a truce for two
montlis, but they arc already in arms again, and this Queen has

sent thither a gentleman named Killigrew, who is greatly trusted

by her, although I do not know what his errand is, but will try to

discover.

* Tlie Courite6B escaped, but her house at Malines was sacked by the soldiery of

Orange. In the following year she addressed a petition to Philip II. through the duke
of Medina-Celi, the original of which is at Simancas, asking for the payment of lul*

pension, and soliciting the King's help for Lord Ducre and her husband's kinsman,
Markiiifield, who was receiving 18 crowns a month, and for other English refugees at
Louvain.
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I do not know whether the son-in-law of Croc, the French am-
bassador in Scotland, has been allowed to pass, but hope soon to

learn from my friend at Court, and will report wh;it I hear.

—

London, 16th September 1572.

Note.—Damaged by fire.

20 Sept. 348. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the
B. M. Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.
Cotton,

Galba, C". iv. I wrote by Antonio de Tassis on the 16th instant, and now
OiMgiual diatt. confirm that Casimbrot, the prince of Orange's agent, left this city

on the ] 9th ultimo, with bills of exchange for 30,000^., payable by
English mei'chaiits in Hamburg, sent by this Queen to pay Orange's

ti-oops.

My two friends fiom Court now tell me that Casimbrot is going

over to Holland in two days, and that Orange has written to

Burleigh thanking him very warmly for the aid sent, and explaining

why he had entered Brabant, which was in order to Le near

.... (Mons ?), and obtain the supplies he requires. He says he

is well furnished with everything but powder, and if he has a

supply of that sent he is sure of holding the place all through the

wintei'. He says he has 7,00(J horse, and .... foot, and is in no

fear of the Spaniards ; having behind him Malines, Diest, Tille-

monde, and Oudenarde, all important places, and tliat there will

be no lack of provisions as most of the country is in his interest.

Although the Sjaniards might gain some slight partial advantages,

he was quite certain that the most important places and people

Avould declare for him. He required at present for the payment of

his troops 150,000 crowns, which would satisf}' them for all the

winter, the aid which had been promised from France could not now
reach him, as the Admiral and his party had been killed. As he
had undertaken his enterprise on the stren -th of these pi'omises,

he says he must be sustained now. The sum he asked for was
provided within two days, in the form of bills of exchange for

"20,000?. on Hamburg, whilst for demands payable during this month,
they provided 16,000?. at once, making up 150,000 crowns in all.

They al?o sent off 300 barrels of gunpowder to Holland, part to be

sent to the Prince, and part for use in Holland itself, and for

TregDS. Much victuals and stores was also sent to the Prince by
the Queen. As the latter has no money of her own she has

employed in this way the proceeds of the sale, by candle,* here of

the goods seized from subjects of his Catholic Majesty, and the bills

of exchange are given by the Commissioners appointed to carry out
the sale. The first 30,000 taken by Casimbrot was provided in

bills by a commissioner called John March,! and the 20,00('?. and
the 16,000?. now to be sent are furnished by another named Thomas
Aldersey.

It has been settled by the Queen and Council that, if things go
ill with Orange, and he is defeated, they will send a person of

* Sale by candle was a kind of auction, where th'e time for bidding was limited by
the burning of a candle.

t lie had been for many years English factor at Antwerp, and Gresham's constant
correspondent.
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confidence to the duke of Saxony, to ask him to use his influence

with the Emperor to intercede and reconcile this Queen with the

Catholic King, When I learn who is to be sent I will report.

The Queen's ambassador in France recently wrote to her many
details about the events of Paris, and says that he had been
informed by a confidant that Croc's son-in-law was very busy with

the duke of Guise, and, as he goes backwards and forwards for the

ambassador Cioc in Scotland, the nature of his business may be

guessed. The Queen thereupon sent Killigrew to Scotland, as I

have reported, to warn Morton to be extremely vigilant, and
particularly to keep his eye on the movements of Croc, as he is in

such close connection with the Guise party. Slie promises Morton
that she will support him efficiently, and will send him 2,000 men
within 15 or 20 days 500 men over the ordinary garrison have
been sent to Berwick, and Killigrew has been instructed to stay

with Morton and watcli what goes on, in order that prompt action

may be taken from here, if necessary. They kept Croc's son-in-

law at Court eight days before they would give him a passport, in

order that Killigrew might arrive first and act, but the Frenchman
has now gone, and is [irobably already in Scotland. The factions

there are fighting again, and they say the Catholic party out-number
the heretics. The people here are very suspicious that France may
help (the Catholics) as they have news that Don Pedro* was with

his fleet, and had already entered Rochelle with .... men, which
would greatly dismay the Protestants, who imagined they would
always have a safe refuge there, and that, by means of their tricks,

they could keep it supplied with victuals and stores, as they always
hitherto have done, and are now doing in Flanders. They think

nobody can sec through their contrivances.

On the 8th instant I wrote that the French ambassador had
gone t ) the Court with letters from his King about the events in

Paris. I am informed that, in the letter to the Queen, the King
conveyed the intelligence of the death of the Admiral and the

others, and said the principal reason of it was a plot they had
formed again.sl J)i,s person. In the middle of reading the letter the

Queen turned to the ambassador with anything but a pleasant

countenance, and said that her memory of what had passed was
quite sufficient to prevent her from being deceived, of giving entire

credit to the letter, but even if everything had happened as the

King said, and the conspirators had been rightly punished, she

would like to know what blame was attributable to the women
and children who were murdered.f The ambassador returned

hither at once, but a gentleman arrived here from the King with a

packet of letters for him on the 18th, and returned to Gravesend

by the next tide on his way back to France, whilst the ambassador
went to the Court with the letters. I will advise what I can learn

about this. vVll the Catholics, clerical and lay, have been sent b ick

to their prisons, and it is said that the whole of them are to be

placed in a certain part of the country where they ma}' be held

* Strozzi.

t Tliis iDtcrview took place at Wooilstock, where the Qucea then was, and an
iutciestiug account of it is given by Lu Mothe Feneioa himself in his correspoudence,
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with more security, and are not to be allowed to communicate with

anyone. The Queen is approaching London in her progress, and

will arrive here at the end of the month, being now 86 miles off.

She has sent all her musicians and minstrels home, and there are

no more of the dances, farces, and entertainments with which they

have been amusing themselves lately, as they have some less agree-

able things to think about.

Montgomeri is still at Guernsey, and has sent a servant of his

to the Queen to beg for permission to come into England. The
Queen replied that he was to stay where he was with ail his |.enple

for the present, and to make no move of any sort until further

orders. Enormous numbers of French refugees are flocking into

London, and the place can hold no more ; the streets are full of

them, all common people. I do not know how it will end.

—

London, 20th September 1572.

Note.—Much damaged by fire.

21 Sept. 349. Antonio de Guaras to the King.

Encloses copies of letters of 14th September and others written

to the duke of Alba.

6 Oct. 350. The Same to the Same.

Encloses other duplicates of the same, and copies of the Articles

presented to the queen of Scotland.

6 Oct. 351. Antonio de Guaras to the Duke of Alba.

I wrote to your Excellency on the 21st ultimo, as usual by
Antonio de Tassis and enclose copy herewith as well as copy of the

Articles presented to the queen of Scotland.

I subsequently received, by the special courier I sent to your
Excellency, your letter of the 25th together with your Excellency's

letter for the Queen. I at once left for the Court, which is uow
away from here, and Lord Burleigh summoned me and told me
that on that very day and other previous days the Queen had re-

marked to him that she wondered why Guaras did not come to

Court with the reply to the message that was given to him. He
said they were astonished they had received no reply to the offer

made by the Queen and Council respecting the recall of the

Englishmen from Flanders, who said they went there to resist the

Frenchmen who might, try to get a footing in the country. He
told me all this without hearing from me what your Excellency had
ordered me to say in yours of the 25th, but when I told him that

I had a letter for the Queen he seemed greatly delighted thereat

and asked me to show it to him. When he read the superscripture

he said, " Although it comes tardily and the Queen is unwell, I vi'ill

" take it to her at once, because 1 know she will be pleased to
" learn that you have come with the message."

He seemed especially pleased when I told him that I was instructed

by your Excellency to say that the Queen might rest assured that

your Excellency desired to settle the present differences in the

interest of both crowns. I delivered all my mes'^age, and he, with

great delight, said he hoped God would pardon those who had beei^

y 76467. D D
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the cause of this dissension, and that the Queen was most willing

to come to a settlement.

I also told him that her Majesty would be glad to hear of the

King's prosperous successes in the capture of Mons, and the ruin,

shame, confusion, and flight of Orange, which I had been instructed

to convey to her, but that he, Cecil, would no doubt do so. He told

me that if it were not for the illness of the Queen he would at once

have led me to her, that she might hear from me what your Ex-
cellency had instructed me to say, but he would inform her of it

;

though she had received some intelligence to the same effect from
less trustworthy sources. He displayed surprise at the success,

especially seeing the contrary news which had been current here,

aud he was desirous of ascertaining whether it was true that Ludovic
and his people had been conveyed under escort to Germany and the

French similarly to Guise, as I had told him I had been informed
by a friend. He said it had been nobly done and it was to be

supposed that faith would be kept with them ; I told him it cer-

tainly would not be kept in the French fashion, as they in such case

would have sacrificed everybody, but that your Excellency and his

Majesty were very different. He admitted this and said more
against the French than I did, speaking with great reverence of our

King, and of so courageous a Prince, which were the words he
applied to your Excellency. After this, although I told him I had
company, he insisted upon my remaining to supper with him. As
the earl of Sussex, the Lord Chamberlain, and other Councillors

learnt that I was with Burleigh, they came to sup with him and to

hear the intelligence I had brought, because, although events in

Flanders had been heard of at Court, yet the Queen and Council

could hardly believe the news. With the coming of these gentlemen

Lord Burleigh thought that it would be better for me to say that I

would come and speak to him in the morning, and not sup there,

out of respect, particularly as the Councillors there would wish to

discuss these matters without my presence.

The next morning I was with Lord Burleigh for over an hour, and

I should have been there for more than two if he had not been

hastily summoned to the Queen. He told me that her Majesty had
received the letter the previous evening and that she was much
pleased therewith. He had also conveyed to her all the things

which I had told him on behalf of your Excellency.

He replied to me that, as regards your Excellency's assurance of

the goodwill entertained by his Majesty that these differences should

be made up, I was to be careful to advise the King and your

Excellency that the Queen herself greatly desired it, and after the

Queen, no one more than Lord Burleigh himself. The Lord

Chamberlain and others in the Council were of a similar opinion,

although there were others, whom he did not name, who were

opposed thereto ; but, nevertheless, they would not stand in the

way of this holy accord. These were his own words.

He also said, "As the Queen gx'eatly desires this accord as well
" as myself and others, as I say, I must tell you in a friendly
" way that the Queen and ourselves cannot help suspecting that
" your King is not moved by the same goodwill to a friendly
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" settlement, but rather leans towards dissension. If, however,
" your King should entertain good wishes, as you have already told

" us from the duke of Alba, the Queen and Councillors will be
" greatly rejoiced thereat, but we suspect that, although some agree-

" ment may now be arrived at, your King will not fulfil it." He
displayed very great delight when I said, " What, my Lord ! you
" cannot believe that my King will fail to fulfil a promise to which
" he pledges his word, or that he will do as Frenchmen do who
" never keep a promise ? Do you think that the duke of Alba
" would instruct me to assure the Queen of the goodwill of my
" King towards this agreement if he were not sincere ? It is

" well to recollect that my King is not a sovereign of whom such
" suspicions should be entertained, and he should be left in quiet

" possession of the States of Flanders, upon which depends entirely

" his friendly connection with this Crown." He, Burleigh, replied

that, truly, such suspicion ought not to be entertained, and that the

commerce of this country with Spain and Flanders shuuld be to the

advantage of all.

He also said your Excellency did not write any reply to the offer

made to recall the Englishmen from Flanders, and asked me whether

I had any iDstructions upon that point, to which I replied that your
Excellency had not written anything to me about it, whereupon he
appeared sorry.

After some little conversation upon other points I told him that,

since these sovereigns were both well disposed, in accordance with
what he had promised me at the beginning of the negotiations, it

would be well to commence by drawing up some heads of agreement
between the two parties. To this he replied that all could be
arranged, and that the only difficulty he found was the continued

complaints which the Queen and Council were receiving from
Englishmen in Spain of the treatment they received from the Holy
oflBce. I told him that it was true that the said Englishmen came
with false accusations, but there was no tribunal in existence more
just and merciful than the Inquisition. By adducing this point as

the most difficult one, Lord Burleigh seemed desirous that I should

give him my simple opinion upon it, which I did in the following

form.

I said that, in case of any Englishman going to Spain with

merchandise of his own or others, who should convey heretical books
or papers or similar things, he should be punished by the Holy
office as usual ; all his goods or those of his master being con-

fiscated in order that such masters might not send bad servants.

In case of any Englishman pronouncing any heretical words he
should be for ever banished from Spain, and, if he should sub-

sequently be found there, he should be proceeded against with all

rigour. If he had any goods of his own they should be confiscated,

but not those of his masters, excepting only in the case of his con-

veying thither any such books or papers as those mentioned. By
this means Iiord Burleigh thinks that the owners of property, to

protect themselves from loss would take very good care not to send
such bad servants with their goods, whilst the servants would avoid

speaking heresy, so as not to lose their own property and incw
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perpetual banishment. The aforegoing is understood to refer

to Englishmen going and coming between England and Spain,

and not to those resident there, who shall be punished for

heresy in the ordinary way. This was partly made up of my
own simple opinion and partly of Lord Burleigh's suggestions,

and as he had to hurry off to see the Queen, he told me
that we would return to the discussion. I said that, with his

leave, I had to return to London in order to send your Excellency

information of all these points by the courier, who I understood was
leaving. He replied, " Do so, and return here at once to Court, and,
" in the meanwhile, I will draft the heads of agreement as im-
" partially as I can, and will show them to the Queen, and you can
" afterwards send them to his Excellency." On this understanding,

therefore, I returned hither to London in order to send this offto your
Excellency, and I will again start to-day on my return to the Court.

We also discussed the point that, after the heads were agreed upon,

it was hoped that both sovereigns would send persons to conclude

the arrangement.

Little has happened since, but with regard to Sir Thomas Gresham,
it was true that he broke his leg althougli I have not heard whom
they sent in his place. They are finishing the armament of five or

six of the Queen's ships to send to Portsmouth for fear of the French.

The earl of Leicester has been with two or three other Councillors

to see the fortification of the place, and great rumours are current

that the governors of the Isle of Wight and Portsmouth have been
arrested, but that is not true. It is said that the rest of the Queen's

ships will be made ready and sent to Portsmouth, and, as J have
already written, the Vidame de Chartres and Montgomeri have
arrived in this country from France. There is nothing really fresh

from Scotland, notwithstanding rumours. People who come from
the Court to-day say that the Queen is not so well. As she has an
issue in the leg there is always some fear for her health.

An official or sort of treasurer of the Antwerp mint has arrived

here who, it is said, fled from there with a large sum of money
which he has stolen. If this be true it will be known by your

Excellency, and if representations are made to this Council they will

bring him to account as a thief of his Majesty's treasure.—London,

6th October 1572.

Postscript.—In view of recent events in France the people here

with one accord are talking of a friendship with the house of Bur-

gundy, and your Excellency may be assured that the Queea and

Council are at the end of their tether and desire a friendly settle-

ment more than ever. They have their ships and 8,000 men ready

to call out on the coast in case Orange should prevail. Instead of

Gresham going they have sent over 20,000?. by a servant of Giles

Hofman of Antwerp called Rodensanger, in order, as they say, that

Orange may not fail for want of money. But, as I have said, they

are now at the end of their tether, and anything in his Majesty's

interests which may tend to peace and concord may now be nego-

tiated with them. Lord Burleigh asked me most urgently whether

I thought that the King's letters for the Queen would soon arrive,
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which they are so anxiously looking for, particularly the reply to

the Queen's letter of 15th ultimo. Since the French occurrences,

everybody at Court looks upon me as the instrument for their

welfare and the people at large say the same, although formerly they
were ready to stone me. If the Pope and the Emperor were to take

efficacious steps to bring them to submission to the holy faith, there

is every appearance that they would forsake their sects, not,

it is true, from virtue, but out of fear of his Majesty the King.

Whilst closing this I hear * French and English have brought

to the Isle of Wight two Flemish ships loaded with .salt and other

like merchandise. A Spanish ship has been taken to Plymouth and
a Portuguese vessel with dried fish to Southampton. I will speak
to Lord Burleigh about it at Court and say that, as these ships have
been brought hither by pirates, they ought to be released. I will

ask him also to order that these pirates may not be victualled nor
received in the ports, in accordance with the promise and proclama-

tion of the Queen. Since the French event they say the channel is

crowded with French, Walloon and English pirates.—London, 6th
October 1572.

7 Oct. 352. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the
15- M. Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.

Cotton,
Galba, c. iv. I wrote to your Excellency on the 20th ultimo, and have since
Original draft, been favoured by your Excellency's good news of your victory over

Orange aiid the capture of Mons, for which God be thanked, and
enable your Excellency to punish those wicked people and pacify

the States. The dismay and distress of these people at the news
cannot be exaggerated, nor can the rejoicing of the good Catholics.

The seven Queen's ships which were being fitted are now ready
for sea, but have been unable to get out of the river in consequence
of contrary winds. These have now changed, so I expect they will

sail, but I have been unable to discover their destination. When
Pelham returned from Portsmouth the earl of Leicester and Sir

Francis KnoUys, a kinsman of the Queen and her treasurer of the
household, went thither to take steps for its proper fortification.

This they have done, and the place is now said to be in excellent

order. On their return, Leicester went to the Court but Knollys
came here to London to provide for the necessary things for the
completion of the fortification, and has been ever since in the Tower,
busy with his arrangements. All this activity arLses from the
distrust felt of French interference in Scotland and of the presence
of Strozzi's fleet at Rochelle, which greatly alarms them. Sir Peter
Carew and other heretic gentlemen are also busy in the Tower,
seeing that everything is ready which may be needed.

This distrust has caused the Queen to order a certain number of

troops to be raised all over tlie country and held in readiness with
their officers. They are divided into four commands under officers

they call marshals. The reason of this is partly the fear they have
of a rising in the country itself, as the Catholics have been so much
encouraged by events in France, and this reason, and their sus-

The paper here is mutilated.
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picions of Scotch affairs, have caused them to muster 8,000 foot and

2,000 horse ia the county of Chester, the people in the north being

all Catholics.

During the last week two French pirates. Sores and Jolis, who
wei-e formerly famous robbers, have brought into the Isle of Wight
four prizes, two hulks, one loaded with salt, and the other with tar,

one Portuguese ship with fish, without any Portuguese on board

of her, and another little French boat with Brazil-wood. Every
day English and other pirates come to this country as they used

to do, and, when by God's grace your Excellency recovers the

seaboard of Holland and Zealand, where many of these thieves go

now, they will all come here as before, if God does not prevent them.

I have informed your Excellency that, at the instigation of certain

Spaniards here, the Council had authorised commissioners to

recover the property of subjects of his Majesty which had been

concealed or stolen, the value of which reaches a very large sum
;

the intention being that the commissioners and others should

divide it between them. By this means all this property (like

much more besides) will never be recoverable, as it otherwise might
have been, when an accord was arrived at. The better to carry

out the plan these Spaniards sent specially to Antwerp and Burgos

(Bruges) to obtain the powers of Attorney of the owners of the

property, under the pretext that they would gain an advantage by
it ; but the end of it will be that they will get nothing and these

people will steal it all. This might be remedied by your Excel-

lency ordering that no powers should be granted in the States for

England. Four days since the Queen fell ill at Kingston and is

still in bed.—London, 7th October 1572.

N'ote.—Damaged by fire.

12 Oct. 353. Antonio de Guaras to the King.

Encloses duplicate copies of his letter of 6th and 12th to the

Duke of Alba, and a copy of heads of agreement as sent to the

Duke on same date.—London, 12th October 1572.

12 Oct. 354. Antonio de Guaras to Zatas.

Has sent letters for his Majesty under cover to Zayas on Cth

and to-day (12th).

28 Oct. Duplicate of above with copy of the following letter to the Duke
of Alba, dated 28th October 1572.

12 Oct. 355. Antonio de Guaras to the Duke of Alba.

I wrote to your Excellency on the 6th, copy enclosed, since when
I have received no letters from your Excellency.

I have been at Court every day since the 6th, in accordance with
my arrangement with Lord Burleigh, respecting the articles which
he was to draw up respecting our business. When I told him that

I had returned to Court, according to promise, he said he would be
glad if I would give him a written memorandum of my opinion on
the drafting of these articles. This I did, and send herewith a copy
of my memorandum. He told me that he would take note of my
suggestions and discuss them with me.
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I have been with him several times and he has now finished

drafting the heads ; copy of liis draft is sent enclosed. As he
drafted them he read them over to me, and, on my saying to him
on several occasions that many of the points contained in them
would be better omitted from the draft and left to be discussed by
commissioners, he always replied that it was desirable in the

interests of the Queen and the States that they should be set

forth in the draft, and afterwards commissioners might consider

them, when, if they were not found satisfactory, they might be
amended or otherwise. No doubt Lord Burleigh has drawn up
these heads thus roughly in order to keep in view the royal equality

of his Queen, as a point of honour. He told me many times that

your Excellency would have these heads revised and would amend
anything you objected to.

Lord Burleigh presents these draft clauses in order that their

claims may be understood therefrom, and that the business may
therefore not be long drawn out by pros and cons. Another docu-
ment is also enclosed herewith, which Lord Burleigh hopes his

Majesty will graciously sign with his own hand (and not with a
stamp) and have sealed with the royal seal. If his Majesty will

do this, the Queen will also sign and seal another copy thereof,

after which both copies will be mutually interchanged, and, on a
day to be agreed upon, the ports and trade on both sides shall

be opened for the term of two years in conformity with the draft

agreement
I can only believe, most assuredly, that the Queen is very

desirous of carrying through these agreements and the ratification

of former treaties, this being of so great an importance to the

tranquillity of her country and the advantage and welfare of her
people, as well as tending, as your Excellency well knows, to the
quietude of the States.

It is undoubted that there is a great amount of hidden dissension

in the Council, as some are friendly to our side and others lean

towards the French ; but the best councillor of all of them is Lord
Burleigh, as he follows the will and tendency of the Queen, which
is towards concord. As he is supreme in the country and in the

Queen's estimation, in all the important Councils which were held

during the days that I was at Court, he with his great eloquence,

having right on his side, was able to persuade those of the

councillors who were opposed to him. He assured me privately

that he had gained over the great majority of his opponents, and
especially the earl of Leicester, who has always been openly in

every affair, public or private, on the side of the French ; following

in this the example of his father, who strongly attached to that

side.

He also told me that, since the occurrence that had happened in

France to the admiral and the other Huguenots, the French were
pressing more than ever for a continuance of the alliance with
England, and not only this, but the Queen-mother of France was
suggesting that she herself should come over here to see the Queen,
for the purpose of confirming the alliance, and also to enter into

fresh treaties between this country and those noisy Frenchmen, and
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Italians. Lord Burleigh told me this very secretly whilst he was
assuring me of the Queen's desire to arrange the differences with

us, and con6rin for ever the connection with the House of Bur-
gundy, notwithstanding the pressure of the French for a con-

tinuance of their alliance. Whilst I was at Court the French

ambassador came about it, and it was very evident that the Queen
and Council placed but small reliance upon the negotiation, because

they treated him very coolly, and are casting their eyea entirely

upon us, turning their backs upon him and his promises.

From what 1 have said it will be seen that these people here

are now well disposed, for time has shown them how desirable is

our friendship to them, and we also see that they are fitting friends

for us.

Lord Burleigh is most pressing on the poiat of the liberty to be

enjoyed by Englishmen in Spain and Flanders. I believe that this

point is brought to the front by him for the purpose of establishing

the royal equality of his Queen as a point of honour, and he

doubtless understands that, when commissioners come to discuss

the point, our people will not listen to it, and that his Englishman

will have to put up with the same treatment in this respect as they

always have before.

The Queen has been unwell, and her illness turned out to be

smaU-pox. She is now much better.

Lord Burleigh thinks it would be of great advantage to the

world that his Majesty should graciously sign the document
enclosed, so that in Spain and here the proclamation opening the

ports might be made on the 29th of December, in the first place

because, that day having been the date upon which the seizures

were made in Flanders in reprisal for similar seizures here, it might

be fittingly made a day of general reconciliation. For this reason

Lord Burleigh chose that date, if your Excellency and his Majesty

are pleased to approve. The first night I spoke with Burleigh I

was with him for more than an hour, and, discussing with him the

measures which might be taken with regard to the English who
go to Flanders and Spain, I told him that it was v/aste of time to

think of imposing any fresh law or condition in the affairs of the

holy office. As he does not get angry when I give my simple

opinion, I also told him that it was to be hoped that by means of a

general council, or national council ordered by the Queen at the

instance of the Pope or the princes, some sort of arrangement might

be made in order that gradually, with all consideration for the

Queen and her country, they should be again reconciled to the

obedience of the supreme Pontiff. He repeated the ordinary

malicious things which their heretic ministers usually preach about

the life and of the Pope and the Cardinals, whereupon I told him that

any weakness in them was at once noticed, but nothing was said

about the holiness of the doctrine, or about the overt and secret

virtue of the sacred college. At last, when I said that King Henry
shortly before his death, was determined to accept a reformation,

he said that the Queen had not the same religious opinions as those

in Geneva or the Huguenots of France. She thought that the

Church must have a head, and hinted that, if the sacx-ed college
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mended its way of life, the Queen would receive their doctrine,

persuaded by some such council as I had suggested. There are

signs that all this is not feigned, although it may well arise from
the necessity in which they find themselves, as a consequence of

French events and the successes to he hoped for in Flanders. If

the ports are once open, almost anything which is asked of them,

either in religion or other matteris, will probably be accepted by
them in the negotiation, which God grant may be so.

12th October (in London).—I have brought this letter with me
from the Court, having just arrived, in order to send it off by this

courier, and I now have to add that, when the draft heads of

agreement were quite ready for Lord Burleigh to give to me, many
people arrived from London, and news from France and Flanders,

wliich caused him to decide not to hand me the draft. He only

said the following words :
—" You may well go to London now,

" where I shall shortly arrive, and vfill tell you more. At present I
" only say that I do not hand you the heads of agreement, nor the
" other document for your King's signature, as we have received
" news that your King, the King of France, and other princes are
" determined to kill all those who do not belong to their religion,

" that they possibly can, and that any Englishmen who go to Spain
" or Flanders will be murdered." He said he was very sorry to

hear such news, because it entirely prevented an agreement. This

he said so shortly that I was only able to reply that I would obey
his orders, and go to his house to see him when he arrived in

London. I will do this, and advise your Excellency of what passes

with him. It may be concluded that these people are bent on
ruin, as God deprives them of all grace to do what is best for

them.

In sight of this news which arises from their indignation at

the punishment of the Malines and other people in Flanders, they
have decided to take some measures to counteract it. They at

once sent for the Englishmen who had come from Flushing and
Tregus, and we shall see shortly whether they are going to send
fi'esh support thither. I suspect that they are going to attempt
something, as they have learned that the duke of Guise killed the
people who came out of Mons, which they say he did by agreement
with your Excellency. This, with the news now received, and
other news of a similar sort, all of which they believe, have rendered
them indignant.

The draft articles which I have mentioned contained a great
preamble safeguarding the honour and dignity of the Queen, the
rest of it consisting of variations of my suggestions, in the main
confirmatory, but on religious points changing them, and adding
other heads regarding religious exiles on both sides and traitors from
all parts, as he calls them.

Burleigh had decided to send a document apart that bis Majesty
might be pleased to sign it. The Queen herself was to have read
it and handed it to me personally, promising me on her word of
honour that, when it was returned to her signed by the Kino-, she
would sign another similar document in my presence. Tin's paper
was only to contain points upon which agreement existed, in accord-
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26 Oct.
B.M.
Cotton,

Galba, C. iv.

Original draft.

ance with the contents of my draft heads, and all mention of

religious points was avoided ; but the whole thing is now at an end
for the reasons I have set forth.

Since my last, I learn that many Frenchmen have gone to

Flushing, and more than a thousand French refugees have arrived

here.

Much artillery and ammunition is being taken by land and sea

to Portsmouth, which they are strongly fortifying, the evil-minded

say to protect themselves against us. The Queen has five ships

ready in the river, and it is said that six more are to be fitted out.

I also hear that there are nine boats off Dover full of property
which our rebels have plundered from Ostend and elsewhere, but
they have not yet been allowed to discharge it. I saw the Vidame
and SchoQvall at Court. I spoke to Lord Burleigh about certain

ships of ours they had captured, as I have written, but he told me
that he could not discuss the question as the commissioners would
deal with it, but that the pirates would not be received in these

ports.—London, 12th October 1572.

356. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the

Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.

I last wrote on the 7th instant. The French ambassador has

been to Court at Kingston to take a letter from his King to the

Queen, assuring her most affectionately that she has no reason

whatever to entertain any doubt of him or his friendship, and that

Englishmen shall be in future received and treated in France
as they have hitherto been. He, he says, is King, and is de-

termined that his vassals shall not rule him as they have done,

often abominably and shamefully ; by God's help a good many of

them had been got rid of, and he was resolved to serve the rest in

the same way, being sure she would not allow them to find refuge

in her country. He said he had ordered his galleys to release

three English ships they had taken, and begged her to take steps

to stop the piracy on her coasts and prevent the pirates from
entering her ports to sell their booty. They used to receive this

ambassador at Court with much affection, and feast him and make
much of him, but now it is all changed, and no one dares to look

at or speak, to him since the Paris affair. They have recently

taken a packet of letters he was sending on from the ambassador in

Scotland to the King. On the other hand, the English ambassador

in France writes that the King is greatly caressing him and
assures him that he is now more confident than ever that the good
friendship between him and the Queen will be preserved. No
foreigners, he says, shall be molested in France, and especially no
Englishmen. The ambassador says, however, that this is nothing

but deceit and temporising, until they have taken Kochelle, which
could not hold out, as it was short of supplies and surrounded by
land and sea. He thinks that, when Rochelle falls, all the Govern-
ment will be changed and many innovations will be seen. Foix,

who was here with Montmorenci, was much cast down, and the

King had twice sent to summon Montmorenci, but he had not

come which makes people think that his affairs are not going well,
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whilst Birago was much favoured. The ambassador writes that all

the Guises, particularly the Duke, were highly favoured by the

King, his brothers, and the Queen-Mother, and that the two ships

which were being equipped for the duke of Guise had sailed for

Scotland with large quantities of artillery, money, and stores, and
300 soldiers, well seasoned to war and vassals of the Duke, com-
manded by a gentleman of his house. There had arrived in France
from Scotland a gentleman, a kinsman of the earl of Huntly,
who is in favour of the Queen. He came on some grand secret

errand to the duke of Guise, but I have not been able to discover

what. The ambassador concludes by saying that all this will show
the Queen how things are really going, and that it will be unwise
to believe any of their fair words, which are onl^' so much deceit

to gain time. He says Navarre and Condd went to mass every

day, whereat everybody was pleased and satisfied.

Some time ago a certain Ferdinand Pointz, an Englishman,

formerly resident at Middleburg, arrived here from Flushing. He
was married at Middleburg some two years ago, but now lives in

this city and is very rich, and a great heretic. Since Flushing

rebelled he has been thither several times for this Court, and now
comes to ask, on behalf of the town, for 2,000 men with victuals

and stores, with which aid they will be able to hold out. He has

been to the Court about it many times, and the end of it is that

they will not let him have the men but will grant him the victuals

and stores. Five smacks have been loaded, in all haste, here with
powder, pikes, corselets, beer, vinegar, and other things needed, as

well as things wanted for fortification, all with great secrecy ; and
for greater dissimulation, these five smacks will sail in company
with other vessels bound for Hamburg. Five other smacks have
been sent from here to Suffolk to load wheat there for Flushing.

Another vessel of 60 tons left here on the 11th instant for the

same place, which this fellow Philip Aselier had loaded with beer

and other stores. Benedict Spinola got him the license.

On the 10th instant the rebel heretic Schonvall with nine ships

arrived at Dover from Ostend. He is a famous pirate and is

accompanied by about 800 rebel soldiers from Orange's forces at

Oudenarde. "V\''hen they arrived at Ostend they plundered all they
could, and, amongst other things, stole these ships with the

intention of going to Flushing, but, the wind being against them,

they were driven into Dover. Schonvall at once sent to Court and
obtained a passport for himself and his people, and permission to

raise 200 or 300 more men from the rebels in this country. He is

also to be allowed to buy whatever stores and munitions he may
desire to take to Flushing. Your Excellency will see by all this

how things are going here.

I understand for certain that the negotiations that are being
carried on by these people with Antonio de Guaras are nothing but
deceit on their part, and they think the same is the case on the
part of your Excellency, until you have obtained possession of

Flushing and the coast towns. They have therefore taken ^•ery

little serious notice of his negotiations so far, but, as Guaras him-
self will doubtless write to your Excellency on the subject, there is
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no reason for me to enlarge upon it. It is true that, if these people
thought his Majesty would grant thera peace on the terms they
desire, namely, the settlement of all past differences and free inter-

course with Spain and Flanders as formerly, they would be very
glad to accept it, as they desire it extremely. Some days since a
deputation of persons from various parts of the kingdom conferred

with the Council privately, and informed them of the great

distress and want existing in the country, by reason of the lack of

demand for their wools and cloths, owing to the differences with
his Catholic Majesty. They are begging for some remedy as the

people are murmuring and putting their heads together, and
disturbance is feared.

Killigrew left here on the 24ith ultimo, taking with him credits

for 200,00U (ducats ?) for Orange, and arrived in Holland on the

26tb, where he received news that Mons had been taken and
Orange had retired from there. Killigrew is very clever, and when
he saw how things were going, he concealed his errand and pre

tended he had come for another purpose. The news of the sur-

render of Mons reached the Court on the 26th, and they imme-
diately sent a swift messenger to Killigrew telling him, on no
account, to write or speak to Orange, or to let him know of his

coming, but return directly to England. He was instructed not
to land at the Downs or other place on the coast, but to come
to the port in the. river where he had embarked, and he ac-

cordingly arrived here very secretly on the 9th instant. They at

once sent him again to reside in Scotland as before, and recalled

the earl of Shrewsbury's nephew, who had replaced him, whom
they made colonel of 600 men of the 2,000 which this Queen is to

lend to her friends in Scotland. In this way Killigrew's visit to

Holland has been concealed ; 150,000 ducats of the money taken
by Killigrew were to pay the confederates in Germany, and, on his

return, this sum was handed to the consul of the Easterlings here,

in order that he might have it paid in Germany ; the Queen's

contract with them being that she is to pay the money at her option

in either place. Weston ( ? ), of whom I wrote on the 28th ultimo, went
on at once from Holland to Brabant where Orange was. He wrote
to the Queen telling her of the great peril and risk he had run in

reaching there, and saying that he had handed to the Prince the

letters and the 20,000?., and this latter had saved Orange's troops

from mutiny, they not having been paid as they were promised, on
their arrival at Mons. Weston (?) was instructed to accompany
Orange, that the confederates of Germany might see that the

Queen was fulfilling her engagement to help him. The Queen has

now written to the duke of Saxony and other confederates, ex-

pressing her great sorrow at the loss of Mons and the sudden
retreat of Orange, as she is afraid that all the trouble will fall upon
her, but she is quite confident that they will fulfil their obligations,

in conformity with treaties and old friendship and alliance. She
says she is the more sure of this as she looks with deep distrust

upon France, which, she thinks, may join the Pope, the king of

Spain, and the king of Portugal against her and the other pro-

testant powers. They will thus, if they can, hold matters in
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suspense until they see the outcome of it all, and then, if necessary,

will take the stej) I have mentioned in getting the duke of Saxony
to intercede with the Emperor for a general peace.

The Queen has been very ill and the malady proved to be small-

pox. Before the eruption declared itself the earl of Leicester, the

Treasurer, and the earl of Bedford were closeted together several

times to arrange, in case the Queen died, to proclaim as king one of

the two sons of the earl of Hertford by Lady Catharine ; this being

the intention of the three lords in question and all their party.

The two boys are being brought up by their paternal grandmother,

the duchess of Somerset. The four Queen's ships—the largest she

has— are awaiting at the mouth of the river for a fair wind to

take them to Portsmouth which is the best port on the coast to sail

from. This place (Portsmouth) is being well fortified and 600 men
have gone thither for the purpose. They have sent from the Tower
thither 1,500 corselets, 4,000 harquebusses, and 5,000 pikes. The
other seven private ships, which I said were in the Downs, have
already left on their voyages.

The Vidame de Chartres has fled hither and is often in the com-
pany of the earl of Leicester and the Treasurer, by whom he ia

much caressed. Montgomeri is at Guernesey again, after having
made a journey to this Court in disguise. They say that some
great plots are being hatched but I do not know what they are. I

have just heard that a French gentleman, a relative of the duke of

Longueville, has arrived on the coast of Sussex, having escaped

from France in a small boat with sheets for sails. He will be

welcomed, as they all are, but the daily influx of Frenchmen,
added to the great number of Flemings already here, has had tiie

eflPect of raising the price of food to such an extent that complaints

have been made to the Queen. If some remedy be not found
disturbance may result. The 26 Scotsmen who were arrested

here have been released and are to be escorted to the Scotch

frontier.

The Council has again ordered a general muster of men all over

the country, and they will choose the troops from the places they
think best. They are to select 20,000 infantry and 5,000 horse,

the cattle being already bespoke, but your Excellency knows what
poor things the English horses are. Such is the alarm of Spain and
France that new orders are given every day.

Quite recently they have brought over 4<00 brood mares from
HolJand to improve the breed of their horses. As that couutry is

now attached to them they have taken the opportunity of getting

these mares, which they have never been able to do before, and they
think a great deal of it.

There are a great many French, Flemish, and even English pirates

cruising in the channel bearing licenses from the prince of Orange,
and one Englishman named Fenner, who has such a license, has
recently captured 15 Flemish sloops coming from Portugal to

Flanders with salt and bullion. He had to fight two days for them,
but at last brought them into Falmouth where they now are.

Fenner at once travelled post to the Court to give an account of the

matter to the Council. They have referred the question to the
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principal lawyers here, to say whether the prince of Orange's license

against subjects of the Catholic King, with whom he is at war, is

valid and the prizes legal. If the lawyers decree in his, Fenner's,

favour the piracies will greatly increase. These aifairs are much
helped by a gentleman of the prince of Orange, who is here to

represent him. The prizes brought in by the Frenchmen to the

Isle of Wight, which I mentioned on the Vth instant, are now being

publicly sold.

They have sent 600 more men-at-arms to the Isle of Wight
besides the 2,400 they had raised in the country. All this alarm
arises from the fleet before Rochelle.

Just as I was about to close this letter, I heard that the four

great ships of the Queen, which are at the mouth of the river bound
for Portsmouth, have been ordered to return and discharge their

crews, as the winter is coming on and they are too large for bad
weather.

Parliament which was summoned for the 2nd November, has now
been prorogued until January next year. Important matters are to

be discussed, and it will be the greatest gathering that has been
seen in England for many years.

I have just heard that a person of great importance is to be sent

presently to Germany via France to plan some new evil combi-

nations with the Protestants. These people are so dismayed at the

way in which things are going in Flanders and France, that some
new determination is taken every day, in order that they may make
the best of matters for themselves. I shall know when the person

leaves, and will advise the ambassador in Paris, Don Diego de

Zufiiga, and, if your Excellency thinks desirable for his despatches

to be secretly taken from him in France, and will promptly inform

me by a letter under cover to the French ambassador here, I will

send full particulars to Don Diego de Zuniga of the person who
is to go, the route he is to take, and the hour of his departure.

—

London, 26th October 1572.

Ifote.—Much damaged by fire.

27 Oct. 357. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the

B. M. Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.

Gaiba, c.'iv. After closing the letter I wrote yesterday, which accompanies
Original draft, ^his, I learnt that the going of Killigrew to Scotland, as soon as he

arrived from Holland, was not only to reside there as before, but

also to endeavour to persuade the earl of Morton, the Governor, who
has the child-king in his power, to give him up to this Queen to be

b)'ought up here and adopted as her heir and successor to the crown.

Killigrew has been fully instructed as to how he is to proceed in

this mission. He is a very clever man for such negotiations and a

brother-in-law of the treasurer, who consequently employs him in

delicate matters like this. To bring Morton to consent to the

surrender of the King, Killigrew is to offer him 300,000 (crowns ?),

and, furthermore, to convince him and his friends that the Queen
will carry out her promise to make the King her successor, she is

willing to give him as hostages some of the principal people here.
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These negotiations could not be so secretly dealt with as not to

come to the ears of M. de Croc, the French Ambassador in Scotland,

and he at once tried to frustrate the business, aided by the duke of

Chatelherault and the earl of Huntly, who is now in Edinburgh
with other friends of theii' Queen. The Chancellor, the earl of

Rothes, who has gone over to the Queen's side, is also helping them
elsewhere in Scotland, accompanied by some of the king of France's

men. Croc sent immediate advice to France by sea, and he himself

came post hither on his way to France six days ago. He is asking

for a license to cross over.

The Queen has received news from Killigrew that the negotiation

has been upset for the present, and was rendered impossible by the

action of Croc. This has caused much annoyance at Court, as your
Excellency may imagine, and when Croc presented himself before

the Queen he found a very cold welcome. She said a very few
words to him, but told him she knew perfectly well the plots he had
been hatching in Scotland, whereupon he replied that probably her

Majesty had been ill-informed, as he had only been sent to Scotland

by his King to endeavour to obtain a cessation of civil discord.

Very little more was said, and he took leave and departed for France
two days ago. At the same time there arrived here a secretary of

the English ambassador in Paris, who had travelled post and had
only taken three days and a half on the journey, bringing letters to

the Queen and instructions to convey to her verbally some very
important communications that could not fittingly be written. They
are understood to be to the effect that the Pope is sending to Paris

Cardinal Ui'sino, a person who will be very acceptable to the King.

The pretext for his coming was simply that he was making a
pleasure voyage, and desired to thank the King for what he had done
for the faith against the heretics and to arrange for a holy league

against the Turk, but the real object was to endeavour to obtain

the release of the queen of Scotland and lior return to her own
country. He also hoped to bring about the utilisation of present

opportunities for the extirpation of heresy there and the return of

the city of Geneva to obedience to the Holy Church. This is all I

have been able to learn from a sure source, but, no douht, the
Secretary also brings some new treaties with the French heretics.

I will report all I hear.—London, 27th October 1572.

Note.—Damaged by fire.

28 Oct. 358. Antonio de Guaras to the Duke of Ai,ba.

I wrote to your Excellency on the 12tli (copy enclosed) and have
received no letter since. As I wrote, I had agreed with Lord
Burleigh that when he returned to his house in London I would go
to hear more from him respecting the last reply he gave me about
our business. I have accordingly been three times in his house
since then, and although he has seen me, he passed me by without
noticing or saying anything at all to me, with an appearance of

much dryness and hauteur. The last time, I was there until past
five o'clock, and after he had despatched all his suitors, his men told
him that I was there waiting, but still he would not receive me, and
since then I have not troubled him, as it is clear that he and his
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companions have changed their minds. It is perfectly wonderful
that they should have altered like this in a moment, believing the
silly rumours which he repeated to me. This is not the first time
he has treated me in this fickle way, as frequently he displays great

goodwill towards the business in hand and then, in a few days,

becomes quite a different man both in words and actions.

As I wrote to your Excellency, they are very busy fortifying

Portsmouth and have undertaken to place Southampton in a
position for defence. It is said that they will make Portsmouth
into an island and they have over 600 men at work there every
day.

Rebels and heretics continue to fly here from France. A hundred
and fifty from Normandy have landed at Southampton, many ofthem
being gentlemen of position. The Vidame is at Court and Mont-
gomeri is in the isle of Guernsey with other French gentlemen.

Schonvallj our rebel and his friends, to the number of 600, who
had robbed Oudenarde and Ostend, put into Dover, after Schonvall
himself had been to this Court. He afterwards left for Flushing
where the French refugees are arriving constantly. One Aselier,

who has a brother in Antwerp, as I have written, has sent to

Flushing a ship loaded with salt meat, beer, and other victuals, with
two thousand harquebusses and a large quantity of powder. I

learn from a person arriving from Flushing that the rebels there are

determined to hold out to the last, and, when they can do no more,

will plunder the place, set fire to it and come to this country.

All the channel is full of armed ships, some ofthem English, bearing

patents from the prince of Orange. One of them chased seven
sloops loaded with salt which were forced to take shelter in

Falmouth where they are detained.

The question has been submitted to civil lawyers as to whether
it will be licio to receive in these ports the armed ships of the prince

of Orange, allowing them to sell their prizes here, in consideration

of the prince of Orange having been unduly (as they falsely say)

deprived of his States. It may well be supposed what decision

they will arrive at.

It may therefore be concluded that if, with the blessing of God,

his Majesty, by the hand of your Excellency, shall expel from
Flanders all the rebels, they will fly from Holland, Tregus, and
Zealand to this country, and that many of their armed ships will

infest these seas, and not only be well received here and supplied

with stores, but will here fit and reinforce to start on voyages of

robbery to the coast of Galicia and other parts, even if they cannot

disturb Flanders itself. Being desperate, they will run any risk

and there certainly will be a great flock of thieves and corsairs.

M. de Croc, the French ambassador in Scotland, has passed through

here on his way to France, leaving the Scots with a suspension ©f

hostilities. They would not let him speak to the queen of Scotland,

whom they guard closely, as also they do her ambassador, the

bishop of Ross.

Montgomeri has since arrived here, and is made much of by the

earl of Leicester, who is also very kind to the Vidame. Time will

show whether they mean ill to France, or help to Orange.
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The Queen's ships have been taken out of commission and the

troops and sailors dismissed, althouf^h the vessels are still lying at the

mouth of the river^ and not with the rest of the fleet at Rochester.

Parliament was to have met on All Saints' Day, but it has

been postponed until the 12th January. The object of it is not

known.
As I wrote to your Excellency on the ]2th, the Queen and

Council have certainly in hand some evil designs against his

Majesty's interests, because, in one moment, they decided that

their false news was of more importance to them than our friend-

ship. Doubtless they are encouraged by Orange and his friends,

the Palatine and other Germans, as well as by the Vidame, Mont-

gomeri, and the Frenchmen, and believe that this Channel will be

well guarded by the armed ships and by our rebels. They think

that, with the help of these and the open and secret support afforded

here to rebels in Flanders and France, to escape the punishment

which they fear would fall upon them from his Majesty. Whilst

this Government exists, no good arrangement will be made with

them about peace, as the Queen herself only desires concord out

of fear, and the rest" of them will oppose an arrangement for

religious reasons. Things are, however, changing now that the

Queen and Council hear of the defeat of Orange, our success at

Tregus and the shameful return of their Englishmen, the whole
talk being that the Flushing people will abandon the place and
that Brille and Holland will soon be brought into subjection. They
have received, too, the news of our fleet having conquered the Turk
(which please God may be true) and they learn that his Holiness

will send a legate to the king of France to persuade him to join

the League ; and in addition to this, advice comes that his Holiness

had conceded a jubilee to beseech God to root out the heretics all

over the world. For these reasons the Government sees that their

evil deeds are of no avail and that shortly they will find themselves

ruined and confounded. Last Sunday a man of high position

preached in the great church of London before the whole city, and
his sole burden was to persuade the people to be constant in their

defence, and he used these words :
" You Papists, stick closely to us

" Protestants, for otherwise both you and we shall go together to
" row in the galleys of King Philip." The Queen sent Killigrew to

Scotland on this account, and the preachers there have exhorted

the people to be firm in their defence, as Killigrew had informed

them that the council of Trent had agreed upon the events which
had happened in France, and that the Catholic princes are in league

to murder all Protestants.

It has been frequently stated in the Council and is public talk

everywhere, that his Majesty will keep the peace with them for a

short time, whilst he punishes Orange and the other rebels ; but as

soon as he had finished with them, he will break his word, and at a
time to suit himself, will turn upon this country, and either conquer
it or force it to be Catholic when these people are without friends.

For the last two days, therefore, the Court has been in suspense
and confusion. When Burleigh left here for the Court he sent

word for me to go and see him on hia return, which will be in a
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Galba, C. iv.,

Original draft.

day or two. I will duly inform your Excellency of the outome,
but, with these daily fluctuations, intentions are changed from day
to day. On the 10th instant, when Burleigh and I were discussing

the heads of agreement, the Queen and Council were desirous of

peace, on the ] 2th they changed their minds in consequence of the

killing of the French who left Mons, and the sacking of Malines

;

saying that all Catholic princes were in accord to treat Englishmen
in the same way and heretics everywhere. Since the 20th again
they have once more changed their views, in consequence of the

various news which I have already mentioned, and are now at the

end of their resources. The third person tells me that Lord
Burleigh says that, as they have no reply from his Majesty to the

Queen's letters, they were afraid that our King was animated by
the intentions to which I have referred. Since then I am assured

that they have ordered the doctors of civil law to keep silent with
regard to the prizes brought in by the ships licensed by the prince

of Orange, or, at all events, not to give an opinion favourable to

them.—London, 28th October 1872.

I have just been informed that Doctor Herbert, a doctor of civil

law, and a brother of the earl of Pembroke, who usually lives at

Louvain, and is a Catholic in his heart, although he gives important
advice to the Council, is going to Spain in order to write from the

Court there news which may interest people here.

359. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the

Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.

I wrote on the 26th and 27th ultimo and do not send copies, as

this courier, who took them, is safe.

I am informed on very good authority that certain Englishmen
have agreed to go over to the States and kill the earl of Westmore-
land. The leader of them is a great friend of his, who very recently

came from there for the purpose of plotting the affair and making
sure of his reward. He is now satisfied on that head, and is taking

with him six men chosen for the purpose. I do not know his name
yet, but shall learn it and the time of his departure, of which I will

send prompt advice. I am assured by my friends at Court that the

Council is very suspicious of this earl of Westmoreland, who is

highly popular in the country amongst Catholics, and especially in

the north country where he has estates. These people are afraid

that the punishment they deserve will reach them from there, and,

consequently, try all they can to serve Westmoreland as they did

the poor earl of Northumberland. I will use all needful vigilance

in this.

The decision of the lawyers respecting the seven sloops that the

pirate Fenner had captured under license from Orange and taken

into Falmouth, has been given, to the effect that the prizes, having

been captured on the sea outside the ports, are illegally detained

and must be returned to their owners, who have now gone down
there to regain possession of their ships.

News has arrived here of the brave relief of Tregus by 3'our

Excellency's troops by fording an arm of the sea, and also the

great loss inflicted by them upon the flying enemy. People are
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much surprised and grieved at this, as their hopes are founded on

capturing that island which they wish to fortify, and thus to prevent

succour reaching Zealand. As soon as your Excellency's success

v/as known here, they sent orders that all Englishmen in those

parts should return immediately. They see all their plans turning

out contrary to their wishes, and they fear that, if your Excellency's

good fortune continue, many of their Englishmen may never come

back at all, unless they do so now. They pretend, and openly

assert, that the orders for their return were sent long before the

relief of Tregus. But, notwithstanding all this, they do not prevent

stores and victuals being sent to the rebel towns in unlimited

quantities, such is their desire that they may hold out through the

winter. They also show great favour to his Catholic Majesty's

rebel pirate subjects, who are allowed to land and sell their booty

on shore without hindrance.

The Queen and Council, however, are very anxious to come to

terms with his Catholic Majesty, as they fear great evil may befall

them from the ruin the country is suffering, in consequence of the

stoppage of trade with Flanders and Spain. They have not much
hope of it, as his Majesty has not answered the Queen's letters and
shows no anxiety to come to an agreement. They look to the

pii'ates for their remedy if they cannot come to terms, as they think

by gathering a great number of them, they may stop navigation

and force his Majesty to agree to peace.

The Queen is coming next Friday the 7th from Windsor to

Hampton Court.—London, 3rd November 1572.

4th Nov. 360. Antonio de Guaras to the Duke of Alba.

On the 28th ultimo I wrote to your Excellency through Antonio
de Tassis (copy enclosed) and since then have received nothing

from you.

I wrote that Lord Burleigh had told me to come and see him
when he returned to town. I went, 8.nd he told me, as he had done
before, that some of his companions in the Council were of the bad
opinion that, even though a fair arrangement might be anived at

now with his Majesty, they wei'e afraid that it would not be
fulfilled for any length of time, and that Englishmen would still

not be safe as to their persons and estates in Spain or Flanders.

The Queen, Burleigh himself, and some others were convinced to

the contrary, and that his Majesty was not like the king of France
who broke treaties on every occasion. I told him again that his

Majesty was a prince of such honour, and always would be, that

even to suspect him was a disrespectful thing, whereupon he,

placing his hand upon^ his heart, said, " I certainly am of the same
opinion."

He told me to write to your Excellency respecting the draft

agreement in order that your Excellency should be pleased to send
me your opinion with regard to the heads, and especially as to the
treatment of Englishmen in religious matters in Flanders and
Spain ; and he told me in so many words that, if some honourable
and reasonable arrangement could not be made upon this point, it

would be waste of time to discuss the question. He said this whilslj
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holding in his hand the draft which he had drawn up before, in

which he met and replied to the heads which I had submitted to

him (copies of which I sent to your Excellency). I replied :
" Since

" your Lordship has commenced to draft the heads and has almost
" finished, it would be better to continue and then have the draft
" put into Latin, as we had arranged, so that it may be sent] to his
" Excellency." He said he was willing to do so, and would correct

the draft and read the heads over to me as he revised them. When
I said that I would go to his house occasionally to remind him
of it, he said, " I will send for you when I am ready for you,"
and so the business remains for the present. I am holding myself
in readiness to go whenever I am summoned, and will report to

your Excellency what takes place.

He also told me he had been trying very hard all last week in

the Council to win over the rest of the councillors to this arrange-
ment, and especially assured me that the earl of Leicester was now
favourable ; whilst the Queen and he, Burleigh, were still firm in

their good opinion, although the king of France, through his

ambassador and otherwise, was trying to persuade them that the
English might safely cany on their cloth and wool business in

France, as was agreed in the late treaty. But he said they all saw
how inconstant and shifty the French were in their promises, and, in

every respect the most natural course was the continuance of their

amity with the House of Burgundy. He said this was very
needful to England, to Flanders, and to Spain, and that if anyone
tried to hinder this good settlement, he was neither a friend of this

country nor that, but only such as tiied to sow dissension between
princes, to the great injury of their subjects.

He also said that, although no notice had been taken of the good
offer of the Queen to recall the Englishmen, the Queen had ordered

a gentleman called Sir Humphrey Gilbert to bring them back
hither.

He said emphatically that the Queen, desiring greatly to see the

States in quietude and repose, and, wishful to please the King,

would very willingly offer her intervention with the prince of

Orange and our rebels to induce them to return to their due
obedience, if his Majesty and your Excellency should be willing to

accept her services. He said he hoped the Queen might be an

instrument to settle everything with decorum and honour, to the

advantage of the King and the satisfaction of your Excellency and

the rest of the world. This is a punctual statement of Lord
Burleigh's conversation with me on the 29th of October.

Since then nothing more has been said to me. Lord Burleigh

has gone to Court which is now at Windsor, and I await until

to-morrow, when I hope he will say something to me about the

heads of agreement or will give me the draft.

The Queen's ships have been taken out of commission, and have

been brought to Rochester, where the rest are.

The earl of Derby is dead. He was a good gentleman and a

strong Catholic, the very contrary to his son and successor, who is a

passionate heretic. His two other sons are good Catholics and are

pow in prison on suspicion of favouring the queen of Scots.
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It is said that the English from Flanders are beginning to arrive

on this coast, all of them having been already embarked at

Flushing. This is not to be wondered at, as they have been cast

out of Tregus, and it is to be hoped tbat they and our own rebels

will, please God, soon be all gone from our States.

The news of our success against the Turk has been current here

for some time, but lately they are casting doubt upon it by way of

France. God grant that it may be true. I am assured by a person

from Portsmouth that they are going to fortify it much more
strongly than was said. They will do so as the position is very

favourable for it.—London, 4th November 1572,

4 Nov. 361. Antonio de Guaras to the King.

Confirms letter of 28th ultimo, with copies of his letters to the

duke of Alba, and now sends copy of his letter to the Duke, of this

date.—Loudon, 4th November 1572.

4 Nov. 362. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

Sends under cover to him the aforegoing letters to the King.

9 Nov. 363. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

Covers duplicate of the aforegoing,—London, 9th November 1572.

9 Nov. 364. Antonio de Guaras to the Duke of Alba.

I wrote to your Excellency on the 4th, as usual, through Tassis

and have no letters since from your Excellency. As had been
agreed, Lord Burleigh sent for me, and having repeated to me what
I have already written about the willingness of the Queen himself,

and the rest of the Councillors to come to a peaceable settlement, in

conformity therewith, handed me the draft which I now enclose,

and which is practically the same as was originally given to me
for the consideration and reply of his Majesty and your Excellency.

I told him that I understood the same goodwill existed on our side

as I had previously assured him, and that his Majesty and your
Excellency were still of the same favourable disposition, but I told

him that the conditions he made with regard to religion and certain

other things I thought would partially hinder the business. When
I asked him to have the draft put into Latin, as he had promised,
he told me to send it just as he gave it to me, or that, as I under-
stood English, I could put the draft into Spanish ; whereupon I

told him that as I received it from him so I would send it

to his Majesty and your Excellency.

The draft he made almost a month ago, was, I believe, almost to

the same effect as the present one, as he read me the clauses as he
drew them up, but the other draft was longer, and this looks as if it

had been abbreviated.

As I wrote at the time, he told me that the Queen would give me
a document with the promise that, if your Majesty would consent
to sign it, she would sign a .similar copy. When he gave me the
present draft, I asked him what was going to be done about the
afore-mentioned document, and he replied that it was not now
necessary and that I was to send the draft.
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The affairs of tliis country change from hour to hour, and there

is a continual Inconsistency, but it is not to be wondered at, as they
all depend upon events elsewhere. It may be supposed that these

folks wish for peace more than ever, although they want to settle

it with great consideration and honour for themselves, but, as they
have no letters from your Majesty, which they so much desire,

they are still suspicious that they will not be received into our
friendship.

Lord Burleigh told me, in conversation about religion, the resti-

tution, and other points of controversy, that, as soon as the ports
were opened, the commissioners would take such steps as should
satisfy both parties, and when the ports had been opened, this

Queen would be ready to give the King every satisfaction on all

points ; whereupon I said that I was sure your Majesty would be
equally desirous of doing the same towards her, and all would end
well. He was very glad to hear this.

He repeated to me his wish, which I have already conveyed to

your Excellency, that the ports should be opened on the 29th of

December ; first, because that was the day upon which the seizures

had been made in Flanders, although they were provoked by
previous seizures here ; but I told him that, as he would not give

me the document for his Majesty, there would be some delay before

these things could be arranged, and this would make it impossible

for the ports to be opened on the day he said. To this he
answered that a single document from your Excellency to the

Queen, or one sent to me to be shown to her, would suffice for the

opening of the ports on a day agreed upon, and the other differences

and the question of trade could be subsequently settled by commis-
sioners. They are so desirous of this that, if it were not for the

honour of the thing, the Queen would write to his Majesty, and
Burleigh would petition your Excellency on the subject, and, if it

should be his Majesty's wish, they will show this desire by means
of good deeds. I enclose herewith a literal translation in Spanish

of the heads of agreement.
He told me that orders had been given for the release of the

.seven sloops which had been brought in by armed vessels to

Falmouth, which had been done through him, although some of the

Councillors were opposed to it. I thanked him for it.

If it should be his Majesty's will to settle with these people, it

would be, as your Excellency knows, a means of displeasing the

French, and, stiU more. Orange and our rebels, his friends, as at

the same time the people here would clear their coast and channels

of all the armed ships belonging to our enemies and the pirates.

If the appointment of Commissioners be agreed to, it is to be
hoped that some good arrangement may be arrived at about the

restitution and other things, especially the question of religion.

From what took place between Burleigh and myself a few days
ago upon this religious question, which is the most difficult point,

I am convinced that, when the ports are open and the commis-
sioners are arranging the other affairs, if the Queen be approached
authoritatively and suitably, with the request that she shall return
to the obedience of the Pope, she will do so without much difficulty
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Burleigh himself says, as I have written, that the Queen fully

recognized that there must be a head in ecclesiastical as in temporal

matters. It will be a suljject for incredible rejoicing to this

country when commerce and the ports are reopened, as it will be

equally advantageous to Flanders and Spain, particularly as re-

gards the tranquillity of the former country, because otherwise

Orange and his French friends will never cease to trouble the

States by land and sea, helped by money and other support from
here and elsewhere, whilst we are kept with the constant need of

an army to defend the coast. If his Majesty and your Excellency

should therefore think well to write to the Queen, or to me a letter

to be shown to her or Lord Burleigh, agreeing to the opening of

the ports on a given day, as suggested by Burleigh, these people

will accept it with rejoicing, and they await the reply most
anxiously.

Burleigh asked me pressingly whether there were any letters

from Spain, and when I told him there were none he seemed
greatly surprised, as they are expecting an answer from his

Majesty to the letters of the Queen.
He asked me whether I had heard that the Emperor was dead,

and when I said that I had heard nothing of it he was silent, but
I know they have received this news, which please God may not
be true. They are founding great anticipations upon its being
true, in the secret plots they are weaving, in case our arrangement
with them should fall through. I have been able to gain no
trustworthy intelligence with regard to these plots, but the

suspicion is that they will again help Orange to raise his standard
if our agreement with them fails.

As the Queen and Burleigh are suspicious of everything, they
have the country covered with spies, and they get such news as

they want. Burleigh told me that the Queen had been informed
that I was one of the cabal that was conspiring against the Queen,
which certainly is not true, and I told him that the Queen and he
were badly informed ; whereupon he replied that if it were true

they would be offended with me, and would never deal with me
again in affairs. I assured him truly that such a thing had never
passed through my mind, and he replied : "I quite believe it, and
our informant has not told the truth." This I write to your Ex-
cellency that you may know of the suspicion with which they
regard everyone. It is not to be wondered at, because all the
world thinks that they are on the road to ruin through their own
fault, and they fear the consequences of their acts.

The English general who was before Tregus, named Sir
Humphrey Gilbert, has arrived at this Court, and it is said he
had five hundred of his soldiers dead and sick. Captain Morgan
remained at Flushing with about two hundred Englishmen, whom
he has had there always, and some three or four English captains
belonging to Gilbert's party have remained behind with Morgan.
Of the English who were at Brille none have returned.

News from Scotland is that the Queen's friends have killed many
of their opponents, and the death of the Governor Morton (Mar) is
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affirmed. There is news' from Ireland that the people are in arms
against the English, and that many have been killed.

The prince of Orange has a man here to represent him and to

I)ress his claims upon the Council. Two days ago another mes-
senger came from Orange directed to the Court, but they keep
him very secret, as may be imagined. It is asserted that some
great plots are being contrived here out of fear that his Majesty
will not accept their friendship, but, if it is his Majesty's wish to

do so, they will go oji their knees to get the ports opened, and they
will afterwards do whatever is demanded of them.
News from France comes that Montmorenci and M. de Foix, who

came here to conclude the agreement, are at liberty there, in order

not to scandalize people here, which it would do if they treated

them like the rest, and the French want to keep up an appearance
of friendship.

The Flushing rebels have brought hither merchandise to the

value of thirty thousand crowns, which they wiU employ in the

purchase of victuals and stores, especially powder, to take to

Flushing, where the intention is to hold out to the end. I .send

this packet by favour of the captain of Gravelines.—London, 9th

November 1572.

B. M.
Cotton,

Galba, C. iv.

Original draft.

17 Nov. 365. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the

Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.

I wrote on the 3rd instant and 26th ultimo, saying that the

French ambassador had gone to Court for the Queen's answer to

his master's letter, and that she had given him a reply in ac-

cordance with the contents of the King's letter, assuring him at

the same time of her friendship. Since then the ambassador has
received two other letters from his master instructing him to con-

gratulate the Queen on her convalescence, and to again assure

her of his firm friendship. He is also to teU her that she need not
feel the slightest suspicion of the coming of the Cardinal (Ursino),

as the object of his visit is solely to reform certain things touching

the Catholic faith in France, and he (the Cardinal) has been chosen

because he was a friend of the King's. On the 4th instant a

special courier came to the ambassador, instructing him to inform

the Queen of the birth of a daughter of the King, and, if he found

her well disposed, to ask her to stand sponsor to the infant. If

she consented to do so, the King would be glad if she would send

to represent her, either the earl of Leicester or the Lord Treasurer.

The ambassador has not seen the Queen since the arrival of this

courier, but has been with the Treasurer here in London and told

him all this, showing him portions of the letter. The Treasurer

thereupon went to the Court, and returned at the end of four or

five days with the reply, which was to the effect that, the religion

of the Queen being very difierent from that of the King, he ad-

vised him not to speak to her about the baptism, whereupon the

ambassador said he would acquaint his master with this answer
before proceeding further in the matter,
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The secretary of the English ambassador in France, whose
coming, and the despatches he brought, I mentioned in my letter of

the 27tli ultimo, is also instructed, as I am informed, to beg the

Queen to allow him, Walsingham, to return home, because as he
was concerned with the league, and took part in certain plots

against the queen of Scotland's affairs, and everything has turned
out contrary to his wishes ; he is not well liked at that Court,

especially by the friends of the Guises. He will therefore return,

and a new ambassador be sent.

Letters have recently been received from Killigrew, this Queen's
resident minister in Scotland reporting the death of the earl of

Mar, Regent of the kingdom. When the body was opened it was
found that he had been poisoned, and it was thought, for certain,

that this was tlie work of M. de Croc, who was French ambassador
there, although the poison was believed to have been administered

by the hand of a brother of the Earl, who is a strong Catholic.

Killigrew writes that, as the death was so sudden, he fears fresh

disturbances may i-esult, the Catholics being much strengthened.

The death of this Regent has caused great grief here, and may
well give them cause for apprehension, as the Earl was not only
the Governor, but was personally very powerful in the country,

and much attached to the interests of this Queen.,

On the 4th instant a Flemish gentleman called Boisot (De Boison)

arrived at this Court. He is much thought of by Orange, and
says that at the time he embarked at Brille, Orange was at that

place. He brings letters of credence for the Queen, and also letters

for Leicester and tlie Treasure]'. I have not yet been able to learn

his errand, except that Orange begs the Queen to send victuals and
stores of which much want is felt all over Holland, and 50,000
crowns in money to enable him to hold out during the winter.

He was secretly welcomed and well treated at Court, and has now
been despatched with nine smacks loaded with stores ; six from this

city with a large quantity of munitions, powder, beer, biscuit, salt-

meat, and other things, whilst the other three smacks went from
here to Sandwich to ship corn. The whole nine will leave with
the first fair wind. The gentleman also took back with him
20,000 crowns in cash. Weston (?) who iSjWith Orange as this

Queen's envoy has been recalled, but my informant cannot tell me
why. My friends are trying to discover this, and also the
particulars of Orange's letters. I will advise when possible.

The munitions and stores now sent have cost 30,000 crowns, and
were all brought through Aid ersey, who is one of the commissioners
who sold the property of his Catholic Majesty's subjects here, and
Ferdinand Pointz. All the goods were bought on six months'
credit, whilst the 20,000 crowns were advanced on bills of exchange,
the whole being guaranteed by these two men, as the Queen had
not a penny. They are to be reimbursed in due time by the
custom-house of this city.

Killigrew wrote lately from Scotland that a parliament was to
meet here on the 15th instant for the Protestants to elect a Re<yent
and he says, as the matter is so important to this Queen, he advises
her, ia order that she may take the necessary measures aud send at
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once 20,000?. in money to give to some of the principal men in

their party to induce them to elect Morton as Regent, he being

devoted to this Queen's interests. These people are quite confident

that, if Morton be elected, he will give up to them the child-king

as they desire. This 20,000?. wns provided by Sir Thomas
Gresharn, who, as I have .nlready written, is very rich and
powerful. He is to be repaid out of the taxes now being

collected.

News comes from Ireland that the savages in the east of the

island, who are devoted to the queen of Soots, have risen and have
been joined by many Scotsmen, secretly sent by the earl of Huntly,

the Grand Chancellor of Scotland, whose lands are in the west of

Scotland, a very short distance from Ireland by sea. The savages

have overrun the whole land, and have even destroyed the city of

Dublin, where the Viceroy lives. The Queen is sending 1,500

soldiers thither to aid the Viceroy in attacking these savages.

People here are much concerned about this rising and would be

more so if help were sent to them (i.e., the Irish) from without.

The Queen has recently received a letter from her ambassador
in France saying that the King had spoken to him about his

application to be recalled, owing to his distrust of the Guise party,

and had assured him that he had not the slightest cause for

apprehension, as he should be honourably treated by him and all

his Court. The ambassador fully confirms the coming of Cardinal

Ursino, and says that the King has also summoned Cardinal

Lorraine from Rome. He (the ambassador) does not know what to

make of all this, or how it is going to end, Languedoc was all in

arms, and the King would have enough to do at Montalban, which
was very strong, and at Rochelle, where the besieged were firmly

resolved to die rather than surrender.

About 12 days ago 10 of the principal merchants of Rochelle

arrived here, and six of them went to Court on the 14th.

Montgomeri was expected there secretly from Guernsey on the

following day. I do not know what plots are brewing, but will

try to find out and advise.

I am informed that the Queen is advised of everything that

passes at your Excellency's Court, at Rome and Paris, by persons

who write in a cipher which is kept by a confidential man of the

Treasurer's. My friends are trying to discover the names of the

persons, and if possilDle I will report them to your Excellency. My
friends think, although they are not very positive about it, that the

French intelligence comes from a man in the household of Birago,

the Keeper of the Seals. The man who is being sent from here to

Germany is going, I am told, first to the French Court. He will

leave in four or five days, and my friends will give me his name
and full particulars, which I will send with the date of his

departure to Don Diego de Zuniga, although I have no reply to the

letter I wrote to him about it on the 27th ultimo. The man who
is going over to kill the earl of Westmoreland is making ready for

his dep.irlure.

The Council has just ordered the bishop of London to instruct

the miuisters or preachers of all the parishes to a,sk for alms for
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the relief of the poor French refugees, and to tak^ the names of

those who refuse to contribute, whom they will consider Papists,

thia being the name they give to Catholics.

On the 5th instant Sir Humphrey Gilbert and 800 Englishmen
arrived in this country from taking part in the siege of Ti'egus.

Gilbert came secretly to Court directly he landed, and gave an
account of events in those parts. He was sent away as secretly as

he came, and was ordered to come to this city as if he had not been

to Court, and pretend that he dared not go thither until his friends

had interceded and obtained pardon for him, for having gone on the

expedition without leave. This is the sort of stratagem they
usually employ, and they are following the same course in ordering

an inquiry as to who has allowed stores to be sent from the Tower
to the States. The purpose of this is, of course, to be able to show
the King (Philip) at some future time that it was not done by the

Queen's wish ; whereas, really, nothing can leave without her

license. I beg your Excellency to be convinced that these English-

men would not have come back if they had had any place to go to

there. There are 200 still at Flushing, and man)' more in Holland,

at Brille, and other places, which they are fortifying ; the great

object being for those places to hold out through the winter.

I have already written how glad these people would be to come
to terms with his Catholic Majesty for many reasons, but especially

as they cannot sell their cloths and wools in Flanders, where and
in Spain they formerly carried on their principal trade. The
people are openly murmuring in the provinces, and some of the

principal persons have come up to see the Council about it. They
have been soothed with fair words, and assured that trade will

soon be reopened ; but still disturbances are feared. Another
reason for their desire for peace is the knowledge that they have
done so much against his Catholic Majesty, and they are beginning

to think what the result may be to them, seeing how prosperously

things are going for the King in the Netherlands, and the outcome
of their league in France. They greatly fear some combined action

of the two Kings, especially as regards their sect. Scotch matters,

also, are full of anxiety for them, as the king of France, being now
free from the people who troubled him, they feel sure he will help

the queen of Scotland, and they give no credit to all his fair words
and promises to this Queen. If the Scotch trouble were to fall

upon them before they were reconciled to his Catholic Majesty,

they would be utterly undone and surrounded on all sides.

Perplexed, as they are, with these and other considerations, they
would much like to arrange with Spain, but as they see his

Majesty does not write to them or show any anxiety to come to

terms, and the present position is likely to drag on for a long time,

they have decided to endeavour to get his Majesty to agree to a
truce for two or three years, on their undertaking to clear the sea
of corsairs and open the ports ; Commissioners in the meanwhile
being appointed to investigate the pending questions. Their belief

is that in the two years they would be reconciled with his Majesty
as before. I have all this from a very good quarter, and am
assured that, if this truce is not gi'anted to them, they^will come to
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any terms his Majesty may demand ; either in religion or anything
else, as they are so driven and, perplexed that they will submit to

anything.

I have written previously that a large number of English and
Flemish vessels have gone to Spain and Portugal with English

cloths belonging to English subjects, although shipped in other

names, and that these ships will bring back Spanish goods. It

greatly entertains these people to see that they are thus allowed to

trade with Spain and Portugal, as otherwise your Excellency may
be certain they would have found a way to settle the differences

before now. The joke of it is that an Englisbman has just come
hither from Portugal to open trade and arrange a settlement, which
would be a public indignity for Portugal, and would give a new
lease of life to these people, who would thus be able to satisfy the

subjects here.—London, l7th November 1.572.

Note.—Damaged by fire.

18 Nov. 366. Antonio de Guaras to the King.

Confirms letter of the 19th instant, with copies of his letters to

to the duke of Alba, and of the heads of agreement drafted by
Lord Burleigh. Encloses also copies of letters to the duke of Alba
of this date.—London, 18th November 1572.

18 Nov. 367. Antonio de Guaras to the Duke of Alba.

I wrote to your Excellency on the 9th a letter which I

forwarded by special courier to the captain of Gravelines, and
since then I have received no letters from your Excellency,

although the third person is constantly asking whether I have
any news.

Lord Burleigh has said nothing more to me since I sent his

draft of agreement, nor is it to be expected that he will do so

until a letter from his Majesty, or your Excellency, affords me an
opportunity of going to see him. In case, however, of his wishing
to say anything, I will throw myself in his way, and will report

to your Excellency if he addresses me. I learn from the third

person, who is with Lord Burleigh every day, that the Queen is

extremely desirous of receiving a letter from his Majesty, and
Lord Burleigh expresses this desire with great sorrow at the long

delay in replying to the Queen's letter of August. He tells me all

this indirectly, but it is quite clear that he has been instructed

to learn from me whether letters have arrived, and to let

me know that they are displeased at not having received these

replies.

This greatly alarms them, for fear his Majesty may not be
willing to be friendly with them, which certainly would not be
extraordinary, seeing their continued proofs of enmity towards
him, especially with their armed Englishmen in Flanders. There
is no news that Captain Morgan and his soldiers at Flushing are

coming back, nor those with M. de Lumay at Brille, but, if

this and all that has passed be overlooked by his Majesty, these
people will be only too glad to be friends, and will open their ports
willingly.
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If, on the contrary, no answer is sent to them, they will

persevere in the evil projects they have in haud, and put them
into execution, if their advances for friendship are not recipro-

cated. In this event they will try to injure his Majesty's in-

terests. The only thing I can learn is that full Councils are

meeting, and that the prince of Orange's emissaries are being

received, whilst they are frequently sending to the English am-
bassador in France. Everybody believes they are up to some
mischief, but I can get no details, and time must show what it is.

There is a rumour that the present ambassador in France is to be

recalled, and another sent.

Some of the prisoners for the duke of Norfolk's affair have
been condemned this week to perpetual imprisonment, and others

to the confiscation of all their property. The rest are in con-

finement in the Tower, and it is thought that it will go hardly

with them. One of the prisoners is the brother of the earl of

Northumbei'land named Percy.

A-bout ten Frenchmen of good appearance have arrived here

from Eochelle, and have gone to Court to say that, if help were
not sent at once the place would be in great peril. They are still

at Court, associating with the Vidame de Chartres and Montgomeri,

and are trying to get the aid they seek, publicly or privately.

It is now asserted that the man who was killed in Scotland was
not Morton but the earl of Mar, who had custody of the prince,

who has now remained in the keeping of his brother. I am
given to understand that he and his wife are both Catholics, and
a message has consequently been sent from this Court to the

Regent Morton telling him and two other earls to stand firm, and
these people here will pay all the expenses of their soldiers.

A printed proclamation is secretly passing from hand to hand
here which I have not yet been able to obtain. It is printed in

Scotland, although, it is believed, inspired from here, and states

that the Council of Trent, his Holiness, and all the princes,

especially naming the Emperor, his Majesty, and the King of

France, had agreed to the killing of the Huguenots in France, and
the same in Scotland ; and all congregations in the latter country

are warned to adopt measures against such a project.

Two days ago an emissary of Orange presented a letter to the

Queen. Its purport and the reply to it may be well imagined. Five

or six boats with victuals and stores for Holland are leaving here for

Holland. They are specially taking supplies of powder, vinegar,

beer, and salt. The principal shipper is this scamp Aselier, whom I

have mentioned before. There has been a great outcry lately here

that some of the Queen's ships were again to be put into com-
mission, but nothing has been done yet.

As I was closing this, the accompanying printed document was
published here, and the little book which I also send has been
printed (which will be noted is printed under privilege). All this

will show how these people persevere in supporting their heresy,

and in their opposition to his Majesty's interests.

The controversy here between one set of heretics and another

is become daily more bitter. This week some printed booka
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have been published by the sect which is called the Puritans, or

stainless ones, against the other sect, or Oalvinists, and such is the

passion engendered, that, one of these days, they will come to

blows, which it is to be hoped that God will permit, and that one

set of heretics may confound the other, and all of them go to

perdition together. —London, ISth November 1572.

25 Nov. 368. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the
^•^' Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.
Cotton,

Galba, c. IV. I wrote on the I7th instant, and now have to report that the
Original draft, t^q^t^ .^^j^q jg going to Germany left here on the 21st, at 3 o'clock

after midnight for Dover, where he embarked for Boulogne, whence
he was to take post for Paris and thence to Germany. His name
is Henry Home ; he is a tall man, with a long face, his beard thin,

silky and of light colour. He is 36 years of age, and is a nephew
of the present bishop of Winchester. He takes two men with
him, one a German and one an Englishman. He bears three

letters in Latin from the Queen, one for the duke of Saxony, one
for the Palatine, and one for the marquis of Brandenburg. The
letters say that she is sure the coming of Cardinal Ursino to France
is for the purpose of planning many things to her prejudice, and in

favour of the queen of Scotland, The King also, she says, has
summoned Cardinal Lorraine, the inventor of the murder of so

many nobles of France, her good and true friends, and the Pope
was striving to unite Catholic Christendom against tlie Protestants.

She informed them of all this in order to learn their feelings on
the subject, notwithstanding the negotiations she was carrying on
with your Excellency through a Spaniard resident here, for the re-

opening of trade on both sides, which she doubted would come
to anything. She especially presses the duke of Saxony and the

Palatine to endeavour to get the Emperor to intervene with his

Majesty to bring about a peaceful settlement. She says that if

she can only be sure of Spain and Portugal she will give the

French such a drubbing for the trick they have played her, as they

will not forget whilst the world lasts, which she says she has

very good means of doing, as will be verbally explained by the

envoy.

She begs for a prompt answer on all points, as, if possible, she

wishes to receive it before the end of January. She will help tbe

prince of Oiange to hold firm in Holland, although she doubted his

being able to rein.'iiu there very long.

This envoy is also taking two autograph letters from the

Treasurer to the duke of Saxony and the Palatine, but I have
been unable to learn the contents. He carries all these letters in

his left breast, concealed in a taffety doublet he wears. Each
letter is enclosed in a sort of separate pocket of leather, with which
the whole doublet is lined. He takes with him a trunk with his

clothes, and for iiurther dissimulation, carries therein six books in

Latin, and Iwu gold chains of 400 (crowns ?) each, for presents in

Germany ; it is not known to whom they are to be given, as the

Treasurer gave him his instructions secretly. He is going very
artfully, pretending that his only object is to study in Germany.
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He is a good Latinist, and, having lived long in Paris, speaks

excellent b'rench. His voyage is so secret that its object is not

even disclosed to the English ambassador in Paris, to whom he

has a letter from the Treasurer, introducing him as a person who
is going to study in Germany, and requesting the ambassador to

give him every assistance out of respect for his uncle the Bishop.

He is most urgently enjoined not to disclose anywhere that he

is going on public business, and great favour and honours are

promised him on his return if he carries through his mission

successfully.

, I have sent advice of all this to the ambassador Don Diego de

Zuniga through the French ambassador here, in order that he may
take such steps as may be desirable, although I have received no
answer from him to mine of the 27th ultimo.

The nine ships with stores for Holland have left, but the servant

of Orange did not go with them, as he is to go by land with the

bills for the 20,000Z. given to him by Ferdinand Pointz, payable in

Antwerp. I do not know yet upon whom the bills are drawn,

but will advise if I can discover.

Captain Morgan and his .soldiers came back a week since from

Flushing. There are 200 of them, and they are in such want that

they are begging about the streets. Those in Brille and Plolland

have not returned yet, and, as they have not done so in the fine

weather, they will stay there all the winter, unless they are

turned out. 1 am told the English have not returned by the Queen's

orders, but by reason of their great need there.

On the 20th the French ambassador went to Court and accom-

panied the Queen to Windsor ; amongst many other things he
told the Queen that his master instructed him to say that he

learnt that several of the principal merchants of Rochelle had
come hither, seditious persons, and, as no doubt they would find

some evil spirits to consort with, he feared their designs were
against him. The Queen pretended to bj much surprised at this,

and said that she knew nothing of it, but would speak to the

Council, as she was anxious to keep the peace with the King.

The ambassador took leave of the Queen on this, but was after-

wards with Leicester and the Treasurer for three hours, although

I do not know what decision was arrived at. The evil spirits

referred to by the King are supposed to be the Vidame de Chartres

and Montgomeri' who has arrived here in disguise, and both he

and the Vidame have been several times to Court. They are

plotting something, I am sure^ and the visit of the English ambas-

sador's secretary from France referred to the same matter. I will

report all I can learn.

A special courier came to the Queen on the 22nd from her

ambassador in Paris, with letter, saying that the King had in-

formed him that he learnt fi-om De Croc the state of affairs in

Scotland, and he appealed to the Queen to fulfil her treaty obli-

gations in respect to that country. If she did not remedy matters

he (the king of France) could not avoid sending troops thither

;

and this, the ambassador says, the King pronounced with a

perfectly serene countenance. The queen is much grieved about
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it. The man who is going to kill the earl of Westmoreland is

making ready, but they tell me they cannot give me his name
until his passport is made out. I will then report. The Earl in

the meanwhile should be very careful.—London, 25th November
1572.

1 Dec. 369. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the
B- M. Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.
Cotton,

Galba, C. iv. In my last of the 25th ultimo I said I had not learnt the result
Original draft, of the long interview of the French ambassador with Leicester and

Burleigh. I now learn that the ambassador was assured in many
words that nothing against his King should be allowed here. The
ambassador complained much of the treatment of the queen of

Scotland and the closeness with which she was kept, as she was
not allowed to leave one room. As a consequence of these remon-
strances, the Queen has ordered the earl of Shrewsbury to allow

the queen of Scotland to go to a neighbouring house for a change.

She at once wrote a letter warmly thanking this Queen for the

additional liberty thus given her. She also wrote to the king of

France, the Queen-Mother, and the duke of Guise ; the letters

having been read by the earl of Shrewsbury before they were
sealed, all three in one packet with a letter to the French am-
bassador asking him to forward them. He sent them by his

secretary at once.

A gentleman named M. de Mauvissifere arrived here on the 29th

from France with much ostentation. He comes on business from

his King but has not yet seen the Queen. He has been here and

in Scotland several times before and is liked by this Queen. I

will endeavour to discover his business. The nine ships with

stores all arrived safely at Brille, thanks to the zeal employed, and

discharged their cargoes. Three have returned hither. The
servant of Orange who is to take the bills for the 20,000i. has not

left yet. I will advise his departure promptly, as also that of the

man who is going to kill the earl of Westmoreland.

I am told that the French refugees here are to fit out several

ships and load them with victuals and stores, as if for a voyage,

but really for Roohelle, whither some have already been sent aad

where much distress exists. I have not yet discovered what are

the negotiations going on between Montgomeri and the Rochelle

merchants here.—London, 1st December 1572.

Note.—Damaged by fire.

15 Dec. 370. Antonio de Guaeas to the Duke of Alba.

On the 8th instant I wrote a letter to your Excellency through

Tassis, copy of which I enclose.

I have subsequently received a letter from Antonio de Tassis

saying he had received the packets sent but I have no letters from
your Excellency. The third person is constantly coming to n.e,

apparently on behalf of Burleigh, to learn whether I have any
reply, and, although Burleigh himself sometimes sees me he says

nothing and takes no more notice than if he did not know me ; his
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bearing displaying annoyance that he has spoken so openly upon
the question as to ask, on the Queen's behalf and his own, that

the ports should be opened and commissioners appointed. The
third person assures me that this is Burleigh's feeling upon tha

matter.

By this and other signs it is quite clear tbat they have now lost

hope that your Majesty will extend your friendship to them. On
the contrary, the general rumours at Court and amongst people
who know anything about the business are to the effect that the

Queen and Council have no expectation of this agreement with us

being concluded, and that they are trying to provide against the

trouble which they expect will fall upon them. For this purpose
they have sent a person secretly to Germany, the name of whom I

have not yet learned, to negotiate with their friends there. They
have for a long time past had troops forewarned for them in

Germany, the Hamburg people being sureties, guaranteed by the

English merchants there.

In pursuance of the same end it is publicly said that Mont-
gomeri will go to Rochelle with overt help, and twelve or thirteen

ships are being fitted out here, at Portsmouth and Plj'-mouth for

that purpose. This is to encourage their friends in France, whence
comes the news that the people of Guienne, Gascony, and Languedoc
have offered to declare themselves in the service of this Queen,
although those who best understand the matter do not believe that
these people here will have anything to do with it, until they are

quite sure about our friendship.

It is said that in Scotland there is a show of taking up arms
again in consequence of the Prince being in the hands of the
Catholics. The faith is being preached over the greater part of
Scotland, and large numbers of people are being converted by the
preaching of some very wise friars who have gone there from
France. On the other band, those who are friendly to this Queen
are opposing this, and Killigrew has gone from here as ambassador.
In Ireland the people are all up in arms against the English, as the
Irishmen will not allow the Englishmen to colonise certain lands
there.

An English soldier tells me that he heard for certain at Flushing
that, when any force comes against the place, the people will

abandon it. It is said that there are three hundred Englishmen
belonging to M. de Lumay's force at Caunfer.

Parliament will open on the 1 2th of January, and it is said that
the earl of Leicester will be created a duke and Lord Burleigh a
marquis. The French ambassador has returned, the Queen having
consented to be godmother, and the earl of Leicester will leave here
to represent her.

For the last five or six nights a terrible comet of immense size

has been seen in the eky, and as these people here are fond of
speculation, a great deal of discourse is taking place about it, the
general talk being that such a sign has never been seen here
excepting when it has presaged a change of government.

It is believed that the queen of Scotland has been given rather

more liberty and that the bishop of Ross will shortly be released,

jr ?6467. F F
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The earl of Arundel, also, Las been set free, he having hitherto been
under arrest in his own house.

It is confidently reported to me that the people of London are

to lend the Queen, at her request; a hundred and fifty thousand
crowns for one year, she adding to it a like amount ; two hundred
crowns in addition being collected amongst the French and Flemish
rebels here and their Huguenot friends in France, Flanders, and
Germany. The object of this is to enable the Vidame and Mont-
gomeri and their friends to raise troops in Germany, and, although
it is presumed that the purpose is to trouble the king of France
and enforce this Queen's demand that Rochelle should be held, and to

press the question of Guienue, it is also understood that part of the

force is destined to support the prince of Orange in his traitorous

pretensions. With the same end great quantities of grain, flour,

bacon, and other provisions are being gathered in the counties of

Norfolk and Suffolk to supply Flushing and Holland. There is a
great rumour, although secret, that seven or eight thousand soldiers,

French, Walloon, and English, are to leave here for Flushing, and
they tell me that, whatever designs the Vidame and Montgomeri
may have subsequently, they will first go to Flushing and Holland
with this force, and unite with Orange. Yesterday the Council

was gathering information from one of the principal men of

Flushing, who is secretly here, respecting the guns, ammunition,
and stores which were in that place, and the number of men for its

defence. As may be imagined, this Government, with Orange and
the French, are very busy with these treaties, and there seems to be

no doubt about their plans being carried out, but, please God, your
Excellency will confound tliem all, to the great service of God and
the King, and the admiration of the world.

By experience we see that these ships in the Channel will go, as

I said they would, in the direction of Eouen, to plunder. They
have taken there a cutter loaded with wool and oranges, another

with sugar from Barbary, and another with a cargo of woad. The
two latter are French ships, and they are now on this coast, where
the plunder will all be put up for sale.

By the last courier the Flemings here received news that Orange
had been in danger of captui-e in Holland, and that he will fly

hither from oiir army. When the French ambassador took his

leave to return he had long secret conferences with Montgomeri and
the Vidame, all of which goes to show that the treaties are directed

against Flanders, although it is announced that four ships which
have left here since for Portsmouth to join the others of which I

spoke arc going together to plunder. But they will go to Rochelle

or to succour Flushing.—London, 15th December 1572.

15 Dec. 371. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

Confirms his letter of the 8th instant, and encloses another packet

for the King.—London, 15th December 1572.

15 Dec. 372. Antonio de Guaras to the King.

Confirms his letter of the 8th, enclosing copies of his letters to the
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duke of Alba, and encloses herewith copies of other letters to the

Duke of this date.—London, 15th December 3 572.

22 Dec. 373. Antonio de Guaeas to the Duke of Alba.

Confirms his letter of 15th, by Tassis, and has received nothing

since that date.

Two days since Lord Burleigh sent the third person to tell me
that he wished to see me. I went, and he asked me whether I had
any letters from your Excellency. I answered him that I had not,

and he then asked when I expected them. I replied that I looked

for them hourly, and that there had been no undue delay, considering

that the special courier I had sent to Gravelines with the packet of

the 9 th, enclosing his draft, had been detained in Dover for more
than eleven days by contrary weather, and also that, no doubt,

your Excellency would be fully occupied with the prosperous events

which had taken place against those bad rebels of Gueldres and
Holland.

He then made a long speech to me, which sounded as if it had
been well studied, about his hope that I was satisfied with the

goodwill which he himself had always shown towards an arrange-

ment, and said that, so great had been liis desire for concord, that,

since he had handed me the draft heads of agreement, many of his

fellow Councillors had been trying to persuade the Queen that your
Excellency and 1, for my part, were deceiving them in this business,

which, they said, was evident from the fact that the Queen had
received no reply from his Majesty to the letters from her which
had been forwarded to your Excellency for him, which reply, they

thought, was due to the goodwill and favourable desire of the Queea
in the business. Seeing, however, that no reply had been received

from your Excellency with regard to the draft agreement, he,

Burleigh, and his friends on the Council were, so to speak, confused

and ashamed. I told him that I hoped in a few days to come
to him with as good news as could be hoped for, and, as regarded

his goodwill to the business, I was quite sure that his Majesty
and your Excellency were entirely satisfied.

During this conversation he reminded me of the hope he had
expressed some time since, that I would write to your Excellency

requesting that the ports should be opened on the 29th instant,

that having been the day of the seizure in Flanders ; which hope
he had repeated when he handed me the draft. He had, he

said, continued to entertain that desire, but, as no courier had
arrived with the reply and the day was now approaching, he and
his companions could not avoid feeling aggrieved, and the Queen
herself was much surprised. I replied, as before, that I hoped
before the day arrived that a favourable answer would be received

from your Excellency. He asked me whether there was any news
from our ai'my in Flanders, and I told him that he would no doubt
know better than I, but that I learned that many towns in

Holland which has been disturbed by the adherents of Orange
had submitted to his Majesty, and it was expected that, with the

force your Excellency had, you would soon bring them all on to

the good road, It was said that Orange was very near being

f J!' -J.
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surrendered to your Excellency, but that he had been rescued by
the aid of M. de Lumay and had retired with him to Brille.

Burleigh pretended to be surprised at such events, although he
said that nothing else could be expected.

When I said that it was public talk that Orange was coming
here, he replied, " If he were to do so, as I have already told you,
" tlie Queen is very anxious to intercede with his Majesty in order
" that Orange may be once more pardoned and received into the
" King's favour, and her Majesty will so deal with the business
" as to satisfy the King with regard to the Prince's humble
" petition for pardon, in view both of his great services and many
" faults." He added that, otherwise. Orange with his French,

German, and other friends, would presumably continue to push his

claims passionately and persistently. I said that, perhaps, in

the interests of God and his Majesty, the arrival of Orange here

might be desirable, if thereby the Queen could carry through this

good purpose.

Burleigh said that, since it was expected that your Excellency
would entirely settle matters in the States and bring them to

complete submission to his Majesty, although, hitherto, the severe

execution of the malcontents had been necessary; in order to

enhance the great renown of your Excellency and the courageous
services (these were his words) of his Majesty, it would be no less

glorious if yovir Excellency, after so many successes won by the

sword, would lean to clemencj' and pardon for these mistaken
men, and to quiet and concord in affairs. This was in substance

what he said, and I replied that I hoped everything would turn

out to the satisfaction of all. This conversation took place in his

room on the 19th instant, only he and I being present. As I have
written, the Queen and Council are undoubtedly in favour of

friendship, and, if it be his Majesty's will to accept an agreement,

it will cause great rejoicing to the people, and will be gladly

accepted.

I am assured that Montgomeri and the Vidame, with the secret

support of these people, have agreed to disturb France and Flanders

in company with Orange, and no doubt your Excellency will hear

more fully than we do, the news of the raising of troops in

Germany for this purpose, with the aid of credits which have been

sent from here and the hundred thousand pounds which are now
ready in this place. The credits I speak of were for a hundred and

fifty thousand crowns payable in Antwerp ; half in the middle of

January and half in the middle of February. Your Excellency

may be assured that, when they think the time suitable, they will

place men, munitions, and victuals in Flushing for its defence,

the idea being that if tbey can keep those States in turmoil, and

trouble the king of France about Kochelle, they will be quite

Fafe from any assult from us or the French during next summer,

which they otherwise fear. So great is their alarm of this that it

is public talk all over the country that they are to be conquered

by your Majesty in union with the king of France, and there is

hardly anything else spoken about. The man who was sent to

Germany, as I said, about their sinister designs is a man, under
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forty years of age, who was a servant of the so-called bishop
of Winchester, but I have not been able to learn bis name. News
has recently come that there are many armed ships on these
seas, and that three Spanish sloops have been captured on their

way to Rouen, as well as three French ships loaded with wine.

Quantities of artillery, powder, and otlier stores have recently
been loaded in the Tower of London to be conveyed to the
ships, in order that they may be ready to be sent where they are

wanted.

Certain Frenchmen who have just arrived from Dieppe bring
news that Montmorenci had fled and that his brother had been
killed.

In every parish in the country it has been arranged to ask
people, rich and poor, to give wliat each person pleases for the
defence of the country against its enemies. Much money will

thus be obtained, because the heretics will give more than they
can afford out of zeal, and the Catholics will do the same
in order not to mark themselves out as different from the others.

Di'. 'Dale is going to France as ambassador, and they have
made him a dean to give him more weight I have been assured
this afternoon that Orange had arrived at Flushing. It is asserted

that an English ship which sailed from the island of Azores on the
6th ultimo left there the fleet from the Indies which had arrived oa
the 2Gth of October, and was waiting for Melendez to convoy it.

—

London, 22nd December 1572.

22 Dec. 374. Letter of Inteixigence from London (imsigned) to the

^- ^- Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.
Cotton,

Gaiba, c. iv. Since my last of 18th instant a courier came to this Court from
Original draft, the Queen's ambassador in Paris with a letter of a sheet and a half

for the Queen, all in cipher, but, as the cipher is kept by a private
man of the Treasurer's, I have been unable to discover the contents,

or the purport of the negotiations being carried on by the private

persons who are concerned in these aflairs, except that they are

about French and Scotch matters. As soon as the Queen re-

ceived the letter she sent post haste to Morton and Killigrew,

saying that Cardinal Ursino had submitted to the king of France
many things against her and the kingdom of Scotland, and had tried

to persuade the King that all the heresy in his kingdom has come
from hers, as well as the rebellions and invasions from which he had
suffered. He (the Cardinal) said that she was acting in the same
way towards Flanders. She therefore tells them that it will be
better not to proceed in the matter of the election of Eegent and
the other affairs which were to be undertaken, so as to satisfy the
King (of France) for the present.

The ambassador writes that the friend who gave him the letter

urged him to send it at once by a safe hand, as it was so important.

I am striving all I can to learn the name of this person in Paiis

who keeps them so well posted in all that passes, in order that
a stop may be put to his wickedness, for great evil is wrought by it.

Weston ('?), who was attached to Orange from this Queen, has
returned to this Court, and says that, if Orange were furnished
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with money, he has good means of again raising trouble in the

States. He says there are 300 English in (Brille ?), fortifying it,

and they are doing the same in Flushing. From the latter place,

a few days ago, a burgomaster came to London and went to Court.

I do not yet know his business. All these rebel places are being

constantly supplied with provisions from here, and they will con-

tinue to be so as long as tilings remain as they are. I am told that

Orange will come here secretly to negotiate with the Queen and

Council about these aifairs. My friends have not yet been able to

tell me what his servant came about, except it be about this visit of

his master.

These people are preparing with astonishing diligence and care,

and as secretly as possible. The Queen has borrowed 600,000

crowns, 200,000 of the merchants here to be paid in Hamburg or

Cologne. An express courier was at once secretly sent off with the

ordinary courier to Antwerp on the 15th instant, taking a letter to

the Englishman in Hamburg who is the governor or head of the

merchants there, telling him to set together the merchandise

ref[uired, and to have ready by January the 200,000 crowns in

Hamburg or Cologne. The other 400,000 arc to be raised in this

country, 100,000 from the clergy and 300,000 from the nobles,

under warrants from the privy seal binding the Queen to reimburse

all these sums out of the customs' revenues and the new subsidy.

All the money is to be ready by the end of January.
The Queen has secretly given orders for the holding in readiness

of 10,000 foot soldiers and 1,200 horse of the general muster called

recently, and has authorized Montgomeri to raise a force of 4,000

men from the Flemish and French bandits and some Englishmen
from Flushing and elsewhere who are with him. His captains are

now busy organizing this force. Four private ships carrying much
ordnance and stores have left this river ; it is said for the west, to

join the other ] 5, of which I have written, for the purpose of going

together to re-victual Rochelle, as they have done before with other

ships.

My friends tell me that, so far as they can gather, these pre-

parations are intended to carry out the following plan. The
200,000 crowns will suffice, when supplemented by promises, to

raise 10,000 or 12,000 men in Germany to enter France. These

men will willingly go thither, as they know there will be plenty of

plunder. The troops raised here will be sent to Guienne, where
they have much promise of support from the nobles, and they will

then try to raise the whole country of Gascony and Languedoc and

as far as the Rhone and the Loire, so that there will be greater

civil wars than ever before in France. At the same time they will

not be idle in the States, and, judging from the support they have

in France and here, their plans are well laid.

On the 19th instant the Treasurer, who was in London, sent for

Antonio de Guaras, and said that he was much surprised he had
received no reply from your Excellency. What passed between
them and the answer given to him I leave for Guaras to tell,

as no doubt he will write to your Excellency about it ; although

I have heard the whole of the conversation from a person who
overheard it,
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They are anxious to know what attitude your Excellency is

going to adopt towards them, in order to make their arrangements
in conformity therewith. Tliey are very desirous of coming to

some settlement with Spain or Portugal, iu order to be able to con-

centrate their attention on France ; and, quite recently, a gentleman,

of position, who is a friend of mine and a confidant of the Treasurer's,

approached me twice over, to ask me whether there was not some
way we could devise by which the trade with Portugal might be

resumed. In the course of conversation lie said that the religious

question was the cause of these negotiations being ineffectual. I

answered him fittingly, and I have no doubt he will carry the

matter forward. I am much surprised at such a hint reaching

me in this way, because the Treasurer looks askance at me, as he

believes it was I who prevented the last ariangement with Portugal

from being carried through. It shows their need to be even greater

than it appears.

An Englishman arrived here on the 20th in great haste from
Paris, to tell the Treasurer that Cardinal Lorraine had arrived at

Lyons and had sent a courier at once to the King. The Queen
was immediately informed of this, and it is evident that they aio

full of distrust and alarm at the coming of the two cardinals, and
with very good reason, for it may result in their being punished as

they deserve.

The earl of Arundel has been released, and, it is said, he will go
to Court and fulfil his office as Lord Steward. There are good
hopes, too, of his son-in-law, Lord Lumley, and of the earl of

Southampton.
There are signs that they are likely to release the rest of the

Catholics who are in prison for religion's sake, as the Treasurer
and others were conferring with them in the Tower for a long time
the other day. This show of friendship with the Catholics is a
proof of the alarm they feel.

Letters came on the 19th from the king of France to his ambas-
sador, who is to have audience to-morrow. I will report what I

hear. I have just heard that a certain M. de St. Marie, of the
duchy of Guienne, has written to the Treasurer confirming
Montgomeri's promise given here, that the province shall be
delivered to this Queen.—London, 22nd December 1572.

Note.—Damaged by fire.

1573.

7 Jan. 375. Document headed :
" Points of Letters from Antonio de

,
B- M., GUAEAS to ZaYAS."

Add. 260566.

The States of Holland and the prince of Orange have sent four
commissioners to the queen of England, to invite her to take
possession of the strong places that remain in Orange's favour, and
defend them against the King's forces. She is much urged to this.

The Queen, however, had not resolved, but was keeping the matter
open until she knew whether the conditions that Cecil had given
him (Guaras) would be accepted by the duke of Alba, in which
case she would refuse aid to Orange, at least publicly. If the
conditions are not accepted she will help the rebels energetically.
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Morton has been declared regent of Scotland with four associates.

Parliament has been prorogued till April, when it is thought they

will proceed against the queen of Scots.

Large sums of money are being sent to Hamburg for the purpose

of raising troops in Germany.
The ships of the fleet at the Isle of Wight had captured nine

French vessels with goods from Andalucia and Bordeaux, on

letters of marque granted by Orange against French and Spanish

Catholics.

Caunfer was being strongly fortified with four ramparts. There

were 2,000 men and much artillery there, and 14 well armed ships

in the port.

The Flushing people were determined to block the channel of the

river to Antwerp with old ships loaded with stone and sunk. The
Lord Privy Seal is dead. He was considered a Catholic.

The galleys of the king of France had captured four English

ships loaded with powder and stores on their way to succour

Rochelle, and tlie Queen was demanding their restitution, which
will probably be granted, as the French treat her with much
respect. Hawkins has seven or eight fine ships all ready to put

into commission, and it was thought he was going with Montgomeri
to succour Rochelle. The queen of England had offered ^300,000
to those who guard the prince of Scotland to deliver him to her,

and if the friends of his mother do not keep him, it is considered

certain that she (Elizabeth) will get him, and they will then do as

they like both with him and his mother, namely, kill them.

Permission has been given for any ships that like to go to Spain,

and take or bring merchandise. Many ships had accordingly gone

with cloth and other goods which had been sold in Andalucia and
Galicia, bringing back in return the goods they required.*

14 Jan. 376. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the
B- M. Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.

Cotton,

Gaiha, c. IT. I wrote my last letter on the 3rd instant, and now report that
Original draft. Casimbrot has given to the Queen a letter from Orange, written at

Delft, saying that he has two or three other places in Holland, and
that he will be able to stand his ground if he is kept supplied with

munitions and victuals, which he much needs. He is promised

troops from Germany, with which, he says, he will be able to push
back the duke of Alba's army to the frontier and recover the places

he has lost. He will, he says, have a good fleet ready by the spring,

which will fui"ther aid him, and he greatly desires to come hither

secretly to discuss matters of importance.

I said a burgomaster of Flushing liad arrived here. Some more
have now come, who say the place is well fortified, and, if they can

keep up the supply of provisions, they have nothing to fear. I

shall know better what is going on when I learn the reply given

to Orange and to these men.
As I said, the French ambassador went to Court, and I learn

• Note in the handwriting of the King :
" Notice. I kno'w how my orders are obeyed.

Let Velasco see this,"
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that he complained much, on behalf of the King, that the Queen's

subjects should take victuals to the rebels at Rochelle. His galleys

had captured near Rochelle four English ships loaded with com
and salt meat. The ambassador on his own account also complained

that the ships were despatched with his passpoit, as he had been
deceived a.s to their destination.

The Queen said that her good subjects had taken nothing to

these people in Rochelle, and would not do so, but the ambassador
said he would show her a letter written to the King by the captain

of his galleys, saying that, in addition to the provisions in the said

ships, he had found on deck six French Huguenots, two of whom
were known to belong to Rochelle. The Queen was taken aback
at this, and called the Admiral to inquire about it, ordering him to

make the strictest inquiries and severely punish the offenders ; with
a great deal more of the same sort of talk, all of which will end in

nothing, as usual. The ambassador also said that his King was
much astonished at the great preparations being made here by
French and Flemish rebels, helped by Englishmen and directed by
Montgomeri and the Vidame ; whereby his subjects were grievously

injured. The Queen said, that as they belonged to the same religion

as she did, she could not close her country to them. The sea, she
said, was their hunting ground, but if they brought any property
of French subjects to her country she would order its restitution.

The Queen's ambassador in France writes that his friend recom-
mended him to appeal to the King, asking that the men on board
the four English ships captured by the galleys should not be so

ill treated. The King replied that it was his wish that all foreigners

in France should be well treated, and especially Englishmen, but he
only intended to refer to those who behaved themselves properly,

and the others should be well punished. He (the Ambassador)
writes that things were very threatening in Languedoc, and, if a
person of confidence were sent thither this spring, greater troubles

would ensue than ever, as nearly all the people are Huguenots,
although the severity of the King has made them pretend to be
Catholics. A great force and nearly all the nobles were being got
ready to go to Rochelle with the duke of Anjou, and, unless some
remedy is devised, the struggle will be hard and bloody.

The earl of Morton, the new regent of Scotland, writes to the
Queen that is was arranged for Parliament to meet there on the
20th instant, and a suspension of hostilities was agreed upon until

the 15th April, when it was to close. He was in hope that all

would turn out to their liking, as the four gentlemen who had the
Prince in their keeping were to be changed every three months
and he had no doubt they would be able to agree. He is suspicious
of Huntly and his brother Adam, and of Lord Herries, and is

desirous that Killigrew should go from Berwick to stay with him
for three days, in order that he may verbally convey to him what
he wishes to say to the Queen. Killigrew came here very secretly
on the 17th. He is still at Court, but my friends cannot tell me
more yet as to the object of his coming.

The French ambassador received another packet from his master
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and went to Court to tell the Queen that the King was much dis-

pleased to bear of the great bribes paid by Killigrew in Scotland
to obtain possession of the Prince ; which he (the King) would in

nowise allow, and, if she did not find a remedy for these pro-
ceedings, he should be forced to do so himself. The Queen replied

that these things were made up by persons who wished to perturb
the peace and harmony between her and the King. She said that

Killigrew had left Scotland some time ago. The ambassador asked
for a passport to send a packet to Scotland from the King, but the
Queen put him off and did not grant the passporb for five days, so

as to give them time to write to Scotland first. She wrote to

Morton telling him of the packet of letters being sent, which she
suspected were for Htmtly, his brother Adam, and Lord (Herries ?)

about the delivery of the Prince, urging them to prevent such a
thing. She recommended Morton, therefore, to be very cautious.

She had also been informed that Cardinal XJrsino had done, and
would do, nothing until Cardinal Lorraine arrived, ns he was ex-

pected every day, but that she would be well posted as to what was
done. All this is written in cipher, and he, Morton, is told that

she will shortly send a trustworthy person to report verbally to

him about the French affairs. In the meanwhile she expects a
reply from Germany, and will be able to come to a decision on all

points.

The earl of Leicester and the Treasurer are the originators and
promoters of all the iniquities that have been, and are being, com-
mitted, and of the sufferings of the good people here and elsewhere,

and, as they are doubtful of the life of the Queen, and fear that if

the queen of Scotland, as next heir, were to succeed here they could

never escape punishment, they have conceived and are pushing
forward a most v.'icked project for their own salvation in any case.

This is to bring the prince of Scotland here, even though it may
cost them the 300,000 crowns I have mentioned, and then, in some
secret way, to kill his mother ; so that, at the death of this Queen,

they may proclaim him King and so save themselves. I consider

that the getting hold of this Prince will be casj-, as Morton is at

the bottom of it. The gentlemen who guard him are changed every

three months, and they will be, no doubt, chosen by the Regent.

The disloyalty and falseness of Scotsmen are notorious, and they

will do anything for money. Of the Queen's friends, the duke of

Chatelherault will be the readiest to shut his eyes, as he has claims

to the Crown himself. No doubt Killigrew's coming is respecting

this matter, which he discussed with the Regent at his last inter-

view with him.

The earl of Worcester, who is going to the baptism, leaves to-

morrow. I am told he is taking a gold salver worth 400 or 500
(crowns ?), They have, for the present, suspended the departure of

JJr. Dale, who is to go as ambassador to France, and I am told he
will not leave until an answer comes from Germany.

I have received two letters delivered to me by Antonio de Guaras,

who says they were sent to him by Secretary Albornoz by a special

messenger he was dispatching.—London, 14th January 1573.
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30 Jan. 377, Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the

qJ^^^
Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.

Galba, C. IV. I wrote On the 26th, and now have to report that the three
nginal draft. Q^gen's ships which I mentioned, are being got ready for sea

with furious haste. John Hawkins has gone to Plymouth with
all speed to take out his own and other private ships and corsairs.

Twenty-two sail, with 600 men, have just arrived on the coast from
Rochelle. The design is not known, but when the . . . ambas-
sador (?) of France asked the Yidame de Chartres why these ships

hid come, he replied to plunder.

Certain very rich heretics of this city have offered to lend this

Queen in cash at once 150,000J., to be repaid in three years, ou
condition that she ceases her warlike preparations against France

;

their action being prompted by their fears of the result of such a
contest, in which they are confirmed by the French ambassador.

They wish, instead, that aid should be given to the rebel places in

Holland, Zealand, and to Rochelle to hold out during next summer,
so as to keep both kings (i.e., of France and Spain) employed, as

otherwise they fear that, after taking these places, their Majesties

may turn upon this country and bring it to Catholicism again. The
Queen, I am told, is perplexed, but she will not turn back, as those

who are carrying forward the present plans are all-powerful in the

country.

The governor of Berwick has sent a speedy messenger with the

news that Killigrew had arranged for the Prince to be surrendered,

and in fact he had already been delivered to the earl of . . .

(Morton ?), for the purpose of being sent into this country secretly,

when the project was discovered, and a sharp skirmish resulted,

where fifteen of the principal men on the Earl's side were killed and
the Prince recovered. The hopes of this plan being carried through
are therefore frustrated, and these people are much grieved about it.

Further particulars are expected by next courier, and I will report

all I can learn.

The earl of Worcester has gone to the christening in France, and
was attacked and nearly captured by pirates between Dover and
Boulogne, with the gold salver he -was carrying over. He was saved

by the dexterity of the master and sailors of his boat, but the

pirates captured another boat containing most of his gentlemen.

They killed four men and wounded six or seven, robbing the

gentlemen of their clothes and gold chains, and 500Z. in money.
This was a planned affair, as the Bisho})S here, as soon as they
knew the Queen was going to be represented at the baptism, used
every effort to persuade her not to send the earl, they and their

friends offering her a large sum of money not to do so. This delayed
his departure until the 18th, although the Queen had promised the
ambassador he should leave on the 6th. As they saw they could
not prevent it in one way, they thought they would do so in
another. It is quite clear that, unless the pirates had been specially

ordered to make this attack, they would not have dared to do
such a thing, seeing that they are received in this country, and
come hither to sell their plunder and obtain their provisions and
stores.
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4 Feb.
B. M.

Cotton,

Galba, C. it.

Original draft.

The merchandise stolen from the ships from Antwerp by the

Flushing people has been sent to this country, and is being publicly

sold. The advice which enabled this booty to be captured was
&ent to Flushing from Antwerp, where everything possible is done
against the interests of his Catholio Majesty.

A great Catholic clergyman, who has been imprisoned here for the

faith for a long time past, like many other virtuous and holy men, has

just written a letter in Latin to the Treasurer, which I am told is a

very remarkable one. I have not been able to get a copy, but it

exhorts and entreats the Treasurer to desist from the evil work
he is doing in this country and elsewhere, and from tlie rigorous

persecution of Catholics. He urges him to turn like another

St. Paul, and also mentions the Queen. The Treasurer flew into a

violent rage with this letter, and ordered the arrest of a poor

Catholic serving woman who had delivered it. They keep him (the

priest) now very strictly in his prison, but he is full of the joy of

martyrdom.
They have printed in Paris a book in favour of the queen of

Scots in reply to an abominable one published here against her.

It contains many things against the Treasurer and his brother-in-

law, the Chancellor. On this being reported in cipher by their

informant in the French Court, Burleigh made great complaints to

the French ambassador, and gave him a note of the name of tbe

printer and bookseller in Paris.*

Perhaps this is the beginning of God's punishment of these people

for their iniquities, which He can bear no longer.—London, 30th

January 1573.

N'ote.—Much damaged by fire.

378. Letter of Intelligence from London (un^gned) to the

Dtjke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.

My last letter was dated the 30th ultimo, and I now have to

report that on that day the French ambassador was with the

Queen for an hour and a half, expressing to her his master's surprise

at the great rebel preparations being made here, aided by many
Englishman, particularly mentioning Hawkins, with the object of

helping Montgomeri and succouring Rochelle, all of which, he

said, was opposed to the friendship and alliance between her and
the King. He was therefore forced formally to protest, and to say

that, if these matters continued, he should consider their friendship

broken by her act. The Queen replied that these preparations

need not cause any surprise, as the King himself was making
similar preparations at Dieppe and elsewhere, and she should be

very glad of some explanation from the King about them. The
ambassador said they were certainly not for the purpose of offending

anybody, and were only to guard his own coast. He urged her

not to help Rochelle, but to help him to recover Jt, as it belonged

to him, and he would treat the rebels mercifully. Much more of

the same sort was said, and the ambassador left on good terms

* Walsingham had sent the book from Paris to Burleigh a short time before.

Calendar of State Papers (Foreign), 20th January 1573,

See
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with her, being inferred to the Council to discuss the matters at

issue. They promised him an answer at Shrovetide and gave it

him, to the effect that the Queen would forbid piracy in her

dominions, and that no English ships should sail to offend anyone,

but only for the security of her own coast.

They did the same thing last year with great proclamations and
orders in all the ports ; the Count de la Marque being especially

singled out for expulsion, but it was all a deceitful trick to cover

the taking of Brille. I am much afraid they will attempt what I

have said, ns T am told the Queen's ships will go out to sea in four

or five days, as well as the merchantmen. A courier came from
Scotland on the 31st ultimo confirming the news of the discovery of

the plot for the delivery of the Prince, who is now in safe hands,

and of the fighting which had resulted. It is affirmed that the

commander of the castle of Edinburgh, the principal fortress of

the country, who is on the queen of Scotland's side, learning of

the intended treason, bombarded half the city, which is attached

to the Protestant cause. Many of the houses were demolished, and
especially the greater part of Morton's house, whose appointment
as Regent he will not recognize because it was brought about

corruptly, and not by the election of the three estates of the realm

as is customary. As these are matters of such vital importance,

and touch the interests of God and the Catholic Princes, I thought

I should err greatly if I delayed the possible provision of some
measures to frustrate them when I learnt of the project, and I

I couid think of no better way of acting than divulging what I had
learnt to the French ambassador, as he has much connection with
Scotland. I found he was not so well informed about as I was, and
he thanked me warmly.

I was with him again yesterday, and he told jno that, imme-
diately after I gave him my intelligence, he had sent a speedy
courier to Scotland, and had already received a reply. He said

that he would for ever declare that, after God, I had been the

saviour of the Prince, and had thus been the means of stopping the
iniquities that had been plotted. I do not think I shall be blamed
for acting as I have done in this matter,

These people are again negotiating for the remittance of 150,000
(crowns?) in bills of exchange to Edinburgh (Hamburgh?) by
means of the Easterlings, and I will duly report what is decided
on the point. This may be to assist in raising troops in Germany,
for which the 200,000 were sent as advised by me on the
15th December, because, as one out of the three cables they had
twisted has snapped, they will try to save themselves with the

other two, namely, the sending of help to Flanders and the French
rebels, and so, by the help of German troops, keep the two Kings
busy all this year.

The good clergyman I mentioned in my last was summoned
twice by the Treasury, who put a great many questions to him
If the good man wrote well he spoke better, and he exhorted the
Treasurer to such good purpose that the latter got angry and
threatened him with execution. He said he would gladly meet
death in the service of God and the truth. I am told he will
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certainly be condemned to martyrdom. The man they sent to

Germany has not yet returned^ and they are much'surpriaed thereat.

Orange's people and the commissioners from the rebel places in

this Court are very well entertained, but it is said they will not be

despatched until the man comes back from Germany.—London, 4th
February 1573.

Note.—Damaged by fire.

16 Feb. 379. Antonio dv. Guaras to the Duke of Alba.

Add. 26,0566. ^^ ^^^ arranged, Lord Burleigh sent for me and told me tliat

much dispute had taken place with the other Councillors in the

Queen's presence about our negotiations, but that her Majesty and
he had insisted so strongly, that they had agreed to conclude an
arrangement, in accordance with a draft which he showed me, and
which he said I could read and return to him. I did so rapidly

and made a copy, which I enclose. He asked me what I thought of

the terms, to which I replied that I approved of them; except, in my
humble opinion, the detention only of English delinquents (in Spain)

was an insufficient punishment, unless accompanied by forfeiture.

As to the day for opening the ports, he said that, if your Excellency
approved of it, the 1st of May would do. He insists strongly upon
the first sitting of the commission being held here, in which he says

the Queen and all the Councillors are firm. I told him that another

, clause would have to be added, to the effect that the agreement
would have to be signed by your Excellency and himself as repre-

sentatives of the sovereigns, pointing out that your Excellency

must do so to avoid delay in opening the ports, and the sovereigns

would afterwards ratify and seal the documents as arranged. He
said he would speak to the Queen about it and the rest of my poor

suggestions, and would give me a clean copy of the draft to send to

your Excellency to sign and seal, which he would do also, the copies

being mutually exchanged. He said, as he has on other occasions,

that he hoped your Excellency would sign willingly, if only out of

respect for the Queen. I therefore detain this special courier for

two or three days to send the documents by him.

Burleigh asked me pressingly whether I had any reply to the

suggestions he had several times made about the prince of Orange,

to which I replied that, althougli I had written to your Excellency

about it I had no instructions. He said the Queen was very

anxious to have the matter settled, and I said I thought his

Majesty would not listen to any approaches such as this from a

vassal, and particularly such a traitor as Orange, but if Orange
himself, confessing his evil deeds and declaring his repentance, urged

the Queen to intercede for him with the King, perhaps, his Majesty

being so clement a Prince, might overlook his treason out of

love and reverence for the Queen. Perhaps a settlement might be

arrived at in this way. I do not know whether I did wrong in

saying this, as he spoke of settling this business with Orange in

quite an off-hand fashion, rather than speaking of Orange as a

vassal of the King whom he had offended. Burleigh would not

have endured what I said from anyone else, but he takes everything

from me in good part. He answered excusing Orange, saying that
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he only aimed at the common good and resisting oppression, and the

intolerable impositions put upon them by your Excellency without
the knowledge of the King. These were his words, and I told him
he was ill-informed, and he might be sure that, although your
Excellency had authority to govern the States in your own way,
important matters were not executed without his Majesty's know-
ledge and consent. Although you were such a grand Prince, you
were, I said, a humble servant of the King. He said he had been
told that your Excellency was very rich since you had been in the

Netherlands, and I said he could learn from anybody that your
ancestors had always served their sovereigns loyally, as your
Excellency had done for 50 years unceasingly in the field, but it was
said that no grandee in Spain had profited less, as you and yours
had always thought first of honour and fidelity rather than of pay.

I said, in truth, that you were so just and upright a Prince that

your first thought was to do your duty in your high jDOsition. He
asked me about the duke of Medina-Celi, and said he was informed
that he was a Prince of much merit—did he belong to the Royal
house ? To which I said I thought he did. I hope I shall not be
considered impertinent in repeating all this, as it arose out of Lord
Burleigh's questions.

He said he heard you were increasing your army and going to

Haarlem, which, however, he learnt, was very strong, and you would
find great resistance there and at Delft and other places. I said

he was quite wrong if he thought that Orange and his people were
going to prevail for any time, as they must be conquered for the
very badness of this cause, having risen against their natural

sovereign. In the end Holland and Zealand would be brought
down, humbled, punished, and repentant. He said ; No doubt ; but
Ihe Queen, both for the present and future, wisheii to calm the

trouble and bring about a peace.

Of the four commissioners from Holland tliree have returned with
Casimbrot, the other remaining here. They have gone in a large

vessel loaded with harquebusses and barrels of powder, but have
settled none of the things they came about. They have only got
fine words, and they have left witli the Queen a written copy of

their treasonable offers, which I have mentioned. No doubt this

copy will be made much of to show that these English have refused

out of fiiendship for his Majesty. Some Frenchmen, to the number
of 150, have gone over with the commissioner.-i and separately,

seduced by Casimbrot, but I can hear of no English going. Mont-
gomeri is preparing for his voyage, and 10 ships are being fitted

out in the river, whilst 20 pirates are on the coast and at the Isle of
Wight ready to accompany them, as well as eight belonging to

Captain Hawkins of Plymouth. I heard that Montgomeri is o-oino-

with 3,000 men to succour Rochelle. The French ambassador has
protested to the Queen about it, and begged her to prevent such a
force going against his King, in violation of the recent treaty. She
answered that the King had first broken it by sending arms and
troops to Scotland, to which the ambassador replied that this was
done, not by the King, but by Cardinal Lorraine, the queen of
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Scotland's kinsman. The Queen said, if any help was to be sent to

Eochelle, it would not be sent by her orders but by the bishop of

London, out of friendship and in respect of his religion. This is

the way they dissemble, and with strong signs of breaking with

Fi-ance altogether if the King (of Spain) makes any show of friend-

ship and approval. I am, however, told from a good source that

the Council is considering whether Montgomeri shall go to Scotland

with this force to get the Prince. They fear he cannot get into

Rochelle in consequence of the King's galleys and ships. They also

talk about the possibility of Montgomeri with his force going to

help Orange, but, such is their confusion and fickleness, that any-

thing may be suspected of them. The people here continue to send

money to Hamburg, and it is said that Ludovic was raising more
troops in Germany, but your Excellency will know best whether it

is against France or the States.

As I have said, an English pirate named Fenner had assailed

Mongia and I have since heard that he and others have captui ed

some ships from the Indies at the Azores. It is said that the pirates

have informed the Admiral and certain friends of theirs here of these

robberies, which they keep secret from me, the object being to

trump up some arrangement by pretending that they {i.e. the friends)

are authorised by the owners of the property to settle and give a

quittance. When I have learnt as much as I can I will speak to Lord
Burleigh about it, and will again beg the Queen to order the arrest of

the armed ships and release the prizes.—London, 16th February 1573.

16 Feb. 380. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the

j3, M. Duke of Alba, Governor of the N etherlands.

c ib°**c°'i
' wrote last on the 9th instant, and on the same evening Henry

Original draft. Horne, whom the Queen sent to Germany, arrived here. He came
by sea and disembarked in the Downs, as he was afraid to pass

through France. He appears to have returned in fine feather, with

a gold chain of 700 or 800 crowns round his neck, and a medal
bearing tlie portrait of the duke of Saxony, which the latter

presented to him.

The next night Casimbrot was sent off to take ship at Sandwich.

From what I can gather, it appears that the Queen has written a

letter for Orange, saying, that as Casimbrot was sent by the

Palatine, she refers him (Orange) to the statement he will make
verbally to him and to the Treasurer's letter. This is to the efiect

that a gentleman will be sent to him in a week bearing a decision

on the whole question. It is believed Weston (?), of wliom I have

spoken several times, will go. I hear that Orange writes in the

same sense as I have mentioned before, namely, that he has great

understandings in the States, and will be able to cause trouble

there this year, at great expense to his Majesty (Philip).

Three ships of 50 tons each have recently left here for Flushing

loaded with victuals and stores, sent by Ferdinand Pointz, who I

have mentioned as being a good hand at this business. The stores

were bought with part of the proceeds of the goods taken by the

Flushing people from the vessels from Antwerp and brought hither
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for sale. The rest of the money was devoted to the payment of

the English captains and soldiers who went to Flu.shing.

The writing to Scotland, to the effect I mentioned, has not gone
any further yet, but it is believed that the coming of this man
from Germany will cause them to send a person to Scotland, as I

wrote on the 14th ultimo, to inform Morton of affairs in France
and Flanders.

On the 9th instant, at midday, M. d'Anguilliere, with a large

train, arrived here from Eochelle, having landed at the Isle of

Wight. He is the Lieutenant-Governor of the place for the

Huguenots. He went at once to Montgomeri's house, but I have
not been able to discover his errand. 1 hope to do so and will

report.

The gentleman who I said had come from the Palatine, and had
embarked for Rochelle, has not been able to sail yet owing to the

weather. He is no doubt going on this business, as I am informed
that he bears with him a countersign from the Treasurer to enable

him to make an arrangement with the pirates.

We have not heard yet of the arrival in Scotland of M. de Verac,

the gentleman of the chamber to the king of France, who, I said in

my last, had gone thither, but the earl of Morton has taken prisoner

a brother of the captain of the castle of Edinburgh, who accom-
panied him. This man is now in Blackness Castle. He was
carrying 5,000 crowns and some papers.

The three Queen's ships, one large and two small, which I said

had gone to sea, .are said to have captured seven pirate vessels. This
is very likely, but I do not believe it will be to harm them, but
rather to instruct them as to their best course of action. The earl

of Worcester is daily expected back from the christening, and my
friend will give me full details. I will duly repoit.—London, IGth
February 1573.

18 Feb. 381. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the
Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.B. M.

Cotton,

Galba, C. it.

Original diaft.

y tUiJ,

I wrote on the 16th, and yesterday they sent off their letter to

Scotland, which throws some light on the German mission, and I

consequently give particulars.

The Queen writes to Morton that she has received a message
from the three electors of ("Saxony ?) Brandenburg and the Palatine,

the second of whom, however, simply confirms what Saxony may
say. This is to the effect that, with reference to the Queen's
suggestion that a reconciliation between her and his Catholic
Majesty might be arranged by the mediation of the Emperor, he
does not think it is practicable whilst the confederation between
them exists, and that it would be best for Orange to push on and
for her to help him, as they too would do in fulfilment of their
obligations. He says she must not forget that if his Catholic
Majesty found his States tranquil he would soon give her plentj; to
think about, and would influence the Emperor to turn them out
of their electorships, as the marriage of the (Arch)duke Charles to

the daughter of the duke of Bavaria had this for its sole object.
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She says the Palatine sent a gentleman, a secretary of his, to

speali to the same effect and to persuade her to break with France,

where there would be plenty of people ready to rise, and, between
this and April, much might be done with money to keep the

French busy.

The Queen writes to Morton that she is not at all confident of

Roehelle being able to hold out against the extraordinary efforts

being made by the King by laud and sea, and if she could be sure

of Spain and Portugal she would at once enter Guienne, where she

has great understandings.

She urges Morton to be on his guard, as she believes that when
the king of France takes Roehelle, he will fall upon Scotland in

union with his Catholic Majesty, although she is not so sure about
tliis last as the king of France is so suspicious about Don Juan's

delay.

She tells Morton to use every effort to get possession of the castle

of Edinburgh, and says she has given orders to the governor of

Berwick to hold in readiness his forces there, and others that have
been secretly raised on the border. She promises to send him
(i\[orton) guns, powder, and other stores, which are now being
taken from the Tower here, under the pretence that they are for

Berwick.

Slie also writes that your Excellency, by means of a Spaniard
resident here, is trying to obtain a re-opening of the ports on both

sides, in order that the States may be supplied with provisions,

which are mucli wanted. She sees the need of your Excellency

she says, and, if she makes the arrangement, it will only be on
the basis of free intercourse and other conditions advantageous
to her.

She says that the return of Cardinal Ursiuo to Rome without
doing anything in France was only an attempt on tiie part of that

King to satisfy hei', but it had doue nothing of the sort, as she saw
it was all trickery, and she had been informed that Cardinal

Lorraine bore the same powers from the Pope as Ursino did.

Advices from Germany received here say that a Venetian
gentleman, by means of a Jew who is very friendly with the Turk,

is treating for peace. Tlie Turk, it appears, will consent to peace

with Venice if the son of the Emperor is made king of Poland

;

the object being for the Turk thereupon to turn all his force

against Hungary.
In the course of the next few days they will dispatch the Pala-

tine's secretary, the gentleman to Scotland and another to Orange.

I will sue what I can discover on each head and advise.

In six or seven days Montgomeri will leave tiie Court and
embark, no doubt in consequence of the news of the King's strong

lleet before Roehelle, although people here say that Montgomeri is

not going thither, and even assert that he will not leave this

country until they see whether the king of France is going to

send to Scotland, in whii.h case he (Montgomeri) would go there.

It is impossible, however, to say anything with confidence as they
change their plans daily.—London, 18th February 1573.

Mote,—Much damaged by fire.
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23 Feb.

B. M.
Cotton,

Galba, C. iv.

Original draft.

382. Letter of Intelligence from London (un,signed) to the

Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.

My last letter was dated 18th in.stant, and theio will not be

much to report to-day as the Queen is leaving CIreenwich, where
she has been staying, to go for a foi-tnight's round of vi.sits to some
gentlemens' houses near, with a small suite and j)rivately. The
principal reason of this, however, is that they think thus to be able

to carry out their wicked plans more secretly.

The Treasurer has summoned Weston (?), who went to Germany,
another Englishman named Daniel, who is very clever and knows
those parts well, and the Palatine's secretary to be with him
to-morrow at the place, 12 miles off, where the Queen stays

two days. It is probable he (the Secretary ?) will be dispatched

from there, although they are hourly awaiting another message
from Germany. I will try to discover what is done and advise, as

I always do. Montgomeri is accompanying the Queen, but will

soon depart, it is said, for Rochelle, and, if he can do nothing there,

he will go to Scotland. Troops are secretly being raised for him
in some parts of the country, the object being to seize the prince of

Scotland by force, as they could not get him fraud. This will

cause a rupture with France, but they will not carry it out until

they know whether they can come to terms with his Catholic

Majesty, upon which point they are awaiting an answer from your
Excellency. It is impossible, however, to speak with confidence of

the plans of these people as they are changing daily. I am always
on the watch, as may be seen by my continual advices, and will so

continue to the utmost of my power.

On the 19th the French ambassador received despatches from
his King, and at once requested audience, which was not granted
until the 22nd. He was with the Queen for i\n hour, and the

Queen was apparently anything but gay. I do not yet know whnt
passed, but hope to learn. The earl of Worcester has not arrived

as the weather does not serve for his passage across. His arrival

and the dispatch of the new English ambassador to France will

enable me to learn sc^me fresh particulars.

I am just informed that the Treasurer has received a letter from
Flushing reporting the departure from there of 43 sail, large and
small, with stones and old vessels to block up the approach to the

river (Scheldt) towards Antwerp, and so to prevent the paf>saiTe of

the fleet which is being equipped there. These people are very
glad at the news.—London, 23rd February 1573.

Note.—Damaged by fire.

7 April.

B. M.
Cotton,

Galba, C. ir.

Original draft.

383. Letter of iNTELLieENcE from London (Unsigned) to the DtTKE
OF Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.

I wrote to your Excellency on the 30th ultimo. On the 2nd
instant, Doctor Dale, the new Ambassador, left here for France. I

am now in great hope of being able to discover the names of the
persons who send sucli continual reports hither from Koroe, France,
Venice, and Padua.

G g2
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The English soldiers, who I said in my last were ready to leave
for Zealand, have not left yet in consequence of the wea.ther, nor
have the stores and munitions of which it is said the rebels are in

urgent need.

J learn by letters of 29th ultimo brought by the last ordinary
post of the victories gained by Don Fadrique (i.e., Don Fadrique
de Toledo, son of the Duke of Alba), the great numbers of the

rebels killed and captured, the breaking of the dike, the capture of

. . . . (Sparen 1) near Haarlem by M. de Bossu and of the great

slaughter of the Flushing men by the people of Antwerp. We also

hear of the reinforcement of Antwerp, which will render the entrance
into Zealand easy; all of which greatly grieves people here, wlio are

making up news to a contrary effect. If they did not resort to

these cunning tricks continuall}'-, disturbances would soon be raised

in this country.

As soon as tliey sent Dr. Dale off they began the letters for

Scotland which are not yet finished. When they are ready for

dispatch I shall be informed of some parts of the contents. The
men from the Palatine, Saxony, and Count Ludovic are still here,

and when they are dispatched I shall know their errands.

I am informed that Montgomeri with his fleet was to leave

yesterday, but his destination is not known, although some say it

is Rochelle, where the king's forces have sunk more than 50 old

ships to block the entrance and prevent succour from reaching the
rebels. I will fulfil my duty to his Majesty and your Excellency
by promptly and continually communicating all I can learn.

—

London, 7th April 1573.

9 April. 384. Juan de Salvatierea to the King.

B. M. The bishops of London and Winchester and other prelates of

"^TraifBcdpt."'
England have agreed to petition tlie Queen to help Orange and
Montgomeri, she being the defender of heresy and conse lucntly

obliged to prevent their being undone, they being of the same
religion as herself. The Queen replied, as usual, that f-he did not

wish to do anything against the King her brother. They then said

that as she did not wi'sh to run the risk herself, she should give them
license to do so, and so enable them to discharge their duty and
employ their revenues in defence of their faith. The bishop of

London and his party have accordingly subscribed 20,000?.,which they

have sent to tlie prince of Orange, and the bishop of Winchester haw

laised 36,00UZ., which lias been deposited in the Guildhall of London
to be given to the Landgrave's son to raise troops. They have not

handed him the money yet as they want him to give security for

the fulfilment of his part. Thej'' gave a sum of money to him
before for the Rochelle affair but he did not take the troops.'. It

will be thus seen what the friendship of the Queen means and that

she does her best to forward heresy. How much more holy and
grateful would it be for the bishops of this country {i.e., Spain) to

beg your Majesty to allow them to apply some of their revenues to

the succour of the Catholics of Ireland and England against

the enemies of the faith. It would be very welcome to the Lord

that your Mnjisiy should command this.
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May. 385. Document headed " Orders to be verbally given to ZuBiAR

—

^jj^;?^'„, not to be taken in writinc'."
Add. 26,0566. °

. .

He is to start for England with all speed, pretending that he is

going for his own affairs, and, on his arrival, he is to endeavour to

see Captains Morgan, Frobisher, Lane, Olivier, and the other

German, and find out what their wishes are. He is to see each one

separately and press the business home with the one that appears

to be most attached to his Majesty's interests and is best fitted for

the execution of the business. If they agree mutually, he will

appi'ove of it and urge them to proceed with great caution, promising

them large rewards from his Majesty. He will deal with them as

clearly as possible, and in the manner he thinks best to attain the

end in view, namely, to get Flushing to return to the King's

service.

It appears that all these captains have one or two ships of their

own, in which they can go backwards and forwards to Flushing,

and if they or some of those who are in the place can put between
decks some thousand Walloons or a sufficient number for the

purpose in hand, and as soon as the ships are in port, seize a gate

and land their men smartly, they may master the place. If these

captains be not already iti the garrison there, they can enter with

their ships carrying troops as has been mentioned. In such case

they themselves should land and seize a gate before letting their

men be seen and then proi.eed as before-mentioned.

For this purpose tlie Walloons under a good officer might be

gathered quietly at Sluys, or some other Flemish port which might
be chosen by the captains themselves as being most convenient for

the embarkation.
If several of these captains agree to undertake the enterprise it

would not be bad to arrange that some of them should remain as

hostages in Flanders, or at least that the Walloons, if necessary,

should act as masters when on board the vessels.

If these captains succeed in killing, subjecting, or expelling from
the place those who are there, and make themselves masters of the

town, without any help from our people, they shall be very richly

rewarded and they may surrender the place without misgiving.

If they cannot succeed at Flushing they might do it at Caunfer,

Incusen, or Brille, although Flushing would always be considered

the best.

If they cannot undertake this, see what part of the enemy's
fleet they could burn or sink, or what other signal service they
could do, or put them into communication with the Grand
Commander (Requesens).

All this must be done so secretly that not even Antonio de
Guaras or other Spaniard, or anyone else, shall hear of it, but, if it

be necessary to employ the service of any Spaniard, let it be Lop^
de la Sierra, who is now in London and is a man fit for anything,
for whom I will give him a letter.

9 June. 386. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the

B. M. Duke of Alba, Governor of the Netherlands.

Gaiba, c!'iv. ^ Wrote last on the 20th April, and I have had nothing to advise
Original draft, since then, as I have not been able to see my friends. As the
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mattery were public I did not report the departure of the soldiers,

munitions, and stores from the Thames for Flushing and Brille on
the 9th ultimo, and of the 1,000 men raised in and around this city

with money provided by the Flemish rebels. Most of them are

gone, and the rest will leave shortly.

I have now to report that we have news that the castle of

Edinburgh is surrendered to Morton on certain conditions, which
will be a cloak to cover the cunning tricks they have been carrying

on there, all of them invented here. The Queen and Council have
thus, at last, in their hands what they have been so long desiring

in order to be able to promote their false religion. They will also

get into their power the prince of Scotland, of which country this

Queen will now be absolute mistress, to the destruction and ruin

of the Catholics there, and here too, as she will be in no fear of

Scotland now, as she was before. This it was that prevented her

from executing the Catholics, but the poor creatures now see them-
selves powerless and hopeless, and are crying to God for strength

to bear their martyrdom like the Christians of the primitive

Church.

Montgomeri has arrived with all his fleet and some prizes at

the Isle of Wight. He came here secretly at once to hatch some
new plots. They are doubtful about being able to succour Rochelle,

and even more doubtful of effecting a landing on the coast of

Normandy, Brittany, Picardy, or Guienne, as the King is well

prepared everywhere. As they are now sure of Scotland, there-

fore, secret orders are to be given for Montgomeri and his fleet to

join the pirates in the Channel, and, together with Orange's fleet,

try to defeat tliat of Count Bossu and relieve Haarlem.* They say
that if they can do this they will be able to hold Holland for a
long time, as your Excellency's forces can be prevented from doing
harm to the other rebel places there. When it is effected they are

to go to Flushing and land their troops with others going from
here, and endea\ our to take Middleburg and obtain possession of

all the island, under the protection of Orange. They will prevent,

in this way, reinforcements coming from your Excellency, as they
will hold the channels with their fleet.

This plan is authentic, and a great pirate named M. de Lumbres
has come to tliis Court from Orange about it. He saw Montgomeri
immediately, and it is said that certain Bishops and heretic

gentlemen here will aid with large sums of money. A subscription

is also to be raised by the Flemish rebels here and the many
secret sympathisei's in the States. Lumbres left yesterday on his

return.

The plan is also proved to be authentic by the arrival here of

all the commissioners sent by this city to Flushing as soon as the
announcement was published that licenses would be granted for

ships and merchandise to be sent to Antwerp. They bring back
word that they (the Flushing people ?) will give no such license,

as they say the Antwerp men are their enemies. No further

Couut Bossu had recently obtained posBession of the fort at the mouth of the
Sparen which commanded the entrance to Haarlem by water. The city was therefore
s\iffering great privation.
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particulars are known. A proof of the correctness of my in-

formation on this point is that seven English ships were bound to

Sluys with wool and other goods under convoy of two ships of the
fleet, and, being encountered by the Flushing people, three of

them were captured, two loaded with wool and one with oil, the

rest escaping and entering the Sluys. The Council is evidently a

consenting party to this, or the Flushing people would not dare to

do it.* The Flushing people aim at stopping trade in Flanders, as

they understand that the agreement was effected in order to pro-

vide food for the people there. They will therefore put their

wicked plans into execution. As my friends told me and I wrote
on the 20th April, the idea is to have free intercourse so as to be
able to provide victuals to all the rebel places, as, indeed, they do
now constantly from Ipswich and Colchester and places in Suffolk,

whence tiO vessels with food have sailed. Four ships that were
loading here from Sluys, it is said, will now go to Hamburg.

Captain Morgan and others have 1,-500 soldiers ready, and will

at once leave for Holland with great quantities of stores.

The letter your Excellency wrote to me on 20th February has

not been given to me by Antonio de Guaras. God grant that its

detention may not bring trouble to nie, altbougli I already see

signs that it will. The curse of jealousy is capable of anything.

The anxiety has made me \ery ill, and I am in the doctor's hands.

—London, 9th June 1573.

19 June. 387. Document in the handwriting of Guaras headed : Martyrdom
B. M. of a Catholic Priest in England.

Transcript.
' When the Queen came to the throne, many Bishops and others

were arrested for religion's sake, and, amongst them, a very wise
priest, who was kept in prison thenceforward like the rest.

This holy man was carried before the Judges to be examined on
points of faith, many people gathering there to hear him. He first

denied their right to examine his conscience, he being a priest and
they laymen. They said they were authorised by virtue of the

Queen's commission, which they produced, signed and sealed, for

the hearing of this case ; she being the spiritual and temporal
head of the realm, as was set forth in the commission. He replied

that the Pope was head of the Universal Church, and, not only was
the Queen not so, but no temporal prince could be, particularly a
woman, an imperfect vessel. In his conscience he could not ac-

knowledge the Queen to be a legitimate sovereign, as the contrary

was set forth in the excommunication of the late supreme Pontiff and
confirmed by the present Pope. He only acknowledged her to be
a bastard and spurious woman, not born in wedlock, and he only

believed in all that the holy mother Church taught, and outside

of this true faith there was no spiritual salvation. In discharge of

his conscience to this effect he publicly declared the same to those

* Ch. de Boiset writes from Middleburg to Walsingham, 23rd December 1573 (Cal.,

State Papers, Foreign), saying that this capture was not the work of the Flushingers

but of pirates who assumed their name. The Flushing people, however, had cause to

complain of the English for allowing stores to be sent to their enemies, and were sending

a list of grievances to the Queen.
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present, and begged them to reform and pray to God for grace to

understand these truths.

These and other things he declared to the great admiration of

the people, and was thereupon condemned to be quartered alive,

which martyrdom was effected to-day, and he continued to exhort

the people to the end.

And so this holy martyr, leaving the memory of his doctrine, is

now in glory. Amen.—London, 19 June 1573.

Note.—This letter refers to one Father Woodhouse, who was
arraigned in Guildhall for treason and twice examined, as related,

after having been confined in the Fleet prison for a long period.

30 July. 388. Antonio de Guaras to Lord Burleigh.
B. M Since I last saluted your Lordship I have received no letter from

o"°oii,iii'
tl^s duke of Alba, although I am sure that he will not delay in

holograph. Ordering me to inform you that my master the King will punctually

fulfil the agreement entered into. I am also sure that his Excel-

lency will send me liis Majestj''s confirmation of it. In accordance

with yoLu- Lordship's request that I should let you know what I

hear about it, I may say that I have a letter from a friend in

Madrid, dated 28th June, saying that his Majesty had ordered the

scrupulous fulfilment of all that had been arranged between your
Lordship and his Excellency. He has ordered, at the same time,

that the English shall be welcomed in all his dominions, and shall

receive all favour and good treatment, in accordance with the

ancient friendship between the two countries.—London, 30th July

1573.

Postscript : I have since received letters from Flanders, dated

26th instant, informing me of the confirmation of the agreement,

and that all the soldiers from Haarlem had been executed ex-

cepting the English. I hear from Antwerp that his Excellency

had written saying that every attention was to be shown to Sir

Christopher Hatton, captain of her Majesty's guard.

Note.—Full particulars of the negotiations for the treaty of re-

habilitation of trade with Spain and Flanders carried on by Sir

Thomas Smyth, David Lewis', Dr. Wilson, Hatton, and Mendoza
both in Flanders and England, will be found in Cotton, Galba, C. v.,

as well as all the papers connected with Zweveghem's visit to

England on behalf of the States. As the English papers for the

years 1572, 1573, and 1574 are mostly missing from Simancas,
students should consult the documents referring to the affairs of

England, Flanders, and Spain, to be found in the Cotton MSS.,
Galba, C. in., C. iv., C. v., C. vi., and Vesp., C. xiii., as well as

those in the Eecord Ofiice calendared in the Foreign Series under
their respective dates.

1574.

7 Jan. 389. Document headed " Substance of letters from Antonio
B. M. DE Guaras of 12th, 15th, 25th, 31st January 1574."

TraiiBcrijit. ^^^ Baron D'Aubigni had come to visit the Queen from ithe
Grand Commander (Requesens) and had been better received than
ever an envoy was bcfoie. A lord and seven or eight great
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gentlemen had gone out to meet him, who had housed him well

and accompanied him to the palace, in the great hall of whicii the

Queen awaited him surrounded by her nobles. She received him
very kindly and seemei pleased at his visit. The more to

honour him they took him to the Queen's privy chamber when
he took his leave, and the Queen, having been informed by him
that some of her subjects wished to go and serve his Majesty on
sea and on land, she said they could not go as she had promised
Orange that she would send no force against him, and she wished
rather to be an intercessor to bring Orange with his teri'itory of

Zealand and Holland to submit to his Majesty, as Burleigh had
several times told Guaras.

Many Englishmen are anxious to serve the King, and they would
do so if they were allowed, although it is believed few will do so

against the Queen's will. It is thought, indeed, that she has
ordered her Vice-Admirals to prevent any victuals, stores, or men
from going over for the King's service.

On the other hand, it is said that by her express order and
permission, men, victuals, and munitions are going in great

numbers to Zealand for the help of Orange. Guaras knew that

Captain Chester was going to Flushing in 10 days with 600 soldiers,

and 300 had already gone, and he spoke to Lord Burleigh about it

to urge him to have the Queen's promise to the Baron fulfilled.

He promised him that it should be done if possible, and that they

would do their best to stop the men, but Guaras could see that

their desire was to get possession of Middleburg. Guaras is told

that they will go over separately and secretly to the number of

1,500, with the intention of enriching themselves with the spoils of

Middleburg. He had also heard that some English soldiers were
being shipped from Newcastle for Holland as well as a number of

Scotsmen, so that help is going secretly from all parts.

The gentleman .... had told him that he heard the Queen
would not give overt or private permission to send the fleet which
had been promised, but that certain portions of it would be sent to

the points on the coast of Flanders which were assigned to her,

before any money was paid, so that she would always hold good
security for value. She bad sent a gentleman to the Grand
Commander about this and about the soldiers who had been
recalled from Holland. These soldiers had been reviewed before

the palace in London, and had now been sent to Scotland. Some
of the officers of this force had offered to enter his Majesty's

service in Flanders.

He had heard that the Flemish rebels in England were raisin^

a subscription of 100,000 crowns as well as 30,000Z. to help Orange
to increase his force.

He had been informed that there were about the Downs and
Dover seven or eight ships of the Flemish fleet which had captured
six Breton ships on their way from Spain to Flanders.

He had heard that the bishop of Eoss had beon carried a
prisoner to Calais where he had been landed. His rnistress was as

closely guarded as usual.

Twenty gentlemen and a great lady had been brought prisoners
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from Norfolk on suspicion of an intention of rising. A sloop was
openly leaving for Zealand with 80 pieces of artillery and 80
soldiers, and a cargo of powder, beer, and salt meat ; 70 more guns
were ready for shipment. If they could be captured it would be

good.

The rebels are resisting the Queen's forces in Ireland, and (juaras

is informed that their numbers increase daily. A gentleman who
has been Viceroy of the Province offers to bring it into subjection

with 10,000 English troops. The Council is discussing the offer.^

—

London, January ] 574.

13 Feb. 390. Antonio de Guaras to Don Luis dk Requesens.
[Extract.]

If his Majesty desires to greatly molest these people by way of

Ireland I can send f Ldl particulars of how to do it, and if there is

any need to convey a message to the queen of Scotland I have
means by which it can be done. Above all, if it should be his

Majesty's will to obtain the prince of Scotland, I am assured from

a good quarter that it can be managed with money through the

earl of Argyll, who is extremely friendly with them {i.e., the

English). Those who hear of this are much surprised that his

Majesty does not order this to be done, so as to marry the Prince

to the eldest Infanta ; as that would be a certain means of reforming

religion and obtaining just possession of the two crowns, whilst

completely routing the French, so to spealf. The affair can be

easily carried through with diligence and money, and thus the

most important business in the world well settled.—London,

13th February 1574.

B, M.
Add. 26,0565.

B. M.
Cotton,

Galba, C. v.

Original draft.

15 March. 391, Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the

Grand Commander of Castile (Don Luis de Requesens
Y Zdniga), Governor of the Netherlands.

I wrote an account of events here on the 8th instant, and I now
have to say that, as soon as these people found that their wicked
plans respecting France and Flanders had been discovered, they

held a consultation of the various heretic parties here, at which
the Queen's party, the origin of all the mischief, the Vidame
de Chartres, Montgomeri, and M. d'Anguilliere, formerly Governor

of Eochelle, but now resident here, were present. Montgomeri

was at once dispatched to the isle of Guernsey, which was chosen

as being opposite to the coast of Normandy The prince of

Orange, Ludovic, his brother the Palatine, and the son of the ....
(Admiral ?) of France will co-operate, and it is arranged that tlie

people of their party in France shall give Montgomeri an entrance

into Normandy where I am told he already is. There was much
perplexity, but at last it was decided to aid the rebels openly, as I

have already reported. They will, however, try to obtain posses-

sion of the castle of Sluys, and many English captains have
been secretly going thither lately disguised as merchants, who
were warmly welcomed. If they work their will in this, no doubt
Bruges will soon fall into their hands, seeing the large number of

disaffecte 1 people there are in that place. As I said last year in my
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letters to the Duke, it is evidently for this purpose that they have
raised a standing force of 3,000 men, who will now shortly be sent

to take possession of the place, by which means they say they will

raise the whole of the States.

They are also making great efforts to get Amsterdam into their

hands, in order to have possession of all Holland ; the puipose
being, as I have said, to obtain the whole of the ports in the States

where they may enter and prevent any fleet from Spain finding a
harbour therein. Your Excellency may depend upon tlie truth of

all this as I have it from a good quarter, and they will also try to

accomplish what I have already written as regards .... (gaining

an entrance to ?) the Continent on the Flanders side by the

Flushing coast .... with the other maritime places where,

consequently, the greatest vigilance should be observed, as these

people will lose no opportunity of doing us harm if they can. I

am also informed from a trustworthy source that they are trying

to have Cardinal Lorraine murdered, and they will succeed unless

he is extremely careful and vigilant of his person. They say that

France has no greater enemy than he. As it would be a great

misfortune for the Catholics of France, I report the project to your
Excellency that you may send advice ; which I hope to God may
be efficacious. It is said they wished to do the same to the Queen
of Scotland and her son. I have been able to learn no more about
the personages who I said in my last had arrived at this Court
from Germany.—London, 15th March 1574.

Note.—Much mutilated by fire, and in some places is unde-

cipherable.

B. M.
Cottou,

Galba, C. v.

Original draft

22 March. 392. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the

Grand Commander of Castile (Don Luis de Kequesens y
ZunIGA), Governor of the Netherlands.

My last letter, dated 15th instant, contained news of what had
happened here up to that time, and, since then, there is little to

report, except that there have arrived here recently from Zealand

cei'tain persons who say that Orange had gone to Holland, taking

all the English with him, not one of them remaining in Zealand.

People from Antwerp and Bruges and other places were arriving in

Zealand in great numbers, and the towns were so full of victuals

that everything was cheaper than in any other part of the States.

This arises from the fact that there is no one to iiinder their entry

into the ports along that coast, and they receive hourly letters and
advices from Antwerp, Bruges, &c., all of wliich are directed

against his Majesty's interests. For greater security these letters

are brought by women, who take back the answers. All this is very
prejudicial, and it would seem that great vigilance should be

exercised, as all these people work together with one object and
one language, and thus easily conceal everything. Many Englishmen
and certain Italians resident here have gone over for the purchase

of the Middleburg gciods. They are all enemies of his Majesty, as

they clearly showed in the matter of the wools sold here, without
the usual ceremony of the candle, and in many other similar ways.
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They were abetted secretly by certain subjects of his Majesty

resident here ; for where the accursed question of money comes in

they lose all thought of God and their sovereign, particularly in

this country. Time will elucidate these and other similar matters

happening here, and, in the interests of his Majesty, I will take

great care to send full reports.—London, 22nd March 1574.

Note.—Damaged by fire, and, in places, almost undecipherable.

5 April. 393. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the

B. M. Grand Commander of Castile (Don Luis de Requesens y
Cotton, ZunIGA), Governor of the Netherlands.

Original draft. On the 8th ultimo I sent my first letter to your Excellency

through Antonio de Tassis, postmaster of Antwerp, and wrote again

on the 15th and •22nd, reporting what had happened to that date.

I have now to say that these people are determined to get the

Sluys, and are again sending men thither to ... as there are

traitors to be found everywhere, especially amongst the bad people

in the States. From what I see, and from the rejoicing of the

English, I should say very few of them (i.e., the Flemings) there

can be trusted. They (the English) are helping Orange very much
there, in the hope of getting Amsterdam into their hands, so that,

having the ports, they may prevent any fleet from Spain from
finding an entrance. They are apprehensive about this, as they

know if a fleet came what would be the consequences to them.

I am told by a trustworthy person that differences are beginning

to break out in the Council here, and I myself see signs of it. God
grant that it may lead to the punishment of these people. The
Queen gave an answer to the Chevalier Giraldi on the 30th ultimo

about the Portuguese agreement, resolutely refusing him the con-

ditions he demanded respecting Barbary, although conceding that

certain Portuguese goods might be imported into England under

her license, but that all goods coming without the license might be

embargoed. This will show their bad spirit. Irish affairs are

getting daily more disturbed. It is said that the earl of Ormond
will leave the Court to go to his country with other gentlemen, by
land, whilst troops, munitions, and stores will be sent from here

by sea. It is greatly feared that the good people will have to give

in for want of help, which would be a ruinous thing. French
affairs are giving rise to great suspicion here as to the intentions

of the King towards this Queen, in consequence of the help and
favour she has given to Montgomeri at Guernsey, from whence he

entered Normandy to try and raise it. The Queen herself swears

she knows nothing about it, and it is said the King is willing once

more to make terms with his rebels, which is exactly what they

would like, as it would allow them to carry out their designs to get

him into their hands and place their own faction in power all over

France.

The Queen-Mother recently sent here certain trunks of dresses

and other things for the queen of Scotland, and the ambassador
asked for license for them to be sent, which was refused him. They
ara talking of taking the Queen out of the care of the earl of
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19 April.

B. M.
Cotton,

Galba, C. v.

Original draft,

Shrewsbury, and placing her in the power of the eavl of Bedford,
her enemy. There is a suspicion that they may vrish to carry out
"with her what was spoken of before. It is wonderful that these

things should go on, and they ought to be known to all princes.

The channel is full of pirates, some fi'om Flushing and some
English, and no ship will escape them, unless a remedy be
devised. It is said that 15 well-fitted ships have sailed from
Zealand with the intention of running down the coast of Spain to

the Azores, and there await the flotillas from the Indies, to whicli

they will do great damage. The seas are so wide that the princes

cannot attend to everything.

Yesterday was Palm Sunday, and at midday the officers of

justice from the Court entered the house of Lady Morley, the wife

of Lord Morley, who recently went over to Flanders, 'i'hey found
her hearing mass, and seized the priest, all dressed in his vestment-'

as he was. They took the image of Our Lady from the altar and
carried it on the shoulder of a sergeant before the priest, whom
they took through the streets to the Lord Mayor's house amidst a

great outcry from the populace. They took the good l;idy prisoner

too, with her maiden daughter, her second son, and her daughter-

in-law, who are still detained in some of the aldermen's houses.

The}'- simultaneously did the same at the houses of two other ladies

who are also in custody, as are all those who were present at mass
with them. These are grievous events, and touch the heart of

those who witness them and hear the blasphemy that accompanies
them. God send a remedy.—5th April 1574.

394. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the

Grand Commander of Castile (Don Luis de Eequesens y

ZxJnIGA), Governor of the Netherlands.

I wrote on the 5th instant, with a letter for Spain, and have
little fresh to report to-day, except that I am informed that within

three or four days , . . soldiers will leave this city as quickly

as possible for Holland. These are the 3,000 men I mentioned
before as having been secretly got together. They are also

beginning to make great preparations for equipping the Queen's

ships in consequence of the intense alarm aroused here by the

powerful fleet they say is coming from Spain with large forces of

hoi'se and foot, which are reported to be sent by his Majesty to the

States from Italy, Germany, &c., to take down the pride of their

allies. News has arrived here of the events in Paris, of which
important signs have not been wanting previously, both in the

coming of persons hither from France and the treating with
Orange's commissioners in this city. I will endeavour to discover

what is going on and report.*

I do not continue to send to your Excellency the important
advices which I learnt from . . . (my friends here ?), as I am
ashamed 1o meet any of them now, being unable to fulfil my part

towards them, as I used to do. I have been discredited with them

* The rising of the '

duke of Aicni;on.

poUticianB " or malcontents under the nominal leadership of the
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by Antonio cie Guaras, who lives here, and in whom envy has

proved stronger than his desire to serve God and his King. He
saw how many letters I received from the duke of Alba, Don Ruy
Gomez de Silva, and Secretary Zayas, in answer to my important

advices to them, and as some of them came through liis care, he

kept back one from the duke of Alba, which he still retains ; and,

not content with this, in order to effect his wicked designs he, . . .

with a Frenchman named Giraldi, who was an enemy of liis

Majesty, went to the ambassador, Don Guerau de Spes, and told

him everything he could think of to prejudice me with him,

swearing it was all true, in order to ruin me and expel me from

the country.

I was soon informed by a person who knew, that Giraldi had
sent to inform my King of it, and I at once dispatched a man by
post to Secretary Zayas, telling him everything. Your Excellency

may see the clauses of the letters enclosed. ... In Portugal,

for this reason, they will not even listen to me, much less pay me
what is due, amounting to three years' allowance, besides 1,200

ducats which I have had to spend in his Majesty's service during

the last two years, in the form of gifts to the people who supplied

me with the information which I sent to the duke of Albn, Don
Diego de Zuiiiga and others. .No one else could have done it for

3,000 ducats. I am thus in such a position now that I cannot

refrain from letting your Excellency know, and begging you to

provide me with funds to repay me for the sum I have spent, so

that I may be able to continue, until I know whether they are

going to remit me anything from Portugal. Think how grievous

it is for a man so zealous and desirous of serving his Majesty as I

am to be in such dire straits, and pray send me aid promptly.

—

l!)th April 1574.

Note.— This letter, like the rest of the series, is much damaged
by fire.

April. 395. Document headed " Substance of GUAEis" Letters."

B. M. Bingham is still persisting is doing the service he offers. He
Add. 26,0566, ^^^ ^^yy j^j^ officers are Catholics, which inspires confidence in them.

One of the officers he was taking with him was a close friend of

Guaras, who knew him to be a serviceable man, and he had

offered Guaras to take Rotterdam. Guaras did not enter into this,

in order not to embarrass the original design.

Bingham will try to gain over Walter Morgan who has already

been paid 1,000 crowns to take .500 soldiers to Holland or

Zealand, and it is believed that he will sail with tliem in six

weeks.

3 May. 396. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to tlie

B. M. Grand Commander of Castile (Don Luis de REQUESENa
Cotton, Y ZunIga), Governor of the Netherlands.

Original draft, I wrote to your Excellency on the 19th ultimo, and since then

news of the glorious victory gained by your Excellency's troops

has arrived, for which God be thanked, although the heretics are
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much cast down about it.* They are giving out, however, tliat

their side remained in possession of the field, their object being to

obtain more money from the churches here for Orange. They are

also trying to raise troops here to send to Holland.

The gentleman who went over with the English troops, as I

wrote to your Excellency on the 8th ultimo, writes tbat Orange
had returned to Dortrecht very sad after his defeat. The English

soldiers were very much discontented, as they had not been paid

anything since they had been there. 40 or .50 of these soldiers liave

returned hither, but others still go.

It is reported on good authority that, in view of the coming of

the fleet from Spain, a 1,000 more men will be sent to Zealand to

help guard the island. Many of these will be gentlemen and others

well versed in warfare. All the Queen's fleet, of 30 sail large and
small, is also to be equipped, besides merchant ships which are in

good order here. The Rochelle people and other French heretics, it

is said, will provide 40 sail, and a minister from Rochelle came
hither the other day with this intelligence, and to treat with
Orange's Commissioners and the English. He left a week ago to

see Orange himself, who, it is said, will find 50 or 60 sail, so that,

with pirates, altogether a large fleet of 200 ships will be collected.

It is intended to attack all ships that come up the Channel, and
the fleet will only carry tlie English flag, the object being to

prevent the passage from Spain of tlie needed force to Flanders.

Uur fleet should be well warned and prepared in order that these

evil spirits may not frustrate us.—3rd May 1574.

Note.—Much damaged by fire.

10 May. 397. Letter of Intelligence (unsigned) from London to the

Q M_ Grand Commander of Castile (Don Luis de Requesens
Cotton, Y Zuniga), Governor of the Netherlands.

Original draft. I Wrote to your Excellency on the 3rd instant, giving an account

from a good source of the armaments here. Twelve or fouiteen

ships of the Queen's fleet of 30 sail are powerful vessels of 400, 500,

600, and 700 tons burden each, v/ith little top-hamper and very

light, which is a great advantage for close quarters, and with much
artillery, the heavy pieces being close to the water. The rest of

the ships are small vessels of 100, 150, 200 tons each, also in good
order. The Admiral of the realm is to go in the fleet, together

with a large number of gentlemen ; and most of the people will be

well versed in maritime matte: s. Of Orange's 60 ships most are

to be large powerful vessels well armed, many of them being sloops,

and a great quantity of bronze ordnance is being cari-ied. The
French heretic fleet of 40 sail and the pirate ships, together with
some merchantmen, will also be well fitted and armed, but they
will not compare with the two fleets I have described. Their
intentions are bad enough however, being to attack the Spanish
fleet, unless it is very powerful.

For this reason, and for his Majesty's own reputation, it is njost

important that the fleet should be prepared to frustrate them. I

* The battle of Mooch, at which Sancho de Avila defeated aud killed Count Louis of
Kassau with great loss.
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am working very hard to discover all their designs, but they are very
changeable, and I have to use extraordinary efforts to give constant

news of what is going on. If the fleets came to hostilities it would
be well to give orders when the}'' approach them, that the ordnance
flush with the water should be at once discharged broadside on,

and so damage their hulls and confuse them with the smoke. Thi.s

is their own way of fighting, and T have many times seen them do it

to the French 30 years ago. I advise his Majesty's ships to be before-

hand with them, and they will then send to the bottom all that are

opposed to them. This is a most important piece of advice I am
also advised that, if the.y find the Spanish fleet powerful and
prepared, one of the principal instructions given to tlie captains is

tliat they ,ire not to attack but to go to Normandy or Guienne,
where they may find the best shelter. There are many heretics in

these two places, and they will be amongst allies. Much artillery

lias recently been sent to the islands of Alderney (?) and Guemesey,
and some battery pieces. News comes from France that the King's

governor in Normandy had beaten Montgomeri and surrounded an
important castle. Montgomeri himself had fled, but had hopes of

again entering, if these people go to France. Some of those who
had conspired against the person of the King had been executed in

Paris, whilst some of higher quality were expected to be released.

God pardon such wickedness and inspire princes to confederate

together to frustrate it.—London, 10 May 1574.

17 May. 398. Letter of Intelligence fi-om London (unsigned) to the
B. M- Grand Commander of Castile (Don Luis de Requesens y

Gan)°a"c°'v.
Zuniga), Governor of the Netherlands.

Original draft. I wrote to your Excellency on the 10th instant, and on the 13th

an English ship arrived in this city from Biscay bringing the news
that the fleet now being prepared there for Flanders was very

unsettled for want of m(unitions) ; 40 or 40 sloops which had
been arrested having been disembargoed for this reason. This is

confirmed by letters from Antwerp saying that their advices now
mention nothing about this fleet, whereas they affirmed before that

it was to come very powerful. They are very proud and glad of

this news here, and have sent congratulating Orange about it.

They feci sure, if things are as tliey say, that the fleet will not

come. Without counting the Queen's ships and the English mer-

chant vessels that were to accompany them, it is bc4ieved that

the rest, consisting of some 200 ships, Orange's fleet, the pirates

and the French rebels, will go to the coast of Spain and rob every-

thing they can lay their hands upon, besides the ships tliat went

out for a similar purpose recently.

On the 14th news came from Bristol that a ship had arrived

there from Madeira, saying that 16 corsair vessels had sacked the

island, and were still there when the ship left. I cannot believe

that such a thing can have happened, but all the heretics are

talking about it, and the French and Flemish rebels say that they are

not only going to sack the Canaries, Cape de Verd, and San Thome,

but will also take possession of them and of the trade with the

Indies and Bi-azil.
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An English gentleman named Grenfield, (Grenvile) a great pirate,

and another called Champerknowne, Vice-Admiral of the West, a

co-father-in-law with Montgomeri, with others, recently armed
seven ships, four large and three small, with the avowed intention

of going on a voyage of discovery to Labrador, but tbe real inten-

tion was to help Montgomeri in Normandy, which is very near the

west coast. Since Moutgomeri's defeat it is said they will be too

late to help him, and they consequently assert that they are going

to the straits of M(agellan ?), their fleet being increased by ttn-ee

sail, making 10 ships in all, amongst which is the " Castle of

Comfort," a celebrated ship of 240 tons, the largest of them. The
fleet is very well fitted and found, and will carry 1,500 men,
soldiers and sailors, 500 of them being gentlemen. The real

design is not yet known, as there are so many plans afoot, but, as

they are going in this guise, they probably mean to sack some of

the islands and lie in wait for the ships from the Indies and other

merchantmen. They say they are taking with them a store hulk

of 600 tons, with provisions, but I believe it is more likely to carry

their plunder than to take stores. They sail this month. It is to

be hoped that measures of precaution will be taken in the Canaries

and elsewhere, as so many ships are leaving, and it is very necessary

that some remedy should be provided. Whilst things remain as

they are these people will continue their present proceedings, which
are the accursed result of their false religion. I have already

written at length as to what the remedy should be, and especially

in mine of 14th February, as these raids are increasing so greatly in

consequence of the immunity they enjoy, and by-and-bye it will be

too late for redress.

These people are without powder ; all they had in the Tower,
which is their magazine, having been only sufiicient for six or

seven ships of the many they have sent to Kochelle and Normandy.
I am told that they are providing themselves with the powder they
will require from Hamburg and Antwerp, whence it is brought very
secretly between sacks of merchandise and large casks. They will

doubtless do the same from Sluys and Dunkirk, so that, if vigilance

is exercised, some good captures may be made. The Portuguese
negotiation is being carried forward, notwithstanding the decided

reply given by the Queen, on the 8th March last, that she would
not surrender the point about Barbary. After this it is not
dignified on our part to have resumed negotiations, and, looking at

the way the matter is being dealt with by the man who has
it in hand, it is clear the Queen will not give way, and he will

waive the Barbary point in order to settle the matter. I cannot
believe, however, that the King (of Portugal) will allow these

English heretics to go there and trade with the Moors, carrying
there, as they constantly do, great quantities ofarms, to the prejudice
of the King and his subjects.

Nothing is being said now about mutual restitution of the mer-
chandise seized on both sides, but the understanding is that both
parties shall keep what they have taken, which will give the
English an advantage of three to one. There are some evil minded
people in Portugal, and particularly one worse still, living here, who

76467. H a
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will, if they can, arrange the matter to the Kiiag's prejudice.

—

London, 17th May 1574.

Note,—Much damaged by fire.

1 June. 399. Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to the

B. M. Grand Commander of Castile (Don Luis de Requesens
Cotton, Y ZuniGA), Governor of the Netherlands.

Galba, C. Y.
'

Origiual draft. I wrote to your Excellency on the I7th ultimo, and have since

received your letter ordering me to continue my (services ?),

which it will be very difficult to do now, seeing the position in

which I find myself; very difFereat from what is desirable for one

to be able to manage such matters in this country. Whilst I was
in a position to do it I always strove zealously, but my present

unfortunate state, dismissed by my King .... false information

to him. I never asked either his Majesty or the duke of Alba for

anything, unless it were for want of what was due to me, and I

would not do so now .... They will not aid me, and I am driven

to beg your Excellency to do so, in order to save me from falling

into shame and trouble, and I will serve with all my heart in what
is required of me, even to risking my life, as I have often done in

the past.

Since my last these people have received advice from Spain, for

they have spies everywhere, that the preparation of his Majesty's

(fleet) is proceeding. The Queen's fleet of 30 sail is ready and in

good order. At Colchester, 40 miles from here, they are fitting

out IG ships of 29 (tons each ?), very long and low, which will serve

either for oars or sails. It is thought, for this reason, that they

are for Zealand. They have been constructed at the cost of

Flemings, French, and Englishmen of ... . confederation, who
are in consultation here daily with the commissioner, of whom I

have spoken as resident here to represent Orange. He is a

very clever and diabolical maa, but not so bad as a Frenchman
here, who is a I'epresentative of Chatillon and the French

heretics. They are hatching plots very prejudicial to his Majesty's

interests and those of the king of France, which, however, I

cannot discover, being in the position in which I am, as no one will

have anything to do with me. I have nevertheless been able to find

out that they are sending in a few days to Germany an Englishman

called Ungenne (one Jeneye ?), who is said to be a very cunning

man, and has lived long in those parts. He is going to the con-

federates, the Palatine, the duke of Saxony, and the marquis of

Brandenburg, and takes a sum of money in bills, raised here by

the heretics, sufficient for a considerable force which they say will

enter the States to join the prince of Orange, a similar force being

raised by the Palatine and Condd to enter France.

Since my last letter news from Bristol affirms that the intel-

ligence brought by the ship there of the sacking of Madeira is not

correct. The island sacked was a small unprotected island near,

called Porto Santo. It is encouraging the heretics so much that it

may urge them to more important enterprises, as they see they are

not punished.
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As the Portuguese business is entirely in the hands of the Trea-

surer, the earl of Leicester and Giraldi, it is difficult to get par-

ticulars, although I am told that the latter was M'illing to concede,

on behalf of the King, that the English may trade in Barbary, so

far as regards Ceuta, Tangiers, and Mazagan, but the English

claim to trade everywhere north of Cabo Blanco. This will include

the kingdom of Fez and Morocco with the port of Santa Cruz,

where the English have a large trade and much merchandise, and
whither they take great quantities of arms and ammunition. By
this it would appear that the negotiation will not be carried through,

notwithstanding all the bribes promised and the efforts made by
Giraldi, assisted therein by a subject of his Majesty resident here,

knowing full well the great injury it would bring to the service of

God and the King.— 1st June 1574.

Note,—Much damaged by fire.

Aug. 400. Substance of Letters from Antonio de Guaeas.

.,?-^-. I
[EXTBACT.]

^rf<i. 26,0566. „ . , . ,

Transcript. Captams Pool and Haselby, two persons who in the time of the

duke of Alba had offered to deliver Orange alive or dead and
awaited there {i.e. in England) some person to treat with them about

it, had conferred in Flanders with Don Bernardino de Mendoza, and
Haselby who is the right hand of Chester, the colonel of the

English there, had tried to sound him as to the way in which so

notable a service would be received. Chester was offended with
Orange for something he had done and he (Guaras) hoped some
good would come of it. He had heard that in return for 900,000Z.

to be paid within three years, which had been promised to the Queen
by John Combe and others, they had been authorised to coin false

money of many nations, pieces of eight, dobloons and thalers, and a

regular signed patent had been given to them to allow them to

export the base coin without hindrance. One of the ships has
already gone with a quantity of it to Sorlingas (Sciily ?) with orders

to the captain there to let them do as they like. It is an expedient
to provide money for Orange.

On the 27th July Burleigh was at the Tower with Orange's
agent, to whom he had delivered 20,000^ in complement of the

60,000Z. promised,

Bingham had come back from Orange very sad, as he would not
admit him to his service, saying that he did not want Englishmen.
He is a good honest efficient person and was resolved to go and
ship on his Majesty's fleet.

Victuals were being openly sent to Holland and Zealand by all

ships that go over.

Sends copy of the letter the queen of Scotland had written in

answer to the letter he sent her by order of Don Beinardino, and
of the fresh letter he had written to her. He says, when he banded
this letter to a person of position to be conveyed to the Queen, he
had told him (Guaras) that he knew that the Queen in conversation
with one of her ladies, had said that our late lady queen Elizabeth

(now in glory) had written to her, saying how glad she would be

HE 3
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for a marriage to be arranged between the eldest Infanta and the

prince of Scotland, seeing the close friendship and kinship between
the two Queens.* She herself desired nothing better, and the

lady had replied that if the public voice could be believed (and it

was said to be the voice of the Gods) she herself (the Queen) would
marry Don Juan of Austria, whom she praised highly. The Queen
replied that she had placed her cause in the hands of God and his

Majesty. He (Guaras) gives reasons why this (marriage) would be

beneficial to God's service, and says that, if his Majesty would agree

to it, the Queen would have no other will than his, and he understands

that she would be very glad for her son the Prince to be taken to

Spain. There was an easy way of managing this and, for releasing

the mother, as she has more friends there than the queen of England
herself, and persona of high quality would undertake it.—London,

August 1574.

401. Beenardino de Mendoza to the Eael of Leicestek.

The unquiet in which I have continued since I left England has

been the reason why I have not sent you earlier the copy which I

now enclose, the same as you sent me by Hernando de Sandoval.

I have given his Excellency an account of it and also of the other

particulars, and he is very well satisfied with your good intention

and method of procedure in affairs, in which you are so well versed,

beinf;;, as you are also thoroughly conversant with the feeling of

people in England. Signed, Bernardino de Mendoza.—Antwerp,
20th August 1574.

Sept. 402. Document headed " Contents of GuARAs' Letters."

Orange refuses to employ Englishmen, and therefore five or six

captains have offered to serve his Majesty (Philip) and to bring

mariners with them. The principal of these is Bingham who,

Guaras asserts, is a useful man who has a design about Flushing

which Guaras sends, as well as his (Bingham's) opinion about a

landing in Ireland, in which enterprise he offers to take part.

Haselby had returned from Holland with Chester, and had told

Guaras that the Scotsman still remained inside Bomel, but he does

not know of the arrangement made with the Scotsman. They talked

amongst themselves, however, about Captain Ellis (Villiers ?) going

to Bomel and there arranging with Colonel Balfour for him and
his men, when they leave there, to go to Rotterdam or Delft, or

wherever Orange might be, in order to capture or kill him. They
would also surrender one of those towns, and on their doing these

two things the colonel and the captains were to have 20,000 crowns

each, and as much more for the men. In case they fail to capture

Orange but surrender the town, they are only to receive 15,000

crowns amongst the whole of them, whilst, if on the contrary,

they capture him and do not surrender the town, the are to have

30,000 between them. In addition to this the colonel asks for a

pension of 1,000 crowns and the captains 300, with an employment.

B. M.
Add. 26,0566.

Transcript.

* Elizabetn of Valois, third wife of Philip 11., was sister of Mary's first busband
Prancis II., and the two Queens had l.een brought up together ia tlje closest intiniacv,
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They would sign an agreement as desired. Guaras says Ellis

(Villiers ?) is a man of experience and has served Orange for a long
time, but he and the rest of the English are dissatisfied with him.
The queen of Scots has been sent to Pomfret and is to be

attended by the duchess of Suffolk, the daughter of Dona Maria
Salinas,* who was a lady-in-waiting on Queen Katharine. She is

one of the worst heretics in England and has studied at Geneva.
They are also going to send thither the earl of Bedford, one of the
most obstinate of the heretics, to take charc^e of the Queen. He
lias always advocated the putting of her to death. This change will

be of no advantage to the queen of Scotland.

It was also said that the said Queen was to be criminally

arraigned by Parliament, all this arising from the fear that the
king of France would try by all means to liberate her.

Guaras still says that if it is the desire of his Majesty to get

possession of the Prince, it can easily be managed with a little

money, in which case two persons of position who are deeply
interested in the matter will undertake it, as well as liberating the

mother, and place them both safely in his Majesty's dominions.

—

London, September 1574.

October. 403. Document headed " SUBSTANCE of, Guaras' Letters."

'^- *^- The Council were disputing warmly as to the legitimacy of the

Transcript.
' ^°'^® °^ ^^ ^^^^ o^ Hertford, and it was understood that they had
unanimously agreed that they were not legitimate ; and that the

legitimate heir was the prince of Scotland. They are therefore putting

great pressure upon the gentleman who holds him to deliver him to

the Regent, to which it is said, he agrees, on condition tiiat he is not

to be taken out of the country. They had therefore adopted the

expedient of giving him ujj to the countess of Lennox, his grand-
mother, who was already on the road to receive him if they would
consent to give him up. The Scotch people were so much disturbed

at this, that they were already crying out that, if the Prince is sur-

rendered to the English, they will murder all the nobles, as the

only object is to kill the Prince and his mother.

Bingham was still firmly set upon doing the service and offers to

put to sea at once and await orders.

Two ships were being fitted out to plunder Nombre de Dios and
Panama, as they did to so great an extent last year.

A person of confidence had told him (Guaras) that it was secretly

asserted that Don Bernardino de Mendoza had received instructions

from his Majesty to request the Queen to reform religion in Eng-
land, and that she had excused herself on account of her Council,

by saying that God was witness of her conscience, but that the

matter could not at present be dealt with in the Council and amongst

* Dona Maria who was a daughter of Don Diego Lopez de Sarmiento, Count de
Salinas, accompanied Queen Katharine to England and was her favourite friend through
life. She married Lord Willoughby D'Eresby, and her only daughter Katharine suc-
ceeded to that barony. She (the daughter) was the second wife of Charles Brandon,
duke of Suffolk, and subsequently married one of her esquires, Francis Bertie, with
whom she took refuge in Germany in the time of Queen Mary.
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the people. She hoped however that, in time, God would intercede,

as it was His affair. The matter was in such a position that the
Queen had confirmed as Lord Mayor of London a man who was
looked upon as a Catholic. He had been elected by the people but
opposed by the heretics. Some new events are expected to arise

from this, and they even say the Catholic bishops are preparing
sermons.—London, October 1574.

7 Nov. 404. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

On the Srd, 10th, 17th, 24th, and 31st, I sent my last reports,

and since then I have learned that the Vidame de Chartres has
gone to Flushing and disembarked there in the hope that Orange
would come to terms with Middleburg, where they say he will pass

the winter, partly in order to redress the robberies which some of

his people have openly committed there. No more victuals are to

be allowed to be sent from here, but there are now at Kye ten
ships of war from Flushing, awaiting others which are to join

them from Havre de Grace, Calais and elsewhere, to commit great

damage. An Easterling sloop is expected at (Harwich ?) loaded
with four thousand galley-oars and many spars with quantities of

cordage, sulphur, &c. It will thence continue its voyage for

Barbary, the master being an Englishman, named John Rale, and
the mate another Englishman named Allen Macpes, the crew being
Easterlings, As other ships have gone thither on equally evil

errands, it might be well to take steps to capture this ship and
punish the men. In Northumberland there has appeared in the air

a white St. Andrew's Cross and near it a wolf, which animals are

unknown in this country. The people saw apparently a great

number of deer enclosed in a park, and the wolf singling out the

largest of them pursued it continually, taking no notice of the

others. The wolf was seen no more, but the deer comes alone

every day to the same place and is for two or three hours prancing
aljout in great terror. All the justices of that country have
informed the Council of this and there is much discussion about it.

Both in the Court and here the greatest of astonishment is

expressed, the general opinion being that the cross and the other

a-ppearances are portents of great importance, and the affair has

made so much noise that I write about it, although these people

seem to attach too much weight to simple things like these. The
regent of Scotland is visiting the different parts of the country

and imposing heavy subsidies. He insisted that the earl of Athole

and liis people should pay a certain great sum, which the Earl

refused to do, the dispute ending in the Earl being killed. He was
a friend of the queen of Scotland and of the earl of Argyll, and
dissensions have arisen in consequence. The Regent's wife has

died and lie wants to marry the queen of Scotland with the

support of this Queen, but it may be supposed that thej" will not

listen to such a thing here, and still less will the queen of Scotland
herself entertain it.

As M. de Zweveghem will report, he was well received at Court
with the King's letter. He has taken leave and hopes to depart in

company with the master of requests, Dr. Wilson, but I am
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informed to-day by a courtier that the Queen said that the doctor

would not leave for Flanders until an answer was received fi'om

his Majesty. Lord Nortli, who, as I reported, went to the king of

France, is understood to have arrived at Lyons and will soon be on
his way back.

Some time before the duke of Guise was killed, it was said here

that the deed would be done, as they knew beforehand that it was
intended. This was the case also with the queen (dowager ?) of Scot-
land, and with the last king of France, as many witnesses here can
testify, I myself amongst the number. Some of the people here

have arranged in Germany to serve the present king of France in

the same way. In connection with this, two days since, friend

Ougan (Huggins ?) sent to say by his gentleman Heron, who is

knownto you, that the supreme Secretary Walsingham whispered into

Ougan's (Huggins') ear these words :
" Have you heard anytliing

of the King since the loss of Goleta ? " " What king ? " he said.

" The king of Spain," he replied. The answer was " No," and no
more was said. This Walsingham is of all heretics the worst. He
was ambassador in France and as he is in authority here and is the

right hand of Orange, any evil may be expected from him and his

friends in the Council. I have heard from a trustworthy source that

intelligence has been received that a secret rebellion is being
plotted in Bruges, but I have not been able to obtain particulars

about it. I have not been able either to learn any more about the

false coiners, excepting tliat thej' continue to work secretly. I have
received no answer to the letter, but hope someone abroad will

write to me. Bingham says he is attending to the preparation of

the service he has offered to perform.—London, 7th November
1574.

28 Nov. 405. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

On the 21st instant I sent my last report, and advice reaches me
from the Court since then that the Queen intended some days ago
to send Harry Cobham to Spain, but his departure is delayed, and,

for certain reasons, it is expected he will not now go.

I have learnt also that the chevalier Giraldi had been discussing

lately with Lord Burleigh and other councillors the agreement with
his King but could not come to terms, so that the business is now
in suspense until a reply is received from Portugal respecting the

article in dispute.

Dr. Wilson will, no doubt, have already arrived. He is charged, as

I have written, to offer her Majesty the Queen's intercession to

settle matters in Holland and Zealand and to bring those countries

into submission to the King. News has come from Ireland that
many provinces have risen against the earl of Essex (who com-
mands the Queen's army) it favour of O'Neil (?). The Viceroy,
Sir Harry Sidney, who is a very good gentleman, is leaving here on
his way thither.

A Scotsman was brought here a prisoner as, on his way through
Berwick from Scotland, they found two letters on him in a very secret

cipher which letters are said to be for the queen of Scotland. The
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brother of the Count de Retz has arrived in Scotland by sea, sent
by the king of France, and his arrival has caused many rumours
here, as they do not know what his object is. The news of the
killing of the earl of Athole by the Regent is now contradicted.

I have also been informed that Killigrew, who was formerly
ambassador to Scotland, is again making ready to go thither.

They are preparing three of the Queen's ships, it is publicly

announced, to go against the pirates, but there is great suspicion

that Killigrew is going in them to fetch the prince of Scotland
hither, which has been discussed here for the last two years, the
intention being, for a great sum of money, to appoint him the suc-

cessor to the Ci-own. The Queen herself, however, is the person
who is least willing to do this. If Killigrew is not bound on this

errand, it is expected, from certain indications, that he will go
to receive Cond^ and the Vidame and others to carry them to

Rochelle, but, as every day some new purpose is adopted in State
affairs here, nothing is ever certain, and what is true one day is

often not true the next in consequence of the fickleness of these

peojjle.

The Queen has appointed commissioners who are furiously

examining the principal Catholics, bishops, and others, who are

prisoners or under surety, the substance of their examination being
as follows.

If they recognise the Queen as head of the Church of England.
To this they have all replied to the same effect, although examined
separately, that they did not, and that the Supreme Pontiff is the
head of the Universal Church and vicar of our Lord Jesus Christ.

They were then asked if they recognised the Queen as sovereign,

to which they replied that they did.

They were next asked whether they accepted her as the
legitimate Queen ; to which they replied that they recognised her
as sovereign, and declined to say anything more in consequence of

the law.

They were asked who they considered was the heir to the throne
after this Queen ; to which they replied that that would be shown
by the royal pedigree.

They were then asked what was the Univeral Church of which
they spoke, and to this they replied, " The Roman Church, which
" was gathered by the Holy Ghost at Trent, and it always would be
" so considered by Catholics."

They were examined as to their belief in the Holy Sacrament,
and their reply was that they firmly believed in the real presence
contained therein after the sacramental words had been pronounced
by the priest. They said they believed in this presence, jointly

divine and human, as it was upon the Cross, true God and Man

;

and they added, with much constancy, that he who did not believe

this could not hope for salvation. They were then asked if the
service in use in churches here, by order of the Queen, was accept-

able to God, and they distinctly replied that it was not, as it was
performed outside of the unity of the church, and contrary to its

sacred doctrine. To all these things they, being all Catholics,
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answered similarly, being ready to live or die in the truth, which
they hold before men, constant unto martyrdom. Each one had to

sign his name to his confession for the information of the Queen
and Council. People expect that severity will come of this. I

enclose herewith copy of the letter which I have received from the

queen of Scotland and of the reply which I sent to her, as also of

the cipher she had forwarded to me. This lady founds all her
hopes upon his Majesty, after God, and by a letter she has written

to an influential friend, who read it to me, it is certain that there is

nothing she desires more than to accept the proposition about Don
Juan of Austria, she having been persuaded by this personage
and others that it would be most important for the welfare of

Christendom. If it be his Majesty's will that this matter should

be considered, and communications have to be carried on with the

Queen about it, this cipher can be utilised for the purpose, it

being so obscure, without an alphabet, that it is impossible to

decipher it. It would be a great consolation for this princess

if she could be comforted and encouraged in writing and, leaving

aside the charity of the world, that such a turn should be given
to her affairs that God might place her once more in her proper

position, which is greatly desired by many. In such a happy
event she would be a saintly, chaste and Catholic princess, the

greatest lady on earth ; because England, Scotland, and Ireland is

so great an empire that it cannot be exaggerated. Although she

is now in the power of her enemies, who, being heretics and evil

men, traitorously accuse her of the crimes which they themselves

have committed, the good Queen herself being perfectly innocent,

and persecuted only by these tyrants because she is a Catholic

;

if his Majesty will graciously allow a letter for her contentment in

the business to be written, time might provide an opportunity for

her capture by the hands of high personages. If on our part

consent were given, this pi'oject would be certainly executed by
them. She writes respecting this to the person I have men-
tioned, and desires above all things that her son should be married
to the eldest Infanta, for which purpose she will consent that the

man who now holds him shall take him to Spain.

This might be taken in hand before waiting for the French or

English to act similarly in their own interests, as it is so important
for the reformation of religion here that Flanders should be held

in safe subjection, the French curbed in their furious attacks of

ambition, as they always are when we are prosperous, and all

princes and potentates dumbfounded by the double alliances with
mother and son. I ask pardon if this business is too high for me
to touch, I being so humble a person. Friend C>ugan (Huggins)
and Captain Ellis await a reply to their important propositions.

There is not so much talk about the false money for fear of its

getting wind. It appears they are covering it up with silence.

This cipher being so simple and easy to discover, I will write if I

am al owed in that of the Queen (of Scots), which is so obscure that
it can never be deciphered. Amongst other things it must be borne
in mind that the Queen-Mother is no friend of the queen of Scots for
domestic reasons of little moment,—London, 28th November 1574.
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5 Dec. 406. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

On the 7th, 14th, 21st, and 28th ultimo I sent my last reports

and copy of that of the 28th went by Lopd de la Sierra, who left

here for Spain by sea. As all is quiet here there is little fresh to

say. In mine of the 28th I sent the reply to that letter. I have
no news since of the courier who took it, and I shall be anxious

until I hear of its receipt.

The Queen has been unwell last week, and the secret murmurs
in Court, and amongst people all over the country as to what will

become of the country in case of the Queen's death, were very
remarkable. God grant her health, for upon the life of such
depends the welfare of this realm. The Catholics wish in such case

to proclaim the queen of Scots, and the heretics to take up arms
against her and proclaim the son of the earl of Hertford. These
tribulations are expected as a result of the I'efusal of the Queen and
Parliament to allow a successor to be appointed. On the contrary,

they have passed a law, making it treason to discuss the matter
during the Queen's life. The people threaten, in the event of the

above happening, to kill all foreigners ; but God preserve the life

of the Queen for many happy years.

A servant of Orange named Rogers left here in company with
Dr. Wilson, the Master of Requests, whose livery he wears. This
Rogers is an evil tool, and, I am informed, a Fleming.

As I have written, the people here continue to carry on their

differences with Portugal, and, either at the request of interested

parties or on account of the Queen, they have secretly discharged

the merchandise which the Portuguese were sending from Barbary
to Flanders, to the value of over fifteen thousand crowns, notwith-
standing the request of Giraldi that the goods should be detained

as the property of rebels against his King, as the merchandise had
been brought from Barbary without license.

A person who has arrived from Zealand reports that many of the

enemies' ships were put to sea, the sailors bearing on their garments
the device of a crescent, saying that they would rather turn Turks
than abandon their traitorous designs. Orange was at Delft with
great numbers of councillors, providing for the continuance of his

rebellion. The coming to Scotland of the brother of the Count de
Retz has caused great surprise amongst the rulers here. Their

anxiety has caused them to suspend the going of Killigrew in the

three ships. The coinage of false money was said to have been

stopped, but it has only been suspended for the present.

The councillors here have discussed the intention of the Turk to

attack Sardinia next year, of which they have information.

Reply.—Ougan and Ellis.—5th December 1574.

6 Dec.

B. M.
Cotton,

Galba, C. v.

Original,

Latin.

407. Bernardino de Mendoza to the Earl of Leicester.

Expresses Philip's wish for peace and amity with England
and highly praises Dr. Wilson whom he has welcomed in the

Netherlands, not only on account of the Queen and Leicester's

recommendation, but also on account of his own merit.—Brussels,

6th December 1574.
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Dec. 408. Document headed " Substance of Letters from Antonio

Add^2eo56b
" "^ GUARAS from London, 12th, 19th, and 26th De-

'
' " cember 1574 and 1st January 1575."

[Extract.]

In consequence of the marriage which has been eflFected by Madam
Lennox, mother of the late king of Scots, of her son with the

daughter of the earl of Shrewsbury, who guards the queen of Scots,

which marriage was celebrated in the house where the said Queen
is, the queen of England had summoned and detained lady Lennox
and the newly married couple were separated. The queen of Scots

has also been ordered to be brought to the Tower of London or to a

castle belonging to the earl of Bedford, to whose care she was to be
consigned. The earl of Shrewsbury however, had protested strongly

that this was a great slight to him, because it showed a want of

confidence in him, and the intention had consequently been sus-

pended. The queen of Scots was in great fear of such a change
which must imperil her, the more so as Killigrew was leaving for

Scotland, and three ships were ready to accompany him ; the

object being to obtain possession of the Prince if possible, and put
an end both to him and his mother. They would then raise to

power the son of the earl of Hertford whom they would marry to a
daughter of Leicester and the queen of England, who, it is said, is

kept hidden, although there are bishops to witness that she is

legitimate. They think this will shut the door to all other claimants.

This intrigue is said to be arranged very secretly.—London, De-
cember 1574.

1675.

29 March 409. Antonio de Gitaras to Zayas.
B. M. [Extract.]

The Queen was walking a long way from the palace of Richmond
(where she is staying) surrounded by her courtiers and nobles when
she caught sight of me from afar and stopped and called me by
name, telling me I was welcome. I took the opportunity of speaking

to her about the cannon, which I wished to buy and send to

Flanders for his Majesty's service, and she said Leicester would
discuss the matter with me, it being her wish to please his Majesty
in all things. When I heard this reasonable reply, I, walking
always behind the Queen and she talking to me, the rest of the

company being quite apart, I thought I would give her the

memorial of which I sent a translation. We thereupon talked of

many things, and amongst others, she said she greatly wished she

knew Spanish well, as although she understood it perfectly, and
read it, she did not at all times venture to speak it. I replied that

everyone said she spoke it perfectly, as she did French, Italian, and
Latin, and it would be a compliment to our nation if she spoke it.

She said for that reason she would try to learn it thoroughly and
was royally gracious, asking after the King's health and so on.

During much of the time she dwelt upon the constant complaints
that were made by her subjects respecting the imprisonment of
Englishmen in Spain by the Inquisition. She spoke about the
matter rather warmly and, off" her guard, said " I promise ye that
" my father would not have put up with it, and if the matter is not
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" amended I shall be obliged to order the arrest of some of the king
" of Spain's subjects and treat them in the same way." She was very-

gracious afterwards and spoke about Collins of Gravesend, who was
captured in the Indies in one of Hawkins' ships, and is now in

prison in Spain
;
giving me the enclosed memorial about him. I

said I would do my best for him, whereupon she replied :
" You

" understand full well,'old wine, old bread, and old friends should be
" valued, and if only for the sake of showing these Frenchmen who
" are wrangling as to whether our friendship is firm or not, there is

" good reason to prove outwardly the kindly feeling which inwardly
" exists." I returned the compliment as well as I could and ex-

pressed my devotion to her service, when she answered :
" You

" say you desire to serve me, will you tell me the truth ? I am told
" by a Scotsman that you have received a token of friendship, in the
" form of a painted lion, from a certain Scotch prisoner of mine,"

whom she did not otherwise name. As I have never received any
such token from the queen of Scotland I was able to say with truth

that I had not, whereupon she said, since I assured her of this, she

would believe me.—London, 29th March 1575.

29 May. 410. Antonio de Quabas to (Zayas ?).

On the 21st I sent my last report and have little additional to

say in this. As I wrote, a ship of 200 tons was being fitted out in

the river and, after it had been well armed, has now sailed in

company witli two other vessels to join three more in Plymouth
with the intention, as I am informed, of going to the Indies for

plunder, although they were secretly aided by Captain Hawkins
and are partly owned hy Hatton, captain of the guard. He is such

a good gentleman that they will certainly do no harm with his

consent. They take great quantities of shirts, doublets, canvas, and
other things suitable for the Indies. It is still asserted at Court
that Harry Cobham will leave here shortly for Spain by land with
a message from the Queen.

The alliance between this Queen and the king of France having
been agreed upon, and news having arrived of its due ratification,

she is going to send him the Order of the Garter by Lord Howard,
who was created a knight of the Order on St. George's day and is

now ready to leave.

The Queen has departed on her progress and it is believed that

she will go towards the north and will meet the queen of Scotland.

They are proceeding with the examination of those who are im-

prisoned in connection with the latter Queen, in order to find some
excuse for taking her out of the hands of the earl of Shrewsbury
and placing her in the power of some great enemy. There is so much
confusion here about their sects, that all last week they were
arresting people by the order of the Queen and examining them
before the Courts of Justice. They have found them obstinate,

some of them in the diabolical opinions of the Puritans, others

Anabaptists, and many other sects. It may be hoped that all this

disorder will some day result in good.

You will know that the Channel is now full of armed ships from
flushing. They have taken a valuable ship which was loaded in
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Calais for Barbary, and two English ships on their voyage from
Spain. liord Kildare, whom they had captured in Ireland, has
now been brought here, and is being kept under a strong guard in

the house of the Lord Chancellor. People here are so malicious

that it is generally announced that he is arrested because he was
going to Spain with his companions,* who are left prisoners in the

castle of Dublin. I spoke to Lord Burleigh respecting the exami-
nation of the English ships which come from, and go to, Flanders,

and I afterwards approached those who have charge of them.
They turn a deaf ear to my request that the four which are ready
to leave should be inspected, and they will not order the inspection

of those which are expected to arrive from Flanders, unless some
measures are taken about it on the other side ; although really

there is no great need for it, as I am assured that they do not load

anything else than the ordinary goods they take to Flanders, in

which they are very careful. If they want to send merchandise
to Flushing or bring goods from there, tliey know how to manage
it in ships that come and go daily, and if they pay duty, and the

rebels have cargo on such ships, it is all done in the name of

Englishmen and is kept secret. It will therefore be seen that it

will be waste of time for me to proceed in the matter as in-

structed, f
As I have written, the two friends are awaiting an answer to decide

whether they shall go to communicate their pretensions to his Excel-

lency but if no decided reply is sent them they are determined not to

wait any longer. I have told them that I expect that they will

have it in a fortnight at latest.—London, 29th May 1576.

29 May. 411. Antonio de Guakas to Zayas.

I enclose report of what has happened since my last. I am
informed that the Grand Commander of Castile is sending his

secretary to the King ; I hope his Exci llency will write to his Majesty

by him about my business, and that it will be done, as I have begged
in an official letter, in conformity with your kindness to me.

I received yesterday a letter from the duchess of Feria by way
of Paris, to which I reply at once. She will be greatly grieved to

hear of the death of her father. Sir William IJormer. He left

great estates and over a hundred thousand ducats in money, and
ended his days as a good Catholic.—London, 29th May 1.575.

24 June. 412. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

On the 18th instant I sent my last report. I send this letter by
special courier to report that the Lord Chancellor, Lord Burleigh,

* The King has put the following marginal note against this " He will not have
understood it."

f The person who deciphered the letter for the King's perusal has interpolated a
remark at the end of this paragraph to the effect that he does not understand what it is

about, but that no doubt it is some understaudiug with the Grand Commander
(Requesens). The King has written beneath this that he also is ignorant of the
meaning. The paragraph evidently refers to the request made by the Spanish
authorities in Flanders that ships leaving or arriving in England to and from Flanders
should be liable to inspection to prevent the conveyance of munitions of war or other
prohibited goods.
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the earl of Ijincoln, and other councillors, who remained here after

the Queen had left, are warmly, but secretly, endeavouring to

promote the business they are attempting, respecting which Colonel

Chester came hither from the prince of Orange. In order to put

the project into execution they have begun to send various English

captains to Dover separately, and with as little noise as possible.

It is certain that the common people have no knowledge whatever

of it, nor has, indeed, anyone excepting those immediately con-

cerned. They send thither to-day captain Bingham, who, I am
assured, they enjoin on pain of death to keep bis departure secret.

Chester himself has gone, or is hidden ready to go. Sir William

Drury has been discussing the matter with the Council for some
days. He is now departing, it is supposed to take an important

command in the affair, the principal leader, however, being Lord
Hunsdon. During the last three days, at night or at unsuspected

hours, they have taken out of the Tower sixty waggons and gun-

carriages, which have been shipped for Dover. The guns them-

selves, battery pieces, culverins, and small field-guns, will be taken

by four of the Queen's ships which are being prepared in great

haste near Rochester. Last night a list was made very secretly of

the mariners needed for these four ships, and I am informed by a

man from the Court that Cobham has been ordered not to leave

until the outcome of the business is seen. They are hurrying the

collection of the thirty thousand pounds, which I reported that this

city had lent to the Queen.
Since writing the above I learn that M. de Meru, Montmorenci's

brother, has left very secretly. No doubt they will all go together

to Germany, and I am informed that they will go by way of

Flanders, and return through Holland, in order to carry through
their project in some part of the States.

28 June. 413.

I enclose copies of previous letters, one of which was sent through
his Excellency, and the other by way of Paris. I now have to add
that an Englishman named Lusies (Lewins ?) left here a fortnight

ago, he having been sent hither by the English ambassador in France,

and immediately afterwards the earl (of Oxford ?) left for Germany
accompanied by a son* of the Lieutenant of the Tower. This

Lewins (i) is a person of great intelligence and efficiency, although

he will employ his talents in a bad cause. There are signs that

these men were despatched on this enterprise. I have had good

spies on Sir William Drury who left two days ago. He was asked

by a fiiend when he would return, and whispered in his ear, " the

first news you have of me will be that I am in France."

The master blacksmith and master carpenter from the Tower
have been sent in a boat to Dover with some of their men. Colonel

Chester left on the 25th, with one servant, in the direction of Dover,

and I am told from a good source, that two hundred thousand

crowns, all in sun-crowns, iiave been sent by some of these men,

* Kalph Hopton.
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for the purpose of enabling Cond^ to raise two thousand horse and
four thousand foot in the country of the Palatine for the support

of the enterprise. These and other signs show that they are

determined to attempt it. I have heard from Court now that

Cobham will not be detained, but will leave at once. People

from Rochester tell me that there is no show of arming ships,

but that two of the Queen's vessels are fully ai'med and equipped.

—

London, 28th June 1575.

4 July. 414. Antonio de Guara.s to Zayas.

I sent my last report on the 28th ultimo. Since then people

here have taken no further steps publicly in the enterprise of which
I have written, but I am assured, by one who knows, that they

have sent to Flanders a certain Sir Harry Wall (?) on the pretence

of taking baths, but really as a spy, with six crowns a day for his

pay. The friend was sent about the business I have mentioned, it

having been entrusted to him. I wrote his name in mine of the

24th. The negotiation about the affair designated under the

letter L is therefore in suspense. I will communicate what may be

ordered to the other friend.*

They are very proud here of the great compliment which has

been paid to the earl of Pembroke and his people. With regard to

the inspection of ships, it is to be supposed that the representations

made to the English consul in Flanders will ensure that no ships

shall leave here without their cargoes being first examined.

Every one is in suspense to know the result of the siege of Buren,

and, as the news is current that our people have taken an island

in Holland, all good people here are in hopes of a victory over that

bad town.

It would be a long task to attempt to give an account of the

many opinions expressed this week about the queen of Scotland,

the Prince, her son, and the Regent. It is publicly affirmed that

that Queen has been released from prison, that the Regent had

been killed, and that the Prince had been captured from the man
who holds him by the earl of Argyll, a friend of the Queen's, for

the purpose of taking him to France. It is said that all this has

caused great tumult in Scotland, but the whole of it is nothing hut

intrigue, as it is certain that the queen of Scotland is closely

guarded and in great peril for her life, that the Regent and the

Prince are quite well. The origin, no doubt, was that the people

here had agreed with the Regent to seize the Prince for fear that

the French might steal him. As things have turned out differently

from what they expected, they have sent Killigrew as an am-
bassador to the Regent, and so, like the godless people they are,

they wander astray. They have just printed a book advocating

the death of the queen of Scotland. It is called the " Reveille-

matin des Fran9ais," and, as it is of some size, and it no doubt will

have reached you, I do not send it, but will do so if ordered. It is

so malicious that it once more proves the wickedness of these

* The frequent enigmatical references in Guaras' letters of about this date to his

negotiations, appear to refer to two concurrent propositions made respectively by
Huggius, Ellis, IBingham, and Chester; first, to murder the Prince of Orange, and,

secondly, to betray Flushing into the hands of the Spaniards.
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people, but this is not by any means all ; for another sign of their

wickedness is the new prognostication of which I enclose a copy.

The wicked people are so iniquitous that a certain Englishman
named Liquilston, who went from Ireland to Spain with Stukeley,

and afterwards returned here, asserts, amongst many other lying

aud malicious things, that FitzWilliama told the Queen that the

duchess of Feria had given him a ring to be conveyed in the name
of the King to the queen of Scotland, and he delivered it to the

queen of England, informing her of many things which he, Fitz-

williams, had discussed here with the late Don Guerau de Spes.

The hatred they have against this saintly lady (the queen of

Scotland) because she is a Catholic makes them give credit to any
falsehood or foolishness about her, and many persons are still kept
in prison only for being her friends and Catholics. The Govern-
ment in its passion has alloVr^ed another book in English to be

printed, full of incredible lies about the proceedings of the Holy
Office in matters that have never been thought of before, invented

for the sole purpose of leading the public astray upon the subject.

It is now asserted that Cobham will not leave until they get news
as to whether the English, who were imprisoned by the Inquisition,

are released or not. God grant what I hear be not true, that the

king of France will not live to the end of the year. Lord Kildare

and his sons, and the other Irish prisoners, are closely guarded,

but well.—London, 4th July ] 57.5.

11 July. 415. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

My last report was dated the 4th instant. As I wrote, these

people sent the friend,* as they did many others, with great secrecy

on the business upon which they had resolved. I have since heard

that he and the rest have landed at Embden and will raise troops

as I said, in the land of the Palatine, going thence to carry out

their project. I am informed by trustworthy people that the

matter has been discussed this week by the Queen and Council

for more than three hours, although it was announced at Court

that they were dealing with Irish aifairs, and taking measures to

send troops and money to Ireland. It will be seen, without doubt,

that they will attempt this enterprise, which they have been

plotting for a long time past, and now think they will carry

through successfully.

I am told that they have decided that Cobham shall leave for

Spain in a few days, but I learn that he goes rather as a messenger

than to reside there as minister. His principal object is to take a

message about the English prisoners there, and to learn for certain

his Majesty's feelings with regard to friendship, of which the

Queen cannot fail to be satisfied, as the King has always shown a

friendly desire to continue the ancient alliance between this Crown
and the House of Bui-gundy.

Some of the principal captains are offering to go and serve the

King in Flanders with such sailors as they can take with them,

their only desire being to learn whether they will be received. I

have given them hopes of a reply within a fortnight ; and, if I am

* Bingham.
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instructed to say that their services will be accepted, J will see that

they are sent on, but I have already let them know that they must
not expect any payment until they get there ; afterwai'ds, however,

they will be well entertained in all honour and profit. I await his

Excellency's reply to this by the first opportunity.

As I have already reported. Orange offered the king of France

to send his daughter to be married to whomever the King might

choose. The Palatine and others are trying secretly to persuade

the Queen-Mother to marry her to her son Alen9on, and I am
assured that, with the object of stopping this, some people of high

position here have again resuscitated the talk of a marriage of this

Queen with M. D'Alen9on. Of course, it is only an intrigue to

serve their own ends, but it is certain that the matter has been

mooted again.

The Queen is now hunting eighty miles from here, and about forty

miles from where the queen of Scotland is. If they have an in-

terview, as many think they will, we shall soon hear of it, but

those who are well informed greatly fear that they will take her

(the queen of Scots) out of the custody of the earl of Shrewsbury

and bring her here, to be placed in the hands of the earl of Bedford,

which, it is generally believed, would be to greatly imperil her

life. In the meanwliile, Kiiligrew has left for Scotland to try to

get hold of the Prince, and thus to prevent the French from

obtaining possession of such a pledge.

I have heard that the son of an Englishman named Chester, of

Bristol, has been detained in the Canaries by the Holy Office, and

he (Chester) has begged permission of the Government here to go

and seize some of the King's subjects and bring them hither as

prisoners until his son is set free. He was told by one of the

principal Councillors that he might do as he asked if he would

keep his prisoners in his own ship until resolution was taken in

the matter, but he must not land them.

"With regard to the other friend who offered the service I have

referred to, he is awaiting the reply of the person I mentioned,

with whom I conferred about the business. The latter is hopeful

of his success in it, if his friend is only firm in what I mentioned.*

—

London, 11th July 1575.

18 July. 416. Antonio de Guaeas to Zayas.

My last report was dated the 11th. Since then it is certain

that these people are persevering in their enterpriwe. Two days

ago an English captain named Kent (?)t left hero for Embden,

taking with him five or six officers. They were going to the land

of the Palatine, where the troops are to be raised at a place called

Heidelburg, where the other Englishmen that went from here

have already arrived. Captain Bingham, M. de Meru, the Palatine,

Conde, the Vidame de Chartres, and others are there, but the

* This refers to the secret negotiations for tlie betrayal of Flushing or the murder

of the Priace of Orange.

f The naiij«r is doubtful, but Kent is probably the officer of that name -whose death

at the siege of Bois le Duo in 1579 is described \,j Strada.

y 76467, I I
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general public here have been kept quite ignorant of the business

hitherto. They have not confided in Kent, or Morgan, or the other

captains here, but a certain Huddon (?), son-in-law of the Lord
Chancellor, has received two thousand crowns to fit out two ships

at Plymouth for the reception of soldiers, and the Admiral is

coming hither to inspect the Queen's ships. When least expected

they will carry the business through, and I have been told that one
of them when he left said that by St. Bartholomew's Day a great

service would be done. The brother of Colonel Chester arrived

here two days since with letters from the Englishmen there, and
from Orange to the Queen and Council, and told a friend that his

brother, the Colonel, would return hither on receiving the reply.

All this shows that they are carrying on their scheme with great

vigilance, but, as his Excellency has notice of it, he will take such
steps as may be necessary in his Majesty's interests. Chester's

brother brings news that Orange is so intimidated that as soon
;is he learns that any of our people are approaching the place

where he is he runs away. He and all his people have been
greatly grieved at the loss of Buren, and he has arrived at

Delft, but was returning to Dortrecht to encourage his brother
rebels.

By the messenger who took this Queen's letter to the King
respecting the English prisoners of the Holy Office, I have received
the letter written to me on the 3rd June, and, as it arrived

duly, I wrote to Lord Burleigh, sending him the letter to Court, in

oriler tbat they might be satisfied with its prompt despatch and ito

content w. As the letter itself was so favourably, I did not go
myself to carry intelligence of the matter.

A ^\'eek ago a meeting was called on tlie Scotch frontier to

discuss certain differences which had arisen, the principal people

and Governors of those parts having to attend with a stated

number of followers on a certain day. They came, armed as usual,

and it turned out that the Scots had a thousand horse hidden in

a secret place. These and their companions fell upon the English
to such good effect that they captured or killed all of them, to

the number of over 600. Amongst the prisoners were Sir John
Foster, the General of the marches, Sir Francis Russell, son of the

earl of Bedford, prisoner and wounded, and they killed amongst
others Sir George Heron. This news has thrown the Court into

gre:it dismay, but it is not known whether the Regent was privy to

the afi'air, nor has any intelligence been received as to whether
Killigicw was amongst those attacked. It is said that the prince

of Scotland has been removed from the place where he was by his

mother's friends, and people here murmur that the French are at

the bottom of the business.

The Queen, who is now at a castle belonging to Lord Leicester,

called Kenilwortb, lias been entertained with much rejoicing

tliure, and it is said that whilst she was going hunting on one of

the days, a traitor shot a cross-bow at her. He was immediately
taken, although other people assert that the man was only shooting

at the deer, and meant no harm. The bolt passed near the

Queen but did her no harm, thank God ! It was thought that she
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was going to see the queen of Scotland, but the contrar}^ now
seems to be the case.

Although it was said lately that Cobham would leave, he has
not gone yet. When he is dispatched I will report, but there are

signs that they will continue to delay his departure, as they have
for a year past.

These bad Englishmen, incited thereto by their hopes of gain,

continue to carry oars to Barbary, and as they have already sold

the four thousand which I said they had shipped at Dantzic, they
are again shipping three hundred quintals of sulphur there to go to

Barbary again.

Captain Hawkins' ships were, with others, ready to sail from the

coast of Plymouth for the purpose of plundering any stray ship they
could sight belonging to the fleet from the Indies.

That friend who offered his services has not yet received reply

from his other friend. He expects it every day, and I will advise

the decision he takes.—London, 18th July 1575.

25 July. 417. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

On the 18th I sent my last report. In conformity with his

Excellency's command I will send forward the Englishmen who
offered tlieir services, saj'ing that their offers are accepted, in the

belief that they are persons who will do their duty. Although the

greater part of them are of good appearance and fair words,

experience shows that these people are not to be trusted overmuch.

I wrote to his Excellency that a difference had arisen in

Flanders between the consuls of Spain and a scamp of an alderman
of London, in whose favour the Queen has written several times

to his Excellency. They have now agreed that the Councillor and
I should arbitrate upon the matter with his Excellency's per-

mission. We will do so when requested by both parties. The
Queen aud Council give wonderful support to their Englishmen, and
no matter whether in France, Sfiain, or Flanders, if any grievance

is suffered by them a great business is at once made of it, as if it

were an important State matter.

As I reported, the Admiral was on his way from Court to

inspect the Queen's ships here. This he has done with great dili-

gence, which surprised the sailors themselves. Two of the Queen's

ships have been armed, called respectively, " The Cato " and " The
Barque of Boulogne," which at once went to sea, doubtless to put

into execution the enterprise they have in hand. It will be found

that support will reach them in this enterprise by hind and sea as

soon as they begin it, and the sending of these two ships with

such wonderful diligence is a sign that the day for the attempt is

not far distant, and no doubt the day will be St. Bartholomew's.

They were ordered to arrest the English ships which are serving

in Flanders, and especially Captains Cotton and Carey, on the

ground that they have taken certain prizes in this river. It will

be necessary to warn these Captains at once to beware, as I write

to his Excellency.

People from Court say that Cobham has been made a knight,

and had received his despatches to go to Spain. It is now said,

1 1 2
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that he will go through France, and it is therefore believed that

he is only going as a messenger, and not as resident ambassador,

because it was formerly asserted that he would go from Plymouth

and take his wife and family.

The Councillor* and I think well to send on to his Excellency

that English engineer of whom I have written several times, and

who expects to be able to give important intelligence and information

there.

I have been informed that an extremely valuable English ship

has ari-ived at Plymouth, which, it is believed, brings the proceeds

of some raid committed in company with the negroes who are at

war between Panama and Nombre de Dios. There are three or

four other English ships in those parts, and the eight ships since

sent off by Captain Hawkins and his friends, are on their way
thither so that great robberies may be expected on the road to the

Indies if a remedy be not found.

It is reported from Scotland that the English prisoners they

had taken have been set free, and no fresh event has occurred

there.

There is nothing more said about the prisoner that they took at

Court,! as I mentioned before, and no one dares to mention the

matter, which, indeed, few people can understand.

To the surprise of all the world, seeing the results it may have,

the people here have this week burnt alive two Flemish Anabaptists.J

^London, 25th July 1575.

27 Aug. 418. The King to Antonio de Guaeas,

Our servant, Antonio de Guaras ; it being needful for me to send

a number of small vessels to my Netherlands States, I write to the

Queen of England informing her thereof, and to beg that, if driven

by weather or accident, they sho)ild enter her ports, she will

order them to be received in a way suitable to the friendship

between us and allow them to purchase what they need. I order

you in conformity therewith, and in compliance with the instruc-

tions you will have received from the Grand Commander of Castile,

to take wliat steps may be necessary with the same end. The
ships will be commanded by Don Pedro de Vald^s, but they will be
subsequently taken charge of by Juan Martinez de Recalde, and
wiiiclievcr commander may arrive with them in England will

receive from you the assistance necessary for the good of my service.

—Madrid, 27th August 1575.

" M. de Buiscot, who was ou a missiou to England from the Grand Commander,
JU'queseiis.

t The man who was said to have shot at the Queen at Kenilworth.

j Their names were Jan Wielmacker and Hendrik Ter Woort. They were Dutch-
iiien who met at a eonventicle in Aldgate, and tlie whoje congregation a short time
previously had been imprisoned. Ton women and one man had been condemned to

he burnt as heretics, biLt banishment was substituted. Others of the congregation
recanted at Paul's Cross, but the two men in question relapsed, and for the first time
for 1 7 years the barbarous writ " de hcretico comhurendo " was issued. Foxe the

martyrologist wrote a pressing letter to the Queen (quoted by Fuller) to beg for mercy
for the men, but in vain. They were burnt at Smithfield on the 22nd July " uttering

piercing cries."

'b
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27 Aug. 419. Antonio de Guaius to Zayas.

My last report was dated the 20th, and there is little else to

say.

When M. de Buiscot received his despatch from his Excellency
he left for the Court which is fifty miles otf, and it is to be expected
that he will not be long detained.

Shortly afterwards the new French ambassador, who is to reside

here, went also to Court accompanied by M. de la Mothe who goes
to take his leave. The new ambassador's name is M. de la Mau-
vissifere,* and they say that the king of France was coming to terms
with his rebels. He had 800 soldiers ready to send to Genoa if tlie

disturbances there continue, and this, new ambassador said, in the

course of conversation, that the king of France would not cease to

try his fortune, but would continue to do so until he got possession

of Milan and the kingdom of Naples. All this and other things of

the same sort are simply the vapourings of a soldier. I hear from
a man who mixes with the French that he (Mauvissifere) is instructed

to inform the Queen that the King will soon come to terms with
his rebels and is ready to help the Genoa people if they appeal to

him on behalf of their liberty ; the intention being afterwards to

meddle in Italy for the purpose of sullying his Majesty's grandeur,

trusting greatly to the preparations being made by the Turk for

next year. The object also is that, France being tranquillised, the

prince of Orange may be supported. All this will no doubt be set

before the English Government to ascertain the state of feeling here,

and iu order to make a great show of friendship. Anything may be

believed of the envy and ambition of Frenchmen.
On the other hand I have heard, from a sure source, that Colonel

Chester and Rogers, who came afterwards, brought despatches from
Orange to the Queen and Council offering to hand over to her

peacefully all Zealand, on condition that she promises to hold it

and support him, as he and his people are so driven for money and
men that, if the Queen do not accept the offer, they will be obliged

to surrender Zealand to her semi-enemy, the French King. He
asks that Cliester may be allowed to raise in England two thousand
more soldiers for Holland, and I am informed that neither of £he

two petitions has been listened to here. I am told especially that

the Lord Treasurer and the Lord Chancellor said in the Council,

that if the Queen allowed this the king of Spa,in would have good
cause for introducing schism and fire in her country through Ireland.

They therefore thought that the offers should be refused, and if

Orange delivered the country to the French they would oppose it

in the interests of England. Some members of the Council replied,

with respect to the two thousand soldiers, that they might be taken

from Scotland, and that many Englishmen might pass over amongst
them. A good friend of mine from Court told me yesterday that

many persons of importance thought that Orange was being over-

come and was in Dortrecht for his own safety, and to be the better

able to escape if need arose. He said that news had come that the

* This was Michel de Castehiau, Seigneur de U Mauvissiere, the author of the memoirs
of the reigns of Francis II. au<l Chailes IX.
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Schoonoven people could not hold out, and that oui- ships had taken

the vessels that were going to their suppoit. They have also heard

that his Majesty had ordered one million eight hundred thousand

crowns to be provided for Flemish needs, and that three thousand

foob and two thousand sailors were coming from Biscay, which they

thought would in a sliort time end the Holland and Zealand affair.

Everybody here now is convinced that his Excellency wiU put an

end to the business, to the great service of God.

Cobham embarked a week ago and will already have arrived in

Paris on his voyage. Two ships belonging to the Queen have

brought in six or seven prizes which have been captured by French,

Flemish, and English pirates. Yesterday the Queen's ship " Falcon
"

sailed and another called " The Primrose " is being equipped in great

haste. Slie is a very powerful ship, and is no doubt destined to

help in tlieir enterprise. Conde is also, with the same end, going

with his army towards Lorraine, although it is here said that

if the king of France comes to terms with his I'ebels, Conde
with his forces will attack the Netherlands.—London, 27th August

1575.

S Sept. 420. Antonio de Guaeas to Zayas.

On the 27th ultimo I sent my last report and there is little fresh

to say. A friend of mine has arrived from Holland and reports

that the prince of Orange received news in Dortrecht that, on the

20th of August, Condd and his friends were arianging in Germany
to provide means of getting into marchiug order and that they had
raised three thousand horse to be commanded by Duke Casimir, son
of the Palatine, besides four thousand foot and that Conde was
leaving to see the Palatine, in order to arrange a day for their

departure and the particulars of the enterprise. It would seem by
this that some time in August they will try to enter France and
endeavour to join M. D'Anville, who has fourteen thousand harque-

bussiers and four thousand French horse, besides which they will

leave the strong places which are held by the King's enemies well

protected. He tells me too, that the Englishmen who accompanied
them were Captains Stafford, Bingham Villiers (?), and Hopton
My friend gives me these news as certain, but they do not appear

to me to be entirely so.

Captain John Morgan tells me that, if his Excellency will send

him a patent and permission, buch as has been granted to other

Englisiimen, he will, at his own cost, fit our four good ships to pursue

his Majesty's rebels. He is certainly a brave lad and will do good
and faithful service.

Captain Martin Frobisher has decided to go to Flanders to see

his Excellency about the great services which he hopes to render,

and he will leave in a week. He is the best seaiDa.n and the bravest

ill this country, and his great name and valour will be already

known in Flanders. I have promised him a safe conduct to go and
viome free from debt and the consequences of part events, if no
arrangement is made there. The good news of the surrender of

Schoonhoven has arrived at Court, and it is expected that Orange
himself will leave the States in despair before Christmas, convinced,
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as all must be, that he will get no help from France and less public
aid from England.
As I have reported, two of the Queen's ships were lieing fitted

and they have now begun to equip two more. Three private ships
are sailing from the North, and the presumption is that they are all

intended for the enterprise, as well as the army which is being raised
in Germany.

It becomes every day more evident that the people here are

making great efforts to obtain possession of the prince of Scotland,
His good mother is well—London, Sr-d September 157-").

17 Sept. 421. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

My last report was dated the 1 Otli, and I have since received his

Excellency's letter of the 11th, with that enclosed for the Queen,
who is now fifty miles from here. In accordance with his Ex-
cellency's orders, as soon as news arrives of the appearance of our
fleet on the coast, I will at once go to the Queen and deliver the
letter personally. I will also endeavour to get a letter from her to

all the justices of the ports, so that our men may be supplied, by
purchase, with such victuals as they require, and be welcomed as

friends. This order I will take or send to wherever tlie fleet may
be, and will serve the commander personally to the best of ray
ability. In the meanwhile, not a word shall be wliispered on the
subject. I wrote on the 10th that the Queen and Council knew of

the coming of the fleet, and had consequently raised eight hundred
soldiers to send to the Isle of Wight, prompted by their unnecessary
suspicion, the King being as affectionate to this Queen as ever, and
as desirous of maintaining old friendship. When certain news
comes of the arrival of the fleet, I will write advising his Excel-
lency thereof, as well as taking the necessary steps at Court.

News from Holland and Zealand make us hope that our army will

prevail in Dortrecht, and that that bad town will soon be con-

founded. All the news received at Court and by the rebels here

is that Orange and his friends are so routed that they cannot
resist much longer. It is said that fifteen thousand souls of these

rebels met in their congregations yesterday, and, as I am told, were
directed to offer up their prayers for Orange and his supporters, who
were in great danger of Spanish tyranny ; using these words and
worse. They were told it was therefore necessary to help them
with money, as they certainly wjll do again.

On the 10th I wrote that the English Colonel Chester had been
sent back to Orange from this Court with a curt reply, but they
sent after him and he returned. I do not know whether it was
for the promotion of the enterprise I have mentioned, or whether
it was to provide help for Orange. I have been told that they
have collected two sums, one of sixty thousand crowns in cash,

which has been sent abroad, and the other of forty thousand,
which they have sent to Antwerp through Thomas Smith. A
person who knows tells me that the cash is going to the Englishmen
in Conde's army, and the other money to be remitted to Orange,
which is to be repaid from the sum collected from the rebels here.
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Every day more clearly is it proved that they are in earnest about
the enterprise I have mentioned, and a man who is concerned in it

has hinted to me (he could do no more, as they had sworn him to

keep the seci'et) that they had a great business in h.md which he
could not tell me about. It appears he had especially to swear
that he would refrain from telling me anything. Circumstances
show, however, that Condd's army is being raised with the afore-

mentioned end in view,—London, I7th September 1575,

8 Oct. 422. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

On the 1st instant I sent my last report. Shortly before mid-
night yesterday I received a letter from Don Pedro de Vald^s,

General of his Majesty's fleet at Dartmouth, dated the 2nd instant.

He simply refers me for information to Juan Cipres, who, hearing
on the road that the Queen was sixty miles from here, wisely
decided, in order not to lose time, to go to Court first and give the

Queen the letter he bronglit from the King. Despatches shall be
sent to all the poits about victuals and other things needed bj' the
fleet. Cipres reports that the fleet left Santander on the 25th
ultimo, consisting of forty cutters and four great ships, arriving on
the 1st at Dartmouth with twenty-two ciittei's and two great ships,

one of which was the flngsliip with the General on board. Some
of the others had touched there before but had proceeded on their

voyage, and the rest were missing by reason of a great storm which
caught them off Ushant, although some of them have put into

Plymouth. I received with the said despatch the letter that his

Majesty graciously wrote to me on the 27th of August, giving me
instructions to address the Queen on the subject of the fleet.

To-day at daybreak I leave for the Court to help Cipres in his

errand, and to hand to the Queen the letter from his Excellency,
in obedience to his orders. I am also sending a report to his Ex-
cellency of the arrival of the fleet. I am sending news to the

General also, and remitting him copy of the letter sent by his

Excellency on the 29th ultimo to M, de Barlamont and forwarded
to me by the Antwerp postmaster, giving news that our people
had killed the governor of Zealand, Boisot, and that his brother the

Admiral had fled for fear that his own people would kill him,
owing to the suspicion they have always felt of him. People from
Flushing report that our men had burnt the fort of Viana (Duve-
land ?) and killed more than six hundred of the enemy, the rest

taking refuge in the town of Ziericsee, which they had fortified.

There are but few people for the defence of Flushing now, as

Orange took most of the men away. The news just brought is

the first intimation that people here had of the coming of our fleet,

and it is greatly to be hoped that the rest of the ships and cutters

will have come by the Isle of Wight, the weather having been
recently very bad with a furious E.N.E. wind.

Everybody here believes that Holland and Zealand will soon be
lost, and fugitives are already arriving at Dover from Flushing.
Orange himself will no doubt fly hither, because he dare not go to
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German}', where he owes large sums of money to those whom he
has deceivedj and in consequence of the quarrels he has with the

relatives of his first wife, who is still alive. I leave this written

to be taken by a courier. I am now going to the Court.

A Scotch gentleman named Chambers has arrived here. They
say he was a member of the Scotch Queen's Council. He is full

of praise for the favours shown him in Spain and Flanders, and
displays great desire to serve his Majesty, if his Excellency will

employ him in Flanders. He begs me to convey this desire, and,

as I do not know him, I have only replied in general terms. He is

going to Court to try to get leave to see his mistress, and will

afterwards return here. I will tlien give him a message for her.

—London, 8th October 1575.

10 Oct. 423. Antonto de Guaras to Zayas.

On the 8th instant I sent by way of Flanders a report of events

here, and a copy of my letter, enclosing despatches for Don Pedro
de Vald^s, Captain General of his Majesty's fleet, was sent to him.

I afterwards left for the Court with all speed, and requested

audience of the Queen, which was duly granted. When I told her

Majesty the cause of my coming and delivered to her the letter

from his Excellency, she told me that the Spanish gentleman bearing

the King's letter has been with her on the previous day. Two
days before, she said, she had received news from her V^ice-Admiral

of the arrival of our fleet ofl' Portsmouth, and immediately ordered

that it should be received and those on board of it welcomed as if

they were her own subjects. On receipt of his Majesty's letter

she confirmed the orders, and sent to all the justices on the coast

commanding them to give every assistance to the fleet under pain

of her displeasure, providing victuals and all necessary stores at a

reasonable price ; and she assured me that her desire was that

everything should be done in accordance with the good friendship

which had always existed between her and his Majesty. She said

all this with a great appearance of goodwill, and in conformity

with her sincere desire to preserve the alliance. When she retired

she said she was very glad to hear that the King was well, and
the earl of Sussex, the Lord Steward, then approached me and
repeated what the Queen herself had said, assuring me that he,

being so true a friend of peace and concord, had been mainly in-

strumental in obtaining so favourable a reply from the Queen,
which I really believe. He told me I might be sure that all

his fellow councillors were also well disposed. I send from here a
person to the Captain-General with this letter and to inform him
of the confirmation of the favourable reply given to his gentlemen.

My man will also do what he can to forward the matter in the
ports, and will return to Court, if necessary, I remaining here, in
case anything else should be required, until I hear that the fleet

has left. I do this as I shall not be required in London, having
left orders there to forward to me here any despatches that may
arrive. The Queen is well. God grant her long life, as upon this

depends the continuance of our ancient friend.ship—Bradham,
10th October 1575.
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11 Oct. 424. The King to Antonio de Guaras.

Zayas generally gives me an account of what you write to him
reporting events there, and I am very well satisfied with your

services, and order you to continue the same. The object of the

present letter is to inform you that I am sending Captain Sancho de

Archiniega with some store transports to my Netherlands. I write

by him to the Queen informingjher thereof and asking her, in case

he should touch in any of her ports, to have him received well in

accordance A\dth our friendship, and have him provided by purchase

with such things as he may need for the prosecution of his

voyage. I order you to take what steps may be necessary in

accordance with what you may hear from Captain Archiniega, with
whom you will keep up communication.—El Pardo, 11th October

1575.

425. Copy of a Document labelled, " From his Majesty, in

" which, by the hand of Gracian, he sets forth what was
" proposed by Henry Cobham in the name of the queen
" of England, and what his Majesty replied."—El Pardo,

Wednesday, 26th October 1575.

Lord (?) Cobham was with me to-day, and has given me the

enclosed letter, addressing me, by virtue of its credence, on behalf

of the queen of England.

He first thanked me for ordering the expulsion of the English
from the Netherlands, and for the good expressions conveyed by
tlie councillor of Brabant, who, I think, is called Buiscot, to the

Queen on my behalf. He dwelt at length upon the great desire

of the Queen to preserve her friendship with me, and how she had
displayed this desire in refusing many of the offers made to her by
the prince of Orange.

He then spoke on various other points contained in the memorial
which he handed to me from the Queen. He spoke about the

Queen's sending an ambassador hither, and I an ambassador to her,

but he said nothing about the point referred to in the memorial, as

to the Queen's wish that the English ambassador here should be

allowed to exercise his religion in his own house with his family

and household as in England.

He then said that the Queen had ordered him to inform me that

she had seen a letter written by the king of France to the prince

of Orange making him many promises, and said something about a

marriage which I did not very well understand. I replied to his

general expressions with fair words, assuring him of the high

esteem in which I held the Queen's message, but referred him both

in general matters and in detail to the duke of Alba, whom I would
order to reply to him on all points. He afterwards gave me the

enclosed memorial from the English merchants, which I told him
should be considered and replied to. You will inform the duke of

Alba of all this and show him the memorial, in order that he may
be prepared, and may hear and consider all that was said to me
that it may be discussed in the Council, with the view to a reply

being given. I must be advised of the opinion arrived at in order

that I may instruct the Duke as to what is to be done.
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29 Oct. 426. Antonio de Guaras to (Zayas ?).

My last report was dated 21st instant, and was closed on the

24th at the Court. I sent from there two persons well instructed

witli regard to the recovery of the lost sloops. I heard whilst at

the Court that the Council was discussing the issue of a procla-

mation ordering that none of the (IJueen's subjects should enter the

sea service of the prince of Orange or the States. Those who are

already there, like Cotton and others (as I write to his Excel-

lency), should be ordered to be on their guard, as there is a general

commission all along the coast to arrest them. When I asked the

Council to allow one Carey, with a very powerful ship, to leave

Southampton to serve in Flanders, I was told that he could not be

allowed to sail on account of certain robberies of which he was
accused, this, however, being only an excuse to prevent his going.

I have no letters from his Excellency since then, nor since the

1 6th from Don Pedro de Vald^s, although I have sent by every

opportunity, and have informed him that the ships of the fleet

which were to join him have sailed from Dunkirk, and that no
armed vessels have left Flushing. I have also informed him of the

success which God has granted to his Excellency, which will keep
the enemy so busy that our fleet may, after having joined the

ships from Dunkirk, sail with the first fine weather in all security.

Supposing that he will have already arrived at the Isle (of Wight),

I have repeated my letters to him, and sent a special messenger

thither with them. I have heard that the fleet from Dunkirk
passed near Dover on the 21st. The weather is now contrary, and
when I receive advice from Portsmouth or the Isle (of Wight) I will

inform his Excellency.

Colonel Chester is still about the Court urging his request to be

allowed to take soldiers to Flushing, but they openly refuse him
permission. If he sliould take any over secretly I will complain

of it. Two Scotch captains have gone to Scotland to raise men
for Holland by orders of Orange, and I have heard from a man
who has come from there that a treasurer of Orange, who was in

Zealand, on hearing that our fleet was coming, and that a great

friend of his who was Governor there had died,* at once collected

all the money he could get and shipped on board a vessel bound for

Scotland or Ireland.

The chevalier Giraldi has been at Court, and is trying to arrange

the difierences between his King and these people. It is expected

that an arrangement may be made.

I have received news from the Court that the Council are con-

sidering the victory gained over the reiters in France and the

coming of our fleet to Flanders. There are rumours that they will

take some new step, either private or public, against France or

the States. I have some one at Court who will learn what is

intended, and I will duly advise.

Our rebels here have made a collection, and are sending soldiers,

* Boisot, Governor of Zealand, whose deatli at the battle of Duveliind at the moment
when the Spaniards were on the point of defeat, had thrown hi? men into a panic, and
had allowed the King's forces to gain a footing in Zealand.
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Walloons and Flemings, to Flushing as there is a lack of men there.

Amongst them go some Englishmen who have returned hither dis-

missed from the forces in Ireland, and are wandering about the
streets destitute.—London, 29th October 1575.

22 Nov. 427. Antonio dk Guaras to (^ayas ?).

On the 12th instant I sent my last report and left a letter

written on the 16th in London advising my departure for this

island. I Ccame because I had heard of the arrival of our fleet hei-e

which news waH true, and I found it in good order on my arrival.

It is still awaiting fair weather as the wind keeps contrary. In
consequence of the long voyage it has been necessary to provide
money for victuals, and this I have done, giving also letters of

credit in case anything more should be needed. The two ships

belonging to the Queen, which I said were being fitted out, have
since arrived here, and the commander, as well as the Governor of

the Isle of Wight, have sent word that they will, to-morrow, make a

communication to Juan Nunez (Martinez) de Recalde, although we
do not know what they have to say. I will remain here in case

my assistance is needed in anything, and I hope soon to see the

ships sail, as the weather now shows signs of changing. My visit

has been advantageous, as some disagreeable demonstrations were
made against our people in Southampton and elsewhere, to which
my coming has put a stop, and if they are renewed I hope to be
able to smooth matters over ; although when the two ships I have
mentioned came to anchor alongside of our flagship, the General
being absent on business, a boat from the English ships came to

our vessel and asked for the General, who, they were told, was on
shore. They thereupon told them to haul down the flag, and said

if they did not do so they would make them, and our people then

did so. As our fleet is anchored before the castle of Cowes (Cou),

this and all other discourtesy has been overlooked, our people, so to

speak, being their guests and under the Queen's protection. They
even say that these two ships have come to accompany our fleet,

and we shall know to-morrow whether they have any other object.

There is no news of any armed ships from Flushing, and, indeed,

there are few left in the Channel as they fear capture by these two
ships. The General, Juan Nunez (Martinez) de Recalde, is taking

such good measures that, with God's help, he will proceed safely on
his voyage. The three ships from Dunkirk which were missing,

have arrived there. When I left, fresh orders of favour were given

at Court in the matter of the lost sloops, and I have sent the

orders from here to the persons whom I had entrusted with the

matter so that no opportunity shall be lost of proceeding to the

recovery of them in accordance with the orders given to me by Juan
Nunez (Martinez) de Recalde.—Isle of Wight, 22nd November
1575.

28 Nov. 428. Antonio de Guaras to (Zatas ?).

When I left here on the IGth for the Isle of Wight I left a letter

written, and have since sent another from Newport, on the 22nd
viH Flanders. I did what I could to assist the fleet, and provided
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money and credits for stores. I hope it will now have safely arrived

at Dunkirk, as since my coming hither I learu that the ships

were seen passing Dover, the two Queen's ships remaining at

Portsmouth.

I found news from Court awaiting me here, to the effect that a

Frenchman named Captain Norman had been there, sent by the

prince of Orange^ to say that if he was allowed to secretly raise

troops here (Walloons, French, and English) he has means of

striking a blow of great importance. It appears that this attempt
will be against Gravelines or Neuport, but there is no news yet

that forces are arriving, pending permission being given for raising

them here. I have a person of trust attached to this man to learn

what he can, and, if steps are taken to carry out what he desires, I

will give full information. In the meanwhile it would be well to

provide for the protection of these two places and others on the

coast, as I write to his Excellency.

Egremont Ratcliff, a brother of the earl of Sussex, Lord Steward,

who was in the North, and subsequently in Flanders, Italy, and
our Court for a long time playing the hypocrite, came to Paris, and
from there wrote to the Queen and Council saying that, if he liad

assurance of pardon, which they promise him, he would come hilher,

as he has done, to declare some great secrets, and especially to

accuse many Englishmen who, together 'with himself, have plotted

against this country. To gain favour, I am told that he is going to

declare, however falsely, that his Majesty intends at some future

time to take revenge for the unneighbourly conduct of these people

towards him, in favouring Orange in his revolt. If he is believed,

he will be the cause of much ill-will. Amongst other things he

has secretly told some wonderful stories about Don Juan of

Austria, touching pretensions of his here and other absurdities.

When he arrived here he was for some day^ at liberty, expressing

great sorrow that he had taken part in tlic Northern risings, but

when he presented himself at Court they sent him to the Tower,

pretending to keep him under close guard, but it was all make-
believe. It is thought that he will do much injury to many people

here, and to the English who are absent, and it is understood that

he will make statements against the queen of Scotland. In con-

sequence of this and other false accu.=ations, the inquiry which has

been commenced is to be continued in order that she may be placed

in danger of being condemned to death. She is well, but strictly

guarded.

Eespecting the business of the gentleman Corbet, I have only

heard that he had sent two messengers hither, and will remain in

Flanders until he gets an answer.*—London, 28th November
1575.

* Mr. Corbett had been sent as an envoy from the English Court to Eequeseus, ill

I'lmders, on the 2.5th October, in the place of Randolph, who had at first been
appointed to the mission. His draft instructions, all in Cecil's handwriting, will be
found at the British Museum, Cotton, Galba, C. v., and by these and the papers
calendared in the Foreign Series of State Papers, it will be seen that the principal
object of the mission was to press the intercession of the Queen between the King and
Orange, in consequence of the injury and danger incurred by England through
the war, and the imposeibility of her standing by and seeing the Protestants
exterminated.
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29 Nov. 429. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

I informed you on the 16th that I was leaving for the Isle of

Wight, where I had been informed that Recalde and his fleet had
arrived in great need of victuals, and requiring help, in consequence
of disagreeable demonstrations made towards him. I went at

once, provided them with money and freed them from their

anno^'ances. They sailed on the 24th with favourable weather,

and arrived safely in Dunkirk on the 26t]i, accompanied by the

armed ships which had left Dunkirk. This short note is simply to

report this by a ship which is leaving the river for St. Sebastian,

. on the chance of its arriving before the news sent through Flanders.

No armed ships from Flushing have arrived in the Channel as the

Grand Commander is keeping the rebels busy, especially in

Ziericzee, which I am informed by letters dated tlie 21st cannot
avoid surrender, in consequence of shortness of food. God confound
them !—30th November.

I send this copy of the above by way of Plymouth to be for-

warded by first opportunity.—London, 29th and 30th November
1575.

430. Fragment of Document headed :
" What the duke of Alba

" replied to Henry Cobham, ambassador to the queen of
" England in Madrid.—2nd December 1575."

That his Majesty would be also very pleased to receive the
ambassador whom the Queen might send to his Court, especially if

he would observe the Roman Catholic religion, which would be a
great satisfaction to his Majesty and this country

; but that in any
case, his Majesty begged most earnestly, that the amb:issador might
be a modest man, well intentioned and favourable to the preser-

vation of the friendship and brotherhood between their Majesties.

He should be expressly warned and ordered to be extremely careful

that he and his household should observe the contents of the two
documents which would be handed to him, as the present object

was not simply to send new ambassadors but to revert on both

sides to the same order of things as had always existed before

the time of John Man, who had committed excesses and had to be

expelled by his Majesty, which it was understood the Queen
admitted Avas done with ample reason.

o Dec. 431. Antonio de Guaeas to (Zayas ?).

On the 28th, 2.9th, and 30th ultimo I sent ni}' last reports, and
I have noAv to advise that I have trustworthy infoimation that

Egremont RatclifF, who is a prisoner, has presented a written state-

ment to the Queen, and it is greatly feared that, as he was
concerned in the Northern rising, he will have denounced many
persons both absent and present.

The French captain, Norman, is still about the Court pushing his

request, although I have heard from a man who accompanies him
that he intends to go to Eochelle if these people will not grant
what he desires.

Hastings, the gentleman that the Queen sent to the prince of

Orange, has not returned yet, nor has Corbet, who went to hia
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Excellency, although answers have been sent to both of them by
the servants they sent to the Queen. This affair may turn out

hard to digest for them, as it was all hatched here, as I am
informed, in order to make the King think that, if the Queen sets

foot in the States, she is forced to do so out of fear of the French
or the king of Denmark, but the real object is to keep them (the

States) in hand to surrender them when it may appear desirable

after first trying to oust the Spaniards from Flanders ; and tlien

again negotiate for a confirmation of treaties and so protect herself

against the consequences of past bad acts and unneighbourly
conduct ; at the same time jnaking a show of being forced to place

her army in Flanders to prevent injury to her own country. I

hear, on the other hand, that they will only decide upon the step

with great difficulty in consequence of the fear that, if they under-

take the task, the dangers and difficulties here may recommence,

and nothing will be done without much consideration and the

express consent of the Queen. As I wrote, they had sent the

Queen's ships to sea but have now ordered their re-call, the con-

fusion being such that the aspect of State affairs fluctuates from
day to day. They have said nothing to me at all, whereas in the

time of the duke of Alba the lord treasurer. Lord Burleigh, spoke

to me on the subject of Flanders in the Queen's name nearly every

week, saying that, if his Majesty was willing, she would gladly

intercede in order to bring aboiit an iionourable understanding
between his Majesty and the prince of Orange, and as I was
ordered by the- Duke to listen to what tliey might say and report

the same, they were moved to send the envoys they dispatched, no
reply having been given to tiiera through me after they had so re-

peatedly approached me. Whatever evil thing happens it may be
believed that the Queen's own intention is a good one, but not so

those of many in authority who surround lier.

As the thing is publicly talked about in the streets there is no
objection to my writing openly about the great enmity which exists

between the earl of Leicester and the earl of Essex, iu con-

sequence, it is said, of the fact that whilst Essex was in Ireland his

wife had two children by Leicester. She is the daughter of Sir

I'rancis Knollys, a near relative of the Queen, and a member of

the Council, and great discord is exjiected in consequence.

News comes from Holland that Orange will summon the States

of that country and of Zealand to consider some means of

I'cmedying their position, and in consequence of the murmurs of

the people and soldiers. If it were not for their obstinacy and his

forces the towns would submit themselves to the King's mercy.

I have received news from the Court that the Queen is highly

offended at an English gentleman, named Capel, being so much
favoured by his Excellency, and especially at his having \vrittcn

authorizing some Englishmen to arm against the rebels. He will

hear from some of his friends that the Queen will be glad if he
absents himself from Flanders and retires from the King's service

It is thought better that he should go to Germany or Italy as I

hear from persons who are concerned in tliese matters.

These people have lately given orders for the collection of sixty
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thousand crowns and are going about tho city clianging the money
into gold. The congregations of our rebels are doing the same and
are sending the money to Orange, either for him or for Conde, and
it may well be supposed that, now that an arrangement has been

arrived at in France, they will not be idle in disturbing the States

through one or the other of these men.—London, 5th December
1575.

10 Dec. 432. Antonio de Guaras to (Zayas ?).

I sent my last report on the 5th instant and have since received

his Excellency's letter of the 26th.

Some days since, it was announced in Court and here that the

city of Cologne was lending the Queen a great sum of money at

five per cent, per annum interest, which had been offered by her to

this citj' and to many private persons. It is not believed, but is

thought to be all an invention to make people believe that money
is coming hither, the sum being stated at five hundred thousand
crowns, in order to cover the many obligations they are incurring.

Those who know, say also that it is in order that, when money has

to be sent from here, the people may be told it is to pay this

loan as they are greatly averse to money being sent out of the

country. The murnaurs in Court and in London respecting the

expected decree (in Flanders) suspending the payment of interest

on the money belonging to the Genoese and others, are incredibly

great, and some days ago, when Lord Burleigh, the Admiral, the

earl of Leicester and others were together, they asked me about it,

as if surprised, and seemed to think that it was a great hardship

for the persons interested. I told them there was no need for them
to be scandalised about it, as in this country it was a law of Par-

liament that whoever lent money at usury, should lose principal

and interest, and should pay as much to the informer, and again as

much to the treasury. I said I did not understand that his

Majesty ordered the principal to be confiscated, but that in

accordance with the laws of the land and the permission of his

Holiness, the lenders should be satisfied with seven per cent, per

annum, and that to charge thirty, forty, and fifty par cent, was an

action which I would leave to their own judgment as to whether it

was right or not. I said that, whilst what was done here seemed

extreme, what was done on our side appeared to be a charitable

reform, and they replied that it was indeed an admirable order, and

that the Genoese and others, marquisses, princes and counts, as they

were, would again have to return to their jjosition as merchants, and

his Majesty would find his revenues relieved, although they hinted

that, in future, the credit of his Majesty would not be very secure. I

said that a Prince who was free from obligations and had fifteen

millions of ordinary revenue, besides twenty millions which it was
expected would be produced yearly by the tenths conceded to his

Majesty, particularly if they were extender!, as was said, to the

Indies, could not be in great need, and in due time the tenths in

Flanders woukl also be paid. Such a prince as this, I said, with

such revenues and with great treasures in coined money had little

need of the cash of Genoese or other usurers, although money was
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now in such a position tliat they were very glad to gut seven jter

cent, for it. I said his Majesty had such great revenues tliat the Turk
would feel the effect thereof, and all our King's good fiiends, and
especially the Queen and the English, would be pleased thereat.

They agreed with me, but the vulgar people, ignorant as they are

and moved by their passions, murmur much about it.

By the last courier many letters have come from Flanders tc

these people expressing the fears that were felt there that some new
discord was about to arise between their Majesties (Philip and
Elizabeth) although no reasons for it were alleged. Some of my
own acquaintances have been to me begging me to befriend them
in the interests of their property by telling them something about
it. I have satisfied them that it was all an illusion and have made
as light of it as possible. This suspicion seems to have arisen from
something said by Corbet or those who are with him, to the effect

that, if his mission was not successful, the Queen could not avoid

placing forces in the States to assist or protect Orange, but it is

nothing but gossip of the people and of distrustful merchants. The
general opinion is that Orange will come to a speedy ami bad end,

and some people talk of sheltering him here and others at Embden,
as he dares not fly to Germany and the Danes will not think of

receiving him, as it was said here they would do. Moreover, the

French cannot give him hospitality and the English will hardly

dare to do so. All those who understand the matter afBrm that

his Excellency is pressing him in such a way that, when Ziericzee

is lost, which, with God's help, it will be, he and his will be

desperate, and I am assured that if he can safely abandon the States,

he would fly hitlier or to some other safe place, to which course he is

persuaded especially by a cook of his, who has an estate oi'SOOl. a year,

and is his close confidant and the only person in whom he dares to

trust, for if his Council imagined that he intended to escape they

would kill him or surrender him to us. This account has been

given to me word for word by a trustworthy person who saj's that

he knows him (Orange) to be so hardly pressed that, if his Majesty

were to offer him clemency and mercy, he would accept them and
abandon the cause, to whicli he has so often said that he was wedded.

I am told that in Ziericzee, the principal members of his Council,

the most obstinate of his adherents and the flower of his soldiery,

are collected, and if, which God grant, the same happens to them as

to the people of Haarlem, great confusion will fall upon his cause.

It is said that all Zealand is dismayed, as there is little defence in

the towns and the sea forces have melted away insensibly, so that

if his Excellency follows them up afloat, as it is believes he intends

to do, a speedy and bad end will surely reach them, especially if

eight or ten ships like those of Pedro de Valdes were to come this

spring to the (jhannel. As the ports here are secure for them and
victuals obtainable at fair price, this, it is thought, would finish

the business and, even if the rebel sea forces were not augmented,
the fishing boats and others might be followed and all supplies of

victuals prevented from reaching the rebels from England, the

Queen and Council having alreadj^ forbidden victuals to be sent to

them openly.

76467. K K
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I will give the answer in general terms, as I am instructed, to

the sailors and others who offer service.

Colonel Chester and the gentleman sent by the Queen to Orange

have not returned but are expected daily.

A man from the neighbourhood of Uortrecht tells me that the

people there are so determined in their obstinate defence and
treason that they are collecting forty thousand florins a month for

the expense of holding out, and he says that before Ziericzee was
surrounded, seven of the richest people there were taken to Middle-

burg as they were considered suspect and desirous of submitting to

the King. It is said amongst the rebels here that Hermanus, tlieir

great preacher, has arrived here, but is considered certain that lie is

still in Ziericzee with the rest of the rogues.—London, 10th

December 1 575.

17 Dec. 433. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

I sent my last statements on the 5th and 10th ultimo. Since

then all is tranquil here and there is nothing fresh to report. The
answer given in Flanders to the envoy Corbet who is expected, or

has arji ed here, has changed the aspect of matters, and I am
informed. I'lom a good quarter that, as they have not been able to

compass what they desired, namely, that forces should be placed in

Holland and Zealand with the connivance of the Queen, they will

now try to do it without her aid. In the meanwhile, the ships

they had sent out with this object have been recalled and are now
with the rest. The person who gives me this information assures

me that there is great diversity of opinion amongst the people here
;

some say that, as Orange is certain to be ruined, since it is sure

that neither Fiance nor Denmark will help him, he should be
openly assisted from here, whilst others advocate a contrary course

for fear that, in such case, tital ruin might come to them through

Ireland, Scotland, or the North, where much discontent exists.

They are therefore in suspense, althougli their rejoicing is incredible

that Ziericzee should have been revictualled. They are daily-

expecting the arrival of Chester, Hastings, and others, who were
sent to Orange, and who they say left there some time ago and
have been lost in a storm. If they were lost it would be a just

fate a,s they are ministers of evil. News comes from Flanders by
every ] lost that there is a fear amongst the merchants that some new
dissen.sion will break out between their Majesties, and the English

there aic selling their properties at great loss, the Flemings doing the

same here. They all atfirm that forces are to be sent from here to

seize Holland and Zealand, and fear that great evils will arise in con-

sequence. It is also publicly asserted that a great councillor has

divulged that his Majesty has used very hard words to the ambassa-

dor Cobham respecting the action of the Queen, saying that he could

not tolerate her unneighbourly conduct in helping Orange. There

are many bad people in this city who have much influence on the

Council and are trying to stir up dissension, and these it is who are

making this assertion, saying that Cobham is returning with some
such reph'. Amongst other things, persons in authority had, it is

Bald, ordered Captain Vaughan. who commands the "Castle of
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Comfort," which was off the Isle of Wight with our fleet, to seize

as many of our ships as lie could aud take them into Flushing, where
he was to serve the Prince of Orange with his vessel, which is a very
powerful one. It is said that he did not do this in consequence of

certain hindrances, but in pursuance of the same policy, they have
recently captured a servant of Lord Windsor, who had served in

Flanders, because he was leaving, taking with him in his ship to

Flanders sixty mariners and a certain Captain Smith, who liad also

served in Flanders. He had taken one of the Rochelle ships and
had been driven into Falmouth with his prize by a storm. They
took his prize from him, arrested him, and he is now in danger of

being hanged, on the charge of being a pirate ; but the worst
crime they will find in him is that he served us in Flanders. These
people here are so zealous in all that touches this question that 1 am
assured that if they do not openly send forces to the States they

will soon find some new means of helping Orange underhand.

Fresh news comes every hour and, since closing this, I have
received trustworthy information that on Thursday last the Queen
very loudly declared that she was against sending forces openly to

Zealand and Holland. She entered her chamber alone, slamming
her door after her and crying out that they were ruining her over
this business, and those who were there, her ladies-in-waiting and
others, were much distressed, saying that if she did not open the

door they would burst it open, as they could not bear her to be

alone in such trouble. Her grief arose from her having received

news that Orange was sending to her, with Chester and Hastings,

Aldegonde, and (^ount Culdenburg, and another of the principal

persons of his States, who were all in Flushing awaiting on oppor-

tunity for passing over. It is supposed they came to offer on
behalf of Orange the possession of Zealand and tlolland to the

Queen, and as it is expected that when Ziericzee surrenders, Orange
will not be able to resist longer, this will be carried into effect,

If they determine upon it, I am told by those who know, that all

the ports will be closed, ships and men will be sent within a

fortnight and possession will be taken before news of the intention

can leave the country.—London, I7th December 1575.

20 Dec. 434.

The above is a copy. Since then I take this opportunity of a
safe messenger to Flanders to say that the coming of persons I have
mentioned as being sent as an embassy by Orange to the Queen is

now made public. The merchants are no scandalized at the news
that the general talk amongst them and the people at large is of

the tribulation which they expect to come of it. The Court arrives

to-day at Hampton Court, where the whole of the Council is

ordered to meet to-morrow to discuss this matter before the arrival

of the envoys. Some are of the same opinion that I am, namely, that
these people will not determine to seize Holland and Zealand by
force ; but if they attempt it, it is to be expected that God will

deprive them of understanding, so that they may be ruined where
they hope to be saved. Outward appearances, nevertheless, would
seem to indicate that they intend to attempt the alfair, and it is

KK 2
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now publicly said that the envoys only await favourable weather
to come from Flushing, disemb.irking at Berwick in the north for

greater security. A friend of mine tells me that the earl of Essex,

who has arrived from Ireland offers to command the enterprise.

He is the most passionate of all the heretics here, and very affec-

tionate and familiar, by letters, with the Count Palatine. He is

the man who came from Ireland so crestfallen at the ill-success of

his adventure there, and on ari-iving at home found the shameful
news about his own house, that 1 have mentioned. It is to be

hoped that his bad intentions and worse actions will meet with
their just reward.

Since writing the above I learn that those who are to come
hither are Count Culdenburg, Councillor Aldegonde, Paul Buiz,

and Secretary Tzuits. They left Flushing six days ago in four

ships of war, but were driven back to the island by contrary
winds.

1676.

1 Jan. 435.

The above is a copy of what I sent by the last ordinary courier.

Although it was said, with very little appearance of truth, that
some personages were coming hither from the Court of France, it

has turned out true, and news now comes that some of them have
already landed in this country. The principal of them is a French
gentleman, who comes on his King's behalf, called M. de la Porte,

and he is accompanied as guide by M. de la Mothe, who was
rccentl;,' ambassador here, by another envoy who comes from the
duke of Alen9on, and by a representative of the prince of Condd.
If they -,'.:"_• not all disembarked they are on their way, and the

object of their coming is presumably to negotiate some important
agreement with this Queen, and at the same time to deal with
those A\dio are expected here from the prince of Orange. It is

generally believed that the object is to forward their attempts

against the States of Flander-.* News comes from France that

tiiey were again treating for a suspension of hostilities there, and
that the reiters would halt in Lorraine, in order either to enter

Fiauec, if no agreement were come to, or to turn against the

States, according to the ri3solution which may be adopted between
these Frenchmen^ Orange and this Queen. It is just asserted that

the people from the prince of Orange have also landed, and the

general opinion of well-informed persons is that the object of this

assembly is to perturb the States with all their forces, -in union

with tlic reiters. Rumours are current here that a partition is t

)

be effected between this Queen and them, and much is to be feared

fiom such a sudden meeting. I shall learn what their intentions

jiro and will report all I hear. I send this letter after the courier

who left yesterday, in order that the sinister plots of these people

may Ije known ; although, no doubt, our ambassador in France
will also send information upon the subject.

* The real objects of this mission are set forth iu Castelnau's memoirs. Catharine's

idea Tvas to heal the troubles iu Fraucc by agaiu pressing the marriage of Jilizabetli

)vith Aleuij'uii.
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2 Jan. 436.

The above is a copy of my two former letters, and I now have
to report that those who come from Orange arrived at Gravesend
last night. Colonel Chester and Hastings remained behind at

Gravesend, the former going straight to Court, and the latter

coming here and lodging in the house of Dr. Wilson ; Ca])tain

Hutt (?) and others who came with them coming to their own
houses in London. As they come on an evil eri-and, they are

allowed to remain there until ordei's come from the Court, and the

people are closely watching the effect of their coming. I expect to

have full information of their movements and negotiations, of

which I will send advice by ordinary or special post.

Some of the French have also arrived, but the ambassadors have
not crossed yet, although they are expected every week, and I

believe they will be here shortly. They are bringing a letter of

credit on an Italian here. In order to lead public opinion astray,

they give out that they are coming in order to .settle, with the

Queen's intercession, an agreement between the king of France
and his rebels,* but no dependence can be placed stifely upon the

assertions of evil-minded and passionate people, and fears may be

entertained of some great plot against the States.

I am told that some Scotch soldiers have landed at Brille, no
doubt a portion of the two thousand men which Colonel Balfour
went to raise in Scotland.

News has arrived that more than thirty sail of armed ships ha
left Flushing with the intention of sparing no ship, French or

English, which might be bound for Spain.—London, 2nd January
1576.

9 Jan. 437. Antonio de Guaras to (Zayas ?).

On the 2.5th, 31st ultimo, and 1st instant, J sent my last reports,

giving advice that the envoys from Orange had arrived here on
the 2nd instant. Their names are M. de Aldegonde, Paul Buiz,

M. de la Garde, and Dr. Maldesen, with about ten people of less

importance sent with them by the States, and some servants. They
came in two war ships, accompanied by the English Colonel Chester,

Hastings, Captain Hutt {'.), and Rogers, all of them equally good, or

rather bad. The English left the others quietly at Gravesend, Chester
going post to Court, Hastings unostentatiously coming here to

Dr. Wikon's house, and the other two coming to their homes in

London. I give these details in order that their objects may be
divined. The envoys from Orange remained until orders were
sent from Court as to their lodging. They were instructed to go
alone and unaccompanied by any of the English who had brought
them over, to .stay in the house of the Flemish postmaster, in order
that the people might think that they had come hither without
being summoned. They applied for audience and left yesterday
for the Court, accompanied b}' two courtiers sent for the purpose.

* Dr. Dale had proposed this course to Catharine de Medici, but she had peremptorily
rejected it. She told him the only T/aj' to obtain peac<; was I'or liis mistress to disist

from helping the rebels. If this were done no mediation would be required.
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On the 6th instant the ambassadors from France arrived, M. de la
Porte and M. de la Mothe, and they also were informed yesterday
that audience would be granted to them. On the same day Harry
Cobham arrived in Court from Spain, and the only person now
wanting is Corbet, in order that they may all put their heads
together to disturb the States. No doubt in two or three days
we shall hear something of the intentions of all parties. It is

openly asserted that the object of Orange's envoys is to ofler the
Queen possession of a large part of Holland and Zealand, and it is

believed that the French are in league with them to this end.
Five or six envoys have also been sent from Orange to the king
of France, they having already landed at Calais. It is believed
that the matter will be more maturely dealt with later by the
dispatch hither from France of the Count de Nesle and another
personage from Holland. I also hear that the Flemings are
bringing a very beautiful watch sent from Orange to the Queen,
ns a sort of emblem to remind her of the opportunity presented
at this time. They are instructed to inform the Queen of the
object of their embassy in a speech, but they have been given to
understand that they must put it in writing, and in the form of a
petition, as it is a business which touches so closely the interests
of this State. Nothing else is spoken of all over the country, and
I am assured that, even though these people might so far forget

themselves as to send overt help to the States, which can hardly
be believed, Parliament will not confirm such action. The Parlia-

ment is summoned for the 8th February. When the object of the
embassy is explained, we shall know something about it, as I have
people closely attached to the envoys in my interest, from whom I
shall hear what can be learned. I have already received from one
of them the Latin document which I send to his Excellency for his

perusal, and to be afterwards forwarded with this letter. It is

publicly asserted that his Excellency is pressing the rebels so closely

that Orange and his people have given themselves up for lost

during the coming summer, unless France and England will help
them with national forces, as little assistance can be expected either

from Scotland or Denmark. They are in great fear for Dortrecht,

as they say that, although it is not besieged, our people who are

lodged in the neighbourhood are troubling them sorely, and great

complaints are made of the Germans near who are stopping com-
munication by way of the Rhine. The suffering of all the people

in the rebel districts, in consequence of the heavy impositions

upon them, is terrible, and yet Orange and his friends are extremely
pressed for money, so that all these bad people are murmuring
greatly. All tliose who come from there agree that, if they lose

Ziericsee all will be lost, although a good friend of mine tells me
that by means of very light boats, which can be carried on a man's
back, they enter and leave the place easily by the dykes and canals,

carrying the boats when necessary. It is said that they are

arranging to enter the place in these boats in great numbers at
the full moon, and the boats are now being prepared in Flushing.
From the said place (Flushing) five-and-twenty sail, well equipped,
have recently left, and are now in the Channel awaiting the ships
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which are expected from Andalucia and Bordeaux. All the

Councillors of the Queen have been summoned to Court, where
they now are, and a committee of t]\em has been appointed to

debate and reply to the pretensions of the envoys ; the committee
consisting of Lord Chancellor Bacon, Lord Treasurer Burleigh, tlio

eail of Leicester, and Secretary Walsingham.
Since closing this letter we learn that the two French ambassadors

were with the Queen yesterday for more than two hours, but the

envoys of Orange only had an interview witli the committee.

It is now publicly afhrmed that the French aiubassadors do not

come with any evil designs against the States, but only with the

regard to the suspension of hostilities in France, and to again raise

the question of a marriage with the duke of Alen^on. But it is all

dissimulation, and although it is said that they will i-eturn in a

week, I have information which leads me to believe otherwise.

The offer of the envoys from Holland has made so much noise at

Court that some people believe that the Queen will accept it, or

much evil will arise therefrom, whilst others think that the ac-

ceptance would be dangerous to them, which is quite true. Those
who know, affirm that the business is still in suspense, and no

decision has been arrived at. Every day more will by known and
I will duly report.—London, 9th January 1576.

28 Jan. 438. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

Some days ago Mr. Cobham informed me in the name of the

Queen and Council that they would be very pleased to hear that

Hawkins (?) and Tayler, and three of their company, shipmasters,

had been set at liberty. Tl'hey have been imprisoned in Seville

for some time by the Holy Office. The Queen has since learnt

that the ship and merchandize referred to in the enclosed English

petition (a Latin translation of which, sent to me by one of the

Queen's secretaries, is also enclosed) have been detained in Cadiz,

and Cobham has again addressed me upon the subject. He assures

me that any favour shown in this matter will be fully taken into

account in the discussion of State affairs, and has begged me most

urgently to write to this effect. I replied that, in matters of

justice, and especially those under the juiisdiction of the Holy

Tribunal, I could not do anything moi-e than send a message through

your worship, stating the case, in the hope that you might address

the proper quarters with the view to favour being shown.

—

London, 28th January 1576.

1 Feb. 439. Antonio de Guaeas to Zayas.

On the 28th ultimo I sent my last report. I subsequently in-

formed his Excellency that M. de Chauipigny* had been with

Lord Burleigh for nearly two hours, and the details of the inter-

* Perennot, Sieur de Champigny, Governor of Antwerp, a brother of Cardinal de

Granvelle. A few months after the date of this letter he headed the citizens against

the sacking and plundering of Antwerp, by the Spanish troops, and thenceforward

adopted the popular cause.
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view will have been conveyed to his Excellency by M. de

Champigny. I afterwards had a conversation with Lord Burleigh,

who told ine that he was very glad to have heard from his Excel-

lency through so important a gentleman, who seemed to be equally

dignified, business-like, and frank in his communications. In the

course of conversation I said that as he, Burleigh, had been certainly

instrumental in settling past dissensions, I trusted that he would
at the present juncture be the means of preventing the carrying

out of the intentions which were publicly stated to be held by the

envoys of Orange, to offer to the Queen the possession of the

patrimonial States of our King, and I hoped that the Queen would
never accept such an offer, nor send either public or private forces

to the country, seeing the ancient alliance, respect, and love, which
his Majesty bore towards her. He replied that the French were
aiming at this, and, if the Queen assented to it, it would only be

in his Majesty's own interests, whereupon I said that the French
would never be parties to enter the States, as they had experi-

ence of the attempt of Genlis, and especially what had taken
place with Ludovic* I said that Orange could not surrender the

States by way of France. Burleigh replied that they (the French)
could go through Calais, and I said that he knew as well as I did

that the French had still les.s chance of entering by that way, as

they could only do so by the express consent of the Queen, who
was paramount in the Channel. He said that the friendship which
the royal house of England had always held with the house of

Burgimdy would cause the Queen to favour the latter in the
preservation of its privileges, but, that foreign intruders had
trenched upon these privileges to such an extent, as not only to

cause grave injury to the States, but to jeopardise England as well.

I said I was surprised that he should call Spaniards foreign

intruders, as they were the subjects of the same Prince, who
possessed the States, whereupon he replied angrily, '' You people
" are of such sort that wherever you set foot no grass grows, and
" you are hated everywhere." I affected to laugh at this, and
said that this was like the Romans, who were hated all over the world
in consequence of their bravery. As for the French, I said, our
King's forces would certainly prevent them from entering the

States, and if the Que?n, his M.ajesty's sister and ally, did not help

our rebels, Oran!;e would try to escape and abandon the States in

a very few months. I said that, when order was duly restored

there, no evil would ever come to England therefrom bj?^ his

Majesty's wish. He would rather defend this country against

the French and Scotch, who were its ancient enemies. Burleigh

replied, that Holland and Zealand would as jealously hold their

privileges inviolate, as the kingdom of Aragon did, and, with the

* Count Louis of Nassau had beeu killed at the battle of Mooch in 1574, in his
attempt to invade the Netherlands with German troops. The reference to Genlis
iippc-ars to he less apposite, as that Huguenot commander with his French Protestant
force had been perfectly successful in aiding Count Louis to enter and capture Mods,
although the place was subsequently lost and its defenders massacred.
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help of neighbouring countries, would be successful in doing so

;

since one of these privileges was, that if the Sovereign violated the

constitution another Prince could be chosen, and the Hollanders were
therefore rightly in arms. As to the kingdom of Aragon, J said, it

was only right that, as God had given us intelligence and n-ason, we
should look at things according to the facts, and he should know that

Aragon formerly was a free dominion, where the King was elected

by the people, always under the condition that he should defend

their privileges. In memory of this, the Cortes go through the

ceremony of election to show that the Prince held his power by
that tenure, and not by conquest or inheritance. I said, in con-

formity therewith, the Princes have preserved intact the privileges

of the people, and at present the King is more feared and beloved

there that in any other part of his dominions, and the people are

more ready to die in his service than any others of his subjects.

There is no thought of religious dissension or sectarianism there,

and all are one, Loth in temporal and spiritual affairs ; whilst the

States, full of rebels and heretics as they are, were patrimonial

dominions and not elective like Aragon. To take up arms, there-

fore, against their anointed Lord and King was the work of

traitors, and lie, Burleigh, knew full well that for a subject to take

up arms against his Prince was to resist the will of God himself.

Burleigh repeated to me afterwards more than once, " You know
" very well, as I have often told you, in the time of the duke of
" Alba and .since, that the Queen has frequently offered to inter-
" cede and settle these dissensions with all honour and decorum,
" but her offers have not been accepted, nor her goodwill recog-
" nized, and she will not now intervene, unless she knows from
" the King that her good offices will be welcome." As I have
instructions not to reply on this point, but only to listen and
report what he says, I ceased the conversation and left him.

He complained greatly regarding the English prisoners of the
Holy Office, and said that the Queen would again write to his

Majesty about the fresh arrests made. Tliis interview with
Burleigh took place on the .30th ultimo, and I at once gave an
account of it to M. de Champigny, as I do of everything that
happens, according to instructions. From the conversation, it maj'
concluded that they have agreed with Orange, and, if no change is

made in their intentions, they will help tlie rebels secretly. If, how-
ever, they see Orange in'danger of complete defeat and ruin, they will

aid him openly ; although it is difficult to believe how the passions
of these people can lead them so far, and it can only be hoped that
it may bring about their own perdition. Please God that they
may be punished, and this country reformed by some such un-
expected means as this, if they undertake so unjust a cause as to
seize what does not belong to them.

Two ships, with thirty pieces of artillery made of cast iron, are
leaving here, and I have written to Juan Martinez de Recalde. The
envoys of Orange are here with 'the two ships which are at their
bidding, and the French ambassadors are going to Court to-morrow
to take leave.—London, 1st February 1576.
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6 Feb. 440. Antonio de Guaras to (Zayas ?).

On the 28th ultimo I sent my last report, and on the 1st instant

I also wrote by a special courier sent by M. de Champigny to liis

Excellency, giving an account of my conversation with Lord
Burleigh.

On the 5th instant, M. de Champigny was received by the

Queen, and when he entered she received him with so much
coolness that it was evident what her answer to bis embassy was
to he. M. de Champigny will give particulars of it to his Ex-
cellency, and it will be seen that it was quite in accord with
Burleigh's expressions to me. The substance of it is that they

are resolved to send troops, stores, and victuals to Orange at once.

Six hundred men are already prepared for embarkation, and eighty

English seamen and forty pieces of cast-iron artillery are also to

be sent in two other ships, accompanied by some of those who
came with Aldegonde. The latter with Paul Buiz remains

here, attended by the two armed ships in this river which brought

them over. The other two commissioners returned to the Prince

in order to give him an account of their embassy. M. de Champigny
with his great ability discussed the matter most prudently with the

Queen, trying to persuade her to preserve lier old alliance, and in

the whole business has shown himself to be a gentleman of high

intellect and talent. The Council is resolved, however, to help

Orange and, in due time, to send their f'oices and take possession

of the places agreed upon in Holland and Zealand, as the Queen
clearly and distinctly replied that she would not allow the

Spaniards to take away the privileges of her neighbours nor

commit the extortions they were doing; because, if once they

trampled the States under foot, they would assail this country, as

she is informed they intend to do. This being so great a danger

to her Crown she will oppose them with a sufficient force, as she

distinctly told M. de Champigny, and as, in full detail, he will

inform his Excellency. It will thus be seen that the information

I obtained on the matter was correct from the first, and as the

Queen and Council have resolved openly to resist the forces of the

King, it may be convenient in due time for me to approach

Burleigh, as if of my own accord, respecting suspension of arms or

other matters in the King's interest ; in which case I will diligently

carry out what I am ordered to do, although I will make no move
towards him without instructions. It must be noted that every-

thing depends upon Lord Burleigh's opinion, and we can only

hope that their own blindness may bring about their ruin as they

rush in this way into so important a business, exposing thereby

their lives and property. The traitor Aldegonde and his com-

panion await here the opening of Parliament, which will be in

about a week, and it is believed tliat these affairs will be discussed

therein ; and that, after the causes of the action has been explained

to them, all the estates will consent to leave the matter in the

hands of the Queen and Council.

Tiie French ambassadors have taken leave and depart to-day or

to-morrow. As their pretensions against the States are based on a
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marriage between this Queen and the duke of Alen^on, everything
remains in suspense. It will not be carried out, and is a hollow
negotiation all through, each side distrusting the other, the objerit

of all, however, being to cast out the evil from France and trouble

the States.

Two ships loaded only with arms and victuals for the Indies are

leaving Plymouth, and I am informed that a person in high
.authority is promoting the expedition for his private profit.

—

London, 6th February 1576.

8 Feb. 441. Antonio de Guaeas to (Zayas ?).

On the 1st and 6 th instant I sent my last reports by special

messenger despatched by M. de Champigny to his Excellency, and
I send this in order that the bearer may not leave without a letter

from me, M. de Champigny writes to the Grand Commander. He
lias greatly shined nt Court and in this city, by reason of his

brilliant talents, of which people speak with admiration, and rightly

so as God has endowed him with such high intelligence and quick-

ness of apprehension. His management of his embassy fully

justifies the choice made of him by his Excellenc}', and affairs here

will probably offer opportunities of his coming backwards and
forwards several times to guide tliem. Certainly, if the rulers here

can ever be brought to have one spark of respect more than they
have now, it may be hoped that Cliampigny, with his grand
dexterity and prudence, will persuade them to better things. As
far as can be seen at present, there is no sign of any change of

purpose, and they are now openly carrying out their preparations

to effect the succour and protection of Orange and his people.

They are publicly sending the stores, munitions, and troops I have
mentioned, and eighty English sailors, who have only been detained

hitherto by contrary winds. They have, however, begun to drop

down the river with one of their two ships and two smaller vessels,

in which they will go, and I am told that the other ship will ac-

company them. It is understood that Aldegonde and his com-
panions will await the sitting of Parliament which opens to-day.

It is known that the intention is for them to present their petitions

to the House with great lamentations, begging the Queen and the

Estates to take them under their protection, they promising duly

to defray the costs. They have drawn up a fresh pedigree, by
which they try to prove that a part of the States belongs to the

crown of England, and I am told that a pernicious book is published

to persuade the people of the justice of their cause, containing only

the most unheard-of falsehood and wickedness. The principal

object is the expulsion of his Majesty's forces and the opposition to

the foreign intruders, as they call the Spaniards. They act with
incredible deceit, and talk of sending a person to the King, with
the idea that a justification will be listened to.—London, 8th
February 1.576.

11 Feb. 442. Antonio de Guaeas to (Zayas ?).

On the 6th and 8th I sent my last reports, copies having been

sent by way of Paris. M. de Champigny has not requested
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audience since then, pending a reply to the despatches sent by
him to his Excellency. If the Queen sends for his Lordship to

request a reply to-morrow, Sunday, he will report.

On the 9th instant Parliament opened, and when the lay

members had taken their seats a gentleman named Wenford* was
the first to speak. He said he hoped that in accordance with the

ancient freedom of Parlinment each member would be allowed to

express his opinion openly as they had all met together for the

service of God and the Commonwealth. He then continued, " but
" I Jiear there are some murmurs outside to the effect that nothing
" is to be undertaken here except in conformity with the wish of
" the Queen, and that the decision of the House should only be in

" harmony with his Majesty's wishes. There is also a rumour
" that Parliament is not to discuss religious questions, excepting
" with the consent of the ecclesiastical branch and the peers."

Wenford then declared that this was against the ancient

privileges of Parliament, which were to the effect that each

member might freely declare his own opinion. He then encouraged

his hearers to speak out clearly and distinctly what they thought,

even touching the royal person, the Crown, or the Commonwealth.
Mr. Hatton, the Controller, and tlie treasurer of the household,

answered these scandalous words, saving that they would live and
die for the Queen, and were shocked at such seditious expressions

being used. Wenford was afterwards called before the Council,

where he again displayed his audacity, and was eent to the Tower,
although he was constant in his asseition that a wrong was being

done him, as in Parliament everyone had a right to pronounce his

opinion' unreservedly. This beginning has caused scandal to many,
and has given rise to an order that no Bill shall be submitted

unless it is signed by two commissioners appointed for the purjiose,

in order that nothing shall be discussed in the House except by
the Queen's will.

The two ships and smaller vessels, with Orange's envoys have
not sailed yet, in consequence of contrary weather. In addition to

the troops and stores they had on board, a hundred pairs of pikes

from the Tower were put on board of them last night, as well as

four great guns of cast-iron, and some more cannon balls, as I am
informed by a person who was present. Aldegonde and his

companions remain here in pursuit of their object, and it is evident

that they will present their petition to Parliament. It is generally

discredited that the Queen will send any of her forces to the

States, although her own declaration and those of Burleigh and
other zealots must surely be believed, and I cannot but think that

they will do so. Although matters here are constantly, changing,

there is no doubt that forces will be openly sent to the number of

five or six thousand soldiers to help Orange against his Majesty
;

although, to justify themsflves, a suspension of hostilities may be

requested, and an excuse made that the Queen has taken this

* Peter Wentworth, member for Tregouy, a puritan. His imprisonment only
lasted three days, until the 12th February, but he had to beg for clemency on his

kuees.
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course to prevent the French, the Sjotch, or the Danes from inter-

vening, and in protection of her privileges, the desire being tliat

his JMLajesty's Spanish forces should leave tlie country, and tliese

and similar absurdities being mere subtei'fiiges to attain thr^r end.

It is said that a personage will go to the King from liere to assure

him that the Queen has been moved to act as she has done in the

interests of his Majesty's patrimonial dominion and the good of the

crown of England, but it is all for the purpose of wasting time in

deceit and artful trickerj'. The mcrciiants here have furnished

Orange's envoys with two thousand five hundred crowns, for

which they have received assignments payable in Flushing in

money or merchandise, guaranteed by the rebel Flemings residing

here. I have just heard from a friend that Colonel Chester and
Captain Morgan have been instructed to raised two thousand
soldiers, and the whole business is now so shamefully open that no
doubt the Queen will shortly send her own forces, under the pre-

tence of succouring ZiericiJee, and driving away his Majesty's

troops. More will be discovered eveiy day, and I will carefully

report what I hear.—London, 11th February 1576.

18 Feb. 443, Antonio de tiuARAs to (Zayas ?).

On the IHh instant I sent my last report, and have since

received by the ordinary courier his Excellency's letter of the same
date, with a packet of papers for M. de Champigny, which I at

once delivered. He has an appointment to-day with the Queen to

discuss affairs. On other occasions the Queen signified to him, as

subsequently did tlie Councillors, that they might be moved to

send forces publicly to the States, but M. de Champigny's tact has

since caused some appearance of hesitation about this decision,

although Aldegonde and his companions are here pressing their

claims upon Parliament. They have sent their two ships and three

small vessels with the troops, guns, and munitions I have men-
tioned, but the ships are still detained in the river by bad weather,

although with the first fair wind they will sail for Holland, as I

am constantly informing Juan Martinez de Recalde. People from

Norfolk report that troops were leaving there fur Brille and
Holland, and Colonel Chester will go thither in a week or ten

days for the purpose of taking or sending o\'er a number of them.

The decision of the business here is still in suspense, as I am
informed by a person who knows, and will depend mainly upon
the outcome of the dissensions in France. 'ihese people liere

think that the blow struck by the man they called Navarre*

will cause everything to turn out to their satisfacoion, in which
case aid will be publicly sent to the States. In the meanwhile
they are wavering as to what they should do, and are entertaining

M. de Champigny with generalities, as he will report fullj^.

Parliament has not yet considered the claims of Oi-ange's envoys,

and is now busy discussing the subsidy to be voted. They have
agreed already to a great persecution of the Catholics, who will

* Henry de Bourbon had escaped from Paris, renounced Catholicism, arid raised his

standard.
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not attend their churches, and have appointed a commissioner to

proceed against them, in person and estate. It is thought that tlie

Parliament will not last long*
In this river and the ports near Falmouth they are very secretly

equipping a fleet of ten sail for the Indies, persuaded by an Irishman

named Captain John. He has recently arrived here from the Indies,

where he has lived for the last fifteen years, and assures them that

they will find much treasure theie. It is to be supposed tliat steps

will be taken to hinder them and that their voyage will be a bad one.

I send to his Excellency with this the copy of a letter written by
the Queen to his Majesty, in order that, after reading it, he may
forwai'd it herewith.

A messenger has come to me from Rye, sent by Captain Hernando
de Hoyos, saying that he was kept prisoner there, his sails taken

away, arms and other things taken from his ship, and his crew ill-

treated. He is the captain of a cutter with about thirty soldiers

on board which recently left Dunkirk and was driven into Rye by
a storm ; I at ouce informed the Council of the matter and the}'

gave me letters ordering the restoration of his vessel and property.

I also obtained letters from lord Cobliam, as the port is under his

jurisdiction, in order that no difficulty should be raised by the

justices and have provided the men with money for victuals, ofwhich
they were in great need. I hope they will therefore soon be

allowed to leave after such an unwarrantable detention.

As M, de Champigny will report, he has just been to the Queen
and was warmly welcomed when he presented the letter from his

Majesty. She made very different professions from what she had
formerly done, and no doubt M. de Champigny will write at length

thereupon ; but for all her fair words, I am informed by an eye-

witness that last night they took out from the Tower and shipped

for Holland, a hundred and fifty barrels of powder of a hundred-

weight and a half each, as well as six great hampers of morrions.

I enclose a statement made by a soldier who has arrived here

from Flushing.

Statement of a Soldier who left Flushing on the 14th of February
1.576 and arrived here to-day, the 18th.

He saya lie was in Ziericzee from the beginning of the siege, and
left with those who recently brought provisions into the place.

There are in Ziericzee eleven standards of soldiers, fifteen hundred

at most, and fifteen hundred burgesses capable of bearing arms,

besides women and children. The want of victuals is to great that

nothing but bread and beer is left, and not much of tliat ; thej^ are

expecting shortly large supplies. In Flushing there was news of

the arrival of the fleet from Antwerp at Bergen with tiie intention

of capturing a place called Pieterhook on the island of Platen.

There are in the island nine standards of soldiers, about seven

hundred, and it was said generally that if Orange did not shortly

go to its aid the place would be lost. It was said that six

hundred Scotsmen were expected. He affirms that the Flushing

It was prorogued on the 15th March (Simon D'Ewes).
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people had made preparations to stop oui- fleet passing Bergen,

but that with the exception of a few Scotsmen their only hope of

succour was from here. There are in Flushing two standards,

two hundred soldiers, and a number of burgesses ; in Middleburg
three standards of worn-out troops, &c.

28 Feb. 444. Antonio de Guaras to (Zayas ?).

On the ]8th instant I sent my last report, and in consequence of

contrary winds this week's post has not come from Flanders, nor has
the reply expected by M. de Champigny arrived. The latter has
been with the Queen and several times with the Council. He will

report at length the many discussions he has had with them for the

purpose of ascertaining their intentions with regard to sending or

otherwise pxiblic or covert help to Orange and his friends. I believe

that in answer to some of his questions they reply that they will

not do so, whilst on other occasions they openly assert that they
will not tolerate that Spaniard should bring under subjection the

country which Orange traitorously holds. Amongst other things,

they say that the Queen is willing to act as intercessor in the

matter and to arrange a veiy honourable peace, to the full satisfaction

of the King, and at the same time to take away from the rebels

their cause of complaint. The busine.ss, however, seems not to ripen,

because the Queen wants to be sought with prayers, and I under-

stand that she is going to send Henry Cobham to his Excellency

about it. In short, the affair is not now in a condition for immediate
resolution, as they have their eyes on events in France, Genoa, and
the Turk, and I do not believe that M. de Champigny will take any
other answer than the only one that they themselves know how to

give, namely, that perhaps they will and perhaps they will not. The
matter has been discussed in Parliament, where they have offered

the Queen the present subsidy, and much more, if she will accept

the offer made to her by Orange. Others replied that the business

should be left to the Queen and Council, and it was decided that

Parliament itself should not further deal with it. The Captain of

the Guard* came yesterday to visit the ambassador, and as he is very

friendly and gracious to me, he took me a.side and told me of the

great satisfaction with which the Queen and Councillors regarded

his Lordship (Champigny), and particularly commended his desire

for peace and concord. He said the Queen was very willing to be

a faithful intercessor in order to bring about a peaceful settle-

ment of these affaii'S which, he taid, was desirable for all parties
;

whereas if, on the contrary, matters were differently arranged, the

dominions which Orange holds could not be recovered by us at

a cost of twenty millions. When I said whoever prevented their

recovery would find little repose at home, he replied laughingly

that the Queen of England had incredibly great forces, but he

hoped that, notwithstanding the present fears of trouble, all would
turn out well. He is a gentleman of distinguished position and
desires, above all things, harmony between the two crowns, but

others with different views are constantly in conference with Alde-

* Sir Christopher Hatton.
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gonde and his friends. Their sliips and troops have left and will

now be in Holland. License has been given to a man to take
thither the carcasses of a hundred oxen and many live sheep.

There is no news about Aldegonde's departure ; he is very busy at

present drawing up a pedigree to persuade the Queen that the

States of Holland and Zealand belong to the Crown of England.
A gentleman has arrived here, sent by the duke of Alen9on to the

Queen with despatches in pursuance of his object.

I have received news from the captain of the cutter detained at

Rye tliat since sending the orders of the Council about it they have
restored everything to him excepting a bronze gun which bore the

arms of England, and I have sent again to the Council about this.

I feel sure they will surrender it.

Besides the English soldiers who went from here, as reported, they
are now equipping and arming tlu'ee or four hundred more, poor
looking fellows, Walloons, Flemings, English, and French ; and a
friend of mine who has been amongst them tells me that with
these and tlie former levy, with a few Scotsmen who they say have
arrived in Holland, they are going to attack the new fort which was
built last year, and if they cannot do this, to prevent victuals

reaching St. Aland at Ziericzee.

I have heard from another friend from Ziericzee that the
burgesses were talking of surrender, but a captain had begged
them not to think of such a thing, as great help was expected from
England, and it would be disgraceful to surrender before even they
were bombarded. My friend says that the two expeditions which
introduced stores had brought away many women and children, and
that there was plenty of corn, and beer made from rain water, as

well as some barrels of butter, but no meat or fish.—London,
28th February 1576.

6 March. 445. Antonxo de Guaeas to (Zayas ?).

On the 28th ultimo I sent my last report and have little now to

say, as M. de Charnpigny will have to write at length regarding his

negotiations with the Queen and Council, The substance of his

communication is that she displays great willingness to take part

in bringing about an honourable and advantageous settlement of

the troubles, to the satisfaction of his Majesty, and the submission

of Orange and his people. Her desire is to send Cobham or some
one else to his Excellency with this message, and to arrange a sus-

pension of hostilities at once It is to be hoped that the Queen's

good intentions may produce a favom'able result. Aldegoiide and
his companions are still at Court and there is no talk of their

leaving ; in the meanwhile troops and stores ai-e constantly being

sent to Holland and Zealand, probably without the Queen's know-
ledge, as M. de Charnpigny tells me that the Queen assured him
two days ago that not a single soldiei-, and no guns or ammunition
have ever been sent to the aid of the rebels from here in the Grand
Commander's time, whereas in Haar-lem, Tregus, Holland, and
Zealand, four thousand of such men have lost their lives, and if it

were not for the incessant aid in victuals and stores sent from here,

the enemy would have been routed and overcome long ago. In a
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port in the north eight or ten ships have arrived with Scotch soldiers

who were paid their wages there and sailed for Brille and Holland.

When M. de Champigny first arrived here they received him very

sourly, as they thought that he brought some message different

from that with which he is entrusted, but his great talent has

changed them and he is now much caressed by the Queen and
Council. Mr. Hatton, the Captain of the Guard, has entertained

him like a prince, although lampoons greatly libelling Hatton have

been circulated, of which M. de Champigny has a copy. They have

not yet given a decided reply but no doubt M. de Champigny will

manage the matter as such a great gentleman and wise servant of

his Majesty should do.

Parliament has granted the subsidy to the Queen to the amount
of six hundred thousand crowns, and those who wished to raise the

question of the succession have been silenced, as also have those

who wished to jeopardise the queen of Scotland. It is also hoped
that others who are trying to pass new laws against the Catholics

will be frustrated, and that the Parliament will close in ten or

twelve days.—London, 6th March 1576.

24 March. 446. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

I sent my last report on the 12th instant, which I hope will

have arrived safely. Copy is sent enclosed and the dispatch of

this has been delayed until the departure of M. de Champigny, who
leaves to-day. There is a constant stream of soldiers going over to

Orange as well as artillery and stores. Aldegonde and his com-
panions are still at Court promoting their treason, but the arrival

of his Lordship (Champigny) here was so opportune that his great

talent and valour have impressed the Queen and Council every day
more, and they are now making demonstrations of their wish to

preserve friendship and kindliness with our King. God send that
this may be so, particularly since the Queen is making such earnest

offers to bring about a settlement, and shows by her actions her
great desire to please his Majesty.

Affairs are now in such a position that I have the greatest hope
that the project of which I have so often written may be brought
about easily, without costing anything until the service is done, in

accordance with the plan I sent, and if it had not been fur the death
of the Grand-Commander it would have been settled already.

When the new Governor arrives, I will give him information, and
on no account shall I dream of conveying the matter to the Council
of Flanders or to anyone elsu of their way of thinking. I only
write this because of my great hope of being able to promote so
notable an object. My meaning will be understood although I
only send a good hand plan. As it is of so much iu)portance I do
not dare to mention it by name, but hope that it will be borne
in mind, and the new Governor, who will come from Spain, be
instructed to entertain the matter.*

The Eegent of Scotland is governing entirely in the interests of
the English, and a few pieces of money have been coined there, or
rather here, bearing the inscription " Jacobus Rex Scotia ; Rex

^ I'he betrayal of I'lu&liing, via., by tlie English uffictrs,

y 76467. h U
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AnglioB, protector de Hollandice et Zelandce" The malice contained

in this inscription is evident, and is intended to excuse the em-
ployment of Scotch and English forces in his Majesty's dominions,

the using of the words "Rex Anglice" being simply to throw dust

in the eyes of the people. However amiable they may be to

M. de Champigny, I have trustworthy information that they mean to

attempt some great evil to the Netherlands, which intention is proved,

as I have often pointed out, by the false money which they arranged

to coin here, at (Scilly?) and in Scotland. They have done so and
I send a specimen piece herewith. These wicked people will be the

ruin of the world. They do not stop here for, by their heretical

and diabolical arts, they persuade themselves that his Majesty (whom
God preserve to us for many years) is to die before the 27th of

June 1577, and, in the meanwhile, will be in sore danger. It is

constantly being asserted at Court and elsewhere that he is already

dead, and so with these vain and devilish hopes, in which they

believe, they will continue to trouble the States. If it is expected

tliat the Queen will bring about a settlement, time will prove to

the contrary. They are rather plotting some new wickedness.

This winter they were busy hatching a plan by which a score of

men were to be sent to Scotland to steal the Prince and carry him
to Friesland in order to raise up more discord, but the plan failed

by reason of their fears. The Queen of Scotland is well, and the

late King's sister died this week, leaving a daughter.—London,
24th March 1576.

2(i April. 447. Antonio de Gitakas to Zayas.

The enclosed is a copy of my letter sent via Flanders. I have
now to report that some of the Queen's ships are being openly
equipped, and a list has been made of seven hundred sailors for

them, without counting officers and some soldiers, the object being

for the ships to cruise in the Channel ready for any service that

may be required of them. I do not know yet what this service

will be. The Flushing people have liberated the flotilla that came
from Bordeaux, but we have not learnt whether the rest of the

ships detained in Kamequin have been liberated or not.

With regard to the matter of the plan of Flushing, I have liad

several conferences with Colonel Chester the Englishman, and
liave agreed that he and Colonel Daburd (Balfour ?) of the Scotch

forces will deliver the town of Flushing to his Majesty for three

hundred thousand crowns and all the plunder that the soldiers can

take. No part of the three hundred thousand crowns is to be paid

until the town has been delivered into the hands of his Majesty's

olticers.

As the Colonels themselves have already agreed, the only thing

WJiutiiig is the assent on the part of his Majesty, in order that the

written agreement may be executed. There being no Governor,

tlie matter apparently would have to be entrusted to the Com-
mander of the fortress, Sancho de Avila, as the Council of Flanders

is not to be trusted. They expect to carry the business through

by pretending that all our forces are to go by land or sea to capture

the isle of Walcheren or Zealand, which will certainly cause Orange
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to send a great force of English and Scotcli to defend the island,

who will be on our side, and we shall have the matter then in our

own hands, as the inhabitants of Flushing are nearly all mariners

who will have been sent away to prevent the disembarkation of

men from our fleet. Orange, moreover, will send Colonel Daburd
(Balfour ?) to defend Flushing and, as both of the Colonels think

that Orange must shortly come to ruin, and they are only looking

out for themselves, they may be depended upon to carry through
this service by means of their captains and soldiers, whom they
will carefully prepare. They stipulate that the sum mentioned is

to be handed to them in Flushing itself on their delivering the

place to his Majesty's officers, hostages being given by them for the

peaceful possession of the town. It will be necessary for Sancho
de Avila or some other person to be authorised to make the agree-

ment and promise the payment on the surrender being made, and a
person will be sent from here to negotiate it on behalf of the

Colonels. It will be seen that this arrangement will totally ruin

Holland and Zealand, and although the sum they ask is a large

one, yet it will be the means of our recovering all the country, and
will blight the bad intentions of the people here, as well as check

the presumption of the French in desiring to set foot in the States.

It will also prevent the expenditure of millions of money in

continuing the war, and will utterly undo Orange and his friends.

The Colonels are very determined to carry the matter through, in

consideration of the great sum they ask and the booty they will

get from the town. They are awaiting a reply, and are much
grieved at the death of the Grand Commander. The messenger
who takes this is going thither for his own affairs, and as he is

faithful I write this in simple cipher thus openly. It must be
borne in mind that, as the people here will continue to help the
rebels as hitherto, it is only by some such means as this that we
shall be able to complete the conquest of these traitors.

They have not yet given me an answer to his Majesty's letter,

but when they do so, I will send it to the Secretary of the Council
of Flanders, in order that they may see, if necessary, the answer
given by the Queen.

Chester has sent some two hundred soldiers to Holland in the
last three or four days. This does not square well with the Queen's
assertions, but she probably does not know of it.—London, 2Gth
April 1576.

28 July. 448. Antonio de Guaeas to Zayas.

I sent my last report on the 21st instant and now have to say
that the Queen's Vice-Admiral* arrived from Zealand three days
ago accompanied by Beal, the secretary of the Council, who has
been for some negotiating with Orange. The Queen abandoned
her progress and hunting in order to return to the Palace here to
await their arrival, the Council being also summoned. When these
men had given an account of what had been done with Orange, the

* Sir William Winter.

LL 2
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sorrow of the Queen and Council was very great and they at once

gave orders for ten of the Queen's ships to be fitted out with the

greatest expedition, ardj at the same time, a general embargo has

been placed on all ships in the country. Orders have been sent to

the coast to bring into port all English ships coming from Spain and

elsewhere, and a courier has been sent to Hamburg ordering that

the ships there should be detained, and that no vessel should leave

Antwerp for here, altliough many people believe that this courier

will not be allowed to pass. The information brought by these

men to the Queen is publicly stated to be that Orange has levied

a forced loan, never to be paid, on the English merchants there,

of thirty thousand pounds, on condition that he liberated their

ships loaded.with cloth, as he has done, assuring them that no ship

shall go to Antwerp nor return without paying five per cent, duty

on the merchandize. He has, however, refused to restore much of

the property which he had stolen from the Englishmen. The Queen
openly declared on her honour that she would be revenged upon
him for this and other excesses, and according to appearances her

intention is to send a strong force to Zealand for the purpose ofseizing

and holding it until these robberies are redressed. I wrote on the

subject on the I7th and 27th of June, when I foretold what is now
happening and mentioned the probability that the Queen would

avenge herself on these bad people, as she herself told me she would.

She said she considered them worse than wicked, and if things

turn out as we expect, this will be a means of getting the Island

(Zealand) surrendered to the King, as I am sure this Queen is

wishful to please his Majesty in the matter. I will continue to

report, although I expect that this courier will be stopped at

Dover.
One of Orange's captains is here to receive four ships of his which

were sieze in Falmouth the other day, but which are to be restored

with all the stolen goods. Some of the Flushing people, having

landed at Southampton the other day and committing robberies on

shore, they have been ordered to be set at liberty, which is

incomprehensible.

(The enclosed document is with the above letter).

Since closing this letter, information reaches us from many sources

tliat the arming of the Queen's ships and the embargoing of all

vessels on the coast has not been ordered for the purpose of landing

in Zealand but to go against Flushing. Opinions agree so much
upon this that it is no doubt true, although time will show. I

have been very anxiously awaiting the reply to the letter taken by
Pedro de Barrientos on the 26th of April on the matter of which I

wrote. The business is now ripe for execution and a person will

leave for Antwerp about it in two days. I sincerely hope tliat it

will be carried through successfully. I have been most careful not

to mention it to any one, and have only written on the subject to

Antwerp.*—London, 'J8th July 1576.

* In tile handwriting oi' the King :
" I do not liuow, or do not recollect, what aifair he

refers to. Let me know." The reference is to the proposed surrender of Flushing by

Colonel Chester to the Spaniards.
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31 July. 449, Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

On the 28th instant, I sent my last report by way of Flanders
and a copy through Paris, by which road the present letter goes. The
fickleness of people here causes me to write in the contrary fashion

that I do. On the 25th instant, the resolute determination of the

Queen was published to arm ten of her ships and thirty private

ships to go against Flushing and land in the Island. On the 29th
everything was changed to such an extent that Orange and his

friends are no longer looked upon with enmity, and the embai-go

upon all ships on the coast has been i-aised, the arming of the Queen's

and other vessels being abandoned. She left yesterday on her

progress and hunting tour, and all the noise of last week has now
come to nothing. I will give further details in my next as the

bearer is obliged to go hurriedly, and I have not time to write at

greater length now. I am greatly surprised that no reply has been

sent to what I wrote on the 26tli of April as the matter cannot be

longer delayed it being now ripe for execution.—London, 31st July

1576.

450. Summary of an Address from the Queen of England
to his Majesty, dated Hampton Court, the 24th September

1576, and of the Memorial presented to the King there-

with by the Queen's Ambassador, John Smith,

She begs his Majesty to receive and give credence to all that may
be said or proposed to him by Mr. John Smith,* a gentleman of

her family, towards the pacification and settlement of questions in

Flanders and the tranquillisation of affairs.

She recalls frequently the many favours she formerly received

from his Majesty, and has constantly endeavoured to benefit liis

interests, but, as her goodwill has not been duly appreciated, the

results have not been commensurate with her desires. Wishing,

however, to again display her sisterly affection in these new
troubles, she had sent a gentleman to the States, where people were
looking to her for help, for the purpose of learning from them the

reason why they had taken up arms, and whether it was true that

they were expecting aid from any other sovereign ; at the same time

admonishing them to submit themselves to his Majesty, whom
otherwise she would be obliged to support.

In reply to this, the States shortly thereafter sent Baron D'Aubigny
to assure her that their intention was not to disobey his Majesty in

anything, but only to ask that the Spanish soldiers should be with-

drawn in consequence of the injuries they had done them. They
begged the Queen, in consideration of the old friendship and com-
mercial connection between the countries, to intercede with his

Majesty to pardon them and restore to them their ancient laws,

customs, and privileges, which the}^ enjoyed in the time of the

Emperor, on their undertaking to pay all the salaries due to the

foreign troops who were in the country.

In view of this and the apparent justice of their request she had
decided to send and beg his Majesty to pardon them and receive

* Sir John Smith yrat » oephefT of Jane Seymour and cousiu-e«nnaa of Edward VI.
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them again iato his favour by her intercession, conceding to them
what was just and reasonable in the exercise of his clemency and
pity, as it is clear that, by this means, everything will be brought
into accord and tranquillity.

29 Oct. 451. The King to Antonio de Guaras.

Master Miguel de Yerobi of Eenteria in Guipuzcoa has stated to

us that in the year 1568 he was on his way from Spain to the

Netherlands in a ship belonging to Nicolas de Zabalaga, and they
were obliged by contrary winds to take refuge in the port of

Plymouth, where, after having supplied themselves with necessaries,

they were about to sail when they were ordered by a warrant from
my ambassador then in that country not to leave without further

orders from him, and whilst they were waiting the ship and cargo

were embargoed by the Queen ; Yerobi himself owning, as he says,

property in her to the amount of twelve hundred ducats. As in

similar cases so much favour has been shown here to British subjects,

it is only right that the Queen should reciprocate by doing the same
for my vassals, and you will address her upon Ethe subject and beg
her to aftord redress to this petitioner for the loss he has suifered,

and you will also speak to the ministers about it if you consider

necessary.—El Pardo, 29th October 1576.

3 Dec. 452. Antonio de Guaras to (Zatas ?).

The last report I sent on the 26th ultimo by the English am-
bassador, and I subsequently learnt of the arrival of Don Juan of

Austria at Luxemburg. I have written to his Highness to-day,

but, as it is my first letter, I send it in this form in order that he
may be informed of the state of things here. I enclose copy
herewith.

Isardo Capelo writes me the favour that your worship has done
me about my house, and that my man Sancho de Leive was assisting

in my business. God grant that I may be able to repay your
goodness some day.—London, 3rd December.

8 Dec. 453. Antonio de Guaras to Zatas.

I wrote to-day by way of Paris, enclosing copy of the letter I had
written to Don Juan of Austria, and I send another copy by sea

though St. Sebastian saying as follows :

I have written to the governors of the city an account of affairs

here, and I trust that they will have forwarded to your Highness
the ^letters I sent on the 20th and 27th of October, giving an
account of the approaches made towards me (i.e., about the proposed
intercession of the Queen) by the people here. Dr. Wilson, the

Queen's ambassador, I believe, bore instructions to the same effect,

and I believe that the sending of the ambassador from here to Spain
was likewise principally with a similar object. The Queen will

send a gentlemen of her Court named Sir Harry Lee to welcome
your Highness.

All the English merchants are warned by the Court to withdraw
their property from Antwerp in consequence of rumours of some
fresh trouble, This is not groundless, because the councillors of
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this Queen are trying their hardest to bring it about by offers of
money and forces to assure and assist the States, in order that they
may come to no agreement with his Majesty. To this end they
are resolute (although they speak fairly to us) in their attempts to
have Gravelines, Dunkirk, Neuport, Ostend, and the Sluys handed
over to Orange in order that the Queen may have all that coast at
her command when convenient, in case his Majesty should refuse
her intercession to settle affairs in the States. She desires to do
this in such a way that the Spaniards and the rest of the King's
forces shall be obliged to leave the country and, although she pro-
fesses a desire to satisfy the King, if her terms are not agreed to or
her intercessions refused, slie will openly employ her forces in

favour of the States. I am assured that this is her determination.
If his Majesty deigns to accept her ofSces he will do so, but if he
refuses, it is certainly to be feared that she will cast aside the mask,
as both she and her Council desire to expel the Spaniards from
Flanders more than do the Flemings themselves, in order to be rid

of such neighbours as we are. She and her friends are surprised at

recent events in Antwerp, and are in fear that London itself may
be assailed some day in a similar manner.*—London, 3rd December
1576.

454. Memorandum of Points submitted by the English ambassa-
dor, John Smith, to his Majesty, headed, " A short state-

" ment of the Memoranda which I have this day banded
" to your Majesty on behalf of my mistress, the queen of
" England, begging your Majesty, as I do, to be pleased
" to order redress to be provided." (I beg also that your
Majesty will be pleased to note in the margin against each

clause your Majesty's resolution.)

1. Memorandum respecting the Inquisition of Seville which
has intei-fered with the title and royal style of my mistress, the

queen of England, and the other points contained in the memo-
randum, f

2. Respecting the shameful and unworthy insult committed by
the prior of Cambre near Corunna, against the person of my lady
the Queen and her royal state ; with other things contained in this

memorandum.J

* The pillage and sacking of Antwerp by the Spaniuh soldiery, called " the Spanish
Fury."

t In the Calendar of State Papers (Foreign) for 1574 will be found the petition of
William Bond, citizen of London, to Philip, setting forth that he had a large amount
of money owing to him in Seville and had given a power of attorney to oue Lucas de
Campos there to recover it. The Queen's title had been as usual incidentally set forth
in the preamble or on the seal thereof, and her style was given of " Defender of the
Faith." When Campos brought action by virtue of his power the latter was impounded
by the Inquisition and the proceedings nullified. The petition was granted by the
King and the Inquisition peremptorily ordered to return the power, but from Sir .lohn
Smith again bringing up the question, two years afterwards it would appear as if the
King's orders had not been obeyed.

J The petition in this case is also calendared as above. Arthur Jarvis therein sets

forth that being in company with the prior of Cambve, the latter used " lewd -words "

about the queen of England, whereupon Jarvis told him he lied to his teeth and was
arrested and brought before the Inquisition for insulting a priest. He was find 500 ducats
and imprisoned for three years. Philip expresses great annoyance at the case and orders
strict inquiry to be made.
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3. Respecting the liberation of eight Englishmen who are prisonera

condemned to the galleys and perpetual imprisonment by the Holy
Office in Seville.

4. Respecting the promises made by the duke of Alba in your

Majesty's name to the ambassador, Sir Henry Cobham, respecting

the decree of the general Inquisition in Spain as regards the subjects

of my mistress the Queen.
5. That permission should be given to a certain subject of my

Queen to take his wife and son to England.
6. That the English ambassadors with their households should be

allowed to live in this Court in conformity with the laws of their

country, on condition that they do so privately in their own
house.

7. Respecting the injuries committed on the subjects of my
mistress Ihe Queen in the recent sacking at Antwerp.

8. Respecting the injuries and vexations to which English

merchants trading on the coast of Biscay and elsewhere in this

country are subjected.

30 Dec. 455. Antonio de Guaras to Zayas.

I enclose copy of the last letters, dated the 3rd instant, which I

wrote to Don Juan of Austria, and I have now to report that

Dr. Wilson has sent hither several of liis servants, one after the

other, with despatches, and lately sent two men, named Rogers

and Herll, cautious and zealous heretics, all to persuade the Queen
that, if she will help the States secretly, at present, with troops

and stores, and afterwards send aid openly, they will deliver to her

all the coast of Flanders. They tell her that she will be acting

in the common interest to resist his Majesty's forces and expel the

Spaniards from the States, in which she will be supported by all.

To confirm this, the traitor Zweveghem arrived here to-day and
they have sent to France a similar man, such as D'Aubigay. The
Council has been considering the matter all this week, and Rogers

has been despatched to Dr. Wilson with letters instructing him
to hold out hopes to the States that the Queen will consent. The
principal people in London have been summoned by the Queen and

Council, in order that this determination may be communicated to

them, and the matter is already so public that it is spoken of openly

by the councillors themselves, in order that the public may be

favourably impressed with it. The earl of Sussex, Lord Steward,

publicly declared that if the Queen would give him leave he would

go over with such a force as to turn the Spaniards out of the States,

and they are talking of sending the Governor of the Isle of Wight,

one Horsey, to the Count Palatine, to induce him to continue the

alliance which his late father had with the Queen, there being

some suspicion that he may be unfavourable to it, as he is a

Lutheran and not a Calvinist, as these people are, and unfriendly

with his brother Casimir. The traitor Taffin, of whom I have

written, is forwarding Orange's affairs, and the latter has sent to

Brussels (since the conclusion and printing of the agreement between

them) ten standards. After mass at the Cathedral last Sunday

the congregation sang the heretical hymns of Geneva, and it is
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clear now that rebellion and heresy go hand in hand. Those
who understand it say that great and public help will be sent, and
three hundred soldiers, Walloons and English, leave here to-morrow
for Ghent. Every week ships loaded with victuals leave for

Zealand, and they are now collecting great quantities of wheat and
food on the Queen's behalf for the enterprise. The fears they have
of a close friendship between the king of France and his Majesty
have made the Council apprehensive lest forces may be sent from
France to Scotland, which those who understand the matter say
would be a means of preventing these people from helping the
States. Since it is publicly stated in Court to incense people
against us, there is no harm in my writing freely that they say
that Don Juan of Austria has come to the States, not only with
the intention of conquering them, but also to marry the queen of

Scotland and change religion and Government here. In this con-
nection it is openly asserted that, at the place where she is im-
prisoned there has been seen in the firmament an appearance of

which all the province bears witness, namely, a pillar upon which
are fighting a lion and a dragon, with the letters clearly discernible

N. (M. ?), Q. E.,* and many of the people of the place have been
examined in the matter. The Queen has sent to the earl of

Westmoreland, telling him to ask for pardon and she will give it

to him and restore him to his rank and estates.—London, 13th
December 1576.

456. Document labelled " Answer that may be given to the
" English Ambassador respecting the points referred to
" the Council of the General Inquisition, marked A, B, C,
" and D."

A. As regards Simon Bourman, who wishes to take his wife and
son to England, and says that the Inquisition of Seville will not
allow him to do so, no answer can be given until we learn the
reason of the prohibition. This will be shortly, as inquiries were
made by letter some time ago.

B. As regards the monies detained by the Inquisition cf Seville

from William Bond, because the queen of England, amongst her
titles, assumes that of Defender of the Faith, orders have been
given that they shall be restored to him immediately, and that in

future no detentions shall be made on this account.

C. As regards the three points which are alleged to have been
promised by the duke of Alba to Henry Cobham regarding the
treatment of the Queen's subjects in this country, the following

decision has been adopted : 1st. That they shall not be molested
or interfered with for, nor shall any account whatever be taken
of, excesses committed outside of these realms. 2nd. When they
come hither they must duly reverence the holy sacrament of the
Eucharist, and must salute it when they meet it in the streets.

This applies only to Englishmen temporarily here; those who
reside in this country permanently must, in all things, conform as
if they were the subjects of his Majesty, and any Englishmen,

Probably intended to indicate " Mary, queen of England."
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~
either temporarily or permanently here, who exceed or ofEend in

any point of faith for which the Holy Office may proceed against

them, shall only suffer sequestration of their own goods, but any
property belonging to others in their possession shall be exempt, on

sufficient proof being given of its ownership.

D. Eespecting the seven Englishmen who are prisoners of the

Inquisition in Seville, orders have been given that four of them
shall be set at liberty, and, as regards the other eight, of whom
seven have been sentenced, four to four years of the galleys to be

followed by perpetual imprisonment, and the other three to per-

petual imprisonment at once, no alteration can be made. Great

clemency has been extended to them, considering their offences, but

if the Holy Office, in course of time, sees that they are repentant of

their errors, due grace and mercy shall be extended to them. With
regard to the other man, whose trial has not yet been concluded,

all possible consideration shall be shown him.

As regards to the sloop called the " Andrew," embargoed in the

Bay of Cadiz on the 28th of February 1575, the master and
Randalson (?), supercargo, of which, together with the agent of

Bernard Fil and John Foxall, merchants of London, were im-

prisoned by order of the inquisitors of Seville, the following are the

facts : The vessel and the two hundred and twenty-six cahices*

of salt and other property on board of her, belonged to the said

merchants, the salt having been bought on account of them for the

price of thirty-five reals per cahiz, and, considering that salt is a

perishable article and was depreciating daily, it was decided by a

decree of the justices of Cadiz to sell it at public auction, the factor

of the merchants having been duly apprized thereof, and the sale

was made to Ortimo de Libino for 103| reals per cahiz, the proceeds

being handed to the sequestrator of the goods until the ownership
of the ship and cargo by the said merchants should be proved. On
the 30th of May of the same year the factor was liberated, and the

sequestrator delivered to him the sloop and the proceeds of the sale

of the salt
;
giving an account to the notary of the Inquisition in

Cadiz, and deducting the costs incurred in the care of the ship and
merchandise and the maintenance of the prisoners. The owners of

the ship and cargo have no reason, therefore, to complain or to

make any claim for injury, which they say has been caused by the

detention and sale, as it is clear that, not only was the sloop de-

livered to them two years ago, but they have made a very large

profit upon the sale of the salt, for which they paid thirty-five reals

per cahiz, whereas it was sold for a hundred and three reals and a

half

1577.

15 Jan. 457, Antonio de Guaeas to (Zatas ?).

News comes from the English ambassador in the Netherlands and
from private sources that Don Juan had refused the offers of the

States on account of the question of religion, and there was very

little appearance of a settlement, much dissension existing amongst
the Flemings, as Orange was trying to avail himself of the help

* Tho cahiz is au ancient measure of about 13 Bnglisb bushels.
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promised from France, whilst the people desired to accept the aid

of England, whence they received daily money, victuals, and stores.

The States, fearing that Orange might seize the ports of Flanders,

sent Zweveghem to the queen of England to offer to surrender

them to her. He returned greatly pleased with grand promises and
quantities of broad angels. Colonel Chester, with fifteen captains

and many troops, are ready, and they are watching closely how the

negotiations will end. If a settlement is effected they will not be

wanted, but otherwise the captains will go to Flanders secretly and
their troops will follow them unarmed and separately, the Queen
helping the States underhandedly as much as possible ; but she will

not publicly declare herself against the King, for fear that Spanish
forces may be sent via Italy.

A Scotch Earl has gone over to Ireland with fifteen hundred
Scotsmen and as many more were expected there. It is believed

that he is helped by the French, and six hundred soldiers are being

sent from England against them.

The queen of Scotland is in great danger, as on the pretext that

some of the Council will help her, she was to be brought to the

Tower of Loudon and placed in the power of the earl of Bedford,

which will be to give the lamb over to the wolf, as the Earl is

her great enemy and a strong heretic, and fears that, if ever the

queen of Scotland or her son should come to the throne, he would
be the first to suffer.

An old prophecy, 300 years old, is being interpreted in London,
which says, Talpa ore Dei onaledicta fratris sui gladio perebit,

which some people think applies to this Queen, as she, like a mole,

is.burrowing in the lands of her neighbours and is accursed by the

mouth of God, since she is excommunicated by His vicar, and must
surely die by the sword of bis Majesty, as she has so richly

deserved.—London, 15th January 1677.

28 Jan. 458.
B. M.
Cotton,

Galba, C. vi.

Original draft.

Letter of Intelligence from London (unsigned) to Don
Juan of Austria, Governor of the Netherlands.

I wrote to your Highness on the 3rd instant with copies of my
former letters, all sent to the care of Isardo Capelo, in Paris. Since
then I have seen the personage and have had some conversation
with him on the wicked and diabolical plots and deceitful inventions

of these people, the principal of which now is the matter of the
kingdom of Naples. He says he learns from their conversation
that they are placing their confidence mostly in Cardinal
Granvelle.

Truly, sometimes, the pen almost falls from my hand as I write
such a bold thing as this, I having seen him (Granvelle) enjoyincr

in Flanders the confidence of the glorious Emperor, your father

who raised him to the dignity that he enjoyed, and his present
Majesty having entrusted to him the government of the kingdom of
Naples. But, on the other hand, I recollect what his brother*
told me here had been arranged with your Highness, which quite
accords with the rest. The personage assures me of the truth of

' Champigny, who had now gone, like Zweveghem, to the side of the States.
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it, and, although it seems impossible, yet since he has told me, it

would be bolder of me to keep silence than to repeat what he says,

and I trust that my zeal may excuse my temerity.

The decision arrived at in France, that the King will not allow

any religion but the true one, has so tormented these people that

they, if left to themselves, would despair. But their councillor,

the devil, has encouraged them to continue in their accustomed
ways, and they will do the same in France as they do in Flanders.

If I were to lay bare the whole tale of wickedness on both sides,

in fulfilment of my wish to serve the Holy Catholic Church, the

quietude of princes, and the salvation of souls ; which I have pon-
dered over for four years in search of a remedy, I should still come to

the same decision as I always have, namely, that there is no way
except by a good and firm league between the Catholic King and
his Christian Majesty. I have discussed this with the present and
former French ambassador, as your Highness will see by the cer-

tificates enclosed (gives a long account of his desires and efforts to

bring about such an alliance and mentions his former approaches to

the Guises on the subject, all of which he begs his Highness to

forgive in consideration of his zeal). I am in great need of a letter

of favour for my king for the dispatch of certain claims I have in

his Court, with which Secretary Zayas is well acquainted. I

humbly beg your Highness will be pleased to remind the ambassador
resident there to give me his support, and his Majesty may then be
moved to succour me in my debt and need, which cannot -fail to be
great, since four years ago I was slandered in Portugal by a jealous

and perverse man, for the service I was rendering here and have
received nothing for my faithful services since. Senor Zaj'as

knows the whole story and will recollect what he offered me in the

King's name, which I refused, as my object was not to gain (favours).

—London, 28th January 1577.

Note.—Much damaged by fire.

29 May. 459, John Smith* to the King.

Your Catholic Majesty knows that the great affection and interest

of the Queen, my mistress, towards your Majesty has prompted her

to send me to this Court respecting the concord and pacification

of j~our Majesty's Netherlands. This commission being concluded,

I have endeavoured to negotiate certain matters touching my
mistress and her subjects privately, in conformity with my in-

structions, hoping that in a short time I might be dispatched. As
I have, however, remained here fully five months, and have been

able as yet to conclude nothing, notwithstanding my diligence and

desire to do my duty between my mistress and your Majesty, the

delay will be a disappointment to my Queen, and may cause a great

prejudice to my reputation, as well as grave damage to my private

affairs in England. I therefore beg your Majesty to be pleased to

* Sir Jolin Bmith had a violent altercation, -which nearly ended iu blows, with the

Cardinal of Toledo (Quiroga), a few days before the date of this letter, and no doubt this

fact contributed to his desire to leave Spain as soon as possible {see Calendar of State

PapeM (Foreign), 19th May 1577, and also B.M. MSS., Add. 26,056c.
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grant me audience, fixing a day when I may finish my affiiirs and
take leave of your Majesty, after having obtained yonr decision res-

pecting the matters contained in the memorials that I have handed
to you and referred to verbally.—Madrid, 29th March 1577.

June ? 460. The King to the Queen of Englani>, by her Ambassador,
John Smith.

John Smith gave me your Serenity's letter of the 24tli of

November, and verbally submitted to me what he was instructed to

do by you. I was pleased to hear his good news of your health

and the affection and kindness with which you propose to intercede

with tlie object of pacifying my Netherlands. I thank your
Serenity duly, and I am as much obliged for your offer as if it had
been accepted. I would have availed myself of it, certainly, if it

had been necessary, but this was not the case, as the matter was
already in hand and had been brought to a forward condition

by Don Juan of Austria, my brother. Lieutenant and Captain-
General of the States, who informs me that you are maintaining
with him the kind connection which I have always looked for as a

consequence of our friendship and brotherhood, and which will

always be sincerely continued by me. I have done all I have been
able with respect to the other points submitted to me by Smith,
with the willingness which he will describe to you. I am glad

that he has been sent on this commission, as I have long known
him and hold him to be a wise and good gentleman, as you describe

him.—San Lorenzo.

£6 June. 461. Zayas to Smith.

Although I have no doubt that your intelligence and good memory
will have caused you to recollect what I said to you respecting

the three points to which I referred in our recent conversation,

I repeat here the substance of what I said, at your request. As the

tribunal of the Holy Inquisition is simply and purely ecclesiastical

and depends upon the Pope and the apostolic see, the King, my
master, doey not interfere in any way with it or its proceedings,

and has nothing to do with its ministers, except to respect and
assist them, as befits an obedient son of the Holy see, in order

that they may do their duty with the dignity and independence
which such matters demand. These duties are concerned solely in

the preservation and promotion of the faith and the Roman Catholic

religion, and you wall thus see easily what it will be proper to ask
of his Catholic Majesty and what he is able to concede ; and I leave

the point therefore to your discretion and great prudence.—Madrid,
26th June 1577.

A.l'l. 2C,056c.

July. 462. Document headed, "What Sandero (i.e., Dk. Sanders) has-

i;. M. received from England."

Relation of a great miracle which our Lady has worked in

England.

In the month of July of this year 1577 in the city of Oxford
(which was formerly a flourishing seat of learning and is now a
school of heresy) certain judges and the principal people of the
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province were met together, as is customary in that country, to

judge criminal cases. The hearing of mass is held to be a crime, as

is also the confession of sins to a priest, submission to the supreme
pontiff, and the carrying or venerating of the cross or Agnus Dei

;

and these crimes were amongst those for hearing. Suddenly, in

the midst of their deliberations, the wrath of God fell upon them
in such a way that, although all there present had been perfectly

well previously, the two principal judges, two viscounts, eight of

the twelve jurymen, and many of the people in Court, fell ill of a
strange malady. Numbers of them died on the spot, many others on
their road home, and many more as soon as they entered their

houses, so that within 24 hours 200 of these people were dead, and
in the coui-se of the three days 150 more, and the malady was still

raging when the letter was written. Amongst those who died were
some of the principal doctors and preachers of the sect called the
Puritans, one of them being Lawrence Humphreys,* who translated

the commentaries of St. Cyril from Greek to Latin and dedicated
them to Queen Elizabeth, the dedication being very justly condemned
by the holy Inquisition in Spain. It will thus be seen that God is

fighting on our side.

27 Aug. 463. Antonio de Guaras to (Zayas ?).

On the 12th instant I sent my last report, copy of which I

enclose, and on the 3rd and 4th I sent a packet of letters to the
Antwerp postmaster who requested me, through the postmaster here,

not to send him any more. I have however, news from him that
he has received my packet, but has not ventured to send it on. I

wrote telling him to return the letters if he could not forward them,
and afterwards sent copies of them to Capelo with my said letter of
the 12th. I will send my future letters through him, as there is

now no means of sending to Flanders.

M. de Lumay is representing Orange in this Court, and, although
they greatly caress him, the probability is that the Queen and
Council will give him no help ; but time will show. Her man
Davison is with the States and will go to Orange, it is believed

with the intention of urging the Queen's good offices to arrange a
settlement.

It is now asserted publicly that the three Queen's ships and the
private vessels that accompanied them had arrived within sight of

Rochelle, but the equipping of the four or five other Queen's ships

which were being fitted out here has been suspended.

They write from Dunkirk that a courier, coming from Spain, had
been captured at Gravelines and taken to Brussels.

The soldiers of the Prince of Orange remain at Neuport, this

being the place which he was so desirous of getting, as will be seen
i)_\ his own letter Which I forwarded some days ago.

The so-called •' States " of the prince of Orange, encouraged by

* Dr. Lawrence Humphreys had been in his earlier j'ears one of the strongest leaders

of the Vestuarian controversy, and had been consequently inhibited and deprived of his

professorship at Oxford, retaining, however, his presidency of Magdalen, which was not
in the patronage of the crown. In his later years he conformed and was made Dean of
Gloucester,
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this Queen and Council, are understood to be resolutely determined
to persevere in their heretical rebellion, the intention being to

appoint Orange the Governor, although he does not trust them.

It was a fortunate hour when his Highness got clear of them, as

it had been settled, through the wiles of Dr. Wilson and others, to

attempt their wicked purpose against the person of his Highness.

I have certain information of this from a person who heard it

in Brussels from Wilson, at the time he was leaving to come
here, so as not to be in the States when the thing was done.

He had been ordered to return hither, in order to make the public

believe that neither he nor the people here had any knowledge of

the wicked plot. Thank God, however, his Highness, having no
doubt some suspicion of them, saved himself by leaving them. In

order to conceal their wicked treachery and the vile plots of the

people here, they have made up certain letters in cipher which
are being circulated, pretended to be from his Majesty and
his Highness, and to have been captured by the man they call

Navarre and sent hither, although they really have been con-

cocted by the Queen and Council and sent to Orange and the

States.* The letters purport to contain directions to his High-
ness to entertain people with dissimulation, until he can by force

or fraud get into his power a large number of the principal per-

sons who are named, and then kill them. Matters are now in such

a position that, unless some steps are taken to prevent these people

from sending aid to Orange and the States, it will be waste of

time to continue the present guerilla warfare. People who are

well versed in the matter say that the only remedy will be the

aforesaid one, and to utterly harry the land by means of foreign

soldiers of various nations, rather than lose it. The two friends

continue to offer to do the service mentioned.t and are in hopes
that provision will be made for them to undertake it. The other

friend has sent word that he is a^^aiting them. I am informed
by them that the ambassador Smith has given the Queen a very
different account of his embassy to that brought by Cobham. The
latter has been much l)lamed and attacked at Court about it, he
saying that his Majesty was well disposed to the preservation of

the friendship and alliance, and that his power and resources were
great, Cobham being of opinion that it will be well to propitiate him

;

whilst Smith reports that the King is very much offended with the
Queen and is not inclined to be conciliatory, although at the same
time his own trouble is very great and his needs so pressing that

he is unable successfully to deal with Flanders. He says, more-
over, that Spain is discontended and in some danger from the
Christian King, and that an unfavourable answer was given to him
(Smith) respecting the English prisoners of the holy office. All
this has caused the Queen and Council some anxiety, notwith-
standing their ])ride, but they expect to find a way out from all

* These letters are probably those, four in number dated respectively the 6th, 7th,
8th and 19th Aprii 1577, which will be found in the British Museum, Cotton Vespa-
sian, C. VII., p. 357. They are of the highest interest, but as they make no impor-
tant reference to English affairs, they do not come within the scope of the present
calendar.

f i.e., the betrayal of Flushing by Colonel Chester and others for a sum of money,
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their trouble by sending aid to Flanders. The States are intending

to send Zweveghem hither, and it is said that Arschot comes with
him. I understand from Brussels that the Governors there are not

badly disposed towards his Majesty's service, but that secret in-

formation with regard to them is given to Orange and the States

by a secretary named Francis Grote. A Scotchman of position

named Lord Seton has passed here on his way to Brussels, and
another Scotchman who resides there has said that upon his

arrival the Scotch would perform some notable act. I am hourly

expecting letters from the queen of Scotland, who I learn is well

;

I will communicate her reply to the letters sent.

There are many indications that the earl of Leicester intends to

carry out the project I have spoken of, and the fortress is being

prepared, the rooms being fitted with scrupulous care. The people

murmur that the intention is to bring thither the queen of Scotland,

and if the Lord Treasurer has been with her it has been managed
very secretly. I shall soon learn and will advise. A secretary of

the Council named Beai i? now preparing at Court to leave, to

visit Orange and the States, and afterwards to go to Germany to

see Casimir. I learn from a good source that the object is against

France. The Queen has -iiad a great quarrel with the French
ambassador about some damage which the French are said to have
done to her island of Alderney, near Guernsey. I learn that in the

States the offices and positions are being distributed as if there were
no master, and doubtless the same will be done in the Provinces,

although I hope that these friends who are desirous of serving us

may find means of taking Ramequin, where, I am told, there are not

ten men to protect it. The friendly captain has given them notice

and sent victuals and stores for more than a year, so that the place

can be held for that time or until help arrives from us, which cannot

be prevented. This may be a means of introducing troops and
gaining the island and may lead to the perdition of all the States.

Even though the help our friends demand do not arrive, they are

determined to employ their own means and undertake the task,

treating with his Highness afterwards for their reward. They
expect a hundred thousand crowns for it. I have told them that,

whilst they are making their arrangements, I shall doubtless have a

letter from his Highness which will inform them what is to be done

on our part. They appear determined, and I am therefore sending

orders to Capelo to send the present messenger or another on to his

Highness about it.—London, 27th August 1577.

20 Sept. 464. Antonio de Guaras to (Zayas ?).

B. M. J iiave heard nothing more of the friend who went to perform the
Add. 26,0566. • t i i £

service I have spoken or.

As the Council is warmly favouring the prince of Orange and the

States, this Marquis {i.e. Havrey) will be able to arrange as he

pleases, and I have received a frightful piece of information, namely,

that all their efforts and those of Dr. Wilson were directed to

depriving his Highness (i.e. Don Juan) of his liberty and delivering

him into the hands of these people, who would treat him in the same

way as they do the queen of Scots. As they carry on their evil
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plana with great calculation, there is a suspicion that Drake the

pirate is to go to Scotland with some little vessels and enter into a

convenient port, for the purpose of getting possession of the prince

of Scotland for a large sum of money ; whereupon he will bring

him hither convoyed by the Queen's ships that are there. They
have ordered Captain Bingham, whom his Highness knows, and
other important people to embark, as if for the Indies, under the

command of this sailor Drake, whereupon they are greatly

surprised.—London, 20th September 1577.

28 Sept. 465. Antonio de Guaras to (Za"xas ?).

I am told by my trustworthy informant that the States have
written to Dr. Wilson asking him to use his influence with the

Queen that she may fulfil the agreement entered into with them
respecting the alliance between this crown and the House of Bur-
gundy, on condition that his Majesty should have no part therein.

At the request of this Marquis* it was at once confirmed, and a
promise was given that it should be enforced if necessary by arms.

Tlie States write also asking him to induce the earl of Leicester to

come over in due time with ten thousand soldiers, their belief being

that if he is in command the Queen will take care to provide him
with all that may be needful. They olfered to deliver to him all

the ports on the coast of Flanders, and I learn from a person of

position who has seen the letter, that they assert in it that tlie States

recently voted one million three hundred thousand crowns for

carrying on the war. They have at the instance of the prince of

Orange dismantled the fortresses, and Orange promised to go to

Antwerp and Brussels for the purpose of congratulating them,
which he has done. A general muster was to be made between
Brussels and Namur, of twelve thousand infantry, Lalaing being
in command and Champigny his lieutenant. M. de Guinelo (i) is

to be given a high command, M. de la Motte is to be captain of the

artillery, M. de Goigni to be marshal, and the prince of Orange,
after having been much pressed, has accepted the position of

president of the new Council which is to be formed. The letter

says also that Mansfeldt is being greatly urged by the States to

accept the oath of allegiance towards them, and it is suspected that

he may agree to it. In consequence of the settlement arrived at in

France, it is feared by them that the duke of Guise and other

forces there will help his Highness, but that Casimir would enter

the States with three thousand men in defence. He has been
urged to this on the part of the Queen, who sent Beal, her secretary,

to him to promise payment for his services. Victuals are being
collected in the strong places, and Fugger and the captain of the
fortress* who are prisoners, have confessed many very prejudicial

things. They will be exiled, and the others to the number of twenty-
three are following his Highness. It is said that his Majesty is

negotiating some great accord with the king of France, and that

The Marquis d'Havrey who was in England repreeenting the States.

t Louis de Trealong, Lieutenant-Governor of Antwerp, who had been captured wheu
the place was taken by the States' troops.

y 76467. M M
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the latter's brother would be married to our Infanta. I have also

heard from a -well-informed source that the Marquis (d'Havrey) is

urging the Queen to give open aid, by assuring her that his Highness

was trying to settle matters in Flanders with the intention of

invading this country with a large force ; which will make the

cause a common one. It is said therefore, that her help will be

publicly given, and great promises are made to him that the forces

sent shall be sufficient for the purpose. If Leicester does not go

with them the command is to be given to the earl of Warwick, his

brother, and, to show the earnestness of the Council in the matter,

they are holding their meetings in his house. I hear this from one

source, whereas from another man, who has good means of knowing,

I learn that, whatever may be said to the Marquis, the Queen will

not venture to send forces in her own name, but will give all the

secret help she can. I am also told that when it is necessary to

strike a blow in Flanders, they have agi'eed to issue a proclamation

saying that any soldiers who wish to go over to serve his Highness

shall be at liberty to do so, the object of this being to show their

impartiality, but they will be able to turn it in their own way.
They have granted a loan- to the Marquis of three hundred
thousand crowns to complete the four hundred thousand which
they had promised to Zweveghem, who took a hundred thousand
with him, the States undertaking to return the same within a year

and a half. Leicester, always in pursuance of his wish to marry
the Queen, is bringing into the Council all of his adherents, and it

is believed that amongst them will be Dr. Wilson, Horsey, the

Governor of the Isle of Wight, the Judge of the Admiralty, and the

Master of the Rolls, who are all, so to speak, his creatures. It is

also said that Hatton, Captain of the Guard, is to be a member. If

the Marquis or any other Flemings of importance could be seized

on their voyage backwards or forwards it might be well, and if I

am instructed I will have it done and get them carried to Spain.

They would have attempted to capture the Marquis recently if

orders had been received. I will await an answer on this point, as

the people who are ready to make the capture, at their own risk

and cost, only desire instructions. The same thing may be said

with regard to giving these people trouble in Ireland, for which
service faithful and trustworthy people are ready when it ia agreed

upon and I am instructed in the matter. As the prince of Orange
has had his own way in the States, it is to be expected that a

remedy will be found by some accord between his Majesty and the

king of France for the purpose of following them up on all sides.

In the meanwhile, these people here are not idle in their pretensions,

as they have sent Killigrew to Scotland to obtain possession, for

money, of the Prince, in order to compass the ruin of his mother and

himself. People who understand the matter are of opinion that if

he, the Prince of Scotland, were in Spain the welfare of the world

would result, especially if the wish his good grandmother wrote to

me years ago could be brouglit about, namely, his marriage with the

Infanta. I have received the enclosed letters from the queen of

Scotland. I have perfectly safe means of sending and receiving

letters for her, and the world is praying that God may be preserving
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her for some great service, to the fear of this Queen and her friends.

I am encouraging her with letters of comfort until she can be served

by acts.—London, 28th September 1577.

4 Oct. 466. Antonio de Guaras to (Zayas ?).

On Sunday the 29th of September, St. Michael's Day, the earl

of Leicester invited the Marquis Abreo (Havrey) to dinner in the
Great Hall of the Council in Windsor Castle. There were at table

the earl of Warwick, Lord Hunsdon, Captain Horsey, Sir Thomas
Gresham, and some others, and during the repast, the Marquis
began to speak of affairs in Flanders. He talked of the plots

which he said had been arranged by Don Juan, and how they had
been discovered. He said that in Spain there was a Fleming,
much favoured by the King and in his close intimacy, of whom
the Spanish nobles were very jealous, in consequence of his friend-

ship with his ISfajesty. This Fleming occasionally discussed State
matters with the King, and endeavoured to persuade his Majesty to

treat the States with mildness, and not by severity to sacrifice

dominions of such importance. The hatred of the nobles at length

reached such a pitch that on this Fleming leaving the King's
chamber one day, he was arrested by the Alcalde of the Court in

the King's name, whereupon he, astonished to find himself a
prisoner, raised a great uproar, but was nevertheless taken off to

prison, where he was kept for thirty months. At length, there

being nothing proved against him, he was released, and the King
sent him with Don Juan to Flanders, where he enjoyed the entire

confidence of his Highness, and knew all his secrets. On one
occasion Don Juan sent him with a letcer of credence to the States
in Brussels to discuss certain matters with them, and on his arrival

there the States ordered his arrest, and threatened him with
torture if he did not reveal the secrets and intentions of Don Juan.
After pressure he at last consented to reveal them and put them all in

writing. They were of such a nature that the nobles saw that it

was time to look to the safety of their lives and properties which
were in jeopardy. Leicester replied to this story that it might
well be that this declaration was made under the influence of fear,

but the Marquis said that this was not so, because the man is at
liberty and can go whithersoever he pleases. He said it was all

being printed in order that the princes might know of it.

He also spoke of the escape of the Duke,* his brother, and said

that he pretended one day to want to try the speed of a coiirser,

and when he found himself outside of the town, put spurs to his

horse, and arrived at a village two leagues off, where he put the
people on their guard, and pursued his way to Brussels. Octavio
de Gonzaga followed him within an hour with twenty horsemen,
but they were detained by the villagers, and were thus prevented
from overtaking the Duke. The Marquis told all this at table in
the presence of those who were in the chamber. The followin"-

* The marquis d'Harrey was Charles de Croy, a brother of Philippe de Croy, duke of
Arechot, the leader of the Catholic Flemish nobles, who had separated themselves from
the Spanish cause.

MM 2
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Monday the Marquis invited the whole of the Lords of the Council

and other gentlemen to an entertainment in his lodging, which is

at Eton College, a quarter of a mile from the Court, where he gave

them a grand supper.—London, 4th October 1577.

Note.—The original draft of this letter, with corrections, in the

handwriting of Guaras, is in the British Museum.—Cotton, Vesp.,

C. XIII.

4 Oct. 467. Antonio de Guaras to (Zayas ?).

Time will certainly prove the sinister intentions of the Queen
and Council. With the greatest astonishment I learned from a

friend at Court, that a friend of his had told him that Secretary

A\'alsingham had communicated to him the iniquitous plots which
these people are carrying on with the Marquis, the States, and the

prince of Orange ; the object of which is to root out entirely, as

they think, the name and power of his Majesty from the States.

Tlie intention is to form a new Council of twelve persons, one of

whom is to be an English noble, and this Council will elect a

native of the States to be duke of Burgundy for life. It is expected

that the person to be selected will either be Arschot or the prince

of Orange, and the Queen on her part, will undertake to defend

him whenever necessary with seven thousand well armed soldiers,

maintained at her own cost until they are landed in Flanders,

after which the States are to pay them. The CathoHc religion is

to exist there for a time, but, for the satisfaction of the people, a

national Council will be called to declare liberty for their heresy,

in the belief that, by these means, they will entirely alienate the

people from their obedience to his Majesty or the Governor
representing him. They have sent an embassy to the Emperor
justifying their actions and offering to recognise him as their

superior. The fortresses are to be razed, and the towns are to be

open and witliout castles. The Queen has sent promising them
liberal aid in victuals, stores, and money, and the forces are to be

commanded by the earl of Warwick, Leicester's brother, his

lieutenant being Lord Grey. The people here, however, are

mui-muring that if public aid is thus sent against his Majesty,

trouble will come to them by way of Scotland or Ireland, which
may put this Crown in danger. The friend that went on the

service about which I wrote* has returned here after having

communicated with the other principal on the matter. He says

that, without being provided with what they ask, they cannot

carry the business through, and, as I have already said, it will be

necessary for a person of confidence to go and speak with the

principal friend and convey to him the instructions of his Highness.

My friend tells me that everything is well disposed for the

performance of the service. As it is said that the ciphers are read,

I am suspicious that the present one is not so obscure as it ought

to be, and I am therefore writing with suspicion. The merchants

here have been conferring with the Council respecting the sending

of their merchandise and bread-stuffs to the coast of Spain, and

* The betrayal of flushing, etc.
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they have been told not to be in a hurry to send more, as there
are fears that the two sovereigns may appeal to arms. It is,

however, the people on this side who are desirous of war, and will

certainly commence it, if opportunity is favourable to them ; but they
(the English) have in Spain at least a hundred well fitted ships and
more than a million's worth of property, besides two thousand five

hundred mariners, so that if they do not cease helping the States,

we have a fine pledge in hand belonging to them, the seizure of

which would divest them of a great part of the wealth of the
country, without our troubling to put pressure on them tbrough
Scotland or Ireland. With this pledge in our hands we could
bring them to our own terms, and they would not dream in the

meanwhile of helping Orange or the States. They must be paid

in their own coin.—London, 4th October 1577.

31 Oct. 468. Juan de Aguiree to Zayas.

The only object of this letter is to inform your worship that on
Saturday the 19th instant at midnight, the sheriff" of this city

with an armed force, in the Queen's name, entered the house of

my master Antonio de Guaras, arrested him, and seized all his

papers, placing him in a house under guard, and four or five days
afterward, they sent him to the house of the sheriff who arrested

him, where he is at present detained so closely that no one is

allowed to see him or speak to him. This has certainly been a

most extraordinary proceeding for which there has been no occasion

given. His steward was taken at the same time, and lodged in

the goal with condemned prisoners, where he now is. God deliver

us from these troubles, for I promise your worship that, unless

some remedy be sent from there, my master, Antonio de Guaras,

will find himself in sad trouble, as will all of us in his household,

for we are much distressed. With all earnestness I supplicate that

you will let his Majesty know of this, in the hope that deliverance

may be sent to us.—London, 31st October 1 577.

21 Nov. 469. Juan de Aguiere to Zayas.

On the 31st ultimo and the 3rd and 5th instant, I wrote to you,
and I now have to say that my master Antonio de Guaras is in

very strict imprisonment, as also is his steward. This is a most
extraordinary thing and we cannot learn the cause of such a
tyrannical proceeding. It is to be hoped that his Majesty will not
allov/ so faithful a subject as my master to suffer such misery and
trouble as those of which I have written, but, if his Majesty does

not order some redress, my master will be sorely distressed, and I

again supplicate your worship to have something done for him.

I have just received a letter from your worship written to my
master dated the 28th of September, to which I have no reply
excepting to pray you not to forget him in his trouble.—London,
21st November 1577.

22 Dec. 470. The Quben of England to the King.

tLatin.) Elizabeth, by the grace of God, &c., &c., to Don Philip by the
grace of God King of Spain, &c., &c., health and prosperity.
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greeting. Three reasons have moved us to send the bearer of the

present, Thomas Wilkes, to your Serenity, which are as follows :

—

The sorrow we feel for the calamities and miserable events which
have befallen your Serenity's Netherlands, the excessive and
terrible shedding of Christian blood, and our desire in all sincerity

to promote your honour and advantage. Each of these three

subjects, if properly treated, will tend to your greater glory and
benefit, whereas the neglect of them, either by evil council or

oversight, must result in great loss and evil consequence to your
Serenity's interests. As the destruction and desolation of dominions
hinders kings themselves from foutiding their power and glory on
the opulence of prosperous citizens, and the diminution of public

wealth strikes at the basis of the power of those who govern, so is

it unworthy of the regal office and dignity to judge harshly those

who love and strive for us. However badly good intentions may
be interpreted, such is the strength of calumny, we have neverthe-

less decided to do our duty in this respect to your Serenity and at the

same time to satisfy our own conscience, as indeed we have also done,

to your Netherlands States openly in the sight of day, our object

being to endeavour to arouse in your breast the same compassion
for your subjects which has been aroused in ours, and to testify how
sincerely and straightforwardly we desire to act, in order that all

may be made clear and apparent to you, the bearer takes with
him a clear and simple statement of our intentions and designs, in

which, if there be any article which requires explanation or eluci-

dation, he will dwell more at length where necessary, he being a

secretary of our Council who has been present during the discussion

of every part of the document. We have therefore thought fit to avail

ourselves of his services in this embassy, in order that he may
return with all possible speed with your Serenity's answer. We
should have sent a more formal embassy if, as is usual with acute

diseases, such a rankling wound as this did not need a speedy means
of cure, and we beg very affectionately that all suspicions may be
banished from between us, if any such have been raised by the

arts of wicked men, with the object of destroying the close friend-

ship which we enjoyed in our earlier years, and that we may, on
the contrary, confirm and strengthen such friendship more and
more. If your Serenity does not fail in this, we will, on our pari,

continue ever ready to take the same course.—In our Palace at

Hampton Court, 20th December 1577, Elizabeth.

29 Dec. 471. Antonio de Guabas to (Zayas ?).

I have written to his Highness that this Queen and Council,

convinced that the world was all their own, and that rebellion and
heresy would succeed in the States, were of opinion that I was a

hindrance to their plans, because I kept my eyes on their evil

doings, the plan being to place the dukedom of Burgundy in their

hands, and exclude his Majesty from his royal patrimony, made up
their minds to seize me by force, as they did at midnight on the

20th of October. They assailed me unawares, searched my
dwelling, seizing all the papers they could find, and being sur-

prised that they did not discover what they desired, for four days
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ransacked the house, in the hopes of finding letters from his

Majesty or the queen of Scotland, but as I was already suspicious,

I had taken care to place them in safety. They took me prisoner
and placed guards over me who were not to lose sight of me, and they
still continue to treat me in this way, no one being allowed to speak
to me, in order to convince the world of my criminality. Although
they have not said anything to me, the Queen and Council attribute
their action to the contents of certain letters of mine, which they
say they have in their possession, written to the Council of the
States of Flanders, which, I understand, were brought here by
Champigny in his instructions, as I saw them in his possession
when the Grand Commander sent him here. I am sure that he
delivered them to these people when he hatched his plots and plans
with them on the death of the Grand Commander, although they
have informed M. de Gate that they got them from Aldegonde.
They are copies of statements which I sent from here, and I do not
recollect that they contain anything more than an account of the

bad proceedings of these people, and of their continual dispatch of

soldiers, cannon, arms, munitions, victuals, and money to Orange
and the States, which they affirm to be false, and say they Lave
never sent any help at all to them, and that I am more than
wicked for having sent such reports. It is no wonder they deny it

to me, for they have solemnly sworn that it is false to M. de Gate,

and say they never thought of such a thing and that I am
deserving of punishment for my bad ofiBces. They see, however (as

the treasurer told the other councillors), that I was in duty bound
to do as I did, and that the testimony against me in this respect is

not strong enough, so they are now carrying the case further and
are asserting that I was in close understanding with the earl of

Westmoreland and other English gentlemen, persuading them to

take up arms against this country. The Queen begged de Gate
to believe her when she assured him that this was the case, whereas
really it is simply an invention to conceal the outrage that they
have committed in arresting me and seizing my papers. I can
truly swear by my fidelity to the King that I never imagined such
wickedness, nor has Westmoreland, as I truly believe, ever heard
my name. I have never yet discussed any matter touching his

Majesty's service which I have not reported fully, and it will there-

fore be seen by my letters how false this accusation is. I expect
that the two men who have been sent from here to his Majesty and
his Highness respectively, have been instructed to complain of me,
but I can refer to the Portuguese ambassador, who has heard from
a good source that they are very sorry for having taken me, and to

the French ambassador, who knows that Champigny is at the
bottom of it all, so that I should be prevented from giving an
account of his evil plots. They were also prompted to seize me in

the hope of finding letters from his Highness or the queen of Scot-

land, as they are very suspicious of having his Highness for so near a
neighbour, and no doubt thought they might make use of my
detention to liberate Hawkins and Tayler, with their Englishmen,
who are in the galleys of the Holy Office, and for whose release

the two ambassadors I have mentioned will strive. They have
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several times been about to release me, but have changed their

minds, and I am so closely watched by my guards that I am
writing this secretly and in great fear. I hope his Majesty and his

Highness will not abandon me.—From this, my prison in London,

Christmas Eve, 1577.

Postscript

:

—Since writing the above I have learned that the

Queen and Council intend to proceed against me as a private person,

and not as a public one, as I had no commission from his Majesty.

Such is the trouble I give them. I beg for deliverance.—29th

December 1577.

1578.

472. The above letter is enclosed in another from JuAN DE
Aguikre to Zayas, dated London, 2nd January 1578,

saying as follows :

—

As I have written on several occasions, Antonio de Guaras, my
master, is in close imprisonment, with guards over him, and is

now more strictly kept than ever. If some redress be not found

I am sure that they will keep him there for the rest of his days,

and he has already been almost on the point of death, but, thank
God, is now better. I therefore humbly beg you to find a

remedy, in order that he may be delivered from the hands of his

enemies, who are many, as he is a good and faithful servant of the

King, who, I hope, will not allow so good a vassal, as my master

Antonio de Guaras, to be kept in such peril.—London, 2nd January
1578.

473. Autograph Document in the handwriting of the King,

manifesting his displeasure at the manner in which
Thomas Wilkes, the English envoy, presented himself,

dated Madrid, 12th January 1578.

As regards the first matter, I believed the Englishman has
deceived us, as you will see that he is not called Legatus but
Nuncio, and is only a secretary of the Council, so that much of that

which we may arrange with him may be repudiated. The first

thing he did was to salute me on behalf of the Queen, and then
requested me to read her letter at once. I did so, although I did

not understand a word of it, and he then said some words to me,
which I did not understand well, and asked me to read the other

document which he brought, saying that, if there was anything in

it which was not clear, he was instructed to declare fully the

meaning of each clause. He said he was to be here for this pur-

pose for a fortnight. It seems to me that, both upon this matter
and the subjects contained in the documents, the Queen wishes to

lay down the law for us here ; and, if I hare understood well, I can

see no good to come from the matter, and no doubt this man lied

to you, the same as he did on the first point (i.e., his standing),

respecting which in good truth he was abashed. I refer to the

style which as been given him. He is no doubt one of the men
they call clerks of the Council. Let the document be translated at

once, and copied as clearly as possible, for it is rather obscure to

me, and let it be considered in the Council. It will be well to
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send the man off long before his fortnight is up, and this before
lie commits some impertinence which will oblige us to bum him.
If it (the document) is not translated in time for the Council
to-morrow, let it be read in Latin, and the following day in

Castilian.

474. Petition of Antonio de Guaeas, begging for a grant of

twenty thousand crowns, the proceeds of forfeited goods
in London, which had been promised to him by the

Grand Commander prior to his death, as a recompense for

his services.

Antonio de Guaras says that since the death of the bishop of

Aquila he has served his Majesty in England, in fulfilment of the

orders sent to him by Madame de Parma, and subsequently whilst

Diego de Guzman de Silva and Don Guerau de Spes were there he
continued to assist and accompany them, and, to the best of his

ability, helping and favouring your Majesty's subjects when moles-

tation was ofiered them. Since then, for more than seven years

from the beginning of the troubles, he has served and still serves

your Majesty. Although the Marquis Vitelli, Fiesco, Zweveghem,
and others were sent thither to negotiate treaties at great cost,

but were unable to do so, he, Guaras, by his diligence and
industry was able successfully to settle matters to the surprise of

everyone.

475. Draft of Instructions from His Majesty to Don
Bernardino de Mendoza, dated Madrid, 8th of January
1578.*

The King.

The things which you, Don Bernardino de Mendoza, my
captain of light horse, are to do in England, whither we now
send you.

Affairs in my Netherlands States having, since the last dis-

turbances there, arrived at a state which again demands an appeal

to armed force in order to pacify them, and maintain therein the

* Don Bernardino de Mendoza was a son of the Count de Coruna, and a member
of the most illustrious family in Spain. He had greatly distinguished himself in the
Netherlands as a captain of light horse, and his contemporaries are emphatic in his

praise at this period. Albornoz, the Secretary of the duke of Alba, writes to Secretary
Zayas in Madrid in 1572, saying, "Don Bernardino de Mendoza has asked for a
" ' habit ' (i.e., of knighthood), and tells me his application is referred to a board in
" Madrid. Truly he has acted in a way that deserves something better than a habit,
" and the Duke, my master, orders me to write as much to you, that you may ask his
" Majesty to grant the request." Don Bernardino accordingly got his " habit " of

Santiago, in which order he afterwards rose to high rank. He was sent to England in

1574 to conclude the commercial treaty which had been informally negotiated by
Guaras, which treaty was finally ratified in December of that year {see letter from
Mendoza to Dr. Wilson in Cotton, Galba, C. v.). He was on friendly terms with
Leicester and other courtiers, so that on his arrival here in 1578 he was no
stranger. His epistolary style is in marked distinction to that of his predecessors. He
had already published a work on the " Theory and Practice of War " in 1577, and was
subsequently the author of several historical works, some of which are still in high
repute, After leaving England he was for some years Spanish ambassador in France.
In the end he fell blind, and become a monk in the monastery of St. Bernard, in

Madrid, where he died at an advanced age.
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Roman Catholic religion, and my authority, it has appeared

advisable to us to inform the queen of England thereof as our ally

and neighbour. We have therefore decided to send you, post, with

this commission, both on account of the knowledge you have of

my Netherlands dominions, where you have served for so many
years, and because I am convinced of your intelligence and good

understanding, and believe also that you will be as acceptable to

the Queen as you were when you were sent to negotiate with her

in my name certain things then pending, by the Grand Commander
of Castile, my former Governor of the Netherlands. You will bear

in mind the following points.

That notwithstanding my concession to the States of all the

favours and advantages which they could rightly ask or desire,

and my having sent my brother Don Juan of Austria there to

reside as my Governor and Captain-General, he having made these

concessions punctually, and withdrawn the Spanish and other

foreign soldiers, delivering the fortresses to the natives, and signed

the pacification, as is known, when it was thought that they

would be satisfied and peaceful as they ought to have been, they
proceeded in such a manner towards my brother as to make it

necessary for him to retire to the castle of Namur for his safety,

and thence to provide for the government of the States. All

this was related fully in the instructions borne by M. de Gate, one

of my gentlemen-of-mouth, who was sent to England by my brother,

in order that the Queen might be informed thereof, and be

requested not to allow any help to be sent from her country to

the rebels, but that she should rather aid me, in accordance with
our friendship and alliance, and for other reasons which you will

also adduce. A copy of the said instructions will therefore be handed
to you, in order that you may convince the Queen, in conformity

therewith, that everything that my brother has done has been
entirely justified, and that the people of the States have strayed

from the straight path, as will be acknowledged by any one who
understands the true state of the case, it being notorious that they

made fresh and exorbitant demands of my brother, in excess of

the conditions set forth in the agreement which he made with them
on the 12th February last year, as will be seen by their address to

him of the 25th of September, a copy of which, together with that

of the agreement, will be handed to you.

I have advised my brother that I had appointed you for this

commission, in order that he may send you such instructions as

he may consider necessary, according to the state of affairs. This

he will send to the care of Juan de Vargas Mejia, my ambassador

in France. You will pass through Paris and salute, politely, in my
name, the King, his wife and mother, the duke of Alenjon, and
Madame Marguerite his sister, informing them, in general terms,

that I am sending you to England on affairs respecting which Juan
de Vargas will inform them. You will stay in his, Vargas', house,

and I have ordered him to accompany you and assist you to obtain

audience. I wish you to tell the King and his mother that I do

not write to them because I so recently did so by their Secretary,

Julio Gassot.
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When you arrive at the Court of the queen of England you will

salute her from me and hand her my letter, and, in the best terms
you can employ, you will give her to understand that I duly
esteem her and hold her friendship in good account, saying that

ever since her ambassador John Smith left here it has been my
intention to send you to her, but your departure has been put
off, in order that we might see how things went in the Netherlands,

so that she might be informed of them through you with the more
authority.

After this you will tell her that she will no doubt have learned

from private sources, and also from M. de Gate, all that has hap-

pened in the States, both with regard to the forced retirement of

my brother to the castle of Namur, and the other things which
have happened, and it will therefore not be necessary for you to

repeat them to her. We doubt not that she knows well how often

the States were admonished and requested by my brother to come
to harmony and concord, he assuring them of the fulfilment of the

agreement that he had made with them, but that nothing sufficed

to persuade them to adopt a course which was so advantageous to

them. On the contrary, they started every day new and various

demands such as could not possibly be entertained, or even listened

to without oflfence, since, amongst other things, one was that the

Queen should be included as a party to the treaty of peace. Say
that this would have shocked me much, if I had not understood

that the object of it was to raise up a feeling of distrust between
us, and, if no other cause had arisen but this for your going, I

would have sent you on this point alone. You will dwell upon
this, and assure her of my goodwill and friendship in order to

oblige her more to meet our wishes.

You will also call to mind the manner in which the States at

the same time seized the castle of Antwerp and committed many
insults and excesses, in direct contravention to the agreement to

which they had only a few days before pledged themselves, it being

clear, from their behaviour all through, that their intention was
directed not to quietude and contentment, even if they had been
granted everything they asked. Notwithstanding all this we,
being a benign prince and desiring the peace and quietude of our
States and subjects, did not desire to again appeal to arms, but
have tried repeatedly to bring them to reason and tranquillity.

Not only, however, have they refused, but, in return for our
clemency, they have tried to bring foreign princes to their aid,

and have attempted to adopt one of them as governor without our
knowledge or consent. This has been so insulting an excess that

the example cannot fail to be a bad one to the subjects of other

princes.

Seeing this, and that the gentleness with which we proceeded
was only hardening them and making them more insolent and
obstinate, we determined, greatly against our will, to take up arms
and go to the aid of the multitude of faithful sulDJects we have in

those countries, in order to liberate them from the oppression in

which these bad men hold them. In view of the aforegoing, and
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the gathering ia Brussels which they call tlie " States General,'

having written to us on the 8th September last year begging us to

receive them into our favour, on condition that they observed the

Catholic religion and acknowledged their submission to me in the

same way as in the time of the Emperor, we accepted their offer

graciously, as you will see by copy of the document which will be
handed to you, sent to them by the baud of M. de Selles, lieutenant of

our archers of the guard. They are assured therein that, if they
comply on their part with their promises, arms would be laid down
and everything would be again tranquil and peaceful, as we have
alwaj's desired. You will show the copy of the said document to the

Queen, and may leave it with her if she desires, as it is advisable

that she and the Council should be well informed of its contents,

and assured that my desire is as keen as ever that the promises
contained therein should be fulfilled, and that, if the States do not

demand or attempt to obtain fresh terms, as they always have done
when they had obtained all they asked, we consider all cause of

disquiet in the Netherlands to have been removed. You can con-

fidently assert that this is the case, and that we never desired to

gain any advantage or fresh power there, other than what was
enjoyed by my father the Emperor, but rather to preserve and
enlarge their privileges where possible to the advantage of the

inhabitants, and the increase of their wealth and prosperity.

This will demonstrate clearly that it has been solely in conse-

quence of the straying of evil-minded people in the States from the

straight path, that the idea has been spread that my wish was to

oppress them and treat them differently from the way in which
they were treated by the Emperor, and that this has been a

wicked invention spread by bad people, who try thereby to mislead

others.

It must be evident that our intentions and efforts have always
been directed to satisfy, to the fullest extent possible, the people of

the States, and when we learnt that the dismissal of our brother

Don Juan of Austria from the governorship, would have this effect,

in which he himself concurred, I consented to withdraw him and
employ him elsewhere, as they were informed by him personally.

We should have sent a successor already if they had been pacified,

so that any delay in doing so has arisen solely from their own
action.

You will convey this to the Queen, and tell her that I have

thought well to inform her fully of the progress of events in the

States, and my intentions with regard to them, that she may be

convinced that nothing has been neglected on our part to endeavour

to bring them to quietness and reason, and may see how fully

justified we are now in appealing to arms, in order to bring about

by force a state of things which gentleness, kindness, favour, and

leniency have been powerless to produce.

Notwithstanding this we still desire to proceed in a fatherly way
with our subjects, and, even though it may be necessary to bring

them to obedience by force, it is not our intention to abrogate

their privileges and customs, nor to oppress them or reduce them
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to the position of a Spanish province as they have been persuaded,
but only to bring them back again to their obedience to me as

their natural sovereign.

Much less is it true, as has been asserted by bad people, that it

is my wish to treat them with rigour if they voluntarily recognise

their fault and ask for pardon, which they know that we shall

give them most willingly, as on so many other occasions we have
done since the disturbances began ; not only restoring the honours
and estates, of which some have been justly deprived, to those who
have submitted, but also to those who were actually still in arms,
as a proof of our clemency.

All this being so notorious that the Queen cannot be ignorant

of it, we beg her most affectionately as a good sister, ally, friend,

and neighbour to prohibit with all severity any sort of help or

countenance, direct or indirect, being sent from her country to the

States, but that, on the contrary, she will help us with the supplies

and other things requested by Don Juan in the promotion of a

peaceable settlement, which will be of no little benefit to her, as

she knows perfectly well without further representation. I wish
to point out to her also that this matter is one which touches all

princes, as it concerns the obedience of subjects to them, and the

example of my vassals may well have its influence upon hers,

whereby she may be troubled and disturbed. Her own prudence
will show her this, and you will place the matter before her in

such a way as to bring her to the desired object, which in fact is

that she shall be satisfied of our intentions and withdraw from
connection with Orange and his friends, refraining from helping
them, and holding out her hand to us. You will remain there

(in England) pursuing this task until our further orders, giving us
full information of the Queen's answers and of what you can gather
of her designs. You will endeavour to keej) her in a good humour
and convinced of our friendship, banishing the distrust of us which
she now appears to entertain, and for which we have given no
cause.

As it will be necessary for you, and is of great importance, that

you should be on good terms with the principal ministers who
manage affairs, you will consider if it will be advisable to give them
some money or presents, and will advise us what is to be done for

each one of them.

You will keep up a friendly intercourse with the ambassador of

France, and the Portuguese agent resident in London.

If any English Catholics approach you, you will receive them
kindly, consoling and encouraging them in general terms to per-

severe, but you will not enter into any negotiation or plans with
them against the Queen.

I have heard that Antonio de Guaras has been arrested on sus-

picion that he dealt unfavourably with the Queen's affairs, and, as

we shall be glad for him to be well out of his difficulty, we wish
you to help him to this end by endeavouring to get him set at liberty

as soon as possible.

A copy of your instructions is being sent to Don Juan of Austria
in order that he may be informed of the details of your commission
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and you will be careful to report to him fully and frequently all

that happens to you in England, following his orders as if tbey were
my own.
You will also keep up a correspondence with Juan de Vargas

Mejia whilst he resides at the court of France, and I have ordered

him to do the same with you. You will receive with this a
general cipher which is in use between us, our brother, and the

other ministers whose names are attached thereto, and you will

cany on your correspondence in this.—Madrid, 8th January 1578.

476. Second Instruction given to Don Bebnabdino de
Mendoza, 26th January 1578.

The King.

You are aware that after you were appointed to go to England
in compliance with instructions given to you, Thomas Wilkes, a

servant of the Queen, arrived here bearing a letter from his

mistress, dated the 20th December, and a document referring fully

to affairs in the Netherlands. This document dwelt upon the ex-

tremity and danger in which my States were, and in it the Queen
says that she has used her best efforts to keep the country obedient

to me, and complains that her efforts have been misunderstood and
not taken in good part. She justifies I)er actions and intentions,

and concludes, in substance, by saying that the only remedy for

the evil will be found in the withdrawal of our brother, Don Juan
of Austria, and the appointing of another Governor of our family

who would be more acceptable to them (i.e., the States), we, at the

same time, extending our favour to those who have offended and
maintaining the privileges of the country, in fulfilment of the edict

of pacification. She assures us that, if I concede these things to

the States, they will be tranquillised and submit to me, whilst, if

they afterward make any attempt to break their word, she will

turn her arms against them and defend our authority.

She says that if the course she recommends is not adopted she

cannot refrain from helping them, as you will see by the copies

. handed to you of her letter and the document.

You are also aware that, after the matter had been considered, I

at once sent the messenger back again with a letter, saying that

the answer would be sent by you, he having been informed that

you had already been appointed to go to England on the question,

and it was desirable that both she and the States should under-

stand, through you, that what we have decided to do has proceeded

from our own free will and favour, and was resolved upon long

before the arrival of Thomas Wilkes. You will make this clear as

soon as you arrive where the Queen is, and will repeat it when
you deliver our letter to her and subsequently, as she, by this

means, will the better understand the answers we have instructed

you to give to her letters. You must bear in mind that you will

have to pass over and make light of all the complaints and

grievances of the Queen, as there is no need to discuss them, unless

she again repeats them, in which case you will not be able to
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avoid giving some general answer for the purpose of assuaging her
suspicions and assuring her of our friendship.

On the principal points, you will say that we thank her warmly
for the kind words she sent by her messenger respecting her efforts

to bring about a peaceful settlement between us and our subjects
in the Netherlands, and to cause them again to return to our
favour, but that there is nothing fresh to say about this, becaiise,

long before we received her message, we had taken gracious

measures, which, she will see by the copy of the document you
will show her, were ample for the purpose of assuring my subjects

that, if they would comply with the two promises they have given,

namely, to observe the Roman Catholic religion and eubmit to our
rule as they did to that of the Emperor, hostilities would be
abandoned and peace and concord restored.

There is nothing particular to say, either, respecting the ap-

pointment of a successor to my brother Don Juan of Austria in

the Government of the States, as we had, some time ago, granted
this request.

This was announced to them (the States) so long ago, that Ave

are much surprised that they should not have informed her of the

same before she wrote her letter, but, no doubt, she will have learnt

it ere this. You will say that, in compliance with our promise,

we are willing to send to Don Juan a successor who cannot be
otherwise than acceptable to them, so that in this particular, also,

the Queen's recommendations have been anticipated. It is, how-
ever, desirable that neither she nor the States should imagine that
the new Governor is to be my nephew, the Archduke Mathias.*

After this you will point out to her that everything that has
been done there by our ^brother, in unison with us, has been so

completely justified that we are sure that, if the States are not
henceforward quiet and contented, she will turn her arms against

them as she promises, but that if, contrary to our expectations and
notwithstanding the aforegoing explanations, she should still send
aid in troops and money to the rebels, we should be much sur-

prised, as it would be against all reason, and a violation of our
alliance and friendship which would cause us much sorrow. You will

tell her, however, that neither this nor any other consideration will

cause us to relinquish the determination we have adopted to bring
our subjects back again to obedience, using against them and their

adherents all the force that human and divine right permit us to

employ and our royal dignity demands ; but I hope and trust that,

she being a just and prudent princess, will not give cause for this,

but that we shall have her on our side, and that, as a friend and
sister, she will turn her arms, as she promises to do, to our support,

* The Archduke Mathias, a younger brother of the Emperor, who was a youth of 22
had recently been brought into the States as Governor by the duke of Arschot and the
Flemish Catholic nobles, as an avowed rival to the Protestant prince of Orange. This
had given rise to the tumults at> Ghent and the imprisonment of Arechot and his partj'
but, at the date of the present letter, the prince of Orange had prevailed upon the States
to accept Mathias as Governor, with himself as Lieutenant, the object being to separate
the Catholic Flemings and Walloons from Don Juan and the Spaniards, and to arouse
jealousy between the two branches o£ the house of Austria.
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or, at least, that she will not, privately or openly, help the rebels, in

violation of treaties and ancient bonds and alliances.

The other points of the Queen's letter and documents do not
call for reply, as they are fully dealt with by anticipation in your
formal instructions. You will advise both me and my brother of
all that happens, as you have already been instructed to do.

—

Madrid, 26th January 1578,

16 Feb. 477. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I wrote on the 10th from Valladolid, and I have been unable to
write again until my arrival here at Irun to-day, in consequence of
the most dreadful weather, rain, ice, and snow, in addition to which
the relays of horses were very poor, and from Burgos hither little

diligence was displayed. I now find that Franco de Eraso has
left here with six horses, which has been the cause of delaying me
until to-morrow, when I hope to go forward, as Domingo de Iralta

assures me that the road is clear. I have given him your letter,

and we have arranged how my letters are to be sent to him by sea.

The English ambassador* has sent to tell me by a courier from
France that he would wait a week for me in Paris. I am sorry
that I shall not be able to reach him in time.—Irun, 16th February
1578.

t26 Feb. 478. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I wrote to you on the ] 6th from Irun, and arrived at this place
this morning, not without trouble, both in consequence of the
heavy rains and because the flight of M. D'Alengonf has put the
whole of this country in turmoil, and might well cause difiiculty

to a travelling foreigner. I have been also much delayed by the
bad supply of horses, but, although I have been so tardy, I have
found here no letters from Don Juan. I send him the letter from
his Majesty by Franco de Erasco, who, as he has a passport, will go
quicker than any courier. I write to his Highness that I expected
to have found a despatch from him here, and after I have visited

their Majesties, I shall leave Paris and tarry on the road until I

have received his Higbness's reply, since the recent victoryj cannot
fail to have altered the position of affairs in the States, and it will

be well for me to understand matters before I speak to the Queen.
I have decided not to stay here, so that the Flushing people may
put no spies upon me.

Between Bordeaux and Poitiers I met M. de Muisan, who is the

lieutenant of the prince of Beam. He was accompanied by some
French gentlemen, and amongst them an Aragonese highwayman
from the mountains of Jaca, who asked me whether I had met
large numbers of Burgundian Frenchmen in companies on their

way as pilgrims to Santiago. I told him that I had, and he replied

* Thomas Wilkes, who was returning home to London.

t The duke of Aleu9on had fled from Paris and had joined the Huguenots and
Germans in the north-east of France, where he was openly defying his brother's autho-
rity. This had aroused the Protestants all over France, and, at the moment, seemed to

portend a ru-commencement of the religious wars in a worse form than ever.

J The battle of Gemblours, 31st January 1578.
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that it was a serious matter that so many sliould go together, most
of them being young and strong, with their wallets and staves new^,

which I had already noticed, as I had met many hands of them as far

as Poitiers and beyond. I have thought it not sufficiently important

to write to his Majesty about, as I had nothing else to say ; but you
may tell him. I have not yet asked for an audience of the King,

as I am hardly yet out of the saddle, and just write to say that I

have arrived. The English ambassador passed through here to

Calais without stopping.

As I was sealing this I learnt that tlie Queen had been expecting

me in England for some time, and if I had received Don Juan's in-

structions, it would be well that I should hurry forward, as Thomas
Wilkes has done, in order that they may not be forearmed with his

information.—Paris, 26th February 1578.

4 March. 479. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I arrived here on the 26th ultimo, and Juan de Vargas Mejia

requested audience for me which their Majesties granted on the

2nd. They received me very well and were pleased to hear of the

good health of your Majesty, the Queen, the Prince, &c. I visited

the King, the Queen, and the princess of Beam, but the Queen-
Mother is not here, she having left for Angers to see M. D'Alen^on

when he fled, and is still there. Juan de Vargas spoke to the King
in my presence respecting the flight of M, D'Alen^on, and he replied

that he was sure your Majesty would be sorry for the trouble, but

that his brother had sent him a gentleman with a letter assuring

him that his departure from this place would not cause him to

be other than his very obedient brother, and he might take the

letter as a pledge of this. The King referred to this twice with
pleasure, apparently desiring that your Majesty should know of it.

He seemed to have been alarmed and not yet to be entirely

reassured.

I learn from the English ambassador here and other sources that

the Queen has been pressing the Seignory of Venice to send an
ambassador to her, she being desirous of having one in the Republic,

in order that she may be better informed upon Italian affairs, not-

withstanding the intelligence she has on all sides. The Seignory

not having responded favourably to this, the Queen, I am told, has
taken away the privileges enjoyed by the Venetians who went
to England to trade. She has treated them so badly that she wants
to stop trade with them altogether, as a Venetian shipmaster who
recently came from England told the ambassador here.

They tell me also that the Queen is mixch alarmed at news from
Florence that Stukeley had left Civita Vecchia with six hundi'ed

men in a galleon, and this alarm has been increased by her being
told that his leaving Rome with these forces could only have been
with the consent of your Majesty, and that, as your Majesty is busy
with the war in Flanders, you would not have countenanced this

rebel subject of hers without an understanding with the king of

France, whom she has so much offended. This idea has alarmed
her so that she has made great preparations all over the country,

both to raise men and to reinforce the guards in the ports as well as

y 76457. N N
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ordering the equipment of a large number of ships. She summoned
the Council, at which the magistrate and heads of the City of London
were summoned, which is a great innovation. In view of the matter
I have mentioned and the victory of his Highness, the subject of the

best course to be taken by the Queen was considered. Opinions
difiered greatly, and the Queen endedjby saying that it was clear to

her that the majority were desirous that she should take the worst

step, namely, to break with your Majesty, which she would not do
as she owed her life and throne to you. Some people think, how-
ever, that this was only a stratagem, as there were a large number
of people at the Council, and she wanted this expression to get

abroad.

She has sent a lord to Scotland to try and steal the King who, as

he is now growing up, says that he cannot help being sorry that his

mother is in prison and wants to get her released. This lord was
sent on the 12th ultimo, and she has since sent two ambassadors
hither as she learns that the Scotch people are discontented with
their governors.

Thomas Wilkes arrived in England, and it is reported that he
told the Queen that your Majesty was resolved to be friendly with
her if she pursued the same course towards you, but if the contrary

was the case and she failed in anything, you would at once declare

war.

The English ambassador here, as soon as he learnt that I had
arrived, sent a courier to England, and, although I found no
instructions from Don Juan here, I will leave to-morrow morning,
so as not to lose time. I sent your Majesty's letter to his Highness
on my arrival here, and wrote him that, when I had fulfilled your
Majesty's instructions here, I would leave on my voyage but would
tarry on the road until I received news from him as to the state

of things in tlie Netherlands, for my guidance.—Paris, 4th March
1578.

4 March, 480. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas,

I wrote on the 26th ultimo when I arrived here, and since then
have had an audience of the King on the 2nd, as I report to his

Majesty. I give to the King an account of my proceedings here in

fulfiltnent of my commission and, as for the rest, I can assure your
worship that there are plenty of people here who were only too

anxious to send any news that I may have omitted. I beg your
worship to overlook any shortcomings in this respect as I am only a

beginner and his Majesty has changed my mount.
I shall leave to-morrow for Calais where, with God's help, I shall

take ship as soon as I arrive, if there be no news of pirates. I bear

a letter from the Christian King to M. de Jordan, but if I hear that

the pirates are about and there is any danger in passing over, I will

wait until the Queen sends a ship to take me, as I shall request her

to do.

I have received no reply from Don Juan and it will be awkward if

it is longer delayed, as it Avill not be well if I have to wait very
long after landing at Dover before speaking with the Queen.

People at Court here took a good deal of notice at seeing me so
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finely tricked out on the day that I had audience, and your worshi[)'s

advice seems to have been good.

The Nuncio and other ambassadors resident here have visited me
and it has not been a bad lesson for a diplomatic chicken, such as I

am, to mix with so many ministers, each one of whom sought to

draw me.— Paris, 4th March 1578.

8 March. 481. BERNARDINO DE Mendoza to Zayas.

I wrote from Paris on the 4th, saying that I was leaving there on
the following day. 1 arrived here on Thursday evening, but the

weather was so contrary for the passage to Dover that I have been

obliged to wait all to-day, but now at sunset the weather may change,

and in that case I hope to be at Dover at daybreak to-morrow, as

I shall embark at high tide after midnight to-night. I have been

helped by the Governor of the town, M. de Jordan, for whom I

brought letters from the Christian King, and he has been as careful

in keeping me secret as if he had been a minister of our own King.

I have thought well to let you know this in order that his Majesty

may see that I do my best to hurry forward on ray voyage where
obstacles are not insuperable. I have no answer from Don Juan.

—

Calais, 8th March 1578.

11 March, 482. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I wrote from Calais news of my arrival there and the cause of

my detention. I embarked the same night and God blessed me with

fine weather, so that in four hours I arrived in Dover where the

Governor of the County* sent me word to proceed on my voyage.

I therefore came on hither where I will tarry, for the reason

explained in my letter to the King, and also to recover from thu

fatigue of the passage, dui'ing which I was furiously sea-sick. In
addition to this I have no news at all of my servants who embarked
more than a month ago. Whilst I have been idling at this inn
several friends have come to me and I have learned what T write.

l.^he Queen sent a gentleman to visit me with many kind
expressions, and others are to come to take me to London.

.Antonio de Guaras has been more strictly confined since my
arrival, and one of his servants who was fj-ee has now been shut

up, so that no one is allowed to communicate with them. Orders
have been also given to capture a man wlio was in Don Juan's

service and for the seizure of all letter's for him. I should be very
sorry if I did not receive a reply from his Highness during the

next two or three days, as it appears to me that things are in such

a state here as to make it impossible for me to defer my interview

with the Queen.

I am informed from Bruges that the intention of taking the

plate from the churches and trade guilds was already very far

advanced, and that Don Juan has surrendered Diest.—Gravesend,
11th March 1578.

* Lord Cobham, Lord Lieuteuaut of Kent.

N N 2
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19 March. 483. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 11th instant from Gravesend,

and departed the next day, a gentleman having been sent from

the Queen at Gieenwich to bring me to London. Another of her

pensioners met me on the road thither to salute me jfrora her

and told me that she would give me audience when I pleased. I

replied that I was travel-worn and unwell, but that, as soon as I

was better, I would request audience.

I made this mj' excuse for a day or so in the hope of receiving a

reply from his Highness, but as I heard that part of the hundred
thousand pounds had beea raised, which the Queen had agreed to

lend to the States when M. d'Havrey was here, through the

Fuggers of Cologne and other merchants, on the guarantee of

certain citizens here, and also, as I was told, that Havrey was
coming back, I resolved to ask for audience, being greatly pressed

thereto by Smith and others who came to see me from the Queen,

and were curious to know why I did not do so. I thought, more-

over, that there would be no great harm in my seeing her before I

had letters from his Highness, whilst, if I delayed doing so, the

doubts already entertained by her at the instance of the rebels here

might be augmented. They tell her that I am only here to enter-

tain her with words, whilst I try to stir up strife in Scotland and
disturb her own country.

The Queen gave me audience on the 16th, and received me in

privy chamber, where, after I had saluted her in the name of your
Majesty and the Queen, I told her that I would convey to her the

message your Majesty had given me before you received her letter

by Thomas Wilkes, and afterwards would give her your Majesty's

reply to that letter. She said that was a very good way of proceeding

and that she would hear me with pleasure. I then represented

to her the various shortcomings of the States towards Don Juan as

regards the arrangement made by him with them, but said that, in

order not to tire her, I would state the matter at length to her

Council, or to her when she thought best. She was full of com-
plaints of his Highness, saying that it was he who broke the

agreement and caused the new trouble, by seizing Namur and
arranging with the Germans not to leave the country, which, she

said, was proved by letters of his Highness which had been inter-

cepted. I replied by showing her the absolute need which had
occurred for his Highness to retire as he had done to Namur, and told

her how often he had begged the States from there to be tranquil,

on his promise to fulfil the agreement made with them. She
replied that she would be glad if this were so, and dwelt upon her

ertorts iu the same direction, with a view of bringing the States to

sul mit to your Majesty. She said that the States had written to

M. D'Alen9on and he had replied to them, as she would prove to me
by seven or eight letters signed with his own hand. She had, she

said, recently sent word to the king of France through her am-
bassador that she could not allow him or his brother to take

possession of the Netherlands.

Coming to the pomt of her being made a party to the fresh

cnpitulations which the States now demanded, she told me that the
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reason why they had introduced her name was that she had lent

them monies to pay the amounts stipulated, without which they
could not make peace, and in this it might appear that she had
failed to fulfil her treaties with your Majesty, as she had not
advised you of it ; but the reason of her not doing so had been
that there was no time, and she thought she was complying with
her obligation by informing his Highness of what she had done.

When I pointed out to her how improper it had been to make her
a party, she told me that it had been done without licr knowledge
or consent, and that she was very sorry.

Witfi regard to the seizing of the Castle of Antwerp and the

bringing of the Archduke Mathias, she said nothing, and did not
speak of his retention of the Government, only saying that he,

being of the blood royal, as the Governor would have to be, they
had summoned him after having written to your IVTajesty their

letter of 2oth. I offered her a copy of this letter and your
Majesty's reply thereto, but she declined it, sa5nng that she knew
nothing of it as your Majesty wrote many letters that never

reached the States at all, for which she blamed his Highness. I

said in this case that point did not arise, as M. de Selles had taken
the letter direct to Brussels without seeing his Highness. She
said she approved of what your Majesty had promised them in the

letter, which was in accord with her recommendations, and, if they
remained obstinate after that, it would be well to punish them.

She was glad that M. d'Havrey was to arrive that night and she

would tell him her opinion on the matter.

I carefully made the representations to her which your Majesty
ordered me, the Queen being seated on a low stool, and another
being brought for me, in order that she might listen to me at ease.

She ordered the chamber to be cleared of people and summoned
thither the members of the Council who were at Court, to the

number of six, to whom she repeated very fairly what I had said,

to the effect that your Majesty, in your accustomed clemency and
goodness, had made offers to your subjects who, if they did not
accept them, ought to be punished. When she dismissed the
Council I noticed that the earl of Leicester left in a great hurry, I

understood for the purpose of writing to M. d'Havrey, because
when I asked for him they answered me significantly that he had
gone out. The Queen again spoke to me and said she was glad to

see me again in her country, although she had been told that the
object of my coming was to plan many things to her prejudice. I

answered her that the best proof I could give her that this was not
so would be my actions and proceedings whilst here. She said

that, even if I were not a minister of your Majesty, she did not
think that I should try to do her any harm or disturb her country.

She entertained me with this and other things of a like nature for

a long while until I took my leave. The next day she sent her
Secretary of State, Thomas Wilson, to me to ask me to give him in

writing what I had said, in conformity with your Majesty's in-

structions, and that her Council wished to speak to me, fixing the
20th after dinner for the interview. I went accordingly, Cecil

having come to London to attend this Council, he having been
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absent from Court for some days. There were eight members
there, and the earl of Sussex, speaking for the rest, said that the

Queen and Council had considei'ed my verbal and written com-
munications and requested that I would answer the points which
they would submit to me arising therefrom. I send enclosed a
copy of their document and my answer thereto, which they
requested in writing, after I had given it verbally to the Council.

They said that this was the form in which they usually proceeded
with ambassadors.

After much conversation with me, Cecil spoke about the violation

of the agreement entered into by the States with his Highness,
upon whom they cast the blame. The Queen had submitted to your
Majesty four remedies for the tranquillisation of the States, as to three

of which your Majesty had replied that you had already promised
them, whilst as to the fourth, with regard to the fulfilment of the
terms of pacification, no answer had been given excepting that they
(the States) must observe the edict. The Queen could not force

them to submit to your Majesty, but if the terms were offered to

them and they refused them she would take arms against them.
At this point Walsingham took the earl of Leicester apart, and,
together with Cecil, seemed to be urging something very forcibly

upon him. So far as I could understand, it referred to one of the
articles providing for the departure of the Spaniards and foreign

soldiers, the Queen having told me in our first conversation that she
did not want the Spaniards so near to her. I replied that the
States had requested of his Highness new conditions contrary to

the edict, which signified that they were not satisfied with it. I

said, moreover, that your Majesty had frankly offered them in your
letters the two other points, and I supposed that was the reason
why the particulars to wliich he referred had not been answered by
your Majesty. Cecil said that the Queen was desirous of making
every effort to tranquillise the States, as she had offered your
Majesty and his Highness by her ambassador, and she had also

sent to the Grand Commander word to the same effect, the answer
having always been that your Majesty would settle matters with
your own subjects. She therefore did not know if your Majesty
would be willing to accept her mediation, although your Majesty
replied that you had offered, and were still offering, to your
subjects the terms she recommended ; which was repeated to me at

every conversation, with the expressed opinion that the first step

towards an agreement should be a suspension of hostilities. By
means of this talk, between Cecil and the rest of them, they tried

to draw me out, and to learn whether I had been authorized by
your Majesty to treat for peace, and whether I was to remain here

as ordinary ambassador, or had come simply on this errand ; my
answers on these points being ambiguous.

After they rose Cecil told me before all of them that the Queen and
Council could not help being surprised that I brought no authority
for the Queen to negotiate an agreement, since your Majesty offered

your subjects the terms which she had advised. I replied, that
although the Queen said the States would be satisfied, she gave no
assurance that this would be the case, and, until this was done and
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there was a certainty that no new conditions would be demanded,
it was not necessary to bring any such authority. Although I

suspect that the Council will very shortly give me a reply as they
have my written answer before them, I have thought well to advise
your Majesty what had been done so far.—London, 19th March
1578.

31 March. 484. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

With my instructions I received the memorandum directing me
to make inquiries with regard to a certain voyage undertaken by
the English two years ago by order of the Queen. As the business
is managed with great secrecy, and any person concerned in it who
divulges the details is to be punished with death, I have had much
difiBculty in discovering particulars. I have, however, got a clue,

by which I think I shall be able to learn the whole story from the
beginning for your Majesty's information.
The captain who made tlie voyage is called Frobisher, and

reached the country two years ago, whilst attempting to discover
some of your Majesty's Indies by way of Chile, although in the
opinion of some pilots no such way thither exists. By this road
others assert that he was trying to arrive at Cathay, a land of vast

population and trade, which is reached through Muscovy. This
captain tried the first year with two little vessels of thirty-five

tons, in which he sailed in May from London, going round the
North of Scotland to Iceland by West-north-west, which, allowing
for the variation of the needle, is equal to North-wesfc by West.
From Iceland he went West-south-west until, after having sailed

six hundred leagues, he discovered land, two islands, in sixty-two
degrees North latitude. These islands were very high, and con-
sisted of enormous rocks which glittered in the sun, and were quite
treeless. They were about five leagues long and three wide, the
space between the two islands being some fourteen leagues, forming
a small gulf At a distance of some five leagues from the islands

they discovered a coast from which flowed a great river of salt

water into the gulf formed by the two islands. The mouth of the
river was five leagues across and very deep, and although they
sailed seven leagues up the stream, they could not ascertain for

certain whether they were ofi" the mainland, although they thought
from appearances that they were.
The land they discovered, they say, is near the country called

Labrador, which joins Newfoundland, where the Biscay men go in

search of whales. This may well be believed, as they say the
natives they saw are much like the savages found there, and
dressed in the same way with the skins of seals. They caught one
of the natives, and wJien the English complained much of the cold, he
gave them to understand by signs that they should go up the river,

where it was warmer. These people fight with bows, and three of

them attacked thirty Englishmen and defeated Frobisher, who tells

the story. On discovering these two islands they made some
excavations amongst the rocks, digging a hole three fathoms deep,
in which they found that the ore they discovered was finer and
the lode thicker as they went deeper. They brought away with
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tliem a quantitj"- of the earth, and when they returned to England
at the end of September* the Queen had it reduced, and found that
it rendered a great deal of silver. Frobisher was therefore ordered
to return the next year, with the two small vessels and another of

two hundred tons, orders being given that if any unauthorized

person should attempt to make the voyage, or should divulge

anything about it, he should be punished with death. He returned

thither in the following May, and on his arrival at the islands

captured a man, a woman, and a child, with the loss of some
Enghshmen. With fifteen or twenty men he excavated for twenty-
five days in the island nearest the West, as before, and took two
hundred and fifty tons of the earth, which he shipped on board
his three vessels and brought to England, the three natives dying
on the way. The Queen ordered this earth to be taken to Deptford,

a league and a half from London, where it has been smelted with
great secrecy, all persons concerned being threatened with death or

confiscation if they divulge particulars. It is said that the ore

differs, although all of it contains silver to some extent, one variety

producing sixty crowns the quintal nett. I send your Majesty a
very small piece of this and small specimens of the others, which I

have obtained with very great difficulty, and, if it had been
possible, they should have been assayed before sending them to

your Majesty, but that was not possible to do with the necessary

secrecy. It appears almost incredible that the ore can produce such

a quantity of silver as this, but it is known that the Queeen pays
the German who smelts it four thousand reals a year, as well as

ten reals every day he works, all the other men employed being

very well paid. The shipmasters who go on the voyage are

paid three reals a day maintenance until they sail, and the sailors

two reals a day. Much favour is being shown to Frobisher;

and all this proves that the business must be a prosperous

one to bear such heavy charges. Large warehouses are to be

taken a mile from London, in which to store the earth which
will be brought in October, the ships which are to go having

been fitting out since the 23rd of March. There are eight

ships, six of a hundred and fifty to two hundred tons, carrying

sixty or seventy sailors each, and the original two little vessels

carrying five-and-twenty men each ; the commander of the expedi-

tion being Frobisher, as before. He also takes with him a hundred

men linder sentence of death, whom he will leave there to see

whether they can exist in that climate, which is intensely cold,

and he is accompanied by forty mariners with four boats to explore

the river. He carries great quantities of picks and spades, with

wood for building and fuel, the intention being, if these Englishmen

can bear the climate, to take people next year from here to colonize

the place and build two forts at the mouth of the river. It is

understood that the Queen is carrying out this expedition in union

* Frobisher left Blackwall on his first voyage in June 1576, and returned to Harwich
on the 2nd October. His second voyage lasted from the 26th May 1577 to the 28th

September of the same year. An interesting account of the three voyages is given in

Haklnyt.
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with the Muscovy company in London. If this voyage is under-
taken from Spain, I aiu told by a person who has seen the chart,

that they must first make for Cape Clear in Ireland, and thence
sail north-west, providing for the variation of the needle un(il the

land is made. I have tried to get one of the six charts which the
Queen has ordered for this voyage, or to have another made by the
same man, but it has not heeu possible, probably in consequence of
the penalty threatened by the Queen. The man, however, by
dint of promises and other means, has begun to entertain the
matter, and I will follow him up with all care until I can send a

chart to your Majesty.*
I have also lieard that six weeks before Christmas Captain Drake,

with four or five ships left here for Nombre de Dios and the land
of Camanones (Camaroons ?) which voyage he made before with
Captain Hawkiiis very successfully, and fought with Pero Menendez.
These ships were fitted out here on the pretence that they were
going to Alexandria for currants.—London, 31st March 1578.

* Sir Philip Sidney, writing to his friend Languet (Zurich Archives, Parker Soc.) on
the 1st Octoher, gives the following account of Frobisher's discovery:—"I wrote to you
" a year ago about a certain Frobisher, who, in rivalry of Magellan, has explored that sea
" which he supposes to wash the north part of America. It is a marvellous history.
" After having made slow progress last year so as only to pass in the autumn the Feroe
" Isles and an island which he supposes to be Friesland, discovered by the Venetian
" Zeni, he touched at a certain island for the purpose of recruiting himself and his crew.
" And there by chance a young man, one of the ship's company, picked up a piece of
" earth which he saw glittering on the ground and showed it to Frobisher, who, being
" engaged in other matters and not believing that the precious metals were produced in
" a region so far north, consideredjit of no value. But he returned home at the beginning
" of the winter. The young man kept the earth by him as a memorial of his labour (for
" he had no thought of anything else") till his return to London, and there, when one of
" his friends perceived it shining in an extraordinary manner, he made an assay and found
" that it was the purest gold and without any admixture of other metal. Wherefore, Fro-
" bisher went back to the place last spring under orders to explore the island and, should
" it answer his expectations, to proceed no further. This he has done, and has now
" returned bringing his ships, of which he had only three, and those of small size, fully
" laden, and he is said (for they have not yet unloaded) to have brought 200 tons of ore.
" He has given it as his decided opinion that the island is so productive of metals as to
" very far surpass the country of Peru, at least as it now is. There are also six other
" islands which seem very little inferior to this. It is therefore at this time under debate
" by what means these our hitherto successful labours can be still carried on iu safety
" against the attacks of other nations, among whom the Spaniards and Danes seem
" especially to be considered, the former as claiming all the western parts by right from
" the Pope, the later as being more northerly and therefore nearer and relying on their
" possession of Iceland tliey are better provided with the means of undertaking the
" voyage." Sidney then urges upon his friend to send him information about the regu-

lations for working silver ores in Germany, of which he says the English are as ignorant

as of growing vines, in order that he may show his letter to the Queen, " as the thing

may some time or other be of use to the professors of the true religion." Haklayt says

that Frobisher took on his second voyage the " Aide " of 200 tons and the " Gabriel

"

and the "Michael" of 30 tons each, and that the island whence the ore came was given the

name of Hall after the Captain of the " Gabriel," the group of islands being doubtless

those at the mouth of Frobisher's straits. Hakluyt's account of the ore is as follows :

—

" One brought a piece of black stone much like a sea coal in colotir which by the
" weight seemed to be some kind of metal. This was a thing of no account in the Judg-
" ment of the captain at first sight, and yet for novelty it was kept in respect of the place
" from whence it came. After his arrival in London, being demanded of sundry friends
" what thing he had brought them home out of that country, he had nothing left to
" present them withal but a piece of this black stone. And it fortuned a gentlewoman,
" one of the adventurers' wives, to have a piece thereof which by chance she threw and
" burned in the fire, so long that at length being taken forth and quenched in a little

" vinegar it glittered with a bright raarcasite of gold . . . and was found to
" hold gold, and that very rich for the quantity."
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31 March. 485. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 19th that M. d'Havrey had
arrived here and the Queen gave him audience on the 21st. He
told her that the States were much grieved that the earl of Leicester

had not gone over with the troops he had promised them, but that,

since she had taken steps for so many soldiers to be raised here,

and had pi'ovided the money wliich she was to lend them, they had
taken fresh courage and hope. He said she was not to be anxious
at so many places being surrendered to Don Juan as they were
places of no importance, which they were glad to leave unprotected

in order that his Highness might waste his force upon them. She
would see by the middle of April what a powerful army they would
place in the field to face your Majesty. She was not to trust in

anything to my coming, as its sole object was to entertain her with
words, and she was to beware of the Spaniards in the Netherlands,

who were arriving so famished from Italy that all that the Nether-
lands contained would not satisfy them, and they would come over

to her country as they threatened. The Queen received him, Havrey,
in the Privy Chamber, five of her councillors being present, namely,
Cecil, Leicester, Sussex, Walsingham, Hatton, and another Secretary.

The day after Havrey arrived Leicester came to his house and was
with him for more than two hours. He told him that the Queen
had not sent troops, in consequence of the dissensions which she

understood existed in the States, and the difficulty of her trusting

them. She would, however, not fail to help them as she had pro-

mised if they would agree, and would use every effort to induce

your Majesty to remove his Highness and the Spaniards. They
have never been able to agree about the places which they are to

hand to her on the arrival of Leicester with his forces, as she wishes

that the places should be surrendered to her empty of troops, so

that she may garrison them with English soldiers. The States

know that this would probably end badly for the natives.

News comes from Scotland that Thomas Eandolph, this Queen's

ambassador there, is in prison, and that the earl of Crawford has

murdered the Chancellor of Scotland, Lord Glamis, in consequence

of a feud between them.

The Scotch captain that the French ambassador had sent to

France, has returned and says that the King is rather luke-warm
about sending help to Scotland, whilst M. de Guise is very dis-

contended in Paris and his lieutenant is in Brittany looking after

the ships which are there being equipped.

The Queen is very suspicious at the news she received from

France that M. de Guise has had an interview with his Highness.

She says that, for this reason, and in view of the fleet being fitted

out in Brittany, where ten thousand men were to be raised, she

knows that your Majesty was entering into a league with the king

of France, and that Alen^on's flight was not concealed in order the

better to dissemble this understanding. The French ambassador
here assures me that the Queen has frequently told him that she

heard from many quarters that your Majesty, the Pope, and his

King were in league to destroy her, and troops nre being raised for
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this purpose in all countries, even some Englishmen being desirous

of going over to his Highness.

M. d'Havrey is mixing with many English gentlemen and some
of them offer to raise troops and take them to the States, although
the number and commander are not known.—London, 31st March
1578.

31 March. 486. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

On the 19th instant I wrote to your Majesty what had passed

between me and the Queen and Council, and that the latter had
sent the Secretary to request a reply to the points which had been
presented to me, a copy of which I sent to your Majesty. They also

said that the Council wished to see me. I took this opportunity
of requesting audience of the Queen, which was fixed for the 25th,

tlie Council, however, desiring to speak to me first. There were
eight members present, Cecil being away ; and the earl of Sussex
in a very long speech represented to me the efforts the Queen had.

made for the pacification of the Netherlands. For this pui-pose she

had sent to your Majesty and tlic Governors of the States eight or

nine ambassadors, the last of whom, Wilkes, took letters of credence

in order that he might verbally execute liis errand. He also took
a long document which had been drawn up with great care, fully

setting forth the state of things in the Netherlands, ami the risk

they were running, and proposing a remedy for the troubles. Of
the four remedies suggested to your Majesty, one, namely, that

touching the treaty of pacification, had not been answered, and
she had also been informed that his Highness had signified to the

States that the agreement for peace made with them would not be
observed. The States had not mentione<l this agreement in the

letter they wrote to your Majesty, as they considered that it was a
settled thing, it having been signed and sealed ; but now as they saw
Don Juan with armed force taking and sacking places every day
they were desperate and ready to deliver themselves to any one"

For this reason, and seeing also how far advanced were the negotia-

tions being carried on with France by the States, which would be

greatly to her prejudice and that of her country, she had decided

to send an ambassador to his Highness to inform him of the fact and
request that at least a truce might be entered into, whilst your
Majesty was advised and your ajaswer as to conceding the treaty of

peace received. She requested that I would accompany the ambas-
sador and negotiate the matter with his Highness, or, if that were
impossible, that I would write, although she would be more greatly

pleased if I would go in person ;
and she begged me to do so most

sincerely. If a truce were not granted she could not avoid givincf

resolute aid to the States and succouring them in every way, Havrey
having come to tell her that, if she did not make up her mind in a
week, they would give themselves over to France, which would be
very bad for her and her country, and, even if she would consent to
overlook it, her subjects would not do so. He said all this with
great emphasis, and the Queen herself repeated it to me when I saw
her afterwards. I replied to them that, as for the Netherlands
handing themselves over to the king of France, even if they desired
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to do so, I did not believe that he would accept them, as they were
subject to your Majesty and part of your patrimony. I said this

was amply shown by the fact that the king of France had sent his

soldiers in aid of his Highness, which was a much better proof than
the doubts they raised when they told me that the States had sent

private persons to ask M. de AlenQon to come and help them and
be their Prince, he on his part promising to do so with twelve

thousand infantry and four thousand horse, which could not be

believed ; but if he were to do so and the States were to give them-
selves over to him, your Majesty had power to recover them, however
strong might be the Prince who held them. As regards ray going

with the ambassador, I said I bad no instructions to do so, but would
write to his Highness, as the Queen and Council told me that they

were not sending to your Majesty about it in order to save time,

which could only be to the prej udice of the States, as they were not

armed and his Highness was. She could not wish that either side

should be prejudiced as she desired to become the mediator. Res-

pecting the question of the truce I replied that here the prejudice

was distinctly on the side of your Majesty, as during the suspension

the troops that had been raised might be brought by the States from
Germany and the places fortified, as indeed they had already hur-

riedly commenced to do. To her reply that if Don Juan did not

suspend the hostilities she would aid and succour the States, I said

that this would be a violation of the treaties with your Majesty, and
if the States were so obstinate as to refuse the favour held out to

them by your Majesty, who graciously conceded what they had
asked for in their letters, your Majesty would not desist fiom the

course you had adopted until they were punished and brought into

submission, for which purpose you would use against them and their

friends all the force which was warranted by human and divine

rights. After this, she raised some religious questions which I

pretended not to understand, and diverted her from them by other

subjects which I knew would interest her, such as saying how good

she was, and so on. From what I understand, God has been pleased

still to maintain some Catholics in this country, and I am told that

many persons openly observe the religion, notwithstanding the

penalties against it. They have been nmch encouraged by an event

that happened this summer at Oxford, which was foretold by one

of the men whom the judges sentenced to martyrdom three days

before it happened. He said he hoped that God would punish those

who condemned him as a testimony of his innocence and that of the

other Catholics.

During the few days I have been here and in my conversations

with the Queen I have found her much opposed to your Majesty's

interests, as may be seen by the answers she has given me, and most

of her ministers are quite alienated from us, particularly those who
are most important, as although there are seventeen councillors

with the two secretaries, Hatton and the new ones, the bulk of the

business really depends upon the Queen, Leicester, Walsingham and
Cecil, the latter of whom, although he takes part in the resolution

of them by virtue of his office, absents himself on many occasions, as

he is opposed to the Queen's helping the rebels so effectively and
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thus weakening her own position. He does not wish to break with
Liecester and Walsinghain on the matter, they being very much
wedded to the States, and extremely self-seeking, as I am assured
that they are keeping the interest of the money which the Queen
has lent to the States, without counting the presents they have
received out of the principal. They urge the business under cloak

of preserving their religion, which Cecil cannot well oppose, nor
can he afford to make enemies of them, as they are well supported.

Some of the councillors are well disposed towards your Majesty,

but Leicester, whose spirit is ^^'alsingham, is so highly favoured by
the Queen, notwithstanding his bad character, that he centres in

his hands and those of his friends most of the business of the

country, and his creatures hold most of the ports on the coast, so

that your Majesty's friends have had to sail with the stream, and it

will be a difficult and lengthy task to reassure them and bring

them back again. This can only be done in the way that your
Majesty knows of, as to attempt it by any other, whilst the general

feeling is so much in favour of sending aid to the States, would
make the business impossible altogether. It is very bold of me to

say this, and J humbly beg your Majesty to forgive me, as my
desire to serve your Majesty urges me to write upon subjects which
I but little understand.

I spoke to the Queen with regard to the liberation of Antonio de

Guaras, but she was very much irritated, and said that it was only

because he was a subject of your Majesty that she had not hanged
him, as he had been in correspondence with her rebel subjects and
the queen of Scotland, and she had letters of his greatly prejudicial

to the peace of her country. She said she would get rid of him in

due time after she had got some more information from him. I will

not fail to do my best to hasten his release, although they have kept

him closer since I came.—London, 'Mst March 1578.

12 April. 487. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 31st ultimo, and on the 4th

instant received a letter from Don Juan dated the 14th, with one

for the Queen in my credence.

I thereupon requested audience, which was granted on the 10th,

when I handed to the Queen his Highness's letter. As soon as she

saw it she said it was very old, which I excused. She mentioned
that the object of the letter was to advise her of his Highness's

victory, respecting which I gave her a full statement, in con-

formity with his Highness's instruction?. She replied that it was
a great pleasure to her to bear of victories won for your Majesty,

and by his Highness, unless they, being against your own subjects,

might tend to the destruction of your own patrimony. She said

she had sent Thomas Wilkes to his Highness, and that if her
requests were not acceded to she would help the States with all

lier strength, and this she said in a loud voice, that it might be
heard by every one present. I replied that the people were already
talking of this, as money had been lent to M. d'Havrey, and
troops were being raised here for Flanders, against the treaties with
your Majesty, whose rebel subjects she was thus helping. I alsg
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sa'u3, as his Highness had ordered me, that if the States were

so obstinate as to be dissatisfied with the concessions which they

themselved had begged for on the 25th of September, and which

had been granted to them, I could not help telling her, much
attached as I was to her by her kindness to me, that your Majesty

had very long arms, and, that if need arose, their strength would
be felt in any country upon which they were placed. She swallowed

this with rather a wry face, and replied that she did not consider

these people to be j-ebels, as they were satisfied with what your

Majesty had granted them before, and she would not allow either

the French to set foot in the States, nor the Spaniards to rule

them, on any account, and she would stand to this while she had a

man left in her country. I told her that the French were not

thinking of such a thing, and I could believe that they had their

eyes fixed rather elsewhere. She said she knew what was going

on in Ireland, and that the king of Frnnce had sent the Order of

St. Michael to an Irishman, as she was informed of what took

place everj'M^here. When I assured her that she might have con-

fidence in your Majesty, and reminded her of the steps taken in

the year 1560 to prevent the French from entering Scotland,* she

replied that she was well aware of the lengue between your
Majesty, the Pope, and the king of France ; and knew how long

it had been hatching, as the Emperor Maximilian had told her five

years ago that he had been asked to join it. She also knew
what was the object of the visit of two Spaniards to this country.

I tried to satisfy her on these points, and she said that the letters

that had been captured, written by his Highness, proved what she

said. The letters were confessed to be his, although he said that

he had not ordered his secretary to write what he had. She was
full of complaints of his Highness as usual, saying that he had
broken his promise and the oath of peace, and she knew very well

that his Highness was on the look-out for a kingdom that belonged

to her. She ended by swearing three times in the name of God
that if the perpetual edict was not granted she would help the

States whilst she had a man left in England. This is all I can

report to your Majesty, but as things here change so rapidly and con-

tinually, it is difficult to keep pace with them, and to send their

latest decisions. These people are so fickle and wavering that they

are indeed insular. With regard to the release of Antonio de

Guaras, I spoke to her warmly, as his Highness instructed inc.

She said that she had been very merciful to him, that the honour

and dignity of her country forced her to keep him in his present

condition, but that if these two points were not involved, she

would not detain him a moment, but would send him out of the

country. I returned to the subject later, when she begged me
earnestly not to mention him to her, nor his servant Damian
either, as he was as great a rogue as his master. She said I

should soon have two packets of letters which he had left in Gala's

to be sent to me, and which he had not brought hither in order

* Particulars of tbcsc negotiations will be found in the letters of De Glajon and,

Bishop Quadra in the first volume of this Calendar.
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to prevent their seizure. I said I hoped that iny despatches

would not be tampered with in her country whilst I was your
Majesty's minister here, and I was much surprised at the complaints

made to me by Spaniards that their servants were stopped at the

ports, and their letters taken from them. She replied that she was
very glad that her people were so aleit, although it was not by
her orders ; as certain people came here with no very good objects in

view, and anybody who was captured in future on account of such
plots should be hanged first and your Majesty informed afterwards.

She said tliat I need not be surprised if your Majesty did not

receive all my despatches, as some of them, and the secret

messengers who bore them, had been sent back from Dover, and
other ports, as they could not be allowed to pass.—London, 12th
April 1578.

12 April. 488. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

The 31st ultimo was my last letter to your Majesty, in which I

advised you of the troops being raised here, of whom the com-
manders are to be Henry Cavendish, George York, and Thomas
Morgan, who they say are to take them to Flanders, but all that

is known for certain is that Cavendish will take fifteen hundred
soldiers to Dunbar for Scotch affairs, whilst a thousand soldieis

from the fortress of Berwick, with two hundred horse from the

Border (where also three thousand infantry have been raised), are

to go and help Morton and his friends, who are adherents of this

Queen, whilst those on the side of the prince of Scotland are the

earls of Huntley, Athole, and Argyll, and Lord Erskine. Thomas
Randolph has left Scotland, and they are sending as an ambassador
to this Queen a Protestant abbot. The Queen has given orders for

various ships to be equipped, and they have taken from the Tower
two hundred bronze pieces, large and small, which are now on the

shore ready for shipment. Soiiif people think that these great

eflforts on part of the Queen to ensure affairs in Scotland are caused

not only by their great importance to her, but also in order not

to miss the opportunity, as she is informed by her friends that the

king of France will not help the other side with much warmth,
although he has been incited thereto by the assertion that your
Majesty intended to seize the prince of Scotland, to whicli he
replied, that such a course was a bad one, as the business was so

important, and he was much disturbed at the intelligence. The
Queen has seat for Henry Sidney, the governor of Ireland, to

come over and take charge of the queen of Scotland, the affair

having been settled by liis brother-in-law, the eai-1 of Leicester,

as they are not sure of the earl of Shrewsbury, who guards her

now.
The man who came here from Alen9on has returned, accom-

panied by a merchant sent by this Queen with him to see the

prince of Conde, it is suspected about some projected enterprise

in Gascony. There is much talk here of a marriage between
Philip Sidney, Leicester's nephew, the heir of Henry Sidney,

of the earl of Warwick, and of Leicester's property, and a sister

of Orange, who enters very willingly into the suggestion, and
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promises as a dowry to make him lord of Holland and Zealand,

hy this means and other gifts gaining over Leicester, who has now .

turned his back upon France, to which he was' formerly so much
attached.

M. d'Havrey is said to be leaving every day, and is generally

at Court.

On the .5th the Queen, attended by two ladies, came to Leicester's

London house, where Havrey presently joined her, and returned

with her to Greenwich by land. Some people think he will stay

here until the receipt of his Highness' reply to Wilkes, who has

been sent as ambassador. The meeting of Parliament has been

prorogued until 26th May.
The ambassador sent by the Queen to the king of Sweden

has returned. He was sent respecting the 100,000 ducats the

King owes to her and others, and the answer he brings is far

from satisfactory, being to the effect that the King does not owe
the money, and will not pay it. He would not reply to the

letters. It is said the King has sent his submission to the Pope.

—

London, 12th April 1578.

22 April. 489. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

On the 31st ultimo I wrote to your Majesty what I had been

able to learn about the voyage which had been undertaken by tlie

English, and reported that they were fitting out eight ships to send

on a similar expedition. Since then four more vessels have been
added, making twelve in all, and the number of men for colonization

has been increased. A quantity of easily erected wooden houses

and other necessaries are being taken. Frobisher, who is to com-
mand the expedition on the Queen's behalf, and the other captains

have taken leave, receiving great signs of the Queen's favour. She
expressed herself very warmly as to tlie great importance of the

undertaking for the welfare of her realm. I am .still persevering

in my attempts to get a chart of the voyage. I have the greatest

hope of being able to obtain one, in which case I will at once send

it to your Majestv. The pieces of ore did not go in my last letter

in consequence of the risk, but I send them herewith as this letter

is taken bj' one of my own servants, and I have ordered him, in case

the ship in which he sails is overhauled, to throw the letters and

samples into the sea, as I have another similar set of specimens

here.—London, 22nd April 1578.

22 April. 490. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

Since writing the enclosed Jeronimo Gondi* has arrived here, it

is suspected on a special embassy to the Queen. I was informed

before his arrival that he was coming to represent to the Queen the

evils that might result to her from the happy successes which God
is sending to your Majesty in the Netherlands, in order to draw her

the more towards them (the French), and other plots of the same
sort, of which I can say nothing more decided yet. It is also said

* Count de Ketz, an Italian confidant of Catharine de Medici, tlie Queen-Mother ol

France.
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that he is going with an embassy to Scotland, from which country

ambassadors are to arrive here to-morrow.

M. d'Havrey has left here but is still at Gravesend, ships being

ready at Dover to take him across.—London, 22nd April L578.

22 April. 491. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

Since I wrote to your Majesty on the 12tli, Thomas Kandolph
arrived heie from Scotland and his coming and the account he gives

of affairs in that country have altered the intention which I wrote
was entertained here, of sending Cavendish, son of the countess of

Shrewsbury,* with fifteen hundred men to Dunbar, it ajjpearing that

the adherents of this Queen there are not in such good case as will

warrant their appealing to arms. They will rather delay matters

and await a more favourable opportunity. They have therefore

decided here simply to remain on the alert, and do not seem to have
been much disturbed by the change of government there, pending
the arrival of the ambassador from Scotland who, as I said, was on
his way hither. The troops raised by the said Sir Harry Cavendish,

with Captains George York and Thomas Morgan, are to slip over to

Flanders quietly, pretending that they are not sent or paid by the

Queen but by Cavendish, who is a rich young man, but is not a

soldier and knows nothing of war. He has bought great quantities

of arms which have been packed up like bales of merchandise, and a
thousand pounds sterling worth of powder, most of the men being

shipped in Gravesend and lower down the river, attracted by the

money paid to them. They are told that they are to be lodged at

Bruges, Malines, and Antwerj), five hundred in each place. It is also

said that as soon as Casimir and the others with the German troops

arrive in the States, Henry Sidney, who is coming from Ireland, will

go over with ten thousand men. .1 wrote to your Majesty on the

12th that tl'iey had sent for him, in order to give him the queen of

Scotland in keeping, but as Scotch affairs are not to be taken in

hand at present, they think it will be well not to make this change.

They will not send so many men to Flanders as to deprive themselves

of sufficient force to deal with Scotch affairs when the time comes.

They are in great fear about them, as their designs can only be

frustrated from this quarter.

The Queen has sent all through the country fully authorised

officers with powers such as never have been granted before, to seize

and imprison Catholics, without appeal, in consequence of its having
been stated that the queen of Scotland had many adherents on
account of rehgion. Most of these officers are pernicious heretical

Puritans and creatures of Walsingham, who is a great supporter of

their sect. Walsingham said the other day to some people, who he
knew would tell me at once, that the Queen knew full well that

your Majesty had made a truce with the Tui"k, she having learnt

this by recent letters from Constantinople and i;eports from
France.

I sent to ask for audience as soon as I heard that the troops were

* The countess of Shrewsbury was the celebrated " Bess of Hardwick " -whose second
husband had been Sir WUliam Cavendish, the ancestor of the duke'' of Devonshire,

y 7G467. Q
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being shipped at Gravesend, notwithstanding what had beeii pro-
mised me, but I have been attacked with a very bad tertian ague,

which has prevented me from seeing the Queen personally, and it

was not a business that could be entrusted to a third person, so that

1 shall not be able to speak to her about it until I can get out, which
shall be at the first possible moment.

Parliament has been summoned in Scotland for the 10th of June
and great things are to be done. This Queen is sending Henry
Killigrew, Cecil's brother-in-law, to be present.

Walsingham and Leicester have had a conference with Havrey in

consequence of what they heard from Gravelines. Fearing that the

same thing may occur in many other towns, they have decided that

the dykes shall be broken in other places, by which, wherever
possible, land may be isolated.—London, 22nd April 1578.

6 May. 492. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

On the 22nd ultimo, I wrote to his Majesty and yourself the

letters of which I enclose copies, by which you will learn what
passed at the audience with the Queen. I also sent a separate

letter to tlie King oa another matter which I thought required

attention. I beg you will communicate about this witli the King
and the Duke, whom I also address on the subject. If it is his

Majesty's wish to continue this negotiation it will not be bad to

apply to its promotion the jewels or money which you said his

Majesty had signified that I should have brought hither. The
opportunity is a good one, and I have taken much trouble to

forward it as I tiiought it was desirable.*

The Queen has urged me very strongly to obtain the release of

the men mentioned in the memorial which I send to his Majesty
and, particularly the two especially indicated. Her minister have
also signified that they are desirous of coming to some agreement
with regard to the punishment by the Holy Ofiice of English-

men who go to Spain to trade. They say that, although the matter

was discussed when Sir John Smith was there, nothing was eflTected,

and that some of the men are punished for exercising their religion

on board their ships whilst others are not. They therefore desire

to have some settled rule about it, so that it may be laid down what
is legal and otherwise. Your worship may mention the matter to

the King if you think well.

When I left Paris Juan de Vargas gave me a very small cipher

in which to correspond with him as he said he did not use the

general cipher. As my letters were so closely watclied here I did

not use it, but wrote to him in the general cipher, giving him a full

account of everytiiing that passed here. He simply replies acknow-
ledging my letter, without referi'ing to any particulars or giving me
an account of affairs in France. I do not know whether this is

caused by my not using his cipher, but I learn from him by a note

of the 5th ultimo, which I received through the French ambassador,

that he was sending an express courier to Domingo de Iralta.f I

* This refers to the plan for bribing the Queen's ministers,

t The King's Postmaster at Irua on the Spanish frontier,
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am very vexed at this as the ambassador',s secretary forgot to send
forward a packet of mine for Domingo de Ii-altawhich consequently
remained behind at Calais ; this blunder, although it was not my
fault, your worship will please carry to the account of the others

which are committed by a light cavalryman who is a new
ambassador.

The Scotch parliament will open on the 7th July but there are

very few men here upon whom I can depend for trustworthy
infor.i ation about things in that country, as the Flemings who
reside here are so obstinate that they are the worst enemies I have
and are simply spies for the English, to whom they tell everything
that passes with me, particularly to Walsingham. It will be
necessary to send some person specially to Scotland, and to have
others in different parts of the country to report what is going on,

which will only be possible at a heavy cost. The same also may ha
said with regard to sending my letters, as the only way is by Calais,

and Englishmen cannot be trusted with them at all. I beg your
worship in considei'ation of this to remind the cofferer Garnica
about the provision for my extraordinaxy expenditure.

A gentleman of high position living near JVIilford, the principal

port in this country, whose name is Edward Stradling had au
unsigned letter delivered to his house the other day, saying, " Sir,

" we have regarded you as a good Catholic and worthy gentleman,
" and beg that you will be minded to show yourself as such wheu
" need shall arise." He at once brought the letter to the Council
fearing that it might be a trap, altljough it probably was not.

Walsingham has ordered a man named Smea.ton, who is considered

very bold and fit for any daring enterprise, to embark at Rochester
and go to Scotland.

M. d'Havrey left apparently in great contentment and fully

satisfied with the result of his negotiations with the Queen.
Antonio Fogaza has begged me to remind your worship of his

need and long service, respecting which, as your worship is no doubt
very fully acquainted with them, I have nothing more to say.

—

London, 5th May 1578.

6 May. 493. Beenaedino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 22nd ultimo that I had requested
audience with the Queen but, in consequence of illness, I was
unable to see her until the 29th. At this time Thomas Wilkes had
just returned from his mission to Don Juan, and the first words
she uttered to me were to the effect that she was very sorry that he
had not accepted her mediation. She told me what his Highness
had replied to Wilkes upon the subject, and when I spoke to her
about troops leaving this country to serve the States, she said that
there were so many people leaving and arriving in so large an island

that she could hardly prevent men from leaving without permission,

as these men had done. As regards arms and powder, she said the
Flemish merchants had sent them, and as license had been given to

them to bring merchandise from the Netherlands she could not pre-

vent them from trading in her country, they not being her subjects.

This and other excuses of the same sort she gave with much more

00 a
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suavity than seriousness, and afterwards showed me copies oi two
letters written by your Majesty to M. de Selles on the 16th of Feb-
luary and 15 th of March Arhicli had been sent to her by the Archduke
Mathias, and when I had read them she said that the quietude of
tlje Netlierlands depended entirely upon your Majesty's granting
them the edict of pacification.

After this she begged me earnestly to write to your Majesty
asking you to release certain subjects of hers wlio are in the galleys
of the Inquisition, as they had already served part of their

sentence, and the rest might be respited on account of their being
her subjects and one of them a servant of heis. I enclose the
memorial.

I have tried to convince the merchants of London and other
personages of this country, how prejudicial it may be to the tran-
quillity of the realm for the Qneen to lend so much money to the
States, in which loans Leicester is so deeply interested, I have
pointed out to them also how they personally might suffer to an even
greater extent, as well as the Queen. The whole sum has therefore
not been placed, and if my hints have not been instrumental in
this no doubt the Queen of Scotland's affairs have tended
thereto because, as I wr-ote, two ambassadors were coming from
.Scotland hither and were due here on the 23rd, a servant of
theirs having already arrived to provide lodgings for them here,

when the Queen sent a secret order for them to stay twenty
miles this side of York, as they had entered her country without
a passport. Some people assert that by the treaties in force no
passport is required for them, and that the reason of their delay is

that one of tiie ambassadors is ill. The principal cause of their
coming, besides giving the Queen notice of a change of Government,
is to claim the inheritance of the countess of Lennox, grandmother
of the king of Scotland, and when this is obtained the King would
claim to be the heir to this throne. It is asserted that his suc-
cession is barred by a law made by Henry III. or Henry IV., and
confirmed by Henry VIII., by which an alien cannot inherit property
here ; but as the v7ords used in the Act are " in partibus ultra-
marines," it appears that Scotsmen are not debarred, as they are
born in the same island, and the kings of Scotland formerly possessed
the county of Huntingdon.

Jeronimo Gondi* was to have gone to Scotland with an embassy
fiom the king of France, as well as addressing this Queen on behalf
of the Queen-Mother, as I wrote. The Queen, however, has delayed
seeing him for ten days, and signifies that she will not give him a
passport to go to Scotland, as the treaties she has with France forbid
any Frenchmen from passing through her country to Scotland with-
out her leave, although the Queen cannot refuse it according to the
treaty if she be asked. It is not known whether Gondi will go to the
length of standing upon the letter of the law and demand his passport.

I am told that the duke of Arschot has sent a gentleman to beg
the Queen to succour the Status, and an Englishman tells me that
he has seen a letter from Davison in Antwerp, written to Walsing-

* Jt'rorae Gondi, Count de Eetz, refcrrcrl to in a previous note.
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ham officially, saying that Orange had summoned him to tell him how
pressed they were for money and men, which would cause them to

lose Maestrich, notwithstanding that he, Orange, had done every-
thing in his power, evea sending thither certain jewels and money
for their help. He said that, in addition to this, it was necessary

to provide for fifty places and begged Davison to write to the

Queen representing to her the state they were in, and her obligatioa

to help them, as the}' had undertaken the war on her persuasion.

Davison also said that the Englishmen who had come over had
been place.d in a fortress which they could hardly hold, as it was
very large and they were in poor case. They tell me here that this

fortress is Lire, the desire of Leicester and intention of Orange
being to place all the other Englishmen in Antwerp to make sure

of the place. This seems probable as the English have already been
brought into the neighbourhood.

The Queen had fixed the 28th for my audience with her, but
as she was walking in the garden that morning she found a letter

which had been thrown into the doorway, which she took and read,

and immediately came secretly to the house of the earl of Leicester

who is ill here. She stayed there until ten o'clock at night and
sent word that she could not see me that day as she Avas unwell.

I have not been able to learn the contents of the letter, and only

know that it caused her to go to Leicester's at once.

M. D'Alengon wrote to the soldiers at Gravelines with great

caresses on hearing that they were in favour of the States, and it

is believed that the same thing has been done with other towns,

as he is in close negotiation with Orange and has a secretary

of his with Lalaing, through whom the communications are carried

on.

After Gondi had been here for ten days the Queen received him,

but with less ceremony then is usual with ambassadors. She told

him loudly in the audience chamber that she know very well ho

had come to disturb her country and to act in the favour of the

worst woman in the world, whose head should have been cut off

years ago, although she was sure that his coming was not by the

wish of the King, but that of some of those who surroumled him
;

to which Gondi replied that the queen of Scotland was a sovereign,

as she was, and a kinswomen of her own, who was a prisoner, and
it was not surprising, therefore, that efforts should bo made on her

behalf. The Queen answered him angrily that she should never

be free as long as she lived, even though it cost her (Elizabeth)

her realm and her own liberty. The Queen-Mother, she said,, must
surely know what she (Mary) had attempted against her.—London,
5th May 1578.

8 May. 494. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

There are so many changes here from hour to hour that I ought to

be sending despatches all day long to keep pace with tlie fickleness

of these people in their decisions. Whilst Gondi, who takes these

letters as far as Paris, was taking his leave, the news which I

write in his Majesty's letter arrived, and we have news from
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Antwerp of the 27th ultimo that Philippeville had surrendei-ed and
Casimir was killed.*

The Queen left yesterday from Greenwich on a progress \Yhich

will last about a fortnight, she being about to hunt at various

gentlemens' seats, and will return to Greenwich to stay, as the plague-

is increasing here. They are talking at Leicester's house of killing

his Highness under cover of tlie war and, although there is not
much in the matter, I write about it to Prada,—London, 8th May
1578.

8 May, 495. Bernabdino de Mendoza to the King.

After I had written the accompanying letter, Gondi took leave

of the Queen, and in the course of a long conversation with him of

over four hours, she told him that the common enemies of his King
and lierself were trying to breed discord between them, and asked
Gondi to wai'n his King not to listen to them or to be drawn into a
war.

The earl of Leicester sent to the French ambassador and to

Gondi before he took leave of the Queen, to say that the earl of

Morton had taken the prince of Scotland out of the keeping of his

o|iponents and now had him in his own power, and, although it is

nob accurately known whether this is true, it is certain that Ihey
{i.e., tlie Catholic party in Scotland) are much weakened and Morton
in better case than before. He has (as I wrote to your Majesty on
the 22nd ultimo) been temporising until a good opportunity pre-

sented itself. This he arranged by incensing the earl of Mar, whose
father had the care of the prince of Scotland from his bii'th, and on
the late Earl's death, his son being under age, the prince remained
in the hands of the widow until the Government was changed,
when he was confided to Erskine, the uncle of the present Earl,

who is not yet 18 years of age and too young to take charge of him.
By the diligence of Morton, who urged that the Prince was being-

alienated from the Earl and his mother, the Earl went in foi'ce to

the castle where he was and captured it, a son of Erskine being
strangled in the entrance and the earls of Athole and Argyle taking

to flight, although it is not known for certain yet in whose hands
the prince remains. It is much feared by many Englishmen that if

he is in the power of Morton he will kill him, as orders and money
had been sent by this Queen to Morton.

Six ships of two hundred tons each are ready fully equipped in

the west country, Cornwall, to carry a hundred and fifty seamen each,

with master Stockwell, a servant of the Queen, as Commander.
Rumours says they are going to a certain island discovered by
Stockwell, other than that of which I wrote to your Majesty whither
the twelve ships are going ; but I have heard that his real intention

is to rob the ships on their wa.j from your Majesty's Indies. This

may well be true as Stockwell has been on similar voyages before

witli other cosairs and his ships are well adapted for this purpose,

and without any of the equipment for discovery such as the other

ships had.—London, 8th May 1578.

* This latter intelligence, of course, was untrue.
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16 May. 496. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

On the 22nd. ultimo I wrote to your Majesty and sent the dupli-

cate on the 8th, As regards the voyages to be undertaken by
these Englishmen, I am every day getting more information, and I

learn that, although the assays of the ore, which they brought,

have produced large quantities of silver, as has been announced,
they tell me that this has been brought about by those who smelted
the ore putting in a quantity of silver, so as to improve the result.

This may well be believed, as the assays show also the presence of

gold, which it is against reason to believe can be found in such a

cold land as that, so far north as it is. Notwithstanding this, the

ships are being fitted out with great diligence and supplied with
all that is necessary for the expedition.

Humphrey Gilbert, with a son of Knollys, treasurer of the house-

hold and member of the Council, has four ships in the river, which
he has bought with his own money and fully armed, and intends to

take out with other gentlemen. Jt is said that he is to accompany
master Stockwell with his six ships now ready in the west country,

on a voyage of discovery, but the design of Humphrey Gilbert is

understood to be to land on the island of Santa Genela, and he is

therefore to take with him a man of the Chaldean nation, who
is here and well versed in that navigation and language,—London,
16th May 1578.

16 May. 497. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

On the 5th and 8th instant I wrote to your Majesty and sent

duplicate by way of B.ouen. The rumours of the troops which are

being raised in France with the intention of sending them to the

Netherlands, have moved this Queen to send Lord Cobham, governor
of the province of Canterbury, and Secretary V/alsingham, to nego-

tiate with Orange and the States, as she fears that the warm
communications between Orange and Alen9on may cause the

former to turn his back on her friendship and bind himself to the

French. This suspicion has been greatly augmented by the fact

that the English who went from here have not been sent into

Antwerp, which had been the design of Leicester and Wnlsingham
in accord with Orange, in order that the latter migh'. make sure

in any case of keeping the town in his hands and incorporating

that place with the rest of Holland and Zealand. This is all the

more remarkable towards the English, because Orange cannot trust

the others, and the design was not carried out because the burger.s

of Antwerp said they would not receive a garrison at all. The
English write also that they have had a very poor reception, in

,

consequence of which not so many have left here as was expected,

and they fear that it may be all a trap and a piece of deception on
the part of Orange. It is believed that Cobham and Walsingham
will leave on the Queen's return to Greenwich, where she is

expected on the 18th from her hunting visits.

From some time past the murder of his Highness has been
discussed at Leicester's house, the war being an excuse for again
bringing up the question. I have advised his Highness of it and
have told him at the same time that, on the 10th instant, the
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Queen released Edmond (Egremont ?) Eatcliff, the brother of the
earl of Sussex, who was put into the Tower three years ago for his
participation in Northumberland's rising. He has been secretly
roleased by the Queen and exiled, and at once decided to go and
serve his Highness. I have advised his Highness that he is a rash
and daring young man, ready for anything, and his sudden
liberation and decision to serve us may well engender suspicion.

NcAvs conies from Scotland that the Prince remains in the hands
of the earl of Mar and his uncle, Lord Erskine, and three other
personages, the castle of Edinburgh being in his possession. The
Queen has sent Hunsdon, governor of Berwick, to his post, and is

disjiatching five hundred soldiers thither, where it is stated that a
lar^e force will be gatliered in consequence of the flight of the
earls of Argyle and Athole. The ambassadors from Scotland who
were coining hither have returned, partly on account of events in

their country and partly because the Queen stopped them on their

road to prevent them from seeing Gondi.
Thu Palatine has sent a gentleman to the Queen, accompanying

an Englisliman, who had been sent to the Palatine by her. It is

understood thiit they are coming about money matters and to ask
for some further security on account of the troops which he has
niidirtaken to raise, as the hundred thousand pounds of which I

wrote have not yet been entirely provided.
The magistrates at Amsterdam on the 1st instant published a

proclamation, after having received forty shiploads of wheat and
a promise of others the next day, ordering all the inhabitants who
had been exiled and had returned under the treaty of peace, to

take the oath of conformity with their religion. They refused
and asked for a week's delay that they might inform Orange of

this. It is said that the Catholics had bought over tlie three

captains recently elected for the defence of tiie place. The people of

the Shiys were much aggrieved that the traffic which they enjoyed
had now gone to Amsterdam, and have complained of it to Orange,
whose party they have followed so faithfully to their great

detriment in this.—London, 16th May 1578.

16 May. 498. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I learn by your worship's letters, to my great joy, of the happy
delivery of our lady the Queen, and am delighted to know that her

Majesty and the infant are well. I will inform this Queen thereof

on her return to Greenwich, which will be on tho eve of

Whitsuntide.

By the letters to his Majesty you will see what is occurring here.

Altliough I have written many letters to Don Juan, I learn by his

of the 23rd ultimo that he has only received mine of the 11th of

March, and my letters are so long leaving Paris in consequence of

these troublesome passports that I have no facility for advising his

Highness of events by that way, and all others are so insecure that

letters are very uncertain.

Last news from Brussels says that Orange had suddenly gone
thither to meet Alen9on's commissioners ; Dunkirk was being

fortified with furious haste, and the English were lodged in the
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gardens of Antwerp. The wife of Orange, sister of the duke of

Saxony, is dead.

The States have again imposed excessive taxes on everything,

including wine, in addition to the former imposts. They have put
eighteen crowns on every weapon.

As I am closing this I have heard that the people here have held

a Council, and one who was present informs me that it was
resolved that the Queea should dismiss me, as there is no business

of importance which need detain me here. The thing has been
discussed many times and has been pressed forward by Leicester

and Walsingham, in order to take away the last hope entertained

by their opponents in the presence here of a minister from your
Majesty, They have been offended at the opposition they have
met with fi-om their opponents in consequence of the secret

measures I have adopted, and they will, in my absence, be perfectly

free to do as they like about the navigation to the Indies and else-

where, as well as in furtherance of their own designs. I do not

report this to his Majesty until I have confirmed it, but if you and
the Duke (i.e. of Alba) think well you may tell him, and, if it is

undesirable that our interests here should be abandoned, which is

undoubted, it will be necessary for his Majesty to make some
pretext of business for me as an excuse for my further stay.

—

London, 16th May 157S.

21 May. 499. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

After writing to your Majesty on the 16th I was informed that

the Queen desired to see me and that I was to ask for audience. I

did so, and it was granted on the 20th. She said that she hi\d

intended to send two members of the Council to me, to inform me
of the negotiations which were being carried on by the French in

the Netherlands, but she was better pleased to see me personally

that she might tell me by word of mouth, the matter being so

advanced that they had already entered Artois. She said she had
informed his Highness of these negotiations by Wilkes, but he said

he did not believe them. She had sent to the king of France to

tell him how badly he was acting in helping his brother to take
your Majesty's dominions, in return for the aid you had given him
to defend himself against his people, nnd she had told him that, if

the enterprise were proceeded with, she would send to the States

twenty thousand men, which she had ordered to be raised, and
which would be ready in a few days, for the purpose of preventing

it ; and if these were not enough for the purpose she would send
over every man left in her country and avail herself of the forces

of all her friends and allie?. She also intended next week to send
two Councillors to the States (whose names I mentioned in my last

letter to your Majesty) to request them to fulfil the oath and
promise which they had made not to summon or admit any foreio-n

prince, but to observe their duty to your Majesty, in respect of

which she had aided them. She asked me to write at once to your
Majesty by special courier, and said much to the same effect

praying to God that his Highness' ambition and high-handed pr-o-
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ceedings might not spoil the whole business. I answered her that

the proceedings of his Highness were in coriformity Avith your
Majesty's instructions and were the most appropriate, considering

the obstinacy of many of those in the States, who should

not be allowed to oppress the rest. She repeated two or three

times to me afterwards that everything could be remedied if your

Majesty would again grant them the treaty of peace, in the form of

a ratification of the Edict, to which I did not reply excepting that I

would convey to your Majesty what she said. She said she wished
your Majesty was here now, to be an eye-witness of the good offices

she was executing in her desire that your Majesty's dominions should

be peaceful.

I have been informed that Cobham and Walsingliam will be

instructed to use every effort to get Don Juan to enter into nego-

tiations with them to this effect, and that the}^ v/ill carry over

fifty thousand pounds sterling which the Queen has ordered to be

paid in the exchequer, and part of which is now ready packed in

cases, twenty-seven thousand pounds being in money and the rest

silver which is to be coined theie. She afterwards repeated very

carefully what had passed with Jeronimo Gondi, who had brought

her a message from the Duke D'Alen§on, to which she had replied

that she was astonished that, after two years of absolute silence, lie

should wake up to her existence. She said she was informed that

one of his gentlemen would come to see her within a week ; and
she kept me more than two hours in this sort of talk, at the end

of which time, slie asked after the health of your Majesty and the

Queen ; I told her that God had been pleased to grant the birth of

another Infante, and she seemed mucli pleased at the news.

Affairs seem quiet in Scotland since tlie recent disturbances, and

I hear that Lord Herries is coming as an ambassador to this Queen.

I am told that two servants of the earl of Leicester and Captain

Winch (?) are leaving in certain ships for Barbary in order to treat

for peace with the King, who is at war with Portugal, and to

request authority to sell in his country the Portuguese goods they

may capture, in which case they will return in October with two
ships for that purpose.

During the audience the Queen again asked me whether I had
written to your Majesty about the release of her subjects who were

in the galleys. I told her that I had, and she said she was very

anxious for their release, particularly for that of Edward Tayler

and Robert Williams, and asked me to write again.—London,

2ist May 1578.

21 May. 500. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I wrote on the 16th, and have since informed the Queen of the

delivery of our Queen. I expect the resolution taken by the

Council on the 16th, to the effect that the Queen should dismiss

me, will not be carried into effect, as there was some difference of

opinion about it. I can certainly assure you that the earl of Sussex

is sincerely attached to his Majesty's interests, and Cecil also,

although not so openly, but if he and Sussex, who is a man of
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much valour and understanding, are properly treated, they will

both be favourable, and their good disposition will be much
strengthened when they see it rewarded. It will be necessary, if

they are to be entertained, to give them something more than
jewels. His Highness writes to me on this subject, as follows :

—

'' I am always assured that it is possible for some of the Queen's
councillors to be won over by money if the matter is treated

dexterously, and as this would be of great importance in every
respect, it will be to his Majesty's interests tliat you should attempt
to do this by finding some means of gaining them. You will

advise me and his Majesty in order that due provision may be
made."

I have attempted, and am attempting, by every means possible

to manage this, and the present is the best opportunity which has

ever occurred, if his Majesty will be pleased to award something to

Sussex, Cecil, and the Controller.* I have advised his Highness
of this, as it is very necessary in the present position of affairs not to

miss the chance. You will please speak to the Duke about it, and
I, for my part, cannot help enlarging upon the desirability of doing

this, and will try to carry it through with all my might. It will

be well also to give some jewels or a horse to Leicester, as if it

came from me, in order that he may not feel himself slighted or

treated as an enemy, which would much offend him.

The Queen again spoke to me about the liberation of her subjects,

especially of Edward Tayler and Robert Williams. I beg your
worship at least to favour these two men, as all London is speaking

to me about them, and it is most important to me to keep these

people in a good humour, particularly as the Queen is so anxious

about the matter.

In this audience and the last the Queen treated me with much
consideration, because, in addition to the long interview she gave

me on business, she ordered a seat to be brought for me in the

presence chamber, where dancing was going on, and entertained me
for a long time, saying how pleased she was that I was here on
this occasion, and signified that she did not disapprove of my mode
of proceeding. The presence of trouble, no doubt, has had some-

thing to do with it The man who is coming from Scotland is

called Montrose, and not Herries ; he will be here in three days.

—

London, 21st May 1678.

3 June. 501. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I wrote on the 16th and 21st, and have only received your letter

of 29th April which came to hand on the 29th May. The cause of

this delay you will have learnt from my other letters. I am much
grieved that my correspondence is so much delayed, and, although I

never have the pen out of my hand, my efforts are unfortunately of

little use. As if this were not enough, beside the difficulty of

getting my letters to Paris, Juan de Vargas answers a request of

mine that he should send some special messengers to his Highness,

* Sir James Crofts.
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that I must consider the cost of it, as there are many claims upon
his small means there. I advise you of this as some excuse for the

delay of my letters.

You will see by the letter to his Majesty what is occurring here,

and I can assure you that, if money is jjrovided for me, much may
be effected. If I am kept short of means all my gold mines turn

out to be dross, and, even if there were no chance of winning over

some of the ministers here, affairs are in such a condition that it is

of much importance that his Majesty should have some one here of

position to inform him of the schemes which are hatching. These

are infinite in number, and of considerable importance, mostly

promoted by Leicester and Walsingham. I have been able to

gauge affairs since I have been here, and already see the results of

my presence, as the English think that as I was sent by his

Majesty, my words will be listened to, and they are therefore more
encouraged to be on our side. I presume to speak thus openly

because it seems desirable for the King's service, and I trust you
will find an opportunity of representing my views to his

Majesty.

Regarding the seizures of property, formerly' made in this

country, the settlement arrived at -was that whatever goods were
found on either side which had net been registered might be claimed

by their owners, and when their light was proved, the property

should be handed to them. If no claimants appeared, the sovereigns

respectively should take them. In virtue of this, English goods

have been restored to their owners by your Majesty, but I am
infonned by an Englishmen that he knows of quantities of money
in tlie hands of Englishman, which was not declared, and the

owners of which did not appear ; the larger part of the money
being in cash. He suggests that your Majesty should claim this

money, promising him a share of it, on his declaring where these

sums are, and he would get the Queen speedily to restore it. If

you think well, you may give an account of this to his Majesty, as

it will be better that the money should be given away than that

it should be kept by those who have stolen it,

I am informed again from Houen that my wages will only be

paid for six months, and the need I shall be in through this, to his

Majesty's dis-service, obliges me to ask you to inform the King
thereof, and direct Garnica to continue the credit, as well as sending

me another credit for my extraordinary expenses. I do not send

an account of my expenditure herewith for want of time, but it

must not be imagined that I can raise a penny here, or become a

banker. M. de la Motte,* has written asking me to send him some
saltpetre and cross-bow strings from here. I am doing my best to

fulfil this commission. I have also advised him of certain things

hereof which he should know, in the interests of the safety of that

fortress.

I learn nothing fresh from Flanders, excepting about the reduc-

tion of Philippeville and the rout of the Frenchmen, but Don Juan
has written to me under date of the 6th ultimo, expressing his

" The King's commniifler at Graveliues.
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satisfaction at what I am doing here, and has ordered me to be paid
in Paris what was owing to me on account or my company until

the end of April.

After sealing this letter I received advices, dated Antwerp, 28th
ultimo, that the people at Mons had arrested M. de Lalaing for

attempting to introduce Frenchmen into the country, whilst in

Amsterdam there had been a great revolt, in which the Protestants

and Anabaptists had got tlie upper hand of the Catholics, and had
expelled from the country all friars and priests, but there is no
certainty of this.—London, 3rd June 1578.

3 June. 502. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

On the 21st ultimo I wrote to your Majesty an account of affairs

here, and reported the intention of .sending Lord Cobham and
Secretary Walsingham to the States on behalf of the Queen. I am
now given to understand that this course has not yet been decided

upon definitely for two reasons ; the first being that a gentleman
was sent from here last week to Orange in order "to ascertain

whether it was at his request that the French were coming, so that

the Queen might resolve what to do. It seems that the answer
sent was that the States were greatly pressed for money and men,
and as she, the Queen, did not openly espouse their cause, they

wore obliged to turn to the French, but they would at once desist

from the French connection if she would undertake to find them
the help they needed, by whicli means the States would remain
friendly Avith France,* whilst he. Orange, would be in a stronger

position, having Antwerp on his side, which was the point which
principally interested the English. I have been making great

efforts lately to get to the bottom of this, and it is clear that people

here are not quite able to understand Orange's proceedings, of

which they are suspicious, man}' jieople thinking that he is

deceiving thein, and is getting to > closely bound up with the

French, whilst others believe that it is merely an artifice to urge the

Queen to provide the needed succour more liberally and speedily

than hitherto. If the help .sent is not quite so grand as they

would like, it is nevertheless sufficient to keep them in hand until

the English can get to the truth of the matter, as men are recently

slipping over in considerable numbers to the States, and the twenty-
seven thousand pounds sterling which I mentioned have been
taken to Antwerp. From the latter place the Queen has received

news that your Majesty is in agreement with the king of France,

and that the coming of the French troops is a subterfuge. The
second reason for doubt about the going of Cobham and Walsingham
is that the Queen is awaiting the reply of the gentlemen she sent

to the king of France, to explain to him the reasons why she had
not allowed Gondi to go to Scotland, and also to endeavour to

discover whether the departure of the duke of Alen(^'on wa.s by
consent of the King and liis mother, and what forces he had with
him. If these were so large as to prove that the King had provided

* i.e., with the King and Government of France, in contradistinction to Alenjou and
(he Huguenots,
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them, and that the two brothers had thus taken upon themselves
the war in Flanders, the gentleman was instructed to address the

King in the terms I mentioned to your Majesty in my letter of the
21st. If, however, it turned out that the king of France was not
in league with his brother the gentleman was to approach A]en9on
and the Queen-mother and try to arrange with them to send four

thousand or six thousand infantry and two thousand horse to the

States and no more, this Queen undertaking to send a similar force,

and that together they might thus succour the States, and keep
your Majesty busy. The English ambassador in France is much
alarming the Queen by his reports, some of which have not much
foundation. The last news he sends is that tlie going of the

Huguenots to the States had caused the duke of Lorraine, and
Guise and his household, to retire to Lorraine, where they had
raised three thousand liorse and a force of infantry.

They say the earl of Leicester will leave this week for Buxton
near Derby, ostensibly to take the baths there, the place being only
twelve miles from where the queen of Scotland is

;
great suspicion

is engendered here about his going, as Walsingham, who is his

familiar spirit, will be away at the same time, and the abandonment of

business by both of them at once seems to prove that the matter they
have in hand must be one of great importance. All the Councillors

are extremely jealous and distrustful as the design, whatever it is,

is kept closely between the Queen and Leicester. Some of them
even say that she is the person who is being deceived; Cecil being
one of those who is most anxious about it.

The English consul at San Lucar reports that Stukeley had arrived

at that port with ships and men provided by the Pope, it is feared

for the purpose of landing in Ireland. The Queen has ordered six

of her ships and two great ships to be armed, and Frobisher, who
was i-eady to leave on his expedition to the mines and Cithay, has
been ordered to delay his departure and accompany the rest as far

as Ireland, from where he can start on liis voyage if there is no
disturbance there ; so that all the ships that are ready will be
dispatched thither. The Queen has also sent to Ireland the earls of

Ormond and Kildare, who has been detained at this Court for a
year.

The ambassador who I said was on his way to Scotland has been
ordered to stop on his way, and the king of France who was about

to send to Scotland a Norman gentleman named Mandeville has

been requested not to do so by his ambassador here. This Queen
sent Sir Orlando York to Casimir ten days ago r-especting the

levies of men, and Thomas Randolph is going to the Diet of Germany
with three legists and three Pui-itans (who are cnlled spirituals) to

assist in the discussion of religious questions.

There are some firms of merchants here who trade in Spain, the

principal of them being George Bond, Alderman, and nephews, who
send three hundred thousand crowns' worth of wax a year to the

coast of Biscay, Whiteman and Hermon, and John Spencer, both of

whom send as much. I understand that they bi'ing back most of

the value in cash, which may, well be the case, as one cargo of wax,

even of one hundred and fifty tons only, will be worth thirty or
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forty thousand crowns, whilst the whale oil they bring back as cargo

will not be worth more than two thousand crowns, the rest of the

proceeds of the wax being withdrawn in money, with which no one is

trusted unless he be an Englishman. Most of this comes through
Biscay although some of the business is done in Seville.

There is a ship here ready to go to Barbary with a great number
of dogs and well trained horses on board, and some dresses, presents,

for the king of Fez, who is at war with Portugal. The assertion is

made that they are going to bring,,back saltpetre, but there is a certain

Julio here who claims to be descended from the princes of Jaranto

and who, it is thought, is a Morisco. He speaks eight or nine

languages beautifully and is closeted for hours every day with
Leicester and Walsingham and sometimes with the Queen. I do
not know what he is up to, but it is believed that he will go in this

ship, and has been heard to say that he will be revenged on your
Majesty.—London, 3rd June 1578.

3 June. 503. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

On the 16th ultimo I wrote to your Majesty about the ships

which had been fitted out by Humphrey Gilbert, and although it is

given out that he is bound on a ditferent voyage from that under-

taken by master Stockwell, it is believed that when they are out

at sea, they will join together and go towards the Indies, unless

there be some disturbance in Ireland or Scotland which should

detain them. They are taking with them a Portuguese called

Simon P'ernandez, a great rogue who knows that coast well and has

given them much information about it. He has done the King of

Portugal much dis-service in consequence of the large amount of

property which his subjects have lost here through him. When
Champigny was here it was agi-eed with the earl of Leicester, in his

own chamber, the Queen being present, that the way to be safe from
your Majesty and to injure your pros] erity was to make the Indian

voyage and rob the flotillas, if they could not set foot on the coast

itself, as by this means, they might stop the receipt by your
Majesty of so much money from there. Orange continues to urge

this course, he being of the same opinion.—London, 3rd June 1578.

4 June. 504, Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

At the last moment a letter from Ghent, dated 1st instant, has

arrived here saying that they have expelled from that place all the

clergy (religiosos) and two sermons had been preached publicly on the

same day. They do not confirm that Lalaing is a prisoner, but that

he had had a ditference with the peoiile at Mons and his lieutenant

had gone to see Don Juan.—London, 4th June 1578.

4 June. 505. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

After writing and sealing the enclosed my spies who are watching
Julio report that he is trying to deceive them, and says that he is not
going in the ship which is sailing for Barhary, but the contrary is

believed to be the case, as the vessel has gone to the mouth of the
river to await fine weather foi' her departure, and yesterday he
Julio, went down to the shore. The ship is called the " Mignon,"
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and if she should touch at a Spanish port and Julio should land, it

would not be undesirable that he should be seized, as he is certainly-

plotting some villainy. He is a lean man of healthy appearance, bent,

and of the colour of a Morisco, which he probably is. He usually

looks on the ground with his left eye as he walks.

They tell me also that Orange is to send some ships to the coast

of Spain, but the business is being forged here, so that I do not

think there is very much in it, but 1 have thought well to mention
it as nothing is lost by vigilance.—London, 4th June 1578.

10 June. 506. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

Saltonstall and two other merchants, subjects of this Queen, have
had a ship confiscated at San Sebastian in consequence of a certain

sum of money having been seized in her and the ship not being the

property of the master who commanded her. I have been requested

by the Queen to write to your Majesty to beg that you will have
the business disposed of speedily and justice done, as it certainly

will be, by your ministers.—London, 10th June 1578.

10 June. 507. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty yesterday, and since then the Queen has

received news of the arrival on the 2nd instant off Bristol of one
of the ships with which Francis Drake sailed from Dartmouth in

November 1577. There were three ships and two sloops,* the

intention being as I have already told your Majesty, to plunder the

Indies. Various news has been current here with regard to them,

some saying that they were lost and others that they had landed at

Camarones (Camaroons). This ship-master, however, relates that,

after they had victualled for the second time in Barbary, they had
gone to discover the Straits of Magellan, but at the entrance thereto

they experienced so gi'eat a tempest that most of the sailors mutinied

and i-efused to proceed on the voyage. Drake, understanding that

the principal ringleader was an English gentleman on board of his

ship,f arrested him and put iiim on his trial, the judges being the

sailors tiiemselves, who condemned him to death, but, as none of

them would execute the sentence, Drake himself did so and with
his own hand cut off the man's head and proceeded on his voyage
through the Straits. The tempest increased to such an extent that

this ship could not follow when the other vessels had entered the

Straits. The captain tried to stand by in the hope of continuing

the voyage when the weather abated, but the sailors refused and
forced him to return to this country. The captain has not yet seen

the Queen, but she and her ministers are much pleased that the

English have succeeded in makin.f this voyage. When he arrives

I will advise your Majesty what I hear.

The three ships which I wrote had left with Fortescue for the

pur])ose of robbing on the track of the Indian vessels took with them

* The expedition consisted originally of the "Pelican " of 120 tons and 20 guns, the
" Elizabeth " of 80 tons, a small pinnace, and two sloop-rigged boats of 50 and 30 tons

respectively.

t This -was a certain Master Doughty a gentleman adventurer who was acting as

second in command.
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a great pilot named Harper (?) who had been twice before on the

same voyage. The ships have had an encounter with two vessels

of the king of Denmark, one of the latter being burnt whilst the

other one escaped. One of the English ships in which Harper was,

went to the bottom.—London, 10th June 1578.

11 June. 508, Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I wrote to you on the 3rd and 4th, and you will learn by my
letter to the King the decision arrived at about Antonio de Guaras,

in whose favour I have done everything that I could.

They have informed me that his Highness's servant who was
arrested here had brought for Guaras a credit of a thousand crowns,

which, perhaps, may be the sum which his Majesty requested his

Highness to give him in consideration of his imprisonment. I

wrote to his Highness about it, saying that I had also received a

credit of a thousand crowns for Guaras, and requested instructions,

I have no reply, but Guaras is in such great need that it will be

necessary to give him something for his departure from here. The
Queen sent to thank me for writing so many letters to his Majesty
and to you on behalf of her subjects. Pray pardon me the trouble

I thus give you, as although their requests may not be granted, yet

it is something to please them by willingly giving the letters for

which they ask ; and it helps to facilitate matters if I can keep in

their good graces.

With regard to the negotiation about Eamequin, Don Juan in-

structs me to find out whether there was anything serious in it

and to give him my opinion. I have done so, and have told him
that I do not think thei-e is anything in it at present.*

Four days ago a ship of eleven tons arrived here from the

Indies in a very bad state, another of a hundred tons which was in

her company having been lost. Captain Baker commanded both

of them, and most of the men in the expedition landed and were
lost. If this sort of reception were always extended to them, and
their ships and men sent to the bottom in this way, they would
not be so fond of undertaking the voyage. It is understood that

the Queen has ordered the master to be arrested for not having

stood by the other ship and crew,—London, 11th June 1578.

11 June. 509, Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

On the 3rd instant I wrote to your Majesty, and on the same
day they carried Antonio de Guaras to the house of the Lord
Keeper, Chancellor, when he was informed, in the presence of

Secretary Wilson and Councillor Walter Mildmay, who had ex-

amined him, that the Queen, in the exercise of her clemency,

ordered him to leave the country withia ten days, notwithstanding

the offences he had committed against her, as appeared by his own
letters which were exhibited to him, and which were not in any way
privileged, as he had no commission to write as he had done. He
replied that the commission was merely a matter of form, and they

• This refers again to the proposal of certain Englishmen to hetray places in the

Ketherlands,

y 7646?. P P
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knew very well that things were not as they said ; he retorted on
many points, and, after much altercation, which ended with little

satisfaction for Guaras, he was sent back to prison again, with

orders that neither he nor the two servants of his, who are to be

exiled also, were to communicate with me.

The Queen's agent in Antwerp has informed her that Lalaing is

at issue with the States and is dealing underhand with the French,

whilst he holds the town for j^our Majesty. This would be most
important, although I have no confirmation of it, and I have only

heard of it from the one quarter. Although the Queen's ministers

sometimes report things which are not true, this matter is making
them suspicious, as they recollect what happened at Gravelines.

The ship which is to take Cobham and Walsingham over has

sailed for Dover, and they will sail as soon as the_v anive thither.

Thomas Randolph and Harry Wall (Wallop ?), who are Puritans,

accompany them, and I am informed that, if they cannot arrange

with his Highness for your Majesty to concede similar terms of

peace to the former ones, they will urge Orange to destroy the

religion and churches, and so bring things to submission in the same
way as ha.s been done with France.—London, 11th Juae 1578.

13 June. 510. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

Since my last, there has arrived here one Cook, master of a ship

which two years and a half ago left for the Indies in company with

another ship, both being comma,nded by Master Baker. He says

tliat some of their men landed on the mainland near the Rio

de la Hacha, where they remained a j'ear and a half about the

Camarones (Camaroons ?). It was they who robbed the son of

Don Cristobal de Eraso, their prize, however, being recaptured from
them at once, with twenty thousand crowns more that they had
stolen from other people. This Cook had eighty men on board of

his ship, which was the smaller of the two, of whom only fourteen

have returned, but he can give no account of Baker or the others,

as he, Cook, and those with him escaped from the land in a launch,

as they call it, with which they afterwards captured a little sailing

ship, which brought them to the Scilly Isles off Cornwall. It was
said that the Queen had ordered Cook's arrest for having returned

without his captain and crew, but it is not believed that the arrest

will be carried out, as he is talking of returning in the ships which are

being t;\ken out by Humphrey Gilbert, moved by the hope of gain,

notwitlistanding past experience. The Queen has given permission

for Gilbert to sail, and to Frobisher also. I am having this ship-

master shadowed by spies, in order to discover whether he starts

on the voyage, and to know for what purpose Gilbert wishes to

take him. I am very hopeful now of being able to obtain a chart

of Frobisher's voyage.—London, 1.3th June 1578.

13 June. 511. The KiNG to Bernardino de Mendoza.

Since you left here fifteen of your letters have been received, all

of which have l)een much delayed. From them I learn what had

passed with tJie Queen and her ministers respecting my Netherlands,

and I fully appro\e <A ynur proceed iiigs in respect thereto, which
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were in accordance with your instructions and my wishes. No
further orders can be sent to you. other than to continue as 3'ou

have begun, and to follow the instructions you may receive from
my brother, Don Juan of Austria, as he, Ijeing on the spot, will be

the better able to judge as to what course should be pursued there.

You will, in the meanwhile, continue to deal gently and amiably
with the Queen and her ministers, this being the desirable course

at present. Send me a copy of the instructions given to you by
my brother on your arrival, as he has not sent them, no doubt
believing that you would do so.

In one of your letters were received the three pieces of ore

mentioned therein, and, the assay having been made of them here

by persons of experience, it has been found that what look^3 like

gold is really marcasite. The other two little blaclc pieces were
nothing at all, so that, bearing in mind what you write of the large

quantity of ore brought and the rich result of the smelting, it is

probable that the person who gave you the three pieces did so in

order to appear complaisant and throw us off our guard here, or

else that, as they brought several different sorts of ore, they have
concealed what was of any value. You will therefore send the

other pieces which you say you have and any more you can get,

so that we may see whether there is any greater value in them
than in the pieces you have sent.

They have not told you the truth either, apparently, about the

navigation, because, if they went to Iceland, which is said to be

in latitude 65, although they afterwards ran down to 6'2 degree.^,

which is the land they call Labrador, it is difficult to believe that

in so cold a region there can be any richness of metal. It is very
necessary for the investigation of this matter that you should get

the chart you speak of, and we urge you much to make every effort

to obtain it and send it to us.—The Wood of Balsain, 13th Juno
1578.

13 June. 512. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

Since I wrote on the 11th, the Queen has appointed Lord
Howard to be Admiral of the six ships which are beiuy fitted out,

with Henry (Philip ?) Sidney, a nephew of Leicester's, to be Vice-

Admiral ; the other captains being selected men. It is understood
that these ships will take three standards of infantry raised by the
Guilds or trained-bands of this city, altliough some suspect that
they will go over to Flanders. Walsinghahi is going there, and lie

is such a devilish heretic that he constantly favours those like

himself, and persecutes the Catholics, in order to pledge the Queen
more deeply to his way of thinking. I am told that, some months
ago, he went to examine a Catholic prisoner and asked him if he
held the Queen to be excommunicated. The Catholic answered
that he did not concern himself with that matter, and did not know
whether she was or not, bat "Walsingham put down that he (the

prisoner) held her to be excommunicated. He then asked him if,

the Queen being excommunicated, he considered that .she ought to be
obeyed as sovereign or not, and the prisoner answered him the same
way as before, but Walsingham put down that he had said that,

pp 2
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being excommunicated, she could not be Queen. He then wend
to the Queen with the so-called confession, and told her that this

was a proof of what Catholics in general thought, from which she

could see what it was desirable to do with them.
The Queen came into the presence chamber the other day, and

read a letter from Casimir saying that he offered to serve her on
horse or foot with twenty thousand men, anywhere and for

anything.—London, 18th June 1578.

13 June. 513. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 11th what I bad heard about the

going of Cobham and Walsingham. I have since learned that

Pelham, Master of the Ordnance to the Queen, who is a sort of

general, is going with them to reconnoitre his Highness' forces

minutely. He is a man who is in their confidence, and they think

he will understand the matter well, being a soldier. He is after-

wards to go to Casimir and give him an account of what he has seen,

returning with him to" the jSetherlands ; Captain Villiers (?) is also

to go, and is subsequently to visit the Landgrave of Hesse, to ask
him to send by him to the States two thousand horse. Peter Aschio
(Haselby ? ) is going also to take the two thousand Scotsmen
back again who were in the service of the rebels before, and left

Holland for Sandwich when the peace was made. Master Lee
is to go for the purpose of bringing Count Swartzenburg's cavalry,

as the Queen wishes to have people of her own in all the forces

which go to the States, so that they may act in conjunction with
the respective commanders, and she may thus be better informed as

to their proceedings. The are also to advise the commanders of

the best road by which to enter the States with safety, in

accordance with Pelham's opinion. As regards this, Pelham will

not be able to give them much guidance as his Highness will not

not remain in one place, but will go where need may call him.

Ernest Brabazon is also going with them. He has already

served Orange, and knows the language well, his task being to

treat with some of the Germans who serve your Majesty, and
particularly with ,* and persuade them to mutiny, and
other things of the same sort. He is also to try to get some of

them to give information to the States and to Orange as to the

movements of the army, and he depends upon his friendslnp with
some of them and his own cleverness, to get them to do this.

They also say that negotiations are being carried on with the

Prince of Condd for him to send from Gascony and Guienne in the

Queen's ships four thousand Gascons to aid Orange in Zealand, the

ships being sent to that coast on the pretext of taking merchandise,

and bearing the passport of the king of France. Winter of Norfolk,

has been appointed to go with the ships, and I am informed that in

addition to what I have already advised, Cobham and Walsingham's
principal instructions are to urge the States to place theEnglish troops

and commanders selected by the Queen into certain fortresses which

she desires to have in her hands in view of eventualities. She

* In original :
" Left blank in ciplier, us lie could uot ascertain the name." See page 699.
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thinks by this means that the fortresses may bo held by her

without her asking the States to formally surrender them to her
or appearing distrustful of them. Orange will warmly favour this

and the other things they desire. It is thought that the envoys
will remain over two months there.

The Queen has received news from Ireland that Stukeley's ships

have been sighted, and she has sent with all speed a son of James
Crofts, her Controller, to Sidney, the Viceroy, urging him on all

accounts to bring the earl of Desmond to submit to her favour. He
is at present plundering in the mountains with a number of his

people, and she wishes to persuade him by promising that she will

not allow his great enemy the earl of Ormond to leave here, but
that if he will return to her favour she will make it more profitable

to him than if he allows Stukeley or Sir John Fitzmaurice to land.

The latter is an Irish rebel, who has been in exile in France, and is

also I'eported to have left there for Ireland. Desmond is told what
enemies they are to him, and how they will make war upon him if

they are allowed to land.

The Queen gave Frobisher leave to sail on his voyage, but with
instructions to put into an Irish port, and if he found any
disturbance there, he was not to proceed without further orders.

It is said here that affairs in Scotland are now harmonious, and
Wakingham consequently summoned Morton's agent, and told him
that the Queen was much surprised, seeing that she had done so

much for the peace of Scotland and Morton's own aggrandisement,

that the latter had not communicated his opinions since the

conventions which had taken place.

He (the agent) replied that he himself had not received letters

from Morton for a long while, and as it was only the interior

questions of Scotland which were at issue, he did not wish to

trouble his neighbours with them, which he, the agent, thought was
the reason for Morton's not writing. Parliament is to open there

on the 25th instant, and the King of France has informed his

ambassador here that he will send M. de Pepin thither, although
it is not known whether he will go by sea or through this country
with the Queen's passport..

The Countess of Shrewsbury whose husband is guarding the
Queen of Scotland has come to see the Queen, it is said on private

business, but it is rather suspected that it is respecting the queen of

Scotland's aflairs as Leicester entertained her on the way, and is

lodging her here in his house. He, Leicester, is having a meeting
with his brothers and kinsmen at the place where he is to take the
waters (Buxton).

The French ambassador had audience with the Queen on the
11th, when she complained of the departure of the Guises from his

master's Court, saying that she could not avoid being very
suspicious of it, and that they had gone with the King's consent to

negotiate something with his Highness, He excused it, and said-

that children might believe those things, but not a person of her
experience in Council.

As I was dispatching a courier express to his Highness with my
news, Cobham and Walsingham came to see me, and told me that
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the Queen had instructed them to inform me that she was sending

them to his Highness and the States, and she had no doubt that

some badly intentioned persons would tell me that it was for the

purpose of fanning the flame, but they were to assure me that the

only object was to promote peace, and, with this aim, and to

know how they should bear themselves towards his Highness, they

desired to know how they would be received, asking me to give

them my advice and a letter for him, and that they would go first

by the States in order to be sure of their intentions. I answered

with very sweet words, and with as much double dealing as

Walsingliam himself, and said that, so far as I knew, I could assure

them that his Highness would receive them very well as ministers

of the Queen, and particularly as they came in the interests of

peace. I said that peace had been, and was still being, constantly

offered to the States by your Majesty, as would be seen by the way
in which his Highness had graciously treated, in jour Majesty's

name, those countries which submitted themselves to him with an

acknowledgment of their past errors, and the same treatment

would be meted out to the rest if they opened their eyes and repented

of their misdeeds. We conversed on the subject for nearly two
hours, but I will not trouble your Majesty with a repetition of

what was said. At one time tJiey began to bluster, but I replied

even more loudly in the same strain, which was in accordance with
my instructions from his Highness, and they thereupon trimmed
their sails. I told them that I had sent to request audience of the

Queen, to ask her to order all Englishmen in the States to return,

they having left without her permission, as she herself had confessed

to me ; and that, if she did not do so your Majesty would resent it

as being contrary to the alliance and treaties between the two
countries, and they would feel severely the evils which would
result to them for this violation of treaties in thus helping such

contumacious rebels.

They replied that, if they did not prevent it, the French would
take the Netherlands, in which case they then protested they could

not avoid sending aid to the States ; to which I replied that I also

would protest very strongly if the Queen did anything of the sort,

as it was a violation of neutrality, but they might be sure that,

the States being your Majesty's dominions, would be retained at all

costs. I said that if they thought of adopting any such course

they would lose much more in France than they would gain in

Flanders, and that the way to checkmate the French was certainly

not to send English troops to the States, but to join forces with

your Majesty, if you needed their help, which you did not. They
always returned to the same point, namely, that the whole business

depended upon your Majesty's conceding to the States the agree-

ment of Ghent, to which I again replied tliat I believed his

Highness had already replied to the Queen on this point by Beal.

They asked me whether his Highness would be annoyed at

ambassadors being sent to endeavour to bring about peace, to v.rhich

I i-eplied that he would not be so, as was proved by his efforts to

avoid hostilities with them. At their request I gave them the

letter for his Highness, of which I enclose copy. Cobham is only
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going for the sake of appearances, and I am assured tliat if the
wind change in this country he will not be amongst the worst of
these people, as he is much aggi-leved against those ^\'ho are now
rule, although he does not show it. So far as I could judge, their

principal object in coming was to discover from me whether your
Majesty would concede the Ghent agreement and abate the wai-, as

they said that if you did not do so the States would be lost. They
are making great pardons and promises of favour to the English in

the Netherlands if they will return hither or help them in their

designs. The name of the German ca])tain who is to be approached
is Peter Vanest. I could not learn this before as it vv^as not in the
instructions, but hidden in Walsingham's breast. A courier came
in great haste to the French ambassador on the lltli from the
King. There was no money to give him in Paris, and he had to

take an order on the receiver at Amiens where he waited a day
and a half before he could get any funds. Ho (the Ambassador ?)

went the next morning to a house near to where the Queen is, and
saw the earl of Sussex and Secretary Walsingham. I have not
been able to ascertain what the business is, but have been told that
the king of France desires to know the reason why the Queen is

equipping ships, and requests a passport for an envoy he is sending
to Scotland. Ifc is more probable, however, as I am told, that the

business in hand is concerning Scotland, as the ambassador went
the same evening to a place three miles from here with only liis

secretary, which he does not often do, and it is believed that the

French are attempting to get possession of the prince of Scotland,

and take him to France, they having in their interest six of the

Governors, who, however, hate the business.

The Queen dispatched, in a great hurry, on the 11th, Thomas
Brown to France, West to the Prince of Condd, and another
gentleman to Scotland.

I had asked for audience of the Queen for the purposes I have
mentioned, and have just received a letter from his Highness
instructing me to inform her about the success at Philippeville

and other things. I will duly report her reply.—London, 13th
June 1578.

17 June. 514. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

The irresolution of these people is the cause of the uncertain way
in which I send my letters. I have had some long talks with them,
and the only way for me to keep my temper is to bear in mind
that I am one of the school of the Duke (of Alba) and a soldier of
his. I fancy they have repented of their attempt to bully me,
seeing that the answer I gave, which was such as I thought the
case demanded.
The Queen has ordered seventeen hundred bullocks to be

slaughtered at Portsmouth, and seven hundred here, besides a
like number in the Isle of Wight. Great quantities of biscuits are
being made in the Tower and at Plymouth, and butter and many
other things of the same sort are being got together for the
victualling of the ships. I am told that in Flushing they were
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arming ships and I therefore sent a man to get information about

it. He says that it is true, and that they said they could get

together a hundred crookstems, and although the number seems
exorbitant yet as they draw but little water, are swift and can bear

cannon, I have thought well to report, in order that, considering

their description, an opinion may be formed as to whether they are

likely to be for the Indies, Barbary, or elsewhere,—London, I7th

June 1578.

17 June. 515. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

After closing the accompanying letter ready for the courier,

Stafford, whom this Queen had sent to France, arrived here on
the 13th, which was the same day that Cobham and Walsingham
came to see me when they told me they would leave on the fol-

lowing day. His arrival, however, has delayed their departure, and
I have consequently thought well to keep the letter back, par-

ticularly as 1 was to have audience with the Queen on the 15th.

When I saw her I gave her an account of the surrender of Philippe-

ville. She said that such successes, being against your Majesty's

own subjects, could give her but little pleasure. As regards

ordering the EDglish to return from Flanders, she said that they
had left without her permission, and, as they were people of small

account, they would take good care not to return to her country,

and they were not of sufficient importance for her to order them to

do so. I replied that this was quite true with regard to them
personally, and it did not matter about their small forces being
with the rebels, the only important point being that they were
subjects of a sovereign with whom your Majesty had so close an
alliance. We had a long conversation on this point, in accord with
what had passed between Cobham and Walsingham and myself,

although it was carried on with more suavity and less vapouring
than they had employed, as I had treated them in the same way.
I gave the Queen a punctual account of what his Highness had
ordered me to say in his letter of the 7th May and of what he had
said to her ambassador, which in effect was that your Majesty only

asked that the States should submit to you and observe the Eoman
Catholic religion in accordance with what they had promised in

their letters of the 8th September, and, if they really and eflfec-

tually fulfilled this, your Majesty would restore matters to the

same state as in the time of the Emperor ; withdrawing foreigners

from the country and restoring to the natives their privileges and
ancient government. I said as this was so just she ought to

endeavour to bring it about, even for her own sake ; and, apart

from what I was instructed to say to her, I could not help, I said,

repeating this to her and pointing out how bad it was of her to

support rebellion. As I found her well disposed, I dwelt very

emphatically upon this, as also on the point which his Highness

ordered me to press, namely, that if she were to declare war it

would mean very little more than what she was doing now by
helping the rebels, and I said I might assure her that if your
Majesty aroused your friends to action it would not be to come
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hither with a lealcy old ship ; I having been informed from
Portugal that the vessels brought by Stukeley from Italy were
making so much water that they could not sail any further. To
this she replied that she hoped to God that his Highness' ambition
would not spoil everything, and that she desired nothing but peace,

which would certainly be brought about if your Majesty would
grant to the States the agreement of Ghent. She said that they
were pressing this as Holland and Zealand would separate from
them if it were not conceded, they fearing the carrying out of the

placards respecting religion, and she then said, " What did it matter
to your Majesty if they went to the devil in their own way ?

" I

said it was not in the power of princes to enlarge or restrict

religion, as the law thereupon had been ordained by God himself,

and your Majesty could not consent on any account to persons

living in your dominions except in conformity with the trae

Roman Catholic faith, and reminded her of what was being done
in her own country. She replied that she did not punish the

Catholics except for refusing to acknowledge her as Queen, as in

other things she thought as they did. The people in Holland were
desperate, she said, and she did not want to see them fall into the

hands of the French. I pointed out to her as well as I could that

France was not in a condition of strength which would make this

possible, since your Majesty's power was so great everywhere, and
could prevent their entry into the States, besides the damage you
might do to them by way of Italy, Provence, and Spain, which
well might cause them, the French, to confine their regards to

Scotland, which was of much more importance to them, and where
they were carrying on very lively negotiations, a French ambassador
having recently arrived there by sea. She replied that she knew
that very well, and that his name was Seton. She ended by saying
that Cobham and Walsingham would not go to his Highness unless

they learned that he was willing to treat for peace, which is

different from what they decided before. Their changes, indeed,

are so frequent that I am at a loss to convey any fixed intelligence

to your Majesty, excepting by giving an account from day to day.
Even whilst I am with them they are constantly contradicting me
and never tell the truth even by chance.

The Queen was very glad of Stafford's arrival as he assured her
that the king of France was at issue with his brother about affairs

there, and their disagreement will probably lead to hostilities.

One of the councillors tells me that the matter about which the
French ambassador saw Sussex and Walsingham was, that the
King had sent the courier I mentioned to tell him to urge upon
the Queen forcibly hovr bad it would be both to France and Eng-
land for your Majesty to end matters in Flanders by conquest.
Whatever it was, the ambassador has not yet received a reply
although he is very pressing to send off his courier.

The Queen has received news from Portugal that the ships which
Stukeley had brought there were so old and leaky that they could
not go any further, and he had begged the King of Portugal, by
virtue of the Pope's letters, to give him others but he had been
told that the King did not wish to break the friendship between
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himself and this Queen.* She has consequently ordered the

suspension for a fortnight of the equipment of her ships. I have
just been told that the earl of Leicester has been with the queen of

Scotland for three days, and that she complained bitterly to

him of the treatment extended to her by this Queen. They have
recently kept her more closely than ever.

M. d'Alenjon is sending an ambassador hither who will arrive in

a week.—London, 17th June 1.578.

20 June. 516. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

On the 10th instant I gave your Majesty an account of the

arrival of a certain ship on this coast. The cajitain has since

arrived here and has been received with extraordinary favour by
the Queen, who was closeted with him alone to hear an account of

his voj'age. He has been treated in the same way by the Council

at large and by each member in particular, so that it has been

impossible to get at him yet. The Queen has ordered that both

he and the crew should be very well treated, considering their

having returned without finishing the voyage or bringing anything

back with them, and the execution of the gentleman by Drake is

not to be spoken about until his return.

The captain affirms that he entered the Straits with his ship and
arrived at fifty-five degrees south latitude in the southern sea,

where he found an island with traces of habitation, and a gallows

erected, whereon, it is said, Magellan had executed a man. 'The

description he gives of the Straits is similar to that given of

Magellan's discovery, and he says that, at its widest part, it is

about seven leagues across, narrowing in some parts to less than

two. He came across two islands in tlie Strait itself, one of which
was crowded with birds like geesef and the other had on it a large

quantity of nsh,'t which came on shore. He said that these stood

him in great good stead for his maintenance. He left Drake ten

months ago and came to the coast of Brazil to victual for his voyage
hither. He captured one of the negroes living there although

some people have tried here to make out that he is from the land

in the South Sea, where Dralce told them to rendezvous in case

they were separated from other ships by tempest. This is in forty-

seven degrees south latitude in the South Sea. The captain has told

the Council that some of the sailors on the outward voyage sank a

Portuguese ship on the coast of Brazil the whole of the crew being

drowned.—London, 20th June 1578.

517. Document headed " On Tuesday, the eve of St. John,^ I,

" Antonio de Guaras, was examined, by Sir Walter
" Mildniay and Dr. Wilson, on the following points, so far
" as I can remember :"

1 . The first point was that I was not a public officer but a private

person, as I could produce no letter from the King to prove that I

* Stukeley was prevailed upon to accompany the young King Don Sebastian on his

ill-fated expedition to Morocco, and was killed, with the King himself, and most of his

followers, at the disastrous battle of Alcazar, on the 4th August 1578.

•f
Penguins.

j No doubt seals, such as now frequent the Straits.
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was here on his affiiirs. To this I replied that I was a public

person and, as such, would answer their interrogations.

2. Had Captain Dyke (?) written a letter to me ? To which I

replied Yes ; and that I had sent a letter of his to Flanders as he
was desirous of serving his Majesty.

3. Had I received a letter from Captain Cotton respecting certain

grievances suffered by him at Bruges ? I replied, Yes ; and that a

letter had been sent to him for his Excellency, through his Secretary,

in favour of a certain Charles Brown who was also going to serve.

4. Whether I had written that I was afraid they were going
to put me in the Tower '! I replied that, to the best of my recol-

lection, they referred to what I had written by the ambassadors
who come from Flanders, and the two despatches which Zweveghem
took, although they denied this. I said that what I had written

was that, as everyone was saying that war would break out, I

begged his Majesty or his Highness not to let me be forgotten.

5. Had I any understanding with the earl of Westmoreland or

any others of those whom they called rebels ? I replied that I had
never thought of such a thing, which is true.

6. Whether I had received letters from the queen of Scotland

requesting me to write to the Grand Commander, asking him to

provide for the needs of the earl of Westmoreland ? I replied that

I did not recollect such a thing as my memory was a poor one.

7. If I had sent her any letters of my own or from other people ?

To which I replied, No.

8. Had I any understandings regarding her release ? To which
I replied, I had not.

9. If I had written to the Queen's prejudice and a statement

regarding the ships of war which were plundering in the Channel ?

I replied that I had not, and referred them to my letters.

10. They examined me as to who it was that was going to serve

with ten thousand men, giving his son as a pledge ? I replied that,

so far as I recollected, it was Colonel Chester.

11. They asked me who was to undertake the service from
Ireland ? To wl)ich I replied that I had no recollection of such a
business.

12. They asked me wliat I had written about the money which
was being taken out of Spain '? To which I replied that I wrote
generally in consequence of the disorder of things.

13. They told me that his Majesty was poor and consequently

did not provide for me ; dwelling much upon my poverty. They
said that his Majesty spent much more than his revenue, and was
full of debts. They asked me how I knew tlie Queen's revenue
was small ? I said that \^'hat she had was well known, and that

Ireland cost lier twenty thousand pounds a year to maintain, more
than it was worth to her. When she had spent thirty millions on
war, as his Majesty had ia Flanders, and still had as much again to

settle matters there by the hand of his Highness, they might talk

about her riches. The rental of a single city in Spain, Seville, I

said, was greater than all the revenues of thi.s Crown, for they, at

great length, sought to belittle the King's greatness, but I told him
the truth in a very few words.
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14. They asked how I knew that the queen of Scotland and her
ambassador were unjustly imprisoned ? I replied that the French
envoys had affirmed it, she having come to this country of her own
free will as to the house of a person who was much indebted to her,

and, in conformity with the arrangement made shortly before by
the two Queens to visit and congratulate each other, for which
visits the liveries had been openly prepared.

15. After having examined me as aforesaid, they insisted upon
my signing the examination, and, on my saying that I, as a public

man, was not called upon to sign it, as it was a matter touching the

sovereign, they replied that they would make me sign it by force
;

and the two members of the Council afore-mentioned made a note

thereof at the foot of the confession.

16. I told Dr. Wilson apart that I wished to speak with the earl

of Leicester as question No. 10 concerned his brother-in-law.

Without date, but amongst the papers of 1578.

5 July. 518. Bernaedino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I send duplicates of my letters of 11th, 13th, l7th, and 21st

ultimo, as the weather has been very bad for the transmission of

letters lately. I have been a long while without anything from
your woi'sbip, which makes me more anxious than I can say, as I

receive no approval of what is being done hero nor any reply to my
many letters to his Majesty. My only consolation is that your
worship has so fully instructed me that I cannot go very far wrong,
unless I forget your instructions ; but I beg you do not fail to give

me constant light for my guidance, which so new a Minister as

myself urgently needs.

As soon as Walsingham and Cobham [arrived at Dunkirk, they
requested M. de la Motte* to come and speak to them, and they
would send hostages for his safety. As he did not accept the

invitation they sent a gentleman to treat with him, to whom he
replied that he would convey the message given to him to Don
Juan. These people are making earnest attempts to continue their

expeditions to the Indies, and, as you will see by my letters to his

Majesty, they are still equipping ships for the purpose. If he

wishes to take away from them their relish for the enterprise, it

would be well for him to order resolutely that any ship of theirs

that is captured should be sent to the bottom and not a soul spared.

If any mercy is extended to them, they will never desist from their

attempts, and, as they take but little force with them, it will not

require great efforts to do as I say. If once they set foot on land

the task will be a much more difficult one.

The Scots have twice recently crossed the border and taken a

hundred prisoners and two thousand heads of cattle, which is a

great haul, as they have not, for a long time past, made these

raids.

Guaras has again been examined since they put him in the

Tower. I will speak to the Queen about his affair at the audience

I am to have with her before she starts on her progress.—London,
5th July 1578.

* Ths Governor of Gravelines for the King of Spain.
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19 July. 519. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

Speaks of the difficulty of forwarding letters, and refers to private

letters to and from relatives, &c.

In addition to the difficulties I found on my ariivel here, I am
hindered by Juan de Vargas having written, as I previously

mentioned, saying that sending special couriers was costly and that

he had but little money for such purposes. I sent in my letter of

the 12th of April the communication which I received from Don
Juan on my arrival here with a statement which contained the only

instructions I had, but, I am afraid, from what his Majesty says,

that they will have been lost.

The Queen has been very suspicious of me hitherto, as she has

been assured that I was coming to perform I know not what bad
offices, but she is being undeceived and is turning her eyes now
more towards his Majesty. The same may be said of some of her

ministers, who have begun to get friendly with me, and I can

assure you that, if his Majesty wishes to retain them, I see a wa^-

of doing it. It has been a good deal to bring them so far ; seeing

how distrustful they were of ever having any interest taken in

them by his Majesty, because, as they themselves tell me, no
account was made, even of their mistress, much less of them. Any
money that may be given to them will not be wasted. God knows
the trouble I have had in getting her and her ministers even so fai-

as this towards the condition which you mention, as they always
want to see something substantial beforehand, which is the natural

character of their countrymen. I am told by a person in the Palace

that, even in the matter (jf giving me audience readily, the Queen
has been considerably influenced by the gloves and perfumes which
I gave her when I arrived.

Before the Queen started on her progress, I spoke to iier about
the change made with Guaras. She said that, after she had oi'dered

him to leave the country, an Irishman had divulged a certain plot

in Ireland in which Guaras was concerned. This having caused her
to send him to the Tower until the matter could be investigated

;

and, after that was done, she would send him to his Majesty to be

punished, as his actions had been so much in her disservice and to

the prejudice of her crown.

With regard to the arrested property misappropriated here, about
which I wrote to you, I am pressed by Hatton, the Captain of the

Guard, to claim it, making an arrangement with him to give him a

certain share ; upon which, he .says he will have the persons who
now hold the property denounced, and will see that justice is done.

I beg you will report this to the King, and get ids instructions.

I expect that the amount will turn out to be a large one, as Hatton
is in such a hurry for his share of it, and it wouJd be a pity that

the property should be lost.

On the last day of this month the credit which Garnica sent

expired, and, if I am to remain here, I beg that it may be extended,
as well as the other credit for my extraordinary expenses, since God
has endowed me with no means of my own to meet them. I have
not recovered a penny of the back pay which was owing to me yet,

although Don Juan ordered me to be paid ; nor has the Marquis de
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Aj^amonte paid what his Majesty ordered of my revenue. I am
dealing with one of Walsingham's officers and a great man in his

office. He is entertaining my advances, and is giving mo some
information already, from interested motives, in the hope also th.it

his payment will be regular if I stay here.—London, 19th July

1578.

20 July. 520. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

Since making up the packet I have received yours of the 13th

June ; I have nothing to say, excepting that those who are desirous

of claiming the misappropriated property, part of the seizures, are

pressing me again upon the matter, which makes me think, seeing

the hurry they ate in, that the sum will be a large one. If we can
get anything out of it the money may, perhaps, be employed in

gaining some of the personages here, without bringing funds from
Spain, besides which, if we let this opportunity slip, we shall never

be able to recover this money, as the people themselves tell me.

I am very sorry the spectacles arrived broken, as your worship
thinks them good. I will send another box in my next packet.

—

London, 20th July 1.578.

14 Aug. 521. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

Speaks at length regarding the delay and difficulty of forwarding

letters, complaining much of the ambassador in France, Juan do

Vargas, to whom some were entrusted for transmission.

This Queen has greatly feasted Alen^on's ambassador,* and on

one occasion when she was entei'taining him at dinner she thought

the sideboai'd was not so well furnished with pieces of plate as she

would like the Frenchman to have seen it ; she therefore called the

earl of Sussex, the Lord Steward, who had charge of these things,

and asked him how it was there was so little plate. The Earl

replied that he had, for many years, accompanied her and otlier

sovereigns of England in their progresses, and he had never seen

them take so much plate as she was carrying then. The Queen
told him to hold his tongue, that he was a great rogue, and that the

more good that \Tas done to people like him the worse they got.

She then turned to a certain North, who was there in the room,

and asked him whether lie thought there was much or little plato

on the sideboard, to which he replied there was very little, and
threw the blame on Sussex. When North left the Queen's chamber,

Sussex told him that he had spoke wrongly and falsely in what ho

said to the Queen, whereupon North i-eplied that if he, Sussex, did

not belong to the Council he would prove what he said to his

teeth. Sussex then went to Leicester and complained of the

knavish behaviour of North, but Leicester told him that the words

he used should not be applied to such persons as North. Sussex

answered that, whatever he might think of the words. North was
a great knave, so that they remained offended with one another as

•• The Duke D'Alen(;on had instructed M. de Bacquevllle and M. Quisse, on the 30th
July, to explain to Elizabeth the reasons that had moved him to enter Flanders, to

solicit her advice as to his future proceedings, apparently to ask for a loan of 300,000

crowns, and to renew the demand for her liaud.
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they had been before on other matterw. This may not be of im-

portance, but I have thought well to relate it so that you may see

how easily matters here may now be brought into discord if care

be taken on one side to insure' support against eventualities. The
next day the Queen sent twice to tell the earl of Oxford, who is

a very gallant lad, to dance before the ambassadors, whereupon he

replied that he hoped her Majesty would not order him to do so

as he did not want to entertain Frenchmen. When the Lord
Steward took him the message the second time, he replied that be

would not give pleasure to Frenchmen, nor listen to such a message,

and with that he left the room. He is a lad who has a great

following in the country, and has requested permission to go and
serve his Highness, which the Queen refused, and asked him why
he did not go and serve the Archduke Matbias ; to which he replied

that he would not serve another sovereign than his own, unless it

were a very great one, such as the kiqg of Spain.

I have sent a man expressly to make the voyage in Humphrey
Gilbert's ships, so that if he returns, he will give a full account of

it to me. I have been fortunate in finding a person both faithful

and competent, he being an Englishman, and I beg you will let his

Majesty know of this as I have given him orders if they should

touch in Spain on their return that he is to go straight to Court
and address himself to 3'ou.

Francisco de Arriaga has sent to say that he will prolong the

credit to pay me two hundred and forty crowns a month on the

signature of Garnica. I suspect that this is owing to your kind
offices, and I beg you to send me another credit for my extra-

ordinary expenses, as I have no means to provide for them.

I am making every possible effort for the release of Antonio de

Guaras. I enclose herewith his confession and tlie f)oints upon
which they have examined him and his servant. I have sent to

offer him everything of which he may stand in need, having first

asked the Queen's consent to do so. I am told that there are

many Catholics in the north where the Queen is travelling, and
that on her entering the house of a gentleman where she was to

lodge, her people found an altar with all the ornaments thereupon

ready for the celebration of mass, whilst the gentleman, his wife,

and children received the Queen with crucifixes round their necks.

There is not so much severity against them as usual.

I send your worship herewith a box of spectacles of the same
ages as before, but the workman is so knavish that there has been
much difficulty in getting them. I hope they will ai'rive better

than the others.—London, 14th August 1578.

522. Document headed " Juan de Aguiree was examined on
" the 25th of June by the Governor of the Tower, and
" Master Herll, on the following points ":

—

1. Whether, when I was at the Sheriff's house, I had said tliat

the Queen was heretical and schismatic, and other similar things ?

To this I replied flatly that, whoever had accused me of this had
not said the trnlh, and that I had never said a word against the
Queen, which is true.
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2. Whether I knew one Master Heron ? To which I replied yes.

What wa8 the reason that he came so often to my master's house ?

I replied that when Pedro de Barrientos, a Spaniard, went to Spain

two years ago, he left a Flemish horse here for Heron to sell,

which he did for twenty pounds. This sum he had to pay to my
master, who asked him for the amount from time to time. He
made light of the demand and came sometimes to dinner, and this

was the whole of the business.

3. Did I know one Master Hare ? I replied yes. Why did he
come to my master's house ? I replied that he came occasionally

and biought letters for my master to forward to an English friend

of his in Ant A erp. The letters were so forwarded, and when the

post arrived. Hare came to get the letters which came for him in

the same way.

4. Did I know Muster Gardiner ? To which I replied that I did.

What business had he with my master ? I replied that I believe,

so far as I could see, that his only reason for coming was to spy,

as he only came when letters were being written or sealed, and that

he talked so much that my master could not endure him.

5. Did I know one Captain Malbey ? I said that I did. What
connection had he with my master ? I replied that he came to

ask my master to forward, in some ship going to Spain, three Irish

greyhounds, as I understood, for the King.

6. Did I know one Morgan ? I said yes. What business had
he with my master ? I said he came but rarely, and I understood
that he came to learn news from Flanders or Spain. Did he come
by night or bj^ day ? I never saw him excepting in the daytime.

7. Did I know a person called Master Somerset ? To which I

replied that I did not.

8. Who was it that brought news to my master 1 I said that

all the news he received came through an Easterling, who died

ten months ago, and was a sort of servant whom he sent to the

west country, Southampton and other places, and when he returned

he and my master discoursed in secret.

9. Whether my master wrote to the queen of Scotland or

received letters from her ? To which I replied that I knew nothing

of such a thing,

10. If my master had said anything against the Queen or

Council ? To which I replied that I had never heard him say

anything.

11. They asked me what my master had done with his papers

and cipher ? To wliich I replied that, shortly before his arrest one
day, Bautista de San Vitoros, Alonso de Basurto, Pedro Martinez,

and Juan de Sansurte, all Spaniards, came to tell him that his

Majesty had ordered the ariest of all English ships, and that the

same step had been taken in this country towards Spaniards, and
that war would surely break out. My master was alarmed at this,

and fearing that war was coming, burnt all his papers, letters, and
ciphers, as shortly before then his Highness had written to him to

take care they did not get hold of any papers of his, and if he
heard anything disquieting he was to burn them. They told me he
had done no such thing.
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12. What was it that my master wrote to his Majesty and his

Highness ? To which I replied that I did not know, as I was
unacquainted with the ciphers. My master wrote them and I

copied them. They said I knew very well what he wrote in plain

Spanish. I said yes ; sometimes he wrote that money, arms, and

stores were being sent from here for the succour of Orange and the

States, and that ambassadors were being sent thither.

13. Why was Damian sent to his Highness ? To which I replied

that as my master was in great need he was sent to beg' of his

Highness to provide him with money. Did he take any letters ?

No.

14. Would Sancho de Leive come here again ? I said I did not

know. Was he acquainted with any of the ciphers ? I did not

know for certain, but perhaps he knew some.

15. Whither did my master intend to go if he were ordered to

leave the country ? To whicli I replied that, from what I had
heard, he would go first to your Majesty's Court to beg some favour,

and then would retire to his own house, from which he had been

absent very long.

16. How long had I been with my master? I said nineteen

months. They said that I could say a great deal more if I liked,

and they would make me do so under torture. I replied that they

could do as they liked with me, but I could say no more than I had
done, and if I knew anything more I would have told them.

After saying all this verbally they ordered me to write it clause by
clause in Spanish to show to the Council, which I did, word for

word as is here set down.

19 Aug. 523. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I wrote on the 14th by way of France and have since heard that

Horatio Pallavicini, the Genoese who wrote to the King, has some
alum, besides that in Cadiz, at Bayona in Galicia, and has freighted

a ship to bring it hither. It would be well that it should not be

allowed to come. I am sending this hurriedly and can say no more
at present.

As regards the money withheld from the seizures, Hatton, tho

captain of the Guard and a member of the Council, is the person

who has reported the matter to me, but he will not divulge the

names of the persons in whose possession the property now is,

unless he is assured of a very large share of it. Nor will he tell me
the value of the property illegally detained, as most of it, I suspect,

is in the hands of members of the Council and other men of standing,

from whom he hopes to get it by the Queen's favour, without

which it will be impossible to recover anything. I do not therefore

mean to lose any time in the business nor to let Hatton cool about it.

He is now very hot on the matter, which makes me think that the

sum is a large one.—London, 19th August 1578,

8 Sept, 524. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I have three of your letters, and as you exonerate me from blame
in the delay, I have no more to say on that head, excepting that I

am astonished that my letters should arrive so tardily there, and I

5' i?6i67. Q Q
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should be very glad to receive orders to forward them by some
other way as I am sure that they will always run the same risk of

delay whilst they go through Juan de Vargas.
The talk of getting rid of me here has gone no further, and I now

never see the Queen but she tells me how glad she is for me to be

here. She gives me audience freely and I have her now in an
excellent humour, thank God, whilst the Englishmen in general are

not bad friends with me, as they think I shall not do anything
against them in the event of disturbance.

With regard to your request that I should say what is the amount
of money which we may be able to get from the misappropriated

property from the seizures, as I have told you Hatton, the Captaiu

of the Guard and a Councillor, is the man who has reported the

matter to me, and he will not declare the names of the persons who
hold the property unless a large share of it is given to him ; but I

suspect that it is in the hands of some of the councillors and other men
of position, from whom he expects to get it with the favour of the

Queen, without which nothing can be done. I do not wish to let

Hatton cool in the matter as he is very warm about it now, from
which I conclude that the sum is a large one. The amount obtained

might be applied to lighten the expenses of the journey to Monzon
and, having this in view, you may move his Majesty to instruct me
that as soon as the Queen arrives near here I may ask for audience

and beg that commissioners be appointed in conformity with the

agreement, to enquire about this property. I thank you for pro-

longing the credit, that for the five hundred crowns for extraordinary

expenses being already exhausted, as you will see by my six-

monthly account enclosed, leaving nearly two hundred crowns
owing to me, which I beg earnestly you will have paid and send

me another credit as I can do nothing here without it.

Antonio de Guaras is still in the Tower. I sent to tell him to

let me know if he needed anything and he asked for two hundred
crowns which were given to him out of the thousand. I never see

the Queen without speaking about his affair.

As his Majesty in my instructions orders me to try to gain over

some of these ministers, I have made some steps towards doing so

with the earl of Sussex, Lord Burleigh, and James Crofts the Con-
troller, and it has been necessary to give them some hopes ' of

reward. They ask me every day what reply I receive from Spain,

especially Sussex, and although I answer significantly, yet it is

difficult to keep them in hand very long with words alone. I am
much confused as I cannot now withdraw from the position I have
taken up, having gone so far, nor can I carry the matter any further

unless means of doing so are sent to me. If you have a chance

pray mention it to his Majesty, as Don Juan writes that he has

sent to the King about it but has no reply, and in the meanwhile,

orders me to keep the negotiation pending, saj'ing that if he were not

yo pressed for money he would send it to me from the Netherlands.

During her progress in the North the Queen has met with more
Catholics than she expected, and in one of the houses* they found a

great many images wliich were ordered to be dragged round and
*•" — —-— "

*^ Eubluu ii.-ixl\ the seat ol'tUu ltoQlv-\\oo(i familJ^
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burnt. When she entered Norwich large crowds of people came out

to receive her, and one company of children knelt as she passed and

said, as usual, " God save the Queen." She turned to them and
said, " Speak up ; I know you do not love me here."

A very curious thing has happened here lately. A countryman has

found, buried in a stable, three wax figures, two spans high and
proportionately broad ; the centre figure had the word Elizabeth

written on the forehead and the side figures were dressed like her

councillors, and were covered over with a great variety of different

signs, the left side of the images being transfixed with a large

quantity of pig's bristles as if it were some sort of witchcraft.

When it reached the Queen's ears she was disturbed, as it was
looked upon as an augury, and great enquiries have been set on foot

about it, although hitherto nothing has been discovered.

On the 6th instant a ship arrived here from Barbary which had
left Morocco on the 4th ultimo, and brings a very insolent message

from the new king of Fez to the Queen saying amongst other things

that he hopes to send her Stukeley as a present.*

Walsingham has written to the Queen that the chevallier Lorison

and M. de Bussy,f two of Alen9on's gentlemen, had had a quarrel in

France, and Lorison, to whom the lie had been given, had gone to

Don Juan's camp and from there had challenged Bussy who was
with his master ; the challenge having been accepted, Bussy had

taken a letter from Alen5on to Don Juan saying that he placed

these two gentlemen in his Highness' hands so that both of theui

might came honourably out of the affair, which Don Juan had

promised and given 400 lances for his escort. I should be giad

indeed to be able to write definitely about Eambouillet's affairs but

I have not been able to do so as ray sources of information are

drying up. I am writing to Juan de Vargas asking him to send

this letter on with more diligence than the others, which I hope to

God he will as I have not written lately. This Queen has given

Eambouillet two pieces of gilt plate, some people say of the value of

six hundred crowns, and some of a thousand.—London, 8th Sep-

tember 1578.

8 Sept. 525. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote on the 14th ultimo., giving an account of the arrival of

Eambouillet and L'Aubespine. They^went on to Norwich two days

afterwards to see the Queen who received Eambouillet. On the

2nd instant she dined with Eambouillet, Mauvissifere who is the

resident ambassador here, and Bacqueville, at Lord North's house,

and after dinner she was talking with them apart for more than an

hour.| Eambouillet was overheard to say that his master was much

• stukeley had just been killed whilst fighting against the King's predecessor -who

had fallen in the same battle.

f Bussy d'Amboise, the famous duellist who was shortly afterwards sent to England
by Alen9on to pare the way for his master's visit. He was the close friend of the

Prince and had fled from Paris at the beginning of the year in consequence of a
quarrel with one of the King's gentlemen named Quelus. A few days afterwards ( 1 4th

February) he contrived the escape of Alen9on from the capital and accompanied him in

his expedition to Flanders.

J Eambouillet and L'Aubespine had been sent by Henry III. and Bacqueville and Dc
Quisse by Alen9on to Elizabeth to renew the negotiations for Elizabeth's hand and
{grange for Aleii90Q'8 visit,

Q Q 2
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surprised to see so many Englishmen in organised regiments in the

Netherlands. The reply was that there were not many there yet,

and there would have been many more if she, the Queen, had not
heard of the large numbers being raised in her country. What
Rambouillet said in reply is not known as he spoke very low, but
the Queen retorted that she knew that long ago. Rambouillet then

said that his master was only dealing truthfully with her, to which
the Queen replied that it was so much the better for both of them.
During the discourse nothing more was heard than these words, as

the conversation was carried on in a low tone, but to judge by appear-

ances and hints that have been dropped since, the matter under
discussion is the marriage of Alen9on. After the conversation, the

Queen summoned Leicester and went with him into a corner of the

same public chamber, where they were talking apart for nearly an
hour. After this the Queen asked the ambassadors whether they

would like to play at primero, to which they answered that they

would do so if she wished. She said that it would be better tliat

they should take the opportunity of the councillors being there to

speak to them on the dispatch of their business, and they were
accordingly with the Council until eight o'clock at night, the earl

of Sussex and James Crofts the Controller being absent. When
Leicester was leaving the Council he said to an Englishman,
" suffice it that these Frenchmen want to marry the Queen." It

seems as if the Queen herself were willing to entertain the matter

as M. de Quiss^ returned on the 25th, and although he took no
assurance about the loan of 300,000 ducats which Alengon had
asked of the Queen through Bacqueville, the excuse being that the

merchants of London would not advance the money without security,

he seems to have taken with him some artifices about the alliance

and marriage. I am told that Rambouillet tried to settle the

matter of the loan to Alen9.on by offering that the King would be
surety for his brother and that certain personages would come
hither shortly to represent him and his brother to treat of the

marriage. He also brought instructions to discuss Scotch matters

with certain pensioners, but as things are settled there lie has not

done so, and his King has sent a gentleman of his from Boulogne to

Scotland by sea.

L'Aubespine has been discussing the arrests of ships from Dieppe
and seizures of French property under letters of marque, but has

come to no decision about it and Bacqueville has not yet obtained

an answer from the Queen.

Junio,* who was governor of Vere in the time of the rebels and
is a native of Antwerp, has come from Casimir to this Queen, it is

understood about the payment to him for having raised troops, she

having ordered twenty-five thousand pounds to be obtained to

send to the Netherlands.

Since the disturbances which I reported in my last as having

happened in Scotland, Morton came in disguise near to Berwick to

ask Lord Hunsdon the governor of the frontier to enter Scotland

with the troops he had there which Hunsdon refused to do until he

* Dr. Junius de Jongh who had been agent for the prince of Orange.
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received the Queen's orders. Upon this Morton returned, and both

sides laid down their arms and entered into the agreement of which
I enclose a copy. I also send herewith a report of what had passed

at the opening of Parliament there. St. Aldegondc has written to

the Flemish Calvinists who live here and call themselves the new
Chtirch, on behalf of Orange, excusing himself for having given

churches in Antwerp to the Martinists, it having been forced upon
him in order that he might not lose tlie town, of which he was in

great fear, as when the offer was at first refused the Martinists

joined the Catholics. He tells these people they must not be

discouraged by this or think that they are changing their opinion.

It is said that the said course will be pursued in Malines, Brussels,

Lille, and other places, until they find themselves more powerful.

He writes also very urgently that certain very rich burgesses of

Valenciennes who are here should be sent to that town in order

that they may use their influence to keep the people in submission

to the States, they being heretics and extremely seditious persons

of the same sort as the refugees who were sent from here to Ghent
in a similar way ; the effect of which has been seen. These Cal-

vinists are so led astray by the devil that there is no sovereign in

the world obeyed so implicitly as the two old men that they have

appointed to govern them and their church. Those who are here

have been made to pay large sums of money to succour the heretics

and, poor and rich, they pay it most willingly, obeying the

commands that are given to them with incredible alacrity and

leave behind them wife and children, and everything else, to fulfil

the orders given to them.
The Queen is tarrying on her progress in order not to approach

London where the plague increases daily. It is understood that

she will be at Windsor or Hampton Court on the 20th. She has

not been at all gratified by the people in the North in con-

sequence of the large number of Catholics that there are amongst
them.

Some English gentlemen have recently left here to serve the

King of Portugal taking with them letters from his ambaasador.

Amongst them are Captain Bensar, Stanley and Lister. Stanley is

considered a Catholic, but the rest are going by order of the

Queen, and with the connivance of Leicester to see what Stukeley

is up to, now that his expedition is at an end.*—London, 8th

September 1578.

9 Sept. 526. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

Since closing the accompanying letter I have been to)d by a

member of the Council, through a person I sent to him to find out

about Rambouillet's errand, that the king of France had sent him
to learn whether there was any foundation in the negotiations being

carried on for a marriage between this Queen and his brother, and
if this were so and the Queen were disposed to listen to him,

Rambouillet was to press the matter forward and to promise in the

* The disaster to Portuguese arms in Morocco at the battle of Alcazar on the 4th of the

preTions month in which Stukeley and the King were both killed, had apparently not
become known in London at this date.
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King's name anything in his power to bring it about. The Queen
has arranged with him that she will send by Bacqueville and
Qaiss^ in a few days a copy of the conditions which would be
demanded on her part, she having seen those which Alen^on
had sent by Quiss^. The king of France and Alen9on can

then send personages hither to conclude the marriage. The
business is not a solitary one for they are talking about marrying
Leicester in France if the Queen's marriage is brought about, but,

judging from what has happened hitherto, the matter will no doubt
be long drawn out.—London, 9th September 1578.

11 Sept. 527. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zatas.

As William Bodenham is leaving in a ship for Seville I have
thought it a good opportunity to send his Majesty the enclosed

letter with duplicates of mine of the 8th and 9th sent by France.

Cobham has helped me in his Majesty's interests since I have been
here which I have thought well to signify, and to express my

~
obligation to him.

I have been infonned that the courier Juanin, a great rogue and
a subject of your Majesty, has sold to the prince of Orange three

or four despatches from the King's officers, and particularly one of

great importance from Colonel Mondragon. He is now going with
a merchant to Genoa, and I think of writing to the ambassadors
there (giving an account also to Don Juan) that he may be arrested

and punisheil as such a scoundrel should be.

There has been a struggle in Bruges lately between the Catholics

and the Calvinists, fifteen or sixteen people being killed therein.

In Malines also, the Calvinists have tried to get up a disturbance,

but were pi.-evented by the governor, who is a Catholic. Orange has

written begging them to have patience for a short time when a
Friesland-man will be sent as governor of the town who will not be
so much opposed to them. Bacqueville has been entertained in this

city by orders of the Queen, and has been taken to see the Tower and
other things, with great ceremony. A present of jewels valued at

five hundred crowns has been given to him as well as some horses

from Leicester. Yesterday by way of France there arrived very
bad news about the king of Portugal's enterprise ; God send that it

be^not true.*—London, 11th September 1578.

11 Sept. 528. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

On the 8th and 9th I wrote to your Majesty and send copies

herewith together with the marine chart, which I wrote to your
Majesty that I had procured of Frobisher's voyage, but which I

have not sent before for want of a good opportunity such as now
offers by a safe bearer who goes to Seville by sea. M. de Bacque-
ville has arrived in Loudon after taking leave of the Queen He
is going directly to M. D'Alen9on and the negotiations for the

marriage are being taken up more warmly every day by the English.

—London, 11th September, 1578.

* The battle of Alcazar.
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19 Sept, 529. The Kino to Bernardino de Mendoza,

All your letters have been received up to the 14th of August as

well as a copy o£ what Don Juan vsrrote you on the 4th of July,

instructing you as to your proceedings towards the Queen, respecting

the help she is giving to the rebels in the Netherlands and her

communications with them. I am glad that you have informed me
of the way you have carried out these instructions and the reply

given to you, which was simply an excuse, as their actions prove
their words to be false. It is desirable nevertheless to keep matters
in hand and preserve friendship with the Queen as you are doing,

and at the same time cautiously to win over the ministers who
appear favourably disposed to us. You say that in order to pledge

them firmly on our aide it will be necessary to treat them liberally,

and it will be well for you to consider how much should be given ii

each one who may be of use to us, and whether it should be in

money or valuables ; the cost or amount of the .same, how and when
it should be given and what means you have of conveying it.

When we know this and you are quite sure they will act sincerely

and straightforwardly in what they are entrusted with, I will send

orders for the provisions of what may be necessary for the purpose.

I will do this all the more willingly, since I see by your later letters

that my brother is of the same opinion. It is necessary, however,

that before doing anything, we should have the information now
requested, so as not to cast our seed on the sand nor give money
to people who will cheat and then laugh at us. You will enquire

well into this and report fully.

It would be very appropriate if any money could be got from
the person who, you say, tells you of the unregistered and unclaimed
property now being held which could be recovered by virtue of the

last arrangement made between the Queen and the dulse of Alba.

It will be well for you to investigate the matter, and, if you find

there is anything in it, you will inform us here of what is necessary

to be done, in order that the needful instructions may be sent to

you. I shall also be glad for the person who gives you the

information to be properly rewarded.

Your diligence in discovering the object of equipping ships was
very acceptable and useful for the purpose of allowing us to provide

for the safety of the voyage to the Indies, You will continue to

exercise the same vigilance in this respect.

Scotch afiairs seem to be getting into an acute stage which makes
it needful to keep the probable outcome of them in view. It has
therefore been well to keep me informed of what you have
heard, and you will try to discover what object is being sought, and
what share the Catholics have in the Government and the care of

the King's person ; who is their leader, how they regard their

Queen, and what could be done on my part to benefit her or her
affairs. What is the character and disposition shown by her son
both as to religion and other things. You will advise me fully of

this, so that we may see what it will be desirable to do, but you
will be very cautious about it, so that your object may not be
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understood. The report that I had written to the earl of Morton is

an invention.

I notice the persons who have gone to England on behalf of the

States and also on that of the duke of Alen9on as well as the plots

and toils in which they are immersed ; all directed, no doubt, to

the raising of distrust and suspicion in accordance with their own
nature. I. expect that the talk of the marriage of the Queen and
the duke of Alen9on will have all turned to smoke, but no doubt if

Rambouillet and L'Aubespine went back with any decision of im-
portance you will have let me and my brother know. You will not

fail to inform my brother of everything, in order that he may
instruct you, he being much nearer and having the business of the

provinces in his hands.

I observe that Antonio de Guaras is still being severely treated

and, as we should be glad to have him released and, sent out of the

country, we enjoin you to continue your efforts with this object and
get him set at liberty as early as possible.

As regards yourself, it is my will that you should remain in

England until I send further orders, endeavouring to keep friendly

with the Queen, and maintaining kindly communications with her
ministers as you have hitherto done.—London, 19th September
1578.

23 Sept. 530. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

On the 11th I wrote to your Majesty by sea to Seville, and since

then it has been publicly announced that Alengon ia to come here
at the beginning of November to see the Queen in anticipation of

the marriage. In view of this the Queen has ordered great

preparations to be made and magnificent dresses for herself and her
ladies. The king of France and his brother are pressing the matter
with great warmth, and, to judge from the despatches he sends to

his ambassador, it may be concluded that the matter is of great

importance to some design they have in view.

Horatio Pallavicini, a Genoese, in company with Baptist Spinola

who lives at Antwerp, has advanced the money which I wrote to

your Majesty was to be raised for the States, three hundred and
fifty thousand florins, the payment being guaranteed, in defect of

the States, by the city of London. This has probably been of

enormous service to enable them to strengthen their army. This
money, together with that raised on the alum, and the hundred
and fifty thousand florins supplied by the Ghent people from the
church silver, will enable them to pay the soldiers a month's wages,
without which not a man would have moved. One of the condi-
tions of the loan is that for six years Pallavicini is to have the sole

right of introducing alum into the States of the Netherlands. This
is to the disadvantage of the dominions of your Majesty and the

Papal States whence the alum comes, as the Netherlands is the place
where most of it is consumed, and this man thus becomes the
monopolist of the article, and the money for it will come into his
hands and those of the States for the purpose of the prolongation
of the war, Walaingham certainly will not stand in the way or
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prevent the security for the money being given in England, as I

am assured that they are making him a present of four thousand
pounds out of this loan. Pallavicini, in order to forestall other

people, has sent for all the alum which he has in various parts,

Milan, Genoa, and other places. From the latter port the ship
" Santa Maria la Incoronada," belonging to Juan Maria Rato with

seven thousand jars has sailed, with the intention of touching at

Alicante to ship some jars that he has there, and perhaps those

belonging to him in Cadiz, which I have already mentioned, also

will be shipped. If they come hither they certainly will enable

the States to prolong the war against your Majesty.

M. de Quisse, who has been residing here for Alen9on, and the

prince of Beam, and is a great man amongst the Flemish heretics

here, has left for the Netherlands. Junio who came from Casimir

to the Queen is still negotiating about his payment.
This Queen has written to her ambassadors, Cohham and

Walsingham, telling them that, notwithstanding her instructions to

them to return, they are to remain there until they see the result

of the negotiations now being carried on between the ambassadors

of the Emperor, the States, and Don Juan.— London, 23rd

September 1578.;

531. ExTEACTS from Letters from Bernardino de Mendoza
to Zayas, dated London, 23rd September and 7th and
11th October 1578.

Great payment and prizes have been promised in Ghent to all

the ministers and secretaries who will go to the University and
colleges which they are establishing for the maintenance of their

new religion, so that the bait has had the effect of drawing all the

ministers and schoolmasters away from here, and none now remain.

Amongst them has gone Hermanus, a famous heretic who was
thought much of in Antwerp, and preached there in Madam's time,

and is now a minister at Norwich.

Letters from Antwerp of the 18th report that the States and
Mathias have written to the people of Valenciennes telling them to

obey Lalaing, both as regards billetting troops in the town and
neighbourhood and in other matters.

By my letters to his Majesty you will see what passed with the

Queen, and the discussion she raised about the ministers. I suspect

that the object of his discussion was to learn from me what sort of

reception her representatives would meet with in Spain, as it is

stated here lately that when Gobham and Walsingham return she
will send some one there. I replied to her in general terms, as you
will see, and she afterwards said that if I were a " gaglioffo "* (for

she likes to use such terms as these in Italian) I should not have
remained here so long. She praised my mode of proceeding in

affairs, and of conducting myself here, and said that, if I had lived

here years ago, things would not have arrived at such a strained
condition as they bad, mentioning Don Guerau de Spes' proceedings
which she has not forgotten yet. She also spoke about the release

* Gaglioffo, a worthless kuave.
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of Guaras, replying to my reference thereto, and told me that she

had promised ine before she left on her progress that she would
deal with the matter on her return, as the men who were expected

from Ireland to clear up the matter would then have arrived.

Harry Sidney the Governor of Ireland has arrived, summoned
by the Queen, and, no doubt his coming will enable us to learn

what are the charges made against Guaras in this particular. I am
doing the best I can for his release.

The Ghent people have hanged president Hessela to a tree outside

of the town, and they say that Champigny was very near accom-

panying him. Hessels was a good Catholic and a faithful subject

of the King, and as such, he boldly addressed the people of Ghent

when they were about to execute him.*— London, 23rd September,

7th and 11th of October 1578.

7 Oct. 532. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

On the 11th ultimo I wrote to your Majesty by way of Seville,

sending a marine chart of the voyage made by the English. The
ships with Frobisher their captain have already returned from the

voyage. They say he discharged at Portsmouth, for which reason

I have not been able yet to get particulars of the success of the

voyage, and have received no news of the man I sent with the

expedition. All that I learn is what Frobisher, who has arrived

here, himself relates, which is that he went in a very short time

from Ireland to that coast which they call Cathay, which he found

colder than when they were there two years ago, and he lost a

ship in the ice and another was prevented from foUov.'-ing him by
tempest, and returned to this country bringing with it most of

the wood destined for, the building of houses. He went forty

leagues higher up the Strait than on his former voyage, and
without leaving any men behind him on shore, he simply loaded liis

vessels with the same sort of ore as he had previously brought.

They are not much pleased with his return, nor are the merchants

interested in the business satisfied with the voyage, although

Frobisher promises great things in the voyage he says he must

undertake thither next summer.—London, 7th October 1578.

7 Oct. 533, Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

On the 2ord ultimo I wrote to your Majesty, and on the 28th I

saw the Queen at Eichmond ; in the first place because she had

approached so near here, and in the next, because I was told she

was much surprised she had not seen me for so long, and thought

that I must have gone back to Spain, from which I gathered that

she wished to see me. After having welcomed me with much
warmth and kindness, she gave me to understand that she was
much grieved at what Don Juan had told her ambassador, namely,

that he had orders from your Majesty not to treat for peace with

anybody excepting the Emperor, and although it was right and

* The rising of the Calvinists against the Walloon and Catholic Flemings at Ghent,
at which Councillor Hessels and Ex-Procurator Visch were hanged, took plate on the

4tb October.
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proper, seeinc; the Emperor's position, that other princes should

place their affairs in his hands, yet she had made so many efforts

that she thought she deserved at least to be adopted as one of the

mediators. I replied in conformity with his Highness' instructions

of the (ith of May, which said, "As regards the intervention of the
" <j>aeen as mediator when peace negotiations are commenced,
" nothing of the sort must be entertained, as it is not desirable on
" any account ; but on this matter you must act but not speak."

I told her that as it was some time since I had letters from his

Highness I could not say anything decided upon the point, but I

pretended to have heard from private sources that the States them-
selves had desired the commissioners who had been appointed and
that his Highness would willingly approve of them, and by this

means justify more than ever, the cause of your Majesty, since a
father never quarelled with a son, nor a prince with his subjects,

who was not willing to refer the matter to a judge of their own
choosing, the more plainlj' to demonstrate their error. I told her

she might be assured that the States were not dealing so straight-

forwardly as some of her ministers tried to persuade her. She
told me that I was right, as she received the same information

about the commissioners, and she was sure I was telling her the

truth. She said that she was convinced of this, moreover, from the

mode of procedure of the States, and by the documents which were
being divulged, particularly by a letter written to St. Aldegonde.
She said that some of her Council were very much surprised that

she allowed me to remain here, as your Majesty did not admit an
embassy from her in your Court. To which I replied that I myself
was there when she had sent Wilkes and that your Majesty had
admitted him as ambassador, as also you had done with Cobham
and Smith. She said that she took no notice of what they said on
this point as she knew me and liked my manner of proceeding,

which did not inspire her with suspicion, and if a favourable peace
were made in the Netherlands, by any means, she would have been
quite content not to have been a mediator in the matter, being
perfectly satisfied with my explanations.

After this she turned the conversation on to the marriage with
M. D'Alenjon, and when I asked her when it was to be, she said

she did not know, but asked me whether I thought she ought to

marry him. I replied that I thought in this business, as in every-
thing else she had done, she would act with prudence, as she had
so many reasons for knowing that the French were trying to
prevent the aggrandisement of her crown and the quietude of her
realm. She thanked me for judging of her actions so favourably,

and said that she hoped that I would approve of them when I saw
tlie end. I gathered from this conversation that what had passed
between the Queen-mother and tlie prince of Beam* had aroused

* Catherine de Medici, despairing ofovercoming the Huguenot nobles by force of arms
had set out for the south of France shortly before this under the pretext of escorting
her daughter Margaret to the house of her husband, Henry of Navarre. She was accom-
panied by what she called her " flying squadron " of one hundred and fifty beautiful maids
of honour, by whose aid she hoped to soften the rigidity of the Bearnese Court. In this

she had partly succeeded, and had won over her son-in-law to her side, the treaty of Nerac
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some suspicion in her mind, as twice within the last few days she

has refused to see the French ambassador, on the excuse that she

was ill, although she went to dine with the earl of Leicester.

The French and Flemish heretics here have received letters from

those at liochelle and elsewhere telling them of the suspicions

aroused there by the treaty, and the fears entertained that the

going of the Queen-mother to the prince of Beam would cause war
to break out, as the king of France had written to his brother to

hold himself in readiness to return to France if necessary, and sent

him for this purpose three hundred thousand francs which the

Paris merchants had given for the purpose of building a certain

bridge. He was to pay with this money ten thousand of the

troops he had witli him, and was warned not to undertake any
enterprise of importance from which he could not extricate himself

easily,

M. de Quiss^, who I wrote to your Majesty had gone to

Flanders, has pressed Casimir, on behalf of the prince of Beam,
to hasten his return in respect of the regiments of French, Gascons,

and Lorrainers who were attached to him. For this reason, and as

Casimir says that he must return to Germany at the end of a

month when his three months are up, it is suspected that he will

go to France, where he expects to make a larger profit with less

risk, having Beam and the Huguenots behind, him. He will thus

recover what is owing to him in France. If he does not go there

it is understood that the Frenchmen who are with him will join

Alen9on, althcmgh I hope to God that they will not go back again

until they have all tasted turpentine and got their heads well

broken, seeing the vigilance, which they themselves say, is being

displayed by Don Juan. In accordance with the Queen's instruc-

tions, Cobham and Walsingham, seeing that the States were not

coming to terms with his Highness, have returned hither much
dissatisfied with this mode of proceeding and conduct. They have
seen the Queen, but have not yet given a formal account of their

embassy to the Council. I am told that Walsingham has come
back much elated because some of the churches in the States were
knocked down whilst he was there. They say there are very few
English and Scots now serving in the States, on account of many
having returned in consequence of their bad treatment and a number
having died of the plague.—London, 7th October 1578.

]1 Oct. 534. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

Since I wrote to your Majesty on the 7th, this Queen has sent

orders to Dover and the neighbouring i:iprts for the Englishmen

with their baggage, who wish to go over to Gravelines, to be

allowed to do so. I have heard that Captain Jones has nearly

heing signed in February 1579, tbe following year. Agrippa D'Aubigne, the historian,

thus refers to this episode :
" The court of the king of Navarre was renowned for its

" brave nobility and virtuous ladies. Idleness attracted vice to it as heat draws serpents.

" The queen of Navarre took the rust off their wits, and let it gather on their arms.
" She taught the King, her husband, that a cavalier was without a soul when he was
" without an amour." The pages of Brantome also are full of references to the moral

deterioration of H«Dry and the Huguenot nobles by such means as those suggested.
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three hundred men ready and ships at Rochester to take them
across, which he will do on the 13th. I have thought well to

advise his Highness of this by a special courier, as it is auspicious

for so many Englishmen to be going to the town at once, par-

ticularly as tliey ai'e of a sort not much to be depended upon and
the force a considerable one. I knew some time ago that Captain

Moffet had gone over with some men, but that was done quietly,

and the present expedition is of more importance. I have let

M. de la Motte know, and wrote to liim some time ago, telling him
that Orange was sending soldiers to him dressed as countrymen
that he might enlist them, and that prying Englishmen were leaving

here under the pretence of being Catholics to take wages from us.

He replied saying that your Majesty thought it was a good thing

that this should be so, as the place had to be reinforced with
troops, and it was impossible that they should be Spaniards, and
undesirable that they should be all Walloons or other natives of

the States, so that the natives who were in the fortress might bR

counterbalanced by foreigners. Although these men may not

be admitted into the citadel, still, as these captains who are going

over and their men are not dependent upon anyone whom I know
or have any confidence in, it may be feared that some plot is

brewing, either in Gravelines or elsewhere, since nothing is planned
here excepting to your Majesty's prejudice. My suspicions have
been aroused moreover by the fact that the Queen did not mention
the matter to me for communication to your Majesty, together with

the sudden opening of the passage in this way, whereas previously

gentlemen were arrested after they had embarked with the inten-

tion of going to France on the mere suspicion that they were on
their way to serve your Majesty. The people who are going
across now are of a kind open to any sort of plot, and I can assure

your Majesty that Englishmen come to mc every day, men who I
know to have served the rebels, offering to hatch plots in the rebel

towns, whilst others ask for license to capture the Flemish traders

who come across in their vessels and ransom them in your Majesty's

dominions, saying that they will by these means take some good
prizes, for the one idea of these people is to seek means of making
money at any cost. I write to iM. de la Motte generally, and to

Alonso de Ouriel privately, in cipher about the going of these

Englishmen, telling him to keep his eyes open and let his Highness
know what is going on. If M. de la Motte thinks well to have
English troops and will let me know, as he has done on other

matters, I could see that the men who went were people in whom
some trust might be placed, which is not the case with those who
are now going.

M. D'Alengon has written to the French ambassador here that
he is going to send M. de Simier to the Queen about the marriage,
and asks him to assist him as he did Bacqueville, and, if necessary,

to supply him with funds in the same way.—London, 11th October
1578.

15 Oct. 535. The King to Bernardino de Mendoza.

Your letters and duplicates have been received, and also the
marine chart you sent by William Bodenham through Seville and
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Zayas has also informed me of some details wliich you have written
to him not contained in my letters. I am glad to hear everytliing,

but have nothing particular to answer, except to enjoin you to

continue in every respect as you have begun, both as regards

Flemish affairs and Scotch. It is very advantageous in all respects

that the Queen and her ministers should have desisted from their

intention of seeking your recall, as it is highly desirable that you
should remain there until they bid you be gone, which I do not think

they will do, considering the favourable way in which you bear

yourself towai'ds them.

Notwithstanding all the show they may make about the marringe

of the Queen and the Duke D'Alengon, it may be certainly con-

cluded that it is nothing but pastime, and that she is not in earnest

about it and will never take a husband. Nevertheless it is well

that you should be on the alert to hear what their plans are, both in

this respect and in the many other subterfuges which are taking

place there every day.

This letter is taken by Gombal de Guaras, who is going to try

to obtain his brother's release. As you know how sincerely I

have desired this, I shall be very glad if you will help and favour

the bearer with this object to the best of your ability.—Madrid,

15th October 1578.

81 Oct. 536. The King to Bernardino de Mendoza.

By your letters recently received I learn of the return to England
of Frobisher's ships from the coast of Cathay, and the particulars

you have obtained of the voj'age. I have been glad to learn them,

as I shall be to receive any statement respecting the voyage which
may be brought to you by the man whom you sent in the expedition,

if he should have returned.

Having regard to what you write respecting the arrangement
made by Horatio Pallavicini with the people in the States, founded

on the importation of alum, the conditions of which contract are

manifestly prejudicial to my interests, I have ordered the detention

of the ship at Cadiz, and that which is coming from Genoa to touch

at Alicante, as well as the alum at Cartagena. I have also ordered

the cargo books to be examined, and have caused the same steps to

be taken at Milan, advising his Holiness to a similar effect, in

order that he may take such measures with regard to the akim in his

dominions as he may consider necessary, which, no doubt, will be

the same as I have taken, as being those most advantageous

to the service of God and the weakening of the enemies of his Holy
name.

I note what passed between you and the Queen at Uichmond
on the 28th September respecting her regret that she had not been

included by me in the agreement with the States, and you replied

conveniently thereto. You will adopt the same (;ourse if sbe again

refers to the subject, saying that if I had placed the matter in the

hands of any other sovereign but the Emperor she would have had

reason to complain, but as I look upon the Emperor as uiy son,

and he being so prudent a prince, I have no doubt she will see that

she has no ground for complaint or grievance.

I also see what she said to you in the same audience respecting
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her marriage with the Duke D'Alen9on, to which also you replied

very discreetly, and, although I feel certain that the present

negotiations are merely feigned as before, you do well to keep your
eye on them to see what will be the outcome, advising rne always
of what is being done so that we may adopt such measures as may
be desirable.

You will act similarly with regard to Scotch affairs, and will

let me know whether the treatment accorded to the queen of

Scotland gets better or worse. You will also inform me what
communication the Queen has with her son and those who have
charge of him, and how the dissensions amongst them have ended,

as Juan de Vargas reports from France that they had come to an
agreement.

It was very necessary for you to advise M. de la Motte of the

troops who were going over to Gravelines ostensibly on my service

in order that he might not place too much trust in them. I have
no doubt he will follow your advice and act straightfor wardlj',

but if anything grave in this matter should occur, you will report

it to me and to my nephew the prince of Parma, who, as I wrote

on the 14th, has been entrusted by me with the office filled by my
late brother.*

I have been able to obtain from a trustworthy source the

substance of the instructions taken by the ambassadors whom the

Queen sent to the States, and I have ordered a copy thereof to be

sent to you that you may understand the more clearly their inten-

tion, and the underhand and unworthy manner in which they
have proceeded there. This is in conformity with the opinion I

have always formed of her (the Queen), but it was of the greatest

importance that we should have this additional proof, and you may,
if occasion demand, make use of the information without letting

them know that you have the paper, but only signifying that you
have your intelligence from a good quarter.—Madrid, 31st October

1578.

20 Nov. 537. Zayas to Bernardino de Mbndoza.

I wrote to you by Gorabal de Guaras, and as I have no fresh

letter from you I now only write to enclose the letters which go
herewith, and to inform you that such steps have been taken in

these dominions, in Milan, and by the Pope about the alum, in

conformity with your information, as I have no doubt will produce
the desired effect. In the meanwhile keep your eyes on the matter
there, so as to let us know as much about it as possible. Death has
been busy with us, and their Majesties are deeply touched at their

losses, but are bearing them with Christian resignation.—Madrid,
20th November 1578.

8 Dec. 538, Bernardino de Mendoza to Zavas,

I wrote to you on the 22nd ultimo. The queen of Scotland's

affairs are in such a critical condition, what with the doubts and
suspicions of these people, that it is very difficult to discuss them
without the greatest caution and care, as any false step might
jeopardise the life of the poor lady. For this reason I cannot

* Don Juau had died shortly hefore the date of tbie letter,
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advise his Majesty of the' decisions arrived at with so much
promptitude as I should like. They tell me that the queen of

Scotland has been much grieved at the death of Don Juan, and for

two days after she heard the news was almost without food.

I am doing my best for the release of Antonio de Guaras, but
his brother wants to take up the matter in a French fury, not-

withstanding all I have said to him, to the effect that these people

are not to be dealt with in this manner. I fear that unless he
desists from discussing his brother's business with so many people,

he will make matters worse for him than before. His coming iias

been of no advantage hitherto, since the talk on the Exchange is

that he is a man worth two hundred thousand ducats, and has
come to release his brother, and this has caused some of them to

be on the alert to make some money out of the business, of which
they had not the slightest hope before, or even that they would be

paid what was owing. As this is a thing which appeals even to

the highest people here, I am afraid that it will cause a delay rather

than otherwise.

The spectacles which you request for an age of seventy years are

sent herewith, although only eight pairs, as the workman has made
no more.—London, 8th December 1578.

13 Dec. 539. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zatas.

As the secretary to the French ambassador who takes this packet
as far as Paris is leaving hurriedly, I have only time to say that I

wrote on the 8th instant, and that since then, Leicester, whom I

had addressed on the matter of Antonio de Guaras, sent to tell me
that he had spoken to the Queen and I was to ask for audience

respecting it, which would be granted on Sunday when she would
come to a decision. I have done so, and God knows how glad I

shall be to get the matter over. I have had to deal with it very

cunningly, as I will fully explain to you when Guaras is clear out

of the country, which I hope will be soon.

Leicester is very careful to oblige lue in all matters that he can,

and, for ray part, I lose no opporttmitj' of thanking him and
gaining his goodwill, so as to use him for more important things.

It has been said lately that Drake, the pirate that went to the

Indies, was coming home with valuable prizes, and certain news
has now arrived from him at Court. When he arrives I will be on
the alert.—London, 13th December 1578.

31 Dec. 540. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 13th and sent duplicate via

France on the 22nd. The English ambassador in France writes to

the Queen that a bastard brother of the earl of Morton had arrived

there from Scotland and had been warmly welcomed and enter-

tained by the King. He says that, pending the reason of his visit

being discovered, it would be desirable that the Queen should send

some one to the king of France to make an excuse for M. de Simier's

coming being delayed. She has therefore sent Philip Sidney, which
has had the effect of stopping Simier, who is understood to have
arrived at Calais. The ambassador has also written several times

a,ud now confirms it, that the King of France is one of the
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flovereigns who have entered into the league formed by your
Majesty and the Pope and this news greatly disturbs the Queen.

He also tells her that a gentleman has departed very secretly

from the court of E'rance to Germany, in order to hasten the levy

of four thousand horse for this spring to assist M. D'Alen9on, if he

keeps a footing until then, in the States. She emphatically insists

upon this, although some of her Council think that these forces

may be required by the King on account of affairs iu his own
country, where indications are directly pointing to another appeal

to arms.

As I have already reported, the Queen has sent to her am-
bassador in Scotland telling him to endeavour to have ready for the

spring four thousand Scots to send to the help of the Netherlands.

He tells her that the Scotch nobles are opposed to this and
do not wish troops to leave the country, which has greatly

annoyed her and her ministers, particularly as Morton's brother is

in France at the same time, and her suspicions, which were already

great, have thus been increased that the French and Scots may
become closer friends. Hunsdon, the commander of the frontier

also advises her from Berwick that Morton and the Scots are not so

friendly with him as formerly.

Parliament, which was to have opened on the 22nd of January,
has now been further prorogued until March, in order that Simier
may come first, as it is said that it will be better for Parliament to

meet after the marriage and alliance have been arranged. Signs are

evident, both on the part of the Queen and ministers, that they
desire to carry the matter through, although it is difficult to

believe, for other reasons, that it will result in anything. A house
has been prepared where the Queen will entertain Simier and his

people, and he will be served by the Queen's own household.

They will be much feasted as the Queen has ordered the Lords and
gentlemen of the kingdom to be at Court during the time.

I spoke to the Queen on the 14th about the release of Antonio
de Guaras, when she promised me that the business should be
promptly disposed of. She afterwards asked me with great

earnestness if I thought that peace would be made in the Nether-
lands. I replied that I could not give her any certain assurance in

the matter, only that some of the people in the States wei-e saying
that her ambassadors had not advised them to agree to it, as their

reconciliation with their enemy would be that of the lamb with the

wolf. I repeated this and other points of the instruction which
your Majesty sent me and she changed countenance when she heard
me, and said that the rogues who espoused the French cause were
always making up something of this sort to excuse their own
tricks, but that she was not fit to discuss similar matters then as

she had a very bad cold. I made no reply to this, thinking that
what I had said would be enough, and she then, in the course of

conversation upon other points said that we Spaniards knew how
to put what we wanted to say very cleverly. She has ordered her
people to be armed in the manner which you will see by a copy of

her instructions which I send herewith.

The merchants of London are opposed to the Hamburg people
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who reside here enjoying the privileges which they have, and similar

steps have been taken in Hamburg towards the English residents

there, and the effect aimed at is, apparently, to stop them from
having any business in those towns at all. The Council are trying

to settle the matter although they have not yet been able to do s'-'.

Tbe Flemish merchants resident here are being much pressed for

the payment of a certain imposition, and, in order to escape there-

from, they have given an account of the matter to the Archduke
Mathias and the States, requesting that they will send someone

here to settle the question. This was done but the man has

returned without effecting anything, and they "are now asking that

a person of more importance should be sent to assist them in the

matter.—London, 31st December 1578.

1579.

S Jan. 541. Zatas to Bernardino de Mendoza.

Your letters of 8th and 13th ultimo, with duplicates, were duly

received, and none have been lost. Your information about

Portugal is so important that you did well in sending it by

special messenger. It will be well to be on the alert, and throw

out nets on all sides to gain information of what is done in this

particular. Your informant was quite right about Miguel de

Mora, as we had heard the same here, but it is necessary to

dissemble, as he is in high favour and credit with his master.

The extraordinary diligence of Leicester in trying to oblige and

please you is significant, and, if possible, it would be advisable to

discover what his object is, what he is aiming at, and what service

he can render to our master. If it means more than mere words

and compliments, I tmderstand that he may well be given some-

thing more substantial than the horses and harness you mentioned

in your recent letters.

We note your remarks about the caution with which the affairs

of the Queen of Scotland and her country should be treated, and
thoroughly approve of them, as a contrary course would certainly

ruin her. The (Scotch) ambassador resident in France has been

recently persuading Juan de Vargas* that, if his Majesty would

assist the Queen's adherents, a great effect would be produced in

her favour, and, what is of more importance, in favour of the

Catholic religion. If the aid were in the form of money, he says

that a sum sufficient to maintain 4,000 foot for three or four

months would be enough, and, although his Majesty is very well

disposed towards the business, nothing has yet been decided,

because, in good truth, the matter could only be undertaken on

very safe grounds, and with the assurance that the effect would be

produced, as otherwise it would be " oleum ed operam perdere."

Look into the matter and send your opinion upon it.

You do well in sending to us all the news you get from

Flanders, as, although we sometimes learn the same things direct,

there are other points of which we know nothing ; as was the

case with your intelligence from Antwerp of the 10th ultimo, and

* Juan de Vargas Mejia, Spanish Ambaesador in France.
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Orange's printed paper, which certainly contains some very strange

things, evidently dictated by the evil one, who loses no opportunity
of helping his own.
What you write about M. de la Motte rather puzzles us, as

the letters we get from Flanders exalt him to the skies, as the

origin of all the favourable events that have begun there, and it

has been under discussion to reward his services with an order (of

knighthood), although nothing has yet been decided about it, and
you had better not mention it to anyone. It will be well, therefore,

for you to get to the bottom of the intelligence you send and
communicate the result.

I thank you warmly for so stoutly helping Antonio de Guaras,

and for the hope you give me of his release. I at once informed
his wife, for her consolation, of which she was much in need. She
is a lady of very good position.

The accountant Mendibil tells me you need a clerk. If this is

so, and you will let me know, I think I can supply you with one
that will suit.

I duly received the box of spectacles for the age of 70 years,

with which you have made Jacobo de Trezo* a rich man. In his

name and my own I thank you sincerely for them. Those for

Castillo have been given to him.

There is no news here. Their Majesties have passed the

Christmas holidays at St. Lorenzo (the Escurial) in good health,

notwithstanding the cold,—Madrid, 8th January 1579.

15 Jan. 542. Bernakdino de Mendoza. to the King.

I wrote to 3'our Majesty on the 3 1st ultimo a letter, duplicate

of which was forwarded by way of Rouen on the 3rd instant.

M. de Simier and the other Frenchmen arrived here on the 5th,

and saw the Queen on the 11th. She had, a few days previously,

had a consultation of doctors to decide whether she could hope for

progeny, in which the doctors found no difficulty ; but sh^, never-
theless, received the Frenchmen with no great cordiality, and the
people at large show no joy at their coming. She told Simier
that Aleu^on could not be so eager as they professed, since he had
delayed three months in sending him, without discussing any point
of the business. If other negotiations are attempted under cover
of the marriage, since affairs in France are so disturbed that it

appears probable that peace may be broken, which is the Queen's
object, she will give ear readily enough to them, whilst letting the
marriage question drag. If, as some people think probable,

Alen^on asks her for help against his brother, I am assured that
she would give it.

Simier brings with him ten or twelve thousand crowns worth of
jewels to give away. I have requested audience for the purpose of

* Giacomo Trezzo was a celebrated Milanese sculptor and lapidary, who executed the
splendid high altar and tabernacle of the cathedral of St. Lorenzo at the Escorial, and
much other fine -work there. The street in Madrid in which he lived and died has
always been called after him, the Calle de Jacometrezo. He was between forty and fifty

years of age at the time this letter was written.

ER 2
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pointing out to the Queen how bad it would be for her, apart

from the marriage, to give ear to other advances from the

French, who are carrying on such active negotiations in Scotland,

to her manifest prejudice, as both they and the Scots are the

ancient enemies of this crown. In order to arrange for this

audience and put matters in a desirable way I saw Walsinghain
four days ago. He gives me an account of the news that the

Queen receives from France and elsewhere, and I wished to

ascertain whether what I had heard was true. I said I was much
astonished that the Queen should feast the Frenchmen in this way,
seeing that Morton's son had gone to the king of France, who had
also sent secretly two persons to Scotland who had landed at Leith,

and, as the Scots themselves declared, would make great promises

and offers in his name. He replied that the Queen had heard as

much from both sides, and this again proved clearly how desirous

your Majesty was of preserving friendship with England, as I

did not conceal from them a matter which touched them so closely

as this. The Queen had been informed of it by her ambassador in

Scotland, who assured her that Morton was becoming every day
more closely attached to the French, from whose greed nothing else

could be expected.

The Queen-mother is urging very warmly the marriage of her

grand-daughter, the daughter of the duke of Lorraine, with the

king of Scotland. In order to bring it about, she and the king (of

France) offer to the heir of the house of Hamilton, who claims the
succession, that in default of the king (of Scots) they will

favour him and endeavour to get him recognized as heir in the
next Parliament, whilst great promises are held out to others

with the same end. Both matters are causing anxiety to this

Queen, as well as the news she gets from France to the effect that

a marriage is being discussed between Guise and the daughter of

the prince of Beam.
Parma has ordered the execution of the two Englishmen who, as

I wrote to your Majesty on the 16th May, left here in order to

murder the late Don John. When the Queen received the news
she told Walsingham very angrily that this was the outcome of

the advice that he and others had given her, and that he had
brought her to the present pass. Walsingham was so much
affected by these words that he came here from the Court next
day in a high fever.

He has sent to Ghent one Kogers,* the man who went to

Germany to arrange with Casimir for the raising of cavalry, on
pretence of taking him a gold mounted sword from Leicester. The
object of his present journey is to incite the Ghent people to

persevere in the war, in which he will help them as he is a great

heretic, and a very fit person to arrange matters of this sort with

other heretics, without appearing openly. He is to represent to

the malcontents that, whereas this is the time for them to liberate

their country, they are mining it by their ]jrivate quarrels.

* DauieJ Rogers, son of Joliu Kopers the Martyr. He is said to have been
" the most accomplished gentleman of that time, a very good man and excellently

" learned."
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Junio (Junius de Jongh), who came here from Caslmir about the
payment from the Queen, took back 8,000?. in cash and 14,000?. in

bills of Benedict Spinola and other Genoese residents here. Two
or three vessels loaded with cloth left here on the 5th for Antwerp,
in connection with the same business, although until I learn of the
distribution of the cargoes, I do not know whether tliey are sent

on account of the Queen, or by the merchants to cover the amount
of their bills.

From your Majesty's Court the Queen has received news that
the prince of Parma had offered to renounce in your Majesty's

favour the rights of his son to the crown of Portugal, but the

person who told me this had not time to see the signature of the

person who had written the letter.* The Queen has ordered
certain lawyers of hers to look into the pedigree of the Portu-

guese throne, and has sent Fortescue thither by sea with a secret

despatch.

The Portuguese ambassador here continues his efforts to impress
upon the Queen and her ministers that your Majesty wishes to be
adopted as the heir to the crown, and to point out how bad it will

be for England to lose the friendship of Portugal, directly your
Majesty may declare war against them. He urges upon them the

good treatment which Portugal extended to them at the time of

the embargoes, when they could not carry on trade with any of

your Majesty's dominions.

The person of whom I wrote on the 26th October last, who is a
faithful servant of the Queen of Scotland, has not yet given me an
answer about the steps he himself promised to take with certain

Scots. I suspect that, in vievr of the negotiations they are carrying
on with France, he has not found the matter so feasible as he
expected.—London, 15th January 1579.

15 Jan. 543. Beenardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

By my letter to the King you will see how I bore myself with
Walsingham, to feel the way as to the best course to take about
the coming of the Frenchmen, and to satisfy myself that I was not
being deceived by one of his own people, with whom I carry on some
communications. By God's help I have managed to get on such
terms with these folks, that even Leicester and Walsingham, who
were the most strongly opposed to my being here, are now trying to

get another house for me, as m}'- present one is not healthy or well
placed. I am afraid the execution of the Englishmen by the prince
of Parma may delay the release of Antonio de Guaras, which I had
already carried so forward, as I wrote to you. I addressed myself
to Walsingham about it, but did not find him so well disposed as
he had been recently; and was told by him that he was awaiting

* Note in the handwriting of the King :
" It will be well to write to Portugal about

" this, in order that they may see to it. Write to him (Mendoza) also to endeavour
" to discover who wrote from hero about it." Alexander Farnese, prince of Parma
had married Marie of Portugal in 1565 («ee Calendar of State Papers, Spanish,
1558-67). On the loss of the young King Dom Sebastian, in August 1568, the aged
and childless Cardinal King Henry had succeeded, and during his short reign Philip
and the other claimants were busily intriguing for the succession.
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t.he receipt of certain despatches from Ireland before the matter

could be settled, and they were sometimes delayed for two months

in the winter tiipe. I cannot get Guaras' brother to believe me,

and he acts in (he most impatient manner, notwithstanding every-

thing I can say to him to show him that the absurdities he commits

every day only delay his own object. It is quite impossible to

bring him to reason, or make him understand the proper way to

expedite the business. They write from Scotland that the earls of

Mar and Argyll had words about who was the best horseman, which

at last ended in blows, and thirty on one side and forty on the

other were killed or wounded in the quarrel. As the cause of

dispute was so trifling and the blood shed so great, there were

doubtless prior grounds of quarrel between them.

Casiodoro, who is one of the friars that fled from St. Isidro at

Seville many years ago, has come to this country again, after having

escaped from here in disgrace, as he was accused of an abominable

crime. He comes now with letters from John Sturmius* one of

the heresiarchs of Germany, in consequence of which he is being

favoured by some of the principal people here. He wants to be

allowed to preach in one of the so-called churches here to be set

apart for Spaniards, as the heretics of other nations have churches.

One of my men has returned from Holland and gives me the

enclosed information about the sects there.

The special despatch I sent on the 8th ultimo met with very bad
weather, twelve days of tempest, and I had given up the courier

for lost, but now hear that he arrived in Paris on the 23rd.

The Queen has ordered her house here to be got ready for her

and intends to come in a week.
Ten days since the Queen gave orders that after this month no

whale oil is to be allowed to enter this country, where nearly

2,000 tons of it was yearly consumed, most of it coming from
Biscay. They have resolved in future to manufacture their cloths

and soap with rape oil which, if it answers, will not fail to injure

Biscay, as the whale oil will not be in so great a demand as hitherto.

I am told that one of the reasons for this order is to prevent the

free export of money on the excuse of buying whale oil, which
gave a, greater profit than the oil itself.

On the day that Simier saw the Queen, Leicester invited him to

supper, in order that he might afterwards be present at the ball,

which was a very grand one with an entertainment in imitation of

a tournament, between six ladies and a like number of gentlemen,

who surrendered to them. She (the Queen) did not order Simier

to be covered. I am told that he gave the Queen a small casket,

which, no doubt, is the token in exchange for the salamander she

sent him (Alen^on) by Bacqueville.

The Vidame de Chartres must have gone with some great oStr

from the Ghent people, as the king of France a few months ago,

ordered all his property to be sold as that of a proclaimed heretic.

* John Sturmius the famous reformer, who yras Queen Elizabeth's agent at

Strasburg.
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He passed through Amiens in a carriage on the 8th, accompanied
by twenty horse.

I suspect that the protest made by this Queen was caused by
the fact that the affairs of the States have not been benefited by
this step, although she herself was anxious to bring it about

when Walsingham went thither.—London, 15th January 1579.

15 Jan. 544. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

Since closing the accompanying letter, I have received yours of

20th November and 11th ultimo. The present is only written

hurriedly to acknowledge receipt of them, and to say, shortly, as

regards the matter of the embargoes, about which I will write at

length in my next, that it will be unnecessary for any commissioners

or documents to be sent from Flanders to deal with the matter, since

I am here in his Majesty's name. According to the agreement,

there will be two or three Englishmen appointed by the Queen and a

like number of foreigners chosen by me, and I am assured by those

who have the matter in hand, and by Leicester who is helping us,

that the persons chosen on both sides shall be to my satisfaction.

I am pressing the Queen nearly every day to have the matter

commenced, the sooner the better, as those whom I have mentioned
are so warm about it, besides which the property will dwindle by
delay.—London, loth January 1579.

19 Jan. 545, Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I wrote to bis Majesty and your worship on the loth that I was
in hopes of being able to see the Queen, which I did yesterday,

and I gathered from my conversation with her and also with the

earl of Sussex, who is a worthy gentleman, that the Frenchmen
will prolong their stay here, and that all the plans they are hatching
are against the Netherlands, with a view to their own interests.

The English are saying that, although the French are their mortal

enemies, it is meet they should join hands with them in this way
and get the Queen married. News has arrived that Casimir will

be at Dunkirk on the l7tli for the purpose of coming over to this

country, and he is therefore expected here hourly All this, as

well as Orange's desperate plots, and the Vidame's journey to

France, prove the correctness of tlie above, but I have no time
to elucidate the matter as I write this in great haste and send it

under cover of some merchants by a secretary of Alen^on's, who
accompanied Simier hither, and is being hurriedly sent off by him.

In order to get to the bottom of it all, I have delayed seeing Cecil

and the other ministers, to whom, as I have written to his Majesty,

presents should be given, until the decision as to its being done
reaches me. I have taken care to hold out hopes to them and have
done all else in my power to hinder these negotiations, and will

give full information to his Majesty as I obtain it, sending par-

ticulars of what passes with the Queen, by special courier. M. de
Simier returned hither on the 16th and the Queen will be here in

four da\ s. The French envoys are the guests of the Ambassador.
Simier said that Alen9on would go to Malines.
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The Queen is sending Leicester's nephew, Philip Sidney, to meet

Casimir.—London, 19th January 1579.

27 Jan, 546. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 15th, and sent a duplicate next

day by sea to Bilboa, saying that I had requested audience for the

18th.* When I saw the Queen on that day, she began by saying

how glad she was to see me, and regretted that circumstances had
prevented her from doing so before, in order to leafh news of your
Majesty's health, as she had been much pained at the many recent

deaths in your family, and, in order not to reo])en your grief, she

had refrained from writing her condolences hitherto, but would do
so very shortly.

She then asked me whether peace had been made in the Nether-

lands, to which I replied that I had not received news from the

Prince of Parma for some time, but that advices from Antwerp said

that he had refused to grant the forty days suspension of hostilities,

which had been requested by the States. She said that was well,

and her wish was that a good peace should be made. I told her

that your Majesty had referred tl]£ questions at issue there to the

Emperor, and the rest that your Majesty ordered me to convey to

her in your's of the 2nd November. She received it very well, and
did not renew her previous complaints on the subject. I then re-

marked upon the want of harmony in the States, and said that, as

they had not confidence in Cfich other, they could hardly expect

others to have confidence in them, a fact which some of her ministers

would wish to hide from her. I then went on to say that the reason

of my desiring audience was to inform her that I had received news
from France of the visit of Morton's son to the king of France, and
the other Scotch news, which I wrote to your Majesty in my previous

letters ; and how the Scots were carrying on very lively negotiations

there, and the hopes which were founded thereon. I said that,

although she would certainly get the intelligence from other quarters,

I thought it my duty, as your Majesty's representative here, to

inform her of it. She replied that, notwithstanding my zeal in

doing so,—she having already received the information,—she had
also been advised that your Majesty was carrying forward, to its

conclusion, the league, which has been mentioned in my former

letters, between the Catholic princes, at the instance of the Pope
;

which, she said, would certainly not be to her advantage, and, of

which, for various leasons, she could not help being suspicious
;

particularly as M. de la Motte had told an ambassador of hers two
years ago, that the duke of Alba had sent him, at the time of

duke of Norfolk's rising, to reconnoitre the coasts of this country,

with the object of landing 5,000 Walloons, in case the disturbances

continued.

As regards the league, I asked her whether she did not refer to that

which your Majesty had effected with the Pope and the Venetians
in tne tane of Pius V., against the infidels, when certain other

Note in the King's handwriting; " To judge from this, the cannot be bo bad as they
said."
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Princes requested to be admitted into the arrangement, as 1 had
never beard of any other league having been formed. I was, how-
ever, certain that some of her ministers would like to arouse her

suspicions by saying that something of the sort was being done, as

they wished to break her alliance with your Majesty and the house
of Burgundy, and attach her to the French. Besides which, her

Ambassador in France persists in his news about such a league, as

he is a great heretic, and is inspired by certain people of the same
sort here.

In answer to her assertion about M. de la Motte, I said that I,

myself, was in the Netherlands at the time in question, although
not engaged in State affairs, and I knew M. de la Motte very well

as a gallant .soldier and a good subject, as his deeds have proved him
to be, but he was then only a captain of infantry, and certainly not
in a position for the duke of Alba to give him charge of such a
force, but that I did not desire to enter into past questions as it

Avas of more importance to deal with the present circumstances.

She then asked mc whether the reason for my giving her this Scotch

news was not to divert her from the marriage with M. D'Alen5on,

as she well knew that the Queen-mother was desirous of marrying
him to one of the Infantas, she having herself sent to tell her so

;

and she (Elizabeth) expressed her surprise, under the circumstances,

that Simier should have been sent to continue the negotiations that

De Bacqueville had commenced. The Queen-mother had replied that

she was quite sure she (Elizabeth) never meant to marry, whatever
she might say, and there was, therefore, nothing surprising in her

(the Queen-mother's) desire that her son should be wedded. She
said that, although she had received this reply, she could not help

confessing to me that she would not marry a private gentleman,
and that Alen9on might yet be king of France, and she believed

he did not dislike her. I said it was not for rae to discuss her
marriage, but I could not avoid saying that, althougli, as a general

rule, it was a matter whicli depended upon tlie individual feelings

of the persons interested, yet with princes it was not so, as they
had usually to consider the interests of their dominions and place

on one side their personal inclinations. I was, however, convinced
that she would behave with her usual prudence in the matter.

She then changed the subject to that of Scotland, and said that
the King had sent to inform her that offers of marriage were being
made to him, but he would accept none without consulting her, as
he had hitherto done. For this reason, and in view of the good
offices she had performed for those who had governed the kingdom
during the King's infancy, she was under no great anxiety as

regards Scotch affairs. I replied that matters of this sort were not
usually regulated by considerations of past events, but rather as
great physicians treated a patient, namely, to consider carefully the
present condition of the body before applying a remedy, although
their experience showed them that a certain medicament bad
benefited the patient previously. I said that, even though the
means she had hitherto adopted had kept Scotland tranquil, different

methods would have to be employed in future, as the circumstances
were entirely changed, the King completing h's fourteenth year in
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May and his marriage being already under discussion, as well as Lis

heirship to her throne, as she had hitlierto refused to have a

successor proclaimed. Either of these two facts was of great

importance, seeing the many point arising out of them, and she

would not underrate them, even if her Ministers were so forgetful

of her interests as to neglect to place them before her as a matter

which touched the preservation of her crown. It had been evident

for a long time that the French had sought every opportunity of

getting a footing in Scotland, some of which attempts I pointed out

to her, particularly that of the year '60, and the efforts your
Majesty had made. I said that this opportunity of marrying the

(Scotch) King to their liking would cerhainly not be neglected by
them, and they were straining every point to manage it. The greed

of Morton and Scots in general was such as would prompt them to

open their arms to anyone, let alone the French, with whom they

had such ancient alliances ; both nations being equally inimical

to the English, of which fact fresh proofs were forthcoming every

day.

She pricked up her ears at this, and said I was speaking the

truth and was confirmed by the Governor of Berwick and her

ambassador in Scotland, who had come hither to tell her so. (I was
informed of his coming before she told me). When I saw she was
softening in this way, I pressed the matter home very emphatically,

enlarging as much as possible upon it, profiting by the opportunity

of her inviting me to be seated by her side. She even raised her
farthingale in order that I might get closer to her and speak
without being overheard, and I assured her, in your Majesty's name,
that your only object was to preserve friendship, as she could see

by my mode of proceeding. She replied that, even if we had planned
anything against her, however secretly it was done^ she would
hear of it in time to frustrate it, to which I said that when your
Majesty wished to break with her., you would not do it with deceit

and trickery, like some people, but openly and in a way that, for

her own sake, I should be very sorry for her to learn by experience

the power of your Majesty's sword, which she had never yet seen

unsheathed. She gave no answer to this but thanked me for the

news I had given her. I was with her for over three hours. When
the audience ended, the earl of Sussex came up to me, with whom
I had a conversation, and I subsequently spoke with Lord Burleigh

and other Ministers, giving them a partial account of what had
passed with the Queen. I said that, though it was not my business

to discuss the Queen's marriage, I had briefly mentioned to her the

formation of a new alliance with France and would enlarge more
fully upon the matter with them, in order that they might convey
my remarks to the Queen when occasion arose. I said it must be a
matter of grave consideration for them that, during the time

England had been in alliance with the House of Burgundy and at

enmity with France, the House of Burgundy had added to its

dominions Spain, Naples, the State of Milan, Frisia, Utrecht, the

Duchy of Gueldres, and other States, whilst England, instead of

becoming more powerful had decayed ; Calais, their only footing on

the continent, havipg been lost, as well as their friendship with
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Brittany, Normandy, and other places, by the aid of which they

were able to undertake their various enterprises against France,

when the latter was engaged in civil war or was being attacked by
the House of Burgundy. Normandy and.Brittany were now in the

hands of their enemies, and it must be cleur to them that they

could trust no one but your Majesty'. They could not fail to see

the importance of maintaining friendship with you, since in times

when the Housejof Burgundy had not so much power as it has now.
it had been consider necessary for England to count upon its aid, by
means of which this country could not only resist, but attack, its

enemies. I said, moreovei', though the French might oifer to

combine the marriage with an alliance for the purpose of conquering

the Netherlands, I should like to know whether they thought
England would be benefited by seeing that country in the hands of

the French, or any other Prince or people, rather than in those of

your Majesty, with whom the English had been connected for so

many years.

It was all very well, I said, for the French and Netherlanders to

press upon them the importance of not missing the opportunity of

seizing upon Artois, Holland, and Zealand respectively, which
provinces were favourable, in the assurance that, once in possession

of them the rest of the country could easily be won ; but there

were plenty of Englishmen and Frenchmen, on the other hand, who
thought it was just as important that England itself should be

captured, in order that the wars in the Netherlands and France
should be crushed and the provinces joined to the other States. It

no doubt appeared a great oifer, that some of the States made to the

Queen, to hand themselves over to her, but it reall}' was nothing of

the sort, as they had no intention whatever of fulfilling tlieir

promise ; as was proved by the way they treated Alen9on and his

Frenchmen, of whom they merely made use and would never
consent to his getting a footing in the country, even turning him out
of Mons when he wished to have possession of the town.
Even though the Queen and her Ministers shut their eyes to

all these facts, for the sake of making an alliance with France, I

said I did not see what advantage they could expect from it, as
France itself is so disturbed, and the King, to judge from his

actions, so incapable of tranquillising the country or uniting its

forces. I used other arguments of this sort, and said that I had
no doubt that these negotiations for the French alliance had not
heen commenced by their (the Councillors') wish, but had originated
from the personal designs and ambition of other persons. This I
pressed upon each one of them separately, in accordance with the
degree of enmity they bore to Leicester and his party, who, as they
understood better than I, were for the most part the kind of men
that Cataline wished for in order to disturb the republic, namely
both needy and vicious.

Sussex replied that I had specified the points well. As regards
the marriage, the Queen could follow her own inclinations, but I
might look upon him as the most unworthy person in the world if,

by his consent or advice, the marriage were effected on condition of
depriving your Majesty of the Netherlands. He could say this the
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more openly, as his aim was not solely to gratify the Queen, but to

preserve and strengthen her throne. He would hold the same
opinion, even though your Majesty might make light of the

friendship, siuce you refused to receive a Minister in your Court,

and had sent no reply to what she (the Queen) had asked me to

write on the 5th May last to your Majesty.

Lord Burleigh said that, touching the marriage, he had told

M. de Simier that one of his principal arguments in favour of the

marriage, namely, that his master (Alen9on) might be king of

France, had turned him (Cecil) against it, as he considered that

would be a disadvantage for England ; whereupon Simier had com-
plained to the Queen of him. As to the rest, his desire had always
been to see her married to a Prince of the House of Austria, with
which it was well to be in alliance, but, since their olil friends cast

them off, and your Majesty had refused to confirm the treaties

which had existed with this country at the time of the Queen's

accession, when Lord Montague was sent to your Majesty, it was
necessary for them to seek new friends, particularly as your
Majesty refused to receive a Minister in your Court, of which they
all complain to me.—London, ^Tth January 1-579.

27 Jan. 547. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

M. de Simier saw the Queen on the 11th, and gave her three

letters, one from M. D'Alengon and the other two from the King
and his mother containing credences and general expressions. The
King's letter gave an assurance that he would agree to any alliance

or treaty the Queen wished, in order to bring about his brother's

marriage. They were at Richmond with the Queen until her

return here on the 17th, audience being given to them every day,

although on some occasions Simier went alone without the resident

ambassador. Nothing was decided, but grand promises were held

out that, if Alengon himself came, the business would be carried

through, and those who are here for him quite persuade themselves

that this will be so, as do those who surround AlenQon in Flanders.

They point out to him tliat his absence alone stands in the way,
and dwell upon the Queen's affection for him, and the warmth and
cordiality with which she receives his emissaries ; all of which
revives his desire to see her and reminds him of the oath he swore
to his jieople and they to him when he left the French Court, that

none of them would ever return whilst his brother reigned, who
treated him with so little dignity. His coming would not be

opposed by the King, particularly -with the hopes held out here of

an alliance for the war in tiie Netherlands, which would divert the

trouble in his own kingdom.

Simier sent to Paris on the 1 9th a secretary of Alen9on's, who
came hither -with him, for the purpose of negotiating the coming of

his master, and Simier and those with him say they will not leave

here until the question of the marriage is decided one way or the

other. They are bravely pushing on the idea of the alliance, which
they say will be the only means of curbing your Majesty's power
and preventing you from adding the crown of Portugal to your
own. When Simier spoke in this sense to the Queen, she replied.
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" I am so friendly with my brotlier tlie Catholic King that when I

" wrote requesting him to release a subject of mine from the galleys

" he refused to do it."*

The Queen has been warned by the king of France to be very

careful of the queen of Scotland, as certain Englishmen in league

with your Majesty were trying to liberate her with the aid of Scots

of her party, which is another proof of the lively negotiations which

they (the French) are carrying on in Scotland. In the Parliaments

in that country there are three orders or votes ; first the earls or

nobles, second tlie ecclesiastics, and third the lairds, who are most
numerous and have the lar'gest following. The first two orders are

in favour of marrying the King in France, and the third order or

lairds oppose it.

This Queen has written to the people in the States that she thinks

their treatment of Alengon very strange, as he had gone thither

to help them in the war, not only with his troops but with his own
person, which should be greatly esteemed, he being a brother of the

king of France.

It is said that Casimirhas been secretly summoned that he maybe
reconciled with the king of France and his brother, this being done
at the instance of Orange, in order that the alliance for the Nether-

lands may be effected on conditions that neither the Queen nor the

heretics of France or the Netherlands shall have anything to fear.

The plan is for the French Huguenots to continue their warlike

preparations, and the King may then raise an army, which they

say is being got read}' in Germany, without arousing the suspicions

of your Majesty or causing you to declare war, and then, when all

are armed, the King may have not only his own forces hut those of

the Huguenots as well with the prince of Beam and, if they do not

choose to attack Spain, they may join the troops of this Queen and
Casimir in the Low Countries, and form a force so strong as to defy

your Majesty's troops and overawe the Catholics. By this means
the Huguenots will also be assured, as they will be in such great

numbers that even your Majesty and the king of France combined
would not be able to deal with them. All sorts of great things are

promised from tiiis combination, although there are always diffi-

culties in carrying such things into effect. Orange hopes foi- much
in the division of the States, and as his people are getting tired

of his mode of procedure and incline to peace, he is losing no
opportunity of diverting them to avoid his downfall.

Leicester and Walsingham have favoured the plan of bringing

Casimir here to reconcile him with the Frencli, and the day after

his arrival here, where he was received with great applause,

Leicester, Lord Hunsdon, and many other gentlemen, went to sea

the Frenchmen before dinner, and, I am told, asked them whether
they would meet Casimir and dine with him one day, to which
they gave no decided reply. Notwithstanding all this, it is asserted

that the Queen did not know of his coming, which people believe,

because it was kept quiet until he arrived at Dunkirk, an artful

move on the part of Orange, as it appears he started on his journey

* Note in original :
" He whs condemucd to them by the Holy Office."
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accompanied by only five men, and even at Dunkirk did not make
himself known, but shipped in disguise on board a fishing boat.

The object of this is that, if the Frenchmen refuse to receive him,

his voyage may appear to be made for another reason. Indeed the

day after he left Ghent the people were disturbed, and he gave 01 t

that he was only coming over to see this country, and his absence

would be to the advantage rather than the injury of the States.

He gratified the Archduke Mathias by saying he would oppose the

match with Alengon, in which direction he himself had some pre-

tensions, as he had sent the Queen his portrait, and she had told

me how pleased she was with it, and with him ; which she had
directed her agent in Antwerp to tell him.

On the morning of the 18th certain books printed in French

were found in the Queen's chamber and others, dedicated to the

Queen and admonishing her to avoid attaching herself to the French

or having any dealings with them. Strict orders were given for

all the books to be sent to her, but only five of them appeared.

Great efforts are being made to discover where they were printed.

In conversation in his own room, Casimir said it was of great

importance to him, and to the Protestants, that the renunciation,

which the archbishop of Cologne was to make in favour of the son

of the duke of Bavaria, with your Majesty's approbation, should not

take effect, as he had been advised that there had been a dis-

turbance in Cologne about it, and your Majesty's troops, and many
Spaniards amongst them, entered the city freely.

In addition to the steps I have taken with the Queen and her

Ministers, I have adopted means to instil into the minds of the

common people the idea of how prejudicial to them these negotiations

will be, as they can only result in more money being demanded of

them, and other inconveniences will be caused, to the injury of

their trade and prosperity.—London, 27th January 1579.

27 Jan. 548. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I wi'ote to you so hurriedly on the 1 9th that I could not reply to

the points contained in your letters of 20th November and 11th

ultimo. With regard to the seizures, when the commissioners met

here to discuss a settlement they found a great difficulty on both

sides, particularly those who represented his Majesty ; namely, that

it was impossible in so short a time as that fixed, for the necessary

claims and declarations to arrive, setting forth the losses sustained

by his Majesty's subjects. In view of this, and of the fact that it

would be almost equally prejudicial to delay a settlement until these

documents could be received, an agreement was arrived at on the

basis of the documents and claims already presented, with the

introduction of a clause in the agreement, by virtue of which, if

any omission of declaration or concealment of goods should take

place on either side, at the striking of the balance the same majr be

claimed by the subjects of either crown, to whom they rightly

belong. In order that justice in this matter may be done rapidly, it

was agreed that on a request being made, to either sovereign for

the appointment of commissioners to deal with the new clause, they

are to be so appointed and are to have summary jurisdiction, without
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recourse to the ordinary procedure, which is far fiom rapid here

;

with their long vacations. In accordance with this agreement, some
EngKshmen have gone to petition hia Majesty to restore certain

goods, which were not set forth in the declarations which he ordered

to be made, and similar petitions are to be made, by our people

to this Queen, but as they have not yet found any minister to

assist them in their claim they have not presented it, as it would
be an interminable affair, if it were not dealt with under autho-

ritative countenance. It would seem from this agreement, that

any owner could claim his propert}) if it bad not been declared,

or had been concealed, and might demand the appointment of

commissioners for its restoration, if it had not been included in the

general account of goods seized. I therefore wrote to ask whether
it was his Majesty's wish, in the case of his subjects establishing

their claim to such goods before the Commissioners, that the property

should be handed to the owners themselves, or be added to the

rest of which his Majesty had laid claim, as it is clear that,

if no owner establishes his claim, it must come into his Majesty's

hands. From what I have said, you will see that it is unnecessary

for commissioners to come from Flanders, or anywhere else, to look

after the business, which I have tried to make as clear as possible,

in order to banish any doubts that may arise, although really it is

rather a strange matter for a light cavalry man to Jiave to manage.
I must confess that I am not sorry that jou in Madrid have had
an evident proof of the way I am treated in the way of news and
remittance of letters by our people in France, by seeing how long

I was kept in ignorance of Don Juan's death. This is much to his

Majesty's disadvantage, as I know nothing of what passes there,

except by chance private advices (Juan de Vargas merely writing

me generalities in his letters) and occasional intelligence received

by this Queen, which I get from a man who sees her letters. Besides
this, I only get a very rare letter from the prince of Parma, and to

keep pace with the thousand circumstances which occur here, I have
to invent my news and furbish up the scraps I get from Antwerp
and elsewhere, as need requires. Even such bits of news as I can
pick up in this way are only obtained with much trouble, as the
Flemings are generally so ill meaning.

It looks as if every sheet of paper that pas-.es through Juan de
Vargas' hands for me must be buried, seeing the long delay in

forwarding them. Some time ago you wrote me that you had sent

a letter from the King for me to Juan de Vargas, with directions

for him to forward it by special courier, if no other means were
ready. I could not find out who brought the letter, but I learnt

that it was wandering about from one tavern to another in London
for two days whilst its bearer was getting drink on the streno-th of
the postage, which was six crowns. Again, on tlie 1 1th November,
Vargas wrote saying tliat he had a packet for me, which had been
delayed on the road, but which he wouLl forward at once by an
express, as I asked. I learn from the man who provided the money
for his journey, that the express was not dispatched until the 16th.

I do not write this by way of complaint, but in order to prevent
complaint being made of me if I cannot serve his Majesty as I ought
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good as my will is (as it should be with all of us) to sacrifice all for

his service. By your orders I changed my method of forwarding
letters, sending the despatches through Isardo Capelo, the corres-

pondent of Domiugo de Iralta. The latter now asks me to beg you
to send him an order for the postage and couriers to be paid on the

King's account, so that none of them shall be paid twice over, as I

have accounts with so many of them. By this means I shall be

able to get couriers at once sent off when I want them, as those sent

by sea are so long delayed. The orders given by his Majesty in the

affair of Horatio Pallavicini and commensurate with the disservice

he has done, and if the Financial Council had been energetic they
might have prevented him from getting the 30,000 ducats he has

made out of the first two ships, which there was time to have
stopped. He is offended with me at the steps taken by his Majest}',

and affirms that he has had no negotiations with the Queen, as will

be proved, he says, by his documents; but I am certain that

Walsingham and others will get the documents drawn up as he

and his partners desire, for their security, as it is all " ad
cautelam," and the whole affair was arranged with the States,

who were to have the disposal of the money, the recompense to

him for his kindness being the privilege he obtained. The fact

of his Majesty influencing the action of the Court of Rome in

this matter will have great effect in preventing Pallavicini, and
others, from encouraging the States and the rebels with devices of

this sort.

The absurdities committed by Gombal de Gu.aras in the affair of

his brother, cause me to write to you about it in the way I am
obliged to do. As an instance of his foolish treatment of the matter,

the day upon which I last saw the Queen, I pressed her very much
to release his brother and she told me that she expected a despaf.ch

from Ireland in about a week, for which she was waiting before

dispatching the business. When the audience was ended and she

was leaving she turned to Gombal de Guaras and publicly said :
" A

" good advocate indeed have you and your brother in the ambassa-
" dor, who has been addressing me about your business." After

being thus honoured by the Queen, and I myself had repeated to

him what she had privately told me, in the presence of two or three

gentlemen who accompanied me he burst out in a violent and
furious fashion :

—
" All this talk is of no good if my brother is

•' to remain in prison. I said it would be useless for me to go to

" the Court ;"—and much other nonsense of the same sort. If his

Majesty had not ordered this affair to be taken in hand, and you
yourself were not anxious for its settlement, this man's absurdities

would have exhausted my patience, and I should forget my
consideration for Antonio de Guaras and his wife, rather than have
anything more to do with it.

After some discussion with the ministers here about the appoint-

ment of an English minister in Madrid, the Queen asked me
whether such ambassador and his servants would be assured of

not being troubled or arrested by the Inquisition, if they avoided

all occasion for scandal. I replied, as I always have done on the

point, to the effect that I could give them no assurance, as I had
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only been ia Spain when Wilkes was there. I gather from tlieir

conversation that, on the pretext of the Queen writing to his Majesty,

someone will be sent to see what sort of reception he will get. Thei'e

has arrived here an impudent knave of an Englishman who went to

Spain with letters from the Queen and me, about the release of his

father-in-law, who is in the galleys at the instance of the Inquisition.

He assures the Council, and has published all over the place, that

when you had read the Queen's letter and mine, you threw them
away and he picked them up from the ground, and two days after-

wards, one of your servants came with fair words and obtained from
him the letter the Queen had written to his Majesty. With respect

to this, the Queen used the expression I write to his Majesty. I

have assured them what a great falsehood and wicked invention it

is, but the man asserts that he has shown my letters to the people

here and to the Council, in which I say that the Queen was tiring

me, which expression they interpret as being a very contemptuous
one. I mention this to show you M-^hat sort of people I have to deal

with. On the same morning that the five books I have mentioned
were found at Court, another manuscript book in English was
discovered in the Queen's apartment, admonishing her to the effect

that, if she did not abandon her claim to be head of the Church,

God would punish her within the year. The handwriting is said

to be that of a Puritan, as they believe that a woman cannot be the

spiritual head.

The Queen had intimated to the Londoners that she was coming
hither by land and would enter the city by London Bridge, which,

she has only done once since her accession. The entry was to be

very ostentatious, in order to impress Casimir, and great rejoicings

were arranged to take place. They came to nothing, as, the night

previous, she sent a couriej' to the Lord Mayor and Aldermen, saying

that there was to be no great crowd, and half-an-hour afterwards,

came another messenger, ordering the citizens not to receive the

Queen armed. He was shortly afterwards followed by another man
to say that the whole affair was to be .suspended, and she would
come by water. It will be seen by this how little confidence these

rulers have, even in their own people, and that many are watching
for an opportunity of shaking off the yoke. The presentation which
the Londoners are going to make to Casimir has been managed by
Walsingham for his own interests.

Antonio Fogaza has told me something of the negotiations being
carried on by this Portuguese ambassador, of which also I had heard
from another quarter. He (Antonio I'ogaza) has given me a letter,

which I forwarded to you, saying that he gives information, and as

he is in great need and trouble I am forced to beg of yon to give
him what help you can.

The French ambassadors were cursing Casimir, but Simier went
again yesterday to see the Queen alone and afterwards visited

Casimir.

The bearer of this despatch will tell you verbally why I have
sent him with it. I have every confidence that he will push on, as

he has been about with me very much and speaks many tonguesj

and I therefore beg you to favour me through him and send him
76*67. s s
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back with the first despatch, as I greatly need him.—London, 27th

January 1579.

7 Feb. 549. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

As I have had no safe opportunity until now I have not pre-

viously sent the chart and ore, about which I wrote on the 15th

November, when speaking of Frobisher's voyage. I now forward

them with specimens of all the kinds of ore he brought. They are

of but little value, as the Englishmen and assayers themselves

confess, and no matter what heat is employed they cannot smelt

them satisfactorily, owing to their great crudity, which is a certain

sign they are not rich. To remedy this, it occurred to the Germans*
who are managing it, that it would be advantageous to mix the

ore with powdered pyrites, of which they ordered a cargo from
Plymouth. This proves conclusively that the assays last year were

exaggerated in order to increase the fame of the business. It is

not thought much of now as the sailors have not been paid, and

the merchants who took shares in it have failed, so that people are

undeceived.t The ships which, I wrote on the 8th December, had
been taken out by Humphrey Gilbert and Knollys, have been

driven by bad weather into Ireland, where they are victualling to

continue their voyage.—London, 7th February 1579.

7 Feb. 550. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

There is a German silversmith here who has hit upon the idea

of making drinking vessels of novel designs. The vice of drinking

appears to be so firmly established, that men are not contented now
by satisfying it with the variety of their liquors, but must need
further excite their appetites by new caprices in the cups them-
selves. The one I now send, in the form of an owl, has taken my
fancy, as it is so natural and may please you. I beg ycm will

accept it, with the goodwill with which it is sent, and I shall be
delighted if I have succeeded in my choice. It has a further

peculiarity, namely, that the maker being so cunning an artificer,

I asked him whether he was a Catholic, whereupon he answered
that he had not heard mass for fifteen years, and believed nothing,

except that God was in heaven and the devil in hell.—liOndon, 7th

February 1579.

8 Feb. 551. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

Since I wrote' to your Majesty on the 27th ultimo, Casimir has

informed the Queen of the reason of his visit, and the details of

his commission, but he has done nothing hitherto towards re-

conciling himself with the Frenchmen, although Leicester and
Walsingham brought tlie inatter forward, they being the only

* Jonas Schutz was the German metallurgist who conducted the works. His assay
of the gold and silver in 2 cwt. of ore brought by Frobisher is in the Record Office.

See Calendar of State Papers (Domestic), March 15V9.

f Several of the adventurers were unable to pay the amounts guaranteed by them,
and there is much recriminatory correspondence in the Record Office on the subject,

containing many accusations of bad management and malversation on the part of

Frobisher and Mr. Lock, the treasurer of the venture. See Calendar of State Papers
(Domestic), 1579,
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persons with whom Oasimir is negotiating. The Frenchmen, how-
ever, did not reciprocate, and in view of their lukewarmness
Leicester and Walsingham conferred with the Queen about it, and
said how important it was that they should be brought together.

She thereupon sent to Simier, by the earl of Leicester, a ring as a

token, to request that he would be friendly with Casimir and visit

him often. She said it would be a proof of M. D'AIen90u's regard

for her if he accepted her friends as his own. Simier had audience

of the Queen next day, and afterwards went to visit Casimir at an
hour when he was not at home. As Simier was to go next day
with Leicester to see some of the Queen's houses, where he was to

be entertained with hunting, he and the ordinary ambassador
returned to Casimir's lodging in the morning, where they were kept
waiting for a long time in the garden, on the pretext that Casimir

was not up. I have not been able to discover whether this was
done on purpose or not, but the Frenchmen did not pay the visit

very willingly and were much annoyed at it, so that the interview

they had with Casimir was very short, as also was the conversation

they had when they were together with the Queen, witnessing

some jousts. I cannot hear that anything passed except generalities,

and to judge from appearances, when anything important has to be

discussed, it will be done privately with Alen9on himself, because,

although Simier is the guest of tiie ambassador here, they do not

agree very well, and Simier has sent off despatches without informing

the ambassador. Casimir had the Queen informed that I was
arranging with M. de la Motte* to have him captured on his return

if possible, which the French ambassador would not binder, as he
had come to see me secretly with a single servant. The Queen
replied that, so far as I was concerned, she had nothing to complain

of, as I was acting well, but she would never trust M. de la

Mauvissiere and the French again, seeing that they had treated

him (Casimir) so kindly in her presence, and yet tried to injure

him when he left her country. She said that she would do her

best to prevent such a thing being done, and complained bitterly to

the ambassador about it.

Casimir delivered a letter to the Queen from Orange in credence

of the States of Holland, Zealand, Flanders, and Brabant, setting

forth the need in whicli they were, by reason of their separation

from the rest on the question of religion, and that they could not
even hold their own unless she aided them next month with
100,000Z. to pay foreign troops to protect their towns, as the
burghers themselves could not be trusted. As a security for the
proposed loan and the advances previously made, they offer to

deliver to her Bruges, Neuport, Dunkirk, aud all that coast as far

as Gravelines. They also ask to be allowed to put a tax of 40 reals

on every piece of cloth entering Flanders from England, which,
they say, would not prejudice her subjects at all, as they would sell

the cloth so much the dearer to those who used it. With this tax
and the 100,000L loan, they say they can continue to provide for

the war, and that your Majesty, unable to carry it on, will be

-? —

.

The Spanish governor of Gravelinesi

SS 2
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obliged to give way to them, not on the point of religion alone but

also on the rest of their claims. No reply or decision has yet

been given to this proposal, because, although Leicester and Wal-
singham alone have been appointed to deal with Casimir's affairs,

one of the questions now broached touches the Treasury, and the

other point will have to be communicated to the merchants here,

so that they cannot be kept very secret. After the audience in

which Casimir discussed the above points with the Queen, he had
another audience almost secretly, the same councillors being present.

He then told her that the States had not completed the payment
to him of the three months' wages which she had guaranteed, and
begged her, in view of the want his troops were suffering, to take

steps to have him paid. She replied that if he did not get the

money from the States she would not fail to fulfil her promise.

All the bishops in the country have been summoned, it is believed,

for the purpose of raising money in some way, by taxing their

property and that of the ecclesiastics, as they call them here.

The Queen is conferring the garter on Cassimir, and it is said

that the ceremony will take place to-day, and that he will get a

pension. The amount will not be known until he departs, which
will be soon.*

The Frenchmen are having many audiences, and the whole
burden of their negotiation is the coming hither of Alen5on, which
they announce, and the more to carry conviction they assert that

he will soon be out of the Netherlands, which news also comes from
there. He had again taken an oath to the Frenchmen that follow

him that he would never return to the Court of France whilst his

brother lived. The secretary despatched by Simier has not yet

returned, but is expected every day.

Some of the lords have spoken to the Queen about the marriage,

and she replied that, although M. d'Alen§on might well come
hither, she would give them her word she would not marry him.

Of that they might be sure. The Queen is daily growing more
suspicious about Scotch affairs, and Thomas Randolph has been
appointed to go thither to find out what the French are about,

and to negotiate, if necessary, for Scots troops to go this summer
to serve in the Netherlands,—London, 8th February 1579.

8 Feb. 552. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I wrote on the 27th by a servant of mine, and consequently have
not thought necessary to send a duplicate,

Eichard Light (or Tighe), the English gentleman respecting

wliose release I wrote to his Majesty as soon as I ai-rived here, has

now arrived in London, with two other Englishmen who were im-
prisoned with him. Their arrival at the present time has been
very pleasant to me for several reasons, and especially because it

has given the lie to what that importunate scamp has been saying ;|

as the Englishmen themselves assert that, when they embarked on

* A full and very interesting account of the arrival, reception, and entertainment of
tte Duke Hans Casimir will be found in Nichols' " Progresses of Queen Elizabeth."

+ Seepage 041,
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an English ship at Cartagena, they heard of the efforts you had made
to get them released, which I learnt of by chance before they arrived

here, and as it was a business in which Sussex and other coun-
cillors were interested, I had it announced, so that it might reach
their ears, that you had written to me and that they would soon
arrive. The day after they arrived, Richard's mother, who is a
person of position and wealth, sent to me, to say that your worship
had well fulfilled your promise, and her son had come home.
Although the Catholics here are dreadfully persecuted, there are

still in this country many whom God has not abandoned, such
is the rejoicing with which they go to martyrdom or lifelong im-
prisonment for His sake with His name and faith upon their lips.

Amongst others in the Tower is the archbishop of Armagh and
another priest, and many faithful ones in other prisons, who confirm

the others in the faith by their exhortations and their writings.

They are, however, in dire need, and I pray you, since the work is

so pious a one, to ask his Majesty to grant them some alms ; for,

verily, those who are here, suffer in their own persons many of

the persecutions of which we read in the lives of the Saints of the

primitive Church. The English nuns, who were in Bruges and
Malines, whence they were expelled, were at once cast into prison

when they arrived here.

There is an Englishman named Walker at San Lucar, dressed as

a merchant, who is a servant of Leicester's, by whose orders he is

there to report what happens ; and they have in Madrid a
Florentine called Juan Bonius who was here two years ago. These
men are salaried as spies, and lose no time in advising what they
learn. Such an enormous quantity of snow has fallen here in the last

five days as has never been seen by anyone living. "The city is

consequently quite isolated, and the people from the neighbouring
villages, even, cannot come in. The loss of cattle in the country
is estimated at a great sum, as the snow has been general.

We are without news from Flanders for some time, owing to

the bad weather, but a sloop has managed to run over in two days,

in which, fortunately, one of my men came, bringing the enclosed

intelligence.—London, 8th February 1572.

Postscript : Casimir was not far wrong in what he conveyed to

the Queen,* for certainly, if he "had not been so well attended on
his way over some attempt would have been made to shoot him,
without the French knowing anything about it. The scamp took
the step he did in order to get the escort,

I have just heard that Alen9on has passed near Rouen on his

way to Alen9on, which confirms the news received from Antwerp.
Begs for another clerk, as Segasti, his secretary, wants some

months' leave of absence, owing to the death of his mothei-. Begs
for favour for Segasti, in return for his good services with his
(Mendoza's) brother, Don Antonio, in Lorraine and Genoa.

8 Feb. 553. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I have to thank you for your three letters of 28th December and
10th and 14th ultimo, received together on the 29th, and am much

* See page 643.
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pleased with the favour shown to William Bodenhami who well
deserves it. I am anxiously awaiting his arrival, as he is bringing
the present of needlework from the duchess of Alba to this Queen.
This is both a favour to me, and will make it easier for me to

negotiate with the Queen in his Majesty's interests.

Leicester was exti'emely opposed to me when I first arrived here,

not only in the private councils, but .also in tlie conferences where
I was present. He made no secret of it, but I did not think proper
to resent it, as he is the manager of affairs, and I thought best not
to irritate him more than necessary, but to proceed by suavity. I

therefore signified to some of his people how sorry I was that his

occupations did not allow me to meet him and assure him how great
was my desire to serve him. With this and similar lenitives I

softened him, so that he came twice to speak to me at Court,

instead of running away from me, as he formerly did, to avoid
doing so. I made much of him and accepted all his excuses, and
the result of it was that he gave me to understand that he wished
to have a long interview with me, and to prove by his acts how
mistaken was his Majesty in the bad opinion he had formed of him
from interested information. I, nevertheless, consider it very
difficult to bring him round or hold him for any great length of

time, however much we may give him, unless he is forced by
circumstances. In the meanwhile, I will entertain him with
trifles.

He has given me some hints about the matter of the seizures,

and, as I understand, has already told the Queen that if the
question is to be dealt with it should go through his hands ; a sure
sign that he does not intend to take them out empty.
As to what Juan de Vargas wrote to his Majesty and his com-

munications with the Scotch Ambassador, whom I know well,

although the zeal and fidelity of the latter may give good hope of
success in the business, it is nevertheless so important, that these
qualities are not of themselves sufficient, and I am therefore sur-

prised that Juan de Vargas has made so much of it to his Majesty,
without going more closely into the details, respecting which I will

give my opinion as requested.

In the first place, it must be considered whether the 4,000 soldiers,

whose pay for three or four months has to be provided, are to be
foreigners or not, because, if they are, certainly this number will

not be sufficient. If foreigners are sent into the country under
any pretext, other princes will impede it, and we shall be obliged
to break with them. Many examples to prove this, and the
probable inconveniences which will arise, might be adduced even in

times when the affairs of Scotland were not in their present state,

and the point is of the highest imjjortance, from the probability of
the present king or his mother uniting the two crowns.

If Scotch soldiers are to be paid, it would be necessary to learn

whether their leaders are persons of influence or not, and what
security would exist, not only for them, but for the people in

general, as they are naturally fickle and faithless, and might go
over if a larger price than ours were offered on the other side. It

would be well also to know, for certain, what they expect to do in
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the time named, and their mode of operation, and whether they
have the assurance of obtaining any imporfcaut places or ports
which would be necessary for success.

It is also of importance to be quite sure whether the claims and
intentions of all parties are identical, and whether they are moved
by simple zeal for the Catholic religion, which must be the first

motive, and the second the release of the Queen. If this is not so,

and they are not completely united, little success can be expected.
From what I have seen since I have been here of the action of the
Scotch lords and the information I have obtained, it is difficult to

believe that they would be so, because in the various meetings and
parliaments they have held they have hitherto made no effort for

the exercise of the Catholic religion or for the release of the Queen.
When they proclaimed her son as King without any need, as he
was not of age, there was no one who made a protest on her behalf,

or alleged that she, as legitimate sovereign, could not be deposed
except ad interim in consequence of her being a prisoner and
unable to administer the government, and that, if power was given
to her son, it should only be to endow him with greater influence to

seek her release. It will be seen from this that the party opposed to

Morton, even though they may be much the more numerous, with
whom the ambassador wishes to act, are not united for one end,

but that some wish for the Catholic religion, some for the release

of the Queen, and others simply to satisfy their own private rancour,

and revenge themselves upon their enemies.

In addition to these points, and until we know also that the

Catholics are more numerous than the Protestants, there are many
other difiiculties. The ambassador himself is a good Catholic and
faithful to his mistress, but, as he is paid and entertained by the

French, it is a great drawback that the matter should be arranged
through him, as he will, of course, inform the French, and they will

either help or hinder, as they think best for themselves, although
it is most probable that they will oppose the matter with all their

strength, as they have been always inimical to the power and
grandeur of Spain. They also show little desire to preserve the

Catholic religion, even in their own country, much less to aid its

establishment elsewhere. Indeed, in my judgment, one of the

greatest difficulties presented by this poor lady's affairs is that she

is so given up to the French connection, that nothing can be done
without their hearing of it. To get over this difficulty, I can

a&sure you that the only way will be to manage to unite her friends

here with those in Scotland, so that together they may arrange to

release her, and make her mistress of both crowns when the oppor-

tunity may arise. If his Majesty will consider this point, which is

of so great an interest to his service, it would be well that these

people should be very carefully and gently approached without

delay, and should be given hopes of aid when necessary, and
entertained in the meanwhile with some reward. We must work
with muffled tools, as otherwise the whole affair will be ruined and
the Queen's life sacrificed.

Donna Anna has written to me that you have been good enough
to promise your help in my private affairs at Milan. I thank you
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for this, although the maa who has them in hand is pressing upon

the Marqiiis (Ayamonte) the carrying out of his Majesty's order to

pay me the 500 and odd crowns due before my pension was trans-

ferred. I beg you will, if necessary, mention it to his Majestythat

he may speak of the matter in his official letters to the Marquis, to

whom I have continued to write news from here, but from whom I

have received no reply.

You were very good to inform me of the departure of the Duke
from Court. It was the first news we had received in this country

for a fortniglit, but the intelligence has since reached here with

other glosses. I am much grieved that anything connected with

the Duke should have caused his Majesty to take such a step, but

I am all the more certain of the reward that God reserves for him
ill the life to come, as, in this world, where the sons usually sufEer

for their father's sins, he, the Duke, lias been an exception, and is

assailed by all sorts of troubles through his son. God rescue him
from them all, and send him long life.*—London, 8th February

1579.

18 Feb. 554. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 8th and sent a duplicate by Rouen
on the 13th. Casimir left here on the same day, the Queen having

given him the Order of the Garter on the 8th in the evening,

handing him the collar with her own hand. He was knighted by
Leicester and has been granted a pension of lOUZ. a month under

the Great Seal which is an assurance here for pensions being duly

paid.

In addition to the oath of the Order, he has sworn as a pen-

sioner of the Queen never to take up arms against her or any
sovereign of these realms. He undertakes to serve her against any
prince but the Emperor, the king of Denmark, the dukes of Bavaria

and Saxony, the Landgrave, and certain other rulers with whom he

has treaties in Germany.
He has also renewed the agreement entered into by this Queen

when he took his troops to the Netherlands at her instance, in case

of opportunity arising.

Leicester has done all be could by means of caresses to confirm

the friendship which had been formed between them by their letters,

and all his friends have done the same, making him many presents,

as they thought it well, not only that he should be a pensioner of

the Queen, but that he should belong to the Leicester party, although

the other side are well aware of it. When the Queen was in Council

the other day she twice asked for Leicester and was told that he

was with Casimir. When he came she said :
" You have quite

" forgotten us all and business too, apparently, since we cannot get

" you here for the discussion of it ;" words wliich were not at all

displeasing to Sussex and Cecil, who smiled at them.
The meeting of bishops which I mentioned in former letters has

been held, thirteen of them meeting here and thirteen in Norwich,

* This refers to the disgrace and banishment of the aged duke of Alba in con-
sequence of the disobedience of his sou, Don Fadrique, respecting a marriage which had
been arranged for him, and other misbehaYiour.
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the country being divided into two provincea. The precedent

observed has been the meeting held when Montgomeri came hither

for the succour of Rochelle when the ecclesiastics, as they call them
gave over thirty thousand pounds. Nothing has yet been fixed

upon, and I am assured that, apart from the jewels, Casimir does

not take more than five thousand pounds in money, given to him by
private people for their own satisfaction and to please the Queen.

The man who made the boxes assures me of this as he saw the

money put into them. He takes twenty barrels of powder and
twenty of bullets, and having informed the Queen that there was
need of victuals in Flanders, she has ordered an examination to be

made in the province of Norwich of the quantity of wheat there is,

in order to discover how much may be sent to Flanders,

She has also secretly ordered that, on no account, may any victuals

or munitions be sent to Gravelines, and that all Englishmen going

thither to serve are to be seized. On the night of the 8th instant

a great search was made in London by her orders to discover letters

said to have come from Spain to certain Catholics and people of

position. It was suspected that some of these letters were for Lord
Montague.
Her agent in Antwerp advised her some time ago of the disunion

amongst the States. He wrote lately that some of them wish to

submit to your Majesty and told her the way they spoke of her

which has greatly annoyed her. Speaking of it in the Council she

said that if that was the way the States thanked her for what she

had done she was determined she would not help them any more.

She would get back what she had lent them when she could.

She had said similar things before to cover up her real intentions,

but she will not fail to help Orange and the Ghent people if they

are opposed to peace.

These States as a whole and certain towns have, on different

occasions, purchased quantities of cloth from the English merchants,

undertaking to pay for it. As the sunis to be paid by some of the

towns were over-due the English seized certain Flemings here at the

time of M. d'Havrey's visit. He spoke to the Queen about it and
she released them, assuring him that no more should be seized for

similar debts. They have now again seized certain property
belonging to Flemings in English ships on account of these obliga-

tions, and the Flemings have addressed a complaint to the Queen,
to which no reply has been given. They have also written to the
States and request that some one should be sent to aid them with
this Queen, they would prefer Buiscot, Fiscal of the Chancellerie of

Brabant, to represent them, both in the matter of this seizure and
of the tax, which I wrote they are now making them pay.

The French continue to assert the coming of Alenfon, now that
he has left the Netherlands, and have agreed that, if the marriage
is effected, it shall be on the same conditions as were settled when
the match was discussed with the king of France, before his acces-

sion, the principal points being, first, that he and his household
shall exercise the Catholic religion ; that the style shall be
Elizabeth and Francis, Queen and King of England ; if there should
be children they will succeed to the crown, the father being pro-

tector and governor of the realm. In case of the Queen's death
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without children, Alenfon is to leave the country, receiving a

pension for life of twentj' thousand pounds (livres ?) a year, and if

Alen^on should die without children the Queen is to have a hundred
thousand crowns a year. After these terms were settled the French,

not being very hopeful of the business and wishing to avoid delays

and the great expense which would be incurred if Alen9on came,

they determined to speak to the Queen and try to get her to agree

that if he came the marriage should take place on the conditions

arranged. They communicated with those who are favourable to

the business who told them that, on no account should they attempt

such a course as it would spoil the whole thing, and they ought to

be satisfied with what had been done. If Alenfon came, they could

alwaj^s fiad an excuse to avoid the marriage on the ground of

religion if the parties were not pleased with one another. It is

all procrastination, because, after their terms are agreed upon, there

is still the difficulty of the coming of the suitor ; and, after that, the

marriage itself.

They are very sorry here at the services rendered to your Majesty

by M. de la Motte whom they have tried to put wrong with the

States, and to thwart in various ways, as they look upon him as the

principal instrument that has prevented the Ghent people from
carrying out their resolution. Walsingham and others have lost no
opportunity of trying to separate them from M. de la Motte and
they have agreed with the Fleming here called Pascasio, a great

heretic bom near Flushing where he has a brother-in-law, to get up
a plot in that town {i.e. Gravelines) as follows. Certain Inrge and
small ships of light draught are to come from Flushing and are to

approach as near to shore as they can at high tide. Their arrival

(at Gravelines) will cause an alarm and a call to arms, and during

the confusion they may kill M. de la Motte with a musket shot, and
will then appeal in the name of Orange and the States to certain

soldiers who are now being won over by this man's brolher-in-law,

whose name I will discover, who is authorised to spend a thousand

pounds for the purpose. Even if they do not get possession of the

town, they say, at all events, they will be able in the confusion to

save the man who fires the shot, and he will therefore be all the

more ready to do it. They think of carrying out this plan in the

month of March, and although it will be a difficult thing for them
to take the place in the way they have planned, they might easily

kill La Motte whose person is so important just now for your
Majesty's service. I sent a special messenger to him at once giving

him notice of it, and reminded him of the coming and going of the

Englishmen who serve in the place and have secret connections with
Walsingham, which is a sufficient indication, together with the

present plan, that they are up to some wickedness, particularly as

they are the same men who conceived the plan of laying hands on
Don Juan. I recommend him to be careful of his own safety, and
as for that of the fortress, I need say nothing to one who is so good
a soldier as he.

News comes from Scotland that the earls of Mar and Argyll, who
are those that have control of the person of the King, are very

friendly.

The Portuguese ambassador is continuing the effortu I mentioned
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before, both with the Queen and her ministers, particularly Leicester

and Walsingham, to prevent the union of that country with your
Majesty's crown.—London, 18th February 1579.

22 Feb. 555. Bernahdino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I do not know whether it is my unluckiness or that of Antonio
de Guaras that every day some fresh obstacle appears to prevent
the settlement of his business. Casimir's visit was a great hindrance,

and as soon as that was ended I saw Leicester to ask him to have
the business dispatched. He promised me that it should be settled

without fail in two days, as Secretary Walsingham and Wilson were
going to see him the same day. They themselves sent me word to

the same effect, and said that if he (Guaras) was not his own
enemy he would be free on the morrow. The result of the visit,

however, has been that he is kept more strictly than before. I told

his brother of this and sent him to speak to him alone, and tell

him the best course to pursue: He has been with him from nine

o'clock this morning until now, seven at night, and says that they
have administered an interrogatory of twelve points to him, copy of

which will go in my next. They have changed his guards and
threaten to proceed against him with the utmost rigour. You may
judge from this the state in which he is, and I beg you not to fail

to favour him as usual, advising me with all speed if it is advisable

for me to take any fresh steps. So far as I am able to judge, and
to the extent of my power, no efforts shall be wanting.

Postscript : This letter was written in the presence of Guaras's

brother. I can assure you I am doing every thing in my power to

help the man, but the coming of this brother of his, as 1 have said

before, has been of no service to him, with the renown of his being so

wealthy. He has taken it into his head lately to go about offering

money to people to release his brother.—London, 22nd February
1579.

22 Feb. 556. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zatas.

You will have seen by mine of the 1 8th what I wrote about
Antonio de Guaras's business at the request of his brother, who
came raving to me, crying out they would certainly cut off his head
if I did not help him. He said Antonio Guaras had told him to

assure me of this, as he knew it by the questions they had put to
him. Although I could not believe it I sent to ask audience of the
Queen to obtain information. I saw her on the 21st, and when I

asked her again to release him, and conversed with the ministers,

I gathered that the affair would speedily and favourably be disposed

of. The Queen was very gracious to Gombal (de Guaras). I

have thought well to advise you of this, and again to assure you
that the only effect of his brother's stay here is to delay his release.

The man commits ten thousand absurdities and has lately gone
about offering money to people to get his brother out of prison,

begging them at the some time not to let me know. All this only
hinders matters, because the money is offered in such a way and in
such small sums that people think that, by delaying my operations,

they will put the screw on more. I am doing my best, and was
much aided by the fact that the Queen asked me about the punish-
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ment of the Englishmen at Namur, and gave that as a reason for

the prompt release of Guaras, which she promised me, and I have

no doubt that we shall very shortly see him at liberty. Of the

other points touched upon in the audience, and the reasons I had

for requesting it, apart from the matter of Guaras, I cannot inform

his Majesty in this letter, as it is being taken by a French merchant

who is leaving hurriedly.—London, 22nd February 1579.

26 Feb. 557. Bebnardino dk Mendoza to Zayas.

The haste with which I wrote on the 22nd prevented me from

giving an account of what passed in my audience with the Queen,

which I now write to his Majesty. She was as gracious as usual

with me, caressing me much and entertaining me for three hours,

during which I did not fail to repeat my approaches to her on many
subjects, as she was so very friendly and gave me opportunities to

do so.

A matter has come into my hands lately in so strange a fashion

that, for this reason alone, it would seem that it might be successful.

On the 23rd in the morning a man came and told me that he

brought a letter for me from Calais written by a very well known
Spanish merchant there named Baltasar de Burgos, to the following

effect. " The bearer of this is a gentleman of this country who
" has informed me of certain things of great importance to the
" service of God and the King, and has asked me to address him to
" a person with whom he can speak more fully. I have told him to

" do so with your Lordship. Calais, 20th February 1579."

When I had read this letter the bearer told me that he desired to

speak with some Spanish minister of his Majesty about a business

which was of importance to the King, and particularly he desired

to address a person who wished the Flemish war to be ended,

which was not the case with every one. He begged me to promise

that I would communicate his business to no one who did not desire

this. When I had promised him he said that he had wished to see

me for some time, but that the bad weather had hitherto prevented

him. and he had brought the letter in order that I might see that

his sole object in coming was to speak to me and return, which
could be confirmed by Baltasar de Burgos, to Avhom he would bear

a reply to his letter. The service he was resolved to do, in union

with three friends of his who were fully prepared, was to kill or

poison the prince of Orange. I replied that his Majesty was ko

great, christian, and powerful a prince, that it was not necessary for

him to punish rebels in that way. He replied that he knew that

very well, and that the only reason why he came and told me was
to declare his intention in order that I might bear witness to that

effect, and he asked me to give him a token, so that when the

business was done he could produce in. He intended to carry out

the plan within two months and did not seek any payment or

reward until it was done, in the confidence that I would afterwaids

advocate his being fitly rewarded for the service. I had a long

conversation with him and he showed me four or five letters from
the abbot of Gertrudenberg, whose signature and seal I know.
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From their tenour, although the words tliemselves were unin-

telligible, I take him for a man whom Orange and the States kept
in the court of France to advise them of what went on. He is in

their confidence and well understands French and Flemish affairs.

He informed me of things on both sides, and about the negotiations

which the French have been carrying on with the States, and also

those of this Queen. He speaks French and Italian (as he said

he was a Savoyard) as well as Latin, all of them very fluently.

He is a gentlemanly person, although dressed as a merchant. After

I had talked for a long while with him, I deferred the matter until

the following day and set spies on him who found that he lived

Avhere he had told me and confirmed his statements as to the persons

with whom he associated, as well as the subject of his discourse. I

ended by cutting a Spanish pillar-real into three pieces, giving him
two and keeping one myself, as a token that 1 could not deny that

he had informed me of his intentions. He then took his leave,

asking me to write to the prince of Parma to the effect that if a

man with two pieces of a real asked him by that token for favour,

or some man whom he could trust, that he should entertain him
until I could confirm, by the description, if he was the same man
as had addressed himself to me.

The poison which he intended to employ, he told me, was a
certain thing he could get in Paris, which, if it were concealed in

the hat or cap, would dry up the brain so as to finish a man in ten

days ; and at the waxing of the moon much more rapidly. Even if

they opened the body no indications of poison are found. He said

he knew that various people had been put out of the way in France
by this means, and from my discourse with him I cannot believe that

he intended to deceive me, although he may try to get credit for

what others may attempt. When he left he said that he thought
he should be forced to post in England and he had not brought
more money than he actually needed and consequently was short of

four or six crowns for his return journey. I gave him very little

more, but many fair words, encouraging him in his good intentions

to which extent he may have deceived me.

He assured me that Orange had poisoned Bossu because he
understood he was going to declare himself on the side of the Artois
people, and that he had tried to arrange the escape of the Count de
Buren as a Francisian friar, for which purpose he had sent people
to Spain and had a forged order from the "General. The heretic

Spaniard called Casiodoro, of whom I wrote, has been boasting, I

am told, of having brought hither a number of Spanish bibles he
has had printed in Germany to send to Spain. I will try to

discover in what ships they go.

The Lord Keeper, chancellor, is dead. The interests of the
Catholics and of his Majesty will not suffer by this as he was a
great Protestant.

I shall suffer great loss from another person who has just died
here, as he kept me punctually iuformed of what was going on,

with double assurance as he was a Catholic. As a certain proof of
this he besought me to send my chaplain at night to confess him,

but he died before he could arrive, to my great grief, in the interests
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of his Majesty, as I shall never find another so intelligent and
faithful as he. He was employed in Walsingham's office.

Casimir left Dover, but the wind changed so that he could not
arrive at Flushing and would not trust liimself into Dunkirk, which
shows that he does not trust the Flemings over much. He awaits

fair weather at Dover. M. de la Motte writes me that he was
fitting out a galley and a galliass to give him a shot or two.

Besides the ships, which I said were to come from Flushing for him,

he is accompanied by a well-armed ship belonging to the Queen, but
M. de la Motte will have taken fitting steps as I have kept him
advised.

Humphrey Gilbert and Knollys have returned to this country
with all their ships and one of them is at Court. They have been
content with capturing a French sliip with merchandise. They
have dismantled their ships and the man I sent with them has

returned,

Antoino de Guaras's business was not settled on the day of St.

Matthew, as Leicester was not at Court, but he sends to say that it

shall be dispatched by Sunday. I am ashamed of all this delay,

but it is tlie way these people proceed.—London, 22nd February
1579.

26 Feb, 558. Bernaedino de Mendoza to King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 18th. I sent to ask for audience

of the Queen, first because she intimated that she desired to see me,

and, secondly, because a gentleman who had been dispatched by
Alen9on had arrived for M. de Simier, and I thought it would be a

good opportunity of finding out whether Alen9on's departuie from
the Netherlands had made any difierence in their negotiations here.

I saw her on the 21st and she received me very well, saying bow
sorry she was that her many engagements in coming hither had
prevented me from seeing her before. I replied that her engage-

ments were necessarily such pleasant ones, as they related to

marriage, that I did not wish to interrupt them. She answered
that it was a fine idea for an old woman like her to talk about

marriage, and assured me that the hopes she had expressed to me of

being able to effect the marriage with Alen9on had caused him to

leave the States, which she had desired, as she did not want to see

them in the hands of the French, although the Netherlanders did

not deserve her care, seeing what they said about her. I pressed

this view, pointing out how divided they were, which she much
regrets, fehe assured me that nothing would be settled about the

marriage until Alenpon came. The French speak more coolly

about it since they have learned of the Duke's arrival at Alengon,

and they give out that nothing would be determined upon until

fresh advice from the Queen-mother, whom Alen9on perhaps may
meet.

She then touched upon the Scotch negotiations, saying that

one of the two men I had told her were being sent by the king of

France with letters had had some of them taken from him by a
Scotsman, who had brought them to her and she had seen that I

•yyas well informed. She said that the king of Scotland had writtei^
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marriage, the match that would be most pleasant to him would be

the one that she arranged for him, because the nobles of his country

wanted to sell him like a bullock to the highest bidder. She dwelt

much in connection with this, upon his wit, and said they were his

own words. Although the King may have written thus, she does

seem very much assured, because, not only does she keep the queen

of Scotland as closely as I have written, but lately so much care is

taken that any person who comes within three miles of where she

is, is imprisoned and examined unless he be known.—London, 26th

February 1579.

5 Mar. 559. Beenaedino db Mendoza to Zayas.

I received yesterday your letter of the 21st January, and
rejoiced much to hear news of his Majesty's health, as you may be

sure that the news of the catarrh and gout had been finely

exaggerated by the time it arrived here. God protect him and
preserve the health also of the Duke and Donna Anna.

There is no news here since my last, except that Simier and the

French Ambassador were much feasted on the occasion of the

Carnival, and, on one of the days they were entertained at a great

banquet given to the Queen by Hatton, the captain of the Guard.

The last night they were at a grand ball in which there were
comedies and many inventions.

Simier and the Ambassador do not agree, although they try to

conceal the fact, but the signs are clear to everyone, as they have

even divided, their expenses, Simier paying for the dinner, he
having taken a separate lodging, and the Ambassador paying for

the supper. They say that Simier is seeking money and is offering

in pledge some of the jewels he brought. Some of the gentlemen
who came with him have gone back. The Queen makes great show
of favour to him in order to promote the idea that the marriage
may be effected.

Alengon's coming is now promised in April, and Simier says that

he is daily expecting the arrival of the Secretary sent by his

master, who, however, never comes. The Queen told Simier a few
days ago that he would perhaps soon come now, because she had
herself received a letter from Alen5on, informing her that he was
sending him.

Casimir was obliged by contrary winds to anchor at Blancnez, on
the coast of France, and was so sea-sick that he resolved to go
ashore dressed as a cook and prepare supper for the rest. On his

departure, Captain Breton, who came hither with Simier, spoke
with him, and Casimir told him to inform the king of France that

he had been in his country and had made good cheer there. He
landed at Flushing where he learned the trouncing his cavalry

had got after the affair of the 1 5th.

The English merchants, in view of the disturbances in Antwerp,
have resolved not to send any more goods thither, and to bring away
those that they have at Middleburg.

The congregation of Flemings resident here sent a man to

Flushing on the 27th ultimo with three hundred pounds in cash

and two hundred in bills for the purpose of fitting out eight crook-
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stems to scour the eanals and give help where necessary on the

approach of our troops, and also to give orders that, if a revolution

should be feared in Antwerp in consequence of our proximity, the

ships they have there should be withdrawn.
These people are putting me off about the release of Guaras. I

cannot imagine what can be the reason, other than that which I have

written.—London, 5th March 1579.

11 Mar. 560. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

On the 5th and 7tb I wrote to you by way of Rouen. These
councillors are very divided respecting the appointment of Lord
Chancellor, some of them desiring the post and a change of offices.

For your Majesty's interests and those of the Catholics no man
could be appointed worse than the last one.

The Portuguese Ambassador requested audience, announcing that

it was to take leave of the Queen, but the result of it was that she

refused to allow him to depart until he had seen her again. If he
were not such a vain lying fellow, one might suspect that it was
onW a pretext for the purpose of entertaining them until the arrival

of his successor, so that he might bring him into touch with
Leicester and Walsingham, through whom he acts, to hinder us in

Portugal.

M. de Pruneaux, who was Alen9on's agent in Antwerp, is still

lingering there, in correspondence with his friends here, but I do
not hear that the States have again entertained his advances.

I am losing no time in sending men to Holland and Zealand, and
getting natives of the Provinces here to write how bad it would be

for them to undertake war again. The Flushing people have sent

here to treat with two Spanish ships which came with oranges, for

them to go with merchandise to that town. They offered them
sureties, both for the merchandise and the good treatment of the

men. They let me know and I told them to reply to the repre-

sentatives of the Flushing corporation that nothing could be

arranged between private citizens without the intervention of a

minister. This was done without my appearing, and was so far

satisfactory to them that they said they agreed and would consult

the corporation. I took this step in order that an excuse might
arise for their communication with me, and I doubt not, according

to the information of natives whom I have sent there, that they

greatly desire this as they are heartily opposed to war, unless

Orange's stories change their minds. I have obtained a letter

wliich St. Aldegonde wrote when Orange was going to Ghent, by
which you will see the plots they are weaving. I have sent copies

to Holland and elsewhere that they may understand how little

Orange really desires peace.

They are putting me off for hours now instead of days, as before,

about the release of Antonio de Guaras,*—London, 11th March
1579.

* A monograph on the subject of Antonio de Guaras, detailing the whole of the

proceedings against him so far as they are known, has recently been published, the

^ork of Richard Garnett, LL.D., of the British Museum.
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11 Mar. 561. Bernardino de Mendoza. to the King.

On the 26th ultimo I wrote to your Majesty, and on the Gth

instant news arrived here of the action that had taken place near

Antwerp. The Queen related it in great glee to the French

ambassadors, and said that if the wliole of them were to be burnt

it would not avenge the evil done by the townspeople in introducing

discord amongst the States. With regard to the arrest of goods

belonging to Flemings resident here, on account of monies owing

by the States and certain towns to Englishmen, the Queen replied

tiiat, as her subjects' property had been taken, it must be paid for,

The greater part of these Flemings are heretics and their con-

gregation has always helped the rebels against us, there being only

four or six of them faithful subjects of your Majesty who help me
all they can ; and it would therefore appear that the Queen intends

to cany out her resolution of helping the States no more.

The English merchants here have also resolved to withdraw
their merchandise from Antwerp, and transfer the trade to Embden,
that with Hamburg having ceased. The intention is to confine

trade to Embden, as in the time when connection was prohibited

with your Majesty's dominions, and to avoid the evasion of this by
the Flemings here sending English cloths to Antwerp and bringing

goods from there, which would be cheaper than merchandise passing

through Embden ; they intend to forbid all commerce, excepting

through the latter place, on pain of forfeiture. If this is carried

out, the Flemings will have to leave the country, and the English

will monopolise trade, which is just what they desire. Signs are

evident that they do not wish to have any communication with the

States until they submit to your Majesty, for these Flemings were
formerly favoured because tbey aided the States,

Dissensions have recently broken out in Scotland again, and it was
said that the King was to be removed from Stirling to Edinburgh,
but it is not known whether this will be done before the meeting
of Parliament on the 1st of May.

M. de Simier and the French Ambassador still continue their

audiences with the Queen and have recently again postponed the
coming of Alen^on, who, they say, will be accompanied by tli )

prince of Condd. They are in high hopes of the marriage, from
what the Queen tells them, it not being necessary to call Parliament
together for the pui pose, permission for her marriage having been
granted in the first parliament of the reign, ii'rom the suspicions

of the king of France that his brother is plotting with the Bretons,

and the Gascons being still disturbed, it may be surmised that the
Queen will be the better pleased that the French should be kept
busy in their own country, and consequently not be able to concern
themselves with Scotch affairs, about which she is still anxious.*

—

•

London, 11th March 1579.

* Note in the King's handwriting :
" According to this, the matter cannot be isettlcd

" as they told Juan de Vargas the other day. This is most likely to be the truth as it
" comes more direct,"

J-
lew. X T
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21 Mar. 562, Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I wrote last on the 11th. The conference at Utrecht which I

mentioned, has resulted in the formation of a league between those

present, in the form set forth in the enclosed paper, containing really

abominable things, especially about liberty of conscience. The
confederates do not include the lordship of Griininghen, by which

it will be seen that the townspeople there have kept to their good

resolve.

The French ambassadors are expecting hourly the return of

Alen9on's secretary whom they had dispatched. They say that

he will certainly bring the decision with regard to the Prince's

coming. As far as can be judged by appearances and the Queen's

own actions, nothing more certain can be imagined than t1)at she

will marry Alen^on if she can, and you may convey this to his

Majesty.

Hatton and Leicester have become friends in order to forward

the business, and are quite agreed about the appointment of a Lord

Chancellor. They are going to help a great heretic into the place,*

whilst Sussex and Cecil are opposed thereto.

The Queen gave orders on the 19th that no ships were to leave

for Germany until further orders. It is believed that this is in

consequence of the dissensions which exist between the Easterling

merchants and those of London, who are move divided than ever.

As I was closing this Alenjon's secretary arrived.—London,

21st March 1579.

31 Mar. 563. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

By William Bodenham I received your letter of 30th December
and the needlework sent by ray lady the duchess (of Alba), which
work is such as might be expected from such hands.

The Portuguese ambassador is still about his departure for

France, and, although he returned a second time to see the Queen,

Leicester invited him, and the next day told him the Queen wished

to see him again. They tell me the object of all this is to put him
in accord with the man they are to send to Portugal, who will be

some creature of Leicester's, l^hey have also managed for him to

confer with the ambassador they are sending again to France,t the

present resident b-^ing about to return. The object is to arrange

ibr Alen9on to aid in preventing the crown of Portugal from
fa'ling to his Majesty. They could thus keep friendly with that

country, and trade, even though they were at war with Spain.

If, as you say, another man is to come from Portugal, it is just

as well that this man should linger here as he knows so little.

In the sermons preached before the Qneen they speak very

virilently about this marriage.. The preacher on the first Sunday
in Lent said that marriages with foreigners would only result iu

ruin to the country, as was proved by what happened when the

sainted King Edward died and was succeeded by Mary, who

•" Sir Tlioiii.is ISromlcy, wlio suijcueded Sir Nicholas Bacon in the ChancuUorsliip, ami
was himself succeeded eight years later by Hatton.

+ Henry Cohham, who was '• replaco Sir Amvas Paulet.
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married a foreigner, and caused the martyrdom of so many persons,

who were burnt all over the country. When the preacher finished

the subject, but not the sermon, the Queen rose, which was
considered a great innovation. They are also attaching much
importance to the fact that preachers are constantly saying this

to the Queen and that she takes no steps, from which it may be

inferred that they are inspired from high quarters.

Leicester and Hatton have become gi-eat friends in view of the

marriage with A]en9on, which they openly favour, and are pushing
forward Bromley for Lord Chancellor, against the wishes of all the

rest. He has gained them both completely by promising them large

pensions if he gets the place.

The gentleman sent by Alen9on with letters dated the 23rd,

says that on the way to and from Paris he privately saw the

English ambassador, and from his saying to his brother that he
would be back again within a fortnight in Paris, it was understood
by many to mean that he (Alen9on ?) would again set up his

household there, and he (the Secretary ?) would trj' to get Bussy
d'Amboise's place. Simier and Kochetailld are much grieved at this.

Some people say that the warm negotiations of these Frenchmen
for the marriage are only a plan of the Queen-mother to forward
Alen^on's marriage with one of the Infantas.

A Breton gentleman tells me that Alenjon had sent orders to the
Isle of Chaussey, near Granville, in Brittany, that if any pirates

go thither they are to be well received and have facilities for dis-

posing of their prizes. This no doubt is to benefit Bacqueville,

whom he made Admiral recently, although he ( Alen9on) has no ports

in his dukedoms. He has also ordered pirate ships to be fitted out
for the voyage to the Indies.

Horatio Pallavicini, I am infonned, received advices from Alicante
that the ship which was to bring the alum was being looked out for,

and he therefore wrote that the cargo was to be sent in English
ships. A note of these ships is enclosed in case any of them should
touch at a Spanish port.

There is a French captain here with whom I have been in com-
munication for the last six months, and who appears to me to be
a resolute and sensible man. I am told that the king of France
is displeased with him because he was one of the malcontents wlio
served with Alen9on against him, and he is looked upon as being
the harbinger of any disturbance. He has on many occasions told

me that he wishes to render some service to his Majesty which
would fix him permanently in his employment.* He is a brave
man, and, although he offered to go and serve in the Netherlands
when Alen9on was there, I did not think at the time that it would
be safe or prudent until the French had left. He now tells me
that lie is determined to go to Antwerp with letters for Orange,
and to see M. de la None and discover what service he can render
according to circumstances. He assures me that he will have
sufficient credit amongst the French gentlemen to win them over,

and will attempt to get possession of some fortress, if his services

Note in the King's handwriting; " I should think so, indeed."
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are accepted, for the purpose of surrendering it to us. I have
praised his determination, as I thought no harm could come of it,

nor did I see any objection to his getting one of the towns into his

hands, so long as Alen9on was not there. I advised the prince of

Parma in case he should think it advisable to carry the matter

forward. It will be needful to supply him with money in such

case to win over the captains, and it may be advisable to point out

some particular fortress upon which he might keep his eyes.

I do not fail on every occasion to impress upon the ministers,

and other important people, how prejudicial it would be for the

French to get any power in this country, whence it will be almost
impossible to expel them even though the Queen were to die,

having in view their close friendship with Scotland. They listen

to me, but their answers are lukewarm, like people who expect

sometliing more than mere words. I shall continue these offices,

wliich I think most necessary, as his Majesty has said nothing to

the contrary. If it be true than Juan de Vargas has arranged
what is said with the king of France, it surely would be better for

him to advise me of it direct before I hear it from another quarter

;

but he doubtless thinks differently.—-London, 31st March 1579.

o\ March. 564. Bernardino de Mendoza to the Ki\g.

I wrote to your Majesty on tlie 1 1th and sent duplicate on the

1.5th. M. de Simier and the ambassador continue their constant

audiences with the Queen respecting the marriage, and she seems,

by all appearances, to very willingly listen to them. In the course

of the negotiation it was suggested that, if the marriage be effected,

Alenfon might be appointed King of the Romans. This was well

received by the Frenchmen, who had letters from their King at the

time telling thein to keep the matter in hand until he got a decided

reply, which he expected from Spain and Rome ; and, as soon as it

came, Alengon's secretary should be sent back with the decision.

The Queen's ambassador in Paris advised her at the same time that

preparations were being made for Alen9on's visit, which appears to

be true.

The ambassadors tliereupon again began to treat with Leicester

about Alen^on's preparation for the visit, but said that it would not

be ndvisable for him to come until the business was confirmed,

wliich opinion they said they were conveying to the Queen and
iislvcd him to support them. Leicester replied that this course was
most undesirable, and that when Alen9on came. Parliament would
be sitting when he (Leicester) and his friends would endeavour that

all the country, through the mouth of Parliament, should beg the

Queen to marry Alen9on, which she could not then refuse, even
thduifh she were not so truly desirous of it, as she is. This kept
the Frenchmen in play which was the object aimed at.

On the 19th Alen(;on's secretary arrived with letters from the

King dated 16th, both to Leicester and the Queen, in which he
assured her that his brother would be here in the month of ilay
and begged her that the conditions should be fixed with necessary
precision, for the satisfaction of both parties. He said that the
ambassador at Rome had; at vour Majesty's instance taken steps
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with the Pope to hinder the marriage, and that your Majesty had
written to him begging laim to diveit his brother from it ; tlie

same being done by the Nuncio in Paris on belialf oi: tlie Pope and
by Juan de Vargas in the name of your Majesty, but that lie (the

king of France) still wished that it should go on. As regards the

question of religion, he could assure the Queen that his brother

would conduct himself in a way which should cause no scandal in

the country.

He assured Leicester on his word of honour that his authority
and position should not be injured in any way by the mai^riage, as

he would be the guide and friend of his brother.

After the coming of the secretary with these letters, which gave
a fr6sh impulse to the business, the Queen received three despatches

from Paris within two days, sent with great speed in forty-five

hours, advising her of the arrival there of Alen9on and the duke of

Guise, and of the applause with which he had been received.

This disburbed her greatly, as it was unexpected and she is

suspicious about Scotland, and considers that there must be some
great mystery behind this, because Alencjon had concealed his

intention to vi.-it his brother even from his closest friends and
advisers.

The ambassador also informed her that the Nuncio had declared

to Alen^un in the name of the Pope that he would excommunicato
him if he c ime to this country, and the peo|)le of Paris publicly

said that, if he married the Queen, tiicy would never accept him as

king of France, if he should succeed to the throne. Nevertheless,

he shows signs of his intention to marry her and says that he
will look upon as his enemy any person who advises him to the
contrary.

M. de Simier saw her on the 26th and gave her a letter written

by Alen9on himself, dated the 23rd, telling her not to be surpi-ised

at his visiting his brother, who had received him as such ; the cause
of it having been his desire to contradict those who asserted that
they were at issue. He also asked her not to consider it strange

that the gentleman who had come with Simier should return to

accompany him (Alen9on) on his journey. The Queen was very
gracious to Simier and detained him f-o long that she made him
stay to supper with Lady Howard, w^ho heads the table of the
ladies of the Privy Chamber. She sent him the supper from her own
table, although I had taken care that she was informed that the
letters dated the 16th, from the king of France to her and Leicester,

had not been written in France at all, but in London. This was
seen from the fact that the handwriting was that of the secretary

of the French ambassador here. When I heard of it I had the earl

of Leicester told, without its being known that the infoimation

came from me. No doubt the secretary of Alen9on brought these

signatures in blank with orders to fill up the letters in the way that
•seemed best.

The close confinement of the queen of Scotland continues and the

permission given by the Queen to the secretary to visit the King
on her behalf was shortly afterwards revoked.

With regard to the pressure being put upon Flemings here to
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cease trading with Antwerp, and to confine their commerce with
Embdenthe Archduke Mathias and Orange have written suggesting

that trade might be done at Middleburg which would cause no loss

to them. The English have not replied, nor have they decided yet

to fix their trade in Embdeo, although they are greatly at issue

with the Maritime towns of Dantzic and Hamburg.
Orange ha.s promised to carry on the war against your Majesty

in the States at a very small cost, the intention being to draw it

out and make it offensive (defensive ?) merely, by keeping possession

of the towns only, and sustaining no army in the open.—London,
31st March 1579.

8 April. 565. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 31st ultimo, and on the 23rd
M. de Rochetaille (Rocatallada) left here carrying fresh terms about
the marriage ; the principal points of which are understood to be

in conformity with my letter of the 18th of February, although
some people say that they have added a provision to the effect that,

if the Queen dies, Alen9on is to bear the title of duke of Lancaster

and York.
These councillors met Rochetaille (Rocatallada), as he was

leaving the next day, but they detained him three days longer,

continually in council with him day and night. They sent the

secretaries out of the room, which is a very unusual thing, and is

only done when matters of the greatest importance are discussed in

secret. The result of these meetings and of Rochetailld's departure

has been that the Queen is now arranging the persons who have to

go and meet Alen^on, and the ships which have to escort him,

whilst many of the great people here, including the councillors, are

having new clothes and other things made for the occasion,* as

they believe that the matter is as good as settled if the French
accept the terms, which tiiey consider very reasonable.

With respect to giving hostages for the coming of Alen9on, it is

proposed that the earls of Surrey and Oxford and Lord Windsor
should be chosen, because, although they are only youths, their

houses are very ancient and of high rank.

The Queen has had two letters from Alen^on in his own hand,

delivered to her by Simier, and I am assured that she replied in the

same way without showing her letters to the councillors and
particularly not to Leicester, who the French are informed is

acting falsely in the business, and who, with Sussex, is their

principal opponent. Although I wrote to your Majesty on the

27th of January what he told me, I find him lately very cool. He
publicly talks of the advantage it would be to the Queen to effect

this marriage, however, and the Queen has favoured him by telling

the Frenchmen to treat of the matter with him. Lord Burleigh is

not so much opposed to it as formerly, but I cannot discover

* As nil instance of this, there is a letter from the earl of Leicester to Secretary
Davison in the Netherlands, asking him to secure for him 4,000 crowns worth of
rimson, black, and other coloured velvet satin and silk, with 400/. worth of gold and

silver tissue " or such like pretty stuffs.-' See Calendar of State Papers, Domestic,
25th April 1579.
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whether Sussex and Burleigli liave changed their minds, because
they think that they may thus bring about the fall of Leicehter,

and avenge themselves upon him for old grievances, and for having
advanced to the office of Chancellor, which Sussex wants, an enemy
of Sussex and Burleigh. Their reason may, however, be perhaps
the hope that if Frenchmen should come hither the country may
rise, in which case, it is believed, Sussex would take a great

position.

By my former letters I have fully advised all that was occurring,

and I have nothing more to say excepting that the matter of tiie

seizures is now being treated lukewarmly, and I am afraid nothing
will be done.

Great efforts were being secretly made by Orange with the

corporation and guilds of Antwerp, to obtain the entry of that

town in the league of Utrecht.—London, 8th April 1579.

8 April. 566. Bernardino de Mendoza to the Ktng.

As the Portuguese ambassador, who is at laat tearing himself

away from this country to reside in France, tells me that he is

sending a courier to Madrid as soon as he arrives at Calais, I take
the opportunity of enclosing this despatch in the packet he is

forwarding.

The present that the Queen gave him was 1,200 English
crowns worth of silver-gilt plate and a jewel worth 300 for his

wife.

At his last audience with her she gave him a ling from her own
finger, no doubt as a keepsake, for slie is very clever at such little

witcheries as these, when she thinks she can gain a point by them
and disarm those with whom she is dealing. I fancy she has fully

succeeded in this with the ambassador, who has said nothing about
the ring.

Everybody here is full of the marriage and the coming of

Alen9on, and the English .speak of it more openly than hitherto.

Many people who were wont to smile at it now see that appearances
are all in favour of its taking place and believe it. To divert the
Queen from it, certain persons told her that, in the office of the late

Chancellor, of whom the Queen thought very highly as a councillor,

thei-e had been discovered some papers sent to him two years ago
from France, at the time that the matter was under discussion before,

saying that the object of the coming of tlie French to England
would only be the ruin of the country, the death of the Queen, and
the consequent release of the Queen of Scotland, whose cause they
were promoting. She said the papers could not be very important
as they had not mentioned them to her for so long, and with that,

dropped the subject.

I am feeling more keenly every day the loss of the man I wrote
about, as, in addition to his knowledge of Walsingham's affairs,

which was absolutely trustworthy, he heard many things that went
on in the Queen's chamber through a lady, with whom it is now
almost impossible for me to commiinicate, so that I have to lose

much time in finding out what goes on, and have, so to speak, to go
about beg^inc; for intelligence
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An Englishman who went with Casimir returned hither yesterday

in great haste. The reason of his coming is not known, but, all

booted and spurred as he was, fchey made him enter the Council

Chamber, where he remained for a long time. They say that the

States were to hurriedly meet at Antwerp, and also that Maastricht

was being battered with 23 cannons.

Alen9on has intimated to M. de la None and Pruneaux that they

are to make ready to come hither. They have themselves written

this news to Simier and the ambassador.
If Hans has not left when this arrives, pray send him to me.

The Scotch Parliament has met at Stirling, but it appears they

could do nothing as they were not agreed. It is said that the

Parliament may be prolonged and may sit at Edinburgh. It is

undoi'stood that this Parliament here will also be prorogued.

—

London, 8th April 1579.

11 April. 557. The King to Bernardino de Mendoza.

From various letters received from j'ou, the last of which is

dated the 5th ultimo, I learn particulars of events there, which it

was fitting that I should know. You have done well in advising

me and will continue to do so, keeping the Queen friendly, in the

way you have been doing, in order to divert her thoughts from
connection with Flanders. This is not only demanded by our old

friendship, but also, if she will only see it, because the only fruit

she will get from it will be to have spent her money upon my rebel

subjects and such like mean fellows. With this end in view you
will direct all your conversations with her whenever an opportunity

offers.

I have always looked upon the idea of a marriage between the

Queen and Alen9on* as a mere invention, and this is evident from
the present position of the affair, as he is already perfectly reconciled

with his brother. But still the steps you took in the matter were
appropriate, and you will continue, whenever necessary, to hinder

the business.

For reasons which have occuried here, I have not ordered the

provision of the money and jewels which you said might be given

to the Queen's ministers to bring them to look with favourable

eyes upon my affairs. As things may now have changed, it will

be well for you to again consider what might be done for each one,

according to their disposition and influence, and you will send me a

memorandum about it, in order that I may decide what to do in the

matter.

With regard to the alum and what has been done here and in

Italy about it, I may say that very little more will be sent, but j'ou

will still keep your eyes on -Horatio Pallavicini, advising me of

anything that may happen.
The marine chart was received, and was so good that your

diligence in obtaining it is approved of. With it came the pieces

" Marginal note in the King's handwriting : " Add this : 1 nevertheless believe they
" will continue to discuss it, and even perhaps may become reconciled for the purpose,
" but [ believe that she herself is the person who will refuse,"
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o£ ore, of which an assay has been made and they have been found
of little value. Still, it was well to send them, and if anything
else should occur in the matter, which it may be necessary that

you should know, you shall be informed.

I tliink that little result will now be attained by the nego-

tiations about the seizures, but nevertheless, in accordance with

your information, a letter from me to the Queen in your credence

will be enclosed, so that you may use it if you think advisable.

Zayas tells me that you wrote to him lately that it was probable

that Antonio de Guaras would shortly be released, but I have
thought well to write to the Queen the enclosed letter in his

favour, so that you may address her on the subject on my behalf

in accordance with the state of the business, in the hope that the

affair may be speedily settled, of which we should be glad.

The Scotch Ambassador resident in France has informed Juan
de Vargas that it would be advisable for me to send some message

to the Catholic party, but as from day to day things change there,

and it is no good to do anything without some hope of a profitable

result, I wish you to consider the matter, and advise me about

it, since it is not a business which can be decided upon at the mere
request of the said ambassador, who is naturally influenced by his

own desires.

It may be greatly suspected that at this time the Portuguese

will try to increase their friendship with the English, and it is

desirable for you to keep your eyes open, and learn every-

thing that is done in this matter, informing me of it by every

opportunity.

For this purpose I believe Antonio de Fogaza will be useful if he
is acting straightforwardly, and I should be pleased for you to

inquire, as if of your own accord, the grounds he has f(ir requesting

the reward, about which he has written to my confessor and to

Zayas, and advise me what you learn, and your own opinion upon
the matter.—Madrid, 11th April 1579.

12 April. 568. Beenabdino de Mendoza to Zayas.

Since my last of the 8th instant, Antonio Guaras's business has
been settled in the following wa^'. The Council has ordered him
to pay his debts before he leaves the Tower, whereupon he shall be
released. I understand that they will first take him before some
of the councillors, and I have sent to ask him to have more
patience than lie had with the Keeper. Although the matter is in

this state,'! cannot believe that it is at an end until I see him
across the sea, considering that this brother of his has already
caused so much delay by his absurdities. I am not the only
person who says so, for Gombal himself confesses that Guaras told

him he should have been free months ago if he had not come, and
at much less cost than now. Notwithstanding all this, I can
assure you that Gombal is going on more furiously than ever, and
may well cause still more delay, which God forbid, and I hope
Guaras's wife will pass a better Easter than she did a Christmas,
with the news I sent her of what Leicester said.

An Englishman hiis arrived here by sta to tell the Queen that
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his Majesty had ordered the stopping of all ships on the Biscay

and western coasts, and that Dr. Sanders and a brother of the earl

of Desmond, James Fitzniaurice, Irishmen, were fitting out ships.*

This has aroused some suspicion, because she has seized a letter written

by some of the principal people in Ireland to James Fitzmaurice,

telling him how glad they will be for him to come, and assuring

him that he will find a welcome there. The letter is not signed,

and Walsingham sent it to Captain Sir J ohn Malbey, who is under

orders to go to Ireland to hasten his departure.

* There is in the British Museum a highly interesting series of original papers

(Add., MSS. 28,420), dated in the autumn of this year, giving minute particulars of

the aid sent by Philip to this euterprise. The first doeuuieut is a long letter from the

Papal Nuncio in Madrid to the King, written on the 5th September, giving an account

of the lauding and progress of James Fitzmaurice in Ireland, aud the alarm caused

thereby to the Queen of England. He begs Philip to .send further succour to Ireland,

and, in a subsequent paper, sets forth the promises made by Fitzmaurice, in the event

of his being Buccessful, although, as he says, Philip had not thought proper that these

promises should be embodied in a, formal document. This second document i.s

copiously annotated in the margin in Latin, apparently in the handwriting of Cardinal

de Grunvelle, the notes in several eases being extremely sarcastic and characteristic of

the writer. Another communication from the Nuncio (bishop of Piacenza) statis the

amount of succour which he wishes Philip to give, including a levy of GOO infantry, and
60 Italian veterans ; and on the 8th November, the King's decision is given, in the

form of a memorandum to the Nuncio, detailing the aid to be sent. As this document

is extremely interesting and has, X believe, never yet been published, I transcribe it

it full.

B. M. Document headed, " That which his Majesty has ordered to be

Spanish, " furnished of the succour requested by the Pope's Nuncio for

Add. 28,420. " Ireland, in conformity with his memorial, namely."

The Nuncio is to appoint an ecclesiastic to go to lliscav to see after

this provision, and Juan Martinez de Recalde, who serves his Majesty

on that coast, is to be written to in the King's name, ordering him to

help the expedition, a similar order being also sent to the officers of

justice in the province, authorising tbem to raise 400 men, hut without

drum beat or standard.

Besides the 100 pikes already ordered for the expedition 100 more
are to be sent—200 pikes in all.

Besides the 100 harquebussei already ordered 30 more are to be sent

— 130 harquebussefl, or muskets, in all.

Besides the 200 swords ordered another 100 are to be given—300

swords in all.

Instead of 25 or 30 barrels of powder as ordered, 30 full barrels

are to be given, and some saltpetre, sulphur, and " artificial fire."

The warrant for 200 quintals of Galliciau biscuit is to be returned,

and another \vill be given for 400 quintals, on the Biscay coast.

In addition to the biscuit a proportionate quantity of wine and other

victuals will be given on his Majesty's account.

Besides the 5 pieces of iron ordnance already given from Sautauder

5 more similar pieces are to be provided, as well as some necessary

appurtenances.

Two ships may be taken from the coast of Biscay, and his Majesty
will jiay the wages of the crews, and the cost of the ships for four

months. The sliips to be of 300 tons each.

All the persons who are to undertake the raising and conveying the

troops are to be Italians, appointed by the Nuncio, aud a list of the

persons now in Madrid available for this is now enclosed. (A list of

three Italian captains is attached.)

As regards the 50,000 ducats requested, although his Holiness

makes the request that they should be taken from the Toledo pay-
ment, his Majesty orders that the sum of 25,000 ducats from this

source in two instalments, is to be given to the Nuncio, and the other

25,000 ducats will be provided by him, so that the 50,000 may be sent

in succour as desired. All the munitions, victuals, ships, &c.,

mentioned are to be on his Majesty's aocount.--8th November 1579.
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She has also news that Sweden and Denmark are sturdily

preparing their sea forces.

M. de Simier is invited on Thursday to attend the ceremony
of tlie washing of feet, which the Queen performs. She summons
him nearly every day, and goes for two or three hours together to

see the works on some tennis courts she is having builtj under the
pretext that thej' are for Alenijon.—London, 12th April 1579.

27 April. 569. Bernakdino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I wrote on the 12th informing you of the position of Antonio
Guaras's affair, namely that he had to pay his debts before he was
liberated. With all this talk about bis brother's wealth they are

disinterring so many old claims, and even pressing him to pay the
bishop of Aquila's debts, that I am afraid some time will be spent
in the investigation of them.

Alen^on's secretary, who had returned to treat of his master's

affair, has had a great squabble with Simier and the Ambassador.
He told them he should leave, whereupon Simier replied that if he

remained, since they were not discussing the matter of the marriage
properly, he (Simier) should go. He keeps vapouring about leaving

in less than two days, but he still remains.

The heretics they call Puritans have been more open lately than
they formerly were, and this Easter one of them, preaching before

the Lord Mayor and Magistrates of London, spoke so violently to

the effect that the Queen could not be the head of the Church and
that the Bishops were not doing their duty, that they had to seize

him at once to avoid the scandal.

The discord between the London merchants and the Easterlings

resident here, regarding the privileges of the latter, is still unsettled,

but it is proposed that the Easterlings should continue to enjoy
their privileges for six months, on condition of their giving securitj',

and if, during that time the English are not granted similar privi-

leges, they, the Easterlings, shall pay like any other strangers the
dues upon the goods they may have sent. The Easterlings have
not yet accepted the proposal.

News comes from Antwerp that Maestricht has been assaulted,

and although our people received some loss and did not succeed in

entering, there was little hope of the place holding out.*—London
27tli April 1579.

27 April. 570. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

The Queen's ambassador in France writes to her that secret orders

have been given there to arm thirty ships, and the Council here
have therefore resolved that seven of her ships shall put to sea,

although the order has not yet been published, nor have they begun
to make ready more than two, which they say are to go out to clear

the channel of corsairs. The arming of these (French) ships is causing
fears about Scotland, and they have recently discussed the bringing

of that Queen (Mary) to the Tower of London. If this should be done
it would be a proof that they have fallen out with the French,
although the Queen in her behaviour to Simier, has not shown any

* It held out for two luynths longer and was surprised and captured on tho SSth June.
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signs of it, excepting once, on the 2]st, when she was so rude to

him that it was noticed by everj'one. It is said that a new condition

has been demanded on the part of Alengon. It was arranged that

the style should be Francis and Elizabeth, King and Queen of

England, and that in the question of dower, the law of England

should be followed, but he now wishes to be cruwii'd witli her on

their marriage, which, it is generally beheved, tlie English will not

agree to. This has given rise to the idea that tlie French wish to

raise differences, and together, with the arming so many ships, is

another reason for their alarm, which is added to by this news
about your Majesty having stopped all ships on the Biscay and

western coasts, and the coming to Spain by sea of the infantry

from Naples. They are also disturbed by the intelligence that

certain Irishmen are preparing in Biscay and that 1,500 Scots

Highlanders have gone over to Ireland. The only steps they have

taken hitherto have been to send thither some captains who have
experience of the country.

Parliament has been prorogued in Scotland in consequence, it is

said, of dissensions, respecting which this Queen ordered her am-
bassador to come hither and give her an account. He has not done
this in consequence of the prorogation, nor has Morton lost his

power, although they are disagreed. Parliament here is deferred

until the 25th of May.— London, 27th April ] 579.

3 May. 571. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote to your Majesty on the 27th, and on the same day
received the letter containing your Majesty's orders about this

Queen's ministers. I have found them very cool during the last

two months, particularly Sussex, Avho has never seen me without
asking me if I had any letters from your Majesty, in such a way
and in such terms as to try to force from me some declaration with
regard to the fulfilment of the hopes I had held out to him in return

for the attachment he has shown to your Majest3''s interests. I

have always adopted the course of making much of his services in

general terms, and impressing upon him how advantageous it was
for the quietude of the country and the authority of the Queen
that he should continue his good offices, whilst at the same time it

would not be less so for his own private interests, and to strengthen

him against his rivals. Nevertheless, it will be necessary to give

him, and the others about whom I wrote, namely, Lord Burleigh,

James Crofts, the Comptroller, and Hatton, Captain of the Guard,
all of whom are cooling, something to keep them in our favour,

because, otherwise, not only shall we lose the chance of gaining

them, but shall offend them altogether, and they will take the same
line as the others. They are all of them being much solicited by
the French, who think that no sooner will Alen9on set foot in the

country than they will be sure both of P]ngland and Scotland as

well ; because, when this Queen dies, the Queen of Scotknd, for

her own interests, will be obliged to receive him with open arms.

They are equally sure that your Majesty will not hinder them
from becoming masters of both countries, as they say that this will

be the only way to bring them to submit to the Pope and the
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Catholic religion. It is of great importance that we should begin

to pledge these ministers to us in the way I previously mentioned,

namely, by giving jewels to the value of 3,000 crowns or more
each to Sussex and Buiieigh, to the Comptroller 2,000 crowns in

money, as he faithfully serves your Majesty, and is in great need
in consequence, and because, being a Catholic, the Queen has not

paid him as she does the others, and his enemies are seeking to

undo him. Hatton, altliough he is attached to j'our Majesty's

service, has joined Leicester in the French affair, so that, if your
Majesty thinks fit, a jewel worth 1,500 may be sent and he may be

entertained until we see how he goes on. The others, if in the

meanwhile they should not forget themselves, should receive their

gifts from my own hands very secretly, and with the hope held

out that this is merely a sample of the favours your Majesty will

constantly show them. If your Majesty thinks well it would be

desirable to give something handsome to Leicester, just to make
him think we have not found him out.

The Queen and the City of London have not yet paid Horatio

Pallavicini the part of the funds he advanced, which was due at

the end of February. He is expecting eight English ships which
he freighted to bring the alum from Genoa ; note of which
ships I sent some time ago to enable your Majesty, if it should

please you, to seize the alum in case the ships touched in a Spanish

port.

I have continued on every opportunity my endeavours to divert

the Queen from the marriage with Alenijon in the way I previously

mentioned, setting forth to her privately and alone how great was
the risk to her life if it were carried through. Although she has

listened to this, and similar things I have had conveyed to her by
her own subjects, she expresses to Simier such a strong desire to

marry that not a Councillor, whatever his opinion may be, dares

to say a word against it. When she was leaving to visit a house
of Leicester's, six miles off, she took Simier and the ambassador
with her, telling them that she would there decide the business

definitel}'. She requested each member of the Council to give her

his opinion in writing, but not one of them would declare himself

openly. They merely stated the objections on both sides, which
she read privately and alone.

' The French ambassador has returned, leaving Simier with the

Queen, and a secretary of Siniier is being dispatched with the

Queen's decision. As Alen9on's secretary is not taking it, although

he said that was the only thing for which he was waiting, it is

concluded that the answer is not a defioite one. Indeed, .some

people think that all this intimacy is only with the object of

afreoing to prevent the joining of the crown of Portugal to that

of Spain, this Ijeiiig the reason for the arming of the French ships

and the decision to send seven of the Queen's ships to help tliem

if necessary, tlie Portuguese being armed. Tlie disturbance in the

Marquisate of Saluzzo was .said to have been raised with the same
end, to prevent the withdrawal of the forces you have ordered

iiom Milan to Spain. They are dissembling in consequence of the

Queen's mistrust of the French about Scotland, where there is
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however no disturbance, as Morton keeps his place, and his

opponents, the Queen's friends, have not courage enough to turn

him out of it. Although the Scotch ambassador in France may
persuade Juan de Vargas that great things can be done if your

Majesty will help them, they have not hitherto, so far as I can

observe, proceeded in a way which would justify the undertaking

of so great an enterprise, with no other foundation than that

which he proposes. The gentleman, who was a faithful adherent

of the qneen of Scotland, about whom I wrote on the 26th of

October, has seen me again and given me the reply to the proposal

tliat they {i.e., the Queen's party) should comuiunicate with me, for

the reason that your Majesty favoured the cause of the Catholic

religion and the release of the Queen, which were their objects,, and
that I should therefore be their best intermediary. They replied

that they did not know me and had no reason to communicate with

me, and went no furtlier into the matter.

Morton has 24 or 26 lords on his side, by reason of the pensions

paid ta them through him by this Queen. Amongst those who
favour the queen of Scotland, they say that the man who is most
influential is the bishop of St. Andrews, although it may be

doubted whether he is a Catholic, seeing that he acts as a bishop

after the manner of the rest. If the matter is not lirst settled

with the friends of the Queen (of Scotland) I think it will be

difficult to manage it entirely through the Scotch ambassador in

France, in a way which will prevent the French from hindering

it if they see that it is in favour of your Majesty's interests.

Not ordy have they (the English) abandoned the navigation to

Cathay, but they have been so sickened by the little profit pro-

duced from their last year's voyage that not a man or a sailor has

been ]3aid his wages.

I will speak to the Queen as ordered about the seizures, but I

am doubtful whether the matter will turn out so brilliant as it was
painted.

The Queen says that as soon as Guaras has paid his debts she

will let him go, and I have therefore suspended the delivery of your
Majesty's letter until I see whether she will do so. Both she and
the Council promised the same.

Antonio Fogaza came to this country by order of the Cardinal

who is now King to negotiate affairs at the time when differences

existed with Portugal. Before he left Portugal he conferred with

Don Hernando Carrillo, your Majesty's ambassador there, who
gave him letters for Ruy Gomez de Silva ; a.nd, as he tells mc
himself, he spoke also to Secretary Zayas. When he arrived heie

he discussed with these ministers an agreement with his sovereign,

and in the meanwhile, there arrived in England a certain Francisco

Giraldi. He being considered rich, and being a brother-in-law of

Don Francisco de Portugal, inspector of the King's treasurj', with

his support and that of Don Miguel de Mora, began to take part in

affairs here, which he managed to settle in consequence of the

English being pressed, by reason of your Majesty's having pro-

hibited them from trading in your dominions. When Antonio

Fogaza saw that the agreement thus arrived at would be pre-
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judicial lioth to this Queen and your Majesty, he tried to hinaer
it, and advised Ruy Gomez the reason why he did so, saying
at the same time that if, when your Majesty desired to come
to terms with England, Portugal also did not agree, he himself

would appear before his King and confess the steps he had taken
to impede the settlement, moved by his zeal for the Catholic

religion and your Majesty's interests. During all this time he
continued to write accounts of everything that happened here to

the Duke of Alba in the Netherlands and to Secretary Zayas, wlio

requested him to continue in the course he had commenced.
Certain letters from the Duke in reply to letters from him came
here enclosed to Antonio de Guaras, who opened them, and seeing

that he was writing to the Duke, he showed the letters to Giraldi,

who was at that time the acknowledged agent of the king of

Portugal here. Giraldi wrote to Portugal saying that Fogaza was
in coi'respondence with ministers of another Prince, and other

things of the same sort, which caused them to cease correspondence

with him and withdraw his allowance, without giving any reason

ffir their doing so. He continued to give advices to the ministers

of your Majesty, and, in the absence of the duke of Alba, when I

came hither in the year 1574, the Grand Commander (Requesens)

gave me a letter for him, and he helped me very much. He was
well able to do so at the time, because he was in close connection

with an officer of the Queen's Council, whom he kept out of his

own pocket, and who told him everything. He now petitions that

the sum thus spent, and other sums for similar objects should be
])aid to him, amounting in all, according to the statement sent to

Zayas, to 1,200 crowns. The allowance to him from Portugal

being stopped, he fell into difficulties and was imprisoned here for

debt, although he never failed to advise your Majesty's ministers

of what went on. When I arrived here he also supplied me with
valuable information, and particularly with certain intelli'J'ence

about Portugal, which I sent to 3'our Majesty. He has been
extremely zealous, so far as I have been able ti learn, in your
Majesty's service, and I believe he will still continue to give me
valuable intelligence if any negotiations are carried on with
Portugal.

The English captains in the States have sent hither for men to

i-ecruit their companies, but when the men were ready to sail from
Gravesend, the Queen ordered them to be stopped.—Loudon, 3rd
May 1579.

3 ^lay. 572. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I thank you sincerely for your letters of the 12th and 2nd
ultimo which were very welcome as I had been so long without
them. If the owl were more valuable, instead of being merely
curious, I would beg you to accept it as a jjresent. I thank you
much for the frankness with which you treat me, and for having
sent Hans to whom it was very necessary for you to give the order
that his costs should be put down to the extraordinary expenses,
especially a< he arrived here in debt, the postmaster-general only
having given him 160 crowns.
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T am sorry to hear of the death of the prior Don Antonio * but

he lived in a way which may well inspire emulation.

The spectacles for his Majesty are being made with the greatest

speed, but as they are to be veiy line, it will not do to hurry the

maker too much.
Leicester has spoken to me twice about the seizures, asking me

why I did not request the appointment of Commissioners, which is

another sign that all is not gold tiiat glitters.

Sussex has complained to me, although indirectly, because be had

been addressed about an affair that had taken place with his brother

at Namur, saying that, although he was his brother, he did not

recognise him as such,! and related to SegastiJ the whole story of

their dissension. I am fully armed with a reply to him if he should

open the subject when I see him again. This has been partly the

reason of his colness towards me.

The close intimacy of the Queen with the French is plainly

directed towards Portugese affairs and what I wrote about it is now
confirmed.

The Ambassador who is coming hither from Portugal is ordered

to see the man who left, whose secretary is still here, although he

is not entrusted with anything of importance as I have a person

near him to advise me if any such thing is entered upon.

The Queen has chosen to send to Portugal Edward Wotton, a

young man of great learning and knowledge of languages, who has

been in Italy and is a creature of Walsingham's. I cannot discover

what are his religious views. He will leave in a fortnight.—London,

3rd May 1579.

4 May. 573. Beknardino de Mendoza to Zayar.

After having written to you yesterday, [I have had a clearer

understanding with Antonio Fogaza and have tried to bring ))im

round by a thousand blandishments to the service desired of him.

After much pro and con, he said that if his Majesty will speedily

show him favour, in consideration of his eight years service, he will

continue to work with his former zeal, and will show me this by
acts and results. He says his object is not self interest but to be

more useful, and he seeks present aid in order that the new
Ambassador may not find him a prisoner for debt, the last

ambassador having left him in an inn, where he i^ in danger of

again being seized by his creditors. If the new Ambassador finds

him, he says, in such a position, he will give him but little credit,

and in this he is quite right. So sure am 1 of this, that out of jiuic

* Probably Don Antonio de Toledo, brother of the duUe of Alba.

f This doubtless referred to the suspicions and rumours which iverc rife at Xamur
at the time that Sussex's brother, Egremont Eatcliff, had had a hand in poisoning Don
John of Austria. There is an original letter in the British Museum (Add. JISS. 2S,702)

from Sir Francis Englefield in Madrid to Philip enclosing the translation of a long letter

he had received from an Englishman resident at Namur, uan)ed Gabriel Dcnj's, the date

of the letter being the 16th August. Amongst other things Denys says that an envoy
is about to be sent from England to Spain, he fears with oljjecl of trying to poison the

King, and, to justifiy his suspicion of English methods, he points out that Don John was
never well from the time Egremont Katcliff had access to him, and strongly hints that

he poisoned him.

t Mendoza's secretary.
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pity, I have given him enough to maintain him where he is and
will see with what zeal he helps me.

Thiawill be an extremely convenient way of learning what the Por-

tuguese may negotiate here, and although there may 1 le no important

matter now in hand, yet as the man is so willing, and in consideration

of past services, his Majesty might conscientiously order him to be

paid 1,200 sun-crowns, which will not be very much considering

the circumstances and, as the saying is, " there is no wedge so good

as that of the same wood." He has begged that whatever may be

done for him may come through my hands, and, in his Majesty's

own interests, I urgently beg that a decision may be shortly arrived

at, as it is most important to keep him satisfied and prevent these

people from again returning to the Giraldi agreement. They have

received news to-day that the king of Portugal has forbidden stores

to be supplied in his country to Fitzmaurice and an Irish bishop.

They are much pleased at. this, and it confirms the idea that there

is some negotiation going on. They say that the man they are

sending to Portugal will be accompanied by Sir Harry Cavendish,

a son of the countess of Shrewsbury, who was the leader of the

English that went over to the Netherlands last year, and of whom
a friend of his said to some Englishmen who were discussing his

good parts and regretting that they were not utilized, that very

shortly he would do something by which they would -be displayed.

It may therefore be inferred that his journey to Portugal will be to

offer troops.

All the Councillors, they tell me, have been sitting since two
o'clock this afternoon and it is now nine at night. This is considered

strange, and I think that the meeting is about Portuguese affairs.

I send this despatch to catch the courier who left yesterday.

—

London, -tth May 1579.

8 Jlay. 574. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

On the 5th they took Antonio Guaras before the Treasurer, who
told him that, notwithstanding his bad offices and dis-service to the

Queen, she, with her accustomed clemency, was pleased to release

him in consideration of his brother's solicitations. After they had
dwelt upon this they summoned Gombal to whom, in his brother's

presence, they said the same. Gombal went to-day to thank the

Queen for having released his brother. She received him graciously,

and the Treasurer promised to send him a passport to-morrow. I

am glad to send you this news, both because you were interested

in the matter yourself and for other reasons. I will send particulars

later, and only now hurriedly write, in order that you may give

his wife the good news.—London, 8th May 1579.

14 May. 575. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I sent letters on the 3rd and 4th, and on the 8th instant I wrote
giving you an account of what had passed between the Lord-
Treasurer and Antonio de Guaras. They promised him a passport

in two days, and he has had it since the 11th, authorising him to

embark at Dover ; but as he has not been able to fulfil the promise

of paying his debts, and wishes to sell his house, he has not yelj

S 70iC7, V U
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taken advantage of it. I am very anxious that he shall lose no

time in enjoying the favour the Queen has granted him, to save

his wife from the trouble in which she is until she sees him. His

creditors have lost no opportunity of pressing him until he pays to

the last farthing, thanks to all this talk about his brother's wealth.

It is true the coming of Gombal may have delayed the business,

but this may well be pardoned him, and his brother has much to

thank him for, because, besides all the trouble he has taken, he is

finding money to pay part of his debts and making himself

responsible for the rest, which all brothers would not do.

The spectacles for his Majesty are finished, but are not sent

with this despatch because the man who carries it as far as Paris

made it a condition that the packet should be small. They will

go with the next.

His Majesty's decision about these ministers will be most im-

portant, and I personally beg you particularly to press forward the

granting of the (IJomptroUer's share as he very faithfully serves and
helps me aU be can. He is in such need that he has sent to tell me
decidedly, that if his Majesty will not help him it will not be possible

for him to remain at Court, he being at the end of his resources.

You may be assured that this is really the case and not mere
vapouring. If he goes we shall lose much, and I shall not be

able to get the information that I now do, which is of great

importance.

These folks have been considering whether they should send

their ambassador to Portugal by sea or through Spain, and have
decided to send him at once to sea. I am told that he takes

orders to address himself to, and stay for some time with, Don
Antonio, the Grand Prior,* for whom he is taking some things as

presents.

To-morrow, God willing, I hope to see the Queen and hand her

the letter about the seizures. I will give an account to his Majesty

of her answer. An Englishman has told me that he knows where
there are certain things concealed in Spain, to the value of nearly

3,000 crowns, and he will discover them if a share is given to him.

He has not told me where the treasure is, but that it is money
which can be made at once available. I have thought well to

write this as I am assured it is true, and if you think fit you might

ask his Majesty to grant it as a first instalment of the grant in aid

towards recovering the rest.—London, 14th May 1579.

1 1 May. 576. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote on the 8rd that the Queen had ordered the members of

the Council to give her their individual opinions about the marriage

with Alen9on, which papers she I'ead whilst she was staying in

Leicester's house at Wanstead. When she returned hither, not-

withstanding that she had referred the business to Sussex, Leicester,

* This TTas Don Antonio, the Prior of Crato, who Iiecnirle one of Philip's rivals for

the Portuguese succession on the <leath of the Cardinal-King Henry. His claims were
supported for many years by France and England, and the disastrous English nayal
expedition to Lisbon in 1589 was undertaken ostensibly in his interests,
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Burleigh, and Walsingham, she ordered the whole Council to discuss

it. They did so two or three times, remaining in session from two
in the afternoon to two at night. The new councilloi' as first

speaker, pointed out how bad this talk of marriage was both for the

Queen and the nation, since no succession could be hoped from
it, and great confusion might be caused by the coming hither of

Catholics, and above all Frenchmen, who were their ancient enemies.

He pointed out many other great objections, and tlie rest of them
all agreed with him except Sussex, who said that it was fitting the

Queen should marry, and as there was no other Prince but Alenpon,

she was obliged to marry him. After the Queen had been informed
of the resolution of the Council, they summoned Simier to it and
set forth how exorbitant were Alen§on's new conditions : first, that

he should be crowned King, that he should have the duchies of York
and Lancaster, and the patronage of half the ofiices in' the country

;

that he should receive 60,000 pounds (livres ?) for his travelling

expenses and the deliver}^ of a port into the hands of the French
;

that 3,000 French foot soldiers should be admitted to guard this port

and for his own safety. Such things have never been proposed by
any Prince who had treated for marriage with the Queen.

Simier was much annoyed, and answered that they had not

spoken in this way before. He then rose very hurriedly and
angrily, and although Sussex endeavoured to approach him ho was
not quick enough to do so before Simier reached the door, which he

slammed after him in a great fuiy. He went to the Queen who
received him with much graciousness and many expressions of sorrow

that her councillors disapproved of her marriage, which she desired

so much. She not only expressed this to Simier, but she has been
so melancholy since, that they have adopted the course of sendh:g

for some ladies of whom she is fond to entertain her, giving them
lodgings at Court, which is looked upon as a new thing. She twice

said when she was retired in her chamber " they need not think that

it is going to end in this way ; I must get married." Simier and
the French ambassador immediately sent off Alen9on's secretary,

who was here, with the answer they had received. Two day after

he had left b}^ way of Calais, M. de Rochetaille arrived via Boulogne,

and his arrival has once more set the matter afoot, although coldly.

Alen5on sent to Leicester by Rochetaille two Spanish horses, and
gave orders to Simier that he was to use every possible means to

attract and satisfy the lords and gentry of the kingdom, for which
purpose, he assured him, money should be forthcoming. Simier has

begun to do this already and has given two grand banquets this week
to the Council.

The Queen has received news from Scotland of the death of the

earl of Athol, which happened so suddenly that they think it must
be from poison. They had opened the body in the presence of five

doctors, three of whom said he had been poisoned and two that he
had not. One of the latter, to assure them that he was right by-

proof, took some of the contents of the stomach on his finger and
put it into his mouth. The eifect was that in a few hours he was
thought to be dying. It is not known whether the order to

poison him came irom Morton or some private person.

UU ^
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The King is trying to seize the estate of the Hamilton^, who are

the next heirs to the Crown, on the pretext that the present head of

the house is an idiot and incapable. Many persons of importance

were disturbed at this and it was feared that they would have

recourse to arms.—London, 14th May 1579.

26 May. 577. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

Antonio de Guaras left of the 26th to embark at Rye which is

thought to be a safer passage than through Calais. I am told that

he is in very good health, considering his long imprisonment and

his age, and it is no small favour which God vouchsafes him that

this should be so. He also has to thank you for having interested

his Majesty on his behalf, and I need not beg you to extend your

help to him, as you know with what zeal he has served here. His

brother has not only helped him by his personal efforts but has

found large sums of money for him.

The Queen, when I saw her, said not a word about the matter

nor has any of her ministers done so, and, as those who released

Guaras assured his brother that the Queen had liberated him

entirely on his account, I have not thought fit to thank them as

they would not give him up to his Majesty. This seems a just

retribution, because there was nothing Guaras desired so much
as to be considered a minister here, which, indeed, was the reason

they sent him to the Tower. I am delighted to see him gone as

the business' has been full of annoyances to me, and after I had

settled it two or three times it was upset.

Seven out of the eight ships loaded with alum, which I said

were to sail from Genoa, have arrived here. The English sailors

say they touched at Alicante where the Mayor sent to summon the

masters and gunners, saying that he had to speak to them on a

subject which would not endanger their persons or ships. They

and some of the sailors went ashore, when a Spaniard came to them

and told them to fly or, otherwise, they would be arrested by the

Inquisition and their ships confiscated. They thc;reupon fled, leaving

twenty-five men on shore, who were arrested. They wore after-

-\vards informed that the Mayor only wished»to seize the alum, and

when they arrived here they refused to deliver their cargoes to

Horatio, until he had given security that the men who had been

arrested should be released and recompensed for the damage they

had received, it being a matter which concerned the merchandise

only and not their persons or vessels. He (Horatio Pallavicini) has

caused the Queen to speak to me about the release of these men,

and some of the ministers have warmly pressed me to beg his Majesty

to liberate them. I replied that I had no knowledge of the cause

of their imprisonment, but if it was, as the men themselves say,

through their own disobedience in flying from the port without

giving the account which was demanded of them, they deserved

punishment. The alum, which has arrived for Horatio, consists of

14,000 jars, worth 00,000 crowns, and I believe that he has ordered

two of the ships to go to the Netherlands, but the weather has

prevented them. It may well be supposed, that wlien they are

there, if the rebels want to make use of them, he will do as he has
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done before. When they were beiag loaded in Genoa, the Aid.

bassador sent to his (Pallavicini's) father to ask whether the alum,

was for the Netherlands, to which he replied, that it was not, and
consequently the ships were allowed to leave. As soon as the ships

go I think of informing- Don Pedro de Mendoza* in order that be
may see how this father (of Horatio Pallavicini) has behaved, and,

if you think fit, you might inform his Majesty of it and tell him
that the man who favours Pallavicini's business there (in Madrid ?)

is Lorenzo Spinola.

I have also heard that a packet of letters was seized in Paris,

addressed to Horatio, amongst wliich was one, I had written thither

and other private letters. As a person had been asking for letters

of mine, probably for the purpose of sending them to Horatio, a
friend of mine cunningly got hold of the packet. He is another

Genoese, called Pedro Spinola, and I have written to him to in-

vestigate the matter thoroughly, as, coming after other events, it

is not fitting that we should overlook the fact of a private person

hunting about for another man's letters, and above all those of a
minister.

M. de Siinier received news of the landing of his master's secretary,

in poor health, and at once set out to meet him, but the Queen sent

word that he -wdn not to go. When he received the papers brought
by the secretary, he sent one of his relatives to stay with the latter

at Canterbury, but thieves attacked him on the way and ill-treated

and wounded him ; upon which Simier addressed very strong

complaints to the Queen.
Certain English and French pirates intend, I am told, to go out

and await the Indian fleet in latitude 40° near to the Isle of Corbo
by which they come.

The man who is to go to Portugal, has lived for three or four

years in Naples amongst tke Spanish residents. He sends to tell

me secretly by Segasti, my secretary, with whom he has had some
long conversations, that he is leaving in four days and is delighted

to have received orders to pass through Madrid. He says that,

after his own mistress's interests, there are none to which he is so

much attached as those of his Majesty. I expect that this means,
that if the wind does not favour him, he will land on the coast of

Biscay or Galicia, and would like to learn what is passing in Spain
before he goes to Portugal. This is in accordance with his con-

versations with me, as he has thrown out many feelers upon the

subject. If he should go, pray have him well received. With
regard to his religion there is some idea that he is a Catholic, as

although he is completely attached to Walsingham, he makes no
profession of being a Protestant. For this reason, and because I

think it well that his Majesty should know what is passing in

Scotland, where great disturbances are feared, I write to Juan de
Vargas that, if no opportunity offers in three days, he had better

send this despatch by special messenger to Domingo de Iralta, who
will forward in the same way.
The councillors send word that they will appoint commissioners

* The Spanish ambassador to the Seigniory of Genoa.
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about the seizures. As soon as they have done so I will act in the

matter.—London, 26th May 1579.

9 June. 578. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I thank you sincerely for the news you send me that the Duke's

(of Alba) business is in a good way. There are few things 1 could

hear with more pleasure.

The man who goes to Portugal has tarried here, as you will see

in tlie letter to his Majesty, and Cavendish will not now accom-

pany him. He will, however, take with him a Florentine called

Pedro Caponi, who is one of the outlaws concerned in the Duke's

conspiracy, and has taken refuge here.

I am told that Edward Wotton will remain a short time in

Portugal, in order to give an account of the state of things there,

for their guidance here, although some of these councillors are of

opinion that, if his Majesty takes tlie matter in hand vigorously, no
one will be able to hinder him. Notwithstanding this, I have
no doubt that both they and tlie French will do so as far as they

are able, as they are raising doubts and suspicions wherever they

can. It is my belief that this is one of their principal reasons for

their reviving the talk about the Queen's marriage.

Horatio Pallavicini has made great efforts to get them to send

this ambassador through Madrid, in order that he may treat of his

affairs, and particularly about the Englishmen who were arrested in

Alicante. Although Wotton told me that he was going that way, I

am afraid they have changed his instructions.

With regard to the English arrested in Alicante, the Queen has
asked me a second time to write to his Majesty, and as the inter-

mediary is a person I wish to please, I have been obliged to give

letters for the King and you, although I beg you that they may not

be looked upon in any sense as an intercession, as Horatio behaves
in a manner which does not merit any consideration, and he has
given .sureties to release the Englishmen safe and sound, so that it

would not be bad to condemn them in a pecuniary punishment for

disobedience, as Horatio would have to pay it. He said in con-

versation the other day that his Majesty's officers tried to catch

him, but they were too late.

The Queen has appointed the Commissioners whose names are

enclosed, for the matter of the seizures. I am told that four of

them will meet every day for the dispatch of the affair, they having
power even though the rest be absent.

I send enclosed account of the extraordinary expenditure, which
has consumed 1,000 ducats of the credit sent me. Pray send me
another, and, if necessary, please advise Dona Anna, in order that

she may get some one to solicit it.

The Englishman who is going (to Spain) on behalf of the

merchants is a person recommended to them by Lord Burleigh, to

whom they wish to refer the whole business. I suspect that one of

the reasons why he was chosen was because he was a fit man to

inform them as to what was passing there, and by his stay could
kill two birds with one stone.
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Rochetailld, Alencon'g equerry, leaves to-day for France, without

any partioular raisaion but to return to bis master.—London, 9th

June 1579.

10 June. 579. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

As I wrote at length yesterday I now only enclose the letter for

the King.

Rochetailld has tarried until to-day, but they say he is certainly

now leaving. I believe he is taking some hackneys back in return

for the Spanish horses he brought.

Amongst the ships which left in October to plunder on the way
to the Indies I have discovered that there was a very small vessel

belonging to one of the Queen's Councillors, a tremendous rogtie

and a terrible Puritan, who has been just appointed as one of the

commissioners. His sole reason for fitting out the ship was to

send in her a minister who spoke the Spanish tongue. I have not

been able to find out the name of this preacher, but will endeavour
to do so with all diligence, as it is most important that such a

pestilence as this should be prevented from entering those countries.

—

London, 10th June 1 579.

20 June. 580. BEENjiEDiNO de Mendoza to Zayas.

I have received to-day your letter of the 5th ultimo about the
imprisonment of the English. The men who came hither said they
were not imprisoned in respect of the alum, which they had been
assured by the people in Alicante. The Queen and Ministers

therefore, when they spoke to me about it, did so very gently, by
way of petition that I would beg for their release. I sent to tell

them that they had been liberated, and they are very grateful. I
will also refer to it when I see the Queen. In conversation with
Horatio, I plainly saw from what he said about the help given to
him by Lorenzo Spinola in his business tbat this alum had plenty
of protectors. The two ships about which I wrote to the King
were not detained in Cadiz, as you say, in consequence of the
opinion of the financial authorities. The alum in the ship sent by
Horatio to Middleburgh has, I am told, gone to Amiens, where it

will be employed like the rest.

The Queen sent a man to Denmark to apologize for the burning
of the ship I mentioned in my last by the English corsairs.

They do this because their ships are obliged to pass through that
country as through a turnstile, and they do not wish to offend

them.

Another Englishman has gone to Barbary to treat with the king
of Fez about the fulfilment of the agreement between the English
and his brother, in accordance with his promise. He was to pay in

saltpetre for the arms and munitions sent from here, but the King
now does not wish the saltpetre to be exported.*

James Fitzmaurice, the Irishman, is now said to be on the coast

of Cornwall with a ship of 800 tons and two small ones, with

• A copy of the letter of the king of Fez, in answer to this embassy, dated 22nd
August 1579, will be found in Nichols' " Progresses of Queen EUzdbeth."
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whicli he has captured a Bristol vessel, throwing all the crew Into

tlie sei. In consequence of this, Humphrey Gilbert, who was

robbing on the coast, has been ordered to go in pursuit of the

Irishman, who, although he has so few ships, is causing them some

anxiety.

The Queen and Council have kept Rochetaille here from day to

day, giving him constant audiences. It is confidently stated that

Alen^on is coming, and that the arrangements for the visit are

being discussed. It is said in Paris that his mother has provided

hitn with money for the voyage. It is well that time should

undeceive him, as a fresh turn is given to the business every day.

As regards Santa Cecilia and his pardon, pray do not forget it,

as I am extremely anxious about it in order to save his soul, as he

also is to fiad himself on the right path, and will willingly give up

his pension from the Queen.—London, 20th June 1579.

24 June, 581. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote on the 20th, and on the following day M. de Rochetailld

left here. The Queen and Council kept him here about ten days,

telling him constantly that they would decide about Alen^on's

coming. It appears that the decision he bears is a passport for

Alen9on, drawn up in the form of a grant, as they call it, under the

Great Seal, which is the strongest security they can give, unless

hostages are sent. Although there is no binding undertaking about

the marriage, the Queen gives every sign of being most anxious

for it, and affirms that she will never marry a man whom she has

not previously seen. She is burning with impatience for his

coming, although her councillors have laid before her the difficulties

which might arise, the other side, having her support, has carried

the day. She herself is largely influenced by the idea that it

should be known that her talents and beauty are so great, that

they have sufficed to cause him to come and visit her without any

assurance that he will be her husband. Those who wish to please

her tell her this, and ask her what harm can come from his visit,

since the French offer to come according to the conditions laid

down for them here, and it is of great advantage to her, they say,

to be friendly with them, at this time, in order to embarrass yoiir

Majesty about Portugal, which the French desire to do as much as

the English ; and also to hinder the agreement in the Netherlands

by means of Alen§on's people there.

Some are of opinion here that Alen9on's coming may cause

disturbances in this country, as the people are not favourable to

the affair, and, indeed, they generally hate it. The talk in this

direction, howevei', is so lacking in courage that there is but little

hope of its being efficacious. I do not fail to encourage them,

pointing out to them the dangers that may arise from the match,

in accordance with his Majesty's orders.

They say that if Alen9on decides to come they will bring the

queen of Scotland to London, which they consider safer as she has

so few adherents here, being a Catholic. The earl of Shrewsbury
they say, has built especially for her the new house he has here,

and has spent large sums upon the work, which is considered a
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sign that the Queen will be brought hither, as the earl is a man
who prefers to keep his dollars rather than spend them on

buildings,—London, 24th June 1579.

24 June. 582. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

Although the coming of Alen9on hither would be a great

absurdity, as you will see by the letter to the King, yet his having
been foolish enough to go to the Netherlands must be my excuse

for begging you (if the news of this new folly is confirmed from

France) to have me advised as to the conduct I am to observe. I

have hitherto not seen or visited M. de Simier, in consequence of

his having arrived here when his master was in arms against his

Majesty, and, although the business is a long and difficult one, yet
the French are treating it in such a way as may lead them to

undertake this folly with the same levity with which they have
committed others, and, in such case, I should find myself in great

embarrassment if I did not know how to bear myself towards him.

Respecting Santa Cecilia, I beg you to have the matter despatched,

as I greatly desire to save this soul. Pray also get the decision

about the controller, as he is being driven by necessity more and
more. He suffers it all in his Majesty's interests, and I am obliged

to give him fair words and good hopes, as I see how sincerely he
works for all that concerns us.—London, 24th June 1579.

6 July. 583. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

In my former letter I advised your Majesty that this Queen
had given leave to the Queen of Scotland to send one of her
secretaries to visit her son, accompanied by an English gentleman
appointed by this Queen. When they passed Berwick the English

gentleman went on and tola the King that the Secretary was coming
to visit the Prince of Scotland. He was told that, if anyone dared
to come with such a mission as that, he would either at once have
his head off or expel him from the kingdom. The Council then
met and ordered the Secretary to immediately return to Berwick,
and would not allow him to sleep in Scotland. The visit was
therefore not paid. It is understood that the whole business was
settled by this Queen and Morton, to comply with the promise
miide to the queen of Scotland, and also to put fresh pressure on
tiie house of Hamilton, some of the principal members of which
have fled to the mountains of Argyll. Morton, in order to avenge
himself upon them, has caused the King to confiscate the estates of
Hamilton on the ground of idiocy and incapacity of the owner, and
has proclaimed that any claimants for them should appear and
make good their claims, by which means Morton and his friends

think they can get rid of them all, and that they will fall into his

hand without his taking up arms against them. The son of the
earl of Athol professes to be much offended at the death of his

father, but he has not armed to avenge him, nor have any members
of his party.

The Queen is daily awaiting a reply from France to the passport

granted for A]en9on. The passport was given against Leicester's

wish, and he is so much offended that he has retired to a house of
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his five miles away where the Queen has been to see him, and
where she remained two days because he feigned illness. She

afterwards returned secretly to London.* A sister of Leicester's,

of whom the Queen was very fond, and to whom she had given

apartments at Court, retired at the same time as her brother,

—

London, 6th July 1579.

26 July. 584. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

By the letter to the King you will see what passed in the audience

I bad with the Queen, mentioned in mine of the I7th. As she

replied to me so graciously and promised me that the Spaniardsf
should leave on the first opportunity, she having charged the guild

of merchants trading with Spain to entertain and lodge them, I

thought it well not to press their departure until I had fresh orders,

particularly as the merchants themselves assured me that they will

be sent back on the first safe opportunity at their (the merchants')

cost.

The 2,000 jars of alum which I said Horatio Pallavicini had sent

to Germany have already been consigned to the States. I do not

know whether this is to balance the old account or is a new one,

but such is the need in which they are, that anything out of which
even a little money may he made will be welcome to them.
An English gentleman named Morgan left this country four

months ago, on the pretext that he was going to recover the wages
owing to him as one of his Majesty's gentlemen, the Queen having
given him license to be absent for four or five months. He returned

a few days ago, saying that his Majesty had ordered him to be paid,

and although I knew that he had permission to go, he did not tell

me anything of his going, nor has he sent me word on his return.

If the queen of Scotland wrote recommending him, I still would
like to say that these people here are very fond of giving her per-

mission to write, and by paying a little money to a servant of

Walsingham, such letters are easily obtained, as the poor lady is

pleased to give them rather than offend people. I suspect that

Guaras's long stay in Paris was in consequence of his carrying
letters from her, and, as I gathered from him here, he did himself a
great deal of injury in this way.
The Commissioners appointed by the Queen, as I wrote, were in

my opinion, as well as their own, so numerous that tlie Queen
ordered that a Committee of four should be appointed to manage
the affair. There is a Spaniard here Avho has been naturalized, and
who was so good natured as to tell the Council that the action of

the commission should only be with the object of allowing the pro-
prietors or their agents, alone to claim the goods. They were very
pleased to hear this and worded the reference accordingly. When

* The writer was apparently unaware of the principal reason for the breach between
Leicester and the Queen, namely, the disclosure of his mariiage with the countess of
Essex (Lettice Knollys) by Simier.

t The letter referring to the Spaniards is missing, but they appear to have been some
Galicians captured by an English ship and brought hither. As will be seen in sub-
sequent letters, they seem to have formed very friendly relations with their captors,
aad w«re seut back to Galicia 'with «yery consideration.
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the Judge of the Admiralty,* who is one with the Commissioners,
told me this, I replied that they could not have read the terms of

the agreement and the letter from his Majesty, which I had delivered

to the Queen. After we had disputed the point and consulted the
documents themselves, he was quite convinced, and when I sent

Segasti the next day to Court about it, Walsingham told him that

I had been misinformed to the effect that the commission had heen
despatched. This, he said, had nqfc been done in consequence of the
absence of the man to whom the Queen had entrusted its drafting,

thus glossing over the folly they had committed. This has delayed the

business until the present, and as the vacations have now commenced,
the matter cannot be dealt with until the middle of September.

Although I have been assured since the Gth, that Maestricht was
taken on the 31st of July, I have no letter from the Prince (of Parma)
nor from Juan de Vargas, by which you will see how much my
correspondence has been enlivened by past remonstrance.

The Queen has ordered Simier to be lodged at Greenwich, so as

to save him the trouble of going backwards and forwards. She is

so constantly with him, that I am told that Leicester and Hatton
are getting much annoyed.—London, 26th July 1579.

10 Aug. 585. The King to Bernardino de Mendoza.

I have been gratified at receiving the news contained in your
various letters, particularly respecting the bargaining about which
they have been so busy, relative to the marriage of Alen9on and
the Queen. Whatever may be said, I do not believe that it will

take place, as there can be on either side no great desire for it, but
on the contrary a large amount of pretence. If, however, it should
be effected and Alen9on should become King, you will, of course,

bear yourself towards him in the same way as you do towards the
Queen.

Your remarks in the letters of 10th and 20th June, respecting

the voyage of Drake, will be fully understood by the light of the
enclosed statement, extracted from letters recently received from
my Viceroys of Peru and New Spain, and also from the Government
of Tierra Firme ; which certainly disclose a very strange affair.

It is therefore necessary for you to be on the alert, and learn
everything you can about it, and especially what they may have
brought or may bring home. I wish to know, also, whether there
is any intention of undertaking an enterprise on the Spanish coast,

in order that I may, if necessary, take measures of precaution. It

is to be supposed that if Drake has escaped he will have sailed

with his booty to England and you will advise me minutely about
all this, both in the present and the future.

Edwai-d Wotton, sent by the Queen to Portugal, passed through
here on his way back and delivered me a letter from the Queen
but did not touch upon any business. I replied similarly, and
despatched him at once, as the King, my uncle had done, he having
been informed that he is a very great heretic. Don Cristobal de
Mora wrote me that, although he spoke about current affairs there,

* Dr. David Lewis.
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he bore no special commission. You will, nevertheless, be very

vigilant to learn anything that is being done in the Portuguese

affairs.

The person you mentioned as being sent from the Queen, at the

instance of the company of merchants, to ask me to grant tliem

certain privileges set forth in the memorial you sent, has not yet

arrived here. When he does so the matter shall be duly considered.

I also note the Commissioners appointed by the Queen about the

arrests. I do not think that much will now be gained from it, as

no doubt the property is all consumed, but it will be well for you
to continue to press the matter forward.

There is nothing fresh to say about the alum, except that you
will keep j'^our eye on Horatio Pallavicini, and you will also report

to me how Benedict Spinola and Paul Grimaldo are behaving, as I

am told they are not very well affected towards me.

If Santa Cecilia is sincere in his desire for conversion, it is quite

right that he should be encouraged, but as you know that this

question of religion concerns the Pope in general, and the Inquisitor

General in this country, it will bs well that he should wi'ite what
he wishes the Holy office to do for him, which I will order to be

recommended. In the meanwhile you may encourage him, so that

lie shall not lose hope, as he knows that God and the Church have
always arras open to pardon and embrace those who sincerely

renounce their errors and return to the path of truth.

As you have so often assured me that the controller acts straight

forwardly in my interests, it is just that he should be rewarded,

and you may say in your next letter how much money should be

given to him, and whether it can be done without the knowledge
of the Queen or his rivals. As soon as we get this I will decide.

You will also advise me what things, and to what amount, should

be given to other ministers, who should, however, ba people who
will be grateful and serviceable.

I note what you say about the queen of Scotland and her son.

As I so sincerely desire her release, my sorrow at her troubles may
be imagined. You will console her in every possible way, and
continue to report to me all you learn of her affairs, and those of

Scotland.

Although we know about Irish affairs here, you will still write

all you can learn. I thank you for your diligence in Antonio de

Guavas' affairs, and, if you think necessary, you may thank the

Queen.—San Lorenzo, 10th August 1579.

11 Aug. 586. The King to Bernardino de Mendoza.

The sole object of the present is to say that the Queen, my sister,

having sent Edward Wotton, a servant of hers, to congratulate my
uncle the king of Portugal upon his accession, ordered him to visit

me on his way, which he did, and deliveied to me a letter from his

mistress, a copy of which is enclosed. I fully appreciate this com-
pliment, and have ordered an answer to be given in the terms you
will see by the copy of my letter now sent you, in order that you
may be duly acquainted with the matter and be able to reciprocate

the compliment in due form, and assure the Queen that my good-
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will toward her affairs remains the same as always.—San Lorenzo,

11th August 1579.

15 Aug. 587. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I wrote on the 30th the news this Queen had received from
Ireland ; and, since then, it has been reported that John Desmond,
a brother of the earl of Desmond, who is now in Ireland, and whom
she formerly kept in prison and released on the word of an English
captain named Davell, had murdered the latter in his, Desmond's,
own house. The captain and his Englishmen had gone thither to

tell Desmond of the landing of these forces,* and to say that if

Desmond was sincere in his desires to serve the Queen, now was
the time for him to show it, and so to banish past suspicions. He
replied that he would discuss the matter on the morrow, but at

midnight he entered the chamber and told Davell he must prepare
to die. Davell replied that he surely could not mean that, as he
had been so good to him, and had been the principal means of

saving liis life. Desmond answered, that it was enough for him
that he was an Englishman, and, at the same time, stabbed him to

death, and the other Englishmen, with the exception of one who
escaped with the news to the Viceroy, were also murdered. The
lo«s of this captain has been a great blow to them, in the first place

because he was murdered in consequence of his being an English-

man, which makes them think that there must be a general plan
for a rising ; and, in the second place, because he was a good
soldier and was very popular with the Irish. The earl of Desmond,
as soon as he learned this, came to the Viceroy with ten soldiers

only, saying that he wished to serve the Queen to the extent of

his powers, that is to say, with his own ]}erson, as all the rest of

his people had gone over to his brother, to the number of 3,000,

besides many more who were joining him. It is said they had
defeated three companies of English who had pursued them, besides

two other bodies towards the north.

The Viceroy reports that he had gone sixty miles inland, to

throw himself into a strong place called Maryborough, and that
the principal people of the country were not joining the Queen's
side, as he had expected. As he is therefore tliort of soldiers, it

will be necessaiy to send bim the reinforcements wiih the utmost
speed, particularly as 3,000 Scots, Highlanders, have gone over to

help the Irish, the object being to bring the Island to submit to

the Catholic religion.

Five thousand m.en have been ordered to muster, and six of the
Queen's ships, besides six sloops, are being armed, and will be accom-
panied by eight merchant ships with stores, the Admiral being Sir

John Parrett, who was Governor of the province where the troops Jiad

landed. The London merchants have ordered the raising, on their

account, of 400 soldiers to guard these ships, and four moi-e vessels

are to be armed by them at Bristol. All the corsairs and pirates,

of whom there are many, are ordered to unite with these forces,

* i,e.j the expedition from Spain led I;- Jamcc ritimauiice and Df. Saccicrs,
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and will be commanded by Captain Horsey, the Governor of the

Isle of Wight.
As one of the Englishmen who landed in Ireland from the ships

tells them that they were accompanied by certain Englishmen

who were declared rebels by this Queen, they are' all the more

alarmed at the passage of the Scots to Ireland, and have given

orders for the garrison of Berwick to be re-inforced, as they are

suspicious on that side also, as well as of the people in the north

and at Norwich, as there are so many Catholics there.

Dover also has been ordered to be fortified, and Cobham has

authorized to spend 10,000^.* upon it. Notwithstanding these

preparations the Council have sent instructions to the Viceroy to

make terms with the rebels, and if he cin do it in no other way
he is to publicly allow the Catholic religion to be exercised, if they

will submit to the Queen on these terms. This was agreed to by

the Council because they thought it would be best to pacify them

at once, without giving time for those in this country to rise, of

which they are in great fear. This is very evident, as since the

news arrived they have given orders that no one should walk in

the streets of London after 10 o'clock at night under pain of death,

and no pistol is allowed to be carried in any part of the country,

whilst there must be no musket shot fired within two miles of

where the Queen is. All the foreigners in the country are to be

registered and their names and occupations stated.

I was with the Queen recently, and after she had made much of

me, she told me that she had been informed that, amongst the

rebels who had arrived in Ireland, there were some Spaniards, but

she could not believe it, or that your Majesty wished to make war
upon her. I replied that I had not heard of any Spaniards being

there, and if any had gone she might be certain that it was not

with your Majesty's orders. I said that if your Majesty went to

war with her ib would not be with insignificant forces like this,

and it was not wonderful that her rebellious subjects should try

to disturb her in this way, particularly as the man who had gone

to Ireland had been imprisoned in France. She replied that she

did not believe your Majesty would encourage the rebels, but she

could not help being surprised at the fact that your Majesty had

raised so great a force by sea and land, without any one being able

to discover its destination, some saying it was for the Netherlands,

some for Barbary, and some for Portugal. I replied that it was

true your Majesty had raised an immense fleet, but its object was
hidden in your own breast. I said, however, that her ambassador

in France would doubtless inform her what was being discussed in

Paris.—London, 15th August 1.579.

15 Aug. 588. Bernardino dk Menboza to the Kino.

As soon as the Queen heard of the landiiiL;- in Ireland she

despatched the Scotch gentleman, whose arrival here I reported on

* The estimate given by Cobham and other officers of the sum to be spent on the

defence of Dover on the 18tb of August was 21,000/. See Calendar of State Papers

(Domestic).
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the 26th ultimo. She fully acceded to the request he brought, to

the effect that the treaties between the two countries, as regards

robberies, should be fulfilled ; and, as to the 1 4>,Q00l. wliich Morton
asked should be lent to the King, the Queen said that she would
make him a present of 4,000?. A Scotch lady came hither at the

same time, having left Scotland for tlie purpose of going to France

to serve her Queen there ; this Queen had granted her a passport

for that purpose, but with this trouble in Ireland wished to revoke

it, suspecting that the lady's real object was to inform her mistress

of certain Scotch matters which are still rankling, but it was too

late to stop her, as the lady had arrived.

M. de Simier has recently despatched several secret couriers

without informing the French ambassador, and is constantly with

this Queen. It is thought the subject discussed is Alen9on's

business. With regard to Orange's plan to get the prince of Beam
to go to the Netherlands at the request of the people of Antwerp
and Ghent, different opinions are now prevalent, as the French

replied that Beam could not come nor raise troops without the

consent of Alengon ; for which reason it would be better to re-

call the latter to the Netherlands, and in such case his brother

would help him with 20,000 foot and 4,000 horse, the Queen giving

her aid to him at the same time. There are no signs of this, how-
ever, as the English captains in the States had sent hither for men
to recruit their companies, which were much exhausted ; but when
the men were raised and ready to leave they were detained in view
of the Irish business, whilst the Flemings resident here are ordered

to leave the country if they object to pay the taxes imposed upon
them for the trade they do.

English pirates continue to capture the property of Spanish

merchants every day, and the merchants send powers to their

agents resident here to recover the goods. For this purpose and
their own gain thej' come to terms with the pirates, the owner.i

despairing of any other course. This is a direct incentive to the

pirates, because when your Majesty's representatives request that

the pirates should be punished, they are told there is no one to

complain of them, as they have come to terms. It would be there-

fore advisable to order that no subject of yours should demand his

property from the pirates, except through your representative, as

otherwise it is certain that they will never cease their depredations,

knowing that, happen what may, they will be left in possession of

a great part of their booty.—London, loth August 1579.

15 Aug. 589. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

On the 7th I was deUghted to receive yours of the 26th ultimo,

as it is so long since I heard from you. Many thanks for the good
news you give me about the business of the duke (of Alba) and
Don Fadrique. Please God that it may all end soon happily for

both,

I should be very glad to have his Majesty's decision about these

people and I earnestly beg you to expedite the giving of some
reward to them. I certainly should not be doing my duty if I did
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not urge that such men should be kept in hand by payment, which,

under the present circumstances, is most important.

I am glad that you should think that the delay in replying to

my letters does not cause any prejudice to my action here, particu-

larly as regards warlike movements and French affairs, because I

did not learn of the taking of Maestricht and the illness of the

Prince until the second instant, and I got nothing from Juan de

Vargas until that day. With such correspondence as this, you will

see that I have to live from hand to mouth and shall be delighted

when Don Juan de Idiaquez arrives.

M. de la Motte sent to ask me for a credit of 3,000 crowns until

the arrival of Don Alonso Sotomayor, who was bringing him bills.

He said he was in such need that he feared a revolt in the town,

and although I understood that ho could raise money as well as I

could, I was determined to do my best to prevent any trouble that

might arise, and wrote asking him how he wished the bills to be

drawn, as coin could not be sent, and I would send him the amount,

thanks to two merchants here, one of whom, a Fleming, is a perfect

jewel ; but he has not even answered me, as Don Alonso had passed

through Calais. Although he is ready enough to ask for my help

in his need, he is not so ready to tell me when he grants permits to

Englishmen to capture Flemish goods ; which I think well to

mention as intercourse with Spain is not yet prohibited. As soon

as I arrived here I told Don Juan how I was beseiged by English

men for permits to capture Flemish prizes. Even if there is war in

Ireland there will be plenty of ships for this purpose.

Simier received letters yesterday, saying that Aleujon had left

Paris for Normandy, on the pretext of a hunting expedition,

although there are people here who say it is to come hither.*

—

London, 15th August 1-579.

20 Aug. 590. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

On the 15th I wrote that Simier was despatching couriers

without the knowledge of the ambassador, and that the subject of

tlie despatches was the coming of Alen9on, who, as your Majesty
will have learnt, left Paris on the 3rd. He had sent a gentleman
to Simier and the Queen from there, saying that he would soon

arrive in this country. Both the Queen and Simier tried (o keep
this secret, but, as the news came by France, and Alen9on was
detained by bad weather at Boulogne, it became known. As soon

as I learnt that lie had landed I requested audience of tlie Queen,

as the last time I had seen her she was very gracious, and said she

was sorry that opportunities did not arise for her to see me very
often. I had no particular business with her, but wished to lose no
time in discovering her disposition, in view of Alen90u's arrival, and
to remind her again how harmful it would be for laer to effect this

marriage. I therefore invented a pretext in order that my visit

sliould appear to be more in her interests than in ours, and con-

sequently made the excuse of wishing to tell her some news I had

• For details of Alen^on's -visit to England, see "Memoires de Casteloau de la

Mauvissiere," and also his published correspondence.
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heard some time ago, rather than appear to be pestering her at this

juncture with matters of our own. I told her of the intelligence

about M. de la Roche, the Breton gentleman, and I said that,

although the public reason for my audience with her was to ask
her to punish the pirates and restore some booty taken from your
Majesty's subjects, the real object of it was to inform her of certain

facts which I did not wish on any account should pass through her

Ministers, in order that they should not say that I was led to convey
them by her close intimacy with the French, or that I desired to

raise doubts and suspicions at the present time. I called her to

witness, whether the information I gave her was not of the greatest

importance to her. She thanked me very warmly for speaking to

her so plainly, which, she said, she highly appreciated. I then said

that M. de la Roche was making ready ships in Brittany to aid the

people who had gone to Ireland. He was a close friend of Fitz-

Maurice and had arranged with him that their children should

marry each other. I told her that this news not only came by
France, but had been brought to me by Biscay sailors, who had
come with goods from Brittany, and who had seen the ships in port.

She replied that my news was correct, and she had sent to the king
of France asking him not to allow the said ships to sail, and he had
done as she requested. I said the king of France would doubtless

make a show of friendliness, but it must not be forgotten that his

subjects did not all of them obey him, and I could assure her that

I had seen men who had left Brittany only a week ago, and who
had seen the ships being quietly fitted out to go to Ireland. This

troubled her and revived her suspicion, and she then prolonged the

conversation, in a way which I was convinced was not false or

artificial, because she took me apart into a comer of the room and
flew into a violent passion because the people were making a noise.

I afterwards told her that the French who were with La Noue
in the States were about leaving, as she knew, and I was informed
that some of the leaders had said that they would go by sea. I said

it was no good for them to go to Holland or Zealand, as Orange
himself was withdrawing his troops from there to take them to

Flanders and Brabant, and it was equally evident that they were
too few and had not adequate ships for going to Portugal, so that

it was undoubted that, if they did go by sea it could only be for the

purpose of going over to Scotland, where I heard that things were
not so quiet as formerly. I said that she would be fully informed

upon this and could confirm the truth of my warnings ; to which
she replied that she was aware that the French were always
desirous of taking possession of Scotland, and she treated the

subject in a way that showed me that my hints had been appro-

priate. She gave me many thanks and begged me, whenever her

health did not allow her to receive me, to write to her, without

fail, all such intelligence as I might obtain. She said that, if my
secretary brought the letter, she would always admit him, that he
might deliver it into her own hands. Although nothing certain can

be said about this thoughtless visit of Alenjon, coming in the way
he does, I must confess that I saw no indications in the Queen of

the approach of such a marriage. It is said by some of her coun-
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cillors that Parliament will have to sanction it to prevent disturbance

in the country. The people generally show no pleasure at Alen9on's

coming. There is apparently nothing in the discussions with regard

to the Netherlands, as there are signs of disagreement between the

Queen and Orange and the Antwerp people. This is shown by the

enclosed letter which she has had printed. There are no indications

moreover^ of any agreement about Portugal, and the whole affair

looks like a boyish trick of Alengon's who, the English say, has

come in disguise, because he could not afford to bring his household

with him. As soon as the Queen went to Greenwich she gave a

key of her chamber to Simier, who always entered by the closet

door, and as soon as she heard of Alen9on'3 coming, she moved
Simier into some rooms in the garden, and I am told that on the

I7th Alen9on dined in Simier's room with the Queen, who only had
one lady with her. It would seem that he will return in disguise

as he came. The Queen denied to me that he was here, but she

led the conversation in such a way as to convey to me a contrary

meaning, saying that if he had not come yet he soon would, and
with few attendants, as she wished. She and Simier think that

this is the best way of concealing the day of his departure, and
with this object, also, certain frenchmen entered the French
ambassador's house on the night of the I7tn, and are shut up in a

room, under the pretence that it is Alen9on who is there. They
gave ovit that he had arrived in Calais, and that M. de Jordan
would not let him pass by order of the king of France. I send this

by special messenger.

News comes from Ireland that the people who had landed there

have fortified the port where they disembarked, which has caused

the Queen to fit out ships and raise more troops.*

The Ghent people have sent urgently begging the Queen to

prevail upon Casimir to return with his troops to their aid. They
say they will become responsible for the payment of them, if she

will only request him, as her pensioner, to undertake the expedition.

No answer has been given as yet.— London, 20th August 1579.

20 Aug. 591. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

The memorial you request from Santa Cecilia was sent, and I am
keeping him, and the rest of them, in hand, as best I can with
hopes, but they all are turning their backs upon me except the

Controller, who sends to say that, as no decision has come from his

Majesty in all this time, he desires to send some one who may
convey a verbal message to him, and to learn directly from the King
whether he is willing to accept his services.

I have thought well, in view of Alen9on's coming, to dispatch the

bearei', who I think will be as diligent as heretofore. I am
employing the courier in other things, and if I send a man to

Juan de Vargas witli a despatch for him to forward, he will take a
thousand years in doing so.

If Alen9on were to disclose himself I would not fail to see him,

* This was the news which, when it was sent by Dr. Sanders to the Papal Nnncio ia
^pain, gave rise to the series of documents rpferied to in the NQte to page 666.
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as I think that would be my duty since, as you say, they are not

the King's enemies. There is nothing certain about his departure,

but he cannot remain concealed here very long, and will con-

sequently disappear one of these days. It seems the English will

not venture to detain him, in order not to get themselves into more
trouble than at present in Ireland.

I have had the great good fortune of being able to propitiate

this good lady, so that she willingly gives ear to what I say, to

the great disgust of some of her councillors. They tried to delay

my last audience, but she would not allow it, and insisted that it

should be on the following day, as I had requested. She caressed

me more than I can describe, and I will try, as you will see, by
every artifice, to feel my ground and keep her friendly.

The Spaniards here from Corunna have been ordered to embark
on their return for some time past, but the weather has not served.

I write by them to the President of the Chancery (of Galicia ?) that,

if the English there are still prisoners, I beg him to release them,

unless the King has ordered otherwise. These Spaniards have been
treated excellently here, and, the master and sailors of the ship (i.e.,

the ship which captured them ?) having been arrested the other day,

their wives and many of these merchants came to me with so many
tears and entreaties, that I thought, as the Queen and her Council

had not dealt out, at once, the punishment they deserved^ it would
be as well to prevent the matter now from going any further. I

therefore requested their release, to the great contentment of the

English.

The merchants trading with Spain had resolved, as I wrote, to

send to Spain some person of higher rank than the one they had
appointed, and to whom they had already given money for his pre-

parations. When they went to the Queen to ask for letters, they
were told that she might entrust their envoy with some business of

hers, and consequently she wished them to send a lawyer. They
therefore appointed the person recommended to them, paying him
six crowns a day. As they have now received letters from Seville,

telling them of the King's new prohibition of the export of

money, Avbich is very appropriate, they have deferred their

request for the privileges they desired, although they have put
into execution their project of ships only leaving here in flotillas.

I am told that they have written to the man they sent to Portugal,
instructing him to tarry there until he can discover what is the
design of his Majesty's fleet.

With regard to what I wrote about the two thousand odd crowns
concealed in Spain, part of the seizures, the man who gave me the

information has again spoken to me, and say<s that something ought
to be done, or the money will be lost. I have kept him in hand
until I write to you again, as he declares he will not disclose it

unless he is certain of his share.

Fogaza is in great distress and, in consideration of his zeal and on
account of what I wrote to his Majesty, I am keeping him from
starvation and prison, until I hear what his Majesty desires.

I send Hans with tliis, because none of the couriers here will

go unless they get 500 uroWDS for the round journey, and I do not
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wish to attract attention by seeking them. As the account of

extraordinary expenses has been dispatched I write to Donna Anna
to pay Hans for his journey there and back, if you are willing for

this to be done, without his needing to go to the Postmaster-

General for it. Pray send him back as soon as you can.—London,

20th August 1579.

22 Aug. 592. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

As a man is leaving for Paris, I have thought well to let you
know what has happened since Hans left. The Queen was very

angry at the gossip that was going about Alengon's coming, and she

formally ordered that the matter should not be spoken of. Two of

her ladies, the countess of Derby and a daughter of the earl of

Bedford, have been arrested for talking about it, and importance is

attached to wbat the former says, as she and her husband are

claimants to the Crown.
They have been lodged in the house of a gentleman in London.

The councillors themselves deny that Alengon is here, and in order

not to offend the Queen, they shut their eyes and avoid going to

Court, so as not to appear to stand in the way of her interviews

with him, only attending the Council when they are obliged. It is

said that if she marries without consulting her people she may
repent it. Leicester is much put out, and all the councillors are

disgusted except Sussex, who has led the dance in order, as he says,

to upset Leicester and deprive him of French support. The people

at large are so displeased, that, if Alen9on stays here, they say it

is very likely trouble will come of it, above all if they are urged on
to it by others. I lose no opportunity of doing this. From all

indications it may be concluded that this visit is not connected with
any affairs of greater weight than the interviews between Alengon
and the Queen, but it is a matter which it is hard for her to guide,

it being such a great piece of folly, and yet it cannot have been

undertaken without his mother's good will. Besides which La Noue
saw Alen9on both in Paris and in Boulogne, and five couriers have
come from his brother the King since he has been here ; Secretary

L'Aubespine also arrived last night. It is said that the latter will

leave on Monday, from which it would appear that Alen9on's depar-

ture may be delayed. They have sent for the jewels brought by
Simier which were here.—London, 22nd August 1579.

25 Aug. 593. Bernakbino de Mendoza to the King.

Since my letter of the 20th Secretary L'Aubespine arrived here,

sent by the king of France, and as his coming at this juncture is

important I have tried to discover its object. It is to request the

Queen, on his master's behalf, to join with him to assist the

Portuguese and prevent the union of that Crown with your own.

This negotiation is warmly pressed by the Queen-mother, and it

was by her advice that L'Aubespine was sent hither whilst Alengon
was here, which seemed the best time for bringing the Queen to

consent. It is said that for this purpose a brother of L'Aubespine's,

a lawyer and a councillor much esteemed in France, accompanied

Jiim. It will not require much persuasion to convince these
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people, as I have seen their tendency in this direction for some time
past.

The Queen is delighted with Alen9on, and he with her, as she
has let out to some of her courtiers, saying that she was pleased to

have known him, was much taken with his good parts, and admired
him more than any man. She said that, for her part, she will not
prevent his being her husband. The French say the same thing,

although I have not heard that any resolution has been arrived by
the councillors, as they have not yet been formally consulted, it

having all hitherto been managed between her and Alen5onj with
perhaps the intervention of Sussex.

Leicester, who is in great grief, came hither rdeently, and when
he came from his interview with the Queen, his emotion was
remarked. A meeting was held on the same night at the earl of

Pembroke's house, there being present Lord Sydney and other friends

and relatives. They no doubt discussed the matter, and some of

them afterwards remarked that Parliament would have something
to say as to whether the Queen married or not. The people in

general seem to threaten revolution about it.

On Sunday the 23rd there was a grand ball where the Queen
danced much more than usual, Alen^on being placed behind a
hanging, and she making signals to him. She sent the Admiral and
Captain Winter with those who are fitting out the ships to go to

Scotland in consequence of the Irish business, but the real object

is for them to prepare a ship for Alen9on's voyage, because on his

pEissage across one of M. de la Motte's ships fired three or four

cannon shots at him.
I learn that one of the charges against the countess of Derby,

besides talking about the marriage, is that she tried to discover by
means of witchcraft (and there are a great number of witches here)

whether the Queen would live long. They have not yet dared to

put her into the Tower, although orders had been given to that

effect, but a large numher of men and women have been arrested

on the charge of witchcraft.—London, 25th August 1579.

25 Aug. 594. Beenardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I can assure you I had no little trouble to obtain the information

contained in my letter of the 22nd, as you will sec by the letter to

the King. This is owing to the fact that I am so short of men.
It is necessary to pay something to those who can bring intel-

ligence, besides the care with which such people have to be
nianaged to prevent them from bringing us lying reports. As this

marriage affair is being conducted by the Queen herself, we can

only judge by appearances and her own words. If she is really

resolved to marry she has been very dexterous in bringing the matter

to its present form, and has managed to deceive many of her own
ministers.

A close friend of Leicester's tells me he is cursing the French,

and is greatly incensed against Sussex, as are all of Leicester's

dependents. I have been desirous of meeting him and the coun-

cillors, but|as*they are all disturbed they avoid me, in order not to

arouse suspicion. Notwithstanding this I take care to let them
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know, througli other persons, the distrust they have of each other,

in order, if possible, to set them all by the ears ; but they are people

of scant courage, and have so little constancy, that even the countess

of Derby was accused by her most confidential servant.

On the 23rd two French gentlemen arrived for Alen9on,

bringing news that Bussy d'Amboise had been killed in Anjou, and
two others of his mignons arrested. If it be not a fiction to hasten

his departure you will hear of it.—London, 25th August 1579.

27 Aug. 595. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

As this is sent by a courier who is going in great haste, and
under cover of another persons name, I only report that M. D'Alen9on
goes to-day to Dover, and that they have placed coach horses on

the road in order that he may drive post thither, where a Queen's

ship awaits him. Further news in my next.—London, 27th August
1579,

5 Sept. 596. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

Since my last I have learnt of some of the presents made by
M. D'Alen^on. He gave the Queen a diamond ring worth, the

French say, 10,000 crowns, which he handed to her when he bade

her farewell at Cobham. The parting was very tender on both

sides, and the Queen presented Alencjon with another jewel. He
gave Leicester a cord for his cap, consisting of precious stones

wortli 3,000 crowns, and to Sussex a diamond ring of similar

value. Lady Stafford and other ladies received jewels from the

stock brought by Simier, who remains here to continue the

negotiations for the marriage and the other French plans, with

which object he is winning over the councillors in every possible

way.
The Queen has received news from Ireland that James Fitz-

maurice has been killed in a skirmish. He was the leader of those

who landed there, and the Queen is so pleased at the news that she

has ordered that the cavalry shall not be sent and only part of the

infantry, as now that the chief is dead it is believed the rest may
easily be put down.
Two days since there arrived here an express courier, dispatched

on the 3rd August from Seville by the merchants, announcing the

arrival of the despatch caravel from the Indies with news that

Drake, about whom I wrote, had passed through the Straits of

Magellan, and had stolen in the southern sea gold and silver worth
200,000 ducats belonging to his Majesty, and 400,000 the property
of merchants. The adventurers who provided money and ships for

the voyage are beside themselves for joy, and I am told that there

are some of the councillors amongst them. The people here are

talking of nothing else but going out to plunder in a similar way.
Although the courier was sent specially with this news alone I do
not believe it, as in a matter of this importance, if it were true,

some steps would have been taken by his Majesty ere this. I am
making every possible effort respecting the prizes taken by English.

pirates from his Majesty's subjects, although I only get to know
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of the cases through Englishmen, as the owners themselves do not
tell me. In some cases indeed, like that which took place near
Corunna lately, and the landing of Humphrey Gilbert in Galicia,

where he sacked the hermitage, they themselves confess, and in

these cases I think of reqiiesting the Queen to punish them. At
the same time, if I see an opportunity, I will try to divert her from
her negotiations with the French, as I do generally when I speak
to her or her councillors, but until they see what you wot of (i.e.,

money) it is like hammering cold iron. This Seville courier also

reports that his Majesty announces his intention of undertaking
the Algiers expedition in person, which banishes their anxiety
about the destination with the fleet. One of these ministers of

theirs (i.e., clergymen) has heen convicted of the dreadful and
nefarious crime of consorting with his own daughter, and, although
the affair is public, all they have done is to put him for a little

while ia the pillory. You can judge by this how they would
punish other smaller peccadilloes.—London, 5th September 1579.

7 Sept. 597. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

Just as this courier was leaving hurriedly for Paris, an English
courier sent by Wotton delivered to me his Majesty's letter of the

18th ultimo, and three from you of the same date. I knew of

the arrival of this English courier on the 5th, but was not aware
that he had any letters for me. No doubt they kept them back,
as I was to have audience of the Queen the next day, so that I

might not have them until after I had seen her. I will report

what passed with her in my next, and have only time now to send,

with all speed, the documents you request. I have had them for

some time to study them, and to be the better able to treat if

occasion should arise. I will send to Antwerp for some more as
there are none here, and will send them by next opportunity.
I now send the " Perpetual edict," the " Pacification of Ghent," and
the decree and proclamation of the same.—London, 7th September
1579.

13 Sept. 598. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I saw the Queen on the 6th, and she told me she had received
letters from Edward Wotton, and was glad to hear that your
Majesty and the Queen were well. Although at the time I had
not seen your Majesty's letter, I replied in generalities as ordered.
The conversation turned to the matter of the pirates, and, so far
as 1 could gather from her expressions to me, I judge that the
negotiations for union with the French are proceeding very
warmly. She kept dwelling upon Alen5on's good qualities and
praising the Queen-mother, whom she formerly abominated, saying
how cleverly she had brought France to its present good order.

Even if the marriage do not take place, it is probable that a binding
union with the French may be effected—all in disservice of your
Majesty—from the very evident signs to be seen on all hands.
Amongst other indications is the fact that all these ministers are
turning their backs upon me, except the Controller, who helps me
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and lets me know what is going on, The burden of talk of the

rest is that, if your Majesty persists in the Portuguese business,

you will lose the Netherlands and have a war in Italy. I again

represented to the Queen the evils that might result from failing to

maintain the alliance with your Majesty, without entering into

particulars, as this marriage is so far advanced and she is so

enamoured of it. I lose no opportunity of pressing this point and

others similar, and take care to spread abroad certain aspects of the

matter, which it is important that Parliament and the people should

foresee, particularly what may be the effect of the French getting

a footing here. The Queen said that your Majesty wished to take

Portugal, and had made great preparations with that object. I

replied that I had already told her several times that your Majesty

had collected a powerful fleet, but I did not know where you
would be pleased to employ it. If it were used in Portugal it

would not be for the purpose of taking the country, but simply

to enable you to enjoy your rights, as being, on the death of the

King, the nearest legitimate heir, which I said I bad no doubt

the Portuguese understood. She replied that every one did not

agree with this, and your Majesty could not take Portugal as there

were those who would prevent it. I answered (to show her that

I knew about the French negotiations) that, however much certain

princes might unite for that purpose, it would be useless, because

not only had God given you these rights to the Crown, but had
endowed you with forces powei'ful enough to maintain them. I

could not believe, I said, that she would mix herself up in any
unjust attempt to frustrate this, to which she made no reply, but
changed the subject, and said that the Netherlands were again in

treaty to hand themselves over to the French. I answered that

these suspicions and plots were now of very little importance, as

experience had shown last j'ear how well they agreed, and that

they could not endure the French when they had got them there.

There was less chance for them now than then, as Hainault and
Artois had submitted to your Majestj'-. Certain English pirates

who landed in Galicia (where they lifted some cattle and sacked a
hermitage) have arrived here and boasted much of their exploits.

Although I had no advice of it from your Majesty or any of your
officers, but only learnt of it from the coast of France, I thought fit

te speak to the Queen on the subject, and to beg her to punish
the men. I said I had received letters from the President of

Galicia, who said he was also giving an account of the matter to

your Majesty in order that steps might be taken. She at once
ordered the men to be arrested, and assured me they should be justly

punished.

The Queen has received news from Ireland saying that the earl of

Desmond had fled from the Viceroy, oflFended that so little importance
was attached to him. They, therefore, fear he will go to the other

side; in which case they (the rebels) would hold much of the
island. Another ship had arrived there with foreigners, and the
Viceroy was treating with the O'Neil for a pacification.—London,
13th September 1579.
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13 Sept. 599. Bernardino de Mkndoza to Zayas.

Yesterday I was visited by the principal merchants who trade

with Spain, to thank me, in the name of the Council, for the

release on surety by his Majesty, of the Englishmen who were
imprisoned at Corunna ; which news had been conveyed to them
by letters dated 19 th ultimo, and which they had been informed

was due to certain letters written by me. They were much gratified

at this. Those (i.e., the Spaniards) who went from here, although

I was in a hurry to get them gone, have had such contrary weather
that they have been much delayed.

After the news of Drake's robberies arrived, these merchants
went to the Council and said that they feared that his Majesty

might retaliate by seizing the property of Englishmen in Spain

;

and, as it was now the season for them to despatch their ships,

they could not do so unless they were assured they should not lose

them. The Council replied that Drake had gone on a voyage of

discovery, and if he had plundered it was not their fault, nor did

they think that his Majesty would seize English property in con-

sequence. 1 have thought well to report this, that you may see

that their own conscience is now pricking them, and some of the

merchants have paid as much as 4 and 5 per cent, premium of

insurance against seizure on their goods in Spain. His Majesty's

letter to me mentions the enclosure of copy of the Queen's letter to

him. This must have been forgotten, as I only received copy of

the King's letter to her. 1 am informed from Milan of the new
obstacle raised there to paying me the five hundred odd crowns
due previous to the transfer (i.e., of his pension there). This is the

order given by his Majesty that debts due for more than a year
should not be recoverable. Pray write about it, for what with this

and the fact that they now owe me 1 6 months pay for my company,
I can hardly make both ends meet here.

The Queen left Greenwich on the 9th* to make a sliort progress,

hunting at various gentlemen's seats until early next month, when
she comes to London for the Parliament.—London, 13th September
1579.

Postscript : Since closing this letter I have learnt that a gentle-

man from Alenfon has arrived with letters for the Queen, informing
her that he has had an interview with his brother in Paris.

17 Sept. 600. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I am sending this duplicate by Calais, and take the opportunity
of saying that, an hour after the letter had left, I was informed
that the French gentleman who had arrived reported the taking of
Fuentarrabia, which has greatly delighted these people as it has
distressed me. They are getting closer every day with the French,
and since this man arrived there are couriers coming constantly
from France, both for the Queen and the ambassadors, who are
now staying with her at the earl of Sussex's house, where all is

feasting, dancing, and toasting the good news. I believe they are

* Full particulars of this short progress will be found in Nichols' " Progresses of
Queen Elizabeth."
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pressing for money for Beam, for which purpose they will sell his

mother's jewels, which are now here in pawn ; and if, by God's

grace, these people or the French do not run out of funds, they

will certainly attempt some wickedness against his Majesty's

grandeur, as I have so often said, or try to prevent the success of

our fleet. This proves what I have so constantly urged—the need

of gaining over some of these councillors—which will not now be

easy. We never think we shall want anyone's help until the time

comes. Some oar-galleys have gone from here for M. de la Motte,

and some English ships also have gone to serve him, but I have a

very poor opinion of them, seeing things as they are. I have con-

stantly warned him of this, and I recently sent a courier to him to

let him know that they will attempt some mischief in that direction,

as not a man leaves here without these councillors knowing of it,

and indeed, in some cases, they speak to them before they go.

There has just sailed a ship fitted out by a gentleman of the chamber

to the Queen, with a quantity of ordnance on board, on the pretext

of going to serve him (M. de la Motte), which causes me all the

more suspicion, and I have consequently sent a special messenger

to inform him.—London, 17th September 1579.

25 Sept. 601. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

Intelligence has been received of the publication of your Majesty's

decree prohibiting the export of all goods, except salt, from Spain
in foreign ships, which has caused much annoyance, not only to

the merchants trading with Spain but to all the nation. The
London merchants have addressed the Queen and Council (who are

as much grieved as the rest) setting forth the great damage it will

cause to the country, which profits so much by this trade, and is

so largely interested in it. This will be seen more clearly by the

detailed statement I send to your Majesty of the voyages they
make, and the Queen has consequently written to your Majesty on
the subject, as well as sending to me with many entreaties that I

should do the same. As some ships have already left, and they think

the business is urgent, they have decided to send the letter by a

person who is to travel with all speed. I send to your Majesty the

heads of their letter, so far as I have been able to learn them, as

the importance they attach to the matter persuades me that it will

be to your Majesty's interest that this letter should arrive before

theirs. In addition to saying that the decree is in contravention of

the treaties between the countries, they threaten that, as so many
ships and sailors will be thrown out of employment, they will make
plundering voyages to tlie Indies ; which may well be believed,

as they do so already. Their pride and insolence are so great that

the very sailors who are going now {i.e., to Spain) are saying that

if they cannot get freights back they must rob on the coast to

make up for them. If your Majesty thinks well, notice might be
sent to the ports and places where they may attempt this. With
the same object in view, the owners of the ships (who are the most
interested) have petitioned the Council that the masters may be
allowed to punish any sailor without being called to account for

it here.
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The Queen has also assured the merchants that, if your Majesty

refuses permission for them to load their ships, she will at once

order that no Spanish goods shall enter her country except in

English bottoms, which will prevent Flemish ships carrying on
the trade, and they think there are not enough Spanish vessels for

the purpose.

When the Queen was told of the decree, she said your Majesty
would break friendship with her, and when you wanted her friend-

ship perhaps you would not get it. They also believe that, even if

your Majesty does not grant them the concession, they will be able

to load their freights in Spain, and it would be very advisable ; if

your Majesty for some good reason allows them to take mer-
chandise for this once, that they should be made to understand
how great a boon and favour you are granting them, out of your
mere grace, when you have the power to oppress them, even

without going to war. I am aware that it is extremely bold for

me to say this, but I humbly beg for pardon, as my great desire

to serve efficaciously makes me write in this way to the best of

my understanding. Although the English have so many places

whither to send their ships they actually despatched a man some
time ago to Constantinople to try to establish a trade there. He

, returned recently with a Turk, bringing a letter from his master to

the Queen, full of endearments, and offering unrestricted com-
merce in his country to Englishmen if she, on her part, will give

the same privileges here to his subjects. I will endeavour to get

copies of the letter and their reply to send to your Majesty.

The States have issued a proclamation in Antwerp saying that

no goods are to be shipped there, except in ships belonging to the

Netherlands, and in execution of this they have taken some cargo

out of an English ship in which it had been loaded.—London, 25th
September 1579.

25 Sept. 602. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

On the 13th I wrote saying that, on that day, a gentleman had
arrived from Alen9on to give an account of the interview of the

latter with his brother, and the pillage of Fuentarrabia.* The
great rejoicing about this did not last long, as they afterwards
learnt of the grief it had caused in Paris that occasion should arise

for war with your ]\Iajesty. This later news has troubled them
and people are saying that it was a planned affair that Monseigneur
Aigremont and Duras should have appeared on the frontier at the
time; the object being to make people believe that some treaty

had been entered into, and that the countrj'- at large would
willingly join in a war against your Majesty. It was part of the
plan to convey to the Governor of Bordeaux the news he sent to

the king of France, in order to make the thing look the more
encouraging, and to animate people with the belief that, now they
had a pledge in their hands, they could commence war with
advantage, the negotiations being carried on here being part of the

* Note in the handwriting of the King :
" Jaan de VargaB has written nothing about

this, unless hi« present letters mention it,"
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arrangement. The Queen continues to regale in an extraordinary-

way the three (French) ambassadors who are with her. They

have all been lately at the house of the earl of Sussex, where the

Queen and they have been grandly entertained. The rest of the

councillors treat them in the same way, inviting them to their

houses, and feasting them to such an extent that they may now be

looked upon as all one people, although the general public show

little pleasure at this friendship.

A printed book has recently been published here setting forth the

evils arising from a union with the French.* Many arguments and

reasons are adduced, and examples are given of what has happened

on other occasions. As soon as it was published the Queen
prohibited its possession under pain of death, and great efforts

were used to collect all the copies, and to discover the author,

in order to prevent the circulation of the facts before Parliament

meets.

I wrote that the earl of Desmond had fled from the Viceroy and

had gone over with his brothers in opposition to the Queen. She

has now ordered both the cavalry and the infantry, which had

been raised, to go to Ireland, and more troops .'ire to be recruited,

for whom it is said, victuals will have to be sent from England, as

there are none to be got by them ia the revolted country. For this

reason, and because the place is a hotbed of disturbance, and the

country a very humid one, they fear they will not finish the

business so easily.—London, 25th September 1 579.

29 Sept. 603. Beenardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

The enclosed proclamation, which there has been no time to

translate, has been published by the Queen, prohibiting the book
which had been issued against her marriage, and refuting certain

points of it. As the proclamation was only dated two days before its

promulgation (which was carried out with great ceremony) people

are attaching a good deal of importance to it, and are saying that

it was advisable to cut short the sensation caused by the book, in

order to eflfect the marriage.t You will see by the proclamation

how far advanced the matter is, and how Alengon is flattered by
saying that it was through him that the Portuguese had been kept
in France, which will not much please the Catholics or the people

of Paris.—London, 29th September 1579.

29 Sept. 604. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

I take this opportunity of repeating what I said on the 25th,

and also of saying that, as the Englishmen who were to take the

* This was Stubbs' famous book called " The discovery of a gaping gulf, wherein
" England is like to be swallowed by another French marriage, if the Lord forbid not
" the banns by letting her see the sin and punishment thereof." The author, who
was a Puritan and a friend of the poet Spencer, had his right hand smitten off iis a
punishment. The fierce proclamation against the book, which was characterized
as " lewde and seditious," was dated two days before this letter was written, the Queen
being at the time on a visit to Glddie Hall, Essex. See " Calendar of State Papers
(Domestic)."

f This proclamation ia in the Record Office, see previous note.
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Queen's letter (i.e., to Spain) were leaving, news came from the

West that Francis Drake had arrived. I suspect that this was
the reason why they delayed their departure until the present

;

the news now being known to be untrue, as these merchants are in

great alarm lest his Majesty should order the seizure of English

property in retaliation of the robberies committed by Drake. I

sent a man to Plymouth, a Spaniard residing near there, to inform

me of his arrival, as it is believed that unless he is driven else-

where by weather, he will make for that port. This man has now
returned, and tells me that he had heard, very secretly, from the

wife of one of the justices there, that these councillors, who have a

share in the venture, have sent orders to all the justices and
^ governors to help him (Drake) to land and place his plunder in

safety, and I therefore fear that it will be difficult to recover it,

if anything of value reaches the country, especially as it is not

desirable for me to speak to the Queen about it until it arrives.

If I did so, it would be a confession that there were no forces

there (i.e., the Spanish Indies) to punish these men. Those who
are well informed on the subject do not expect Drake to arrive

before January, as he has to return through the same Straits

(of Magellen), and he cannot do this until November, which is

summer in those parts, as the council of the Indies will know, if

true.

Alen^on's gentleman has been despatched by the Queen, with a

cap-cord worth, as they say, 3,000 crowns, and a chain worth
300 for himself, by which you wiU see how warmly the affair is

proceeding, since they are not satisfied with the tokens they

exchanged in person. To judge by the constant couriers being

sent by these French ambassadors, the indisposition of their

master has not sufficed to cool the negotiations. The people in

general are much displeased, and, in addition to the book which
was published, two pasquins were recently posted on the Lord
Mayor's door, saying some very brutal things about the marriage,

amongst which was, that when the marriage was attempted, there

would be 40,000 men collected and ready to prevent it.

One of the Englishmen who are going (i.e., to Spain) is married
in the Canaries, and is called Richard Graveton. He says he is

glad to accept the mission, in order to convey certain information
in his Majesty's interests, respecting the French negotiations,

about the adventurers who fitted out Drake's expedition, and about
the voyages undertaken by the English. He asked me to give

him letters to ensure him a hearing from you, and although I am
not very sure about him, from the fact of his having been chosen
for the mission and certain things I hear, yet I have given him
the letter, because no harm can come from hearing what he has to

say, and he assures me is not far wrong in the matter of the
voyages.—London, 29th September 1579.

3 Oct. 605. Beenaedino de Mendoza to Zayas.

The' Englishman who I said was to accompany Richard Graveton
(to Spain), I am informed is being sent at the express instance of
Walsingham, who proposed to the merchants to Bead him. They,
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knowing him for a great rogue, said the cost would be very heavy,

and they were told that they would of course be reimbursed for

his expenses (by the Council). He is instructed to return at once

hither and- bring an account of what he can learn, and I am told

that he has been to Spain three times this year for the same pur-

pose ; this being how he gets his living. No doubt, to worm out

something there, he will speak frankly about matters here. I have

thought well to report this, although .1 am sure, after what I have

said, that he will be treated with caution.

A Spanish ship from Santona with wool for Calais, was driven

by storm into Sandwich, where it was at once seized and advice

sent to the Council, which gave orders that she should be dis-

charged to see what she brought, and, if she contained no prohibited

goods, she should be allowed to sail. This is quite a new departure

and a breach of the treaties with his Majesty, for which reason I

have resented it, and they now say she was seized in error ; but,

in this and other things, I plainly see their bad intentions. There

have been terrible storms here for the last fortnight which have
cast many ships upon these coasts and those of Brittany.—London,
3rd October 1579.

16 Oct. 606. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

The proclamation I sent on the 29th, instead of njitigating the

public indignation against the French, has irritated it and fanned

the flame. Another book confirming the arguments of the former

one has been issued and the Queen thereupon summoned the whole
of the Council to again give her their opinion with regard to the

marriage. They met many times, and, on the 7th instant, were in

session from eight o'clock in the morning until seven at night, with-

out stirring from the room, having sent the clerks away, which, as I

have told your Majesty, is very rarely done, and only when some-

thing very secret and important is being discussed. Their decision

was that, on no account, ought the Queen to marry Alengon or any
other personage of the House of France ; this being the opinion of

all, with the exception of Sussex and Burleigh. They appointed

the Lord Chancellor and the earl of Arundel.to give an account of

their decision to the Queen, to whom they said that, after having

met and considered the subject on many occasions, they were of

opinion that, for the security of her person, the tranquillity of her

realm, and the preservation of her Crown, it was not fitting that

she should marry any member of the House of France. They
pointed out the many objections to the entrance of Frenchmen into

the kingdom, they being ancient enemies ; as v.'ell as the danger
from the Scots who were the same. If she were to die, as might be
feared if the French were to obtain control of her person, they
would take possession of the country, with the aid they would get

from Scotland, without the English being able to prevent it. They
set forth also the other things that might occur, and showed how
much opposed public opinion was to the marriage, although she
had been so popular with her subjects in consequence of her actions

during the years she had reigned, whilst on this matter they
ishowed such bitter hatred. They said that, even if she did not
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desire to foresee the evil results which they placed before her, and
insisted upon marrj'ing Alen9on, it was nevertheless their duty to

cast themselves at her feet and die there, as they believed she

would die if she did this thing. To these words she gave no reply

but was moved in a way that made them pause a little, and they

added afterwards that, in consequence of the general dislike of the

people to the coming of the French, they thought Parliament should

not be summoned yet, in order to avoid disturbance and sedition,

but should be delayed until later. If she still desired to marry,

they should have time to persuade the people of the country to

agree to it before Parliament was summoned. She said she would
prorogue it without fixing a date, as she wished to reserve the

latter point for her own decision. She remained extremely sad

after the conversation and was so cross and melancholy that it was
noticed by everyone who approached her. Many documents have

been sent to her lately dissuading her from the business. This has

been managed by Leicester and Hatton through whose hands most

of the papers have reached her. They (the documents) gave her

to understand that when she proposed to marry. Parliament would
urge her to declare an heir to the Crown, as the people did not

wish, in case of her death, to find themselves in the present position

with their enemies within their own gates. She has been greatly

alarmed by all this, as she has been given to understand that as

soon as a successor is appointed they will upset hei'. It is under-

stood that the Chancellor, who is considered a great orator, was
instructed to press this point very warmly, knowing her pusilanimity

and fear in any adversity.

Simier has announced that he has leave from his master to depart.

The Queen favours him as usual but he is very discordant with the

Ambassador, in consequence of something which he said about him
to the Queen. The negotiations for an alliance with the French to

impede your Majesty in Portugal and to break up the conference

of Cologne, still continue and most of the heretics are agreed to

this. They meant to have sent the Garter to the king of France
but have deferred it owing to his indisposition.

Alen^on's agents are making great efforts with the people of

Ghent, Antwerp, and the States, &c., to get them to recall him
thither, and with this object have spread abroad the writing which
I enclose, and also that which the States that met at Utrecht have
published, prohibiting the reading ef the clauses for the treaty of

peace Avhich had been discussed at Cologne ; the reason of this being

that the States saw that the majority of the country were inclined

to accept the conditions.

The Queen's viceroy in Ireland* has died of sickness and the

ships that carried over the reinforcements have returned. A letter

of the 3rd from there reports the capture of the fort erected by the

men who landed,! they having retired with the Irishmen to the

* This was Sir William Drury who has frequently been mentioned in this calendar as
Knight Marsh.T.1 of Berwick. He had been appointed Lord President of Munster in

1575, and had succeeded Sidney as Viceroy of Ireland about a year before his death.

t Smorwick,
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woods. The earl of Desmond had left them and .again joined the

the Queen's side.—London, 16th October 1-579.

16 Oct. 607. Bernardino de Mendoza to Zayas.

The Queen has received a special swift post from Antwerp,

reporting that his Majesty had ordered the arrest of all the English

vessels, and orders have been consequently given here 'in all the

ports that no ships are to leave without further orders. The
Antwerp heretics, for the purpose of arousing the indignation of

those here, write that we were not content with seizing the ships

in Spain, but we clapped all the crews into the galleys. This is no

doubt to divert the Hollanders from agreeing to the peace, as they

are inclined to do.

As I was closing this, I was informed that the Queen is greatly

irritated with anyone who opposes the marriage, saying not once,

but many times, that she had never broken her word yet and she

will keep it now. Speaking to Walsingham about it she told him
begone and that the only thing he was good for was a protector of

heretics. Knollys who is a great heretic and the treasurer of the

household, married to her first cousin, asked her how she could

think of marrying a Catholic, she having forbidden Protestants to

do so. To this she replied that he might pay dearly for the zeal he

was displaying in the cause of religion, and it was a fine way to

show his attachment to her ; who might desire, like others, to have

children. She had another squabble about it with Hatton, and he

was a week without seeing her. It is difficult to see whether all

this is artifice or whether God intends to blind her in order to bring

her to submission.—London, 16th October 1579.

11 Nov. 608. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

After having closed the accompanying letter, I was informed

that on the 9th instant, after having heard of the arrival of

Captain Breton with a despatch from Alengon to Simier ; on the

occasion of Simier entering her private chamber, the Queen said

that he must excuse her for detaining him so long, and as soon as

she had finished one other matter, she would give him leave to

depart. He was with her for many hours, and afterwards des-

patched the same Captain. The Queen summoned the principal

councillors to her chamber on the 10th, and told them that she

had determined to marry and that they need say nothing more
to her about it, but should at once discuss what was necessary for

carrying it out. If this is put into execution it may be undoubtedly
looked upon as a divine provision to reduce this country to the

Catholic religion, and punish it by means of an intestine war, to

judge by present indications, for having separated therefrom.

—

London, 11th November 1579.

28 Nov. 609. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

These people change so constantly in whatever they take in hand,
that it is difficult to send your Majesty any definite information,
because, although they may do a thing with all deliberation, they
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alter it in a moment. On the 12tli at niglitfall they sent a courier

here to prorogue I'arliament, which had been summoned foi- tlie

24th, and two hours afterwards came another with orders to write

the letters of sunmions i'or them to meet, after which, at midnight,

fresh or-ders arrived that it should stand over until the 2()th of

January. The Queen sent an order to Stafford at Dover, who, as I

wrote on the 11th,* was going to Alen9on, for him to return.

After she had said to her councillors what I reported in my last,

she ordered each one individually to give her bis opinion in writing.

When Simier heard this he told her that, the business being in its

present state, he thought it was not fitting that such a course should

be taken. She asked him who told him so, and he replied that

it was Cecil, Mdiereupon she retorted very angrily, " surely it is

possible for my councillors to keep a secret ; I will see to this," She
then entered another room without saying anything more. She
afterwards told the Council to write a letter from all the members,
urging Alen§on to expedite his coming, whereupon they replied that

it was not for them but for her to do that, and they also told her

that it was befitting her dignity that some one of greater standing

and authority than Simier should come to settle the capitulations.

As soon as Simier heard this he booted and spurred and went to

take leave of the Queen. She pacified him by means of great

caresses, and retained him until the 29th, when he left, and Stafford

accompanied liim. They are agreed as to the terms, which I have
frequently written to your Majesty, and have now conceded to

Alen^on the right for all Frenchmen and servants who are with him
to attend his chapel freely, without specifying any number. The
former demand was that a number was to be fixed. If the agreement
was ratified in France, some personage will come with the signed

confirmation of the king of France and his brother, whereupon
another personage will leave here to arrange for his coming. This

is so much desired by the Queen that some people think that all

this delay is unnecessary, but the object of her councillors in thus

drawing it out is to divert the Queen, if possible, from it, in view
of the hatred towards the marriage shown by the people at large,

and if they cannot succeed in this, at least to mitigate the discontent

of the people and prevent a rising.

She gave jewels and pearls to Simier valued at eight thousand
crowns, and to the councillor who was with him five hundred
crowns worth of silver plate, the other gentlemen having chains

worth two hundred. Many of her pensioners went witli him, and
Lords Howaid and Seymour were to accompany him to France,

whilst six gentlemen were to go with him as far as Montreviil. The
two Lords will have to await their return with the ships. This is

greatly surprising the English as such extraordinary ceremony as

this has never been performed with any ambassador.

This Queen has received another letter from the Turk by way of

France, which, in addition to many other offers, promises a favour-
able reception of Englishmen who come to his country, either by
land or sea ; both on account of his desire for her friendship as for

This letter is laissiug.

y 76467. Y Y
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that of the king of France, with whom he requests her to be as

friendly as she can. He says that, by reason of his friendship to tlie

king of France, he will be pleased to hear of her marriage with his

brother, from which it may be seen that the French have made it

their business to write to him about it. The Turks are also desirous

of friendship with the English on account of the tin which has been

sent thither for the last few years, and which is of the greatest

value to them, as they cannot cast their guns without it, whilst the

English make a tremendous profit on the article, by means of which

alone they maintain the trade with the Levant. Five ships are

ready to sail thither now, and I am told that, in one of them, they

are sending nearly twenty thousand crowns worth of bar tin, without

counting what the rest of them take. As this sending tin to the

infidel is against the apostolic eonnnunion, and your Majesty has

ordered that no such voyage shall be allowed to pass the Messina

light, to the prejudice of God and Christianity, I advise the viceroy

of Sicily of the sailing of these ships as I understand that they

will touch at Palermo, where the tin can be confiscated.

The earl of Desmond has risen in Ireland for the third time and,

although the Queen had not hitherto declared him a rebel, she has

done so now, moved, as I am told, by the fear that the earl of

Kildare may do the same. Letters have been given to her written by
Dr. Sanders to the Irish Barons who have risen, urging them not

to lose heart, but to continue what they have begun, as most of the

nobles of England and Scotland will help them, as well as foreign

princes. She has appointed various men to go to Ireland as

Viceroys, but they have refused, as they think that this rising is

more serious than the previous one.

The Parliament of Scotland was discussing the giving of the

title of earl of Lennox to M. d'Aubigny,* and have postponed until

next Parliament the appointment of an heir to the Crown.—London,

28th November 1.579.

27 Dec. 610. Bernaedino de Mendoza to the King.

The Queen received an express post on the 2nd, from the Magis-

trates of Nuremburg, and from her agent in that place, advising

her to make ready, as they were sure that your Majesty's fleet was
being armed for the purpose of coming to this country. She, at

once, sent to ask them to tell her by what means they had learned

this, and on the same day, after nine at night, she sent to me by

the earl of Sussex to say that, although theie might be no matters

which obliged her to see me, yet she would be glad to do so. I

had been purposely holding off from her for some time, without

requesting audience, because I wa,s told she wished to see me, and

I thought that, as she was so close with the French, it would be

best to make her jealous by raising the idea that it did not concern

us to take any notice of the marriage, of which attitude of ours

* Tliis n-ivs the celebrated JEsme Stuart who thenceforward exercised bo strong au
iDfliieiioe over the young King, and was subsequently created duke of Lennox. He was
the son of a brother of the earl of Lennox (the Eegeut) and consequently a first cousin

Df Darnley.
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she had, and still has, very great mistrust. I went to see her tlie

next day, being informed beforehand of the letter she had received,

which, ns I understood, was the reason she summoned me, and she
confirmed this by her conversation. She began with many caresses

and endearments, and complaints that she had not seen me for so

long, after which all her talk was directed towards discovering from
me particulars of the fleet. She repeated the various news and
discourses she heard about it, trying to find out whether I knew
anything, to all of which I replied as commanded, and, so far as I

could judge, she was more distrustful about it at the end of the

interview than she was before. I am told that the advices re-

ceived from Italy by certain Genoese residents here confirmed the

news from Nuremburg, and the Queen has therefore ordered the

Governors of Provinces and the Marches to be at their posts in

four days, and to exercise much vigilance to prevent disturbance.

Although the excuse for this step is the news aboui: the fleet,

many people believe that it is caused by fears about the marriage.

I had been assured that she sent a verbal message by Simier to

Alen^on, to say that, although the conditions might be looked upon
in France as a little hard, he was not to be distressed about that,

as she woidd remedy it. I suspect this was for the purpose of

undermining what she heard the opposing councillors had said, to

the effect that they should be very much surprised if the French
accepted the conditions which they had sent. I got her to converse
upon the subject, and she referred to it so tenderly as to make it

clear how ardently she desired it.

The Portuguese ambassador has arrived here, and saw the Queen
on the 29th. All the talk was of how glad she was to learn that
your Majesty had agreed with his King,* since there were no
preparations for defence in Portugal, and if your Majesty should
wish to take the country by force the}' could not help it. This is

the means which, since VVotton's return, she and her Council have
adopted, as they have failed in the other suggestions tliey made to

the king of Portugal to libtem to the desires of England i,nd Fi-ance.

They think that by this means they can the better move the
Portuguese themselves, .saying that they do not hinder only because
they are not able. The ambassador replied that the arrangement
was founded on justice, and he did not believe, therefore, that your
Majesty, being so Christian a Prince, would need to appeal to

arms.

News has arrived here that Don Antonio had fled from Portugal,
and as soon as the Queen heard it she publicly said that she Woulil

be glad to receive him in her country to entertain him and give
him what help she could, which was listened to by the fickle

Portuguese who were here, and who have ^\'ritten it to Portugal.

Morton insisted in the Scotch Parliament that they should

* Don Cristobal de Mora, Philip's ambassador in Portugal, finding it imijossible to
prevail upon the Portuguese Cortes to adopt his master as heir to the crown, had
influenced the aged Cardinal-King to defer the whole question of succession, which wiirf

a decided point gained for Spain, as it ssiva Philip time to prepare and dispose of a
force which could, when the moment arrived, effootually prevent the Portii"ncse from
fonnally adopting any other pretender than himself.
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confirm the decrees published against the House of Hamilton, atnl

as soon as the Queen know this, she sent a person to dissuade the

King from it, as she learned that it would cause disturbances in the

country and that the French might aid the Hamiltons. The
business was therefore settled in the following way : the property

of the Hamiltons is to be confiscated until they have cleared them-

selves of the murders laid to their charge, without the matters

being made a crime of high treason. By this means, the Queen
and Morton get their A^'ay, as they keep the Hamiltons oppressed,

and yet with hopes of recovering their estates without taking up
arms or being diiven to desperation. The queen of Scotland has

been given more liberty tlian she ha,d recently. I have not been

able to learn whether this is by order of this Queen or at the

pleasure of the earl of Shi-ewsbury, although some consider it very

strange at the present juncture.—London, 27th December 1579.

28 Dec. 611. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

I handed your Majesty's letter of 11th April, about the seizures,

to the Queen on the 10th of May, and she, in conformity therewith

and in fulfilment of the treaty of Bristol, ordered a commission to

be issued, that your Majesty's subjects might claim their property,

which by fraud and deceit had been concealed. The issue of this

commission was delayed from day to day for two months, until the

vacations, so that nothing could be done until the middle of

October. I lodged a request with the commissioners that they

should hear my claims, which they did, acknowledging your

Majesty as Plaintiff", and I then demanded that the offenders should

be brought up. They summoned them and gave them copies of

my charges, which, in due course, wei'c replied to, and the case

proceeded with. When the decision was to be given, the coiinnis-

sioners informed my lawyers that they were not to present any
more documents, since the property could not be claimed by your

Majesty but only liy the owners. I therefore addressed the Council,

saying I was astonished, after they bad seen your Majesty's letter,

and the Queen had issued the comuiission and the commissioners

had heard my claim, by virtue of such appointment, that when
sentence had to jjc delivered this answer should, be given. I

desired to knoAA' if the agreement of Bristol was valid or not.

They replied in gen^jral that they knew nothing of the commission,

nor when it was issued, but they would make inquiries and give a

reply. They did so a month afterwards, and, after recapitulating

many of the pros and cons of the case, they said that the goods

could not be demanded in your Majesty's name. To this I replied

that your Majesty had made the agreement with the Queen

;

property on both sides having been seized i'rom your respective

stibjecLs, and no particular oAvner A\as mentioned. It was therefore

clear that, if any fraud or deceit lunl been practised, it was only to

the prejudice of the ])arties to the agreement. Even if this wei'e not

.^o, they well knew that " (jeni iani jirinccps muritua, lie.v piMiar,
" Pater suhl iiorv in suornm,'' eind sxlso, " Quod interes p'rii/fliii is

" ne suhditi penlimn 6ojut sua," and your Majesty liad ordered me
to deal with this business in answer to the complaints of your
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subjects, out of consideration for them, to prevent their having to

come here, losing their time and money, to claim their property
which had been concealed. I said that this would have hapiiened
was proved from the fact that they had delayed the matter with me
for eight months, and I should like to know how a private person
would have got on, since they were so tardy even with me, a minister.

I said the owners, moreover, could not claim their goods specifically,

as they had all been hulked here, the packages undone, and the marks
lost. They replied that this was all very well, but they had no
security that the owners themselves would not come and claim the
property delivered to me, and it was necessary that I should have
special power in addition to your Majesty's letter. Your Majesty
will pray send me instructions.*

What I understand is that they are seeking to delay as much as

they can, because of the impossibility of bringing to book those

who are interested, namely, the principal councillors. Leicester

and Hatton started the matter and assured me that justice should

be done, but as they are now in disgrace, especially Leicester, the
I'cst of them are terribly hard upon them. They think, moreover,

that I might uinte all the claims which have been ascertained

during- the delay and might continue to produce fresh ones.

Seeing, however, how cautiously they proceeded I ordercil oiilj'

two clear and distinct demat.ds to lie made until I saw their mode
of proceeding. This is the ordinary mode of never telling the

truth, for tlie same men -who told me, wlien I delivered your
Majesty's letter, that the commission should be issued, afterwards

said they knew nothing about it, liosides wliich the commissioners
twice contradicted tlien)sel\es before tlie Council, and I proved
them to ]iav(_^ lied by their own documents. The design of them
all is to maki^ profit in any possible way, and when they say they
will do justice it is only witli this object. I presented proofs that
Knollys, a kinsman of the Queen, had taken a Spanish ship and
put his plunder in one of the Queen's castles, where he sold it, and
they told me that when this was established, they would have the
property returned to the merchants ; and yet afterwards they said

it was necessary to prove the facts again, with the sole object of

frightening away the witnesses, and making this an excuse for

keeping the property. As the councillors themselves are the
principal supporters of the pirates they have anticipated the
arrival of Drake by appointing men in every port in England to

assist him in concealing his booty, if he arrive safely with it.

—

London, 28th December 1579.

28 Dec. 612. Bernardino de Mendoza to the King.

As soon as the prince of Conde came to La Fere,f in Picardy, he
informed the Queen of it, and her ambassador in France, Paulet,

* The opinion of the English Commissioners to this effect is in the Eecord Office. It
was sent on the 10th December to the Council by Dr. D. Lewis, Judge of the Admiralty,
in a letter to Secretary, Wilson. See Calendar of State Papers (Domestic) of that
date.

•f
La Fere had been seized by the prince of Conde on the 29th November, actinp

independently of his cousin, Henry of Navarre.
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arrived at the same time. He is not only a heretic, as I have said

before, but a terrible Puritiin ; who, although Le publicly said that

the king- of France and his brother were so disagreed that he

thoughttliey would break with each other, secretly impressed

upon the councillors, and paiticularly upon Walsingham, how
advantageous it was toliave brought Conde there to embarrass your

Majesty, aiRl to have again encouraged tlie war in the Netherlands

by means of the troops who went to the aid of La Noue and the

succour of Ghent, which, he said, would give plenty to do to the

people of Hainault and Artois, even though the States were to help

them, and De la Motte would soon have less reason for satisfaction.

The councillors were particular in their inquiries, in the presence

of Paulet, from some Englishmen whom they had brought over,

from serving at Gravelines. They were especially anxious to learn

whether the river which divides that place from France could be

forded, and if boats were necessary, what sort they should be, and

whether they could be found there or would have to be sent ; with

other questions of the same sort. From this it may be gathered

that they had designs in that part and I have sent a special post

to De la Motte to inform him thereof.

Besides the ships I advised, there have recently left tire west

coast for the Levant, ships with great quantities of planks, and
another, called the " Providence," of two hundred tons, which goes

direct to the Isle of Chios carrjdng bell-metal and tin to the value of

twenty thousand crown'^.

A ship has left Zealand for- Portugal with four thousand gun
flints and some powder. And several other ships are going to the

same place with powder shipped by Flemings. I have not been
able to discover whether these munitions are for the King or for a

private person.

The Portuguese ambassador is negotiating with the Queen and
ministers respecting the confirmation of the agreement entered into

three years ago, wliich expired on the 16th ultimo. The principal

point of it is that the English are prohibited from voyagiug to the

Mina. I do not hear that he is authorised to treat on any other

matter, but he has letters ordering him not to see Don Antonio if

he comes hither, and to ask the Queen not to receive him.

The Scotch Parliament ended without giving to M. D'Aubigny
the earldom of Lennox, but they conferred an abbey upon him
which belonged to the Hamiltons, and was the richest in the
country.

The number of Catholics, thank God, is daily increasing here,

owing to the college and seminary for Englishmen which your
Majesty ordered to be supported in Douai, whence there has come
in the last year (and from the college of Rome) a hundred English-
men who have been ordained there,* by which means a great
nuiiibor of people are being converted, generally persons who have
never heard the truth preached before. These priests go about
disguised as laymen, and although they are young men, their good

* The French historian Martin asserts that Pope C.regoryXIII. sent a hundred
Jesiut priests to England from Rome alone in this year.
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life, fervency, and zeal in the work, are admiral ilc. They' exercise

their duties with great good sense and discretion, in order not to

give the heretics a chance to impede them. God's grace is clearly

witnessed in the way they are led on by His hand in this ministry

;

and in the joy and fortitude with which they offer themselves for

martjaxlom, whenever they are called upon to suffer it for the

Lord's sake. Some have suffered thus with invincible firmness and
ineffable content, following in the footsteps of so many of their

predecessors. Of the old ones veiy few now i-emain, and they are

imprisoned strictly. This was a cause for the great decay of

religion, as there was no one to teach it, and none professed it,

excepting those who had special grace given to them to persevere

in it out of pure zeal. This is being remedied by means of those

who have recently come hither, who pray continually for your
Majesty ; recognizing that God has been pleased to make you His
pi'incipal instrument in this great woi'k. During the last tln-ee

months they have converted five of these (Protestant) preachers,

which conversion they believe will bear rich fruit, as they (the

converts) have begged to be sent wlioro they may study and
confirm themselves in the faith, in order to return hither and preach

it. God give them grace to do so.—London, 28th December 1579.
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A.

Aberdeen, 355.

Acuua, Jnan de, 104.

Admiral, the, see Clinton.

of France (Coligiiy), 10, 72n, 134,

242, 249-50, 253, 258, 2C2, 280, 320,

329, 342, 348, 358-9, 389, 395, 402-3,

404-5 ; killed at St. Biirtholomew, 409.

412-15, 423.

Admiralty, Judge of (see also Lewi.<i, Dr.

Dcavid), 17C, 191, 289, 294-3, r.l6, G83,

709n.

Court, 249, 28C.

Aguilon, Secretarj-, 300, 374, 379.

Aguirre, .luan de, U'ttcrs from, 549, 549, 552.

, , Secretary to Guaras, liis ex-

amination iu the Tower, G07-S.

Agur, Cape, in the Kingdom of ITcz, 171,

see also Arguim.

Aigremont, M., 099.

Alava, Don Frances de, Spanish Amhassador
in France, 18, 31, 05, 08, 09, 71, 74, 70,

77, 89, 90, 150, 196, 240, 254, 278, 308,

319, 357.

, , statement to him by the English

Ambassador in France about the

seizures and the arrest of Don Guerau
de Spes, 114-22.

, , relation by him of a conversa-

tion with Sir Henry Norris, 309.

Alba, Duke of, 1, 8, 15, 18, 21, 22, 27, 31, 42,

40, 51, 53, 55, 59, 02, 63, 04, 65, 00,

07, 69, 70, 72, 75, 70, 78, 79, 81, 8.3, 84,

85, 88, 89, 91, 94, 95, 90, 97, 98, 99,

101-4, 105, 100-7, 109, 110, 112, 113,

114-22 ; D'AssouleTille's report In,

concerning the seizures, 122-32. 133-7,

138, 144, 145, 140, 147, 151, 152, 153,

154, 155, 156, 100, 101, 104, 166-7,

170, 176-7, 179, 181, 185, 188-9, 190,

191, 192, 195, 197, 199, 201, 203, 20.5,

207-8,211-12; on the policy towards

England, 215-24. 220, 232, 235-0,

237, 239, 241, 244, 250, 255, 259, 264,

206-7, 270, 274, 282, 284, 280, 288,

292, 293, 294, 290-7, 301-2, 304, 307,

312, 310, 319-20, 322-3, 320-7, 329,

331, 333, 335-0, 337, 340, 345, 349,

357, 360 ; on the expulsion of De Spes,

301-2. 363. 360-7,371,377,379,38.5-6,

389, 390, 394-7, 400, 410,418-19, 432,

435, 451-2, 455-6, 462-3, 470, 474,

478, 482-3, 500 ; his answer toCoLham
in Madrid, 510. 521, 537, 578, 585,

599, 015, 032-3 ; hi.s disgrace and

banishment, 648, 655, 671, 678, 087.

Alba, Duke of, letters to, 71, 82, 90, 90, 91, 98 ,

110, 1.50, 150, 156, 168, 109, 171, 177,

183, 183, 184, 188, 193, 196, 201, 209,

213, 215, 217, 219, 259, 266, 270, 347,
356, 360, 365, 379, 389, 397, 400, 404,

407, 408, 410, 413, 415, 417, 421, 422,

426, 430, 431, 434, 435, 437, 440, 444,

446, 448, 448, 451, 453, 456, 459, 400,
462, 464, 405, 407, 467-8, 469.

, , letters from, 104, 106,109, 132,

141, 141, 149, 159, 100, 163, 168, 171,

175, 180, 187, 190, 196, 196, 200, 215,

217, .361, 301.

, his proclamation prohibiting

trade with England, 142, 143, 149,
157.

,'......, his alleged plot to kill Elizabeth,

379.

, Duchess of, present from, to the

Queen, 046.

Albornoz, secretary of the Duke of Alba, 78,
458.

, , letter from, 208.

, , letter to, 373.

Alderney, 480, 544.

Aldersey (Alderson ?), Thomas, 415, 441.

Alder.son, William, 132.

Alencjon, Dake of, 389, 403 ; proposed
marriage with a daughter of Orange,
497 ;

proposed marriage with an In-
fanta, 546. 554 ; his flight from Paris,
560. 500n, 561, 564, 570-1, 572, 575,
581 ; intrigues with Orange, 583-5.
586, 589-90; at issue with Henry III.,
001. Oil; requests a loan from the
(Jneen, 012. 020,025, 631-2; design
to marry him to an Infanta, 633,
036-7

; to leave the Xethorlands, 644
;

retires to Alen^ou, 643. 649, 654-5
;'

suspicious of Henry III., 057; suggested
appointment as King of the Eonians,
060 ; his intrigues to be re-called by
the Htatfs, 703.

> negotiations for his marriage
with Elizabeth, 403, 400, 497, 510-19
523,528, 575, 002, 000, 611-13,614',
010; coming to England, Ol'o-n'
019, 021-23, 025, 027-8, 030-1, 633-4^
636, 044

;
proposed conditions, 049-50*

054-5, 057-64, 667-69, 674-5, 079-8li
083, 687 ;

his arrival in England, 088-1
90, 692-94

; presents given by him in
England, 694. 695, Oy7, 099-704, 707.

Alen(;on mari-iage, the, its unpopularity in
England, 080, 090, 092,700; Stubbs'
book, 700h. 701-2, 703,

Alen^on, 045, 054,
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Alicante, CI 7, fi22, GSQ ; seizure of English-

meu in, 076.

AUfyn, see Dulin.

Aloin, M. A', 282.

Alum, trade in, 609 ; monopoly in the States

given to Pallavicini for a loan, 616-17.

622-3, 640, 659, 664, 669 ; seizure and
rescue of a cargo at Alicante, 676-79.

682, 684.

Amadis, reference to, in an offensive letter

from Guerau dc Spes, 105.

Amiens, 631, 679.

Araonte, Cristobal de, 204.

Amsterdam, 475-6, 584.

, revolt in, 589.

Anabaptists, 49.

Anabaptist Flemings burnt, 500, 500h.

Andalucia, 286, 295, 410, 456, 518.

" Andrew," the, an English ship embargoed
at Cadiz, 538.

AngniUiSre, M. d', a Huguenot from Eochelle,

46.5, 474.

Anjou, Duke of, see also Henry HI., 69,

110, 155, 158, 159, 173, 226, 241, 4.57,

477".

, , proposals for marriage with

Elizabeth, 282, 288, 290-1, 293, 295,

295n, 302-3, 306-7, 309, 318-19, 320,

325-6, 328-34, 337, 339-42,359, 365-6.

Anna Dona, 647, 655, 678, 092.

Anne of Austria, fourth wife of Philip H.,

246-7, 252, 256, 259, 262, 272; her

aocouchment, 354. 584, 586.

Antonio, Prior Don, 672.

, Don, prior of Crato, pretender to the

Portuguese Crown, 674, 707, 710.

Antwerp, 62, 76, 78, 79, 81, 83-4, 88, 90, 93-4,

99, 101-4, 127, 143, 209, 228, 233
241, 259, 277, 293, 300, 347, 356, 363,

395, 407, 413, 422, 432, 453, 460, 464,

467-8, 470, 472, 475, 481, 526, 532, 534,

542; taken by the States, 545. 555,

565, 577, .581-5, 589, 594, 612-13,

616-17, 629, 632, 639, 645, 649 ;

disturbance at, 655-7. 059, 002

;

pressed by Orange to join the league

of Utrecht, 063. 607, 087, 090, 099,
703,701.

, sacking of, damage to English subjects,

530.

Mint, :i treasurer of, flies to England,

420.

Aquila, Bishop of, his debts and revenues, 10,

067.

, his conduct in England, 29, 98,

254.

Aragon, comparison between Aragon and
Holland, 521.

Aranjuez, 37, 150.

Archelaus, Cecil compared to by Guerau de
Spes, 105.

Arches, College of, the members pressed to

take the oath of supremacy, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 10, 44.

Arcbiniega, Captain Sancho de, 506.

Arguim, Cape, 230, 236.

Argyll, Earl of, 11, 225, 474, 486, 495, 575,

582, 584, 030, 050.

, , his sister married to O'Neil, 27.

, offers assistance to Mary on her

escape from Loch Levin, 32.

, mountains of, 681.

Aries, Bishop of, 71, 72.

Armagh, Archbishop of, imprisonment of, 3,

12, 16, 58, 226, 229 ; his release, 241 ;

his sufferings in the Tower, 645.

Armaments for Ireland, 685-6, 700, 703-4.

for the Netherlands, see also Naval
preparations, 361, 372, 379, 385, 393,

390, 398-9, 400, 403-4, 405, 411-12,

414-10, 426, 432, 450, 453-4, 470, 47.3-

4, 477, 479-80, 494, 497, 502-3, 507,

509, 521-25, 528, 537, 539, 570, 57.0,

577, 584, 595-0.

for Scotlandiand the North, 242, 255-

6, 264, 266, 268, 355, 421-2, 466-7,

473, 575.

Arschot, Duke of, 544 ; account of his escape,

547. 548, 580.

Arran, isle of, 11.

Arriaga, Francisco de, a Spanish banker, 607.

Artois, the French enter, 585 ; submits to the

Spaniards, 696. 710.

Arundel, Earl of, 34, 35, 36, 83, 97, 111, 112,

136, 138, 112, 145, 146, 147, 151, 1.(2,

155, 156, 157, 158, 164, 166, 179, 183,

185, 187
;
placed under arrest, 197-8.

200, 201, 204, 208, 212, 224, 236 ;

his release, 240. 249, 274, 282, 322 :

under arrest at Nonsuch, 339. 352
;

his liberation, 450. 455, 702.

.'\selier, Philip, a Flemish Protestant, 294,

411,413, 427,432, 445.

Athole, Earl of, 486, 488, 575, 582, 584
;

suspicious death of, 675.

, , the younger, 681.

Augustinian creed, 49, 147, 152, 158, 274,

287.

Aumale, Duke d', 253.

Avila, Sancho de, Spanish general in Flanders,

530.

Ayamonte, 304.

Marquis of. Governor of Milan, 606,
048.

Azores, 138, 154, 150, 453, 464.

B.

Bacqueville, de, Alen9on's envoy, 606, 611,
614 ; entertained in the City ofLondon,
614. 621, 630, 633, 659.
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l^aoon, Sir Nicholas, 42, 52, :i8, 79, SO, 8.1,

145, 199, 202, 204, 206,2111; speculi

of, 247. 254, 239, 271, 290, 298, 330
-1

; speeeli to the Corporation of

Lomloii respcftiiiy tlic Kidolfi plot,

345 ; described by do Spes, 304. , 384,

460, 493-4, 501," 519, 593 ; his death,

653
i
his successor, 056 ; his opinion

of a French match, 003.

Baily, Charles, Secretary of the Bishop o(

Kuss, arrested, 3U7, 312)(, 322, 328,

346, 405.

Baker (Barker ?), Captain, his vovanje to the

Spanish Indies, 593-4.

Balfour, Colonel, 484, 517, 530-1.

Balnaves, Henry, 76,

Baltasar de Burgos, a Spanish merchant in

Calais, 652.

Bannister, Duke of Norfolk's Secretary, 406.

Bar country, 90.

Barajas, the English ambassador in Spain
(ilan) sent thither, 30, 59.

Barbary, 154, 339, 450, 470,481, 483,486,
490, 493, 499,586, 591, 611, 079.

Barberino, Rafael, 213, 215.

Barker, Duke of Norfolk's Secretary, 400.

Barlemont, M., 504.

Barnet, 04.

Barque of Boulogne, the, a Queen's ship, 499.

Barrientos, fedro de, 205, 532, 60S.

Basing, 188, 189.

Basurto, Alonso de, a Spaniai'd in London,
608.

Bavaria, Duke of, 648.

Bayon, Bartolome, a Portugueee pilot, 239,

241, 243, 246, 255, 257, 259, 261,

263-4, 265-6, 268, 272, 274-5, 278-9,

284, 292, 294, 297, 300, 304, 306, 326,

3.34.

Bayona, isles of (Galicia), 351-2, 410, C09.

Bayoune, 68, 388-9.

BazaD, Alvaro do, 194, 330.

•Beal, Secretary of the Council, 531, 544-5,

598.

Beam, Princess of, see Marguerite de Valois.

Beam, Prince of, see Navarre.

Beaton, Andrew, 320, 320n, 337.

Beaton, bishop of Glasgow, Scots ambassador

in Prance, 69, 155, 026 ; his plan for

the subjection of England opposed by
Mendoza, 640-7. 665, 670.

, , his brother, 75, 70.

Beaton, 378.

Beaumaris, 261.

Bedford, Earl of, 5, 26, 30, 42, 112, 200, 202,

204, 240, 263, 265, 278 ; descriheil by

de Spes, 364. 384, 396, 429, 470-7,

485, 491,497, .539.

Bedford, Earl of, his daughter arrested for

gossiping about Alenoon's coming,

692.

Bensar, Captain, goes to serve the king of

Portugal, 013.

Bergcn-op-Zooni, 272, 385, 520-7

l^erroes, Miguel de, 83.

Berwick, 22, 25-6, 32, 36, 57, 60,77,23.5,
24?.-4, 252, 250, 266, 268, 272, 355,

401. 404 ; Northumberland's execution
at, 407. 411, 410, 457, 459, 466, 487,

516, 575, 684, 612, 025, 634, 681, 686.

Berwick, captain of, see also Drury, —, 198.

Bingham, Captain, his offers to betray
Flanders to the Spaniards, 478, 483-5,

494, 496-7, 502, 545.

Bilbao, 90.

Birago (Rene de Biragues, Chancellor of
France), 401, 427, 442.

Biron, 241.

Biscay, 78, 81, 190, 234; unpreparedness of

the Spanish fleet at, 480. 590 ; trade

in -whale oil with, 630.

, &c., export of food to, 23, 27, 32, 30,

3 7,40.

Bishops, meeting of, to raise funds for the

Flemings, 644, 048-9.

Bivero, 305.

Blackness Castle, 465.

Blancnez, 655.

Blanco, Cabo, 483.

Bochetel de la Forest, French ambassador in

England, 10, 18, 47, 60, 62, 64-5, 72,

73-4, 76.

Bodenham, William, of Seville, 614, 621, 646,
658.

Bois le Due, 69.

Boison de, an envoy from Orange, 441.

Boisot, .Vdmiral, 504.

, Governor of Zealand, killed, 504,
507.

Bolton, 137.

Bomel, 484.

Bond, George, and nephews, an English house
trading with Spain, 590.

Bond, William, citizen of London, complaint
against the Inquisition, 535n, 537.

Bonius, Juan, a Florentine, an English spy in
Madrid, 045.

Bordeaux, 08, 388, 456, 519, 530, 560.

, President of, 76.

Borghese, steward of de Spes', accused of
plot to poison Cecil, 373, 375.

Bossu, Count, 385 ; capture of Sparen, 468.
470 ; alleged to have been poisoned
by Orange, 053.

Bothwell, Earl of, 15, 48.

, , in Denmark, 26, 76.

Boulogne, 70, 348, 446, 688, 692.

Bourbon, Cardinal, 69.

Bourdeille, M. de, 134-5.

Bourman, Simon, an Englishman in Spain
537. '^

'

Boyd, Lord, 76.

Brabazon, Ernest, to aeeompany Walsing-
ham's mission to the States, 590.

Brabant, 415.

Bradham, the Court at, 505.
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Brandenburg, Marquis of, 401, 404, 446, 465,
482.

Brazil, 352, 354, 480, 602.

BrcadstufFs for Biscay and Asturias, &c.,

23,27, 32, 36,37, 40, 137.

Brederode, the bastard of, 188, 190, 192, 303,

306, 317, 325.

Bremen, 147.

Breton, Captain, 655, 704.

Bribes to English minister.s, &c., see also

Fiesco, Suygo, and Lnmley, 172-3,

176, 183, 206, 209, 578, 586-7, 588,

605, 610, 615, 664, 668-9, 674, 681,

684, 687-8, 690, 693, 695.

Bridewell, Spaniards in. 111, 113, 132, 136.

Brille, 366, 385-6, 390-1, 392, 394, 396, 398,

401, 410-11, 433, 441, 443-4,447-8,
452-3, 454, 461, 469-71, 517, 525.

, Scotch soldiers for, 529.

Brissac, 154.

Bristol, 173, 233, 299, 410, 480, 482, 685,

708.

Britanny, 470 ; fitting out 0!" a Guise fleet in,

570, 702.

Britanny, the President of, a Huguenot, 268.

Bromley, Sir Thomas, Lord Chancellor, 658»!,

659, 663, 702-3.

Brouage, 329, 339, 388.

Brown, Charles, 603.

, Lady, 22, 44.

, Thomas, despatched to France, 599.

Brucel, Juan, see Brag.

Brug, John, of Amsterdam, 81, 176, 183, 1 88.

Bruges, 69, 74, 112, 127, 216, 374, 398, 422,

474-5, 487, 563, 577, 603, 614, 643.

, English nuus expelled from, 645.

Brussels, 69, 95
;
plan to blow up the Cathe-

dral of St. Gudule, 348 ; heretical

hymns sung in the Cathedral, 536.

542, 544-5, 584, 613.

Buchanan, George, his book ; A detection of

the doings of Queen Mary, 347.

Buckhurst, Lord, sent to France to congratu-
late Charles IX., 287, 288, 294, 300,

330, 336, 350.

Buiz, Paul, envoy from Orange, 516-17, 522.

Buiscot, Councilloi' de, an envoy from
Rpqnesens in England, 500-1, 506.

Bull, papal, against Elizabeth, 229, 245, 247,

251, 254-5, 257, 261, 266, 269, 274.

Buren, 495, 498.

Buren, Countde, 15, 18 ; his escape attempted
li\ Orange, 053.

Burgiam, Tadci, brings intelligence of the

Ridolfi plot, 336.

Burgos, 302, 560.

Burleigh, Lord, see Cecil.

Burleigh House, 393.

Burton, John, an Englishman in Bilboa, 2-17.

Bussy d'Amboise, duel with Lorison, 611,
659 ; killed in Anjou, 694.

Buxton, Derbyshire, 590, 597.

0.

Cadiz, 237-8, 351, 519, 609, 617, 622, 679.

Cambre, prior of, near Corunna, insults Qaeea
EHzabeth, 535.

Calais, 13, 106, 206, 215, 274, 286, 353, 357,
370, 392, 395, 409, 473, 486, 493, 518,

561-3, 579, 624, 675, 690, 702.

, plot to recover, 15, 274, 277.

, captain of, 138, 562-3.

Calvinists, 49.

, in Bruges and Ghent, 014, 618.

CalvoB, Francisco, 174.

Camara, Baptista de la, an cx-friar, 248.

Camaroons, 592, 594.

Canaries, isles, 1, 94, 154, 480-1, 497.

Canterbury, 70, 202, 300, 306 ; de Spes sent

thither, 357, 370, 077.

, Archbishop of, Parker, 3, 5,6, 10,

204.

See of, 3.

Cape Clear, Ireland, 569.

Capel, an Englishman on the Spanish side in

Flanders, 511.

Capelo, Isardo, 534, 539, 540, 544, 640.

Caponi Pedro, a Florentine to accompany
Wotton to Portugal, C78.

Cardinal, the, afterwards King Henry of

Portugal, 24, 24«, 070.

Carew, Arthur, 97.

, Sir Peter, 421.

Carey, captain, an Englishman serving Philip

in Flanders, 499, 507.

Carlisle, 40, 48, 56, C2.

Carillo, Fernando do, Spanish ambassador in

Portugal, 224, 236, 670.

Carlos, Don, his arrest, 4, G, 7, 8, 9, 21.

, , his death, 70,72.

Cartagena, 022.

Cashel, Archbishop of, 16, 210, 217, 308-9,
315.

Casimbrot, an envoy from Orange, 401, 407,
415,456, 463, 464.

Casimir, Duke Hans, 179-80, 197,237-8, 231-
2, 234, 259, 385, 474, 502, 536, 544-5,
577, 582, 590, 590, 620, 628, 631-2

;

visit to Engl.and, 637-8. 641; at-

tempted reconciliation with the French,
642-4. 318-54; advcntin-e on his

lionieward voyage, 055. 657, 664, 6'.)ii.

Casiodoro, a Siianish Protestant priest, 630,
053.

Caspian, sea, 280.

Castelnau de la Mauvissirre, French am-
bassador in England, 448, 501, 540,
544, 551, 570, 582, 599, 601, 611, 616,
620-1, 631, 641, 64.3, 655, 657, 667,
67.5, 700, 703.

Castle of Comfort, shiji, 325, 351, 481, 515.
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Cathaiiue de Medici, Queen Mothei- of France,

7, G9, 73, 89, 200, 294, 302, 306, 320,

359, 423, 427, 448, 476; "no friend

to the Queen of Scots," 489. 497,
5.')4, 561, 581, 589-90, 619, 619h, 620,

628, 633," 654 ; alleged plan to marry
Alcn(;ou to an Infenta, 659, 692, 695.

Catliiiy, 567, 618, G22, 670.

Catholic loacTue, the, 8, 9, 13, 1.5, 21, 30, 42,

276, 316, 401, 403 ; renewed fears of,

in England, 42.J. 428 ; intrigues of

Cardinal Ursino, 431. 433, 445;
Elizabeth's alarm of, 446. 452-3, 546,

.)70-l, 574, 577, 625, 632.

Catholics in England, 10, 16, 17, 22, 26, 44,

46, 51, 95, 109,111,113, 135, 139,148,

157, 179-80, 185, 199, 208, 209-10,

212-13, 218, 224, 225, 229,241,245-6,

247, 250, 252, 255, 257, 261, 274, 277,

279, 282, 293, 302, 309, 322-3, 327-8,

335, 345, 412, 416, 433, 455, 460, 468,

470, 474, 477, 486 ; interrogatories ad-

ministered to, 488-9. 490, 526, 572
;

renewed persecution of, 577. 595,

607 ; reception of the Queen in Nor-
follc, 610. 611-13; their sufferings,

645, 665, 710-11.

Cato, the, a Queen's ship, 499.

Caimfer, 397-8, 414, 449, 456.

Cavalcanti, 156.

, Estriota, 163, 167, 169.

, Guido, 291», 302, 304, 306,320,334,
339-40, 346, 357, 359.

Cavani\es, M. de, 192.

Cave, lady, 22, 44.

Cavendish, Sir Harry, 575, 577 ; to accompany
Wotton to Portugal, 673. 678.

Cecil, Sir William, successively Secretary and
Lord Treasurer, 1, 5, 6, 9, 12, 18, 19,

23, 24, 26, 27,28,31,32,35,37,38,39,
41, 52, 53, 54, 57, 58, 59, 60, 64, 65, 75,

79,80,82,83,84, 85,88,91, 93, 95, 96,

97, 98, 99, 102, 106, 107, 110, 111,

112, 113, 117-22,122-32, 133-7, 138,

140, 142, 143, 145, 155, 156, 157,

158, 163, 164, 166-7, 169, 172, 174-5,

176, 180, 183, 184, 185, 188-9, 192, 196,

197, 1 99, 200, 202, 205-6, 209, 219, 223,

227-8, 229, 236, 238, 242, 244, 246, 2 19,

254, 256 ; his alarm at Spanish arma-

ments, 263-4, 265. 268, 270-1, 273,

2S0-1, 286, 290; is created Lord

Biu-leigh, 295. 297, 299, 302-3, 304,

306,321-2,325,327-8, 330,331, 334

-5, 337, 340-1,345-6,348, 350, 355-6,

357-8 ; description of him by do Spcs,

364. 370, 373- 1; his interview with

Ciiaras, 376-84. 386, 389-90, 392,

394, 395-6, 397 ; made Lord Treasurer,

399. 402-3, 4(i."i, 412-13, 111; inter-

view with Gunrus, 117-26. 129, 4:i2

-39,440,4(2, 144,4 16-7,418-9,451-2,

j:..), 455, 45S, 460-2, in I, 467, 473,

4M.", 487, 193-4, I0«, 501, 511-12,

519-21, 53 1, .'iM, :.r.:.-6, 570-2,573;

attached to Spanish interests, 586-7.

590, 610, G3J, 636, 618; opposed to

the Aleni;on match, 6.18. 662-3 ; to be

bribed, 668-9. 673,074-5, 702, 705.

Cecil, Sir Wllliani, jjlot to overthrow, 145-6,

152, 155, 156, 166-7, 177.

, , , marriage of his daughter,

358-9.

, , Lord Burleigh, letter to, from
(iuaras, 472.

Cerralvo, Marquis of, an Irish paqe to, 247,

273.

Ceuta, 483.

Chamberlain, Lord (Howard), 24, 25, 26, 91,

97, 185, 204, 330, 384.

, , made Lord Privy Seal,

399.

Chambers, a Scol.s Councillor, offers his

service to Spain, 50.i.

Champcrknowne, 481.

Champigny, M. de(Perennot), an envoy from
Kcqucsens, 519-30, 539, 591.

, , joins the rebels after the
" Spanish fury," 545, 551, 591.

, , narrow escape from the Cal-

viuists at Ghent, 613.

Chancellor, see Bacon, Sir Nicholas.

Chancellor, Lord, dissension with regard to ap-

pointment, 656, 658, 663.

Chantonnay, Spanish ambassador to the Em-
peror, 6, 11, 12, 14, 147.

Chapelle, la, 241.

Chapin, ViteUi, 156, 163, 191h.

, , letters from, 201, 219.

, , his mission to England re-

specting the seizures, 190, 192, 193,

.196, 200-3, 205-7, 209, 211, 212-13.

,his expulsion, 214-24, 230,262,

364, 380, 387.

Charite, La, 283.

, Ihe, of Havre de Grace, 237.

Charles. Archduli-, negotiations for the

Queen's marriage with, 1, 2, 3, 13, 14,

15, 16, 18, 21, 24, 37, 180, 259, 273,
283, 288, 290.

.., , , 159. his projected marriage
with the daughter of the Duke of

Bavaria, 465.

Charles V., Emperor, 38, 53, 66, 556.

Charles IX., King of France, 8, 11, 13, 15, IS,

23, 31, 42, 47, 56, 60, 69, 77, 89, 93,

95, 108, 112, 143, 145, 158, 173, 192,

226, 228 ; begs Elizabeth not to help
the Huguenots, 231. 241, 251; his

intercession for the Queen of Scots, 258.

364, 280-1, 285, 287, 290, 292, 294
;

illness of, 318. 320, 325, 329, 331,
331 ; intercedes for Maiy, Queen of

Scots, 340. 350, 359, 371, 389, 392,
395-6,401-2,403,405, 407, 412, 416,
425-6, 427, 440, 442, 445-6

; threatens

to intervene in Scotland, 447-8. 452-3,
457-S, 463, 466, 476, 487.

Charlres, Viu;nne dv, 14-5, 154, 180, 230, 278,
280, 2'Jl, 345, 4 13, 420, 426, 429,
432-3, 445, 447, 450, 452, 457, 459,
474, 486, 488, 497, 630-1.

Clialeau I'ortut. a Huguenot, Vice-Admiral of
France, t2.
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Chatelbcrault, 374.

, Duke of, 15, 137, 1,13, 148, 231, 233,
23.5, 244, 271, 400, 131, 628, 670, 681.

, , his bastiird brother Icilled,

320.

, , second .son of, goes to France
without permission of Murray, 11.

Chatillon, Cardinal (Odet de Coligny), 71;
bis arrival and reception in England,

72, 74, 77, 88, 93, 108, 134, 138, 139,

140, 14.'5, 157, 161, 174,179-80, 185,

190, 192, 193, 200, 228, 231-2, 233-4,

235, 238-9, 241, 243, 244, 240, 250,

253, 2.J6, 258, 262, 268, 275-6, 278,

280, 283, 284-5, 390-1, 293, 294; his

death, 300. 341, 303, 387.

, , bis wife and cbildrcu arrive in

England, 75, 239.

Chatillons, the, 89.

Chaussey, Isle of, Britauuy, 659.

Chester, 261.

Chester, Coloael or Captain, 397, 4 73, 483-4,

494, 498, 501,503,507,514-15, 517,

525, 530-1, 539, 603.

, , a brother of, 498.

Chester of Bristol, 497.

Chile, 567.

Chios, Isle of, 710.

Cipres, Secretary to de Spe.'i, 370-1.

, Juan, 504.

Cleys, Uietricb, a privateer, 325.

Clinton, Earl of Lincobi, Lord Admiral, 97,

9S, 117-22, 122-128, 112, 145, 153,

181, 202, 204, 218, 223, 2 10, 266,

269, 273, 376-7, 300, 331, 301 ; de-

scribed by de Spes, 364. 306, 390,

393, 456, 464, 479, 494, 498-9, 512,

693.

Clj'de, river, 1 1

.

Cobham, the Queen takes leave of Alcnpon
at, 694.

Cobham, Henry, acoompunies Sutbex to

Germany, 6, 14.

, , 26,213.

, ....... sent to salute Anne of Austria,

270, 272.

, his embassy to the Emperor.

273, 283, 287, 290«.

, , his missions to Spain, 298-9,

301-2, 301 ; report of the Dulie of

Feria on, 31)7-8, 309-16; conversa-

tion with Eeiia, 313, 316-18 ; his

arrival in England, :'.21. 32 1, 336;
again to be sent to Spain, 307. 487,

492, 494, 49.5-6, 499 ; knighted, 499.

502 ; Phibp'a reception of him, 506
;

reply from Alba, 510. 514, 518-19;
to bo sent to Reqneseus, 527-8. 537,
543.

, Lord, 5."i, 71, 201, 20G, 2.si. 339;
arrested, 3 10. 316, 393, .")L:0, 503;
sent wiih Walsingham to the Stales,

533. 585-0, 589, 594, 590, 597-9, GOO
-1, 604, (J17, 020, OoG,

Cobliam, Thomas, sent to the Towel', 136 ;

substitutes other papers for those cap-

tured on Charles Baily, 322 ; arrested,

340. 353, 393.

Cobham's brother, 251.

Colchester, 226, 471, 482.

Colebrook, 201-2, 206-7, 221.

Collins, of Gravesend, 492.

Cologne, 512, 638.

, Conference of, 703.

Combe, John, authorised to coin base money)

483.

Commissioners from Scotland, see also

Livingstone and Galloway, &e., 290-1,

293, 295, 297-8, 302-3.

Commissioners from the States of Holland,

155-6, 462-a, 477, 479, 483.

Conde, Prince of, 13, 16, 17, 19, 29,00,70,

79, 90, 91, 93, 94, 134, 138, 139, 143.

164, 408-9, 427, 482, 488, 495, 497,

503-3, 504, 575, 596, 599, 657, 709-10-

Conquct, 283.

Constantinople, 699.

Conversion of England, proposed address to

the Queen by Guerau de Spes, 85.

Cook, a pirate, 75.

, a sea Captain, 213.

, , his premature return from
Barker's voyage, 593-4.

, Sir Anthony, 79.

Copley, a Catholic gentleman, 50, 52, 58.

Corbett, Mr., his mission to Kequcseus, 509-10,
513-14, 518.

Corbo, island of, 077.

Cordova, 224.

Cordoba, Antonio de (a courier), 83.

Cork, 170.

Cornelius Hadria (the Captain of the smack
conveying Dr. Storey), 277.

Cornwall, a piratical fleet fitted out at, 582.

Corporation of London, 310, 345, 408, 667,
669.

Corunna, 691, 697

Cosse, Marshal de, 353.

Cotton, Captain, an Englishman serving

Pliilip in Flanders, 499, 507, 0U3.

Council, the, disposition of, 3, 4, 7, 36, 39, 63,

95, 97, 110, 111, 103, 164, 173, 174,

190, 30G, 211. 250,291, 320, 350, 384,
387-8, 418, 433, 430, 45), (02, 470,

505, 535, 537, 514, 573-3, 590, 019,
068-9, 694-5.

, , their action respecting the

Alenijon marriage, 64 1, 074-5, 692-3.

703, 704-5.

, , letter to, 105.

Courtney, an English pirate, 83, 88, luJ.

Courvoisier, M., a privateer, 339.

Coventry, 213.

Cowes, 508.

Crawford, Earl of, 570.

Christmas, bis sliip seized by the Portuguese,
J82, 341,
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Cristobal, a Portuguese in Louilon, 353.

Croc, M. do, French Ambassador to Scotland,
:i79, 396-7, 400 ; his arrest, 401-2

;

his release-, 405. 413, 415-16 ; his

reception by Elizabeth, 431. 432 j
suspected of poisoniiig Mar, 441. 447

;

,dc, his son-iu-law, 405, 413, 415-16.

Crofts, Sir James, Controller, 227, 241, 244,
248, 364, 384; to be bribed, 587.

610, 612; to bo bribed, 668-9. 674,

681, 684, 690, 695.

, , , a sou of, sent to Ireland,

597.

Culdeuburg, Count, 515-16.

Cumberland, Barl of, 158, 183, 199, 211.

Curiel, Alonso de, 621.

Curiel, Geronimo de, 78, 105, 106.

D.

Dacre, Leonard, l^ord, 232, 235 ; his defeat

and flight, 237. 255, 268, 27."i, 355,
414?(.

, Lord, Norfolk's stepson, 158, 167.

Ualbene, Alfonso, a Florentine, 336.

Dale, Dr., English ambassador in France,
453, 458, 467-8, 494.

Daniel (Rogers?), 467.

Uautzig, 499, 662.

D'Anville, M., 306, 502.

Uarnle)', death of his sister, 530.

Dartmouth, 194, 504, 592.

D'Assonleville, Dr., 69 ; despatched to Eng-
land about the seizures, 104, 106, 109,

110, 112-114, 122-32; result of his

mission, 141. 150, 151, 161, 178, 215,

364, 387.

,..., , his statement to the Duke of

Alba, 122-32.

, , his interview with the Queen
and Cecil, &c., 123-31.

, , letter from, to Queen Elizabeth,

106.

,, , placed under arrest in England,
106, 107, 134.

D'Aubigni, Baron, an envoy from Ecquescns,
his reception by the Queen, 472-73.

, , his mission from the States,

533, 536.

D'Aubigny (Esme Stuart), 706, 710.

Dauphino, 253.

Davell, Captain, niurdered by John of

Desmond, 685.

Davison, sent from the folates to Orange, 542,

580-1, 062 n.

De Castro de la Loo, Juan, 75.

De dela Damian, 265, 609.

Delft, 385, 456, 463, 484, 490, 498.

Delftbaveu, 385.

Dembise, M., 190.

Denmark, 15, 147, 325, 348.

, apologies to, for the burning of a
ship, 679.

Denmark, King ol', 26, 261, 511 ; an en-
counter with his ships, 593. 648, 679.

Derby, Countess of, arrested for gossiping

about Aleni;on's coming, 692.

, , also accused of witchcraft,

693-4.

, Earl of, 158, 183, 199, 229, 270-1,

274, 286.

, , his death, 436.

, , his sons, 436.

, two sons of, see also Stanley,

393.

Derby and Lancashire, Ctitholic conspiracy
in, 277, 279, 281.

Desmond, Earl of, 210, 279, 292, 294, 597,

666, 685 ; flight of, 696. 700 ; returns

to the English side, 704 ; again rebels,

706.

, , a brother of, 279, 666; see

also Fitzmaurice, James.

, John of, brother of the Earl, murder
of Captain Davell, 685.

Deux Fonts, Duke of, 145, 153, 164, 227.

Diaz Francisco, 137, 154.

Dieppe, 15, 65, 108, 354, 404, 453, 460,
612.

plot to capture, 110.

Diest, 415, 563.

Dingle, Kerry, a fort buirendcred to the
French, 289, 292, 294, 295, 295h.

Dolain, M. de, 81.

Dombibres (?), castle of, in Irelmd, 97.

Donate, a banker in London, 213.

Doncaster, 223.

Doria Manuel, en\My from the King of
Portugal, 300.

Dormer, Sir William, father of the Duche^s
of Feria, his death, 493.

Dortrecht, 479, 498, 501, 503, 514.

Douay, Seminary of, 710.

Doughty, Master, bis execution by Drake,
592, 602.

Douglas, George, the Queen of Scots' desire
to marry him, 26.

, , sent by Mary on a mission to

France, 50.

, Mr., arrested in connection with the
Kidolfi plot, 336.

Dover, 15, 70, 91, 197, 206-7, 258, 272-3,
276, 302-3, 306, 325, 328, 330, 341.
347-8, 353, 404-5, 426-7, 432, 446,
451, 459, 473, 494, 504, 507, 509,
562-3, 575, 620, 654, 673, 686, 694,
705.

Downs, the, 15, 170, 214, 237, 250, 268, 320,
325, 341, 353, 438-9, 46J, 473.

Drake, Francis, 546, 569 ; description of first

portion of his voyage, 592-3. 602,
624, 683 ; his depredations, 6;)4-,J. 697;
reported arrival iu England, 701. 709.
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Drinkiiin; c,ii]i, present of, from Meudoza to
Ziiyas, 642, r,7l.

Drury, Sir Williaiu, Marshal of Berwick, 77,
77h, 180, 319, 355, 358, 4'.»4.

, , , death of, in Ireland,

703.

Dubhn, 186, 246, 275, 442, VJ-2.

Duhn (Alleyn ?), ii Secretary of Cecil, 96, 97,

137, 143.

Diimbal (?), a Hugiicnol, 63,

Dumbarton, 11, ^2, 32, 36, 43, 90, 173, 177,

187, 235, 242, 264, 268; arrival of

shiiis at, 281. 302-3, 304.

Dunbar, 575, 577.

Dunkirk, 95, 132, 206, 297, 481, 507-8, 510,

526, 535, 542, 584, 604, 631, 637, 643.

Dupin, M. de, 190, 213-14, 227, 233.

Duras, M., 699.

Durham, 311.

Durham I'laee, 297.

Duveland, 504.

Dyke, Captain, 6'J3.

E.

Ijusterling merchants, complaints of, 188,

34 6-7, 376, 658, 667.

Easterliugs in England, 212, 46i, 626, 658,

667.

Edinburgh Castle, 243, 211, 331, 336,358,
372, 400-1, 461, 465-6 ; surrenders to

Morton, 470. 584, 657.

Egmont, Cou'itess oi', begs Elizabeth to inler-

cede for hor husband, 13, 14.

, Count, 43.

, , his execution, 51. 51n, 52,

387.

, , servants of, 114.

Ehzabeth, Queen, letter to, 52, 106, 150, 196,

541.

, , letters from, 221, 549.

,,., , her movements, 6, 17, 21 , 2.3, 50,

51,57,64,70, 149,151,178-9,180, 181,

189,192, 193,228,239,295,355; opens

Parliament 1572, 390. 393,399,413,
117-18, -135, 467 ; conversation with

G-uaras, 491. 492,497,498,503,633,
576, 582-3,607,613, 618, 669; visits

Leicester at Wanstead, 674. 682, 697.

, her attitude towards Mar\'

Queen of Scots, 36, 12, 43, 44, 47, 46,

56, 57, 60, 03, 73, 155, 168, 180, 183,

187, 191, 192, 19.1, 206-7, 231, 249,

262, 287, 310, 456.

, , her violent speech to Gondi,
581.

Elizabeth, Queen, her aid to Flemish and Erench
Protestants, 4, 6, 7, 13, 16, 17, 53, 54,

55, 61, 63, 76, 77, 79, 89, 92, 112, 122,

141), 143, 157, 161, 179-80, 186, 192,
204-.5, 207, 227, 231, 234, 235, 241-3,
244-6, 248-9, 250, 287-8, 289, 296,
298-9, 328, 338, 366, 385-0, 387-8,

391-4, 396-7, 399, 401, 405, 407,

410-11, 113-15,420, 425, 427-8, 430,

133 ; recall of Englishmen from
Holland, 435-6. 440-1, 445-6, 447,

449-50, 452-3, 454-6, 457, 459-60,

463 ; lier excuse for allowing aid to

;,'.! to Kochelle, 463-4. 465, 468, 470,

473-5, 476, 479, 4S3, 494-6, 501, 503,

506 ; Englishmen in Flanders to be
recalled, 507. 508, 511,512-13, 514-

15, 520-5,526, 528-9, 53.5-6, 537-9,

542, 545-6, 548, 551, 557, 562-6, 570,

572-3, 574, 579-81, 584, 586 ; demands
of the States, 589. 598, 600-1, 609,

612, 615; Scotch troops to be raised,

625. 634-6 ; loan demanded by the

States, 643. 648-9, 664.

, , her negotiations for marriage

with the Archduke Charles, 1, 2, 6, 7,

13, 14, 15, 2-1, 37, 180, 259, 273, 283,

238, 291«, 315.

, , suggestions for her marriage
with Don Juan of Austria, 369.

, ,
proposals for her marriage with

the Duke of Anjou, 288, 290-1, 292,

295«, 302-3, 306-7, 318-19, 320,
324-5, 326, 328-34, 337, 339, 340-2,

349, 359, 365.

., , suggested marriage with
Leicester, 546.

, , negotiations for her niarri.ige

with the Duke of Alenijon, 403,

406, 516-19, 523, 528, 575, 602-6,
612-13, 614-15; preparations for

AleD9on's visit, 616. 619, 621 ; Philip's

disbelief in the match, 622. 623, 627-8,

633-4, 636-7
; books in French against

the match, 638
;
proposed conditions,

6 19-50. 654-5, 657-64, 667-9, 674-5,
1177, 079-81, 683, 687, 088 ; her recep-

tion of Aleuyon, 690. 692-4
; present

from Alenijon, 694. 695; her entertain-

ment of the French envoys, 700-2
;

adt.ress of the Council, 702-3; her
dcterminaticin to effect tlie marriage,
70 1-5.

,
illness of, 2, 23, 27, 258,385,

418, 420, 424, 129, 490.

, her eliaracter given by G'uu..s,

252.

, ,li3r alarm at Spanish armaments,
256, 261-2, 20;;, 266, 270, 477 ; at the
Spanish fleet for Flanders, 480. 503

,

537; at Stukeley's expedition, 561,

570; at the Catholic league, 625; at

French intrigue in Scotland, G34. 64 4,

661, 007-8; at the rising in Ireland,
686. 089 ; at Philip's fleet, 706-7.

, , her poverty, 143; compared
with Philip by Guaras, 603.

, her interviews with Guaras,
381-2, 505.
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Elizabeth, Queen,' scoffs at tUc I'apiil liull,

252.

, Iicr proclamation against sedi-

tious libel, &c., 284.

, , her religiou.s attitude, 6, 51,

485-6, 601 ; anonymous protest

agaitist her assumption of theheadship
of the Church, 641 ; arrest of a Puritan

preacher for preaching to the same
effect, 667.

, , pi'oposed address to her by
Guerau de Spes on the reversion of

England to Catholicism, 85, el sci).

, , her justification for seizing

.Spanish property in England, 98-9,

100, 101.

, , her reception of the news of

St. Bartholomew, 408-9, 412-13, 416-

17,426.

, , invited to stand sponsor for the

daughter of Charles IX., 440, 458-9.

, offers her mediation in the

Netherlands, 436, 4.52, 462, 487, 509,

.511, 527, 528; Sir John Smith's mission

to Spain, 533. 535, 537 ; approaches
made to Guaras, 534 ; Philip's reply,

541 ; Wilkes' mission, .549. 558-9,

565-6, 571, 574, 579, 585-6, 589,

618-19, 622, 632.

, , her opposition to French intci-

ference in the States, 497, 501, 5u3,

506, 516, 520, 531, 538, 564, 570-1,

574, 583, 585-6, 689, 598, 601, 619,

632, 654.

, , her audiences of Mendoza,
564-6, 572-3, 574 ; her distrust of him,

575. 678-80, 585-7, 600, 601, 617-18,

625, 628 ; his attempt to arouse jealousy

against the French, 631. 632, 641,

652, 654, 686, 688-690, (/Jd-6, 707.

,,,,.,..., , her disagreements with Orange
and the States, 532, 619, 657, 690.

, ..,..., attempted assassination of, at

Kenilworth, 498, 500.

, ; her alleged daughter by
Leicester, 491.

, , compared to Joan of Naiijcs by
de Spes, 290.

Elizabeth of Austria, wife of Charles IX.,

283.

Elizabeth of A'alois (third •wife of Philip il.),

1.

, , her death, 89.

Ellis, Captain (Villicrs ?), 484-5, l.b'J, 502,

596.

Embden, 67, 193, 227, 496-7, 513.

, trade with, 55, 56, 107, 145, 657,

662.

Erabden, Count of, 55, 56.

England, statements of de Spes respecting,

157, 363-6.

, , of de Guaras respecting, 421,

424-5, 439, 474.

Eoglefield, Sir Francis, 46, 46h, 62, 82,

672«.

y 76467.

English Ambassador expelled from Madrid,
sec Man.

in France, see Walsingham,
Dale, and Paulet.

occupation of the Netherlands, pro-

jected, 494-507, 511, 514 ; offers from
(Jrange, 516-33. 634-6.

, offers to serve Philip in Flanders,

484-5, 496, 499, 502, 505, 507, 514,

529
;
proposal to betray Flushing, 531.

543-1, 546, 548, 571; to betray ]{anie-

quin, 593 ; volunteers for Graveliue.s,

,

620. 623,671,698,710.

interests abroad, protection of, by the

Government, 499.

Englishmen accused of plotting to murder
Don Juan, 628-9, 672re.

in Spiin, 22, 38, 39, 40, 77, 105, 127,

142, 168, 176-7, 194, 251, 321, a35,

419-20, 424, 435, 472, 491, 496, 498,.,

519 ; Cecil's complaints, 521 ; com-
plaints of their treatment, 535-6,

537-8, 543, 578, 580, 586-7, 636, 641,
644-5 ; crew of an alum ship at Alicante,

captured, 676-9. 697, 704.

Enriquez, Jlartin de, his punishnnut of

Hawkins in New Spain, 110, 141.

Eraso, Cristobal de, his son plundered by
Barker, 594.

, Franco de, 560.

Erskiue, Lord, 575, 582, 584.

, , son of, strangled in the capture
of James VI. by Morton, 582.

Escorial, the, 59, 71, 627.

Esperance, the, of Quiloit, 237.

Espinosa, Cardinal, President of the Council
of Castile and Inquisitor General, 37,
67.

E^sc.\, Countess of, 511.

, , her marriage with Leicester,

682 n.

, Earl of, see also Herefoixl, 487.

, , his feud with Leicester, 511.

, , offered the eonmiand in

Holland, 516.

Etienne, Robert, French Protestant printer,

a book by him, 140.

Eton College, Arundel confined therein,

208.

,,., the Marquis d'Havrey lodged there,

548.

Exeter, Earl of, 183.

Eyde, the (ship), 79.

laurique de Toledo, son of the duke of Alba,
402, 468, 648, 687.

Falcon, the, a Queen's ship, 502.
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Falmouth, 91, 93, 243, 250, 265, 429, 434,
439, 515, 526.

False money, 375, 483, 490, 529.

Felton, Johu, 251, 266-7.

Fenner, a privateer, 429-30, 434, 464.

Fere la, Picardy, 709.

Feria, duke of (Gomez Suarez do Figueroa),
19, 34, 35, 41, 40, 62, 67, 105

;

his report ou Cobham's mission, :>0".

313-316; negotiates with Fitzwilliams
about Hawkins' offer, 333 ; his death,

336, 377.

.••..., , his son, 358.

• 1 , letter to Zayas on Cobliam's
mission, 308.

> , , .statement of conversation with
Henry Cobham, 313.

, duchess of, 35, 46, 62», 62, 67, 313,
496.

i. , , her English relatives, 67, 105.

, , death of her father, 493.

Fernandez, Simon, a Portuguese pilot, 591.

Fernando, infant son of Philip, 11, 354-5,

362, 371-2.

Fez, kingdom of, 230, 248, 488, 591 ; insolent

message from the King, 6 1 1 . 679.

Fiesco, Thomas, a Genoese merchant in 1

Antwerp, 163, 168, 172, 175, 178, 18-1,

186, 188, 196, 206, 209, 220, 227, 230, i

234, 235, 312, 318, 324, 331, 333, 339,

348, 350, 353, 355, 356-7, 361-2, 365,

371-3, 379,387.

, , letter from, to Secretary

Albornoz, 372.

Fil Bernard, merchant of London, 538.

Finance, moiiuj- raised, borrowed, and lent li\

the Queen, 11, 79, 83, 85, 90, 94, 143,

153, 213, 240, 242, 248, 252, 262, 415,

450, 454, 459, 494, 512; the question

of usury, 512-3. 564, 576, 580, 612 ;

money borrowed b) tlic States

guaranteed in Kngland, 616-17. 640,

643, 669.

Finistcrre, Cape, 399.

Fitzgarret, 170.

Fitzmaurice, 154, 159, .328.

, , Sir John (James), 697.

, James, leaves Ireland for France,

289, 328.

, , his expedition In Ireliind, 6611,

666;(, 668, 673, G79-80, 685-6,
689-90.

,„...,,., , killed in a skirmish, 094.

, , «e also Desmond.

Fitzwilliams, Commissioner lu Flanders re-

specting the seizures, 264, 2B7, -i\'.>,

270-1.

, , George, offers to Spain on behalf of
Hawkins, 317-18, 322-3, 32(;, 329,

333, 335-6, 346, 35.J, 37o, 37 1, 496.

I'laiidcrs, trade with, 113, 136, 112—1, 145,
1

190, 209-10, 214-24, 324, 443, 471,
'

475-6, 493, 495, 579, 049, 655, 657,
'

662, 699.
I

Flanders, troubles in, 18, 21, 22, 27, 51 , 53,
55, 56, 61, 63, 69, 70, 78, 83, 112, 227,
389-95, 400-5, 413-16, 418-19, 425 ;

see also Netherlands and States.

Protestants in, 22, 53.

Fleming, Lord, 41, 42, 43, 44, 47, 48, 50, 52,
62, 304, 372.

Flemish rebels, 57, 81, 244, 250, 354, 385,
391-4, 410, 433.

refugees in England, 27, 28, 33,46,
52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61,
63, 64, 140, 232-3, 234, 238, 244, 258,
297, 329, 338, 385, 390, 391-4, 401,
410; their great number, 429. 450,
457, 470, 47:!, 479, 482, 504, 507-8,
572, 579, 613, 620; seized for debts
owing by the States &c., 649. 655,
657, 662, 687.

Florence, Duke of, 157, 334; divulges the
Ridolfiplot, 335-6. 337, 345, 349, 405.

...., news from respecting Stukeley, 561.

Florian, a courier, 114.

Florida, 68, 69, 108, 135, 236, 257, 261, 277.

Flushing, 385-6, 390-1, 392, 394, 397

;

Elizabeth's offer to hold it for Philip,

397-8. 400, 402, 404, 407, 410-11,
412, 425, 427, 132-3, 439, 440, 443, 447,
449-50, 152-3, 454, 456, 460, 464-5,
467-8, 469-71; Bingham's offer to

betray, 184. 486, 492-3, 504,507, 508,
510,514-15,516, 518, 525; statement
of a soldier from, 526 ; offer to betray,

530-1. 532-3, 599, 650, 654-56.

Fugaza, Antonio, 192, 193, 200, 224, 236,239,
241, 250, 257-8, 261, 275, 282, 300,
319, 334, 331, 351h,3.")2, 400, 455,478,
482 ; his services and need, 540. 579,
641, CS5 ; statement of his career,

G7I1-1. 6/2-3,691.

, , letters from, 351, 395, 397,
400, 404, 407, 411, 413, 415, 421, 426,
430, 434, 440, 446, 448, 453, 456, 459,
460, 104,465,467, 107,409,474,475,
476, 177, 478, 4;9, 480, 482, 539.

Foix, M. (le, 329, 330-4, 337, 339-42, :;05,

386 ; interview with Burleigh, 395.
396, 102, 426, 440.

Foreigners in London, to he rcijihtercd, 686.

Fortescue, L'aptain, a privateer, 592.

, —, sent to Portugal, 629.

Fortini, Baptista, 156.

Foster, Sir John, General of the Marches,
498.

Fourquevault, M. de, Freneli ambassador in

Spain, 321.

Fo\all, John, merchant of London, 538.

France, events in, 2, 7, 10, 11, 13. 15, 22, 23,

21, 60, 63, 175, 206, InS-lii, 430, 4.'i.-. :

rising of the "Politicians," 177. iso;

defeat of the Keiters, 507. 527. 657.

Franchot, Captain, 156,

Frankfort, 83, 94, 143.

Frelon, a Gueux leader, 385.
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French alliance, negotiatioiisi]for, 290-2, 295«,
302-3, 306-7, 318-20,324-6,328-3=/,
337, 339-12, 345-7, .•>49-50, 351, 357-
8, 359, 36.J, 371, :i79, 385-6, 390, 395-
7, 398 ; remonstrances against it by the

Pope, Philip, Venice, and the Emperor,
401-2. 403, 406, 409, 412, 418, 423

;

fresh approaches to the English after

St. Bartholomew, 426. 436, 440
;

Elizaheth's distrust, 4 46. 492; renewed
negotiations, 501. 516-19, 576 ; fresh

approaches consequent on Alen(;ou's

advance on the Netherlands, 590. 611,
616, 630, 633-36 ; his retirement,

644-5, 649 ; renewed distrust of Eliza-

beth, 661. 667, 692-3; Spanish fears

of, 695. 700-4.

French, the, in Flanders, 588-90, 601, 02O,

C25, 631, 635-6, 637 ; retirement of
Alen^on, 644-5, 649, 689, 696.

envoy to Scotland, 25, 40.

captain's proposal to betray Flemish
fortresses, 659-60.

ambassador, see Bochctcl, La Mothe
and Castelnau.

Friars, attacked by pirates, 154, 172.

Frias, Hernando de, 183.

Frieslaud, 56, 02, 63, 04, 69.

Frohisher, Captain Martin, 341, 469 ; offers to

serve the Spaniards in Flanders, 503 ;

description of his first voyage to

Hudson's Bay 567-9 ; his second
voyage, 576 ; assays of ore brought by,

583. 590, 594-5, 597, 614-15; return

from his second voyage, 618. 623, 642,

664-5, 670.

Fuentarrabia, alleged capture of, by Huguenots,
609.

Fugger, 545.

Fuggers (bankers), of Cologne, 504.

G.

Galicia, 303, 410, 4.12, (56, 675-0.

Galloway, Bishop of, Corami-isinncr to the

Queen of Scotland, 287.

Garde, M. de la, envoy from Orange, 517.

G.ardiner, Master, 608.

Garnica, Philip's treasurer, 588, 6o5, 607.

Garonne, 08.

Garret, Sir Thomas, 353.

, a Catholic gentleman, 32.J.

Master, captain of the pensioners,

196.

Gaseony, 449, 454, 596.

Gassot, Secretary Jules, 554.

Gate, M. de, Flemish envoy from Philip II.,

551, 554-5.

Gemblours, battle of, 560, 560 u.

Geneta, the, of Havre de Grace 237.

Geneva, 431.

rJculis, Hugueuot General at Mous, 520.

Genoa, trade with, 157, 617, 022, 609, 676-7.

Genoese, the, 83, 93, 512.

George, Captain, 297.

Germany, 27, 90, 96, 107, 147, 195, 197, 207,

209, 211, 223, 224, 226-7 ; English

envoy to, 442. 446, 449; raising of

mercenaries in, 450. 452, 454, 456,

461, 464, 494-6, 502, 50,5, 513.

, Protestant princes of, 289, 292, 334,

339, 349, 390, 401, 428, 433, 482.

Ghent, 398 ; the Catholic clergy expelled, 591,

613 ; loan on the church plate, 610
;

Protestant University in, 617 ; lising of

the Calvinists, 618, 628; the Vidame's
mission from Ghent to France, 630.

638, 649-50, 656, 687 ; begs Casiniir to

return, 690. 703, 710.

Ghent, the agreement of, 598-9, 600-1, 095.

Giacomo, Pascual, Spinola's partner in Ant-

werp, 93.

Gilbert, Sir Humphrey, enters Flushing,

397-8, 412, 436; return to England,
439. 443, 583, 591, 594, 0117, 654^ 680;
his raid in Galicia, 695-6.

Giles Grey, the, a ship, 153.

Gineta, the (ship), 79.

Giraldi, Chevalier, Portuguese agent in

England, 370, 476, 478, 481, 483, 487,

490, 507, 557, 670, 673.

Glamis, Lord, Chancellor of Scotland, 570.

Godofredo, foreign master of the posts elect,

75.

Goigni, M. de, 545.

Gomera (island of), 1, 352.

Gomez de Silva, Juan, 351-2.

Goudi, Jerome, Count de Eetz, a French
envoy, 576 ; sent on a mission to Scot-
land, passport refused, 580 ; unfavour-
able reception by Elizabeth, 581-2.

584, 586.

Gonzaga, Octavio, pursues the Duke of

Arsehot, 547.

Gonzales, Montano, Reginaldo, his book on
the Inquisition, 50.

Gonzalo de lUescas, Dr., his book upon Ponti-

fical history containing objectionable

references to the Queen, 32, 33, 37, 43,

46, 04, 70, 79, 80, 178.

Gracian, Secretary of Philip II., 308, 506.

Granvelle, Cardinal de, 191 ; said to be
intriguing with the rebellious Flemings,
539. 666.

Gravelines, 399, 451 ; an attempt to be made
upon, 509. 535, 542, 578 ; intrigues of

Alenfon in, 581. 604, 620; suspicions

of treachery at, 621. 623, 643, 649
;

plot to capture, 650. 710.

, bugler sent thither to stay Chapin
Vitelli, 199, 200, 206.

, Captain of, sec La Motte.

Gravesend, 370-1, 402, 404, 410, ,517, 563-4,
577-8,071.
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Gravetou, Kichard, seut to Spain hy the
Loudon lULTcliants, G7U, 684, Gi»l', G'J8,

700-3.

Cireenwicli, 21, 2.5, .31, 37, 149, 151, 155, 202,
295, 355, 467, 564, 576, 582, 583

;

Simier lodged there, 683. 690, 697.

Gregory XIII., Pope, 401, 403, 421, 12,4, 431,
4:1:l, 115, 4G6, 57 1, 590, 601, 622-3,
625, 632; threatens to exconiumuieate
Alen9on if lie marries Elizabeth, 661

;

his aid to James Fitzmaiirice, 666n.

684, 710n.

Gresham, Thomas, 72, 74, 85, 90 ; his negotia-

tions with Dr. D'Assonleville, 122-132.

213, 331, 3.53; to be sent to Holland,
413; accident to, 120. 547.

Grey, Lord, sent to Ireland, 297.

to go to the Xethorlands, .J48.

, LlhIv Catharine, Conntess of Hert-
ford, hrr death, I, 4h, 12, 4 29.

,....,., , her sons, 4, 85,229,249,
.32i, 328, 383, 393, 429, 485, 490, 491.

Greynvil, 170, 481.

Grimaldo, Paid, an Italian merchant in Tjon-

don, 684.

Grindal, Bishop of London, translated to

Ycrlc, 241.

Grote, Francis, a secretary, 544.

Griininghen, 658.

(I uaras,|Antonio;de, letters from, 193, 203, 249,
255, 260, 262, 265, 266, 268, 269, 269,

272, 272, 276, 376, 379, 384, 384, 389,

390, 397, 408, 41{), 417, 417, 422, 422,

431, 435, 437, 444, 444, 450, 451, 455,
462, 472-3, 474, 478, 483, 4S4, 485, 486,
487, 490, 491, 491, 492, 493, 493, 495,
496, 4 97, 499, 501, 502, 503, 505, 506,
508, .508, 510, 510, 512, 514, 517, 519,
519, 522, 523, 523, 52.5, .527, 528, 529,
530, 531, 533, 534, 534, 536, 538, 542,
545, 547, 548, 550.

, letter from, to Burleigh, 472.

, , letters to, 500, 506, 534.

, ,26, 70,119, 148,206; his pro.
posals for putting down piracy, 250.
35lJi, 353, 376, 376?i ; his interview
with the Queen, 381-2 ; interviews with
Cecil, 417-26; being deceived, 427.
435-9 ; interview with Cecil, 451-2.
458, 462, 469, 471 ; his suggestion for

in.iuring England and Ireland, 474 ; hi.s

action towards Fogaza, 478. 489

;

interview with tlie Queen, 505 ; con-
versation with Cecil, 520-1. 542, 545 ;

his suggestions foi- attacking England,
546. 549; his petition for reward, 553.
671.

, , his house attacked, 148.

, , his arrest and imprisonment,
549-52, 557, 563, 573, 574, 593; his
altercation with the Councillors, 593-4

;

his examination, 602-4, 605, 607
;

AguiiTc's examination, 607-8. 610,
616-18, 624-5, 627, 629, 6 10, 651, 6.54,

656, 665 ; his rel(nB,^ 665. 667, 670,
673-4; sails for Spain, 676 ; his stay
in I'aris, 682.

Guaras, Gombal de, 622-3, 624, 630, 640, 651,

G65, 667, 673-4, 676.

Gueldres, 27, 394.

Guernsey, 413, 417, 429, 432, 442, 474, 476,
480.

(iueux, the, 385-6, 401-2, 490.

Gnienne, 4 19, 454; proposed cession of, to

Eughmd, 455. 466, 470, 480, 696.

Guildford, 185.

Guildhiill, London, 340, 345, 468, 472.

Guilds of London, their trained bands, 595.

Guinea (voyages to), 1, 18, 22, 40, 80, 215,

236, 243, 254, 258, 353-4.

Guinelo(?), M. de, 545.

Guise, Duke of, 69, 416 ; his massacre of the

people of Mons, 425. 427, 448, 487,

545 ; discontented in P.iris, 570. 590
;

proposed marriage with Princess of

Beam (Catharine), 628.

Guise, Cardinal, 69.

(inises, Ihe, 13, 89, 359, 396,410,427,441-2,
540.

Guzman de .Silva, 81, 82, 105 ; his good conduct
in England, 119,221.

, begs to be recalled, 10, 21, 45.

, his departure, 65, 66-69, 71, 72.

, sent as ambassador to Venice, 31, 45,
65.

, his action regarding the match with
Archduke Charles, 12, 15.

, his interviews with the Queen, 1, 4,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 18, 21, 24,

25, 27, 29, 33, 34, 39, 41, 47, 48, 49,

53, .55, 56, 57, 64, 65, 66, e7, 178.

letters to, 3, 18, 30, 33, 36, 44, 59.

, letter from him to Queen Elizabeth,

.52.

, letters from, 1, 2, 4,5, 6, 8, 10, 11,

12, 13, 16, 17, 21,23,25,26,29,31,
32,33,35,37,40, 40, 41, 42, 43, 43,

46, 50, 59, 61, G2, 63, 64.

H.

Haarlem, 463, 468, 47(), 472, 513, 528.

Hacha, Rio de la, 594.

Haddon, Dr. (Master of Requests), 24.

Haiahault, 696, 710.

Ham House, 76, 239.

Hambertou, a nephew of the Vice-Admiral,
79.

(Harrington ?), George, a kinsman of
the Duchess of Feria, 218

Hamburg, ] 17, 287, 456, 4C1, 481.

, the merchants of, 407, 415, 449,
454,
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Hamburg, trade with, 107, 113, 135, 130, 138,
142, 143, 144, 145, 147, 152, 153, 154,
155, 158, 165, 170, 176, 182, 185, 187-8,
189, 190, 193,205,227,232,237,241-2,
244, 249, 250, 280, 286, 331, 341, 346,
481, 532, 626, 662.

Hamilton, the heir of, see Chatelherault.

, the house of, 11, 22, 24, 48.

, seizure of their estates by
Morten, 676, 681, 708, 710.

, John, 189.

, the murderer of Murray, 231-2, 233,

234.

Hamilton Castle, 32.

Hampton, Bernard, Secretary, 83, 93, 121,

142,248,340.

Humpton Court, 81-2, 95, 192, 193, 228, 231,

240, 290, 393, 43.">, 515, 533, 550,

613,

Hare, IVTaster, 6o8.

Harper, a pilot, 593.

Harrington, 31, 81 ; sec alio Hambsrton.

Harrington, George ('/), 218.

Hartlepool, 215, 218.

Harwich, 145, 154, 155, 272, 486.

Haselby, Captain, his offer to betray the

Prince of Orange, 483, 485.

, , to be sent to the Landgrave,
596.

Hastings,— , an envoy to Orange, 510, 514-15,

517.

Hatfield, 64.

Hatton, Sir Christopher, 472, 492, 524, 527,

529, 546, 570, 572, 005, 009-10, G15.

, , his banquet to Castelnau and
Simier, 655.

, friendly with Leicester, 058-9.

, , to be bribed, 608-9.

, , opposed to Simier's pro-

ceedings, 683.

, , words with the Queen about

the AlepQOn match, 704, 709.

Havering, 57.

Havre de Grace, 13, 108, 388, 398, 486.

, plot to capture by the Huguenots,

76.

Havrey, Marquis d', a brother of the Duke of

Arschot, envoy from the States, 544,

545-G ; his conversation after dinner,

547 ; entertains the Council at Kton

College,.548. 564-5, 570-1,573,576-7,

578-9, 649.

Hawkins, John, 83, 88. 102, 249, 273, 277, 398,

414, 456, 459-60, 463.

, , his voj'ages to the Indies

etc., 1, 17, 21, 73; 80, 108, 110, 135,

138, 141, 194, 224, 230, 241, 245, 248,

251, 253, 257-8, 201, 263, 205, 200-7,

268, 272, 274, 294, 492, 499-500, 5G9.

, , his offer of services to Spain,

317-19, .322-3, 320, 329, .332-3,335-0,

340, 348-9, 351, 35.5, 360, 37ii, 374,

379, 389.

, James, 249.

Hawkins, a prisoner of the Inquisition, 519,

551.

Heidelberg, 231, 497.

Heneage, Sir Thomas, 302.

Henry HI., King of France, 482, 485 ;
plot to

kill him, 487 ; to be given the Garter,

492. 490 ; threatens Spain, 501. 502,

506 ; rejects Elizabeth's intercession for

the Huguenots, 517- 540, 543, 545
;

his interview with Mendoza, 561-3,

570, 571-2 ; alleged intrigues in

Ireland, &c., 574-5. 589-90, 597 ;

his intrigues in Scotland, 601 ; fresh

approaches to Elizabeth, 610-13. 014,

010, 620; intrigues with Morton, 624.

025, 028; plots in the Netherlands,

631 ; advances to EHzabeth, 630-7.

654, 057, 660, 661, 692 ; meets

Alen9on on his return from England,
697. 699, 703-5, 700, 710.

Henry, King of Portugal, 073, 083, 707.

Henry VIII., 38, 53, 580.

Herbert, Dr., a brother of the Earl of

Pembroke, 434.

Hereford, Viscount, see also Essex, 198,
314.

Herll, 530, 007.

Hermanns, a Flemish preacher, 514, 617.

Hernando, Prior, 183.

Heron, 487.

Heron, Master, 008.

, Sir George, 498.

Herries, Lord, 41, 42,43,44,47,50,57, 60,

76, 233, 457, 580-7.

Hessels, Councillor, murdered by the Calvinists

of Ghent, 618.

Hispriniola, island of, 254, 258, 300.

Hofman, Giles, a servant of Eodensanger of

Antwerp, 420.

Hogan, see Iluggins.

Holland, see Netherlands.

Hood, John, a servant of Murray, 50.

Hopperus, 150, 177.

Hopton, Captain, 502.

, Ealph, 494.

Horn, Count, execution of, 51, 52.

, , servants of, 114.

Home, Henry, English envoy to Germany,
&c., 440-7, 449, 452-3, 402, 404-5.

Horses, English, improvement of the breed of,

429.

Horsey, see Wight, Isle of. Governor.

Howard, Lord, 492 ; to comrriand a fleet of

six ships, 595. 705.

, Charles, sent to salute the passage
of Anne of Austria, 276, 277, 330.

, Lord William, Lord Privy Seal,
see also Chamberlain, 399.

, Lady, 661.

Hoyos, Captain Hernando de, taken pi-isoner
at Rje, 526, 528.

Hnddon (?), son-in-law ofthe Lord Chancellor
498,
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Huggins, Robert (or Hogan). an English spy
in Spain, 247, 260, 273, 275, 319, 332,
358, 487, 489.

Huguenots, the, 13, 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24,

25, 60, 63, 71, 72, 74, 77, 83, 89, 179.

190, 192, 193, 197, 228, 231-2, 233,

235, 241-2, 244, 249, 253, 257-8, 262,

268
;
peace made with the King, 270.

276, 280 ; discontent of the Cotholics

with the peace, 281. 283, 318n, 334,

357-8, 359, 387-9, 395-6, 402 ; St.

Bartholomew, 408-9. 412 ; flight of,

to England, 413. 416-17, 423, 426,

431-2, 433, 440, 442; collection in

London for, 443. 445, 447-8, 449-50,

454, 457, 460, 466, 474, 479, 482, 488,
501-2, 517-19, 540, 544 j their advance
on Flanders, 590 ; renewed suspicions

of Henry III., 620. 637, 689,

Hume, Lord, 225, 319, 336.

Hume Castle, 249.

Humphreys, Dr. Lawrence, his death at

Oxford, 542.

Hunsdon, Lord, 202, 223, 235 ; defeats Dacre,

237. 355, 401, 404, 494, 547, 584, 612,

625, 637.

Huntingdon, Earl of, 12, 183, 195,197,198,
201, 205, 212, 214, 227, 229, 358.

Huntingdon, county of, rights of the Crown
of Scotland over, 580.

Huntly, Earl of, 11, 148, 154, 173, 235, 355,

404,431,442,457-8, 575.

, , his brother, Adam Gordon,
sent on a secret mission to the Guises,

427, 457-8.

Hutt, Captain, 517.

Iceland, 567, 595.

Idiaquez, Don Juan de, 588.

lUescas, Dr., see Gouzalo de Illescas.

Inquisition in Spain, 38, 105, 127, 142, 177,

194, 251, 419, 420, 491-2, 497-8, 519,

520-1 ; Sir .John Smith's mission

respecting, 535-0. 537, 541, 551, 578,

580, 636-7, 640, 641, G76-9, 684.

, books upon, 50, 496.

Iprcs, il, d', 257.

Ipswich, 283, 471.

Iralta, Domingo de. King's postmaster at

Irun, 560, 578-9, 640, 677.

Ireland, troubles in, l, 5, 32, 97, 154, 165;

grants of land to London merchants,

165. 170, 173, 186, 188, 209, 22,5-6,

230, 236, 261, 275, 318, 328, 358, 440,

442, 449, 474, 476, 487, 539, 668, 685-6,

689-90, 694 ; flight of the Earl of

Desmond, 696. 704.

, Catholics in, 10, 159, 186, 209-10,

217, 226, 252, 256-7, 259, 275, 888-9.

Ireland, Stukeley's attempts against, 159, 226,

252, 257, 260, 275, 278-9, 281, 286

293, 297-8, 299, 304-5, 330, 389, 561,

590, 597, 601.

, Fitzmaurlcf's attempt against, 666,

666h, 668, 673, 679-80, 685-6, 689 ;

death of Fitzmaurice, 694.

granted to Philip II, by the Pope,

293.

revenue from, 291.

, Vice-royalty refused by several men,

706.

Irish Bishop from Italy, capture of, 186.

Irun, 560.

Italy, signs of Protestantism in, 22.

J.

Jacques, Postmaster of Bruges, 68.

Jacques de Boulogne, the, a privateer, 338.

Jamee VI. of Scotland, 28, 148, 158, 239 ;

Elizabeth demands his surrender, 249.

279, 285, 298-9, 319, 328, 33S, 430,

442, 449, 456-8 ; seized and rescued,

459. 461, 464, 467, 470, 485, 488,491,
495, 497, :503, 530 ; alleged plot of

Drake to seize him, 545-6. 562, 575 ;

captured by Morton, 582. 584 ; an
alleged French plot to seize him, 599.

615, 633-4, 637; his letter to the

Queen about his marriage, 654-5. 657,

661, 676 ; repulse of his mother's mes-.
senger, 681.

, , project to send him to Spain,
107, 137, 148, 160, 189.

, , proposal to marry him to the
eldest Infanta, 474, 484-5, 546, 575.

, French proposal to marry him
to a daughter of the Duke of Lorraine,

628, 6.33.

Jarnac, battle of, 138.

Janis, Arthur, his statement respecting tlie

Prior of Cambre'.s insult to the Queen,
535»(.

Jeneye, an Englishman sent to Germnm,
481.

Jerez, 259.

Jesus of Lubeck (ship), 1.

.Toan of Naples, Queen Elizabeth compared to

her by de Spes, 290.

John, Captain, an Irishman living in the

Indies, 526.

.Tolis, Captain, a French privateer, 277, 422.

.Tones, Captain, 138, 154, 156, 620.

.lough, Junius de, agent for Cond6 and the

Palatine, 91, 92, 94, 612, 617, 629.

Jordan, M. de. Captain of Calais, 690, see

also Calais.

.Jordan de Cuelliir, Captain, killed in France,

68.
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Juan, Don, o£ Austria, 31C, 350, 353-4, 359,
361, 369, 388, 484, 509 ; his aiTiTal at

Luxemburg, 534. 537 ; alleged plot

Mgaiust him, 543-5, 545 ; his alleged

designs against England, 546-7. 548,
551 ; statement of his actions in the
Netherlands made by the King to

Mendoza, 554-9. 560-1, 563, 564-6,
570-4 ; alleged plot in Leicester's house
to kill him, 582-4. 585-6, 588, 593,

598-9; pressed for money, 610. 617-
20

i
death of, 6237i. 639, 650.

, his negotiations with the States,

538-9, 541, 543, 545-6,554-60,564-6,
574, 579, 58.5-6, 598-9, 600-1, 617-19.

, , letter to, 539.

, , his intrigues with the Guises,
570-1.

Juanin, a dishonest courier, 614.

" Julio," a suspected Morisoo, 591-2.

Junglo, Dr., a Flemish lawyer accompanying
Chapin Vitelli to England, 191, 196,

202,205, 209, 221.

Justiniana, the, a Venetian ship, 218, 227.

K.

Kct'iJcr, Lord, see Bacon, Sir Nicholas.

Kenilworth, 214, 233.

the Queen entertained there, 498.

Kent, Captain, 497, 498.

Kent, Earl of, Reginald Grey, 371.

Kildare, Earl of, imprisoned, 493, 496, 590,

706.

Killigrew, Sir Henry, 334, 337, 339, 341, 345;

sent to France, 346-7. 350 ; sent to

Scotland, 414, 416 ; sent to Flanders,

428 ; his mission to Scotland to

obtain possession of James VI., 430
;

frustrated by de Croc, 431. 433, 441,

449, 453, 457-8, 459, 488 490-1, 495,

497-8, 546, 578.

, , John, sent to Germany, 107, 147, 195,

197, 207, 209, 211, 223-4, 226-7.

Kilwinning, Abbot of, 76, 76n.

Kingston, 201-2, 249, 25.3.

Knollys, Vice Chamberlain, 2, ."i, 52, 76, 96,

137, 181, 204, 241, 290, 331, 384, 421,

511,704, 709.

, son of, 583, est, 709.

, Henry, 97,3.^6,358, 370.

Knyvett, Lord, 97.

Kuldenburg, Count, sec Culdeubiirg.

Labrador, 481, 567, 595.

La Goleta, Spanish defeat at, 487.

Lalaing, M. de, a Flemish commander, 545,

589, 591, .594, 617.

, M., a secretary of Alengon, 581.

Lambeth, 179-80.

La Motte, Governor of Gravelines for the

King of Spain, 440, 444, 445, 588, 604,

621, 623, 627, 632-3, 643, 645, 650,

654, 688 ; one of his ships fires at

Alen9on on his way to England, 693 ;

English volunteers for, 698. 710.

La Mothe, Fenelon, French Ambassador to

England, 32, 74, 80, 85, 95-6, 98, 107,

113, 135, 140, 143, 145, 156, 174, 180,

189, 192, 213, 226, 239 ; begs for the

surrender of the Scotch border castles,

249. 253, 255, 258, 270, 275, 277, 280,

285, 290n, 29 1-2 ; intercedes for the

Queen of Scots, 294. 306, 319, 321,

330-4, 341, 345, 357, 4U2, 405, 407,

4 1 0- 1 1 , 4 1 3 ; his reception by the Queen
after St. Bartholomew, 416. 426, 430,

410, 447-8, 450, 455-6 ; remonstrates'

against Killigrew's intrigues in Scot-

land, 458-9 ; remonstrates against help

being given to the Huguenots, 460.

461, 463, 467, 501, 516, 518, 523.

L;uicastcr, duchy of. Catholics in, 12, 274,

277, 279, 281, 287.

Lancaster and York, Duke of, proposed title

for Alenyon, 662, 675.

Lancelot, Brederode, see Brederode, the

bastard of.

Landgrave of Hesse, 596.

, his son, 468, 648.

Lane, Ciiptain, 3'J~, 469.

Lauge, M. de, cHcouipauies Cardinal Chatillon
to England, 71.

Languedoc, 253, 442, 449, 454, 457.

La Noiie, M. de, 659, 664, 689, 69:3,

L'Archant, M., sent to negotiate the Anjou
match, 320, 324.

Laredo, 90, 192, 195, 275, 301.

Lastauosa, Father Pedro Juan de, 33.

Latimer, Lord, 229.

L'Aubespine, French envoy, 611-12, 610,
692.

Lebrela, the (a ship), 73.

Lee, Sir Harry, sent to salute Don Juan of

Austria, 534, 596.

Leicester, Earl of, Robert Dudley, 2, 0, 10,

12, 14, 21, 22, 24, 36, 37, 51, 61, 84,

91, 93, 102, 138, 142, 154, 156, 166-7,

169, 171, 176, 180, 183, 185, 189, 190,

196, 200, 2P2, 204, 206, 209, 213, 211,

219, 227-8, 233, 244, 246, 265, 208,
283, 287, 290-1, 297, 299, 303, 305,
306, 320, 325, 327-8, 330-1, 337, 341,
345-6, 350, 355, 359 ; described by de
Spcs, 364 ; his attachment tu the

French, 384. 386, 390, 395-6, 403, 40.3,
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Leicester, Earl of

—

cont.

412, 420-1, 423, 429, 432, 436, 440,
447-8, 449, 458, 483; his alleged
daughter hy the Queen, 491 ; entertains
tlie Queen at Keoilworth, 498 ; his

relations with the Countess of Essex,
511. 512, 519, .544; invited hy the

States, 545-6 ; his entertainment of

D'Havrcy, ,547. 565-6, 570, 572-3,
57.5-6, 578, 580; visited hy the Queen,
581. 582-3, 585, 588, 590-1, 597;
visits Mary of Scotland, 602. 604 ;

words -with Sussex, 606-7. 612-13
;

proposed marriage in France, 614.

620, 623, 624, 626, 628-9, 631, 635,

637, C42-4, 646, 648, 651, 654, 656,

658-9, 660-3 ; to he hribed, 669. 672,
674-5 ; displeased at Alen9on's coming,
682-3. 692 ; ill great grief, 693. 694,

709.

, , letters to, 484, 490.

, , buys Paget house, the resi-

dence of do Spes, 156.

, , his new year's present to the

Queen, 290.

Leicester, a sister of (Lady Sidney ?), 682,

, 213-14.

Leighton, Captain, 36, 201-2.

, , ill-treated by his own soldiers,

218.

Leiva, Alonso de, 154.

Leive, Sancho dc, a sorvaut of Guaras, 534,

609.

Lennox, Earl of, 235 ; appointed Kegcut, 260.

263, 264-5,268, 2T1, 282, 289, 291,

303-4, 331 ; his death, 337-8.

Earldom of, demanded by D'Auhignv,
710.

Leonardo Tadeo, a Florentine, 76.

Lepauto, battle of, 350, 353-4, 3;'p:i.

Lcthington, Maitlaud, Laird of, 76, 233.

Jjovant trade, 706, 710.

Levin river, 11.

Lewius, 494.

Lewis, Dr. David, 472».

Lihino, Ortiino, 538.

Light (or Lighe), Richard, a prisoner of tlic

Inquisition, 644-5.

Lignerolles, 77.

Lille, 613.

Lincoln, 223, 240.

Lincoln's Inn, 52.

Lindsay, Lord, 76.

Liquilston, 496.

Lirre, 581.

Lisbon, 114, 280.

Lislehurg, 304, 306.

Lister, Captain, goes to serve the King of

Portugal, 613.

Livingstone, Lord, Commissioner to the

Queen of Scotland, 287.

Lizy, M. dc, a Huguenot bishop, 19?, 193.

Looliiuvar, Laird of, 76.

Lochlevln, 23;^.

Lodron, Count, 116-17, 123-8.

Lomond, loch, 1 1

.

London, 53, 59.

,, jjroposed state entrance of the Queen
into, abandoned, 641.

, ,
great fall of snow in, 645.

, no person to walk in the streets after

10 p.m., 686.

, disturbance in, against the Spaniards,

95.

merchants of, raise troops for Ireland

685.

, foreigners in, 686.

Corporation, summoned lo bear an
account of Kidolfi's plot, 340, 345.

, , summoned to resist Stukeley's

expedition, 562 ; see also Lord Major.

Bishop of, Grindal, 73, 80.

, , Sandys, 442, 464, 468.

merchants trading with Spain, 590,

697.

Longueville, Duke de, 335.

, , a relative of his es^capes to

England, 429.

Lord Mayor, the, 80, 132, 340, 345, 486, 64 1,

667.

, pasquins against the Alencjon mar-
riage posted on his door, 701 ; see

also Corporation of London.

Lorison, Chevalier, duel with Biissy d'Aiii-

broise, 611.

Lorraine, 502.

Lorraine, Cardinal, 22, 25, 64, fi.j. 69, 31^1,

442, 446, 455, 458, 463, 466.

, , alleged plot to murder hiin, 475.

, Duke of, 590, 628.

liOtini, Captain, 275, 286.

l.ouvain, English Catholics in, 17, 50-2, 5S,

327, 414.

, collection of money for the Eiiglisli

Catholics in, 17, 50, 52, 58.

Lucea, trade with, 157.

Ludovic of Nassau, 55, 56, 56h, 57, 61, 63,

284, 288-9, 290, 292, 296, 298, 303,
306, 317, 324-5, 329, :i32, 348, 4"2,

404, 412, 418, 464, 468, 474, 520.

Luniay, see Marque.

Lumhros, M. dc, 219, 282, 284, 293, 295,
302-3, 332, 335, 338, 341, 346-7, 318,
353, 470.

Lumley, Lord, 146, 148, 152, 157, \:i>^, 173 ;

placed under arrest, 197-8. 200, 201,
2U4, 212, 224, 236, 238, 274, 282, 322

;

sent to the Tower, 339, 352, 393, 45.'>,

Ijungatre, M. de, of Artois, his plan for
taking the Sluys, 348.

Lusies, sec Lewins.

Lynn, 200.

Lyons, 455.
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M.

MacGill, Sir James, 76, 294.
Macpes, Allen, 486.

Madariaga, Pedro de, 103.
Madeira, 1, 156, 480, 482.
Madrid, British Ambassador in, see Man.

, Little, in Paris, 69,

MaestricM, 27, 68, 79, SSI, 667, 683, 688.
Magellan, Straits of, 243, 264, 481, 5921

Winter's doscription, 602. 694.
Malbey, Captain, 346, 608.

, Sir .Tohn, 666.

Maldesen, Dr., envoy from Orange, 517.
Maleri, Melchisedeo, a spy in Flanders, 399.
Malines, 94, 411, 414-15, 425, 434, 577,

613-14,631.

English nuns expelled from, 645,
Man, John, Dean of Gloucester, English Am-

bassador in Spain, his treatment there,
9, 10, 18, 19, 20, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34,
35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 59,
62, 64, 66, 67, 68, 70, 72,73,76, 77, 79,
80, 98, 105, 112, 116-22, 129-30, 142,
178, 316, 356-7, 361, 365, 370, 374,
510.

Mandcville, his mission from Henry III. to
Scotland stayed, 590.

Mansfcldt, Count, 218, 228, 235, 545.

Mar, Earl of, 234, 238, 338, 355, 4U0-1, 411
;

death of, 439-40 ; Croc suspected of
poisoning him, 441. 445.

, the younger, 582, 584, 630,
650.

, Countess of, 338.

March, Mr., English Consul in ^Vnlwerp,
183; connived at the kidnapping of
Dr. Storey, 278. 415.

Marco, Antonio Colonna, 316.

Margarei, Lady QLetmox), 76, 229, 260, 485
;

marriage of her son with a daughter
of the Countess of Shrewsbury, 491.
546, 580.

Margate, 165, 208, 276.

Marguerite de Valois, 554, 561.

Maria, lui'anta of Portugal, wife of Alexander
Farnesc, 25, 25h.

Markinfield, 232, 414«.

Marque, de la, 249, 339, 341, 348, 363, 385,

396, 401-2, 444, 449, 45L', 4«1, 54J.

Marque, letters of, see Piracy.

Marron, a Secretary of Gueraii de Spes, 116-

23.

Marseilles, loss of Spanish galleys in, 165.

Martin, Sir Roger, Lord Mayor of Loudon,

80, 80n.

Martinez, Pedro de, a Spaniard in London,

103, 608.

Mary, Queen of Scots, 13, 22, 40, 11, 64, 65,

76, 81, 109, 159, 160, 2-13.

^,. ,
her imprisonment in Scotland,

6,10, 11, 17, 21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28,

31, 57.

y 76467.

Mary, Queen of Scots, l^er suggested marriage
with George Douglas, 26.

, her proposed marriage with

Lord MofiFat, 22, 23, 25, 26.

, , her projected marriage in Spain,

159.

, , suggestions for marriage with
Leicester, 237-8, 306.

, with Morton, 486.

, , with Anjou, 226, 283.

, , with Henry of Navarre,
330.

, , ...... with Don Juan of Austria,
383, 484, 489, 537.

, , her complicity in Darnley's
murder, 2, 5, 43, 44, 48, 84.

, , her attempted escape from Loch
Levin, 26.

, , her escape, 31, 32, 33.

, , in England, B5, 36, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 47, 48, 50, 52, 56, 57, 62, 63,

64,70,71,74,75,80, 84, 85, 90, 'jpe,

107, 113, 137, 147, 148, 154, 155, f58,
159, 165, 167-8, 171, 173, 180, 184,
187, 189, 192, 193, 195, 197, 198-200

;

conveyed from Wingfield to Tutbury,
198. 201, 201, 206, 208, 209-10, 211,
213, 214, 224, 225, 226, 227-8, 231, 232;
proposal to capture and convey her to
Spain, 236

;
plot for her release, 237.

238, 239 ; French intrigues, 244, 248
j

Elizabeth's terms for her release, 249.
354-5, 258, 260, 264, 271, 273-4, 376,
279-80, 281, 285, 287, 288, 293-5,
297-8, 299, 302, 306, 312, 317, 320,
322, 327-8, 337; her daughter in
England, 338-9 ; Elizabeth's irritation
against her, 340. 342-4, 346-7, 348-
50, 354-5, 359, 365, 386-7

; proceedings
against her in the English Patliament,
391-4. 405, 407, 409, 412, 417, 432,
441-2, 446, 448-9, 456, 458 ; book in
her favour printed in Paris, 460-1
473, 475-6, 484 ; sent to Pomfret, iHj'
486, 489-90; to be brought to the
Tower, 491 ; rumoured rescue, 495.
497, 503, 505, 509, ."iSO, 537, 539, 544,
546, 562,575, 577-8, 580; failure of
Gondi's mission in her favour, 581
597, 603, 603-4, 624, 636; alleged
Spanish plot to liberate, 637 ; Beaton's
plans, 646-7. 661, 667, 670, 680

; re-
pulse of her messenger to James VI
681. 682,684,687,708.

) )ber communications with Spanish
ministers, 44, 47, 48, 50, 52, 63, 64 65
69,71,74, 75, 80, 81, 83, 89, 90, 92'

'J4'

9,5,90,97,107,137,141,148,154,159!
160, 166, 172, 175, 17(J, 177, 187 189
192, 197, 206, 208, 210, 31" 21?' 2-'\'

226,227, 230-1, 233, 236,' 237,' 239'
244, 253, 255, 274, 284, 292; send?
Pidolfi to the King of Spain ^n?'
299, 300, 317, 322-3, 327, 329, 335I6
238, 346-7, 379, 407, 483, 489 492
496, 505, 546-7,551, 603, 608 ;'

grief
at death of Don Juan, 624 f on coq
637, 6.16-7, 670, 682, 684.

'

3A
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Mary, Queen, 82, 263.

Jliirybcirougb, Ireland, 685.

Matbias, Archduke, (jovernor chosen by the

States, d53, 559n, 565, 580, 607, 6'-'6,

6C2.

Matthew, a servant of Hogan's, 247, 260, -^73,

275.

Mauvissiere, M. de, see Castelnau.

JlaximiUan II., Emperor, 6, 8, 14, 15, 18, -12,

147,259,281, 288; dissuades Charles

IX. from the English alliance, 401.

413, 416, 421, 429, 439, 445, 465, 548,

574, 617-19, 622, 648.

Maxwell, see Herrios.

Mazagan, 483.

Meda, the (ship), 79.

Mediua-Celi, Uuke of, 316, 349-5(1, 349h,

358, 361-2, 370-1, 394, 463.

, , letters to (from Philip II.), 349,

354, 375.

, letter to (from Alba), 361.

Medina del C'ampo, some letters directed to

merchants of, stolen, 173.

Mediual, Juan, a courier, 397, 400.

Meghen, Couut, reported defeat of, 63.

Melendez Pero, Spanish Admiral, 257, 453,

569.

Mellica, Martin de, a shipmaster, 85.

Alelviu (Sir Robert MeWil), 65.

Mendez de Prado, Garcia, 154.

Mcndibil, the accountant, 627.

Mendoza, Bernardino de, Spanish Am-
bassador in England, 483, 485

;

instructions to, 553-60 ; bis journey
through France, 560-3 ; arrival in

London, 564 ; audience of the

Queen, 564-6. 570-4, 57S-80; his

expulsion from England considered,

585-6. 587 ; his means, 588 ; his re-

presentations to the Queen respecting

the States, 600-601 ; conciliates the

Queen, 605. 610, 617, 622, 631; his

efforts against the French alliance,

634-8
;

gains favour with Leicester,

646 ; opposed to Beaton's plan for

raising Scotland, 646-7
;
proposal to

murder the Prince of Oiange, 652-3
;

his efforts to dissunde the States from
^\M, 65G ; dissuades the tjueen from the

Alen(;on match, 669 j distrust of the

French alliance with England, 669.

C72 ; his despatches misappropriated,

677 ; his difiSculty in obtainiug news,

(J88 ; on the coming of Alen^ou, 688-9
;

on good terms with the Queen, 691
;

his conversation with Elizabeth on the

Portuguese succession, 696; his means,
697 ; his endeavours to alarm the

Queen, 706-7.

, , , letters from, 484, 490,
560, 560, 561, 56^, 563, 563, 564, 567,

6T0, .371, 573, 575, 576, 576, 577,
57?, 579, 581, 583, 583, 584, 585, 586,
587, 589, 591, 591, 591, 592. 592, 593.
.593, 594, 595, 596, 599, 600, 602, 604,
605, 606, 606, 609, 609, 611, 613, 614,
«U, 616, 617, 618, 618, 620, 623, 624,

:Mendoza, Bernardino de

—

cont,

624, 627, 629, 631, 631, 636, 638, 642,

642, 642, 644, 645, 648, 651, 651, 652,

654, 655, 656, 657,. 658, 658, 660, 662,

663, 665, 667, 667, 668, 671, 672, 673,

673, 674, 676, 678, 679, 679, 680, 681,

681, 682, 685, 686, 687, 688, 690, 692,

692, 693, 694, 694, 695, 695, 697, 697,

698, 699. 700, 700, 701, 702, 704, 704,

704, 706^ 708, 709.

, , letters to, 594, 615,621,

622, 623, 626, 664, 683.

, Don Juan de, kidnapped by Hawkins,

139 ; imprisoned in Dublin Castle,

275.

, Pedro de, Spanish Ambassador at

Genoa, 677.

Merchants' memorial to the King respecting

the seizures, &c., 143.

Merrick, "William, 190, 191, 192, 195.

Meru, M. de, 494, 497. See also Moutmorenci.

Meuse, the, 78.

Michaels of Antwerp, 329.

Middleburg, 386, 398, 427, 470, 473, 475, 486,

514, 527, 655, 662, 679.

Middleton, sent to Scotland to reconcile

Murray and the Queen, 57.

Mignon, the, one of Hawkins' ships, 1, 592.

Milan, alum from, 616-17, 622-3.

Mildmay, Sir Walter, 122, 137, 204, 280-1,

297, 384, 393, 602.

Milford, 579.

Mitchel, Dr., arrested on religious grounds,

22.

Moffat, Lord, proposed as husband for Mary
of Scotland, 22, 23, 25, 26.

Mole, M. de la, a Freuch envoy, 402-3, 405,

407-8,410, 412.

Mondragon, Colonel, 614.

Monluc, M. de, 231.

Mons, Hainhault, 92, 389, 397, 403, 405, 412,

415 ; capture of, 418-21. 425, 428,

434, 589, 591.

Montague, Viscount, offer made by his brother-

in-law, 83, 143.

,Lord, 158, 167, 183, 214, 218, 242,

274, 393, 636, 649.

iMontalbau, 442.

Montano, Dr. Arias, 31, 32.

Montbrun, M. de, 389.

Moutgomeri ; escaiics to Guernsey after St.

Bartholomew, 413. 417, 420, 429,
432-3, 442, 445, 447-8, 449-50, 452,
454-6, 457, 460, 463-4, 465-7, 468,
470, 474,476; his defeat, 480-1.

Moutigny, 114.

Montmorenci, Marshal, 306, 320, 324, 331,

359, 365, 385, 390-1, 393, 395-6, 397,
399, 402-3, 405, 408, 412, 426, 440.

, , flight of, 453.

his brother M. de Jleru, 494.

Montmorin, M. de, sent by the King of France,

Charles IX., to intercede for Marv of
Scotland, 1568, 41, 46, 47, 50.
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Montreuil, 705.

Mora, Don C'ristolial do, Spauish Ambassador
in Portugal, G83, 7(I7.

.Miguel dc, Portuguese Ambassador,
626, 629, 650, 656, 658, 663, 670.

Morbce, 13aron do, 76.

More, Dr., arrested on religious grounds, 22.

Morgan, Captain, enlists troops in London fur

Flanders, 391, 431), 444, 447, 469, 471,

498, 525.

, 608.

, M'alter, 478.

, Captain John, 502.

, Thomas, 575, 577.

, an English pensioner of Philip, 682,

Moriscos, rising of, in Granada, 139, 145, 149,

165, 211, 219, 224, 245, 247, 248, 2.jl,

259, 270, 316.

Morlcy, Lord, 15S, 183; escapes to Flanders,
247. 414.

, Lady, arrested whilst hearing mass,
477.

Morocco, 483.

Morton, Earl of, Kegcnt, 76, 233-4, 243, 293,
295, 298, 302, 306, 400-1, 405, 411,
416, 430, 439, 442, 415, 453; pro-
claimed Kegcnt, 456-7. 458-9, 461,
465-6, 470, 485-6, 488, 495, 498, 529,
575, 582,597,612-13, 616; approaches
made to the French King, 624-5. 628,
632, 647, 668, 670, 075, 681, 687,
707-8.

• >>.) , a bastard brother of, sent as an
envoy to Franco, 634, 628, 632.

Mouy, M. de, 81.

Muisan, M. dc, 560.

Mundt, Dr. Christopher, English agent in

Germany, 90, 227.

Munster, 328.

Murray, Earl of, 2, 5, 15, 17, 22, 25, 26, 28,

32, 36, 42, 43, 52, 57, 60 ; comes to

York, 75. 76-7, 9(i, 137, 139, 147,

148, 153, 158, 165, 173, ISO, 184, 187,

189, 225, 226-7, 229, 231 ; his murder,
231-2. 234.

Murses, Captain, 332.

, Thomas, 332.

jruscovite, the, Randolph sent as Ambassador
to, 43, 44.

Muscovy, trade with, 158, 188, 280, 286.

Muscovy Company, the, 44, 569.

N.

Namuf, 27, 545, 554-6, 564, 652, 672, 672«.

Naval preparations, 11, 15, 18, 83, 96, 97,

157, 193, 205, 230, 237, 243, 261, '2(i-2,

264-5,267,268,270,272,274,276,28-3-

4, 297, 299, 330, 361, 372, 379, 385,

S9.3, 396, 398-9, 400, 404-5, 407,

Naval preparations

—

cojit.

414, 420-1, 426, 429, 430, 433, 449,

154, 459; remonstrance of Charles IX..

respecting, 460. 473, 477, 479-80,

482, -194-5, 498-9, 503, 514, 522-5,

530-2, 533, 542 ;
against Stukeloy's

expedition, 562. 575, 591, 595-6,

599-600, 667 ; against Fitzmaurice,

685.

Navarro, Spanish Viceroy of, 389.

Navarre, King of, 246, 250, 257, 385; the

Huguenot hopes from his wedding,

402. 409 ; attends mass every day,

427 ; his flight ti-om Paris, 525. 543,

617, 619-20, 637, 687; pressing for

money in England, 698.

Navarre, Protestant preaching in, 15, 16.

Navarre, Queen of (Jeanne d'Albret), 74, 145,

170, 173, 179, 192, 204, 219,' 230, 256,

368, 283, 320, 385 ; her jewels pledged

in England, 698.

Nemours, Duke of, 69, 362.

Nesle, Count de, 518.

Netherlands, proposed partition of, 388-9,

395, 516, 634-35.

Netherlands the, events in, 389, 391-5, 4oo-2

404, 413-16, 418-19, 425, li^S, j:jii.

4.'i2-5, 443, 451-2, 154
;

proposed

cession to England, 455-6. 464, 467-9,

470-5, 476, 478-9, 490; i
rojected

English occupation of, 494-7. 502-4
j

Scotch trooiJS for, 507 ; fears of a
ruptui'c between England and Spain
respecting, 513. 514-31 ; oppLC.-.si\e

troatniout of the English by (Jraiigo,

532. 536, 538-52 j de.ieribed in Men-
doza's instructions, 554-60. 564-6,

570-4, 576 ; Alonyon's intervention,

583-6 ; the coining of the F'rench, 589.

596, 614, 617-18, 620; death of Dcju

Juan, 623. 632-3; offers of Arlois,

Zealand, &c., to Elizabeth, 634-5
;

sep.aration of the Catholic States, 643.

049, 054-56, 667; re iremeut of La
Noue, 689. 704 ; fresh rising, 710.

Neuport, 509, 535, 542, 64?.

Nevers, Duchess dc, proposals for marriage
of, witli Leicester, 330.

Newbury, 71, 72.

Newcastle, 242, 473.

Newfoundland, 567.

Newport, Isle of Wight, 8o, 5o8.

Nombre de Dios (Panama), 500, 569.

Nonsuch, 185, 339.

Norfolk, 450 ; disturbances feared in, 474,

, Catholics in, 412.

, risings in, 179, 181, 225, 241, 256,
258, 262, 276.

, Duke of, 36, 50; receives the Queen
in his house, 51. 58, 72, 74, 76, 83,
97, 111, 112, 113, 136, 138, 142, 145,
116, 147, 151, 152, 155, 156, 157, 158,
164, 166-7, 179-80, 181-2, 183, 187-8.

, , his attitude towards the match
with Archduke Charles, 1, 12, II, 16.

, , his relations with Leicester, 2,

12.

3A 2
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Xorfolk, Duke of, his projected marriage wilh
Mary of Scotland, 167, 183, 184, 185,

189, 1!»1, 192, 193, 195; his rising,

196. 198-9
; is arrested, 199-200.

201-5,208,209-10,211-12, 224, 225,

236, 240, 241, 241-5, 249, 254:, 256,

258, 262-3, 2G4, 266, 268, 273-4,

276-7, 282 ; sends Kidolfi to the King
of Spain, 297. 300, 306, 319,322-3,
327, 333 ; capture of his secretary,

334-5
; placed, in the Tower, 335-6,

337 ; his prosecution, 338-9. 340-1
;

news letter regarding his plot, 342-4.

346-9, 350, 352, 354-5, 364, 370 ; his

trial, 371. 374, 377, 386-7, 390, 393 ;

aceouut of his execution, 394. 405-6
;

account of his trial, 406. 445, 632.

Xormau, Ciiptain, an envoy from Orange,

509, 51(1.

^y'oruiandy, 470, 474, 476 ; defeat of Mont-
gonieri, 480-1.

Xorris, Sir Henry, English ambassador in

France, his interview with Frances de

Alava, 369.

Nortli, the rising in, 195-6, 199-201, 208,

211-14,217-18, 223-4, 225, 228,233,
2:!,')-6

; book published in France re-

specting, 239. 241, 254,264,509-10,
584.

North, Lord, his mission to France, 487.

, , his quarrel wilh Sussex, 606-7.

Horthamptou, 12.

, Marquis of, 112, 122, 134,204, 219,

290.

Northumberland, 486.

, Countess of, 414.

,Earl of, 96, 147, l.'.S, 167, 183; his

ruheUiou, 195, 196, 199, 200, 201, 208,

211-12, 2)8 ; his flight, 225, 227, 229,

231 ; his capture, 2:i2, 235, 242, 249,

254-5, 265, 268, 276, 323, 364, J>>1
;

his surrender to the English, 394 ; his

trial at Berwick, 404, 406 ; executed at

Berwick, 407,409,411,584.

North West Passage, attempted discovery of.

See Frobisher.

Norton, the brothers, 233, 250.

Norwich, .53, 138, 610-11, G86.

Nottingham, 198.

Nunez, Dr., 234, 304, 320, .:.J3.

Nuremhurg, 12, 90; alarming news from, to

Khzaheth, 700.

o.

(Jatlands, lsi-2, 1h4.

Ochoa, .luan, de Mougiua, captured iiud

plundered by Englishmen in the

Channel, 94.

O'Donnell, 27.

Olano, Domingo de, of Deva, Guipuzcoa, IB,

75.

Olivier (Villiers ?) Captain, 469.

O'More, John, 1 70.

O'Neil, married to a sister of the Earl of

Argyll, resists the partition of Ulster,

27,487.

in treaty for peace, 696.

O'Neils' country, invaded by Scotsmen, 5.

, partition of, 26.

O'Neil, John, 58.

, a son of John O'Neil, 170, 226.

Orange, Prince of, 18, 57, 61, 78, 81, 90, 94,

95, 231-2, 234, 236, 246, 248, 250,

256, 280, 282, 296, 325, 329, 353, 366,

386-7, 393-4, 401, 404-5, 407, 411-

12 ; enters the Netherlands, 413-15 ;

his defeat and flight, 418-20. 427-8,

429, 432-4, 436, 440-1, 445-6, 447,

450-2, 453, 455-6, 462-3, 464-5, 468,

470, 473-5, 479-80, 482 ;
propcsal of

English captains to betray him, 483 ;

refuses to employ Englishmen, 484-5.

487, 490, 494, 497 ; offers his daughter

in marriage to a French prince, 497.

498, 501 ; offers Zealand to Elizabeth,

501. 503 ; in extremity, 504-5. 507,

511-12, 513-32; offers the ports to

Elizabeth, 539. 542, 543-5, 581, 591,

594, 613-14, 626-7, 637, 649-50; pro-

posal to murder him made to Mendoza,

652-3. 056, 659 ; his new plan of cam-

paign, 602. 003 ; his plan for Navarre

to be invited to the Netherlands, 687.

689-90.

, , his negotiations with tlie

French, 497, 501, 503, 506, 511, 516,

520, .531, 538, 564, 574, 581, ,583-4,

585, 589, .596, 631, 634-5, 637, 690.

, , his embassy to offer Holland

to Elizabeth, 515-20, 522-30, 539.

t)range. Princess of, her death, 585.

Oriana, Queen, Queen Elizabeth so called by

Guerau de Spes, 105.

Orkney, bishop of, Bothwell, 77.

Ormond, Earl of, 180, 226, 476, 590, 597.

brothers of, 226, 230, 236, 252.

Osorio, Bishop of, 24.

Osteud, 420-7, 432, 535.

Oudcuarde, 415, 427, 432.

Oxford, Earl of, marries Cecil's daughter,

358. 494 ; refuses to dance before

Alen(;on's envoys, 607
;

proposed

hostage for Aleucjon, 062.

O.xford, strange sickness at, 541-2, 572.

P.

Pachecu, Captain Isidro, 385.

, Cardinal, 43.

Paget, Lord, his house in the parish of

St. Clement's Danes, 65.
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Paget House, 169.
—

Palatine, Count, 13, 17, 91, 93, 90, 139, 18(1,

226, 230, 230, 263, 264, 339, 401, 404,
433, 446, 461-5, 466-7, 468, I8y, 197,

502, 510, 536, 584.

Palermo, 706.

Pallavieini, Horatio, a Genoese merchant in
London, 609, 616, 622-3, 640, 659,
604, 069, 676-9, 682, 684.

Palma, Mark de la, 407.

Palmas, the, of Middlcburg, 390.

Panama, plunder from, 500.

Pantoja, Alonso, 66.

Pardo Diego, 228.

Paris, 69, 402 ; St. Bartholomew, 408-13.
442, 480, 502, 509 ; flight of Navarre
from, 525 ; flight of Alen^on, 560, 561,
588, 020 ; '.velcomes the Duke of Guise,
061 ; departure of Aleucon from. 688.
692.

Parliament, proceedings in, 294-5, 302, 304,
306-7, 320-1, 327, 383, 390-4, 400,
430, 433, 449, 485, 490, 51 8, 523

;

privileges of, 524. 525-6, 527, 529,
576, 613, 625, 657, 660, 693, 703.

Parliament of Scotland ; approves of imprison-
ment of Queen of Scots on the groimd
of her complicity in Darniey's murder,
2 ; its proceedings, 578-9,' 597, 628,

637, 657, 064, 668, 706-8, 710.

Parma, Prince of, Alexander Farnese,
Governor of the Netherlands, 023, 628,
029, 629«, 632, 683.

Parret, Sir John, 318, 085.

Pascasio, a Fleming in London, 650.

Patrick, a Scotsman in Madrid, 308.

Paulet, Sir Amyas, English Ambassador in

France, 561-2 ; his alarming reports

of the French .idvance ou Flanders,

590. 624, 633, 659-00; reports the
fitting out of n French fleet, 667.

086, 710.

Paz, Luis de, 187-8, 204, 2.55 ; arrested, 348,

353.

Pearce, Captain, 398.

Pelham, Sir William, Master of the Ord-
nance, 398-9, 400, 402, 414, 421,
596.

Pembroke, Earl of, 154, 183, 185, 197, 198,

200, 201, 204, 208, 212, 224, 227, 236.

, , his death, 239.

, meeting of Ijeieester's friends

in his house, 693.

, , the younger, 495.

Pepin, M. de, to be sent to Scotland by
Henry HI., 597.

Percy, Henry, brother of Northumberland,

229, 348, 445.

Pereira, Don Francisco, Portuguese Ambas-
sador in Spain, 33.

Perez, Dr. Juan, Spanish reformer, his

" Christian Doctrine," 140.

Juan, de Torrehlanea, 182.

Persian Gulf, 89.

Peru, 388.

Peru, Viceroy of, sends an account of Drake's
depredations, 683.

Pesaro, 240.

Philip n., li'tters to, from Guzman de Sih-n,

1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 1.3, 16, 17, 21,

23, 25, 26, 29,31, .!2, .!:), 37, ID, 40,

41, 42, 43, 43, 46, 50, 59, 01, 62, 63,

04.

, , from the Duke of Alba, 104.

106, 132, 141, 141, 149, ir,9, 160, 163,
168, 177, 183, 186, 187, 190, 196, 206,
214,217.

, from Gaerau de Spes, 68, 69,

70, 71, 72, 74, 77, 78, 80, 81, 82, 83, 83,

88, 93, 95, 100, 112, 133, 1 + 1, 144, 151,

155, 150, 104, 100, 109, 169, 172, 173,

174, 174, 178, 180, 181, 183, 184, 185,

187, 187, 188, 190, 191, 192, 195, 190,

197, 198, 200, 201, 20-5, 2o7, 211, 21-1,

218, 223, 223, 225, 228, 228, 230, 231,

231, 233, 2 3, 234, 237, 238, 240, 242,

243, 244, 245, 240, 2.53, 258, 26.3, 267,

271, 273, 275, 277, 278, 279. 280, 281,
2S3, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 290,

293, 294, 294, 296, 297, 299, 300, 302,

302, 303, 305, 306, 312, 317, 319, 320,

321, 322, 324, 327, 329, 330, 332, 334,

33.), 337, 338. 339, 345, 340, 346, 350,

355, 357, 370, 374, 37-1, 376, 378, 379,

381, 386,386, 388.

, , from Don Bernardino de
Mendoza, 561, 504, 507, 570, 571, 573,

575, 576, 576, 577, 579, 583, 583, 585,

589, 591, 592, 592, 5il3, 594, 596, 600,

602, 611, 613, 614, 610, 618, 618, 620,

624, 627, 636, 642, 042, 648, 654, 657,

660, 602, 663, 667, 068, 074, 680, 081,

080, 088, 095, 698, 699, 702, 7U4, 704,

700, 70S, 709.

, from Juan de Salvatierra, 468.

, , from the Bishop of Ross, 206.

, , from Queen Elizabeth, 220,549.

, , from Antonio de Guaras, 376,

384, 384, 390, 395, 417, 444, 450,

500.

, , from Sir John Smith, 540.

memorial to, from merchants ou the

English depredations, 144.

, letters from, 3, 18, 28, 30, 33, 36, 44,

59, 71, 77, 81, 82, 94, 105, 108, 109, 122,

137, 150, 150, 175, 177, 208, 209, 217,

224, 230, 240, 254, 259, 278, 292, 304,
318, 323, 325, 326, 333, 336, 348, 349,

354, 354, 374, 375, 375, 500, 506. 534,
541, 594, 615, 621, 622, 664, 682^ 684.

.,, , his policy towards England, 150, 159,

210,217,224,240,254,255,259,297-8;
Duke of Feria's opinion upon, 309.

323, 326-7, 333, 340, 345 ; instructions

to the Duke of Medina Cell, 348-51.

354, 359, 375, 401, 403, 419, 433,
451-2, 405, 485, 490, 506 ; Egremont
Ratcliff's statement, 509. 514 ; hia

reply to Sir John Smith, 537-8. 541
;

his unfavourable reception of Thomas
Wilkes, 552-3 ; his in.struetions to

Mendoza, 554-9. 562, 564, 574, 577,
594-5, 615, 633-5

;
presses the Pope
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Philip 11.

—

cont.

to liiader tlie Alen^on match, 061 ;

his ilishclief in the niiitch, 66-1 ; his aid

to Fitzmauricc, 666h. 668, 669,698-9
;

arrest of English vessels, 704 ; rumoured
intention to invade England, 706.

, reported plots to assasinate, 90, 94,

96, 137.

, his attitude towards Mary of Scotland,

32, 12, 48, 49, .50, 71, 109, 199,

209-10, 212, 217, 224, 254-5, 292,

304, 319, 3-23, 326-7, 333, 348-.'51,

489, 496, 615, 622, 626, 646-7, 070.

his death foretold, 530.

, his treatment of the English Am-
hassador, 9, 10, 18, 19, 20, 28, 29, 30,

31, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 59
;

sec alsii ]\Ian, John.

, his descent from Edward III., 158.

, his projected visit to Flanders, 1, 3.

, liis reception of Cobliam, 506.

, spcotacles for, 672, 674.

Philip the handsome, 210, 216h.

Philipeville, surrender of, 582, 588, 5'I9-

00(1.

Phoeni.x, the, of Havre de Grace, 237.

(ship), 79.

Picardy, 470.

Pieterhook, on the isle of Platen, 520.

Piracy, 73, 75, 79, 82, 83, 84, 88, 89, 92, 94,

96, 102, 107, 108, 114, 135, 138-9,

141, 154, 157, 164, 175-0, 182, 183,

184,188,190, 192, 195, 200, 214-15,

218, 219-24, 227-S, 231-2, 237, 239,

243, 245 ;
proclamation against, 246.

249-30, 253, 256-7, 258, 260-1, 263,

205-6, 268 ; English sailors withdrawn,

272. 276, 282-3, 284, 286, 288-9,

291-3, 295 ; Elizabeth's orders for its

suppression, 296. 298, 302-3, 305-6,

313, 317, 319-20, 323-4, 325, 329-30,

338-9, 341, 346-7, 350-1, 353, 354, 361,

363, 376, 379, 387, 413, 421-2, 426, 429,

432-3, 438, 450, 459, 461, 46 t-5, 473,

480-1, 488, 492-3, 500, 517, 534, 582,

586, 592, 603, 612, 677, 079, 687.

, question of the validity of 'Orange's

letters of marque against Spain, 430,

432, 434, 438.

, proposed Spanish letters of marque to

Englishmen against Elanders, 088.

Pilrairn, Abbot of Dunfermline, 285.

Pius v.. Pope, 8, 15, 17, 19, 28, 29, 42, 158,
229, 239, 245, 251,^ 280, 304, 322-3,
336-7, 340, 344, 387, 394.

, , grants Ireland to Philip II.,

293, 316.

Plague in London, 193, 197, 202, 262, 264,
270-1, 613.

Plymo\ith, 83, 84, 85, 91, 93, 108, 142, 145,
194, 245, 248, 253, 257, 263, 265, 208,
272-3, 277-8, 289, ,'502, 329, 335,
351-2, 353, 411, 421, 4-19, 459, -16.3,

498, 500, 501, 'Sill, .V23, 534, 599,

Plymouth, seizure of Spanish property in ; se.e

Specie, &o.

Poiguy, M. de, Eronch Envoy to intercede

for the Queen of Scots, 260, 262,

264, 266, 270.

Pointz, Ferdinand, a London merchant, 391,

394, 427, 441, 447, 404.

Poitiers, 179, 193, 500.

Poland, trade with, 158.

Pole, arrested in connection Ridolii's plot,

333.

Pole, Cardinal, nephews of, 229.

Pool, Captain, his ofifer to betray the Prince

of Orange, 483.

Porte, M. de la, an Envoy from the King of

France, 510,518, 522.

Portents seen in the sky, 327, 449, 480,

537.

Portinario, a Florentine engineer in Eliza-

beth's service, 399.

Porto Santo, isle of, 482.

Portsmouth, 00, 72, 82, 212, 239, 283, 294,

352,414,420, 429-30, 432, 437, 449,

505, 507, 509, 599, 618.

Portugal, Don Francisco de, 070.

Portugal, negotiations with, 18, 22, 24, 25, 20,

33, 40, 41, 46, 62, 81, 84, 89, 94, 192,

193, 200, 236, 239, 241, 244, 250, 255,

257-8, 260-1, 269, 27.5, 278, 282, 300,

319, 333, 370, 444, 455, 476, 481, 483,

487, 490, 507, 673, 710.

, trade with, 165, 186, 187, 192, 237,

300, 444, 455, 586.

, Philip's claim to the crown of, 626,

629, 636, 630, 656, 658, 665, 669,

672-3, 678, 680, 683-4, 690, 692, 090,

703, 707.

Portuguese Ambassador (Manoel Alvarez),

sec also Mora, Don Miguel, 18, 22, 24,

25, 26, 33, 40, 41, 40, 80, 81, 89, 9-1.

, , celebration of Mass in his

house, 80, 81.

, 707, 710.

Indies, 18, 22, 40, 89, 243, 261, 300,
710.

Jews in Antwerp, 187.

Postmastership in London, 73, 79.

Prada, one of Don Jnan's officers, 582.

Prilherton (?), Captain, 399.

Premorus, M. de, 385.

Primrose, the, a Queen's ship, 502.

Printemps, the (ship), 351.

Privy Seal, Lord, 240, 2 12, 456 ; nee also

Howard.

Prophesy respecting Queen Elizabetli, 539.

Providence, the, 710.

Provost, the Lord, 76.

Pruneaux, M. de, Alencjon's agent in

Antwerp, 050, 004.

Puritans, the, 7, II, 12, 43, 49, 307, 410, 446,

492, 577, 590, 641, 667, 710.
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Q.

Queenborough, 267.

Quiss^, de, Alencon's aftcut in LoniJoii, GOG,
612, 614, 617, 620.

R.

Rale J'ohn, a shipmaster, 486.

Hambouillet, M. de, a Fivnch envoy, 2,j8,611-
13, 614, 616.

Ramequin, 530, 544, 593.

Eamua, 391.

Eandalson, supercargo of the English ship
Andrew, 538.

Eandolph, Master of the Potts, 75, 306.

....,...., Mr., his embassy to Scotland, 234,
242 ; retires to Berwick, 243. 570, 575,
577; to go to the German Diet, j'jo.

594, 634, 644.

.., his embassy to Rnssia, 43, 75, 189.

RatcHif, Egremont, 509-10 ; Rns|iccted design
to Idll Don Juan, 584; di.sclaimrd liy

his brother Sussex, 672.

Ratisbon, 12.

Reading, 50, 72, 74, 332.

Recalde, Juan Martinez de, Philip's Com-
missary at Bilbao, 3, 68, 81, 104, 190,
236, 500, 508, 510, 521, 525.

Red Sea, 89.

Refuge, M. de, 385.

Eeid, Captain, 137.

Rennes, Bishop of, brother to the French
ambassador, 73.

Requesens, Don Luis de, Grand Commander
of Castile, letter to, from Guaras,
474.

, , , from Fogaza, 474, 175,

476, 477, 478, 479, 480, 482.

, , 28», 469, 472, 499-500, 510, 518,

522 ; death of, 529, 551, 5GG.

Residential qualification for Members of Par-

liament, 273.

Restitution of the seizures and re-opening of

trade, negotiations for, 149, 150, 151,

152, 155, 156, 159, 160, 161-3, 164,

166-7, 168-9, 170; Fiesoo's mission,

172. 173, 174-5, 176-7, 178, 186, 191,

192, 193, 196, 200-3, 205-7, 209, 211,

213, 214-24, 227-8, 230, 235, 240-1,

244, 250, 254-5, 257, 259, 267, 278-9,

281-2, 292, 294-5, 296, 297; Zweve-
ghem's mission, 298-9. 301-3, 304-5,

307-8 ; Cobham's mission to Spain

respecting, 309-16. 318, 320, 324,

328-9, 331, 334, 336-7, 339, 350, 353,

361-2, 365 ; de Spes' proposed plan,

Restitution ,of the seizures and re-opening ot

trade

—

:'(iid.

:!68. 371; Ficsco's stalcment, 372;
Guaras' negotiations, 37n-84. 387,

390, 408, 417-26, 431-2, 4.14-9, 443-4,

446, 448-9, 451-2, 454-5, 4G2-3, 466 ;

confirmation of tlie agreement for re-

opening trade, 472, 481, 553, 615
;

proposed recovery of concealed pro-

perty, 631. 638-9, 646, 665, 070, 672,

674, 678, 682-3, 684, 708-9.

Retz, Count de (Gondi) his brother's mission

to Scotland, 488, 490.

Reveillematin des Frangais, a book against the

(Jueeu of Scots, 495.

Revolution projected in England, see Nor-
folk, Arundel, &c.

Ribera, 275.

, Pedro de, plundered by pirates, 27 7.

Richmond, 178, 180-1, 182, 491, 618, G2-J,

636.

Ridolfi, a Florentine merchant, 85, 111, l.'(3,

143, 145, 147, 149, 156, IG.S, 164,

1G6-7, 1G8, 169, 172-3, 20 1: eom-
missioued by the Pope to aid the

northern Earls, 245, 254, 2H2, 319,

405.

, his mission from Norfolk and i\Iarv,

297, 299, 300, 302, 304, 306, 322
;

arrival in Madrid, 323, 32G-7, 328 9,

331, 333, 33.'i-6, 337,340; newsletter

regarding his plot, 342-1. 346-9, 359,

394, 405-6.

Ridolfi's plot, the ijrisoners on account of,

350, 353, 35.5, 393, 445.

Rio del Oro, 264.

Rivers, Captain William, 138.

Robbers on the Scotch border, 28.

Robert, the, of Plavre de Grace, 237.

Robles, Ximcnez, Martin de, 66.

Roche, Captain La, occupies Dingle in Kerry,

295.

, , aids Fitzmaurice, CS9.

, Courier, 44.

Rochefort Count, a Huguenot, 60.

Rochefoucauld, Prince de la, 253.

Rochelle, 69, 76, 81, 83, 84, 137, 138, 140,

143, 145, 147, 152, 170, 173, 179-80,

193, 197,204, 230, 231, 240, 248-9,
257-8, 275, 277, 280, 283-4, 287-8,

289, 291, 296, 303, 306, 320, 324-5,
329, 342, 348, 352, 386, 388, 402, 416,
421,426, 430, 442; deputation from,
in London, 445. 447-8, 449-50, 452,
456-7, 459-60, 463-4, 465-7, 468, 470,

479,481, 510, 515, 542, 620.

Rochester, French courier robbed at, 197.

, 202, 237, 241, 246, 299, 398, 400,
433,436,494-5, 621.

, Bishop of, 156.

Rochetaille, M. de, an envoy from Aleufon,
659, 662, 675, 679-80.

Rodensanger, of Antwerp, 420.

Rogers, a servant of Oran'^^e, 490, 501, 517,
536, 628.
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Rogers, Daniel, sent to Ghent, 628.

ItoUs, Master of, 204, 546.

Kome, 442.

Koinero, Julian, Spanish General, 297, 315,
367, 367n.

Koper, son-in-law of Sir Thomas More, 50,
52, 58.

, Jl.irgaret, 50, 52.

Koss, Bishop of, 76, 81, 83, 90, 96, 97, 113,
137, 148, 154, 155, 1.58, 166, 168, 181,
187, 189. 195, 197, 198, 199, 204,
207-8, 212, 227, 229-30, 231 ; his

arrest, 233. 236, 237, 239, 241, 248-9,
2.J3, 256, 271, 273-4, 279-80, 282-3,
287, 290, 298, 302-3

; imprisoned, 312.
320, 322, 327, 34.3, 346-7, 353, 365,
393, 405-6

; taken from the Tower, 407.
432, 449, 473.

letter from, 206.

, his book in defence of Mary of
Scotland, 30.3-4.

1 , arrest of his .servant, see
Baily.

Eotendal, 294.

Rothes, Earl of. Chancellor of Scotland, 400-1,
431.

Rotterdam, 385, 478, 484.

Rouen, 189, 285, 392, 408, 409, 450, 588.

Roueuville on the Loire, 253.

Rozas, las, 305.

Rugala, Pedro de, an Asturian sailor, 138.

Russell, Sir Francis, son of the Earl of Bedford,
498.

Rutland, Earl of, 288.

Ruy Gomez de Silva, Prince of Eboli, 19, 34«
35, 35n, 45, 247, 478, 670-1.

, , letters to, 351,395.

Rye, 253, 363, 104, 526, 528, 676.

Sadler, .Sir Ralph, 77, 204, 223, 384, 393, 398
400, 402.

Sagasti, see Sogasti.

St. Albans, 267-8, 271.

St. Aland, 528.

St. Aldegondc, 515-1,S', 522-,5, 527-8, 5''9

551,613,619,656.
''

St. Andrews, ArchbLshop of (Hamilton), 17.

, , .beheaded, 304.

,.., , (Jamieson), 670.

Bt. Bartholomew, 408-9, 410, 412-13, 416
445.

St. Jean de Luz, 165, 186, 189, 215, 247
.304.

'

St. Onici-, 399.

St. Quintin, battle of, 28 7.

, 385.

St. Marie, M. de, 455.

St. Sebastian, 247, 273, 510, 592.

St. Severin, M. de, 196.

St. Simon, M. de, 145.

St. Vincent, Cape, 224, 236, 399.

Salamanca, 37.

Salazar, Cristobal de, 65, 66.

, married to an Englishwoman in

Madrid, 309.

Salinas, Dona Maria de (Lady Willoughby
d'Eresby), 485.

Salt, .seized and sold in Cadiz by the Inqui-

sition, 538.

Saltonstall, his ship confiscated at San Sebas-

tian, 592.

Saluzzo, disturbances at, their object, 669.

Salvago Hieronimo, a Genoese, 347.

Salvatierra, Juan de, letter to Philip XI.,

468.

Salzburg, 12.

Sampson, Thomas, Dean of Christchurch

181, 181n.

Sanders, Dr., his expedition to Irelanfl, 666,

666n, 673, 687m.

, writes encouraging the Irish

barons, 706.

statement to him of a miraculous
plague at Oxford, 542.

Sandwich, 53, 54, 192, 237, 402, 596, 702.

San Juan de Ulloa, 267.

San Luoar, English Consul at, reports

Stukeley's arrival there, 590.

Sanserre, 179, 253.

Sansurte, Juan, a Spaniard in Loudon, 608.

Santa Celia, Antonio, 248, 362 ; his recan-

tation, 680-1. 684, 690.

Santa Cruz, Morocco, 483.

Santa Genela, island of, 583.

Santa Maria la Incoronada, a ship loaded with
alum, 617.

Santander, 277, 504.

San Thome, 480.

Santiago, island of, 288.

Santisteban, Hernalde and Cristobal de,

Spanish officers at Hispaniola, 73.

Sauto, Domingo, island of, 352.

Santoua, Spain, 702.

San Vitores, Juan Baptista de, 26, 245, 249,

608.

Sarria, Marquis of, his servant accompanies
John Man to England, 70, 76.

Saxony, Duke August of, 147, 230, 263, 287,
289, 401, 418, 416, 428, 446, 464-5,
468, 482, 648.

Schonvall, M. de, a Flemish privateer, 249,

254, 285, 347, 353, 426-7, 432.

Schoonoven, 502-3.

Schutz, Jonas, his assay of the ore brought by
Frobisher, 642«, 665.

Schwartzenburg, Count, 596.

Scilly Isles, 295, 483, 530, 594.
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Scotch affairs, 3, 5, 7, 11, 15, 17, 21, 23, 25, 2G,

31, 36, 42, 43, 47, 48, 57, 60, 81, 232-3,
234-5, 237-9, 242, 243-5, 249 ; fears of

French intervention in, 252-3. 255-6,
258, 264-6, 268, 270-1, 272, 276-7,

287, 288,290-1,293, 297-8, :n9, 336,

338, 355, 378, 396-7, 404, 413-14, 416
;

a Guise expedition, 427. 432, 442-3,

447, 449, 457-8 ; seizure and recovery
of the King, 459-61. 488,495-6,498,
570, 575, 577, 580, 582, 584, 599 ; raid

into England, 604. 612, 615,623, 630,

632-3 ;' French intrigue, 634. 641
;

Beaton's plan for rehellion, 646-7. 654,

657 ; disturbance feared, 677. 687 ;

alluged French designs on Scotland,

689. 708.

, rising against Murray, 7, 11, 31, 32.

Scotland, Queen Dowager of (Mary of Guise),

487.

Scots, Highlanders, incursion of, into Ireland,

668, 685.

Scrope, Lord, Mary of Scotland to be taken to

his house, 62, 235.

Sebastian, King of Portugal, 24n, 33, 46, 81,

255, 300, 334, 403, 428, 481, 590-1,

601 ; killed at the battle of Alcazar,

602«. 613-14.

Segasti (or Sagasti), Secretary to Mendoza,
645, 672, 677, 683.

Seizure of English property in Flanders and
Spain, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 9.5, 96, 97,

98, 99-101 ; Gueraude Spes' proclama-
tion respecting same, 102-4. 104, 107,

109, 111, 114-22; D'Assonleville's

statement, 122-32; Guerau dc Spes'

report to the King, 133-37. 145, 194

,

203, 206, 214-24,234,251,301,307-8;
Cobham's mission to Spain, 310-16.

674.

Seizures of Spanish property in England, see

Specie, &c.

Selles, M. de, Philip's envoy to the States,

.556, 565, 580.

Selliger, the Duke of Norfolk confined in his

house, 199.

, the Earl of Desmond confined in his

house, 279, 284.

Thomas, 199.

, Wareham, 166, 170, 246.

Seminaiy priests in England, 710-11.

Senegal, river, 300.

Sermons against the Aleu9on match, 658-9.

against the assumption of headsliip of

the church by the Queen, 667.

Seton, Lord, 544.

, , sent to Scotland from France,

601.

See also Beaton, page 378, and
Errata.

Seurre, M. de, French ambassador to Scotland,

243.

Seville. 73, 107, 140, 224, 239, 279-80, 348,

351, 590, 614.

Seymour, Lord, 705.

Shrewsbury, Earl of, 195, 197, 198, 201, 205,

212, 226, 248 ; Lord Steward at Nor-

folk'striaI,371. 393, 412,448,477,491,

497, 575 ; said to have built a new house

in London to receive the Queen of

Scots, 680. 708.

, , the sons of, 274.

, Countess of, 491, ,577, 577re, 597,

673.

Sibarsou, John, a privateer, 325.

Sidney, Sir Henry, Viceroy of Ireland, 2, 7,

52, 58, 73, 154, 226, 295, 328, 442, 474,

487, 575 ; to command the English

forces in Flanders, 577. 597, 618;
respecting Fitzmaurice's expedition,

685 ; to make terms with the rebels,

686. 693, 696.

, Philip, projected marriage with the

sister of Orange, 575 ; appointed a
Vice-admiral, 595 ; sent to stop Simier,

624 ; sent to meet Casimir, 632.

, his account of Frobisher'S

voyage, 569.

Sierra, Lope de la, 90, 91, 92, 93, 95, 103, 104,

108, 111,114-22, 133-7, 139, 182, 194,

363, 469, 490.

Silver plate, the Queen's wrangle with Sussex
respecting, 606-7.

Simier, M. de, to be sent by Alencjon, 631,

624 ; to be splendidly entertained, 625
;

his reception in London, 627. 630-1,

636, 641 ; attempted reconciliation with
Casimir, 642-4. C55, 657-64, 667, 669,

C75, 677, 679, 681, 683, 687-8, 690,

692-3, 694, 703-4
;
presents and cere-

mony at his departure, 705, 707.

, , a relative of his robbed and
maltreated, 677.

Simonson, John, a privateer, 325.

Sion House, 76.

Sluys, the, 95, 96, 348, 469, 471, 474;
English project to seize, 476. 48 1, 535,

584.

Smeaton to go to Scotland, 579.

Smitli, Sir John, his mission to Spain, 533,

535-6, 537, 541, 543, 555, 578.

, Secretary, 339, 350 ; sent to France,

355, 371 ; made principal Secretary

of State, 399,403.

, Captain, 515.

, Sir John, letter from, to Philip II.

540.

, , letter to, from Zayas, 541.

of Antwerp, 183, 297, .503.

Smyth, Sir Thomas, 472«.

Somers, 96, 99.

Somerset, Duchess of, 429.

, Master, 608.

Sophi, the, 280.

Sores, Captain, 76, 212, 237, 239, 243, 245,

248, 263, 265, 275, 277, 281, 422.

Sotomayor, Don Alonso, 688.

Southampton, 53, 85, 90, 91, 113, 179, 191,

193, 407, 421, 432, 507, 608.
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Southampton, Mayor of, 91,

, specie, &c., seized in, see Specie.

, Earl of, 214, 218, 249, 253, 256,
274

. arrested, 348, 393, 455.

Southwell, John, a Catholic sent to jail, 23.

Spain, trade with, 93, 107, 113, 136, 142,
143-4, 154, 157, 168, 171, 181, 182,
186-7, 190, 196, 214-24, 233-4, 237,
238, 241, 258, 286, 288-9, 292, 294,
295, 301, 319, 324, 366, 373, 410, 427,
435, 438-9, 443-4, 455-6, 548-9,
5^0-1 ; whale oil, 630 ; envoy sent to

Spain by the London merchants, 691
;

prohibition of exports from Spain in

foreign bottoms, 698-9, 702, 704.

, negotiations for re-opening trade with,
see Restitution, &c., Chapin Vitelli,

Zweveghom, Guaras, Fieseo, and
Trade.

, principal English merchants trading

with, 590.

, Protestants in, 22, 38, 348.

, New, Viceroy of, sends accounts of

Drake's depredations, 683.

Spaniards in England, 108, 111, 113, 132, 136,

148, 575 ; Galicians captured, 682.

691, 697.

Spaniards In France, treatment of, 68.

Spaniards in London, 95, 353.

Spaniards in Flanders, 27, 227, 511, 520-1,

523, 527, 533, 535-6, 548, 570, 574,

600, 637.

Spanish Protestant preacher in Bridewell, 132,

136, 140.

Indies, voyages to, 1, 17,21, 80, 137.

212, 236,239, 241-3,246,247-8,251,
257, 259, 263-5, 267, 274-5, 277-8, 280,

286, 288-9, 292, 294-5, 297-8, 306,
324-5, 328, 353-4, 386-8, 453, 464,

480-1, 492, 500, 526, 567-9, 582-3,
591-3, 604, 659, 677, 679, 698, 701.

forces for the Netherlands, 500,

502-3, 570.

fleet, arrival of, in England, 500, 503,
507-8 ; unfavourable reception of, 510.

Specie, &c., seized by the English, 83, 84,

88, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97,

98
;

proclamation in justification of,

99-101 ; reply thereto by Guerau de

Spes, 102-4. 107,108-9,110,111,112;
English ambassador's statement con-

cerning same to Don Frances de
Alava, 114-22; D'Assonleville's state-

ment, 122-32; Guerau de Spee' report

to the King, 133-7. 139, 141, 142;
Memorial of the merchants to the

King, 143-4. 146, 147, 149; letter

from Philip II. to the Queeu, 150.

152, 153, 155, 159, 160, 161-3, 168-9,

170, 172, 174-5, 176-7, 178-9, 180, 183,
184-5, 186, 194, 196, 203, 204, 206, 2111
214-24, 230, 234, 238, 251, 257, 298,

307 ; Cobham's mission ,to Spain, 308-
16. 331, 353, 355, 363, 372, 376, 379,

385-6, 387, 399, 408-9, 411, 415, 417-

26, 481 ;
proposal of Hfttton to divulge

Specie, Scc. — coni.

some concealed property, 588. 605-6,
609-10, 615, 631, 638-9, 646, 665, 670,
672, 674, 678, 682-3, 684, 708-9.

Speke, Sir George, 169, 172, 176, 178-9, 180,

181, 182, 184, 190.

Spencer, John, English merchant trading with
Spain, 590.

Spes, Guerau de, letters from, 68, 69, 70, 71,

72, 74, 77, 78, 80, 81, 82, 83, 83,

88, 90, 90, 91, 93, 9.5, 98, 106, 110,

112, 133, 138, 141, 144, 151, 155, 156,

156, 164, 166, 168, 169, 169, 169, 171,

172, 173, 174, 174, 174, 175, 178, 180,

181, 183, 183, 184, 184, 185, 187, 187,

188, 188, 190, 191, 192, 195, 196, 197,

198, 200, 201,205,207,211,213,214,
215, 218, 223, 223, 225, 228, 228,231,
231, 233, 233, 234, 237, 237, 238, 240,

242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 253, 258, 259,

263, 264, 267, 270, 271, 271, 273,275,
278, 279, 280, 281, 283, 284, 285, 286,

287, 288, 289, 289, 290, 290, 293, 293,

294, 294, 296, 297, 299, 300, 301, 302,

302, 303, 305, 306, 312, 316, 317, 319,

320, 321, 321, 322, 324, 324, 327, 327,

329, 330, 332, 334, 335, 337, 338, 339,

345, 345, 346, 346, 347, 350, 355, 356,
357, 359, 360, 361, 370, 374, 374, 376,

378, 379, 384, 386, 386, 388.

, letters to, 77, 81,94, 105, 108,

122, 171, 175, 208, 208, 224, 230, 240,
254, 259, 278, 284, 292, 304, 305, 318
323, 325, 326, 333, 336, 348, 354, 374
375.

, 66)1, 66, 67, 82, 93, 206, 210,
478, 496, 617.

, sent to England, 31, 45, 46,

59, 62, 63, 64, 65.

, , Instructions to, 66.

, letter from, to the Council
explaining his insolent letters, 105-6.

, , his proposals for the subjuga-
tion of England and Ireland, 147, 150,
153, 157, 158, 159, 167, 172, 192, 215,
219,236, 246,281, 286, 290,293,328,
364-5, 366, 388-9.

, , his proclamation respecting the
seizures, 101-04.

, placed under arrest in England,
106, 109, 111, 112, 113, 114, 122

;

D'Assonleville's statement respecting
it, 122-32; report to the King, 133-7.
139, 151, 155-68, 169 ; his release, 172.

175, 177, 259 ; is summoned before the
Council, 267. 268 ; refuses to attend,
269. 270 ; is not considered an
Ambassador, 270 ; disturbance before
his house, 293. 301 ; his recall requested
by Cobham, 313. 339, 348 ; suspicions
of arrest, 352. 354 ; notice to quit
England, 356 ; accused of encouraging
rebellion, 357-8. 360-1, 362; his
expulsion, 370-4.

, , his interviews with the Queen,
67, 73, 79, 84, 89, 92, 93, 94, 102-4,
133, 178, 181, 183, 184-5, 187-8,
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Spes, Guerau de, complaints of his conduct,

97, 98, 114, 132 ; a greater papist than
the bishop ot Aquila, 254. 264-5, 2G7,

270, 309,316, 321,366; his expulsion

ndvooated by Cecil, 339. 3."i6-7 ; his

expulsion from England, 3.58-62.

366-7, 370-74.

,., offensive letter from, to the

Duke of Alba, 98-9, 105 ; his explana-
tion of same, 105-6 ; statement of

English ambassador in France con-

cerning samo, 114-22.

, , offensive letter from, to

Geronimo de Curiel, 105 ; his explana-

tion of same, 105-6 ; statement of the

English ambassador in Trance con-

cerning same, 114-22.

,

.
, , his letter of introduction of

Ridolfi to the King, 300.

, , his property in England, 321,

359-60.

, , his proposed address to tho

Ijueen on the conversion of England
to Catholicism, 85, passim.

, ...,.., formal complaint presented

against him by the Council, 366.

, his drafi proposal for a treaty

of restitution and re-opening of trade,

368-9.

, , his relations respecting English

afEiiirs, 363-66, 886-88.

Spinelli, Julio, 233, 237.

Spiuola, Baptist, of Antwerp, 616.

Benedict, 84, 90, 93, 131, 143, 149,

163, 170, 171-2, 185, 206, 213, 281,

347, 3.J3, 363, 399, 408-9, 427,475-6,
629, 684.

, Lorenzo, 677, 679.

, Pedro, 677.

Spires, 283.

Stafford, Captain, 502.

, , sent to France, 600-1, 705.

Stanley, Thomas, second son of the Earl of

Derby, 274, 287-8, 325, 328, 335,

353.

, Captain, a catholic, goes to serve the

Kingof Portugal, 613.

States, of Holland, &c., 455, 511 ; hereditary

claim of Elizabeth to, 528. 533, 5.36.

542-3, 544, 545 ; negotiations with

England, 548 ; their action set forth

in Mendoza's instructions, 551-60;

invitation to Alen9on, 564. 56.5, 566,

571-4, 580-1 ; Walsingham and Cob-
ham's mission to, 583. 585-6, 589,

594-7, 598-9 ; Don Juan's conditions

of peace, 600 ; money borrowed of

Pallavicini, 616-17. 622-3,625,631;
negotiations for peace with the Prince

of Parma, 632 ; their letter to the

Queen, 643-4 ; disunion of, 649. 656-7,

682, 696, 699, 703, 710.

Stirling, 338, 657, 664, 657.

Stockwell, Master, to command a fleet for

the plunder of ships from the Indies,

582-3, 591,

Storey, Dr., is kidnapped and brought to

England, 272-3, 276-7
;
put to torture,

288. 296 ; condemned to death, 312.

322; execution, 326.

Storey's wife, 327.

Stradling, Edward, 579.

Strange, Lord, 202, 229.

Strasburg, 227.

Strozzi, PhiUp, 174.

,Pedro, 416, 421.

Stuart, house of, 26, 76.

Stukeley, Thomas, 159, 165, 170, 226, 246,

247, 252, 257, 260, 275, 279, 286, 293,

257-8, 299, 301, 304 ; dismissed by
Philip, 305. 308, 315 ; sends a ring to

Mary of Scotland, 317. 330, 367, 378,

496; leaves Civita Vecchia, 561. 590;
reported off the Irish coast, 597 ; his

arrival in Portugal, 601; killed at

the battle of Alcazar, 602n. 611,

613.

, a servant of his captured and
tortured, 330, 332, 348.

Sturmius, John, reformer, 630.

Subsidies for the Flemish and French pro-

testants, 54-5, 57, 60-4, 81, 85, 234-5,

407, 412, 41.5, 420, 427-8, 441,

447-8, 449, 452, 454, 461, 468, 470,

473,482-3,494-5, 503, 512, 525,535,

546, 564, 573, 580, 586, 629, 643-4,

648-9.

Suffolk, 225, 241, 450, 471.

, plot to kill catholics in, 179.

(disturbances in, 179-81, 183.

, Duch&ss of, 485.

Surrey, Earl of, proposed hostage for Alen^on,
662.

, ,204.

Sussex, coast of, 429.

Sussex, Earl of, Thomas Ratcliff, 16,

37, 51, 58, 72, 76, 83, 204, 211,

225, 234-5, 237, 238, 239; desires

the post of Lord Steward, 240 ; with
his army on the Border, 242 ; enters

Scotland, 243 ; ho'lds the Border
castles, 249. 252, 264, 275-7, 287,290,
297-8, 331 ; in danger of arrest, 346.

364, 384 ; made Lord Steward, 399.

418, 505, 536, 566, 570-1 ; favourable

to Spanish interests, 586-7. 599, 601
;

his quarrel with North, 606-7, 610,

612, 631, 634-6, 648 ; opposed to the

Alen^on match, 658. 662-3 ; to be
bribed, 668-9. 672, 674-5; favours

Alen(jon as a means of overturning

Leicester, 692. 693, 694; entertains

the Queen, 697. 700, 702, 706.

,,,, , , his negotiations in Ger-
many respecting the marriage with the

Archduke Charles, 1, 2, 6, 7, 11, 12,

13, 14, 15, 21, 24, 37.

, , , his Vice-Royalty of
Ireland, 2.

Suygo, John, a Milanese, 145, 146, 148,

156, 164, 166-7, 173.
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Sweden, King of, 212, 576.

STviufield, a spy in Spain, description of, 273,

Taffin, 536.

Tagus, the, 197.

Tangier, 483.

Tassis, Leonardo and Antonio, King's post-

masters in Flanders, 18.% 347, 400,

404, 411, 413, 417, 435, 437, 448, 451,

476.

Taxation and parliamentary grants (see also

Finance), 2, 11, 79, 153, 262, 274
;

revenue from Ireland, 291, 306-7,

450, 453, 529, 586.

Tayler, a prisoner of the Inquisition, 519,

551, 586-7.

Tenerife, 1, 339, 353.

Tenths, the, taxes in Flanders, 345.

Ter-Goes, see Tregus.

Ter-Woort, Hendrik, a Dutch Anabaptist
in Loudon, 500n.

Texel, isle of, 227, 302.

Throgmorton, Nicholas, 42, 50, 60, 63; his

arrest, 200. 201, 204.

Tirznach, 106, 141, 150, 177.

Tongeren, 78.

Torbay, 338.

Tour, Secretary Jacques de la, 196, 202, 205.

Treasurer, the. Marquis of Winchester, 57,

60, 204.

Tregus (or Ter-goes), 398, 404, 415, 425,
432-3 ; relief of, 434. 439, 443, 528.

Tremaine, Secretary, 374.

Tremelius, John Emmanuel, 17, 17n.

Trent, the, 214, 355.

, Council of, 433, 44.5, 489.

Treport, 70.

Treslong, Louis de, Lieut.-Go%'crnor of
Antwerp, 545n.

Trezzo, Jacobo de, 627, 627n.

Tseraets, Jerome, equerry of the Prince of

Orange, 248-9, 253.

Turk, the, negotiations for peace with, 466
;

intention to attack Sardinia, 490. 633.

Turkey, Sultan of, communications with, 699,
705-6.

, exports of tin to, 706, 710.

Tusan, Courier, 389-90.

Tutbury, 42, 107, 137, 198, 199, 201, 206,

213, 226.

Tyrwitt, 50.

Tzuits, Secretary, envoy from Orange, 516.

u.

Ugarte, Don Lope de, 148.

Ursino, Cardinal sent to France by the Pope,

431, 440, 442, 446, 453, 458, 466.

Ushant, 504.

Utrecht, 69.

, conference of, 658, 663, 703.

V.

Valdes, Don Pedro de, Spanish Admiral, 500,

504-5, 507, 508, 513.

Valenciennes, 388, 61.3, 617.

Valery, St., 60, 63, 64.

Vandenberg, a Flemish privateer, 237, 239,

279.

Van-Est, Peter, a German captain in Flanders

to be bribed, 596, 599.

Vargas Mejia, Juan de, Spanish ambassador
in France, 554, 555, 558, 561 ; Men-
doza's complaints of, 578-9. 587-8,

605, 610-11, 623, 626, 639, 646, 660 ;

presses Henry III. to forbid the

Alen^on match, 661. 66.5, 670, 677,

683, 688, 690.

Vargas, the licentiate, 193.

Vasconcellos, Luis de, his voyage to Brazil,

352.

Vaughan, Captain of the " Castle of Comfort,"

514.

Vela, Cape de la, 264.

Velutelli, a London banker, 213, 293.

Vendome, Duchess of, see Navarre, Queen
of.

, Duke of, see Navarre.

Venetians, the, 401, 403, 561, 632.

Venice, trade with, 149, 153, 154, 157, 165,

170, 195, 197, 208, 218, 230, 23], 239,

240, 561.

, the Seignory of, 561.

Ventura, the, of Havre de Grace, 237.

Verac, M. de, French ambassador in Scotland,

336, 465.

Verd, Cape de, 288, 289, 480.

Vere, a place in the Netherlands, 612.

" Vergi," the, a Venetian ship, 228.

Vielleville, M. de, 69.

Vienna, 11.

Vigo, 186 239 352.

Ville, a privateer, 325.

Villiers, Captain, see Ellis.

Viscounts, the army of the, 253.

Voh'ad, Count, 218, 228.

Voorn, isle of, 385.

Vulcob, nephew of Bochetel de la Forest, 10,

72, 72«,
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W.

Walcheren, isle of, 530.

Wales, 147.

Walker, of Sau Lucar, a spy of Leicester's,

645.

Wall, see Wallop.

Wallop, Sir Harry, 495 ; accompanies Wal-
singham to the States, 594.

Walsingham, Sir Francis, 11, 271-2, 281 ;

sent to Trance, 288. 297, 320, 334,

339, 371, 401, 405, 411-2, 416, 426,

431; requests his recall, 441. 442,445,
447, 453, 457 ; Secretary of State, 487.

519, 548, 566, 570, 572-3, 577-8, 579-

81, 583, 585-6, 588-90, 591, 594; "a
devilish heretic," 595. 596, 597, 598-9,

616, 620, 628-9, 637, 640, 642-4, 650-1,

656, 663, 666, 672, 675, 677, 682-3,

704, 710.

, mission to the States, 583, 585-6,

589, 594, 596-9, 600-1, 604, 617, 620,

623, 625,631.

, , one of his clerks a spy of Men-
doza's, 654.

Wanstead, Ijeicester's house there, 674, 682.

Warwick, Earl of, Ambrose Dudley, 12, 213,

218, 225, 398, 546, 547-8, 575.

Waterford, description of, 165.

Wentworth, Peter, M.P. for Tregony, 524,

524n.

West, sent to Conde, 599.

Westminster, 355, 356.

Westminster Hall, 247.

Westmoreland, Earl of, 183,199,211,218;
his flight, 225. 227, 229, 231, 233,

23.) ; his raid into England, 238 ;

accidentally wounded, 242. 247, 249,

254-5, 263, 268 ; in arms in Scotland,

276. 323, 387, 414
;
plot to murder,

434. 442, 448, 537, 551, 603.

, Countess of, 240.

Weston (?), an English envoy to Germany,
401, 428, 441, 453, 464, 467.

Whiteman and Hermon, an English house

trading with Spain, 590.

Wielmackcr, Jan, a Dutch Anabaptist burnt

in London, 500«.

Wight, Isle of, 70, 85, 145, 189, 195, 243,

245, 258, 263, 264-5, 268, 270, 272-3,

275-6, 277, 283-4, 285, 288, 293, 295,

320, 325, 329, 3.^2, 354, 407, 421, 430,

4.56, 46.0, 470, 503-4, 507-8, 514-15,

599.

, , Captain of the (Horsey), 90,

103, 111, 114-22, 267,287-8,352,372,

420, 536, 546-7, 687.

Wilkes, Thomas, his mission to Spain, 550,

558-9, 561-2, 564, 571.

, , sent to Don Juan, 573, 576,

579, 585, 619, 641.

Williams, Robert, a prisoner in the galleys of

the Inquisition, 586-7.

Wilson, Sir Thomas, Secretary of State, 339,

565, 593, 602, 651, 709«.

, Dr., Master of Requests, 486; sent to

Flanders, 487, 490, 517, 534, 536;
his asserted plots against Don Juan,
543-4. 54.5-6.

, formerly English Ambassador in

Portugal, 61, 80.

, a Catholic priest, 17, 50, 52, 58.

Wilzen, 78.

Winch, Captain, his voyage to Barbary, 586.

Winchester, Bishop of, his house occupied by
the Spanish Ambassador, 169, 171,

172, 174.

, has the care of the Bishop of

Ross, 407.

, , his nephew Henry Home, 446,
453.

, , petitions the Queen to help the

French and Flemish Protestants, 468.

Windham, Dr., arrested on religious grounds,
22.

Windsor, 72, 73, 74, 89, 189, 195, 197, 202,

214, 413, 435-6, 447, 547, 613.

Windsor, Lord, 515; proposed hostage for

AleuQon, 662.

Windsor Castle, dinner in the Great Hall
given by Leicester to D'Havrey, 547.

Wingfield, 198, 199, 201, 206.

Winter, William, 81, 82, 83, 84, 103, 111,

112, 114-22, 135, 138, 142, 185, 186,

190, 249, 254, 264, 275, 277, 282, 294,

300, 339, 353, 398, 505, 531, 693.

, Captain, his premature return from
Drake's voyage, 592, 602.

, George, 94.

, of Norfolk, 596.

, Voung, 275.

, 212.

Winter's brother, 173.

Witchcraft, the finding of effigies oi the
Queen and Councillors, 611, (j ^ '^

Wolschart, Peter, the King of Poland's agent
in Madrid, 140.

Woodhouse, Father, martyrdom of, 471.

Worcestei-, Earl of, 249, 274 ; represents the

Queen at the baptism of the daughter
of Charles IX.,458 ; attacked by pirates,

459. 465, 467.

, , his son marries Huntingdon's
sister, 358.

Wotton, Edward, English envoy to Portugal,
672-3, 674, 677-8, 683, 684-6, 691,

695, 707.

Wyatt, John, an English pirate, 258,

Wyatt's, Thomas, ship, 304.
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K.

Xaintes, 179, 253.

Y.

Yarmouth, Isle of Wight, 240.

Yerobi, Miguel de, of Kenteria, Guipuzcoa,
534.

York, 211, 223, 408 ; Northumberland's head
exposed at, 411, 580.

, Archbishop of (Young), 58.

, (Grindal), 241.

(Province of, Sussex made President,

58.

, Sir Orlando, 590.

George, Captain, 575.

, Meeting of the Conference on Scotch
affairs at, 71, 73, 74, 75, "6, 80, 81, 83,

84, 113.

Youghal, 31.

z.

Zabalaga, Nicolas de, bis ship seized in Eng-
land, 534.

Zantron, 78.

Zayas, SecretaJry Gabriel de, 16, 34, 37, 41,

59, 68, 69, 85, 278, 302, 308, 317, 478,

622, 641-2, 644-5, 665, 670.

Zayas, Secretary, letters to, 255, 260, 262, 264,

265, 268, 269, 269, 272, 272, 276, 289,

293, 301, 316, 321, 327, 345, 359, 42J,

455, 486, 487, 490, 491, 491, 492, 493,

493, 494, 495, 496, 497, 499, 501, 502,

503, 505, 506, 508, 508, 510, 510, 512,

514, 517, 519, 519, 522, 523, 523, 52.5,

527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 533, 534, 534,

536, 538, 542, 54.5, 547, 548, 549, 549,

550, 552, 560, 560, 562, 563, 563, 578,

581, 584, 586, 587, 591, 591, 593, 59.5,

599, 604, 605, 606, 606, 609, 609, 614,

617, 623, 624, 629, 631, 631, 638, 642,

644, 645, 651, 651, 652, 65.5, 656, 658,

658, 665, 667, 671, 672, 673, 073, 676,

678, 679, 679, 681, 682, 687, 690, 692,

692, 693, 694, 694, 695, 697, 697, 700,

700, 701, 704.

, , letters from, 305, 541, 6-6,

626.

Zealand, 366, 386, 388, 398, 422, 432, 434,

459, 463, 468, .474-5, 478, 482, 487 ;

offered to Elizabeth, 501. 507,511;
in dismay, 513. 515-20, 530, 533, 683,

596, 689, 710.

Ziericsee, 504, 510, 513-14, 515, 518, 525
;

statement of a soldier respecting, 526.

528.

Zubiar, a Spanish emissary to England, orders

to, 469.

Zuniga, Alonso dc, 66.

, Don Diego de, Spanish Ambassador
in France, 389, 405, 408, 430, 442, 447,

478.

, Don Juan de, letter to, 28, 28/i.

Zweveghem, M. de, sent by Alba to negotiate

for restitution and re-opening of trade,

298, 299, 302-3, 304-5, 318, 347, 350,

353, 358-60, 361-2, 365, 371, 372,

373-5, 381-4 ; ordered to leave Eng-
land, 386-7. 389-90, 472« ; his second
mission, 486.

, , his mission from the States,

536, 539, 544, 546, 603.

Zwiebriicken, Duke of, see Deuxponts.
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ENGLAND.

CALENDARS OF STATE PAPERS, &c.

[Impekial 8vo., cloth. Price 15s. eaoli Volume or Part.]

As far back as the year 1800, a Committee of the House of Commons
recommended that Indexes and Calendars should be made to the Public

Records, and thirty-six years afterwards another Committee of the House
of Commons reiterated that recommendation in more forcible words ; but
it was not until the incorporation of the State Paper Office with the Public

Eecord Office that the Master of the EoUs found himself in a position to

take the necessary steps for carrying out the wishes of the House of

Commons.
On 7 December 1855, he stated to the Lords of the Treasury that

although " the Eecords, State Papers, and Documents in his charge con-
" stitute the most complete and perfect series of their kind in the civilized
" world," and although " they are of the greatest value in a, historical
" and censtitutional point of view, yet they are comparatively useless to
" the public, from the want of proper Calendars and Indexes."

Their Lordships assented to the necessity of having Calendars prepared

and printed, and empowered the Master of the Eolls to take such steps as

might be necessary for this purpose.

The following Works have been already published in this Series :

—

Calendakium GrENEALOGiCTJM ; for the Eeigns of Henry III. and Edward I,

Edited by Ohakles Eobeets, Secretary of the Public Eecord Office.

2 Vols. 1865.

i

This is a work of great value for elucidatiDg the early history of our

nobility and lauded gentry.

Syllabus in English, oe Eymeb's Fcedeha. By Sir Thomas DuErusHAEDy,

D C L., Deputy Keeper of the Eecords. Vol. I.— 1066-1377. (Out of

print.) Vol. II.—1377-1664. Vol. III., Appendix and Index. 1869-

1885.

Desokiptive Catalogue oe Ancient Deebs, preserved in the Public Eecord.

Office. Vol.1. 1890.

Calendak oe the Patent Eolls of the Eeign oe Edwaed I., preserved ia

tbfi Public Eecord Office, prepared under the superintendence of the

Deputy Keeper of the Eecords. Vol.1. 1281-1292. 1893.

Calendae or the Patent Eolls op the Eeign of Edwaed III., preserved

in the Public Eecord Office, prepared under the superintendence of

the Deputy Keeper of the Eecords. 1891-1893.

Vol. I.-1327-1330. I

Yol. II.-1330-1334.

Oalendak oe the Close Eolls of the Eeign op Edwaed II., preserved in

the Public Eecord Office, prepared under the superintendence of the

Deputy Keeper of the Eecords. 1892-1893.,

Vol. I.-1307-1313. I
Vol. II.-1313-1318.

V 80070. "Wt. 1201. " 2



Calexdar or Letteks and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, op the Ueign or
Hexrt VIII., preserved in Her Majesty's Public Record Office, the
British Maseum, and elsewhere in England. JEditedbyJ. S. Brewer,
M.A., Profosaor of English Literature, King's College, London
(Vols. I.-IV.) ; and by James Gairdner, an Assistant Record Keeper
(Vols. V.-XIL). 1862-1892.

Vol. I.— 1509-1514.. {Out of
print.)

Vol. II. (in two Parts)—1515-
1518. {Part I. out of print.)

Vol. III. (in two Parts)—1519-
1523.

Vol. IV.—Introduction.

Vol. IV., Part 1.-1524-1526.
Vol. IV., Part 2.-1626-1528.
Vol. IV., Part 3.-1529-1530.
Vol. v.—1531-1532.
Vol. VI.—1533.
Vol. VII.—1534.

Calendar of State Papers, Domestic
VI., Mary, Elizabeth, and Jambs
Office. Edited by Robert Lemon,
Maby Anne Everett Green (Vols.

Vol.1.— 1547-1580.
Vol. II.— 1581-1590.
Vol. III.—1591-1594. {Out of

print.)

Vol. IV.— 1595-1597,
Vol. v.— 1598-1601.
Vol. VI.— 1601-1603, with

Addenda, 1547-1565.

Vol. VIII.—1635, to July.

Vol. IX.— 1535, Aug. to Dec.
Vol. X.— 1536, Jan. to June.
Vol. XI.—1536, July to Dec.
Vol. XII., Part 1.-1537, Jan. to

May.
Vol. XII., Part 2.-1537, June to

Dec.
Vol. XIII., Part 1.-1538, Jan. to

July.

Vol. XIII., Part 2.-1538, Aug.
to Dec.

Series, or the Reigns of Edward
I., preserved in the Public Record
P.S.A. (Vols. I. and II.), and by

III.-XII.). 1856-1872.

Vol. VII.— Addenda, 1666-1579.
Vol. VIII.—1603-1610.
Vol. IX.— 1611-1618.
Vol. X.— 1619-1623.
Vol. XI.— 1623-1625, with

Addenda, 1603-J625,
Vol. XII.— Addenda, 1580-1626.

Calendar ob' State Papers, Domestic Series, of the Reign of Charles I.,

preserved in the Public Record Office. ISdUed by John Bruce, P.S.A.
(Vols. I.-XII.); by John Brtige, F.S.A., and William Douglas
Hamilton, F.S.A. (Vol. XIII.) ; and by William Dooglas Hamilton.
F.S.A. (Vols. XIV.-XXII.). 1858-189'3.

Vol. 1.

Vol. II.—
Vol. Ill—
Vol. IV.—
Vol. v.—
Vol. VI.—
Vol. VIL-
Vol. VIII.-

Vol. IX.—

1625-1626.
1627-1628.
1628-1629.
1629-1631.
1631-1633.
1633-1634.
1634-1635.

-1635.
1635-1636.

Vol. X.— 1636-1637.

Vol. XI.— 1637.

Vol. XII.—
Vol. XIII.—
Vol. XIV.—
Vol. XV.—
Vol. XVI.—
Vol. XVII.—
Vol. XVIII.-
Vol. XIX.—
Vol, XX.—
Vol. XXI.—
Vol. XXIL—

1637-1638.
1638-1639.
1639.

1639-1640.
1640.

164U-1641.
-1641-1643.
1644.

1644-1645.
1646-1647.
1648-1649.

Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series, during the Commonwealth
preserved in the Public Record Office. Editod by Mari Anne Everftt
Green. 1875-1885.

Vol. I.— 1649-1650.

Vol.11.— 1660.

Vol. III.— 1661.

Vol. IV.— 1651-1652.

Vol. v.— 1652-1663.

Vol. VI.— 1663-1654.

Vol. VII.—1654.

Vol. VIII.—1655.
Vol. IX.— 1655-1656.
Vol. X.— 1656-1657.
Vol. XI.— 1657-1658.
Vol. XII.— 1658-1659.
Vol. XIII.—1659-1660.

Calendar of State Papers:—Committee for the Advance of Money
164:^-1656. Edited by Mary Anne Everett Green. Parts I -TIT

'

1888.

CALr.XDAR OF StAIE PaPERS :—COMMITTEE FOR OoSlrOUNDING, &C., 1643-
1G60. Edited by Mary Anne Everett Green. Parts I.-v'.' 1889-
1892.



Oalendab of State Papees, Domestic Sekies, op the Eeign op Oiiaeies II.^

preserved in the Public Record Office. Edited hy Maby Anne
Eveeett Gtreen. 1860-1893.

Vol.1.— 1660-1661.
Vol. II.— 1661-1662.
Vol. In.—1663-1664.
Vol. IV.—1664-1665.

Vol. v.— 1665-1666.
Vol. VI.— 1666-1667.

Vol. VII.— 1667.

Vol. VIII.—1667-1668.

Caiendaii op Home Oppice Papees of the Reign op Geoege III., preserved
in the Public Record Office. Vols. I. and II. Edited hy Joseph
Redington, an Assistant Record Keeper, 1878-1879. Vol. III.

Edited hy Richaed Aethue Robeets, Barrister-at-Law. 1881.

Vol. I.—1760 (25 Oct.)-1765.| Vol. III.—1770-1772.
Vol. II.—1766-1769.

|

Caeendab op Tkeasuky Papers, preserv'ed in tbe Public Record Office.

Edited hy Joseph Redington, an Assistant Record Keeper. 1868-

Vol.I.— 1557-1696.
Vol. II.— 1697-1702.
Vol. III.—1702-1707.

Vol. IV.—l':C8-1714.

Vol. v.— 1714-1719.
Vol. VI.—1720-1728.

Caiendae of State Papees relating to Scotland, preserved in the Public
Record Office. Edited hy Maekham John Thobfe. 1858.

Vol. I., the Scottish Series, 1509-1589.

Vol. II., the Scottish Series, 1589-1603 ; an Appendix to the
Scottish Series, 1543-1592 ; and the State Papers relating to

Mary Queen of Scots.

Calendae of Documents relating to Ibeland, in the Public Record Office,

London. Edited hy Heney Savage Sweetman, B.A,, Barrister-at-

Law (Ireland) ; continued hy GtTJSTAvus Peedeeick Handcock. 1875-

1886.

Vol. I.— 1171-1251.

Vol. 11.— 12.52-1284.

Vol. III.—1285-1292.

Vol. IV.—1293-1301.
Vol. v.— 1302-1307.

Calendae op State Papees relating to Ibeland, op the Reigns of
Henby VIII., Bdwaed VI., Maey, and Elizabeth, preserved in the

Public Record Office. Edited hy Hans Claude Hamilton, P.S.A.
1860-1890, and hy E. G. Atkinson, 1893.

Vol.1.— 1509-1573.

Vol. II.— 1674-1585.

Vol. III.—1586-1588.

Vol. IV.—1S88-1S92.
Vol. v.— 1692-1596.
Vol. VI.—1596-1597.

Calendae op State Papees relating to Ibeland, of the Eeign of James I.,

preserved in the Public Record Office, and elsewhere. Edited hy the

Rev 0. W. Russell, D.D., and John P. Peendeegast, Barrister-at-

Law. 1872-1880.

Yol I— 1603-1606. Vol. IV.—1611-1614.
Vol II.— 1606-1608. Vol. V.— 1615-1625.

Vol. III.—1608-1610.

This series is in continuation of the Irish State Papers commencing

with the reign of Henry VIII. ; but for the reign of James I., the papers

are not confined to those in the Public Eecord Office, London.

Calendae of the Caeev Papees, preserved in the Lambeth Library.

Edited hy J. S. Bbewee, M.A., Professor of English Literature,

King's College, London ; and William Bullen. 1867-1873.

(OutVol.1.— 1515-1574.

ofprint.)

Vol. II.— 1575-1588.

Vol. III.—1589-1600.

The Carew Papers are of great importance to all students of Irish

history.

Vol. IV.—1601-1603.
Vol. v.— Book of Howlh;

Miscellaneous.
Vol. VI.—1603-1624.
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Calendar of State Papers, Coi-oniai, Series. Edited, hy "W. Noel
Sainsburt, an Assistant Record Keeper. 1860-1892.

Vol. I.—America and West Indies, 1574-1660.
Vol. II.—East Indies, China, and Japan, 1513-1616. {Outofprint.)
Vol. III.— „ ,, „ 1617-1621. (Owfo/primf.)

Vol. IV.— „ „ „ 1622-1624.
Vol v.—America and West Indies, 1661-1668.
Vol. VI.—East Indies, 1625-1629.
Vol. VII.—America and West Indies, 1669-1674.
Vol. VIIL—East Indies and Persia, 1630-1634.

Vol. IX.—America and West Indies, 1675-1676, and Addenda,
1574-1674.

These volumes deal with Colonial Papers in the Public Record Office,

the India Office, and the Biitish Museum.

Calendar or State Papers, Eoeeign Series, or the Eeign op Edward VI.,
preserved in the Public Record Office. 1547-15S8. Edited hy
W. B. TuRNBULL, Barrister-at-Law, &c. 1861.

Calendar op State Papers, Foreign Series, op the reign op Mart, pre-
served in the Public Record Office. 1553-1558. Edited hy W. B.
TuRNBULL, Barrister-at-Law, &o. 1861.

Calendar op State Papers, Foreign Series, of the reign or Elizabeth,
preserved in the Public Record Office, &c. Edited hy the Rev. Joseph
Stevenson, M.A. (Vols. I.-VII.), and Allan James Crosby, M.A.,
Barrister-at-Law (Vols. VIII.-XI.j. 1863-1880.

Vol. L— 1558-1559.
Vol.11.— 1559-1560.
Vol. III.—1560-1561.
Vol. IV.— 1561-1562.
Vol. v.— 1562.

Vol. VI.— 1563.

Vol. VII.— 1564-1565.
Vol. VIII.—1666-1568.
Vol. IX.— 1569-1571.
Vol. X.— 1572-1574.
Vol. XI.— 1575-1577.

Calendar of Letters, Despatches, and State Papers, relating to the
Negotiations between England and Spain, preserved in the Archives
at Simancas, and elsewhere. Edited hy G-. A. Bergeneoth, (Vols. I.

and II.) 1862-1868, and Don Pascual de Gayangos (Vols. III. to VI.)
1873-1890.

Vol. I.— 1485-1509.
I

Vol. IV., Part 2.-1531-1533.
Vol. II.—1509-1625. I Vol. IV., Part 2.-1531-1533.

continued.
Vol. v.. Part 1.— 1534-1535.
Vol. v., Part 2.— 1536-1538.
Vol. VI., Part 1.— 1538-1542.

Supplement to Vol. I. and
Vol. II.

Vol. III., Part 1.-1526-1526.
Vol. III., Part 2.-1527-1529.
Vol. IV., Part 1.-1.529-1530.

Calendar op Letters and State Papers, relating to English Affairs,
preserved principally in the Archives of Simancas. Edited hv
jyiARTiN A. S. Hume, F.R.Hist.S. 1892-1894.

Vol. I. 1558-1667.
|

Vol. II. 1568-1579.

Calendar of State Papers and Maktjsoeipis, relating to English Affairs
preserved in the Archives of Venice, &o. Edited hy Rawdon Brown.
1864-1884, and by Ratvdon Brown and the Right Hon. G. Cavendish
Bentinck, M.P., 1890.

Vol.1.— 1202-1509.
Vol. II.— 1509-1519.
Vol. III.—1520-1526.
Vol. IV.— 1527-1533.
Vol. v.— 1634-1554.

Vol. VI., Part I.— 1555-1656.
Vol. VI., Part II.— 1556-1657.
Vol. VI., Part III.—1557-1558.
Vol. VII.— 1558-1580.

Calendar of entries in the Papal Eegistehs, illustrating the history of
Great Britain and Ireland. Edited hy W. H. Bliss, B L Paoal
Letters. Vol. I.—1198-1304. 1893.

' '' ^

Report of the Deputy Keeper of the Records and the Rev. J. S. Brewer
upcn the Carte and Carew Papers in the Bodleian and Lambeth
Libraries. 1864. Price 2s. 6cL



Repoet of the Deptjit Keepeb op the Recokds upon the Documents in the
Archives and Public Libraries of Venice. 1866. Price 2s. 6d.

Guide to the Peincipal Oiasses op Documents in the Public Eecord
Ofpioe. By S. R. Scaegill Bied, P.S.A. 1891. Price 7s. [Be-
printing.}

Acts of the Peivt Council op England, New Series. Edited hy John
Roche Dasent, M.A., Barrister-at-La-w. 1890-93. Price lOe. each.

Vol.1. —1542-1547.
Vol. II. —1547-1550.
Vol. III.—15S0-1552.
Vol. IV.—1552-1554.

Vol.V. —1554-1556.
Vol. VI. —1656-1558.
Vol. VII.—1558-1570.

In the Press.

Desceiptive Catalogue op Ancient Deeds, preserved in the Public Record
Office. Vol. II.

Calendae op the Patent Rolls op the Reign op Edwaed I. Vol. II,

Calendae op the Patent Rolls op the Reign op Edwaed II. Vol. I.

1307-1313.

Calendae op the Patent Rolls op the Reign of Richaed II. Vol. I.

1377-1381.

Calendae op the Close Rolls op the Reign op Edwaed II. Vol. III. 1318-
1323.

Calendab of Leiteks and Papees, Foeeion and Domestic, op the Reign op
Henet VIII., preserved in the Public Record Office, the British
Museum, &o. Edited by James Gaiednee, late an Assistant Record
Keeper. Vol. XIV.

Calendar of Lettees, Despatches, and State Papees, relating to the nego-
tiations between England and Spain, preserved in the Archives at
Simancas, and elsewhere. Edited by Don Pascual db Gtatahgos.
Vol. VI., 1538-42, Part 2.

Calendae op State Papees, relating to English Apfaies, preserved in the
Archives of Venice, &c. Edited by Hoeatio P. Beown. Vol. VIII.

Calendab of entries in the Papal Registees, illustrating the history of
Great Britain and Ireland. Edited hy W. H. Bliss, B.O.L. Papal
Letters. Vol. II. 1305-1341.

Calendae op State Papees, Domestic Seeies, op the Reign of Ohaeles II.

Calendae op State Papees, Domestic Seeies, op the Reign op William III.

Calendae op Inquisitiones Post Moetem, Henry VII.

Acts of the Peivy Council op England, New Series, Tol. VIII. Edited by
John Roche Dasent, M.A., Barrister-at-Law.

In Progress.

Calendae op Ancient Coesespondence, Diplomatic Documents, and the

like, preserved in the Public Record Office.



PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE.

LISTS AND INDEXES.

The object of these publications is to make the contents of the Public
Record Office more easily available. In conjunction with the Calendars,
they will, in course of time, form a catalogue of the National Archives, as

explained in the Fifty-first Report of the Deputy Keeper of the Records
{page 10).

No. I. Index of Axcient Petitions of the Chancery and the Exchequer.
9s, 6a.

No. II. List and Index of the Decl.vked Accounts from the Pipe OflSce

and the Audit Office. Price 15s.

In the Press.

No. III. List of volumes of State Papeks (Great Britain and Ireland),

A.D. 1547-1760.

List of Plea Bolls.

List and Index of Ministem' Accounts. Part I.

List and Index of Court Rolls.

Index of Ohancekt Pkoceedinrs, Series II., A.D. 1558-1579.

In Progress.

Index of Barly Chakcehy Pjioceedi.\o!5.



THE CHRONICLES AND MEMORIALS OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND IRELAND DURING THE MIDDLE AGES.

[Royal 6vo. Price 10*. each Volume or Part.]

On 25 July 1822, the House of Commons presented an address to the-

Crown, stating that the editions of the works of our ancient historians-

were inconvenient and defective ; that many of their writings still

remained in manuscript, and, in some cases, in a single copy only. They
added, "that an uniform and convenient edition of the whole, published
" under His Majesty's royal sanction, would be an undertaking honour-
" able to His Majesty's reign, and conducive to the advancement of
" historical and constitutional knowledge ; that the House therefore-
" humbly besought His Majesty, that He would be graciously pleased to-

" give such directions as His Majesty, in His wisdom, might think fit,

" for the publication of a complete edition of the ancient historians-
" of this realm."
The Master of the Eolls, being very desirous that effect should be given

to the resolution of the Hiouso of Commons, submitted to Her Majesty's-
Treasury in 1857 a plan for the publication of the ancient chronicles andi
memorials of the United Kingdom, and it was adopted accordingly.
Of the Chronicles and Memorials, the following volumes have been

published. They embrace the period from the earliest time of British,

history down to the end of the reign of Hem-y VII.

1. The Chkonicle oe England, by John Oapgkave. Edited hy the Eev;
P. 0. HiNGESTON, M.A. 1858.

Capgrave's Chronicle extends from the creation of the world to the year 1417. As.
a record of the language spoken in Norfolk (being written in English), it is of considerable-
value.

2. Chbonicon Monastekii de Abingdon. Vols. I. and II. Edited ly the-

Eev. Joseph Stevenson, M.A., Vicar of Leighton Buzzard. 1858.

This Chronicle traces the history of the monastery from its foundation by King Ina-.

of "\Vesses, to the reign of Richard I. The author had access to the title deeds of the-
house, and incorporates into his history various charters of the Saxon kings, of great im-
portance as illustrating not only the history of the locaUty but that of the kingdom.

3. Lives op Edwabd the Confessok- I.—La Estoire de Seint Aedward le-

Eei. II.—Vita Beati Edvardi Eegis at Confessoris. III.—Vita
.Slduuardi Eegis qui apud Westmonasterium requiescit. Edited by'

Henky Bichabds LuAitD, M.A., Fellow and Assistant Tutor of Trinity
College, Cambridge. 1858.

The first is a poem in Norman Prench, probably written in 1245. The second is an,
anoiw^mous poem, written between 1440 and 1450, which is mamly valuable as a specimen of
the Latin poetry of the time. The third, also by an anonymous author, was apparently-
written between 1066 and 1074.

4. MoNUMENTA Ekanciscana. Vol. I.—Thomas de Eccleston de Adventu-
Eratrum Minorum in Angliam. Adas de Marisco Epistolse. Eegis-
trum Eratrum Minorum Londoniae. Edited hy J. S. Brewek, M.A.,
Professor of English Literature, King's College, London. Vol. II.

—

De Adventu Minorum ; re-edited, with additions. Chronicle of the
Grey Friars. The ancient English version of the Eule of St. Francis.

Abbreviatio Statutorum, 1461, &c. Edited hy Eichaed HowiElli,
Barrister-at-Law. 1858, 1882.

The first volume contains original materials for the history of the settlement of the-

order of St. Francis in England, the letters of Adam de Marisco, and other papers. The-
fiecond volume contains materials found since the first volume was published.
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5. Fasciculi Zizaniorum Magistbi Johannis Wtclif cdm Tkitico. Ascribed
to Thomas Nettek, of Walden, Provincial of the Carmelite Order
in England, and Confessor to King Henry the Fifth. Edited by the
Rev. W. W. Shieley, M.A., Tutor and late Fellow of Waaham
College, Oxford. 185?.

This work gives the only contemporaneous account of the rise of the Lollards.

6. The Buik or the Croniciis of Scotland ; or, A Metrical Version of the
History of Hector Boec-e; by William Stewabt. Vols. I., II., and
III. Edited by W. B. Turnbull, Barrister-at-Law. 1858.

This is a metrical translation of a Latin Prose Chronicle, written in the first half of the
16th century. The narrative begins with the earliest legends and ends with the death of
James I. of Scotland, and the " evil ending of the traitors that slew him." The peculiarities
of the Scottish dialect are well illustrated in this version.

7. Johannis Oapgeave Liber de Ii.ltjsteibus Heneicis. Edited by the
Eev. F. 0. Htngeston, M.A. 1858.

The first part relates only to the history of the Empire from the election of Henry I.

the Fowler, to the end of the reign of the Emperor Henry VI. The second part is devoted
to English history, from the accession of Henry I. in 1100, to 14i6, which was the twenty-
fourth year of the reign of Henry VI. Th^ third part contains the lives of illustrious men
who have home the name of Henry in various parts of the world.

8. HiSTOBIA MONASTEKII S. AUGUSTISI CaNTUAEIENSIS, by ThOMAS OP
Elmham, forinerly Monk and Treasurer of that Foundation. Edited

by CuAELEs Haedwick, M.A., Fellow of St. Catharine's Hall, and
Christian Advocate in the University of Cambridge. 1858.

This history extends from the arrival of St. Augustine in Kent until 1191.

9. EuLOGlUM (HiSTORiAEUM sivB Tempoeis) ; Chropicon ab Orbo condito
usque ad AnnurQ Domini 1366 ; a monacho quodam Malmesbiriensi
exaratum. Vols. I., II., and III. Edited hy F. S. Hatdon, B.A.
1858-1863.

This is a Latin Chronicle extending from the Creation to the latter part of the reign of

Edward III., and writtfn by a monk of Malmesbury, about the year 1367. A continuation
cai'ries the history of England down to the year 1413.

10. Memoeials oe Heset the Seventh : Uernardi Andrere Tholosatis Vita

Regis Henrici Septirai ; necnon alia qufedam ad eundem Regem
speotantia. Edited by James G-aikdnee. 1858.

The contents of this volume are— (1) a life of Henry VII., by his poet Laureate ajid

historiographer, Bernard Andr6, of Toulouse, with some compositions in verse, of which he
is supposed to have been the author ; (2) the journals of Roger Machado during certain

embassies to Spain and Brittany, the first of which had refi'ience to the marriage of the

King's son, Arthur, with Catharme of Ari'SRon ; (3) two ciu-ious reports by envoys sent to

Spain in 1606 touching the succession to the Crown of Castile, and a project of marriage

between Henry VII. and the Queen of Naples ; and (4) an account of Philip of Castile's

reception in England in 1506. Other documents of interest are given in an appendix.

11. Memorials or Henet the Fifth. I.—Vita Henrici Quinti, Roberto

Redman-no auotore. II.—Versus Rhythmici in laudem Regis Henrici

Quinti. III.—Blmbami Liber Metricus de Henrico V. Edited hy

Chaeles a. Cole. 1858.

12. Munimenia GilbiialLjB Londoniensis ; Liber Albus, Liber Custu-

maram, et Liber Horn, in arohivis Gildhalte asservati. Vol. I.,

Liber Albus. Vol. II. (in Two Parts). Liber Custumarum. Vol. III.,

Translation of the Anglo-Norman Passages in Liber Albas, Glos-

saries, Appendices, and Index. Edited by Hesey Thomas Riley,

M.A., Barrister-at-Law. 1859-1862.

The Ziber Albus, compiled by John Carpenter, Common Clerk of the City of London in

the year 1419, gives an account of the laws, regulations, and institutions of that City in the

12th 13th, 14th, and early part of the 15th centuries. The Liber Custumarum was com-

piled in the early part of the 14th centui-y during the reign of Edward II. It also gives an
account ot the laws, regulations, and institutions of the City of London in the 12th, 13th,

and early part of the 14th centuries.

13. Chbonica Johannis be Oxekedes. Edited ly Sir Heney Ellis, K.H.
1859.

Although this Chronicle tells of the arrival of Hengist and Ilorsa, it substantially begins
with the reign ot King Alfred, and comes down to 1292. It is particularly valuable for

notices of events in the eastern portions of the Kingdom.
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14. A Collection of Political Poems and Songs relating to English
HlSTOKT, FKOM THE ACCESSION OE EdWAKD III. TO THE ReIGN OF
HeneyVIII. Vols. I. and II. ^dM 6« Thomas Weight, M.A. 1859-
1861.

15. The " Opus Teetittsi," "Opus Minus," &c. of Rogee Bacon. Edited hy
J. S. Beewee, M.A., Professor of English Literature, King's College,
London. 1859.

16. Bahtholom^i de Cotton, Monachi Norwicensis, Histoeia Anglicana;
449-1298; necnon ejusdem Liber de Achiepisoopis et Episoopis
AnglisB. Edited hy Heney Eichaeds Luaed, M.A., Fellow and
Assistant Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge, 1859.

17. Beut y Tywysogion ; or. The Chronicle of the Princes of "Wales.
Edited hy the Rev. John Williams ab Iihel, M.A. 1860.

This work, written in the ancient "Welsh language, he^ns with the abdication and
death of Caedwala at Rome, in the year 681, and continues the history down to the
subjugation of Wales by Edward I., about the year 1282.

18. A Collection op Royal and Histoeical Letiees dueing the Reign op
Heney IV. 1399-1404. Edited by the Rev. F. C. Hingesion, M.A., of
Exeter College, Oxford. 1860.

19. The Eepeessoe op over much Blaming op the Cleegy. By Reginald
Pecock, sometime Bishop of Chichester. Vols. I. and II. Edited by
the Rev. Chuechill Babington, B.D., Fello-w of St. John's College,
Cambridge. 1860.

The " Repressor " may be considered the earliest piece of good theological disquisition
of which our English prose literature can boast. The author was born about the end of the
foui'teenth century, consecrated Bishop of St. Asaph in the year 1444, and translated to the
see of Cliichester in 1450. His work is interesting chiefly because it gives a full account of

the views of the Lollards, and it has great value for the philologist.

20. Annales CambbijB. Edited by the Rev. John Williams ab Ithel, M.A.
1860.

These annals, which are in Latin, commenced in 447, and come down to 1288. The
earlier portion appears to be taken from an Irish Chronicle used by Tigemafih, and by the
compiler of the Annals of Ulster.

21. The Works op Giealdus Cambeensis. Vols. I.-IV. Edited by the
Rev. J. S. Beewee, M.A., Professor of English Literature. King's
College, London. Vols. V.-VII. Edited by the Rev. Jambs F.
DiMOOK, M.A., Rector of Barnburgh, Yorkshire. Vol. VIII. Edited
hy GrEOEGE F. Warnbk, M.A., of the Department of MSS., British

Museum. 1861-1891.

These volumes contain the historical works of Gerald du Barry, who lived in the reigns

of Henry II., Richard I., and John. His works are of a very miscellaneous nature, both
in prose and verse, and are remarkable for the anecdotes which they contain.

The Topoffraphia Hibernica (in Vol. V.) is the result of Giraldus* two visits to Ireland,

the first in 1183, the second in 1185-6, when he accompanied Prince John into that country.

The Jj]xpugnatio Hihernica was written about 1188, and may be regarded rather as a great
epic than a sober relation of acts occurring in his own days. Vol. VI. contains the Itine-

raritim Kamhrice et Descriptio KanibricB ; and Vol. VII., the lives of S. Remigius and
S Huffh. Vol. VIII. contains the Treatise De Principum Instructione, and an Index to

Vols. I.-IV. and VIII.

22. Lettees and Paeees illusteativb op the Waes of the English in

Feanoe dueing the Reign of Heney the Sixth, King op England.

Vol. I., and Vol. II. (in Two Parts). Edited hy the Rev. Joseph

Stevenson, M.A., Vicar of Leightcn Buzzard. 1861-1864.

23. The Anglo-Saxon Cheonicle, according to the seveeal Original

Authoeities. Vol. I., Original Texts. Vol. II., Translation. Edited

and translated by Benjamin Thoepe, Member of the Royal Academy of

Sciences at Munich, and of the Society of Netherlandish Literature at

Leyden. 1861.

There are at present six independent manuscripts of the Saxon Chronicle, ending in

diflerent years, and written in different parts of the country. In this edition, the text of

each manuscript is printed in columns on the same page, so that the student may see at a
glance the various change* which occur in orthography.
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24. Letiees and Papers iliusieativb op the Keigns op Richard III. ajjd
Henry YII. "Vols. I. and II. Edited hy James Gairdnee. 1861-
1863.

The principal contents of the volumes are some diplomatic Papers of Richard III.

;

correspondence between Henry VII. and Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain; documents
relating to Edmund de la Pole, Earl of Sullolk ; and a portion of the correspondence of
James IV. of Scotland.

25. Letters op Bishop G-rosseteste. Edited hy the Rev. Henry Richards
LuAUD, M.A., Fellow and Assistant Tutor of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge. 1861.

The letters of Robert Grosseteste range in date from about 1310 to 1263, and relate to
various matters connected not only with the political history of England during the reign
of Henry III., but with its ecclesiastical condition. They refer especially to the diocese of
Lincoln, of which Grosseteste was bishop.

26. Descriptive Catalogue op Manuscripts relating to the History op
GtReai Britain and Ireland. Vol. I. (in Two Parts) ; Anterior to the
Norman Invasion. Vol. II. ; 1066-1200. Vol. III. ; 1200-1327. By
Sir Thomas Duppus Hardy, D.C.L., Deputy Keeper of the Records.
1862-1871.

The object of this work is to publish notices of all known sources of British history,
both printed and unprinted. in one continued sequence. The materials, when historical (as
distinguished from biographical) , are arranged under the year in which the latest event is

recorded in the chronicle or history, and not under the period in which its author, real or
supposed, flourished. Biographies are enumerated under the year in which the person-
commemorated died, and not under the year in which the life was written. A brief
analysis of each work has been added when deserving it, in which original portions are
distinguished from mere compilations. A biographical sketch of the author of eaoh piece
has been added, and a brief notice of such British authors as have written on historical
subjects.

27. Royal and other Historical Letters illustrative op the Reign op
Henry III. Vol. I., 1216-1235. Vol. II., 1236-1272. Selected and
edited by the Rev. W. "W. Shirley, D.D., Regius Professor of Ecclesi-

astical History, and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford. 1862-1866.

28. Cheonica Monasterii S. Albani.—1. Thom^ Walsingham Histor'ia

Anglicana ; Vol. L, 1272-1381 : Vol. II., 1381-1422. 2. Willelmi
RiSHANGEE Cheonica et Annales, 1259-1307. 3. Johannis de
Teokelowe et Henrici de Blanepoede Cheonica et Annales, 1259-1296

;

1307-1324 ; 1392-1406. 4. Gesta Abbatum Monasterii S. Albani, a
Thoma Walsingham, eegnante Ricardo Secuxdo, ejusdem Ecclesi.e

Pe^centoee, compilata; Vol. I., 793-1290: Vol. II., 1290-1349:

Vol. Ill , 1349-1411. 5. Johannis Amundesham, Monachi Monasterii

S. Albani, ut videtuk, Annales ; Vols. I. and II. 6. Regisira
QUORUNDAM Abbatum Monasterii S. Albani, qui S.a;cuL0 xv™" floruere;

Vol.1., Registeum Abbaii^ Johannis Whethamstede, Abbatis Monas^
TERii Sancti Albani, iteeum suscEPTiE ; Robeeto Blakeney, Capellano,

quondam adsoripium : Vol. II., Registra Johannis Whethamstede,
Willelmi Albon, et Willelmi Walingpoede, Abbatum Monasterii
Sancti Albani, cum Appendice, continente quasdam Epistolas, a
JoHANNE Whethamstede Consckiptas. 7. Tpodigma Neustri.® a
Thoma Walsingham, quondam Monacho Monasterii S. Albani,
CONSCEIPTUM. Edited by Heney Thomas Riley, M.A., Barrister-at-Law.

1863-1876.

In the first two volumes is a History of England, from the death of Henry III. to the
death of Henry V., by Thomas 'Walsingham, Precentor of St. Albans.

In the 3rd volume is a Chronicle of Enghsh History, attributed to 'William Rishanger,

who lived in the reign of Edward I. : an account of transactions attending the award of

the kingdom of Scotland to John Balliol, 1291-1292, also attributed to 'William Rishanger,

but on no sufficient ground : a short Chronicle of Enghsh History, 1292 to 1300, by an
unknown hand : a short Chronicle 'Willelmi Rishanger Gesta Edwardi Primi, Regis Angliee,

with Annales Regum Angliae, probably by the same hand: and fragments of three
Chronicles of English History, 1285 to 1307.

In the 4th volume is a Chronicle of English History, 1369 to 1296 : Annals of Edward II.,

1307 to 1323, by John de Trokelowe, a monk of St. Albans, and a continuation of Troke-

lowe's Annals, 1323, 1324, by Henry doBlaneforde : a full Chronicle of English History, 1392

tol4i06j and an account of the Benefactors of St. Albans, written in the early part of the
15th century.

The 6th, 6th, and 7th volumes contain a history of the Abbots of St. Albans, 793 to

1411, mainly compiled by Thomn-s 'Walsingham : with a Continuation.
' TheSthandgth volumes, in continuation of the Annals, contain a Chronicle, probably

I^ John Amundesham, a monk of St. Albans.
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The 10th and llth volumes relate especially to the acts and proceedings of Abbots
Whethamstede, Albon, and Wallirigford.

.The 12th volume contains a compendious History of England to the reign of Henry V.,
and of Normandy in early times, also by Thomas Walsingham, and dedicated to Henry V.

29. CnaoNicojf Abbatm; Eveshamensis, Auctokibtjs Dominico Pbioee
EVESHAMLB ET ThOMA DE MaKLEBEEGE AbBAIE, A rUNDAIIONE AD ANNUM
1213, UNA CUM CoNTiNUATioNE AD Annum 1418. Edited by tlie Rev.
"W . D. Macray, Bodleian Library, Oxford. 1863.

The Chronicle of Evesham illustrates the history of that important monastery from
about 690 to 1418. Its chief feature is an autobiography, which makes us acquainted with
the inner daily life of a great abbey. Interspersed are many notices of general, personal,
and local history.

30. BiCARDI DE CffiENCESTBIA SrECULUM HiSTOIlIAtB DB GeSTIS ReGUM
Anglic. Vol. I., 447-871. Vol. II., 872-1066. Edited by John E. B.
Mayoe, M.A., Eellovc of t3t. John's College, Cambridge. 1863-1869.

Richard of Cirencester's history, in four books, extends from 447 to 1066. It gives
many charters in favour of Westmmster Abbey, and a very full account of the lives and
miracles of the saints, especially of Edward the Confessor, whose reign occupies the fourth
book. A treatise on the Coronation, by William of Sudbury, a monk of "Westminster, fills

book ii. c. 3.

31. Yeae Books oe the Reign op Edwaed the Eiesi. Tears 20-21, 21-22,
30-31, 32-33, and 33-35 Edw. I; and 11-12 Edw. III. Edited and
translated by Aleeed John Hoewood, Barrister-at-Law. Tears 12-13,

13-14, 14, 14-15, and ] 5, Edward III. Edited and translated by Luke
Owen Pike, M.A., Barrister-at-Law. 1863-1891.

The " Year Books " are the earliest of our Law Reports. They contain matter not
only of practical utility to lawyers in the present- day, but also illustrative of almost every
branch of history, while for certain philological purposes they hold a position absolutely
unique.

32. Naeeatives oe the Expulsion or the English eeom Noemandy, 1449-
1450.—Robertas Blondelli de Rediictione Normanniae : La Reoouvre-
ment de JSTormendie, par Berry, Hdrault du Roy: Conferences between
the Ambassadors of Eranoe and England. Edited by the Rev. Joseph
Stevenson, M.A. 1863.

33. HisiOKiA ET Oaetulaeium Monasieeii S. Petei Gloucester). Vols. I.,

II., and III. Edited by W. H. Haet, E.S.A., Membre correspondant de
la Sooiete des Antiquaires de Normandie. 1863-1867.

34. AiEXANDEi Neckam DE Naiueis Reeum libei DUO; with Neckam's
Poem, De Laudibus DiviN^a; Sapienilb. Edited by Thomas Weight.
M.A. 1863.

In the Be Naturis Serum are to be fouiid what may be called the rudiments
of many sciences mixed up with much error and ignorance. Neckam had his own views in
morals, and in giving us a glimpse of them, as well as of his other opinions, he throws much
light upon the manners, customs, and general tone of thought prevalent in the twelfth
century.

85. Leechdoms, Woetcunning, and Siaeceaei oe Eaely England ; being a
Collection of Documents illustrating the History of Science in this

Country before the Norman Conquest. Vols. 1., II., and III. Col-

lected and edited by the Rev. T. Oswald Cockayne, M.A. 1864^1866.

30. Annales Monastici. Vol. I. :—Annales de Margan, 1066-1232

;

Annales de Theokesberia, 1066-1263 ; Annales de Burton, 1004-1263.

Vol. II. :—Annales Monasterii de Wintonia, 519-1277; Annales
Monasterii de Waverleia, 1-1291. Vol. III. :—Annales Prioratus de
Dunstaplia, 1-1297. Annales Monasterii de Bermundeseia, 1042-

1432. Vol. IV.:—Annales Monasterii deOseneia, 1016-1347; Chronioon
vulgo dictum Chronicon Thomss Wykes, 1066-1289 ; Annales Prioratus

de Wigornia, 1-1377. Vol. V. :—Index and Glossary. Edited by
Hekey Richaeds Luaed, M.A., Eellow and Assistant Tutor of Trinity

College, and Registrary of the University, Cambridge. 1864-1869.

The present collection embraces chronicles compiled in religious houses in England
during the thirteenth century. These distinct works are ten in number. The extreme
period which they embrace ranges from the year 1 to 1432,
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37. Magna Vita S. Hugonis Episcopt Lincolhiensis. Edited liy the Eov.
James F. Dimock., M.A., Eector of Barnburgh, Yorkshire. 1864.

This work is valuable, not only as a biography of a celebrated ecclesiastic but as the
work of a man, who, from personal knowledge, gives notices of passing events, as well as of
individuals who were then taking active part in public affairs.

38. Chkonicles and Memoeials op the Eeign op Eichabd the Fiest.

Vol. I. :—Itinerakium Peregbinokum et Gesta Eegis Eicardi. Vol.
II. :

—

EpistoljE Cantuakiekses
J
the Letters of the Prior and Convent

of Christ Church, Canterbury; 1187 to 1199. Edited hy the Eev.
William Stubbs, M.A., Vicar of Navestock, Essex, and Lambeth
Librarian. 1864-1866.

The authorship of the Chronicle in Vol. I., hitherto ascribed to Geoffrey Vinesauf, is

now more correctly ascribed to Jiichard, Canon of the Holy Trinity of London.
In letters in Vol. II., written between 1187 and 1199, had their origin in a dispute which

. arose from the . attempts of Baldwin and Hubert, archbishops of Canterbuiy, to found a
college of secular canons, a project which gave great umbrage to the monks of Canterbmr.

39. Eecueil des Ckoniqdes et anchiennes Istories de la Grant Bretaigne
A PRESENT NOMME Engleferre, par Jehan DE Wauhin. Vol. I. Albiua
to 688. Vol. IL, 1399-1422. Vol. III., 1422-1431. Edited by William.
Hardt.F.S.A. 1864-1879. Vol. IV., 1431-1447. Vol. V., 1447-1471.

Edited by Sir William Hardy, F.S.A., and Edward L. C. P. Hardy,
F.S.A. 1884-1891.

40. A Collection of the Chronicles and ancient Histories op Great
Bkitain, now called England, by John db Waurin. Vol. I., Albina
to 668. Vol. II., 1399-1423. Vol. III., 1422-1431. (Translations of
the preceding Vols. I., II., and III.) Edited and translated hy Sir

William Hardy, F.S.A. , and Edward L. C. P. Hardy, F.S.A. 1864-
1891.

41. PoLTCHBONicON Eanulphi Higden, with Trevisa's Translation. Vols. I.

and II. Edited by OnaBCHiLL Babington, B.D., Senior Fellow of St.

John's College, Cambridge. Vols. III.-IX. Edited hy the Eev. Joseph
Eawson Ldmby, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity, Vicar of St.

Edward's, Fellow of Si. Catharine's College, and late Fellow of

Magdalene College, Cambridge. 1865-1886.

This chronicle begins with the creation, and is brought down to the reign of

Edward III. It enables us tK) form a very fair estimate of the knowledge of history and
geography which well-informed readers of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries possessed,

for It was then the standard work on general history.

The two English translations, which are printed with the original Latin, afford in-

teresting illustrations of the gradual change of our language, for one was made in the
fourteenth centiu'y, the other in the fifteenth.

42. Le Livere db Reis db Briiianie e Le Liveke de Eeis de Engleteee.

Edited by the Eev. John Glover, M.A.. Vioar of Brading, Isle of

Wight, formerly Librarian of Trinity College, Cambridge. 1865.

These two treaties are valuable as careful abstracts of previous historians. Some
various readings are given which are interesting to the philologist as instances of semi-
Saxonised French.

43. Chronica Monastbrii de Melsa ab anno 1150 usQrE ad annum 1406.

Vols. I., II., and III. Edited by Edwaed Augustus Bond, Assistant

Keeper of Manuscripts, and Egerton Librarian, British Museum.
1866-18(i8.

The Abbey of Meaux was a Cistercian house, and the work of its abbot is a faithful and
often minute record of the establishment of a religious community, of its progress in form-

ing an ample revenue, of its struggles to maintain its acquisitions, and of its relations to

the governing institutions of the country.

44. Matih.® Paeisiensis Histoeia Anglorum, sive, ut vulgo dicitur, His-

TOEIA Minor. Vols. I., II., and III. 1067-1253. Edited hy Sir

Frederick. Madden, K.H., Keeper of the Manuscript Department
of British Museum ,

1866-1869.

45. LiBEE Monasterii de Hyda: a Chronicle and Chartulary op Hyde
Abbey, Winchester, 456-1023. Edited hy Edwaed Edwards. 1866.

The " Book of Hyde " is a compilation from much earlier sources which are usually

indicated with considerable care and precision. In many cases, however, the Hyde
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Chronicler appears to correct, to qualify, or to amplify the statements, which, in substance,
ho adopts.

There is to be found, in the " Book of Hyde," much information relating to the reign of
King Alfred which is not known to exist elsewhere. The volume contains some curious
specimens of Anglo-Saxon and mediseval English.

46. Chkonicon Scotokum : a Chronicle of Irish Apfaihs, from the earliest

times to 1135 ; and Supplement, containing the Events from 1141 to
1150. Edited, with Translation, ly William Maunsell Hennessy,
M.R.I.A. 1866.

47. The Chronicle of Pieehe db Langioft, in French Verse, from the
EARLIEST Period to the Death op Edward I. Vols. I. and II. Edited
ly Thomas Wright, M.A. 1866-1868.

It is probable that Pierre de Langtoft was a canon of Bridlington, in Yorkshire, and
lived in the reign of Edward I., and during a portion of the reign of Edward II. This
chronicle is divided into three parts ; in the first, is an abridgment of Geoffrey of Mon-
mouth's " Historia Britonum ;

" in the second, a history of the Anglo-Saxon and Norman
kings, to the death of Henry III. ; in the third, a history of the reign of Edward I. The
language is a curious specimen of the French of Yorkshire.

48. The War of the G-aedhil with the Gaill, or The Intasions of
Ireland bt the Danes and other Norsemen. Edited, with a Trans-
lation, by the Eev. James Henthohn Todd, D.D., Senior Fellow of
Trinity College, and Regius Professor of Hebrew in the University of

Dublin. 1867.

The work in its present form, in the editor's opinion, is a comparatively modem version
of an ancient original. The story is told after the manner of the Scandinavian Sa^as.

49. Gbsta Regis Henrici Secundi Benedicti Abbatis. Chronicle of the
Reigns of Henry II. and Richard L, 1169-1192, known under the

name of Benedict op Peterborough. Vols. I. and II. Edited ly the

Rev. William Stubbs, M.A., Regius Professor of Modern History,

Oxford, and Lamljeth Librarian. 1867.

50. Mitnimenta Academica, or, Documents illustrative op Academical
Life and Studies at Oxford (in Two Parts). Edited hy the Rev.
Henry Anstey, M.A., Vicar of St. Wendron, Cornwall, and lately

Vice-Principal of St. Mary Hall, Oxford. 1868.

51. Chronica Magistbi Roqeri de Houedene. Vols. I., IL, III., and IV.
Edited ly the Rev. William Stubbs, M.A., Regius Professor of Modern
History, and Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. 1868-1871.

The earlier portion, extending from 732 to 1148, appears to he a copy of a compilation
made in Northumbria about 1161, to which Hoveden added little. Pjom 1148 to 1169—

a

very valuable portion of this work—the matter is derived from another source, to which
Hoveden appears to have supplied little. From 1170 to 1192 is the portion which corre-
sponds to some extent with the Chronicle known under the name of Benedict of Peter-
borough (see No. 49) . From 1192 to 1201 may be said to be wholly Hovedeu's work.

62. WiLLELMi Malmesbirjensis Monachi de Gesiis Poniipicum Anglordm
LiBUi QuiNQUE. Editedby N. E. S. A. Hamilton, of the Department
of Manuscripts, British Museum. 1870.

53. Historic and Municipal Documents of Ireland, from the Archives
OP THE City op Dublin, &c. 1172-1320. Edited by John T. Gilbert,

F.S.A., Secretary of the Public Record OflSce of Ireland. 1870.

54. The Annals of Locn C£. A Chronicle op Irish Appaibs, prom 1041 to

1590. Vols. I. and II. Edited, with a Translation, by William
Macnsell Hennessy, M.R.I.A. 1871.

£5. MONUMBNTA JuRIDICA. THE BlACK BoOK OP THE ADMIRALTY, WITH
Appendices, Vols. I.-IV. E'dited by Sir Travers Twiss, Q.C, D.C.L.
1871-1876.

This book contains the ancient ordinances and laws relating to the navy.

56. Memorials op the Reign of Henry VI. :

—

Official Correspondence op

Thomas Bekynton, Secretary to Henry VI., and Bishop op Bath and
Wells. Edited ly the Eev. George Williams. B.D., Vicar of Ring-
wood, late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Vols. I. and II.

1872.
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57. Mawh.*! ParisienSis, Monachi Sancti Albani, Cheonica Majoea.
Vol. I. The Creation Co A.D. 1066. Vol. II. A.D. 1067 to A.D. 1216.

Vol. III. A.D. 1216 to A.D. 1239. Vol. IV. A.D. 1240 to A.D.rl247.
Vol. V. A.D. 1248 to A.D. 1259. Vol. VI. Additamenta.' Vol. VII.
•Index. .Edited by the Kev. Heuky Eichaeds Luabd, D.D., Fellow of
fCripity College, Eegistrary of the tTniversity, and Vicar of Great St.

Mary's, Cambridge. 1872-1884.

-58. Memoeiaib Featris Walteei de Coventeia.—The Histoeical CdHEC-
TioNS OP Wai/Tee of Coventey. Vols. I. and II. Edited by the Eev.
"WiLLiATH S?:uBBS, M.A.j Eegius Professor of Modern History., and
Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. 1872-1873.

The part relating to the first quarter of the thirteenth century is the most valuable.

.59. The Anglo-Latin Satieical Poets and Bpigeammatists op the Tweljth
Oentuet. Vols. I. and II. Golleeled and edited by Thomas "Weight,
M.A., Corresponding . Member of the National Institnte of France
(Acad^mie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres). 1872.

•60. Mateeials foe a Histoey op the Eeign op Hekey VII., feom original
Documents preseeved in the Public Eecord Oppice. Vols. I. and II.

Edited by tne Eev. William Campbell, M.A., one of Her Majesty's
Inspectors of Schools. 1873-1877.

•61. Historical Papees and Letters peom the Northern Eegistees. Edited
by the Eev. James Eaine, M.A., Canon of Tork, and Secretary of the
Surtees Society. 1873.

^2. Eeqisteum Palatinum Dunelmensb. The Eegister op Eichaed de
Kbllawe, Lord Palatine and Bishop op Durham ; 1311-1316. Vols.
I.-IV. Edited by Sir Thomas Duppus Haedy, D.C.L., Deputy Keeper
of the Eecords. '1873-1878.

63. Memorials op Saint Dunstan, Archbishop or Canteebury. Edited by
the Eev. William Stubbs, M.A., Eegius Profeasor of Modern History,
and Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford. 1874.

64. Cheonicon Anglle, ab Anno Domini 1328 usque ad Annum 138S,
Auctore Monacho quodam Sancti Albani. Edited by Edward Maundb
Thompson, Barrister-at-Law, Assistant Keeper of the Manuscripts in

the British Museum. 1874.

65. Thomas Saga Eekibyskups. A Lipe op Archbishop Thomas Becket,
in Icelandic. Vols. I. and II. Edited, with English Translation,

Notes, and Glossary by M. EiRfKE Magni5sson, M.A., Sub-Librarian of

the University Library, Cambridge. 1875-1884.

•66. Eadulphi de Coggesuall Cheonicon Auglicanum. Edited by the Eev.
Joseph Stevenson, M.A. 1875.

67. Materials for the Histoey op Thomas Becket, Archbishop op Cantee-
bury. Vols. I.-VI. Edited by the Eev. James Craigie Eobertson,
M.A., Canon of Canterbury. 1875-1883. Vol. VII. Edited by JossiK
Beigstocke Sheppaed, LL.D. 1885.

The first volume contains the life of that celebrated man, and the miracles after his
death, by William, a monk of Canterbury. The second, the life by Benedict of Peter-
borough ; John of Salisbury ; Alan ol Tewkesbury ; and Edward Grim. The thud, the life

by William Fitzstephen ; and Herbert of Bosham. The fourth, anonymous lives, QuadrU
logus, &a. The fifth, sixth, and seventh, the Epistles, and known letters.

•68. Eadulpi de Diceio Decani Lundohiensis Opeea Hisioeica. The
Historical Works op Master Ealph de Diceto, Dean op London.
Vols. I. and II. Edited by the Eev. William Stubbs^ M.A., Eegius
Professor of Modern History, and Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford.
1876.

The abbreviationes Chrouicorum extend to 1147 and the Ymaf^ines Historiarum to
0201.



69. EoLL OP THE Pkoceedings of the King's Council in Ireland, foe a
PoETioN of the 16th Yeab of the Eeign op Kichakd D . 1392-93.

Edited by the Eev. James Graves, A.B. 1877.

70. Heneici be Braoion de Legibus et Consuetudinibus Anglic Libei
QuiNQUE IN Vahios Tractaius Distincti. Vols. I.-VI. Edited by Sie
Tbavers Twiss, Q.C, D.C.L. 1878-1883.

71. The Historians of the Church of Toek, and its Archbishops. Vols.
I. and II. Edited by the Eev. James Eaine, M.A., Canon of York,
and Secretary of the Surtees Society. 1879-1886.

72. Eegistrum Malmesbtjeiense. The Eegistee of Malmesbury Abbey ;

Preserved IN THE Public Eecord Office. Vole. 1. and ] I. Edited by
the Eev. J. S. Brewer, M.A., Preacher at the EoUa, and Eector of

Toppesfield ; and Charles Trice Martin, B.A. 1879-1880.

73. Historical Works of Gervase of Canterbury. Vols. I. and II. Edited
hy the Eev. William Stubbs, D.D. ; Canon Eesidentiary of St. Paul's,

London ; Eegius Professor of Modern History and Fellow of Oriel

College, Oxford; &c. 1879, 1880.

74. Heneici Archidiaconi Huntendunensis HisIoria Anglorum. The
History of the English, by Henry, Archdeacon of Huntingdon, from
A.D. 55 to A.D. 1154, in Bight Books. Edited by Thomas Arnold, M.A.
1879.

75. The Historical Works of Symeon op Durham. Vols. I. and II.

Edited by Thomas Arnold, M.A. 18b2-1885.

76. Chronicle of the Eeigns of Edward I. and Edward II. Vols. I. and
II. Edited by the Eev. William Stubbs, D.D., Canon Eesidentiary of

St. Paul's, London ; Eegius Professor of Modem History, and Fellow
of Oriel College, Oxford, &c. 1882, 1883.

The first volume of these Chronicles contains the Annales Londonienses and the
Annales Paulini : the second I.

—

Contmendatio Lamentabilis in Transitu magni Regis
Bdwardi. W,— Gesta Edwardi de Camarvan Auctore Canonico BridUngtoniensi.
III.

—

Monachi cujusdam Malmesberiensis Vita Bdwardi II. TV.— Vita et Mors
JEdwardi II., conscripta a Thoma de la Moore.

77. Eegistrum Episiolarum Fratris Johannis Peckham, Archiepiscopi
Cantuariensis. Vols. I.-III. Edited by Charles Trice Martin, B.A.,
F.S.A., 1882-1886.

78. Eegisier of S. Osmund. Edited by the Eev. W. H. Eicn Jones, M.A.,
P S.A., Canon of Salisbury, Vicar of Bradford-on-Avon. Vols. I. and
II. 1883, 1884.

This Register derives its name from containing the statutes, rules, and orders made or
compiled by S. Osmund, to be observed in the Cathedral and diocese of Salisbury.

79. Chartttlary of the Abbey of Eamsey. Vols. I.-III. Edited by
William Henry Hart, F.SA., and the Eev. Ponsonby Anneslei
Lyons. 1884-1893.

80. Chartularies op St. Mary's Abbey, Dublin, with the Eegister op its

house at Dunbrody, County of Wexford, and Annals op Ireland,
1162-1370. Edited hy Joun Thomas Gilbert, F.S.A., M.E.I.A. Vols.

I. and II. 1884, 1886.

81. Eadmeri Historia Novorum in Anglia, et opuscula duo de Vita Sancii
Anselmi et quibusdam Miraculis ejus. Edited by the Eev. Majiiin

Eule, M.A. 1884.

82. Chronicles of the Eeigns of Stephen, Henry II., and Eichaed I.

Vols. I.-IV. Edited by Eicuard Howlett, Barrister-at-Law. 1884-

1890.

Vol I. contains Books I.-rV. of the Ristoria Xerum Anglicarvm of "William of New-
burgh

'

Vol. II. contains Book V. of that work, the continuation of the same to A.D. lijw
and the Draco Kormannictis of Etienne de Roueu.

U 80070. i
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Vol. III. contains the Gesta Stephani Begis, the Chronicle of Richard of Hexham, the
Relatio de Standardo of St. Aelred of Eievaulx, the poem of Jordan Fantosme, and the
Clu'onicle of Richard of Devizes.

Vol. IV. contains the Chronicle of Robert of Torigni.

83. Chronicle op the Abbey or Ramsey. Edited hij the Eev. "Wiuiam
Dunn Maceay, M.A., F.S.A., Rector of Ducklington, Oxon. 1886.

84. CnuosicA Rogem db Wendoveu, sive Floees Histokiakum. Vols. I.-

III. Edited by Heney Gay Hewlett, Keeper of the Records of the

Land Revenue. 1886-1889.

This edition gives that portion only of Roger of "Wendover's Chronicle which can be
accounted an original authority.

85. The Letter Books op the Monastery of Christ Church, Oanteebuey,
Edited by Joseph Brigstockb Sueppard, LL.D. Vols. I.-IIL, 1887-
1889.

The Letters printed in these volumes were chiefly written between the years 1296 and
1333.

86. The Metrical Chronicle of Robert of Gloucester. Edited by
William Aldis Wright, M.A., Senior Fellow of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge. Parts I. and II., 1887.

The date of the composition of this Chronicle is placed about the year 1300. The
writer appears to have been an eye witness of many events which he describes. The
language in which it is written was the dialect of Gloucestershire at that time.

87. Chronicle of Robert of Beunne. Edited by Frederick. James
FuKNiVALL, M.A., Barrister-at-Law. Parts I. and II. 1887.

Robert of Brunno, or Bourne, co. Lincoln, was a member of the Gilbertine Order
established at Serapringham. His Chronicle is described by its editor as a work of fiction, a
contribution not to English history, but to the history of English.

68. Icelandic Sagas and other Historical Documents relating to the
Settlements' and Descents of the Northmen on the British Isles.

Vol. I. Orkneyinga Saga, and Magnus Saga. Vol. II. Hakonar
Saga, and Magnus Saga. Edited by Gudbrand Vigfusson, M.A.
1887.

89. The Tripartite Life of St. Patrick, with other documents relating

to that Saint. Edited by Whitley Stokes, LL.D., D.O.L., Honorary
Fellow of Jesus College, Oxford ; and Corresponding Member of the
Institute of France. Parts I. and II. 1887.

90. WiLLELMi monachi Malmesbiriessis de Regum Gestis Anglorum
LiBEi V. ; ET HiSTORivE NovELL^, LiBRi III. Edited by William
Stubbs, D.D., Bishop of Oxford. Vols. L and II. 1887-1889.

91. Lestorie des Engles solum Gefprei Gaimar. Edited by the late Sir

Thomas Dl'ffus Hardy, D.C.L., Deputy Keeper of the Records;
continued and translated by Charles Trice Martin, B.A., F.S.A.

Vols. I. and II. 1888-1889.

92. Chronicle of IIenHy Knighton, Canon of Leicester. Edited by the
Rev. Joseph Rawson Lumby, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity.

Vol. I. 1889.

93. Chronicle of Adam Muhimutu, with the Chronicle of Egbert op
Avesbury. Edited by Edward Maunde Thompson, LL.D., F.S.A.
Principal Librarian and Secretary of the British Museum. 1889.

94. Chartulary of the Abbey of St. Thomas the Martyr, Dublin.
Edited by John Thomas Gilbert, F.S.A., M.I.R.A. 1889.

95. Floees Historiarum. Edited by the Rev. H. R. Luard, D.D., Fellow
of Trinity College and Registrars of the University, Cambridge
Vol. I. The creation to a.d. 1066. Vol. II. a.d. 1067-1264. Vol III
a.d. 1265-1326. 1890.
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96. Memorials of Si. Edmund's Aibet. Edited hy Thomas Ajisold, M.A.,
Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland. Vols. I. and II. 1890
1892.

97. Chaktees and Documents, illustbating the Histoet op the Cathedkai
AND City or Sakum, 1100-1300 ; forming an Appendix to the Register
of S. Osmund. Selected by the late Rev. W. il. Rich Jones, M.A.,
F.S.A., and edited hy the Rev. W. D. Macrat, M.A., F.S.A., Rector
of Duoklington. 1891.

98. Memoranda de Parliamento, 25 Edward I. 1305. Edited by P. W.
Maitland, M,A. 1893.

In the Press.

Icelandic Sagas, and other Historical Documents relating to the Settle-

ments and Descents of the Northmen on the British Isles. Vols.
III.—IV. Translated by Sir George Webbe DasEnt, D.C.L.

Ranulf de Glanvill ; Tractatus db legibus et consdetudinibus AnglijI;,

&c. Edited and translated by Sir Teavers Twiss, Q.C, DC.L.

Tear Books or the Reign of Edward III. Edited and translated by Luke
Owen Pike, M.A., Barrister-at-Law.

Chronicle or Henry Knighton, Canon of Leicester, to the death of
Richard II. Edited by the Rev. Joseph Rawson iiUMBY, D.D.
Vol. II.

The Red Book of the Exchequer. Edited by Hubert Hall, F.S.A., of
the Public Record Office. Parts I., II., and III.

The Historians of the Church of York, and its Archbishops. Vol. III.

Edited by the Rev. James Raine, M.A., Canon of York, and Secretary
of the Surtees Society.

Memorials of St. Edmund's Abbey. Edited by Thomas Arnold, M.A.
Vol. III.
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE RECORD COMMISSIONERS, &c.

[Tn boards or cloth. Volumes not mentioned in this list are out of print."

EoTULOKDM Oeiginalium IN CuKiA ScACCARii Abbreviatio. Hen. III.

—

Edw. III. Edited by Henry Playeobd. 2 Vols, folio (1805-1810).
12s. 6d. each.

LiBRORUM Manuscriptorum BiBLiOTHECiE Hableian^ Catalogus. Yol. 4.

Edited by the Kev. T. Hartwell Hobne. Folio (1812), ISs.

A.BEBETIATIO Placitorum. Kichard I.—Edward II. Edited by the Eight Hon.
George Rose and W. Illingwobth. 1 Vol. folio (1811), 185.

LiBBi Censualis vocati Domesday-Book, Indices. Edited by Sir Henry Ellis.
Eolio (1816), (Domesday-Book, Vol. 3). 21s.

LiBBi Censualis vocati Domesdat-Book, Additamenta ex Codic. Antiquiss.
Edited by Sir Henby Ellis. Folio (1816), (Domesdaj'-Book, Vol. 4). 21s.

Statutes op the Realm. Edited by Sir T. E. Tomlins, John Eaithby, John
Caley and Wm. Elliott. Vols. 10 and 11, folio (1824-1828). Indices,

30s. each.

Valob Ecclesiasticus, temp. Hen. VIII., Auctoritate Regia institutus. Edited by
John Caley, Esq., and the Rev. Joseph Hunter. Vols. 5 to 6, folio (1825-
1834). 25s. each. The Introduction, separately, 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Fcedera, Conventiones, Litteb^b, &c. ; or, Eymer's Foedeha, New Edition, folio.

JSJrfiied 61/ John Caley and Fred. Holbrooke. Vol. 4, 1377-1383 (1869).' 6s.

DucATUS LANCASTRI.S: Calendabium Inquisitionum post Mortem, &c. Part 3.

Calendar to Pleadings, &c.. Hen. VII.—13 Eliz. Part 4, Calendar to Pleadings,

to end of -Eliz. (1827-1834.) Edited by E. J. Haepee, John Caley, and
Wm. MiNOHiN. Folio. Part 4 (or Vol. 3), 2 Is.

Calendabs of the Proceedings in Chancery, Eliz. ; with Examples of Pro-
ceedings from Eic. II. Edited by John Bayley. Vol. 3 (1832), folio, 21s.

BOTULI LiTTEBARUM ClAUSARUM IN TUERI LONDINENSI ASSERVATI. 2 Vols. folio

(1833, 1844). Edited by Thomas Duefus Haedy, Esq. Vol. 2, 1224-1227.
18s.

;Prooeedings and Ordinances or the Privy Cotoicil of England. 10 Eic. II.

—

33 Hen. VIII. Edited by Sir Nicholas Haekis Nicolas. 7 Vols, royal 8vo.

(1834-1837). 14s. each. {Vol. \ out ofprint.)

EoTULi LiTTERABUM Patentium IN Tueei LOND. assebvati. 1201-1216. Edited
by T. DuPFUS Hardy. 1 Vol. folio (1835), 31s. 6d. The Introduction,
separately, 8vo. 9s.

lEoTULi Curiae Regis. Rolls and Records of the Court held before the Kind's
Justiciars or Justices. 6 Eichard I.—1 John. Edited by Sir Francis Palgeave.
Vol. 2 royal 8vo. (1835). 14s.

RoTULi N0RMANNI.E IN TuRBi LoND. ASSEBVATi. 1200-1205
; 1417-1418. Edited

by Thomas Dupfus Habdy. 1 Vol. royal 8to. (1835). 12s. 6rf.

EoTULi DE Oblatis et Finibus in Tubei Lond. ASSERVATI, temp. Eegis Johaunis.
Edited by Thomas Dupfus Habdy. 1 Vol. royal 8vo. (1835). 18s.

EXCERPTA E ROTULIS FiNIUM IN TuBBI LONDINENSI ASSERVATIS. Henry III.,
1216-1272. Edited by Cuji.KLT.s Roberts. 2 Vols, royal 8vo. (1835, 1836) •

Vol. 1, 14s. Vol. 2, 18s.

Tines, sive Pedes Finium ; bite Finales Concobdi^ in Cueia Domini Regis.
7 Richard I.—16 John, 1195—1214. jErfrted 6y the Rev. Joseph Huntee. In
Counties. 2 Vols, royal 8vo. (1835-1844) ; Vol. 1, 8s. 6d. ; Vol. 2, 2s. 6d.

Anccent Kalendaes and Inventoeies op the Treasury op His Majesty's
Exchequer ; with Documents illustrating its History. Edited hy Sii- Feancis
Palgbave. 3 Vols, royal 8vo. (1836). 42s.

Documents and Records illustrating the History of Scotland, and Transactions
between Scotland and England

;
preserved in the Treasury of Her Majesty's

Exchequer. Edited by Sir Francis Palgbave. 1 Vol. royal 8vo. (1837). 18s.
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RoTULi Chartarum in Tueki Londiitensi asservati. 1190-121C. Edited by
Thomas Dufptjs Hardy. 1 Vol. folio (1837). 30*.

Report op the Proceedings of the Eecokd Commissioners, 1831-1837. 1 Vol.
fol. (1837). 8s.

Eegistrum vulgariter nuncupatum " The Record of Caernarvon," e codioe MS.
Harleiano, 696,desoriptum. Edited by Sir Henry Ellis. 1 Vol. folio (1838).
31s. 6d.

Ancient Laws and Institutes of England j comprising Laws enacted under the
Anglo-Saxon Kings, with Translation of the Saxon ; the Laws called Edward
Confessor's

; the Laws of William the Conqueror, and those ascribed toHenry I.

;

Monumenta Ecclesiastica Anglicana, from 7th to 10th century ; and Ancient
Latin Version of the Anglo-Saxon Laws. Edited by Benjamin Thorpe. 1 Vol.
folio, 40s. 2 Vols, royal 8vo., 30s. {Vol. 1 is out ofprint.)

Ancient Laws and Institutes of Wales ; comprising Laws supposed to he
enacted by Howel the Good, modified by Regulations prior to the Conquest by
Edward I. ; and anomalous Laws, principally of Institutions which continued in

force. With translation. Also, Latin Transcripts, containing Digests of Laws,
principally of the Dimetian Code. Edited by Aneurin Owen. 1 Vol. folio

(1841), 44s. 2 Vols, royal 8vo., 36s.

RoTULi DE Liberate ac de Misis et Pr^istitis, Regnante Johanne. Edited by
Thomas Duffus Hardy. 1 Vol. royal 8vo. (1844). 6s.

The Great Rolls of the Pipe, 2, 3, 4 Hen. II., 1155-1158. Edited by the Rev.
Joseph Hunter. 1 Vol. royal 8vo. (1844). 4s. 6d,

The Great Roll of the Pipe, 1 Rio. I., 1189-1190. Edited by the Rev. Joseph
Hunter. 1 Vol. royal 8vo. (1844). 6s.

Documents Illustrative of English History in the 13th and 14th centuries, from
the Records of the Queen's Remembrancer in the Exchequer. Edited bv
Henry Cole. 1 Vol. fop. folio (1844). 45s. 6d.

Modus Tenendi Parliamentum. An Ancient Treatise on the Mode of holding the
Parliament in England. Edited by Thomas Duffus Hardy. 1 Vol. 8vo.

(1846). 2s. 6d.

Registrum Magni Sigilli Reg. Scot, in Archivis Publicis asservatum. Vol. 1,

1306-1424. {For continuation seep. 33.) Edited by Thomas Thomson.
Folio (1814). 10s. 6d.

Acts op THE Parliaments OF Scotland. Folio (1814-1875). Edited by Thomas
Thomson and Cosmo Innes. Vol. 1, 42s. Vols. 5 and 6 (in three Parts), 21s.

each Part; Vols. 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11, 10s. 6d. each; Vol. 12 (Index), 63s. Or,

12 Volumes in 13, 121. 12s.

Acts of the Lords Auditors of Causes and Complaints (Acta Domlnorum
Auditokum). 1466-1494. Edited by Thomas Thomson. Fol. (1839). 10s. 6d.

Acts of the Lords of Council in Civil Causes (Acta Dominorum Concilii).
1478-1495. Edited by Thomas Thomson. Folio (1839). 10s. 6d.

Issue Roll of Thomas de Beantingham, Bishop of Exeter, Lord High Treasurer,

containing Payments out of the Revenue, 44 Edw. III., 1370. Edited by
Frederick Devon. 1 Vol. royal 8vo., 25s.

Issues of the Exchequer, James I. j from the Pell Records. Edited by
Frederick Devon, Esq. 1 Vol. 4to. (1836), 30s. Or, royal 8vo., 21s.

Issues of the Exchequer, Henry III.—Henry VI. ; from the Pell Records. Edited
by Frederick Devon. 1 Vol. royal 8vo., 30s.

Handbook to the Public Records. By F. S. Thomas, Secretary of the Public

Record Office. 1 Vol. royal 8vo. (1853). 12s.

Historical Notes relative to the History of England. Henry VIII.—Anne
(1509-1714). A Book of Reference for ascertaining the Dates of Events. By
F. S. Thomas. 3 Vols. 8vo. (1856). 40s.

State Papers, during the Reign of Henry the Eighth : with Indices of Persons

and Places. 11 Vols. 4to. (1830-1852), 10s 6d. each.

Yol. I.—Domestic Correspondence.

Vols. II. & III.—Correspondence relating to Ireland.

Vols. IV. & V.—Correspondence relating to Scotland.

Vols! VI. to XI.—Correspondence between England and Foreign Courts.
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WORKS PUBLISHED IN PHOTOZINCOGRAPHY.

DomesbatBook, or the GtbeatSubvet ofEngland orWilliam the Oonqtjeeor,
1086 ; fac-simile of the Part relating to each, county, separately (with a
ferr exceptions of double counties). Photozinoographed at the
Ordinance Survey Ofl5ce, Southampton, by Colonel Sir Henbt James,
R.E., F.K.S., &c., Dikectob-General of the Okdnance Suevet, under
the Superintendence of W. Basevi Sandeks, an Assistant Record
Keeper. 35 Parts, imperial quarto and demy quarto (1861-1863),
boards.

Domesday Survey is in two parts or volumes. The first in folio, con-

tains the counties of Bedford, Berks, Bucks, Cambridge, Chester, and
Lancaster, Cornwall, Derby, Devon, Dorset, Gloucester, Hants, Hereford,

Herts, Huntingdon, Kent, Leicester and Rutland, Lincoln, Middlesex,

Northampton, Nottingham, Oxford, Salop, Somerset, Stafford, Surrey,

Sussex, Warwick, Wilts, Worcester, and York. The second volume, in

quarto, contains the counties of Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk.

Domesday Book was printed verbatim et literatim during the last century,

in consequence of an address of the House of Lords to King George III.

in 1767. It was not, however, commenced until 1773, and was completed
early in 1783. In 1860, Her Majesty's Government with the concurrence
of the Master of the EoUs, determined to apply the art of photozincography
to the production of a fac-simile of Domesday Book.

Title.
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Part III. (Mary and Elizabeth). 1867.

Part IV. (James I. to Anne). 18G8.

The first Part extends from William the Conqueror to Henry VII., and
contains autographs of the kings of England, as well as of many other
illustrious personages famous in history, and some interesting charters,

letters patent, and state papers. The second Part for the reigns of

Henry VIII. and Edward VI., consists principally of holograph letters,

and autographs of kings, princes, statesmen, and other persons of great

historical interest, who lived during those reigns. The third Part contains

similar documents for the reigns of Mary and Elizabeth, including a

signed bill of Lady Jane Grey. The fourth Part concludes the series,

and comprises a number of documents taken from the originals belonging
to the Constable of the Tower of London ; also sevei'al records illustrative

of the Gunpowder Plot, and a woodcut containing portraits of Mary Queen
of Scots and James VI., circulated by their adherents in England, 1580-3.

Fac-si3iiles op Anglo-Saxon Manusckipts. Photozinoographed, by Com-
mand of Her Majesty, upon the recommendation of the Master of the
Rolls, by the Direotoe-General of the Okdnancb Sukvey, Lieut-General
J. Oaueeon, E.B., C.B., P.E.S., and edited by W. Basevi Sakdees, an
Assistant Record Keeper. Part I. Price 21. 10s.

The Anglo-Saxon MSS. represented in this volume from the earlier por-
tions of the collection of archives belonging to the Dean and Chapter of

Canterbury, and consist of a series of 25 charters, deeds, and wills, com-
mencing with a record of proceedings at the first Synodal Council of

Clovestho in 742, and terminating with the first part of a tripartite

chirograph of the sixth year of the reign of Edward the Confessor.

Fac-similes of Anglo-Saxon Manusceipts. Pholozincographed, by Com-
mand of Her Majesty, upon the recommendation of (he Master of the
Rolls, by the Dihectoji-Geneeal of the Ordnance Sukvey, Major-General
A. Cooke, R.B., O.B., and collected aud edited by VV. Basevi Sanders,
an Assistant Record Keeper. Part II. Friee 21. 10s.

(Also, separately. Edward the Confessor's Charter. Price 2c.)

The originals of the Fac-sirailes contained in this volume belong to the

Deans and Chapters of Westminster, Exeter, Wells, Winchester, and
Worcester; the Marquis of Bath, the Earl of Ilchester, Winchester
College, Her Majesty's Public Kecord Office, Bodleian Library, Somerset-

shire Archaeological and National History Society's Museum in Taunton
Castle, and William Salt Library at Stafford. They consist of charters

and other documents granted by, or during the reigns of, Baldred,

Jithelred, Offa, and Burgred, Kings of Mercia ; Uhtred of the Huiccas,

Ceadwalla and Ini of Wessex ; .ffithelwulf, Eadward the Elder, .ilthelstan,

Eadmund the First, Eadred, Eadwig, Eadgar, Eadward the Second,
jEthelred the Second, Cnut, Eadward the ConfesFor, and William the

Conqueror, embracing altogether a period of nearly four hundred years.

Fac-similes or Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts. Photozincographed, by Com-
mand of Her Majesty, upon the recommendation of the Master of the

Rolls, by the Director-General ofthe Ordnance Survey, Colonel R. H.
Stotuerd, B.E., C.B., and collected and edited by W. Basevi Sanders,

an Assistant Keeper of Her Majesty's Records. I'art III. Price 61. 6s.

This volume contains fac-similes of the Ashbumham collection of

Anglo-Saxon Charters, &c., including King Alfred's Will. The MSS.
represented in it, range from A.D. 697 to A.D. 1161, being charters, wills,

deeds, and reports of Synodal transactions during the reigms of Kings

Wihtred of Kent, Offa, Eardwulf, Coenwulf, Cuthred, Beomwulf,

jEthelwulf, Alfred, Eadward the Elder, Eadmund, Eadred, Queen
Eado-ifu, and Kings Eadgar, iEthelred the Second, (inut, Henry the First,

and "Henry the Second. In addition to these are two belonging to the

Marquis of Anglesey, one of them being the Foundation Chsrler of Burton

Abbey by jEthelred the Second with the te.itament of its great bene-

factor Wulfric.

PuUic Ikcord Office,

Becemher 1 893.
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HISTOEICAL MANUSCRIPTS COMMISSION.

EEPOBTS OP THE ROYAL COMMISSIONERS APPOINTED TO INQUIRE AVHAT

PAPERS AND MANUSCRIPTS BELONGING TO PRIVATE FAMILIES AND
INSTITUTIONS ARE EXTANT WHICH WOULD BE OF UTILITY IN THE
ILLUSTRATION OP HISTORY, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. SCIENCE AND
GENERAL LITERATURE.

1870
(Ke-

printed

1874.)

1871

1872

1873

First Repokt, wnn Appendix -

Contents:

—

England. House of Lords ; Cambridge
CoUefies ; Abingdon and other Cor-

porations, &c.
Scotland. Advocates' Library, Glas-

gow Corporation, &c.
Ikkland. Dublin, Cork, and other Cor-

porations, &c.

Second Eepoet, -with Appendix and
Index to thjb First and Second Ke-
POUTS

Contents :

—

England. House of Lords ; Cam-
bridge Colleges ; Oxford Colleges

;

Monastery of Dominican Friars at

Woodchester, Duke of Bedford,

Earl Spencer, &e.
Scotland. Aberdeen and St. An-

drew's Universities, &c.

Ireland. Marquis of Ormonde

;

Dr. Lyons, &c.

Third Eeport, with Appendix and
Index

Contents :

—

England. House of Lords ; Cam-
bridge Colleges ; Stonyhurst Col-

lege ; Bridgewater and otuer Cor-
porations ; Duke of Northumber-
land, Marquis of Lansdowne, Mar-
quis of Bath, &c.

Scotland. University of Glasgow

;

Duke of Montrose, &c.

Ireland. Marquis of Ormonde;
Black Book of Limerick, &c.

Fourth Report, with Appendix.
Part I. -

Contents
England.

minster

Oxford
Hythe,

House of Lords ; West-
Abbey ; Cambridge and
Colleges ; Cinque Ports,

and other Corporations,

Marquis of Bath, Earl of Denbigh,
&c.

Tcap [C. 55]

[C. 441]

[C. fi73]

s. d.

1 6

3 10

\_Out of
print!]

[C. 857] 6 8
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Date.
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Date. Size.
Sessional

Paper.
Price.

1881

1883

1884

1S84

1883

1888

1889

1892

1885

1885

1885

1885

1885

Eighth Report. Part III. Appendix and
Index

Contents:—
Earl of Ashburnham.

Ninth Eepokt, tvith Appendix and
Index. Part I. -

Contents :
—

St. Paul's and Canterbury Cathedrals ;

Eton College ; Carlisle, Yarmouth,
Canterbury, and Barnstaple Corpora-
tions, &e.

Ditto. Part II. Appendix and Index -

Contents :

—

England. House of Lords, Earl of

Leicester ; C. Pole Gell, Alfred Mor-
rison, Esqs., &c.

Scotland. Lord Elphinstone, 11. C.

Maxwell Stuart, Esq., &c.

Ireland. Duke of Leinster, Marquis
of Droghoda, &o.

in. Appendix andDitto. Part
Index - - -

Contents :
—

Mrs. Stopford Sackville.

Calendar or the Manuscripts of the
Marquis op Salisbury, K.G. (or Cecil
MSS.). Part I.

Ditto. Part II.

Ditto. Part III.

Ditto. Part IV. - - .

Tenth Report
This is introductory to the following :

—

(1.) Appendix and Index -

Earl of Eglinton, Sir J. S. Max-
well, Bart., and C. S. H. D. Moray,
C. F. Weston Underwood, G. W.
Digby, Esqs.

(2.) Appendix and Index
The Family of Gawdy.

(8.) Appendix and Index - . -

Wells Cathedral.

(4.) Appendix and Index
Earl of Westmorland ; Capt. Stewart

;

Lord Stafford ; Sir N. W. Throck-
morton ; Stonyhurst College ; Sir

P. T. Mainwaring, Misses Boycott,

Lord Muncaster, M.P., Capt. J. F.

Bagot, Earl of Kilmorey, Earl of

Powis, Revs. T. S. Hill, C. E. Man-
ning, and others, the Corporations

f'cap

8vo.

[C.3040
ii.]

[C.3773]

[C.3773
i-]

a. d.

1 4

print.']

6 3

1

[C.3773
: ii.]

[C.3777]

[C.5463]

[C. 5889
v.]

[C.6623]

[C.4548]

[C.4575]

[C.4576
iii.]

[C. 4576
ii.]

[C.4576]

1 7

lOutqf
print.]

3 S

2 1

2 11

31

[Out of
print.]

1 4

2

3 6
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Date. Size.
Sessional

Paper.
Price.

(4.) Appendix and Index—cont.

of Kendal, Weulock, Bridgnorth,

Eye, Plymouth, and the County of

Essex.

1885 (5.) Appendix and Index -

The Marquis of Ormonde, Earl of

Fingall, Corporations of Galway,
Waterford, the Sees of Dublin and
Ossory, the Jesuits in Ireland.

1887 (6.) Appendix and Index
Marquis of Abergavenny, Lord Braye,

G. E. Luttrell, P. P. Bouverie,

W. B. Devonport, E. T. Balfour,

Esquires.

1887 Eleventh Report
This is introductory to the foUowiugi

—

1887 (1.) Appendix and Index
H. D. Skrine, Esq., Salvetti Corre-

spondence.

1887 (2.) Appendix and Index -

House of Lords. 1678-1688.

1887 (3.) Appendix and Index -

Corporations of Southampton and
Lynn.

1887 C*-) Appendix and Index -

Marquess Townshend.

1887
I

(5.) Appendix and Index -

Earl of Dartmouth.

1887 (6.) Appendix and Index - . .

Duke of Hamilton.

1888 (7.) Appendix and Index -

Duke of Leeds, Marchioness of

Waterford, Lord Hothfield, &c.

;

Bridgwater Trust Office, Beading
Corporation, Inner Temple Library.

1890 Tvra;i.PTii Eeport
This is introductory to the following:—

1888 (1.) Appendix
Earl Cowper, K.G. (Coke MSS., at

Melbourne Hall, Derby). Vol. I.

1888 (2.) Appendix - . -

Ditto. Vol. II.

1889 (3.) Appendix and Index - - -

Ditto. Vol. III.

1888 (4.) Appendix . - - -

The Duke of Rutland, G.C.B. Vol. L

1891 (5.) Appendix and Index -

Ditto. Vol. II.

1889 (6.) Appendix and Index -

House of Lords, 1689-1690.

8vo. [4576 i.]

[C.5242]

[C. 506
vi.]

[C.5060]

[C. 5060
i-]

r C.5060
ii.]

[C. 5060
iii.]

[C.5060
iv.]

[C. 5060
v.]

[C.5612]

[C.5889]

[C.5472]

[C.5613]

[C. 5889

[C.5614]

[C. 5889
ii.]

[C. 5889
iii.]

s. d.

[_Out of
print,']

1 7

3

1 1

2

1 8

2 6

•2 8

1 6

2

3

2 7

2 i

1 4

3 2

2

2 1
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Date.
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ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE DEPUTY KEEPER
OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS.

REPORTS No3. 1-22, IN T'OLIO, PUBLISHED BETWEEN 1840 AND 1881, ARE NO
LONGER ON SALE. SUBSEQUENT REPORTS ABE IN OCTAVO.

Date.
Number

of

Report.
Chief Contents.

Sessional

No.
Price.

1862

1363

1864

1865

1866

1867

1868

1869

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Proceedings - . . .

Proceedings - . . .

Calendar of Crown Leases, 33-38 Hen.
VIII Calendar of Bills and Answers,

&c. ,Hen. VIII.-Ph. & Mary, for Cheshire

and Flintshire.—List of Lords High
Treasurers and Chief Commissioners of

the Treasury, from Hen. VII.

List of Plans annexed to Inclosure Awards,
31 Geo. II.-7 Will. IV.—Calendar of

Privy Seals, &c., for Cheshire and
Flintshire, Hen. VI.-Eliz.—Calendar of

Writs of General Livery, &c., for

Cheshire, Eliz.-Charles I.— Calendar

of Deeds, &c., on the Chester Plea
Rolls, Hen. III. and Edw. I.

List of Awards of Inclosure Commis-
sioners.—References to Charters in the

Cartae Antiquse and the Confirmation

Rolls of Chancery, Ethelbert of Kent-
James I.—Calendar of Deeds, &c., on
the Chester Plea Bolls, Edw. II.

Calendar of Fines, Cheshire and Flint-

shire, Edw. I.—Calendar of Deeds, &c.,

on the Chester Plea Rolls, Edw. III.

Table of Law Terms, from the Nor-
man Conquest to 1 Will IV.

Calendar of Boyal Charters.—Calendar

of Deeds, &c., on the Chester Plea

Rolls Richard II.-Henry VII.—Durham
Records, Letter and Report.

Duchy of Lancaster Records, Inventory.

—Durham Records, Inventory.—Calen-

dar of Deeds, &c. on the Chester Plea

Bolls, Hen. VIII.—Calendar of Decrees

of Court of General Surveyors, 34-38

Hen. VIII.—Calendar of Royal Charters.

—State Paper Office, Calendar of Docu-
ments relating to the History of, to

1800.—Tower of London. Index to

Documents in custody of the Constable

of.—Calendar of Dockets, &c., for

Privy Seals, 16.34-1711.—Report of the

Commissioners on Carte Papers.

—

Venetian Ciphers.

C. 2970

C. 3142

C. 3318

C. 3492

s. d.

4

7i

8

7

C. 3717

C. 3839

C. 4012

C. 4165

1 6

lOi

9

3
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Date.
Number

of

Report.
Chief Contents.

Sessional

No.
Price.

1870

1871

1871

1872

1873

1874

1875

31

32

33

34

35

36

1876 37

Duchy of Lancaster Eeoords, Calendar of

Royal Charters.—Durham Eeoords,

Calendar of Chancery Enrolments;
Cursitors' Records.—List of Officers of

Palatinate of Chester, in Cheshire and
Flintshire, and North Wales.—List

of Sheriffs of England, 31 Hen. I. to

4 Edw. III.

Part I.—Report of the Commissioners on
Carte Papers;—Calendarium Genea-
logicum, 1 & 2 Edw. II.— Durham
Records, Calendar of Cursitor's Kecord<!,

Chancery Enrolments.—Duchy of Lan-
caster Records, Calendar of Rolls of the

Chancery of the County Palatine.

Part II.—Charities; Calendar of Trust

Deeds enrolled on the Close Rolls of

Chancery, subsequent to 9 Geo. II.

Duchy of Lancaster Records, Calendar of

Rolls of the Chancery of the County
Palatine.—Durham Records, Calendar

of the Cursitor's Records, Chancery
Enrolments.—Report on the Shaftes-

bury Papers.—Venetian Transcripts.

—

Greek copies of the Athanasian Creed.

Durham Records, Calendar of the

Cursitors' Records, Chancery Enrol-

ments.—Supplementary Report on the

Shaftesbury J^apers.

Duehy of Lancaster Records, Calendar of

Ancient Charters or Grants.—Palatinate

of Lancaster ; Inventory and Lists of

Documents transferred to the Public

Record Office. — Durham Records,

Calendar of Cursitors' Records, Chan-
cery Enrolments.—Second Supplemen-

tary Report on the Shaftesbury Papers.

Durham Records, Calendar of the Cursi-

tor's Records, Chancery Enrolments.—
Duchy ofLancaster Records ; Calendar

of Ancient Charters or Grants.—Report

upon Documents 'H French Archives

relating to British History.—Calendar

of Recognizance Rolls of the Palatinate

of Chester, to end of reign of Hen. IV.

Part I.—Durham Records, Calendar of

the Cursitor's Records, Chancery Enrol-

ments.—Duchy of Lancaster Records,

Calendar of Ancient Rolls of the Chan-
cery of the County Palatine.—List of

French Ambassadorn, &c., in England,
1509-1714.

[C. 187]

s. d.

lOut of
print.']

[C. 374] 2 2

[C. 374

[C. 620]

5 6

1 10

[C. 728]

[C. 1043]

1 9

1 6

[C. 1301] 4 4

[C. 1544]
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Date.
Number

of
Report.

Chief Contents.
Sessional

No.
Price.

1876

1877

1878

1879

1880

1881

1882

1883

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

Part II.—Calendar of Eeoognizance Dolls

of the Palatinate of Chester; Hen. V.-
Hen. VII.

Exchequer Records, Catalogne of Special

CommiBsions, 1 Eliz. to 10 Vict., Calen-
dar of D epositions tak en by CommiBsion,
I Eliz. to end of James I.—List of Rep-
resentative Peers for Scotland and
Ireland.

Calendar of Recognizance Rolls of the

Palatinate of Chester, 1 Hen. VIII.-
II Geo. IV. — Exchequer Records,
Calendar of Depositions taken by Com-
mission, Charles I.—Duchy of Lancaster
Records ; Calendar of Lancashire Inqui-

sitions post Mortem, & c.—Third Su])ple-

mentary Report on the Shaftesbury
Papers.—List of Despatches of Frencli

Ambassadors to England, 1509-1714.

Calendar of Depositions taken by Com-
mission, Commonwealth-James II.

—

Miscellaneous Records of Queen's
Remembrancer in the Exchequer.

—

Durham Records, Calendar of the

Cursitor's Records, Chancery Enrol-
ments.—Calendar of Duchy of Lancas-
ter Patent Rolls, 5 Ric. II.-21 Hen. VII.

Calendar of Depositions taken by Com-
mission, William and Mary to George I.

—Calendar of Norman Rolls, Hen. V.,
Part I.—List of Calendars, Indexes,
&c. in the Public Record Office on 31st
December 1879.

Calendar of Depositions taken by Com-
mission, George II.— Calendar of Nor-
man Rolls, Hen. V., Part IT. and Glos-

sary.—Calendar of Patent Rolls, lEdw.I.
Transcripts from Paris.

Calendar of Privy Seals,&c., 1-7 Charles I.

—Duchy of Lancaster Records, Inven-
tory of Court Rolls, Hen. III.-Geo. IV.,
Calendar of Privy Seals, Ric. II.

—

Calendar of Patent Rolls, 2 Edw. I.—
Fourth Supplementary Report on the
Shaftesbury Papers.—Transcripts from
Paris.—Report on Libraries in Sweden.
•—^Report on Papers relating to English

History in the State Archives, Stock-

holm.—Report on Canadian Archives.

Calendar of Patent Rolls, 3 Edw. I.—
Durham Records, Cursitors' Records,

Inquisitions post Mortem, &c.—Calen-

dar of French Rolls, 1-10 Hen. V.
—Report from Venice.—Transcripts

from Paris.- -Report from Rome.

[C. 1544

[C. 1747]

[C. 2123]

8. d.

4 4

4 3

[.Out of
print.']

[C. 2377] 3

[C. 2658]

[C. 2972]

[C. 3425]

4 8

4

3 10

[C. 3771] 3 6
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Date.
Number

of

Eeport.
Chief Contents. Sessional

No.
Price.

1884

1885

1886

1887

1888

1889

1890

1891

1892

1893

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

Duchy of Lancaster Eecords, Inventory of
Ministers' and Eeceivers' Accounts,
Edw. I.-6eo. III.—Durham Eecords,
Cursitors' Eecords, Inquisitions post

Mortem, &c.—Calendar of Diplomatic
Documents.—Transcripts from Paris.

—

Reports from Eome and Stockholm.

—

Eeport on Archives of Denmark, &c.

—

Transcripts from Venice.—Calendar of

Patent EoUs, 4 Edw. I.

Presentations to Offices on the Patent
Eolls, Charles II.—Transcripts from
Paris.—Eeports from Eome.—Second
Eeport on Archives of Denmark, &c.

—

Calendar of Patent Eolls, 5 Edw. I.—
Catalogue of Venetian Manuscripts
bequeathed 6y Mr. Eawdon Brown
to the Public Eeeord Office.

Transcripts from Paris.—Third Eeport
on Archives of Denmark, &c.— List

of Creations of Peers and Baronets,

148.S-1646.—Calendar of Patent Eolls,

6 Edw. I.

Calendar of Patent Eolls, 7 Edw. I.—
Calendar of Erenoh Bolls, Henry VI.
.—Calendar of Privy Seals, &c., 8-11
Charles I.— Calendar of Diplomatic
Documents.— Schedules of Valueless

Documents.

Calendar of Patent Eolls, 8 Edw. I.—
Index to Leases and Pensions (Aug-
mentation Office).—Calendar of Star

Chamber Proceedings.

Calendar of Patent Eolls, 9 Edw. I.

Proceedings

Proceedings

Proceedings ....
Proceedings - -

Indexes to Printed Eeports, viz. : —
Eeports 1-22 (1840-1861)

„ 23-39 (1862-1878) -

[C. 4425]

[C. 4746]

[C. 4888]

[C. 5234]

[C. 5596]

[C. 5847]

[C. 6108]

[C. 6528]

[C. 6804]

[C. 7079]

s. d.

4 3

2 10

2 2

3

3 3

1
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SCOTLAND^
CATALOGUE OF SCOTTISH RECORD PUBLICATIONS

PUBLISHED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF

THE LORD CLERK REGISTER OF SCOTLAND.
[Other Wouks belating to Scotla.jid will be pound among the Publi-

cations OE THE EeCORD COMMISSIONERS, See pp. 21-22.]

1. Chronicles of the Picts and Soots, and other early Memorials of
Scottish History. Royal 8vo., half bound (1867). Edited by William
F. Skene, LL.D. {Out of print.)

2. Ledger of Andrew Halyburton, Conservator op the Privileges ov
the Scotch JSTation in the Netherlands (1492-1503) ; together with
THE Books op Customs and Valuation of Merchandises in Scotland.
Edited by Cosmo Innes. Eoyal Svo., half bound (1867). Friee 10s.

3. Documents illustrative of the History op Scotland prom the Death
op King Alexander the Third to the Accession op Robert Bruce,
from original and authentic copies in Loudon, Paris, Brussels, Lille,

and Ghent. In 2 Vols, royal 8vo., half bound (1870J. Edited hy the
Eev. Joseph Stevenson. {Out ofprint.)

4. Accounts of the Lord High Treasurer op Scotland. Yol. I., A.D.
1473-1498. Edited by Thomas Dickson. 1877. Price 10s.

5. Eegister op the Privy Council of Scotland. Edited and arranged hy
J. H. Burton, LL.D. Vol. I., 1545-1669. Vol. II., 1669-1578.

Vol. III., A.D. 1578-1585. Vol. IV., A.D. 1685-1592. Vol. V., 1592-
1599. Vol. VI., 1599-1604. Vol. VIL, 16U4-1607. Vol. VIII., 1607-
1610. Vol. IX., 1610-1613. Vol. X., 1613-1616. Vol. XL {In the

press.) Edited by David Masson, LL.D., 1877-1887. Prioe 15s. emh.

6. EoTULi ScAccARii Eegum Scotorum. The Exchequer Eolls of
Scotland. Vol. I., A.D. 1264-1359. Vol. II., A.D. 1359-1379.

Edited by John Stuart, LL.D., and George Burnett, Lyon King of
Arms. 1878-1880. Vol. III., A.D. 1379-1406. Vol. IV., A.D. 1406-
1436. Vol. v., A.D. 1437-1454. Vol. VI., 1455-1460. Vol. VIL,
1460-1469. Vol. VIII., A.D. 1470-1479. Vol. IX., 1480-1487,
Addenda, 1437-1487. Vol. X., 1488-1496. Vol. XL, 1497-1691.

Vol. XII., 1502-1507. Vol. XIIL, 1508-1513. Vol. XIV., 1513-
1522. Edited by George Burnett, 1878-1893. Price 10s. each.

Vol. XV. {in progress).

7. Calendar of Documents relating to Scotland, preserved in the
Public Eecord Office. Edited by Joseph Bain. Vol. I. (1881).

Vol. II.. 1272-1307 (1884). Vol. IIL, 1307-1357 (1887). Vol. IV.,

1357-1509 (1888). Price 15s. each.

8 Eegister of the Great Seal op Scotland. Vol. 1., A.D., 1306-1424

{see p. 21). Vol. II., A.D. 1424^1613. Vol. III., A.D. 1513-1546. Vol.

IV, A.D. 1546-1580. Vol. V., A.D. 1580-1593. Vol. VL, A.D. 1693-

1609. Vol. VIL, A.D. 1609-1620. Vol.VIIL {In the press.) Edited

by James Balfour Paul and J. M. Thomson, 1882-1890. Price 15s.

each.

9, The Hamilton Papers. Letters and Papers illustrating the Political

Eelations of England and Scotland in the XVIth century. Formerly
in the possession of the Duke of Hamilton, now in the British

Museum. Edited by Joseph Bain, E.S.A. Scot. Vol. 1, A.D.1632-

1543 (1890). Vol. 2, A.D. 1543-1590. Price 15s. each.

10. Border Papers. Calendar of. Vol. I. {In the press.)

Fac-similes of the National MSS. op Scotland. Parts I., IL, and III.

{Out of print.)

Stationery Office,

December 1893.

U 80070.
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IRELAND.

CITALOGUE OF IRISH RECORD PUBLICATIONS.

1. Calendak op the Patent and Close Eolls of Chancekt in Ieblani).

Henby VIII., Edwahd VI., Mary, and Elizabeth, and foe the 1st to
THE 7th yeak op Chaeles I. Edited hy James Moerin. Eoyal 8vo.

(1861-3). Vols. I., II., and III. Price lU. each.

2. Ai'CiENT Laws and Institutes of Ieeland.
Senchus Mor. (1865-1880.) Vols. I., II., III., and IV. PricelQs.

each. Vol. V. and VI. in progress.

4. Abstracts of the Irish Patent Eolls of James I. Unbound. Price 25s.

,, ,, ,, With Supplement.
Half morocco. Price 3os.

6. A21NALS OF Ulstee. Otherwise Annals of Senat ; a Chronicle of Irish
Affairs from A.D. 431 to A.D. 1540. With a translation and Notes.
Vol. 1, A.D. 431-1056. 600 pp. Half morocco. Price 10s.

6. Chaet.«, Peivilegia et Immunitates, being transcripts of Charters
and Privileges to Cities Towns Abbeys and other Bodies Corporate.
18 Henry II. to 18 Eichard IT. (1171 to 1395). Printed by the Irish
Eecord Commission, 1829-1830. Polio, 92 pp. Boards (1889). Price 5s.

PAC-smiLEJ OF National Manusceipts of Ieeland, feom the eaeliest
EXIAXT specimens TO A.D. 1719. Edited by John T. Gilbert, F.S.A.,
M.E.I.A. Part 1. is out of print. Parts II. and III. Price 42s. each.

Part IV. 1. Price hi. 5s. Part IV. 2. Price U. 10s.

This work forms a comprehensive Pateographic Series for Ireland; It

furnishes characteristic specimens of the documents which have come
down from each of the classes which, in past ages, formed principal

elements in the population of Ireland, or exercised an influence in her
affairs. With these reproductions are combined fac-similes of writings

connected with eminent personages or transactions of importance in the
snnals of the country to the early part of the eighteenth century.

The specimens have been reproduced as nearly as possible in accord-

ance with the originals, in dimensions, colouring, and general appearance.

Characteristic examples of styles of writmg and caligraphic ornamenta-
tion are, so far as practicable, associated with subjects of historic and
linguistic interest. Descriptions of the various manuscripts are given
by the Editor in the Introduction. The contents of the specimens are

fully elucidated and printed in the original languages, opposite to

the Fac-similes^—line for line—without contractions—thus facilitating

reference and aiding effectively those interested in palaeographic studies.

In the work are also printed in full, for the first time, many original

and important historical documents.
Part I. commences with the earliest Irish MSS. extant.

Part II. : From the Twelfth Century to A.D. 129y.

Part III. : From A.D 1300 to end of reign of Henry Vllf.

Part IV. 1. : From reign of Edward VI. to that of James I.

In Part IV. 2.—the work is carried down to the early part of the
eighteenth century, with Index to the entire publication.

AccoL'KT OF Pac-Similes OF NATIONAL Manusceipts OF Ieeland. In one
Volutne ; 8vo., with Index. Price 10s. Parts I. and II. together.
Price 2s. 6cZ. Part II. Fricels.Qd. Part III. Pricels. Part IV. 1.

Price 2s. Part IV. 2. Price 2s. 6cZ.

Stationery Ofice,

Deconher 1893.
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ANNUAL REPOBTS OE THE DEPUTY KEEPER
OE THE PUBLIC RECORDS, IRELAND.

Date.

1869

:1870

-^871

;1872

1873

1874

1875

1876

1877

1878

IS79

1880

1881

Number
of

Report.
Chief Contents of Appendices.

Sessional

No.

10

11

12

13

Price,

5. d.

Contents of the principal Record Eepositories ,[C. 4157] 2 3
of Ireland in 1864.—Notices of Records
transferred from Chancery Offices.—Irish

State Papers presented by Philadelphia

Library Company.

Notices of Records transfeiTed from Chancery, [C. 127] 1

Queen's Bench, and Exchequer OfBces.

—

Index to Original Deeds received from
Master Litton's Office.

Notices of Records transferred from Queeifs [C. 330] 2

Bench, Common Pleas, and Exchequer
Offices.—Report on J. E. Eurguson's MSS.
—Exchequer Indices, &c.

Records of Probate Registries - [C. 515] 21-

Notices of Records from Queen's Bench [C. 760] 8
Calendar of Eines and Recoveries of the

Palatinate of Tipperary, 1664-1715.—Index
to Reports to date.

Notices of Records transferred from Chancery, [C. 963] 7^

Queen's Bench, and Common Pleas Offices.

—Report respecting " Facsimiles of

National MSS. of Ireland."—List of

Chancery Pleadings (1662-1690) and
Calendar to Chancery Rolls (1662-1713)
of Palatinate of Tipperary.

Notices of Records from Exchequer and [C. 1175] 7

Admiraltj' Offices.—Calendar and Index to

Eiants of Henry VIII.

Calendar and Index to Eiants of Edward VI. [C. 1469]

Index to the Liber Munerum Publicorum '[C.'l702]
Hibernia!.— Calendar and Inde ;c to Eiants

of Philip and Mary.

Index to Deputy Keeper's 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, i[C. 2034]
and 1 0th Reports.

j

Calendar to Eiants of Elizabeth (1558-1570) ^[C. 2311]

Calendar to Eiants of Elizabeth, continued [C. 2.583]

(1570-1576),

Calendar to Eiants of Elizabeth, continued ,[C. 2929]
(1576-1583).

I

1 3

\_Ovt of
prim.'}

3i

1 i

1 3

1 S
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Date.

1SS2

i8S3

1884

1885

1836

1837

1>^'^3

1889
j

I

1890
I

i

ir.;ii

1892

1893

^rLimber

of

Eeport.

14

Chief Contents of Appendices.
Sessional

!

No.
I

15

16

17

IS

19

20

21

23

24

25

Seport of Keeper of State Papers containing j[C. 3215]
Catalogue of Commonweakh Bootes trans-

|

ferred from Berminsrham Tower.

Calendar to Fiants of Elizabeth, continued

(1583-1586).—Index to Deputy Keeper's

11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th Seports.

Calendar to Fiants of Elizabeth, continued

(1586-1595).

Report on Iron Chest of attainders following

after 1641 and 1688.—Queen's Bench
Calendar to Eiants of Elizabeth, continued

(1596-1601).

Calendar to Eiants of Elizabeth, continued

(1601-1603) Memorandum on State-

ments (1702) and Declarations (1713-14)
of Huguenot Pensioners.

Notice of Records of Incumbered and Landed
Estates Courts.—Report of Keeper ot State

Papers, containing Table of Abstracts of

Decrees of Innocence (1663), with Index.

Calendar to Christ Church Deeds in Novum
Eegistrum, 1174-16S4. Index to Deputy
Keeper's 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th
Reports.

Index to Calendars of Fiants of the reign of

Queen Elizabeth. Letters A— C.

Catalogue of Proclamations, 1618-1660

Index to Fiants of Ehzabeth. D—Z.

Catalogue of Proclamations, 1661-1767.

—

Calendar to Christ Church Deeds, 1177-
1462.—Schedule of Places of Custody of

Parish Registers.

Catalogue of Proclamations, 1767-1875. Con-
tents of the Red Book of the Exchequer.
Calendar to Christ Church Deeds, 1462-

1602.

Regulations respecting State Papers. In-

structions for Parochial Custodians. Index
to Twenty-first to Twentj-fif th Reports.

[C. 3676]

[C. 4062]

[C. 4487]

[C.










